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Puzzled About Amplifiers? 
NORMAN H. CROWHURST 

Is a triode amplifier better than a pentode amplifier, or vice versa? The author 
shows you that either type of tube can be incorporated into an excellent amplifier 
if the design is correct-and then he fells you about some of the design problems. 

IF YOU FOLLOW the r~ports of certain 
CODsumer testing organizations, you 
may be puzzled why it is a certain 

rnanufadurer's product can be rated as 
"best buy'" <Jne year, while the following 
year the same product is rejected as "un
acceptable, not worthy of further test." 
The answer to that question does not ap
pt>ar to be a technical one so we won't 
attempt it here-. However, there are dif
ferences in amplifier performance which 
make a '\'"ery similar question-t.hat is 
techniral--quite pertinent. What r£>ally 
is the ~t type of amplifier circuit '! 

Thi:; question repeatedly occurs ill 
,arions guises, :';0 it is not untimely to 
review it. One still hears from people 
who have triode amplifiers and who tell 
ns that their neighbors and fri£>nds 
testify the "good old amplifier" still 
gin's performance comparable with the 
bt>st modern one. 

Others who hear reports like this want 
to know just what the score is. If the 
"good old triode" was the best kind of 
!'utput stage for an amplifier, why is it 
that manufaeturers uni,ersally adoptfld 
pentodes or tetrodes in '\'"arious types of 
output tircuits f 

\,ben we examine the difference be
tween the two types of tube we find that 
the pentode is more efficient alld conse
quently, for a specific amount of dissi
pation, or dollars' worth of tubt's, it is 
possible to deliver a larger output 
power. Also, having a higher gain than 
the older t.riode tubes, it is easier to ap
ply a greater amount of feerlhaek and 
thereby redul'e distortion to a lower 
figure. Conseq nently a Ulodern amplifier, 
using the same aollars' worth of com
punents, can quote a higher power out
put with lower distortion than the "gooe} 
old triode" amplifier. 

One would imagine that such statistics, 
which are measurable objectively, should 
I)f' more reliable than the opinion of a 
number of people who listen to modem 
amplifiers against the older triode 
counterpart and who still aver that the 
triode lOlU1ds as though it does a better 
job. flo ~e\'er, a serious in'\'"estigation of 
the te('hn~cal performance of amplifiers, 

• ~16-18 .JOth At't'., Bayside 61, N. Y. 

f>t.yond just the silllple specifications 
usually qnoted, turns up a numhfor of 
reasons for this difference. 

In the first place, the transfer charac
teristic of pentodes eontains much 
11 igher order harmonics than the triode 
type charae1eristie whieh, single-ended, 
produces predoruinaDUy second har
mornc and, in push-pull, produces a rela
tively small· amount of third and not 
much abo,e this . .! ~ntode-type output, 
in rontrast, produN"S third and fifth har
monics and sometimt"S ewn seventh in 
quite sizable proportion. True the feed
back redures these dramatically, but the 
amount of feedbaek neC('ssary to do a 
real cleaning np job on the harmonie 
and intermodulatioD distortion can also 
produC'e other troublf>S. These oeeur 
under a \ariety of ('ircunIstnnces. 

Blocking 

One of them is what hnppens at o,er
load. )Ieasurt.>ments DlPrely tell how pure 
&1n amplifier is up to a ct'rtain point. 
They do not say what hapP(llIs when a 
~harp peak momeDtarily drin's th(l am
plifier beyond this poi lit, ns can often 
happen with pr~lll material. The 
a\"erage -"good old triode" amplifier 
merely lopped off the high peak and 
cllrried on working. )10re re(,f'nt work 
with transistor eirl'uits, which achieve 
the same rf>Sults by somewhat different 
methods, has shown that such peak ('lip
ping can beeome quite dra~tic before it 
i:; appreeiably andible. 

But many ampliliel'" employing a 
lurge amount of feedbllt·k. particularly 
those using peDtode output tubes, do 
more than dip off tht' pt'Hk. \\:"hen such 
a high peak comes through, it throws 
the amplifier ont of balance in such a 
way as to block the signal that immedi
ately follows it. This produces a notice
ahle interruption or hrt>nking up in the 
program. As tht" amplifier comes back 
into action, after the blocking, it dis
torts be<.'ause the tube that wns blocked 
does not suddenly eome bark to its cor
rfoct operating condition. Thus the effect 
of the sudden peak is t.o block the ampli
fier and allow it to cOllle back with a 
sort of l'tnlnglt>d efft>Ct. This is generally 
giv(ln the name "break up." 

Let's take 8n example. A 25-watt am
plifier is capable of handling a peak 
power of 50 watts. The average power 
in a program signal may not be more 
than 2 to 5 watts. Bnt such average 
program material may well include a 
pt"ak here or there that runs up to what 
should be 60 watts, 10 watts beyond the 
maximum handling capacity of the am
plifier. This. is what. causes the. trouble. 
Earh sueh peak momentarily o'\'"erloads 
and blo('ks the amplifier so that, for a 
fraction of a second thereafter, it will 
not even handle one watt and then it 
comes baek into action distorting the 2-
tc. 5-watt le,-el that follows the momen-
tary peak. . 

Obviously such an amplifier will not 
appear to gi'\'"e as llIuch good, clean out
put as one that handle-s say 15 watts and 
then clips for a moment. Even though 
the corresponding peak may still run up 
to what would be 60 watts, this just gets 
lost and the following 2- to 5-watt level 
is amplified without further di5tortion. 
rsing the latter amplifier, the level 
eould probably be turned up so it runs 
at from 6 to 15 watts instead of 2 to 5 
watts, an incN'a~e in level of about 5 
db, which is quite noticeably louder, 
and yet will still sound clean as com
pared with the 25-watt amplifier work
ing at an average output of 2 to 5 
watts. This eomparison is illustrated at 
Fig. 1. 

A re we to ('ollclude then that, in spite 
of the bf'tter fignres a pentode will give, 
it does not rf'ally produce better results 
than the triode , Not at all. A pentode 
properly used can produce quite good 
results and still notain the advantages. 
a pparent in the figures, of better effi
t'iency and impro\'ea gain which 8.1so 
enable the distortion to be satisfactory 
reduced. 

The twin-eoupl('d amplifierl described 
in these pagt>S in November, 1957, is an 
example of t.his. A great many readers 
ha..-e written in saying that they ba,e 
compared this amplifier with others, 
using much larger nominal output:;, and 

1 Lows Bourget. "Stereo· monaural com· 
panion amplifier for the Preamp with Pres· 
cnre," ACDIo, Nov., 1957. 



that the twin~up]ed gives 8uperior 
performance, both as to apparent undis-

-torted output and general cleanness. 
And yet the t.in~()lIpled circuit uses 
the output tubes strictly as pentodes 
with a variety of unity coupling. This 
well illustrates that pentodes can be op
erated in such • way as to achieve the 
benefits of their improved efficiency and 
give performante that is quite aceept-
8 ble to critir.al listent'rs. 

Th. ae.t Circuit 

What then is the best of the modern 
output circuits' This is a question quite 
often asked and one to which there is no 
direct reply. It depends on how well 
each type of output circuit is designed 
or used. 

For quite a while, there seemed to be 
a belief among amplifier designers that 
optimum perfonnance is achieved if all 
the stages reach o.erload point at about 
the same level of amplification. Another 
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school of thought rerommends that the 
earliest stages have quite a nice margin 
(which is easier to do), while the drive 
and output stages should run into over
load pretty well at the same point. Often 
it has been recommended that the out
put stage should overload before all 
earlier stages, ~cnuse this means that 
only one stage is responsible for pro
ducing distortion instead of many stages 
running into distortion conditions at the 
snme time. 

Each of these recommendations may 
have its point, e.onsidering the amplifier 
without feedback. But when feedback is 
applied, as it is on all modern amplifiers, 
the situation is considerably altered. 

Feedback theory is usually confined 
to the condition where the amplifier is 
assumed to have all its gain. Unfortu
nately, as soon as clipping occurs the 
amplifier does not have all its gain. This 
does not necessarily introduce any in
stability, but it {'an result in the sudden 
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appearance of signals having excessive 
amplitnde. 

For example, suppose, at m.a.ximum 
output, the input is really 1 volt but is 
held down at the grid of the first stage 
to an effective 0.1 volt because there is 
0.9 volts of feedback. Then the onset of 
clipping results in a signal that suddenly 
looks like the 1 volt it really is because 
the 0.9 volts signal gets chopped off 
short. This results in a high peak being 
amplified by the .early stages of the am
plifier until sollie stage fails to handle 
it. An increase of actual input from 1 
volt to 1.1 volts in a waveform at the 
first grid that suddenly shoots up from 
0.1 volt to 0.2 volts, and proportionately 
through successive stages. (Fig. 2) 

What happens due to this sudden peak 
then depends on further details in the 
amplifier design. If this sudden peak 
produces overload at a point where there 
if'; direct coupling, say between an ampli
fier and phase-splitter stage, the ampli-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the same transient waveform amplified by (left) a 2S-watt amplifier with bad overload characteristic, 
and <right) a 15-watt amplifier with good overload characteristic. In each easel the solid line represents the actual waveform, 
while the dashed line shows the correct waveform where the amplifier departs from it. The lS-watt amplifier is handling the 

same waveform at three times the power level. 
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Fig. 2. Wh~t hap~ns in any feedback amplifier when clipping occurs. This shows 
the waveforms associated with the input stage. Dashed line is the waveform at 
maximum undistorted signal level. Solid line at a level 10 per cent above this. 

fier will not be disturbed by it. As soon 
aE; the peak dis.ap~.ars- the amplifier re. 
verts to its normal operating condition 
and carries on amplifying normally. 

But if this peak reaches its limit of 
amplification at a stage that is resist
ance/capacitan~ eoupled, a grid lllay 
be driven a long way posith"e, causing 
a negative charge to appear on the grid 
side of the coupling capacitor after. the 
peak disappears. This biases that stage 
momentarily back beyond cutoff and 
causes blocking . ...\S the stage drifts back 
into its normal operating condition some 
distortion is erident before the amplifier 
resumes proper operation. 

Another place where the trouble can 
occur, if the amplirler is "held up" right 
through to the grids of the output stage, 
is that the sudden removel of amplifica
tion due to clipping results in an ex
cessive postive drive at the grids of the 
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Fig. 3. One way to obviate output .. st~ge 
blocking is to use direct-coupled cathode 
followers between drive and output, as 

shown here. 

output stage. These are almost invari
ably resistance! capacitance coupled and 
consequently, immediately following the 
excessive peak, the output stage is mo
mentarily over-biased so as to produce 
crossover distortion if not completE' 
blocking for the moment. 

The Curel 

There are two ways of obviating this. 
One is to use a cathode follower, direct 
coupled to the output stage with ap
propriate negative supply to enable the 
cathode follower to have an even more 
negative return than the necessary bias 
voltage for the output stage (Fig. 3). 

The other is much simpler and almost 
as effective. It consists of interposing 
what at one time would have been called 
a grid-stopper resistor between each 
coupling capacitor and the output tube 
grids.· It does not serve the one-time 
function of stopping parasitic oscilla
tion in the grid circuit, but does prevent 
the large grid-current flow that momen
tarily occurs during the high peak condi
tion and thus avoids the radical over
bias condition after the peak (Fig. 4) .. 

These are some general measures to 
obviate the sudden overload troubles 
that beset high-feedback pentode-typ(~ 
amplifiers. But what about some of the 
other types of circuits, Ultra-Linear, 
unity-coupled, Circlotron, single-ended 
push-pull, and so on' "Which of these 
would you recommend as best '" is a 
not uncommon question. Here again it 
is not so much a question of choosing 
the best circuit as seeing that the one 
you do choose is correctly used. 

In the case of mtra-Linear the choice 
of the tube operation is virtually one be
tween pentode and triode. The tappings 
on the transformer primary "split the 
difference" between connecting the 
screen to B + or direetly ·to plates. The 

fir.rt- 18 pentOde,-- the second is triode. 
Connecting them to a tapping results in 
Ultra-Linear. This achieves practically 
the efficiency ot a pentode while main
taining the linearity or Iow~rder dis
tortion of a triode. 

This would seem to he ideal. The diffi
culty is that, to 'Work perfectly, the 
transformer must maintain the correl't 
tapping, both in voltage and phasE', at 
all audio frequencies_ This is not too 
difficult for the Tow-frequency end but, 
at the high-frequency end, stray leak
age inductances between different parts 
of the winding, along with winding 
intercapacitances, can really play havoc 
with an mtra .. Linear circuit resulting 
in some quite weird wavefonns at some 
specific frequencies. 

The solution to this is to have a cor
rectly designed Ultra-Linear trans
former that avoids any spurious devia
tion from correct tapping up to a 
frequency beyond the audio range and 
also beyond the cutoff of the transformer 
as a primary-to-secondary transformer. 
This.. a not impossible,.. but . onlJ rela
tively few transformers manufactured 
under the name of Ultra-Linear achieve 
this objective. 

The McIntosh 'Version of the unity
coupled circuit relies on the famous 
bifilar-wound output ttansformer.2 The 
fact that the high-voltage and ground-

. voltage primaries are wound with the 
wire actually side-by-side achieves a very 
intimate coupling between the winding 
connected to cathode and that connected 
to screen of the same tubes. To try and 
achieve this version of the unity-coupled 
circuit without a bifilar-wound trans
former would be asking for trouble .. 

Of course, it is also necessary to use 
the various refinements developed with 
that circuit for avoiding the other kind 
of blocking we discussed earlier. In the 
case of the McIntosh circuit the output 
tubes are driven by cathode-follower 
direct-coupled stages. 

2 Norman H. Crowburst, "Realistic engi
neering philosophy," At:'DIO, Oct., 1959 .. 
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Fig. 4. A simpler method of at least re
ducing the effect i. the use of grid-cur
rent .. limiter resistors, shown here in the 
autput-st~ge grids. They can also be used 

at any stage thot couse. blocking. 



An alternative approach is the twin
coupled amplifier referred to previousgr. 
This uses completely separate trana
formers but employs large capa~itance 
from screen to c.!\thode to achieve tight 
coupling at the higher frl~ueneies. The 
double transformer achieves sufficienUy 
close coupling for the low frequencies, 
which is not difficult. 

The Circlotron circuit utilizes a com
paratively ordinary output transformer 
and only needs one of them. Its disad
van~o-e is the fact that it needs two 
high-voltage suppliers. While this may, 
not be any more expensive (probably is 
less expensive, in fact) than using two 
output transformers or a more expensive 
single one, it does have the <fu.advantage 
that the high-voltage suppliers are vir
tually attached to the plates and cath
odes of the output stage. This means 
that capacitances- in- the. supply circuit 
and the power transformer are effec
tively in the audio circuit of the ampli
fier which can introduce complications 
in that direction. 

So each circuit has its critical factors 
and it is only by taking careful account 
of the various critical facton in each 
circuit, watching out for the possibilities 
of blocking, or other spurious conditions 
-the things that can happen due to the 
difference between practical program 
material and the kind of signals used 
for measuring amplifier performance-
that a satisfactory amplifier can be pro
duced. Using any basic circuit as a 
starting point it is possible to design 
out the various bugs that spoil amplifier 
performance. 

So, rather than saying that anyone 
particular circuit is basically the best 
circuit, it is better to look a little closer 
and see how well the circuit has been 
designed as regards avoiding some of the 
spurious things that can happen in am
plifiers. JE 



Amplifiers 
EDGAR, M. VILLCHUR* 

An analysis of the fundamental nature of amplification, and a 
description of the working principles of pneumatic, mechanical, car
bon, vacuum-tube, transistor, magnetic, and dielectric amplifiers. 

A COM MOS-SE:-<SE DEFI:-<ITION of the 
word "amplifierHis "a device that 
makes things bigger." But in tech

nical language the term has a much 
more restricted meaning; the device re
ferred to becomes an amplifier only 
when the things that are made bigger 
consist of energy-patterns. The nature 
of amplification can probably be better 
understood by considering first the oper
ation of another energy transmission 
device that is not an amplifier-an in
strument that is. called, in mechanics, a 
machine. 

The machine receives input power, 
shapes' it for the required task, and re
leases it, less the inevitable losses from 
friction, in its new form. \Vere it not 
for these losses the amount of energy 
released would be e..xactly equal to that 
recei\·ed. Although the Indian hunter 
was able to bring down buffalo with bow 
and arrow, his arrow was driven by less 
energy than had been put into flexing 
the bow. His machine was able to store 
and concentrate the power that it re
ceived when the string was drawn back, 
so that the shaft sped with lethal veIoc
itv. Without the machine the hunter's 
strength would have been totallv in-
effective. . 

The mechanical lever. the acoustical 
horn. and the electrical transformer 
are other eKamples of transmission de
vices whose useful output energy, while 
re-formed in such a wav as to be most 
suitable for the appli~ation at hand, 
must always be somewhat less than the 
input energy. The word "machine" ap
plies to mechanical devices only; the 
term whi-ch includes all instruments of 
this nature. whatever type of energy 
is transmitted, is passi~'e transducer 
(from traalfCere, to lead across). 

An amplifier is also an energy tnns
mission ckvi~e, and hence a transducer, 
but it is an active one. It does that which 
would be- impossible without a sort of 
engineering sleight-of-hand-it provides 
a transmission channel whose output, 
seemingly the same in identity to the 
received stimulus, contains more energy 
than its input. The difference is that 
between a pulley and a powered capstan. 
It is ohvious that the useful output 
energy of an amplifier cannot be greater 
than the total energy supplied, any more 
than it is possible for such a condition 
to e..xist in the case of a passive trans
ducer, or energy will have been created. 

• Wood-.nock. N. Y. 

out of nothing. The trick is that the in
put stimulus borrows and directs power 
from an independent second source 
(such as the electric company's gen
erators), and shapes this independent 
power to its own form_ 

The need for amplifiers arises when 
we are dealing with impulses which 
must remain, in a very definite time 
pattern if they are to be useful. One of 
the earliest amplifying devices was the 
pipe organ, whose player was able to 
control, with relative1)C. light pressures 
of his fingers, the steady flow of air 
produced by sweating bellows-oper
ators. Amplifiers in the more generally 
accepted sense, however, were invented 
when nineteenth century technology be
came concerned with the transmission 
and reproduction of vibratory power: 
first sound, and then radio waves. 
. Sound consists of successive and al

ternating cOTQpressions and rarefac
tions radiated by an oscillating source. 
The telephone and the phonograph 
therefore depended for their operation 
on acoustical, mechnical, or electrical 
forces whicn continually reversed their 
directions, and which carried the trans
mitted intelligence in the time sequence 
and pattern of these oscillations. The 
problem that faced engineers was to 
extend telephonic communication over 
longer distances, to make phonograph 
reproduction louder than was possible 
with the original, limited power. The 
first approach, successful up to a point, 
was to increase the efficiency of the 
passive transducer elements. But the 
best acoustical arid electrical passive 
transducers that could be designed to 
harness effectiYely the sources ot this 
ciicillatory energy proved inadequate. 

Fig. 1. Edison's aero
phone, or pneumatic 
amplifier, provided a 
sound transmission 
channel into which 
additional e n erg y 
was injected in the 
form of compressed 
air. Inset shows how 
the sound·aehlated 
.al.e throttled a 
steady flow of air, 
to create an instan
taneous variation in 
tlow that imitated 
the original sound 

.,ibrations. 

Sound generators like the human voi<;e 
mechanism, or the phonograph pick-up 
diaphragm following the record groove, 
simply didn't have enough driving 
power for the work they were called 
upon to perform, even with the care
fully designed horns that increased 
their radiating efficiency. The solution 
was to injfct outside energy into the 
systems and to use the original stimuli 
as controlling rather than driving 
forces, which is to say, to amplify. 

Early Amplifiers 

In 1876 Edison patented a device 
which he called an aerophone. It was a 
pneumatic public-address amplifier. il
lustrated in Fig. 1. in which the 
speaker's voice controlled the instan
taneous flow of compressed air by means 
of a sound-actuated valve. The air was 
thus released in vibratory bursts and 
puffs similiar to those that came from 
the speaker's mouth, except that they 
were more powerful. and the speech, 
still intelligible, was louder. Edison en
visioned broadcasting in stentorian 
tones over distances of several miles. 
Such a system has actually been used 
in ports, but it found its main appli
cation in the designs of two British in
ventors who applied it to the phono
graph. Short developed. and Parsons 
iurther improved the auxefophone, 
whose pneumatic valve was attached 
directly to a phonograph reproducing 
stylus. Although pneumatic phonographs 
produced a constant background his
sing noise due to escaping air, they were 
fairly popular in Europe, and in the 
early nineteen hundreds the French 
Pathe company experimented with them 



Fig. 2. Th~ Patlte phonograph of 1905 used 
Q ~ompressed-air amplifier. 

wi~ a vi~w towards develop,ing talking 
motion plctures. (See Fig. 2.) 
A~other type of device, the me

chamcal or friction amplifier, found 
more favor in the United States; It was 
used in certain models of Columbia's 
cylinder '''graphophone,'' as shown in 
[ig. 3. The reproducing stylus of these 
ll'~struments, instead of being coupled 
dIrectly to, its diaphragm as in standard 
acous,tlcal phonographs, was attached to 
the dIaphragm via a string and friction 
shoe that passed over a rotating drum. 
\Vhen the stylus tightened up on the 
string, fric:tion between the shoe and 
the drum was increased and force 
picked. up from the drudt augmented 
the dlspla-cement of the diaphragm. 
\Vhen the: record groove forced the 
stylus in tbe opposite direction, so as to 
loosen up {.)fl the string, the diaphragm 
returned tCh its original position due to 
spring tension. In this way the vibra
tory path o-i the diaphragm was extended 
by, the emergy of the independently 
drIven drum, and sound output was in
creased. 

Both of the above designs were re
ferred ~o. a,t the time as relay systems. 
The on~rQ.l stimulus was thought of 
as touchIng; off latent power, like a relay 
runner passing the baton to his suc
cessor. These systems were the fore
runners of our present-day electronic 
amplifiers. but they were themselves 
doomed to :a short life. The golden age 
of mechani€s, when the diabolical iron 
fingers that set printing type, tabulated 
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sums, and rolted cigarettes were the 
wonders of applied science. was passing. 
Electronics was taking o\'"er. and the 
amplification of sound Wa3 destined to 
include an intermediary step. the tem
porary transformation of mechanical 
vibratory energy into electrical energy 
possessing the same characteristics in 
time. 

Electrical ampli fication may be 
achieved (and still is. in some tele
phone circuits) by carbon amplifiers, 
which extend the principle of the carbon 
microphone. The carbon gr:mules 
through which current is directed act 
as a variable electrical gate, whose 
resistance to current flow is controlled 
by the pressure of a cnaphragm_ Changes 
of pressure, such as would be created 
by stimulating the diaphragm with 
sound, create corresponding changes in 
the amount of current drawn from the 
source of electric power, and the elec
trical source releases energy greater in 
magnitude than that possessed by the 
input stimulus. 

The Vacuum-Tube 

The device which really- opened up-t~ 
field of ampli fication was the \'"acuum
tube. Fleming had made an electronic 
valve that contained two electrodes 
sealed in an evacuated glass charpber, 
a cathode emitter and an anode collector. 
\Vhen the cathode was heated a cloud of 
electrons was given off, and if the device 
was then connected in series with a bat
tery, in s~ch a way that the anode was 
positively charged relative to the 
cathode, the electrons were attracted to 
and entered the anode. Since electrons 
in motion constitute electrical current 
the circuit was completed through this 
one-way path. 

The stream of electrons flowing in 
the empty space between cathode and 
anode provided an especially favorable 
area for sensitive control of the current 
drawn from the battery. The opportun
ity was seized by de Forest, who intro
duced a control element into the valve 
by inserting a "grid"-an open network 
of fine wire--across the electronic 
stream. De Forest's grid was a sieve 
mechanically, but if it was charged 
negatively relative to the cathode it 
tended to repel electrons (which are 

, also negatively charged) and to retard 
current flow. A weak input "signa!"' 
voltage applied between grid and cath
ode, varying according to' a given fre
quency and wave form, produced' an 

Fig. ... Amplification 
of Q w~k electrical 
impulse is achieyed 
by a l'OCuum-tube 
circuit_ The input 
electrical stimulus 
has alternating p0-

larity, "hil. the out
put is in the form 
of pulsating one-way 
current_ Th. cath
ode heating element 

is DOt shown. 

Fig. 3. The stylus of Columbia's cylinder 9raph
opi1one was coupled to the reproducing dia
phragm through a lever-type shonk, a string, 
and a friction shoe that picked up extra energy 

from the rotating drum. 

ImItative vanation in the relatively 
heavy output current flow, as may be 
seen in Fig. 4. This output power could 
follow the input characteristics more 
closely than had been possible with any 
other device designed previously. The 
limits imposed by mechanical systems
their intractability when subjected to 
forced vibration in modes foreign to 
natural resonances, the uneven restraint 
of elastic suspensions, and the fact that 
supposedly rigid parts become flexible 
\vhen subjected to vibration at high 
frequencies-all disappeared, and de
velopment workers found themselves 
operating in a dream-world of virtually 
massless units, where incredibly swift 
oscillation could be controlled and am
plified without having to reckon the 
price of inertia, elasticity or gravity. 

An early application of vacuum-tube 
amplifiers was to the generators and 
receiver of radio waves. Like sound, 
electromagnetic radio energy is oscil
latory, although at frequencies which 
may be millions of times higher than 
those of acoustical vibrations. The ele
ment analogous to the phonograph horn 
is the antenna. acting as a passive trans
ducer to the "atmosphere"-and, as in 
the case of the horn, more efficient 
antennas were not enough. With trans
mitter output amplified, however, from 
a few watts to hundreds of kilowatts 
and receiver sensitivity raised to the 
point where a few millionths of a vol1 
at the antenna created usable re~eption 
wireless global communication becaml 
possible. Other applications followe< 
quickly. The recording and reproductiOI 
of sound, the detection and measure 
ment of very small quantities of light 
sound, pressure. or voltage, the myriai 



Fig. 5. The junction 
transistor is tin., 
compared to the 
'~I u b - miniature" 
tube, the smallest 
type made. These are 
approltimately full 
size. (CourtesyGen-

eral Electric Co.) 

tasks performed by calculating machines, atom. The attachment, originally weak 
and the sensitive control and regulation because of the relative distance from 
of massive machinery became part of the nucleus, disappears with the close 
the electronic field. atomic spacing typical of these mate-

But with poetic injustice, after the----rials, and the outer electrons -aTe free-· 
vacuum-tube has served as the vehicle to rove. These free electrons are able to 
for the modem science of electronics, respond to the force of an electric poten
it is being prepared for the scrap-heap, tial applied across the conductor, and 
at least in certain applications. The form an electronic wind blowing across 
vacuum-tube has several disadvantages, the relatively stationary atoms them
foremost among which is its unre1ia- selves towards the positive terminal, 
biJity. Besides having too short a normal constituting the flow of current. Current 
life, the possibility of failure at any time does not flow to any appreciable extent 
after installation must always be taken in non-conductors because the atoms of 
into consideration by design engineers. insulators hold on grimly to their outer 
The unreliability of the vacuum-tube is shell electrons, which are more numer
such an accepted fact-of-life that instead ous, closer to the nucleus and much 
of being wired permanently into the more difficult to dislodge. 
circuit, like other components of elec- To impart motion to an electron is to 
tronic apparatus, it is plugged into a give it added kinetic energy. Quantum 
tube socket to facilitate periodic replace- requirements dictate that the electrons 
mente In addition to this unreliability must fill certain discrete energy levels, 
the vacuum-tube requires a separate that is, that they cannot possess a ran
power supply to heat its filament (divert- dom amount of energy, and that each 
ing and wasting most of the energy taken energy level can only accommodate a 
from the independent source), it must given number of electrons. Therefore 
be given a warm-up period prior to serv- the energy of an electron can only be 
ice, and it is too bulky in some applica- increased or decreased by an amount 
tions. The feature which redeems all of which brings it into a new step level in 
these disadvantages is the superb control which a vacancy exists. The quantum 
which may be exerted over the captive levels of the atoms of a conductor have 
electron stream. vacancies. permitting electronic transfer 

Without abandoning the last feature, from one level to another. The energy 
new ways in which electrons can be levels of the atoms of insulators, on the 
made to submit to instantaneous regu- other band, are all filled. so that the 
lation at high frequencies are being in- system is locked. 
vestigated. The transistor, a revolution- The energy level states of semi-con
ary experimental device a few years ago, ductors (substances such as germanium, 
can aready be ordered by the part num- selenium, silicon, and the oxides of cop
ber at radio dealers, and development per and barium) form a special case. 
work is also being performed on mag- The locked system is upset by the pres
netic, dielectric, and other types of am- ence of minute impurities, whose outer 
plifiers. electronic orbits contain electrons in a 

From the electrical point of view 
materials may be classified according 
to their resistance to the passage of cur
rent, as conductors, insulators, and 
semi-conductors. In an atom of a good 
electrical conductor the outermost elec
tronic shell is held so loosely that its 
electron inhabitants are not associated 
exclusively with any particuar parent 

number either greater than or less than 
the amount normal to the pure substance, 
and which introduce energy levels capa
ble of releasing or accepting electrons. 
Where the number Of outer electrons 
is greater than normal, excess electrons 
are available for current flow in the 
form of an electronic wind, and the sub
stance is called a donor. Where the 
number of outer electrons is Jess than 
normal, dl~ subsWlce ~I ealled an ac-

ceptor, and vacancies are available for 
electronic current flow in the form of 
"hole" conduction (an effective migra
tion of the unfilled spot from one atom 
to another. a phenomenon which has 
been aptly compared to the motion of 
an air hubble in water). These two 
modes of contluction occur in opposite 
directions and are called. respectively, 
II-type for negative, and p·I),l'c for posi
tive. Hole conduction has a positi· .. e 
designation bec.luse the migration of 
holes has the same experimental effect 
as the transfer of positive charges. 

The development of semi-conductor 
devices has followed the same course as 
that of the ___ vacuum:-tubes from .. two-
terminal systems providing :L one-\vay 
electronic path, to three-terminal sys. 
terns in which the electronic flow is made 
subject to control from an area astride 
the path. Serni-conductors were used 
as rectifiers of alternating current long 
before the word transistor was coined. 
A potential applied in one direction 
across the junction of a p-type and an 
II-type substance will encounter rela
tively low resistance to current flow, 
bur relativdy- higlr resistuIce---if the 
polarity and hence the direction of cur· 
rent flow is reversed. This is because 
the electrons and holes travel towards 
each other for one polarity, facilitating 
transfer across the junction, and away 
from each other for the opposite polar
ity. The rectifying action may also be 
described from the point of view of 
energy-level states; for one polarity, 
electrons belonging to energy levels 
capable of releasing electrons are driven 
towards atoms containing energy levels 
capable of receiving added electrons, 
while for the other polarity the opposite 
effect occurs. 

A p-type substance sandwiched be
tween two n-type substances, or vice
versa, creates the basic design of one 
type of transistor amplifier. The con
ducting properties of one of the junc
tions for "wrong-way" current may be 
controlled by creating either hole or 
electron carriers in the sandwiched ele
ment (by means of a current through 
the other junction )-to put it another 
way, by causing a shift in the electron 
energy level states responsible for con
duction. The pattern of variation of a 
small controlling current shapes the in
stantaneous resistance of the unit, and 
large currents may then be forced to 
follow the same pattern in time. 

The transistor requires no warm up 
period, is smaller (see Fig. 5), cheaper 
in operating cost, and is potentially so 
much more reliable than the vacuum
tube that it may be wired permanently 
into the circuit rather than plugged 
into a socket. Transistor hearing aids. 
for example, which are already produced 

. commercially, are smaller than their 
vacuum-tube counterparts, consume only 
a small fraction of electrical power for 
the same amplification (they have no 
A battery) and may ultimately be ex
pected to require less service. The tran-



sistor has been developed to a point 
where it can duplicate many, although 
not all, of the vacuum-tube functions. 
One application of the transistor is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Malnetic Amplifiers 

The electrical amplifiers that have 
been here described provide circuit paths 
whose resistance to current flow is var
ied by an input signal. Such a path may 
also be produced by an electro-magnetic 
rather than a resistive unit, which is 
called a saturable reactor. 

The impedance of an electrical coil 
to alternating current is far more than 
would be expected from the inherent 
resistance of the wire. Each time that 
the current increases, drops to zero, and 
then increases in the opposite direction 
a magnetic field around the coil builds 
up, collapses, and builds up again with 
reversed polarity. This pulsating mag-

I netic field cuts the wires transversely 
each time that it builds up and each 
time that it collapses, inducing current 
of such instantaneous direction as to 
oppose and reduce the original flow. 
This is the descriptive analysis ot in.; 
ductive reactance. In the magnetic am
plifier the input signal controls the in
tensity to which the self-induced field 
can build up, and hence it controls the 
electrical impedance of the coil. 

Among the factors that determine the 
intensity of the field are the number of 
turns in the coil, the size of the core, 
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Fig. 7. Th. top diagram ShoWl- the essentials 
of a magnetic amplifaer circuit. Current i. the 
input winding colltrols magnetic saturation of 
the core, which in turn controls the impedance 
of the output winding to the flow of altet'nating 
current. The botto. diagrolll includes rectifi
cation of the a.c. power to pulsatinl d.c., and 
11M of aa additional "positiT. feedback" wind-

iDg to inc,... power sensitiyity. 

and the material of the core. None of 
these can be ~ltfrui.~ Q: high fre
quencies, but there is another, more 
easily controllable characteristic that 
can influence the coil's field strength and 
a.c. impedance-the magnetic condition 
of the core. The core will not continue 
to a.ccept added magnetization indefi
nitely; there is a natural limit to its 
capabilities. As the current is incre:lsed 
the core begins to satrcrate, which means 
that a further increase of current flow 
through the coil will produce less than 
the corresponding increase in magnetic 
field strength. 1 The degree of this sat
uration may be controlled, electrically, 
by the input signal. 

A separate winding- oiltlie same·core, 
through which the controlling input cur
rent flows, will cause the degree of sat
uration to increase and decrease accord
ing to the instantaneous polarity and 
value of the input signal. A larger cur
rent flowing in the output winding, 
drawn from an a.c. source of power, will 
then vary in step with the varying im
pedance. 

If the input current must do all of 
the saturating the power gain will be 

--low, -as an appreciable crmount of energy 
is required to saturate the core. A third 
winding is therefore assigned the major 
burden of saturation. This winding may 
carry direct current from a separate 
electrical supply, or it may carry recti
fied current from the output circuit. 
In the latter" case the third winding in
troduces "positive feedback," because 
the effect of a small. input current is 
re-introduced into the circuit in such a 
way as to intensify the effect on the 
output. Small input currents can then 
control very much larger output cur
rents, and power gains of the order of 
100,000 times are obtainable. 

In practice it is found necessary for 
the independent energy source of the 
magnetic amplifier to supply pulsating 
direct current rather than alternating 
current, as shown in Fig. 7, so that the 
saturation effect of the current in the 
output winding can never oppose that 
of the input winding. Pure direct cur
rent in the output circuit, however, such 
as is used with vacuum-tubes and tran
sistors, will not work. Direct current 
would remain uninfluenced by the 
changes in core saturation; the impe
dance of the coil to d.c. is entirely a 
matter of the resistance of the wire 
conductor. Thus the power that is var
ied by the input signal is itself a steadily 
oscillating quantity, but it is a. relatively 
simple matter to separate and extract the 
amplified impulses from the alternations 
of the power source. For this purpose the 
frequency assigned to the power supply 
is made much higher than the highest
frequency input that is to be amplified. 

Magnetic amplifiers are very reliable, 
have the ability to withstand severe 
shock, and require no warm-up period. 
They are also exceptionally efficient. 
because most of the impedance which 
they introduce into the output circuit 

1 A familiar example of this phenomenoa 
is the decrease of mductance in a choke 
when the current rating is exceeded. 

Fig. 6.. With the -transistor reducing s.,oce re
quirements of tubes and batteries, an electronic 
megaphone can contai. microphone, amplifief', 
batteries and speaker in one independent unit. 
(C~rtesy General Electric Co.) 

is of a type" called reacti\·e, which does 
not itself absorb energy. (The resistive 
barrier to current flow introduced by 
vacuum-tubes and transistors wastes 
energy in heat.) ~Iagnetic ampli fiers 
are at present advantageously applied 
in circuits which must control appre
ciable amounts of power at relatively 
low frequencies-adjustable-speed mo
tors, winding reels, automatic pilots, 
voltage and frequency regulators, and 
other automatic control apparatus. A 
magnetic amplifier used in servo work 
is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

Dielectric Amplifiers 
In the search for new, more compact, 

and simple amplifier de\"ices research 
is being pursued in yet aoother direction, 
that of the capacitor or d:electric ampli
fier. The principles of operation are 
quite similar to those 0; the magnetic 
amplifier, in that a circuit element with 
variable a.c. impedance is connected in 
series with an a.c. source of power. The 
element is not a coil, however, but a 
capacitor, a system of parallel plates 
separated by an insulating material or· 
dielectric. 

If a battery is connected across a 
capacitor there will be no steady-state 
current flow. Electrons move from the 
negative terminal and charge one side 
of the capacitor by surieiting its plates 
with negative charges ;. at the same time 
electrons move from the opposite plates 
of the capacitor into the positive battery 
terminal, and leave these plates posi
tively charged by reason of their lack 
of the normal number of negative 
charges. The process continues for a 
short time, until the storage "capaci
tance" of the device for electric charge 
is reached. at which point the short-



li\"t~d C.lf7"t'Tlt droll-. to Zl'ro a~aill. Ii iht' 
I',lttt-n- i- tlwn 'di~('C)nllt·('tt,·;1. :Ult! the 
two ,r. It", ·.i the capacitor are connected 
thrtl\l~h _in dcctrical condllc.:tor. there 
\\'ill lit." .l~t)thcr Illnmemary ~urge of 
curr!:nt. t:1is tim\! in the oppu.;itc! Jiit:c
ti'lll. The." ~t:conct .. urge i~ created by 
the C;lp(::nr':i discharge. which hrin:;~ 
the pl.lte:- ha.ck to their original neu
trality ,)i ~harge. 

EX(c.:pt for the initial ~llrge. thl'Jl. 
capacit'.lr- are non-conducting (!e\-ic~s 
inr dirn-t -::~lrrcnt. [n an alternating cur
rent cir(:::t. ho\\'en~r. the\' are diec
tin'''' (!~::ductors. Although electrons 
nc\-c'r ."la'.any cross the dielectric hri<1ge 
ht't\\'t~en r!ates. each sicie of the device 
alternately accepts and mscharges elec
trons. 50 't~at as far as thea_c. source is 
COnCCrtll-J it is able to 5end electrons 
into the c:rcuit and receive them hack 
again. The impedance which the capaci
tor offer:; to the riow of alternating cur
rent is inn:rsely proportional to the fre
quency oi revc:rsal of the electrical alter
nation~ and to the value of the capaci
tance. 

In the dielectric amplifier control of 
current riow is achieved by varying the 
capacitaoc~. One of the elements upon 
which the value of this capa.citance de
pend:; is the material of the ~eparating 
dielectric. The electro~tatic fidd created 
by the application of voltage across the 
capacitor plates produces a molecular 
strain in this material. and potential 
energy is 5tored by the dielectric in a 
manner comparable to the storage of 
mechanic:ll energy by a ~tretched spring. 
It is this molecular strain and :o.torage 
of !>Otential energy that makes it pos~ihle 
for the plates to accept and retain their 
unnatural charges. The amount of 
charge th..1.t will be accepted. and the 
capacitance of the system. is therefore 
limited hy the amount of energy that 
can be :-tored in the diel~ctric. The fJuan
titati\-e in.!ex of this characteristic of 
the in:-ulating material is called the 
dielectric coefficient. 

It was discovered that the dielectric 
coefficients of certain materi3.1s such as 
the barium titanates. Rochelle salt. and 
tung~ten trioxide are not constant. but 
vary :-;igniricantly with the applied \'olt
age. Since the electrical impedance of 
the capacitor is directly dependent upon 
the value of the dielectric coefficient. ".:he 
taUer characteristic may he used as the 

control dt'Tllt'tlt in an atc. power circuit. 
u~ing- circuit:- a" ill Fig. I). A high clt'
~rre of amplitication may he achicn'd 
ill thi ... \\';L\'. with man\' of the same 
a(h'ant:t~t's 'that are achieved in the 

. ~a,c: III the tr:uhi ... ttlr. The sa.me oscil
lating pm\ t'r .lIpply that i:, u:,c(l hy the 
1ll:lg'lll'tic :llllplifier will work here. so 
that thl' dick'ctric :lIl1plifi.cr is suitahle 
tor the in conjunction with nlagnetic 
alllplifil'rs. It is cheaper tPan the mag
netic amplifier. altlwugh not a~ ~tahle. 
hecau .. e the lliekctric properti~s of the 
tit:lI1aks that arc currently heing used 
are affect~d hy kllll-'l'rature chan~es. an(l 
thc g-ain of the :lI11plitier ten(ls to drift. 
requiring compensatory measures. 

Functional Catelories of Amplifier. 

In the beginnings of radio an e.."Cperi
menter was able to buy a single type 
of "audion" or three-element \'acuum
tuhe. TOllav the number of specialized 
tube types 'that ha\'e been rlesigned for 
p.lrticular jobs runs into the thousands. 
_-\mplifiers may. nevertheless. be cla.ssi
fied into a few basic functional cate
gories. These. concern (1) the amount 
of output pmver required. (2) the band
and banJ-width of frefJuencies covered, 
and (3) the degree of \"'ave form dis
tortion to the original stimulus that can 
be tolcrated. The total amount of ampli
fication may be regulated by the number 
of amplifying :;tages, of whatever type, 
connected in cascade. 

Heavv tasks. such as the radiation of 
~ound into a room. the engraving of the 
undulated groove in a disc record. the 
control of machinerv. or the radiation 
of radio wa\'es by 'a transmitting an
tenna, require "power" amplifiers. so
called bec:mse oi the relatively large 
amounts of power regimented to the 
appointed duty. "Voltage" amplifiers or 
amplifying stage~ do not difft:r in prin
ciple. They. too, increase the input 
power. but they are used where the pri
mary requircment is to raise the signal 
voltage. without a corresponding de
crease in current, and where the amount 
of output !lOwer needed is not very great. 
These conditions are normally present, 
for example. when the output of a stage 
of amplification is used to drive another 
&!mplifier. perhaps a power amplifier 
insensiti\'e to weak signals, or when the 
ouptut is connected to a final load with 

Fig. 8. This "se"oH 
mognetic amplifier 
may be used to dri •• 
a mechanical posi
t i 0 • i n g system. 
(Courtesy M a I -
netic Amplifiers. 
Inc.) 
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Fig. 9. The dielectric amplifier permit.s a sma}1 
input yoltage to control the dIelectriC coeffi
cient of a special capacitive unit. The more 
elaborate circuit incorporates d.c. "bias'" and 
a bridge arrangement that keeps a.c. power 

out of the input circuit. 

modest power refJuirement. such ~s a 
pa-ir of earphones. 

Amplifiers are designed for various 
frefJuency ranges between zer.o cycles 
( di rect current) and the nl1crowa ~e 
band. The upper limit of thl! latter 1::; 

considered to be about 100.000 mega
cycTes. approaching t~t: infra-red -r~gion 
oi the electro-magnetIc spectrum. :\Ilcro
wa\'e amplifiers are used in radar .3:nd 
television-relav stations. An amphher 
that can build' up d.c. stimuli. or stimuli 
that change only slowly. is required ~or 
various types oi measurement, inc1udmg 
such medical applications as the detec
tion of minute body potentials. Each fre
quency region has its own problems of 
amplifier design. with regard to both 
the amplifying units t~em~elv:s and to 
circuitrv. ~(icrowave CirCUits, tor exam
ple. use" hollow-pipe wave guides inste~d 
oi connecting wires. and the tranSllllS
sion lines are often referred to as plumh
ing because of their phy~ical appe~rance. 
Special tubes tor microwave oscll1ator~ 
and amplifiers-magndrons. klystron:;. 
and traveling-wave tubes-have been de
signed. 

~Iost ampliriers cover only a small 
portion of the electrical freque_ncy spec
trum. but certain types of signal embrace 
an unusuall..- wide hand of frequencies. 
Video signals. for example, \~'hich rep
resent variation~ of dark and light across 
successive strips of the picture screen. 
cover the range from thirty cycles to 
four megan"des. a ratio of hetter than 
l.()()() to t.- Ampli fier stages for such 
signals require special cle:-iign treatme~t. 
A sacrifice in gain must be made. m 
order to achieve broad-hand operation.' 

Increasing the magnitude of the inp~t 
signal in"ariably invoh'~s a. certam 
amcunt of wave form chstortJon, and 
amplifier stages are" c1a:,sified (as Cl~ss 
A, B. or C) according to_ the. cvmpronl1se 
that is made between hdeltty and effi
ciency. A method has been found, called 
push-pull operation, in wh~ch mos~ of 
the distortion of a compromise amphfier 
stage can be c .. mcell~d by a sec?nd com-
promise stage workmg al?ngslde. , 

The degree of output !~acc~racy. 111 
'a high-quality audio amphfier IS or~m
arily less than the degree of heartng 



discrimination for such inaccuracy_ The 
main sources of distortion in sound re
producing systems ar~ the electro-me
chanical and electro-acoustic transducers 
-pickups and Joudspeakers-:-but e\'en 
here amplification help; matt~rs_ \Vhen 
the' efficiency requiremt"nts of the pa~sh'e 
tran~tlucers are reduCf'd h\' ,-irtue of 
the a~1iplifier it is e:i:,:-:r to· suhdue an
n(lyin~ mechanical re;.onanct:s, a step 
that il::pro\'es perforn:::':1ce con.;iderahly, 

Thl' possibilities oi iot'\."uring amplifi
cation irom new t~"pe;. of device:; have 
by 110 means been exh:1u~ted, nor ha\'e 
current amplifyin~ dt>\"ices b~l'n fully 
coYert'c here. Research in basic ampli
fier' units and in app!i~ circuitry is 
contill~a1Jy going on. The amplification 
of o~cil1atory or ot~t'T\\"ise \"ariable 
~timllli occupies a ~tral position in 
modern applied phy;i~al 5'C'ience, AI
thou.;: h the popular <!r~Hn:t of nineteenth 
century gadgets m!i~ 1'C' mi50sing. re\'o
lutionary work is l.eing performt"d, 
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High-Power Audio Amplifiers 
MANNIE HOROWITZ· 

As we increase the power output of an amplifier, we run into a whole new set of problems 
which are of importance to the designer and which must be solved properly and efficiently. 
Learn what these problems are and how they have been handled by one manufacturer. 

T HE Ct"'RRE~T TREND toward more re
serve power from high-fidelity audio 
amplifiers, has led to the need for 

the exertion of more care in the design 
of the power and output stages. Poor 
design can lead not only to electrical 
component or tube failure within the 
amplifier, but may result as well in 
tweeter-voice-coil burn-outs when an ~
checked supersOnic, audio, or parasitic 
oscillation is present at the output. 

Output Tube Efficiency 

There are several tube types capable 
of high power output. The European 
EL-34/6CA7 can deliver as much as 100 
watts in push-pull pentode operation. 
The Tung-Sol 6550 can do the same. 
However, the EL-34 is more efficient, 
dissipating less heat within the tube for 
specific power outputs, than does the 
6550. 

The efficiency of an output tube is 
defined as 

AC power delivered to the load x 100%. 
plate + screen + heater I 

power dissipations 

Table rcompares the power dissipated 
at the quiescent conditions by both the 
EL-34 and the 6550, when operated so 
as to permit the deli\'"ery of 100 watts 
to the load. The EL-34 dissipates 26 
per cent less .power than does the 6550. 
Although both tubes are excellent and 
especially well designed for high power 
applications, economy in design tends to 

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of typical Ultra·linear push.pull output stage using 6l6GB tubes 
in Ciasl AB. U-l tap il at 43% of turns from center on each side, or at 18.5% of 
total impedance. (8) Output over one cycle from each tube when biased for Class A op
eration. (C) Output from each tube if fixed bias is applied to obtain Closs 8 operation. 

indicate the use of the EL-34 rather 
than the 6550. 
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For clean, high power output, it is 
obvious to resort to push-pull operation. 
~aximum power considerations dictate 
the use of pentodes, but maximum curve 

TABLE I 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN 6550 and EL-34 

Plate Dissipation 
e.. x i. watts 

Screen Dissipation 
E • ., x i.., watts 

Heater Power 
E, x it watts 

Total Dissipation 
per tube--watts 

E.... p"'t. supply voltage 
En 'Uted Qthode bias volt~le 
En screes supply volt.,. 
Et filament volt ••• 

6SS0 

600 x 50 x 1 ~ = 30 
watts 

300 x 1.5 x 10-- = 0.45 
watts 

6.3 x 1.8 = 11.4 
watts 

41.85 
watts 

n·J4/6CA7 

800 x 25 x 1 0-- = 20 
watts 

4oox4x 10"'= 1.6 
watts 

6.3 x 1.5 = 9.45 
watts 

31.05 
watts 

i.. = zero si,,,., plate current 
i.e = zero silN' screen current 
if "" filament current 

linearity for the low distortion nect"ssary 
in high-fidelity amplifiers would sugge!'t 
triode operation. Howe~er, the best com
promise is accomplished with tnJe Ultra
Linear circuitry, (A) in Fig. 1, where 
li~earit;Y equal to or better than triodes 
is achieved while at the same time de
li\'"ering power ohtputs comparable with 
that of the pentodes. 

Tests that I have run indicate that 
this method of operation permits raising 
the screen voltage about 20 per cent 
abov~ the manufadurer's specifications 
without any injury to the output tubes. 
Howe\'"er, this should not be done if the 
screen power dissipation (Eaci x ile ) or 
plate power dissipation (Ebb x i.) is 
higher than that recommended by the 
manufacturer. (Note: the above formu
las for plate and screen dissipations are 
for fixed-bias applications only. When 
cathode bias is used, the plate and 
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Fig. 2. Typical Class AB or Class B ampli. 
fier as used in EICO HF·50, HF·52, and 
HF·60 amplifiers. "Balance adjust" pot 
biases each tube properly for its indio 

vidual curve variation. 

screen dissipations become (E"b - Ere)i" 
and (E,c - Ecc)i,c respectively.) 

Two tubes, connected in push.pull 
circuitry and operated class A [each 
tube conducts through the complete cyrIe 
as in at (B) in Fig. 1] can deliver a 
specific amount of power before the 
plate and screen power dissipation rat· 
ings are excee.ded. For more power out
put from the same pair of tubes without 
exceeding the ratings, they must be oper
atpd more efficientlv. 

This can be acco~plished by decrE'as
ing the amount of plate and screen 
current the power supply must deliver 
per tube in each cycle--each tube would 
conduct for a shorter period of time per 
cycle, or for less than a complete cycle. 
The limit of this in audio work is class 
B, where each tube conducts for exactly 
one-half of each cycle, (C) in Fig. 1. 
The effective current per cycle that each 
tube takes from the power supply is low, 
for each tube conducts current only half 
the time-for one-balf of each cycle. 

Pow.r Dissipation 

The power dissipated in the tube is 
proportional to the total current p~sing 
through each tube over a complet.e cycle, 
that is, the average current. For the 
same amount of power being delivered 
to the load, each tube will dissipate less 
plate and sereen power in class B than 
would be the case for class-A operation. 
Since plate and screen currents are lower 
per cycle in class B, the voltage applied 
to these electrodes can then' be increased 
until the maximum plate and screen d.c. 
power dissipations are once again 
reached. These permissible additional 
voltages permit a pair of tubes to de
liver higher output powers. 

Although class B is used when there 
is a need for greater efficiency, class A 

provides bt>tter linearity and lower dis
tortion. The obvious course is to ('hoose 
a condition betwt"en class A and ('lass B 
for best operation, in \Vhi('h the tube 
euuducts for more than one half the 
cycle, yet less than the complete cycle. 
This is known as class AB. For ma:ri
mum power, it is be-st that the bias on 
the tube grids be adjusted so as to ap
proach as closely to class B as is possi
ble without introducing exct>s.s distortion. 

Figure. 2 shows a schematic of a power 
output stage which can be used in class 
.AB operation. A d.c. balance control 
was included for lower hum, distortion 
and output tube protection. Fixed bias. 
a necessity for the cutoff conditions in 
class B, is used here in class .A.B to 
maintain constant operating conditions 
for the tubes. 

When tubes are biased so as to operate 
close to class B, each tube works on a 
nonlinear portion of its individual plate 
characteristic curve, although the com
posite curve for the two tubE'S is reason
ably linear. On a curved portion of the 
characteristic, only a substantial change 
in bias voltage can alter the amount of 
plate current each tube is conducting as 
shown in Fig. 3 . .Near cutoff, tube char-

r-...... i pl 

A ..... ---tiPl 

"--"~---~------., -112 ·,1 

Fig. 3. Plate current variation with bias 
voltage. 

acteristics vary considerably from tube 
to tube due to curvature. Each tube must 
have its individual bias adjusted so as to 
control the individual tube currt>nts. This 
ean be accomplished with the balance 
control. 

L nbalance, resulting in excess current 
in one of the tubes, can damage it 
irreparably, for added current through 
the tube means added power dissipation 
by the tube. The d.e. balance control 
adjusts the bias on each tube just dif
ferently enough (consistent with its own 
peculiar plate characteristic) to allow 
each tube to conduct the same amount 
of current, even if each one must work 
at slightly different portions of their 
respective grid characteristic at quies
cent conditions. 

l; nder high signal conditions; the d.c. 
iA slightly unbalanced despite the use of 

a balance control. This is because the 
diifert"nt tube <>haracteristic of t'ach out
put tube near l·utolf. as des~ribed. How
e,'er, the tubt"s are protected. ~[ucb of 
the powt>r that is di~sipated in the plate 
and scret.>n circuit in the quipscent state 
i..-c dissipated by the output load when a 
signal is fed through a class .\~ ampli. 
fier. 

The slight d.c. unbalanc..-e is also in
significant at high signal conditions, 
since any inequality in each curve is 
applied to a minute portion of the com
plete signal, thus not ap~aring as dis
tortion. This condition, coupled. with an 
excellent phase splitter (~uch as the 
Clare Cathode-Coupled type) makes an 
LC. balance control unnecessary. 

This balance adj ustment can be 
checked in se\'"eral dilferent ways. It 
may be checked audibly by adjusting 
the control for a minimum hum condi
tion. A more accurate method provides 
an accommodation to use a lnilliameter 
temporarily in each cathode. Here, the 
balance. control is set to mak~. the. cur
rents equal. 

A simpler method is the addition of a 
small 1 per cent resistor in each cathode. 
as in Fig. 2. When the \'"oltages across 
both resistors are equal, the currents 
through the tubes are equal (E = I R) . 

Th. Output Transform.r 

A good output transformer is ex
tremely important in high-power appli- . 
cations. An efficient unit will permit 
more of the power de\'"eloped by the 
tubes to be delivered to the load. 

Efficiency in a transformer is a func
tion of the core losses (hysteresis) and 
the d.('. resistance of the winding. Since 
the magnetizing current through the 
transformer is low, efficiency is primarily 
dependent on copper losses-the wind
ing resistance. The unit with lower pri
mary and seeondary resistance is thus 
the most efficient. 

It is well known that the maximum 
power delivered to any type of load, is 
at its peak when the source impedance is 
equal to the load impedance. However, 
for minimum distortion, the impedance 
the output tubes must "see" is di.tIerent 
from their actual internal (source) im
pedance. When the EL-:J.l "sees" 4000 
ohms, the best comp·ronllse between maxi
mum power and minimum distortion is 
achieved. 

A speake~-usually about 16 ohms-
is the actual final load impedanee.. For 
nuuiuium un distorted power to be de
livered to the speaker, the output trans
former should match the 4000 ohms to 
the 16-ohm speaker accurately. . 

Transformers used in high-power ap
plications should have additional turns 
ratios to accommodate 4- and 8-ohm 
speakers. Many high-quality speakers 
have 8-ohm impedances ... -\ 4-ohm im
pedance is necessary for use with several 
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Fig. 4. Fixed bios supply voltage 01 used 
in amplifiers of Fig. 2. "BioI" pot odiults 
biOI voltage-for EL-34'1, plate current 

should be 65 ma in thil circuit. 

of the excellent but low-eftlciency speak
ers now on the markel. To provide these 
additional impedanees, the secondary of 
the transformer is tapped at points pro
viding appropriate impedance ratios. 
Transformer manufacturers indicate in 
their specifications the impedance ratios 
supplied in their units. 

The transformer used should also be 
capable of a wide-band Hat frequency 
response to provide for stability in feed
back circuits, as well as fidelity. The pri
mary inductance must be high enough to 
prevent a rolloff of the low frequencies 
while the leakage inductance (theoretical 
equivalent inductance between the pri
mary and secondary) must be low, not 
to allow rollo1f at the high end of the 
audio-frequency spectrum. There must 
be sufficient high-grade steel laminations 
to permit a full-output power response 
down to the lowest audible frequency. 

Power Supply 

The power supply affects the response 
as well as the power output. The fixed 
bias (necessary in class B or class AB 
when operated close to class B) as well 
as the high voltage must provide good 
regulation. These voltages must remain 
reasonably constant over a large range 
of current variations to keep the output 
tubes working at their prescribed condi
tions for maximum output. Low recti
fier and power-transformer-winding re
sistances help maintain the regulation. 
This same low impedance is necessary 
to retain the high output power at the 
low end of the audio spectrum. 

There are many methods of obtaining 
the fixed bias. Manufacturers of ampli
fiers can have a transformer made with 
an extra winding for this purpose. The 
voltage at this winding is rectified, well 
ftltered, and appliec:l to the grids of the 
output tubes. Some eommereial high 

power amp1i.6era tap the high voltage 
winding as shown in Fig. 4. 

Another method frequently used when 
special tapped transformers are not 
available employs a tllament transformer 
in reverse. The 6.3-volt winding is con
nected across the ftlament winding on 
the main power transformer. Approxi
mately 110 volta will then appear across 
the primary of the ftlament transformer. 
This 110 volts is rectifted, filtered, and 
used to supply the bias for the output 
tubes as shown in Fig. 5. Although ex
pensive, this method can be used by the 
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Fig. S. Fixed bios supply using standard 
components. 

amplifier builder without access to spe
dal transformers. 

The high d.c. voltage shown in Fig8. 4 
and 5 is secured from a rectifier tube 
with a separate, rather than a filament
ary type cathode. There is an important 
reason for this. 

The filter capacitor used in this type 
of amplifier must be of the electrolytic 
type to conserve space. Oil-filled capaci
tors would require about SU times the 
chassis area, providing no true advan
tage. Unfortunately, electrolytic capaci
tors are rated only at 500 working volts, 
with instantaneous peaks up to 575 volts. 
For longer life, the voltage applied to 
the capacitor should be kept within 500 
\"olts. It should also be noted that the 
high voltage to be applied to the output 
tubes (such as the EL-34 under IDtra
Linear operation) is 470. 

To fully understand why this requires 
the use of a rectifier with a separately 
heated eathode, it is only neeessary to 
draw the equiValent circuit of a power 
supply. In Fig. 6, (A) shows the second
ary of a power transformer supplying 
an a.c. voltage to the rectifier tube, 
which transforms the voltage into pulsat
ing d.e. This in turn, is ftltered to • 

smooth voltage by the eleetrolytic ca
pacitor, 0, and applied to the load, R,. 

(B) shows the equivalent of the cir
cuit in (A), with the transformer dran 
as an inductance, L, ':and the applied Le. 
voltage in series with the transformer 
winding resistance, B,. The rectifier tube 
is shown 8B a unidirectional element in 
series with the plate resistanee, B., of 
the tube. Since these resistive element. 
are in series with the rectifier, the equiva. 
lent circuit can take the form of (C) in 
Fig. 6. 

As a theoretical example, let the recti. 
tied voltage, Edo = 550 volta, B, = 100 
ohms, . B. = 200 ohms, -and the load re
sistance, R, = 1720 obms. When this total 
resistance, R, + B. + B, = 2020 ohms is 
connected across the rectified d.c. volt
age, E", the current Howing is 550 
volts/2020 ohms, or 250 ma (I=E/B). 
When this current Hows through B, and 
B., the voltage drop through these re
sistors is 250 ma x (100 + 200 ohms) = 
15 volts. The voltage remAining across 
the load resistor, Bb is then the total d.e. 
voltage, leu the drop through R; and Bp, 
or 550 - 75 = 475 volts. Since the load is 

(A) 

(I' 

(C) 

Fig. 6. CA) Power lupply schematic. (8) 
Equivalent of CAl, with transfC?rmer .... 
placed by Land Rt, tube replaced by 
unidirectional element and plate resllt
once, R,. (e) POlitionl of Rt and rectifier 
reversed, a permissible operation in a 
Ie riel circuit. When R. il connected, di
rect current flow coulel voltage drop In 

Rt and R,. 



in parallel with the filter capacitor, 0, 
this 475 volta also appea1'8 acroBB this 
capacitor. If the capacitor is rated .t 
500 volts, it will not break down. 

Next, assume the same circuit as .t 
(e) in Fig. 6; this time the load resistor, 
RZl is omitted. Since tbere is no com
pleted d.e. circuit, no d.c. current 1I0lrS; 
no 1I0wing current means no voltage 
drop acroSs R, and R II• Tberefore the 
entire 550 volts appears across the filter 
capacitor, 0, the open circuit for d.e. 
This 550 volts can easily damage a ea
pacitor rated at 500 volta if kept tbere 
for a long period of time or applied 
frequently. 

This is exactly what bappens wben 
there is no separately heated cathode in 
the rectifier tube. 

A rectifier with a filament type cath
ode, such as the 5Y3G or the 5U4GB 
conducts at the moment the amplifier is 
turned on. The output tubes have not 
bad the time to heat their cathodes so as 
to start conducting. Since there is DD 
current being drawn from the high
'\'oltage power supply for the first half 
to three-quarters of a minute, (while 
the output-tube cathodes are warming 
up) there is no current flowing through 
the power supply and reeiifier tube. X 0 

flowing current means no voltage drop 
in the rectifier tube and power trans
former --( Fig. --6) • All the high voltage 
then appears across the electrolytic ea
pacitor, and this may damage it. 

The solution to this problem is to 
-prel"ent the. rectifier from heating up 
fast and setting up a bigh voltage before 
the output tubes start conducting. A 
slow-heating! separate cathode will pro
vide this necessary time delay to pro~. 
the electrolytic capaciton, while the out
put tube cathodes are heating up. This 
will prevent the initial excess voltage 
Burge, protecting the capacitor. 

Tubes like the 5V4G provide this fea
ture. However, for higher current appli
cations, as in high power amplifiers, 
either two 5V4G's are nect"SSary or the 
European GZ-34 made by Mulla-rd and 
Amperex, may be used. 

Mechanical Considerations 

Tbf're are several layout farlors whieh 
must be carefully considered for a Re
eessful and durable amplifier. 

The internal volume of tubes such as 
the EL-34 is small. It thus needs a large 
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"entilating area outeide of the tube bulb 
to conduct away the excess heat. Tube 
manufacture11l claim that the tube life 
of this (and any other tube) is an in-

. l"erBe function of the bulb temperature. 
Thel" recommend that the maximum bulb 
telDPerature of 250 0 e should not be ex
ceeded. (The bulbs of the tubes used in 
two EICO units were measured with 
Tempilac and did not exceed 230 0 e. 
under any enclosed conditions.) 

To accomplish this, ?dullard recom
mends as a rough approximation a dis
tance of 40 millimetera or 1 9/16 in. 
between two tube bulbs and 30 milli
meters or 1% in. between any tube bulb 
and any other component mounted on 
the chassis. These temperature spees 
should be. carefully observed when using 
these or any other output tubes, al
though the distances between di1ferent 
types may vary. A good rule-of-thumb 
is one bulb diameter of space between 
tubes. However, this ean l"ary consider
ably as in the case of the 6L6GB, 6550 
and EL-84. 

Power tranaforme1'8 should not be 
11l0unted close to the hot tubes. Although 
the transformer itself may have a low 
tt'mperature, being placed too close to 
these tubes can raise the ambient tem
perature to such a degree t.hat when 
added to the transformer's O'WD tempera
ture rise, the. insulation can break down. _ 

Another important consideration for 
a successful amplifier is the electrolytic 
capacitor. These components must run 
('001. At high temperatures (above 85° 
C. in some. eases and above 65° C. in 
most instances) these capacitors may be
come excessh'ely leaky. They may short 
out entirely, or ruin the rectifier tube. 
Electrolytic capacitors should _ not be 
nJounted near hot components such as 

. power output tubes and power trans
formers. 

Yentilating slits or holes between and 
around hot tubes and transformers is a 
good method for cooling the compo
nE"nts. These slits will provide a ehimney 
effect, a1fording excellent ventilation. 
The bottoin plate on the chassis should 
hal"e similar boles and be raised from 
the actual mounting shelf to permit cool 
air to riSe. into the chassis. If a protec
tive cover is used, this too should have 
enough open spaces to provide good 
ventilation. It should, however, be noted 
that good ventilation is no substitute for 
proper spaeing of components. 1£ 
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The push-pull amplifier has become standardi%ed as the opti m um circuit arrangement for providing 
adequate power output with a minimum of distortion-so long as the tubes are used under proper 
conditions. The author makes the performance of this type of amplifier thoroughly understandable. 

T

HE PUSH-PULL POWER OUTPUT STAGE 
can be studied from many angles. A 
theoretical discussion on composite 

tube characteristics is interesting and 
informa.tive. A survey of the practical 
applications of different push-pull or 
driver circuits is an important asset to 
any audiofan's library. 

In this article, several refinements in 
push-pull circuits will he discussed. 
These refinements are frequently de
signed into the amplifier on an intuitive 
basis rather than a scientific one. The 

i-_"�_, Ial 

Fig. 1. Typical push.pull amplifier. 

importance of a scientific analysis ratber 
than instinctive motivation can he well 
appreciated by the serious hi·fi enthusi

ast. 

Graphical AnalYlil 
A typical self·biased triode push-pull 

output amplitler is drawn in Fig. 1. 
Everything discussed about this triode 
refers to the peDtode as well-but to an 

even larger degree due to the greater 
curvature of the tube characteristics. 

It is a well knO)Vll fact that there is 
a phase shift of 180 deg. between the 
grid and the plate of any tube. When 
the sign.nl at ,the grid reaohes a crest, the 
signal at the plate is at 9. trough. The 
reverse is also true. The phase relation

ship of a sine wave signal at the grid 
nnd plate of a. tube i1'! shown in Fig. 2. 
Note the crest and trough reversal indi
cating a 180 deg. phase sh.i£t. -

This is true in the case of both tubes 
in the circuit shown in Fig. 1. When W 

• 94.5 E. 16th St., Brookly-n 10, N. Y. 
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INPUT TO G�ID 

OUTPUT fROM PLATE r--+-+--t-� 

O' 90· 180· 270' 360° 

Fig. 2. Grid-plate phose reversal-ISO· 
deg. phose shift. -

is at. a crest, Y is At the trough j when X 
is at a. trough, Z is at Il crest-aud vice 
'DerSG. 

It is equally well known that the volt

age at W and X must be exactly 180 
deg. out of phase and eia.ctly equal in 
amplitude in order that the push-pull 
a.mpli1ier operate properly. These volt

ages at Wand X will appear as shown 
at (A) in Fig. 3. In class A operation, 
the voltages at the respeotive plates, Y 
and Z will appear as sbown at (B) in 

(.l.) 

w f """\ 
I\... ./ 

GRID SIGNAL 

Fig. 3, each equally shifted in phase due 
to the grid-plate phase relationship of 
the tube. The signal voltages at the 
plates will be greater than that at the 
grids due to tube amplification. 

The signal-voltage amplitude appear
jng between the plAte of each tube and 
signal ground (B+ since Cs in Fig. 1 is 
a short cireuit to ground for signals) 
appears aeross one half of the output 
transformer. The signal voltage between 
Y and B+ due to tube I appears across 

the upper half of the transformer, 
while the signal voltage betweeD Z and 
B+ due to tube II appears acros6 the 
lower half of the transformer. 

When the voltages at Z and' Y are 
equal, there is no difference of potential 
between the ends of the transformE!l". 
The signals will then cancel out and no 
voltage will appear at the output. 

If the voltages are unequal, or equal 
nnd 180 deg. out of phase, the difference 
of the instantaneous voltages at the 
plAtes will appear across the trans

former. This will be the output signal. 
In (B) of Fig. 3, let us assume a peak 

signal voltage of 30 volts between the 
plAtes of eaeh tube and ground. At the 
beginning of the cycle, at the midpoint 

SIGNAL AT OUTPUT 
TRANSFOIIMEi PRiMAl\, 

V "" 
"- ./ 

x 21'--i--\--+-'" 

Fig. 3. Push pull 519nal under normal operation. Note phose relationship of grids 
Wand X dnd phaes relationship of plotes Y and Z. Output is double the output from 

each plate individually . 
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(A) 

w v "' (C) 
� ./ Y r---+-�r--+--� 

I I I 
SIGN"l AT OUTPUT 

TUNSfOkMER PRIMARY 

G.ID SIGNAL I PLATE SIGN"L 

V " 
./ 

Z�--+---I--+--� x 
� 

O· 90" ISO· '00" 360· 

O· 90' ISO· 270° 360" 

FiSJ. 4. Phose relQtlon5hlp when signal, Qre fed In phase to the two grids. Note the 
zero output across the output transformer. 

(180 deg.) and at the end of the cycle the output tubes. In Class AB .. usually 
(360 deg.), there is zero signal voltage. w;ed in hi fi ampli.6.ers, the output is 
Thus there is no signal difference of greater than indicated due to increased 
potential between the two plates and efficiency. 
there is no signal voltage aeross the 
output transformer. 

At the 90-deg. point, the Y plate has 
a trough of - 80 volts and the Z plate has 
a crest of + 30 volts. Thus there is a 

difi'erence of potential of 60 volts be
tween these two points. Assuming the Z 
]Jlate 8.8 the "O"-voltage reference level ,  
the voltage between plates, or a t  the Y 
plate (across the output transformer) 
is - 60 volts. 

At the 270�eg. point in the cycle, the 
reverse is true. The Y plate has a crest 
of + 30 volts and the Z plate a trough of 
- 30 volts. Again assuming the Z plnte 
as the "0" -voltage reference level, the 
voltage between plates, or at the Y 
plate is + 60 volts. 

When plotting this information, the 
voltage between plates of the tube 
(across the output transformer) is a 

sine wave of double the amplitude of 
either plate output voltage alone. 

It should then become obvious that if 
the grid signals were of equal amplitude 
and in phase (Fig. 4), the voltages be
tween plates Y and Z 'Would be in phase. 
Being in phase, there would be no 
difference of potential, during any point 
of the cycle, between plate Y and Z. 
This would result in a zero signal out
put. 

From this graphical analysis, two 
things g�verniDg push-pull operation 
become obvious. 

1. A signal applied 180 deg. out of 
phase to each grid, results in double the 
usual output from each tube individu
ally. 

2. A signal applied in phase to each 
grid, results in zero output from the 
push-pull arrangement. 

Rule 2 applies to all cases, while rule 
1 applies only to Class A operation of 
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In class A, we may assume operation 
of the tube along a linear portion of its 
characteristic curve, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Class A Operation. Q Is operating 
point (bla! voltage). Unc!lstorted sine 

wave ot Input and outpul. 

Figure 6 sham the same tube operat.
ing in class AB1• The signal reaches 
cutoff ( or at least a non-linear portion 
of the curve) resulting in a distorted 
output from each tube. Since the ont
put from each tube is of identical 
waveshape, but 180 deg. ont of phase, 
the distortion pa.rtially cance}g itself 
out, resulting in a (Ipure" sine wave at 
the output. 

The distortion from Ii tube can be 
studied most beneficially by a Fourier 
nnalysis. This is covered in many textsl.2 
and will not be derived here. The results 
of this analysis are simple and can be 
stated hrieHy. 

1 Hugh Hildreth Sltilling, "Eleotnelll 
Engineeri'ltg Circuits." Jobn Wiley &; Sons, 
New York, 1967, 'PP 4.03-410. 

9 MIT, "�pph.ed E�otT{)1I.ios." John 
Wiley &, Sons, New York, 1943, pp 438-439. 

Represent the plate current to Y in 
Fig. 1 as ibt" This pJate current consists 
of three factors. 

First, there is a d.e. component due to 
the plate power supply or B+. Let us 

co.ll thi.s d.c. current Bo. 
The second is the funulI.lllenl.ll.l signal 

component. When a sine wave is fed to 
the grid of a tube, a large signal com
J)onent at the original sine-wave he
{[neney a.ppears at the output. The am
plitude of this component can. be labeled 
B /. Dcsignating the fundamental fu.. 
quency as f" the B 1 component varies 
!;innsoidally with this frequency. Thus 
the complete fundamental signal eom
ponent of the current is BJcos mt, where 
QI = 2:stf. 

The output being somewhat distorted, 
must of necessity also consist of some 
harmonic components. Following the 
procedure for findiDg the fundamental, 
the amplitude of the second harmonic 
Mmponent is B., the third is B3, the 
fourth is B" and so on. Similarly, the 
sinusoidal variations at these frequen
cies are respectively cos .2(1)t, cos amt, cos 
'rot, and so on. The complete harmonic 
content of i�l is then B.eos 2w, + B ,cos 
3mt + B ,cos jOlt • . •  ete. 

The plate current, ibl, is the sum of all 
of these factors. Appro:rimating the re
sult only as far as the third harmonic
disregarding the fourth and higher 
ol'der distortion components, the plate 
ourrent is 

ib% = BD + BJcos mt+ 
B, cos .2Olt + Ba cos 3(1), (1) 

.Assuming first that ibzJ the ourrent of 
tube II is in phase "With ib1, then 

ib2 =Bo +B1cos lilt + 
B,cos 2c:ot + Bacos 3m' (2) 

It oan be taken for granted that the 
impedanoes of each of the two halves of 
the output transformer are equal. The 
voltage drops aeross eacl1 halt are pro
portional to the plate carren� (E = 

Z ib). 

Fig. 6. Clau ABl operation of the same 
tube. The quiescent point Is moved down 
so that less current flows when no slgnol 
Is applied-which means less power 
dissIpated, resulting in greater tube 

efficiency. 
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The total pLate voltage appearing 
across the transformer is then propor
tional to ibl - ib2' which is proportional 
to the difference of potential between 
the two tubes, BB explained above 
graphically. Subtracting Eq. (.2) from 
Eq. (1) shows a resultant zero output. 
Tbis is the same result previously de
duced graphically in Fig. 4. 

Assume next that ib1 and if>2 are 180 
deg. out of phase-the case for normal 
push-pull operation illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Since 180 deg. ;s equivalent to .It in 
radian measure, adding 1C to each of the 
angles in Eg. (1) will be the equivalent 
of an 180-deg. phase shift. 

i��;:Bo+BlCOS (rot+.It) + 

B,cos .2(Olt + It) + Bscos 3 (mt + It) . . . = 

Bo - B 1008 Q)t + B2cos 2(t)t
BJcos3mt . . . (3) 

Equation (3) follows from the trigo
nometry which indioates the following 
identities: 

Cos ( mt + .It) = - cos rot 
Cos (.2mt + 2,,) = + cos .2rot 
Cos (Sent + Sst) = - cos Srot. 

Subtracting Eq. (3) from Eq. (1) 
results in an expression which is propor
tional to the voltage across the output 
transformer, 

i=ib1-ib2 = 

2(B,cosrot + Bacos 3mt) . ,. (4) 

This indicates that all even harmonies 
are cancelled out in the push pull out
put. Only the third and higher odd har
monics remain. The "2" in the Eq. (4) 
indicates what we already found graph
ically.· The amplitu de is double the out
put of a single tube. 

Implications 
ThiB long-winded discussion may be 

considered to be a lot of trouble to 
prove some factors which are common 
knowledge. Everyone knows that even 
harmonics are cancelled in pnsh-pulL. 
Everyone also knows that the signal 
applied to the two grids, W fWd X, must 
be of equal amplitude and 180 deg. out 
of phase. 80 why this diBSertation' 

Amplifiers are made out of tubes, re

siston, transformers, eapaeitors--not 
out of tube manuals, theoretical text 
books or magazine articles. 

8ypau the Cathode R •• lstor? 
Assume for one moment that the two 

output tubes are dissim.il.arly non-linear. 
In that ea.se, the plate cmrrents in Eq. 
(1) are and eqnal to the plate Clurrents 
in Eq. (.2). The fundamental amplitudes 
B" and the harmonic amplitudes, B, 
and B.) in the two equations are then 
unequal. Subtraction of (2) from (1), 
in the ease of in-phase signals, or (3) 
from (1) in the case of ou�f-phase 
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Fig. 7. Same ch·eult as Fig. I, but with 
separate bias resistors for each tube. 
Resistor value Is twice that of Fig. 1. for 
only half of total current goel through It. 
Bypass capacitor need be only half that 
of Fig. 1 to keep the circuits identical. 

RaCl = (2R,)(CJ2l. 
signals, will result in no cancellation of 
the high-amplitude seooDd harmonies. 

The total plate current i, which is 
eqUAl to ibL - ib2, appears across the 
common cathode resistor, R, in Fig. 1, 
as a voltage (ib1-ib2)R,. 

Due to circuitry configuration, the 
voltage across this resistor appears be
tween the aathode and grid of each tube 
(between B and W, and A and X). Be
ing an amplifier, the tubes amplify this 
signal as well as the desired signal ap
pearing at the grids. 

Assume that the resistor Rs is by
passed by a large capacitor, Cl} as is the 
case in Fig. 1. All the harmonics are 
then bypassed to ground and not ampli
fie<!. This may be the most desirable 

;case. 
In many amplifiers on the market, the 

cathode resistor is not bypassed to 
groundS. What happens then 'I 

In class A operation, there is very 
little effect on the harmonic distortion. 

3 Robert M. MiteheU, "Effeet of the 
ca.thode capacitor on p.p output stage," 
AU1>IO, Nov. 1955, pp. ·21-23, 75. 

( ... ) 
NO D.e:. IAlANCf CONROL 

-

l 
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The signal across the cathode resistor 
causes the harmonics to appear at the 
two grids, W and X in phase. These har
monic components will cancel out, re
sulting in no or little additional harmonic 
distortion. 

In class A, and more so in class AB, 
due to D on I ineari ty, the harmonics be
tween the cathode and ground will 
modulate the fundamental input signa.l 
appearing between the grid and gronnd. 
These resaltant signals are not in phase 
and will not canceL The final outcomc 
are additional factors of interInoduLition 
distortion. 

Experiments of this type are intercst
ing and should be tried by the reader 
who possesses harmonio and IM distor
tion measuring instruments. First make 
the measurements without a bypass 
capacitor a.uross the cathode resistor and 
then with the bypass capacitor con
nected. The results are prediotable. The 
record of the magnitudes is iDteresting. 

Results will indicate the desirability 
of a bypass capacitor in Class A opera
tion and the ne<:essity of this eomponent 
in class .AB1• 

Separate Cathode Resistor 
Figwre 1 shows one common resistor in 

both cathodes to develop bias voltage. 
Is this the most desirable /llTIUlgement' 
Figure 7 shows the same eireuit, bnt with 
two resistors, one in eaoh cathode and 
separately bypassed. Is this better or 
worse' 

Output tubes vary by as much 8S 40 
per cent from each other. The plate our
rents can be quite different-especially 
when operated class AB1 Or more so in 
Class AB2• 

Assume that tuhe I has a lower plate 
current than tube IT when operating at 
the same bias conditions. Let us also 
suppose

· 
that at 8 volts bias, tube I has 

a plate current of 30 �a llIld tube II 
hBB a plate current of 50 ma. The total 
d.c. plate current through the common 
cathode resistor of Fig. 1 would then be 

FIXE D NE GA TlIII a !AS 
ADJUSTABLE 

Fig . 8. EL34 or KT88 moy be used with odlustable bias of about 50 volts. Two ar
rangements are shown to measure bias and balonce voltages. 
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80 ma. Assuming a raUlOde rfsistor of' 
100 I)hlll� (RI), the voltage across this 
resistor is iR� = (Sf) ma + .'10 ma) 100 
ohms = 81:0/(s. U IIdeL' the conditions il
lustrated ju Fig. 1, the plate current 
through tube I would he 20 ma less than 
the pIli tc CUl'l'ent through tube n. 

Follolving the Slime line of reasoning, 
consider the circuit of Fig. 7. The plate 
CIIlTellt in tube I is 30 ilia, tbrough R 

200-ohlll resistor, resu.lting ill a hias 
voltage of (30 ml') (2()rJ ohm:;) = 6 volts; 
thtl plat(� current ill tube JI i" 50 ilia, 
througb a 200-ohlll resistor, resulting iD 
a bia;; \'oltoge of (50mll) (200 ohms) = 

10 volts. If this coudition can exist, the 
difference in <\uil';;cent ))Inte (lunent 
would still be 20 mo, flS ill the case shown 
in Fjg. l. 

HowevC'r, the G "olts hillS at tulle I 
will p(,nnit mol'c than 30 mll tofto\\' in 
Fig. 7, since a hins aii high 1lS 8 volts in 
Fi!J. I wns necessary 10 limit the cur· 
l'ellt to 30 ilia. The platc cUl'l't'nt will 
increase, jn(�l'(!asing tbe.' bias which is 
directly dependent on this plate current 
(E·l· = ibR.:). It \I'iII incr�as(! IIntilo point 
of equilihrium is relJCbed, Let liS say this 
equilibrium point is whcre tbe plate 
cuncut is 35 ma Ilnd the bias voltage is 
El.: = (35 ma) (200 a/I7IM) = 7 ·volts. 

In tJle casc of tithe 1I, quite the op
posite dIect is achic\·ed. The 50'1Il1l 
platc currellt is possihle only with IIn 
8-volt hins. When the bias is 10 volls. th£< 
plate <'Ul'I'<'llt must he le,;s than ;jO' mn. 

It will drcl'casc unW a point of ('l1nilib
}'ium is I"tllched. Let us a�Sl1ll\e this point 
to 1)(' 4;) llIa-th(· cathode bill;; will tJlell 
be E�. = (45 ma) (2()(J ohms) ;; 9 ·t'olt�. 

It: then bccomc;; obvious that t.h· dif
fcr�n{,.� of qtlicsc�l\t cuncuts 1111(' to the 
cOllfig-urntioll ill Fig. 7 is 45 ilia fCl' tube 
II minus 35 ll1a for tub(' I wbieh is I!q\lfll 
to 10 ma, while t1w di.[fel'enee ill the case 

of Fig. 1 j� 50 lIla - 30 ma, whi,.h is equal 
to 20 ma. It is obvious that the ('I\;;C wit.h 
the two separatc bias l'esisto,'s ,,-in tend 
t.o make n better balaneetl output stage 
thull with the usc of a single re.;istol'. 

It should be noted that the figures 
taken for the em'I'eut in the se<lOnd caSe 

is purely thooretiesl. However) the ex

ample goes to indicate that the tendency 
is toward better balance with sepa.rate 
cathode resistors than with s single re

sistor. However, with a good pair of 
bala.nced tnbes this difference is negli
glble-. 

D.e. Balance? 
D.c. ballU}(.� ndjusts the bias on tubes 

so that the quiescent, 01' d.e. plate cur
rent of the two tube$ are equal. 

Since the d.e. balance is usually ad
justed 011 both tubes to 11 portion of the 
curve with equal nonlinearity, tbere i.� a 

te.ndeney toward lower distortion. This 
is not the main function of the d.c. 
haltUlce adjllstments. 

The d.c. saturation CUrI'ent in the out-
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Pllt transfol'mer is a lim.iting :facto" on 
the low-fl'equeney response, 

The d.e. mUTent flows from both tubes 
ill opposite db'ections tbl'ough the t1'!1nS
former. "'Then these two currents are 
made equal, tbe effect of each d,e. CUl'
rell� is cancelled by the d.c. Cl1l'l'ent 
lillssing through the transformer from 
the opposite tube. With no d.c. mag
netizlltion of the tra.nsformel' eote (sat
IIrlltion) the low-frequency respol1se is 
iJ!creased. 

Tbi" d.c. balnDce will incidentally also 
help balance out the hum. Since l'ela
tivels linfllte"ed volt.nges are applied to 
the platel! of the output tubes, there will 
be 8 large hum ripple aCI'038 the t.l'lIns
fOI'mer due to pJa:te cun-ent. When bal
allced, tb(' bum ripple across onc half of 
the transfOl'rnel' cancels that lIPPl'aring 
Il('ross the other half-resultiug in no 
hllln output. In fRct-the condition £01' 
minimlllll hum is An excellent point of 
ndjul>tmrnt fOI' tile d.e. hlllnnce control. 

Fixed Bias 
Schematics of two popular circuits 

used in fixed bias operation are s.hown 
ill Fig. 8. 

All the d.c. current passing through a 

tube-the sum of the. pla.te and screen 
cnn-euts-must pass through the cathode 
fi.S weU. To measure the total tube eu1'

rent conveniently, a small resistor call 

be placed in the cathode of eaeh tube. 
Due to the cl;\thode current being con

dncted through the resistor, there will 
Ix; 8: voltage drop across this smalI 
l·esistor. This voltage is propol·tional to 
the total tube cltrt'ent [E�= (i�+ i.c)R,]. 
Tbe volt.age El;, meas\U'ed ael'oss this 
slURH l'esi�1:ol' with allY type of volt
meter, is nctual\y a measurement. of the 
tuhe cUI·rent. 

In CB) of Fig. 8, a 10-ohm resistor is 
ulcluded between cathode and ground in 
eaob tube. � balance control is pt'ovided 
so that Ute d.c. curren ts in both tubes 
can be adjusetd to be equal. This goal is 
achieved when the measured voltages 
across both resistol'S are equal. 

The bias ou 1\ tube controls tbe current 
through a tube. This current is measw'ed 
as a voltage 8·c·ross either 10-ohm l'e
!>1stor. The bias voltage is adjusted to 
the point that the \'oltage across either 
of tbe 10·ohm resistol'S will indicate the 
optimulIl ope"ating point £01' the tubes 
llsed. 

In Fig. 8, (A) shows the two cathodes 
connected together and provides a. coro
mon 10-ohll'l resistor between the junc
tion of the two cathodes and ground. 
The current through tbis resi&tQl' is tbe 
sum of the plat.e I\.lld screen currents 
through both tubes. A hias adjustment 
is also provided here to adjust the total 
elln'euts to a predetermined value. No 
bRlImee conu'ol is provided and thus only 
the sum of the cl1rrents th.rough both 
tubes is controIled. The individual cur-

rents through each of the tubes are as

smned equnJ. This may be the case if the 
tubes are identical. 

The advantllge of the two-resistor 
system over the single resistor is only 
in the flexibility ill permitting the indi
vidual adjustment of the d.c. cm'rents 
t.hrough e.'1ch tllbe. 

A good case can be. made for the two
resistor system similar to tbe excellent 
case made for using two individual bias 
resistOI'!> in FifJ. 7. The voltage devel
oped aCI'oss the two smal\ resistors or the 
SIllAll siugle resistor of (A) iu Fig. 8 
are too 51111111 to have any re.al effect iu 
pr()vidip.g balancerigllal or d.e. They 
serve the sole pl1rpose of convenience ill 
meaSITl'C'llIen t. 

The lIdl'anttlges of d.c. halance need 
not be disclIssed iurthel·. The facts out
IUled above for the self-bias condibions, 
lIpply hcre. flS wcll. 

A.C. Balance 
The fact that the voltage inputs to 

the gt'ids and the outputs to the tl'/lI)S
forme I' must he exactly equal and out of 
phase, is indisput.able. 

The inpnts to hoth grids may be kept 
identiclll without nn a.c. balance control 
whell cn I'efully selected load resisto�·s are 
used in the phnse·splitter circuits. The 
excellent modern phase spli tters' make 
IIny fllrthel' balance eou.trols lumeces

saJ·y. 
The signals frolll both tubes to the 

)utput tt'allsfo\1l1ct Rre kept equal only 
\Vhen the tubes have equal gain and 
fairly similll.r curves. PI'o\'iding lUly bal
�nee contI'ol or "gimmick" \vill be worth
if'SS if tbe tuhes lire not similar. How
�vel', dynamic balance. can best be 
�chieved ill similar tubes when they are 
�tst stl:\tically balanced with a d.c. hal
mce control. JE 

·1 Ma.llllie HorolVitz, "Phaae inver�rs for 
Ili·fi Qwplifiers," Badj.o 0' TV News, Ma.y· 
1957, pp 92-97. 
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Simplified Push-Pull Theory 
lULlUS POSTAL(> 

Part 1. A graphical, non-mathematical explan()tion of how second-harmonic an� other 
even-order distort.ion is cancelled or reduced in push-pull stages, and a discussion. of 
why push.pull operation has no effect on third-harmonic or other odd-order distortion. 

A
" , LTIIOUGIl TilE CANCELLATiON or re

duction of second-harmonic dis
tortion in pusli�pull stages can be 

accounted for quite readily by mathe
matics-specifically by Fourier analysis 
-the author feels that a graphical ex
planation that employs no more mathe
matics than simple horse-sense arith
met1c would be more readily flppreciated, 
so long as it avoided the glib sleight-of
hand which often marks many of the so
called non-mathematical explanations. 
As a result, the prese!1tatioq offet:ed 
herein eventuated ultimatelv. . 

As a starter, let us revie\� some time
honored facts about amplifier�. . 

I. Every vacuum ·tube stage has 
built-in phase inversion between its con
trol grid and plate. This means that a 
positive-going signal applied to the con
b'ol gnd will cause the voltage at the 
plate to fall. Conversely, .a negative
gOing signal at the control grid will 
cause the voltage at the plate to rise. 

2. If the over�all gain �f the stage 
happens to be 14 times, to cite a random 
example, a I-volt rise in grid voltage 
)vill cause the plate voltage to change 
by 14 volts, .but in the dou'lIward direc
tion . 

Conversely, a I-volt decrease 'in con
trol grid voltage will cause the potential 
at the plate to change by 14 volts in the 
upward direction. 

3. If any two points in a 'circuit are 
at the same voltage with respect to 
ground, there is no voltage or pOtential 
di fference across them and there can 
be no flow of current b.e/weell them . 

This is a simple, self-evident electrical 
truth. But in the discussion which 'fol
lows, it is important to hear it in mind. 

4. When any two voltages are placed 
across any circuit element, if the volt
ages are ill phase, they' will- add. If they 
happen to be Ollt of phase, they will 

• 435 Warwick St., BrooklYJI 7, N. Y. 
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F�. 2. The push-pull stage is here shown dur
in" the quiescent or zero-signal state. C. is 

the· output filter· capacitor. 
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Fig. I. (AI and (BI represent a pair of in
phase signals. (Cl represehts their vector sum. 
WI and (E) are a pair of idenfical signals equal 
in amplitude but opposite in phase. They buck 
each other out completely, and yield the re'-

sultant shown in (FI-zero. 

buck each other. If, in addition to being 
out of phase, they are also exactly equal 
in amplitude, they will cancel each other 
out completely. In mathematical lan
guage, we say that their vector sum is 
zero. This is demonstrated in Fig. I. 

Before digging into Our demonstra
tion proper, let us examine the notion 
that push-pull operation is impossible 
unless a transformer having a center
tapped primary is Ilsed. The advantages 
of push-pull operation ( especially the 
reduction of sec'ond-harmonic distortion 
generated within the stage itself) seem 
to be attributed by some people to al
legedly mysterious magnetic . phenomena 
which are supposed to take place in the 
output transformer. 

Let us understand, first, that there is 
nothing mysterious about the process; 
second, that a transformer is not es
sential to push-pull operation (unless 
we are coupling energy to a modern 
speaker possessing a typical Iow-im
pedance voice-coil). Eve" resistance� 
capacitance coupled stages, ind11ctance
capacitance coupled stages, or direct
coupled stages call b� made to operate 
push-pull. 

. 

Consider the simple push-pull circuit 
of Fig. 2. Each half of the stage 'possesses 
a conventional piate"load resistor. In 
addition, an ordinary high-impedance 
headset is connected between tire t\\-o 
push-pull _plates. Note, too, the zero-
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center voltmeter .bridged across them.l 

The Quiescent Point 
The circuit of Fig. Z is shown here in 

its quiescent or zero-sigllal state, This 
is precisely the condition of the stage 
at the start of any a.c. cycle. The stage 
will also be in this same condition at 
the exact midpoint and end of any cycle. 
With no signal applied, each push-pull 
plate is 200 volts positive with respect 
to ground: I" short, ti,e potential dif
ferellce betweell the two plates /lIem
selvt?S is zero. 

Let us now consider the normal op
eration of a push-pull stage ( See Fig. 
3): Two signals-equal in strength 
but opposite in polarity-are fed re
spectively to the &rid .of the upper push
pull tube and the gri� of the lower push
pull tube.2 Let each of these input sig
nals be a sine wave having a peak ampli
tude of I volt. 

Because any electrical wave has an 

infinite 'number of points, there is no 
profit in trying to see what happens at 
every point along the input cycle: Tllere 
are simply not enough life.times avail
able to find Out. Referring to Fig. 3; 
it win be sufficient for our purposes if 
we examine what happens at the be-

1 The addition of coupling capacitors be
tween the phones and the tube plates would 
not affect the operation of this circuit in 
any fashion ' that would matter to OUr pres
entation. In a practical set-up, designed for 
listening with phones-assuming it to be 
push-pull, which is unlikely-':blocking 
capacitors might be used to keep high 
d.c. potentials from the phones. 

2 The terms "upper" and " lower" ·as used 
here hav� no . electrical significance what
ever. These terms are used simply to make 
the presentation easier to follow on the 
diagrams. 

, 
S1GNAL I'*LV' TO ---.----t"'-
THE G'UQ '" THE .. YOLT 1 
UPPVI TU8[ 

00' 

MO' 

$IONAL t�VT TO --r---i'--+�"""�-1"'''' 
TH( GRID OF THE 
LOwER TuBE 

Fig. 3. These two out-of-ph�se sine waves re
present the signal input· voltages to the ullper 
and . lower halves, respectively; of the push-pull 
stage. Any sine wave has an infinite number 
of points, but only five instants during ·e�ch 

cycle have been chosen for demonstr�tion. 
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gillllillg of each cycle (0 deg.), at the 
positive peak (90 deg.») at t.he 111 id
poillt (180 deg.) , at the IIcgative peak 
(270 deg.), and at the termil/atioll of 
each cycle (360 deg.). 

At 0 deg., the amplitude of each sine 
wave is zero. At this instant in time, 
no signal voltage whatever exists aCrOss 
the respective grid-leak resistors of the 
push-pull tubes. The voltage picture is 
exactly as given in Fig. 4. (Note the 
resemblance to the voltage distribution 
of the zero-signal state of Fig. 2.) Each 
One of the plates is 200 volts above 
ground. Nevertheless, the pointer On 
\'oltmeter E, which is connected from 
plate to plate, stands at dead center: It 
reads zero volts, because at this instant 
no difJerellu of potential exists be
tween the upper and the lower push
pull plates. For the same reason, no 
current flows through the phones. 

\Vhen each one of the push-pull inp:lt 
signals is at 90 deg. of its own cycle, 
the distribution of voltages in the cir
cuit is as given in Fig. 5. The heavy 
arrows indicate the phase relationships 
in the grid and plate circuits. 

Because the gain of each half of the 
push-pull stage is 14 times, any vOltage 
change occurring at the control grid of 
either tube will cause a voltage change 
at its OWII plate 14 times as great. 

Thus, if the grId of the IIpper triode 
rises 1 volt, the potential at the plate 
of'this same tube falls 14 volts. By ordi
nary subtraction, 200 volts minlls }4 
volts equals 186 volts. This, then, is 
the instantaneous voltage across the 
upper triode plate and ground at 90 deg. 
of the input cycle. 

Simultaneously, the I-volt lIegative
going signal applied to the grid of the 
lower triode has caused lhe voltage at 
its plate to illcrease by 14 volt.s. 200 
volts pillS 14 volts equals 214 volts. 

The voltmeter E will now show a 
potential difference of 28 volts beiweell 
tile two plates. At this instant, there 
will also be a potential difference of 
28 volts across the earphones, resulting 
in a flow of current through.the phones.3 
The path of this current flow will be 
as shown by tht: lightly-drawn arrows, 
i.e., from the plate of V, through the 
phones to the plate of V" through Rc" 
the plate-load resistor of tl)e latter, on 

"0 
CURRE�T 
FlO_S 
TI1ROUGH 
TH€ 
P�ES 

Fig. i. The stage at 0 deg. of the input signal 
to each tube. 

to the B point and then through the 
series impe�nce of the B supply. 

Mid-Point of the Cycle • 

At 180 deg. , the voltage picture will 
be as indicated in Fig. 6 which is ex
actly the same as at 0 deg: Again, both 
triode plates will be at exactly the same 
potential with respect to ground and 
there wiII be zero potential difference 
betweell them. The voltmeter hanging 
from plate to plate will indicate zero. 
Its needle will stand at dead center. And 
since there will likewise be no differ
ence of potential across the earphones, 
no current will flow through them, 
either. 

At 270 deg. of the input signal to 
each tube, the voltage picture will be 
as set forth in Fig. 7. During this in
stant in time, it will be the grid of V, 
which has travelled dowllward by I 
volt and the grid of V. which has 
travelled lI.pward by 1 volt. (The heavy 
arrows in Fig. 7 indicate the phase re-

Fig. 6. The voltage picture at the ISO-deg. of 
the input cycle to both tubes. 

. 

lationships. ) It will now be the turn 
s It is well to point out at this juncture of the plate of V, to 'rise to 214 volts 

that only a purely resistive load directly while the plate of V, falls to 186 volts . 
coupled a<;ross the push-pull plates (i e, Once again, the zerO-center volt
without blocking capacitors) would yield meter connected between the two plates 
zerO phase shift between the voltage " 'Will show a potential difference of 28 
changes across the plates and tJ1

.
e current volts. Only this time, the needle will be 

ch�nges throu�h the ea:·ph�nes. I he latter, On the opposite side of the scale, high
b�mg convenhon<l;l n:agt\et�c pho!"es, c�m- J'ghting the fact that there has been shtute a load whIch IS baSIcally mduchve. I 

' "  
Changes in the amount of current flowing a change of relatIve polarity. It WIll 
through the phones must therefore lag-iri now b.e the turn of the plate . of the fI�. 
tllau and therefore in time-behind changes per tnode, V, to be at the hIgher POSI
in the voltage across the push-pull plates. tive potential. 
If �e phones had no ohmic resistance .of Since the same potential difference. of 
t!lclr .own and th�re were no oth�r re�ls- 28 volts must, of necessitr, be present 
live Imped�nces .m the total series path across the earphones, current will pass through whIch thIS current flows, the phase through the phones. The lightly-drawn lag would be exactly 90 deg. . . 7 . .  
. These considerations are set dOwn here arrOws tn F,lg: show the 'dlrectlOn 
for the sake of technical accuracy. They do of flow at thIS t nsta.nt, namely from the 
not in any way affect the validity of our plate of the lower tnode, V" to the plate 
general presentation. of the IIpper triode Vl through the plate-

load resistor of V, and thence on to the 
B + point and through the series im
pedance of the power supply. (This is 
completely opposite to the direction of 
cllrrent /fOtU at 90 deg.) 

At 360 deg., the. two input signals 
\viJI have completed their respective 
cycles: The voltage distribution pat. 
tern for the two tubes will be that of 
Fig. 8. Once again, we will have re
turned to the situation of the quiescent 
or zero-signal state. 

To recapitulate: At 0 deg., when there 
is no signal voltage on either grid, 
both push-pull plates are at the same 
potential wit" respect to each otlter. 
Therefore no current flows through the 
earphones and their diaphragms remain 

Fig. 5. The voltage picture at the 90-deg. point 
of the input cycle. The heavy arrOwS indicate 
the phase relationships in the circuit. The light 
�rrows show the d irection of current flow 

through the phones. 

stationarv. 
At 90

' 
deg ., the voltages at the two 

plates have moved in opposite directions 
with respect to ground. The voltage at 
the plate of the IIpper triode has moved 
downward by 14 volts while that at the 
plate of the lower triode has moved 111'
ward by 14 volts. This makes the plate 
of V, 28 volts negative with respect to 
the plate of V •. The voltmeter needle 
kicks to one side. At this instant, (ne
glecting phase lag), the direction of 
current flow through the earphones is 
from the plate of V, to the plate of V,. 

At 180 deg., the voltage conditions of 
the zero-signal apply. Once again, there 
is no potential difference between the 
two push-pull plates and no flow of cur
rent between them. 

At 270 deg., the plate-of V, the upper 
triode goes I.P by 14 volts and that of 
V" the lower triode, goes dowlI, by 14 
volts. At 270 deg., therefore, the plate 

Fig. 7,. The voltage pi,ture at the nO-deg. 
point. The heavy· arrows indicate phase rela
tionships, while the light arrows show the 
direction of currenl'o flow through the phones. 
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of the lower triode, is negative with re
spect to the plate of the IIpper triod�. 
The voltmeter needle meanwhile has 
moved over to the opposite side of the 
scale. The direction of current flow 
through the earphones is now from the 
plate of V. to the plate of V,. (or .ex
actly in the reverse di rection from what 
it was at 90 deg.) 

NO 
CI.MEJrtT 
'I.OWS 
T><oC>.iGr< 
THt: 
""""n 

Fig. 8 The voltage picture at the end of the 
cycle-the 360· deg. point. 

At 360 deg., we are back for the third 
time during this single cyc le of the ih
put signal to thc voltage distribution 
patter n of the zero-signal state; i .e., 
where the same voltage exists at each 
platc with respect to ground . There is 
no potential difference from plate to 
plate, and there is a zero reading on 
voltmeter E and no flow of current 
through the phones . 

Table I summarizes the situation f Ir 
a pair of normal, out-of-phase push-p 
input signals. 

In short, without the use of the co -
ventional push-pull output transform , 
we have turned a pair of push-pull i -
put signals-each I vo lt in amplitu 
but opposite in phase-into a sin( 
output signal having an amplitude 
28 \"olts. 

\Ve have chosen only five finite i -
stants during the one cycle for tI s 
demonstration, but if we were to e -
amine the output voltage pattern of the 
push-pull stage at every possible instant 
during a cycle, we would discover that 
the shape of the changing voltage acrOss 
the push-pull plates is a sine wave--a 
sine wave, jncidentally, having a peak
to-peak amplitude of 28 volts. (See Fig. 
9). A graph of the changing current 
flowing through the head-phones would 
likewise Yield a s ine wave . 

Further, were it not for the .factors 
of mechanical inertia and deliberate 
damping in' meter design-with the 
conscquent inability of meter pointcrs 
to follow rapid changes in input voltagc 
-the zero-center voltmeter would de
scribe an osc illat i ng motion like that 
of a pendulum. And as everyone who 
has studicd physics knows, the motion 
of the latter set down On paper in the 
form of a graph, has the form of a 
sllle wave. 

Fig. 9. The voltage waveform which appears 
;cross the headphones. Its amplitude is twice 
as great as the voltage swing between either 

plate and ground. 

So far, we have examined what hap· 
pens in a push-pull amplifier when two 
sine-wave signals-identical in fre
quency, shape, and amplitude, but op
posite in phase--are fed to the grids 
of the tubes. In Part 2 we will examine 
the reasons for the cancellation of thc 
even-order distortions which arise in 
lhe push-pull stage under consideratioll. 

TABLE 1 

Ph ..... 
olnRle 

Summary of the voltage distribution pattern at five different instants for a pair 
of normal push-pull Signals, identical in in waveform and amplitude but 
opposite in polarity. 

E"'lt EI",t Eto •• Eto •• Etn.t Which pl�te Which w.y 
acting actIng bc-twee" bc-twee" betwc." is positive doe, cuncnt 

of.uch . at the at the the plat ... the plat ... th ... two with respect flow through input grid of grid of of VI.�"d of V,.�"d 
p,.tes to the other1 the pho" .... � _IKM' VI V. ground ground 

O· Ov 0. +200 v +200 v 0 .  Neither No flow 

90· + 1 v -1 v +. 186 v +. 214 v 28. Vi VI to V, 
180 · Ov Ov + 200 v + 200 v 0 .  Ne ither No flow 

270· -1 v + I v + 214 v + 186 v 28 v V, V. to V, 
360· Ov o v + 200 v + 200 v Ov Neither No flow 
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Simplified Push-Pull Theory 
JULlUS POSTAL:;: 

Part 2. Continuing the discussion of push-pull operation and why second-harmonic distor
tion is reduced or cancelled completely whereas third-harmonic distortion is not affected. 

F 
UXDA�IEXTAJ. FUXCTIOXIX(; of the 

push-pull output stage was dis
cussed in Part 1 of this paper la�t 

month, and the voltage relations ob
taining in the two tube circuits were 
shown to produce two equal and op
posite signals of increased amplitude 
when the grids were fed with signals 
of equal amplitude and opposite phase. 

Cp to this point, this discussion has 
given us no indication as to why such 
a stage cancels out second-harmonic 
distortion which is generated within 
the stage itself. The reasons for this 
will become apparent as we examine 
what happens when we apply to the 
push-pull grids a pair of signals which 
are identical in frequency, waveform, 
at1<1 amplitude, and of the same phase. 

Using the push-pull circuit as before, 
suppose we apply a pair of identical ill
phase sine-waves, each having an ampli
tude of I volt, to the t\\'o grids. This 
is thc situation sct forth in Fig. 10. 

At 0 <leg. of the input signal to each 
tuhe (Fig. 11), the voltage pattern will 
be that of the now familiar quiescent 
state. 

At 90 deg., the fact that the signal 
at cach grid riscs hy 1 volt brings about 
a 1-+ volt fall in the voltage at each 
plate. This is shown in Fig. 12. But 
what does our zero-center voltmeter 
indicate? It indicates nothing. The 
needle does not even budge. \ Vhy? 
Since, with respect to ground, the volt
age on both plates have mO\'ed down
ward in IInisO/l, they are I>otll at the 
same pot<:ntial with respect to ground. 
In short, there is no difference of po
tential across them. Since there is also 
no difierence of potential across the 
phones, no current flows through them. 

At 180 deg., the mid-point of both 
input cycles, the voltage pattern is as 
given in Fig. 13. 

At 2iO deg., both input waves are at 
their negath'e peaks. Both control grids 

* 435 Warwick SI., I1rooHYII i, N. Y. 

NO 
CURA[NT 
flOWS 
THIIOUGH 
TN[ 
�,,£S 

Fi,. 12. Two in-phue si,nals at 90 de,. Note 
that the voltmeter indicates zero potential 

difference across the two plates. 

SIGflAl IIPUT TO 
TH[ GIIIO OF 
TIf( UPP£R TUllE 

SIGNAl III'UT TO 
TH[ GIIIO OF 
TH[ low[II fUll[ 

I 
--1--

1210'1 
I I 
I I 

I I I I 

19crJ-_� __ L_ 
I 
I 
I 

,360· 

Fi,. 10. Two identical in-phase waves, each 
havin, the same amplitude, are applied to the 

,rids of the push-pull sh,e. 

ha\'e become negative by I \'olt and 
both plates have gone up by 14 volts 
to 2 1-+ volts. (Fig. 14) Once more, we 
must face the fact that no difference 
ni potential exists between the two 
plntes. 

At 360 deg., the tail-end of both in
put cycles, Fig. 15 applies. 

NO 
C.UlllMN1 
'lOWS 
T ... OUGH 
TH[ 
PMONES 

Fi,. 1 1. Two identical si,nals are applied, 
with the relations shown for the O-de,. point 

of the cycle. 

The conclusion to be drawn from all 
this is that when a pair of equal and 
ill -phase signals is applied to the grids 
oi a balanced push-pull stage, bOlh 
plates rise and fall in unison. 

No matter what point in the input 
signal cycle we choose, and regardless 
of what the voltage across each plate 
and ground happens to be at any par
ticular instant, both plates are always 
at the same potential with respect to 
ground. 

Therefore, there is absolutely no dif
fercnce of potential at any time between 
the two plates Ilze·mselvcs. The voltmeter 
between the plates reads zero voltage 
and no current whatever flows in the 
earphones. The foregoing is summarized 
in Table I I. 

In short, if a pair of equal, i.l-phase 
signals are fed to the control grids of 
a balanced push-pull stage, the voltage 
at each plate will swing with respect 
to grolllld, but there will be no volt-
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age swing belweell the two plates and 
therefore no output voltage across the 
plates. 

The same applies to a.IY signal-hum, 
or other disturbance--which reaches 
both of the push-pull tuhes ill-phas

.
e, 

whether it arrives via the control gnd 
circuit or irom the power supply via 
the plate circuit. 

Ov er-biased Operation 

\\'e shall now try to prove graphically 
that when we deliberately operate a 
push-pull amplifier in such a way that 
the bias on each of the push-puIJ tubes 
is greater than Class A bias (as in class 
AB, or class AB.), we are, in effect, 
guaranteeing that on large

. 
signals (i.e., 

signals large eno:,gh to s
.
wlng e�ch tube 

off the straight-hne portion of Its c�ar
actcrist ic and onto the curved portion) 
a greater or lesser amount of secon� l 

harmonic energy wil1 be generated In 
each one of the pu�h-pu11 tuues. III eaelJ 
case Ihis secolld Irarmo.,ic COIIIpOIIC111 
will

' 
be added vecloriaily 10 Ilrc fWlda

welllal. 
A scope (preferably one with a ba.l

anced input circuit) or a harmo.nlc 
analyzer (if one happen� to be avaIla
ble) wil1 show that thIS second har
monic energy is present between each 
push-pu11 plate and ground or between 
each push-pull plate and the B+ COIl
nect ion point.' 

On the other hand, if the indicating 
instrument is connected across lire two 
pl/slr-pllll plales, there will be 110 sign 
of a second harmonic. 

If the earphones are cOllnected �rom 
either plate to ground or from either 
plate to the centcr-tap of the transformer 

'The 13+ point is practically at a.c. 
groulld potential-to all but the lowest 
audio frequencies-bccause of the outp�t 
filter capac itor of the power supply. ThiS 
cal)acitor is usually connected between the 
B+ point and ground. 

Fig. 13. When the two si,nals are at 180 de&
the situation is the same as during the quies

cent state. 

21 



Frg. 14. At 270 deg. the voltage at each plate 
has increased by the same amount, but there 
is sti ll no difference of potential between the 
plates. The pointer of the mete r remains sta
tionary and no current flows through the 

phones. 

primary, the current Rowing in the 
phones will immediately show evidence 
of a sl'col1<l harmonic. And the latter 
may be of appreciable magnitude. 

But if the phones a re connected be
twem the two plates and if the stage 
is perlccll:>, balanced, no second har
monic cncrgy will How in tlie phones. 

Since hardly any push-pull stage is 
perlectly balanced in practice, the sec
ond-harmonic component will never he 
completc\y absent in the final output; 
it will tcnu generally to he rathcr small 
in amplitude, howcver, even under prac
tical opcrating conditions. 

Fig. 1 S. At 360 deg. the voltage picture is 
the same as during the quiescent state. At 
no time during the cycle has the meter reg
istered any potential difference, nor has any 

current flowed through the phones. 

A strong fundamental will be present 
regaruless of whether the output volt
age is taken off single-ended or push
pull. The second harmonic energy which 
has been generated in each half of the 
push-pull �tagc will not be noted if thc 
output �i�IJaI is taken off between one 
push-pull plate and the other. 

Craphical Analysis 

Why this happens can bc explained 
very neatly by Fouricr analysis. Let 
us sec, howevl'r, what can be done with
out mathematics-by �implc graphical 
anahsis: 

Fi
'
rst, suppose wc fix firmly in mind 

the well known fact that thc only wave
form consisting" of just onc single fre
quency and no other is a pure sine wa ,·e. 

Any time a pure sine wave is fed into 
an al11plifit'r ali(I comes Ollt altered in 
any way, it can be shown that flew Ire
que'lcies 11<,t originally present in the 
input sigllal have b,'en added to it dur
ing its f'Ossage throllgh the amplifier. 
The same applies whenever wc declare 

22 

that a sine wa"e has undergone distor
tion; we arc �aying, in cffect, that new 
frequency components have been added 
to it. 

By definition, a sine wave to which 
other frequency components have been 
ad<ku, is considercd a "complex" wa,'e. 

Assumc now that we are feeding <1 

pure sine wave Into an amplifier and 
that an oscilloscope shows the output 
wave-shape to be the "distorted" or 
complex wave of Flg. 16. 

This type of distortion-namely, the 
flattening oi one haIi-cyclc and the 
elongation of the other-is quite com
mon when a stage or a series of stages 
is operating non-linearly. 

Morc specifically, such distortion oc
curs when for some reason, like incor
rect bias, the operating point of a tuhe 
has been shifted away from the center 
of the straight-linc portion of its char
actel'istic and, at thc same time, the 
strength of the applied signal is great 
enough to swing thc tube on to one of 
the curved or non-linear portions of the 
characteristic. 

How this uistortion--or change in 
the original wa,'e shape--comes about 
can he shown graphically hy simple 
algebraic addition, 

Fig 11 r,' 17 shows the pair of wa,'e
forms which arc to be added. The 
fundamcntal is a sine wavc nf frequency 
/. The shorter waveiorm, 21, has twice 
the frequency of the fnnuamental and 
is thercfore its sccond harmonic. The 
amplitudc oi the second harmonic shown 
here is approximately 20 per cent that 
of the funuamental. I f the phase rela
tionship of these two waves is that 
shown in Fig. 17, we can expect them 
to adu vectorially as depicted in Fig. 18. 
The resultant is the w;l\·ciorm drawn 
in dotted line. It wil� have a more or 
less flattened positive half cycle and an 
elung'atl'd Iwgative half cycle. When the 
aml,litude of the sccond harmonic with 
respect to the fundamental excecds a 
value of approximately 20 per ccnt, the 
resultant will tcnd to develop a llip or 
valley in that half cycle which here ap
pears Hattened. 

Tt should hc noted that whenever a 
stage is operating nonlinearly-i.e., 
generating H'concl and other even-order 
harmonic distortion-its plate current 
wi\l �how c\'idence of a so-called "d.c. 
compollent" which is not prescnt during 
lillear amplification. 

This d.c. component (also known as 
the steady or rectifiCll component, de
pending on the particular nomenclature 

( 

Fig. 16. Output waveform of a stage which 
is operating non-linear ly and into which a 
pure sine wave wu originally fed. This is a 

distorted or complu wave. 

Fig. 17. Two sine-wave components com
prising the complu wne of Fig, 16. The 
signals shown are the fundamental, " and the 
second harmonic, 2', which has an amplitude 
�ppro.imately 20 per cent of the fundamental. 

used) is olllitted in the accolllpanying 
\\ 'an'iorm drawings for the simple rea
son that these diagrams are I>redicated 
on the use of an ordillary oscilloscope
that is, onc which is not clirect-coupled. 
Such an oscilloscope will Ilot pass the 
d.c. component. (For that matter, neither 
will any R-C coupled amplifier or any 
interstage or output transiormer,) 

."\ complete treatment of the d.c. com
poncnt is outside the scope of this dis
cussion. Suflice to say that the d.c. COIll
pom'nts which arise in the two halves of 
a balanced pllsh-llIJlI stage that is operat
ing nonlinearly are always of equal 
lIlagnituue allcl in the same direction, at 
any gi,'en momellt, with respl'ct to the 
'Iuiescent-state place-current axis; there
fure, they produce no difference of po
tl'ntial at any time across the push-pull 
platcs. Although these d.c. components 
are present in the .scrie�· current of the 
puwer supply, they <10 not appcar in the 
output �iKnal which is taken off across 
the t\\'o pushpull platcs. 

Fig. 18, Vectorial addition of the fundamenta l  
and its  second harmonic. The dotted l ine i s  

the resultant. 

Ii the distorted output wa "c{orm in 
Fig. Hi (onc Ratteneu half cycle and one 
c\ongated hali cycle) is seen on an 
oscilloscope connected across the upper 
Illate of our push-pull stage and ground 
or the center-tap, we may also expect 
to lint! the same kind of llistorted signal 
acro,;� the lower plate anll ground, ex
cept that thcre will he a ISO-deg. phase 
clifi·erence. (Fig. 19) The complex wave 
present betwecn the lo\\'cr plate and 
ground or CT can also be shown to be 
madc up of a fundamental and a second 
harmonic in the phase relationship 
shown in Pig. 20. (Note that it is once 
again equal to about 20 per cent of the 
fllllllanll'ntal.) Vectorial addition of the 
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F ig. 1 9. Wavefo r m  between the lower push 
p u l l  p la te  a n d  gro und w h en the d iStorted 
wave of F i g. 16 a ppears at th e u p per  plate. 

two waves is represented in Fig. 2 1 . 
Once aga in the dotted l i ne i ndicates the 
resultant. 

The waveform information for both 
halves of the push -pull  stage is sum
mar i zed d iagrammat ically in  Fig. 22. 
Observe that i n  each case the funda
mental frequency components arc Ollt 
of phase ; they will therefore y i eld ampl i 
fied signal output volt:lge across the 
push-pull  plates and across t he head
phones, too. This  ampli fied s ignal wi ll 
naturally have t he same frequency as 
the fundamental . 

Now examine the phase relationship 
of the second harmonic  components of 

Fig. 20. Vectorial addit ion of waveforms on 
the lower plate. N ote that w h i le  the funda 
mental  is 1 80 deg. out of ph ase with that  of 
Fig. 1 9. t h e  seco n d - harmonic com ponents of 

t he two d i a g rams a re in phase. 

t he t wo complex waves. The second 
harmon ics. interest ingly enough, are 
if/-phase. �! oreover, thev are iden t ical 
in shape and have ex,ict ly the same 
ampl itude. They wi l l  therefore "get 
lost" across the two push-pull  plates 
and there ",i l l  be no second-harmonic 
component in  the cu rrents flowing 
th roug h the phones. 

What holds true for the second 
har monics of the t wo complex waves 
wi l l  hold equal ly true for their 4th 
harmon ics, 6th harmonics, 8th har
mon ics-in fact for any even-order 
freqnency components wh ich are added 
to the fundamental during its passage 

F ig. 2 1 .  Complex wave of Fig. 20 can be shown 
to be made u p  of fundamental, f. and second 
h a r m on iC, 2f, w i t h  th e a m pl itude of the latter 

a pprox imately 20 per cen t  of t he former. 

through the push-pul l stage. A 1 1  these 
even -order components  wi l l  be ill -phase 
and w i l l  t herefore cancel out and disap
pear.  

In al l  t h i s  reasoning we have as
sumed t hat each one of Our push-pul l 
tubes has a straight- l i ne portion . The 
t mth of the man er i s that th is  so-called 
straight- l i ne port ion is only an idealiza 
lioll of someth i ng that does not real l y  
exist i n  real ity.  Fortunat ely, however , 
the . l l' llClrture from genuine l inearity is 
not t oo  ser ious in most cases . 

The grat i fy ing th i ng about the push
pull  con l lection is that it tends to cancel 
out or red uce even-order components 

Fig. 22. ( A I  analy z es the wav eform on the 
upper plate,  w h  i le  ( B )  shows that on the 
lowe r p late. The funda menuls are opposite 
in polarity, but  the second h a rmonics are in 

phase, and thus cancel out. 

caused not only by del iberate operat ion 
on the lo\\'er bend of each tube's c har
acteristic. uut  a lso those which arise 
dlle to the i l lherent i rregula rit ies i n  
t h i s  so-ca l led "st ra ight-l ine portion" 
The only th i ng needed in  pract ice for 
the ( I ramat ic reduction of such d istor
t ion is  the best possible balance at
tainable in t he t wo hal ves of the stage. 

O d d - order  Harmonics 
Thus far we have cons idered what 

happens to even-order components of 
the fundamental frequency in a push
IlUl l  stage. Let us now turn to the mat
ter of thi rd and ot her odd-order ha r 
mon ics. 

Assume a vacuum t ube biased exactly 

Fig. 23. Typical  d is torted or complex wave 
form of over- d r iven o utpu t  stage. For sy m 
mert ic� 1  ove rload ing,  the tube m ust be b i ased 
at the center of the stra ight-l ine portion of 

its c h a racteristic.  

at the ccnter o f  the truly straight 
stra ight-l i ne port ion of an ideal char
acter ist ic .  

Assume a s ine-wave s ignal of such 
magnitude as to overload the ampl i fier 
and yield the fami l iar waveform of Fig. 
23, which is remin iscent of over-dr i ven 
ampl i fiers. 

Not ice that this presellt  waveform is 
symmetr ical both abO'l/c and below the 
horizontal  axis.  Th is  can occur onh' 
i f  the tube is biased to operate at th

-
e 

etll ler of the str a i ght-l ine portion of 
its characterist ic .  Under such circum
stances, if too large a signal is  appl ied. 
the ampl i fier overloads, as expected, 
but-symmetrically. 

Obviously, the resultant is no longer 
the pure s i ne wave with wh ich we be
gan . f{ather, it is a comple.!: wave con
sist i ng of a fundamental p lus its thi rd  
harmon ic.  The two halves of  the wave
form-that is, the port ions of the wave
for m which l ie on ei ther side of the 
hOr i zontal axis-arc actual ly "mi rror 
images" of each other. Th is is typical 
of a llY wave made up exclus ively of 

F ig. 24. Graph ical re presenta tion of the fre
quency Com ponents which com prise th e w�ve
form of Fig.  23. The fundamental  is f ,  and its  
th ird harmonic  is 3f. The resulta n t  is shown 

as a dotted l ine.  

TA BLE 1 1  

P h . se 
.ngle 

Sum mary of tile voltlge ' distribution pattern at f ive d i fferent i nsta n ts for a pa i r  
of i n - p hase input  sign als  h � v i n g  tile same a m p l i tude and waveform. 

E l n . l  E I " . t  E I " " t  
acting acting between 

E I n e t  
between E I ne t  W h i c h  plate Which way 

of each at the .t the the pl.te the pl.te b.tween is positive does c u rr.nt 
the two w it h  respect flow through 

Input g rid of grid of of V, and o f  V, . n d  
si gn.1 V, V, ground ground 

pl.tes to the other 1 the p h o n . s 1  

O· o v .  o v .  + 200 v .  + 200 v .  o v .  Neither N o  flow 
90· + I v .  + 1 v .  + 1 86 v. + 1 86 v.  o v.  N e i t her  N o  flow 

1 80 ·  o v.  o v.  + 200 v .  + 200 v .  o v.  N e ither No flow 
270· - 1  v. - 1 v .  + 2 1 4 v. + 2 1 4  v. O v. N either No f low 
360 · o v.  o v.  + 2oo v . + 200 v . o v. Neither No flow 
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odd-order cOll lponent �. ( }{eml'mher that 
the fun damental i s  an odd-order com
pom·nt .  too. ) 

Fif/l lr.' 2� is a graph il'al representa
tion oi the fre1luency components which 
compri�c our complex wa\"c.  The fll l1lla
mcntal i s  lahelled f al1l1  i ts thi rd har
l I Ioni c  3/. The wa\'cform wh ich results 
irolll the \'c('torial add it ion of  the two 
is the dot teel l ine lal>elled · ' resultant ."  

Hg. 25. Simultlneous presentl tion of the wne
forms on the two pll tes of I push - pull  stlge. 
t A) is thlt on the upper pllte. Ind ( B '  is 

thlt on the lower pllte. 

I i an dcctronic sw itch i s  now used 
to permit s i multaneous i nspect i on of thc 
out put wa ve·forms of both hah'es of 
the push-pull stage on a scope. we wi l l  
sec the two cOlllpl ex waveforms of Fig.  
25. G raph i cally analY1. ing them into 
thcir component frequencies, wc get the 
pict ure of Fig. 26. ( In this diagram, 
too, each fundamen tal i s  labelled / and 
its t h i rd ha rmoni c  3/. )  The dotted l incs 
rl'present the respective resultants. 

It is  pla i n  that the fundamental COol
onents  of  the t wo clllll plex \\'a\'es repre
sen t i ng the original input voltagcs arc 
1 80 (leg. out of phase with each other. 
Blit so arc tlleir tll ird IIarm ol/ ics. 

Fig. 26. Wneforms of Fig. 25 Inllyzed into 
their components. Fundlmentlls Ire 1 80 deg. 
out of phlSe, IS would be ellpected, Ind so 
Ire their third hnmonics. Therefore, both 

would Ippelr in the output of the stlge. 

58 

This means that both the fUlllla
mcntals alld the t h i rd harmonics  will 
produce output voJtages which will he 
hea rd in the earphones. The same wil l  
apply to Ill/.\' odll -orller components of 
the iundamcntal frequency. 

A s  we al readv kno\\', a 1 1\' second and 
other  e\'en-onlt:r ha rmon i� components 
gel ll'rated in the stag-e i t�el i tend to he 
cancel led out.  On the other hand, od(l
ordcr-componcnh producell within the 
stage are an lpli  fiell a l l l l  del ivered to the 
phones as part of the output voltage. 

:\. suhsequent a rt i cll' w i ll t'xtell l l  the 
arnwe presentat ion to t h t· C1as,; B l'ase 
and abo to the case of the i n(luct in� 
l oad. 

R I UL I C X ; \( .\ I' 1 I  \" 
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PUSH-PULL A.F. AMPLIFIERS 
Load ClIrres for Classes A; Band C Conditions 

By K. R. Sturley, Ph.D., 1\1.I.E.E. 
(Hurl 0/ Enlinurinl Traininl Dtparlmtnl. Brilish Broadcastin, Corooration.) 

SUMMARY -Problems of the position of the composite load line and the construction of the vatve 
load curves for classes A. B and C audio-frequency push-pull amplifiers are discl�sed and it is shown that 
B. J. Thompsoll's original work on d�ss R amplifiers with matched valvcs can be extended to cover all 
classes of push-pull amplification under matched or unmatched conditions. D€-ductions regarding com
posite and valve-load curves as a result of voltage and current measurements are confirmed by 
photographs of valve-load curves obtained on the screen of a cathode-ray tube. 

Introduction 

I
� an experiment requiring the symmetrical 

pulse-shaped \vaveform of Fig. I, the author 
used a push-pull audio-frequency amplifier 

operated under Class C conditions, and during 
this work the question of representing graphically 
the operation of the valves was raised. In the 
subsequent investigation some interesting facts 
wpre discovered about class C push-pull operation 
and also about the asymmetrical operation of 
push-pull stages, such as occurs if one valve is 
operating in class C and the other in class B. 
Thompson 1 has already 
shown how class B sym
metrical push-pull opera
tion can be represented 
graphically. This he did 
by inverting the I a Va 
characteristic of one 
valve and by reversing 
the direction of its Va 
axis. The voltage points 
corresponding to the 
h.t. voltage, Va<b', were 
registered together and 
composite 1Va character-

Fig. I (above). D�sired 
pltlse u:at'eform. 

TONE 
SOURCE 
',coo cl' 

point V = Va<b), I = 101 - 102 where 101 and 
102 were the quiescent anode currents of Viand 
V 2' The composite load resistance was taken 
to be the equivalent load resistance between one 
anode ?nd the centre tap of the output transfor
mer pnmary. 

Thompson's article does not indicate how 
asymmetrical operation of push-pull valves in 
any combination of class A, B or C conditions can 
be represented on the I a Va curves of the valves. 
Furthermore, the possible relationship between 
the operating direct currents of each valve and 

Fig. 2 (right). C irCLlit 
diagram 0/ test appara

tus. 
VAlVE 

VOLTMETER 

istics were obtained by adding the appropriate 
I Cl V Cl curves. Thus if the comlnon bias voltage 
was - A, cur\'es of V� = - A ± x for valve 
I were added to those of Vg = - A =F x for 
valve 2. A load line was drawn across the 
composite characteristics to pass through the 
�lS accepted by the Editor, �oyember 1948 
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the steady anode voltagts is not discussed, neither 
is it clear whether the operating direct anode 
current values are more, or less, important than 
the quiescent (zero signal) d.c. values. 

The investigation to find an answer to these 
questions was conveniently divided into three 
parts as follows: 
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I. Equal input signals were applied to both 
yal\'es. OnC' valve \\'as biased to class C, and the 
bias of the other was varied from complete cut-off 
through class C to B. . 

2. Equal input signals \\'ere applied to both 
valves. One valve operated in class A and the 
other was yaried from the class C to the class A 
condition. 

3. The input voltage to one \'a]ve operating 
in class A \\'as fixed and the input voltage to the 
other, set for class B, was varied. 

re!".t Apparatu� and Procedure 
A circuit diagram showing valup.s of components 

for the test apparatus lS shown in Fig. 2. The 
slide-back diode voltnleter was used to measure 
the maximum and nlinimllm yoltages on yalves 
V) and V 2. After preliminary tests it was only 
necessary to measure voltages 011 one valye, 
since it ,,·as found that 
coupling between both 
halves of transformer 
primary \\'as very 
r.�arly unity. 

1 a Va characteristics � 1'2 
were obtained for both � 
valves and those for � 0·8 Y 2 were inverted and 
reversed as suggested 
by Thompson. The 
cOJnpositp load line 

o 

90 

� � .... .--� -I 

100 

,/ """" 

� .... � V 
� V 

-

bias) + 1.65 (peak input signal ). This is to be 
expected since only one valve is conducting at a 
time. It also confirms that the operating, and 
not quiescent, direct anode currents determine 
the location of the load line. Curves XX' and 
Y Y' are the loci of the direct anode currents, 

Fig . 3 shows that the operation of each valve 
is identical to that of a vah'e having a d,c. load 
resistance R/4 and a variable h.t. voltage equal 
to the intercept of the load line ,,"ith the Va 
axis. If the a\'erage yoltage component 
(1 at'1 R/4) of the pulse on V 1 is subtracted from 
that (1 a t'2 R/4 ) of the pulse on V 2' and the 
resultant voltage added to the load line intercept 
voltage (the equivalent h.t.), l' otb' is obtained. 
This, therefore, indicates the relationship between 
the operating direct anode currents and the 
steady anode voltage, in this instance the h.t. 
voltage, VoCl,). 

110 
I I Vg, = - 2 '�5 

�V 

v., 

.r I -2'5� 

120 no 
V � 

V,Ol � ,.... V ./ � � ./ V 
� � �-5 ' 6 -� � � 

i-""'" � � � V.(b) � / 
'" � � --� � 

-3·5 X 1'..,)", � �� X ----;;..;-y--� "-l'.."- -� -- f\...� '" � yr -,.!.. " "-"'- 0 
-.,..-,.... "-r\,." ---

(iR = 9975 Q) ,,'as 
drawn across these 
characteristics through 

Vgze-4 
�� -�·5 

---- � � ..--'-4'5 0'4 
a po int Va = Va(b)' 
J = 1 an -1 Ot'2' where 
1 a 11 and 10 t'2 ,,·ere the 

Fig. 3. Load li11CS for 
TC$i); 1·Qtbl=1I5\·, 
l' p01 = - 4 \", Jl ,,02 = 
- 5 .6 to - 3.75 V, 

E'l = £'2 = 1.65 V 
peal:. 

� 

140 I�O 

operating (not quiescent values, which were 
zero) direct currents of each valve. The maximum 
and minimum anode voltages read by the diode 
were used as the terminating points of the load 
lines. 
Test 1. Boil; Val'i'es £1t Class C. 

The results of this test are sho\\"TI in Fig . 3. 
The locus of the extremities of the load lines set 
by the minimum and maximum anode volt ages 
all lie on their correct grid bias lines; e.g., the 
locus of the maximum 101 ends of the lines falls 
on the curve for V gl = - 2·35V = - 4 (fixed 
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� .... �� ���--� 
"... ".",. � � 

l.,..; �� 
,..... -3 � � I 

�-l'95 
V 

", I":J � 
, ./ � ��.7S �,/ - 2'5 

7 ..,V 
�I"'" -�I"'" 

� 
0-8 E "-'" ... 

...: 
1'2 

1'6 

120 110 100 

Test 2. r a/t·c V) in Class A and V 2 t'ar ... ving from 
Class C to A. 
Fig. 4 shows the result of dra\\-ing the load 

lines across the 10 Va curves in the manner 
outlined in Test 1. The VI extremities of the 
load lines start on the F g 1 = - 1.35 volts curve 
when V 2 is in class C but depart from this curve 
as V 2 approaches the class A condition. The 
departure is due to V 2 becoming conductive, for 
example, the lowest load line has a peak anode 
current value of 3.3 mA at its extremity \\·here 
l'0) = 112. Since the instantaneous grid bias 
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of V 2 for this condition is ( - "3.12 - 1.65) 
- 4.77 V, it has an anode current of 0.35 mA 
which when added to the 3.3 mA of the composite 
line gives the current on the Vg} = - 1.35 V 
curve at Va1 = 112 V. 

Vcl 
5'00 /la 120 130 140 ISO 160 170 180 

U VgI--I·3S.., V -

�,. 
I -

!- ,,� -2 V A. ,,"� � 

.. 

./ v <\ � � � � 
� � � � Vcr(b) 

• I 

V 1,\(," � � t �" 3 � 
,,/ , x"" � :$"� "" " 

� � � � -6 ..::.� 

line on to the appropriate valve bias 
curves. Since the valves are asymmetrical a 
composite curve "is formed by adding valve VI 
curves for V gOI ± x to those of V 2 for V 1102 =f x. 
The result of doing this is sho\\J1 in Fig. 5 for 

four selected values of V"02 and it is inter
esting to note that harmonic distortion in 
one valve due to I bottom bending' can be 
reduced by using another valve operating 
in class C in push-pull relationship to the 
first. 

190 

I 
... / v '\ ,� � � � � V -4'05';::; 

-,..,.",. 

The curve::; for valve VI in Fig. 5 show 
that when both valves are operating over 
the complete cycle and producing almost 
equal positive and negative anode voltage 
swings the valve load curves pass through 
the quiescent anode current point at 
Va = Va<b)' \Vhen one valve is cut off 
during part of the cycle, the load curve 
of the fully conducting valve passes 
through an anode-current point greater 
than the quiescent value. This suggests 
that the load curve of \T 1 changes its 

y' ---� � � � & ---� 
- � o 

�-------5 _ 
----- -..----� � � �4'74 ,.,..---
� ......... :....,....-'" � ��4'3 � �..-r.; � � 

\1 .".�4 /'/ / -;7 � ��8 
\ / �5 "", " ) ><:�3'7V 

- 5'5 /� Y �44 "'" ,iI"" 
�5 / ./ ,/' 

/ -2 

,,/ -3�;'t-
V 

)/ V 
�z --1'5 
• • I 

180 170 160 150 140 00 120 110 

Vcaz 
Fig. 4 (abo\'e). Load lines JOY Test 2; Va(b) 

= 142.5 V, V 110} = - 3 V, V 302 = - 6 
to -3.12 V, E'l = Es2 = 1.65 V peak. 
Locus of 1nl - XX'; locus of la1'2 - YY'. 

./ 

o 

� -
I 

/, ;7 2 
..,., /' 

, 

4 

100 5 

� position as well as length when the signal 
$ inputs of VIand V 2 are varied and V 2 is 
� partially c0nducting, but pivots through 

the quiescent point, when both valves 
conduct continuously. This ,vas confirmcc 
by varying the equal input signals to 
valves VIand V 2; the change in opera
ting-current difference ,vas negligible when 
both valves were fully conducting. 

Vcl 
120 130 140 ISO 160 170 ISO 190 

v.: 1=-1'35 9 .� / 
.A :v- Vgoz =-6 .",. 

Fig. 5 (right). Load curves JOY valves VI 
and V 2 for Test 2,' Va(b) = 142.5 V, 
Vl1ol=-3V, VI102=-610=3·12V, 

E'l = E,2 = 1.65 V peak. 

4 � '" f'�'7 v: -4'74 ./ J' -1'98 

The two valves may be considered as 
though each were providing a pulse of cur
rent on either side of the point at \vhich 
the composite load line crosses the Va axis, 
and the conclusions regarding operating 
direct anode currents, average voltage 
components of each pulse and the steady 
anode voltage, Va(b)' are as set out in 
the first test. In actual fact the valve 
load curves themselves are not coincident 
with the composite load curves, and the 
former ma y be found by following the 
procedure established by Thompson; 
viz, by first constructing the composite 
1Va curves and projecting vertically from 
the intercepts between them and the load 
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180 
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,."..,.-
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Test 3. Valve VI £n Class A and Valvc V 2 £n 
Class B 7J:Jith Input Signal Jl ariatioll. 
The results, indicated in Fig. 6, show that the 

locus of the V 1 extremities of the load lines fol1ow 
the V C71 = - 1.4 V ( - 3 + 1.6) curve only when 
the peak input signal to V 2 txceeds about 1.25 
volts. For peak signal values less than this, 
valve V 2 is conducting and if its anode current 

v.. 
�IOO 110 I�O 130 140 150 160 170 f80 

I I 

It was noted in all the above tests that if a 
direct anode current reading of valve V I was 
taken \vith V 2 removed and vice versa the 
difference bltween these current values ,,'as 
practically the same as the current difference "ith 
the valves operating together, and measurements 
on each valve alone could be used to determine 
the .position of the composite load line. 

190 

Test 4. Confinnatory Check using a C .R. 
Oscilloscope. 

EI2 ,/ VgI - - "4 
�- I I LOCUS or I I 

To check the method of obtaining the 
valve load curves, the circuit of Fig. 2 
was slightly modified to permit the valve 
load curves to be delineated on a 
cathode-ray tube screen. The two milliam
meters (mA) in Fig. 2 ,,'ere replaced by 
100-11 resistors and the capacitors Cl 
were removed. The input to the pU5h
pull d.c. amplifier supplying the y-plates 
of the c.r. tube ,,'as derived from the loo-ll 
resistor in the cathode of VI or V 2; the 

� < V -2 ->--- LOAD LINE EXTREMITIES-
./, I 

�3 
e 

V '\ � � � 
, � � � I � -3 

,/ "-� � ......... V 
" X 

--

V X� � V � - 4 --�V.(b ) 
./ � � ./ "" -4·6 

-� � '\ � 
� """". -� � � o 

�--
� ....- � ---� 

-4-5 � "",,- � � " 
\ .., ,........-4 .......... � V 
5·5 /' V-3·S l/ � 

'/ �3 
V' '/-2·5 

� � � "",. 
� � 0..-

,� �·3 
� r;:y;- .--

.-- :"""". I�� � 
�"""""y� 1·7 ", 

� ", 
� /' �{·12� 

/ ./ ,/ 
V ./ 

/V ,,( 2 
�V 

lI" �2=-1·5 

"""". � 

.....-� 

""",.. � 

� ". 

l/ 
f'" 

o input to the x-amplifier ,,'as connected to 
the anode of VI or V 2 through a ' back
balancing' battery neutralizing VaQ,)· _ 

Photographs of the c.r. tube traces 
for the three test conditions are sho\\J1 2 l' in Figs. 8(a) and (b), 9 and Io(a) and (b). 

'-' The load curves of V 2 v.'ere inverted and 
1 � reversed before printing on the same 

sheet as those for "1' and, in order to 

4 avoid confusion, a space is left between the 

I 180 170 100 150 140 130 120 110 100 5 
Fig. 6. Load lines for Test 3; IT oUll = 142.5 V, 

V gOI = - 3 V, V g02 = - 4 Y, E.1 = 1.6 V 
pe.7k, E.2 = 0 to 2.125 V peak. Vaz 

at the particular value of Va1(min) is added to 
that of the composite line, the resultant current 
point lies on the V gl = - 1.4 V curve. Composite 
11'0 curves may be obtained by adding curves 
of V'2 = - 3 ± x to curves of l' g2 = - 4 =+ 
x EszlES} where ES1 and ES2 are the peak input 
signals to VIand V 2. The valve load curves may 
then be derived as in Test 2 and the result for four 
selected ES2 values is shown in Fig. 7. At ES2 = 0, 
the anode currents registered by the F'2 = - 4 V 
curve at the particular values of Va1 (min) must 
be added to the appropriate currents of the 
conlposite load line in order to obtain tht luau 
curve for valye v\. The result is a steeper curye 
and this is to be expected because the slop� rEsist
ance of V 2 is acting in parallel \vith R/4. The 
load curve for V � is the V,2 = - 4 V cur\'e. 
As E $2 is increased the direct anode current of 
V 2 falls to a minilllUlTl at E s2 = 0.5 and then 
ilicreases; at the same time the slope of the 
V 2load curve changes. 

\\·IRE!..ESS E=--GI!'IiEER, OCTOBER 1949 

x-axes "'hich \\7ere otherwise correctly registered. 
These axes were traced by short-circuiting the 
input to the y-amplifier. Scale divisions across 
the traces are due to a scale engraved on the 
face of the c.r. tube. 

It is clear from Fig. 8(a) that the valve-load 
curves are straight lines corresponding to the 
resistance load and are parts of the same com
posite load line. In Fig. 8(b) load lines for VI 
only are sho,,'n; the gain of the y-amplifier was 
increased in order to show the decrease in peak 
anode current as the extremities of the load 
lines fulluw LIlt ru = - 2.35-V bias curye. 

Fig. 9 is the equivalent of Fig. 5. The change 
in shape of the V 1 load curve from the straight 
line "'hen V 2 is inoperative and the upwards 
travel of the 1 a1 (min) extremity of the load curve 
along the V u1 = - 4.65-V curve are clearly 
illustrated. The 101 emax) extremities of the VI 
load curves show a more marked fall than those 
of Fig. 8(b) because their locus is a much lower 
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V $11 bias curve ( - 1.35 inste ad of - 2·35 Y). 
The similarity behveen Fig. ro(a) and Fig. 7 

is marked and the reversal of the slope of the \' 2 
load cur\'e as E s2 is increased is very ne tic(-2.ble. 

s 

4 

.. 

Z 

ICO 110 

./ 
�V � 

v.:. 
120 130 140 150 , �o , - ) , 8J 
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./ � Vg. -- 3 
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""', � V 

conditions. This means that the current differ
(once of the valves operating singly can be used 
to locate the position of the composite load line. 

(3) In any type of push-pull circuit the valve� 
may be considered as though each pro
vides a pulse of current and voltage on 

19iJ either side of the point Va (read on the 

� V � I V : 
� 

� 
VgI--4'6 

�� 

Val axis) at which the composite load 
line cuts the Va axis. The average 
voltage of t:ach pulse is the product of 
the operating direct anode current :lnd 
the composite load resistance; if for 
,'alves V 1 and V 2 these are Vat11 and 
Vav2, then they and Va' are related to 
the h.t, voltage Va(b) by the following 
expression : 

... ,J, ....... 'X. � 1'- ..... 
I--' � I � >-� 

o� I �E.z-o-� ........ -r-... """"" ......... "' .. ..... , E-z-a � 
'r-. "",,2"25 

I 
180 170 160 ISO 140 130 12 0 l:J 

V.Z 
Fig. 7. Load curves for valves V 1 and V 2 for Test 3 ; 

'"!JIb) = 142.5 V, V"OI = - 3 V, V,,02 = - -l V, 
E'l = 1.6 V peak, E'2 = 0 to 2 . I 25 V peak. 

The effect on the load curve of V 1 if V 2 is 
remo'-ed when E s2 is zero is illustrated in Fig. 
Io(b). The bottom load line of lower slope is the 
line due to the resistance R/4 
alone and tl:e top one sho\\'s 
the additional load thrown in 
to Y1 by V 2' 

These photographs confirm 
the method of obtaining the 
valve load lines. 
Conclusions 

The important conclusions 
to be drawn from this investi
gation are'-

(r) The lccation of the com
posite load line at Va = Va<b> 
IS determined by the difference 
between the operating currents 
and not the quiescent currents 
of the push-pull valves. 

(2) The difference bet\veen the operat:ng 
currents for either valve working alone under 
given conditions is very nearly equal to the 
difference between the operating currents of the 
valves working in push-pull under the same 

V'a + Vav2 - Va"'1 = Va(b) 
o (4) Thompson's method of obtaining 

I Va characteristics and, from these, of 
,-.. determining the performance of matched 
<: ..!,. push-pull valves is proved to be correct 

z � and capable of extension to unmatched 
valves and to valves having unequal input 
and/or bias voltages. The t:omposite:-

100 3 curves are formed by adding bias curves of 

Vgl = Vg01 ± x (valve VI) to 

V'2 = V,02 =F iS2 x (valve V 2) 
sI . 

where V gO! and . V 002 are the bias yoltages and ESI and ES2 the peak signal voltages applied to V 1 
and V 2 respectively. 

(5) \Yhen the push-pull valves are matched er 

\ 
. 

I (b)i 

'\ . ��� / 

Fig. 8. (a) Valve luad curves 
f t)" T est I; V Q \ b) = II 5 Y, 

Vu01 = - 4 Y, E'l = Es2 
= 1.65 V peak, V902 = 
- 5.6, - 4·8, - -l.-l, - 4 V 
(reading frolll right to left) 
(b); load CllYl'eS of valve I 

for Test I, Y aJJi plification 
increased. 

nearly matched, the valve load curves pass 
through the quiescent anode current point at 
Va = II' (l(b) and change of inpt:t signal to both 
vah-es causes the load curves to change in length 
only. The difference between the operating 
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Fig. 9 (left). Valve load curves fo,- Test 2, Verb) = 
142.5 V, l' gOl = - 3 V, Ell = E'2 = 1.65 V 
peak, V,,02 = - 6, - 4.2, - 3 V (,'cading f,'o111 

"ight to left at toP). 

currents is almost independent of input signal 
variation and is equal to the quiescent difierf'nce. 

If the yahTes are not matched both composite 
and valye load curves tend to change position 

\\'lRE!..ESS E=--G1!'1iEER, OCTOBER 1949 

(t) 

Fig. 10. (a) Fa/ve load cw'ves 

for Test 3, V o(b) = 142.5 Y, 
V g01 = - 3 V, V g02 = - 4 V, 
Ell = 1.6 V peak, E'2 = 0, I, 
2.125 V peak (reading f,'om f'ight to left at toP). (b) load 
curve fOY valvf. V I' E.2 = 0 V; 
lower slope line V 2 f'emoved higher slope line V 2 operative: 

as ,,'ell as length "Then the input signals to both 
valves are varied together. 
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AUDIO-HIGH FIDELITY 

Circuit Features of High-Fidelity 

POWBB IIMPLIE'IBBB 
First of several articles describing recent 

circlIit "eve/op",ents designed to overcoII,e effects 

of leakage reactance in Olltput tralls/orlllers: the 

basic McIntosh unity-coupled output circuit 

A
MODERN high-fidelity power 

amplifier must be designed for 
minimum distortion, high peak 
power output for wide dynamic 

range, high efficiency for economical 
operation and high power sensitivity to 
develop the desired output with com
paratively low driving voltages. Push
pull operation is universally used to 
cancel even-harmonic distortion. Class 
AB1- or AB"..operated beam-power out
put tubes are used for efficiency and 
power sensitivity. A class-ABl ampii
fier is biased and driven so plate ccr
rent flows for considerably more than 
180 0 and somewhat less than 360 0 of 
the input cycle. Class-AB:I amplifiers 
are biased as for class-ABl operation 
but are driven harder so the grid goes 
positive for a small part of the input 
cycle. In both cases the tubes are alter
nately driven to cutoff during a small 
part of the input cycle. 

The output transformer of a high
fidelity amplifier must have a large 
heavy core and a great number of pri
mary turns for good low-frequency re
production. The shunt capacitance of 
the primary must be low for good per
formance at frequencies above about 
3 kc. Unfortunately, shunt capacitance 
increases rapidly as the number of pri
mary turns is increased so high-fre
quency response falls off. Thus, any 
effort to increase the range at the low 
end results in a reduction in response at 
the high end. 

Negative feedback is frequently used 
t(l flatten and inCl"eaRe the frequency 

By ROBERT F. SCOTT 
TKCHNICAL KDITOR 

age is taken from the secondary wind
ing of the output transformer-as in 
most amplifiers-the amount of feed
back is limited by the amount of phase 
shift caused by capacitive reactance of 
the load and ftux leakage and distri
buted capacitance of the windings. One 
method of increasing the transformer 

t 
'IN Sl'KR 

t 

Fig. I-A basic push-pull circuit show
inK the equivalent leakage inductance. 

bandwidth while bolding phase shift to 
tolerable levels is to use a very large 
core that permits good low-frequency 
output with comparatively few turns 
on the primary. Such transformers are 
seldom practical from an engineering 
or economic standpoint. 

Leakage inductance and reactance 
In a transformer of conventional 

design not all tbe lines of force pro
duced by cOrrent in one half of the 
primary cut the turns in the other half. 
The ftux lines not coupled to the other 
half of the coil nTodtJ('p II rOl1ntpr-p.mf. 

producing them. In transformers this 
stray inductive effect is called leakage 

. inductance. 
Leakage inductance has the same ef

feet as a separate inductor in series 
with each half of the coil and its plate. 
Fig. 1 shows a basic push-pull circuit 
with leakage inductance shown in 
dashed lines. ThiB is the direct result 
01 insufficient coupling between the 
halves 01 the primary winding. 

At frequencies above 2 or 3 kc (de
pending on the transformer) the out
put waveform is distorted by a notch 
(Fig. 2) caused by sharp changes in 
total plate current as one tube is driven 
to cutoff. The abrupt change in plate 
current causes the leakage inductance 
to induce a counter-e.m.f. that produces 
this notch in the output waveform. In 
other words, when the tube cuts off. 
the leakage inductance generates a 
current that flows h the same direction 
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as the plate current through half the 
winding. 

The problem of minimizing leakage 
-inductance by increasing the coupJinJZ' 
between the halves of the primary in 
a conventional push-pull transformer 
so notch distortion occurs well outside 
the audio range is one that long defied 
solution. 

Within the last few years several 
amplifier manufacturers have success
fully overcome or bypassed the prob
lem of leakage inductance. Several 
circuit designs eliminate the output 
transformer by using special circuits 
in which the load is driven directly by 
the tubes. Others either USl' spl'cial 
transformer construction with modified 
circuits or uncorwentional circuits in 
which interprimary magnetic coupling 
is not an important factor in the opera
tion of the transformer. The output 
transformer then becomes simply an 
impedance-matching device that needs 
no special characteristics other than 
adequate frequency response and power
handling capacity. 

Unity-coupled output circuit 

Fig. 3 is the circuit of the Mcintosh 
model Me-30 type A116 power am
plifier with its unity-coupled output 
stage and specially designed output 
transformer. The operation of this 
circuit becomes relatively simple when 
we follow the steps leading to its 
development. 

Fig. 4-a shows the a.c. circuit of a 
conventional push-pull output stage 
using an output transformer with a 
split primary. If the two halves of the 
primary are bifilar-wound-two con
ductors laid side by side and wound as 
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one wire-the coupling between the 
coils is unusual1y close and leakage 
reactance (the reactance of leakage in
ductance) is greatly reduced. (Fig. 
4-b). This type of construction makes 
it possible to wind a transformer in 
which the leakage reactance is 1/200,nOO 
of the primary inductive reactance 
or less. Leakage reactance should be 
at least 1/80,000 of the primary induc
tive reactance in a cJass-A B or -B out
put transformer for ful1 output between 
20 and 20,000 cycles with distortion not 
exceeding IlJr. 

The circuit in Fig. 4-b is impractical 
because separate d.c. supplies are need
ed for each tube and a special driving 
or input transformer is needed. The 

A 
IIFILI.R WINDINGS 

, 
Fig. 4-a-Ordinary primary winding. 
Fig. 4-b-A bifilar-wound primary. 

next step in the development of the 
unity-coupled circuit was to change the 
connections so one of the identical 
windings is in the cathode circuit and 
the other in the plate circuit. Each 
winding was then tapped at the center 
as in Fig. 5. 

Each tube now operates as a split
load phase inverter with the power 
output developed equally in the plate 
and cathode coils. When the input 
signal makes the grid of V1 more 
positive, current flows upward from 
ground to the cathode of VI and then 
from its plate through the lower half 
of the plate winding to B plus. V2 
operates in the same manner using the 
lower half of the cathode winding and 
the upper half of the plate winding. 
Since the plate and cathode coils are 
identical and bifilar-wound with a cou
pling factor approaching unity, leakage 
reactance is effectively eliminated and 
each tube appears to operate through 
the full primary. 

The secondary winding sees the two 
primaries as a single winding so the 
effective turns ratio can be halved and 
plate-to-plate impedance reduced to 
one-quarter the optimum value for the 
same tubes operating in a conventional 
push-pull circuit. With the impedance 
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reduced to one-quarter (to 1,000 ohms if 
we assume 4,000 ohms plate-to-plate in 
a conventional circuit) the effect of 
distributed capacitance of the windings 
is reduced by the same factor and the 
high-frequency response of the trans
former is increased correspondingly. 
The internal impedance of the output 
stage is further reduced to one-third 
the original value (333 ohms) by the 
12-db feedback developed in the split
load circuit. 

Pentodes should operate with a con
stant d.c. potential between cathode 
and screen to prevent degeneration un
less scr~en-cathode feedback is actually 
desired, as in the Bell 2200 and Bogen 
DB20 (see IIHigh-Quality Circuits," 
RADIO-ELECTRONICS, September, 1953). 
In the unity-coupled circuit the cathode 
i<; above ground for a.c. signal voltages 
so a.c. and d.c. potentials on the cathode 
and screen are held constant with re
spect to each other by connecting the 
screen of one tube to the plate of the 
other. In this way, the a.c. voltage on 
the screen is equal to and in phase with 
that on the cathode. Both elements 
rise and fall equally with signal volt
age and the instantaneous voltage dif
ference is always constant. 

The amplifier circuit 

The amplifier in Fig. 3 delivers 30 
watts with a frequency response flat 
within ±0.1 db from 20 to 30,000 cycles 
and within ±0.5 db from 15 to 50,000 
cycles. At 15 watts output, response 
is flat within ±1 db from 10 cycles to 
100 kc. Harmonic distortion is less 
than 0.33 'Ir at 30 watts output between 

1+ 

Fig. 5-Developing unity coupling be· 
tween halves of the primary winding. 

20 and 20,000 cycles. Intermodulation 
distortion is less than 0.5 % when peak 
power output is below 60 watts for 
any frequency between 20 and 20,000 
cycles. Phase shift is only S· at 20 
cycles and 9 8 at 20 kc. Damping factor 
is 12 or better at the 4-, 8-, and 16-ohm 
outputs ahd 16 at the 600-ohm ter
minals. 

The 1614's in the unity-coupled out
put stage approach class-B operation 
at rated output so a 12AX7 push-pull 
cathode follower is used to provide the 
low-impedance source required for 
driving the grids. The 1614 grids are 
direct-coupled to the driver cathodes. 
The output tubes require a large signal 
voltage on the grids because of the 
degeneration in the cathode circuit. 
Each driver plate is direct-coupled to 

the plate of the opposite output tube. 
This has the effect of doubling the 
driver tubes' plate voltage. 

The cathode-follower drivers requiN! 
a grid excitation voltage equal to that 
of the 1614's plus an additional voltagt" 
to compensate for the cathode follow
ers' gain of less than one. This signa I 
voltage-about 132 on each grid-is 
supplied by the 12BH7 voltage ampli
fier through R-C coupling to the 12AX7 
grids. 

The 12BH7 plate load resistors arf' 
supplied from the ends of the plah' 
winding. of the output transformer 
where current flow is in phase with 
the 12BH7 plate current. Thus, half 
the plate winding is in series with thl' 
12BH7 load resistor and the voltages 
across the transformer and resistor are 
series aiding. This ingenious arrange
ment greatly increases the 12BH7 a.c. 
plate load impedance and stage gain 
while the d.c. load is only 12,000 ohmR. 

The positive feedback from the plate~ 
of the 1614's to the plates of the 
12BH7's raises the effective output gen
erator impedance to around 500 ohms 
so the ratio of generator impedanc(' 
to output impedance is about equal to 
that of a well-designed triode output 
stage. 

The 12BH7 grids are excited in push
pull by a 12A U7 cathode-coupled phase 
inverter. The input stage is half of 
a 12AX7 direct-coupled to the input 
grid of the 12A U7 to minimize low
freqt.rency phase shift. Negative feed
back is taken from a separate sec
ondary on the output transformer and 
fed to the cathode circuit of the input 
stage. 

Using the separate feedback winding 
greatly increases the stability of the 
amplifier. When feedback is taken 
from a load winding, a load with ca
pacitive reactance will increase the 
phase shift within the output trans
former and feedback may become posi
tive at high frequencies. This effect is 
minimized with the separate feedback 
winding. 

The MC-30 has separate B plus and 
bias supplies. The output stage oper
ates class AB so large filter capacitor:
are used for adequate decoupling .and 
low output impedance at all audio fre
quencies. Good regulation is main
tained by using 8 5U4-G rectifier and 
low-resistance power transformer and 
filter circuit. Fixed bias for the output 
stage is supplied by a half-wave sele
nium rectifier with a capacitor input 
R-C filter. 

The amplifier delivers full output 
with a 0.5-volt a.c. input. Output load:-; 
of 4, 8 and 16 ohms are supplied from 
a low-impedance secondary on the out
put transformer. A 600-ohm balanced 
line may be fed from taps on the 
cathode winding of the bifilar primary. 

In subsequent articles we will discuss 
the development and operation of the 
output circuits in the National Horizon 
series, the Electro-Voice Circlotron and 
Stephens OTL (output-transformerless) 
amplifiers. ENn 
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The National Hori
zon to-watt amplifier. 

Circuit Features in 

Circuit onalysis of the single-ended push

pllll o1l1plifier in Natiollars Horizon series 

I
N the preceding installment (August) 
we saw how the McIntosh unity
coupled output circuit solves the 
problem of switching transients and 

notch distortion caused by high leakage 
reactance in output transformers in 
c1ass-AB and -B service. A different 
solution is offered by Drs. Donald B. 
Sinclair and Arnold P. G. Peterson. 
Theirs is the Bingle-ended push-pull 
circuit used in the National Company's 
Horizon 10 and Horizon 20 amplifiers. 

In the conventional push-pull circuit 
(Fig. 1) the tubes develop a.c. signal 
voltages that are series-aiding across 
the load while the plates are paralleled 
across the d.c. supply. The new single
ended push-pull circuit' is the dual or 
converse of the conventional in that the 
tubes are in series for d.c. and supply 
the load in parallel. Thus the optimum 
load impedance-as in the McIntosh 
circuit-is only one-quarter of the plate
to-plate load in the usual push-pull con
nection. 

Fig. 2 shows a basic form of the new 
circuit. The tubes are in series across 
a d.c. supply with the load connected 
between a tap on the B supply and the 

Fig. I-Conventional push-pull circuit. 

plate-cathode junction. Although the 
load is in its cathode circuit, we cannot 
consider VI as a cathode follower be- I 

cause the signal voltage is applied be- I 

tween the grid and cathode rather than 
between grid and ground as in a cathode 
follower. The load also appears in the 
plate circuit of V2 which, like VI, has 
its grid driving signal applied between 
grid and cathode. 

The voltages at the ends of the sec
ondary of a transformer are 180 0 out 
of phase, so that connections to sec

.ondary No. 2 are transposed to show 
that the grids of VI and V2 are driven 
in the same manner as in Fig. 1. 

The basic single-ended push-pull am
plifier with signal voltages supplied by 
a phase inverter is shown in Fig. 8. 
We have retained the dual power supply 
of Fig. 2. Grid excitation for V1 is 
developed across RI, the phase inverter 
plate load resistor and the grid return 
for V1. By careful selection of operat
ing conditions we can use this direct
coupled circuit with VI being biased 
by the drop across Rl. Tube V2 is driven 
by an equal but 180 0 -out-of-phase signal 
voltage across R2 in the phase inverter 
cathode return. Battery BAI supplies 
operating bias for V2 because ground-: 
ing R2 directly would make V2's grid 
positive with respect to its cathode. 

Two of the three d.c. supplies can be 
eliminated by using the variation in 

.... 
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- Power 

AMPLIFIERS 

Fig. 4. Battery BAI is eliminated by 
using the drop across R3 as cathode 
bias for V2. Batteries BA2 and BA8 are 
replaced by a single supply (BA4) de
livering a voltage equal to that of BA2 
and BA8 in series. The load is connected 
between the plate-cathode junction and 
the junction of two large capacitors (Cl 
and C2) in series across BA4. 

Fig. 6 illustrates another variation 
of the basic circuit. This is used when 
one side of the load must be grounded. 

Although the optimum load impedance 
of these circuits is only one-quarter that 
used in conventional push-pull opera
tion, it is st,ill too high for direct 
coupling to voice coils in the con
.ventional impedance range. A single 
6A 7 -G used for VI and V2 has an opti
mum load impedance of around 280 
ohms and it may be used to drive two 
600-ohm speakers (Stephens or equiva
lent) in parallel through a direct con
nection. However, we must still use 
an output transformer for matching 
speakers with voice coil impedances in 
the range of 4 to 16 ohms. 

Fig. 6 is the equivalent circuit of Fig. 
4 with pentode output tubes trans
former-coupled to the load. The output 
transformer has a split primary. 
Screen-to-cathode bypass capacitors Cl 
and C2 and filter capacitor C3 effective
ly connect the halves of the primary 
in parallel for audio signal voltages. 

CI 

+ 

~ eA4 
-L 

(2 

Fig. 2-Single-endt>d push-pull circuit. Fig. 3-Phast> im'erter ft>eds amplifier. Fig. 4-Amplifit>r uses single battery. 
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Fig. 5-Variation of singlt"-ended cir
cuil---one side of the load is grounded. 

T 
loft 

i 8A I 

-+ 

+ 
i 

Fi~. 6-Single-ended circuit using pen
todes transformer-coupled to the load. 

Refer to the simplified circuit in Fig. 7. 
Since the capacitors, at audio frequen
cies, provide a direct connection, the 
designers have in effect used capacitive 
unity coupling and eliminated the need 
for magnetic coupling. (The designers 
reported that they verified the fact that 
magnetic coupling is not needed by 
using separate chokes in place of the 
split primary.) Thus, switching trans
ients and notch distortion caused by 
insufficient magnetic coupling can be 
eliminated with this circuit. 

As in Figs. 2 and 3, Vt and V2 
(Fig. 6) are excited by signal voltages 
applied between their grids and 
cathodes. The phase inverter tube take 
its plate supply voltage from the center 
of the series-connected output tubes. If 
its load resistor (Rl) is connected di-

8+ 

Fig. 7-The capacitors eff'edively place 
the primary halves in parallel. 

rectly to the B supply, VI's grid excita
tion voltage would appear between grid 
and ground thus causing it to operate 
as a cathode follower. In the Fig. 6 

I2AX7 

circuit the signal voltage for VI de
velops across Rl and that for V2 across 
R2. Battery BAt supplies a negative 
bias voltage that opposes the d.c. drop 
across R2 and prevents V2's grid from 
going positive with respect to the 
cathode. A large filter capacitor pre
vents an a.c. signal voltage from de
veloping across BAI and R3. 

The screen grid of VI is supplied by 
current flowing through L2 from the 
B supply line, and V2's screen is sup
plied from the plate-cathode junction 
through winding Ll. The connections 
are polarized so the magnetic fields pro
duced by the screen currents oppose and 
cancel each other. 

The circuit in Fig. 6 requires twice 
the voltage and half the current needed 
for the same tubes in a conventional 
circuit so the power input is the same 
for either type. But this particular 
variation has the disadvantage of re
quiring power supply and filter com
ponents with twice the normal voltage 
rat:ngs. 

The Horizon .eries amplifiers 
The need for twice-normal plate 

supply voltage is eliminated by wiring
the circuit so direct tube currents flow 
through the primary windings as in 
National Company's Horizon 10 and 
Horizon 20 amplifiers. The circuit of 
the 10-watt Horizon 10 in Fig. 8 is a 
simplified version of ~he experimental 
25- and 50-)Vatt amplifiers described 
.by Peterson and Sinclair in The General 

PHASE 'NY 
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Fig. 8-The National Horizpn to 
is a to-watt amplifier featuring a 
single-ended push-pull output stage. 
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Radio Experimenter, October, 1951, and 
in the January, 1952, issue of Proceed
ings 01 the IRE. 

Here the plate curr~nts for the phase 
inverter and V2 and the screen current 
for VI flow through L2. The cathode 
current (sum of plate and screen cur
rents) of VI flows tihrough Ll. This 
arrangement causes a difference in the 
direct-current flow in Ll and L2 and 
J"esults in a d.c. drop across both 
windings that reduces the supply volt
age for VI's screen and the plate of 
V2. This circuit and current unbalance 
is minimized by careful design to avoid 
flux unbalance in the transformer. 

Unlike the basic circuits in Figs. 3 to 
7, R-C coupling is used between the 
phase inverter and the grids of VI and 
V2 in the Horizon amplifiers. Fixed 
grid bias is developed by a half-wave 
~eJenium rectifier and a simple R-C 
filter and applied to the output gl"ids. 

The plate supply for the phase in
verter is taken from the plate-cathode 
junction of the output tubes. The output 
signal developed at the plate of V2 is 
in series with the phase inverter d.c. 
plate supply and the negative feedback 
voltage thus developed reduces the dis
tortion and gain in this stage. The loss 
in phase inverter gain is minimized by 
returning its cathode load resistor to the 
bias supply to increfse the effective 
plate voltage. 

The voltage amplifier is conventional 
and uses fixed bias obtained by return
ing its cathode to a ~p on a B plus 
voltage divider. Distortion in the power 
amplifier is further reduced by 16 db 
of negative feedback fl!om the secondary 
of the output transfor~er to the voltage 
amplifier cathode. . 

Preamplifier-equalizer 
The preamplifier and equalizer section 

has four input channels. One for a 
radio tuner, one for playing back tape 
recordings and two for magnetic phono
graph cartridges. The ·10-mv phono in
put channel is for low-output cartridges 
such as the G-E variable-reluctance 
type; the 30-mv channel is for high
output types such as the Pickering and 
Audak. The tape input channel may be 
used for crystal cartridges and other 
(Ievices delivering 0.5 volt or more. 

The function selector switch has five 
positions. One for tape, one for radio 
tuner and three to select the phono
~I'aph input circuits and to provide 
equalization for AES, RIAA and for
eign recording characteristics. 

The bass control provides a boost be
ginning at 1 kc and rising to a maxi
mum of 15 db at 30 cycles. The treble 
control provides a boost that begins at 
around 800 cycles and rises gradually 
to flatten out for a maximum of 12 db 
between 10 and 15 kc. Treble attenua
tion begins at 1,600 eycles, reaches 3 
db at 6 kc and is a imaximum of 17 
db at 20 kc. 

The next installment will discuss the 
circuitry in the output stages of the 
Circlotron amplifiers dfveloped by Elec
tro-Voice. END 
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Why Do 
Amplifiers 

Sound Different? 
By NORMAN H. CROWHURST 

Reasons for performance differences in audio power 

amplifiers having simiLar pubLished specifications. 

R ECENTL Y the opinion that the 
loudspeaker is the weakest link in 
the reproducing system and that 

amplifiers have progressed about as 
far toward perfection as it is possible 
to go has been widely expressed. As a 
basis for this conclusion, it is stated 
that the residual degree of various 
kinds of distortion present in modern 
amplifiers is so small as to be impos
sible to hear. However, many are not 
yet satisfied that this philosophy is 
true. 

To illustrate this view, the following 
experience is by no means impossible 
or uncommon: two different ampli
fiers are compared, using the same 
pickup or tuner as a program source 
and the same loudspeaker. Both am
plifiers, although of different design, 
use the same input and output im
pedances, provide the same damping 
factor for the loudspeaker, and give 
frequency responses and degrees of 
distortion which deviate by an 
acknowledged imperceptible amount
yet any discriminating listener can 
discern quite an appreciable difference 
between the sound of program played 
through the two amplifiers. 

Why should these amplifiers sound 
different? A recent article on "Meth
ods of Measuring and Specifying Audio 
Distortion" (August 1956 RADIO & TEL
EVISION NEWS) showed reasons why 
the same specified amount of distor
tion can sound different, according to 
the exact natufe of the distortion, and 
pointed up the need for more precise 
methods of specifying such. This most
ly related to the specification of dis
tortion when clipping is involved. 

But differences are noticed in the 
performance of amplifiers. even at 

levels well below the clipping point. 
For example, a trumpet recording is 
played through the two amplifiers and 
on one sounds quite clean while on the 
other there is a definite harshness 
about the reproduction. When the gain 
control is turned back the harshness 
becomes less noticeable, but only be
cause the level is that much lower
it does not disappear completely, as 
one would expect if it were due to 
clipping, or an overload effect. 

It became quite evident that some
thing happens inside some amplifiers 
that is not adequately covered by the 
specifications. Incidentally, the ampli
fiers were checked on the same meas
uring equipment and both found to 
conform to their published specifica
tions, which ruled out the possibility 
that one was not as good as it claimed. 

Experimentc11 Confirmation 
Some work the author has been do

ing recently has verified two possible 
contributing causes for this kind of 
difference. From the results ot these 
experiments it seems quite possible 
for an amplifier to perform to ex
tremely close limits under standard 
test measurements and yet, with pro
gram material, the same amplifier can 
produce temporary or transient distor
tion conditions that are loud enough 
to be perceptible. Both these transient 
conditions are related to the nature of 
the roll-off characteristic produced by 
the feedback. 

It is well known that, when you ap
ply more and more feedback to an 
amplifier, a condition is eventually 
reached where the amplifier becomes 
unstable. This is due to the fact that, 
at some frequency, usually below or 

above the audio spectrum, the· feed
back becomes positive and causes os
cillation. The frequency of this oscil
lation may be down in the region of 
1 or 2 cycles or up in the region of 100 
or 200 kilocycles, depending principal
lyon which happens first. 

Normally, of course, amplifiers are 
operated with considerably less than 
this amount of feedback, so they do 
not oscillate. Naturally, one would 
think tha t a margin of 2 to 1, or a 
little more, in this direction would be' 
satisfactory to insure that the ampli
fier could not get unstable under any 
conditions. Many amplifiers have been· 
designed with about this much margin. 

This, however, overlooks certain fun
damental facts that evolve from a 
mathematical consideration of feed
back design. As this article is not writ
ten primarily for engineers, we shall 
refrain from going into the mathemat
ics of such design. It is fairly easy to 
understand that, as we increase feed
back, before the amplifier starts to 
oscillate, it will show a peak in the 
response, in the region of the frequen
cy where it will eventually oscillate. 
The question is: how much must the 
feedback be reduced, below the amount 
which causes oscillation, before the 
peak is completely removed? 

This is where the mathematics help 
some: in average amplifier design, we 
learn that the margin between oscilla
tion and peaking, at the low-frequency 
end, is in the region of 18 db; while a r 
the high-frequency end, it will be in 
the region of 12 to 14 db. These fig
ures represent ratios of 8 to 1 and 4 
or 5 to 1 respectively, both of which 
are considerably larger than the pre
viously suggested margin of a little 
more than 2 to 1. These facts are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

What Do Square-Wave Tests Show 1 
In comparatively recent times, the 

importance of an adequate margin at 



the high-frequency end has been real
iz('d. This was shown up at first by 
the use of square-wave testing. If 
there is any peaking in the amplifier 
response, or if the roll..:off is too sharp, 
this will show up on a square-wave 
test as ringing at the corners of the 
square wave, as shown in Fig. 3. Many 
amplifier designers have, accordingly, 
paid attention to this feature and made 
;Htjustments to the amplifier so as to 
pl'(>\'ent this ringing. This means that 
high-frequency peaking must be ab-
5('nt from the amplifier. 

However, there may not be the full 
12 to 14 db stability margin, because 
the designers have used a trick to pro
duce a satisfactory square wave: 
phase-shift capacitors associated with 
th(' feedback circuit. It's true that this 
m('thod produces perfect amplification 
of the high-frequency end, for tran
sif'nts as well as steady tone, when the 
amplifier is connected to a resistance 
lood. 

Sometimes the designer has been 
careful to make sure that the ampli
fier performs reasonably well into a 
reactive load, but to make this test he 
uses for his reactance a capacitance 
across the output. 

What seems to have been overlooked 
is the fact that most people use dy
namic loudspeakers (woofers, squawk
I'I'S. and tweeters> whose impedance 
l)I'comes that of an inductance at the 
hi.~h-frequency end-and an induct
ance that gives a reactance somewhat 
larger than the nominal voice-coil re
sistance. This means that the ampli
fier loading is quite different from the 
conditions under which it is tested, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The nature of the "finagle" used can 
be seen by a glance at the schematic: 
it has at least a "phase correction" 
capacitor across the feedback resistor, 
a nd probably has several other small
ntlue capacitors (values given in ppfd., 
not pfd.) at various points in the cir
cuit. This produces a satisfactory re
sponse with less than the basic 12-14 
db margin, but because of this the ar
rangement is inevitably more critical 
of the correct 'oading on the amplifier 
output. This means that the use of 
the inductive loading provided by the 
:oudspeaker voice coil results in a 
1I'an~k'nt response which is probably 

worse than it would have been if the 
"finagle" had not been employed. 

This fact accounts for the roughness 
in the high frequencies, observed with 
a number of amplifiers whose meas
ured performance shows no trace of 
over-accentuation of the high frequen
cies, ringing on square waves, or dis
tortion in this region. 

Why the Struggle 7 
Perhaps a word is not out of place 

here, a~ to why this technique is em
ployed. It arises principally from the 
current fashion for amplifiers to have 
a frequency response as near as pos
sible from zero to infinity. Since zero 
to 20 cycles does not sound like a very 
big "piece," but 20 kilocycles to in
finity ~ounds like an enormous range, 
the concentrated effort has been on 
the latter end. As a result, amplifiers 
have been produced with specified fre
quency response extending to 30, 50. 
100, and even 200 kc. 

While some of our high-fidelity car
toonists have suggested that such am
plifiers are for the birds, this trend 
has generally been taken ra ther more 
seriously. Because of this. amplifier 
designers have been faced with the 
necessity of meeting specifications of 
this kind, dictated by the promotion 
or publicity departments of their com
panies. To get the amplifier to per
form to these specifications, they have 
virtually had to resort to the kind of 
tricks we have mentioned, because the 
only alternative requires an output 
transformer whose price would be pro
hibitive. 

What About the "Low" End? 
So much for the high-frequency end. 

The low-frequency end seems to have 
escaped attention although, as we 
found, its effects can be disastrous 
with some kinds of program material. 

Most amplifiers probably have a sta
bility margin at the low-frequency end 
of at least 2 to 1, or 6 db. a-w prob
ably as much as 12 db: But, to avoid 
any peaking effect at a subsonic fre
quency, they need a margin in the re
gion of 18 db. Unfortunately this peak 
does not show up in the measured re
sponse, because it occurs in the loop 
gain characteristic and may not show 
up at the amplifier output. due to the 
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Flq. 2. (A) CommoD load aed' for leslblq 
allhouqh (8) Is occaalonally uaed. (e) Ac
tual load oftered by speaker 10 ampMer. 

IAI 'B' 
Flq. 3. (A) Good aquare waYe appUed to 
Input and seen at output of yefJ' qood ampU
fler. (8) A more common output wa't'eform. 

low efficiency of the output transform
er at this frequency. 

That is a rather technical distinc
tion-just what does it mean to ampli
fier performance? A peak in the re
sponse anywhere means that any 
transient condition can cause the sys
tem to ring at this frequency. If the 
amplifier has any kind of peak in the 
region of 1 or 2 cycles. a transient con
dition can cause the amplifier to 
produce a kind of low-frequency flut
ter of this frequency, which may take 
a few seconds to die away. But what 
kind of transient would do this? 

What Is a Low-Frequency Transient? 
The frequency of ringing is down at 

one or two cycles, so the normal tran
sient, with a sharp wavefront, will not 
necessarily cause this kind of ringing. 
The waveform that will produce it is 
one that possesses a momentary d.c. 
component. Many of these occur in 
practical pr06ram material. 

For example, the trumpet waveform 
we mentioned earlier is quite asym
metrical; this m~ans it is equivalent to 
an a.c. waveform, with a number of 
com~onent frequencies. plus a d.c. com
ponent which offsets the waveform on 
one side of zero. This probably occurs 
due to the fact that the instrument is 

(Continued on page 94) 

Fiq. I. (A) Ideal response when the feedback is correct: part cu"es show instability points as feedback is increased. 
(8) Eft eels of yarlous BtablUty marqlns on the oyer-all response: 12 db is proper for hlqh end and 18 db for low end. 
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blown and the air coming out consti
tutes a d.c. component. When a 
stringed instrument, especially a stl"ing 
bass, is plucked. or a percussion in
strument is played. these. too. pmduce 
a momentary deflection of the wave
form one way or the other fmm the 
zero line at the start of the tone. 

Thus it can be seen that any of these 
kinds of program material can initiate 
the low-frequency ringing we ha\'e de
scribed. 

So What Happens? 

In tht' old-fashioned kind of ampli
fier, without feedback. this kind of 
program material will produce a mo
mentary change of bias on each stage 
through the amplifier. The time taken 
for each bias to change will depend on 
the time constant. as it is called. pro
duced by the coupling capacitor and 
the associated circuit resistors. In 
other words, a continued trumpet tone 
will cause the bias on each stage to 
re-adjust itself by some fraction and 
each stage will take a moment or two 
to settle down to its new bias value. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4. The time 
taken for each stage to settle down 
will be dependent upon the time re
quired for the coupling capacitor to 
change its charge: larger capacitors 
will take longer and smaller ones will 
allow the change to take place more 
quickly. 

In a non-feedback amplifier all these 
changes will take effect at so slow a 
rate that they will not contribute any 
audible difference to the sound of the 
output. But when feedback is applied 
to the amplifier, all these time con
stants interact so as to make the am
plifier alm.ost into a low-frequency os
cillator. It does not quite oscillate, 
otherwise the amplifier would be audi
bly unstable, but any of these tran
sients coming along will set it into a 
momentary state of oscillation. which 
takes a few seconds to die away. 

The oscillation itself is not audible, 
because it is only at 1 or 2 cycles and 
the output transformer prevents any 
appreciable voltage at this frequency 
appearing across the loudspeaker voice 
coil, also the loudspeaker does not 
produce appreciable response at this 
very low frequency. However, the 
low-frequency fluctuation occurs at 
measurable amplitude at some point 
i1lside the amplifier circuit itself. 

The asymmetrical kick given by the 
program waveform can set up an os
cillation twice as big as the effective 
d.c. component. This means that quite 
a large fluctuation can occur inside 
tht' amplifier which will not be audible 
outside of it. 

Effect on Program 

So why does it cause trouble? Be
cause the gain of every stage in the 
amplifier varies with operating bias. 
This low-frequency fluctuation is like 

a periodic changing of the bias of Sev
eral stages through the amplifier. Con
sequently the program material gets 
modulated at this low frequt'ncy. 
What we hear, then, is due to an in
termodulation of the program materi;d 
by this low-frequency oscillation. 

If the feedback were not presc'II' 
(which. of' course. is an impossihll' 
state to imagine, because the (('pd

back is what is causing the oscilla
tion), the effect most noticeable would 
be that th(> whole pl'ogl'am would 
sounci as if an dectl'onic tremolo had 
been added. Howe\,(>r, the presence of 
a large amount of (eeciback stabiliz('s 
the gain of the amplifier so the tremo
lo etTect is not noticeable, 

Instead. the same intermodulat ion 
that would cause a tremolo effect. hll: 
for the feedback. pmduces a much 
larger amount of 1M distortion in the 
amplifier than occurs under static 
measurement conditions. This results 
in the harshness often obsen'ed in 
modern feedback amplifiers. 

How All This Was Proved 
These observations are not just tht:' 

result of theorizing. To substanti<ltt, 
this. two amplifiers of conventional elt-
sign were taken and modification,; 
made to bring their designs into Iinl' 
with the established mathematical 
theory, giving the required stability 
margins at both ends of the frequency 
response to avoid peaking under any 
circumstances. 

These changes resulted in a slight 
deterioration of the frequency re
sponse, but in neither instance did the 
response drop below 1 db at 30 cycl('~ 
or 15 kc., which is still considered to hI' 
high fidelity. It is doubtful-extreme
ly doubtful - whether a differenc.'l' 
of 1 db at either 30 cycles or 15 kc. 
could possibly be heard "for itself 
alone." A-B checks were then con
ducted betvieen the amplifiers, using 
their original circuits and the revised 
feedback circuits. 

A difference was quite noticeable in 
the reproduction of program material. 
particularly with the kinds of program 
material in which, as has been cib
cussed, there is asymmetrical wan'
form-when wind instruments an' 
playing, or string instruments are 
played by plucking. These experiments 
certainly seem to have uncovered at 
least some of the major differences 
that can exist between amplifiel's with 
equally good specifications-differences 
that do not show uP. at any rate. in 
the standard method of specification. 
These are, in fact, defects that are not 
in the book! --1l(f-

Fig. 4. (A) Asymmetric WeIY. without iao
latlDg cLc. (8) OHs.ttmg bias adjustment. 
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High Power vs [OWp:'jf> 

Amplifiers:>:, 

By 
N. H. CROWHURST 

Questions 
and 

Answers 
A 

:'I I OI':G high-fidelity people, whethel' 
by that term you imply the manu
fact lIl'el' 01' the user of the eqllip

J11l'nt, there are two \'ery definite 
schools of thought, as so~n as the 
qucstion of power output from an am
plificr is raised, One sa\'s the trend 
toward big, powerful a~plifiers ·(30, 
:10. 01' 100 watts) is quite unnecessary, 
all you neerl for thc average Ii"ing 
room is, at the most, 2 watts, with 
/li(l~·h(' somc "}wCldroom," so pel'haps 
YOII should gct an amplifi('r with a 10 
10 1:1 watt rating. 

Tlw ot h('1' !-\chool says you don't havc 
sunil-i('nt headroom to handle tran
sients and special ('flects in th(' mu
:;ical program unless you do go to high 
PoW('r amplifiers, rated at 30, 50, 01' 

100 watts (the higher the better), 
Tlwl'(' arc very nefinitely two points of 
\·i(,\\· hen:', but each PI'ot agonist pre
~('nts his own \'iewpoint as if it werc 
1111' only one. 

(1111' \\Tilt'r will tell the reader he 
.. /'all~· doesn't 11('('<1 an amplifiel' with 
:;11 watts output, l('t alone 11101'(' than 
Ih;lI. while another writer comes along 
and !PHs the reader t.hat any amplifiel' 
with Il'SS than a 30-\\'att output is to
'alJ~' inadequat(', This lean's the \In
fortllnate layman (1\11'. Average Amer
i('an' in a state of confusion. 

A simple way to tackle this problem 
~:I't'IllS to he to deal with the most hasic 
qlll'st ions from which it d('l'iv('s, so 
/';I('h readcr can jlldge fOl' himself. 

(;>/((',.,1 ion I: loVIt." do ,oumw rC(~O'1n

""."" II;!)', 1'0 1Of'l' , '~flJI !HI to IfW tl1l1l1lo1, 

11"1"'/1 tOt (Wl1llilicr with If) to 15 lI~tllIs 
.'i11/1I1d . ., (Iuitt' !1ood! 

I.('t's simplify the i~sll(' a little' hy 
,itlst taking ttl(' two I'xtn'mc wattagl's. 

AUCJust. 1957 

An exceLLent articLe that shouLd go a Long way in 
settling the power argument for some time to come. 

The contrast for ratings in h('tw('en 
this will be t hat much less. Take an 
amplifier of 10 watts as compared with 
an amplificr of 100 watts, To the ne\\'
com('I'. this giv('s thc impression that 
the 100-watt arnplificr sholl In sOllnd 10 
times as loud as the 10-waft ampJifier. 
Unfortunat('ly this is not tru(', due to 
a law, considered c1emen1<u'y by phys
iologists, cal1('n Fechn('r's Law. 

This says that the spnsation of loud
ness, like any other human s('nsation, 
is dependent upon the logal'ithm of the 
intensit:.· of stimulus. Simply ~tat('d, 
the change in S('/lsutioJl. of 10uc1n('ss is 
proportional to intensity mtio. not in
tpl1sity diffcrc1wc, or the rat io Iw1\v('('n 
onc PO\\'('I' and anothcr. As th(' human 
loudness spnsation,at 1000 cyclps at any 
rat(', ('xt('ncis O\'CI' a POW('I' rat in of 
1.000,000,000.000 10 1, this nH'ans a ra
tio of 10 to 1 is .iust 1/12th th(' 10\ld
Ill'SS "<iitTpJ'PIH'e" betwcpn hping jllst 
uudihl(' and the maximum int('nsity 
audihle as sound. (Fig. 1.) 

Expressed this way, ('\,(,11 a 10 to 1 
rat io, from 10 wat ts up to 100 wat ts, 
rellJ'('s('nts not a \'ery hig change in 
loudnpss. A changc fJ'om 25 to 50 
watts bpcom('s only jllst I)('rc('pt ihle 
it is 3 db, and a change from 10 watts 
to 100 watts is only "cry litt1(' more 
than :~ t inll's as m\lch "ditTpr(,Il<'('" in 
JOU<iI1<'SH sPIlHatioll-· 10 dh, althollgh 
OIl(' is a sh'p-up of 2 to 1 in power, 
while the ot h('1' is ] 0 to 1. Th is should 
Iwlp to S(>t tlw stage for what follows 
and l'xpla ins why t he loudness s('nsa-

t ions created by amplifiers at different 
pow{'r rat ings are not as difler('nt as 
might be ('xpected just by consin('t'ing 
the pow('r rating. A 50-watt arnplifi('1' 
gives 5 time's as much power as a 10-
wat t amplifkr, hut this is only 7 db. 

Lal'g('l' pow('r C(l1I b(' a disan\·nntag('. 
unlpss thc amplifier has a 10wPI' hUI11 
l('ve1. If the hum le\'el is the samc in 
('ach case, the hum from a loo-watt 
amplificr will be 10 db higher than 
that from a 10-watt amplifi('l'. And 
loudness sensation at 60 01' 120 cyclps, 
the hum frequenci('s, is abollt thl'pe 
t im('s as sensit ive, so 10 db lwre is 
eqlli\'al('nt to 30 db at 1000 cycles. It. 
can be the ditTel'pnee bpt\\'('('n an in
alldible h\lm ann one that is qllit(' an
/l():"ing during quiet pas~ag('s. 

Qu('st iOIl .!: Ibm: i ... if t I/(lt sm1/r I:i-
1/'111f ullllilij;('r... soulld IOllllf' I' tllld 
('/('I/1/{'I' tllllll S{)III(' !i()-1I'1I1f (l1I//JIi.f;crs! 

The hum quest ion, just Ill('nt iorl<'d, 
ean b(' a faetol'. Thl'l'(' an' otlWI'S, but 
wit hout gt't ting in\,oh'ed in amplifit'r 
d('sign ann I}('rfol'manc(' characteris
tics in detail. this d('pf'mis on what is 
t c)'ll1pd til(' "o\'el'load chal'aet crist ic" 
of the amplifier. 

Many HmplifiPl's, rated to gi"e !10-
watt output, certainly do give !10 watts 
output. Bllt try to rnak(' tlwm give 51 
watts and you might as \\'('11 strh'c for 
ttlP moon! It is not jllst that t1wy I'l'
fuse to gi\'(' 1Il00'C than the 50 watts, 
hut \\'Iwn till' input is incI'(,Hsed Iw
yond that rpqllired to gi\'c 50 watts, 
till' wH\'pform I)('('onll's COJllpll'tt'ly dis-
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FiCJ. 1. Thla scale 01 the total loudne •• 
ranCJe 01 human hearlnCJ CJlve. a per.pec· 
tlve to the que.tion 01 the amount of power. 

torted. It is suddenly extremely evi
dent to the listener that the amplifier 
has reached "the top." 

On the other hand, many I5-watt 
amplifiers use quite a different kind of 
circuit. They may not give too much 
more than 15 watts before running 
into distortion troubles. They may be
come considerably distorted if you try 
to push 20 watts out of them. But the 
difference is that you can push in per
haps twice as much input and get a 
l'easonably distorted output of 20 watts. 
(Fig. 2.> 

If you push twice the voltage into a 
I5-watt amplifier, this would give 60 
watts i/ the amplifier continued ampli
fying more without distortion. 

Instead, you get 20 watts of toler
ably distorted output. But, because 
you turned the voltage up this much, 
all of the lower level parts of the pro
gram sound like a 6O-watt amplifier, 
and the peaks which should have 60 
watts available to amplify them With
out distortion come out at about 20 
watts without too serious distortion. 

On the other hand, putting the same 
input into the 50-watt amplifier goes 
over the 50-watt level and produces 
extreme distortion, so you have to turn 
the input down to make quite sure the 
peaks never go beyond the 50-watt 
point. Program material that uses an 
average power of 5-15 watts with 
peaks running to 60 watts, will have 
occasional peaks running to 120 watts 
or more. The so-called 50-watt ampli
fier may need to be turned down to an 
average of only 2-6 watts to compare 
favorably with the 15 watter. 

Question 3: Does the kind 0/ loud
speak!!" Y9U use have anything to do 
with the power needed from the am
plifier' 

It certainly does, and this is a point 
often overlooked in discussing the sub
ject. A high-efficiency loudspeaker, of 
a type used in home high-fidelity sys
tems, will have an efficiency of not 
more than 20tfr. This efficiency would 
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mean an output of 50 watts will give 
not more than 10 watts actual acous
tic power. More often the efficiency 
will be not more than 10,#,. 

But even with this much efficiency, 
about 2 watts of electrical output will 
give you all you need in the living 
room for the sound to become almost 
deafening at loud passages. It is quite 
true as claimed by the "low-power" 
people, that the actual sound energy 
you need in the living room is only a 
matter of hundreds of milliwatts at 
the peak. 

But some loudspeakers, instead of 
running in the region of 10% efficien
cy, which is still relatively high for a 
loudspeaker, only achieve 1 or 2% effi
ciency. Take a 2% efficient speaker in 
comparison with a 10'lt: efficient speak
er. Obviously, a 10-watt amplifier with 
a 10% efficient speaker will produce 
the same acoustic output into the 
room as will a 50-watt amplifier with 
a 2'lt: efficient speaker. Both will give 
a maximum of just 1 watt into the 
room. 

Question 4: Is the use 0/ electronic 
dividing networks 0/ any advantage ill 
making do with less power! 

The whole problem in power rating 
on amplifiers is one of providing for 
peaks. The average power is quite a 
small fraction, probably not more than 
1/l0th, of the peak power necessary to 
handle the composite audio waveform 
adequately. 

Consider an idealized case, in which 
the audio composite consists of a single 
sine-wave frequency in each of the 
frequency ranges handled by a three
way loudspeaker system. (Fig. 3.> The 
highest frequency can be considered as 
riding on the medium frequency, and 
then this composite can be considered 
as riding on the lowest frequency. As
sume, for simplicity, that each of these 
waveforms has a peak amplitude of 10 
volts across an impedance of 10 ohms, 
representing a peak power of 10 watts 
or an aeel'age power of 5 watts. 

Table 1. Maximum watta needed. Power. are tho.e normally u.ed a. "averaqe" ratlnq •• 

~~OM C~!_~I~~c:~~~~_1 __ ~ 
PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION 1 

HiCJh.Efftdeacy Speaker 
(15%) 

Medlum-Eftldenq' Speaker 
(5%) 

Low-EfIlc:leacy Speaker 
(1.5%) 

50 

.25 

.75 

2.5 

I 

11 1.25 

31 ' 
10 i 12 

B 

2 

5 i 6 
I 

15' 18 

so 160 

C 

2 

25 

75 

250 

Then the total peak voltage will be 
3 times 10, or 30 volts, representing a 
peak power of 90 watts, or an average 
power of 45 watts. This is what fhl' 
amplifier rating would have to be fo 
handle the composite signal. And )I(·f 

the actual total power is only the SUIII 

of the three average powers, 5 + 5 -+ :> 
= 15 watts. So, for this idealized ex
ample, we need an amplifier with a 
rating of 45 watts, which means it will 
handle 90 watts peak, to satisfactorily 
accommodate the three 5-watt sille 
waves one on top of the other. 

If we separate these three sine waves 
with an electronic dividing network. 
before we get to the power stage, ~() 
they are handled by separate poWt·/' 

amplifiers, each amplifier will only 
need to handle its own 5 waUs indi
vidualJy. This is the kind of argument 
put forward to show the advantage of 
an electronic dividing network. Of 
course, it will also reduce the possibil
ity of intermodulation in the ampli
fiers and provides other advantageous 
features, but here we are discussing 
its possible advantage in making do 
with less total power. 

What the argument just presentC'd 
does not say is, how you would like .. 
program consisting of just one sine 
wave in each of the frequency bands 
handled by your three-way system? It 
certainly would not sound much like 
music. 

Typical musical programs will nOf
mally consist of: a single frequency, 
maybe with some harmonics, ,in the 
woofer range; a composite of ,several 
tones in the mid-frequency range, rep
resenting chords or the harmony of 
the music; while the tweeter or high
frequency range will only be carrying 
a comparatively sma)) amount of pow
er-just a few milliwatts-to give 
"definition" to the low- and mid-range 
material. 

The biggest amount of power is 
probably required in the low and mid
dle ranges, So from the standpoint of 
power division we can consider the 
problem as being essentially a two
way system. Sometimes there may be 
no low-frequency component but then 
the bulk of the power will be presented 
in the mid-range. This often occurs in 
musical programs. On the other hand, 
when there is a predominant low-fre
quency component, such as when a 
pleasant string bass "foundation" pre
dominates, the other instruments are 
usually considerably quieter or at least 
do not require maximum power. 

If you use your system exclusively 
for reproducing a string quartet, yOll 
probably could save on the total power 
required by.using an electronic divid
ing network system. But if you playa 
more varied kind of composite mate
rial, then this advantage for using it 
seems to disappear, because on some 
occasions you will need to present the 
total power of the system through the 
mid-range channel. You will probably 
finish up needing an amplifier, for both 
the low- and mid-range channels, as 
big as a single amplifier would be to 
handle the full range, 
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The high-frequency channel, it is 
true, can use considerably less power, 
but there is little possibility of achiev
ing any worthwhile power economy by 
using electronic dividing networks here. 

This does not argue, of course, 
against their use for reducing possible 
intermodulation distortion and provid
ing other features that do not come 
within the scope of this article. 

Question 5: Must the amplifier and 
10'lld.'tpeaker poweJ· ratings be matched' 
For example, must I use a 30-watt am
plifier with a 30-watt loudspeaker' 

This··question, with variations, often 
crops up. It is surprising how often 
someone wants to know why the 30-
watt loudspeaker doesn't sound louder 
than the 10-watt loudspeaker, when 
both are operated from a 5-watt am
plifier, although the latter piece of in
formation is not usually volunteered, 
because it "seemed irrelevant." The 
wuttage rating of a loudspeaker is not 
a n indication of how loud it will 80und, 
but of how much power can be put 
into it. 

It does not mean the loudspeaker 
with the bigger rating will sound any 
louder if only 2 or 5 watts are actually 
delivered to it by the amplifier. This 
is dependent, not upon the power rat
ing of the loudspeaker, but on its effi
ciency. If one loudspeaker has an em
ciency of 2% and another of 10'k, then 
the 10% loudspeaker will sound louder 
than the 2% one, with the sume power 
delivered to it. 

To answer the question directly, the 
only possible reason why amplifier and 
loudspeaker power ratings should be 
matched is to insure the loudspeaker 
is not damaged by being overworked. 
For example, a 50-watt amplifier fed 
into a 10-watt loudspeaker could burn 
out the voice coil or cause other dam
age to the loudspeaker. On the other 
hand, a 10-watt amplifier, worked into 
a 30-watt loudspeaker, will never 
cause any damage, because the loud
speaker can never get enough power 
to fully drive it. 

Question 6: Is there any connection 
between the efficiency and power l'at
ing of a loud.'tpeake1"! 

Only that you need to take both 
these properties into account to deter
mine how loud the loudspeaker can go. 
Fo)' example, a 30-watt loudspeaker 
with 5'1r efficiency will accept 30 elec
trical watts from the amplifier before 
causing any serious damage to itself. 
The fact that it is 5% efficient means 
that 1/20th of the :jU watts or what
e\"el' power it actuaJly gets from the 
amplifier is delivered to the room as 
acoustic energy (a maximum of about 
1.5 watts). This should be more than 
l<md onouah for an), livinll room. but 
to get the 1.5 watts you will need a 
;)()-watt a mlJlificr. ' 

On the other hand, n 20-watt loud
l'peaker may have an efficicncy of 15'1~. 
This means the loudspeaker wilJ accept 
20 electrical watts and, being 15'!t, effi
cient, will convert these into 3 acous
tic watts. Although the power I'ating 
of the loudspeaker is lower than the 
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other one it will give a bigger acoustic 
o.utput into the room from a smaller 
amplifier (needing only a 20-watt am
plifier in place of the previous 3O-watt 
unit>. 

This says that, in considering the 
power needed for a system, you need 
to take into account not only the pow
er rating, but also the efficiency of a 
loudspeaker. Beyond this there is no 
connection between the two. If a loud
speaker has a higher power rating it 
is not an indication, automatically, 
that it is either less or more efficient. 

Some high power compression driver 
type units, for outdoor use broadcast
ing from aircraft and similar applica
tion, have been built with an efficiency 
of 50% and a power rating in the re
gion of 150 watts. This means they 
are capable of delivering some 75 
acoustic watts into the air. Of course, 
they need it to overcome the back
ground noise of aircraft motors. But 
for high-fidelity use, you could never 
live in the same room with a loud
speaker like that! This fact is only 
quoted to illustrate the lack of basic 
relationship between the efficiency and 
power rating of a loudspeaker. 

Question 7: Can you. give me some 
idea how much POWCT 1 shall 1lec(i /01' 

my system' 
As the foregoing questions have 

shown, this depends on a number of 
factors. To try and be specific, we will 
give a comparative table that shows a 
range of maximum power required for 
various typical conditions. Note that 
Table 1 gives figures ranging from a 
quarter of a watt to 250 watts, which 
covers the entire range recommended 
b)' both thQ hiah-power and tho low
power advocates. 

Three typical room classifications 
arc listed: A is a typical room with 
tiled floor, smooth walls, and furnish
ings without much, if any, upholstery 
-·a modern American recreation room 
---with quiet background, not too near 
a railroad tl'ack; B is an average room, 
with carpet on the floor (not neces-

sarily wall-to-wall), well-draped or 
open windows, possibly some drapes at 
entrance to another room, and some 
upholstered furniture; C is a well 
damped room of considerable size, with 
wall-to-wall carpeting, plenty of heavy 
drapes, on walls as well as at windows, 
and a quantity of well upholstered 
furniture-a real "plush" suite. Am
bient noise from the neighborhood will 
make some difference here, as well as 
the size of the room and the number 
of listeners. 

Program classification takes into ac
count two extremes, which might be 
described as "highbrow" and "low
brow"! Under these columns the fig
ures are based on the relative peak 
power rating needed to give a similar 
impression of peak loudness with the 
two types. Column 1 is for jazz mu
sic, or any variety where the general 
level remains fairly constant, or com
pression is used in recording. Column 

(Continued on lXlgc 150) 
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2 is for a recording possessing wide 
dynamic range, high quality orchestral 
material. 

Three rows of figures are given for 
different average efficiencies of loud
speaker. The percentages given are 
average, as no loudspeaker has con
stant efficiency at all frequencies. As 
few loudspeakers come with an effi
ciency rating, this does not help too 
much, except to give some idea of 
range, and we hope, some idea where 
to expect yours to come. 

The table is based on approximately 
equal loudness impression under the 
different circumstances described. This 
cannot take into account the difference 
in loudness at which different people 
like to listen, and we would rather 
stay out of that, because differences 
of opinion are apt to exist on whether 
a person's choice of level is loud or 
quiet! 

From the answers to these ques
tions, I hope you will be able to decide 
how many watts you need. approxi
mately at least. It is evident there is 
no simple rule on the matter. It de
pends on many things: the efficiency 
and power handling capacity of your 
loudspeaker system; the kind of 
system: how big is your living room 
and how loud you like your music; 
what kind of program material you 
like; how "fussy" you arc about mini
mizing distOl·tion; and how the partic
ular amplifier you choose, to get how
ever many watts you decide on, hap
pens to overload. -mJ-



Adequate Audio Power 
• 

In the Home 
lAMES MOIR';' 

A discussion of the factors affecting the power required for satisfactory repro
duction of typical program material and the methods of calculating it. 

E 
H'I'D1ATt;S OF TIlE AU1HO POWER re
quired to produce adequate loud
IlPSS from the domestic loudspeaker 

are eharacterised by a very wide diver
gence of opinion e\'en among authorities, 
figures ranging from 100 milliwatts to 
50,000 milliwatts (50 watts) having been 
quoted by different writers. It is interest
ing to examine the problem and to at
tempt to produce some reliable data. 
As a preliminary it is necessary to clear 
our ideas as to what is mrant by the 
'audio power' for it is evident that the 
same basic power may be expressed in 
several ways. Thus the same amplifier 
may be quoted as having an output of 
ten 01' twenty watts both figures being 
accurate statements of the performance. 

Expressing the Power 

In a mains frequency power circuit 
the supply voltage and current have the 
substantially sinusoidal waveform of 
Fig. 1 and without ambiguity the power 
di�sipatrd as heat in a resistance load of 
B OhlllS will be given by (0.707 V)' / R 
where V is the peak value of the ap
plil'd voltage. To eliminate the necessity 
of always multiplying the meter indica
tion by 0.707, commel'cial meters used 
in the heavy engineering field are scaled 
to indicate, not the peak value, V, but 
the nns (root mean square) value v = 
0.707 V. Within the usual engineering 
tolt'rances the value of voltage or cur
rent will be indicated quite accurately 
by ordinary commercial meters and the 
readillg will be independent of the 
physi('al size of the meter. 

The multiplying factor, 0.707 applies 
only to a sinusoidal waveform but in the 
communications field sine waves are gen
erally confined to test equipment, speech 
and music signals having the much 
"spikier" waveform indicated by Fig. 2. 
Thl're is no equivalent numel'ical factor 
relating peak and rills values that can 
be applied to such irregular waveforms 
and thus the output of an amplifier may 
be expressed either in terms of its peak 
power, Vi/R, or as rIns power (0.707 
V)%/R the lakr figure being the power 
dissipated as heat in a resistor of R 
ohms by a sinusoidal voltage having the 

* 73, Bawnmoff Road, Bilton, Rllgby, 
England. 
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1] 
Power dissipated 
as heal 
= (.707V)2 volts 

R 

v = PEAK VALUE 

• = RMS VALUE 

- .707V 

Fig. 1. Relation of peak and rms values 
of voltage for a sine wave. 

same peak voltage as the speech wave. 
It should be appreciated that this is not 
the rms power in the speech wave but 
a figure which may be perhaps ten times 
higher. 

On sinusoidal waveforms the rIns 
power will only be one half (ie 
(0.707)' = 0.5) the peak power and thus 

the same amplifier may be rated in either 
peak power or rms power, the peak 

0.20 SEC 

0.09 SEC. 

0.14 SEC 

0.25 SEC 

0.24 SEC 

power figure being twice the rms power 
figure. As there is a fixed ratio between 
the two ratings there appears to be no 
good reason for departing from the prac
tice of quoting the rills power output the 
standard practi('p in other engineering 
fields. 

Measuring the Power 

There need be !l0 ambiguity in measur
ing the power output of an audio ampli
fier for sinusoidal test signals can be em
ployed and special meters are not re
quired, though it should be noted that 
the power specification is meaningless 
unless the distortion Itwel is also quoted. 

However our presrnt interest is not 
in what power an amplifier can deliver 
but in what power it dol'S deliver when 
used in the home. This is a ml1ch more 
troublesome problem, for speech and 
music waveforms are irregular, and 
have a high ratio of peak to rms power 
due to the intervals between words or 
phrases when no signal is present. Reat
ing (a function of the rIns voltage 0.707 

0.21 SEC 

"00' AS IN POOL 

0.10 SEC 

"0' AS IN TONE 

0.15 SEC 

"A" AS IN TALK 

0.26 SEC 

"A" AS IN FATHER 

0.25 SEC 

"A" AS IN TAPE 

0.17 SEC 0.18 SEC 

� �,..� "E" ASINTEEM 

Fig. 2. Waveforms of typical vowel sounds. (From Fletcher, "Speech and Hearing.") 
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TABLE I 

Preferred Maximum Sound Level 
db above 10-1" watts/cm2 

Symphonic Music , , 

light Music . .. . . .  

Dance Music . . . . . . 

Speech .. . . ... . . .  

Public 
Musicians 

� 
Men Women 

78 78 
75 74 
75 73 
7 1  71 

V) is of little consequence i n  either 
amplifiers or loudspeakers and in con
!lequence it is more reasonable to measure 
the peak values of signal voltage and 
express the speech power in terms of 
its peak value, V'IR. 

The measurement of the peak voltage 
of such irregular waveforms is by no 
means easy. Pointer-type meters of any 
kind have movements of sufficient in
ertia to prevent them reading peak val
ues and the indications may easily be 
in error by a factor of ten times. Large 
well damped meters of high nominal 
accuracy invariably have heavy moving 
systems and are particularly inaccurate 
when used to "measure" audio voltages. 
Measurements using pointer-type instru
ments of the programme voltage across, 
into a loudspeaker are therefore com
pletely valueless. Three types of instru
ment are in current use for measuring 
sound power, the sound-level meter, the 
high-speed level recorder and the cath
ode-ray oscillograph. 

The sound-level meter has the disad
vantage of a pointer-type meter but 
as the mechanical constants of the meter 
are closely specified the error due to 
instrument inertia may be roughly esti
mated. A typical meter may give read
ings that are below true peak by 20 
db, the error being small when the signal 
is steady and rising to 20 db on speech 
signals where the gaps between words 
and sentences may be comparatively 
long. 

The high-speed level recorder employs 
a tube-operated servo system to drive the 
pointer and will generally indicate val
ues that are 5-10 db below true peak 
readings. 

The cathode-ray o�cilloscope has no 
significant error due to inertia and can 
indieate true peak values on the most 
complex waveform, but care must be 
taken to operate with sufficient bright
ness to show up the faint high-speed 
traces characieristi(· of peaks of short 
duration. 

Failure to indicate whether peak or 
rms power is being quoted and the use 
of unsuitable power measuring equip
ment undoubtedly accounts for differ
ences of from 10 to 100 times in the 
amount of power thought to be necessary 
for domestic reproduction. This is a 
large error but even greater discrepan
cies can occur if the maximum loudness 
is not carefully specified. 
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Programme EngineerS 
Engineers 

� 
Men Women 

88 90 87 88 
79 89 84 84 
79 89 83 84 
74 84 77 80 

What Constitutes Adequate Loudness 

Difference of opinion as to what con
stitutes "adequate 10udneSB" is responsi
hIe for considerable discrepancies bp
tween writers' estimates and the im
portanre of clearing the air will be fairly 
obvious when it is realise.d that a differ
ence of 10 db in specifying the'maximum 
loudness level thought to be desirable 
will result in a change in the required 
amplifier output power of ten times. 
Published figures seem to indicate that 
the differences of opinion embrace a 
power range of something nearer 40 db 
(a power difference of 10,000 to 1) so 
it is absolutely necessary to have our 
thoughts clear on this point. 

At first sight it appears reasonable to 
approach the proh!nm hy reviewing the 
volume ranges, ellcountere.d in original 
speech and music on the assumption 
that "a perfect reproduction" will re
quire the same volume range. The 1IIost 
difficult case, ,an original performance 
by a large symphony orchestra may in
volve a power ratio of 80 db (100 million 
t.o 1) but this range is generally only 
encountered for a few tenths of a second 
in several hours, a more frequently oc
curring range being nearer 74 db. 

At the receiving end it is reasonable 
to assume that the listener should ad
just his volume control to bring the 
minimum signal to somewhere near the 
room noise level and as an average value 
for the domestic noise level is about 40 
phon it implies that peak levels in the 
region of 114 db (or phon) al'e required. 
Though this appears to be a very rea
sonable deduction, experience suggests 
that it is wise to make a check and this 
has been done both in England and in 
America. The B.E.C .. have made a very 
careful study of the sound levels pre
ferred by their monitoring staff and by 
the general public and Table I lists some. . 
of their data taken from a paper by 
Somerville and Ward. 

In these tests the listeners were pro
vided with a high-quality reproducer 
system of ample power handling ca
pacity and were asked to set the loudness 
to the level they considered preferable. 
The acoustic level at a point about 18 
inches from the listener's head was then 
checked with a standard type of sound
level meter. It is surprising to note that 
none of the listeners wished to have 
sound levels greater than 90 phon n rr-

suIt supported by similar tests in Amer
ica which indicated a preference for 
levels about 8-9 phon lower than the 
B.B.C. results suggest. 

Sound levels approaching 114 phon 
occur in concert halls and there is not 
the least evidence that these are anything 
but satisfying, but the available evidence 
does suggest that these levels are not 
optimum in the home. The reason for 
this difference is not clear, but in the 
writer's experience a level of 110 phon 
sounds "louder," though "smaller" and 
more oppressive in a slllall room than 
the same level in a concert hall. 

A major discrepancy between the 
val'ious estimat,ions of "power required" 
llIay thus be attributed to the choice of 
maximum loudness thought desirable. An 
{'stimate based on the very reasonable 
a��ulllpti(JlI that concert-hall loudness 
le.vels are necessary in the home will 
suggest a power some at least 20 db 
(100 times) higher than another esti. 

mate bas(�d Oil achieving only the maxi
mum prefel'red loudness level of 90 phon. 
As it will be seen from Table I that the 
general public only require a maximum 
loudness level of about 80 phon, a "log· 
ical" ('ngineering estimate of the power 
necessary will be about 30 db (1000 
times) higher than i� really required. 

This preference for lower levels in 
the home is providential because some 
consideration for the neighboun> is 
necessary. In flats, terraced houses or 
houses built in pairs, a house-to-house 
insulation of 55-60 db can be achieved 
fairly easily by simple building tech
niques but science and the average 
builder are not yet in close touch, with 
the result that 45-50 db is the flgure 
more usually achieved in semi-detached 
pairs of houses having a 9-in. party 
wall. Peak sound levels in the region of 
110 phon will result in the neighbours 
enjoying your choice of programme at 
a level of 70-80 phon and while this may 
be just tolerable in the early evening 
when theil' own noise level is in the 
same region as your own it must become 
a little annoying to them when later in 
the evening their own noise level has 
dropped to something nearer 30 phon. 

Acoustic Power Requirements 

The next steps in the enquiry are to 
make an estimate of the actual acoustic 

TABLE 11 
Maximum Loudness Levels produced by 
typical sound sources in domestic sur
roundings. 
Small Upright Piano 

Maximum in normal playing 
Player asked to play a "loud" 

selection 
Player asked to play "as loudly 

as possible" 

Speech 

Boy normal speech 
Man 

72 db 

82 db 

90 db 

60 db 
6S db 
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TABLE III 
Acoustic Power required to produce given 
loudness levels in a room of 1540 ft3 and 
reverberation time of 0.5 sec. Computed 
from Eq. (7 I of Appendix. 

80 db .00036 watt ( .36 milliwattsl 
90 db .0036 (3.6 milliwattsl 

1 00 db .036 
I 10 db .36 

1 20 db 3.6 

power required to produce the loudness 
levels thought necessary, and then to 
examine the electro-acoustic conversion 
efficiency of loudspeakers for this will 
enable the electrical power requirements 
to be predicted. 

The actual acoustic power required to 
produce acceptable loudness levels is 
very small indeed. A first approximation 
to the figure can be obtained by con
sidering the data on the acoustic power 
required for normal conversation. The 
most reliable data, that of Sivian, Dunn, 
and White indicates that the instantane
ous maximum power rises to about 700 
microwatts (0.7 milliwatt) when making 
an impassioned speech to a large audi
ence. About 5 per cent of speakers will 
produce powers five times higher than 
the figure quoted, making their acoustic 
output 3-5 milliwatts. Declamatory 
speech of this kind would be intolerably 
loud in domestic surroundings, rather 
suggesting that the maximum acoustic 
power required for any purpose is not 
likely to rise much above 5 milliwatts. 
Data is available on the acoustic output 
of most of the common instruments but 
it is not particularly useful as an indi
cation of domestic requirements as all 
the figures refer to tests in which the 
instrument was played as loudly as possi
ble. A concert grand, played loudly, has 
a power output. of about 350 milliwatts 
but experience suggests that even a small 
upright piano can be intolerably loud in 
a small room. In my own room a small 
upright piano played by a moderately 
competent player produced the loudness 
levels shown in Table II and it is per
haps significant that normal playing gave 
maximum levels of 72 phon with a level 
of 90 phon reached when the player was 
asked to produce the absolute maximum 
output. It should be noted that readings 
were taken when the sound level was 
reasonably steady and the absolute peak 
levels are therefore likely to exceed the 
meter readings by only 4-8 phon. 

Calculation of Sound Power Requirements 

In the appendix it is shown that the 
acoustic power required to produce a 
sound level of 100 db can be computed 
from 

P = .0000116 V IT watts 
where V is the room volume and T is 
the reverberation time. Applied to one 
of my own rooms having a volume of 
1540 cu. ft. and a reverberation time of 
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0.5 second it suggests that the power 
shown in Table III will be required for 
levels of 80-120 db, the power required 
for 100 db being computed from the 
equation directly, and being modified 
by a factor of ten for each 10 db change 
in level. The suggested maximum re
quirement of 90 db is reached with an 
acoustic power of only 3.6 milliwatts, a 
figure that is in substantial agreement 
with the power deduced from that pro
duced by a human speaker at maximum 
output. 

Objection has been raised to any 
formula that suggests that the power 
required is inversely proportional to the 
reverberation time, on the score that the 
bursts of energy in speech are so short 
that room reflections do not have time 
to reinforce the direct sound from the 
speaker. It has therefore been suggested 
that the power required should be com
puted on the assumption that the loud
ness is entirely due to the direct sound. 
The calculation is not difficult but it 
does require a knowledge of the polar 
diagram of the loudspeaker over the 
frequency range. 

A sound wave leaving the speaker will 
diverge in the form of a solid cone with 

TABLE IV 
Electrical Power required to produce a loud
ness level of 80 db from three typical 
speakers. 

A-17 -in., 17,000 gauss magnet. 
B-12-in., high-fidelity type, 14,000 

gauss. 
C-8-in., radio receiver type, 8,000 gauss. 

Sound Voice Electro-
Coil acoustic Speaker Level 

Power Efficiency. db mw percent 

A 80 9.5 3.8 
B 80 55 .66 
C 80 240 .15 

the speaker at the apex but the angle 
of divergeDce will be a function of fre
quency, being greatest at low frequen
cies (180 deg. if the speaker is in the 
centre of one wall) and decreasing as 
the frequency increases until it is down 
to something near 25 deg. at 5000 cps. 
There is therefore some difficulty in fix
ing an effective average angle for the 
whole of the audio frequency range. 
Power loudness and intelligibility are 
not li�early proportional to bandwidth, 
a fact that increases the difficulty in 
fixing an average angle for the whole 
frequency range. In spite of these diffi
culties it has been claimed that power re
quirements computed on the assumption 
that there is no gain in loudness from 
the J'evel'berant sound, do give good 
agreement with measurement. 

The earlier discussion suggests that the 
maximum acoustic power required in 
domestic surroundings is only in the 
region of 3-5 milliwatts but in the a�
scnce of data on the electro-acoustIc 
efficiency of typical loudspeakers it is 

difficult to translate the acoustic power 
requirements into electrical power to be 
provided by the amplifier. 

Electro·acoustic Efficiency of 

Loudspeakers 

There is very little published data on 
the conversion efficiency of loudspeakers, 
partly because of the difficulty of meas
urement but also because any single 
figure can be misleading and liable to 
misinterpretation. In these measure
ments to be described, the figure quoted 
as the efficiency was determined by meas
uring the electrical power input to a 
loudspeaker operating on ordinary pro
gramme in the normal living room and 
simultaneously measuring the loudness 
level in the room. Care was taken to ob
serve steady values and from this data 
the acoustic power output was calculated. 
The efficiency is the ratio 

Acoustic powe1' x 100 .
. Hlectrical power 

With domestic approval a sound-level 
meter, oscilloscope and oscillator we�e 
set up ill the dining room as shown III 
Fig. 3 and several listening and watch
ing sessions enjoy�d. As a first che

.
ck 

somc co-operative members of the famIly 
were asked to adjust the loudness to 
their liking and as it was found that 
the levels chosen were in good agree
ment with those obtained by the B.B.C. 
(Table I) it was assumed that nothing 
was seriously amiss. The procedure then 
employed for the power measurement 
tests was to set up the CRO and sound
level meter in close proximity to enable 
both meter and CRO to be viewed simul
taneously and to mark the tube face 
each time the meter peaked to 80 db. 
After a few attempts it was possible to 
draw two parallel lines on the tube face 
defining the maximum deflections pro
duced when the sound-level meter reached 
this figure. A Promenade Concert pro
vided valuable test material, as it was 
possible to watch the meter on one 
phrase and check the CRO deflection 
when the phrase was repeated a second 
or so latel·. Music also has the advantage 
that complex tones are held for sufficient 
time to provide a steady deflection on 
the meter, thus eliminating any argu
ment about the contribution of the 

LOUDSPEAKER 

SOUND 

LEVEL 

METER 

o 

Fig. 3. Schematic arrangement used for 
audio power measurements. 
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ROOM VOLUME CUBIC FT. 

Fig. 4. Curves of power required for two 
sound levels in relotion to room volume. 

reverberant sound to the total loudness. 
Audience applause is equally effective 
for this purpose. The room was in semi
darkness and a bright trace employed to 
avoid missing sharp peaks of short 
duration. 

Having defined the CRO deflection 
characteristic of a sound level of SO db, 
the CRO was then switched to the cali
bratcd oscillator and the rills voltage 
corresponding to the deflcction noted. 
Three hours checking with three different 
loudspeakers provided some interesting 
data which is reproduced in Table IV. 

As the input power to each of the 
speakers was adjusted to produce an 
acoustic level of SO db in the room, it 
is assumed that the acoustic power pro
duced is the same for all, a reasonable 
but not a precision conclusion, in view 
of the different frequency characteris
tics inherent in speaker units of such 
widely varying quality. Column 3 indi
cates the power in the voice coil com
puted on the assumption that the effec
tive resistance of the voice coil is equal 
to its d.c. resistance. Column 4 con
tains figures for the electro-acoustic 
efficiency computed from the measured 
electrical input to the speaker on the 
assumption that the acoustic power out
put is given by Eq. (7) in the Appendix, 
corrected to a sound level of SO phon. 

Speaker A is a large IS-in. cone 
speaker having a 2%-in. voice coil work
ing in a gap having a flux density of 17,-
000 gauss. Speaker B is a standard type 
of unit typical of the better quality 
12-in. high-fidelity units, while speakrr 
C is typical of the cheaper S-in. units 
included in radio receivers. 

Spcaker B, typical of the units being 
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used hy most high fidelity enthusiasts 
ouly requires an input of about 55 milli
watts to produce a sound level of SO db 
and a power of 0.55 watt to produce 90 
db. If concert-hall levels of 110 db 
were required in domestic enclosures a 
power of 55 watts would be nccessary 
but this speaker would have to call for 
help from at least four of its fellows if 
this power was to be handled. 

Though a horn loaded unit was not 
tested it is known that electro-acoustic 
dncieucies of 20--40 per cent can be 
reached, enabling the concert hall level 
to be obtained for an input of about 1 % 
watts. As cvidence of this, some reeent 
measnrements in a 700-seat theatre hav
ing a volume of 120,000 cu. ft. showed 
that the feature film was being regularly 
run with a maximum ele.ctrical input to 
thc loudspeakers of less than one watt. 

The IS-in. speaker is shown to have 
an eftlciency twenty times that of the 
(·heap radio speaker but this is insuf
ficient to justify its use where cost is of 
importance, for acoustic power can gen
erally be produced more cheaply by the 
combination of a small speaker and a 

large pentode, than by an expensive 
speaker and a small triode. 

It is convenient to have available for 
n'ady reference curves relating to room 
volume, sound level, and electrical power 
requirrd. Figure 4 provides this infor
mation based on the assumptions that 

1. The acoustic power is computed from 
Eq. (7). 

2. A loudspeaker efficiency of 1 per cent 
is obtained. 

3. The optimum reverberation time rela
tion of Fig. 5 is approximated in all 
cases. 

In the lIIajority of rooms above 2000 
('ubic feet the reverberation times of 
Fig. 5 arc approximated, but in smaller 
houses current constructional methods 
appear to give a reverberation time of 
about half a second almost regardless 
of the furnishing scheme. 

After reviewing the results obtained 
it appears that there is great opportu
nity for difference of opinion in esti
mating the power required to produce 
adequate loudness in small rooms. All 
experimenter measuring the power that 
gives him adequate loudness will find it 
to be in the region of 50 milliwatts if 
he uses a CRO, perhaps 5 milliwatts if 
he uses a high-quality rectifier voltmeter. 
and something less than 1 milliwatt if 
he has an rills-reading thermal meter. A 
devotee of Aristotle preferring medita
tion rather than experiment might be 
excuscd if he based his calculations on 
the assumption that the loudness level 
found desirable in concert halls would 
prove to be equally desirable in the 
home. He would then produce a figure 
approaching 40-50 watts, but if this 
was thought to be insufficiently impres
sive, he could with all honesty quote the 
same power as SO-lOO watts peak, i.e. 
peak volts times peak current. A differ
ence in estimate as great as 100 watts to 
.001 watt must be a record for an honest 
difference of opinion in the engineering 
field. 

Though the reason is probably psy
chological the preference for reduced 
maximum loudness levels in the home is 
not understood and should form an in
teresting subject for further study. 

ApPENDIX 
If it is assumed that" loudness" is re-

1ated to the steady-state sound intensity 
the power required to produce any speci
fied intensity can be computed from the 
standard exponential relation betweell 
sound-energy density and the time interval 
during which power is being supplied to 
the enclosure. The sound-energy density 
in ergs/cc at any time t secs. after the 
power is t!lrned on, is given by 

4P 
E = CSu. (1- C - osat/4V) (1) 
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Fig. 5. Curve showing optimum reverberation time in relation to room volume. 
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where 
7' = rate of emlSSIOll of the source, 

crgs/sec. 
C:= velocity of sound, em/see. 
S = total surface area of absorbing 

surfaces, sq. ems. 
Cl = a\'erage coefficient of absorption 

of all surfnces. 
V = total "o(ullle of rooUl, cu. cms. 

When �tea(ly state eOJulitions are reache,l, 
theoretically after infinite time, but prac· 
tically after T sees. where T is the rever' 
beration time of the enclosure, the brack
eted term is e\.Junl to unity and the sound 
eller�y density is given by 

E- !.� (2 - CSn ) 
It is more convenient to have a relation 
involving the reverberation time T and th(' 
\'olume of the enclosure V rather than S 
and a and this can be obtained from the 
normal Sabine relation for re\'erberation 
time T = k V/Sa, from which Sa = le V /T 
SUhstituting kr/T for Sa in Eq, (2) gives 

4P7' 
E= CkF (3) 

from which the source power in Ergs/sec. 
is gi"en hy 

P_ CkJ'H 
- 4T (4) 

If some standard intensity is adopted, the 
arithmetic is simplified and as 100 db is 
a cOJ\\'enient figure this will be inserted. 
It corresponds to a sonnd intensity of 10-6 
wntts/sq. cm. and a sound energy density 
of 3 x 10-' ergs/cu. cm. Substituting this 
value in Eq. (4) nn(l including all constants, 
the acoustic power in wntts required from 
the source to produce a maximulll intensity 
of 100 db is given by 

P _ 3.4 X 104 X 16 X 10-4 X 3 X 10-4 F (6) - 4 xl07 X T 
= 4.1 X 10-10 V /7' 

or convertiug to ft. nnits 

l' = 1.16 x 10-5 r/1' = .0000116 � watts (7) 

For nny 10Ullness le\'el other thnn 100 db 
tlte power reljuired will be doubled for 
I'llch a db increase in intensity that is con
sidered nccessnry. The threshold of pain is 
reached at nn intensity level of about 120 
dl.J requil'ing a power 100 times that given 
by the equation and presumably fixing the 
ahsolute maximum ,'alue of power that 
any/wdy might ever consider lIecessary. 
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Audio Power Requirements 

and Statistics 
c. NICHOLAS PRYOR:'': 

A discussion of the power requirements 
in audio amplifiers based on the statistical 
distribution of peaks in complex signals 

OXE OF THE lIAJOR points of conten
tion in the audio field concerns the 
peak output power which an am

plifier must be capable of delivering for 
faithful reproduction of complex audio 
signals. There are two major reasons for 
the large spread of estimates, which 
range from milliwatts to hundreds of 
watts. The first of these reasons is the 
range of average power required in the 
particular application. Loudspeaker effi
ciency may range from about 2 to 50 
per cent, room size and acoustical prop
erties influence the power required for a 
given sound level, and some people just 
like their music louder than others. 
These differences are generally under
stood, and it is a fairly simple matter to 
measure at least the average voltage in
put to a loudspeaker under listening 
conditions. 

The other reason for variation in the 
estimates is the different allowance made 
by different individuals for peaks in the 
audio material. Everyone knows that 
there are sharp peaks in ordinary signals 
that are considerably higher than the 
highest readings shown on an ordinary 
VU meter monitoring the signal, but 
there is little agreement as to the size 
and number of these peaks. The broad
cast industry has at times allowed as lit
tle as 6 db (a factor of 4 in power) for 
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these peaks, while some have argued for 
as much as 23 db (a factor of 200 in 
power) reserve allowed for these unseen 
peaks. This is quite a large spread of 
allowances made for a single faetor, and 
it is the purpose of this article to show 
the way the peaks are distributed in 
audio signals and to develop a reserve 
power estimate based on the knowledge 
of this distribution. 

To aid us in talking about the distribu
tion of peaks we will borrow from sta
tistics the cumulative distribution func
tion. This function simply tells us the 
probability (or the fraction of the time) 
that the variable is less than or equal to 
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Fig. 1. Distribution 
function for sine 

1 
wave, F(v) =2" 

+.!.arcsin V 
j[ 

a given value. Thus the value of the dis
tribution function at one 'loIt, for ex
ample, tells us the fraction of the time 
the actual signal voltage will be less than 
(or negative compared to) one volt; and 
of course this value will be between zero, 
if the signal is always greater than one 
volt, and one, if the signal is always less 
than one volt.1 

.As an example of the distribution 
function, let us consider a single sine 
wave of amplitude one volt. Its distribu-

1 1 
tion function can be derived to be "2 + ~ 
arcsin V in the range between limus 
and plus one volt, zero in the range be-

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 o .0.5 +1.0 +1.5 

l Notice that the distribution function, 
as defined, considers all negative voltages 
to be "less than" any positive voltage and 
is defined for all voltages from minus in
finity to plus infinity. A perhaps simpl.er 
function for our purposes would be the d18-
tribution function of the magnitua~ of the 
signal, which would indicate the fraction of 
the time the signal was smaller (whether 
positive or negative) than the given value . 
This function is easily obtained from the 
ordinary distribution function by Bubst~a.ct
ing one-half from its values for POSitive 
voltages and multiplying the result by two, 
but it is less general in nature and does not 
allow for asymmetrical distribution func
tions or for asymmetrical amplifiers (sing1e
ended or complementary·symmetric). The 
ordinary distribution function is also the 
one measured directly by the method to be 
deseribed here and is the one most often 
tabulated in literature on statistics, thus it 
will be used throughout this paper. 

VOLTS 



low minus one \:olt, and one in the range 
above plus one volt. This function is 
plotted in Fig. 1; and from it we can 
verify some of the things we already 
know about the sine wave. First we can 
see that the voltage is never less than 
minus one volt (the distribution func
tion is zero at -1), and that the voltage 
is always less than, or equal to, plus one 
volt (the distribution function is one at 
+ 1). Also from the value .5 for the dis
tribution function at zero voltage, we 
can verify that the sine wave has nega
tive values exactly half of the time and 
positive ~alues the other half. 

However, from closer inspection of the 
curve, we can see something further that 
perhaps is not quite as obvious from the 
sine wave itself. The vaiue of the distri
bution function at - 0.707 volts is 0.25, 
whi~h. indicates that the voltage is less 
than - 0.707 25 per cent of the time. Also 
the value at + 0.707 volts is 0.75, which 
indicates that the voltage is greater than 
(}.707 volts 1.00-0.75 or 25 per cent of 
the time. Thus if we tried to obtain the 
-one-volt amplitude sine wave from an 
amplifier whose maximum output volt
age was plus or minus 0.707 volts (this 
i3 the rms value which an a.c. meter 
would read for the sine wave of one volt 
amplitude), the signal would be too neg
ative for the amplifier 25 per cent of the 
time and too positive 25 per cent of the 
time. As a result this amplifier, which is 
ca pable of putting out a voltage equal 
to the rms value of the sine wave, would 
be completely overloaded exactly 50 per 
cent of the time. To provide an undis
torted sine wave output the amplifier 
must have a maximum output voltage of 
at least plus or minus one volt (so the 
signal will be outside this range 0 per 
cent of the time) which is a 3 db reserve 
or 1.414 times the voltage indicated on 
an a.c. voltmeter. 

While the distribution function has 
been of some use in dealing with sine 
wave amplification, its real power lies in 
the analysis of complex audio signals. 
With these signals, unlike periodic sine 
waves, it is impossible to predict what 
the voltage will be at any time. How
ever, it is still possible to derive a dis
tribution function for the voltage, so the 
percentage of the time that the voltage 
lies outside certain limits may still be 
determined. There are several ways to 
arrive at the distribution function of a 
complex signal, but one of the clearest is 
to consider the signal to be made up of a 
large number of individual sine waves. 
Then by a series of mathematical opera
tions on the individual distribution func
tions, we may arrive at the didribution 
function of the sum of all the sine waves. 
Or more directly we may use the Central 
Limit Theorem which states that the 
sum of n large number of independent. 
variables has a distribution which ap
proaches the so-called Normal or Gaus-

sIan distribution function. {;nfortu
nately, no algebraic function has been 
found to describe the Normal distribu
tion function, but it is defined in calculus 
by a definite integral and numerical val
ues of it have been tabulated. From these 
tables we may determine the distribution 
function for the instantaneous voltage in 
a complex signal once we are given the 
true rms voltage of the signal, which is 
equal to the standard deviation, or width 
parameter, of the Normal function. This 
distribution function is plotted in Fig. 
2 for a standard deviation of one volt. 
X ote that the function never quite 
reaches the values zero or one, but that 
it ('omes quite close for voltages of mag
nitude greater than two or three volts. 
This means that extremely high peaks 
are theoretically possible, but occur only 
rarely. Thus for perfect reproduction of 
an audio signal, an amplifier of infinite 
power capability would theoretically be 
required. However, the very high peaks 
in the signal have such a low probability 
of occurring that we may never experi
ence them, and the power requirements 
are thus very much relaxed. 

At this point it is well to demonstrate 
the validity of the above discussion by 
means of an experiment. The distribu
tion function of any signal may be meas
ured by means of a circuit such as that 
shown in Fig. 3. The resistor network at 
the input provides, at this point, half 
the difference of the input signal and 
the voltage read on voltmeter V. This 
will be positive if the input is greater 
than V and negative if the input is less 
than plus V volts. The amplifier gain, A, 
is sufficiently large that the output is 
clamped to 0 for positive input voltages 
and is clamped to 10 volts for negative 
input voltages, there being only a very 
narrow range near zero volts where the 
amplifier is operating linearly. Thus the 
percentage of time the output is 10 volts 
equals the percentage of time the input 
is less than V volts, and we have only to 
a\"erage the output voltage over a short 
period by means of the RC network to 
obtain the value of the distribution func
tion at V volts. This was done with a sine 
wave input to demonstrate the method, 
and the experimental results are shown 
along with the theoretical curve in Fig. 
1. With the validity of the method thus 

INPUT 
.---------~NV~_ 

f'::;tllhli:;hpd, It :sallJple of orchestral lllll.iic 

was recorded on a tape loop and fed into 
the measurement circuit at a level of 1 
volt Hrms" as indicated by a standard 
audio VTVM. Because of the character
istics of audio voltmeters, this corre
sponds to a standard deviation of 1.128 
volts.2 With this correction factor ac
counted for, the results of the experiment 
are shown in Fig. 2. Notice that the theo
retical curve is quite closely followed for 
the range of V investigated. Although no 
measurements were taken beyond 2.5 
volts, the results are conclusive enough 
to show that the audio signal does have 
the ~ ormal distribution. 

Having shown that a typical audio sig
nal does follow the Normal distribution, 
we may proceed to consider what this 
means in terms of reserve power required. 
If the rms voltage output of an ampli
fier at normal listening level is measured 
and the maximum possible voltage out
pu't of the amplifier is also known, the 
ratio of these quantities is the number 
of standard deviations of the signal 
which the amplifier will pass. Anything 
between plus and minus this number of 
standard deviations from zero will pass 
undistorted, while any instantaneous 
peaks outside this range will be clipped 
by the amplifier. The fraction of time 
that the signal is not distorted is simply 
the difference between the values of the 
distribution function at the extremes of 
the linear range. The rest of the time the 
signal is clipped. 

Table 1 is designed to show the frac
tion of time the amplifier will be o\"er
loaded· as a function of the ratio of 
maximum output voltage of the amplifier 
and the audio signal voltage as indicated 
by an ordinary audio or VU meter. (This 
encompasses most types of a.c. meters 
except the peak or P-P reading meters 
found in most modern VTVM's which 
cannot be used here, and the iron-vane 
movement found in certain inexpensive 
a.c. meters which are true rms reading 
and may be used with Table 1 if their 

(Continued on page 88) 

2 Most audio voltmeters, while calibrated 
in rms, actually measure the average abso· 
lute value of the voltage and are corrected 
for true rms only for sine waves. Thus a 
correction factor must be applied for true 
reading with any other type of input signal. 

+IOV 

AMPLIFIER 
OUTPUT 
=10 F(v) 

Fig. 3. Circuit for measuring distribution function of a complex signal. 



l'f'adillg'::! :Irc lIIultiplil'ti hy O.~O). Until 
umplifier llIanufaeturel's begin to specify 
the lIIaxilllulll instantaneous output volt
age of their amplilj('rs, it is best deter-

mined hy I'~mnx = y'3 P It where P is tht' 
rated sine wave (not peak) output power 
of the aruplifier and R is the rated out
put illlpedance. (Table 1 also shows thp 
eClui\'alent power reserve between the 
peak power output and the average 
(lOWf'I' inferred frol11 a VU meter read-

y:.! 
iug (by If)' and shows either of thes.! 

ratio!'> in terllls of db of indicated fl'

!-'f'l'\'e pO\n'r (or voltage). 
As lIll exalllple of the use of this table, 

eOllsidt1r a 10-watt amplifier which is 
found to de\Telop 3 volts across its 8-ohm 
;o;p<'aker h'rlllillals during normal loud 
passages. The maximum output \'oltagf' 

of the lII11plifiel' is y'2 x 10 x 8 or about 
1:!.6 nllts. Thus the voltage reserve ratio 

. ' l' 12.6 t ? d as defined III Table lS 3- or ~ .... , an 

the alllplifier may thus be seen to be 
owrIonded ahout 0.0003 or 0.03% of the 
time. 

An interesting thing to note about 
Table 1 is the rapid decrense of overload 
percentage when the reserve becomes 
larger than about 10 db. It also should 
b(' emphasized that the overload per
c{'utages occurring in the lower part of 
the table are really extremely small num
hers! For instance if one considered the 
shortf'st overload that could be detected 
by ear to be ahout 50 microseconds (one 
cycle at 20 kc), then with an 18-db 
safety factor the mean time between 
these 50-microsecond overload periods 
would be about a.. year. Even at 14-db 
reserve the mean time between overloads 
would he on the order of several seconds, 

again a~~ulllillg ollly 50 micl'cJs('colld . ..; fur 
each overlclao. Thus it is ('I('ar that )·1-

d" reserve is ('('l'taiuly adequate for lilly 

purpose, and it is also plain that 6-dh 
reserve would he inadequate for hig-h
quality reproduction as the signal would 
be overloading the amplifier over 7 pt'1' 
('ent of the tillle. 

In the range between these t\\'o oln'i
ously limiting values the actual reser\'(' 
chosen is to sOllie degree a matt()r of till' 
(!uality of reproduction desired, but hy 
the treatment hf're we have reduced this 
range to jU'5L a few dh rather than tIll' 
nearly 20-dh range of previous f'sti
mates. It is likely that the range could 
be reduced still more by some controlled 
subjective experiments, but until' that 
time it is interesting to note that a cer
t~in overload percentage seems to have 
roughly the sallie effect as the sallle per
centage of harmonic or intermodulatioll 
distortion at the listening level. On this 
basis it would seem that a resene of 10 
to 12 db would he sufficient without bring 
excessive. This brackets the required re
serve power rather closely as being 10 to 
16 times the llH'asured a\'crage output 
power. 

Although we have been able to dl'tc1'
mine reasonably accurately the pOWl'l' 
reserve required hy the above statistiNll 
approach to complex signals, there is 
considerable further work to be dOlle ill 
establishing the relation between per
centage overload time and subjective list
ening reactions. The aim of this arti(·le 
has been to provide the basis for the ~ta
tistical treatnwnt of complex signal~, a~ 
this is the only way that such signals 
may be safely hundled. The author would 
like to encourage any comments and fur
ther dewlopll1f'llt of this approach. 

TABLE I 
PROBABILITY OF OVERLOADINe AMPLIFIER AS A FUNCTION OF AMPLIFIER 

RESERVE CAPACITY 

Volta •• Equivalent Equivalent Fraction of Ti",. Reserv. Power Reserve Reserve in Amplifier Overloaded Ratio· Ratio D.cibels 

1.00 1.00 0 0.373 5 
1.26 1.59 2 0.262 7 
1.59 2.51 4 0.158 5 

2.00 4.00 6 0.076 7 
2.51 6.30 8 0.025 1 
3.16 10.0 10 0.005 11 
4.00 16.0 12 0.000 385 
5.00 25.0 14 0.000 009 424 
6.30 39.8 16 0.000 000 037 93 
7.90 62.5 18 0.000 000 000 002 56 

10.0 100 20 less than 1 (TlS 

• Ratio of maximu", output volta •• of amplifier to silnal volt.,e indicated on VU ",ete,. 
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Energy Distribution in Music· 
JOHN P. OVERLEYt 

Summarg-A knowled,e of the manner in which the acoustic 
power encountered in music varies with respect to frequency can be 
a useful tool in the desilD of compooents to be used in audio rein
forcement or reproduction systems. This paper deals with the ampli
tude of fractional-second energy peaks. without reference to the 
rate of their occurrence. It is these peaks which must be considered 
when distortion is of primary consideration; a vera,e power is useful 
only in predictin, temperature rise (where applicable) of si£Dal
handlin, components. Throughout the disc:ussion emphasis is placed 
upon the di1ference between average and peak enerlY consideratioD. 

The source material from which the distribution analysis is 
drawn consisted of recent commercial vinyl recordinp played OD a 
carefully equalized reproducing system. Ten various types of music: 
are c:1assified and a distribution curve for each is drawn. The methods 
used in arrivin, at a typical curve are shown by breakin, the spec:
trum into octaves with a band-pass fllter. 

The distribution information mentioned above is applied to the 
desilD of a three-channel loudspeaker system as an example of use. 
Other poBSible applications are mentioned. 

PRES~NT -DA Y audio systems designed for voice 
and music reproduction vary greatly in specifica
tions and application, but all have in common the 

requirement to respond to more than one frequency. 
The frequency pass band may ran~e from the narrow 
limits of 200-3,000 cps, typical of a voice communica
t ion system, to the extended range of 20-20,000 cps or 
hetter, achieved only in certain high-fidelity systems. 
Each component in a system should be capable of de
livering the required power without exceeding the maxi
mum permissible distortion or risking dama~e due to 
overload. 

In the design and testing of variollS audio components 
it is helpful to know the expected signal energy distribu
t ion with respect to frequency. I n other words, because 
the energy in typical speech and music is not uniformly 
distributed throughout the audio frequency spectrum, 
design compromises may be effected to reduce the pos
sibility of overload at any frequency. The distribution 
curves developed in this article were intended primarily 
for use in the design of loud speaker systems. but are 
applicable to other components. 

Before proceeding with an explanation of the recorded 
data. let us examine a few of the energy characteristics 
of typical human speech and, in p<lrticular, music. Con
sider, for a moment, the sound of an orchestra. The dy
namic level may vary over an extreme range of values, 
depending upon how many instruments are playing, the 
loudness of each, and acoustics of the room or audi
torium. Usually, the maximum sound energy at any fre
fluency will occur during the loud musical passages when 
most players are active. An instrument played loudly 
not only produces the greatest level of fundamental, but 

• Manuscrip.t received by the PCA, July 13, lQ56. Pre~nted at 
the :-':ational Electronics Conference, Chit-ago, 111., October -', 1955. 

t Radio Mfg. Engrs., (nc., Washington, 111. 

its tone may be considerably richer in harmonic content 
than when it is played softly. Thus, if we are interested 
in findinK the maximum energy present at any fre
quency, the investigation, for the most part, may be 
narrowed to a study of the apparent loudest passages. 
Certain exceptions to this generalization are recognized: 
a solo instrument or voice may be recorded at a higher 
than normal level with a separate microphone for em
phasis; certain combinations, such as a choir of women's 
voices, require unusual sound handling ability. as we 
shall see later. ~ow consider a sustained chord played 
by the orchestra at a constant, high volume level. Al
though no audible variations exist, a volume indication 
will exhibit contimfal fluctuation over a susbtantial 
range. Because the phase of each instrument bears a 
random relationship to every other one, their vector 
sum (the resultant sound intensity) is not a constant. 
At a certain time when several instruments are "in 
phase," very high instantaneous values of sound ampli
tude may result. In this manner a series of peaks is 
generated whose amplitudes are many times that of 
the average. If an audio system is to give distortionless 
reproduction, it must be capable 0.£ passing, without 
clipping, the highest peaks which have it time duration 
sufficiently long, and occur frequently enough, to be 
perceived by the human ear. Such peaks may be due 
IIOt only to several instruments playing in unison or .It 
harmonically related frequencies as described above, 
but are also influenced by the reverberation of the 
chamber and by the harmonic structure of each single 
instrument. 

It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish between aver
age energy and peak energy. To illustrate this concept, 
compare two electrical signals of the same peak ampli
tude, but one which is sinusoidal in nature, and the 
other which is a pulse of short duration (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. I 

Average or total energy is proportional to the shaded 
area under the curves. It is approximately the quantity 
which would be measured by a volume indicating meter 
of the conventional type. Obviously, the sine wave rep
resents a much greater average energy than the pulse. 
Peak energy is a function of maximum amplitude, how
ever, and is seen to be identical for the two signals. 
Hence, for distortion-free reproduction, the power 
handling requirements of any component (covering the 
full frequency range) would be the same in each case 
even though a conventional VU meter would register 
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widely different readings. It has been the practice of the 
broadcast and recording industries to allow an arbitrary 
margin of 10 db between VU indications and the equip
ment overload point, to handle the majority of these 
peaks without clipping. It is to be understood, however, 
that this 10 db is a compr()mise with the signal-to-noise 
ratio, and is inadequate in Ihany instances from a perfec
tionist's point of view. In general, the more complex the 
harmonic structure or the greater the number of simul
taneous sound sources, the greater is the margin required 
to minimize clipping. It is for this reason that audiophile 
advocates over twenty watts of available electrical 
power for a home music reproducing system, whereas a 
few hundred milliwatts of sinusoidal power will produce 
an uncomfortably loud sound level on the same equip
ment. A chorus of women's voices has been noted to 
have a particularly high ratio of peak-to-average energy. 
Consequently, some engineers reduce the recording level 
below nor~al for this type of material. 

The degree to which peaks may be clipped or com
pressed is open to considerable discussion. I t depends in 
part upon the amount of peak amplitude reduction, fre
quency of occurrence of such peaks, the type of program 
material, frequency response of the system, and (to a 
great degree) tolerance of thc listener. Moderate clip
ping may result in "listening fatigue" before its severity 
permits recognition by an A-B listening test. It should 
be mentioned that momentary overloads due to occa
sional peaks must not induce temporary instability in 
the equipment. This effect would lengthen the duration 
of clipping and grossly increase the severity of resulting 
distortion. Many otherwise acceptable public address 
amplifiers suffer from this fault. 

The following information on energy distribution 
music and speech is based upon peaks as short as a frac
tion of a second in duration, occurring in the loudest 
passages of voice and music. It represents the approxi
mate distribution of energy vs frequency under highest 
signal conditions-exactly those conditions which 
should determine the power handling requirements of 
audio components. Average or total energy distribution 
would be of little value here unless the power limitation 
in a reproducer were one of temperature rise rather than 
distortion. This condition is rarely encountered in pro
gram material reproduction since heating effects are pro
portional to rms power (much closer in value to average 
than peak power for typical signals). 

The following data were compiled to fulfill the need 
for energy distribution information based upon peak 
rather than average values. To obtain these data, special 
phonograph recordings representing the most advanced 
techniques were played back on carefully equalized high 
quality transcription equipment. These provided the 
source material. It was felt that this was representative 
of typical good quality in frequently encountered 
sources. Frequency response of the playback compo
nents was of primary importance, since it directly 
affected the results of this study. 

Each musical selection to be analyzed was first played 
without any frequency restrictions and the gain of the 
playback amplifier adjusted to give an arbitrary output 
meter defiection for the maximum recorded level. The 
sound level meter was then adjusted for a band-pass 
response one octave wide and the recording replayed, 
noting the meter reading at the same instant of maxi
mum level on the record. This process was repeated, 
yielding an energy level reading in decibels for each fre
quency band. The highest octave (above 9600 cps) was 
always measured first to minimize possible "erasure" of 
high frequencies from the vinyl pressing due to repeated 
playing. A Scott type 420-A sound analyzer was utilized 
to measure the relative energy present in each of the 
ten bands into which the audible frequency spectrum 
was divided. Very sharp cutoff filters within the analyzer 
serve to minimize possible error due to the presence of 
high level signals just beyond the desired cutoff fre
quency. 

Table I is a tabulation of results obtained in the mall
ner just described. I!ach reading is given in db after the 
total sound has been corrected to an arbitrary standard 

. level of 47 db. Many musical passages were measured 
and averaged to obtain each figure. To convert the data 
to a more useful form, the table was first changed from 
decibel values to relative powers and then the curves of 
Figs. 2 through 5 were drawn, based on this information. 
It must be remembered that these curves represent the 
average of a great number of measurements made on 
music and speech of the appropriate type. Although an 
individual passage may be widely divergent from the 
distribution shown here, each curve does predict the 
maximum power to be expected in any given frequency 
band. Surprising consistency was observed among vari
ous musical samples during the preparation of each 
curve. 

Energy distribution information finds a wide appli
cation in the design of audio frequency reproducing 
components. It is useful in obtaining maximum possible 
performance over the entire spectrum for a given manu
facturing cost. As an example, let us consider its use in 
the design of a 3-way loud speaker system by predicting 
the maximum power which will be encountered in each 
of the three channels. Assume that the crossover fre
quencies have been determined by other considerations 
to be 800 cps and 3,500 cps. Since we anticipate all 
types of voice and music signals, the average curve 
should be consulted. 

On the graph, 800 cycles is seen to correspond to 64 
per cent of the total signal power as read on the left 
hand ordinate, indicating that this percentage of total 
peak power occurs below 800 cps. The loudspeaker chan
nel passing frequencies above 3,500 cps must handle 
only about 3 per cent of the total peak power, as read on 
the right hand ordinate scale. The remaining 33 per 
cent (the difference between the 800 cps and 3,500 cps 
"y" intercepts) finds its way into the midfrequency 
chanllcl. 
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Fig. 2-Peak energ}, le\'cls of sOllnd vs frequency. I) Pipe organ; 
large, rewrbcrant building. 2) Speech; male voice-radio an· 
nouncer. 3) Soprano solo; classical Illllsic--orchestral an'om
paniment. 

Fig. 4-Peak energy levels of sound "S frequency. 7) Small concert 
orch~stra-heavy brasses. 8) Symphony orchestra-full orchestra, 
9) Plano solo; dose microphone technique. 

Fig. 3-Peak energy levels of sound \5 frequency. -l) Baritone solo; 
popular Illusic-hand accompanimcnt. 5) ·1\pir.ll darce hand; 
instrumental. 6) Symphony orchestra; heavy strings. with woo,i· 
winds and brasses. 

Fi~. 5- ·I't'ak energy Icvcls of sound "s frequency. 10) large 
mixeri chorus; classical music. 
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From these data it is clearly unnecessary to construct a 
high-frequency "tweeter" capable of handling more than 
a very small fraction of the power found in the low {re
quency channel for equal overload points on the average 
signal. For a ~iven cost, this means that a greater per
centage of rkrmanent magnet material in the loud 
speaker system may be allocated to the Jow-frequency 
driver, enhancing its power handling ability. Moreover, 
since the tweeter may be designed for lower power, its 
physical size may be reduced, and diaphragm design 
altered. This leads to improved frequency and transient 
response, as well as better dispersion of sound. 

Energy distribution curves also may be used as a 
basis for the determination of tape and disc recording 
pre-emphasis curves, showing best compromise between 
signal-to-noise ratio and high-frequency distortion. 
Reasonable agreement exists with some of the commonly 
used present-day characteristics, based largely on sub
jective experience in the recording industry. As a final 
example of application, this distribution information 
may be applied in designing a mUltiple amplifier system. 
Here the incoming high and low-frequency signal com
ponents are separated and supplied to two independent 
amplifiers. Since the usual practice is to cross over above 
800 cps, it may be seen that the low-frequency channel 
is called upon to provide the major share of power. Good 
design therefore dictates that most of the output trans
former iron be utilized in the low-frequency unit. Again, 
advantages are obtained in reducing power capability 
of the high-fr~quency unit, in this case, low leakage 
reactance and capacitances of the output transformer. 

In certain installations it is possible that conditions 
of noise or specialized signal wiII modify the normal 
power handling requirements. Even with relatively 
good quality phonograph equipment, for example, rum
ble in the 30 cps region may exceed low-frequency signal 
components. In public address applications, high-fre
quency loud speaker components must be capable of 
withstanding the abnormal condition of momentary 
acoustic feedback. 

To summarize the preceding material, a knowledge of 

energy distribution vs frequency is a valuable tool in 
designing audio equipment for uniform overload char
acteristics across the frequency spectrum Oil a typical 
signal. Careful use of such information will permit many 
times the power to be realized without distortion than 
in a system of the same cost, designed with a uniform 
power handling capability at all frequencies. 

A large number of examples of signals of several types 
were measured, and are presented in the accompanying 
charts and graphs to fulfill this need. A few present day 
applications have been mentioned; however, it is be
lieved that this information may find increased future 
use in the highly competitive audio field. 

EXPLANATION OF CURVES 

Each curve represents the approximate distribution 
of peak sound energy over the audible frequency range 
from a source of music or speech. Values are for maxi
mum fractional-secoQd peaks which occur with reason
able regularity,'but are not weighted on the basis of how 
often they appear. These are not total energy curves. 
Sources are givp.n in the figure captions. 

The per cent of total peak sound energy for any fre
quency band may be found by reading the difference in 
the y-direction between two points on the curve corre
sponding in frequency to the ends of the band. Relative 
peak power at any frequency is indicated by the slope 
of the curve at that point. 
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IN RECEYT YE..!RS tremendous strides 
ha\"e been made in the audio field, 
not only in technology, but in con

sumer demands as well. The~ ever-in: 
creasing quality of reeordings has in· 
tum ereated the need for ever-increasing 
quality in reproducing equipment. In 
addition to more demanding quality 
standards, modem audio equipment also 
has to cope with a variety of different 
signal sourees; several kinds of phono
graph pickups, tuners, tape (either pre
amplified or direct from the head), and 
microphones. The recent emergence of 
stereophonic recordings, both disc and 
tape, has added the need for two-chan
nel playback without eliminating any of 
the previous requirelllents. It is indeed 
a tribute to the audio designer that he 
has not only kept up with the demands 
but in Dumy eases has exceeded them. 

A problem of great importance faced 
by the auelio designer is cost. How can 
all the teelmical and consumer demands 
be satisfied without making the cost pro
hibitive t It was w.ith the proper qual. 
ity-cost haliDce in mind that this hand
book was prepared. The design informa
tion and schematics in this handbook are 
meant to provide the audio designer with 
a collec:tiOll of useful ideas and eireuits. 
There are designs ranging from the 
simplest to the most elaborate; frow the 
least expeush-e to the quality-at-any
price category .. In essence, this is a col
lection of Tarious methods for solving 
the same design problems. Naturally 
there are many more methods which are 
not presented, some of which are being 
developed in our laboratories at this 
very mOJDeDt. Information about these 
is yours far the asking.l 

Before pbmcing into the technieal as
pecta of amplifier design it might be 
hel pful to review some of the over-all 
requiremeats of monophonic and stereo
phonic systems. 

1 Write ,-ur problem to Amperex Appli
eationa EDciueering Laboratory, 230 Du1fy 
Ave., Hicbrille, N. Y. 

In Two Parts-Part I 

AUDIO SYSTEMS 
Monophonic 

·In general a monophonie system con
sista -oLL.phon.og:rapa-pickuPr L- pre-.-
amp1i.8.er, a power amplifier, and one or 
more loudspeakers. In addition, many 
systems include an AlI/FM tuner and 
a tape recorder. No matter how good 
these components are, however, they ~an 
do no better than reproduce the signal 
supplied them from the record, tape, or 
broadcast. The signal will certainly con
tain some distortion. In the ease of 
records and tapes a part of the distor
tion is deliberate. I As far as the deliber
ate distortion (recording charaderistics) 
is concemed, compensation is easily ef
fected by means of an equalization net
work. There is no cure, however, for any 
other type of distortion in. the signal. 
Fortunately, the recording and broad
cast engineers have done an excellent 
job in producing signal 8Ouree8 with 
minimum undesired distortion.. 

Obviously, one of th& ~riteria-fur se
lecting components mnst be the amount 
of distortion they will add to the signaL 
It would be incongruous to couple a 10W'

distortion amplifier with a high-distor
tion speaker since tile system would 
sound the same if a lower quality am
plifier were used. Therefore, when eom
ponents are selected their effect upon 
the over-all distortion of the entire am
plifying system should be kept in mind. 

Monophonic systems may be con
structed with the preamplifier, power 
amplifier, and/or tuner all on the same 
chassis or each on a separate ehassis. 
Usually the separate chassis systems are 
somewhat more lIexible and can be easily 

• Any departure from tat frequency re
sponse i. a "distortion ;" it i8 properly 
ealled "amplitude distortion" and when in
tentionally introduced ill one part of a IY8-
tem aU the way from. studio micropbone 
to your loudspeaker J it ia usually eompen
lilted by introducing a eomplemeDtary am
plitude distortion in another part of the 
system. D. 

adapted to a variety of signal sour~. 
For example, if all the signal sources 
used in a partieular system are high 
level, say about 500 mv, an additional 
voltage impIifrer ·iSnofDeeesiarj. ·On 
the other hand if a preamplifier is nec· 
essary, then there is considerable free
dom in the choice of power amplifier. 
Also the separate chassis construction 
pre\"ents harmful interaction betwel'n 
the components and simplifies heat dis· 
sipation. An additional advantage of 
this type of system is the possibility of 
retaining some of the components when 
converting to a stereophonic system. 

On the other hand, a combination 
system undoubtedly makes more emcient 
use of parts and thus effects cost reduc
tion. The efficiency of this type of unit 
is the natural result of specific knowl· 
edge about the pickup or tuner charac· 
teristics which permit design of the op
timum circuit for these known quanti· 
ties.. Clearly then, either method may be 
"the best". depending upon the speci.6e 
circumstances. 

Stereophonic 

Perhaps the easiest way to describe 
stereophonic reproducing systems is that 
they have mor, tha,. doub~ the probleII15 
inherent in the monophonic systems. Not 
cnIy are there two channels, but there 
must of necessity be some method. for 
relating these channels to each other to 
preserve the original balance. In addi· 
tion, the stereophonic signal in many 
cases is lower in level than the mono
phonic signal. This calls for extra gain 
and less distortion in the system. 

The comments in the monophonic sec
tion concerning the advantages and dis· 
advantages of single- and separate-chas
sis systems apply equally to stereo
phonic equipment. Each system baa its 
strong points which are'directly related 
to the needs of the particular group of 
consumers concerned. 



AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
The Ideal Amplifier 

The principal features of the ideal 
&nlpli.fier are: 

less than the impedance of the loud
speaker voice coil, the ratio of the two 
being termed the "damping factor." In 
practice, a damping factor above 10 is 
desirable. 

6. Hum and noise in the ampli1ler 
should be below an audible level. 

1. The distortion produced by the am
plifier should be negligible up to maxi
mum output. By distortion we mean the 
presence in the output of frequency Amplifier Performance Criteria 

components and phase relationships The performance of an amplifier is 
1I"hich were not present in the input. The normally specified lrith reference to 
frequency components consist of bar- all 
monics of the signal frequencies and of some or of the points listed in the 

previous section. However, these points 
lum and difference frequencies resulting define the ideal amp1i1ier eharacteristics. 
from intermodulation between di1ferent The following definitions provide back
frequencies in the signal. In addition, ground for the amplifier performance 
pnrasitie oscillations give rise to unde- measurements given in mbsequent sea
tllreU frequencies commonly called tions. 
"ringing." The phase distortion is 
caused by phase shift of dilIerent fre- 1. Powe,. The audio power available 
quencies. at the output of an ampli1ler is defined 

2. The response of the amplifier as V 1044· /BItIM, where V .... is the volt
should be UDiform throughout the audi- age developed across a load resistance 
ble frequency range. The average ear Bloed connected to the output terminals 
will respond to frequencies in the range of the amplifler when driven with sinu
of 30 to 15,000 cps. The upper limit of soidal input. The rated output power of 
this range may extend to 20,000 cps. the ampliller is aae maximum audio 
To make realistic reproduction possible, power which C8Jl be obtained without 
therefore, the amplifier should handle exceeding either the maximum ratings 
frequencies bet'W"een at least one octave of the tubes or the distortion level per
above and one octa,"e below the audible mitted for the system. 
range. ~. Duto,tiofl. The principal form of 

3. The amplifier must have excellent distortion which occurs in amplifiers is 
transient response. Many sounds, par- non-linear distortion ",hich is normally 
tieularly those from musical instru- divided into harmonic and intermodula
ments, rise very rapidly, to a high in- tion distortion. Each of these contributes 
i.<'nsity and dec~y relath'ely slowly. Such some voltage to the output at frequencies 
tiounds are spoken of as "transients." which difter from those oceurring in the 
TIl(' steeply rising wave fronts of tran- input signal. 
~ifT.t~ can be sbo'W"n to consist of a wide (0) Hormoftic Diltortitm. Voltage which 
r:t!lge of component frequencies. The oecurs in the output at second, third, 
nLility of an amplifier to reproduce fourth, and so on, harmonics of the fun
tLem faithfully will therefore depend damental signal frequency comprises 
on a wide frequeney response and little harIDonicdistortion. It is expressed as 
phase shift over the ",bole frequency a percentage ratio of the voltage 85S0-

range. Variations in the relative phas- ciated with the particular harmonic to 
ing of the component frequencies of a the total output voltage of the amplifier. 
transient would result in a change in its Total harmonie distortion is the ratio of 
aural character. the voltage associated with all the har-

4. An adequate reserve of power monics to the total output voltage. The 
shruld be available. For faithful repro- total harmonic distortion D'D' is the rms 
duetivn, the eeund level sh<MIli be .oom- value of the individual distortion D., 
parable with that of "live" conditions. Dn D" and so on-that is: 
The amplifier should thus be aapable of 
handling peak powen -«msiden.bly--- ___ J'!'D!_=-_,!_(1!/ _:,!6~ __ :!!t:. ~ ... ~ __ 
above the average level to allow peak (b) Irate,mod,dlltioft Distortion. If an 
sounds to be reproduced lrithout over- input signal contains several ditferent 
loading ~ audible 4ist0rti.0n. .frequencies, any nonlinearit)o in tae am-

5. The output impedance of the am- plifier riI give rise to modulated wave
plifier should be low. This will improve forms having frequencies which are the 
the performance of the loudspeaker and sums and difierenees of the interacting 
fDSUre elean reproduction, particularly ",aveforms. The extent of this distortion 
of transients. Air loading of the loud- is measured by the degree of interaction 
speaker tends to limit the low-frequency between two pairs of test signals. The 
resonance of the cone and supen.sion. iDteraction between signals of very dif
The electromagnetic damping of a low ferent frequencies is called intermodula
output impedance in the amplifier is, tion distortion. 
however, effective in maintaining ade- Intermodulation distortion in ampli
quate control of the cone movement over fiers is measured with • test signal con
~he entire frequency range. The output sisting of a low frequency-usually 60 
llDpedance should preferably be much cps, but can be anywhere from 40 to 
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100 cpe--mized with (but Dot modula
ting) a high frequency which is uually 
7000 cps, though lOme methoda use 3000 
epl.· The ratio of the peak-to-peak am
plitudes of the low- and high-frequency 
test signals is 4:L The output obtained 
with the two signals is assumed to be 
equivalent to the output obtained with 
a single sine-wave signal with a peak-to
peak amplitude of -the combined wave
form. The distortion is quoted as the 
rIDS value of the amplitudes of the sum 
and di1ference waveforms expressed as 
a percentage of the amplitude of the 
high-frequency signal. 

(c) Hum OM Noue. Contributions to 
the output from various stray signals 
picked up at points in the amplifier are 
normally lumped together and measured 
at the output with a load aerosa the in
put to stimulate the pickup impedance. 
The fraction of the rated output voltage 
measured aorOSl the load resistance is 
then expressed in decibels below rated 
output, 10 that: 

Hum and Nou. (in db) = 
10 10 "oUGg. tri'" ifJl*' IoGded 

, JO nil" oldl*' "oU,.,. 
A level of hum and noise of - 60 db 
means that the rated output voltage is 
1000 times the voltage developed when 
the in put is loaded as deseribed. 

(d) ].'regati'Ve Feedbock. Negative feed
back is used to improve amplifier per
formance. Part of the output is re-in
jected in an earlier stage 180 deg. out 
of phase with the input signal, thus re
ducing sensitivity and distortion. It is 
usual to refer to the amount of feed
back in decibels, determined from the 
ratio of voltage gain of the amplifier 
without feedback to the voltage gain 
with feedback. Thus, a feedback of 26 
db woUld mean that the gain without 
feedback is 20 times the gain with feed
back. 

The gain of an amplifier without feed
back must therefore be higb enough to 
allow for the loss in gain 'nsulting from 
feedback. This' disadvantage of using 
feedback is far outweighed by the ad
vantages which are: 

(1) reduced distortion 
-(2) .improved frequency response 
(3) lower output impedance 
(4) less pbase shift 
(5) less dependmee of gain upon 

changes in supply voltage 

Circuit Design 

Although the power-handling capacity 
of an audio amp1i1ler is not the property 
which is most important to the listener 

• Other frequenq eombiDatioDi are ueed 
for ~me typea of meuuremenu. The 
CCIF I,.atem, for aample, uaea a pair of 
frequeneiee di1feriDg by a lpeci1ie amount 
(usually .a0 epl), with both being varied 
simultaDeously througbout the audio apee
trum. J:D. 
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<.a low level of distortion is usually eon
sld.ered to be so); it is nevertheless the 
prlDle concel'll of the circuit designer. 
The peak power required for realistic 
n-productio~ of music depends mainly 
upon the SLZe and acoustical nature of 
~e room and upon the taste of the 
b.stener. In the home it is generally con
Sidered that an output power of 12 to 
17 watts will be adequate with efficient 
lcudspeake!". If simplicity and economy 
are the Pnm&1"1 considerations, an out
put of 8 watts ean give a generally ac
ceptable standard of performance. In 
l~rge .. roo.ma,._ .h~~ev~,- a . maximum out
put power of at least 50 -wattS- will be 
nee~. The type of output stage 
used will depend upon the maximwu 
power required of the amplifier. Con
sequently, the design of the amplifier 
usually .Rroceeds from output to input 
stages, the requirements of the output 
sta~ dictating to a large extent the 
deslgll of preceding stages. 

Output Stege 

. --. Not many years- agcr triodes were corr
sldered to be the only useful output 
tu~ There was good reason tor this 
attt~de. The pentode and beam tetrodes 
ayaila~le at that time had extremelv high 
distortion. In recent years, howeve; with 
the development of low-distortion ~ower 
pentodea such as the 6CA11EL34 
6CW5/EL86, and the 6BQ5/ELS4, th~ 
trend has been more than reversed. 

For example, when the low-distortion 
c~arac~e of triode operation is de
sired, It IS Dot at all uncommon to use 
a . pen~e in triode connection; or for a 
dl~tOrtiOD level somewhere between the 
t~ode ~nd the. pentode a type of dis
tr!buted loading popularly called "Ultra
Linear" operation is used. 

Reeent17 there has been increased in
terest -in the use of power pentodes such 
as the 6CW5/EL86 which can operate 
at. low voltage and high current. With 
t~lS type of tube the low voltage and 
~Igh ~t swing (low plate-to-plate 
o~d lID~nce) reduces the stringent 

pnmary inductance requirements of the 
output tnDsformer. Thus fewer turns 
are n~ and both the leakage in
ductance aDd stray capacitance are also 
reduced. TIlle result is improved transient 
response aad increased stability. 

The abitity of the push-pull stage to 
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Fig. 1. CUI'¥e of distortion vs. power out
put under various bias conditions. 

reduce harmonic distortion has made it 
the standard for high-quality amplifiers. 
However, because of the higher distor
tion tolerated in low cost am plifiers the 
single-ended pentode output s~ is 

- Inore economical than the push-pull out
put stage. 

Let us now examine .more closely the 
three types of output stages previously 
mentioned-pentode, triOde connected 
pentode, and distributed "load. 

1. Pe,,'ode Oadp'" Stage. The pen
tode output stage is usually in push-pull 
Class AB. The onr-aU efficiency of 
these.. stages.. is fairly high hein~ of the. 
order of 40 to 50 per cent and the har
monic distortion varies up to 4 per cent 
at full output. Consequently, negathoe 
feedback is necessary to reduce distor
tion. 
. The recommended operating condi

tions for Class AB are usually based 
on measurements with continuous sinu
soidal dri\'"e. The cathode resistor is 
chosen so that with zero-signal input, 
the tubes are operated. near Class A and 
at full drive near Class B. The plate-to
~late load resistance is chosen for op
timum performanee at full drive. Shift
ing of the operating point is due to the 
effect of the increased plate and screen 
currents on the cathode bias resistor. 
With a typical output stage using two 
6BQ5/ELS-l pentodes with a plate sup
ply of 310 volts, the increase in cathode 
current and consequently in grid bias is 
r.bout 40 ~r cent with sinusoidal input 
,""oltage. 

Howe,·er, when speech and music are 
used to drive the stage instead of sinu
s~idRI input, the situation is entirely 
d.lfferent. The averl1eC7'8 amplitude of the 
SIgnal compared with the occasional 
peaks is now very small and conse
quently the average variation in cathode 
current is also very smalJ. Because of 
the relath-ely long time constant of the 
bias network, the operating point even 
under peak signal conditions shifts so 
little that the stage can be considered 
as operating with mtualJy fixed bias. 

Therefore, to appro~imate speech and 
lJIusic conditions, full sinusoidal drive 
and fixed bias should be used for meas
urements. 

.'Vhen a Class AD stage is designed 
usmg measurements based upon sinu
soidal dri\"e and cathode instead of fixed 
bias, increased distortion during peak 
passages of speech and music will re
sult. (See Fig. 1). To cOmpensate for 
this, the quiescent operating point can 
be adjusted from CIass-AB1 operation to 
a point nearer to Class-B operatiou by 
increasing the cathode bias resistor. Thi, 
involves a smaller zero-signal cathode 
current and plate-to-plate load resist
anee. As a result there are larger varia
tions in the instantaneous plate and 
screen currents when the stage is driven. 
However, this etfeet is compensated for 

by the increased time constant in th~ 
cathode circuit which keeps shifting of 
the operating point to a minimum. 

It should be noted that this low load
ing form of operation i$ suitable only 
for use in speech or music reproduction 
and produces ex~ive distortion when 
driven by a sine-wave signal. For this 
reason it is difficult to measure direeth· 
the distortion levels which occur unde·r 
practical conditions unless tlxed bias is 
substituted for the cathode bias durin.,· 
test conditions. 0 

Another method for improving per· 
!or~~_ce is_~o _ ~ ~tributed loading 
m the output stage. Depending upon the 
precise loading used, the variatiou in 
plate and screen currents can be re· 
duced to such a le,·el that aimost iden
tical performance is obtained und l' l' 
cathode and fixed bias. T&iS type of 
operation will be described in the sec· 
tion entitled Distributed Load Output 
Stage. 

2. Triode Output Stag~. A low level 
of distortion can be obtained in a push
pull triode -stage operating . Class .A.B. 
It has been found that power pentodes 
such as the 6C.!.7/EL3,"" triode con
nected, easily deliver 12 to 15 watts :It 
harmonic distortion lel"els below 1 per 
cent using a supply "oltage of about 
425 volts. 

Maximum power output and the cor
responding distortion vary somewhat 
with the value of the load impedance. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the 
performance of the 6CA1/EL34 power 
pentode is shown in triode connection. 

For plate-to-plate-Ioad impedance be· 
low 1000 ohms, either a common or sepa
rate cathode resistors (bypassed) can be 
used; above 7000 ohms in. proved opera
tion is obtained with an WlbypasseJ 
common cathode resistor. Operating con
ditions approach Class A as the load im
pedance is raised and optimum per
formance for high-quality operation is 
obtained with a load im pedanee of about 
10,000 ohms. 
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fig. 3 Basic conflguration of distributed
loae{ ~Ultra-Linear) output stage. 

This type of output stage (William
son) has been used for a number of 
years in high-quality amplifiers. Be
cause of the low inherent distortion, less 
negative feedback is necessary to give 
acceptable linearity as compared with 
the amount of feedback required ~ pen
tode or tetrode output stages of similar 
power outputs. Furthermore in three- or 
four-stap amplifiers' with most of the 
feedback applied over the whole ampli
fier (including the output transformer) 
it is possible to obtain increased sta
bility for a given distortion level. 

3. Dia,"out~d-Load Outptd Stage. Al
though the triode push-pull output stage 
has great value (if distortion is a pri
mary COnsideration) its low efficiency 
and limited power output are usually 
serious disadvantages. The distributed
load output stage seems to have over
come these disadvantages while retain
ing the lower distortion of the triode 
stage. This type of operation involves 
the application of negative feedback in 
a non-liDear manner through the screens. 
The screens of the output tubes are sup
plied through taps on the primary of 
the output transformer (see Fig. 3). 
Distributed-load characteristics are in
termediate between pentode and triode 
operation and approaches triode opera
tion as the percentage of primary turns 
to the plate and screen circuits increases. 

Under optimum conditions, the dis
tributed-load circuit delivers about 65 
per cent of the power of the equivalent 
pentod. stage, but with considerably 
lower distortion. With the output at the 
level of the equivalent triode output 

TABLE II 
flOWS FlOW' 

PI ... s....&7·~ .... 2SO - 2SO -...... 
c...... ........ 

l_ 
aD 6I,DOO 12,DOO .a-

PI ........... 0.22 0.22 0.1 0.15 ... 
0...,.. v.tt,.. 35 4S 2D 35 ... wI .. 

GWIl 51 6Z 2S '11 -
T ..... D1 ....... 5.5 3.5 1.1 1.1 ,., .. 

TABLE I-PERFORMANCE DATA 
OIUATING CONDmONS IOTAL DISTOITION ~ 

TW TYPE MOD( 01 Cfl!lATION ~ ~2 .. ~ Ie, 10. I •• 20. 30. e. .o. 
( ...... ) ( ...... ) (oM.) (I.1f..) (.-) 

T,i_e---. «10 . QO 
10 . O.S 0.7 ( .......... ) - - - -

Dlstri""," a-.I 
G) G) 

QO 'OlIO 
~_wi ..... (_hhIM) 7.0 ( .... Me) 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.5 5.0 -6CA7tfl,34 

D1 .......... ~ 
G) G) 

.QO 10lI0 
'~_wi ..... (eech ...... ) 

,., 
(eedI ...... ) 0.' 0.7 0.8 1.0 .- -

......... c:-.ctioft 330 330 
130 

3 •• 
W ... S 

(-) (-) 2.0 2.5 •• 0 '.0 -
5. 10. 15. 

T,l"~ 300 . ISO 
10 . 1.0 (-) - -

DI..., ..... a-.I 
300 3DO 

270 
~_wiNI .. ( .... hIM) 

,., - 0.' 1.0 I.S 
6I05(lLM 

D1.tri ........... 
300 300 

270 
~_wi ..... (each tube) 8.0 - 0.7 0.' -
.......... c:-.ctioft 300 3DO Z70 LO - 1.S 2.0 2.0 ( .... Me) . 

stage, the distortion is reduced to triode From the distortion figures in Table 
magnitude. At the same time the· output '1, it appears that little advantage would 
impedance is reduced to a level compar- be gained by further approaching triode 
able with that of the conventional push- operation. There are, however, several 
pull triode stage. advantages in operating at about 40 per 

Laboratory" ~en~"_ have _~di-.:' ___ c~~t of thepriUla~ turns. In the first 
cated that witlt a c:ommon winding ratio place~ 8Imost ldentieaf pe"rfoniWice·-li 
of 0.2 (that is 20 per cent of the wind- obtained under eathode bias and fixed 
ing common to plate and screen eir- bias because the closer we approach 
cuits), the distortion level is comparable Class A triode operation the less varia
to triode connection. Also it has been tioD we get in plate and screen currents 
found that at higher outputs appreci- a.41 the stage is driven. Secondly, in com
able improvement is obtained if the com- mon with normal triod"e operation, power 
mon winding ratio is increased further. output and distortion are less dependent 
The best over-all performance has been on the value of the load impedance. 
obtained with a peftentage of about 40 With the tap at about 40 per cent of the 
to 45. Approximately 60 watts can be turns little change in performance is ob
obtained from a pair of 6CA7/EL34 served by a change in plate-to-plate load 
with only about 2.5 per cent distortion imped~ee of 6000 to 9000 ohllls. 
at the start of grid circuit. 

Figure 4 shows the typical perform- Pha ... SpliHer and/or Driyer Stage 
anee of a 6CA7jEL34 when operated 
with the primary windings tapped at 43 The phase splitter deli\'"ers signals of 
per eent of the turns. The power output opposite phase ana appropriate ampli
shown is ,into the load. (ContinlCtd 011 pags 72) 
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i tude to the grids of the push-pull out
put tubes. These signals should be bal~ 
anced and of low distortion eontent. h 
addition, if a considerabre amount ot 
gain ean be obtained it may possiblj 
eliminate the need for additional stages. 
l\aturally, the fe'Wer the stages, the less 
the phase shift rill be so that stability 
can be maintained e'\"en with heary nega
ti'\"e feedback. 

Some designers prefer a high gain at 
the cost of high distortion and use • 
higher negative fet>dbaek factor to re
duce the e:ttra distortion produeect 
Othfr designers prefer n minimum of 
distortion in the phase-splitter stage and 
obtaiu theu' g:lin by an e:ttrn nmpli1ler 
stage. A typical circuit used by design
ers of the first group is sho'WD in Fig. G 
.,..hereas Fig. 6 shows a lOll" distortion 
phase inverter. The high-mu, low-hum 
twin triode 12AX7/ECC83 is used in 
both circuits. Table 2 shows the oper
ating conditions for this tube in each 
cirruit. 

Although the first circuit does aehieTe 
higher output voltage, the seeoud 
achie'\"'es much 10ll"er distortion and very 
little phase shift because of the phue 
splitter. Since the gain of the 12AX7/ 
ECC83 is still reasonable in the cathode
coupled eU'cuit, it has become very 
popular with the designers of higb-qual
ity equipment. 

The dri'\"'e required for a pair of 
6CA 7/EL34 tYPe pentodes for full out
put is about 2 x 21 volts rms while the 
6BQ5/ELS4 type pentodes require 2 x 10 
"olts rms. In both cases the rf'qui.re
ments are similar for triode, pentode, or 
distributed-Iond connection. This im
plies that the input voltage -of the-
12AX7/ECCS3 with a 350-volt plate 
supply should be in the order of 0.4 volts
rms to drh'e a pair of 6CA7/EL34 pen
todes in pu~h-pull ; with a cathode
coupled phftse splitter roughly 0.9 volts 
rms is requi~. For a pair of 6BQ5/ 
.ELS4 pentod~ these figures are 0.17 and 
0.4 '\"oIts rms l"t'i'pt"cti'\"ely with the plate 
supply at 250 TOItS. 

With 26 db of feedback, the input 
\'oltage requiftlUt"nt! are inereased by t
factor of 20. In this case, the normal 
pbase splitter rt"quires a preamplifier 
stage. One of tbe most eifectil"e pream
plifier tubt"S in use today is the 6267/ 
EFS6, a low noise pentode. ·If this tube
is adjusted for lU3l:imum gain, which is 
the general practiee. the total st'Dsitivity 
of the complete amplifier is too high for 
use with a high-output pickup. In the 
amplifier shown in Circuit A' advantage 
b taken of the excess gain by ineorpor
ating tone-t'Ontrol eircuits. On the other 
hand when a magnetic pickup is used, 
the sensititity is usually in.su1Iieient. In 

• See Part n. 
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tlwt case additional stages of premapli
tll'!ltion will be required and this again 
('3n be used for control and equalization 
networks. 

With the problem of sensitivity in 
l1lind a nell" type of phase splitter has 
heen developed in ..-hieh a combination 
nf positil"e and negati'\"'e feedback leads 
tIl an extremely high gain combined with 
tldt>quate stability and reasonably low 
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• IIA .... 
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Fig. 5. "Para-
phase" type of 

.IIA CI.8 
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phale splitter. 

connected to the left cathode resistor R~ 
resulting in positi'\"e feedback which jn
c)·eases the gain of the cireuits. The posi
ti'\"e feedback through R, might easily 
lead to instabilih" if the lower end of 
R3 "'ere not eonn~ted to the cathode of 
the right section. The cathode circuit acts 
as a high resistan('e in series with the 
plate resistor of the left section for d.c. 
This results in negati'\"e feedbaek to the' 

...' 

r ... 
I. ~------+---~ ., 

0.61110 Fig. 6. "long. 
tailed pair" phase 

splitter Itage. 

1 
.ft., 

--.~---+--------' 

lli~tortion. A gain of about 800 can be 
.. btained with this cireuit but the attenu
ntion at high frequencies is considerable. 
Tlwrefore, the gain of the practical cir
.nit shown in Fig. 7 has been reduced 
tit about 220. 

The plate of the left section of the 
12AX7/ECC83 is fed through B, from 
the cathode of the rigbt section. The low 
end of· the right cathode resistor is 

i2AX7 /£CC83 

.os.' 

., .. 
<tOll! 10_0 
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plate of the left Sf'CtiOll~ pren'nting run
away. 

Tbis phase splittet and a conyentional 
push-pull output stage ..-hen used with 
26-30 db of ;Ilegatil"e feedback makes a 
voltage-amplifier stage unnecessary. If 
separate tone and equalizing controls are 
used, then a voltage amplifier stage is 
required. -

•• 

.? fig. 7. Phase-split-CIoMIOft 
fer circuit employ-
ing both positive 
and negative 

•• feedback . ..... 0 
AI,.' 
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Audio Designer's Handbook 
An up-to-date collection of amplifier circuits and design information chosen as 
being representative of current and possibly future trends. Here in one collec
tion will be found circuits which should fill practically every need of the hobbyist. 

Prepared by 

AMPEREX APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

Edited by DAVID SASLAW 

Voltage-Amplifier Stage 

1. For Push-Pull Amplifiers. The in
put stage of a high-quality amplifier re
quires high gain to provide a good sig
nal-to-noise ratio and to comptnsate for 
the reduction in gain re5ulting from the 
use of negative fl>edback. This high gain 
makes a low hum and noise level a neces
sity in this stage. The recommended 
tubes for input stages are the low-noise 
pentode 6267/EFS6 and the twin triode 
12AX7/ECC83. 

A conventional 6267/EF86 voltage 
amplifying stage is shown in Fig. 8. The 
plate load is shown shunted by a CR 
network which shifts the phase ahead 
and thus increases the stability of the 
amplifier at high frequencies. Negative 
feedback from the secondary of the out
put transformer is introduced across Rs 
in the cathode circuit. The feedback net
work C ,-R, shifts the ultrasonic fre
quencies and thereby increases stability. 
The stage is intended for direct coupling 
to the input grid of a cathode-coupled 
phase splitter so that the phase shift at 
low frequencies is minimized and the 
low-frequency stability of the amplifier 
with feedback is improved. 

2. For Single-Ended Amplifiers. In a 
single-ended output stage, pentodes are 
used because of their high power output. 
The inherent distortion of single-ended 
stages is high and a large amount of 
negative feedback is needed to reduce 
the distortion to an acceptable level. 
Consequently, a very-high-gain input 
stage is necessary, particularly if only 
one stage of voltage amplification is 
used. The gain of a voltage amplifier can 
never reach the theoretical maximum 
represented by the amplification factor, 
JA., of the tube. The gain, in fact, is given 

by the expression ~ where ", and 
Rp+ Tp 

R" are respectively the internal resist
ance of the tube and external load re
sistance. 

Practical considerations place a limit 
on the amount that the plate load can be 
increased. For example, the maximum 
depends on the frequency response de
sired. The load will normally be less 
than 500,000 ohms which will give a 
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stage gain of about 230 with a 0267/ 
EF86 operating at a supply voltage 
between 250 and 350 v. In this situation 
the plate and screen voltages will be 
60 and 70 v. respeetively. 

If a restricted frequency response is 
acceptable, much higher values of plate 
load may be used. These higher values 
produce "starvation" operating condi
tions: tube currents and voltages are 
much smaller than those of conventional 
stages but the stage gain is much higher. 

•• 

-. 

Fig. 8. Conventional pentode voltage
amplifier stage. 

The frequency response is poorer under 
starvation conditions, but it can be im
proved considerably by the use of feed
back. 

Because of the high value of plate 
load for starvation conditions, the input 
impedance of the following stage has to 
be high. Preferably, it should not be less 
than 10 megohms. Direct coupling to the 
grid of the following stage is possible, 
and the screen of the voltage amplifier 
can be fed from the cathode circuit of 
the following stnge. Because of the low 
values of current and voltage and the 
favorable effect of these on negative 
grid current, starvation conditions are 
useful in high-in put-impedance voltage 
am plifiers. 

Preamplifier Stage 

Preamplification may be required with 
power amplifiers to provide extra volt-

age gain when certain kinds of input 
sources are used. It is usuall~' (,OllVen
i(>nt to include the treble and bass con
trols and the volume control in the pre
amplifier. Also, the preamplifier can be 
designed t.o compensate for the reeording 
charac1eristi('s. 

Preamplifiers for stereophonic equip
ment lllust of necessity be more complex 
than Illonophonic units because they are 
essentially two monophonic circuits in 
one. Furthermore, coupling must exist 
between corresponding controls in each 
section of the stereophonic circuit so that 
comparable adjustments can be made to 
both channels. If both channels must be 
identieal, then controls can be ganged. 
However, if the channels are not iden
tical, concentrically operated controls 
which will permit individual adjustment 
of the channels are needed. 

Even if nominally identical channels 
are used, the acoustical outputs from 
the two loudspeakers will not be exactly 
the same unless precautions are taken. 
Differences can occur because of a slight 
variation in output from each section of 
the stereophonic pickup head, the un
equal sensitivities of the loudspeakers, 
nnd the very small difference in gain of 
the two channels. If the volume control 
('onsists of a dual-con~entric pl)tentiom
eter, individual adjustment to each 
l'hannel will correct any lack of balance. 
If a dual-ganged potentiometer is used, 
a special balance control is required. It 
should be possible to increase and de
crease the gain of one channel with re
spect to the other, and it is desirable 
that the degree of control available in 
either case should be the same. This ob
viously calls for a symmetrical "center
zero" arrangement. 

Another requirement of a stereophonic 
preamplifier which is not necessary in a 
monophonic circuit is a switch to trans
fer the input signals from one channel 
to the other. Also, this switch usually 
serves to combine channels so that the 
set can be used with monophonic signals. 

All preamplifiers, because they pro
vide the signal to the power amplifiers, 
must be designed to inject as little hum 
and noise as possible into the main am
plifier. This is because hulU and noise 
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from the ('arly stnges k1 \'e the same 
effect as signal voltages uud are not re
duced by feedback in the power alllpli
fier. Feedback in the preamplifier stage 
cannot be used as it would flatten the 
frequency response in opposition to the 
equalization network and tone controls. 

Power Supply 

The design of power supplies for both 
high-quality and economical amplifiers 
has become relatively standard in the 
last few years. Previously it was 
thought that the only way to keep the 
hum level low was to use a choke input. 
However, it has been demonstrated that 
very-low-distortion amplifiers are pos
sible with a capacitor input filter, the 
output stage being fed from the first 
cn pacitor. An examination of Circuits 
A to I clearly indicates the relative 
standardization of power supply design. 
Special note should be taken of the 
power supplies in Circuits E and F 
where silicon doublers are used. Silicon 
rectifiers with low PIV ratings can be 
used advantageously in circuits such as 
these because low-voltage, high-current 
operation produces reduced peak in
verse voltages. This can effect appre
ciable cost reduction because the power 
transformer high-voltage winding re
quires fewer turns of wire (less than! 
for the doubler) and no center tap or 
5-volt winding. In addition the silicon 
full-wave doubler used in these circuits 

Fig. 9. Equivalent 0 circuit of power 
transformer and 

rectifier tube. 

(0.A210) achieves extremely good regu
lation. 

It is ad va ntageons for rectifier tubes 
to be indirectly heated becaus~ this pre
\'ents the breakdown voltage rating of 
the input capacitor froUl being exceeded 
when the set is first turned on. Also the 
heating up time of the rectifier tubes 
should be somewhat longer than that of 
the power tubes so that the voltage rat
ing of the filter capacitors need not ex
ceed the operating voltage to any large 
extent. 

The transformer resistance, B t , must 
not be less than the minimum value 
quoted in the rectifier tube data. This 
transformer resistance may be deter
mined as follows. The resistance, HI" of 
the primary and the resistance of one 
of the secondaries, H, are measured. The 
transformer resistance is H t = H, + n2 HI' 

'" ". 

-= 

", It. 
}-J 

in which n is the winding ratio (voltage 
rll tio ) between one secondary and the 
primary. (See Fig. 9.) If the value 
found is below the minimum '\alue given -
in the tube ratings, a re'3i;;tor with a 
value of Hz = B t min - R t lllU5t be con
nected in series with each rectifier plate. 
Each resistor carries half the direct cur
rent and half the ripple current so that 

• its power rating should be based on a 
current of 1.2 times the total d.c. deliv
ered by the rectifier. As an alternate 
scheme, the two resistors may be re
placed by a single one of the same value 
connected in series with the cathode of 
the rectifier. In this case the required 
power rating should be 2.4 times the 
total d.c. The input capacitor should be 
able to handle a ripple current which 
i'i approximately 1.4 times the total d.c. 
delivered by the power supply. 1£ 

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 
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Circuit A. Schematic of two-tube monophonic preamplifier. 

Speci1!ca.t1ou 
Output Yoltage 
for 10-watt 

amplifier 40 mv 
for 20-watt 
amplifier 250 mv 

Sensith'ity 
Crystal pickup 

micro-
groove 50 mv 

78 rpm 150 mv 
Magnetodynamlc 

pickup 
micro-

groOV/l 3 mv 
78 rpm 9 mv 

Microphone 6 mv 
Tape playback 

3 my at 5000 cps 
Tuner 
input 250 mv 

Auxiliary 250 mv 
Harmonic Dis-

tortion 0.15 % 
Hum and Noise 

Le\'els 
(Below 10 watts) 
Microgroove 

pickups 55 db 
78 rpm 

pickups 57 db 
Microphone 44 db 
Tape 53 db 

Tone Control 
Max. bass boost 

+ 1 j db at 50 cps 
Max. bass cut 

- 14 db at 50 cps 
Max. treble boost 

+ 14 db at 
10,000 cps 

Max. treble cut 
-15dbat 
10,000 cps 
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Circuit B. Schematic of low-noise stereophonic preamplifier. 

Output Voltage 
Input Sensitiyity 

Tape 
Tuner 
lIagnetodynamic 
Pickup 

40 

SPECIFICA'.rIOBS 
600 mv Crystal pickup 

60 mv Controls 
300 mv Volume 

5 mv with full 
equalization 

62671EF86 

1";'04 

o O~.f 
10MA 

12U7/ECC8l 

~O.I .... :.:~..;.v __ -4-...-J 

} 'F~~~ 
10", 

'.0 .... 2008 

150 mv with full 
" equalization 

Has loudness con
trols for levels 
lower than - 30 
db 

. z·. 

Treble 

Ba~s 
Left-right ad
justment 

AUDIO • 

± 10 db at 10,000 
cps 

± 10 db at 50 cps 

± 6 db to + 6 db 

Circuit C. Sche
matic of 30-watt 
d i stri b u ted -load 
push-pull basic 

amplifier. 

Spec41lc.t1ou 

Power Output 
30 watts 

Input sensitivity 
250 mv 

Frequency 
response + 5 db, 

30 to 40,000 cps 
Harmonic 

Distortion 1 % 
Hum and 

no!se - 80 db 
Feedback 30 db 

FEBRUARY, 1960 



Circuit D. Sche
matic of 15-watt 
push-pull basic 

amp:ifier. 

Speciflc .. '- ODJI 

Powt:.r output 
15 watts 

Sensitivity 600 mv 
Frequency re

sponse ± 1.5 db, 
20 to 20,0')0 cps 

Harmonic dis-
tortion 1% 

Damping factor 
> 15 

Feedback 27 db 

Circuit E. Sche-
matic of 20-watt 
push-pull basic 
stereo amplifier. 

SpecUlc .. Uona 
Power output 

.20 watts 
Sensitivity 50 mv 
1M distortion 2% 
Frequency re-

sponse + 0.5 db, 
20 to 30,000 cps 

Hum and nois~ 
level 65 db 

Feedback 12 db 
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Circuit F. Sche
matic of 20-watt 
push-pull basic 

amplifier. 

Speci1lc&tiona 
Power output 

20 watts 
Sensitivity 50 mv 
Harmonic dis-

tortion 2% 
Frequency re

sponse ± 0.5 db, 
10 to 30,000 cps 

Controls 
Treble + 10 db at 

10,000 cps 
Bass + 11 db to 

- 5 db at 20 cps 
Hum and noise 

level -73 db 
Feedback 20 db 

Circuit G. Sche
matic of 8-watt 
pus hop u II ampli
fier with tone con-

trols. 

Spee11Ic&tlou 
Power output 

8 watts 
Sensitivity 250 mv 
Frequency re-

sponse ± 1 db, 
20 to 25,000 cps 

Hum and noise 
level 70 db 

below 8 watts 
Tone control 
Bass boost 

10 db at 30 cps 
Treble cut 

-15 db at 
15,000 cps 

Feedback 10 db 
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Circuit H. Schematic of complete dual 8-watt stereo amplifier. 

Power output. 
Harmonic Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Frequency response 
Controls 

8 watt~ 
0.5% 

76 mv 
± 2 db, 20 to 50,000 cps 

SPECD'ICATIOll'S 
Treble cut 1(1 db at 10,000 cps 
Treble boost 8 db at 10,000 cps 
Bass cut 17 db at 40 cps 
Bass boost 10 db at 40 cps 

Balance control 12 db (each channel) 

Hum and noise level 
Cro!"~t!'llk 

at 1000 cps 
at 10,000 cps 

Power consumption 

.. 'W-

',," 

1 II ~ I! 
!I 
II 

65 db bel'J\\" 8 watts 

less than 40 db 
less than 30 db 

55 watts 

AMPEREX AUDIO TUBE SELECTOR GUIDE 
Stago 

......... ecf Ii": 
Ampero. E 4 

0 1' E • 'I' Description Tube T",.. p I 
5,- Mu Amper .. 

Ip G ... E.f If 
, 

DncriptiOft 
Tube TYM 

50 Ol F soc 32 L __ clistortlon, 
6CA7;tLl4 6.3 1.5 octal, 8"1'ln 

100 12AX 7;tCC83 0.5 1250 .... ho 
12.6 o. 5 Mi"iature. 9-pin 
6.3 0.3 twin triode 

30 01. C ,~ 21 po_pont .... 6IMl/Ea82 6.3 0.78 Miniatur., '-pin 
lTi ..... _IM. , F 7189 ..00 103 Low-di.tortion , 'HASE 70 16A8/PCL82 2.0 2250 16 0.3 Tri ..... i, volt ... 

20 6.3 Oj6 ... iniature, 9"1'ln , C 6CW5;tL86 250 12 powor pontM 
SI'LITTEl OIftplifi .. ; pontM 

5OIM8;'UCL82 SO 0.1 if output tube 
;'OLTAGE 

Low-distortiGft, 
15 " F-C 6I05;tLM 300 10 6.3 Oj6 miniature, 9-pln 

AMI'L IF IEl 62 I2AT7;tCC81 3.0 3750 12.6 O.IS Miniatur., 9-pin 
6.3 0.3 twin triode 

po_rponIM 

2 Low-di.tortion 
16 12AU7!ECC82 5.0 1350 12.6 0.15 Miniatur., 9-pin 

6.3 0.3 twintri. 

1 l' DL C 7189 375 12.5 6.3 Ojl, minioture, 9-pin 
po_rponIM 

Volt_ Amp. •• Equivalent 
E,. I' o..criptiOft Goin Tube T,.,.. Noi .. and Hunt' f 

low-di.tortion, 
II " C 6CW5/R86 170 13 6.3 Oj6 "'inioture, '-pin 

OUlM po_rpont"" 
112 6267/EF86 5_. 6.3 0.2 

Int.,nolly",i.lded, 
9"1'in twin lTi ..... 

I'lEAMl'LIFIR 

8 " c 6IM8;ta82 6.3 0.78 Miniatur., 9-pin 
r--r- t,i ..... --pentaDo.· 

66.5 7025 7_. 
12.6 0.15 Miniatur., '-pin 
6.3 0.3 twin triode 

• " C 16A11/PC1.82· 250 19 16 0.3 T,i ..... i."olt_ 
r--~ .,.lifi .. ;pontM 

" C 5OIM8,,'UCt82 50 0.1 i ..... tput lUbe 

O\,tput Amp._. O\,tput A.C. plat. 

Qorr.,t Tube T,.,.. Vo/I_ 10 Iround Er I,' OolCtipti_ 
volts,mox. 

Low-dhtortion • 
,.5 " C 6I05IELM 250 3.5 6.3 Oj6 miniature, 9-pin 

250 ,AU/GZJ.4 0480 'SO 5.0 1.9 FUIT-_ .... ~igh-vac: ....... 
indirutly h_ed rec:tifi .. 

po_pontM 

." 

" C ~1\JL14 " 0.1 Low-clidortian , 

~ 
, 170 7.D - - IIIiniahKe, '-pin , C 6CW5/EL86 6.3 0.76 po_ ponIM 

P'OWU SUI'I'LY ISO 6CM;tZlI 350 350 6.3 1.0 
Full-__ , high-_a... 

indir.ctly heated r.ctifi .. 

90 6V"iEZao 360 350 6.3 0.6 
Full· __ , hilh-_c ....... 

indir.ctly heotecf rectifier 

p 
" C 61M1,1'EC182 6.3 on Miniat ..... , 9"1'ln ;;; 

I"-- tri ..... --pentaDo. 
3 , C 16A8/P'CL82 200 6.6 16 0.3 Tri ..... i ... olt ... 

f--f-- .,.lifI .. ; pontM 

" C 5OIM8/lJCl82 50 0.1 i. output tube 

500 OAll0 150 127 Half-wovw,lilicon 
rectiFier 

, Wat" inlo load "Circuit: DL' di,tribut.d load, ... pontode • f • Ii •• d; C· cathode #Vo/ta 
'Go-id cUi". required, ... vol" • Vol .. 'Ampt 'Go-id ... icrovolt, 
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Some Thoughts on AmpliFier Design 
By STEWART HEGEMAN Di,. of Eng., Citation Kit Di"., Harman-Kardon, Inc. 

Multiple feedback loops with up to 32 db of feedback 

with stability. extended frequency response. and low 

impedance power supply are used in new hi-fi kit line. 

M

UCH of the author's professional 
listening experienc(' as a recording 
{'ngineer has been involv('d in d£'

kC'1 illg flaws. When monitorinJ,: an 
IlI'i�ill:d recording one cannot take t im(' 
10 ihlen to the per{orrvanc(', {or all 
allplltion is given to lis1ening to im
halallces between instruments du(' to 
microphone placement. This typ(' of 
cri tic a I a u d i t i o n  i n g is c o n tin lJ e d 
through all the steps of the manufac
t uring process. from the mast cr' I aJX' 
10 Ih<, completed recording. The empha
sis in this type of listening is on dis
tortion, noise, dynamic and frequency 
ran�('. and over-all tone quality . It is 
1I:-;1I<llIy days before on(' has th<' oppor-
1III1Ity to relax and listen to th(' llCr
.I""',/III/("e in tht' quiet surroundings of 
hi, OWIl living room. 

\\"hcm professional monitoring i!' 
lIon(> over ('xtended periods of tim£'. 
li:,tl'ning fatigu(' becomes a very im
portant factor. Small amounts of c1is-

\ 

tortion, which might be tolerated 
und('r ordinary listening conditions, not 
only become annoying but actually af
f('Ct one's judgmt"nt; and it is for this 
f('ason that the author has become 
incr('asingly concerned with the de
\"<,lopment of superior sound equip
m('nt. This form of professional listen
ing generates very specific and personal 

. r<,qllir('ments in terms of over-all per
formance of the sound reproducing 
chain and, a� a result, the author has 
corn£' to rccogniz(" the ba�ic importance 
of t\\'o princ!ples. 

Distortion & Frequency Response 

The- first ·principle concerns distor
tion. It i!' interesting to note that the 
r<,lativ('ly h��h level of distortion in 
!'omc compon�nts in the system dOt'S 
not mask th<' possibly minute le\'el of 
distortion in other components. There
fOH', although speakers. cutters, and 
cartridges have higher inherent dis-

.. �. 
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The introductory unit in Harman-Kardon's 
new "Citation" lin. of kih is this 120-
w.tt (dual 60-watt I d.reo power amplifier. 

tort ion than amplifiers, the Ii!i'tening 
quality of the system can benefit from 
the rcduction of distortion in any part 
of the chain. It may be important . at 
thi!i' time, to indicate what is meant by 
"distortion ." In the broad scns<', dis
tortion is any deviat ion from t h<' orig
inal. Not only doe� it include harmonic 
and intermodllla� irm distortion, but RI
so restrict<,d dynamic range, restricted 
frequency rc!i'pon�(", deviation in phasc 
rcsponse, restrictive distribution pat
terns of both microYlhones and speak
ers, and transient distortion. 

The second and equally important 
principl<, concerns frequency r('sponse. 
Th<, bandwidth required for satisfac

tory r<,produ('t ion is consich'rahly be
yond thp !>ingle-fr<,qll<'n£'y hearing (,0· 
pahilit i(�s of the human t'Hr. Compo
nents of s('v('ral octa\'t'S h£'low 20 cyd('s 
are of J,:reat importance to musical pc'r
('eption and unquestiona hly contrihute 
to more r<'alistie .. sharp<,I', and more 
transparent reproduction. 

Since th£' bas i c amplifier forms tht' 
foundation of any compl£'t(' compon<'nt 
line'. w(' thus decided to stal't ofT with 
a 1:l0-watt (dual 50-watt ) stereo ampli

fier as the introductory itt'm in our' 
n('w line of kit s. To prodllce' Cl top
Q uality power ampli fier in kit for·m. it 
is necessary to use high-quality ma
terials and carefully engineered assem
hly and wiring technique s. It is also 
n('cessary to realize the improved per
formance possible with incr(,R s('d de

grees of feedback . 

Feedback Techniques 
Curn'nt conventional pow('r-ampli

fier design is based on "single loop" 
f('edhack techniqu('s. "Linearization" is 
obtained by over-all fe('dback from the 
voict"-coil terminals to the cathode of 
the input tube and, due to stability 

" 



problems, application of this method is 
limited to 20-26 db of usable feedback, 
which represents a 10: 1 to 20: 1 reduc
tion of distortion products. 

CareCul listening tests of amplifier 
performance prove that extremely 
stable amplUiers with high degrees of 
feedback provide a noticeable improve
ment in sound quality and a definite 
reduction in listening fatigue. This im
provement can be attributed to lower 
harmonic and intermodulation distor
tion products, more linear phase char
acteristics, and improved transient 
response. 

A "multiple loop" approach to in
creasing the degree of usable feedback 
is the most logical solution to the prob
lem of providing lower distortion with
out sacrificing stability. Multiple loops 
become additive if their ratio is ad
justed to the relative degree of distor
tion produced. Thus, if one stage has 
twice the distortion of another, it 
should have twice as much feedback 
around it. Experiment has shown that 
the equivalent of 32 db over-all feed
back with unconditional stability is 
safely achieved with this technique. 

Extension of Response 

Extensive listening experience has 
revealed an interesting fact. As men
tioned earlier, the behavior of an am
plifier several octaves above and below 
the normal range of hearing affects the 
sound quality of the amplifier. Ampli
fiers which offer a frequency response 
extending at usable power levels to be
low 5 cycles are found to have a tight 
and clearly defined low-frequency re
sponse. This is particularly noticeable 
in the 40-100 cps region. This charac
teristic improves the amplifier's ability 
to damp speakers, even those having 
a tendency to sound muddy; and this 
improvement of the low frequencies is 
distinctly audible. 

A similar example is the perform
ance at the high-frequency end of the 
spectrum. Amplifiers which limit their 
high-frequency range to slightly above 
the limit of human hearing have a 
tendency toward strident reproduction 
and poor differentiation of instruments 
in the higher overtones. Conversely, 
amplifiers which offer a frequency re
sponse beyond 100,000 cps without any 
evidence of ringing or instability with 
reactive loads will provide clean and 
transparent tone qualities in the higher 
frequencies with excellent separation 
of individual instruments. 

To realize this extended frequency 
range, pulse amplifier techniques may 
be applied to the low-level stages of the 
amplifier. 12BY7 video power pentodes 
feeding into low-impedance loads pro
vide a fiat frequency and phase re
sponse beyond the capabilities of the 
output transformer. KT88's, in a dis
tributed-load circuit, were selected for 
the output stage because of their abil
ity to operate into a Jow-impedance 

inad. thus extenamg tne usaOle Ire
qllCIlCY range of the output trans
former. 

To maintain the stability of an am
plift('r carrying a low-Crequency cut-off 
of approximately 2 cycles, the power 
�uppliel" must meet very special re
(Iuir('m�nts in terms of regulation and 
low �ource impedance. These require
l11<'ntl' may be met by using a silicon 
J"C'('1 ilk .. ,'oltage-doubler circuit. This 
circuit tnk('s advantage not only of the 
luw inl('l'nal impedance oC the silicon 
.. ectiftl'rs but a) so of the very low cop
I'<'r loss in the power transformer, thus 
pro\'iding the necessary regulation and 
low source impedance. 

A spc.oeia) output transformer is re
quil'NI in order to take advantage of 
th(' bl'oad-band circuitry. By minimiz
ing the leakage inductance and dis
t " ihut('d capacity of the primary 
h:th·rl'. th" resonant frequency of the 
�l'iIn:o:"ormp.r used has been raised to 
Ilw :'?iO.OOO cps range. The massive de
�h:n. utilizing the highest grade core 
mat<'I'ial�, lowers the effect of core 
(Ii�tortion. due to magnetizing current, 
·t., . a region well below the limit of 
hmmm hearing. 

Kit Design 

It :1' far more difficult to design a kit 
.IHln a manuCactured product. On a 
IIl"1lduction line. special facilities and 
. I; Hlc,d h('lp are a\'ailable to asscmbl(' 
1111' amplifi('TS and subject them to 
daho .. ate test procedures, The kit 
""ild",'. howe\,('r, cannot be expected 
1C1 ha,'e any but th� simplest t.ools and 
mcl�1 ('Iementary test equipment, if 
:II1Y. The kit, therefore, must be simple 
to nl'!\('rnbl(' and its performance must 
ht' "built-in." This involves careful at
Ic'nliol1 to th(' m('chanical de�gn and 
I!II' layout of components. 

Th(' prohl('rn can thu!\ be stated quite 
��illlply: How can proCessional results 
I.c' ;u'hie\"('d by people with consider
•• hly I('s�-than-professional assembly 
!'ki!ll'? One solution to the probl('m was 
fuund in th(' use of military-type 
tt'rminal boards and cable harnesses. 
A'!o the dpvelopmE'nt of our kits pro
J,:rf'ssed, We found this type of con
"t I'uction yielding additional b('nefits 
to th(' builder. The kit con!\truction 
r(,lOol\"t:.d itself into different phases, 
l':t ... i1 rr.quiring a different form of ac
th·ify. Th(' compl('tion of a loaded 
1,-, :liin,,1 board or a laced harnrss pre
:-;t'n!� mil('ston€.'s in th(' construction of 
th(' instrum('nt. pro\,iding within them
�'h'es a �ubstantial m('aSllre of satis
faction both in t('rms of technical ac
('nmplishmrnt and 8esthf'tic \'ulue. 
Thus. the pl<'Ctsurf� oC kit building is 
"nn!'ictrrabl�' ('nhanced. 

"uch tirn(' was inv('st('d in critical 
li�t<'ning to this amplifier. Program 
!o'Ourc('� \':trying from 15, ips tape orig
in:tI� to 7R rpm I'('cords w('re used. The 
:O:Ollllrl Cully confirmed our concepts and 
('xpc.'('tations. Poor progl'arn material 
\\ us c ons i d('r a b l y  e n ha n c e d  w h e n  
play('d through the new amplifi('r whilp. 
the better program sources exhibited a 
!'lIrprising improvement in listening 
quality. ---rm-



srSI'IM tEste:. PACTORS FOR AUDIO AJIIPLrnKRS 

M. J. 11.ebert, Jr., P. R. Kall.or7 aDd C~, 

Prior to ao1DC 1Dto JNNl1' tedlnioal dItaila, it 
appears to be desiNble t.ba t lID enluatJ.co be 
_de aDd .. 0lIl8 cODelU8icma drun as to IIhy there 
abauld be, and 1du" there has beaD auch d1aparity 
betWHD the f1Dd1.np ot the varioua A-B llating 
testa aa nriouaq ecmducted by ab17 qualified 
persona and gl'0QP1I J U between eng1aMre and bi-
11. eothwliuta OIl CDe hand, and the untu tared 
(but bCIDHtlJ ctUari.IdM t1Dg) publl.c GIl the otber. 

It &ppean that • broader apprec1at1oD ot the 
~llolol7 aDd pqcbolot7 ot blariDg, .. we1l .. 
an apprec1.&tian of eathet.1c vahn rather Ulan an 
e3oter1.c ~rec1at1OD ot a trequ.eD01' relponae 
curve, 1M teete, cr 110. 81.aa:1.hr bl t or elect.r1.cal 
intarmat100 18 well put elle and III1ght vell be 
considered at th1B time. (The word "bit" is used 
here in the 88D8e ot the cCIIJpUter epeciallat in 
that tbe electr1cal performance ot an audio ampl1-
tier 18 onl.T ODe IIlII&ll portion of • hrge and 
complex electro-ph;y31cal syetem). 

It appears that the Weber-Fechner law baa been 
overlooked 1D meet of the .. e teats. Far rerlev 
it II1B¥ be quot.ed 8B tollavs: 

"The incr8ue of • et.imu1ua necessary to 
produce a just d1acern1.ble increase in 
the resuJ.t.1.ng lensation beara a COlBtant 
ratio to the total at.1mulws. It 1a some
times stated 1ri the fonn that the magni
tude of the serutaUoo produced is propor
tional. to the logarithm of the st1zmllU8. 
If the same lAw app1.1ed to the hearing 
sensation, then the fractional increase 
in intensity, wh1ch is just per~pt1ble 
as a chanie in intensi14Y, should be a con
stant independent of the 1ntensi~." 

To bring this into focus, it might be appropriate 
to say that the majority of listeners to "poor" 
system (A) will logically find it not too objec
tionable to listen to "poorer" B7stem (B), 
whereas lliteners to an excellent system (A) will 
f1nd cons1derable objection to an on.l.y slightly 
inferior 8)'8tem (B)! In the first case, the 
rate of degradation is relatively small in going 
from Ule poor system to the lUore inferior syst8n. 
In the second case, the rate of degradation 1:1 
very great and accordingly the Weber-fechner law 
stili hol±; with the result that the abrupt ChaJlce 
in quality 1.s very a::,parent and generally most 
objectionable: it is veL.! like~r that this point 

has bce~ the reason :or the a?parent unsatis-
f ac tG ~- corre 1.a ti o~ :"'1 r.la.ny of the ,,-R lis teu ing 
tests. 

In tr.e follo-fl'Li{ c.i.:c'..1.5~io:1 0:1 a~ io a.7 2:..ri~!· ~ J 

t:\:l.s pc1..'1t s!locl: be ice?t ill ~irl:! with du(: c<i.r(· 
~iven tG the cons idE::"3.tioll of Ule II fo l'.i-~,:." 
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characterUsUca ot t.b.e aJII)l1t1er with respect to 
the 871tem in lIlic:h it will be used. It aD 
ampl.1N.ar iB used in a position and in such a 
va;r that tbe highest input peake and tranaiente 
never drive the h1.sb level stage 'to the overload 
point ,. than the problem ia II 1mpllt1ed. Occasional 

. overloada do OCC'llr in most 81st.a, however. 
Ampl.i.f'1.ers driving loud-speaker 871'tema are 
probab13 more often overloaded tban otber inter
lIlediate ampli.rler System el8f11enta. Good desiF 
generally dictates that the output stage shall be 
the t1rat to overload am accordingq these 
stud1es are pr1I:lar1l7 concerned vi tll output stage 
design. 

Amplifiera in this design class are specified 
generally sanewhat as follows: 

a.) Power output 
b.) Oain 
c. ) [tis tortion 
d.) Frequenc.y response 
e.) Noi3e level 
! . ) Input and output 1mpedaneea 
g.) Fonn factor (size and weight) 
h. ) lnpu t power req~rements (Line) 

The all important overload characteristic (fold-up 
characteristic) and trans1ent pel"rOmanCe requ:1.re
~nt should aJ.."o be made and cons idered as a part 
of the foregOing tabu.lJltion, unfortunately, 
however, neither of these is generally specified 
when audio amplifiers are considered. This point 
will be further br.:>\.I.ght out in the text. 

In selecting the design of an audio ampl.1I1er I 
component availability, ampl..i!ier cost and poten
tial shock hazard are the facwrs \Ilich general~ 
restrict manufacturers to voltages in the order 
of 400 and 450 volts above a ground plane refer
ence. If a plot were .made of component cost as 
a f'unction of sup;:ly voltage, it would be fOWld 
that a sharp upward break occurs in the curve at 
the uJ0 to 5~J volt ;~int. 

An amplifier designed to drive high level vibration 
equipment, or design~d for laboratory measurement 
p,:rposes, will require very low distorUon. How
ever, such amplifiers are operated generally with 
inruts which are coD~ta~t and held at controlled 
leveLs in wtidl pea~:~ are never pennitted to drive 
thE o\.!tput stage be:.-or.c th~ li.rr.it of its linear 
characteristic. 

r r. a-,plii'ie. cesifr.e ~ tv drive a tape recorcer, or 
~ c'.:ttin,-· hca~ is 0 ~:rE difficult task. These 
a-:; li.fi€':-~, ;Ic~e.'.-er, are also used W1<!er fairly 
we:l c ;.\.l'.:lle: cCi.:;.tions such that the li"'i;li
~c" .. .:> (;T' cve:lo2~ ;:':~: 1s qt:i.te re;,ole. I\;::~:'i

~~:ie:-~ :·!:i"~',E:: tc '::-:":e lo\.:~ sreakcr syst.er'ls are, 



at DeON81V, operated Dear their N71 .. CN~ 
JI8IIa IDd accard1Dcq tile Oftrload cbaraetAr1at1o 
1. '01 p-eat ccmClrD. It 11 bel1eftd tbat 1D t.b18 
appl1caUaa great attent1aa .uat be IlftD to the 
-told....,- cbaractAriatic u wll .. to the apec1t1c 
deailP ~t. lot GDl.1 18 th. dutp prabJ.. 
...... ill th18 cae., but the prob~ 18 IKdII ..... 
acute .. a ruult ot tba wi.de n.rUtiOD in output 
l.oed ~ cbaracter18tioa .. pre •• tect to -
...,l1.ft.er by a apeaar qstAa, .. the frequeDC7 1a 
n.r1ed. 

Ars::t "u.. two audio .m let together there v1.ll 
1Derl.tabq relult a d1acuu1aa .. to the aerita 
ot a tricxt. output .ta., tbe ultra-l..1Dear COI1-

oected output stage, c:r the bull power COIJDected 
ataae. It 18 belJ.eyed that .. t ot tb18 d1acu.aa1oD 
18 b&Md OIl iDtu1t1cm, or .ot.iGD, rather than GIl 
tact. Tbe tollOldJac 18 a tatWat1G1l data t.Men OIl 
each ot ..... tbNe g..-.l tn»M ot circu1ta. 

The .. ~t1cma .. qaaill1catiana are ahOllll .. a 
part ot Table I. 

TABLE I 

807 I. push-pull It>b • 432 V. 
Ip (total) • 100 u. (SO u./tube) 
RL • 6L 200 ohms' plate - to - plate 

(~g • 300 ohms, No Feedback) 
General Radio 942-A Tnn.fonm-

Type of "Power lAn'el I.M. 
Connecticm Watts (60 & 7000 c.p.a.) 

BeIUll Power ~.4} muD 4~ 
Ultra-Linear 10.4 CURRmr 7~ 

(50% tap) 
Triode 10.4 POINT 6% 

Beam Power U01J 7% 
Ultra-Linear 12.1 GRID 8% 

(50% tap) 
Triode 12.1 CURRENT 7% 

Beam Power 1M} 12% 
Ultra-Linear 13.8 GRID 10% 

($0% tap) 
Triode 13.8 CORREllT 8% 

It is cogent to cCXllnent on Table I and hope that 
some of tJ'le controversy mq be quieted from now 
on out. 

Up to the grid current point, the beam power 
connection will have lower distortion than either 
the ultra-linear or triode camections, but the 
output impedance looking back from load is higher. 
however, a small arlount of feedback viII rea.dil,:r 
overcome this minor disadvantage. 

',hth a small flow of erid current the ultra-linear 
stare .jeteriorates less r8!:'idly tr.an the beam 
power con:1ecterl sta,-e. Tn:..s is probably due to 
tl:e fec:":-.3.ck vbtair.E:j b~~' ::.is cor11~ction. !,t this 
p8in~ t.le triode cor .. "1ecte:-: stare has exhibited 
or.l~,.r 2. -.:..:.:.:-- in~:,ease i~L :':":t~'rtiJ:--.• 
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.'tIl . hiaber n. fit arid current botb the be .. 
~ and ultra-l1DN.r OODnIIcted qat-.. exhibit 
relaUftq h1ch d1atort:l.GIl while the triode stage 
d1.atart1on iDcreued but a Delligible UIOUDt. 

'lW facton aocount tOIl' tbe tONIO~ phenaDaa . 

tIlen the grid circuital or th._ variously con
_cted outpQt .~ are driVQ posit1", it 11111 
be tomld that tor a ,lye poaitive grid voltage 
both the beam power and ultra-linear cormectlana 
draw a _ter1ally greater grld current with a 
conaequmt dr1 rinc regulat10n Fobl_. 

The .econd factor beoo_s apparent men the tvo 
.ets ot ~ - ~ curves are _ examined. Eitber the 
Mal paver ar ntra-linIIar connected stage IllUSt 
be 10 loaded a. to bave the load-line intercept 
tbe ImH of the tube characteriaUc at the most 
poe1U" gr1d ucusioo in order to .ecure II&Xl.EIn 
pGIIW output wi tb wi n1... grid current. A.w.l 
excus10n beyond thi.s point inev1tabl,y results in 
a rap1d increase in distortion due to intercept 

-of the diode cbaracter1at1c. When the triode 
connection is used, the Ip - Eb characteriatic 
is entire~ different and with sufficient grid 
drive mq be tairl1 linearly driven down to $ or 
10% of the plate supply voltage. Searl power 
characteristics generally restrict the plate 
sv1ng to 25 or 30% of the plate supp13 voltage. 
Extreme distortion levels occur if it is attempted 
to drive the beam power stage below this point. 
Generalized Figs. leA), l(B), lee) and leD) 
illustrate these points. 

From Figs. leA) through leD) it becomes apparent 
vby the triode connected anp1ifier exhibits 
marked superiority over pentode or beam power 
connected stages when these are driven to high 
pow~r levels - the triode stage "folds-up" 
gradua.ll3 - the pent ode or beam power stage folds 
abruptly and rather completely! 

From the foregoing it is suggested that the ver,y 
great merits of beam power stages (power sensi
tivity and low distortion) should not be over
looked. Not every WIer is going to try to get 
6 db more level than he needs or can use for his 
application 1 

The triode push-pull connected output stage may 
be so connected as to have extremely low- dis
tortion - partlcular13 if a nominal amount of 
feedbad< is used. The partially by-passed 
connection of Fig. 2 achieves this ~nd. 

I3 • II - 121 Output Current 
14 • II + 12, Mid-branch Current (1) 

For triodes, the plate expansion 

II • ~el + be1
2 + cel

3 

I2 z ae2 + be22 + ce23 

(t-:ote t.~ct the sign of ce13 ano ce~J is 

(2) 

rlu~ for triodes) (and minus for pe::todes.) 



U &. 11 dririlll 1Gl.tap - .,s.d 11 *'» p-ouDd ad -I 
ia *irlDl "-ltap .. crW 12 to p ... 

.{'al-aa,. 
~ • -I - kIlJ (l) 

ec.b1D1nc (1) _d (2) 

I) - 11 - 12 - .f~ - 82) + b(8}2 -82
2) 

+ 0(.13 -822) (L) 

~ - 11 + 12 - .(.1~) + b(812 + _22) 
+ 0(813 + .23) (5) 

SolriDg for 14 frca (l) _4 (5) 

14- -2*14 + b(2I 2 + a2I42) + c(-6ft~ -ar3r4) 

.e,lecting b1gh .. ordllr t... (1Ih1cb are -n) 

14 --2akIlJ + 'Zb&2 met 

14 • 2 b B2 
I + 2 ale: (6) 

Combining (3), (h) and (6) 

I) - 2 a E _ 8 k b
2 V 

1 + 2 at 
+ 2 0 ~ + higher order 

tel'lU. 

The oo-efficient of J3, 20 _ 8 k b
2 

,.. be made 
1 +2 ale sero wheo 

k - 0 and k v:Ul be poaitiYe lIbe 
4b2 - 2ac 4 b2 - 2 ac > 0 

and c > o. Thi.8 a the requiranant for zero 
third hannonic distortion and w1ll hold pro
vided ne glected high order tenns are small &8 

they generally v:ill be in the case of triodes. 
Note that rith1n the approx:1.Dl1tion, the can
cellation of third harmonic is independent of 
tile signal level E. 

It is to be noted that the grid current point 
should never b~ approached too close~ (kept under 
e.l ma.) when this circuit 1a uaed. The U!Je of 
sing1e-ended, Wlbalanced feedback fran the 
secandar,y of the output transforMr is well 
adapted to this circuit. A typical application 
in a laboratory ampl.1.t1er :1a shown in Fig. (3 ) 
wherein triode connected 616 tubes are used with 
23 cD:> of feedback. Distortion at the 4 watt 
level ~ be held to less than 0.01% for 8.1V' 
measureable harmonic caaponent. 

Ir. designing an:r audio amplifier there are alw~vs 
a number of engineering and economic compromises 
that must be considered, reconciled and accepted. 

In an efficient pus~-p~ll anrlifier operated 
class AEl or AB2, it mst also be appreciated 
ti!at the lower the c~ected plate-to-plate loac 
ir.:.pecance t."1e more severe the power supply reb'.:.la
tior. rrot-le:r:, but tt~ easier the grid drivL'1..g 
requir~ent (when the tubes are driven into the 
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p1.d e. aet NP.). 1IIaD __ poIIIIr 00I1UCted 
t.me. are uaecl, it 11 ..- ..... _ to MOUN • 
Ai~ regulated _d tile DeOe8811riq ~ .creea ~ltaae. 
III tJJa -iF ~ iibe ygltap (_d ~) dr1"riD1 -tee- tor the b:1cb lanl output atape there are 
alao • DUllber of fairq _jor probt.a. !bee. 
atagee, hoIIevv, are ~ operated 8'tra:1ght 
clus A, thua &'YOid:1l2g .cae regulat1.co d1fficulties. 
When triodes are used in the output stage, the 
dririDg voltagea are oeC8aaar1l¥ lari- and present 
a ciesiF probI.e. if diatcrt.1.CIl is to b. kept to a 
J"8&800able ftlue viththe plate auppq yoltqes 
non1naJ '7 available at the _driver stage. 

In driving beD pcMrr or ultra-l.iDear poII8r 

8111Plitiera into the grid aurrent region, it will 
be found that the driving wltape all be lower, 
bOWie!, the driyiDg circu1t replat1.CIl probla 
becC111e8 _c:b .are acute 41. to the larger grid 
currents intrinaie vi t.h these types or circuits. 

When beaIl power tubes are used in the output 
stage, either with the be_ power connectiOll or 
with the ultra-linear connection, care JllU8t be 
taken to use a suffic1entl¥ low Talue of plate
to-plate load resistance to preclude sv1ng1ng 
into the diode knee portion of the 111be character
iat1c on peaks of the plate conduction cycle. 

Illustrative of the Tarious distortion character
utics found in each type of circuit, are the 
following: Fig. 4(A) is an osc1llograph picture 
of an over-driven, triode connected, beam power 
tube. Fig. 4 ( B) is the over-dr1 ven characteristic· 
observed with either the ultra-linear connected 
or beam power connected tube drcuit. In each 
case, the driving circuit impedance was the same 
and for all practical considerations the grid 
circuit had regulation as about as good as the 
present state of the art permits. With the 
triode connected circuit, it is noted that the 
peak is "rounded-offll rather than "cut-offll as 
in the beam power stage. With ei tiler beam power 
or ultra-linear stages the peak clippillg is due 
to both plate and grid limiting while the triode 
stage the l1mi ting is priJnaril¥ a result of 
regulation in the grid circuit. Fourier ~sis 
of these curves will immediately show up the lower 
distortion in the triode connected circuit. 
Frorn the foregoing it will be seen that the over
load, or IIfold-up" performance of the triode 
connected circuit is less deleterious than that 
of any of the beam power oortriected circlli ts -
provided that appreciable amounts of feedback are 
not employed. 

O~e I (J~) is a plot of the distortion c.~ar<lcter
istics of a push-pull triode connected circuit 
while Curve I (3) is a si::1ilar pl:)t of a beam 
power connected circuit. These are each plotted 
as a function of power output. No feedback was 
used 1..'1 these cases. Again the more desirable 
(or less objectionable) characteristic of the 
triode cor.nected. circuit shows up - actin qual
ified as rerards tc tile 8lTlount of feedbac1: 

_ employed. 



Sa ..... t.o 1llu.rinte tile .ttect or feec:l)aolr, 

.... ., '. abcmt ooat1pratiaaa ... again 
abecbcl attel" IIpJ)rQXi.JIateq 20 db ot teedbac* 
.... applied. Curves I (C) and I (D) 1lluatrate 
1Iae, .ocH.f1ed perto:uDCe. 
1fIIran.l to tile taregobag are ri8s. S (A) throash 
., (D) which are QIIc1llos00pe recarda of the output 
lIb_ a square vave is f~ into the input or the ....,l1t1er with theee various VJ>8S ot output cir
eDits. In tile first case the triode circuit ot 
Fig. 4 (1) 18 recorded at a point jus t below a 
IlClldnal overload point or lS watts, then just 
&bon th1,!1 n<Binal. overload point at 20 vattt. 
Parallel to the foregoing are figures 5 (C) and 
S (D) which are oscilloscope records of the beam 
power circuit of Fig. ) (B) taken at a point just 
below • nom1nal. overload point or 20 watts, then 
just above this nonl1.nal overload point at 30 watts. 
PrcD the foregoing, sa. rather obvious conclu
.~ relatin to app11cat1on ~ be drawn. 
The next item tor consideration is evaluation of 
the optillum operating CODditicma of the output 
stage. ThiB is a pollq _tter to be ca.re.tul.J.¥ 
selected by' the JIBIlufacturer, based upon con
sideration as to whether or not he wants a "hot" 
it. that has a spec1.f1caUon 1Ihich looks well 
in print but which m.&I.T operate the output tubes 
above the tube manufacturers' speci.fication and 
recaamendation with ccmsequant later deterior
aUcm in perf'onnance aDd tube ille; cr an ampll
tier which operates the output stage tubes can
servativel¥ with 10rlg, consistent and dependable 
performance but with a 2 to 4 db lower power 
output. The'laws of nature, and the tubes and 
canponants available to the electronic industry 
operate consistentlJr and, therefore, it Us 
impossible to secure both the "hot" initial per
formance, and long time dependabillty. 
In order to present some picture as to the general 
performance availablefram comno~ used and 
available output tubes the following Table II 
has been prepar~d: 

TABLE II 
Perfonnance Capab1l.i ties of 

Commonly Available Output Tube s. 
(Based on Manu!acturers' design center 

ratings per TETMA standard MB-2l0) 

TRIODE 
TYPE If Max. I Max. 'W. ABl Output 

Ebb Input Ebb I: 400 V. 

W6 1.2 300 'J. 22.2 W. I ---
616 0.9 250 v. 10 W. 17.5 
807 0.9 400 v. 25 w. 15 
1614 . 0.9 375 V. 24! w. ---
5881\ 0.9 400 V. 26 w. 13.3 
6]..46 I 1.2 OOV r: W 5 I 4 19 

B~L ?O,.::R 

TYFE!If 1~1ax. ! }:ax. . !~ax. 'Hax.. l ABl Output 
I ! Ebb s.sE '';SZ 1\01. Flo I Ebb - 400 "T. 

MR6\1.2 S65 V. 30J V. 3.2 w. 19 ',\. 
6I.h 0.9 3~)i) V. 2:," v. i.5 w. 19 \\. 
807 '0.9 60,' v. 3~ \'. ;,.5 'w. 25 1,;. 

16~,lC.9 37S 'v'. 3X, v. ;,.5 W. 21 w. 
5801,0.9360'1. 27J V. ).Jw. 23~N. I 

61h611.25j600 Voi250 V. ).0 W.
1
20 w. 

2~.5 
55 ,0 
26.5 
55 
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.. 1.IIlaUaD ~ ..n be oare~ OGD
UdeNCl. ID ddlUa __ til_ 1I.nal plate ~ 
nplatiOll prob_ tbe ._ of the 'beill power 
0GIm8Ct1oll &lao requ1r .. good ecre. YOltage 
"auJatilCil 1t ani·. pGINI' output 8Dd ~ d1a
tort1aa an to be a.cb1.necl. r.o relat1ftJT 
aimple and ettect.ift circu..1ts 1Ih1ch vUl take 
care at the .creeD reSUlation requ.ireIIlent are _c.D in rics. 6 (A) and 6 (B). 

III power ampl..1t1ers where it ia mC88sar,r and 
essential to bave good regulatioo or the high 
wltqe nppq, it 18 eoonom1calq' feasible md 
tec:hrW:al.lT practicable to _plOT a sving1ng 

. chc*e and high parveance rectifier as eDDIP11!1ed 
b.r tbe 5V4, SlW4, ST4 or Slu4 t1J)88 of tubes. 

When driT1ng the output stage into the grid 
curreDt region in Class AB2, it 1.8 necessary to 
-.plOT low impedance driving c1rcu1.ts wi. th u
cellant regulatiOD characteristics. Circuits 
vhich are adequate and suited for this purpose 
require good regulation or their supply yaltage (s ). 
Fig. 7 (1) and 7 (B) are tvo typical methods ot 
driving the power stage grids into the grid 
current region. 

In Fig. 7 (1) the rect:Lrication ~on8Dt of 
grid current shows up in the cathode follower 
plate c1rcu1.t and must be accO\mted tor in the 
desigll or the voltage supp~ to this stage. In 
Fig. 7 (B) the rect1tication component shows up 
in biu rectitier which nust silnilarly be designed 
to consider the effect of grid current flaw. In 
Vi>ical applications an average grid current of' 
SO mae is noad.nal. 

When triodes are used in the output stage rela
tive~ large grid-to-grid driving voltages are 
required, and accordingly this imposes a problem 
in the design on the voltage amplifier stage 
driving the output. 

The low cost and readily availability of selenium 
rectifiers and diffused junction gennanium 
rectifiers permits the use of a low current, 
negative suppq which is not o~ most convenisnt 
for use with cathode rollover drivers, but abo 
serves as a required and practicable means of 
augmenting the positive plate supply to the voltage 
amplifier. A high voltage suppl,y is essential in 
order to achieve reasonable linearity at high 
output voltage levels.' The same negative voltage 
JAIq, of course, be oonvenient~ used for fixed grid 
bias OlD the final stage. 

With the above negative supply available, the 
shock hazard of the installation will not be an;y 
grea ter due to the fact that "mile a total poten
tial of 800 to 900 vol ts ~ available, only half 
of this voltage is "above" the reference ground 
plane. 

When cathode follower drivers are used to drive 
the final stage without the use of a coupling 
transfo:-mer, . t.~e regulation problen becomes severe 
due to the fact that the grid curre:1t flow in the 
output stage requires extrerne~v good plate circuit 
regulation far the cathode follower driver. In 



....... -.-- .ftCIId,red &Ood ftFlatr1- • 
",·1['" ... OIl cdNI1t,u. be-. d8nlopecl. IbiI 
b .hOIID :bl P!gGre 8. !ba alrcu1' 11 quit. 
.tra:1cb~arward bn .. r.qu:lre tiM •• ~ a dual 
~ SA tile ...... ~l~ .,. replatar 
...... t!ut 11M or ~ 3lJDot.1GD pJ'P"ld_ 
reotU1.G-8 .. 1iba diode el..nta Idmp] 1 ,~ the 
ft '_at, reqdr .... , althouah the lIM of a .. tar 
t.Jpe ~ :18 _~ pract1oa11D th:la c1rallt. 
It vill, of cOIU"8e, be neceas&ry to have separate 
cathod_ aftilable 11 tubes are \J8ad. 

'lbe uae of _thode 1bllOlMr driftr8 Il1O" aho re
duce oo.poaent ooets and/ar help the floequtmc;r 
reBpODSe ad pbaae sh1tt perfor..nce at the driv
iDa c1rou1t it tall aclnntap 18 taan of the 
cathode tollmMr OOI'IMOt.iGlle ne. 9 1.l.lMtratea 
the proper ~CtlGIl ~ ~ 1Dter ... tqe c1rou1.t 
tor .,..,.i_in« the ILl C1 tt.. OOD8tant bT _aDa of 
the oa~ tol.l.cMer ooDDeOtiml. 

In order to obta1D th. beet pgeeu,]a grid wltage 
aft tOl"ll (aDd laIrut dri:"iDg 1IIpedanoe) 1t 18 
possible aDd desirable to _plo;y fe~ck ani" 
.everal ot the preceding 8tages. Another adYan
tap in doing thi8 rill be obtained tbro"Wh the 
establ.:18bamt of equal gains, .eent1al.q inde
pendent of tube characteristics J on each 8ide of 
the P\Bh-pull circuit, provided that the re-
8istore indicated as R-l and R-11, R-2 and R-2' 
ill Fie. 10 (A) are carefUl.lT ballllOed. In 
add1 UQI1 tt» the reduced grid driving impedance 
(wi th improved vave torm) J the uniform gain on 
each side of the push-pull circuit now permits 
the practicable use or feedback tram the primary 
of the output t.ranstormer to preceding push-pull 
stages. Th1.e also permits feedbaclc to be applied 
across the si de8 of the push-pull circuit which 
experience has indicated will materialq aid in 
redlcLlg Cl'08s-modulat1on and distDrtion to a 
low value. Fig. 10 (B) is a block schematic of 
the problems and circuitry involved. The princi
ples described in this paragraph will be later 
applied to a particular deslgn. 

In order to nain tain the output stage in a 
desirable etaticall¥ balanced condition, a D.C. 
servo-14,ype 0 f automatic balancing system has been 
devised aa shown in Fig. 11. This circuit 
anploys a D. C. dif f&rential amplit'ier followed 
by a casoode st.age for the purpose of securing 
the proper phase relationships and maximum servo
gain lihUe permitting reaqy static adjustment of 
the output 8tage. In addition to the self
balancing feature, this circuit may be so ad
justed md operated as to pennit automatic con
trol bias variation in order to secure optimum 
output stage operation at all power levels. The 
previously described "kicker" modificat1or: may 
also be used wit~ tr..is cir cuit. 

In the past, the basic Williamson cirC".lit nas 
cee:1 id. de l:-- followe::. This is C! good a11~lifier 
ur~q..le b:: virtue of its relative siMplicity al1d _ 
intellirent use of fee~0ack. Cor~iderable care 
r.ust be used in th~ oj)€ratio:1 of this unit 
te::3.'J.se o~ the seV€r"€' a.."1d oc.jectionable dis
torticn that occurs 'When the -grids of the pCMer 
output sta.~e are driver. F,ositive. An :Ulproved 
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...a. of tale Vi'li • .., tne ..,~ _ 
_ar.I.bed ill AUDIO iJIOINiIRDIi tor l~ 1952. 
IIftae Vi 11 i-won t.Jpe Up~ BrouPt Up to 
Date-. 8__ ~ r;mbl1.catiaD of tb1I ~ 
~ •• -.plit1oat.jQQ -.d .... ~ . ...u 
..... beeD ... tor tIl4f ~ .. at further re
dIIciDc dLstortiOll, JIl1n:1a1s1JJg the eft.eta of 
tile vid. nil. at tube obaracteriatloa ~ 
~, .Dp~ ~t..zouotI.QD a<l re
_c:lng tba ooat of the upl:1t1er qst.. 

DIe new IUbert 11 !mpl1t1er circuit 18 shown in 
PJcure 12. !'b1s 18 an outgrowth or tbe Ql"1ginal 
c:lrcu1t but eillpl1tiaa the power auppl;r bT 
cm.tt1.ng the tiM delq tube. The D81f unit 
-.pJ.ora parallel Sf 4 IS in the peller supp~ for 
U. puopoe88 of prov1d1ng automatic time delq tor 
the h1gh YOltage 1Ih1le _1nta1n1ng a relative~ 
1ar UIpedaDoe poIIar euppq .. neces88Z7 aD! 
_1rabl.e for a relat.1ve~ vide band lIIIPl.1f'1er or 
tb18 t)'pe. Iar trequenc;y perf01'N.nce 18 alao 
aided by improved decoupl.ing circuitry and longer 
t:IJne constanta in 8C111e networks. The low 
irequencr stabUitT characteristics have been 
DproTed by' reducing interstage tir.le constants 
~tween the l2AY7 and the 5681. 

SiDce publication at the article on the "iIIlproved" 
WJ ll1amacn circuit, which emphasized low hum and 
noise levels, greater attention has been paid to 
optimizing the input and driver stages in regard 
to their intermodulatiOll characteristics by 
employing optimum circuit values which will most 
rea~ and satisfC\cto~ tolerate the normal 
variations in tube characteristics as will occur 
f'roIn c:me lot of tubes to the next. (New lots of 
l2AX7's were available and tests also imicate 
that this tube might serve as a sat:isfactory re
placement for the l2AY1 with but slight deterior
ation in perfornance). The circuit values for 
use with this improved input circuit are also 
shown in Figures 12 and 13. 

In particular, it was found that the inverter 
section of the l2AY7 made a large contribution 
to the intermoduJ..ation distortion of the amplifier; 
this was found to be mainly a result of the fact 
that too let7 a plate sUPFly wltage is genara.l.ly 
8:lployed in this stage. It vas also noted that 
if the 11-1 were to be kept l~ in the first stage, 
then the opt.:iDllm cathode resistance should be 
approximatel,y 270 ohms. Cross checks were made 
with a 6SN7 in this part of_ the circuit and 
exactly the same results were experiJoonta.lly 
verified. Accordingly, then, the ·new K:iebert 
circuit emplqys a materiallY higher voltace as 
available for the plate supply to the inverter 
section 0 ~ the illY 7 J am utilizes a 270 OM 
resistor ir. the cathode of the in~ut section. 
Under this condition of operatio~ it was tilen 
possible to get 3 volts F~·t3 out of each side of 
the il:verter Without JTJeasural:le U:, tbis even in 
the case where four sets froi, tubes fro~ three 
mar,ufact~re~ were int€rch~jged. 

I.. two or.r. resist2IlcE: ir~ serie~ with the fi~r.t8 
of the 12A~7 inpllt starE- he4s to stabilize the 
d.c. ccu;led oper~tion of this stage an0 also 
helps to reduce hum susceptcbility over a con-



a1dIrID ftHatt- ...... ~. 
'~ " ~ .. ..4." 

!be S687 dri.,.- stage ... .zt oIledcM, bat •• 
crif,1ne1q ~ c ............ ·alrcnd.t =:- pONd to ~'.~';' L" tM DC poUlt ~ 

An. en.lDat1an or \he tIr1wr 8ta&e, 1M ~ 
oatpat etqe was ~ .,....,JMKt IDd adju8t
menta .... Jade in ardar t.o deterIdDe the optiJaunl 
b7-pus point em the catbode resistor. !he 
opt1IIa biu tap point .. tamd to be at a point 
l.4O em. cbm tro. the cathodes. (Note tUt, th1a 
appl1.5 to the triade c1rou.1t of Fig. 12. 
The eot:1iii cathode rcat .. lJr-pused in the tapped 
baa pGIf8r ccmnectian of nc. lJ.) 

n. oatpat traDafonllr *_14 ... '.zt ia
ven1pt.ed. !wo oatat-4"1 Uld.t. (1be 8J)eo1t1o 
select1cmot 1Ih1eh .. • 'IlmatSa fit the ~culIr 
'blbe8 l1Ied~ aDd whether (WI DOt pulh-pull pm-allel 
o.,.-aUan vas ut1l1zecl) wre fouDd, nueq tbe 
0eDeral. Radlo 9b2-A ID1 •• PNed lB777. It·18 
&lao UDderstood tbat the ..., Peerless S-2~, 
the Aata, UTe and probablJ' others would exhibit 
s1Ja:llarq excellent chanctar1at1C8 had tber bem 
available for test. 'l'be8e units are all ·char
acter:l.sed by law d1storttan, r8U)nabll' high pri.
m&l7 inductance, low leUage ractance, and good 
power baDdling dlaracteriatica at both ends of 
the spectrula. These requ:ir..-nts are obvious ~ 
nec_Barr, the tight oo~ belng particularq 
required in order tD minim_ sv1tohjng transieuts. 
The Freed 18777 vas rated 2,800 abms to 4,8 or 
16 cimIa. The General Radio 942-A vas 6,600 or 
16)0 oI.a to 4 tD 93 cbms lai.d8. 

The foregoing brings the improved K1ebert version 
of the Williamson circuit of Fig. 12 up to its 
finest point and provides an excellent amplifier 
with the DI held to 0.1% at 7 watts equivalent 
single signal output, to LO% at II watts, rut 
like all amplifiers draw~ grid Olrrent, tile 
d1.stortion goes to high lev'ela as Boon as the 
grids are driven posi t1 ve •. 

In the case ldlere the pQIer stage 807 gridB are 
driven posit1.n the dri"filtg point (source) iln
pedance of tbe 5681 is apprax:!Jnate~ 1,0J0 obma 
on positive peaks with a consequent natterling 
off of the positive peaks with I!ILtterB nade even 
more acute ldlen the 1000 ohm BeTies parasitic 
re8istorB are cons ide~d. Accord1ng~ then, an' 
ampl.1t1er of this type v1l1 <ml1 exhibit extraor
dinary cleanness provided it is never requ:1red to 
deliver a ~h energy peak. 

A r.:odification of the foregoing circuit in order 
to utilize the "ultra-linear" connection is sh CMn 

in F4;ure 13. A Vt!I'y real gain in perfonnanceiB 
ottained when it 1.:; not.eo that at an 1M level of 
0.1% a pC1r:er output of 13.7 watts equivalEllt 
single siVlal is o::tt'-ir.ed while at an I¥. level 
of 1.Qd a powe!' output of 2h watts is obtained. 
The relcti ve c"J.tput daripi:'.[ characteristics of 
~'1e triode ci:'cl..:it. ar. ~ t.he "ultra-linear" were 
ir.-;€stig4-.ted. At ~roxi~tfly 20 aD of feec!bacl: is 
utili:€d in tile "riod€> v6'sion, and approrinatelJr 

• ., .... 4't-... , .. 1Il~ ..... 
1M 1I1 .... u..r ftNJa .......... __ bee ... 
of tile qauib.- paNr aomectl. -but ~. 
~t al80 .. d • .:lJaIa~.~ .... ,," et 
,... ...... tile ete1 .• , , ...... ~-
WN ~ft ........... ·Ia .. ,_ .. -' 
drat pin :la abcnat equal. to •• or'lc'n.' triode 
cdrc:ld.t. Uader theM eaaUt.taa. .... tou..:.ial 
_ ....... 4. 

CCIIlp!ri.aOll at lI1dr!Dge outpW, d!af1l!c 

lS ala load, 6 .olt level, sao o.p~ •• ' 
807'. Mode Connected, Outpat • 0.,S42 cba 

tm's mtm Limar Connected, output • 0.394 0lil 

Tbe circuit or Fig. 13 VI1S next lIOditied to _e a 
straight beam .power connecticm aa ah<Ml 1n Fie. 14. 
Mea.sur.eots aga1D 1Dl1cated tba t at an IM lArnl of 
O.U • pwer output at IPproldJDateq 14 watt. 
equivaleDt single signal. is obtained ,mile at an 
DI level ot 0.1~ a PQiler output of 33 watts 18 
obtained. 24 db or t~ack vaa stable and the 
output damping DB just as sat:1afacWry as' in the 
other tvo cues. 

A new series of ...,lif1ers nre investigated and 
carried. to a quasi canpl.etion point. Power output, 
simpll.citJ" J and cost were the three main factors 
held as design objectives in this evolutionary 
program. In each cue, particular care was taken 
to provide units with excellent I.M. perfcnaance 
as .. 11 as lmits with output damping character
utica in the range of 20 or 30 to one. 

The first -.pl1t1er buUt under th:1a program 18 
shown in Figure 15. Thia unit uq>loys a cathode 
follower dr1 ver and fixed bias of the output 
Btage coni:>ined with a negative high 'VOltage supply 
such that apprOximately 650 volts was available for 
the plate supply to 'the high level voltage ampli
fier driving stage. This amplifier provides 
approx:1Jnately 15 watts output at a I.M. len1 of 
0.1% and approJdJaatel¥ 4S watts at the 1.0% I.M. 
level. 

Figure 16 describes a beam power connected oounte~ 
part of the above. In this cue, however, 
approx1mate~ 14 watts was available at a 0.1% 
I.M. level and 70 watts at the 1.0% I.H. level. 

In order to more cloee~ check the grid regula
tion problem and the desirability of the triode 
connecticm, the configuration of Figure 11 vaB 
evaluated and provision ,made to \J!Je the "k1.cker" 
circuit of Figure 8. With this circuit the 
improved grid regulation vas very apparent and 
a materia.lJ.y bett'er "fold-up" characteristic was 
obtained. At a power level of approrimately 21 
watts the I.M. was 0.1%, while 65 watts were 
available at the 1.0% I .I-!. l6\·el. 

Fi€ure 18 illustrates another configuratior. 
e:r.bcdying a number of the circuit techniques 
previously disct:.Ssed. This specific design p~:-,e.s 
the o(.:t;;-.;.t fran only two converltional tubes, 
ope!'ated at rf.ted levels, W about the rnari.I;UI"1 
power level available fro!'", these rubes when 



.... w at. MI4-' ..,...".. ...... lad ill 
ooa,..ume1 drOllta. Ia as. ~ lt S. 
•• enUal tbat the Id4l ft1tace panr .upplT Ia.,. 
IoocI replat1cm nab that .,.t·plate ~ of 
290 _., tr. • nat.1o .... 'of US _., 1dl1 
et.dl aaq • DBll.1cibla wltqe drop ill b1&b 
wltage npplT. J. bas p..- 001ID8Ctt0ll .. 
UNd clue to the' lDIMr Iri4 ~l\aII required aad 
great .. gaiD aft1.lab1e vi. th1a oormect.1oa. Selt 
ba1anciDg of the output atace _ DOt used because 
cast aDd oaaplaxitJ' wre u.o tied 1Dto the deaiP:Jl 
reQUh--.nt tar th1a partt.lar 878tem. 

As a result ot a _et1Dg _til BJlj ~ne .. s md 
tba &C(Jlia 1tlcm ot QD8 of eud.r acetate cutters 
1Ih1cn required 87 YGlit ..... to lq dOlll1 a 
l.evellihich ... still about 10 db. belal d1rect 
cut leYel. ord1Jw.~ ~ ill tba oountz7, 
1t we nece8A17 to de81&a. DeW -.pl..1.n.r of 
greater output Clpabill.tl'-

'1'h1a DBW t¥Pe of circuit Ja eDIIIPl1f1.ed by Fig. 
19. This .plJ.rier 1».21 a ..-.J. rated output 01' 
lOO watts bot 1s capable. or put tiJ:w out 200 watt 
instantaneous peaks nth .. gl1g1ble lH d1atcrtion. 
The al.rcu1t 1a 1nterest1 .. :in that the outJNt, . 
stage efficimcy is _1nta1Ded at a relatift~ 
hiF level over a vide ~ nil. due to the 
fact that the output stage, as .1a:llar to the 
Brook ampl1t1er, gradualq c:banges frca Class A. 
opera tion to Class AB2 operatioo 111 th an 

,.,."., 

::f.;:~) --== 

.. 

el.eet.Iold.o, ... o-tne of _tc.at.1c balADc1Dc ot 
.. .wto plate "._'- of t.be outpDt .tap, and 
as..u.ta-- autoatio opt1JaI blas act.1~. 
• FrMd 1lBT17 tr-.1'cr.er - apec1t1cal.ll' 
~ tOl' ... 1D t..Id8 ~l.1t1Ir. 

b t ... ..,iDc oonra a oomiderable rmge ot 
..'pe •. rOJ- bale''''' there s_ to be no 
aeed or ju8t4.t1aticm t~ He of an apl.1.t1.er 

. 1I1t.h m output ratu. in excess of 10 to 20 vatu. 
at an I.H. l.nel ot 1% cr le ••• 

In tile des1p of h1gba- level audio equ1paent 
cat iJlpcrtant point b8Clllle &pJ:8rent. cathode 
adasioo or cathodes cr f'ilaments 121 qUite 
am.1Uft as regards operating tanperature 
(yOl tap) it d1atcrt101l' 18 to be be ld to reason
able l.evela 011 peaks. Wh.1l8 specifications 
D~ pend.t a.:t 10% variation - the 'blbes 
cbl't lalow th1a. At a point about two to four 
p8I'C*lt beloll ratBd w1tage endasirlt)" starts 
to.lhd.t on peaks. Over-voltage reduces tube 
ille and II8l' give ditficul:t7' as a result of 10-
creued grid current. 

The design of good audio amplifiers is an inter
esting bit or relaxation for an engineer - but 
also C08 tq as regards to time J materials and test 
equipment. Experience indicates that each design 
IllU8t be care~ evolved and meticulousl3' tested 
before it becanes a practicable system. I hope 
that the foregoing naterial mq be of interest and 
help to the engineer buUding a hi-fi system. 
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Curves I(A) and I(C). 
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Generalized grid characterist:cs. 
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Fig. 6 
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I«J(J eRS. 

Fig. ~(c) and ~(d) 

(b) 

Screen supply- c1rcui t.. (a ) Gas tube dropping c1rcui t; 
(b) cathode follower dropping and regulator circuit. 

(a) 
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(KEd. RECit/';'/fTED) 
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Fig. 7 (K"Ei.I.. ~~I..AT':'::) 

(b) 

Driving stage5 for cla!! AB2 circuits. (a) Cathode follower; direct coupled driving stage. 
(b) Cathode follower; tran!!fomer coupled driving stage. 



Fig. 8 
l!ebert "iWrbl"" c1rc'llit.. ~T.d ,rid J'8IUl,atiOD tor AB 2 operation £1"01 

cathOde tollowr driTer stage. 
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I 
Fig. 9 - Cathode followr input coupling for larger Ie tiM constan 

If, 

Fig. lO(a) - Low iJIlpedance driver. 
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Fig. 13 - Kiebel"'t -.:1. tra-linear 24-watt amplifier. 
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PATENT SPECD'ICATION 
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Application Date: June 5, 1937. No. 15620/37. 

Complete Specification Left: March 4. 1938. 

Complete Specificat{on Ar;c;epted: Dec;, S, 1938. 496.883 

PROVISION AL SPECIFICATION 

Improvements in or relatnng te Thermionic Valve Amplifying 
Circuits 

I, ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN, of 37, The 
Ridings, Ealing, London, "V.5, a British 
subject, do hereby declare the nature of 
this invention to be as follows:-

Ii This invention relates to thermionic 
valve amplifying circuits, and is pa.rticu
larly concerned with power amplifying 
circuits. 

It is usual in such eircuits to employ 
10 as the last valve of the stage a pentode 

valve or a power tetrode. These valves 
are provided with screening grids which 
are usually maintained at a constant posi
tive potential with respect to the cathode. 

15 Valves of this. kind give a greater output 
for a given anode potential than triodes, 
but they suffer from the disadvantage that 
their characteristic impedance to the 
anode is very much greater than the ratio 

20 of the 'Steady D.C. voltage to the steady 
D.C. current. Consequently, in order to 
obtain a good power output the imped
ance of the load must be very much less 
than the characteristic impedance of the 

25 valve. Furthermore, particularly in the 
case of either a pentode or a power tetrode 
valve, which is coupled to its load through 
a transformer, it is known that if the load 
is removed then for relatively moderate 

80 variations in potential of the 'input grid, 
excessively high output voltages will be 
produced which may be sufficient to cause 
disruption of the valve or of the output 
transformer. 

85 It is the chief object of the present in
vention to provide an improved circuit in 
which the characteristic impedance of 
valves of the kind referred to can be more 
nearly matched to their optimum loads 

40 and in which the danger of an excessive 
increase of volta~'e on removal of the load 
may be substantlally avoided. 

According to the invention a thermionic 
valve amplifying circuit is provided em-

45 ploying a pentrode or tetrode valve in 
which the screening grid of the valve is 
so connected that the potential thereof 
varies in proportion to the A.C. potential 
variations of the anode or the valve. This 

50 result may be atlhievec1 by connecting the 
screening grjd to a tapping point on the 
primary winding of an output trans-

former, or alternatively, the screening 
grid may be connected to a source of 
potential through a resistance and con- 55 
nected through a decoupling condenser to 
a tapping point on the primary winding 
of the output transformer. Other alter
l'.ative connections for causing the poten
tial of the screening grid to vary in pro- 60 
portion to the potential of the anode may 
be employed. For example, the screening 
grid may be connected to a tapping point 
in a choke connecting the anode of the 
valve to the source of anode current. 65 

The effect of causing the screen to vary 
in potential proportional to the variations 
in anode potential is to cause the valve to 
function somewhat after the manner of a 
triode. It is known that in a triode the 70 
anode impedance is less than the ratio of 
the steady D.C. anode voltage to the 
steady D.C. anode current. Hence, by 
choosin~ a suitable tapping point ror the 
screening grid the t!haracteristic imped- 70 
ance of the anode and screen effectively 
combined can be given any dE'sired value 
between the impedance of a pentode or 
tetrode and the impedance of a triode. A 
suitable tapping point, in practice, may 80 
be found to be such that the voltage swing 
on the screen is between about a quarter 
and a half the voltage swing on the anode. 

For the purpose of describing the in
vention more in detail reference will be 85 
made to the accompanying diagrammatic 
drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the 
invention to a circuit embodying a pen-
tode valve, and 90 

Fig. 2 illustrates the application of the 
invention to a tetrode valve. 

As shown in Fig. 1, signals to be am
plified are applied between the control 
grid 3 and cathode 4 of a pentode valve 95 
thro'ugh a coupling condenser 5 and leak 
resistance 6, the cathode of the valve 
being biassed by a dropper resistance 7 
shunted by a by-pass condenser 8. The 
suppressor grid 9 is connetlted to the 100 
cathode in the usual manner. The anode 
10 is connected through the primary wind-
ing 11 of an output transformer to the 
positive terminal of a suitable source of 
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high tension current the secondary wind
ing 12 of the tra;nsformer being con
nected to a load not shown. The screen
ing grid 13 is connected as shown to a 

5 tapping point on the primary winding' 11 
so that the screening grid 13 varies in 
potential in proportion to the potential 
variations on the anode 10. As stated 
above, the tapping point may be arranged 

10 so that the voltage swing on the screen 
grid 13 is between about a quarter and a 
haH the voltage swing on the anode 10. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 of 
the drawings illustrates the invention as 

15 applied to a tetrode valve and, in this 
case, signals to be amplified are applied 
betweell. the control grid 14 and cathode 15 
through an input transformer 16 the 
cathode 15 being biassed by a dropper 

20 resistance 17 shunted by a by-pass con
denser 18. The anode 19 is connected to 
the positive terminal of a source of anode 
current through the choke 20 and is con
nected through a; by-pass condenser 21 to 

25 the primary winding 22 of an output 
transformer the secondary winding 23 of 
which is connected to a load, not shown. 
In this example of the invention the 
screening grid 24 is connected through a 

30 resistance 25 to the source of high tension 
current and is also connected in the man
ner shown through a decoupling condenser 
~6 to a tapping point on the primary wind
mg 22 of the output transformer. If 

35 desired, in Fig. 2, instead of connecting 
the screen grid 24 to a tapping point on 

the primary winding 22, it may be con
nected to a suitable tapping point on the 
choke 20. ]orany other alternative con· 
nections are possible. 40 

The circuits described also llave the 
advantage that if tIle loads are remowd 
the output voltage obtained for relatiwly 
8mall potential variations of the control 
grids is not as great as with the arrange- 45 
ments usuall~' employed, since the screen
ing grid which is partially effective in 
controlling the cathode current will swing' 
in opposite phase to the grid and so pre
vent or reduce an excessiw output voltage. 50 

In some cases the decoupling condensers 
8 and 18 of Figs. 1 and 2 respectivel~- mn~
not be employed, in which cases negath-e 
feedback will occur tending to reduce the 
second harmonic output. The effed of 55 
such feedback will, however.. be to in
crease the impedance of the valves so that 
in cases where it is desired to reduce the 
second harmonic output it should be 
arranged that the potential variations of 60 
the screen should be greater compared 
with the cases in which the decoupling 
condensers are employed in order to main
tain the anode impedance at the required 
value. In each example described it will 65 
also be appreciated that the current which 
flows in the screening grid also contrilmtes 
to the useful output of the circuit. 

Dated this 4th da~- of June, 1937. 
F. 'V. CACKETT, 

Chartered Patent Agent. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 

Improvements in or relating to Thermionic Valve Amplifying 
Circuits 

I, ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN, of 37, rrhe 
70 Ridings, Ealing, London, W.5, a British 

Subject, do hereby declare the nature of 
this invention, and in what manner the 
same is to be performed, to be particularly 
described and ascertained in and by the 

75 following statement:- . 
This invention relates to thermionic 

valve amplifying circuits, and is p~rti~u
larly concerned with power amphfymg 
circuits. 

.80 It is usual in such circuits to employ 
as the last valve of the stage a pentode 
valve or a power tetrode. These 
valves are provided with screening elec
trodes or grids which are usual1y main-

8f1 tained at a constant. positive potential 
with respect to the cathode. Valves of 
this kind give a greater output for a given 
anode potential than triodes, but they 
suffer from the disadvantage that. their 

90 internal impedance is very IDl1Ch greater 

than the ratio of the steadv D.C. voltag'e 
to the steady D.C. current. L Consequentl,\-, 
~n order to obtain 0. good power output the 
Impedance of the load must he very much 
less than the internal impedar.ce of the 95 
valve. Furthermore, particularlY in the 
case of either a. pentode or a. power tetrode 
valve, which is coupled to its load through 
a transformer, it is known that if the load 
is removed then for relatively moderate 100 
variations in potential of the input grid, 
excessively high output voltag'es will he 
produced which may be sufficient to cause 
disruption of the valve or of the output 
transformer. 105 

It is the object' of the present invention 
to provide an improwd circuit in which 
the internal impedance of valves of the 
kind referred to can be more nearly 
matched to their optimum loads and in 110 
which the danger of an excessive increase 
of voltage on removal of the load may be 
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sUbstantially avoided. 
According to one feature of the inven

tion a thermionic valve amplifying tir
cuit is provided comprising a valve having 

I; at least a cathode, control electrode, an 
anode and ru screening electrode adapted 
to form an electrostatic screen between the 
control electrode and anode, and a rela
tively low impedance load connected to 

1() said valve, wherein instead of maintain
ing said screening electrode at the usual 
constant positive potential less than the 
anode potential which would cause said 
valve to have a high impedance, it is so 

15 connec.ted to the anode circuit of said: 
valve that in operation the potential of 
said screening electrode will vary in 
phase) but at a lower ~amplitude with. 
respect to the potential variations OT said 

20 anode so as to reduce the impedance of 
the valve· whereby it is more nearly 
matched to its low impedance load. 

According to another feature of the 
invention a thermionic valve amplifying 

25 circuit is provided comprising a valve 
having at least a cathode, control elec
trode, an anode and a screening electrode 
adapted to form an electrostatic screen 
between the control electrode and anode, 

80 and a relatively low impedance load con
nected to said valve, wherein instead of 
maintaining said screening electrode at 
the usual constant positive potential less 
than the anode potential which would 

35 ca"use said valve to have a high imped
ance, it is so connected with the output 
circuit of said valve that in operation the 
potential of said screening electrode will 
vary in phase) but at a lower amplitude 

40 with respect to the potential variations of 
said anode so as to reduce the impedance 
of the valve whereby it is more nearly 
matched to its low impedance load. The 
desired result may be achieved by con-

45 necting the screening electrode to a tap
ping point On the primary winding of an 
output transformer, or alternatively, the 
screening electrode may be connected to a 
source of potential through a resistance 

50 and connected through a by-pass con
denser to a tapping point on the primary 
winding of the output transformer. Other 
alternative connections for causing the 
potential of the screening electrode to vary 

55 in proportion to the potential of the anode 
may be employed. For example, the 
screening electrode may be connected to 
a tapping point in a choke connecting the 
anode of the valve to the source of anode 

60 current. 
The effect of Musing the screening elec

tf{)de to vary in potential proportional to 
the variations in anode potential is to 
cause the -valve .to .function somewhat 

65 after the manner of a triode. It is known 

that in a triode the anode impedance" is 
less than the ratio oJ tbie steady D.O. 
anode voltage to the steady D.O. anode 
current. Hence, by choosing a suitable 
tapping point for the screening electrode 70 
the internal impedance of the anode and 
screening electrode effectively combined 
can be given any desired value between 
the impedance of a pentode or a tetrode 
and the impedanCe of a triode. A"suitable 76 
tapping point, in practice, may be found 
to be such that the voltage swing on the 
screening electrode is between about a 
quarter and a half the voltage swing on 
ihe anode. 80 

In order that the invention may be 
clearly understood and readily carried 
into effect it will now be more fully 
described with reference to the drawings' 
accompanying the Provisional Specifica- Sf) 
tion in which:-

Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the 
invention to a circuit embodying a pen
tode valve, and 

Fig. 2 illustrates the application of the 90 
invention to a tetrode valve. 

As shown in Fig, 1, signals to be 
amplified are applied between the control 
g'rid 8 and cathode 4 of a pentode valve 
through a coupling condenser 5 and leak 95 
resistance 6, the cathode of the valve 
being biassed by a dropper resistance 7 
shunted by a decoupling condenser 8. 
':Phe suppressor grid. 9 is connected to the 
cathode in the usual ma.nner. The anode ] 00 
10 is connected through the primary 
"'-inding 11. of an output transformer to 
the positive terminal of a suitable source 
of high tension (jurrent the secondary 
winding 12 of the transformer being con- 105 
nected to a load not shown. rrhe SCl'een-
ing grid 18 is connected a'l shown to a 
tapping point on the primary winding 11 
so that the screening grid 13 varies in 
potential in direct propOl,tion to or in 110 
phase with rthe potential 'Variations on 
the anode 10. As stated !1bove, the tap
ping point may be arranged so that the 
voltage swin!!' on the screen grid 13 is 
between about a quarter and a haH the 115 
voltage swing on the anode 10. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 of 
the drawings illustrates the invention as 
applied to a tetrode va.lve and, in this 
case, signals to be amplified are applied l~O 
between the control grid 14 and cathode . 
15 through an input transformer 16 the 
cathode 15 being biassed by a dropper 
resistance 17 shunted by a decoupling 
condenser 18. The anode 19 is connected 125 
to the positive terminal of a source or 
anode current through a choke 20 and is 
connected through a by-pass condenser 21 
to the primary winding 22. of an output 
transformer the secondary winding 23 of 180 
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which is connected to a load, not shown. 
In this example of the invention the 
screening grid 24 is connected through a 
resistance 25 to the source of high tension 

5 eurrent and is also connected in the man
ner shown through a by-pass condenser 26 
to a tapping point on the primary wind
ing 22 of the output transformer. H 
desired, in Fig. 2, instead of connecting 

10 the screen grid 24 to a tapping point on 
the primary winding 22, it maj: be con
nected to a suitable tapping point on the 
choke 20. Many other alternative con
nections are possible. 

15 The cir~uits described also have the 
advantage that if the loads are removed 
the output voltage obtained for relatively 
small potential variations of the control 

- grids is not as great as with the arrange-
20 ments usually employed, since the screen

ing grid which is partially effective in 
controlling the cathode current will swing 
in opposite phase to the grid and so pre
vent or reduee an excessive output voltage. 

25 In some cases the decoupling condensers 
8 and 18 of Figs. 1 and 2 respectively 
may not be employed, in which cases 
neg'ative feedback will occur tending to 
reduce the second harmonic output. The 

80 effect of such feedback will, 11Owever, be 
to increase the impedance of the valves 
so that in cases where it is desired to 
reduce the second harmonic output it 
should be arranged that the potential 

:15 variations of the screen should be greater 
compared with the cases in which t.he; 
decoupling condensers are employed in 
order to maintain the anode impedance at 
the required value. In each example 

40 described it will also be appreciated that 
the current which flows in the screening 
grid also contributes to the useful output 
of the circuit. 

With the arrangements described the 
45 internal impedance o-f the valves is reduced 

thus enabling the valves to be matched 
more nearly to their low impedance loaas 
such as are normally employed with power 
output valves. The effect of causing the 

50 screening electrode 13 (Fig. 1) or 24 (Fig. 
2) to vary in phase with the potential 
variations of the anodes of their respective 
valves sacrifices however some of the 
screening properties of the electrodes 13 

65 and 24 compared with the case where 
these electrodes are maintained at con
stant potentials. Sbreening action does 
however to some extent occur since the 
potential differences between the screen-

60 ing electrode and the control electrode are 
less than the potential differences between 
the anode and control electrode. By 
causing the potential of the screening 
electrode to vary as above described the 

65 impedance of the valve is reduced for the 

purpose above-mentioned and the iact 
that the screening properties of the screen
ing electrode are reduced is relatively im
material particularly in low frequency 
amplifiers. 70 

Having now particularly described and 
ascertained the nature of my said inven
tion, and in what manner the same is to 
be performed, I declare that what I claim 
is:- 75 

1. A thermionic valve amplifying cir
cuit. comprising a valve having at least a 
cathode,· control electrode, an anode and 
a screening electrode adapted to form an 
electrostatic screen between the control 80 
electrode and anode .. and a relatively low 
impedance load connected to said valve, 
wherein instead of maintaining said 
screening electrode at the usual constant 
positive potential less than the anode 85 
potential which would cause said valY£' to 
have a high impedance, it is so connected 
to the anode circuit of said valve that in 
operation the potential of said sl'reening 
eleetrode will vary in phase, but at a lower 90 
amplitude with respect to the potential 
variations of said anode so as to reduce the 
impedance of the valve whereby it is more 
nearly matched to its low impedance load. 

2. A thermionic valve amplifying cir- 95 
euit comprising a valve having at least a 
cathode, control electrode, an anode and 
a. screening electrode adapted to form an 
electrostatic screen between the control 
electrode and anode, and a relativel~' low 100 
impedance load connected to said valve, 
wherein instead of maintaining said 
screening electrode at the usual constant 
positive potential less than the anode 
potential which would cause said valve to 105 
have a high impedance, it is so connected 
with the output circuit of said valve that 
in operation the potential of said screen-
ing electrode will vary in phase, but at n 
lower amplitude with respect to the 110 
potential variations of said anode so as 
to reduce the impedance of the valve 
whereby it is more nearly matched to its 
low impedance load. . 

3. A thermionic valve amplifying cir- 115 
cuit according to claim 1 or 2, wherein 
the screening electrode is connected to a 
tapping point on an impedance connected 
between the anode of the valve and the 
source of anode current. 120 

~. A the.rmionic :alve amplifying eir
CUlt accordIng to clalm 1 or 2, wherein the 
screening electrode is connected through a 
resistance to a source of potential and 
through a b:r-pass condenser to a tapping 125 
point on an impedance, across which the 
voltage variations occurring at the anode 
of the valve are set up. 

5. A thermionic valve amplifying cir
cuit substantially as described herein with 130 
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reference to Figure 1 or 2 or the drawings 
accompanying the Provisional Speci£.ca~ 
tion. 

Dated this 3rd day of March, 1938. 
F. W. CACKETT, 

Chartered Patent Agent. 

TJeamingt{)n Spa: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by the Courier Press.-1939. 
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THERMIONIC VALVE AMPLIFYING ClRCUITS 

Alan Dower Blumlein, London, England, assignor 
to Electric & Musical Industries Limited, Hayes, 
Middlesex, England, a corporation of Great 
Britain 
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In Grea.t Britain June 5, 193'1 

4 Claims. 

This invention relates to thermionic valve am
plifying circuits and is particularly concerned 
with power amplifYing circuits. 

It. is usual in such circUits to employ as the last 
5 valve of the stage a pento.de valve or a power 

tetrode. These valves are provided with Screen
ing grids which are usually maintained at a con
stant positive potential with respect to. the cath
ode. Valves of this kind give a greater output for 

10 a given anode potential than triodes, but they 
suffer from the disadvantage that their char
acteristic impedance to the anode is very much 
greater than the ratio. of the steady D. C. voltage 
to the steady D. C. current., 'Consequently, in 

\5: order to obtain a good power output the imped
ance of the load must be very much less than the 
characteristic ,impedance of the valve. Further
more, particularly in the case of either a pentode 
or a power tetrode valve, which is coupled to its 

20, load through a transformer,- it -is known that if 
the load is rem'oved, then for relatively moderate 
variations in potential of the input grid,exces
sively high output voltages will be produced which 
may be suflicient:to cause disruption of the valve 

25 or of the output transformer. 
It is the chief object of the'present invention 

to provide an improved circuit in which the char
acteristic impedance' of valves of, the 'kind re
ferred to can' he more nearly' matched to their 

~O, optimum· loads and in which the danger of an 
excessive increase of voltage on removal of the 
load may be substantially avoided. 

According to the invention a thermionic valve 
amplifying circuit is provided employing a pen-

:Ji) tode or tetrode valve in which the screening grid 
of the valve is so connected that the potential 
thereof varies in proportion to the A. C. potential 
variations of the anode of the valve. This re
sult may be achieved by connecting the screening 

.10 grid to a tapping point on the primary winding, 
of an output transformer, or alternatively, the 
screening grid may be connected to a source of 
potential through a resistance and connected 
through a by-pass condenser to a tapping point on 

'1:3 the primary winding of the output transformer. 
Other alternative connections for causing the po
tential of the screening grid to vary in proportion 
to the potential of the anode may be employed. 
For example, the screening grid may be connected 

:it! to a tapping point in a choke connecting the an
ode of the valve to the source of anode current. 

The effect of causing the screen to vary in po
tential proportional to the variations in anode 
potential is to cause the valve to function some-

5,) what after the manner of a triode. It is known 

(CI.l79-171) 

that in a triode the anode impedance is less tha·n 
the ratio of the steady D. C. anode voltage to the 
steady D. C.' anode current. Hence, by choosing 
a suitable tapping point for the screening grid 
the characteristic impedance of the anode and -5 
screen effectively combined can be given any de
sired value between the impedance of a pentode 
or tetrode and the impedance of a triode. A 
sUitable tapping POint, in practice, may be found 
to be such that the voltage swing on the screen lO 
is·between about a quarter-and a-half the voltage 
swing-on the anode. 

In order that the invention may be clearly un
derstood and readily carried into effect it will 
now be more fully described with reference to l5 
the accompanying drawing in which: 

Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the inyen
tion to a circUit embodying a pentode valve; and, 

Fig. 2 illustrates the application of the inven-
tion to a tetrode valve. 20 

As shown in Fig. 1, signals to be amplified are 
applied between the control grid 3 and cathode 4 
of a pentode valve through a coupling condenser 
5 and leak resistance 6, the cathode of the valve 
being biased by a dropper resistance 1 shunted by 25 
a decoupling condenser B. The suppressor grid 
9 is connected to the cathode in the usual manner. 
The anode (0 is connected through the primary 
winding II of an output transformer to the posi
tive terminal of a suitable source of high tension 30 
current the secondary winding 12 of the trans
·former being. connected to a load not shown. 
The screening grid 13 is connected as shown to a 
tapping point on the primary winding (t -so that 
the screening grid (3 varies in potential in pro- 35 
portion to the potential variations on the anode 
I D. As stated above, the tapping point may be 
arranged so that the voltage swing on the screen 
grid 13 is between about a quarter and a half the 
voltage swing on the anode 10. . 40 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 of the draw
ing illustrates the- invention as applied to a tet
rode valve and, in this case, signals to be ampli
fied are applied between the control grid 14 and 
cathode (5 through an input transformer 16 the 45 
cathode (5 being biased by a dropper resistance 
11 shunted by a decoupling condenser lB. ' The 
anode 19 is connected to the positive terminal of 
a source of anode current through a choke 20 and 
is connected through a by-pass condenser 21 to 50 
the primary winding 22 of an output transformer 
the secondary winding 23 of which is connected 
to a load, not shown. 

In this example of the invention the screening 
grid 24 is connected through a resistance 25 to 55 
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the source of high tension current and is also 
connected in the manner shown through a by
paBS condenser 26 to a tapping point on the pri
mary winding 22 of the output transformer. If 

5 desired, in Fig. 2, instead of connecting the screen 
grid 24 to a tapping point on the primary wind
ing 22, it may be connected to a suitable tap
ping point on the choke 20. Many other alterna
tive connections are possible. 

10 The circuits described also- have the advantage 
that if the loads are removed the output volt
age obtained for relatively small potential varia
tions of the control grids is not as great as with 
the arrangements usually employed, since the 

15 screening grid which is partially effective in con
trolling the cathode current will swing in oppo
site phase to the grid and so prevent or reduce 
an excessive output voltage. 

In some cases the decoupling condensers 8 and 
20 .It of Figs. 1 and 2 respectively may not be em

ployed, in which cases negative feedback will 
occur tending to reduce the second harmonic 
output. The effect of such feedback will, how
ever, be to increase the impedance of the valves 

25 so that in cases where it is desired to reduce the 
second harmonic output it should be arranged 
that the potential variations of the screen should 
be greater compared with the cases in whi-ch the 
decoupling condensers are employed in order to 

30 maintain the anode impedance at the required 
value. In each example described it will also be 
appreciated that the current which flows in the 
screening grid also contributes to the useful out
put of the circuit. 

35 r claim: 
1. In an amplifying circuit, a thermionic valve 

having an anode, a cathode, a grid electrode and 
a screening electrode, an input circuit for said 
valve connected between the cathode and grid 

40 electrode thereof, said input circuit including 
means for connecting to a source of signal volt
age, an output circuit for the valve including a 
load impedance across which is developed the 
output voltage, and means for connecting the 

4;3 screening electrode to an intermediate point of 
said load impedance device to thereby produce a 
voltage swing on the screening electrode which 
is an amplitude reduced image of the voltage 
swing produced on the anode due to signal energy 

[i0 impressed upon the input circuit, the point of 
connection of the screening electrode to the load 
impedance being so chosen that the voltage swing 
on the screen is of the order of Va the voltage 
swing on the anode. 

2. In an amplifying circuit, a thermionic valve 
having an anode, a cathode, a grid electrode and 
a. screening electrode, an input circuit for said 
valve connected between the cathode and grid 
electrode thereof, said input circuit including 5 
means for connecting to a source of signal volt
age, an output circuit for the valve including a 
load impedance across which is developed the 
output voltage, and means for connecting the 
screening electrode to an intermediate point of 10 
said load impedance device to thereby produce 
a voltage swing on the screening electrode whioh 
is an amplitude reduced image of the voltage 
SWing produced on the anode due to signal energy 
impressed upon the input circuit, the load im- 15 
pedance comprising a transformer having a pri
mary winding connected in the output circuit of 
the valve and a secondary winding adapted to 
he connected to a utilizing device, said screening 
electrode being connected to a point of said pri- 20 
mary winding. 

3. In an amplifying circmt a thermionic tUbe 
having an anode, a cathode, a grid electrode and 
an auxiliary electrode, an input circuit for said 
tube connected between the grid electrode and 25 
the cathode thereof and including means for con
nection to a source of signal voltage, a source of 
anode potential for said tube including a high 
tension terminal, a connection including a choke 
coil between the anode of the tube and said high 30 
tension terminal, an output circuit for said tube 
including a load impedance connected between 
the anode and cathode of the tube, means in
cluding an impedance device for connecting the 
auxiliary electrode to said high tension tenninal 35 
and a by-pass condenser co-nnected between said 
auxiliary electrode and an intermediate point 
of said load impedance whereby there is im
pressed upon the auXiliary electrode an ampli
tude reduced image of the voltage swing produced 40 
on the anode due to signal energy impressed upon 
the input circuit. 

4. An arrangement as described in the next 
preceding claim chal'acteIized by that the out
put impedance comprises a transformer having 45 
a primary winding connected in the output cir
cuit of the tube and a secondary winding pro
vided with means for connection to a utilizing 
device, said auxiliary electrode being connected 
through the by-pass condenser to an intermediate 50 
point of said primary winding. 

ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN. 
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9 Claims. (01. 317-220) 
1 

The present invention relates generally to 
push-pull audio transformers, and more particu
larly to systems of relatively arranging the wind
ings of audio transformers, to enable change of 
·output impedance without change in per- 5 
fermance. 

The conventional push-pull aUdio transformer 
comprises three windings, two of which are con~ 
nected in balanced relation, and which are sub
stantially identical in respect to impedance. HI 
These windings are mounted on a magnetic core, 
on which is also mounted a secondary winciL'1g, 
thereby coupled to the primary windings. The 
primary windings are normally coupled in push
pull relation to a pair of push-pull audio amplifier 15 
tubes, and the secondary winding may be con
nected either in balanced or unbalanced fashion, 
i. e., with one end grounded. 

The high frequency response of an audio trans
former is limited by leakage reactance between 20 
the various windings, as well as by the dis
tributed capacity across the primary winding. 

At low power level of output, high frequency 
response is limited primarily by the leakage re
actance between primary and secondary windillgs. 25 
At high power levels high frequency response is 
further limited by leakage reactance between pri
mary windings, because that leakage reactance 
rele,tively decouples the audio amplifier tubes. 

Audio output transformers may be employed 30 
in amplifiers of the negative feed-back type, in 
which voltages derived from the audio output 
transformer are applied to an input circuit of 
the amplifier. In such amplifiers, the audio out
put transformer may be designed to introduce :~;:; 
substantjally zero phase shift, which requires that 
leakage reactance be minimized, and that tht. 
transformer operate in truly balanced fashion. 
i. e., without longitudinal effects, without spurious 
Signal transmission, whether through intel'-wind- '10 
ing capacity, unequal coupling between primary 
windings and the secondary winding, or other
wise. 

A problem arises, in commercial transformers, 
because these transformers may be required to Ill> 
drive speakers of various impedance, and to Pl'O

vide an impedance match. In particular, the 
output impedance of the transformer may be 
required to equal 4, 8 or 16 ohms, selectively. in 
actual transformer designs. This requires pro- 50 
vision for selective variation in impedance of th:;. 
secondary winding, without appreciable Chal1g~ 
in transformer performance at the various im
pedances. The solution of providing taps on a 
oonventional secondary win(Ung. to ~staQlish 55 

Patented June 1, 1954 

2 
widely different output impedances, while super
ficially simple, is not in fact feasible in wide band, 
high quality transformers, i. e., transformers 
capable of transferring a wide band of audio fre
quencies without appreciable phase or amplitude 
distortion, since in fact, those desiderata of a 
high quality transformer referred to hereinabove, 
if present when the transformer load is con
nected to one of the taps, will not be present for 
any other of the taps, 

In accordance with the present invention, a 
push-pull audio transformer capable of provid
ing \"vide band response without appreciable dis
tortion, and yet capable of matching selectively 
loads of widely varying impedance, 1s provided, 
by means of a novel system of secondary winding 
arrangement. More specifically, the primary 
windings are arranged as four concentric sections, 
two of which in series provide one of the primary 
halves, and the remaining two of which in series 
provide the other of the primary halves. The 
secondary winding is composed of three axially 
concentric sections, two of which are of equal 
numbers of turns. The latter sections are con
nected in parallel, and interleaved between the 
primary sections taken in pairs, i. e., one between 
the two innermost primary sections, the other be
tween the remaining two. The parallel connected 
sections provide a low impedance secondary 
winding which is symmetrically arranged with 
respect to the primary windings, and evenly dis
tributed thereamong, and which therefore is 
electrically in balance with respect to the prL'11ary 
winding, i. e., possesses equal leakage reactance 
with respect to each half of the primary. 
Capacitive coupling from the secondary to each 
primary half is approximately the same, and 
since voltage on one side Of the section is of 
opposite phase to that on the other side, capaci
tive coupling is effectively balanced out. 

The remaining section of the secondary wind
ing is formed of two separate windings, parallel 
wound, and connected to form a "re-entrant" 
series connection, the term "re-entrant" mean~ 
ing parallel wound mutually insulated conduc
tors, each conductor connected in series with the 
succeeding winding by connecting its termination 
to the initial point of the succeeding winding. 
One of these windings is connected in series with 
the low impedance secondary to provide an in
termediate impedance secondary. Both windings 
taken in series, and in series with the low im
pedance winding, then provides a high impedance 
secondary. The secondal'Y windings so formed 
each remains symmetrical with respect to the 
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primary winding or sections. Moreover, the wind
ing layers of which the various secondaries are 
formed each extend over the entire length of 
each primary section, which reduces leakage 
reactance to a minimum. 

By virtue of the constl'uction above briefly ex
plained, leakage reactance as seen from the pri
mary of the transformer is equal for all values 
of secondary impedance, thereby providing 
equivalent frequency response for all values of 
secondary impedance. L.ongitudinal current flow 
is minimized, for any value of secondary im
pedance, and whether the secondary is operated 
balanced 01' unbalanced. Leakage reactance be
tween each primary ha.lf and the secondary is 
uniform, for all values of secondary impedance, 
thereby equally loading both primary halves. 
The secondary copper loss is uniform, and the 
insertion loss of the transformer the same, for 
all values of secondary impedance. 

It is, accordingly, an object of the invention to 
provide a novel and improved wide-band high 
quality audio transformer. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro
vide a push-pull audio transformer capable of 
providing selectively a l'ange of output imped
ances, while maintaining the operating char
acteristics of the transformer unchanged over 
the range. 

Another object of the invention resides in the 
provision of a novel secondary winding for a 
push-pull audio transformer. 

A further object of the invention resides in 
the provision of a tapped secondary in a wide
band push-pull audio transformer, which pro
vides equal performance at each of the taps, by 
suitable distribution arrangement and intercon
nection of the windings of the secondary. 

The above and stilI further objects, features and 
advantages of the invention will become appar
ent upon consideration of the following detailed 
description of speCific embodiments thereof, es
pecially when taken in conjunction with the ac
companying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a view in cross longitudinal section 
taken through the transformer of the invention, 
and illustrating the physical arrangement of the 
sections; 

Figure 2 is a schematic wiring diagram show
ing one possible arrangement of the primary sec
tions of the transformer; 

Figure 3 is a schematic wiring diagram of a 
variation of the arrangement of Figure 2; and, 

Figure 4 is a schematic wiring diagram of the 
secondary v.inding of the transformer. 

Referring now more especially to the drawings, 
Figure 1 illustrates generally an audio trans
former having four primary sections, Pl, PlI, PJ 
and p(, capable of interconnection to provide 
a push-pull or balanced primary winding. In
terleaved with the primary sections are four sec
ondary coils 81, S2, S3, S4, which are intercon
nected to form a secondary winding, balanced or 
unbalanced, and provided with taps to estab
lish impedances as seen from the secondary of 
4, 8 and 16 ohms, respectively. It is, of course, 
to be understood that the speciflc values recited 
are by way of example only, and are not to be 
taken as limiting, 

The primary sections may be electrically ar
ranged in two different ways, as illustrated in 
Figures 2 and 3 of the accompanying drawings. 
In Figure 2 sections P1 and Pi are connected in 
series to provide one primary half, and sections 
Pa and P1 are connected in series to p.rQvig~ 1ihE.! 

4 
other primary half. In the embodiment illus
trated in Figure 3, sections Pl and P:! are con
nected in series, and Pa and P4 in series to pro
vide the pl'!mary halves. In each case the sec-

f) tions must be so arranged that their mutual in
ductance adds to the series inductance of the 
separate sections, to establish maximum induct
ance in each primary half for the amount of 
copper and iron utilized. 

10 The secondary section Sl, interposed between 
primary sections Pt and P2, is connected in paral
lel with secondary section 84, interposed be
tween primary sections P3 and P4. Secondary 
sections Sl and 84 are duplicates, in respect to 

J:l number of turns, and are each evenly distributed 
with respect to the primary sections, and co-ex
tensive therewith. Thereby leakage reactance 
is reduced to a minimum, and such leakage react
ance as is present is balanced with respect to 

20 the primary halves. The residual capacitive cou
pling from the secondary sections 81 and 84 to 
the primary sections is balanced, and since the 
potential on each side of the secondary section 
is of opposite phase to that on the other side, 

25 capacitive coupling is essentially balallced out. 
Such capacitive currents as do exist may readily 
flow to ground through the secondary windings. 

The center section of the secondary is com
posed of two conductors or layers 82, S3, parallel 

30 01' bi-filarly wound, forming a Single layer, and 
connected to form a re-entrant series connec
tion, Additional taps may be provided by simi
larly providing and connecting more than two 
conductors, The conductor S2 is then c011-'lected 

35 ill series with the sections 81 and 84, taken in 
parallel, to provide an intel'mediate impedance 
secondary tap. By winding the conductor 01' 
layer S2 with a reduced number of turns, as com
pared with sections Sl or S4, the total impedance 

40 Dlay be arranged to be 8ft The conductor or 
layer S3 taken in series with &l, and in series 
with 81 and S4 taken in parallel, then establishes 
the high impedance secondary winding. 

Whether the secondary winding at its inter-
'~5 mediate Or high impedance tap be conSidered, 

the secondary is evenly distributed with respect 
to the primary, and symmetrical with respect to 
the primary halves. 

It follows, by virtue of the construction de-
50 scribed ~"ld illustrated, that leakage reactance 

I'eferred to the primary side of the transformer 
is the same for any secondary tap, whereby equiv
alent frequency response is obtained on any tap. 
Longitudinal transmission paths of both the 

55 capacitive and inductive types are substantially 
eliminated, as between any tapped section of the 
secondary and the primary, and whether the 
secondary be connected to a load in balanced or 
unbalanced relation. Leakage reactan\)e between 

60 the secondary and each pl'imary half is the same, 
providing symmetrical loading of the Pl'im8,l'Y 
halves, for any secondary tap. The insertion 
loss of the transformer is the same for any tapped 
secondary connection. 

65 In a specific construction embodying secondary 
sections each of which is composed of a single 
layer, the wire size may be the same for every 
section of the secondary, and the total turns on 
layers S2 and S3 taken together, may be almost 

70 the same as on layer 01" section 81 or S4. No taps 
need be taken from the secondary except at the 
end of a layer, which provides economy of pro
duction. Since the layers or sections 81 and 84 
are connected in parallel any unbalanced leak-

75 a~e tlu~ between the primary halves tends to 
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set up circulating currents in the layers Sl and 84-
which tend to cancel the unbalance, This is of 
great importance in amplifiers operating class 
AB-2 or B. 

The transformers windings hereinabove dis
closed may be applied to transformers of the 
shell magnetic circuit type, using a single coil. 
The extension of the principle to core type units 
utilizing two similar coils is believed obvious, and 
to come within the scope of the invention. 

While I have described and illustrated specific 
forms of the invention it will be clear that varia
tions thereof may be resorted to without depart
ing from the true scope of the invention as £ie
fined in the appended claims. 

What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United states is: 

1. An audio transformer. comprising, foul' con
centrically arranged primary sections, means 
connecting said primary sections in series by 
pairs to provide a balanced primary winding, 8, 
secondary winding comprising two concentric 
sections symmetrically arranged with respect to 
said primary sections and connected in parallel, 
said secondary winding further comprising two 
similar multiftlarly wound layers, means con
necting said two multifilarly wound layers in re
entrant series connection with each other, and 
in series with said parallel connected first-men
tioned sections of said secondary winding, said 
two multifilarly wound layers arranged physi
cally symmetrically with respect to said four 
concentrically arranged primary sections and 
said first-mentioned two sections of said sec
ondary winding. 

2. The combination in accordance with claim 1 
wherein physically adjacent ones of said primary 
sections are connected in series by pairs to pro
Vide said balanced primary winding. 

3. The combination in accordance with claim 1 
wherein physically separated ones of said primary 
sections are connected in series by pairs to pro
vide said balanced primary winding. 

4. An audio transformer, comprising, an even 
number of concentrically arranged longitudinally 
co-extensive primary sections. means connecting 
said primary sections in two relatively symmetri
cal primary halves to provide a balanced primary 
winding, a secondary winding for said trans
former, said secondary winding comprising an 
odd number of concentric secondary sections, 
each co-extensive longitudinally with said pri
mary sections and symmetrically located with. 
respect to said primary sections, means connect
ing the outermost and innermost of said sec
ondary sections in parallel, said last named sec
tions being of substantially equal numbers of 
turns, and means connecting the remainder of 
said secondary sections in series with said sec
ondary sections in parallel. 

5, The combination in accordance with claim 4 
wherein said remainder of said secondary sec
tions comprises a plurality of multifllarly wound 
conductors connected re-entrantly in series. 

6 
insulated multifilarly wound conductors con
nected re-entrantly in series, means connecting 
the remainder of said secondary sections in paral~ 
leI, and means for interconnecting one of said 

5 multifilarly wound conductors, and all said multi~ 
filarly wound conductol'S taken in series re-en
trantly, in series with said remainder of said 
secondary sections in parallel, said remainder of 
said secondary sections having substantially equal 

10 numbers of turns. 
7. An audio transformer, comprising an even 

number of concentrically arranged longitudinally 
co-extensive primary sections, means connecting 
said primary sections in two relatively symmetri~ 

1;) cal primary halves to provide a balanced primary 
winding, a secondary winding comprising a plu
rality of concentric sections symmetrically ar
ranged each with one of said primary sections, 
means for connecting said last named sections 

20 in parallel, said secondary winding further com
priSing a plurality of similar multifilarly wound 
layers, means for connecting said multifilarly 
wound layers in re-entrant series connection with 
each other, means for connecting said multifilarly 

25 wound layers in series with said parallel con
nected first mentioned sections of said secondary 
winding, said multifilarly wound layers arranged 
physically symmetrically with respect to said con
centrically arranged primary sections and said 

30 first mentioned sections of said secondary wind
ing. 

8. An audio transformer, comprising, an even 
number. at least four, of concentrically arranged 
longitudinally co-extensive primary sections, 

35 means for connecting said primary sections in 
two relatively symmetrical primary halves to pro
vide a balanced primary winding, a secondary 
winding compriSing a plurality of sections sym
metrically arranged each with one of said primary 

40 sections, means for connecting said last named 
sections in parallel, said secondary winding fur
ther comprising a plurality of similar closely 
coupled layers, means for connecting said closely 
coupled layers in re-entrant series connection 

45 with each other, means for connecting said closely 
coupled layers in series with said first mentioned 
sections of said secondary winding, said closely 
coupled layers arranged physically symmetrically 
with respect to said primary sections and said 

50 first mentioned sections of said secondary Wind
ing. 

9. An audio transformer comprising a second
ary winding comprising a first section, a second 
section. a third section, said third section com-

55 prising two multifilarly wound conductors re
entrantly connected in series. means connecting 
said first and second sections in parallel, said 
first and second sections having substantially 
equal numbers of turns, and means connecting 

60 one end of said third section to one end of said 
first section. 

6. An audio transformer, comprising, a first 65 
primary winding section, a second primary wind
ing section. a third primary winding section, a 
fourth primary winding section, all said primary 
winding sections wound as co-axial cylinders, a 
plurality of secondary sections interleaved with 
said primary sections, at least one of said second
ary sections comprising a. plurality of mutually 
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6 Claims. (CI. 179-171) 

The present invention relates generally to an1plifier~, 
and more particularly to amplifiers capable of wide 
band linear response, operable with substantially no 
distortion produced by harmonic response or intermodu
lation over a wide dynamic range, and with excellent 
efficiency. The amplifier of our invention finds par
ticular application to audio power amplifiers, but may 
be applied with equal effect to a wide range of uses, 
and at supersonic and radio frequencies, as well as at 
audio frequencies. 

It can be demonstrated that a wide pass band and 
low harmonic response, in an audio power amplifier, 
do not of themselves provide quality performance, when 
performance is judged by the initiated listener, because 
speech and music are not of static nature. There have, 
accordingly, been developed criteria of amplifier per
formance in terms of intermodulation distortion analysi~ 
and square wave testing, both of which simulate dy
namic conditions to considerable extent. Even such 
tests are not fuBy determinative of amplifier perform
ance, sincc amplifiers which test well do not always 
sound well, although amplifiers which test poorly al
ways sound poorly. 

On the basis of listening tests, which are conceded to 
provide the ultimate criteria, there are two schools of 
thought. One adheres to the use of triode amplifiers, 
on the ground that such amplifiers produce sweet or 
smooth sound. The other adheres to the use of tetrodes, 
usually of the beam power type, as providing crisp or 
clean sound. Each tube type obviously produces its 
own character of distortion, which is pleasing to its ad
vocates, and displeasing to its opponents. It is found 
that these distortions are elusive, and unmeasurable, but 
nevertheless real to the critical listener. 

It would then appear that reconciliation of the two 
schools of thought could only be accomplished by some 
new tube type, not presently available, and which might 
provide a response acceptable to both. Such a tube 
should have certain desirable electrical characteristics, 
in addition, which are not presently all available in 
either the triode or the tetrode. These may be listed 
as follows: 

( 1) Low internal impedance-now offered by the tri
ode but not the tetrode. 

(2) High power sensitivity-now offered by the 
tetrode but not the triode. 

(3) Lower harmonic and intermodulation distortion 
than either the triode or the tetrode, at both high and 
low levels. 

(4) High efficiency, to permit adequate power out
put without undue bulk. or cost. 

The basic difference between the triode and the tetrode 
is the screen grid in the latter. Its presence gives the 
tetrode high efficiency, but its absence gives the tri
ode low plate resistance. 

When the screen grid of a tetrode is connected di
rectly to the anode of the tetrode the resulting tube is 
effectively a triode, which, however, has limited power 

2 
output and dissipation. We have therefore analyzed the 
effects of tetrode ol,Jeration in intermediate conditions, 
i. e. with the screen connected to part of the load as 
an active tube output element. In this condition the 

() screen is partially energized by the output Signal due 
to plate current variations, and partially by a D.-C. 
static operating potential. The distinction from full 
triode operation of a screen grid tube is then, that the 
screen is not connected directly to the anode, but across 

10 part of the anode load only. 
Experimentation on this basis has produced remark

able and unexpected results. It is found that for specific 
ranges of percentage of screen loading taken in com
parison with anode loading, depending on tube types 

15 employed and modes of operation, very favorable op
erational characteristics result. In this connection a 
tetrode, operated in the normal manner, is taken to have 
0% screen loading. When operated as a full triode 
it is taken to have 100% screen loading. For inter-

20 mediate values the percentage of screen loading to anode 
loading is defined as the square of the voltage ratio 
between signal voltage at the screen, and signal volt
age at the plate. Percentage screen loading may thus 
be defined as the percentage of plate circuit signal pow-

25 er transferred to the screen. It should be noted that 
power is transferred to the screen only over part of 
the signal cycle, i. e. when the absolute value of plate 
potential falls below the absolute value of screen po
tential. This transfer has the effect of linearizing the 

30 plate characteristics. 
It is found, for example, that with tubes of the 6L6 

type, operating Class AB1, the internal impedance of 
the tube drops very sharply as one proceeds from zero 
screen loading, but levels off at a very low value be-

35 yond about 18% screen loading. Maximum undis
tor ted power Olltput falls only slightly out to about 
18% loading, and is very high, but beyond that value 
drops fairly rapidly. Low level distortion decreases 
rapidly from 0% to 18% loading, and far less rapidly 

40 thereafter. High level distortion is low out to 18% 
loading, but increases rapidly as loading is further in
creased. 

It follows that with properly proportioned screen 
loading, depending on tube .type, a tetrode can provide 

45 the high output power normally associated with tetrodes, 
but with low internal impedance, with very little more 
low level distortion than is produced by a triode, but 
with much less high level distortion. 

In effect, then, we have provided a new tube type, 
50 which is neither triode nor tetrode, but which possesses 

advantages of each, and which is of increased linearity. 
The latter effect can perhaps be simply explained as a 
straightening of the plate transfer characteristics of a 
triode, which are concave upward, by virtue of the plate 

[15 transfer characteristics of the tetrode, which are con
cave downward. Whatever the true explanation, the 
plate transfer characteristic of the tetrode arranged in 
accordance with our invention is remarkably linear. 

It may be stressed that an approximately 18% 10ad-
60 ing figure for optimum performance applies to several 

tube types, including the 6L6, the 5881, the 807 or 
KT-66. These latter enable 24 watts output to be ob
tained for .75 volt input, when provided with a phase 
inverter and driver stage. For tubes of the 6V6 type 

65 a screen loading value of about 5% is preferred, and 
for still other tube types still a different value may be 
optimum. 

It is known that a limiting factor in operating screen 
grid tubes in the normal operation, i. e. with zero screen 

70 loading, is screen dissipation. Tube manufacturers gen
erally list static operating potentials and currents for 
maximum allowable screen dissipation. Under dynamic 
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conditions these may exceed the allowed maxima [or a 
sufficiently long period to cause tube damage, when a 
tetrode is operating as such, i. e. with screen fully un
loaded. 

With our novel arrangement the potential of the screen 
is no longer fixed, but it follows tIle potential of the 
plate. It foHows that the screen does not as greatly 
exceed the plate in potential, as in the case when the 
screen is unloaded, and the tube can be safely operated 

4 
posiie response occurs, and so that tube impedance is 
low, but output high. This means that the tetrode 1 
operates like a tetrode in respect to output level, like a 
triode in respect to internal impedance, and with a plate 

5 transfer characteristic intermediate that of a triode and 
tetrode, and more "linear than either. 

The windings 16 and 14 are wound on a common 
core 15, and jointly contribute output to secondary 
winding 12. 

at voltages considerably ill excess of those recommended !{I 

as maxima by the manufacturer, with consequent en
hanced performance. 

The !lame parts in Figures 1 and 2 are sim.ilarly ref-
erenced, and it will be noted that Figures 1 and 2 are 
similar, except that in Figure 2 a single primary winding 
20 is utilized, which is tapped at a point 21, for con
nection to screen grid 5. The point 21 is so selected as 

It is, accordingly, a broad object of the present inven
tion te provide a novel signal amplifier, of improved 
performance and operating characteristics. 

It is a more specific object of the invention to provide 
a mode of t·~trode operation, in an amplifier circuit, such 
that ultra linear input-output relationship is accomplished. 

It is a still more specific obje.;t of the invention to 
provide an audio amplifier circuit employing one or more 
tubes having screen electrodes, in v;hi,=h the one or more 
tubes are provided with loaded screen electrode circu;ts, 
loading being selected to provide low intern31 tube im· 
pedance, high output, and low intermodulation distortion 
and harmonic response. 

It is a further specific object of the invention to pro
vide screen grid tube operation in an amplifier, the screen 
grid of the tube being loaded between abOllt 5% and 
30%. 

The above and still further feat~lres, objects and ad
vantages of the present invention will become evident 
upon consideration of the following detailed description 
of several specific and preferred embodiments of the 
invention, especially when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of a first 
embodiment of our invention, operated single ended; 

Figure 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of a modifica
tion of the arrangement of Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a schematic circuit of a push-pull ampli
fier corresponding generally with the embodiment of 
Figure 2; 

Figures 4 and 5 are schematic circuit diagrams of fur
ther modifications of our invention; and 

Figure 6 is a plot illustrating certain operating char
acteristics of the arrangements of Figures 1-5, inclusive. 

Referring now more specifically to the drawings, the 
reference numeral 1, in Figure 1, identifies a tetrode 
vaCUllm tube, h1!ving an anode 2, a cathode 3, a control 
grid 4-, nnd a screen grid 5. A bias resistor 6, by-passed 
for audio signals by a condenser 7, is connected between 
cathode 3 and ground. A grid leak resistor 8 is con· 
nected bet·."'ee~l contrel grid 4 and ground, and signal 
to be amplified is applied to iead 9, and hence between 
control grid 4 and ground. The circuit as specifically 
described to tbis point is conventional. 

In the anode cirC1.1j~ of the tube 1 is connected the 
primary winding !@ of an audio outpul transformer 11, 
provided with a :;econu~_ry winding 12. The winding 10 
is in series with a B+ source (not shown), but con.
neeted to terminal 13. A further primary winding 14 
is provided, in transformer 11, in series with a separate 
voltage source B' +. In the alternative, it will be evi
dent that windings 14 and HI may be connected in par
allel, and to a single common B+ source. 

The l.Vinding 14 is provided with fewer turns than is 
the winding lS, so that its i;npedance at any frequency 
is rreferably about 18.5% of the impedance of winding 
lQ. ali-hollgh this value is optirnl:m and not critical, and 
a ;iatisfactory r&nge of values may be taken to extend 
frem t5% to 25%, for tubes of the 6L6, or the 807 
type. It is conceivable that a ciifferent percentage of 
loading might be reqaired for tubes of different design 
parameters than those tested by us to date, but in all 
cases the value is so selected that extremely linear com-

J!) to load the screen grid 5 preferably about 18.5%, or in 
ihe T::,ngc 5% to 25%, as in Figure 1. Figures 1 and 2 
represent then equivalent alternative constnlctions, Fig
ure 2 being the simpler and more economical, but being 
subject to the limitr.tion that the screen grid 5 and the 

20 plate 2 are at identical D. C. static potential. 
Figure 3 shows the connection of two tubes in push

i>u1i arrangement, following the teaching of Figure 2 of 
th:; c:cc'Jmpanying drawings. It will be clear to one 
skilled in the art that the arrangement of Figure ] may 

::!5 b.~ push-puU, instead of single ended, if desired. 
1n the system of Figure 3, the alTangement of Figure 

2 is converted to push-pull or double ended operation. 
The tubes 30, 31 are respectively provided with cathodes 
32, 33, cOlltroi grids 34, 35, screen grids 36, 37 and 

30 anodes 3!'l, 39. The cathodes 32, 33 are directly inter
c{;l1nected, and via bias resistance 40 to ground. The 
resistance 49 is by-passed for audio signals by a con
denser .rI.. It is evident that other arrangements for 

35 
providing bias may be used also. 

Connected between control grid 34 and ground is a 
grid leak 4J, and between control 35 and ground a grid 
leak 42. The control electrodes 3<1 and 35 are driven 
in balanced relation with respect to ground, by signals 
applied in opposed phase to leads 43, 44. Alternately, 

4Q other input coupling schemes can be used. 
Primary winding halves 45, 46 are connected in series, 

respectively, with the anodes 38, 39, the junction of the 
winding halves 45, 46 being supplied with a terminal 
47 for connection to a source of B+ voltage. A sec-

45 ondary winding S is coupled with primary halves 45, 46. 
The screen grids 36, 37 are connected at points 48, 

49 of winding halves 45, 46. The points 48, 49 are 
selected to provide for the screen grid'S 18.5% of the 
loading provided for anodes 38, 39. It wiI! be clear 

n that the specified percentage is not critical, but preferred, 
and that a range of values about 5% to 25% may be 
selected, without serious operational variation, as will 
become clear when the operations I characteristics of thc 
amplifier are described hereinafter. 

In the modification of our invention illustrated in Fig
ure 4 of the accompanying drawings the loading of the 
screen grid is accomplished by connecting a choke 50 
across primary winding la, aod the screen grid is '.:on
neeted to a point 51 of the ehoke SO such as to accomplish 

til' the desired loading. The choke thus acts effectively as 
an allto-transformer. The result accomplished by means 
of choke 50 is accomplished in the embodiment of ollr 
invention illustrated in Figure 5 0f the accompanying 
drawings by means of a resistor 52, connected across 

/:" winding 10 and tapped at a peint 53' which is 18.5% 
from the B+ end. The tap 53 is connected with screen 
grid S. ]n other respects the embodiments of our inven
tion illustrated in Figures 4 ancI 5 follow closely the em
bodiment of Figure 1, and accordingly, identical parts 

;-0 and elements in the several Figures 1, 4, 5 are identified 
by corresponding numerais of reference. 

It will be clear that each of the embodiments of our 
invention which- is illustrated as operating single ended 
may be modified to operate in push-pull or balanced re-

7:1 fatlon, by adopting the general circuit configuration of 
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Figure 3, modified to include the appropriate screen grid 
loading expedients of Figures 1, 4, 5, respectively. 

Referring now to Figure 6 of the accompanying draw
ings, there are illustrated four plots, A-D, inclusive. 
Plot A shows the range of values of tube impedance for 5 
all ranges of screen grid loading, from 0 to 100%. 
Screen grid loading of 0% represents zero impedance in 
series with the screen grid, while screen grid loading of 
100% represents triode operation, i. e. equal impedance 
in series with anode and screen grid. The latter opera- 10 
tion is normally accomplished by direotly connecting the 
screen grid to the anode of the tube. It will be clear 
from the plot that the internal impedance of the specific 
tube for which the plot was made decreases rapidly as 
screen loading increases from 0%, until a value of screen 15 
loading of about 18.5% is attained. For further increase 
in loading but relatively slight decrease in tube impedance 
is attained. 

Plot B indicates the relation between watts W of un
distorted output and values of screen loading between 20 
0% and 100%. It will be noted that the value of output 
is reasonably level out to about 18% loading, and there
after decreases to a rela'tively low value for triode 
operation. 

Plot C indicates the percentage of high level distortion 25 
caused by intermodulation. It will be noted that distor
tion at 18% screen loading is about 10%, and is about 
the same as exists for normal tetrode operation. This 
type of distortion increases rapidly thereafter, as triode 
operation is approached. Plot D, which indicates per- 30 
centage low level intermodulaiion distortion, shows about 
.6% distortion for normal tetrode operation, and de
creases to about .4% for 18.5% screen loading. For 
further increase of loading relatively slight improvement 
in low level intermodulation distortion is accomplished. 35 

H will be clear from the plots A-D, inclusive, that a 
considerable range of screen loading, deviating from 
18.5% loading, will provide high quality operation, and 
the useful range may be described as extending from 5 % 
to 30%, 18.5% being clearly an optimum value, for the 40 
particular tube for which the plot of Figure 6 was made. 

While we have described and illustrated one specific 
embodiment of our invention, it will be clear ,that varia
tions of the general arrangement and of the details of 
construction which are specifically illustrated and de- 45 
scribed may be resorted to without departing from the 
true spirit and scope of the invention. In particular the 
invention may be applied to any tube type which is suffi
ciently analogous in operation ,to the screen grid tube, 
and particularly to pentodes and beam power tetrodes, 50 
which provide screen electrodes. 

What we claim is: 
1. A push-pull high fidelity audio amplifier having a 

first vacuum tube and a second vacuum tube, said first 
vacuum tube having a first anode, cathode, control elec- 55 
trode and screen electrode, said second vacuum tube hav
ing a second anode, cathode, control electrode and screen 
electrode, means for connecting said first and second 

6 
control electrodes in balanced relation to a balanced 
source of high fidelity audio signal, means for biasing 
said first and second control electrodes for alternative 
anode current flow in response to alternate half cycles of 
said high fidelity audio signal, a balanced output circuit 
connected between said anodes, said balanced output 
circuit comprising a primary winding of an output trans
former, a balanced output circuit connected bew/een said 
screen electrodes, said last mentioned output circuit in
cluding a portion of the turns of said primary winding, 
said amplifier having operating characteristics as a flmc
tion of screen gtid loading such that tube impedance has 
substantially a minimum value for a relatively critical 
value of said loading, value of watts of undistorted out
put has 8ubstantially a maximum for said value of load
ing, percentage of high level distortion caused by inter
modulation has substantially a minimum value for said 
value of loading, and percentage of low level intermodu
lation distortion has substantially a minimum value for 
said value of loading, and wherein the points of connec
tion of said screen grids to said primary winding are sub
stantially such as to provide said relatively critical value 
of said loading. 

2. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where
in said screen grid loading is substantially 18.5%, and 
wherein said vacuum tubes are equivalents of the 6L6 
type. 

3. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where
in said vacuum tubes are equivalents of the 6L6 type. 

4. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where
in said vacuum tubes are equivalents of the 6L6 type and 
are operated class ABl. 

5. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where
in said vacuum tubes are equivalents of the 6V6 type and 
said screen grid loading is approximately 5 per cent. 

6. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where
in the tube types employed are selected from commercial 
types 6L6, KT-66, 5881, and 807, and wherein said 
screen grid loading falls in the range 18 per cent to 26 
per cent. 
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2 
Accordingly, the primary winding is arranged as four 

interleaved concentric sections, two of which, in series, 
provide one of the primary halves, and the remaining two 
of which in series provide the other of the primary halves. 

5 The secondary winding is composed of three axially con
centric sections, two of which are of equal number of 
turns. The latter two sections are connected in parallel, 
and interleaved, respectively, one between the two inner
most primary sections and the other between the remain-

10 ing two. The parallel connected sections provide a low 
impedance secondary winding which is symmetrically ar
ranged with respect to the primary winding sections, and 
evenly distributed thereamong; and which therefore is 
electrically in balance with respect to the primary wind-

The present invention relates generally to audio am- 15 ings, i. e. possesses equal capacitance with respect to each 
plifiers, and more particularly to high fidelity audio am- half of the primary. Capacitive coupling from the sec-
plifiers operating at high efficiency, and to transformers ondary to each primary half is approximately the same, 
employed therein. and since voltage on one side of the section is arranged to 

The present invention is an improvement of that dis- be of opposite phase to that on the other side, capacitive 
closed and claimed in United States Patent No. 2,710,312, 20 coupling is effectively balanced out. 
issued to Keroes et al. That patent discloses an audio am- The remaining section of the secondary winding is 
plifier of the high fidelity type, which operates class B (.r formed of two separate conductors, parallel wound to 
class AB, i. e. in push-pull, and with a grid bias selected form a "re-entrant" series connection, where the term re-
to aSSUl;e that two push-pull connected tubes shall conduct entrant means parallel wound mutually insulated COll-
in alternation. Applicants, in the above identified patent, 25 ductQrs, each jn series with the other by connecting the 
disclose a system in which the amplifier tubes employed terminal point of one to the initial point of the other. 
have screen grids, which are connected to relatively criti- One of these conductors is connected in series with the 
cal points of an output transformer. whereby to optimize low impedance secondary to provide a secondary of inter-
simultaneously a number of operating characteristics of mediate impedance. Both re-entrant conductors in series 
the amplifier. This operative cQndition is denominated ao with the low impedance secondary provide a high inl-
ultra-lineal' operation, herein. J\pp1ic~nts also disclose pedance secondary. The secondary windings so formed 
that the screen grids may be driven from a tertiary wind- each remains symmetrical with respect to the primary 
ing of an output transformer. Screen grid d.rive by means windings, the re-entrant conductors being located between 
of a tert.ary winding may be C$sentia! where the tube primary sections No.2 and No.3. 
types employed require different D. C. voltages at the 115 The tertiary windings are interleaved, between the pri-
anodes and 'screen grids, respectively. mary pairs, each tertiary winding immediately adjacent a 

The schematic circuit diagram of a system of the gen- primary layer most directly connected to the B+ term i-
eral type above briefly described appears to be relatively nals, and is usually a single layer, although more than one 
simple and straightforward. The actna! physical arrange- layer may be employed. This location assures minimum 
ment of windings, in an act~lal transfOI'mer, is another 40 capacitive cunent to the tertiary sections, and minimum 
matter, and it is with the problem of physical arrange- leakage reactance, since the direction of the screen wind-
ment and connection of the several win(lings of a push- ing is the same both in rotation and in starts and finishes 
pull output transformer, in which tertiary screen grid as for the adjacent prnnary plate section, and since the 
windings are employed, that the present invention is con- tertiary winding is shielded from the remaining adjacent 
cerned. 41) primary section by a secondary section. which is essen· 

Briefly describing the invention, a pair of electronic· tially at ground potential. 
amplifier tubes are connected in push-pull relation, and The primary windings are so arranged that their mutual 
are l;>iased preferably for class B or class AB operation. inductance adds to the series inductance of the separate 
The tubes are driven in balanced relation, and drive an winding sections, to establish maximum inductance in 
output transformer having a push-pull prinl,ary winding, 60 each primary half for the amount of copper and iron em-
and a secondllfY winding. A tertiarY Winding is assem- ployed in the transformer. 
bled on a common core with the primary and secondary The physical distribution and winding relation of the 
windings, and is employed to drive the screen grids of the tertiary windings with respect to the primary sections, 
tubes congruently with the anodes. but in association with which effects minimum voltage with Tespect to one ad-
a lower impedance. Accordingly, the screen grids follow 1111 jacent primary section and a shielded relation to the other, 
the A. C. excursion of the anodes, but at a reduced A. C. implies minimum leakage reactance between windings, 
level. The screen grids may be supplied with D. C. volt- and minimum capacitive transfer. The fact that each 
age from a separate source than that which supplies the tertiarY winding is between two primary windings of oppc.r 
anodes, where the anodes and screen grids require differ- site phase tends to. balance out, or to minimize, caoacitive 
ent D. C. operating vol~ages. 80 current flow between the primary and tertiary windings. 

In accordance with. the present invention, the primary Since the secondary windings are in balanced relation to 
winding is arranged as four interleaved concentrie sec- the primary sections, capacitively, and since leakage re-
tions, superposed. The innel'most .ayer of the innermost actance is minimized, the entire system of windings is section (No.1) and the outer layer of the outermost sec-
tiQn (No.4) are connected, respectively, to the anodes of illS intercoupled capacitively to a minimum extent, and the 
a pair of p\lsh-pull connected tubes. The remaining sec- leakage reactance between each pair of windings is mini-
tions, i. e. No.2 and 3, starting at the core, are connected mized. 
to a source of anode voltage, the innermost layer of sec- It is" accordingly, an ~bject of t?e pr.esent .inventio,D 
tion No.2 and the outermost layer of section No.3 being to provH.ie a novel ultra-hnear amplifier, In which a pall' so connected. Sections No. 2 ~nd 4 are connected in' 70 of p.ush-pull connected screen grid amplifier tubes is 
series to one anode, and sectiOJ;lS No. 3 and, No. 1 to the provided with optimum coupling between anodes and 
other anode, in the re(:ited order. screen &rids, by means of a tertiary winding, which is 
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part of an output transformer having minimum inter- current between windings 31, 37, is minimized, as well 
winding capacity and leakage reactance. as capacitive currents between windings 35 and 38, be-

It is still another object of the present invention to cause relative A. C. voltage excursions are eliminated. 
provide a novel high fidelity audio transformer having Moreover, leakage reactance is also minimized, because 
tertiary windings, in which minimum capacitive"coupling 5 the windings are axially co-extensive and immediately 
and minimum leakage reactance exists, between primary adjacent. Moreover, secondary winding 37, which is ad-
windings and the tertiary windings, and between second· jacent to ground in potential, acts as a shield between 
ary windings and the tertiary windings, as well as between screen winding 37 and primary winding 36, and minimizes 
primary and secondary windings. capacitive transfer from winding 36 to tertiary winding 

The above and still further objects," features and ad- 10 37. Similar considerations apply to tertiary winding 38, 
vantages of the present invention will become apparent which is shielded from winding 32, for capacitive transfer, 
upon consideration of the following detailed description by secondary winding 41. 
of one spech'1c embodiment thereof, especially when taken The arrangement of secondary windings is i1lustrated 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: in Figure 3 of the accompanying drawings, and includes 

Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of an ultra- 15 two parallel connected windings 40, 41, which together 
linear amplifier, which illustrates the physical arrange- make a 4 ohm winding, Two further bifilarly related 
ment of the several windings of the transformer; windings 42, 43 are included. The winding 42 may be 

Figure 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of the primary connected in series with windings 40, 41 taken in parallel, 
and tertiary winding arrangement of a transformer in to form an 8 ohm winding, or winding 43 may be con-
ac<;;ordance with the present invention; 20 nected re-entrantly with winding 42 to form a 16 ohm 

Figure 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of a secondary winding. 
winding in accordance with the invention; and The secondary "'1inding 40 is physically located inter-

Figure 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of a push-pull mediate primary windings 31, 36, and secondary wind-
ultralinear amplifier, having no regard to winding arrange- ing 41 intermediate primary windings 32, 35. Voltage 
ment. 25 induced in the separate secondary windings by the sepa-

Proceeding now by reference to the accompanying rate pairs of primary windings, oppose each other inso-
drawings, and particularly Figure 4 thereof, the reference far as due to capacitive coupling, and hence balance out. 
numerals 1 and 2 denote, respectively, a pair of push-pull The physical relations of the windings, i. c. the fact that 
connected tetrodes. The tetrode 1 includes an anode 3, the secondary windings are co-extensive with the primary 
a screen grid 4, a control grid 5 and a cathode 6. The 80 windings axially, and located intermediate primary pairs 
tetrode :1 includes an anode 7, a screen grid 8, a control of opposite phase, reduces, respectively, capacitive cou-
grid 9 and a cathode 10. The cathodes 6 and 10 are pIing and leakage reactance. 
connected together, and to ground via a bias resistance It will be noted that the winding directions of winding 
It, which is shunted by a large condenser 12, which repre- sections 31, 31 arc opposite, i. e. one starts from the 
sents essentially a short circuit for aU frequencies within 35 right and the other from the left, and that the terminal 
the high fidelity audio band, i. e. 30-20,000 C. P. S. point of winding 31 is connected to the initial point of 

The control grids 5 and 9 are connected to ground via winding 32. "Correspondingly, the rotation of winding 
grid leaks, 13, 14 respectively, and are coupled to a high is the same, so that the magnetic fluxes produced by the 
fidelity audio source (not shown) via balanced coupling separate sections are additive. 
condensers 15,16 respectively. 40 Since the screen windings 37,38 are immediately adja-

The anodes 3 and 7 are connected to opposite ends of cent the primary winding layers of highest D. C. poten-
a high impedance primary winding 17, of a transformer tial, i. e. adjacent the supply lead, the total A. C. capaci-
J 5, the center point 19 of which is tapped, to provide a tive charging current to the screen winding is minimized, 
B+ + terminal, 21. A secondary winding 20 is coupled and insulation requirements are reducted. At the same 
to the primary winding 17, and serves as an output wind- 45 time the secondary winding operates as a screen, to at 
jng. A tertiary winding 22 is also coupled to primary least partially shield the screen windings 37, 38 from 
~inding 17, and drives the screen grids 4 and S, develop- the primary sections 31,35. 
mg A. C. voltages which duplicate those across primary The overall arrangement of windings, considered in 
winding 17, except in respect to magnitude. The tertiary their physical and electrical relations, provide a high 
winding 22 is center tapped at Z3, to enable balanced 60 fidelity transformer having a screen driving tertiary wind-
connection to a B+ terminal 23. ing, wherein the latter does not detract from ultraIinear 

The D. C. voltages applied to terminals 21 and 23 are, operation, by virtue of capacitive coupling therewith of 
or may b~ of different magnitudes, and the relation of other windings, or by virtue of leakage reactance. 
the number of turns in the windings 17:, 22 may be While I have described and illustrated One specific 
selected to establish ultralinear operation, in the sense of fill embodiment of my invention, it will be clear that varia-
United States Patent No. 2,710,312, hereinabove referred tions of the general arrangement and of the details of 
to. construction which are specifically illustrated and de-
. Referring now to Figure 2 of the accompanying draw- scribed may be resorted to without departing from the 
lOgS, the reference numeral 30 denotes an anode voltage true spirit and scope of the invention as defined in tbe 
terminal of a half primary transformer winding, including 60 appended claims. 
two sections 31 and 32, connected in series, and so wound What I claim is: 
on a common core that the inductances of the windings 1. An ultralinear amplifier baving a first electronic 
add, and the" mutual inductance further adds, whereby amplifier tube having a first anode, cathode, screen grid 
maximum inductance is associated with the primary half, and control grid, a second electronic amplifier tube hav-
for a givm amo;.tnt of iron and copper in the transformer. 65 ing a second anode, screen grid, control grid, and cathode, 
The terminal 34 is a further anode voltage terminal, and means for biasing said amplifier tubes for alternative 
is connected to winding sections 35, 36, in series. The conduction in succession, an output transformer for said 
anode terminals of the transformers are denoted P. amplifier, said output transformer having two first pri-

The screen winding 37 subsists between windings 31 mary winding sections and two second primary winding 
and 36, and is co-extensive with and wound in the same 10 sections, said first and second sections arranged in alter-
sense as, and starts at the same point as, the winding 31, nation 'and co-axially, whereby said first primary winding 
and is immediately adjacent thereto. Similarly, screen sections are separated by a second primary winding sec-
winding 38 is co-extensive with winding 35, and is wound tion, and said second primary winding sections are sepa-
similarly and initiates and terminates similarly, and is rated by a first primary winding sections, said first pri-
immediately adjacent thereto. It follows that capacitive 111 mary winding sections being wound in opposite d.irec-
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tions, said second primary winding sections being wound 
in opposite directiom, the sense of winding of said sec
tions such as to maximize primary inductance and to 
minimize leakage reactance and capacitive coupling, and 
two tertiary windings respectively connected to said 5 
screen grids and coupled to said primary windings, each 
of said tertiary windings being physically located inter
mediate a first and second primary winding. 

2. The combination in accordance with claim 1 wherein 
each of said tertiary windings is co-extensive axially with 10 
one of said primary winding sections. 

3. The combination in accordance with claim 2 wherein 
the point of highest D. C. potential of one of said ter
tiary windings and the highest D. C. potential of one 
of said primary .windings are immediately adjacent one 15 
another. 

4. In combination, a push-pull amplifier having a push
pull output transformer, said push-pull output transformer 
having an output winding having first, second, third and 
fourth multi-layer winding sections, said sections arranged 20 
co-axially, means for connecting an anode voltage supply 
to the outennost layer of turns of said second section, 
means for connecting an anode to the innermost layer 
of said fourth section, means connecting an anode volt
age supply to the innennost layer of said third section, 25 
means for connecting an anode to the outermost layer 
of said first section, means for connecting said third and 
first sections in series, said first and third sections rela
tively wound to provide maximum inductance, meatlS for 

8 
connecting said second and fourth sections in series, and 
sCtOnd and fourth sections relatively wound to provide 
maximum inductance. 

S. The combination in accordance with claim 4, wherein 
is provided a tertiary winding, said tertiary winding hav
ing a first winding element 'and a second winding element, 
said first winding element comprising at least one wind
ing layer superposed on the outer layer of said second 
section, and wound identically in sense and extent with 
said outer layer of said second section, said second ele
ment comprising at least one winding layer wound imme
diately under the inner layer of said third section, and 
wound identically in sense and extent with said inner layer 
of said third section. 

6. The combination in accordance with claim S wherein 
is provided a secondary winding in said transformer, 
said secondary winding including a first, second, third 
and fourth secondary section, said first and second sec
ondary sections connected in parallel, said first section 
located intermediate said first tertiary element and said 
first primary section, said second secondary section lo
cated intermediate said second tertiary element and said 
fourth primary section, and said third and fourth sec
ondary sections re-entrantly connected in series with each 
other and with said parallel connected first and second 
secondary sections and 'located intermediate said second 
and third primary winding sections. 

No references cited. 
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An Ultra-Linear Amplifier 
DAVID HAFLER'� and HERBERT I. KEROES* 

Presenting a new output-stage connection in an otherwise conventional 
amplifier which provides a degree of listenability which is well above average. 

I
T HAS BEEN CU.I MED that there is no 
more room for improvement of power 
output stages since other elements of 

a complete sound system-particularly 
the electro-mechanical ones-are far in
ferior., There is a prevalent belief that 
"one good amplifier is only marginally 
rlifferent from another." The proponents 
of this line of. thought imply that sig
nificant improvement in power amplifiers 
is extremely difficult to achieve, and 
with this idea the authors agree, but the 
authors disagree as to the need for fur
ther improvement. Obviously, the weaker 
links do need improvement, but this 
alone is no reason for abandoning the 
further development of stronger links 
in the chain of audio reproduction-the 
power amplifier and primarily the power 
output stage which is the prime gener
ator of distortion in the purely electronic 
part of the audio system. 

Present thinking is very parallel to 
the views of the 1935 era when it was 
felt that the principle need was for better 
program sources and that the trans
ducers and audio amplifiers had reached 
a stage of near perfection which could 
hardly be improved. Now, what audio- . 
phile would be satisfied with the repro
rluction standards of sixteen years ago 
when playing the new LP's or high 
grarle tape? By analogy, therefore, as 
well as for the never-ending search for 
a never-attainable perfection; we must 
continue to seek improvement in ev�ry 
link of the audio chain. 

The old standards for evaluating am
plifier quality have fallen into disrepute. 
It can be au'dibly demonstrated that a 
wide pass band and low harmonic con
tent do not necessarily mean that the am
plifier satisfies the critical listener. Newer 
criteria have been developed such as 
intermodulation distortion analysis and 
square wave testing, both of which sim
ulate dynamic conditions to some extent 
and take into consideration that music 
and speech are not. of a static nature. 
These new tests produce' higher cor
relation between experimental data and 
listener preference. Therefore, modern 
amplifiers sound better than the ones.of 
a few years ago as a general rule. How
ever, these tests do not always separate 
the wheat from the chaff. Ampli fiers 
which measure 'well do not necessarily 
sound well although an amplifier which 
shows up as ppor on measurements will 

. not sound well. Excellent measurements 
are a necessary but not a sufficient con
dition for qUillity of sound. This means 
that the listening test is the one of most 

• Acro Prod'lCts Company. 369 Shurs 
Lall�. Philadelphia ·28, Pa. 

importance-it is the· most stringent 
test of all. 

On the basis of listening tests (defi
nitely not on the basis of measurements) 
the audio school has been divided into 
two camps-triodes versus tetrodes. 
There has been shifting between the pop
ularity of the two, but there has always 
been a distinct cleavage. When the tri
ode-with out-feedback was judged su
perior to the tetrode-without-feedback, 
the tetrode school added feedback and 
reaffirmed the merits of this tube type. 
This was again superseded by the triode
with-feedback, but the beam tetrode still 
has its followers, presently in the cate
gory of a defensive minority among the 
audio elite. 

The very fact that each tube type has 
ardent supporters is evidence that each 
has definite points of merit. Possibly the 
devotees of each type listen for different 
qualities of reproduction, and this causes 
divergence of opinion. The triode fan 
usually emphasizes "smoothness" or 
"sweetness" of sound. The beam power 
advocates seek "crispness" or "clean 
sound." Each group obviously desires 
sound which simulates the original, but 
each' rejects the elusive and unmeasure
able distortions which characterize the 
tube type preferred. by the opposition 
camp. A new type of tube, none of which 
has been put on the market for, many 
years, might be the thing which could 
reconcile these diverse views of listeners 
who all look for the same thing but seek 
it in different ways. 

The requisites for such a new tube 
can be listed readily: 

1. Low internal impedance, such as is 
olTered by the triode. 

2. High power sensitivity of the tetrode 
so as to minimize drive problems. 

J. Lower harmonic' and intermodulatioll 
distortion than either triode or tetrode 
at both high and low levels of opera
tion. 

4. Sufficiently high efficiency to permit 
. adequate output without undue bulk or 
cost. 

Since no such tube is available, the 
only recourse is to seek a mode of op
eration of existing type tubes to approxi
mate the desired qualitie<; and then to 
see whether the theory is justified by 
listening tests. 

Llne"isin, the Output St3,e 
The physical difference between the 

triode and tetrode is, of course, 'the 
screen grid. This gives the tetrode its 
efficiency on t)le one. hand, but also in
creases the plate. resistance and con
tributes toward ' the "tetrode. sound" 
which is so violently disliked by triode 
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favorers, Therefore, the screen grid 
seems to be the element which gives the 
tetrode its advantages and its disadvan
tages compared to the triode. In fact, 
when the screen is connected to the 
plate, the resultant tube is a triode which 
is excellent in many respects though 
handicapped by limited power output 
and low permissible dissipation. Control 
of the screen is a logical step toward ex-

(8) 
Fir:. 1. Arr.1ngements for energizing the screen 

grid to improve tube line.arity. 

tracting the favorahle attributes of the 
tube and discarrling the unfavorable. 

Experimentally it was found that the 
goal of improved operation could be 
achieved through energizing the screen 
with d.c. through a special winding on 
the output transformer and combining 
the effects of both plate and screen cur
rent in the output transformer. This is 
Illustrated at . (A) in Fig. 1 with an 
alternative ann simpler method shown 
at (B). It has been found that the 
screens must be fed from a low�im
pedance source or the benefits' of this 
arrangement cannot be realized. This 
eliminates the' possibility of doing the 
same job with 'resistive bridge networks 
or voltage dividers. 

The screen, load impedance is some
what critical if optimum results are de
sired. As the ratio of screen load im� 
pedance varies from zero (tetrode op
eration) to unity (triode operation), 
important effects show up: 

1. The internal impedance takes a sharp 
drop and then levels o IT. 

2. Maximum undistorted output drops 
. slightly at first, then decreases rapidly. 
J. Intermodulation distortion at high 

level operation drops to a minimum 
and then soars upward. 

4. Low level IM decreases somewhat and 
then holds almost level. 

The situation is demonstrated graph
ically in Fig. 2 where it can be seen 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Ultra-linear operation with triode and tetrode operation using 

a push- stage without feedback. 

that over a narrow band of operation 
where screen load impedance is about 
18.5 per cent oj plate load impedance, 
the new arrangeme nt provides the high 
power output of tetrodes with low in
ternal impedance such as is normally 
obtained from triodes, while distortion 
figures are equal or better than the ex
tremes of operatioo . We have achieved 
a new tube type without designing a 
new tube. This tube is neither triode 
nor tetrode, but its improved linearity 
over either of those types justifies the 
designation' "ultra linear." 

TIwI Complete Amplifier Circllit 
In app lying the ultra-linear output ar

rangement to complete amplifier circuits, 
it was found that the simple ver sion of 
(B), Fig. 1 could be used to advantage. 
By feeding d.c. to the screens through 
a properly placed tap on the primary of 
the output transformer, the operating 
conditions are preserved , and the close 
coupling ¥tween screen and plate is 
advantageous when feedback is carried 
around the )stage. The disadvantage of 
this simpler arrangemen t is that screen 
and plate must operate at the same d.c. 
potential . In the particular arrangement 
used the screen and plate are operated 
at the same potential (350 volts plate to 
cathode) without exceeding dissipation 
r�quirements, ei ther Guie�cent or at 
maximum output. This new output 
coupling arrangement reduces screen 
dissipation at high levels and is a safe 
mode of operation with .respect to tube 
life. 

from 10 to 100,000 cps with extremely 
low phase shift and no resonances within 
this band. 

The complete amplifier circuit is rela
tively simple, inexpensive, and efficient. 
With a 370-vo lt power transformer at 
130-l)1a peak requirement, power output· 
is almost as high as for a tetrode ampli
fier and twice that of a triode amplifier 
with cathode bias and the same power. 

Performance of th. Amplifier 
All stages of the amplifier have been 

adjusted for minimum intermodulation, 
and the IM curves based on sine�wave 
power output are shown in Fig. 4. These 
curves were run using trequencies of 40 
and 2,000; 40 and 7,000; 40 and 12,000; 
100 and 2,000; and 60 and, 7.000, all 
mixed four to one. The IM is almost 
identical under all conditions of test 
indicating that it is completely inoe?,end. 
ent, of frequency, at least up to 20 watts 
output. This factor possibly accounts for 
the superlative listening quality of the 
amplilier. 

Undistorted power, less than 2 per 
cent IM. is in .. excess of 20 watts. This 
power is delivered '1mdistorted within 
1 db over the range from 20 to 20,000 
cps. This power curve (Fig. 5) is not a 
response curve run at high power 1evel. 
Instead it represents clean power avail
able at these frequencies. This is par
ticularly important with today's program 
sources. The dynamic range :of some of 
the best LP's is reputed to De in excess 
of 100 db. It is necessary to· have pow�r 
to handle this range, .and this power is 
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A circuit arrangement has been de
signed to take fuil advantage of the 
ultra linear output stage. This circuit, 
Fig. 3, takes into account the necessity 
for complete stability under feedback 
conditions so as to eliminate tendencies 
toward transient instability under any 
type .of load, including the varying im
pedance of loudspeaker systems. 

Fig. 3. O¥er.1! sc:hematic: of the Ultra· Linear amplifier and i5soc:ialed power 5upply. 

This complete circuit offers li{learity 
of operation of a very high order. It is 
based around a special output trans
former, the Acrosound TO.300, which 
is 6600 ohms' primary. impedance and has 
taps at the optimum point indicated in 
Fig. 2. A special' seven-section sym
metrical winding arrangement placed on 
a substantial grain-oriented I"mination. 
of unique shape permits a ratio of pri- \ 

mar)' inductance to leakage reactance in 
excess of 15,000 to 1. The response of 
the transformer alone is within ;t 1 db 

supply. No adjustments are necessary 
for balance either of the phase inverter 

. or of the output-stage plate current, and 
there are no critical values of capacitors 
or resistors required. The amplifier is 
driven to 20 watts of output with an in
put of only 0.7 volt. 

Feedback is carried around the com
plete circuit in an external loop. There 
are 20 db of feedback in this loop as 
measured under load conditions (about 
30 db based on open circuit gain), and 
a safe m argin 15 maintained. A small 
capacitor across the feedback resistor in
creases the feedback in the region above 
100 kc to smooth the high-frequency .re
sponse. This capacitor is not required to 
keep the amplifier stable though it does 
add to the stability margin. 

AUDIO ENGINEERING • NOVEMBER, 1951 

required over a wide frequen ty band. 
New standards of audio fidelity are 
rapidly mak ing obsolete the five or ten 
watt amplifier which cannot even deliver 
its rated power at frequency extremes. 

Another factor of considerable im
portance in evaluating ampl ifi er per
formance cannot be seen from the curves. 
This is overload characteristic. The 
amplifier has been given listening tests 
under overload conditions with a pad on 
the output so as not to deafen the partici
pants. Peaks which would require a 40-
watt amplifier are transmitted without 
irritation even though the output can be 
seen to clip on the 'scope. The overload 
recovery is rapid and h as no noticeable 
hangover, so a dipped peak has n(} ti.me 
to penetrate the ear. Some amplifiers 
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Fig. 5. Undistorted power vs. frequency 
Note the 1dB/div. amplitude scaling. 

Fig. 6. Frequency response, showing effects well above and below 
the audio range. Note the 1dB/div. amplitude scaling. 

break up on a peak, and for seconds 
thereafter the sound is distorted badly 
because of poor recovery. In the ultra
linear amplifier transient instability has 
been eliminated--changes in amplifier 
characteristics caused by overload do not 
make the circuit unstable; and. lherefore, 
recovery is almost instantaneous. Most 
feedhackamplifiers fail miserably under 
overload listening tests. 

Figure 6 shows the voltage gain ver� 
sus frequency. Obviously, most present 
day amplifiers are flat through the audio 
band. However, it is the band outside of 
the audible region which makes some of 
the difference between one amplifier 
and another. In this circuit it is evident 
that smooth Rat band pass extends more 
than two octaves on each side of the 
traditional 20 to 20,000 band. This enor
mous band width is necessary to elimi
nate phase shift over the customary 
region and to provide good transient 
response. 

The square wave performance of Fig. 
'I testifies to the transient response. Evi
dently, a circuit with response flat within 
2 db for a decade on each side of the 
audio band should show a presentable 
square wave at most frequencies. How
ever, the low phase shift, fast rise time, 
and insignificance of ringing in this 
circuit as indicated by the square waves 
shows that more than just the frequency 
response is excellent. In addition, square 
waves were checked on a speaker lORd 
with practically identical results, thus 
demonstrating that performance of the 
amplifier is unaffected by a load of vary
ing impedance. . 

Other' circuit configurations can be 
used with this ultra-linear output stage. 
However, they should have a phase char
acteristic permitting suhstantial feed
back. and they should have the lowest 
possible distortion for the early stages. 
The popular Williamson circuit has been 
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converted to this output arrangement 
with gratifying results. This conversion 
permits 30 watts of o utput plus the 
other benefits inherent in the increased 
linearity of the output stage. 

Listening 're*fs 
The m:1jority of listeners agree read

ily to the superiority of this circuit . 
None felt that other equipment was bet
ter although some could not recognize 
differences on the program sources used. 
However, during the course of the tests, 

certain recordings were found which 
demonstrated differences' vividly; and 
after this finding, even the less discrimi
nating listeners could identify the ultra 

n n n 
20 cP' 

PHASE _'5" 
to Kc 

PHASE _ .0· 
30l(e 

PHASE _·2" 

Fig. 7. Squue'w3ve performnce of the Ultra
linear amplifier. 

linear amplifier on "blind" tests and 
could recognize its superiority. 

Listeners agree tlmt the bass region is 
more articulate. better detincd.:and better 
damped than in other amplifiers.' This 
damping is not a function of internal im
pedance alone but also relates to stahility 
undt'r dynamic conditions. For example, , 
no low frequency cutoff is required in 
the preamplifier as no ill effects Rre 
audible due to momentary overloads 
from turntahle rumble, s w it chi n g 
thumps. anu similar disturbRnces. Cer
tain types of signals such as organ pedal 
tones combined with rumble wil! cause 
other amplifiers to break up even at 
levels as low as a few watts in the mid
freQuencies. 
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Another audible feature in the bass 
rang'e is that the ampli fier does not have 
mort! bass, but it has [mf/er bass. Other 
amplifiers, of good quality in terms of 
mca�urements, by comparison were gen
erating harmonics and intcrmodulation 
products. This was· also apparent on' 
scratchy "dirty" recordings which 
cleaned up on the ultra-linear amplifier 
while remaining mushy and irritating on 
others. 

In the treble region the consensus of 
opinion is that the ampli fier sounds 
"smoother." The scrtltch level of shellac 
records is less irritating while the high 
frequency sounds, particularly of a per
cussive type, cut through the scratch 
and seem far more prominent. This 
seems due to the fact that intermodula
tion between scratch and mugic is di
minished, and the two assume much 
more pleasant proportions. 

The authors believe that for sheer 
listening pleasure the ultra-linear ampli
fier represents the best that can be 
achieved at the present state of the art. 
Others who have had an opportunity to 
hear and try the circuit agree with this

j
' 

and these beliefs will not ue shaken unti 
something comes along which' sounds 
better, or at least sounds as good and can 
be built for lower <:;ost 
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0.2 �f, 6OOv. paper 
100 Ill, 50 Y. electrolytk 
120 lA�f, mica 
20-20 "I. 450 v. electrolytic 
40-40 )1£. 450 v. ele<;trolytic 
0.47 mcg.· Yz - watt 
2(}() ohms. ¥4 watt 
WOO ohms, Yz watt 
0.1 meg. 1 watt; 5% 
0.56 mcg •. Yz watt 
560 ohms, Yz watt 
47.000 ohms, 2 watt, S% 
0.12 meg, 0 watt 
350 ohm�. 10 watt 
12.00J ohm!. Yz watt 
22.000 ohms, t watt 
22 •• 0 ohllls; 2 watt 
AcroTO-3ro outPut trans
former. Primary: 6600 
ohms plate to plate, 
taJlJll·d for screen: se<;· 
ondary : (G, 8. and " 
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Power transformer: 370�-
370 v. at 130 maj 5 v. at 
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This booklet is intended to acquaint the reader 
with the theory and operation 01 the Ultra·Linear 
circuit, which has become recognized as one 01 the 
most suitable lorms 01 output stage in a quality 
audio amplifier. 
The various attributes 01 an amplifier with re
gard to the reproduction 01 sound 01 most natural 
quality are discussed and reduced to a technical 
basis. It is hoped that this will assist the lay 
reader in a better understanding 01 the jargon 01 
technical terms which are now loosely used and 
little understood by even some 01 the popular 
writers. 
The inlormation offered here will give the reader 
a positive picture 01 U ltra-Linear operation and 
assist him in choosing an amplifier containing 
the genuine Ultra-Linear circuit. 



THEORY AND OPERATION OF 

THE ULTRA-LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of broadcasting, the audio amplifier has 
been in a continuous state of development. Quality of repro
duced sound is determined to a large extent by the performance 
of the amplifier, and the development of amplifiers has mainly 
been associated with reducing distortion to an absolute mini· 
mum. Amplifier distortion is of several varieties, and the 
chief offender has always been waveform distortion in which 
the amplifier contributes a certain amount of output which is 
not present in the input signal. Distortion is the addition of fea .. 
tures not in the original or the absence of features present in the 
originaL 

It has long been recognized that distortion is generated in an 
amplifier by a non-linear input-output characteristic curve. This 
curve is called the transfer curve of the amplifier, and it relates 
instantaneous values of output to input voltage. 

FIG.la FIG. lb 
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The transfer curve ideally is a straight line as shown in 
Fig. la where it is seen that an input voltage represented by a 
sine wave will produce an output voltage which is an exact mag
nified replica. The effect of a bend or curvature in the transfer 
curve is shown in Fig. lb. It is seen that the shape of the output 
voltage has changed, and the output wave now consists of the 
sum of two voltages. 

One of these is again a magnified replica of the input volt
age, but the second is a distortion voltage of three times the fre
quency of the input voltage. 

HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION DISTORTION 

Non-linearity of the transfer characteristic is responsible 
for the production of two types of distortion in an amplifier . . .  
harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion. Both of 
these are the presence of spurious tones in the output which are 
not present in the input. In the first case these tones are related 
to the input signal in integral multiples of frequency such as 
2., 3, 4, 5, etc., and in the second instance the unwanted tones 
contain frequencies which are the sum and difference of those 
in the input circuit where more than one input frequency is 
present. 

For example if the input signal is a 1000 cycle per second 
tone, the output may contain frequencies of 2000, 3000, 4000, 
5000 etc. cycles. These are the second, third, fourth and fifth 
harmonics of the original 1000 cycle tone. 

Similarly the input signal may be made up of 1000 and 100 
cycle tones. There can be present output frequencies of 900 and 
1100 cycles. These are referred to as first order intermodulation 
products. There are other possible combinations of frequency 
which may be present such as 800 and 1200 CPS, 1900 and 2100 
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CPS or 1800 and 2200 CPS. These are second order intermodula

tion products, and are composed of sums and differences of the 

second harmonics of frequencies in the in put signal. There may 

be present intermodulation distortion of even higher order. It is 

quite easy to see that with the complex frequency spectrum pres

ent in music a large number of spurious tones can be generated 

by an imperfect amplifier which will mask the entire perform

ance. 

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion are related, since 

each is caused by a non-linear transfer characteristic. In most 

amplifiers, the amount of distortion is greatest for the lower 

order harmonics and intermodulation products, and diminishes 

with higher order. 

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion are measured as a 

percentage of the total output voltage. In rating an amplifier, the 

amount of distortion may be given in terms of each harmonic, or 

alternately may be total harmonic distortion. The total harmonic 

distortion is computed according to the formula 

HT= y'H22 + H32 + H42 + ... 

where H is the amplitude of each harmonic component. 

While many measurements have been made to subjectively 

evaluate the effects of intermodulation and harmonics in ampli

fier performance, there unfortunately are no standard ratings 

for amplifiers of highest fidelity. An amount of intermodulation 

distortion of 8% is acceptable for commercial equipment, how

ever, intermodulation as low as 1% can be detected by a discern

ing ear. It is, therefore, desirable to limit distortion to the small

est degree in the power amplifier, and this can be accomplished 

only by linearizing the transfer characteristic of the amplifier. 
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PHASE AND ENVELOPE DISTORTION· 

There are other forms of distortion which occur in an amp
lifier, and it is worth mentioning these since they have an im
portant but less severe effect on fidelity. These are phase and 
envelope distortion. Just as harmonic and intermodulation dis
tortion are related to the transfer characteristic, phase and en
velope distortion are also related and are due to phase shift at 
low and high frequencies within the amplifier. Phase distortion 
describes the change in appearance of a complex wave on pass
ing through an amplifier. 

Input 

Input 

PHASE DISTORTION 

FIG. 2a 

ENVELOPE DISTORTION 

FIG.2b 

Output 

Output 

A typical example is shown in Fig. 2a which shows the change 
in shape of a triangular wave in going through an amplifier 
with considerable high frequency phase shift. It will be noted 
that the sharp curves are rounded due to the loss of higher f re-

*Phase distortion is here defined to mean output distortion due to both 
ampHtude discrimination and phase shift. This is in accordance with 
latest circuit theory which recognizes that amplitude discrimination and 
phase shift go hand in hand. 
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quency components. Similarly Fig. 2b shows the effect of the 
sudden application of a train of audio signaL It will be observed 
that the envelope enclosing the signal has changed its rectang
ular shape. The first effect, phase distortion, is due to high fre
quency phase shift, and the second, envelope distortion, is caused 
by low frequency phase shift. An amplifier which suffers to a 
large degree from these faults is said to have poor transient re
sponse. The word transient here is used to describe the transitory 
nature of sound, which is non-cyclical and ever changing in 
pitch, loudness and complexity of wave shape and moreover is 
of finite duration. 

The minimizing of these distortions are mainly controlled 
by the output transformer operating in conj unction with the 
feedback system, and indeed one great step forward in the de
velopment of better amplifiers has been the design of better out
put transformers. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN PHASE AND 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 

The reader will note that the output wave in both Fig. Ib 
and Fig. 2a is not the same in appearance as the input wave. 
Therefore in each instance distortion has been contributed to the 
output wave by the amplifier. 

An important distinction should be made at this point. In 
harmonic distortion, harmonic frequencies of sound are added 
to the original sound content. In phase distortion another phe
nomenon occurs simultaneously in the amplifier-frequency dis
crimination-in which certain bands of frequencies may be at
tenuated. Complex wave shapes as exemplified by the triangular 
wave are composed of many harmonically related frequencies, 
and the loss of higher harmonics radically changes the shape of 
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the wave. Phase distortion has, therefore, an opposite effect, 
since certain essential frequencies which should be present in 

the output are lost. 
Harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion alter 

sound quality by adding discordant tones. Phase and envelope 
distortion alter sound quality by removing certain essential fre· 
quencies which identify a musical instrument. For example, 
440 cycle middle A has the same fundamental frequency if 
played by either a violin or a French horn, and both of these 
instruments would sound the same if we listened to only the 
fundamental tone. Subjectively, then, we can judge the effect of 
phase and envelope distortion in sound by listening to the fidel
ity with which various instruments are reproduced. The percus
sive instruments are particularly good for use as a guide, since 
they combine extremes of low and high frequencies in their fre· 
quency spectrum. 

INFLUENCE OF THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

Aside from the output tubes, the output transformer is prob
ably the most important component in the power amplifier. The 
output transformer combines many separate functions. Its main 
purpose is to couple the power generated by the output tubes, 
which is of a high voltage, low current nature, to the speaker 
which requires low voltage and high current. In electrical terms 
the transformer couples the high impedance of the plate circuit to 
the low impedance of the speaker, and it must do this over the 
entire frequency range without discrimination or excessive phase 
shift. 

High quality audio amplifiers employ output tubes in push
pull connection, in which the individual tube transfer curves are 
blended smoothly into one composite transfer curve. To accomp-
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Ush this each half of the primary winding must be tightly 
coupled magnetically to the other. If this coupling is not tight 
the composite transfer curve will not be smooth, and large 
amounts of harmonic distortion will be generated. 

In a high quality audio amplifier, inverse feedback voltage 
is invariably taken from the secondary side of the output trans
former. To be effective the feedback voltage must oppose the 
input voltage; i.e. have its major component 180 degrees out of 
phase over a frequency spectrum which exceeds the limits of the 
audio band by about three times the normal high and low fre
quency limits. If one considers the audio range as extending 
from 20 CPS to 20,000 CPS, the bandwidth of the transformer 
at 70% response (or at 45 degrees phase shift) should at least 
extend from about 7 CPS to 60,000 CPS. If this is not the case 
large amounts of inverse feedback will provoke a particularly 
severe form of phase distortion in which the amplifier may be 
subject to oscillation at very high or very low frequencies. Such 
an amplifier is said to be marginally stable, and signals of abrupt 
transient characteristics, as percussive sounds, will cause in
stantaneous oscillation. High frequency oscillation of this type 
is sometimes known as ringing, and the entire condition is often 
referred to as transient instability. 

Transformers like tubes have a finite capacity, and a trans
former of insufficient capacity will introduce non-linearity into 
the transfer characteristic. This is caused by magnetic satura
tion of the transformer core, and this condition occurs at low fre
quencies since the magnetic flux density varies inversely with 
frequency. The transformer, therefore, must have sufficient core 
material to permit undistorted passage of the lowest frequencies. 
Selection of core material plays an important part in this re
spect . .. where high saturation flux density, linearity of the 
magnetization curve, and core loss are important factors. 
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At one time output transformers were far from perfect, and 
most designers regarded the performance limits of an amplifier 
to be set by the performance capabilities of the output trans· 
former. This led some designers to molify the situation by con
centrating their efforts on the design of amplifiers of a trans· 
formerless type. Such amplifiers are, however, not practical at 
the present state of development, since they depend on tubes of 
excessive capacity, or on high impedance speakers. 

Today, due to a better understanding of design principles, 
output transformers have been brought to a high degree of per
fection as typified by the Acrosound line. These transformers 
combine broad bandwidth, 10 CPS to 100,000 CPS, with low 
phase shift, tight winding coupling, and a generous amount of 
linear core material. The winding arrangement of the coil pro
vides excellent transmission of transients. This arrangement is 
unique and is protected by U. S. Patent Number 2,680,618 owned 
and controlled by Keroes Enterprises with Aero Products Co. as 
sole licensee. 

CORRECTION OF NON·LINEAR DISTORTION 

Curvature of the transfer characteristic and its effect in pro
ducing harmonic and intermodulation distortion are generated 
in an amplifier by the vacuum tubes since these are non·linear 
circuit elements for large excursions of input and output signals. 
This is a natural occurrence, for tubes have a finite capacity and 
do not overload abruptly, but instead reduce their rate of output 
gradually with increased signal input. 

The reduction of non-linear distortion can be accomplished 
in several ways: by developing more linear tubes, by compensat. 
ing for the imperfections of existing tubes, or by operating the 
tubes at reduced output so that the excursions of input and out-
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put signals are only a small fraction of the capabilities of the 
tube. The latter method might be termed the brute force way, 
and it is uneconomical and inefficient. 

It is interesting to follow the methods that have been devel
oped to correct non-linear distortion in their historical order. 
The first great step in this direction was made with the develop
ment of the push-pull output stage. "This is a compensating 
method and was first used with triode output tubes, the only type 
available at that time. The push-pull power stage eliminates the 
production of all even harmonic distortion by providing a sym
metrical transfer characteristic, and it can easily be demon
strated when this is the case, there can be no even harmonics. 

Vacuum tubes were later introduced; first the pentode and 
later the beam tetrode type which had greater output capabili
ties and higher efficiency than the triode. These tubes could be 
made more linear than the triode since the selection of certain 
values of load impedance resulted in low distortion figures. Un
fortunately, however, the performance of these tubes is largely 
dependent on maintaining a fixed resistive load, and the average 
speaker load varies over wide values throughout its frequency 
range. In practice, therefore, harmonic distortion can be many 
times that of the triode. Moreover, the tetrode and pentode tubes 
exhibit a high output impedance which is not suitable for the 
best performance in a speaker. 

A large step forward was made with the development of nega
tive feedback. This process makes use of feeding back a certain 
percentage of the output of the amplifier which is applied to the 
input in opposite polarity to the input signal. When this is done 
the linearity of the transfer curve is greatly improved with a 
corresponding reduction in distortion. Negative feedback also 
lowers and improves the output impedance of the amplifier as 
far as performance with a speaker load is concerned. There is a 
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limit, however, to the amount of feedback that can be used in a 
given amplifier, and an excessive amount will negate its bene
fits by creating large amounts of phase distortion with attendent 
unstable amplifier performance. 

With these improvements amplifier performance still re
mained far from perfect, with many subtle differences between 
performance of triode amplifiers and tetrode or pentode types. 
High fidelity enthusiasts were divided into two camps: those that 
favored the sweetness and solidity of sound provided by triode 
tubes, and those who preferred the cleanness and crispness of 
the pentode and tetrode. Actually each group favored the colora
tion of sound produced by the minute but audible types of dis
tortions created by their selection of output tubes. 

THE ULTRA-LINEAR AM PLIFIER 

Of all the methods that have been devised to minimize dis
tortion, the Ultra-Linear principle is the only one that attacks 
the problem at the source, in the non-linearity of the output tube 
itself. 

The principles underlying Ultra-Linear operation of output 
tubes are quite simple and easily understood by referring to 
Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c. 

Push-pull output circuits are shown in which a tetrode pair 
of output tubes are used. Pentodes as well as tetrodes can also 
be used in the Ultra-Linear circuit. Essential connections are 
made to the screen grid of the tube, however, the subsequent dis
cussion will be on tetrodes with the understanding that pentodes 
may also be used. 

In Figure 3a the tubes are shown triode connected, since each 
screen grid is shown connected to its respective plate. The plate 
current, plate voltage characteristic for each tube is shown in the 
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FIG. 3a 

graph. Each plate current line is parabolic in shape and far from 
linear. 

FIG. 3b 

Figure 3b represents the same set of output tubes operated 
as tetrodes with the screen grids connected to the B plus supply 
voltage. A similar tetrode characteristic curve is also shown and 
again the tubes are not linear. However, it will be observed that 
each type of tube connection produces an opposite type of non-
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linearity. In the first case, the curve is concave upward and in 
the second, concave downward. It is conceivable that an inter
mediate form of operation should be possible in which an aver
age is taken between the two types of curves in which opposite 
curvatures cancel. 

I .. 

E,. 

FIG. 3c 

Ultra-Linear operation does this by connecting the screen 
grid of the tube to an intermediate tap on the output transformer 
according to Figure 3c. One composite plate current-plate volt
age characteristic curve is illustrated, and it is seen that it is con
structed as a mean between the tetrode curve and the triode curve. 
As the tap position is changed toward the plate end of the tube, 
the operating characteristics become more nearly those of a tri
ode . .. toward the B plus connection to the transformer the 
curve approaches that of the tetrode. 

There is a narrow range of tap position over which the char
acteristic curve is most linear, and tube operation through this 
range is called Ultra-Linear. When a tube is operated within this 
range, harmonic and intermodulation distortion are minimum. 

Figure 4 gives a curve for push-pull KT-66 tubes which ill us-
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trates the manner in which the total harmonic distortion varies 
with tap location. It will be observed that the best tap occurs at 
approximately 40%, and the total harmonic distortion at this 
point is about 0.6%. It will also be observed that the maximum 
power that the tube can deliver is somewhat less than that af
forded by pure tetrode operation, however, this is not a serious 
deterrent and can be compensated as will be discussed. 

Table I lists recommended tap position for various tubes 
with comparative figures for triode, tetrode and Ultra-Linear 
operation. A moderate variation in tap position is permissible, 
but if varied over wide limits, operation approaches that of the 
triode or tetrode depending upon the direction in which the tap 
is varied. 

The Ultra-Linear circuit is patented under U. S. Patent No. 
2710312 owned and controlled by Keroes Enterprises. Since the 
date this patent was issued the circuit has found wide acceptance 
among amplifier manufacturers, many of whom have been grant

ed licenses. However, to avoid payment of royalties, some manu
facturers while representing their amplifiers as Ultra-Linear 
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TABLE 1 

'% Tot. 
Tube Operation Ep Egg Max. Watts Har. Dist. * 

Triode 400 400 15 1.6 
KT�66 Tetrode 400 400 32 6 

UL 430/0 400 400 32 0.6 

Triode 450 450 28 2.5 
6550 Pentode 450 450 75 3.5 

UL 400/0 450 450 65 1 

Triode 400 400 16.5 3 
EL-34 Pentode 475 375 58 6 
6CA7 UL 400/0 450 450 50 1 

Triode 400 400 12 1 
5881 Tetrode 400 400 24 4 
61.6 UL 430/0 400 400 24 1 

Triode 285 285 4.5 2 
6V6 Tetrode 285 285 14 2 

UL 250/0 285 285 10 0.8 

have sidestepped the patent by operating with a screen tap out .. 
side of the recommended range with consequent performance 
degradation. Manufacturers who comply in every respect with 
the requirements of Ultra-Linear operation are permitted to dis� 
play the legend "Licensed Ultra-Linear" on their product. This 
is your assurance that the amplifier contains the genuine Ultra-
Linear circuit. 

,� 
1\ 

liCENSED UlTRA-LINEAR 
(u. "5. P,!.t NO. 2 Jl0.:)�4:; 

1HIS SYM80l tDUHlflES EQUIPMENl MH liNe QUAL
m SJANOA.RDS PflE$Cftl8ED,BY tlEROES (�1€tlPRISES 

.These distortion figures are for the output 8tage alone without the addition of feedback. At 
equa.l power levels lower than the maximum rating the contrast between the Ultra Linear 
figures and those of the triode or tetrode stage is even greater. 
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Ultra-Linear operation does not eliminate distortion alto
gether. However, measurements have shown that with proper 
adjustments of grid bias and load, third harmonic distortion 
can be virtually eliminated and the percentage of higher har
monics greatly reduced. Moderate amounts of feedback can then 
be introduced to reduce the higher harmonics to insignificance. 

MATHEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ULTRA.LINEAR 

O PERATION 

This then forms the physical explanation of Ultra-Linear 
operation, and it is seen that an existing type of output tube has 
been transformed into a new tube more linear than its deriva
tive. This has been accomplished by applying a portion of the 
output voltage from a low impedance tap on the transformer 
to the screen grid of the tube. This voltage is in phase with the 
plate voltage and a fixed fraction of it. This being the case, it 
has been claimed by some that Ultra-Linear operation is noth
ing more or less than the application of local feedback over the 
output stage. Ultra-Linear operation can be anal yzed on a feed
back basis, however, power feedback is involved in which plate 
circuit power is supplied to a non-linear screen grid load, and the 
situation is more involved than in the usual current or voltage 
feedback conditions between linear circuit elements. 

The following analysis is based on what occurs with feed
back taken to a separate electrode within a t�be such as the 
screen or suppressor grids, and serves to illustrate that feedback 
of this type will introduce new curvature into an existing tube 
characteristic. This, of course, is contrary to ordinary ideas 
regarding negative feedback which have been developed on 
the basis that the feedback voltage and the signal voltage are 
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applied to a common element so that the feedback voltage and 
the input voltage are additive. Under the latter condition it is 
well known that feedback will always tend to improve linearity. 
However, with feedback to a separate electrode reverse curva
ture may be introduced to cancel existing non-linearity. 

c 

I 1 
v, V.l R 

1 1 
FIG. 5 

A modified form of the ultra-linear amplifier is shown in 
Figure 5; in this, a fraction of the plate voltage is applied 
through the CR coupling to the suppressor grid. It is well known 
that in a pentode the cathode current is 

ik == al + blVl 
within the limits of a linear approximation. It is also well known 
that it is independent of Vs which serves only to control the divi
sion of current between screen�grid and plate, so that 

ip == ik (as + hs Vs) 
Therefore, we can write 

ip == (al + bl V l ) (as + bs V s ) ' "  

In Fig. 5, the anode voltage is -ipRa where Ra is the plate load! 
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and so V 3 equals -{iipRa and (1) becomes 

where 
and 

. aa(a1 + b1V1) 
Ip == 1 + ,BbaRa (a1 + b1 V 1) 

== A[a1+b1 (I-alB) V1-b12B (I-alB) V 12 

+b1aB2(I-a1B)V1a . . . . ] (2) 

A == aa/ (1 + a1ba,BRn) 

B = ba,BRa/ (1 +a1b3,BRa) 

Feedback to the suppressor grid thus introduces curvature 
into an otherwise linear characteristic. If the input V 1 is a sine 
wave, the plate current will contain all harmonics of it. 

Feedback to the screen�grid of a tube is, of course, not quite 
the same thing as feedback to the suppressor grid. However, as 
is well known, the mutual conductance does depend upon the 
screen voltage and so the equation for this condition must be 
rather like (1) ; there must be a term involving the product of 
the control and screen-grid voltages. If this product term is pres
ent, then the equation for screen-grid feedback will be of the 
same general form as (2). 

It would thus appear that feedback to an electrode other than 
the input electrode is a bad thing. However, the non-linearity 
which it introduces is inverse to that which occurs naturally in 
tubes, and a critical degree of feedback to the screen improves 
linearity. 

Let us suppose that the input grid has a non-linear action, 
but the feedback grid is still linear so that the equation for plate 
current is 

and as before Va == -,BipRa Then 
. a3 (a1 + b1V1 + C1V12+ d1V 13) 

Ip == 1 +,BbaRn (a1 +b1V 1 + C1V12+d1 VIa) 
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where A and B have the same values as before. This equation 
can be expanded to the form 

if' == A[al + (bl-alB) Vl-(I�alB) (b12B-Cl) V12 
+ 1 B2b13 ( I-alB) -Bb1Cl (I-2a1B) 

-B(a1d1+b1Cl) +dl r VIS • • •  ] 

retaining terms only up to the cube. 

It is at once evident that it may be possible to choose f3 so 
that the coefficient of V 13 is zero. It is not worthwhile to attempt 
to work out the condition for this. The equation would be com
plex and of little practical utility because we have assumed a 
linear control of plate current by the feedback grid and this is 
unlikely to be present in practice. 

With feedback to a grid other than the sign grid, we are given 
the possibility of adjusting the amount of feedback so that a 
particular harmonic can be eliminated from the output. In the 
usual push-pull output circuit even harmonics are ideally elimi
nated. Third and higher odd harmonics can be virtually eliminat
ed by choosing the screen tap position for minimum distortion. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF FINDING TAP 

POSITION 

As indicated above the analytic procedure of finding tap 
position is unwieldy to use in practice, and in any event the 
various constant coefficients would have to be found by experi
mental data. 

Certain tube manufacturers have published static sets of 
Ultra-Linear tube characteristic curves which can be used in 
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much the same way as the more conventional triode or tetrode 
characteristic curves. The composite push pull characteristic 
curve and the transfer curve of the output stage can then be 
constructed by graphical means, and from these the harmonic 
content computed. 

However, it is easier to make measurements on the output 
stage alone under conditions of variable grid bias, load imped� 
ance and percentage tap in order to establish optimum operat
ing conditions. 

The interested reader will find details of a complete analysis 
given in reference 1. 

OTHER ADVANTAGES OF ULTRA-LINEAR O PERATION 

The principal advantage of Ultra·Linear is that the distor
tion is so very much lower that the total circuit feedback can be 
less, leading to a higher stability margin or in many cases mak
ing possible the use of a cheaper output transformer for the 
same stability margin. Another important advantage is that the 
linearity characteristic is practically straight up to the grid cur
rent point, giving constant amplifier gain even without feedback. 
Pentodes suffer from drooping linearity characteristics and only 
have about one�third of the full amount of feedback at high 
levels where it is most wanted. 

When compared on the basis of power output on a constant 
supply voltage Ultra-Linear operation shows a drop in maxi
mum power output. This drop occurs because, on the positive 
peak of the grid driving cycle, the screen voltage is reduced 
below that which would occur with the pentode operation, so 
that the maximum signal plate current is reduced. However, the 
efficiency may be made to be almost the same as for pentode 
operation, and, circumstances and tube voltage ratings permit-
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ting, if the Ultra-Linear amplifier is supplied with the same 
power input as the pentode. By increasing the Ultra-Linear sup
ply voltage, approximately the same power output will be given 
by both, and the combined plate and screen dissipation will be 
roughl y the same. 

The screen dissipation is less with Ultra-Linear operation, 
so that conditions of operation are sometimes permissible with 
Ultra-Linear which are not permissible with pentode operation. 
The only disadvantage of Ultra-Linear compared with pentode 
operation appear to be the slight loss in voltage gain, the re
duced power output (unless the supply voltage is increased) 
and the slightly increased cost due to the tapped transformer. 

As compared with triode operation Ultra-Linear operation 
has higher power output, greater efficiency, less total harmonic 
distortion and requires less driving voltage. Like triode opera
tion the output impedance is low and high damping factors can 
be obtained. Also the stage is not critical with regard to a vari
able reactive load as represented by the average speaker. 

TYPICAL QUALITY AMPLIFIER DESIGN 

An example of a quality amplifier design which has enjoyed 
considerable popularity among high fidelity enthusiasts is the 
Ultra-Linear Williamson amplifier circuit. The basic circuit is 
due to a design by D. T. N. Williamson and named after its 
designer. Although there have been many variations of the orig
inal circuit the distinguishing features are to be found in the 
stage lineu p. 

The amplifier consists of four resistance coupled stages, the 
first a voltage amplifier which is directly coupled to the second 
stage, a cathodyne phase inverter. This is followed by a push 
pull driver stage which excites the grids of the output tubes. 
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The advantage of this circuit arrangement is that it provides the 
output stage with an abundant amount of well balanced, low 
distortion drive. 

The output tubes are used in Ultra.Linear connection with 
an Acrosound TO-300 output transformer. This transformer 
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carries primary taps which are tapped into the primary at 43% 
of the total turns of each half-primary. The output transformer 
has an extremely wide bandwidth, + I DB 10 CPS to 100 KC. 
This makes it possible to carry 20 DB of negative feedback 
around the complete amplifier. It will be noted that feedback 
is used in the most effective way, the feedback voltage is taken 
from the secondary of the output transformer to the cathode of 
the input stage. 

Any one of several similar varieties of output tubes may be 
used, 5881, KT-66, or 807. The maximum undistorted power 
output is 24 watts using the 5881 and just over 30 watts with 
the KT-66 and 807. At this output intermodulation distortion is 
about I1f2%. 

The frequency response of the amplifier is + I DB from 
2 CPS to 200,000 CPS and full output power is available from 
20 CPS to 20 KC. The transient characteristics of the amplifier 
are excellent, a 20 KC square wave is reproduced with little dis
tortion� and it is still possible to recognize the salient features 
of a 50 KC square wave. Those who have used the amplifier 
are in general agreement that it provides the best sound at the 
present stage of the art. 

Higher power versions of the Ultra-Linear Williamson ampli. 
fier are available and those who are interested are invited to 
write for details. 
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ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 
First article of a series by F. LANGFORD-SMITH 

and A. R. CHESTERMAN 

This fir,st article gives a general introduction to 
the subject, with its history, some of its characteris
tics, and then an investigation into the effects of the 
tapping point on the power output and distortion. 
The effects of high resistive loads are also 
investigated .. 

1. Name 

The name has been the subject of much controversy. 
"Tapped Transformer" and "Triode Tetrode" opera
tion have been suggested in England, while "Partial 
Triode Operation" has been used in the Radiotron 
Designer's Handbook (Ref. 1). None of these 
seem to have taken on, so that we are left with the 
title "Ultra Linear", which will be used throughout 
this article in its abbreviated form, Ui. 

2. History 

A claim has been made that the circuit was 
originated jointly by R. Lackey and R. R. Chilton 
of the Australian Radio College and distributed to 
students in the form of notes in 1933. Unfortun
nately, the early records were destroyed by fire, and 
no written description has been seen by the authors. 
If any one of our readers can produce the relevant 
documents, we would be happy to publish the fact. 

The UL circuit (not, of course, under this name) 
was patented by the late A. D. Blumlein in 1937 
(Ref. 2). It did not receive much publicity until 
1951, when D. Hafler and H. I. Keroes (Ref. 3) 
published a fairly detailed description under their 
newly-coined appellation "Ultra Linear". Since 
then, it has attracted a good deal of attention and 
is now being widely used in place of pentode opera
tion in high fidelity and oth�r good quality ampli
fiers. Some of the many references are given at the 
end of this article. However, no satisfactory treatise 
on the subject has yet appeared with information 

sufficiently detailed to satisfy an amplifier designer. 
The present article IS the first of a series to meet 
this need. 

3. Description 

A typical circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. It 
differs from pentode operation by the screens being 
connected to tapping points T, T, on the trans
former primary. 'It is always advisable to fit screen 
suppressors R3 and R4 and usually also condensers 
Cl and C2 between the plates and the transformer 
end of the screen suppressors, to eliminate a form 
of instability. Typical values are 0.001 or 0.002 
/LF and 47 to 220 ohms. Grid stopper resistors 
( lOK) are also desirable. 

In this article, "pentode operation" is to be taken 
as including beam tetrode operation. 

UL operation is a step between pentode and 
triode operation. When the tapping points are 
moved down to the B+ terminal, the valves operate 
as pentodes. When the two tapping points are 
moved to the plate ends of the windings, the valves 
operate as triodes; when the tapping points are in 
between, the operation is intermediate between 
triode and pentode operation. Any desired tapping 
points may be used - those closest to the B+ end 
give characteristics closely resembling pentodes and 
then as the tapping points are moved towards the 
plate ends the characteristics become more and more 
like triodes, until the extreme case is reached where 
full triode operation is obtained. It is usual to 
refer to the tapping point as so many per cent. 
of the total impedance, and this practice will 
be followed in the present series of articles. 
However, sometimes a tapping point is referred to 
as a percentage of the total number of turns. One 
may be converted to the other by using the 
relationshi p. 

Percentage tU1'ns = 10 V percentage impedance (1) 
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For convenience, Table 1 has been calculated. 
Table 1 - Tapping Point (from B + end) 

Percentage impedance Percentage turns 
0% 07'0 (pentode) 
5% 22.4% 

10% 31.6% 
15% 38.70/0 
18.5% 437'0 
20% 44.7% 
25% 50% 
35% 59.2%, 
50% 70.70/0 
75% 86.6% 

10070 100% (triode) 
A complication with UL operation is that the 

screen voltage swings around the applied voltage. 
For example, with 250 volts applied, and a trans
former tap of 20% impedance, the alternating screen 
voltage will be 44.770 of the alternating plate volt
age (Table 1). If the plate load resistance is 5000 
ohms (single-ended) and the power Output is 5 watts, 
the r.m.s. plate voltage will be about 158 volts and 
the r.m.s. screen voltage will be about 70 volts. 

The two most important effects of UL operation 
are on power Output and total harmonic dis
tortion. The power Output with UL operation 
is always less than that with pentode operation and 
greater than that with triode operation, for constant 
applied voltages. As will be shown later, the 
maximum signal cathode current with UL is less 
than with pentode operation, and the cathode current 
efficiency is approximately the same, so that if the 
plate voltage is increased to give the same input 
power for both cases, then the Output power will 
be the same for both UL and pentode. 
4. Optimum bias and load resistance 

Up to now all experimenters seem to have 
assumed that the load resistance and bias for UL 
would be the same as for pentode operation. A 
graphical approach indicated that the optimum load 
resistance would be different, so tests were carried 
out on type KT66 as a typical example. 
5. Type KT66, 300 volt operation 

Many measurements were made on type KT66 
with 300 volt plate and screen supply, and those are 
summarised in Fig. 2. Curve' 1, marked "Max. 
power output", shows power output against per
centage tap, and each point is the condition of bias 
and load resistance giving maximum power Output 
irrespective of distortion. Curve 2 shows the power 
output when the bias and load resistance are selected 
for minimum total harmonic distortion. On both 
these curves the load resistance and grid bias for 
each point are marked on the curves. Curves 3 and 
4 give the THD for each of the two upper curves. 
It will be seen that the difference in power output 
between curves 1 and 2 is fairly small (less than 
0.5 db) and in most cases it is only necessary to 
consider the minimum distortion curve (2). The 
following conclusions can be derived for type KT66, 
for constant plate and screen voltages. 

( a) Lowest distortion occurs at about the 200/0 
tap. It is deleterious to go beyond this point, on 
account of the reduction in pow�r output and in-

Radiotronics 

Pig. 1. Circuit diagram of a typical UL amplifier. 

crease in distortion. At the 200/0 tap the power 
output is from 520/0 to 59% of the pentode maxi
mum power, and the THD from 0.4% to 0.650/0, 
depending on the bias and load resistance. 

(b) The optimum tapping point for highest 
fidelity is between 17% and 200/c, and it is not at all 
critical. 

(c) The optimum tapping point for public 
address work is probably 5%. This gives from 730/0 
to 780/0 of the pentode maximum power Output, 
depending on the bias and load resistance, and from 
0.5 % to 2 % THD. Of course, if the plate and 
screen voltages can be increased, it might be possible 
to use the 200/0 tap for P.A. with no loss of power 
Output. 

(d) Whether adjusted for minimum distortion or 
for maximum power, UL with 15% to 200/0 tapping 
points gives lower THD and higher power output 
than triode operation - see Fig. 2. 

(e) The optimum bias for maximum power out
put is greater for UL than for pentode operation. 
It increases from - 28 volts (pentode) to - 30 and 
- 34 volts (UL) and - 34 volts (triode) - see Fig. 
2. These values of maximum power Output are 
irrespective of distortion and would not be used in 
practice for pentode operation, since by allowing a 
slight reduction in power output there would be 
a considerable reduction in distortion. However, 
the condition for maximum power output can be 
used for UL operation, since the distortion is low. 

(f) The optimum bias for minimum THD de
creases from - 34V with pentode operation, to 
- 26V with all UL tappings and for triode 
operation. 

(g) The optimum load resistance for maximum 
power outp,ut is greater for UL than for either pen
tode or triode operation, increasing from 6K (pen
tode) to 6K, 7K, and 8K (UL), and back to 5 K 
and 6K (triode) - see Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of tapping point on power output 
tlnd total ha'rmonic distortion. Type KT66 with 
Eb = .E(,2 = 300 V. Optimum bias and load re-

sistance for each point. 

( h) The optimum load resistance for mInImum 
THD increases from 4.5K (pentode) to 5K for UL 
10% to 20�/o, up to 6K at 25 % tapping, and down 
to 5K for triode operation - see Fig. 2. 

The detailed test results on which the curves of 
Fig. 2 were based are shown in ,Fig. 3. The effect 
of load resistance on power output is quite small 
over the range shown, but its effect on distortion. 
is very marked. The effect of bias voltage is also 
more marked on distortion than on power output. 
Note that the minimum distortion point for pentode 
operation is quite critical, both on bias voltage and 
load resistance (although not shown in Fig. 3), 
whereas the 20% UL tapping gives almost constant 
distortion over the range of load resistances shown, 
for any bias voltage between - 26 and - 30 
volts. This is a very valuable feature. 

Note the surprising low distortion possible with 
pentode operation and a load of 4500 ohms-1.77'o 
THD at - 34 volt bias, but the operating point 
is ,rather critical. 

The readings for distortion are only relative owing 
to the difficulties in reading a THD meter at very 
low levels, and the distortion in the signal voltage 
applied to the grids (up to 0.2%). There is 
necessarily some cancellation and accentuation of 
harmonics due to harmonic phase relationships be
tween the input source and those produced in the 
amplifier. The Appendix gives the detailed con
ditions of testing. 

Radiotronics 
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The static screen dissipation will normally be 
slightly less than that for pentode operation, because 
of the increased bias. Since the screen makes some 
contribution to the total power output, the dynamic 
screen dissipation is not given by the screen input 
power. The maximum signal screen dissipation 
for identical operating conditions in each case, 
is highest for pentode' operation, lowest for 
triode and UL is intermediate between the two. 
For this reason pentodes may sometimes be used 
with UL operation under conditions when pentode 
operation would cause the screen dissipation rating 
to be exceeded. The screen power relationships may 
be expressed:-

Screen dissipation = screen input power-

power output (2 ) 

It is usually not convenient to measure the screen 
power output and, so long as the maximum signal 
screen input power is below the screen dissipation 
rating, the valve will be operating well within its 
ratings. 

Fig. 4 show's the screen current plotted against 
tapping point for 300 volts and - 30 volt bias. 
The lowest curve shows the zero signal current per 
valve, while the two upper curves show the maxi
mum signal screen current for 5K and 8K load 
resistances. It will be seen that the 5% tap reduces 
the screen current to 57% and 55% respectively 
of the pentode value. Fig. 4 applies to a pair of 
typical valves, but wide tolerances occur in the 
screen currents drawn by all beam tetrode valves. 
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7. Plate current 

Table 2 gives values of plate currents per valve, 
obtained by subtracting measured screen currents 
from cathode currents, at 300 volts and -28 volts 
bias. 

Table 2 

Plate Current 

Operation I Zero Signal I Maximum Signal 

Load 5K Load 8K 
Pentode 4 9.1 71.5 5 9.75 

10% 4 8.1 63 . 9  57 . 3  
20% 47.75 61.0 56.5 

Triode 44.5 50.9 48.7 

The differences between the zero signal plate cur
rents are due to the resistance in the output inductor. 

Table 2 shows that with UL operation the plate 
current rise with maximum signal is less than that 
with pentode operation for the s�me operating con
ditions, but the power output IS less, so that . no 
conclusion can be drawn .. Table 3 (below) gives 
similar data in respect of the cathode current. 

8. Linearity 

Linearity curves are given in Fig. 5, where 1; is 
for pentode operation, and B, C, �nd D vanous 
UL conditions. The THD at the gnds was reduced 
to 0.131"0 for Fig. 5 only. The linearity characteris
tics were measured using peak reading valve volt
meters for both grid and plate voltages, in order to 
get a true result*. The disadvant�ge. of this pro
cedure is that the power output indICated by the 
valve voltmeter is appreciably less than the actual 
power output when the THD exceed� about 1 %. 
As a consequence, i t  has not been practICable. to a?d 
the power output readings to the pentode llneanty 
curve. The approximate power output may be 
calculated by multiplying the power indicated on 
the curve by a factor of 1.1 for 5 % THD. 

The pentode curves for maximum power output 
are given in Fig. SA. Note the "shelf" in the 
distortion curve from about 15 to 19 watts output. 
The linearity curve deviates from the straight line 
about 2 watts power output, and the slope of the 
curve at maximum power output (input voltage 17.: 
volts) is only 34 % of that at low levels. ThiS 
reduces the effective feedback at maximum power 
outp� . . 

The UL 51"0 curve is given in Fig. 5 B. T?ls. IS 
practically linear up to 2.5 watts and the devIatl�n 
is distinctly less than for the pentode, although ItS 
shape is rather unusual. The THD curve reaches a 
maximum of 1 % between 9 and 13 watts, then 
comes down to about 0.8 % (minimum) at 18 watts 
before rising to 1.4% at zero grid.t Although this 
form of distortion characteristic is generally unde
sirable the THD at any level is much below 
that for pentode operation. In the distortion 

1'The zero grid line is where the peak input  voltage 
is equal to [he bias . 

.. An article on linearity characteristics will appear in a 
future issue. 

Radiotronics 

curves of Fig. 5 there is undoubtedly some 
effect from in-phase and out-of-phase relationships 
between the harmonics in the signal source and the 
UL stage, so that the e.xact sh.ape of the. distortion 
characteristic is uncertain, haVing a maximum pos
sible tolerance of ±0.26 in the reading of the total 
harmonic percentage at any point (i.e. twice the 
distortion in the source). 

The UL 100/0 curve is given in Fig. 5C and has 
the same general characteristic as for the 5 % curve, 
but better linearity. It is practically linear up to 
4 watts. The measured THD reaches a maximum 
of 0.77% between 8 and 14 watt�, 

,
taIling to 0.68% 

(minimum) at 17.5 watts and tlSlng to 1 % wh
.
en 

the peak grid voltage reach�s zero. In practice, ":'Ith 
a high impedance source, It would ?ot be . pOSSIble 
to drive the grid to zero voltage Without introduc-
ing distortion into the driver voltage. . 

The UL 20% curve is given in Fig. 5 D and IS 
practically linear within the limit of accuracy o� t�e 
measurement up to 15 watts. The voltage gain IS 
constant at 7.15 times right up to 15 watts. The 
measured THD shows a steady rise up to 0.6% at 
15 watts, being about one-tenth of that . for �entode 
operation. The whole performance IS qUIte re
markable. 
9. Efficiency 

The cathode current efficiency for pentode opera
tion

' 
was measured under the conditions giving maxi

mum power output. Three different conditi�ns f?r 
UL operation were also measured, and are gIven In 
Table 3. 

The pentode and the first yL condition .given 
above are the respective conditIons for maximum 
power output given in Fig. 2. Th� second �L 
condition is for the bias and load resIStance whICh 
give maximum power ou.tput with pentode operation; 
it is therefore not optimum for power output or 
efficiency with UL operation. The third UL con· 
clition is intermediate between the other two UL 
conditions; it also is not optimum for power output 
or efficiency with UL operation. . . . Table 3 shows that, by selecting the UL condition 
giving maximum power output, the efficiency �s 
49.8% compared with 51.2% for the pent?de. ,!,hIS 
is quite a remarkable performance, eSEeCla�ly sl?ce 
the pentode output includes about 11 7'0 dIsto�tI?n, 
with the large third harmonic component giVing 
an effective increase in the power output for a 
limited swing (Ref. 12). On the other hand the 
UL output had only about 1 % total harmonic distor
tion with a negligible effect on the power output. 

Under the conditions for maximum power output 
in both cases, the efficiency with the 10% tap was 
slightly higher than for th� 200/0 tap.. . 

Thus UL operation, uSing condltlons for maXI
mum power output, will . give nearly t�e same 
power output from .a speCIfied d.e. powe� Input as 
will pentode operatIon. It merely reqUIres some
what higher plate voltage and somewhat less plate 
current than for pentode operation. . . 

In addition, a specified valve, operating With 
constant d.e. input power, will give nearly the same 
power output with UL operation as it will with 
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pentode operation (each being operated under its 
own optimum conditions), and the total plate plus 
screen dissipation will be about the same. Hence, 
�ince the screen dissipation with UL is less than 

with pentode operation, the plate dissipation will 
be greater by the amount that the screen dissipation 
was reduced-in most cases this is only a very 
slight amount. 

Table 3 
Type KT66, Supply Voltage, 300 Volts 

Ik (mA) Power Power 
Condition no sig. max. sig. input output Efficiency 

Pentode 
UL 20% 

2 " 

< E 
I I 

IZ UJ 
c:: 
c:: 

5 \ \ 

GI 
z UJ UJ 
c:: 

0 

\ 
\ 

\ \ 
\ 

\ 
51<' . 

6K, - 28V 105 
(1) 8K, -34V 60 
( 2) 6K,-28V 108 
(3) 7K,-30V 88 

\8K 
" "-

• r-... 
...... ......... 

U 
Vl 5 - .. � . MALX. SIGNAL 

ZERO. SIGNAL 

00 10 20 30 40 
PENTODE 

Fig. 4. Effect of tapping point on maximum signal 
screen current for a single valve, for load 'I'esistances 
of 8000 and 5000 ohms, and Eb = EC2 = 300· V. 
Zero signal screen current is also given. 

10. Negative feedback 

The UL amplifier has internal negative voltage 
feedback which decreases the total harmonic distor
tion and reduces the output resistance and the gain, 
when compared with pentode operation. Each of 
these characteristics is intermediate between the 
values for triode and pentode operation., 

However, the feedback cannot be treated as pure 
feedback, because it reduces the maximum power 
output and requires additional bias and higher load 
resistance for optimum operation. 

The non-linearity known to exist in the screen 
characteristic is not the cause of these two pheno
menon, which are fundamental, although it must 
have some effect on non-linear distortion. A further 
point in support of our conclusion is that the dis
tortion with UL is not intermediate between pen
tode and triode, but is lower than either. 

Measured values of the voltage gain are 
given below for KT66, Ebb = EC2 = 300 V, 
ECI = -30 V and RI- = 6000 ohms. 

Operation Gain 
Pentode .. .... _ .... _ . . . .. 10.2 

5% tap ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 9.15 
10% tap .. .. . ...... . ..... 8.6 
209'0 tap . ... . ....... .. ... 7.7 

Radiotronics 

Ratio 
1 
0.9 
0.84 
0.75 

165 48 .8W 25W 51.2% 
99 29.6 14.8 49.8 

1 2 2  36.4 14 38.5 
116 34.5 14.2 41 

KT66 
E b': EC2= 300V 

Ecl=-30V 

- - -- -- - .51.<_ - -
BK 

50 
TAP 

60 70 80 90 10070 
TRIODE 

. These values appear to check reasonably well with 
the gain reduction ratio derived from Williamson 
and Walker (Ref. 5) on the assumption that this 
can be treated as pure voltage feedback_ 

1 
Ratio = ------- ...... . ......... (3) 

x p.. RI-
1+-. 

p..t rp+ RI, 

where ratio = 1 for pentode operation 
X = fraction of output voltage fed back 

to screen 
, 'percentage turns of tapping point 

-:- 100 
p.. = pentode mu 

p..t = triode mu ( screen connected to 
plate) 

rp = plate resistance of valve 
and RI, = load resistance for single valve 

= ! X load resistance plate-to-plate. 

11. Overload characteristics and distortion 

The overload characteristics as observed on an 
oscilloscope differ fundamentally from those of pen
todes, although they bear some resemblance to those 
of pentodes with a high degree of feedback. Pen
todes show slight flattening of the peak some dis· 
tance before reaching maximum power output, the 
minimum visible being about 3 or 49'0. UL amplifiers. 
without feedback show no visible deformation until 
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8 
a "fiat" appears at about 0.670, and as the drive is 
increased this extends In a straight line chopping 
off the whole top of the peak. 

This method is very much more sensitive as an 
indication of total harmonic distortion for UL than 
for pentode operation, 

12. Characteristics deferred for a later article 

(a) Input impedance (Miller Effect), see also 
Ref. 11. 

(b) Output resistance. This is intermediate be
tween pentode and triode operation. 

(c) Non-linear distortion. Tests ofIM distortion 
and measurement of individual harmonics to sup
plement total harmonic distortion as used 111 this 
article. 

( d) The effects of a loudspeaker load. This ma y 
be simulated by a dummy load having a high 
impedance and a choice between 450 and zero phase 
angle, in addition to the normal purely resistive load. 

( e) Effect of tolerances in the valve· characteris
tics, especially screen current, on the optimum tap
ping point and other perfonnance characteristics. 

(f) Graphical examination of the composite 
characteristics with load lines. 

13. General comments 

( a ) Compalison with pentode operation. 

The p�inci pal advantage of UL is that the distor
tion IS so very much lower that the total circuit 
feedback can be less, leading to a higher stability 
margin or in many cases making possible tbe use 
of a cheaper output transformer for the same 
stability margin. Another important advantage 15 
that the lInearity characteristic for the 20% tap 
is practically straight up to the grid current point, 
giving constant amplifier gain even without feed
back. In this respect it appears to be as good as 
triode operation, and results in the full amount of 
feedback being applied at all levels. Pentodes suffer 
from drooping linearity characteristics and.only have 
about one-third of the full amount of feedback at 
high levels where it is most wanted. 

When compared on the basis of power output 
on a constant supply voltage (e.g. Fig. 2) UL opera
tion shows a serious drop in maximum power output. 
This drop in power output occurs because, on the 
positive peak of the grid driving cycle, the screen 
voltage IS reduced below that which would occur 
with the pentode operation, so that the maximum 

Fig. 3. Power output and toted harmonic distoftion 
versus g1'id bias voltage, f01' selected values of load 

1·esistance. 
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Fig. 5. Linearity cttrves, with total harmonic dis· 
tortion, for KT66 with EIJ = Ecz = 300 V: 
A. Pentode ECI = -28V, RI, = 5000 ohms. 
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OSC I LL ATO R 
1,000 C/S 

REGULATED .... + ............... oooo4 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 6. Circuit used for deriving test 1'esults pub
lished in this article. Note that the 
0.001 j1-F condensers are in different positions to 

those shown in Fig. 1. 

signal plate current i s  reduced. However, the effi
ciency may be made to be almost the same as for 
pentode operation, and, circumstances and valve 
voltage ratings permitting, i f  the UL amplifier is sup
plied with the same power input as the pentode, 
by increasing the UL supply voltage, approximately 
the same power output will be given by both and 
the combined plate and screen dissipation will be 
roughly the same. 

UL operation not only reduces the distortion, but 
it makes the load resistance less critical over the 
limited range used in these tests. It

' 
is hoped to 

investigate this matter more fully at a later date. 
The screen dissipation is less with UL operation, 

so that conditions of operation are sometimes per
missible with UL which are not permissible with 
pentode operation. The only disadvantages of UL 
compared with pentode operation appear to be the 
slight loss in  voltage gain, the reduced power output 
( unless the supply voltage is increased) and . the 
slightly increased cost due to the tapped transformer 
and the stopper condensers (although the latt�r are 
sometimes used with pentodes). 
( b )  Comparison with triode operation. 

UL operation has higher power output, greater 
efficiency, less total harmonic distortion and requires 
less driving voltage. When overloaded, it suffers 
from a particularly flat form of flat top even without 
any external feedback. 

Operation on a loudspeaker load has not been 
covered by the present series of tests, but it is hoped 
to publish further results in the near future. However, 
a graphical check has been made on the only valve 
type for which UL characteristics were readily avail
able (type S881) , leading to the conclusion that 
high load resistance will cause high distortion. If 
this is substantiated in  later measurements, i t  leaves 
the triode output ' stage .still as the ideal when its 
performance on a loudspeaker load (and nOt a fixed 
resistive load) is considered. However, this must 
be at the expense of larger power supply, and 
larger input voltage. 

Radiotronics 

l oo n  

( c )  Operation. 

LOAD 
r--go,lI L t. RES .  

R L  
4'S K to 

l O O K  

The point for mml1DUm distortion is given, at 
least for type KT66, by a tapping point from 1 7 %  
t o  20% impedance, and the optimum grid bias and 
load resistance will both be greater than for pentode 
operation on the same supply voltage. Comments 
on increasing the screen voltage have been made 
in (a) above. 

When used as a public address amplifier with the 
S % tap, the loss in power output is only about 
2 0 % ,  and yet there is an outstanding reduction in 
non-linearity when compared with pentodes. 

14. Appendix 

14.1. Test conditions 
The test circuit used for these ' measurements is 

shown in Fig. 6 .  The oscillator harmonics were 
reduced by a filter, and the amplifier non-linear dis
tortion was reduced by the use of a large amount 
of feedback, so that the total harmonic distortion 
at each grid did not exceed 0.20/0 (0. 1 3 %  for the 
linearity curves). The in put transformer T 1 was 
made with a C core and an inductance of 100H, with 
a set-up ratio of 1 : 2 primary to whole of secon
dary. The leakage inductance was 1 6mH primary to 
whole of secondary, and . 36mH primary to half 
secondary. 

A tapped inductor 11 was used in preference to a 
transformer, tapped at S ,  1 0, I S , 20, 2S , 3 S , S O  
and 7 S %  o f  the impedance o n  each side. Its in
ductance plate-to-plate was 3 S0H at low level, 
SOOH at 240V S O  c/s, with leakage inductance from 
one half-winding to the other half 10mH. The 
d.e. resistance was 440 ohms total. 

The large number of taps and switching facilities 
gave a tendency towards instability, which was 
avoided by the use of grid, screen and plate stop_ · 
pers, and by capacitors of 0.001 j1-j1-F between plates 
and screens. 

The input voltage . was measured separately on 
each side of the secondary T1 , using a valve volt
meter, but the values were almost identical. An 
oscilloscope was connected in turn from each grid 
to earth and the side showing earliest signs of 
"flattening" was used as an indicator. The input 
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was decreased until there was no visible deforma
tion of a greatly enlarged waveform peak. 

The output voltage, which was used for deriving 
the power output was measured with an Avo Model 
8 rectifier type meter. This is the type of instru
ment commonly used in power output meters. This 
was checked for accuracy against a Western dynamo
meter type voltmeter. ' For pentode operation the 
error was between + 2% and +3.5 9'0 from 100 
to 240 volts, falling to zero from 270 to 300 volts. 
For UL operation the error was .about "+ 2 % from 
100 to 230 volts, zero at 250 volts, -1 % at  270 
,fOltS, and zero again at 300 volts. 

Before measuring distortion, the input and output 
voltmeters and the oscilloscope , were disconnected, 
since they had an appreciable effect on the distortion. 

The linearity tests were carried out with r.m.s. 
calibrated peak-reading valve voltmeters in both 
input and output circuits. 

The supply voltage for the present series of tests 
was approximately 304 volts, giving very close to 
300 volts between positive electrodes and cathodes. 
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Eng. 3 7. 1 1  (Nov. , 1 9 5 3 ) , 3 2 .  Uses ultra-linear amplifiers, 
with 2 channels, 20 wat ts main amplifier, with frequency 
dividing network prior to bo th amplifiers. No distortion 
figures quo ted. Employs mainly negative voltage feedback, 
but also small degree of negative curren t feedback; this 
is claimed to eliminate "power dis tortion" caused by 
variation in loudspeaker impedance. 

7. Frieborn, J. K., "High quality circui ts". Radio Elec· 
tronics 24.9 ( Sep t., 1 9 5 3 ) .  I ncludes Brociner UL-l 
'( ultra-linear) ,  Bell 2200 ( combined plate and cathode 
loaded ) ,  Bogen DB 20 ( combined plate and cathode 
loaded with dis tortion curves ) ,  and S tromberg-Carlson 
AR-425 ( pentodes with overall feedback-with distortion 
curves ) . 

8. Marshall, J . ,  "Junior Golden-Ear Amplier". Radio 
Electronics 2 4. 1 1  , ( Nov., 1 95 3 ) ,  5 5 . Modified ultra-
linear with push-pull 6V6. 

9. HaIler, D., "Ultra-linear operation of 6V6 tubes". 
Radio and TV News, 5 1 . 6  ( June, 1 9 5 4 ) ,  4 3. 

1 0. Ayres, W. R.,  "Audiology". Audio Eng. 3 7 . 5  ( May 
1 9 5 3 ) ,  1 4 ,  especially pp. 68-69 and Fig. 4'. 

1 1 . Marshall, J. ,  "Ex tending amplifier bandwith", 
Radio Electronics 2 4 . 1 0  ( Oct. 1 9 5 3 ) , 40. 

, 12. Radio tron Designer's Handbook, 4 th ed. ,  p. 564,  
second paragraph. 
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SQUARE 'WAVE TESTI NG 
by F. Langford-Smith and A. R. Chesterman 

1. A square wave generator. 

In selecting a circuir for development and test 
it was necessary to choose between squaring a sine 
wave and some form of multivibrator. Both methods 
are capable of giving good results, and the cathode
controlled multivibrator was selected for first trial 
as being comparatively simple and inexpensive, 
while capable of giving a very rapid rise time. 
The circuit first tried out (Fig. 1) is that described 
by G. W. Gray of the RCA Laboratories Division 
in Radiotronics, Vol. 17, No. 8 ( August, 1952), 
page 13 3. 

This article is well worth reading by those 
interested - the circuit gives square waves from 
50 c/ s to 1 Mc/ s. In our case the desired range . 
is from 50 c/s to 20 Kc/s. The rise time is stated 
to be 0.05 micro-second, which is completely in
visible on an oscilloscope, being one five�hundredth 
of the width of the flat top at 20 Kc/s. 

Some of our readers may q.uestion the omission 
of grid resistors in the multivibrator, and they are 
referred to the original article for a full description. 
The operation is fundamentally sound since the 
plate currents are limited. 

Certain minor changes were made in Gray's 
original circuit diagram (his Fig. 4 on page 13 5) :-

( 1) A pair of 6AQ5 pentodes were used in place 
of cathode resistors on the multivibrator valves to 
provide constant current, and so to eliminate the 
slight tilt in the negative half. This is the modifica
tion suggested by Gray (his Fig. 3), except that 
we used a separate cathode bias resistor for each 
pentode, one ,being variable. Any lack of symmetry 
between the positive and negative pulses can be 
adjusted by altering the .variable 5K Q cathode 
resistor. Also, when the multivibrator valve is 
changed, the variable cathode resistor may have to 
be adjusted. 

( 2) The 12AT7 cathode follower load resistances 
were changed from 200 to 2200 ohms, to inc,rease 
the output voltage. This increases the effects of 

capacitance on the high frequency performance, but 
at 20 Kc/s, on our A.W.A. Model A56031 oscil
loscope, the difference was hard to see. At fre
quencies greater than 20 Kc/s it would be necessary 
to use the 200 ohm resistors. 

( 3) Radiotron Type' 12AT7 was used as multi
vibrator in place of type 2C51 in the original 
circuit, for greater availability and essentially the 
same performance, thanks to the two 6AQ5 pentodes 
used as cathode load impedances. Thus the same 
valve type is used in the multivibrator and the 
cathode-follower Output. 

( 4) The capacitances of the frequency controlling 
capacitors are derived from Fig. 2 of Gray's article, 
but the graph is so small that it can only be read 
with an accuracy of about 20%. There is additional 
inaccuracy from the tolerances in the capacitors them
selves, so that quite a large total error may be 
expected. In our case the frequencies before cor
rection were:-

0.004 fJ·F 28.1 Kc/s. 
0. 005 fJ-F 11. 5 Kc/s. 

'0. 02 fJ-F 5.4 Kc/s. 
0.1 fJ-F 1140 c/s. 
1.1 fJ-F 57 c/s. 

These may all be lowered to the correct frequency 
by adding a shunt capacitance of suitable value. Of 
course, for most applications, a slight error in 
frequency is not very important .. 

Operation. 

The output voltage is about 18 volts peak-to-peak. 
The wave form at the higher frequencies was very 
good. 

The 50 c/s waveform showed a top tilt of 2.5%, 
and bottom tilt 1 0/0. In addition, there was a slight 
rounding at the far end of the flat top amounting 
to an additional 2.5 % of the peak-to-peak vol
tage. This performance is entirely satisfactory for 
measuring overshoot and recovery time in amplifiers. 
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The rise time is so rapid ( 0.05 tJ-see. ) that it is a 
more severe test than is normally used for testing 
amplifiers. The 5 0 cls top and bottom tilt s imply 
mean that with extremely high fidelity amplifiers 
it is necessary to make a comparison between the 
input and output waveform. 

All 12 AT7 valves do not work equally well as 
multivibrators in this circuit, and it is suggested 
that the two 12AT7 valves be interchanged and 
left in the position giving the better 50' cls wave
form. Finally, the output may be taken from either 
cathode of the push-pull cathode followers, and here 
again the better side may be selected., . ' 

The performance at the htgher frequencies is not 
much affected by interchanging valves. 

We plan to develop a more elaborate squa�e 
wave generator some time in the future for use In 
our own laboratory, but we honestly feel that for 
most applications this simple circuit is all that is 
necessary . 

2. Oscilloscope for use with a square �ave 
·generator. 

It is important to have an oscilloscope with a 
vertical amplifier with response up to at least 500 
Kc/s, and without any overshoot in itself. The 
great majority of conventional oscilloscopes in use 
in Australia do not give any indication when over
shoot commences,' and are useless for such measure
ments owing to their limited high frequency 
response. A 'push-pull vertical amplifier is �nuch 
preferable to a single-ended one, .but there IS. no 
necessity for it to be a d.e. amplIfier. There IS a 
relationship between the rise time and the ban? 
width of an amplifier, which may be expressed ' 111 
the form ( Ref. 1 ) : 

rB = 0.35 to 0.45 (1) 

( 0.35 when the overshoot is lass than 50/0) 
where l' = rise time in microseconds from 100/0 

to 900/0 of the step function response 
of a low-pass amplifier without over
shoot, 

and B = bandwidth 111 Mc/s for response 3: db 
down. 

For instance, in the case of an oscilloscope 3 db 
down at 0.5 Mc/s, with overshoot less than 5 0/0, 
the rise time is 

0.35 
l' = = 0.7 tJ-see. 

0.5 

An old type oscilloscope, 3 db down at 50 Kcls 
(= 0.05 Mc! s ) ,  with no overshoot, would have 

a rise time 

0.35 
l' = 7, tJ-secs. 

0.05 

Note that 7 microseconds IS equal to 28% of the 
flat top at 20 Kc/s. 

Radiotronics 

A rise time of 0.05 microsecond in fln oscilloscope 
with overshoot greater than 5 % requires a band
width of 

0.45 
= 9 Mc/s. 

0.05 
The oscilloscope used in our RadiotroniCs Labora

tory is the A.W.A. Model A56031, which is fitted 
with a vertical amplifier designed and factory
adjusted to give good square wave response. The 
push-pull amplifiers are neutralized to control the 
overshoot and gain at high frequencies. When 
neutralized correctly they give no overshoot on 

, square wa'ves. 
In order' to check an oscilloscope, connect the 

square wave generator, working at 20 Kc/s, directly 
to the oscilloscope, Llsing short leads. The generator 
should be allowed pknty of time to warm up and 
settle down to steady operating conditions. The 
effect of the volume control in the generator on 
the Output waveform is practically nil, so it may 
be set to any desired position. On the other hand 
the stepped attenuators in most oscilloscope vertical 
amplifiers have quite noticeable effect on the wave
form, and this effect should be minimized by setting 
it to the highest gain position ( i.e., no attenuation ) .  
, In all cases it is wise to check the variations 
in square wave response with different stepped 
attenuator settings. If the variation� are noticeable 
it is' advisable to seiect the attenuator position 
giving minimum overshoot - probably zero atte.n�la
tion in most cases - and to use the same pOSItIOn 
for all square wave tests wherever possible. 

3. Measurements with square waves. 
Square waves are usualJy treated as a special form 

of pulse ( Fig. 2 ) ,  which rises from a base line, 
the height of the pulse being the total peak-to-peak 
voltage ( AB ) . This differs from the conventional 
sine wave approach, and all voltage measurements 
are peak-to-peak. 

The most useful measurements to be made on 
feedback amplifiers are described below. These are 
normally carried out with a resistive load, or with 
both a resistive load' and a loudspeaker load, since the 
loudspeaker may have a noticeable effect at certain 
frequencies. If a resistive load alone is used, it 
should be shunted by the value of capacitance which 
will give the. maximum overshoot. This, value may 
be determined by some form of gecade capacitance 
box, going upwards in capacitance steps to the 
limit suggested in Table l. 

Table 1. 
Shunt capacitance to 

20,000 c/s. 
Impedance' ( ohms) 

2 .0 
3 .0 
4 .0 
6 .0 
8.0 

10 .0 
12.0 
15.0 

give 600 phase angle at 

( Ca paci tance ( tJ-F ) 
7 
5 
3 .5 
2 . 5 
2 
1 .5 
1 
1 
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Fig. 2. A square wave shown as a rectangular pulse 
rising from a base line. 

� C  
OVERSHOOT 

TB 
RECOVERY 

TIME 

J 

E 

�--H 

G 
Fig. 3. Square wave response of an amplifier showing 
overshoot and damped transient oscillation. 

-

An amplifier should be sufficiently stable to be 
used with any likely form of loudspeaker crossover 
network, most of which present highly reactive 
loads at certain frequencies. A case is known where 
a Williamson type amplifier was stable on a single 
loudspeaker, but unstable on a dual system. 

It is hoped to carry out tests in our laboratory 
with various amplifiers under all practicable loading 
conditions, and to cover the subject at some later 
date by another article in Radiotronics. 

3.1. Overshoot. 

The overshoot (BC in Fig. 3) is measured as 
the distance moved beyond the flat top, Ha. It 
is expressed as a percentage of AB, that is the 
peak-to-peak voltage. It may be measured at any 
desired frequency. The overshoot is theoretically 
constant at all applied square wave frequencies, with 
an amplifier flat from zero frequency to infinity. 
However, the overshoot peak occupies only a very 
small portion of the half-cycle at low frequencies, 
and is therefore difficult to observe. Our usual 
practice is to _ use a square wave frequency of 5 or 
10  Kc/ s, where the overshoot may readily be 
observed. Usually, in amplifiers with restricted fre-

Radiotronics 

Fig. 4. Rise time for a pulse or square wave. 

K B 

F 

Fig. 5. Square wave response of an amplifier showing 
top and bottom tilt. 

-

quency response the greatest value of overshoot 
occurs with a square wave frequency of 5 Kc/s, 
while with very wide range amplifiers the greatest 
overshoot may occur with a square wave frequency 
of lO Kc/s. The test frequency chosen should 
normally allow a reasonable amount of flat top 
to show. With care in design, it is possible to keep 
overshoot below 5 0/0. 

3.2. Transient recovery time. 

This is the time in microseconds for the damped 
oscillation following the overshoot peak to die 
down - see Fig. 3. In well-designed amplifiers the 
recovery time should be a small fraction of the 
flat top at 5 Kc/s. Arbitrarily, we m.ay take one 
quarter of the flat top at 5 Kc/s, equivalent to 25 
m}croseconds, as the maximum permissible recovery 
time. 

3.3. Rise time. 

This is usually measured as the time in micro
seconds for the wave to rise from 10% to 900/0 
of the peak-to-peak value - see Fig. 4. The relation
ship between rise time and bandwidth is given in 
eqn. ( 1). 
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3.4. Top tilt. 

This is a measure of the low frequency charac
teristics of the amplifier. It should be carried out 
at the lowest available frequency - here 50 c/s. It 
is expressed by the ratio of the "sag" (EP m 
Fig. 5 )  to the peak-ta-peak voltage, expressed as 
a percentage. 

The measured top tilt at 5 0  cls on the 4.5 watt 
single-ended amplifier described in Radiotronics 
( February, 195 5 ) , was 8.5 % of which 2.5 ro was 
due to the square wave generator and the balance 
of 6ro was due to the amplifier. This is considerably 
better performance than that of a: typical radio 
receiver, but is not so good as can be achieved 
in a push-pull h igh fidelity amplifier. 

Radiotronics 

3.5. Bottom tilt. 

If the tilt of the lower half-cycle differs from 
that of the upper, both values should be stated. 

References. 

1 .  G. E. Valley and H. Wallman, "Vacuwn Tube 
Amplifiers", M.LT. Radiation Series, McGraw
Hill Book Company. Section 2. 

Frequency 
( c/s) 

5 0 
1,000 
5,000 

10,000 
20,000 

Table 2. 
Length of flat top 

( micro-secs. ) 
10,000 

500 
100 

50 
25 
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"ULTRA LINEAR" AMPLIFIERS 
b'y F. Lcmgfo·rd-Smith cmd A. R. Chesterman. 

This article treats 6V6-GT operation and makes a comparison between UL operation and the divided 
plate and cathode loading method used in the QUAD II and other amplifiers . 

1. Type 6V6-GT UL operation. 
Fig. lA shows the power output versus. tapping 

point for plate and screen 285 volts, and bias � 19 
volts, for selected values of load resistance. Fig. 1B 
shows the total harmonic d istortion. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show the same inforrhation for 
bias values of -2 1 and -22.5 volts. From these 
it appears that the 5 9'0 tap is the best all-round 
compromise, giving minimum distortion for -21 
volts bias and 8000 ohms load resistance. 

Fig. 4 shows the power output and distortion 
against grid bias. These confirm the impression 

6V6GT A Eb = EC2 = 285V 
EC1 = -19V 
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given by the other figures, indicating a bias of 
-2 1 volts as optimum for power output and giving 
reasonably low distortio·n. 

The load resistance of 8000 ohms plate-to-plate 
was selected as optimum, giving an output of 10.4 
watts at 0.72% THD, even though an output of 
11.2 watts was obtainable with a load resistance of 
10,000 ohms. The 'reason for the choice is partly 
to make it less sensitive to increases in load resis
tance such as. always occurs with a loudspeaker load, 
and partly to make the transformer simpler and with 
fewer primary turns. 
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Fig. 2. 6V6-GT pttSh-pttll UL operatio1Z, Eb = Ec2 = 285 V, ECl = -21 V, peak g1'id voltage eqttals bias,. 
(A) Power Otttpttt verms tap,. (B) Total harmo1Zic distortio1Z verstts tap. 

If high power output had been unimportant, a 
tapping point of 15ro or 20% might have been 
selected to make the load resistance less critical for 
distortion. However, this d istortion is less than that 
with pentode operation. The whole question of 
distortion with high impedance loads, such as occur 
with loudspeakers, will be treated in full detail 
in a later article in this series, and comparisons made 
between UL, triode and pentode operation. 

The selected condition gives 71 % of the output 
obtainable with the same valves as pentodes under 
the same condition's except that the bias is the 

Radiotronics 

published value (-19 volts ) .  
The curves and other data are for operation in 

the conventional way with the peak signal vcltage 
equal to the bias ( "zero grid" ) .  Of course, in any 
practical amplifier, it is not possible to drive to 
zero grid without grid current and consequent dis
tortion, and the consequent reduction in effective 
power output applies to- all types of operation. The 
output resistance under these conditions without 
external feedback is 15,400 ohms plate-to-plate. With 
the 20ro tapping, this figure would become 9,600 
ohms. 
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C onditiom for fixed bias ( values are both valves) : 

Supply voltage ( plate to cathode ) . .. 285 volts 

Bias voltage .. .. . ... . . ... . .. .. . .. -21 volts 

Load resistance (P-P) ... .... . .. .. . 8000 ohms 

Cathode current: zero signal 

max. signal 

Power output 

Total harmonic distortion . . .... . .. . 

Total input power ( based on cathode 
current) , max. signal .... . ...... . 

Efficiency (based on cathode current) . 

58 mA 

85 mA 

9.8 watts 

0.8 % 

24.2 watts 

40.5 % 
(Compare this with the tetrode efficiency 46.5 ro) 
Conditions for cathode bias ( values are for both 
valves) : 

" With each cathode resistor adequately bypassed. Alter
natively a common cathode resistor of 220 ohms could 
be used. 
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Grid bias ( max. signal ) . ......... . 
Load resistance (P-P) 
Cathode current: 'zero signal 

max. signal 

Plate current: zero signal 
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Screen current: zero signal 

max . signal 

Power output 

Total harmonic distortion ... . .... . . 

Total input power (based on cathode 

72 
306 volts 

430 ohms 

285 volts 

20.2 volts 

8000 ohms 

83 mA 
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75.4 mA 

82.8 mA 
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11.2 mA 

9.6 watts 

0.98 % 
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Ftg. 3. 6V6-GT push-pull UL operation, Eb = EC2 = 285V, (Eel = -22.5 V, peak grid voltage equals 

bias; (A) Powet· output verstts tap; (B) Total harmonic disto'f'tion versus tap. 
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2. Comparison between UL and divided plate 

and cathode loading. 

Qiyided plate and cathode loading is used in the 
QUAD 11 and other amplifiers ( Ref. 1 and 2 ) . 
The transformer hart-primary is in two sectIons, part 
connected from cathode to earth and part from 

. plate to B + ,  while the screen is bypassed to earth. 
It is obvious that there will be an a.c. voltage 
between screens and cathodes in the same way as 
the UL amplifier - in fact, it can be kept to the 
same value if desired. Thus divided loading opera
tion has a performance in some ways similar to that. 
of the UL operation. The principal difference is 
that divided loading has additional negative voltage 
feedback in the cathode-grid circu it. 

. 

For equivalent results with divided loading the 
cathode winding should have the same proportion 
of the total impedance as for UL operation. For 
example, with type KT66 this impedance ratio 
should be about 20 % .  In effect, the transformers 
will d iffer only in that the wi�d ing for the former 
is broken at the tapping point. 

The choice between UL and divided loading will 
be influenced by the reduced gain with the latter. 
In most other respects the two methods are quite 
similar, and results for one apply very closely to the 
other. 

The measured impedance ratio in the QUAD II 
amplifier is 3 .5 % ,  which is considerably less than 
the optimum ( 20 % ) found in our tests of type 
KT66. It seems l ikely that the preceding stage 
gain is insufficient to permit optimum operation of 
the output stage, but this will be checked later by 
direct. measurement. 

It  is hoped to publish, at some future date, test 
results using a ·special output transformer permit
ting divided loads with a choice of several impedance 
ratios .  

t Radiotronics, May. 1 9 5 5 .  

Radiotronics 

3. Comments on UL operation. 

The UL amplifier is quite distinctive, neither 
a pentode nor a triode, bllf with its own 
marked characteristics. Its power output is definitely 
less than that of a pentode, as is clearly shown for 
type KT66 by Fig. 2 of Part 1 of this seriest. This 
effect has often been obscured by the choice of 
conditions to give optimum performance for UL 
operation and then, without any other change except 
the connection of the s'creens on the transformer, 
measuring the power output for pentode operation. 
As shown in the earlier article, this would not give 
optimum pentode operation, so that the comparison 
is not a fair one. This remark applies particularly 
to the curve published by Hafler and Keroes . 

Secondly, the · reduction in distOrtion with UL 
operation is much greater than the reduction in 
gain. Taking Figs. 5 A and B from Part 1 of this 
article, which are both for 5 000 ohm loads, the 
ratio of gains from pentode to UL 5 % operation 
is approximately 1 .48 times ( from the slopes of 
the tangents to the linearity characteristics ) .  On 
the other hand the ratio of total harmonic distortion 
varies from approximately 1 .4 times at low levels, 
to over 3 .3  times at 18 watts, for the same power 
output in both cases. The same. effect holds under 
all conditions which we have measured, for type 

. 6V6-GT as well as KT66.  

Thirdly, the optimum load resistance for Ui 
operation, in all cases so far tested by us, is greater 
than that for pentode operation. 

Fourthly, the shape of the plate characteristics of 
the valve is distinctly different from those of either 
triodes or pentodes. 

These points all ind icate that UL . operation is 
distinctly different from either triode or pentode 
operation, and should be regarded as a separate 
phenomenon. 

References. 

1 .  W. N. Williamson and P. J. Walker, "Amplifiers 
and Superlatives", W.W. 58 .9 ( Sept., 1 952 ) , 357. 

2 .  P. J. Walker ( letter ) ,  "Ultra- linear Operation", 
W.W. 60. 1 2  ( Dec., 1 954 ) ,  593 .  
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ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 
, PART 3 

b), F. Langford-Smith and A. R. Chesterman 
This article gives the Output resistance and screen power Output. 

1. Output resistance 

Curves of measured output resistance for type 
KT66, plate-to-plate, with 300 volt supply are given 
in Fig. 1 for twO extreme values of bias (Curves A 
and C). Curve B is the calculated curve, using the 
method outlined below, using the same bias as for 
curve A. Curves A and B agree, within the instru
ment errors, for tappings of 12% or higher, thus 
indicating that the calculation is valid, 

The method used for measuring output resistance 
is given elsewhere in this issue. 

This measurement applies to the whole set-up, 
including the output transformer, plate and screen 
series resistors and 0.001 fLF condensers from plates 
to screens. In our particular case, since the multi
tapped inductor Ll (Ref. 1) did not have a second
ary winding, an A & R UL 20 watt Output trans
former was connected with its primary in parallel 
with LI, and some inaccuracy thereby introduced in 
readings for Ro above 10,000 ohms plate-to-plate. 
Since the 100 ohm plate stopper resistors are in
cluded in the measurement, the measured plate-to
plate resistance should be decreased by 200 ohms 
to give the valve output resistance. 

The output resistance may be calculated, using the 
expression based on that derived by Williamson and 
Walker (Ref. 2.): 

Ro= ----- (1) 
1 + XfL/ fLl 

where Ro = plate resistance (per valve) 
fL = pentode mu at working point 

rp = pentode 1'7l at working point 
x = percentage turns of tapping + 100 

and fLt = triode mu (screen connected to plate), 

Fig. 1. Output resistance plate-to-plate versus tapping 
for type KT66, push-pull operation, supply voltage 
300 V,. (A) Measu1'ed at --.:. 26 V, RL ' 5000 ohms,. 
(B) Calculated at -26 V,. (C) Measured at 

- 34 V, RL= 8000 ohms. 
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e 

The two valves · used for the measured curves had 
the following average characteristics at Bb = BC2 = 

300V, BCl = -26V: 
.' 

IL = 227; 1'" = 44,300; ILt = 7.7; IL/fLt = 29.5. 
The calculations are tabulated below: 

Impedance x Output resistance 
rado per valve . plate-plate 

0% 0 44,300 88,600 
5% 0.224 6,830 13,760 

10% 0.316 4,300 8,600 
15% 0.387 3,580 7,160 
20% 0.447 3,120 6,240 

100% 1.0 1,450* 2,900 

;, This checks well with the direct measurement (triode) 
1500 ohms. 

References 

1. Part 1 of this series, Radiotronics, May 1955, p. 60, 
Fig. 6. 

2. Williamson & Walker "Amplifiers and Superlatives", 
W.W. 58.9 (Sept., 1952), 357. 

2. Screen power output 

With UL operation the screen' contributes a 
percentage of the total power output. The screen 
power output may be determined for a single valve 
from the expression:-

P.O. (screen) = screen a.c.· voltage X screen 
a.c. current 

where all these values refer to those measured on 
a single valve. The screen a.c. voltage may either 
be measured directly or calculated from the plate 
a.c. voltage and the mrns ratio of the transformer. 
Before the screen a.c. current can be measured, it 
must be separated from the screen d.c. current by 
means of a choke-capacitor network. 

. The total power for a pair of push-pull valves is 
twice that for a single valve. The fact that the 
screen was delivering power and not receiving 
power was checked by noting that the screen a.c. 
voltage at the screen itself was greater than that 
on the supply side of a series resistor. 

I-
� A KT66 I-I-
� 
0 

'Q. 

4- '" 
10% :;, c:: 

Q.� 
4- ... 
:;, I-

o � 

1- Eb = EC2 '" 300V 
1- Ecl=- 26V 
1- RL: S,OOO.n 

>-
.0' ..... 

0-0 
� 

5% � .-
01-
o Q. ... 0-
C :;, 

� '" 
u 

� J.-
-I--I--

-� l-
V .. 

V ... 
� 

Q. 

Measured results are shown 10 the curves of 
Fig. 2, for type KT66 under stated conditions. 
Curve A shows that the percentage of total power 
contributed by the screen varies from 2.3% at the 
5 % tap, steadily increasing to. 7.81'0 for triode 
operation. Curve B shows that the total power 
contributed by the fscreen under the selected con
ditions increased ·from less than 4% with a 5000 
ohm load to 5.85% with a 10,000 ohm load. 

The impedance (Rs ) into which a single screen 
works was calculated from the known screen power 
Output. 

Let I.� = screen a.c. current per plate 

and Bs = screen a.c. voltage per
' 
plate. 

Then FO. (screen) � BsI.� = 1/ R. •. 

Therefore Rs = B .• /Is. 

For example, with type KT66, 300 volts, 
RL = 5000 ohms plate-to-plate, 13 watts, 20% tap: 
Bs = 57 V per valve 

Measured Is = 4.5 mA per valve 

Screen power Output per valve = BsIs = 0.256 W 

Rs = Bs/Is = 12,700 ohms per valve. 

Also screen power output per valve = (Is) 2 Rs = 

0.256W, agreeing with the result obtained by the 
other method. 

Note that this calculated value of Rs, the im
pedance into which a single screen works, is con
siderably greater than the proportion of the load 
resistance RI, which is reflected through the trans
former to the tapping point. This result is to be 
expected from fundamental network analysis, in 
which twO generators feed a common load resistance 
in phase; each generator "sees" a higher load re
sistance than the actual load. For those who are 
interested, a simple analysis along these lines will 
appear in a fumre issue. 

B KT66 I-t--
I-- Eb=E ='300V I-l-
f-- C2 t--t--Ecl:- 26V 
f-- UL 20 % TAP t--I-

I--I--

-� >-
L--I-I--

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 SK 6K 7K BK 9K 10K 
PENT. Taps I Percentoge ImpedanCe!: TRI. Load Re!:sistance 

Rariiotronics 

Fig. 2. Percentage of output power supplied by the screen, for type KT66; 
(A) vet'sus tapping point; (B) verstts load resistance. 

July, 1955. 
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SOME EFFECTS OF NECATIVE FEEDBACK 

ON OUTPUT RESISTANCE 

by E. Watkinsol1 

1. Measuring amplifier output impedance 

What appears to be a simple method of measuring 
the output impedance of an amplifier, with or with
Out feedback, is shown in Fig. 1. A voltage E is 
developed across the output load through a resistor R 
which is much greater in resistance than the output 
impedance of the amplifier. By determining the 
current I flowing in R and the voltage E, the parallel 
impedance of the amplifier output impedance Ro 
and the load resistance RL can be obtained. Since 
the value of RL is known, or' can be determined by 
the same method, Ro can be simply calculated. 

Analysis of this circuit shows that 

E E E�AIA2/-t3 
J= - + -+ 

RL3 1'p3 

where RI + R2 » RL3 

and 

R2 
�= ---

R1 + R2 
A = stage gain 
gmlR2« 1. 

Since the amplifier output resistance 

E 
back Ro' = 

1 

Ro' 
E 

+ + 

1 

+ + 

with feed-

Thus Ro I is the resultant of three parallel resistances, 

RL3 + 1'1)3 
RL3, 1'1)3 and , and the effect of the 

�AIA2/-t3 

RL3 + 1''l13 
feedback is to add a resistance .--- in parallel 

with RL3 and 1'p3' 

The conventional solution of output impedance 
in the presence of feedback shows that the effect 

of feedback is to add a resistance of --- in 
BA1A2/-t3 

parallel with the output circuit. Especially in the 
case of triode output valves, for which RL3 and 1'p3 
may be of the same order, the difference between 
these twO solutions' may be significant. 

The reason for the difference is that in Fig. 1 
the voltage E is set up across RL3 and 1'p3 in parallel, 
whereas in the conventional analysis E is a voltage 
in series with RL3 and 1'p3 as in Fig. 2. Since only 
the latter con�ition _ simulates the effect of voltages 
developed in the voice coil of a speaker when 
"hanging on" at its resonant frequency, it is the 
correct method for determining amplifier output 
impedance. 

When the circuit of Fig. 2 is used for Output 
impedance determination, the source impedance of 
E must be much less than that of the series con
nection of RL3 and 1'p3, which may be difficult when 
measuring on the secondary side of the output 
transformer, but which can be readily arranged 
on the primary side. A suitable step-down trans
former may be used for measurements on the 
secondary side. 

R 

rv 

FI G. 1. All D. C. Sourcu Omitted 
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2. Output impedance of other amplifier stages 

Although the effect of negative feedback on the 
output impedance of the output stages of amplifiers 
is commonly discllssed, its effect on the apparent out
put impedance of other stages is never referred to. 

As shown above, it is necessary, in determining 
OlltPllt impedance, to use a reasonably close approxi
mation to actual operating conditions if a correct 
analysis is to be made. For example, the method of 
inserting a voltage in series with the load as shown 
in Fig. 2 is not applicable to stages other than the 
Output stage because in operation sllch serIes \101-
tages do not appear. 

However, changes in the impedance of R" are 
met with, for example, if a following stage is driven 

reduced the Olltput voltage of the second stage 

1J..2RD2 

to 

R,.2 
1 + �/lIA:!,Ll� ----

'l'p2 + R,.� 

,Ll2R'J2 
t Ei' /1) -----

1'1'2 + R,,'2 

R/,2 
1 + t �AjA:�/J..2 ---

'rp� + R/J2 

FIG.2. All D.e. Sourc($ Omitted 

into grid current or if R" has a reactive component. 
Thus a determination of the variation in output 
voltage with changes in the value of R" may be 
useful. 

In Fig. 1 let a resistor be connected in parallel 
with Rr•2 which halves its effective resistance. In 
the absence of feedback the additional resistor will 
reduce the voltage output of the second stage 

from 

to 

,Ll2 R/,2 
Ei. At -----

1'p2 + R,.2 

,Ll2 R,.2 

i.e., when 1'p2 » RL2 as for pentodes the output of 
the stage is approximately halved. 

Let the input voltage, to give the same output 
when feedback is applied to the amplifier, be Ei.', 
then with feedback the additional resistor will 

Radiotl'onics 

Thus, when a reasonable degree of feedback is used, 
the effect of the shunting resistor on the output of 
the driver stage is small, which is another way of 
saying that the output impedance of the driver 
stage is low. The overall feedback has therefore 
reduced the output impedance of the second stage. 

Similar results would be obtained by calculating 
the effect on any other stage. 

It is of interest to note that the . output impedance 
of stages other than the output stage is reduced by 
either negative voltage feedback or negative current 
feedback so long as this is taken from a stage 
subsequent to the stage under investigation. 

This determination of interstage output impedance 
is nevertheless merely a different method of examin
ing the effects of negative feedback upon, say, fre
quency response if Rr, is changing with frequency 
or distortion if R" is changing with amplitude. It 
has no fundamental significance with respect to the 
behaviour of negative feedback amplifiers. 

July, 1955. 
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ANALYSIS OF TWO GEN ERA TORS· FEEDING A LOAD 

by F. Langford-Smith 

In a previous article (Ref. 1) reference was made 
to some of the effects of two generators feeding a 
load, in that case the generators being the plate and 
screen of a pentode working with the "Ultra Linear" 
connection of the ·screen. 

The following treatment is quite general, treating 
the effects of two generators· feeding a resistive 
network. In Fig. 1 there are two constant voltage 
generators El and E2, each in series with a resistance 

(RI and R2 respectively), feeding a load resistance 
Ra. The case. treated here is when both generators 
.are supplying power in the positive direction; it 
does not cover the case where one generator IS 

being driven "backwards" by the other. 

Power generated by El El/1 

Power generated by E2 E2/2 

Total power generated El/1 + E2/2 

Power loss In RI I1Rl 

Power loss in R2 12R2 

Power dissipated in Ra Ea (I1 + 12) 

Power in Ra contributed by E2 

Let the power in Ra contributed by E2 be repre
sented in the alternative form 122 R, where R is the 
load resistance into which E2 works. 

Radiotronics 

Then 122R = Ea/2 
R Ea/12 

Ea 
R x 

finally R = Ra --- ........ ........ (1) 
12 

Eqn. (1) shows that the load into which E2 
works is not Ra, as might be expected, but a 

resistance greater than Ra. Taking a numerical case 
for illustration, El = 120 volts, E2 = 110 volts, 
RI = 250 ohms, R2 = 500 ohms, Ra = 1000 
ohms. It is shown in the Appendix that 1 1 =; 

80 mA, 12 = 20 mA and 11 + 12 = 100 mA. 

Applying equation (1), the load resistance into 
which E2 works' is given by 

R = 1000 (100/20) = 5000 ohms. 

Thus in this case, with E2 contributing one-fifth of 
the total current, the load resistance into which E2 
works is 5 times Ra. 

Appendix 

In. Fig. 1, let El = 120 volts, E2 = 110 volts, 
RI = 250 ohms, R2 = 500 ohms, Ra = 1000 ohms. 
El = I1Rl + (11 + h) Ra ...... ...... (2) 

E2 = 12R2 + (It + 12) Ra .. ........... ( 3 ) 

El - E2 120 - 110 10 volts = 

IIRl - hR2 
IlRl - 10 + 12R2 

11 (10/250) + 12 (500/250) 

11 0.04 + 212 

It + 12 = 0.04 + 31 2 ........... (4) 

Applying (4) in (3): 

110 500 h + (0.04 + 3h) 1000 

110 3500 h + 40 

70/3500 = 20 mA. 
0.04 + 2 X 20/1000 

It + 12 = 100 mA. 

References 

80 mA. 

1. F. Langford-Smith and A. R. Chesterman, "Ultra 
Linear Amplifiers" - Part 3, Section 2, Screen 
Power Output, Radiotronics 20.7 (July, 1955), 
78. 
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WIRELESS 
ENGINEER 

Vol. 32 AUGUST 1955 No.8 

"L1tra-Linear Amplifiers 

I N recent years, and particularly in the C.S.A., 
the so-called ultra-linear amplifier has become 
popular among quality enthusiasts. A 

great deal has been written about it and a good 
many performance figures have been published 
which do seem to show some reduction of non
linearity distortion as compared with similar 
triode, tetrode or pentode amplifters1• No 
serious attempt at explaining why this result 
should occur seems to have been made, however. 

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 applied 
to a single output valve (a pair in push-pull is 
usually adopted) and it can be seen that it differs 
from a normal output stage only in that the 
screen grid is connected to a tapping on the 
output transformer primary. If this tapping 
were at the h. t. end of the winding, the screen
grid would be joined to h.t. and the stage would 

c 

I 1 
VI v, R 

j 
I 

I , 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

-~----~----~~----------------~~~~--------'·'.-\mpWlms and Superlalh'es" bv D. T. :i. WUlIamson and P. J. 
Walker, Wi,eless Wo,Ul, Seplmlbcr i952, p. 357. 

\VIREL1!:SS E~GINEER, AUGUST 1955 

be an ordinary tetrode or pentode one. If it were 
at the anode end of the winding. the screen-grid 
would be joined to the anode. and the stage would 
be a normal triode one. 

What happens is that a portion of the alternating 
voltage developed on the anode is fed back to the 
screen grid and the amount of feedback depends 
on the position of the tapping on the winding. 
By varying the amount of feedback, a gradual 
transition between the limiting triode and tetrode 
conditions is obtainable. ~ow a triode is generally 
thought to be more linear than a pentode and it is 
sometimes said that this can be accounted for 
by the linearizing action of feedback. A triode 
can be regarded as merely a tetrode with 100% 
feedback to the screen-grid. 

If this were all, the ultra-linear stage would 
represent an intermediate condition between the 
tnode and the tetrode and one would expect it 
to be less linear than the triode and more linear 
than the tetrode. On this basis. there is nothing 
to account for its being more linear than either. 

The flaw in this argument is the supposition 
that the ordinary ideas about negative feedback 
hold good when they are applied to this special 
case of feedback to an electrode other than the 
input electrode. The normal ideas have been 
developed on the basis of the feedback and the 
input being applied to a common electrode so 
that the feedback voltage and the input voltage 
are additive. It is well known that feedback 
then always tends to improve the linearity. 
When separate electrodes are used, however. it 
can be shown that feedback will introduce 
curvature into an otherwise straight charac
teristic. 

199 



A modified form of the ultra-linear amplifier linear action, but the feedback grid is still linear, 
is shown in Fig. 2; in this. a fraction P of the so that the equation for anode current is 
anode voltage is applied through the CR coupling ia == (a l + blVl + Cl V 12 + dl V 13)(a 3 + b3r 3) 

to the suppressor grid. It is well known that in a and, as before, V s = - ~iaRa. Then 
pentode the cathode current is . a3 (a l + bl VI + Cl V 12 + d l V 13) 

iR = a l + b1V 1 ta = f+-pb 3Ra(a l + bll-~l + Cl V l 2 + dlV~3} 
f 1· . t' I' a l + blVI + Cl Vl2 + d1V13 within the limits 0 a mear approxlma Ion. t l~ = A ----.. -.-- .-2"-.--.-s-

also well known that it is independent of V 3 1 + B(b1 V I + cll' 1 + d1 It I } 

which serves only to control the division. of current wh€r~ A and B have the same values as before. 
........................................................................................... This equation can be expanded to the form 

ia == ALaI + (b l - alB) VI - (1 - a 1B)(b12B - c1 ) V 12 

+ {BZb13{l - alB) - Bblcl{l - 2alB) - B(aldl -j- blcl ) + d l } V 13 ••• ] 

.................................................................... <....................... retaining terms only up to the cube. 
between screen-grid and anode, so that It is at once evident that it may be possible to 

ia = ik (as + baTt's) choose P so that the coefficient of V\3 is zero. 
Therefore, we can write It is not worth while to attempt to work out the 

ia = (a l + bl V l )(a3 + baV 3 ) •• •• (I) condition for this. The equation would be com-
In Fig. 2, the anode voltage is -iaRa, where plex and of little practical utility because we 

Ra is the anode load, and so V 3 = - PiaRa, and have assumed a linear control of anode current 
(1) becomes by the feedback grid and this is unlikely to be 

. aa(a1 + bl V 1) present in practice. 
'a = 1 + pbaRa (a l + blV I ) .......................................................................................... . 

= A[a1 + bl (1 - alB) VI - b/·B {I - alB} VIZ + bl 3 B2 (1 - alB) VIS ••••• ] (2) 

where A = aa/(I + al b3 PRa} 
and B - b3 pRa!(1 + albs ~Ra) 

Feedback to the suppressor grid thus introduces 
curvature into an otherwise linear characteristic. 
If the input VIis a sine wave, the anode current 
will contain all harmonics of it. 

Feedback to the screen-grid of a valve is, of 
course, not quite the same thing as feedback to 
the suppressor grid. However, as is well known, 
the mutual conductance does depend upon the 
screen voltage and so the equation for this 
condition must be rather like (I); there must be a 
tenn involving the product of the control- and 
screen-grid voltages. If this product term is 
present, then the equation for screen-grid feedback 
will be of the same general form as (2). 

It would thus appear that feedback to an 
electrode other than the input electrode is a bad 
thing. However, we have only so far shown that 
it makes an otherwise linear stage non-linear. 
There is the possibility that the kind of non
linearity which it introduces is inverse to that 
which occurs naturally in valves. If this 
possibility is a reality, then a critical degree of 
feedback to screen or suppressor grid would 
improve the linearity of a stage. 

Let us suppose that the input grid has a non-
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..................................................................................................... 
"'ith feedback to a grid other than the signal 

grid, however. the possibility exists of being able 
so to adjust the amount of feedback that a 
particular harmonic can be eliminated from the 
output. In the ultra-linear amplifier, two valves 
are used in push-pull 50 that all even harmonics 
are, ideally, eliminated. 

The third harmonic, which is normally the 
most important remaining one, can, again ideally, 
be eliminated by a critical adjustment of feedback 
to the screen-grids. The distortion present 
should thus be confined to odd-order harmonics 
higher than the third. Superficially, therefore, 
the ultra-linear amplifter would appear to be an 
improvement on ordinary types. We say super
ficially because we have not examined the 
amplitudes of the residual harmonics and the 
ability to eliminate a third harmonic would confer 
no 1;>enefit if it meant that the higher harmonics 
became of comparable amplitude. 

There is no reason to suppose that this is the 
case, however, for the evidence of measurement 
does support the claims made for the ultra-linear 
amplifier. Our aim here has been merely to show 
the mechanism by which this improvement is 
achieved, for we have felt that it has Temained 
too long unexplained. 

W.T.C. 

·WIRELESS ENGISEER. ACGUST 1955 



The Ultra Linear 
Power Amplifier 

An adventure between triode and pentode 

by   Rudolf  Moers 
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Who am I  
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Born in 1955 in Veldhoven and now living in Eindhoven in the Netherlands. 
 
Education:     Primary     Technical School         electrical engineering 
       Secondary Technical School         electronics 
       High          Technical School         electronics 

       Summary of work experience: 
 
 Halin          Analog video modification  (RGB-keying) 
             Analog audio circuits with semi-conductors 
 Philips Optical Disk Mastering   Compact Disk mastering electronics 
             Compact Disk signal processing electronics 
             And a lot more 
                Philips Medical Systems      Diaphragm control of Röntgen camera 
                Philips Electron Optics      Vacuum pump control for electron microscope 
 Secondary Technical School      Teacher electronics, theory and practice 
 ASML        Architecture of electronic hardware 
             Infrastructure of cabling and racks with  
             electronic boards and supplies. 

Hobby  :     electron tube amplifiers and radio’s    
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 1.   Introduction and history 
David Hafler & Herbert Keroes  (not the inventors) published  
their Ultra Linear story in 1951.  

 
 

Publishing in 1959 of the Dutch book “Radio Technique part 1” 
written by A. J. Sietsma of the Philips company. 

The Philips company has never published an Ultra Linear story, but A. J. Sietsma 
made a homework exercise about screen grid negative feedback for students. 

Rudolf  Moers solved this homework exercise about negative feedback in 2006 
with his own formulae which gave the same results as A. J. Sietsma. 
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0.0  ≤  x  ≤  1.0 

ak

kg

ak

kg

v
v

x
v

v
x ,2,2



akkg vxv ,2
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Screen grid tap of the 
primary transformer  
winding :   x 

      x = 0 :   pentode 
0 < x < 1 :   ultra-linear 
      x = 1 :   triode 



2. Comparison of the static characteristic for Triode, Ultra Linear  
       and Pentode 

8 

Same load lines 
with different  
scales for Vak 

Constriction 40V Constriction 100V 

Constriction 50V 

triode 

pentode 

Ultra-linear 



3.  Comparison of the powers for Triode, Ultra Linear  

9 

and Pentode in theory. 

Vap,triode    << Vap,ultralinear 

Vap,triode    << Vap,pentode 

 Iap,triode    <<  Iap,ultralinear 

 Iap,triode    <<  Iap,pentode 

 

Va,pentode  =  Va,ultralinear 

 Ia,pentode   =  Ia,ultralinear 

 

By this: 
 
 Pap,triode    <<  Pap,ultralinear 

 Pap,triode    <<  Pap,pentode 

 
 Pa,pentode  =   Pa,ultralinear 



In Menno’s first book some design examples are shown which use with jumpers to configure 
the circuit into triode, ultra-linear and pentode. 
 
Power results: 
 
2x EL34 with transformer VDV6040PP:      ptriode =  13W,  pultralinear = 33W and ppentode = 40W  
4x EL34 with transformer VDV3070PP:      ptriode =  30W,  pultralinear = 70W and ppentode = 80W 
  
 ptriode = 13 W  20 W  pultralinear = 33 W versus pultralinear = 33 W   7 W  ppentode = 40 W 
 ptriode = 30 W  40 W  pultralinear = 70 W versus pultralinear = 70 W 10 W  ppentode = 80 W 
 
Reason  :           vap,triode << vap,ultralinear < vap,pentode 

10 

The constriction of the vg1,k -curves in the anode characteristic Ia = f (Vak)  

 near the Ia –axis is slightly more with ultra linear than with a pentode.   

Comparison of the powers for Triode, Ultra Linear  
and Pentode in practice. 



4.  Network analyses of the Ultra Linear Amplifier 
      4.a.   Repetition of the pentode characteristics 

11 Anode current 
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Screen grid current 
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 4.b.   Repetition of the pentode quantities 
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Anode steepness is also called mutual conductance gm. 

Definition of anode steepness         :                            with constant Vak  and Vg2,k   

For small signals                         :                             with constant Vak  and Vg2,k  
 

Definition of screen grid steepness :                            with constant Vak  and Vg2,k         
 
  
For small signals           :                            with constant Vak  and Vg2,k  
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Definition of anode 
                        amplification factor   :                                   with constant Ia  and Vg2,k          
  
 
 
For small signals                            :                                  with constant Ia  and Vg2,k  

Definition of screen grid 
                        amplification factor  :                                   with constant Ig2  and Vak  
 
 
  
For small signals                           :                                   with constant Ig2  and Vak  
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gg v
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Anode         penetration factor          :    Da = µ-1 = 1/µ                  (Anode        Durchgriff ) 
 
 
Screen grid penetration factor          :                                             (Screen grid Durchgriff) 
 

1,2
1

1,22 /1 gggggD   
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Definition of anode 
                    AC internal resistance    :                              with constant Vg1,k  and Vg2,k           
  
 
For small signals              :                             with constant Vg1,k  and Vg2,k  
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v
r 

Definition of screen grid 
                   AC internal  resistance   :                             with constant Vg1,k  and Vak        
  
 
For small signals             :                             with constant Vg1,k  and Vak  
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Barkhausen’s  anode         formula :  
 
 
Barkhausen’s  screen grid formula : 

irS 

221,2 igg rS 

µpentode  as  triode ≈ µg2,g1 

17 

At the anode: 

Anode AC internal resistance:      ir

Anode AC external resistance:      ar

(or plate resistance) 

(external load at the anode) 

Screen grid tap of the primary transformer winding :   x 
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Anode current 
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Screen grid current 
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 ∆Vg1,k  for  S = ∆Vg1,k  for  S2 
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According to the definitions, AC voltage vg1,k causes anode current :    ia1 = S·vg1,k  
According to the definitions, AC voltage vak   causes anode current :    ia2 = vak / ri  

For triodes: 

Superposititon of  ia1 and ia2  gives      :  
i

ak
kga r

v
vSi  ,1 irS apply Barkhausen’s 

 The triode equation                             : 










ak

kga
v

vSi ,1

For pentodes: 

Factor          contributes to the anode current slightly because µ is large  
 
see anode steepness characteristic Ia = f (Vg1,k). 


akv

Factor                contributes significantly to the anode current because  µg2,g1  
 
is small, see screen grid steepness characteristic Ig2 = f (Vg1,k). 

1,2

,2

gg

kgv


The pentode equation                         : 
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 4.c. Current and Voltage Source equivalent circuits for the Pentode 



The pentode equation                         : 
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Apply this in the pentode equation    : 
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2Equal control grid base for anode current and screen grid current : 
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After some mathematical magic tricks we get the current source and voltage source models. 
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Anode         current source                : 

Screen grid current source                : 

Anode        voltage source                : 

Screen grid voltage source               : 
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4.d.   Current source and Voltage Source equivalent circuits  
         applied to Ultra Linear 

akkg vxv ,2

0.0  ≤  x  ≤  1.0 

ak

kg
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kg

v
v

x
v

v
x ,2,2



TARGET: 
 

A = vo /vi = f (x)  and  rout = f (x)      
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Without formulae we see directly :  

ig2   flows through part            x  of the primary winding   partly contribution to power 

ia     flows through part (1−x) +x of the primary winding   full    contribution to power  

With formulae derivation from the equivalent circuits we achieve :  

Anode voltage :     aaakaakgak rxirxirxivv  11,2

vg2,k = −(ia + ig2 ) ∙ x ∙ ra  and is Kirchhoff’s first law ik = ia + ig2  for AC  

 Total AC current        :   totalga
a

ak iixi
r
v

 2

The total AC current itotal  is not the same as cathode AC current ik. 
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The pentode equation  : 
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atotalak riv 

.…………   we achieve at the anode: 
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With the art of magic 
 formula tricks ……. 

An easy formula derivation in small steps is available. 
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and   vi = vg1,k 
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AC  output  resistance : 
itshortcircuo
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out i

v
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,

,
 (Thevenin’s theorem) 

 When we have vo,open        then RL = ∞ with                                   .  
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 When we have io,shortcircuit then RL = 0  with                                   .  0
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Again with the art of 
 magic formula tricks ….  

.…………   we achieve at the output: 

An easy formula derivation in small steps is available. 
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Summary 
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x is the variable and the other quantities  
are almost constant (in theory). 



5.   Determination of the screen grid tap 
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The adjustment of Vg2,k  happens automatically of course, because the screen grid is connected to the anode.   
The screen grid primary transformer tap x = 1.00 but that will surprise nobody, so pentode as triode. 

Table 1.   Measured values of  line 1 

Vak (V) 
adjusted 

Ia (mA) 
read on 
Ia-axis 

Ig2 (mA) 
measured 

Vg2,k (V) 
adjusted to 

achieve the read Ia 

ΔVak (V) 
[300V – Vak] 

ΔVg2,k (V) 
[300V – Vg2,k] 

    0     0     0     0 300 300 1.00 

  25     0     0   25 275 275 1.00 

  50     0     0   50 250 250 1.00 

  75     0     0   75 225 225 1.00 

100     0     0 100 200 200 1.00 

125     0     0 125 175 175 1.00 

150     0     0 150 150 150 1.00 

175        2.6        0.1 175 125 125 1.00 

200        8.5        0.7 200 100 100 1.00 

225      19.2        1.6 225   75   75 1.00 

250      35.6        2.9 250   50   50 1.00 

275   55        4.6 275   25   25 1.00 

300   79        7.0 300     0     0 unknown 

325 110        9.2 325  
Not further than 

point W 

 
Not further than 

point W 

 
Not further than 

point W 
350 140      12.1 350 

375 170      16.5 375 

400 200      21.0 400 

ak

kg

V
V

x





,2
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Table 3.   Measured values of  line 3 

Vak (V) 
adjusted 

Ia (mA) 
read on 
Ia-axis 

Ig2 (mA) 
measured 

Vg2,k (V) 
adjusted to  

achieve the read  Ia 

ΔVak (V) 
[300V – Vak] 

ΔVg2,k (V) 
[300V – Vg2,k] 

    0    0    0 unknown 300 unknown unknown 

  25       6.5       3.8 206 275   94 0.34 

  50  13     12.5 237 250   63 0.25 

  75     19.5  16 251 225   49 0.22 

100  26  13 254 200   46 0.23 

125     32.5     10.4 259 175   41 0.23 

150  39    8 263 150   37 0.25 

175     45.5    7 269 125   31 0.25 

200  52       6.5 275 100   25 0.25 

225     58.5       6.5 281   75   19 0.25 

250  65       6.5 288   50   12 0.24 

275     71.5       6.5 294   25    6 0.24 

300  78       7.1 300     0    0 unknown 

ak

kg

V
V

x





,2

The average value of  all screen grid primary transformer taps  xaverage = 0.25. This value is mentioned at line 3.  
For this specimen KT88-1 we have pure ultra-linear at  x = 0.25.  
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Table 5.   Measured values of  line 5 

Vak (V) 
adjusted 

Ia (mA) 
read on 
Ia-axis 

Ig2 (mA) 
measured 

Vg2,k (V) 
adjusted to  

achieve the read  Ia 

ΔVak (V) 
[300V – Vak] 

ΔVg2,k (V) 
[300V – Vg2,k] 

    0    1  54 300 300 0 0.00 

  25  60  30 300 275 0 0.00 

  50  60  30 300 250 0 0.00 

  75  61  28 300 225 0 0.00 

100  63  22 300 200 0 0.00 

125  65  19 300 175 0 0.00 

150  68  14 300 150 0 0.00 

175  70  12 300 125 0 0.00 

200  72       9.5 300 100 0 0.00 

225  74       8.5 300   75 0 0.00 

250  75       7.8 300   50 0 0.00 

275  76       7.2 300   25 0 0.00 

300  77       7.0 300     0 0 unknown 

325  78       6.5 300  
Not further than point 

W 

 
Not further than point 

W 

 
Not further than 

point W 
350  79       6.3 300 

375  80       6.0 300 

400  80       6.0 300 

ak

kg

V
V

x





,2

The adjustment of  Vg2,k  happens automatically of course, because the screen grid is connected to Vb.  
The screen grid primary transformer tap  x = 0.00 but that will surprise nobody, so pentode as pentode. 
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6.   Test equipment 
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Given at Vak  = 300V for KT88: 
 
S        =   11.5 mA/V  
ri        =   12   kΩ 
µ        = 138 
S2       =   1.15 mA/V 
µg2,g1  =    8 
 
ra        = 7000 Ω 
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Working point: 
 
      Vak,w    =  300    V 
       Ia,w      =    80 mA 
      Vg1,kw   = − 26    V 
      Vg2,kw   ≈  300    V 
    
Input signal for each 
value of  x : 
      vg1,k     = 3.72 VRMS 
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Table  6 

x vg1,k 
(VRMS) 

 

vak 
(VRMS) 

vg2,k 
(VRMS) 

pa 
(W) 

vRL 
(VRMS) 

pRL 
(W) 

|Aa|  
calculated  by 

formula 

0.00 3.72 158.0 0 0.00 3.60 4.01 3.20 42.4 50.6 

0.10 3.72   60.8  19.2 0.32 0.53 1.51 0.45 16.3 16.8 

0.20 3.72   47.7  21.3 0.45 0.33 1.22 0.29 12.8 13.3 

0.30 3.72   40.7  22.3 0.55 0.24 1.01 0.20 10.9 11.3 

0.40 3.72   36.1  23.2 0.64 0.19 0.92 0.16   9.7 10.1 

0.50 3.72   33.4  23.6 0.71 0.16 0.83 0.14   9.0   9.3 

0.60 3.72   30.9  23.9 0.77 0.14 0.78 0.12   8.3   8.7 

0.70 3.72   28.9  23.2 0.84 0.12 0.73 0.11   7.8   8.1 

0.80 3.72   27.3  24.2 0.89 0.11 0.69 0.10   7.3   7.7 

0.90 3.72   26.1  24.6 0.94 0.10 0.65 0.09   7.0   7.3 

1.00 3.72   25.0  25.0 1.00 0.09 0.62 0.08   6.6   7.0 

ak

kg
measured v

v
x ,2


kg

ak
a v

v
A

,1



measured 
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7. Practical evidence 1 of the network analyses  
     of the Ultra Linear Amplifier 
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pentodeoutr ,

triodeoutr ,

rultralineaoutr ,



8.   Comparison of practical powers and efficiencies of 
       an amplifier in Triode mode, in Ultra Linear mode  
       and in Pentode mode 
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My first electron tube amplifier according to a design from Menno’s first book. 



Schematic diagram of my first electron tube amplifier 
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1,2gi

1ai

2ai

2,2gi
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= 25 W pa 

input power 
anode dissipation 

delivered anode power 

anode efficiency 

input power 

anode dissipation 
delivered anode power 

anode efficiency 

input power 

anode dissipation 
delivered anode power 

anode efficiency 



9. Practical evidence 2 of the network analyses  
     of the Ultra Linear Amplifier 

Table 7. 

vak (VRMS) vg2,k (VRMS) given x of power transformer VDV6040PP 

  31.1 12.5 0.402 0.400 

100.0 40.1 0.401 0.400 

193.6 78.0 0.403 0.400 

ak

kg
measured v

v
x ,2
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 and    RMSmeasuredaaa mAiii 59,21  RMSmeasuredggg mAiii 14,22,21,2 

Substitution of these currents in: measuredgmeasuredatotal ixii ,2, 

6.559144.059 totali
mAitotal 5.64

 300060002
1

2
1

6040, PPVDVaaa rr

Wp ELa 5.1234, 

a

ak
ELa r

vp
2

34,  RMSak
ak Vvv 6.19330005.12

3000
5.12

2



Anode AC external resistance: 

We have seen that the total anode power is 25W 

a

ak
measuredgmeasuredatotal r

vixii  ,2,For  determination  of             apply :    totali

A
r
v

i
a

ak
total 0645.0

3000
6.193


mAitotal 5.64

The effect of this fictive                   is an anode power of 12.5 W for one power pentode. 
 
The effect of                                      is an anode power of 12.5 W for one power pentode. )( ,2, measuredgmeasureda ixi 

totali



10. Comparison of practical frequency behavior of an  
      amplifier  in Triode, Ultra Linear and Pentode mode. 
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15 Hz 

 Triode                             Ultra-Linear                            Pentode 

80 kHz 
21 Hz 

70 kHz 
18 Hz 

50 kHz 

Differences in frequency and phase characteristics are small. 
The parasitic capacitances due to the Miller effect are not negligible  
for triodes,    but their anode AC  internal resistance is low. 
The parasitic capacitances due to the Miller effect are      negligible 
for pentodes, but their anode AC internal resistance is high. 
The limiting of 3dB-high is mainly due to the limiting bandwidth of the 
transformer. 



11.  Comparison practical non-linear distortion of an  
       amplifier in Triode mode, Ultra Linear mode and 
       Pentode mode 
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Final summary 

x is the variable and the other quantities  
are almost constant (in theory). 

These formulae match in  
 theory and practice. 
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  totalga
a

ak iixi
r
v

 2

The contribution of the anode AC to the delivered output power is much more than 
 the contribution of the screen grid AC because in practice:  x ≈ 0.4 and  ag ii  2.02

The delivered output power at ultra-linear is slightly less than with pentode configuration. 
The delivered output power at ultra-linear is much more  than with triode    configuration. 

It is possible to determine screen grid tap x for an ultra-linear application for each 
sample of a pentode after measuring the anode characteristics for both the triode and  
pentode configurations of that pentode. 

The configurations triode, ultra-linear and pentode have an almost equal audio bandwidth. 

The ultra-linear configuration gives almost the same low non-linear distortion as the 
 triode configuration. 

The ultra-linear configuration has the “high power advantage”  
of the pentode configuration and the “low non-linear distortion  
advantage” of the triode configuration. 
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An adventure between triode and pentode 

Rudolf Moers 

1 Introduction 
In 1951, David Hafler and Herbert Keroes introduced a pentode power amplifier, in which a tap of the 

primary transformer winding was connected to the screen grid of the power pentode [2]. They called 

this the Ultra-Linear power amplifier. This power amplifier shows the advantages of a triode, low 

anode AC internal resistance and low distortion, as well as the advantages of a pentode, large deliv

ered anode AC power and good efficiency. The narrative given by David Hafler and Herbert Keroes 

is good and substantiated in practice; this is very important. 

What I personally missed in their narration is a theoretical explanation of the operation of the ultra

linear circuit. I have several electronics books including the well known seven parts of the electron 

tube book range, written by scientists of the Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken Company at Eindhoven 

in the Netherlands. I also have all the electronics books of the company school written by 

A.J. Sietsma. In none of these books did I find a theoretical explanation of the operation of the ultra

linear circuit. I do not suggest that such an explanation does not exist; I just have not been able to 

find it. Therefore I went on an adventure between triode and pentode myself. In this adventure, the

ory will be checked against practice. 

Exercise 5 

Given: 

Ri = 50 k!2; S = 12t mA/V; 
PU2g1 = 15; S2 = 2,5 mA/V; 
1/1 : '112 : na = 40 : 15: I; R/sp = 7,5!2. 

Wanted: 

I. Calculate � if the output stage is not 
Vi 

countercoupled (i.e. g2 is then at point' A'). 

2. Calculate � if the output stage is negatively coupled 
Vi 

(as in the given diagram). 

3. What kind of counter coupling occurs here? 

Note: see page 343, exercise 18. 

Figure 1. Homework exercise from the great book from 1959 by A.l. Sietsma [3J. 
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When doing research for my book [1], I was pleasantly surprised to find the homework exercise of fig-
ure 1. Unfortunately, it is in Dutch but you should be able to understand the circuit.

Philips never published information concerning ultra-linear power gain because they never pro-
duced such an amplifier. I contacted Sietsma about the why and how of this homework exercise, but
he is too old to be able to answer. His son told me that his father used to make up all homework ex-
ercises himself. He probably wanted to check the knowledge of his students concerning “screen grid
negative feedback” which is the technical name for the marketing name Ultra-Linear.
It was this homework exercise which motivated me to do a close investigation of the ultra-linear power
amplifier. Thanks to Sietsma I developed my own network analysis of the circuit, which he probably
also did, although it was never published. Using my own network analysis method I solved this exer-
cise in 2006, and achieved the same results as Sietsma. During the EuropeanTriode Festival (ETF) 2010,
I presented a paper on this subject and for an extended narration I recommend reference [1].

2 An adventure between triode and pentode
You seldom encounter a single ended ultra-linear power amplifier. In principle, it is very well possi-
ble to construct one, but I do not know whether these power amplifiers perform satisfactorily. How-
ever, the single ended ultra-linear power amplifier is very suitable to explain the Ultra-Linear concept.
We will see later that a separate explanation of the push pull ultra-linear power amplifier in classes
A, B and AB with their calculations of powers and efficiencies is not required. This seems too good to
be true, but I will show it to be so. In figure 2we have the single ended topology with anode AC ex-
ternal resistance ra. The related anode characteristics Ia = f (Vak) with the Vg1,k-curve which lies halfway
inside the control grid base are also given (see sidebar for explanation of terms and symbols). This is
the most favorable working point because we are then in the middle of the upper and lower bends
of the anode static/dynamic transconductance Ia = f (Vg1,k).We must avoid these bends because of the
distortions they cause. The triode connection gives Vg2,k = Vak ≠ constant and the pentode connec-
tion gives Vg2,k = Vb = constant. The reason that both anode characteristics are not linear is also visi-
ble with the related Child-Langmuir equations above in the anode characteristics of figure 2.
With the triode connection, we see a faint concave curvature. With the pentode connection, we see
a steep convex curvature and after the knee it changes into an almost horizontal flat line. Anticipat-
ing what will come later, an x-coordinate is shown along the primary winding of the output trans-
former. The transformer terminal connected to Vb is the point where x = 0. Because Vb is a short circuit
for AC currents, we can say that x = 0 = grounded. The terminal of the transformer connected to the
anode is where x = 1. Scale x is divided linearly along the primary transformer winding.

What would we do, if we would want a linear anode characteristic in the form Ia = kultralinear∙Vak ?
If the triode and pentode anode characteristics are concave and convex respectively, we can then
imagine that between concave and convex there is a linear compromise. Screen grid g2 connected to
the anode makes the anode characteristic concave and connected to Vb makes the anode charac-
teristic convex.

2
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Thus, it is obvious that the connection of screen grid g2 to the primary transformer winding, some-
where in between the anode and Vb, will give a more linear anode characteristic and that is shown
in figure 3.

The impedance between the screen grid primary transformer tap x and Vb is called x∙ra and the im-
pedance between this tap and the anode is called (1−x)∙ra. Because Vb is a short circuit for AC currents,
we can say that screen grid cathode AC voltage vg2,k is a tap of anode cathode AC voltage vak. The
screen grid cathode DC voltage Vg2,k still applies to the screen grid, but from here on, screen grid cath-
ode AC voltage vg2,k is superimposed. (Vg2,k + vg2,k) changes dynamically and because of this, the at-
tractive force on the electrons in the electron cloud around the cathode changes dynamically. The
screen grid behaves slightly adversely as does the anode with triodes, but with a less attractive force
than in a real triodes.
You can also see this in the pentode equation: see reference [1]
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Because μ is large for pentodes, the factor vak/μ can be neglected. In addition, as long as the screen
grid is decoupled by a Cg2 or by an external voltage source Vg2,k, then vg2,k = 0 and due to this factor,
vg2,k/μg2,g1 = 0. However, vg2,k ≠ 0 and μg2,g1 is not large thus factor vg2,k/μg2,g1 can no longer be neglected
and gives a significant contribution to anode AC current ia. Output signals vak and vg2,k are opposite
in phase to the input signal vg1,k = vi and counteract anode AC current ia. This is a classic case of volt-
age negative feedback. Figure 3 also shows the linear anode characteristic Ia = f (Vak) and again with
the Vg1,k-curve which lies halfway inside the control grid base. Once again, this is the most favorable
working point because here we are in between the upper and lower bends of the anode static/dy-
namic transconductance Ia = f (Vg1,k). Thus, the constant kultralinear is a real constant, and independent
of Vg2,k and Vak. When we neglect the primary transformer copper resistance (Rp = 0), we can say
Vb = Vak = Vg2,k. We will see later that vg2,k is almost equal to x∙vak. This equation seems obvious, but

is not fully correct, although in practice it can be ap-
plied without large errors. I will come back to this issue
later.
The next question is, at which screen grid tap or for
which value of x do we get a linear anode characteris-
tic? Figure 4 shows the answer: for x = 0.4.
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The value x = 0.4 is an “average opinion”of the manufacturers of output transformers and electron
tubes. Some of them use x=0.33 as an“average opinion”. Actually, x is different for each type of elec-
tron tube, sometimes on each specimen of one type. So what is the ideal value of tap x for a certain
application? You must be pragmatic in this situation, because what if the ideal value would be
x = 0.38? Should we then get a specific output transformer for this value? Or can we make do with
an output transformer with several taps to choose x = 0.30, x = 0.35 or x = 0.40? All these taps do not
contribute to the transformer bandwidth and other quality aspects. Maybe you should just choose
x = 0.4 and accept that you don’t have an ideal linearity for each pentode specimen.
In section 5 of this article we will do a nice practical determination of x for a specific pentode speci-
men.

3 Power and efficiency
Figure 4 shows that we have a pentode behaving as a pentode for x = 0.0 and a pentode behaving
as a triode for x = 1.0.
This corresponds with the x-values shown in figures 2 and 3. Additionally, all Vg1,k-curves lie halfway
inside the control grid base. How would it look for other Vg1,k-curves? That can be seen in figure 5.
With a reasonable triode, see figure 5.a, curve Vg1,k = 0 goes through the origin of the anode charac-
teristic. With a reasonable pentode, see figure 5.c, curve Vg1,k = 0 lies almost at the top of the anode
characteristic. Purely hypothetical, imagine the screen grid tap is adjustable with a slider on the pri-
mary winding of a variable output transformer. When the slider moves from x = 0 to x = 1, the anode
characteristic goes from pentode to triode, see figures 5.c and 5.a respectively.When the slider moves
back to x = 0.4, you can see the situation of figure 5.b. Here, the Vg1,k-curve which lies halfway inside
the control grid base, goes through the origin of the anode characteristic and curve Vg1,k = 0 lies well
above the origin. Even with an ideal triode, curve Vg1,k = 0 never lies above the origin. This gives great
expectation and promise when we apply full-power drive to control grid g1.
Driving the control grid beyond Vg1,k = 0 is not desirable due to control grid current which must be
avoided. We have the lowest drive level with vap (anode peak AC voltage) with the triode, because we
are limited by curve Vg1,k = 0. We have the highest drive level with vap with the pentode, despite the
limit of the knee which lies not far from the Ia-axis. With ultra-linear, the drive level with vap is signifi-
cantly more than with the triode and is just slightly less with the pentode. The limit for ultra-linear is
caused by the constriction of the Vg1,k-curves.

In the ideal case of ultra-linear mode, the Vg1,k-curves between 0 and halfway in the control grid base
will end at the Ia-axis, and the Vg1,k-curves between halfway in the control grid base and the com-
plete control grid base will end on the Vak-axis. Furthermore, curve Vg1,k = ½∙Vg1,k0 will go straight
through the origin of the anode characteristic. However, ideal pentodes do not exist; but we can re-
cognize the following relationship: vap,triode << vap,ultra-linear< vap,pentode
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Figure 6 from [6] shows the practical anode characteristics Ia = f (Vak) of a KT88 pentode in triode,
ultra-linear with x = 0.4 (40 % tap) and pentode mode. The lower right in figure 6 shows how the
manufacturer specifies the ultra-linear anode characteristics Ia = f (Vak) in practice. In this case, the
Vg1,k-curves lie between 0 V and −60 V. With some interpolation, the center curve Vg1,k = −30 V goes
rather nicely through the origin. Curve Vg1,k = 0 V starts parallel on the Ia-axis and curves slightly hor-
izontal at the top of the anode characteristic. Curve Vg1,k = −60 V lies almost flat against the Vak-axis.
The constrictions of all Vg1,k-curves to the origin are not shown correctly. This part of the anode char-
acteristic is probably different for each specimen, and moreover we must avoid drive levels in that
vap range. Let us make a comparison between the distances of the curves Vg1,k = 0 and the Ia-axis for
triode, ultra-linear and pentode mode (table 1):
Note: The vertical position of the Vg1,k-curves in Ia = f(Vak) depend on the magnitude of Vg2,k. For ultra-lin-
ear and for pentode this is similar.
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Triode Vg2,k=V
ak

; Ia =100mA    Vg1,k = 0 to Ia -axis: 75V

Ultra-Linear Vg2,k =276 V; Ia =100mA Vg1,k = 0 to Ia -axis: 30V

Pentode Vg2,k =300 V; Ia =100mA Vg1,k = 0 to Ia -axis: 20V

Table 1. Voltage distance between Vg1,k = 0 and the Ia-axis.

Figure 6. KT88 Beam Power Tetrode in triode, ultra-linear (x = 0.4 = 40%) and pentode mode.



Figure 7 shows the theoretical ideal versions of the practical figures 5 and 6. Anode AC peak voltage
vap and anode AC peak current iap, which determine the delivered anode power, are smaller in triode
mode than in ultra-linear mode. However, in pentode mode, anode AC peak voltage vap and anode
AC peak current iap are equal to those in ultra-linear mode. This means that the delivered anode power
in ultra-linear mode is equal to the delivered anode power pentode mode. This is very desirable. Fur-
thermore, we can see that the Vg1,k-curves in ultra-linear mode have the same linearity as the Vg1,k-curves
in triode mode. This too is very desirable.

Figures 7.b and 7.c show two“fictive rotation points”:
When we rotate all the Vg1,k-curves of figure 7.b clockwise 450 we get figure 7.c.
When we rotate all the Vg1,k-curves of figure 7.c counterclockwise 450 we get figure 7.b.

Once again, anode AC peak voltage vap and anode AC peak current iap are the same in ultra-linear
mode and in pentode mode. Both modes have the same delivered anode power.
This means that we do not need to derive separate equations for ultra-linear mode; we can just take
the results from the pentode case. This is applicable for single ended or push pull in classes A, B and
AB, but only in theory, of course. How should we handle this in practice? We can not use the situa-
tion of figure 7, but we can use the situation of figure 6.
Earlier we saw that: vap,triode<< vap,ultra-linear < vap,pentode
In reality, the mentioned“constriction” in ultra-linear mode is larger than the“knee area”of the pen-
tode mode. We must not use these areas, to avoid non-linear distortions. Thus, if you want to calcu-
late the delivered anode power in ultra-linear mode, first calculate the delivered anode power in
pentode mode and decrease it by a certain factor. But how much should it be decreased?

It seems to me that an estimate of between 20 % and 30 % should be subtracted from the delivered
anode power in pentode mode. Now where does your author get this insight?
In reference [4], some design examples are shown with the following results for output power:
Two EL34 with VDV6040PP transformer: ptriode = 13 W, pultra-linear = 33 W and ppentode = 40 W
Four EL34 with VDV3070PP transformer: ptriode = 30 W, pultra-linear = 70 W and ppentode = 80 W
Thus, the estimate of between 20 % and 30 % decrease seems reasonable. In addition, the delivered
power in ultra-linear mode is quite sufficient for listening to in your living room. It is obvious that
the efficiency of ultra-linear mode lies between the efficiencies of triode and pentode mode. In the
practical section 7 of this article we will see that the power behavior and the efficiency of ultra-lin-
ear mode come closer to pentode mode than to triode mode.
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4 Network analysis
Consider again the ultra-linear circuit of figure 3. My goal is to show you anode AC gain

, circuit AC gain and circuit output AC resistance rout = ƒ(x) as function

of the screen grid tap position x on the primary transformer winding.
Before we apply a network analysis for the ultra-linear power amplifier, a review of the pentode char-
acteristics and pentode quantities is necessary. Especially so because current manufacturers of pen-
todes deliver poor and inconsistent datasheets. One quantity has several names worldwide:
conductance, transconductance, mutual conductance, slope, steilheid (Dutch) and steilheit (Ger-
man) with symbol g, gm and S. Another one is anode AC internal resistance which can be called ri or
plate resistance rp or Rp or anode resistance ra. It’s important to have these definitions clear to un-
derstand the following narrative. I have listed the various expressions and symbols I use in this arti-
cle in the sidebar.

Figures 8 and 9 show how the various pentode quantities can be determined from the pentode
characteristics. There’s noting new here; you can find the same information in many vintage elec-
tronics books.
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Figure 10 shows anode current Ia and screen grid current Ig2 in one characteristic.We see that the cut-
off points of both transconductance curves are positioned equally on the Vg1,k-axis at a certain Vg2,k.
So both control grid bases are equal: ΔVg1,k for S = ΔVg1,k for S2

This gives and the relationship between anode current and screen grid current

is:

We have already seen pentode equation:

But now we can see a second one:

You can now see the beginning of this section as an introduction for the next part of the narration
and to recognize equations and symbols. From now on, in the rest of this section much will “fall from
the sky”and normally I do not like that, but I do not want to bore you with equation derivation. In ref-
erence [1] all following mathematics are derived in small and easy steps. A piece of cake really, but
now I will show you only the direction of the network analyses.
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With help of both pentode equations and some mathematical tricks it is possible to obtain a
current source equivalent circuit and a voltage source equivalent circuit for the pentode.
When we apply these equivalent circuits with an output transformer with screen grid tap, we then
obtain the current source equivalent circuit and a voltage source equivalent circuit for the pentode as
ultra-linear power amplifier.
These equivalent circuits have as original the circuit of figure 3, and are shown in figure 11.

We neglect the copper resistances of the transformer windings. Furthermore, we consider that trans-
former efficiency ηtransformer = 100%. Kirchhoff’s first law is still ik = ia + ig2 for AC and load resistor RL is
purely resistive. Using some mesh-network rules we can derive the important equation:

Important note: total AC current itotal is not the same as cathode AC current ik!

Anode AC current ia and a fraction x of the of screen grid AC current ig2 deliver the primary power to
anode AC external resistance ra. This is really an algebraic approach. The approach from figure 11 is
as follows:
ia and ig2 together are active in the primary part x∙ra and ia alone is active in primary part (1 – x)∙ra.
What we do algebraically is to define a total AC current itotal which flows through the total anode AC
external resistance ra and which does not ‘see’ the tap to the screen grid.
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Anode AC current ia and screen grid AC current ig2 , which, in reality, see partially different AC resist-
ances, are replaced by itotal = (ia + x∙ig2) which flows through one AC resistance. However, ra without
screen grid tap and itotal are both fictional. Admittedly, our imagination is put to the test.
In section 8, I will show you that these assertions are actually allowed.

Further it would be nice if but in that case the current through x�ra must be the same as

the current through (1-x)�ra. Unfortunately that is not the situation, but in practice x = 0.4 and
ig2 ≈ 0.2×ia.

Thus becomes

Thus, statement is allowed.

Now we have all mathematical tools to derive anode AC gain , circuit AC gain
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and circuit output AC resistance rout = ƒ(x).

In 1959, Sietsma probably achieved the same results as I did in 2006. Unfortunately, he did not pub-
lish it, and I had to derive it independently; just a matter of brave calculations.
In section 6 I will prove the following equations:

Anode AC gain:

Circuit AC gain:

Circuit AC output resistance:

The quantities shown in these equations have already been explained and are constant at a certain
working point. The only variable quantity is screen grid primary transformer tap x. When you apply
x = 0 and x = 1 in these equations, you get the anode AC gain, circuit AC gain and circuit AC output
resistance for pentode and triode respectively. Again, in reference [1] these are derived in small and
very easy steps.

5 Practical determination of the screen grid tap
It would be nice if figure 4 could be made visible on an oscilloscope screen. During the EuropeanTri-
ode Festival 2007,Yves Monmagnon demonstrated his Tube CurveTracer. Later I saw some results of
this equipment on the internet, see reference [7], but at that time I was not aware of the ETF event.
Many years before, while attending secondary technical school, I learned how to display transistor
characteristics on an oscilloscope screen, but making voltage sources for control grid, screen grid
and anode which can increase from 0 V to an adjustable maximum voltage of more than |400| V
seems to me not easy. Before I had seen photos of Yves’s presentation in 2007, I had already devel-
oped another method, see figure 12.

Supply voltage Vb is a short circuit for AC current, and the amplitudes of anode cathode AC voltage
Vak and screen grid cathode AC voltage Vg2,k start from point Vak = Vb on the Vak-axis of figure 12.
On curve xTR = 1.00 for the triode, Vg2,k = Vak is always valid. To get Vak = 175 V in point TR at an anode
DC current of Ia = 14 mA, we must get Vg2,k = 175. By coincidence that is also Vak.

On curve xPE = 0.00 for the pentode, Vg2,k = Vb = 300V is always valid. To get Vak = 175 V in point PE at
an anode DC current of Ia = 72 mA, we must get Vg2,k = 300 V. By coincidence that is also Vb.
The curves Vg1,k = ½ control grid base for the triode and the pentode cross at working point W
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at Iaw = 80 mA and Vakw = 300 V. We can now draw a straight line, ultra-linear, between working point W
and the origin. We call this line xUL.
From point xUL at Vak = 175 V, we can read Ia = 47 mA. Now we must offer a certain voltage of Vg2,k to
get Ia = 47 mA at Vak = 175 V. In this case Vg2,k = 269 V.

The characteristics for triode and pentode of figure 12 are measured with the test circuit of figure 13.
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We can now determine screen grid primary transformer taps xTR, xUL and xPE.

At point PE: vg2.kp = ΔVg2,k = Vb – 300 V = 0 V
vap = ΔVak = Vb – 175 V = 125 V �

At point UL: vg2.kp = ΔVg2,k = Vb – 269 V = 31 V
vap = ΔVak = Vb – 175 V = 125 V �

At point TR: vg2.kp = ΔVg2,k = Vb – 175 V = 125 V
vap = ΔVak = Vb – 175 V = 125 V �

If the explanation of this method is not 100 % clear, it will be soon because we now apply this method
in a practical case. Figure 14 shows the anode characteristics for five different values of screen grid
primary transformer tap x of specimen KT88 no.1.

Line 1 is measured in advance with the pentode in triode mode: x = 1.00.

Line 2 is drawn afterwards “freehand”, but we do not know yet that the corresponding x = 0.42.

Line 3 is drawn afterwardswith a straight ruler, but we do not know yet that the corresponding
x = 0.25.
Line 4 is drawn afterwards “freehand”, but we do not know yet that the corresponding x = 0.13.

Line 5 is measured in advance with the pentode in pentode mode: x = 0.00.

From all lines we can read Ia for each Vak. We must now search for the necessary value of Vg2,k at each point
on these lines. Therefore, we need the test circuit of figure 13 which I have used to measure the lines 1 and
5. At a certain anode DC current Ia and at an adjusted anode cathode DC voltage Vak, the value of screen
grid cathode DC voltage Vg2,k which I have measured, must be subtracted from Vb = 300 V.
Also Vak must be subtracted from Vb = 300 V. This gives you ΔVg2,k and ΔVak respectively.
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The next five tables show the method of figures 12 and 14 explained in practice and deliver the ev-
idence that for all measured values (the dots on the lines), the screen grid primary transformer tap x
is the same for the corresponding line. We also measure the screen grid DC current Ig2 for later use.
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Vak (V) 
adjusted

Ia (mA) 
read on   
Ia-axis

Ig2 (mA)  
measured

Vg2,k (V) 
adjusted to 

read  Ia

�Vak (V)    

[300V – Vak]

�Vg2,k (V)    

[300V – Vg2,k]

0 0 0 unknown 300 unknown unknown
25 2 0,9 181 275 119 0,43
50 5 5,5 208 250 92 0,37
75 9 8,9 223 225 77 0,34
100 12 7,6 225 200 75 0,38
125 17 5,9 230 175 70 0,40
150 22 4,2 235 150 65 0,43
175 28 3,6 242 125 58 0,46
200 36 4 254 100 46 0,46
225 46 4,7 267 75 33 0,44
250 55 5,3 276 50 24 0,48
275 66 6,2 289 25 11 0,44
300 78 7 300 0 0 unknown

Table 3. Measured values of  line 2, fig 14. The average value of all screen grid primary 
transformer taps xaverage = 0.42.

Vak (V)  
adjusted

Ia (mA)  
read on   
Ia-axis

Ig2 (mA)  
measured

Vg2,k (V)  
adjusted to 

read Ia

�Vak (V)   

[300V – Vak]

�Vg2,k (V)    

[300V – Vg2,k]

0 0 0 0 300 300 1
25 0 0 25 275 275 1
50 0 0 50 250 250 1
75 0 0 75 225 225 1
100 0 0 100 200 200 1
125 0 0 125 175 175 1
150 0 0 150 150 150 1
175 2,6 0,1 175 125 125 1
200 8,5 0,7 200 100 100 1
225 19,2 1,6 225 75 75 1
250 35,6 2,9 250 50 50 1
275 55 4,6 275 25 25 1
300 79 7 300 0 0 unknown
325 110 9,2 325
350 140 12,1 350
375 170 16,5 375
400 200 21 400

Table 2.   Measured values for line 1, fig 14. The adjustment of Vg2,k happens automatically of 
course, because the screen grid is connected to the anode. The screen grid primary transformer tap 
x = 1.00 but that will surprise nobody, so this is the pentode in triode mode.

Not further than point W
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0 0 0 unknown 300 unknown unknown
25 6,5 3,8 206 275 94 0,34
50 13 12,5 237 250 63 0,25
75 19,5 16 251 225 49 0,22
100 26 13 254 200 46 0,23
125 32,5 10,4 259 175 41 0,23
150 39 8 263 150 37 0,25
175 45,5 7 269 125 31 0,25
200 52 6,5 275 100 25 0,25
225 58,5 6,5 281 75 19 0,25
250 65 6,5 288 50 12 0,24
275 71,5 6,5 294 25 6 0,24
300 78 7,1 300 0 0 unknown

Table 4. Measured values of  line 3, fig 14. The average value of all screen grid primary 
transformer taps  xaverage = 0.25. For this specimen KT88 no.1 we have pure ultra-linear at x = 
0.25.

Vak (V) 
adjusted

Ia (mA)  
read on   
Ia-axis

Ig2 (mA)  
measured

Vg2,k (V)  
adjusted to 

read  Ia

�Vak (V)   

[300V – Vak]

�Vg2,k (V)     

[300V – Vg2,k]

0 0 0 unknown 300 unknown unknown
25 15 9,5 236 275 64 0,23
50 26 19,7 264 250 36 0,14
75 34 20,6 274 225 26 0,12
100 41 17,7 278 200 22 0,11
125 49 14,2 282 175 18 0,10
150 55 11,2 284 150 16 0,11
175 60 9,4 287 125 13 0,10
200 64 8,1 289 100 11 0,11
225 68 7,6 292 75 8 0,11
250 71 7,1 294 50 6 0,12
275 74 7 296 25 4 0,16
300 78 7 300 0 0 unknown

Table 5.  Measured values of  line 4, fig 14. The average value of all screen grid primary transformer taps  
xaverage = 0.13.

�Vg2,k (V)       

[300V – Vg2,k]

�Vak (V)      

[300V – Vak]

Vg2,k (V)  
adjusted to 

read Ia

Ig2 (mA)  
measured

Ia (mA)  read 

on  Ia-axis

Vak (V)  
adjusted



With this method you can determine screen grid primary transformer tap x for each specimen pen-
tode and from each curvature in Ia = f (Vak). In practice, we are only interested in the ultra-linear ap-
plication.
Lines 2 and 4 in fig 14, drawn“freehand”, are just an illustration to show how the value of x can lie be-
tween triode and ultra-linear and between ultra-linear and pentode.

I have also recorded screen grid DC current Ig2 during this measurement because it is interesting to
see the influence of screen grid primary transformer tap x on Ig2, see figure 15 for the results.
Line 1 shows triode behavior. Screen grid DC current Ig2 increases the same as anode DC current Ia.
Less steeply of course, because screen grid static transconductance S2 is smaller than anode static
transconductance S.

Line 5 shows pentode behavior. Because Ik = Ia + Ig2 ≈ constant, the curvature of screen grid DC
current Ig2 is mirrored with respect to anode DC current Ia. The strange“step”of specimen KT88-no.1
in the area where 25 V < Vak < 50 V, which is typical for Beam Power Tetrodes, can be found in both
currents mentioned. We already know the curvature of Ig2, see figure 9.

Lines 2, 3 and 4 are very different. We first see“fast”triode behavior at low values of Vak because now
the positive screen grid is seen as the“anode”by the electrons of the electron cloud around the cath-
ode. Hence, Ig2 is increasing. Thereafter pentode behavior is more dominant. The result is a maximum
value of Ig2 at approximately Vak = 75 V.
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0 1 54 300 300 0 0
25 60 30 300 275 0 0
50 60 30 300 250 0 0
75 61 28 300 225 0 0
100 63 22 300 200 0 0
125 65 19 300 175 0 0
150 68 14 300 150 0 0
175 70 12 300 125 0 0
200 72 9,5 300 100 0 0
225 74 8,5 300 75 0 0
250 75 7,8 300 50 0 0
275 76 7,2 300 25 0 0
300 77 7 300 0 0 unknown
325 78 6,5 300
350 79 6,3 300
375 80 6 300
400 80 6 300

Not further than point W

Table 6.   Measured values of  line 5, fig 14. The adjustment of  Vg2,k happens automatically of course, because the screen 
grid is connected to Vb. The screen grid primary transformer tap  x = 0.00 but that will surprise nobody; this is pentode 
mode.

Vak (V)
adjusted

Ia (mA)  read 

on Ia-axis

Ig2 (mA)  
measured

Vg2,k (V)  adjusted 

to read Ia

�Vak (V)         

[300V – Vak]

�Vg2,k (V)          

[300V – Vg2,k]



6 Practical anode AC gain and circuit AC output resistance as function of the screen grid tap
In the network analysis of section 4, we have seen the influence of the screen grid primary trans-
former tap x on the anode AC gain, circuit AC gain and the circuit AC output resistance: Aa = f (x),
A = f (x), and rout = f (x). Now it is time to find out what happens in a real circuit. Figure 16 shows the
test circuit. What immediately is apparent is the output transformer with the 10 taps. Once, before I
had ever heard about the ultra-linear power amplifier, I did an investigation about the maximum de-
livered anode power of a 300B triode versus the normalized anode AC external resistance ra/ri. When
you know that for a 300B in normal operation ri = 700 Ω, then it does not seems strange that the
taps of the primary transformer winding (ra) of figure 16 are a multiples of 700 Ω. Although that
anode power investigation was quite interesting, it is beyond the scope of this article. See chapter 4
of reference [1] for that investigation.
For those of you who want to do the same experiments I did, you can order this test output trans-
former from the Dutch transformer manufacturer AE-europe. The type number is 27844 and its max-
imum DC current is 200 mA. Do not expect enough bandwidth and other audio qualities, but it is
useful for power investigations at medium audio frequencies.
I again used pentode specimen KT88-no.1 at the following working point: Vak,w = 300 V, Ia,w = 80 mA,
Vg1,kw = − 26 V, Vg2,kw ≈ 300 V and Ig2,w ≈ 8 mA
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Note that if working point W changes slightly with other values of screen grid primary transformer
tap x, we must change Vg1,kw slightly to achieve the nominal setting. There is a voltage drop across the
primary transformer winding of (Ia + Ig2) • (1 - x)• Rp which depends on the screen grid primary trans-
former tap x. It varies and is approximately 10 V. At each value of x, the working point is adjusted as
necessary.
Looking at the test circuit of figure 16 we would expect the following values of x at each tap:

We define and measurements will determine whether x = xmeasured.

How linearly are the taps divided over the primary transformer winding? What is the influence of Ig2

and ig2 on the function of the tap? What is the influence of screen grid AC internal resistance ri2 on x?
We must realize that this test transformer is not designed and produced for ultra-linear applications,
but it is available so let us try. Hence the introduction of quantity xmeasured :
vg2,k = x∙vak � vg2,k = xmeasured ∙vak

We start with anode AC gain Aa = f (xmeasured).
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You will observe that the output voltages and powers are rather low. Please do not judge that too
harshly. In the other applications with KT88 pentodes, the supply voltage can be 400 V instead of
300 V. Realize that the delivered output power is proportional with (Vb2/ra).
OK, here we go: anode AC external resistance ra = 7000 Ω. Fraction Ri = Vak/Iaw = 300 V/80 mA = 3750 Ω.
That give us the fraction ra/Ri = 7000/3750 = 1.87 and reference [1] shows that this value is very un-
favorable to achieve large output power. But I promise you; all will eventually be well concerning the
output power; please be patient.

We also need equation and for x we substitute in xmeasured.

We can get the following quantities from the datasheets of the KT88:
S = 11.5 mA/V and ri = 12 kΩ and μg2,g1 = 8. Unfortunately, S2 is not given, but that is (not) to be ex-
pected from the current manufacturers of electron tubes. In the previous measurements, we have
seen that at Vak = 300V, Ia ≈ 10∙Ig2. So I make the assumption that S = 10∙S2 and that gives us S2 = 1.15 mA/V.
We now have all the necessary quantities to substitute in the equation together with xmeasured.
We start with vg1,k = 3.72 VRMS = 5.25 Vp, to avoid vap clipping at x = xmeasured = 0.0.

Output power will be very poor, but as promised will be well in the
end.

The results of the measurements and calculations are shown in table 7 and as expected, x ≠ xmeasured,
because the taps are not perfectly linearly divided over the primary transformer winding. We will see
later that with an actual toroidal-core transformer, x = xmeasured.

Figure 17 shows plots of the table 7 results of the ninth and tenth column as a function of the fifth
column, or in other words the functions Aa,measured = f (xmeasured) and Aa,calculated = f (xmeasured) respectively.
The agreement between theory and practice is good. Only at low values of xmeasured there are some
differences.
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and 

x v
g1,k 

(VRMS)

v
g2,k  

(VRMS)

v
ak  

(VRMS)

p
a

(W) v
RL 

(VRMS)

p
RL 

(W) |A
a
|

with 

formula

0.0 3.72 0.0 158.0 0.00 3.60 4.01 3.20 42.4 50.6

0.1 3.72 19.2 60.8 0.32 0.53 1.51 0.45 16.3 16.8

0.2 3.72 21.3 47.7 0.45 0.33 1.22 0.29 12.8 13.3

0.3 3.72 22.3 40.7 0.55 0.24 1.01 0.20 10.9 11.3

0.4 3.72 23.2 36.1 0.64 0.19 0.92 0.16 9.7 10.1

0.5 3.72 23.6 33.4 0.71 0.16 0.83 0.14 9.0 9.3

0.6 3.72 23.9 30.9 0.77 0.14 0.78 0.12 8.3 8.7

0.7 3.72 23.2 28.9 0.84 0.12 0.73 0.11 7.8 8.1

0.8 3.72 24.2 27.3 0.89 0.11 0.69 0.10 7.3 7.7

0.9 3.72 24.6 26.1 0.94 0.10 0.65 0.09 7.0 7.3

1.0 3.72 25.0 25.0 1.00 0.09 0.62 0.08 6.6 7.0

Table 7. The results of measurements and calculations based on figure 16.
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This test transformer has no taps at
0.00 < x < 0.10 and 0.00 < xmeasured <
0.32. In the other ranges we see
that the decrease in |Aa| almost per-
fectly tracks the increase in x and
xmeasured. The larger x and xmeasured, the
greater the screen grid negative
feedback and the decrease in |Aa|.
A low anode gain delivers low val-
ues of vak and vRL and thus, a low pa

and pRL, see columns 6 and 8 of
table 7. However, no one can stop
us to leave the value vg1,k = 3.72V as
it is for each value of x. The larger
the value of x the more we move to-
ward triode and the less the upper
bend in transconductance charac-
teristic Ia = f (Vg1,k). Hence, the con-

trol grid base increases and can be used with a larger value of vg1,k.

Figure18 shows pa = f (xmeasured) for vg1,k = 3.72V, the second column of table 7, and shows pa = f (xmeasured)
with adjusted vg1,k which is as large as possible without causing non-linear distortion visible on the
oscilloscope. The anode power then lies between 2.5 W and 5.5 W and that will provide reasonable
sound levels. More power can be obtained by increasing Vakw = Vb and Iaw, but I will not do that here.
Of course, we must choose fraction ra/Ri optimally, see reference [1]. As promised, those power num-
bers will all turn out to be fine.
The dashed lines in fig 17
show the gain for xmeasured =
0.25 and that is the ultra-linear
mode for this specimen KT88-
no.1. See also line 3 of figure
14 and the seventh column of
table 4.
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We now continue with the circuit AC output resistance as a function of the actual screen grid pri-
mary transformer tap x, or rout = f (xmeasured).

In theory, we can apply Thevenin’s but in practice this is dangerous.

Shorting iRL is permissible for a short time, but VRL,open is dangerous.When a secondary load on the out-
put transformer is removed suddenly, an inductive high voltage may appear which can destroy the
power tube. (This is the reason you should never disconnect the loudspeakers from the outputs of
your electron tube amplifier when it is not switched off). We will determine rout according to figure
19.

The voltage source is the secondary side of the output transformer and we want to know the value
of rout. Use a wire-wound adjustable resistor of 10Ω/30W as the load resistor RL and set the slider at
mid-position; now RL = 5 Ω.

From figure 19 we can derive :

We now use the following equations:

By adjusting the slider slightly clockwise or counterclockwise, we can create Δvo and Δio and apply this
for each value of x and xmeasured. At larger values of x and xmeasured, when the gain is low and thus the val-
ues of vo and io are also low, we can increase vi= vg1,k to achieve larger values of vo and io.
If vo ≈ 5 V then io ≈ 1 A because RL = 5 Ω. These values are very easily measured with a voltmeter and
a current probe. For each value of x and xmeasured we can make a table for vo1, vo2, io1, io2 and rout.
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Figure 19. Voltage source model to determine circuit AC output resistance rout.



We also need equation and substitute xaverage for x.

The values of S, S2, μ and μg2,g1 have already been determined. The square of the transformer wind-
ing ratio is of course (ns/np)2.When you look at the design impedances of the test transformer you get
the square of the winding ratio as 5Ω/7000Ω = 1/1400. To get the actual values, it is better to look at
the measured values of vRL at the primary side and vak at the secondary side, in table 7. When you cal-
culate this fraction for each x and xmeasured you get vRL/vak = 0.025 so the square of the winding ratio is
(vRL/vak)2 = 1/1600. All the ‘ingredients’of this equation are now known and we will apply this eleven

times as we step x from 0.0 to
1.0 in 0.1 increments. We will
put all results of rout-calculated

and rout-measured in the same
table as the measured values
and then draw the graphs as
shown in figure 20.

The difference between rout-cal-

culated and rout-measured for each
xmeasured is approximately 0.75
Ω, which is caused by the pri-
mary and secondary copper
resistances of the test trans-
former and the wire/contact
resistances of the test circuit.
In the ultra-linear mode, for
xmeasured = 0.25, we find an out-
put impedance of rout-calculated

= 3.3 Ω (dashed lines). Know-
ing the importance of rout on
the damping factor, audio-
philes can be expected to
hear the difference in sound
character due to the differ-
ences in rout caused by differ-
ent xmeasured values.

At last,we can conclude that
the network analysis of sec-
tion 4matches reality!
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7 Practical comparison of a triode, ultra-linear and pentode power amplifier
In this section we will compare the output power and efficiency, the frequency behavior and the
non-linear distortion of an existing electron tube amplifier which we can make to work as a triode,
ultra-linear or pentode amplifier by changing some jumpers. The schematic, from reference [4], is
shown in figure 21.
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Figure 21. Circuit of one mono
block of my first amplifier, the
design is from reference [4].



First I will start with the comparison of output power and efficiency.
For each mentioned configuration the working point is set to Iaw = 60 mA at vg1,kp = 0 V.
In reference [4] 13 W is promised for the triode, 33 W for ultra-linear and 40 W for pentode. Tests after
construction showed some distortion at those levels so I decreased these powers to 12 W for triode,
23W for ultra-linear and 25W for pentode.With these values there were no non-linear distortions vis-
ible on the oscilloscope screen and these powers are very large for use in a living room. Despite the
“easy EL34”and the “standard circuit”, the sound quality is fantastic.
Figure 22 shows output power and efficiency as function of the control grid cathode AC peak volt-
age vg1,kp for the mono block of figure 21. The vertical axes show, on a common scale:
Input power - Pin

Anode dissipation - Pa

Delivered anode power - pa

Anode efficiency - ηanode

The reason that Pin increases slowly is because Ia increases from 60 mA to 72 mA, to 80 mA and to
86 mA in the configurations triode, ultra-linear and pentode respectively. The working point moves
from class A to class AB. The differences in output power between the triode and ultra-linear modes
are relatively large. The differences in output power between the ultra-linear and pentode configu-
rations are very small, as I have noted before.

Furthermore, you can see the differences in control grid base for the triode, ultra-linear and pentode
configurations. The value of maximum vg1,kp to obtain maximum delivered anode power pa is differ-
ent. In order to be able to use the same preamp again in all cases, I used a “select-jumper” in series
with the slider of the volume potentiometer. With three different values of resistors in series with the
slider I could select three different input voltage levels.

Next, I continue with the comparison of the frequency behavior.
Figures 23 through25 show the amplitude-frequency characteristic and the phase-frequency char-
acteristic for triode, ultra-linear and pentode configuration respectively. During the measurements,
the input of the amplifier was terminated by a resistor of 600 Ω and the input signal offered was
775 mVRMS = 0 dB, thus 1 mW input power.
The AC output voltage was measured across the load resistor of 5 Ω and thus, the output power can
be calculated by the equations shown below. The powers which are then obtained are less than the
powers of figure 22 because the input signal is now limited to 775 mVRMS = 0 dB, 1 mW input power.
When you increase the input level to 1.6 VRMS, the power levels of figure 22 can be reached easily.
When we want these maximum power levels at 0 dB at the input, the voltage gain of the preampli-
fier and the phase shifter must be increased.
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Power gain :

Voltage gain:

Comparison of figures 23 through 25 shows that the crossover points at the lower end of the audio
spectrum are almost the same for triode, ultra-linear and pentode mode. At the upper end of the
audio spectrum, the crossover points are significantly different. The bandwidth increases from tri-
ode, via ultra-linear to pentode.We could believe that the larger Ca,g1 and the Miller-effect would have
a large negative effect for triodes, but triodes have a low-value anode AC internal resistance ri. Pen-
todes have a very low Ca,g1, but their anode AC internal resistances ri are very high. The balance with
the quantities Ca,g1 plus Miller-effect versus ri tips towards triodes. Regarding the ultra-linear config-
uration, the bandwidth lies between those of triodes and pentodes. Furthermore, expect no slopes
of 6 dB/octave or 20 dB/decade because this complete amplifier circuit with its several stages is a
“patchwork”of separate amplitude-frequency characteristics and phase-frequency characteristics.
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We see that in figures 23 through 25 the power bandwidth is slightly smaller than the voltage band-
width; this can be understood from the following calculations:
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; g

The power gain factor is: 

The voltage gain factor is: 

Imagine 10 VRMS is measured across load resistance RL of the pentode amplifier, see figure 25. 

Ap = 43 dB
 

Av = 22 dB
 



The difference between Ap and Av is 21 dB and you can see that in figure 25. The slopes are different
because log14.1 of Ap is not equal to log12.9 of Av.

Lastly, I will compare non-linear distortions, see figure 26.
• If we accept just visible distortions on the oscilloscope, we can take the maximum power shown

as delivered by the anode, pa, multiplied by the transformer efficiency of about 93 %.

Configuration TRIODE:
• The triode amplifier generates mainly even harmonics (2nd) and that meets theory.
• A push pull power amplifier should eliminate the even harmonics, but not in the actual case of this

amplifier. This is because although the anode DC currents are equal, the power tubes (and their
parameters) are not identical.

• The figures for the distortion are not so bad, but opinions about this differ.
• This triode amplifier sounds very good, even at full-power drive. Of course, this is my personal

opinion.
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Configuration ULTRA-LINEAR:
• The ultra-linear amplifier has almost the same figures for distortion as the triode configuration. This

is with a delivered anode power of 35W, double the power of the triode configuration. Personally,
I find this a very good result, but your opinion is possibly different.
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• The maximum power is almost the same as that of the pentode configuration, but with half the
distortion figures of the pentode configuration.

• Up to 30 W delivered anode power, this configuration leans slightly toward the triode configura-
tion due to the even harmonics (2nd). Above this 30 W, the configuration leans more to the pen-
tode configuration with its strongly increasing 3rd and 5th harmonics. Due to this, dtotal increases
strongly

• 20 W anode power gives a lot of sound volume and with 1 % distortion this is quite good.
• This ultra-linear amplifier sounds very good, also even at full-power drive. Of course, this is again,

my personal opinion.

Configuration PENTODE:
• The pentode amplifier is known for its odd harmonics (3rd) and these are not (partially) cancelled

by the push-pull configuration. The 2nd harmonic is half that of the ultra-linear configuration and
is cancelled better by the push pull configuration. This is a pentode property. It seems that the
pentode characteristics of these specimens of the EL34 tube are more equal than those of the tri-
ode characteristics of these same specimens.

• The pentode has too much distortion at maximum delivered anode power, but 25 W with
dtotal = 2 % is not bad.

• My listening opinion says that at full-power drive this pentode amplifier does not sound very
good, but at 25 W output power, your author cannot hear any disturbances.

8 Contribution of the anode AC current and screen grid AC current to ultra-linear power

In the network analyses of section 4 we have seen equation:

As explained previously, itotal is a fictive AC current flowing through the anode AC external resistance
ra without screen grid primary transformer tap x. It delivers the same power as the real existing anode
AC current ia and the real existing screen grid AC current ig2 in their relationship . They de-
liver power to anode AC external resistance ra with a screen grid primary transformer tap x.
We will now study these real existing anode AC current ia and the real existing screen grid AC current
ig2 in their relationship . Therefore, we use the test amplifier of the previous section (fig 21)
where we select the ultra-linear mode. We use two current probes to achieve an oscilloscope picture
for the currents. The results are shown in figure 27.

When you connect these current probes to both a DC and an AC voltmeter, you then can measure
the currents Ia1 , Ia2, Ig2,1, Ig2,2, ia1, ia2, ig2,1 and ig2,2 respectively. These currents are also mentioned in the
schematic of figure 21. We will do the calculations with the AC currents. For the VDV6040PP output
transformer, raa = 6000 Ω and x = 0.40. Table 8 shows x = xmeasured. In contrast to the test transformer,
this one has a real screen grid primary transformer tap.
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The measured values are also shown in figure 27 where vak = 193.6 V and vg2,k = 78.0 V:
• ia1 = ia2 = ia = 59 mARMS

• Ia1 = Ia2 = Ia = 80 mADC

• ig2,1 = ig2,2 = ig2 = 14 mARMS

• Ig2,1 = Ig2,2 = Ig2 = 15 mADC

If we substitute these measured values of ia and ig2 in the equation for itotal we get the measured fic-
tive AC current:

We can also read anode power pa for full-power drive ultra-linear from figure 22: pa = 25W

For each power pentode this is:
Also
Substitute all:
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Figure 27. Anode currents and screen grid currents for the ultra-linear power amplifier

vak (VRMS) vg2,k 
(VRMS)

given x of power 
transformer VDV6040PP

31,1 12,5 0,402 0,4
100,0 40,1 0,401 0,4
193,6 78,0 0,403 0,4

Table 8. Actual anode- and screen grid voltages and xmeasured for 
nominal x=0.4 



Calculated differently

Substitute

Apply equation

Substitute

I’m sure you will allow me to neglect the difference of 0.1 mARMS.
The effect of this fictive itotal is an anode power of 12.5 W for one power pentode.
The effect of (ia,measured + 0.4 x 1g2, measured) is also an anode power of 12.5 W for one power pentode.

Thus, a piece of network analysis has been proven: quod érat demonstrándum
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A Measured with the μTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL84 for several
screen grid taps.

B Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL84 for several screen grid taps.
C Measured with the μTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL34 for several

screen grid taps.
D Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL34 for several screen grid taps.
E Measured with the μTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of KT88 for several screen

grid taps.
F Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of KT88 for several screen grid taps.



GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
vp primary transformer AC voltage
ip primary transformer AC current
Zp primary transformer AC impedance
Rp primary transformer DC resistance (copper)
vs secondary transformer AC voltage
is secondary transformer AC current
Zs secondary transformer AC impedance
Rs secondary transformer DC resistance (copper)
n transformation ratio
xTURNS screen grid tap expressed as part of the turns
xTURNS-% screen grid tap expressed as percentage of the turns in %
xIMPEDANCE screen grid tap expressed as part of the impedance
xIMPEDANCE-% screen grid tap expressed as percentage of the impedance in %
Vb supply DC voltage
Vg1k control grid cathode DC voltage
ΔVg1k = vg1kp control grid cathode AC voltage amplitude (peak value)
Vg2k screen grid cathode DC voltage
ΔVg2k = vg2kp screen  grid cathode AC voltage amplitude (peak value)
Vak anode cathode DC voltage
ΔVak = vakp anode cathode AC voltage amplitude (peak value)
Ia anode DC current
ΔIa = iap anode AC current amplitude (peak value)
Ig2 screen grid DC current
ΔIg2 = ig2p screen grid AC current amplitude (peak value)
S static anode transconductance
Sd dynamic anode transconductance
S2 static screen grid transconductance
S2d dynamic screen grid transconductance
ri anode AC internal resistance (also called plate resistance)
ra anode AC external resistance (external AC load at the anode)
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1 Introduction
My first article for Linear Audio, The Ultra-Linear Power Amplifier, was published in Volume 2 [6]. One
of the sections of that article is called Practical determination of the screen grid tap. With my own dis-
covered method I thought it was possible to determine the screen grid tap with the lowest THD. That
was wrong. With my method I can achieve the most linear anode characteristic. 
A lot of measurements which show the relation between THD and the screen grid tap, have learned
me that the lowest THD is not achieved at the screen grid tap which gives the most linear anode
characteristic only. 
I also studied results of similar measurements done by great engineers like F. Langford-Smith and
A.R. Chesterman [2], and  D.T.N. Williamson and  P.J. Walker [3]. 
A nice coincidence is that the article of F. Langford-Smith and A.R. Chesterman was published in the
same month and year that I was born.

In this article I will lead you through my investigation and the hidden arguments why the lowest THD
is achieved at a certain screen grid tap. I will repeat my method followed by another method ac-
cording to an algorithm of the μTracer which was described in L|A-Volume 8 [5]. Each of these meth-
ods can derive the other one. Both methods can give a linear anode characteristic but not the lowest
THD. I will treat measurements (push pull situation) done by the mentioned great engineers as well
as my own measurements (single ended situation).

First a short review of the Ultra-Linear Power Amplifier (extensively covered in [7]).
Observe figure 1. With the triode connection, we see a gentle concave curvature. With the pentode
connection, we see a steep convex curvature and after the knee it changes into an almost horizon-
tal flat line. Anticipating what will come later, an x-axis is shown along the primary winding of the out-
put transformer. The transformer side connected to Vb is called x = 0. Because Vb is a short circuit for
AC currents, we can say that x = 0 = grounded. The side of the transformer connected to the anode
is called x = 1. 
Scale x is divided homogeneously over the geographical position of the primary transformer wind-
ing.

What do we do, when we want a linear anode characteristic in the form Ia = kultralinear∙Vak ? 
If the triode and pentode anode characteristics are concave and convex respectively, we can then
imagine that between concave and convex there is a linear compromise. Screen grid g2 connected to
the anode makes the anode characteristic concave and connected to Vb makes the anode charac-
teristic convex. 
Thus, it is obvious that the connection of screen grid g2 to the primary transformer winding, some-
where in between the anode and Vb, will give a more linear anode characteristic and that is shown
in figure 2.
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The part between the screen grid primary transformer tap x and Vb is called x∙ra and the part between
this tap and the anode is called (1−x)∙ra. Because Vb is a short circuit for AC currents, we can say that
screen grid cathode AC voltage vg2k is a tap of anode cathode AC voltage vak. The screen grid cathode
AC voltage vg2k is superimposed on the screen grid cathode DC voltage Vg2k. (Vg2k + vg2k) changes  in-
stantaneously  and because of this, the attractive force on the electrons in the electron cloud around
the cathode changes. The screen grid behaves slightly adversely as does the anode with triodes.
However, with a less attractive force on the electron cloud than with real triodes.
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�

Figure 1 Pentode as triode and pentode as pentode in a power amplifier.



2 Definitions of the screen grid tap
After writing my book [7], and my article for Volume 2 [6], I still knew only one definition of the screen
grid tap. Later, after reading [2], I learned that there are two definitions of the screen grid tap. It is im-
portant to distinguish them. 
The transformation ratio is the ratio of the primary voltage and the secondary voltage: 

The transformation ratio is also the ratio of the secondary current and the primary current :

The ratio of the transformation impedances:  

Hence 

Now I give these ratios their own transformation ratio: 

Hence 

Screen grid tap x is a fraction of n (meant is here number of windings) and 0.0 < x < 1.0.
Hence 
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Figure 2 Pentode as ultra-linear power amplifier.
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The next step is rather strange but I do this because x is a part of nTURNS and a part of nIMPEDANCE.

To express xTURNS in % I need to multiply this equation with 100, hence index TURNS becomes TURNS-%.

When I multiply xIMPEDANCE with 100, then index IMPEDANCE becomes IMPEDANCE-%.

Hence
This equation can be found, without derivation, in [2].
To do this calculation in an opposite way we achieve:

When Hafler and Keroes, see reference [1], determined that xIMPEDANCE-% =18.5% gives the lowest THD,
then for those who “think in a screen grid tap in turns”, the lowest THD is at  

Table 1 shows some values of xTURN-% (per-
centage of the turns) and xIMPEDANCE-% (percentage of the impedance).
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3 The AC method (Rudolf Moers) 
Supply voltage Vb in figure 2 is a short circuit for AC currents. The amplitudes of anode cathode AC
voltage vak and screen grid cathode AC voltage vg2k start from point Vak = Vb on the Vak-axis of figure
3 (example of an anode characteristic). For AC currents and AC voltages this point is ground. With the
assumption that Ia ≈ 10∙Ig2 one can state that vg2k = xTURNS ∙vak is valid. So stay at the right side of the knee
of the anode characteristic. Further in working point W we can state that Vg2k ≈Vak ≈ Vb because
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Figure 3.   Explanation of  the method to determine the screen grid tap xTURNS



the DC voltage drop over the primary transformer winding can be neglected with respect to the
anode AC external resistance ra.
On line xTR-TURNS = 1.00 of the triode Vg2k = Vak is always valid. To get at Vak = 175 V in point TR an anode
DC current of Ia = 14 mA, we must adjust Vg2k = 175V. By “coincidence” that is also Vak.
On line xPE-TURNS = 0.00 of the pentode Vg2k = Vb = 300V is always valid. To get at Vak = 175 V in point PE
an anode DC current of Ia = 72 mA, we must adjust Vg2k = 300 V. By “coincidence” that is also Vb.
The curves Vg1k = ½ control grid base for the triode and the pentode cross at working point W 
at Iaw = 80 mA and Vakw = 300 V. We can now draw a straight line, ultra-linear, between working point
W and the origin. We call this line xUL TURNS. 

In point UL at Vak = 175 V, we can read Ia = 47 mA. Now we must offer a certain voltage of Vg2k to get
an anode DC current of Ia = 47 mA at Vak = 175 V. In this case Vg2k = 269 V.

The anode characteristics for triode and pentode in figure 3 can be measured with the test circuit of
figure 4.

We can now determine screen grid primary transformer taps xTR-TURNS, xUL-TURNS and xPE-TURNS.

At point PE:
vg2kp = ΔVg2k = Vb – Vg2k = 300 – 300 =     0 V  
vakp = ΔVak = Vb – Vak = 300 – 175 = 125 V  �
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Figure 4 Test circuit for measuring all static pentode characteristics.
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At point UL:
vg2kp = ΔVg2k = Vb – Vg2k = 300 – 269 =   31 V
vakp = ΔVak = Vb – Vak = 300 – 175 = 125 V   �

At point TR:
vg2kp = ΔVg2k = Vb – Vg2k = 300 – 175 = 125 V
vakp = ΔVak = Vb – Vak = 300 – 175 = 125 V   �

If the explanation of this method is not 100 % clear, it will be soon because we now apply this method
in practice. Figure 5 shows the anode characteristics for three different values of screen grid primary
transformer tap  of specimen KT88-no.1.
Line 1 is measured in advance where the pentode is connected as a triode: xTR-TURNS = 1.00.
Line 2 is drawn afterwards with a straight ruler, but we do not know yet that:  xUL-TURNS = 0.25. 
Line 3 is measured in advance where the pentode is connected as a pentode: xPE-TURNS = 0.00.
From all lines we can read Ia for each Vak. We must now search for the necessary value of Vg2k at each point
on these lines. Therefore, we need the test circuit of figure 4 which I have used to measure lines 1 and 3.
At a certain anode cathode DC voltage Vak and at a measured anode DC current Ia, the value of screen
grid cathode DC voltage Vg2k which I have adjusted and measured to obtain Ia, must be subtracted from
Vb = 300 V. Also Vak must be subtracted from Vb = 300 V.  That gives ΔVg2k and ΔVak respectively.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the method of figures 3 and 5 explained in practice and deliver the evidence
that for all measured values, the dots on the lines, the screen grid primary transformer tap  is (al-
most) the same for each line. 
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The adjustment of Vg2k happens automatically of course, because the screen grid is connected to the
anode. The screen grid primary transformer tap xTURNS = 1.00 but that will surprise nobody, so pentode
connected as triode.

The average value of  all screen grid primary transformer taps xTURNS is 0.25. This value is mentioned
at line 2 of figure 5. For this specimen KT88-no.1 we have a straight line at xTURNS ≈ 0.25. 
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The adjustment of  Vg2k happens automatically of course, because the screen grid is connected to Vb. 
The screen grid primary transformer tap xTURNS = 0.00 but that will surprise nobody, so pentode con-
nected as pentode.

With this method you can determine screen grid primary transformer tap xTURNS or xTURNS-% for each
specimen pentode and from each curvature in Ia = f (Vak). 
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Figure 5 Anode characteristic of KT88-no.1 for different values of screen grid primary transformer tap xTURNS. The
corresponding values of Vg2,k  at each measured point are shown in the table.



What happens when one does not distinguish xTURNS-% from xIMPEDANCE-% is that one finds a screen grid
tap value of 25% while Hafler and Keroes found in the past an optimal screen grid tap value of 18.5%. 

4 The DC method (Ronald Dekker)
In L|A Volume 8 Morgan Jones reviewed a curve tracer for valves [5]. The review investigated the
μTracer instrument offered as a bare board kit by its designer Ronald Dekker at
http://www.dos4ever.com/uTracer3/uTracer3_pag0.html. I recommend the reader to visit that site.
From the start page, select “downloads” and then select “user manual”. You will find a table of contents.
Select chapter 8, section 7:  Distributed loading (Ultra-Linear Mode).
You will find a short explanation regarding the Ultra Linear circuit with a short history of Hafler and
Keroes’ work. Then you will see equation Vs = Va + (1-k) • (Va,max - Va ) which is “falling from the sky”.
Ronald Dekker means with Vs, Va, k and Va,max what I mean with Vg2k, Vak, xTURNS and supply DC voltage
Vb respectively. Translated to my symbols we achieve Vg2k = Vak + (1-xTURNS) • (Vb-Vak).
Ronald does not distinguish k = xTURNS-% from xIMPEDANCE-% as he quotes the results of Hafler and Keroes.
Scroll slightly further on this internet page until you observe animated anode characteristics and
animated transconductance characteristics of pentodes EL84 and EL34. Very impressive. It looks like
a movie. You will see a sequence of mentioned characteristics for each 0.0 ≤ k ≤ 1.0 in steps of 0.1. 
The algorithm of the DC method is Ronald’s equation Vs = Va + (1-k) • (Va,max - Va ) or 
Vg2k = Vak + (1-xTURNS) • (Vb-Vak) in my notation but how does it work? Observe figure 6. 

Initially I did not understand his equation because I was thinking too much that the primary trans-
former winding has a copper resistance that can be neglected with respect to the anode AC exter-
nal resistance ra. In that case we have hardly any DC voltage drop so Vak ≈ Vg2k ≈ Vb. In figure 6 we see
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Figure 6 The UL circuit model that lead to  Vg2k = Vak + (1-xTURNS) • (Vb-Vak).



a potmeter with different DC voltages. It is not really a physical potmeter, but a resistive model of the
anode external impedance that makes it possible to see how Vg2k is expressed in xTURNS, Vak and Vb

under the assumption that Ig2 is negligible with respect to Ia. So, avoid the pentode knee in Ia = f (Vak).

Let’s use                                                   with the numbers of table 3 of the previous section (AC method).

The average value of all screen grid primary transformer taps xTURNS is 0.24. The values of xTURNS from
table 3 (The AC method) and table 5 (The DC method) are similar. The next section will show why
these results are similar.

5 The relationship between the AC method and the DC method
For the relationship between the AC method and DC method we start with Ronald’s equation.
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DC voltage across the potmeter is :

DC voltage across the upper part of the potmeter is :

DC voltage across the lower part of the potmeter is :

The screen grid cathode DC voltage according figure 6 is : 

With the next isolation steps we achieve xTURNS :



Hence the AC method and the DC method  give the same results. 

Ronald was glad that his equation gave the same results as my method.  Both methods give a straight
line in the anode characteristic for Vg1k is half of the control grid base. I told him that to achieve the
screen grid tap for the lowest THD both our methods are wrong, but that his μTracer will help me to
explain why.

6 The AC method applied for linear anode characteristics
Now I wanted to determine several screen grid taps for four linear anode characteristics, 
see figure 7. I started to draw the lines with a ruler on grid paper paper.

The first anode characteristic goes from origin 0 to working point W1 which is located at 
Iak/Vak = 72mA/300V. Increase is in steps of 6mA/25V à anode AC internal resistance ri,W1 = 4167Ω.
The second anode characteristic goes from origin 0 to working point W2 which is located at 
Iak/Vak = 70mA/350V. Increase is in steps of 5mA/25V à anode AC internal resistance ri,W2 = 5000Ω.
The third anode characteristic goes from origin 0 to working point W3 which is located at 
Iak/Vak = 64mA/400V. Increase is in steps of 4mA/25V à anode AC internal resistance ri,W3 = 6250Ω.
The fourth anode characteristic goes from origin 0 to working point W4 which is located at 
Iak/Vak = 54mA/450V. Increase is in steps of 3mA/25V à anode AC internal resistance ri,W4 = 8333Ω.

The points on the characteristic lines of figure 7 are real measurement. The anode DC currents Ia and
anode cathode DC voltages Vak were really present with the imposed screen grid cathode DC voltages
Vg2k. All of this with control grid working point Vg1k,w (middle of the control grid base) which is differ-
ent for each line of figure 7. I then applied the AC method.
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The chosen beam power tetrodes were:
1. Svetlana KT88 no.1
2. Svetlana KT88 no.2
3. JJ KT88 no.1
4. JJ KT88 no.2
5. Electro-Harmonix  KT88 no.1
6. Electro-Harmonix  KT88 no.2

Four linear anode characteristics times 6 beam power tetrodes result in 24 tables like table 3.
A lot of measurement and calculation work but without hard work no results. Table 6 gives a resume.
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Figure 7 Four hand-drawn straight anode characteristic lines, later marked with measurements.



Some conclusions:
• Each line of Vg1k,w is the same order of magnitude for each tetrode.
• The flatter the lines, the higher Vak at a certain Ia, the more negative Vg1k,w.
• Each line of xTURNS-AVERAGE is the same order of magnitude for each tetrode.
• The flatter the lines, the higher Vak at a certain Ia, the lower xTURNS-AVERAGE.
• In these 24 measurements not once xTURNS-AVERAGE ≈ 43%  or xIMPEDANCE-AVERAGE ≈ 18.5% appeared.

It seems that a linear anode characteristic alone is not enough to achieve the lowest THD, because
measurements from the past gave result xIMPEDANCE-% ≈ 18.5% for the lowest THD. 
It’s time to study these measurements from the past and, if possible, to repeat them.

7 THD measurement results from the past
Let’s start with THD measurements from the past. Figure 8 is a part of the first page of [2].
This Ultra Linear (UL) article in Radiotronics was followed by two others in June and July 1955 but
these do not investigate the screen grid tap. This article treats subjects like the history of UL, a circuit
description, linearity, efficiency and overload characteristics and distortion. Figure 9 shows the test
circuit. The oscillator  harmonics were reduced by a filter followed by an amplifier with a lot of neg-
ative feedback. By this, THD at the control grids of the pentodes was less than 0.2%. The input trans-
former T1 was made with a C core and has an inductance of 100H, with a step-up ratio of 1:2 primary
to whole of secondary. The leakage inductance was 16mH primary to whole of secondary, and 36mH
primary to half secondary. 
A tapped inductor L1 was used in preference to a transformer, tapped at 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 35%,
50% and 75% of the impedance (xIMPEDANCE-%). The anode to anode inductance was 350H at low level,
500H at 240V @ 50Hz with leakage inductance of 10mH from one half-winding to the other half. 
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The total copper resistance was 440Ω. The large number of taps gave a tendency towards instabil-
ity, which was avoided by use of stopper resistors on control grid, screen grid and anode and the
1nF capacitors between the screen grid and the anode.  Several load resistors simulate the anode AC
external resistance ra. The pentodes were KT66 and for more details of the measurements, please
read the article.

Figure 10 shows the output power and THD as function of xIMPEDANCE-% for a certain test.
THD lines (3) and (4) correspondence with power lines (1) and (2) respectively. The lowest THD is
achieved at xIMPEDANCE-% is 15% and 20% respectively. One can see that the anode AC resistance and
control grid cathode DC voltage Vg1k have influence on the results too. Figure 11 shows more results
with xIMPEDANCE-% = 20% for the lowest THD. For completeness see figure 12 from Hafler and Keroes
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Figure 8 First page of [2].  By coincidence, date May 1955 was the month and year that your author was born.



(who, by the way, in contrast to what is shown in the figure, were not the inventors of this; that was
Alan Blumlein).
These measurements where applied in push pull configuration. For very good matched power pen-
todes the even harmonics are cancelled and the odd harmonics are doubled. But whether such a
matching is also valid for several values of xTURNS-% or xIMPEDANCE-% is open to discussion. I don’t think it is.
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Figure 9 Circuit used for deriving test results published in Radiotronics Volume 20 (figure 8).

Figure 10 The output power and THD as function of xIMPEDANCE-%.
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8 More recent THD measurement results
Figure 13 shows the test circuit. What immediately strikes us is the output transformer with the 10
taps. Once, before I had ever heard about the ultra-linear power amplifier, I did an investigation of the
maximum delivered anode power of a 300B triode versus the normalized anode AC external resist-
ance ra/ri. When you know that for a 300B in normal operation anode AC internal resistance ri = 700 Ω,
then it does not seem strange that the taps of the primary transformer winding (ra) of figure 13 are
a multiple of 700 Ω. Although this investigation is very interesting, it is out of the scope of this arti-
cle. See chapter 4 of reference [7] for that investigation.

For those who want to do the same experiments as I did, you can order this test output transformer
at the Dutch transformer manufacturer AE-europe. The type of this output transformer is 27844 and
its maximum DC current is 200 mA, but do not expect enough bandwidth and other qualities. But it
is sufficient for power (and later also for UL) investigations at mid-audio frequencies. 

If working point W moves slightly due to another screen grid primary transformer tap xTURNS, we then
must change Vg1k,w slightly to achieve the desired adjustment. There is a voltage drop across the pri-
mary transformer winding of (Ia+Ig2)•xTURNS•Rp+Ia•(1-xTURNS)•Rp which depends on the screen grid pri-
mary transformer tap xTURNS. It varies and is approximately 10 V.  At each value of xTURNS, the working
point needs to be adjusted again. 
Looking at the test circuit of figure 13 we would expect the following values of xTURNS: 
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Figure 12 Results by Hafler and Keroes.



We define xTURNS-MEASURED and measurements with this test circuit have shown that
xTURNS ��xTURNS-MEASURED 

How homogeneously are the taps divided over the primary transformer winding? What is the influ-
ence of Ig2 and ig2 on the function of the tap? We must realize that this test transformer is not de-
signed and produced for ultra-linear applications, but it is available so let us try. 

Table 7 shows the real xTURNS-MEASURED                                                                  with use of measured values of vg2kp and vakp.

Because my results of xTURNS-% ��12% �������	 in sections 3, 4 and 6 and the result of xIMPEDANCE-% ��20%


xTURNS-% ��43% in section 7 are so different, I selected the xTURNS of the 3rd column of table 7. The taps
are used in opposite order as shown in figure 13. The values in the range 0.06 < xTURNS-MEASURED < 0.46
of the 3rd column are the most interesting for investigation. 

The 2nd column doesn’t have enough values of xTURNS which cover the “THD-disagreement” and the val-
ues of the 1st column of table 7 are desired but not easily producible by the manufacturer of the
transformer with all these taps. 
Be aware that Messrs. F. Langford-Smith and A.R. Chesterman have used a push pull choke with taps,
see figure 9, instead of a push pull transformer with symmetrical taps at both sides. 
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Figure 13 Test circuit to determine the dependence of the anode AC amplification and the circuit AC  output
resistance as function of  the screen grid tap xTURNS (copied from [6]).
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The output power is determined by measuring the RMS voltage over RL = 5Ω/80W followed by the

following calculation:                             To achieve 1W, 2W, 3W, 4W and 5W, measure across RL the volt-

ages 2.24VRMS, 3.16VRMS, 3.87VRMS, 4.47VRMS and 5.00VRMS respectively, set by input voltage vi

at 1 kHz, see figure 13. The harmonics are measured with USB scope HS3. 

The electron tubes I have used are:
• A specimen EL84 (EL84-no.1) with working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w =40mA, Ig2,w ≈5mA, 

Vg1k,w ≈  −9.1V, supply Vb ≈305V and Vak,w ≈ Vg2k,w.
• A specimen EL34 (EL34-no.1) with working point Vak,w =300V, Ia,w =80mA, Ig2,w ≈10mA, 

Vg1k,w ≈−16.1V, supply Vb ≈305V and Vak,w ≈ Vg2k,w.
• A specimen KT88 (KT88-no.1) with working point Vak,w =300V, Ia,w =80mA, Ig2,w ≈ 8mA, 

Vg1k,w ≈−26.4V, supply Vb ≈305V and Vak,w ≈ Vg2k,w.

Although I measured harmonics d2, d3, d4 and d5, in the next figures 14, 15 and 16 I will limit myself
to show only THD as function of output power 1W, 2W, 3W, 4W and 5W.

What immediate strikes us in figures 14, 15 and 16,  is that the THD measurements stop before reach-
ing the value xTURNS-MEASURED = 1.0 for powers 3W, 3W and 4W respectively. For a single ended power stage
it is difficult to achieve 5W output power in (almost) triode configuration (xTURNS-MEASURED � 1.0) when
Vak,w ≈ Vb is just 300V. Especially for an EL84 with Ia,w = 40mA at Vak,w ≈ Vb is 300V it is hard to achieve
3W or more.
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Figure 14 THD = f (xTURNS-MEASURED) for specimen EL84-no.1.

Figure 15 THD = f (xTURNS-MEASURED) for specimen EL34-no.1.



Further conclusions:
• For small output powers (like 1W) the lowest THD is at xTURNS-MEASURED ≈ 0.3.
• For the other output powers the lowest THD is at 0.35 <xTURNS-MEASURED < 0.45.
• The lowest THD at 0.35 <xTURNS-MEASURED < 0.45 is similar for single ended and for push pull output

stages (compare the THD results with THD results of the previous section).
• These recent THD measurements give the same results as THD measurements from the past.
• The AC method and DC method do not result in a screen grid tap which gives the lowest THD.
• Why the AC method and DC method do not result in a screen grid tap which gives the lowest

THD will be investigate in the next sections. 

Figure 17 is a part of the first page of [4] and shows that in the past some have tried to get better un-
derstanding  of the behavior of the “ultra-linear” circuit.

Figure 18 is a part of the last page of reference [4] and shows a call for more understanding.
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Figure 16 THD = f (xTURNS-MEASURED) for specimen KT88-no.1.



9 The animated UL anode and static transconductance characteristics
As noted before, go to http://www.dos4ever.com/uTracer3/uTracer3_pag0.html, Manual, chapter 8,
section 7: Distributed loading (Ultra-Linear Mode); and continue down to the animated anode and
transconductance characteristics of pentodes EL84 and EL34. Notice the sequence of mentioned
characteristics for each 0.0 ≤ k ≤ 1.0 in steps of 0.1 with k = xTURNS.
This “movie” goes rather fast so I measured all these graphs separately for specimen of  EL84, EL34 and
KT88. The applied values for k = xTURNS I have chosen are the numbers from the 3th column of table 7.
That gives the possibility to compare the results of figures 14 thru 16 with the linearity of the anode
characteristics (and later the linearity of the dynamic transconductance characteristics).

Figures 19 thru 21 give a first impression of some UL anode characteristics of the mentioned pen-
todes with a k = xTURNS of 0.23, 0.30 and 0.36  respectively. Why the horizontal scale is 0V < Vak < 600V
while the graphs go no further than Vak = 300V will be explained in the next section. The shown load
line (anode AC external resistance ra) is 7000Ω which is the transformer impedance (with all these
taps).
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Figure 17  First page of reference [4].

Figure 18 Last page of reference [4].
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Load line for EL84-no.1 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w =40mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −  9.1V.
Load line for EL34-no.1 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w =80mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −16.1V.
Load line for KT88-no.1 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w =80mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −26.4V.

The anode characteristics for all these tubes, for each value of k = xTURNS (values from the output trans-
former), are shown expanded in appendices 13.A, 13.C and 13.E respectively. There you can observe
that in a wide middle range of k = xTURNS the anode characteristics are rather linear. It’s not easy to dis-
tinguish in that wide middle range which “curve” is more linear and more parallel to another.

Let’s investigate which pentode characteristic is so much curved that it will cause distortion, see Fig-
ure 22.

In figure 22a both anode and transconductance characteristics are linear. Therefor a perfect sine sig-
nal  vg1k will cause a perfect sine wave signal ia which will cause a perfect sine signal Vak.

In figure 22b the transconductance characteristic is linear and the anode characteristic is curved.
Therefor a perfect sine signal vg1k will cause a perfect sine wave signal ia which will cause a distorted
signal Vak.

Figure 19 Anode characteristic for EL84-no.1 at xTURNS = 0.23.
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Figure 20 Anode characteristic for EL34-no.1 at  xTURNS = 0.30.

Figure 21 Anode characteristic for KT88-no.1 at xTURNS = 0.36.
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In figure 22c the transconductance characteristic is curved and the anode characteristic is linear.
Therefor a perfect sine signal vg1k will cause a distorted signal ia which will cause a distorted signal Vak.

When both anode and transconductance characteristics are curved, ia and vak are also distorted.
Be aware that all transconductance characteristics of figure 22 are static transconductances.

Except for small signal pentodes, manufacturers give (almost) never transconductance characteris-
tics for power pentodes or power tetrodes. I don’t like that but I must accept it. It is possible to con-
struct a transconductance characteristic from an anode characteristic with Vg1k-curves. It is also
possible to construct an anode characteristic from a transconductance characteristic with Vak-curves.
Chapter 4 of reference [7] but also other text books explain how this can be achieved. All transcon-
ductance characteristics discussed so far are static transconductances because they are measured
in static conditions. When you put a load line through the working point of an anode characteristic
then you can construct dynamic transconductances. Figures 23 and 24 show how to construction
dynamic transconductances for a triode and pentode respectively.

The construction of dynamic transconductances is as follows. Draw the load line of the anode im-
pedance through the working point in the anode characteristic. This load line crosses the Vg1k-curves
of the anode characteristic. Draw horizontal lines from the points of intersection between the load
line and the Vg1k-curves to the Ia-axis. Read the values of anode DC current Ia which belong to a cer-
tain Vg1k-curve. When you have Ia and Vg1k value pairs, you can create curve Ia = f (Vg1k) which is called
the dynamic transconductance because a load line has been used. 
Normally dynamic transconducances are more linear than static transconductances.
The difference between the static and dynamic transconductance is larger for power triodes than
for power pentodes because triodes have a significant lower anode AC internal resistances ri while the
anode AC external resistance ra is a few kΩ with transformer load. Let’s look closer to the relationship
of the static and dynamic transconductance. See figure 25.

For Ra = 0 the anode current is:
For Ra > 0 the anode current is:

The current source equivalent diagram of figure 25 delivers   
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Figure 22 Curved and straight anode and (static) transconductance characteristics.
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Figure 23 Dynamic transconductance (line x-w-y) in Ia = f (Vg1k) for a triode.

Figure 24 Dynamic transconductance (dashed line) in Ia = f (Vg1k) for a pentode.



Combined we achieve:

The measurement results of the UL anode characteristics for a specimen of EL84, EL34 and KT88 are
shown in appendices 13.A, 13.C and 13.E. There you can see that for several values of k = xTURNS the
anode characteristics are quite linear. It is difficult to distinguish differences in their linearity. 
But how linear are the dynamic transconductances for different values of k = xTURNS? 
That’s the subject of the next section.
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Figure 25 Voltage source and current source equivalent circuit diagram of a triode with anode resistor.
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10 The forgotten dynamic transconductance
Figure 3 shows that working point W on the Vak-axis of the anode characteristic lies at supply voltage
Vb = 300V. The external anode load, not shown in figure 3, is a resistive AC load like a transformer
with its secondary connected to a resistor load. We neglect a few volts voltage drop caused by the
anode and screen grid DC currents through the transformer copper resistance.
The positive  part of sine wave vak moves between Vb = 300V and Vak = 425V � +ΔVak = 125V 
The negative part of sine wave vak moves between Vb = 300V and Vak = 175V � −ΔVak = 125V 
The pentode, UL and triode curves of figure 3 do not go beyond 350V. In figure 3 an AC load line (not
shown here) through working point W would start at Ia = 160 mA and terminate at Vak = 600V.

The anode characteristics of figure 19 thru 21 do not go beyond 300V while the AC load lines and
+ΔVak occupy the region between Vb = 300V and Vak = 600V. Ronald’s μTracer can measure anode
characteristic up to 400V but we need to limit at Vb = 300V. Figure 26 will show why.

In figure 26 at Vb = 300V we have the anode region 0 < Vak < 300V for −ΔVak and the anode region
300 < Vak < 600V for +ΔVak. However in region 300 < Vak < 600V we have no measured anode charac-
teristic. Figure 27 is a copy of figure 26 with extensions of the anode characteristic in the region
300 < Vak < 600V. I have drawn these extensions by hand with extrapolation. I admit that this is a
weak part of my investigation. The anode characteristics in region 0 < Vak < 300V are measured ex-
actly and in region 300 < Vak < 600V the anode characteristics are rather well extrapolated but not
100% exactly. However, figure 27 makes it possible to create a complete dynamic transconductance. 

Is there a better way to determine a dynamic transconductance? Figure 28 shows a part of the data
sheets of a KT88 from Svetlana, the UL anode characteristic at xTURNS-% = 40%. This figure shows two
horizontal axes, a Vak-axis and a Vg2k-axis. These axes are correct. You can determine a certain ΔVak with
a corrsponding ΔVg2k. Divide everywhere ΔVg2k by a corresponding ΔVak and you achieve 0.4 = 40%. 
However this anode characteristic is rather useless when you want to design a UL power amplifier
stage. There is just one point where the values of Vak ≈ Vg2k ≈ a certain Vb and that is at approximately
420V. This value forces an anode current of approximately 290mA when you extrapolate the curve 
Vg1k = −25V. No KT88 can handle the anode dissipation caused by these values. And be aware that the
small copper resistance of the output transformer causes less voltage drop and by this Vak ≈ Vg2k ≈ Vb.
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Figure 26  Anode characteristic of KT88-nr.2 for  xTURNS = 0.0 (pentode), = xTURNS 0.4 (UL) and  xTURNS = 1.0 (triode) for -16V < Vg1k < 40V.  Measured without
extrapolation.
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Figure 27 Anode characteristic of KT88-nr.2 for xTURNS = 0.0 (pentode), xTURNS = 0.4 (UL) and  xTURNS = 1.0 (triode) for -16V < Vg1k < 40V.  Measured with extrapolation.
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Figure 29 shows an escape from this problem. There exist output transformers with a separate screen
grid winding at the primary transformer side. By this you can give Vg2k its own value but still Vak ≈ Vb.

Figures 30 thru 32 show the transconductances determined for all values of xTURN in one transcon-
ductance characteristic Ia = f (Vg1k) for EL84-no.1, EL34-no.1 and KT88-no.1 respectively.
The shown values xTURN in these figures are from column 3 of table 7.

What immediately strikes us is that all dynamic transconductances cross in a single point. It will be
no surprise that this is the working point. Which dynamic transconductance Sd is the most linear one
(at which xTURN) is difficult to distinguish in these figures. In appendices 13.B, 13.D and 13.F you can
see the dynamic transconductances separately for all values of xTURN and for each pentode. The only
thing you need to do is put a ruler near each dynamic transconductance. Then you find the most lin-
ear one.

Figure 28 UL anode characteristic of KT88 from Svetlana datasheets.



I have already done this and the result will be no surprise.
For EL84-no.1 the most linear dynamic transconductance is at xTURN = 0.36 � xTURN-% = 36%
For EL34-no.1 the most linear dynamic transconductance is at xTURN= 0.46 � xTURN-% = 46%
For KT88-no.1 the most linear dynamic transconductance is at xTURN= 0.46 � xTURN-% = 46%

11 Summary
In appendices 13.A, 13.C and 13.E, one can see that the difference in linearity of the anode charac-
teristic (with xTURNS values from column 3 of table 7) is hard to distinguish for values of xTURNS between
0.23 and 0.56. I admit that the curves at the right side of Vak = 300V are the result of extrapolation
which may not be as accurate as measurements. In appendices 13.B, 13.D and 13.F, one can see that
the difference in linearity of the dynamic transconductance characteristic (with  values from column
3 of table 7) is hard to distinguish for values of xTURNS between 0.30 and 0.46. 
Of course, the mentioned extrapolations have influence on the accuracy of the determined dynamic 
transconductances. 
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Figure 29 Separate screen grid winding at the primary transformer side.
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Figure 30 EL84-no.1 dynamic transconductance Sd :  Ia = f (Vg1k)  for 0.00 ≤ xTURNS ≤ 1.00.

Figure 31 EL34-no.1 dynamic transconductance Sd :  Ia = f (Vg1k)  for 0.00 ≤ xTURNS ≤ 1.00.



The overall most linear of the anode characteristics and the most linear of the dynamic transcon-
ductance characteristics lies at 35%  < xTURNS-% < 45%  or 12.25%  < xIMPEDANCE-% < 20.25%. 
THD measurements from the past and recent measurements substantiate these results. I did not find
a more optimal xTURNS-% or xIMPEDANCE-% for the lowest THD but it was fun to do this investigation. 
I believe I have found a technical explanation of the THD behavior due to the position of the screen
grid tap on the primary winding of the output transformer (load line) which also determines the dy-
namic transconductance. Despite the notable mechanical differences between EL84, EL34, KT88 and
other power pentodes, and by this the notable differences of their internal electrical fields, the low-
est THD will be achieved at xTURNS-% ≈ 43% or xIMPEDANCE-% ≈ 18.5%. The interesting question why elec-
trons behave in these electric fields in such a way that the currents, cause by these electrons, give the
lowest THD at xTURNS-% ≈ 43% or xIMPEDANCE-% ≈ 18.5% may be answered by physicists.
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Figure 32 KT88-no.1 dynamic transconductance Sd : Ia = f (Vg1k) for 0.00 ≤ xTURNS ≤ 1.00.
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An investigation of the screen grid tap 
A search for the hidden arguments. 

By Rudolf Moers 

APPENDICES 

Mentioned screen grid taps TURNSx  in these appendices are the values from column 3 of table 7. 

For all anode characteristics in appendix A, C and E, the Vg1k-curves in the intervals  
    0V ≤ Vak ≤ 300V are measured with the µTracer and the Vg1k-curves in the intervals  
300V ≤ Vak ≤ 600V are extrapolated, so not measured.  
By this 5 or 4 points of intersection on the load line are made with measured Vg1k-curves and 
the other 3 or 4 points of intersection on the load line are made with extrapolated Vg1k-curves. 
 

A. Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL84 for several screen 
grid taps. Load line for EL84 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 40mA and  
Vg1k,w ≈  −  9.1V. 
 

B. Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL84 for several screen grid taps. 
 

C. Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL34 for several screen 
grid taps. Load line for EL34 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 80mA and  
Vg1k,w ≈  −16.1V. 
 

D. Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL34 for several screen grid taps. 
 

E. Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of KT88 for several screen 
grid taps. Load line for KT88 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 80mA and  
Vg1k,w ≈  −26.4V. 
 

F. Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of KT88 for several screen grid taps. 

 

The constructed dynamic transconductances of appendix B are derived from the anode characteristics  
of appendix A (see the points of intersection of the Vg1k-curves with the load lines). 

The constructed dynamic transconductances of appendix D are derived from the anode characteristics  
of appendix C (see the points of intersection of the Vg1k-curves with the load lines). 

The constructed dynamic transconductances of appendix F are derived from the anode characteristics  
of appendix E (see the points of intersection of the Vg1k-curves with the load lines). 
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APPENDIX A 

Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL84 for several screen grid taps.  
Load line for EL84 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 40mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −  9.1V. 
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APPENDIX B 

Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL84 for several screen grid taps. 
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And finally all these Sd together in one transconductance characteristic. 
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APPENDIX C 

Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of EL34 for several screen grid taps.  
Load line for EL34 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 80mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −16.1V. 
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APPENDIX D 

Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of EL34 for several screen grid taps. 
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And finally all these Sd together in one transconductance characteristic. 
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APPENDIX E 

Measured with the µTracer and extrapolated anode characteristics of KT88 for several screen grid taps.  
Load line for KT88 goes through working point Vak,w = 300V, Ia,w = 80mA and Vg1k,w ≈  −26.4V. 
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APPENDIX F 

Constructed dynamic transconductance characteristics of KT88 for several screen grid tap. 
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And finally all these Sd together in one transconductance characteristic. 
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ELECTRON TUBES PAGE
 

This page is dedicated to explaining the fundamentals of electron tube technology.

Electron Tubes are electro-mechanical devices that use electrons to perform work. 
  
 

1.    ELECTRONS
Note: The following text may be heresy to modern scientists, however this was the state
of the art in 1959. 
 

The RCA Receiving Tube Manual RC-19 (1959) describes "electrons" in this way:

"All matter exists in the solid, liquid, or gaseous state.

These three forms consist entirely of minute divisions known as molecules, which, in turn, are composed of atoms.

Atoms have a nucleus which is a positive charge of electricity, around which revolve tiny charges of  negative electricty
known as electrons.

Scientists have estimated that electrons weigh only 1/30-billion, billion, billion, billionth of an ounce, and that they may travel
at speeds of thousands of miles per second.

Electron movements may be accelerated by the addition of energy.

Heat is one form of energy, which can be conveniently used to speed up the electron. For example, if the temperature of a
metal is gradually raised, the electrons in the metal gain velocity. When the metal becomes hot enough, some electrons
may acquire sufficient speed to break away from the surface of the metal. This action, which is accelerated when the metal
is heated in a vacuum, is utilised in most electron tubes to produce the necessary electron supply." 
  
 

2.    PUTTING ELECTRONS TO WORK IN ELECTRON TUBES.
The RCA Receiving Tube Manual RC-19 (1959) and the RCA Transmitting Tube Manual TT-4 (1956) propose that:

"Electrons are of no value in an electron tube unless they can be put to work.

Therefore, a tube is designed with the parts necessary to utilise electrons, as well as those required to produce them.

Now, the transfer of electrical energy through a circuit involves control of two factors - rate and direction.

The rate of energy transfer is determined by the number of individual electron charges moving unidirectionally through the
circuit in a given interval of time and is proportional to the applied voltage.

The direction in which the electron charges move is determined by the polarity of the applied voltage.

In electrical circuits, control of the direction of current flow is necessary when the power source produces ac (alternating
current) voltages and currents and the load requires a uni-directional current.

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Resources/6146a.jpg


Devices that are used primarily to control the direction of current flow are known as "rectifiers".

All such devices (rectifiers) however are also rate control or rate limiting devices in the sense that they have a finite
current carrying capacity.

Now, electric charges may be transferred through a circuit by several methods.

In one method, kinetic energy is transferred between adjacent electrons within the molecular structure of a conductor. This
method is employed in switches, rheostats, potentiometers and other devices that utilise conductive materials as control
electrodes.

Because the currents through such devices are controlled by mechanical means, the speed with which the amount or
direction of current can be changed is limited by friction or inertia.

In a second method, individual electrons are transferred in one direction through semi-conducting materials such as in
silicon diodes and transistors. This method has the advantage that the rate of current flow may be controlled by electric
fields.

In a third method, individual electrons are transferred through a low-density, non-conductive medium, such as a vacuum or
low pressure gas. This method is used in electron tubes and has the advantage that both rate and direction of current
flow may be controlled by electric fields.

Because these fields, as well as the electrons, have negligible inertia, electron tubes can effect changes in the value and
direction of electric current at speeds considerably higher than those obtainable with mechanically operated devices. 
  
 

3.    ELECTRON TUBES
3.1    CONCEPT -  VACUUM TUBES, ELECTRON TUBES, THERMIONIC VALVES 
 

The ELECTRON TUBE is an electro-mechanical device that enables an electrical current to be controlled be external
electrical means.

The Vacuum Tube is commonly known around the world by the names "Vacuum Tube, Electron Tube, Radio Tube or
Thermionic Valve."

The RCA Receiving Tube Manual RC-19 (1959) describes it so:

"The Electron Tube is a marvellous device.

It makes possible the performing of operations, amazing in conception, with a precision and a certainty that are astounding.

It is an exceedingly sensitive and accurate instrument - the product of co-ordinated efforts of engineers and craftsmen.

Its construction requires materials from every corner of the earth.

Its use is world-wide.

Its future possibilities, even in the light of present day accomplishments, are but dimly forseen; for each development opens
new fields of design and application.

The importance of the Electron Tube lies in its ability to control almost instantly the flight of the millions of electrons
supplied by the cathode. It accomplishes this control with a minimum of energy.

Because it is almost instantaneous in its action, the electron tube can operate efficiently and accurately at electrical
frequencies much higher tha those attainable with rotating machines.

An Electron Tube consists of a cathode, which supplies electrons, and one or more additional electrodes, which control and
collect these electrons, mounted in an evacuated envelope.

The envelope may be made of glass, metal, ceramic, or a combination of these materials." 
 



3.2    DESIGN

In its simplest form, an electron tube consists of a cathode (the negative electrode) and an anode or plate (the positive
electrode) in an evacuated sealed envelope.

The envelope may be made from glass, metal, ceramic, or a combination of these materials.

More complex types may also contain one or more additional electrodes which control and collect electrons. The electrodes
are encased in the evacuated envelope and have the necessary connections brought out through air-tight seals.

The air is completely removed from the envelope to allow free movement of the electrons, and to prevent injury to the
emitting surface of the cathode.

The purpose of the cathode is to furnish a continuous supply of free electrons; the plate collects these free electrons.

Now, rate control requirements in electrical circuits range from an occasional on-off switching to continuous variations
occuring several billion times per second.

The rate at which electrons are collected by the plate (the plate current) is determined by the the number of free electrons
available and by the polarity and the strength of the electric field between the plate and cathode.

Tubes that provide this form of control are known generically as "amplifiers".

Power tube amplifiers are capable of controlling relatively large amounts of energy.

(Note: All triode and multi-grid power tubes are inherently rectifiers as well as amplifiers, because they deliver uni-
directional current regardless of the kind of energy provided by the power source.)

Power tubes and rectifiers are usually operated so that the number of electrons available is constant. Consequently, the
rate of collection or current flow is determined by the characteristics of the internal electric field. 
 

WARNING - VACUUM TUBES OPERATE AT HIGH VOLTAGES THAT CAN BE FATAL
OR CAUSE PERMANENT PHYSICAL MALFUNCTION OR DISABLEMENT.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CONSTRUCT  OR WORK ON AN AUDIO AMPLIFIER UNLESS
YOU HAVE BEEN TRAINED OR ARE OTHERWISE QUALIFIED TO DO SO - WE WANT
YOU TO LIVE TO ENJOY THE FRUITS OF YOUR LABOUR. 
 

3.3    OPERATION

When the cathode is heated, electrons leave the cathode surface and form an invisible cloud in the space around it.

Any positive electric potential within the evacuated envelope offers a strong attraction to the electrons (unlike electric
charges attract; like charges repel).

Such a positive electric potential can be supplied by an anode (plate) (positive electrode) located within the tube in
proximity to the cathode."

The Vacuum tube is called a "Valve" is some countries because it performs the traditional function of the valve - ie a valve
controls or regulates the flow of fluid in a device, usually a pipe or tube, by limiting the volume of flow of fluid to a pre-
determined proportion, or percentage, of the maximum possible rate.

A "valve" is also a "regulator". The function of a "regulator" is to limit the rate, pressure or volume of flow to within a range
controlled within pre-determined limits.

The current flowing through a vacuum tube is regulated by the external circuitry - to control the current flow between pre-
determined limits.

As we will see in this paper, electrical current behaves just like a fluid and this analogy will be referred to several times. 
  
  



4.     HOW VACUUM TUBES WORK
4.1    BASIC CONCEPT

The Vacuum Tube is an extremely simple device.

In its simplest form, the 'diode", the vacuum tube comprises a cathode and an anode mounted in a vacuum chamber.

A high direct current voltage is applied between the anode and cathode. The cathode is heated to stimulate it to emit
electrons. The electrons are then free in space in the vacuum tube, and are attracted to the anode, setting up a stream of
electrons, just like water in a pipe.

In a diode the volume of electrons flowing is controlled by the load in the circuit. Diodes are therefore not "valves".

The maximum current that can flow in the circuit ("prospective current") is determined by the capacity of the mains, battery
or generator supply limited by the sum of the internal impedances (reactance) of the vacuum tube, circuit components (eg
transformers) and the load.

Diodes have limited application and are therefore mainly used to rectify (convert) alternating current to direct current, in
which application they offer outstanding performance and reliability if used correctly.

Vacuum tubes are not very efficient, giving up about half the input energy as heat, transferred to the atmosphere and
mounting components by convection and conduction respectively. Electrons generated by the hot cathode but not used by
the load are also released as heat, described as "plate dissipation".

In directly heated tubes the cathode is heated by itself and is called a "filament" because the electrons are emitted directly
from it, just as in a light bulb. Filament warm-up time is quick so current flows soon after the tube is switched on.

In indirectly heated tubes - ie where the cathode is physically separate to the heater, the cathode is called a "cathode", to
describe its true function. Cathode warm-up time is slow, so current flows some time after switch on - usually controlled by
tube design to about 11 seconds from cold to full warm up.

For a comprehensive explanation of how tubes work see 1952 Text US Army TM11-662 and Airforce Text TO16-1-255 
  
  
4.2    ELECTRON TUBE TYPES

Electron Tubes are designated by the number of electrodes used in their design and construction.

In directly heated tubes the "filament" is classed and counted as an electrode. 
In indirectly heated tubes, the "heater" is not classed or counted as an electrode. 
In most cases except the "monode" the Electron Tube contains an ANODE ( the "plate") and a CATHODE (the directly
heated "filament" or indirectly heated "cathode"). The remaining electrodes are called "grids" and are used to control the
flow of electrons between cathode and plate. 
Certain types of gas filled tubes may vary slightly from the above configuration.

a)    MONODE  - Single Filament Electrode eg LIGHT GLOBE or LAMP. (Not usually classed as an "Electron Tube" even
though they are typically a vacuum tube.)

b)    DIODE - Two electrodes

c)    TRIODE - Three electrodes

d)    TETRODE - Four electrodes

e)    PENTODE - Five electrodes

f)    HEXODE - Six Electrodes

g)   HEPTODE - Seven electrodes

h)   OCTODE - Eight electrodes

i)    BEAM POWER TUBE - Further refinements produced the Beam Power Tube, which may be a tetrode or pentode

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Tubes - US Army.pdf


whose performance is enhanced by mechanical manipulation of the electron beam, to produce substantially greater
efficiency, power output and reduced distortion.

Examples of  the Beam Power Tube are demonstrated in the 6L6 family of designs, which include the 6L6GT, 807, 1614,
1625, 5881, 7027A, 7581A/6L6GC and KT66.

Other Beam Power Tubes include 6AQ5, 6CZ5, 6DZ7 (2 x 6BQ5), 6V6GT, 6005, 6550/KT88, 6973, 7581A/KT66, 8417,
KT66 and KT88.

These tubes evolved from the 42 and 6F6 family which were pentodes. Comparison of their performance shows reduced
heater power requirements and substantially improved performance.

Please note the 6BQ5/6DZ7/EL84/7189, 6CA7/EL34, and 7591/7868/6GM5 families are not Beam Power Tubes but are
Pentodes.

Beam Power Tubes may generally be identified by a box-like structure on top of the plate assembly, which extends down
inside the tube between the plate and the control grids to direct electron flow.

For an overview of Beam Power Tube design and application see RCA Beam Power Tubes 
  
  
4.3    TUBE FUNCTION

Electron Tubes may be used in a very wide range of applications.

In audio amplifier and modulator applications the primary functions of Electron Tubes are:

a)    Rectifier 
b)    Voltage Stabiliser or Regulator 
c)    Voltage Amplifier 
d)    Phase Splitter or Phase Invertor (push-pull circuits only) 
e)    Power Output

Tube signal output is controlled by the concurrent application of direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) voltages to
the electrodes of the tube.

Most electron  tubes are provided with pins to enable insertion into or removal from a socket, to which external control
circuit wiring is attached, however some more modern types have wires instead of pins, to enable direct wiring into
apparatus.

Despite the socket/pin system suggesting unreliability, electron tubes can provide reliable service for many, many years -
depending upon a range of factors including circuit design.

It is common for electron tubes that have been in storage for 60 years to reliably operate first time when energised.

The electron tube is truly one of the most important devices to benefit mankind
ever invented. 
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1.    TRIODE OPERATION OF POWER TUBES
1.1    TRIODE TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

It is well established that many listeners prefer the "soft" and certainly pleasant tonal characteristics of triodes.



However triodes suitable for audio power operation are becoming extremely scarce in the world market and aftermarket prices for
popular types have increased astronomically in recent years.

So it is often more convenient to use tetrodes, pentodes or beam power tubes because of availability, cost or convenience.

An often overlooked design feature is that most popular audio power triodes have directly heated filaments, thus creating a
potential for problems in dealing with hum, reliability and power supply - whereas most popular tetrodes, pentodes and beam
power tubes incorporate indirectly heated cathodes - ie use separate heaters.

Most tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes can be successfully operated as triodes in either voltage amplifier or power tube
applications, by connecting Grid #2 directly to the Plate.

In the case of triode operation of pentodes and beam power tubes, Grid #3 or the electron beam shield respectively, are still
usually connected to the cathode or filament, as is the case for normal tetrode or pentode connection.

The characteristics of a pentode/ beam tetrode as a triode are largely determined by the Grid#1/Grid#2 amplification factor which is
dependant not on the Anode/Cathode spacing but the Grid#1/ Cathode and Grid#2/Cathode spacings.

The function of the Plate in a triode connected multi-grid tube is merely to collect all the electrons that have been attracted by the
Screen-Grid acting as an ANODE which, because of its open structure, will collect relatively few electrons - which probably
accounts for the increased allowable screen voltage when so connected.

My personal view is that to ensure tube operation - including Cathode Current, Plate Dissipation and Screen-Grid Dissipation - is
maintained within design limits, the applied DC Plate and Screen voltages should never be greater than the rated Screen-Grid
Voltage.

1.2    SUITABLE TUBES

The Radiotron Designers Handbook 4th Edition 1953 says:

Manufacturer's data is available for triode operation of some popular types of tetrode, pentode and beam power tubes such as
EL34/6CA7, 6V6GT, KT66, KT88, 807, 6146. However, typically they are pragmatically assigned a significantly higher Grid #2
rating than for either tetrode or pentode connection.

The higher triode connected manufacturer's rating should only be used with great caution as it increases the risk of



thermal problems and parasitics.

When tetrodes and pentodes are connected as triodes care must be taken to ensure the Plate and Screen Voltages are not too
low, to prevent the Screen-Grid from becoming the primary anode and thus attracting too many electrons, thus exceeding Screen
Dissipation rating and fusing the Screen-Grid.

For efficient and reliable operation, a minimum Plate and Screen B+ Voltage of at least half the rated Plate Voltage is therefore
recommended. This obviously limits the choice of tubes to those tubes having an adequately high Screen-Grid Voltage rating.

In my opinion, the most likely candidates for triode connection are the:

6AQ5                        (275 VDC)        7 pin 
6V6GT                      (275 VDC)        Octal 
6CZ5/6973                 (285 VDC)        9 pin 
5881/6L6GC/7027A    (400 VDC)        Octal 
KT88                         (550 VDC)        Octal 
813                           (1100 VDC)       Giant 7 pin

All are well proven fine quality beam power tubes, each famous in its own right.

However with more careful selection and operating conditions, there are many other fine tetrodes and pentodes that are capable of
excellent triode operation - such as the EL34/6CA7 (425 VDC) (Octal) and EL84/6BQ5 (300 VDC) (9 pin) pentodes.

1.3    OTHER OPTIONS

STC BRIMAR, in their Valve and Teletube Manual #8 (1959) state:

"Where Pentodes are connected as Triodes, the Suppressor Grid should be connected to the Cathode, unless otherwise stated"
(end quote)

However as far back as 1940, RCA state that the Suppressor Grid (Grid #3) in Pentodes may be connected to the Screen Grid
(Grid #2) to operate Pentodes as Tetrodes. It follows that in Triode operation of Pentodes, Grids #2 and #3 can be strapped to the
Plate if preferred.

Unfortunately, it will be noted that many of the popular Pentodes, such as the 6BM8, 6BQ5/EL84, 6GW8 and 6M5, have their Grid
#3 internally connected to the Cathode, leaving the designer only Grid #2 available to connect to the Plate for triode operation.

It may well be however that in those Pentode tubes (other than Beam Power Tubes described as "Pentodes" in British and
European catalogues) having a separate pin connection for Grid #3 - eg EL34/6CA7, 803 and 837 - some benefit might be
achieved by connecting Grid #3 to both Grid #2 and the Plate to form a composite equi-potential tube element for triode operation.

This option would certainly ensure a smooth flow of electrons through and beyond the Screen-Grid. Any electrons reflected from
the Plate (Secondary Emission) should get caught up in the main electron stream and not present a problem.

No data sheets are available for this class of operation so some degree of experimentation would be essential.

I have no direct applications experience or information to verify this option.

1.4    Triode Operation - Audio Signal Output:

Of fundamental importance in audio amplifier design, is that when tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes are
configured in triode connection, the Screen Grid SIGNAL voltage will ALWAYS appear in the Plate circuit because the
Screen Grid is connected directly to the Plate - ie the electrons collected and diverted by the Screen Grids will appear in
the output of the amplifier under all conditions between zero signal and full signal input.

Thus any distortion and/or effects upon frequency response and linearity of the AC signal in the Screen Grid circuit of
triode connected tetrodes and pentodes will appear in the output of the amplifier.

This phenomenon also happens in ultra-linear connection - but only under linear controlled conditions determined by the output
transformer primary turns and impedance ratios - that are quite different to Screen Grid behaviour under triode connection.

However this phenomenon does not happen with conventional tetrode and pentode configurations because the Screen Grid signal
is bypassed to ground and does not appear in the output signal at all - even with negative feedback from the loudspeaker.
Consequently tube behaviour and amplifier performance are very different when a particular tube type is configured in each of
tetrode/pentode, ultra-linear or triode connections.

However, one major bonus from triode operation is that the changes in relative portions of Plate Current and Screen-Grid Current -



ie signal output power - that occur with changes in Grid #1 Voltage - as illustrated in Fig. 2 above - will not have material effect on
the output signal because the Plate and Screen Currents are mixed together.

In other words, triode operation will provide a more linear output stage than tetrode or pentode configurations.

NOTE: Triode operation of tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes produces substantially less power output than when used in
their design configuration - ie for any given Plate voltage, the power output from a triode will be substantially less than that for a
tetrode, pentode or beam power tube.

It should also be noted that Grid #1 bias voltage will be proportionately higher for triode connection, hence driving voltage will be
also proportionately higher. For most applications this increase could be substantial, necessitating a more complex driving stage
arrangement than would otherwise be the case.

The tube manufacturer's data sheets should be consulted before proceeding with an amplifier design commitment.

1.5    Triode Operation - Grid Stopper Resistor:

It is important to retain the grid stopper resistor between Plate and Screen Grid, to prevent parasitic-oscillation in the tube. The
grid stopper resistor must be mounted as closely to the tube socket pin as practicable to minimise RF signal pickup and minimise
inductance in the wiring.

The usually recommended value is around 100 to 500 ohms (although many commercial amps connect directly, with no Grid
stopper at all) however an empirical approach derived from the manufacturers' data described on my ultra-linear operation page
suggests a value of around at least one half the Plate to Plate load impedance presented by the output transformer.

A value (per-tube) of half the Plate to Plate load impedance might be a good starting point to give the electrons sufficient incentive
to travel the further journey to the Plates instead of taking the easy path home. More resistance may be required though to achieve
the desired effect - after all, electrons are lazy critters and always take the easiest route they can, even if it means increasing
density - ie crowding into a small area of a conductor or electron beam. For those mechanically minded, electron flow behaves like
a fluid.

Even if the Grid Stopper resistor has a value equal to the Plate load impedance, the current flow in Grid #2 will still be significant.

Unfortunately, the tube handbooks tell us that the Screen to ground return path must be of low AC low impedance. One way out of
this is to shunt the Grid-stopper with a suitable value of capacitor so that the Screen is grounded via the Plate which is, of course,
connected to ground through the load, but doing this will also reduce the AC separation sought between Screen Grid and Plate -
taking us back to conventional triode connection and the less than ideal Screen Grid operating parameters.

A useful addition is a small bypass capacitor (say 100 pF) shunting the Screen Grid voltage dropping resistor to eliminate any stray
RF.

 

2.    TRIODE OPERATION WITH SILICON DIODES
A significant practical improvement may be gained by installing a silicon diode between the Plate and Screen-Grid in the manner
described in my OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY  page - ie with the arrow pointing towards the Screen-Grid 
- instead of connecting the Screen Grid directly to the Plate, as is the conventional practice.

It offers the same benefits as in tetrode/pentode connection by removing Screen Grid output signal from the Plate circuit - ie the
Tetrode or Pentode in Triode connection behaves like a real Triode, with electron flow direct from Cathode to Plate, as if the
Screen Grid did not exist.

This configuration enables us to use beam power tubes, with all their benefits, as straight triodes, thereby attaining all the benefits
of beam power tube operation but with the tonal and distortion qualitites of triode operation.

The Grid Stopper resistor and/or Screen Grid voltage dropping resistor must still be kept in the circuit to control DC voltage
behaviour because in triode connection there is far too much DC on the Screen Grids than is needed to do their job. In this case,
less is thus better than more.

Some adjustment may need to be made to the Grid #1 bias voltage to limit Plate current to the design value.

Experiments I have undertaken in this area have resulted in substantially improved high-frequency performance, more natural
sound and superior tonal characteristics compared with the conventional approach.



In my opinion, the most likely candidates for triode connection with silicon diodes feeding the Screens are the:

6AQ5                        (275 VDC)        7 pin 
6V6GT                      (275 VDC)        Octal 
6CZ5/6973                 (285 VDC)        9 pin 
5881/6L6GC/7027A    (400 VDC)        Octal 
KT88                         (550 VDC)        Octal 
813                           (1100 VDC)       Giant 7 pin

All are well proven fine quality beam power tubes, each famous in its own right.

Most other tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes have too low a Screen-Grid voltage rating to be suitable for triode operation
at full rated Plate voltage.

There are many fine tetrode, pentode and beam power tubes that can be used in triode operation, however care is necessary to
avoid applying excessive voltage to the Screen-Grids - such as the EL34/6CA7 (425 VDC) (Octal) and EL84/6BQ5 (300 VDC) (9
pin) pentodes. 
 

Note: In high power applications - ie more than 100W RMS, transmitting triode tubes such as 805, 809, 810, 811, 812, 833, 845,
8000, 8005, etc may be a more economical and practical solution than pursuing a triode connection configuration with tetrodes or
pentodes because of a wider choice of suitable tube types and characteristics, simplified wiring and power supply requirements.
Most large tetrodes and pentodes have a relatively low rated Screen-grid operating voltage, indicating a high risk of problems when
connected as triodes.

At the present time, large NOS triodes generally cost about the same as large NOS tetrodes or pentodes offering equivalent power
output. 
 

3.    TRIODE OPERATION USING THE SCREEN GRIDS AS THE
CONTROL GRID
This mode of operation offers yet another alternative for the application of Pentodes, Tetrodes or Beam Power Tubes as Triodes.

The method is simple.

Connect the Control Grid #1 to the Cathode

Use Grid #2 as the Control Grid.

This approach requires substantially higher DC negative bias voltage and considerable AC drive signal input voltage than as per
the standard configuration, but offers the benefit of allowing full rated Plate Voltage to be applied.

This is because the Screen Grid does not attract electrons - in fact it is negatively charged so cannot.

Power output should thus be similar to that obtainable in Tetrode or Pentode mode - but with the tonal characteristics of Triodes.
This is because the tube is now a real triode - ie only 3 effective elements (Cathode, Control Grid and Plate).

I am unable to provide details of typical operating conditions but this method has been used in professional broadcast standard
equipment and in theory should be more reliable than the standard approach.

Class AB2 or B with fixed bias is essential for high Plate circuit efficiency and dynamic performance.

If you have experience with this configuration please advise your results.

  
  
  
  
 



Please let me know if you can add to this body of new knowledge and I will add it to this commentary.

Of course the smart thing to do here is to use tubes that are already triodes - instead of messing about with compromises - but
then none of the triodes are beam tubes and thus do not offer the benefits of  beam tube technology.

Also most of us have a junkbox stock of perfectly good Tetrodes, Pentodes or Beam Power Tubes just waiting to be used - so it is
a tough call.

 

REMEMBER:

- ALWAYS TAKE CARE WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH-VOLTAGE -

DEATH IS PERMANENT!!
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1.    INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the design of audio amplifiers has followed fairly clear and well established design principles.

Some of those principles relate to the way in which Screen Grids are used to control current flow in audio amplifier tubes,
particularly power tubes.



Examination of professionally designed commercial circuits spanning more than 60 years' audio technology shows us there has
been very little innovation in the way in which Screen Grids are used - ie little variation in, or departure from, conventional,
traditional Screen-Grid application design concepts.

It is understandable why this is so, because innovative engineering was not encouraged in the consumption driven expanding
global marketplaces of the 1940's through 1970's.

The post WWII market - ie the 50's and 60's era - was one of explosive growth and expansion in consumer and industrial
demand, so it was primarily a seller's market. The market's natural wariness towards "way out" designs was high, so
unconvention was not generally pursued. Few equipment manufacturers were brave enough to vary from the tried and true.
Thus the prevailing audio design ethos was to "follow the leader".

In any event, unconvention often resulted in premature component failure, bad reputation, consumer wariness or rejection, and
typically accompanied by an increase in manufacturing cost - and therefore selling price, with little perceivable benefit to the
consumer.

Furthermore, programme materiel available to the consumer ex radio, phono or tape was generally of such quality that even the
"critical listener" consumer was unable to discern audible differences between "good" and "superior" amplifiers.

Numerous documented scientific experiments since the 1930's demonstrated that most listeners were unable to discern the
difference between a live and recorded performance from behind a screen. To the masses, there was no difference, so why pay
more?

Audio amplifier equipment design became more or less a "variation on the theme" exercise in applications engineering, in much
the same way as we now see design technology expressed in the configuration of CD players, DVD players and personal
computers. 
 

Vacuum Tubes in Amplifiers:

A very critical factor in tube amplifier design is the vacuum tube itself.

Electron tube manufacturing tolerances and acceptance test specifications are fairly wide, particularly in some types such as
large power tubes, resulting in an audio amplifier design requirement for individual tubes to be individually adjusted, or "tuned" to
specific circuit parameters for optimum performance - such as in high-power push-pull applications.

However amplifier manufacturers were reluctant to incorporate simple user adjustments into their products because that tempts
(and provides the means for) the curious user to "play" with optimising controls such as Grid #1 bias or Grid #2 regulated
supply, thereby ensuring poor performance, overheating, premature failure, or even self-destruction of the amplifier. Extra
optimising adjustments also add considerable manufacturing cost to a base product, imply the amplifier is "dicky" or
"temperamental", reduce reliability, and may offer the end user no real perceptible benefit apart from setting up the product to do
what it is supposed to do in the first place and what alternative products do (or appear to do) without adjustments.

Although the absence of adjustments may lead to less than optimum performance, it does generally provide the consumer with
a more reliable piece of equipment. One disadvantage, commonly found in parallel-push-pull amplifiers, is that 4 tubes or more
may be supplied by a common bias supply, necessitating carefully matched tubes for reasonable dynamic performance and
reliability. However, this arrangement ensures that whenever a single tube requires replacement, all four must be replaced
together to preserve balance. During the 1950's thru 1980's, obtaining an accurately matched set of tubes was often a
challenging task.

However in the long run, this simplified approach to tube selection provided the preferred choice for a safe solution and
equitable warranty protection to both manufacturer and user.

Since the 1950's, the choice between cathode bias or fixed bias was often determined by the lower manufacturing cost of
cathode bias and the self-protecting effect of cathode bias, so fixed-bias tended to be used only where high power was needed
such as in public address or guitar amplifiers.

Cathode-bias was a natural evolution from the "back bias" used widely in early radio receivers, where the field coil of the
loudspeaker served both as a filter choke and a convenient DC bias ("C" supply) voltage source. When the field-coil loudspeaker
was replaced by the cheaper to manufacture "permanent magnet" style loudspeaker around the early 1950's, back-bias designs
more or less disappeared from the face of the earth.

Back-bias requires more complex wiring than cathode-bias so it was seen as an unnecessary complication to wiring costs, for
no realisable benefit to the end user.

Cathode-bias also offers inherently higher reliability than back-bias or fixed-bias, as well as providing a self-compensating



effect for aging tubes. Cathode-bias also offers a lesser Plate Current swing from zero to maximum signal, thereby enabling
power supplies having poor regulation to be incorporated with no apparent reduction in tested performance.

However, even with the simplicity of cathode-bias, many manufacturers still incorporated a single common bias resistor for at
least two tubes in push-pull, resulting typically in tube mismatch - ie still requiring a matched pair of tubes for optimum
performance.

The advent of loop negative feedback - ie negative feedback from output to input - further assisted some manufacturers to
provide even poorer power supplies and driver stages, because audible hum could not be heard.

Loop negative feedback also facilitates the use of poorer quality lower-cost output transformers and wider tolerances on tubes
and components, relying on the feedback to restore performance to an acceptable standard.

These "improvements" resulted in a performance situation where some amplifiers with feedback performed no audibly better
than earlier design amplifiers without feedback - except under steady state conditions on the test bench into constant resistive
loads.

The later introduction of silicon rectifiers and voltage doubler power supplies enabled further cost-reduction at the expense of
transient performance. Advantages such as substantially improved power supply regulation gained from silicon rectifiers over
tube rectifiers were soon offset by cost-saving measures.

The traditional filter choke was an early casualty of cost reduction. Good quality 1940's and 1950's amplifiers used a full-wave
rectifer and a two stage choke input filter, however this progressively degenerated to the point where many popular amplifiers of
the 1970's had a voltage doubler power supply with no filter choke at all, relying on the combined effects of larger electrolytic
filter capacitors, loop negative feedback, and push-pull hum cancellation to produce an acceptable product.

Very few amplifiers included regulated power supplies for their Screen-Grids, because of increased manufacturing cost.
Although the RCA Receiving Tube Manuals published schematics incorporating Screen-Grid regulation, the most common
configuration was that the Screen-Grids were fed directly from the B+ supply - ie at high-voltage, often without any Grid-stopper
resistor. One variant was to use a dropping resistor and filter capacitor, from the B+ to supply the Screen-Grids, but this
arrangement results in poor Screen-Grid voltage regulation, with attendant drop in performance.

In other words, in an attempt to hold-down manufacturing costs over time, some tube amplifier manufacturers actually took the
audio industry backwards in terms of performance evolution.

So, apart from the highly acclaimed triode connected Williamson (D.T.N. Williamson 1947 and 1949), followed by the
magnificient tetrode connected U.S. McIntosh (F.H. McIntosh and G.J.Gow 1949) and later (but much inferior) U.K.Quad II
(1953) amplifier, with their "unity coupling" power output stage, and the original  Ultra-Linear (D. Hafler and H. I.  Keroes of Acro
- 1951) design; there is little to show for 60 odd years' of progressive global technological evolution in tube audio.

Note: History shows the term "ultra-linear" was developed by Hafler and Keroes to define their specific configuration based upon
the original 1936 British Patent of A.D.Blumlien, which was fairly generic in respect to transformer ratios. It appears that his
innovative design was neither refined nor exploited commercially during the 14 year life of his patent, noting the British Quad II
amplifier of 1953 bypassed this opportunity, however some researchers suggest it had previously been used in Australia as far
back as 1933 - a fact that if true would have invalidated his patent. Perhaps the military demands of the WWII years diverted Mr.
Blumlien's attention to his prolific innovative design activity covering a wide range of other technologies and the ultra-linear
concept was left to others to further develop and exploit - however audiophiles remain indebted to his contribution. The wheels of
technological progress sometimes turn slowly!!

It is relevant that all these designs relied heavily for their final performance upon extremely high quality output transformers - in
the case of the McIntosh, bifilar windings (primary and secondary windings were wound together with no insulation between
them or between layers, requiring very high quality winding wire and winding techniques) and fully potted construction were
featured (a remarkable engineering achievement) - so manufacturing expense increased substantially in any event.

Despite the current raves for single-ended push-pull concepts, commercial attempts to exploit that particular technology
inevitably failed in preference to convention. One approach by the Dutch Philips group in the 1960's, used an output-
transformerless (OTL) single-ended push-pull amplifier connected to an 800 ohm Philips loudspeaker, requiring the consumer to
purchase a complete system from the one supplier - not a popular concept for modular hi-fi component buyers (particularly
those who already owned a fine set of loudspeakers), thus relegating this new technology to the mass consumer market -
thereby destroying its appeal  to the audiophile. This technology faded into obscurity along with demise of the "radiogram" all in
one system.

Inevitably, all attempts to depart from proven simple audio circuit design principles resulted in increased cost, reduced reliability,
increased downtime and service costs, and consumer anger.

The realities of global markets and a long way to a competent service shop resulted in manufacturers being forced by



circumstances to limit their experimentation - or experiment to discover that alternatives to conventional design simplicity were
not commercially viable products. Most manufacturers were limited to sourcing components from a small pool of suppliers so
manufacturing costs were similar across the industry. Designs had to be both simple and cost-competitive. 
 

Top Cap Tubes:

Another factor that produced suppression of innovation was the swing away from tubes for audio applications that incorporated
top caps for their plate, or anode, connection.

Users often found themselves "zapped" when changing a tube, by inadvertently touching the cap lead or terminal - particularly if
the amplifier was switched on - a most unpleasant experience.

Long Plate leads also present problems with induction to and from from nearby components, stray RF pickup, output stage
instability, transformer mechanical construction and chassis layout.

Although widely used in professional broadcast and public address applications during the 1940's and 1950's, top cap style
tubes - such as the 6146/QE05-40, 6DQ6A, 6CM5/PL36, 5B/254M, and the great 807, have not been popular for hi-fi or guitar
amplifier applications - the largest commercial market segments for tube use in applications greater than about 5 W RMS
output. Thus this style of tube, which offers considerably higher power outputs than no-top-cap standard octal socket styles, or
all glass 9 and 12 pin tube types (eg 7868), has been little used after 1955 in hi-fi and guitar amplifier designs (although still
extensively used in television receiver applications until the 1970's).

This pragmatic design philosophy forced tube manufacturers to develop tubes that produced more power from a conventional
(usually octal based)  tube having no top cap - in a valiant effort to put amplifier performance back to where it had already been.
Result - the EL34/6CA7 and KT88, both practically limited by the dielectric strength of the octal base and socket to about 600
VDC B+ supply - but both needing high Grid #2 ratings to offset the limited plate voltage as a means to retain adequately high
power output.

It is of interest that the KT88 is identical to the TT21 transmitting tube, which has a rated Plate Voltage of 1.25 kV applied to the
top cap connection. In the KT88, the Plate connection is relocated to the octal base. This modification results in a maximum
rated Plate Voltage of 600 VDC for the KT88.

For 250 to 300 VDC supplies, there are also the EL84/6BQ5/7189, and the 6V6GT, 6AQ5/6HG5/6005 and 6CZ5/6973 families.

However, in all these types, analysis of manufacturers' data shows the proportionately high Screen Grid voltage needed to obtain
maximum power output results in substantially higher harmonic and intermodulation distortion than seen in conventional RF
beam power tubes combining high plate voltage with relatively low Grid #2 voltage for the same audio output power- eg typically
4 to 5% instead of 1 to 2% THD without negative feedback.

The suitability of the EL34/6CA7 and EL84/6BQ5 to ultra-linear connection offsets this disadvantage somewhat, albeit at reduced
power output, but the original 6L6 family are not so fortunate being practically limited by their lower Grid #2 rating.

The original GEC KT88 thus became the only tube to offer a reasonable solution, providing up to 100 W RMS per pair, however
they were expensive, of widely varying quality, required substantial free-air space for ventilation, supporting componentry and
circuitry of professional broadcast standard, and were really a little large for an octal socket to support. Being heavy, the KT88
is not suited to inverted mounting (eg guitar amplifiers) without supporting straps to prevent them falling out of their sockets.
However from the outset (about 1960), transistor amplifiers were easily able to match this performance (on paper) in a
substantially cheaper, smaller, lighter and more reliable package, so the KT88 was soon displaced in the mass market.

In some industries that were high consumers of vacuum tubes, particularly in guitar amplifiers, there is also clear evidence that
tube designs were enhanced to cater for limitations in the final product. That old favourite, the 6L6, has been upgraded over and
over again, even though superior top cap versions (eg 807 and 1614) were available from the outset - albeit at significantly
higher cost.

Manufacturing cost, profit margins, market share and sales revenue were each in their own right, powerful design engineering
drivers and inhibitors.

Standard domestic quality driver tubes such as 6SN7GT, 12AT7, 12AU7A etc triodes and their popular pentode cousins, 6SJ7,
6AU6, 6U8 and EF86, have hardly changed throughout the 60 years since they were first released. Later improved "premium
quality" versions rarely found their way into commercial audio amplifiers, primarily because they cost more, offered no detectable
audible benefit to the listener, had electro-mechanical characteristics that provided in practice properties or performance only
marginally different to the standard tube - if at all (eg rattles and microphonics in "premium" tubes), and frequently could not be
replaced in the country of use - after all who wants a product that cannot be repaired or likely to be out of action for many
months whilst waiting for an expensive imported tube to arrive? Not only that, but the replacement cost of a premium quality
tube was often many times the cost of the equivalent standard type. 



 

Summary:

So a review of commercial circuits shows that for the whole of that 60 year period between 1940 and 2001, only a few basic
types of tubes were used in all the audio amplifiers ever produced in the whole world.

The result is that:

1.    there is very little literature about Screen Grids 
2.    there are are few examples of innovative design variants 
3.    audio amplifier design standards reflected the need for simple tubes that could be overloaded and abused by users 
4.    audio amateurs - ie hobbyists and project builders - have had to remain within a very rigid published design framework 
5.    published manufacturer's tube data invariably fails to provide information about the effect of Screen Grid voltage upon 
       Plate Current 
6.    there is little published manufacturer's data available for non-popular tube types 
7.    there is little practical knowledge available to facilitate experimentation with non-popular tube types 
8.    a self-destructing commercial approach manifested that inhibited innovation in the tube based audio equipment 
       industry, paving the way for their displacement by semi-conductors

This page attempts to quantify some of the major principles and possibilities regarding improving vacuum tube
technologies in the area of Screen Grids.

I do not claim it to have any technical expertise or validity whatsoever and am happy to be challenged in the interests of mutual
learning. If you can add any information that will benefit the audio enthusiast please email it to me.

 

2.    THE SCREEN GRID (GRID # 2) - PRIMARY FUNCTIONS
The Screen Grid is an extra element added to the basic three element configuration of triode tubes to form a four element
configuration tube called a tetrode.

Fig. 1:    Graphical Representation Of A Tetrode Vacuum Tube

The Screen Grid is also incorporated into multi-electrode tubes such as pentodes, heptodes and octodes.

The Screen Grid is assigned the functional title Grid #2, to indicate it is the second Grid from the Cathode.

The Screen Grid usually comprises a formed coil of wound turns of round wire, mounted physically concentrically between the
Control Grid (Grid #1) and the Plate (Anode) in multi-electrode vacuum tubes and acts as an electrostatic shield between them. 
 

The primary functions of the Screen-Grid are:

to act as a screen. To perform this function, the Screen Grid is positioned between, thus separates or "screens", input
circuits (Grid 1) from output circuits (Plate or Anode) within the tube, thus the name "Screen-Grid".
to accelerate and attract electrons to the Plate
to provide a means for additional control over electron flow
to reduce Grid 1 to Plate capacitance and thereby improve frequency response, linearity and operating frequency
to reduce Plate to Grid 1 feedback
increase tube efficiency
increase gain
increase output voltage

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Data/tetrode.jpg


reduce distortion (compared to a Triode)
improve linearity

The most important attribute of the Screen-Grid - but one that is not clearly explained in Tube Manuals - is that it
becomes the primary ANODE in the tube - ie when the Screen-Grid is energised to a positive potential to the Cathode,
the Plate becomes simply a passive collector of those electrons emitted from the directly or indirectly heated Cathode
that have been attracted by, and passed through, the Screen-Grid to it.

The RCA 1937 Receiving Tube Manual tells us this way at Page 9:

"The Screen is operated at a positive voltage and, therefore, attracts electrons from the Cathode. But because of the
comparatively large space between the wires of the Screen, most of the electrons drawn to the Screen pass through it
to the Plate. Hence the Screen acts as an electrostatic force pulling electrons form the Cathode to the Plate."

Thus when a Screen-Grid is present, IT is the ANODE and the Plate becomes a secondary or pseudo-anode only.

Understanding this fundamental design feature is crucial to understanding the significance of maximum Screen Grid
rated voltages and their relationship to Plate voltages in all cases for triode, tetrode, pentode, beam power tube or
ultra-linear configurations. 

The first tetrodes were introduced to enable stable amplification at radio frequencies - ie to shield the anode from the grid.  As
the screen was at ground potential for signal frequencies whist slightly increasing the input and output capacities the grid plate
capacity was reduced to the point that neutralization was completely unnecessary.

However if the anode was operated with a voltage of less than the screen, dynatron oscillations could occur - which led to the 
introduction of the suppressor grid , the function of it being to repel secondary emitted electrons back to the anode rather than 
allowing them to be attracted back to the screen when its potential  was less than the anode.

In output valves the evolution of the tetrode / pentode was needed for completely different reasons.  As efforts were made to
increase the amplification by altering the tube geometry the resistance of the tube to DC went up, so the addition of the screen
grid enabled the anode current to be relatively independent of the anode voltage.  This fact did however dramatically increase
the AC resistance, which is not always a desirable result for an audio amplifier .

In some types of tetrodes and beam power tubes the Screen-Grids are positioned in-line with the Control-Grid (ie in-line with or
behind the electron beam) and this configuration is described as "aligned Screen-Grids" - eg 6L6GC.

However in many types of pentodes and beam power tubes the Screen-Grid is not aligned and this configuration is described as
"unaligned Screen-Grids" or "non-aligned Screen-Grids" - eg EL34. (Some users report that the early Philips EL34's had aligned
Screen Grids, whereas later production ex other manufacturers were unaligned, resulting in increased tube failure and
decreased performance - food for thought.)

In some electron tube designs, the coil is wound round and in others it is wound flat. Generally speaking, tubes having round -
ie cylindrical - Plates would have Screen Grids wound on a round former, and tubes having rectangular Plates would have
Screen Grids wound on a flat, or rectangular, former. This results in an arrangement whereby the Screen Grid is generally
parallel with the conducting (electron collecting) portion of the internal Plate surface and the conducting (electron emitting)
surface of the Cathode.

The usual arrangement is for the turns on the Screen Grid to be evenly spaced, however sometimes variable spacing is used
for particular effect - such as in "remote cutoff" tubes.

Of importance to this paper is the physical spacing, pre-determined during manufacture, between the Cathode (negative
terminal of the tube) and Screen Grid, and Screen Grid to Plate (positive terminal of the tube) - ie the relative positioning of the
Screen-Grid between the cathode and anode of the device.

Philips introduced the penthode - (as that is how they spelt it) - but Mazda played with a critical distance tetrode or, as they
referred to it, a "kinkless tetrode" , which works as per the description of a beam tetrode which, as a result of aligned grids and
beam forming plates, simply concentrated the cloud of electrons which behaved as a suppressor grid. (this contribution thanks to
Denis Cook)

The spacing between the grid and screen determines the ability of the screen in determining the characteristics of the tube. The
screen anode spacing is also of great importance in that it determines the location of the space in which the electron stream is
moving slowest and is therefore most concentrated so to act best as a virtual suppressor.



It is relevant to the concepts presented in this paper that in the case of directly heated filament tubes - ie where the
Filament is the Cathode - for practical manufacturing and cost control reasons the diameter of the Filament wire is
usually the same as that of the Screen-grid. However the length of the Screen-grid wire is usually substantially more
than that of the Filament. This means that the electron collecting surface of the Screen-grid is substantially greater
than that of the electron emitting surface of the Filament/Cathode. Consequently the Screen-grid has the capability to
collect significant numbers of electrons emitted by the lesser surface area Filament. 
 

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook TT-4 at pages 7 and 8 explains the function of the Screen Grid in this way:

"When a tetrode is used as an amplifier, the Screen Grid is operated at a fixed positive potential (usually somewhat lower than
the Plate voltage), and is bypassed to the Cathode through a capacitor having very low impedance at the operating frequency.

This capacitor diverts signal frequency alternating currents from the Screen Grid to ground, and effectively short-circuits the
capacitive feedback path between Plate and Control Grid.

The Screen Grid acts as an electrostatic shield between the Control Grid and the Plate, and reduces the Grid-Plate capacitance
to such a small value that internal feedback is usually negligible over the range of frequencies for which the tube is designed.

Because the Screen Grid is operated at a positive potential with respect to the Cathode, it collects a substantial number of
electrons and, therefore, reduces the Plate current which can flow at a given Plate voltage.

The addition of a Screen Grid thus increases the internal resistance, or Plate resistance of a tube. However, it also gives the
Grid No. 1 a greater degree of control over the Plate resistance, and thus increases the voltage amplification factor.

The voltage at which the Screen Grid is operated has a substantial effect on the Plate Current of a tetrode.

This characteristic makes it practicable to control the gain of a tetrode by variation of the DC Screen Grid potential, or to
modulate the tube output economically by the application of a signal voltage to the Screen Grid - as well as to the Control Grid.

It is usually necessary, therefore, to remove ripple and other fluctuations from the Screen Grid supply voltage to prevent
undesired modulation of the tube output."     (End quote) 
 

SVETLANA say: "Regular tetrodes are rarely used for audio applications because of an effect called "tetrode kink", caused by
secondary emission. Most of it is due to electrons bouncing off the plate, some from the screen." 
  
 

 

3.    RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLATE CURRENT AND SCREEN-
GRID CURRENT 
 

It is important to understanding Screen-Grid function that one more aspect be considered for the case of POWER TUBES.

Compared with a Triode, the addition of the Screen-Grid to a Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube, dramatically changes the
electronic behaviour of the Power Tube.

The characteristics of a TRIODE POWER TUBE are illustrated in the following graph for the 6BQ5/EL84 Power Pentode
connected as a Triode and having a Plate and Screen-Grid Voltage of 300 VDC.



Graph Courtesy of Philips Miniwatt Electronics Handbook (1960).

In a POWER TRIODE the Plate Current is directly proportional to Plate Voltage

In a POWER TRIODE the Plate Current is directly proportional to the Grid #1 (Control-Grid) Voltage.

In normal POWER TRIODE amplifier applications, the Plate Voltage is fixed by the B+ supply, hence the Plate Current (and
therefore power output) will vary in direct proportion to changes in the Control Grid Voltage (ie input drive AC signal). This has
the effect that small changes in signal voltage produce large changes in Plate Current.

It also has the effect that in push-pull TRIODE POWER TUBE applications, BOTH tubes must be accurately matched by
selection, test and Control-Grid Bias Voltage adjustment, to ensure both tubes amplify equally in the push-pull pair. Minor
performance differentials between tubes will produce marked results in the amplifier output signal - a good case for single-ended
TRIODE operation.

In an POWER TRIODE, careful examination of the Plate Current curves shows most POWER TRIODE amplifiers suffer from
non-linearity between low and high signal input AC drive voltages. As Grid #1 voltage increases it causes the Plate Current to
increase very rapidly, causing the Plate Voltage to decrease (by AC and DC losses in the output transformer windings and
rectifier circuit), resulting in loss of peak power at the crest of the signal voltage - ie transient signals are diminished in
magnitude by the output stage.

The above graph clearly shows that for any given value of Plate Voltage, the negative swing in signal voltage applied to Grid #1
will produce a different change in Plate Current to that produced by an equal swing in the positive excursion. This is why Class
A amplifiers must use a value of Grid #1 voltage that is sufficiently high (less negative) to enable reasonably equal positive and
negative Plate Current swings, whilst keeping within permissible Plate Dissipation limits.

It will be also observed that during the negative swing of the signal voltage, the more the Control Grid (Grid #1) swings
negatively, the less linearly Plate Current follows changes in Grid #1 voltage.

Such requirement inherently introduces some challenges in TRIODE POWER AMPLIFIER design and component selection -
particularly in Class A designs.

On the other hand, the addition of the Screen-Grid to create a Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube, dramatically changes
the electronic behaviour of the Power Tube insofaras Plate Current is no longer dependent upon Plate Voltage. 
  
  

***********************************************************************************



The characteristics of a TETRODE, PENTODE OR BEAM POWER TUBE are illustrated in the following graph for the
6BQ5/EL84 Power Pentode connected as a Pentode and having a Plate and Screen-Grid Voltage of 300 VDC.

Please note this is the same tube and same applied voltages as shown in the above graph - just configured differently.

Graph Courtesy of Philips Miniwatt Electronics Handbook (1960).

The Plate Current curves for a Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube show that Plate Voltage can fluctuate markedly but does
not affect Plate Current at all. So long as the Plate Current responds to the AC signal drive voltage applied to Grid #1, then the
tube will produce a linear response to that signal.

The one requirement for this condition to be realised is that the Screen-Grid voltage be relatively constant, hence amplifier
designs using a common B+ supply to both Plate and Screen-Grid inherently lose some of the aformentioned attributes of
Screen-Grids.

This characteristic of Tetrodes, Pentodes or Beam Power Tubes offers tremendous options and benefits to the amplifier
designer.

Because POWER OUTPUT is calculated as the square of the output voltage divided by the load impedance, provided Screen
Grid voltage remains constant and Grid #1 Voltage is adjusted for correct zero signal idle current dissipation, power output may
be increased dramatically by the simple device of increasing the Plate Voltage - ie within practical limits, the driver stages can
be the same for more or less any configuration of Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube output stage.

That is to say, provided negative loop feedback is not used from the loudspeaker, any front-end can be matched to any power
stage - a most beneficial situation for the home constructor.

It will also be observed from Plate Current curves, that Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tubes are generally more linear
between minimum and maximum AC drive signal conditions - particularly at the low-signal voltage end of the scale. Most high-
fidelity audio amplifiers are operated at low volume in the home hence tube behaviour at the lower end of the Grid #1 voltage
range is a critical issue - because the sound so produced is what the discerning listener hears.

On the other hand, public address amplifiers, guitar amplifiers and broadcast transmitters tend to be used at or near their
maximum output, so more interest is in the neahviour of tubes under full output conditions (where other challenges face us).



Finally, it should be noted that when a Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube is configured by wiring to "Triode Connection",
then it will behave as a Triode, with all the shortcomings (and benefits) of Triode operation. 
 

*******************************************************************************************************************************************************

 

To consider how the Screen-Grid affects Plate Current as described above, let us examine implications of the above statement
from RCA that: "Because the Screen Grid is operated at a positive potential with respect to the Cathode, it collects a
substantial number of electrons and, therefore, reduces the Plate current which can flow at a given Plate voltage. The
addition of a Screen Grid thus increases the internal resistance, or Plate resistance of a tube." (end quote).

This is a little researched subject because in practical audio applications this relationship has been more or less of little concern
to audio amplifier designers.

However it does matter.

Tetrode and Pentode connected amplifiers always supply the Screen-Grids either from the Plate Supply (B+) or a separate
Screen-Grid supply, hence Screen-Grid Current is not usually a major consideration to amplifier designers - simply because
Screen-Grid current needs are easily met by the power supply.

There is a direct relationship between Plate Current and Screen-Grid Current which we must be aware of if we want to build
better amplifiers.

The following graph, courtesy of Philips Miniwatt, illustrates this very clearly.

 



  
 

Fig:2 - Philips Miniwatt 6KG6/PL509 Power Pentode for Video Applications

This rare original manufacturer's graph clearly shows us that under fixed conditions of constant Plate Voltage and Screen-Grid
Voltage, both Plate Current and Screen-Grid Current increase or decrease in response to change in Grid #1 Voltage.

That is to say Grid #2 Current is just as much affected by a change in Grid #1 Voltage as is Plate Current.

Thus Plate Current and Screen-Grid Current are a direct function of Grid #1 Voltage. This characteristic is typical for all audio
tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes.

However, the relationship between Plate Current and Screen-Grid Current is not linear.



In this case it can be seen that at -30 V Grid #1 bias, the Screen Grid Current is 1.7% of Plate Current, whereas at -20V bias is
1.9%, at -10 V bias is 2.5%, and at 0V is 3.3% of Plate Current.

These relativities could reasonably expected to be different with other values of Plate Voltage and Screen Grid Voltage

Although these differences may appear small, they tell us the tube is more efficient in Class A than in Class B, because the
Screen-Grid Current is a smaller portion of total current (Plate Current + Screen-Grid Current) in Class A (low Grid #1 Voltage)
than in Class B (high Grid #1 Voltage).

This phenomenon will be exacerbated by further changes in Grid #1 bias Voltage caused by the flow of Grid Current, such as in
Classes AB and B.

In other words a higher proportion of the electron stream reaches the Plate in a Class A amplifier than in a Class B amplifier.

This means that in an amplifier having characteristics that produce a variable Grid #1 Voltage there will be some offset to the
reduced power output resulting from reduced B+ supply voltage by the increased tube efficiency resultant from the change in
Grid #1 Voltage.

For example, where an amplifier has a single common power transformer supplying the whole of its power needs, increased total
current under peak signal conditions will cause reduced Grid #1 Voltage (from poor power supply regulation).

Note however, that the Philips Miniwatt 6KG6/PL509 video pentode shown above is not typical of audio tetrode, pentode and
beam power  tubes - a point demonstrated by reference to 'typical operating conditions" published in Manufacturers' Tube
Handbooks. These show that in a typical beam power tube, the Screen Grid current at maximum signal power is around 20% of
Plate current. This ratio of currents appears to be largely independent of Plate voltage.

It would therefore be reasonable to assume that up to 20% of prospective signal power is lost in the Screen Grid circuit
in a conventional amplifier.

(Note: Two notable exceptions are the 807 and 814 beam power tubes that incorporate advanced design technologies to
increase tube efficiency and reduce distortion, however in the overall sheme of things this technology appears to have been
limited to these two tube types - if you are aware of others please let me know)

The functional relationship between Plate and Screen-Grid is further illustrated by Radiotronics Magazine #90 of September
1938, which provides data for a pair of type 6L6 tubes operating as a beam power tube in push-pull Class A1, for an operating
condition having a common Plate and Screen Grid DC supply voltage.

This shows: 
 

Plate and Screen Volts 100 150 200 250 290 (max)
Zero Signal Plate Current mA 32.5 55 85 120 150
Max. Signal Plate Current mA 37.5 65 100 140 175
Zero Signal Screen Current mA 2.5 4.5 7 10 12.5
Max. Signal Screen Current mA 4.2 7.4 11.4 16 20
Grid #1 Bias  V -6.25 -9.5 -12.75 -16 -18.5
Load resistance  
P/P ohms 8000 6500 5600 5000 4600

Power Output  
Watts RMS 1.6 4.2 8.4 14.5 21.2

Notice how much power output changes when the Plate and Screen Grid voltages drop from 290 to 250 - a likely situation with
a tube rectifer power supply - see rectifier forward voltage drop characteristics in manufacturer's tube handbook data.

A significant improvement to power supply regulation can be made by the simple change to full-wave silicon diode bridge
rectifier, and preferably the inclusion of at least one filter choke, which leaves only the power transformer regulation to deal with.

Notice also how the ratio of Screen Grid current to Plate current changes between zero and maximum signal and between
different operating voltages. This translates into non-linearity. 
 



Plate Current - Control Capabilities of the Screen-Grid:

Let us also examine implications of the statements by RCA that :

"The voltage at which the Screen Grid is operated has a substantial effect on the Plate current of a tetrode."  (RCA
Manual TT4)

"As long as the Plate voltage is higher than the Screen voltage, Plate Current in a Screen-Grid tube depends to a great
degree on the Screen voltage and very little on the Plate voltage" (RCA Manual RC14)

Beyond the above basic design criteria, little discussion is offered in manufacturers' tube handbooks regarding the effects of
Screen-Grid voltage on Plate current.

The approach generally taken is to promote the application and use of vacuum tubes by publishing "typical" operating conditions
for vacuum tubes, including recommended Grid #2 operating voltages.

In the case of audio tubes there are copious examples provided that cover likely popular uses - often taken by designers 
verbatim or as recommended by tube manufacturers, without researching alternatives - resulting in copycat, "more-of-the-same"
designs. After all, why go the the trouble and expense of researching something that someone else had already pre-determined
and/or recommended - particularly if that "someone" has the expertise of a tube manufacturer?

Curves are nearly always provided for Control Grid (Grid #1) modulation characteristics, but no so for Grid #2.

Hence little published data is available to demonstrate the effects upon Plate Current from varying Grid #2 voltage.

A complicating, and perhaps confusing, factor is that tube manufacturers often recommend for "typical" applications, the same
Screen Grid voltage for a very wide range of Plate Voltages - particularly evident in high-voltage transmitting tubes.

There has also been no explanation as to why - except in the case of a small group of audio tubes - tube manufacturers
typically recommend Screen-Grid operating voltages that are mostly only around only half their maximum Screen-Grid rated
voltage - irrespective of applied Plate Voltage.

However one remarkable graph was published way back in 1957 that provides us with a deep insight into Screen Grid
behaviour, and is reproduced here for your information.

Fig: 3 - Philips Miniwatt 6CM5/EL36 Power Pentode for Audio and Video Applications

This remarkable rare original manufacturer's graph, shows very clearly the influence that Grid #2 voltage (Vg2) has over Plate
Current (Ia).

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Data/6CM5.gif


In this case, Grid #1 voltage (-1 VDC) has been selected to ensure it has negligible control over Plate Current, thus making Grid
#2 the controlling electrode. (In this tube Grid #1 voltage would normally be set at up to -29V to control Plate Current.)

This graph clearly shows that Plate Current is a direct function of Grid #2 Voltage. It is typical for all audio tetrodes,
pentodes and beam power tubes.

This graph also clearly shows that Plate Current is not a function of Plate Voltage in the useable range of Plate Currents - ie
Plate Current is linear and very dependent upon Grid #2 voltage in a reasonably linear relationship within the boundaries of
operation determined by the maximum plate dissipation rating.

It follows that the absolute limiting parameter of plate dissipation, although the product of Plate Voltage and Plate Current, is
directly determined by Grid #2 voltage - in other words, overheating or self-destruction of the tube may easily be achieved by
excessive Grid #2 voltage.

This graph shows very clearly why we should be concerned with the Screen Grid operating voltage and to take extra care that it
will be set at a value that will not only provide optimum performance but also extend tube life by ensuring tube dissipation is
within the prescribed limits.

Armed with the design knowledge provided by this graph, together with further analysis discussed below, we can make some
determining assumptions regarding the design of appropriate operating conditions for Screen-Grids.

 

4.    PRIMARY FUNCTIONS OF THE SCREEN-GRID
Thus, the primary functions of the Screen Grid in an Electron Tube are to:

a)    create an electrostatic shield between the Control Grid and the Plate 
b)    minimise capacitance between the Control Grid (Grid 1) and the Plate 
c)    control the electron flow in such a way as to make Plate current practically independent of Plate voltage over a certain 
       range of circuit parameters 
d)    control plate dissipation 
e)    increase tube amplification and, in the case of a power tube, increase power output 
f)     prevent feedback between the Control Grid and the Plate 
g)    prevent unwanted oscillations of one type or another 
h)    focus and accelerate the electron flow from cathode or filament to plate 
i)     control electron flow to an extent more than that available from a single grid tube

In RF applications the screen grid may also be used to modulate the tube.

A further consideration is the mutual characteristic of a tube.

This term describes the inter-relationship between Control Grid voltage and Screen-Grid voltage and their combined mutually
interactive effect upon Plate Current.

To maintain Plate Current at a constant value, it is necessary to increase (ie make more negative) Grid #1 voltage to offset an
increase (make more positive) in Grid #2 voltage. The converse effect applies - ie decreasing Control Grid voltage (more
positive) requires a reduction (more negative) change to Screen Grid voltage.

The mutual characteristic is important to optimising operating conditions within the tube's maximum Plate and Screen Grid
dissipation ratings.

The following rare graph, which defines mutual characteristic for the ITT-Standard Type 4X150A Beam Power Tetrode,
courtesy of ITT-Standard publication MSE/123 published 1963,  illustrates this phenomenon.

This graph clearly illustrates the inter-relationship between Control Grid, Screen-Grid and Plate with the variables being Grid #1
and Grid #2 voltages.

It also shows that to limit Plate Current to safe or permissible values, it is essential to reduce Control-Grid voltage as the
Screen-Grid voltage moves closer towards the Plate voltage. 
  
  



ITT-Standard Type 4X150A Beam Power Tetrode

THEORETICAL APPROACH

For those who are theoretically minded, there is an excellent article on Screen Grid behaviour at http://www.burle.com/cgi-
bin/byteserver.pl/pdf/tp122.pdf 
 

 

5.    SCREEN GRID (GRID # 2) - DC SUPPLY
The Screen Grid therefore, when connected for tetrode, pentode or beam power tube operation, should always be supplied by a
suitable low voltage direct current supply, having a low-impedance path to ground - ie effectively AC earthed.

The screen-grid supply should be regulated - or have good regulation properties - and be independent to the plate B+ supply.

The screen-grid supply should be capable of supplying transient peak current sufficient to supply the screen-grids with adequate
power to support transient signals - without incurring voltage drop at the screen-grids.

Voltage drop translates into significantly reduced gain in the tube, which translates into reduced transient peak power. Power
decreases at the rate of the square of the voltage reduction divided by the load.

http://www.burle.com/cgi-bin/byteserver.pl/pdf/tp122.pdf
http://www.burle.com/cgi-bin/byteserver.pl/pdf/tp122.pdf


A full-wave silicon diode bridge rectifier circuit with choke input to filter and as much capacitance as is practicable - ie at least
1,000 uF but preferably 5,000 to 10,000 uF - is desirable to ensure the screen grid voltage remains practically constant -
regardless of AC signal level and consequent DC Screen current.

Better still, a double section filter, comprising choke input to filter, followed by a second choke and capacitor, will ensure a high
quality DC supply.

Of course, a fully engineered regulated power supply is best to accommodate wide fluctuations in Screen Grid current.. 
 

DC Supply - Essential Requirements:

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook TT-4 states:

At p7: "it is usually necessary, therefore, to remove ripple and other fluctuations from the screen-grid supply to prevent
undesired modulation of the tube output".
At p17: "Hum caused by the presence of ripple in dc plate, screen-grid (Grid No.2), or bias (Grid No. 1) supply voltages,
or by the use of ac filament or heater voltages, is also cancelled or substantially reduced in a push-pull stage."
At p30: "Plate and screen-grid supply circuits for single-ended Class A power amplifiers must be well filtered to minimise
hum and undesired coupling with other stages in the equipment."
At p30: "serious distortion and inadequate power output may result on large input signals unless the plate and screen-
grid supply voltages are well regulated and the bias is extremely stable."
At p31: "For optimum performance, plate supply regulation for Class B and AB2 amplifiers should be within 5%, and
screen-grid supply and grid-bias supply regulation should be within 3%."
At p73: :A bleeder resistor drawing about 10% of the total output current should be permanently connected across the
output of the supply. Although this resistor reduces the maximum useful output current slightly, it prevents the output
voltage from rising excessively when the external load is reduced, and thus improves regulation and provides a
substantial measure of protection for the filter capacitors. It also discharges the filter capacitors when the equipment is
switched off, and thus minimises shock hazards. Good regulation is desirable, even when substantially constant output
voltage under varying load conditions is not a primary requirement."
At p75: "In power supplies for cw transmitters, a ripple of not more than 5% is usually satisfactory. Power supplies for
variable-frequency oscillators and phone transmitters generally should have ripple of 0.25% or less. Power supply ripple in
high-gain speech amplifiers and receivers should not exceed 0.1% to prevent hum modulation of output signals. The most
economical method obtaining ripple voltages below 1% is by the use of double-section filters."

Note that if the Screen Grid supply is obtained from the Plate supply, both Plate and Screen Grid voltages will drop
simultaneously with high input signals, resulting in reduced power output, increased distortion and non-linearity - ie
reduced transient response in reproduction. 
 

Effect of Plate and Screen Supply Regulation

When all element voltages change at the same time due to poor power supply regulation the change in performance will be very
audible.

The Radiotron Designers Handbook 3rd Edition (1940) at page 295 says:

"With a triode valve, the rise in average Plate current at full output (due to rectification) causes a decrease in the effective Plate
voltage, due to the resistance of the B supply. The result is a comparatively slight reduction in power output, since the drop in
Plate voltage opposes the rise in current.

With a Pentode or Beam Power Tetrode valve, however, the effect is much more pronounced. If the Plate and Screen operate at
the same voltage from a common supply, the drop in Plate voltage due to the resistance of the B supply also causes a similar
drop in the Screen voltage. This drop in Screen voltage results in a complete change in valve characteristics, the zero bias then
being lower than with full voltage. The cut-off grid voltage is then lower, and a lower grid bias is required for optimum operation,
possibly also accompanied by an increase in the optimum load resistance. The combined result is therefore to reduce the
maximum power output and to reduce the grid input voltage required for full output.

It is obvious that a Class A amplifier is less affected by poor regulation in the B supply than is a Class AB1 or other amplifier
drawing considerably more current at full output than at no output." (end quote)

Unfortunately a change in tube characteristics means a change in sound quality so the amplifier will not have constant tonal
characteristics throughout its dynamic power range - a very important attribute.

The amplifier will be non-linear when processing normal audio signals of say 20 db dynamic range.



Importantly, this non-linear quality will apply to all power stages relying upon cathode bias, which is one reason why guitar
amplifiers, which rely heavily upon accurate dynamic signal performance for their "sound" - ie transient response - prefer fixed
bias. 
 

STC BRIMAR, in their Valve and Teletube Manual #8 (1959) state:

"The source resistance of the Screen voltage supply should be kept as low as practicable, and for most applications a potential
divider network, or other voltage source having good regulation, is preferred to a series resistor.

This is particularly applicable to pentodes having aligned Grids, and to unaligned Tetrodes, where the Screen current is subject
to relatively wide variation with operating conditions and between individual valves. In the case of Pentodes with unaligned
Grids, the variation is smaller and series resistors may be used.

Where variable Grid bias is applied to control gain, the use of a high-impedance supply to the Screen will result in a lengthening
of the Grid base.

At low anode voltages the Screen current tends to increase greatly, and care is required to avoid exceeding the Screen
dissipation. The Anode voltage should not be removed while the Screen is energised." (End quote) 
 

EIMAC, in their Care and Feeding of Power Tubes website, present a different and comprehensive view of Screen-Grid current
flow and express concerns regarding secondary emission in tetrodes and pentodes.

Of particular importance is the concept of reverse current flow in the Screen-Grid circuit caused by secondary
emission - requiring not only a low impedance power supply for AC signal circuits but also a low resistance power
supply for the reverse current flow in the DC B+ circuit.

EIMAC recommend a current-bleeding resistor in the Screen-Grid supply circuit.

However these conditions are less severe with pentodes, due to the control over secondary emission by their Suppressor-Grid
(Grid 3)

Unfortunately Eimac's copyright restrictions prevent me from reproducing it here for your convenience - you will have to look it
up yourself at the above referenced link.

 

6.    SCREEN GRID (GRID # 2) - OPERATING VOLTAGE
RCA Receiving Tube Handbook RC-19 explains at Page 7:

"The Screen Grid is operated at a positive voltage and, therefore, attracts electrons from the cathode. However, because of the
comparatively large space between wires of the Screen Grid, most of the electrons drawn to the Screen Grid pass through
it. Hence the Screen Grid supplies an electrostatic force pulling electrons from the Cathode to the Plate. At the same time, the
Screen Grid shields the electrons between Cathode and Screen Grid from the Plate so that the Plate exerts very little
electrostatic force on electrons near the Cathode.

So long as the Plate voltage is higher than the Screen Grid voltage, Plate current in a Screen Grid tube depends to a
great degree on the Screen Grid voltage and very little on the Plate voltage" (end quote) 
 

Important Notice: STC BRIMAR, in their Valve and Teletube Manual #8 (1959) state:

"At low anode voltages the screen current tends to increase greatly, and care is required to avoid exceeding the screen
dissipation." (end quote) 
 

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook TT-4 at page 8 further explains:

"If the negative excursion of the output signal swings the Plate to a voltage less positive than that of the Screen-Grid, electrons
moving from the Screen-Grid to the Plate tend to reverse their direction and return to the Screen-Grid.

The resulting decrease in Plate current causes a corresponding rise in Plate voltage, which terminates the negative swing of the

http://www.eimac.com/cf.htm


output signal before it completes its full excursion. This effect, which tends to reduce the power output of a tetrode below that
obtainable from a triode having equivalent plate-input rating, is emphasised considerably when there is secondary emission from
the Plate.

The loss of a portion of the output energy which occurs in a tetrode under these conditions reduces the power-handling
capabilities of the tube, and causes serious distortion of the signal waveform.

The output of the tube, therefore, contains harmonics of the signal frequency and other spurious frequencies which may cause
considerable interference to communications service. Such distortion may also be highly objectionable to the ear or to the eye
when a tetrode is used as an audio or video amplifier.

Although this effect may be minimised by reducing the amplitude of the plate-voltage swing so that the plate voltage never
swings negative with respect to the Screen Grid voltage, this expedient imposes further limitations on the tube output."

"Dynatron Action":

"The abrupt rise in the plate-voltage of a tetrode caused by the reversal of electron flow tends to draw both primary and
secondary electrons back to the Plate. Collection of these electrons then makes the Plate less positive than the Screen Grid so
that the tube current tends to reverse again.

This interchange of electrons between Plate and Screen Grid, called Dynatron Action, may continue for several cycles, and is
equivalent to an oscillatory current. Although dynatron action forms the basis of certain tetrode oscillator circuits, it is highly
objectionable when a tube is used solely as an amplifier." (end quote)

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook TT-4 at page 8 further explains that the dynatron action problem is intended to be
overcome by the addition of a Suppressor Grid (Grid #3) in Pentodes which, when connected to the Cathode, establishes a
negative electrostatic field between the Screen Grid and Plate, to effectively prevent both primary and secondary electrons from
flowing backwards to the Screen Grid.

A different and comprehensive view of secondary emission in tetrodes and pentodes is provided by Eimac at their website -
Care and Feeding of Power Tubes. Unfortunately Eimac's copyright restrictions prevent me from reproducing it here for your
convenience - you will have to look it up yourself.

Essentially, there is a condition whereby the electron flow between the Screen-Grid and Plate cannot be controlled by Grid 1 -
ie once electrons have passed through the Screen-Grid they are more or less free to do whatever they want. Some go on to the
Plate but others return to the Screen-Grid.

Under certain conditions a situation of "thermal runaway" may develop, resulting in excessive Screen-Grid dissipation and
potential fusing of the Screen-Grid wire caused by excessive current flow back through the Screen-Grid to AC ground. 
 

PENTODES AND BEAM POWER TUBES:

However, notwithstanding the above propositions, RCA Receiving Tube Manual RC-19 also states at Page 8:

"In power output pentodes, the Suppressor Grid (Grid #3) makes possible higher power output with lower grid-driving voltage; in
radio-frequency amplifier pentodes the Suppressor Grid makes possible high voltage amplification at moderate values of plate
voltage. These desirable features result from the fact that the plate voltage swing can be made very large. In fact, the Plate
voltage may be as low, or lower than, the Screen Grid voltage without serious loss in signal gain capability."

In the case of Beam Power Tubes, RCA Receiving Tube Manual RC-19 further states at Page 8:

"When a Beam Power Tube (ie a tetrode) is designed without an actual Suppressor Grid (Grid #3), the electrodes are so spaced
that secondary emission from the Plate is suppressed by space-charge effects between Screen Grid and Plate. The space-
charge is produced by the slowing up of electrons travelling from a high-potential screen Grid to a lower potential Plate. In this
low-velocity region, the space-charge produced is sufficient to repel secondary electrons emitted from the Plate and to cause
them to return to the Plate.

A feature of the Beam Power Tube is its low Screen-Grid current. The Screen Grid and Control Grid wires are wound so that
each turn of the Screen Grid is shaded from the cathode by a Control Grid turn. This alignment of the screen Grid and Control
Grid causes the electrons to travel in sheets between the turns of the screen Grid so that very few of them strike the Screen
Grid. Because of the effective suppressor action provided by the space-charge and because of the low current drawn by the
Screen Grid, the Beam Power Tube has the advantages of high power output, high power sensitivity, and high efficiency.

http://www.eimac.com/cf.htm


Fig. 4 - Beam Power Tube Construction and Operation (Courtesy RCA)

Fig. 4 shows the structure of a Beam Power Tube employing space-charge suppression and illustrates how the electrons are
confined to beams. The beam condition illustrated is that for a Plate potential less than the Screen Grid potential." (end quote)

The design shown is typical of the 807 tube. Interestingly, the 807 (together with the 814) has the lowest Screen-Grid current of
any of the popular output tubes - ie substantially more of the total electron flow reaches the Plate, resulting in a more efficient
tube.

However, as will be seen below, increased Screen-Grid Voltage rating can only be achieved by increasing the physical
separation distance between Grid #1 and Grid #2 in the tube - ie shifting the Screen-Grid closer to the Plate, and/or reducing
the number of turns in the Screen-Grid wire to inhibit electron attraction - in such a way as to ensure compliance with the tube's
published specifications - resulting in reduced control over electron flow and a change in the "sound" of the tube.

Thus a 6L6GC with its 500 VDC Screen Grid rating, will have different dynamic characteristics (linearity) and will sound different
to a 6L6G with its 270 VDC Screen Grid rating - because its construction is different.

Theoretically, the earlier 6L6G tube having lower ratings should perform better than the later 6L6GC tube with higher ratings,
because in the latter case, the Screen-Grid has less electronic control over electron flow in the tube.

The 6L6GC thus would reasonably be expected to demonstrate higher total distortion than the 6L6G when operated within the
limits of the design ratings for the 6L6G, even though power output from both types should be the same when operated under
these conditions.

For a very detailed explanation of Beam Power Tube design and construction, refer to the engineering paper BEAM POWER
TUBES by RCA tube guru Otto Schade. Read with care, this paper provides the reader with an excellent insight into the design
rationale and theory of Beam Power Tube design. This paper is part of a set published in RCA Electron Tubes Volume 1 (1935-
1941) and Volume 2 (1942-1948).

Note: The original McIntosh amplifier applied 420 VDC to both Plates and Screen Grids, the latter being well above the rated
270 VDC design-centre value. It so happens that the much upgraded 6L6GC - and the better 7581 - are capable of handling the
420 VDC on the Screens with much less distress, so the 6L6GC and 7581 are therefore recommended as superior replacement
tubes for the McIntosh. In this application, the hi-fi version of the 6L6 - the 7027A - is also suitable, however the pin
connections are different and some rewiring of the socket connections may be necessary.

Further commentary on the screen-grid operating conditions of this amplifier was presented by Hugh Lockhart in 1956 - see 
http://www.tubebooks.org/Books/lockhart.pdf

Bruce DePalma, one of the few true Gurus of modern hi-fi amplifier design, presents an interesting and vital commentary on
Screen-Grids and other related issues in his Design Paper - "Analog Audio Power Amplifier Design"

Bruce developed designs that enable both Ultra-linear and low Screen-Grid voltage technologies to be successfully integrated -
eg Acrosound 6146 100 W RMS Hi-fi Amplifier.

 

7.    SCREEN GRID (GRID #2) - OPTIMUM DC OPERATING
VOLTAGE
To extend tube life and minimise distortion, it is recommended that the Screen Grid Voltage be as low as practicable - refer to

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Beam Power Tubes.pdf
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Beam Power Tubes.pdf
http://www.tubebooks.org/Books/lockhart.pdf
http://depalma.pair.com/Analog/analog.html
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/acro6146.gif


manufacturer's tube data sheets for recommended screen grid voltages.

The following JETEC USA design specifications explicitely limit Screen-grid voltage to pre-determined criteria. 
 



 



JETEC Specifications for Screen-Grid Operating Voltages 
Courtesy of SYLVANIA 1959 Receiving Tubes Handbook

Note:    This JETEC design specification for operating conditions is also provided by RCA. 
 

Notwithstanding the above JETEC design specifications - determined from extensive practical and theoretical research, design
type tested performance criteria and endorsed by leading manufacturers'- numerous examples of  commercial Guitar amplifiers
and Public Address (PA) amplifiers demonstrate typical design with a common Plate and Screen supply (as a cost saving
measure) having B+ supply voltages well above the above specified maxima.

However this operating configuration does not promote either long tube life or high-fi standard performance - in fact some tube
guitar amp designers deliberately configure the output stage to ensure desired distortion characteristics under sustained overload
conditions. But it can also be a recipe for overheating, unreliability, short tube life, instability, parasitic oscillations and/or
dynatron action in the output stage because the output tubes are running with the Plate Voltage less than the Screen Grid
Voltage (because of DC voltage drop in the primary of the output transformer).

This is particularly true of low-cost output transformers having high DC resistance windings - not to mention low primary
inductance and high leakage inductance which also facilitate parasitics.

Inaudible HF oscillations at full power output can easily damage loudpeakers - particularly tweeters having a "system power" or
"music power" rating. RC filters across the primary windings are typically used by commercial designers to roll-off HF response
in the output stage.

Remember, the purpose of the Screen-Grid is to accelerate and focus electrons towards the Plate. Excessive Screen-Grid
voltage attracts excessive electrons, increasing Screen-Grid temperature, current draw, and temperature rise - yes it does
matter!!

An important clue to Screen-Grid behaviour is found in the Tube Data Sheets for RF Transmitting power tubes. Here it will be
seen it is common - for a particular tube type - that the Screen-Grid voltage is expressed at a constant value , irrespective of
Plate voltage. Screen Grid voltage is always specified at a level substantially less than the Plate voltage.

What this practice suggests is that for a particular tube type, there will be an optimum value of Screen-Grid voltage
that will be sufficiently high to attract and accelerate electrons towards the Plate - irrespective of Plate voltage - beyond
which no significant advantage is gained.

The following examples illustrate this principle. Consider this sample of well known beam power tubes suitable for both RF and
AF applications:

Type 4-65A.



The recommended Screen Grid operating voltage is only 250 VDC for all Plate voltages between 600 and 2500 VDC. 
 
Type 4-250A.

The recommended Screen Grid operating voltage is only 300 VDC for all Plate voltages between 1500 and 3000 VDC. 
 
Type 4X500A.

The recommended Screen Grid operating voltage is only 500 VDC for all Plate voltages between 2500 and 5000 VDC. 
 
Type 807.

The recommended Screen Grid operating voltage is only 300 VDC for all Plate voltages between 400 and 750 VDC.

Furthermore, this engineering practice suggests that because the physical distance from the Cathode (or Filament) to the
Screen Grid is fixed during manufacture, once adequate Screen Grid voltage is applied to do the job then no further significant
benefit will be gained by increasing the Screen Grid voltage.

This statement needs to be considered alongside the reality that if Screen Grid voltage is increased then Plate current will
increase disproportionately, requiring a corresponding increase in Control Grid (Grid #1) voltage (ie more negative) to
compensate and keep plate dissipation within acceptable limits - thus reducing gain and operating capability to fully drive the
tube to maximum prospective power output for the available DC supply voltage.

Excessive Screen Grid voltage reduces its capacity to control electron flow in the tube and therefore affects gain, power output
linearity between zero and maximum signal, and increases distortion.

Another way of expressing this is to say that as far as the Cathode is concerned, the Screen Grid is the Anode. The rate of
electron flow will therefore be controlled by the Anode (Screen-Grid) voltage. What happens to the electrons after they pass
through the Screen-Grid and continue their journey to the Plate is of no concern to the Cathode.

It follows that the critical design element for a Tetrode, Pentode or Beam Power Tube is the Screen-Grid voltage,
because this is the effective Anode voltage.

As a rule of thumb, the screen grid supply voltage should NEVER be more than the manufacturer's rating. Higher applied
Screen-Grid voltage is likely to cause self-oscillation, parasitic oscillation, dynatron action or thermal runaway - any of which can
easily destroy a tube and associated components. MINIMAL Screen-Grid voltage will provide better performance including
cleaner, crisper sound with less distortion.

Tube Data handbooks typically recommend Screen Grid operating voltages at only half, or even less than half, the rated
maximum for a given tube type, warning us of the great control the Screen Grid has in determining tube performance.

In the case of pentodes having a separate Suppressor Grid, it is also relevant that the Suppressor Grid is usually either
connected directly to the Cathode inside the tube itself, or externally wired to the Cathode. Because the Suppressor Grid is
thereby at Cathode potential, it follows that excessive Screen-Grid voltage is likely to cause difficulties through interaction with
the Suppressor Grid.

It is also of importance to recall that the Screen-Grids of miniature amplifying tetrodes and pentodes as used in RF stages of a
receiver, or pre-amplifier stages of an audio amplifier, generally draw just a few milliamperes. Consequently, the actual Screen
current compared with the diameter of the Screen-Grid wire (hence its design-centre current rating) provides an inhernet safety
margin of headroom in terms of Screen-Grid current rating of the wire.

This design attribute enables the Screen-Grid to be bypassed directly to ground (Cathode), effectively creating an AC short-
circuit across the tube, with no apparent detrimental effect upon the Screen-Grid wire. One reason for this is the usually very
high value of Screen-Grid supply resistor - often 0.5 MegOhm or more - which limits Screen-Current to safe values. However
the same cannot be said for power tubes and further comments are made below on this subject. 
 

Plate and Screen Dissipation of Tetrodes and Pentodes

The following rare graph, courtesy of ITT-Standard publication MSE/123 published in 1963,  illustrates how Screen-Grid current
changes with applied DC voltage to either Screen-Grid or Control Grid.

It clearly shows at 1 kV typical Plate Voltage and 0 VDC Control-Grid Voltage, that when we increase Screen-Grid Voltage
(above a critical value), the Screen-Grid current, and therefore Screen Dissipation, may increase dramatically.



Regrettably, corresponding data is not available for more negative Control-Grid voltages typical to audio applications

ITT-Standard Type 4X150A Beam Power Tetrode

Radiotronics Magazine No. 80 of October 1937 says:

"The power dissipated in the Screen circuit is added to the power in the Plate to obtain the total B supply input power. With full
signal input, the power delivered to the Plate circuit is the product of the full signal Plate supply voltage and the full-signal DC
Plate current. The power dissipated by the Plate in heat is the difference between the power supplied to the Plate circuit and
the power supplied to the load.

Screen dissipation increases with load resistance. In order to visualise this relation, assume that the sum of the Screen and
Plate current is independent of Plate voltage for zero Control Grid bias, or for a negative value of it. A decrease in Plate voltage
causes a certain decrease in Plate current; it is assumed that the Screen Current rises by an equal amount. Hence, when the
Screen Grid valve operates with a load which intersects the zero-bias characteristics below the knee, the Screen current rises to
high values during low-Plate voltage excursions of the output voltage. This action produces a rise in the DC value of Screen
current with signal. Therefore, the Screen dissipation with full signal input may be several times the zero-signal value. To reduce
Screen dissipation, the load should always be chosen so that it passes through the knee of the zero-bias characteristic.

Increasing the applied signal voltage to a value higher than that for which the load is designed also increases Screen
dissipation. For this reason, it may be advisable to use a value of load which is slightly less than the optimum value. This
precaution has another advantage, which is especially important at high audio frequencies. The impedance of a loudspeaker
increases with frequency. When the load is adjusted for the proper value at 400 Hz, the load is usually too high at 2000 Hz;
thus a Screen dissipation limit may be exceeded at 2000 Hz even though operation is normal at 400 Hz. The use of a load
which passes through the zero bias characteristic somewhat above the knee is desirable for these reasons." (end quote)

Note: The conditions described above are very likely in lead guitar amplifiers where the signal is of a single frequency nature. 
 

METHOD 1:    AN EMPIRICAL OPTIMISING APPROACH:

The physical spacing between the cathode and anode in a vacuum tube is the gap across which the electrons must travel, and
is the gap across which applied voltage is measured and present (Plate Voltage).

Hence it can be stated with certainty that the DC voltage gradient across the cathode to anode gap is essentially linear.

Note: For those technically competent, early texts (Spangenberg, Beck, Argimbeau, Chaffee, Reicht, etc.) clearly show this
voltage tensor as having an exponential-shape, albeit not strongly, which starts at zero, then goes negative, then goes positive
to cross through zero at the "virtual cathode" point, and then climbs (always lagging the linear DC voltage gradient) toward the



maximum applied DC voltage. (Thanks to Earles L. Mc Caul for this contribution)

A simple example of this is seen in a vacuum tube rectifier, which comprises only a Cathode and an Anode - with a vacuum
gap between them.

It is relevant to note that a triode tube is just a rectifier with a Control Grid inserted between the Cathode and Anode to regulate
the electron flow through the tube - and hence through the circuit.

Examination of the physical construction of a vacuum tube, demonstrates that the control grids (Grid #1, Grid #2 and Grid #3
etc) are fixed in precise physical relationship to each other, to the anode, and to the cathode.

Further examination reveals that the relationship between manufacturers' Rated Plate Voltage and Rated Screen Grid
Voltage is directly proportional to the physical distance between each of them and to their common Cathode.

Given that the Rated Screen Grid Voltage is a maximum value and directly physically correlates with Rated Plate Voltage, which
is also a maximum value, it follows that when the actual applied Plate Voltage is less than the Rated Maximum - to maintain
linearity, or equal distribution of the applied DC voltage gradient across the tube, the applied Screen Grid Voltage MUST be
directly proportional to the linear relationship between Cathode to Screen Grid, and Screen Grid to Anode, within the tube.

If the Screen Grid Voltage exceeds the value indicated from the above method - as is common design practice - it can be
predicted with certainty that the velocity of electrons between Cathode and Screen Grid will increase, resulting in increased
Screen Grid Current, more secondary electrons produced from the Plate, increased distortion and greater propensity for the tube
to oscillate.

More importantly, there will be a mismatch between the "natural" Screen Grid Voltage - derived from the voltage gradient
created by its physical relationship in the electron stream gap - and the applied Screen Grid Voltage.

Thus this approach is suggested to determine the preferred Screen Grid voltage.

It assumes a linear relationship between Plate and Screen Grid voltages, by the formula:

optimum screen grid voltage =          actual plate voltage           X     maximum rated screen grid voltage 
                                                        maximum rated plate voltage

Of course, plate and screen voltages are measured to the cathode or filament, as applicable.

This design approach ensures the Screen Grid voltage is optimised and will avoid unwanted secondary emissions and over-
excitation of the tube.

Note: Where the applied Plate Voltage exceeds the Rated Plate Voltage - such as in guitar amplifiers - it would seem prudent to
also proportionately increase the applied Screen Grid Voltage to maintain voltage gradient equilibrium. Note however there are
risks with this form of tube abuse and premature failure is a likely outcome. 
 

METHOD 2:    A LOGICAL APPROACH:

RCA Receiving Tube Handbook RC-19 states at Page 8:

"In the case of Screen-Grid tubes, the proximity of the positive Screen-Grid to the Plate offers a strong attraction to secondary
electrons, and particularly so if the Plate voltage swings lower than the Screen-Grid voltage. This effect lowers the Plate current
and limits the useful Plate voltage swing for Tetrodes." (end quote)

Thus, another method is to adopt a policy that to optimise performance whilst maximising tube life, the Screen-Grid voltage
must never exceed the Plate voltage at full negative swing signal.

This is to ensure that the Plate will never swing negative in relation to the Screen-Grid thus causing the Screen to
replace the Plate as the PRIMARY ANODE during that portion of the signal cycle where the Plate is more negative than
the Screen Grid.

In other words, it is essential that the primary electron stream continue on past the Screen-grid to be collected at the
Plate - otherwise the Screen-grid will conduct too much current and melt.

Note also that the Screen-Grids are normally connected to AC earth via the screen bypass capacitor. Thus if the Screen-Grids
become the primary anode the signal will be short-circuited to ground, with disastrous consequences for distortion, linearity and
tube life (very short).

Therefore, returning to the primary proposition of this article - ie that Screen-Grid DC voltage must always be less than its Plate



voltage, an approximate value for optimising the DC Screen-Grid voltage may be determined by calculating the maximum Plate
to Plate AC signal voltage across the full output transformer primary winding.

This approximation, ignoring the effects of power factor in the AC circuit, may be determined by calculating the square root of
the value resultant from multiplying the output power in watts RMS by the primary load impedance.  (rms watts = output voltage
squared divided by load resistance)

eg Power output is 100 W RMS from a primary load impedance of 5,000 ohms.

Step 1:     100 x 5000 = 500,000. 
Step 2:    Determine the square root of 500,000 = 707. 
               Thus AC signal voltage is 707 V RMS plate to plate. 
Step 3:    Half of that is 354 Volts. (half swings positive, half swings negative) 
Step 4:    Hence to determine maximum permissible safe Screen Grid DC voltage subtract 354 from the actual Plate to
Cathode/Filament voltage.

For example, if the Plate voltage is 600 VDC subtract 354 V AC = 246 VDC absolute maximum applied to the Screen-Grids.

Obviously a lower voltage is desirable to ensure the electron flow continues past the Screen-Grid and on to the Plate, which is
their intended destination.

Remember too, that this calculation is based upon the tube manufacturer's rated output power - ie not actual, which may be
more if:

a)    the grid bias (Grid #1) is not set accurately, or 
b)    the tubes have higher conductance than specified, or 
c)    the amplifier is driven into overload, or 
d)    a very high amplitude transient signal is amplified, or 
e)    a different load impedance is used than that recommended by the manufacturer, or 
f)    the reflected load impedance is different to the theoretical due to a variance between the stated and the actual loudspeaker
impedance, or 
g)    the signal frequency coincides with the loudspeaker resonance frequency (primary load may increase up to six times the
nominal value). This situation is very likely with single note instruments such as an electronic organ or bass guitar, where no
signal averaging occurs.

To be sure, a margin of say 10% might reasonably be applied, so the calculated DC Screen-Grid voltage should be reduced by
at least a further 10% - more to accommodate transients.

It is interesting to note also that although RCA state in Transmitting Tube Manual TT-4 at page 9: " Beam Power Tubes may
also employ Suppressor Grids rather than space-charge effects to prevent the reversal of electron flow when the Plate swings
negative with respect to the Screen Grid." - a study of tube specifications reveals that RF Beam Power Tubes always have a
rated Screen Grid voltage substantially lower than the rated Plate voltage, thereby rendering the foregoing statement by RCA as
somewhat theoretical for both Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes.

It will be seen that when the above suggested formula is used to determine the negative AC signal voltage swing the resultant
calculated Screen Grid DC voltage will usually be above the manufacturer's Screen Grid DC Voltage Rating.

Using this method it will be observed that when the tube manufacturer's maximum rated Screen Grid DC voltage is used, the
AC signal voltage during its negative swing will still always be above the Screen Grid DC voltage, thus preventing adverse
effects.

eg compare these tubes of similar 125W rating:

Type                    Construction                     Max Screen DC Volts        Max. Plate DC Volts

4-125A                Beam Power Tetrode          400                                      3,000 
4E27A/5-125B    Beam Power Pentode          750                                      4,000 
803                      Pentode                               600                                      2,000 
813                      Beam Power Pentode         1,100                                    2,250 
  
 

IMPORTANT NOTE:

All the above discussion assumes the signal voltage at the Screen Grid to be simple sine wave waveform - of course in practice
it is not. This gives us yet another reason to further reduce Grid #2 voltage to ensure it always remains negative to the Plate. 



 

 

8.    RESISTANCE IN THE GRID #2 SUPPLY - GRID STOPPER 

       RESISTORS AND SCREEN GRID SUPPLY DROPPING
RESISTOR 
 

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook RC-19 states at page 60:

"The positive voltage for the Screen Grid (Grid #2) of Screen-Grid tubes may be obtained from a tap on a voltage divider, from a
potentiometer, or from a series resistor connected to a high-voltage source, depending on the particular type of tube and its
application. The Screen-Grid voltage for Tetrodes should be obtained from a voltage divider or a potentiometer, rather than
through a series resistor from a high-voltage source because of the characteristic Screen-Grid current variations of Tetrodes.

When Pentodes or Beam Power Tubes are operated under conditions where a large shift of Plate and Screen-Grid currents
does not take place with the application of the signal, the Screen-Grid voltage may be obtained through a series resistor from a
high-voltage source. This method of supply is possible because of the high uniformity of the Screen-Grid current characteristics
in Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes. Because the Screen-Grid voltage rises with increase in bias and resulting decrease in
Screen-Grid current, the cut-off characteristic of a Pentode is extended by this method of supply.

This method is sometimes used to increase the range of signals which can be handled by a Pentode. When used in resistance-
coupled amplifier circuits employing Pentodes in combination with the cathode-biasing method, it minimises the need for circuit
adjustments.

When power Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes are operated under conditions such that there is a large change in Plate and
Screen-Grid currents with the application of signal, the series resistor method of obtaining Screen-Grid voltage should not be
used. A change in Screen-Grid current appears as a change in the voltage drop across the series resistor in the Screen-Grid
circuit; the result is a change in the power output and an increase in distortion. The Screen-Grid voltage should be obtained
from a point in the Plate voltage supply filter system having the correct voltage, or from a separate source.

It is important to note that the Plate voltage of Tetrodes, Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes should be applied before or
simultaneously with the Screen-Grid voltage. Otherwise, with voltage on the Screen-Grid only, the Screen-Grid current may rise
high enough to cause excessive Screen-Grid dissipation." (end quote) 
 

RCA Transmitting Tube Handbook TT-4 also states at p62:

"The danger of excessive screen-grid voltages is present principally when screen-grid voltage is obtained from the plate supply
through a series dropping resistor. In this type of supply circuit, sufficient resistance is connected between the screen-grid and
the plate supply to assure that the screen-grid voltage and dissipation at the values of screen-grid current, bias and driving
voltage required for full output are within the maximum ratings for the tube. Any condition which reduces the current through the
screen-grid dropping resistor to a very low value, therefore, may cause the screen-grid voltage to rise to an excessive value." 
(end quote)

These sentiments are also expressed by Philips and STC Brimar.

It is therefore preferable that the dropping resistor should be part of a voltage divider network to further stabilise the supply and
to provide a direct current circuit to ground. All resistors in the voltage divider must be suitably rated.

When a dropping resistor is used from the B+ supply, a suitably large (ie large enough to offer a low-impedance path for the
frequency range being amplified) bypass electrolytic capacitor is essential to provide a return circuit to bypass AC signal voltage
to ground.  Note also that the power losses in such a resistor can be high, so a suitably rated wire-wound resistor is essential to
cope with the heat losses - eg typically 10 to 20W continuous power dissipation rating. Note also that this resistor may become
very hot after a while, so it must be located away from heat sensitive components such as electrolytic capacitors. The higher the
resistor's power dissipation rating the lower will be its temperature rise (Noting that present-day IEC standards permit a
substantially higher temperature rise than in days of old). A useful approach is to halve the resistor manufacturer's rated
dissipation.

In all cases, non-inductive grid stopper resistors (eg 500 to 1,000 ohms) must be fitted as close as is practicable to the socket
pin (read VERY close) to provide stable operation, minimise RF signal pickup, minimise inductance in the wiring, and prevent



parasitic-oscillation in the tube. Note that carbon film resistors may self-ignite if the insulating coating is not of fire retardant
material - be warned!! Composition carbon resistors may be a better practicable choice.

Philips Miniwatt put it this way in their "Miniwatt Electronics Handbook" (Australia 1960):

"The maximum value of peak Grid #2 dissipation is given to avoid the risk of impairing valve life by overheating the Grid #2
during long periods of excitation, which sometimes occurs with music or speech. In most cases, insertion of a non-decoupled
series resistor of 500 to 1000 ohms in the Grid #2 lead will reduce the actual value of peak dissipation to a large extent and not
seriously affect the output power.

During normal excitation with music or speech there will in general be no danger of exceeding the maximum value of Grid #2
dissipation when the valve is operated according to the published operating conditions.

In applications with a sustained sine wave input voltage" (bass guitar and electronic organ amplifier builders please note) "there
is a great risk of exceeding the maximum value of Grid #2 dissipation, so that in general full excitation is not allowed.

In order to prevent the maximum permissible Grid #2 dissipation from being exceeded it is necessary to ensure that the Plate is
always correctly loaded.

Hence the Plate lead must not be disconnected, nor must the loudspeaker be switched out, without replacing it by an
equivalent resistor". (end quote)

In the case of tetrode and pentode operation, do not use excessive values of unbypassed (non-decoupled) Screen series
resistance, because DC supply to the screen grid is likely to fluctuate substantially with screen current - thereby introducing non-
linearity, as well as separating the screen from direct connection to AC ground.

Voltage drop from DC Screen Current is a particular challenge with parallel-push-pull operation. Care is also needed with
conventional Class AB or Class B operation of single paired tubes.

Notwithstanding that though a word of caution:

Philips Miniwatt warn us in this way in their "Miniwatt Electronics Handbook" (1960):

"If the circuit is designed for operation of the valve below the knee of its plate current plate voltage characteristics, the Grid #2
series resistor must have a minimum value of * ohms in order to avoid the occurrence of Barkhausen oscillations." (end quote) 
 

Some Food for Thought:

The usually recommended value of Grid Stopper Resistor is around 100 to 500 ohms (although to save on cost many
commercial amps successfully connect directly, with no Grid Stopper at all).

This has been standard practice for more than 60 years.

Interestingly, all the early tube literature shows the Screen Grid connected directly to the B battery, with no bypass capacitor.
This tells us that conceptually, early designers regarded the Screen Grid as being at a DC potential, with either no regard for the
AC signal component, or a reality that the battery provided the necessary AC bypass return circuit path to earth.

However an empirical approach derived from the manufacturers' data described on my ultra-linear operation page suggests a
value of around at least one half the Plate to Plate load impedance presented by the output transformer.

The basis for this proposition is that in normal push-pull tetrode or pentode operation there is little or no resistance
between Grid #2 and the B+ supply, so therefore there will be no Screen to Screen load equating to the Plate to Plate
load.

This is because the centre-tap of the output transformer primary is connected to AC earth (ground) via the bypass/filter cap at
that point.

In other words, in the case of normal push-pull tetrode or pentode operation there will be an AC SHORT-CIRCUIT
between the Screen Grids - and between the Screen-grids and their respective Cathodes.

Although this "short-circuit" - ie no load operation - will obviously increase Screen current, the AC signal current in the Screen
Grids will not appear in the output because it is diverted to earth through the bypass capacitor.

However no-load operation of the Screen Grids will increase the number of electrons collected by the Screens - a phenomena
we do not want - because we want the electrons to be only attracted to, but then continue on through and past the Screen
Grids on their way to their respective Plates.



Thus electrons collected by the Screen Grids not only increase Screen Current, but also divert electrons from the Plates and
therefore reduce power output.

It is this effect that results in the standard rating of "Screen Dissipation" - expressed in Watts. "Screen Dissipation" is the result
of DC Screen Input Watts minus AC Screen Grid Signal Output Watts. Thus if AC Signal Output Watts is zero or close to zero,
because the AC output between push-pull Screen Grids is more or less short-circuited, then the DC Input Watts will be
maximised under all signal conditions.

What we want is for the Screen Grids to be at a DC potential sufficiently high enough to attract and accelerate electrons towards
the Plates but, to maximise power output, not to collect and divert them to earth through the B+ supply.

Clearly there will be a particular value of Screen Grid Stopper Resistor that will provide optimum balance between the
conventional "short-circuited" Screen Grid configuration and an arrangement whereby the Screen Grids are suitably loaded.

The optimum value will clearly be variable depending upon the particular circuit configuration and operating voltages.

However, as a rule of thumb, and noting the advice of Philips Miniwatt to instal a value of Grid #2 resistor of between 500 to
1000 ohms in each Grid #2 supply lead, we can assume that a value of 50% of the Plate to Plate primary load impedance is an
approximate ideal for the Screen to Screen loading.

This will result in a grid stopper resistor value of:

500 ohms per Screen Grid when the transformer primary load impedance is 2,000 ohms Plate to Plate 
1000 ohms per Screen Grid when the primary transformer primary load impedanceis 4,000 ohms Plate to Plate 
2000 ohms per Screen Grid when the primary transformer primary load impedanceis 8,000 ohms Plate to Plate

For other values of Plate to Plate load, calculate on the basis that each Screen Grid resistor should be 25% of the transformer
Plate to Plate primary load impedance

In all cases, pursuant to Philips Miniwatt advice, the Screen Grid resistor is "non-decoupled" - ie is unbypassed.

This resistor must be installed directly to the Grid #2 pin of the tube socket and be preferably non-inductive.

The Screen resistors must have sufficient heat rating to operate safely and reliably without distress.

When multiple pairs of output tubes are used in parallel push-pull configurations, the Screen currents can attain reasonably high
values - eg 4 x 6CA7/EL34 = 100 mA. Ensure the Screen Grid resistors can handle this current without excessive heating,
noting the resistors will conduct heat from the tube pin/socket in addition to internal heat losses and temperature rise.

In multiple tube operation, to accommodate variations between individual tubes and to minimise the risk of self-oscillation, each
Screen-Grid must be supplied from its own individual grid-stopper resistor. This method also enables each grid-stopper resistor
to be mounted directly to each individual tube socket. 
 

 

9.    "ULTRA-LINEAR" OPERATION
An alternative to normal tetrode, pentode or beam power tube configurations is the ultra-linear circuit, that avoids the need for a
separate screen grid supply.

"ULTRA-LINEAR" is a term, when applied to audio amplifiers, that describes the output stage configuration whereby the screen
grids (Grid 2) of tetrodes or pentodes are fed from a tapping on the primary of the output transformer, instead of from a separate
DC supply.

Ultra-linear is also known as distributed load operation.

Taking note of the above information regarding Screen-Grids, full details are provided in my separate ULTRA-LINEAR page.

10.    GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
Using the above knowledge about the behaviour of Screen-Grids, the following design rules can be applied to guitar amplifiers:



a)    BRIGHT, CLEAN SOUND (Minimum Distortion) - eg Lead Guitar, Country, Steel
Screen-Grids to be supplied from a reasonably constant voltage power supply. In simplest form this can be just a large
filter cap - say 100 uF after a filter choke (not a dropping resistor) from the Plate supply

Silicon Rectifier - full-wave bridge or voltage doubler

Plates to be supplied from a transient-current capable power supply. Use high-quality industrial grade (high-ripple) large
filter caps to plate supply - at least 100 uF per each pair of output tubes (double that for bass guitar amps)

Power Transformer continuous current rating to be double the theoretical output stage Cathode current (to improve
regulation)

Screen-Grids preferably supplied from a separate low-voltage (ie 40% of Plate Voltage) supply. Where Plates and
Screen-Grids are supplied from a common pwer supply then the filter caps should be as large as will fit into the chassis -
preferably 200 uF minimum - the bigger the better!!

Tube heaters preferably supplied from a separate transformer (to prevent voltage drop during peak power output)

Beam power tubes. Tubes must have aligned Screen-Grids (eg 6V6GT, 5881 (USA), 6L6GC/7027, 6550, KT66, KT88)

Output Transformer must have low DC resistance (to prevent voltage drop on peak power signals)

Output Transformer for lead-guitar amps to have low inductance (to rolloff low frequencies and prevent overloading of the
loudspeaker - especially in an open-backed cabinet)

ALL interstage coupling capacitors selected to provide -3db rolloff at 50 Hz

No negative feedback loop from loudspeaker

Grid #1 (control Grid) supplied from a full-wave rectifier

Grid #1 stopper resistors to be as low a value as is practicable - eg 100 k Ohms max per tube

Class AB2 or Class B operation

b)    SMOOTH, NATURAL SOUND - eg Jazz, Rythm, Folk, Bass
All the above but larger interstage coupling capacitors

Ultra-linear output stage and parallel-push-pull tubes configuration is essential for bass guitar (to reduce output
impedance)

Highest practicable loudspeaker impedance - eg series connected multiple loudpeakers (to reduce Output Transformer
turns ratio)

Silicon Rectifier - full-wave, full-wave bridge or voltage doubler.

Indirectly heated tube rectifier - eg 5AR4, 5V4G, 5Z4 etc - can be used but good filtering and regulation is needed (Not
recommended for bass)

Class AB1 or AB2 operation

c)    DISTORTED SOUND - eg Grunge, Heavy Metal, Blues
Directly heated tube rectifier (to ensure high voltage drop on transient peaks) - eg 5AS4,  5U4G/GB, 5Y3GT, 5Z3 etc

Small filter caps - eg 8 or 16 uF (to provide poor regulation)

High DC resistance filter choke (to provide voltage drop on transient peaks)

Plates and Screen-Grids supplied from common power supply

Plates and Screen-Grids at the same DC voltage



Output Transformer to have high DC resistance (to reduce Plate voltage on transient peaks)

Pentode output tubes - eg EL34, EL84

Cathode bias

Class A operation

d)    BASS GUITAR 
 

Screen-Grids to be supplied from a reasonably constant voltage power supply. In simplest form this can be just a large
filter cap - say 100 uF after a filter choke (not a dropping resistor) from the Plate supply

Silicon Rectifier - full-wave bridge or voltage doubler

Plates to be supplied from a transient-current capable power supply. Use high-quality industrial grade (high-ripple) large
filter caps to plate supply - at least 100 uF per each pair of output tubes (double that for bass guitar amps)

Power Transformer continuous current rating to be double the theoretical output stage Cathode current (to improve
regulation)

Screen-Grids preferably supplied from a separate low-voltage (ie 40% of Plate Voltage) supply. Where Plates and
Screen-Grids are supplied from a common pwer supply then the filter caps should be as large as will fit into the chassis -
preferably 200 uF minimum per pair of tubes - the bigger the better!!

Tube heaters preferably supplied from a separate transformer (to prevent voltage drop during peak power output)

Beam power tubes. Tubes must have aligned Screen-Grids (eg 6V6GT, 5881 (USA), 6L6GC/7027, 6550, KT66, KT88)

Output Transformer must have low DC resistance (to prevent voltage drop on peak power signals)

Output Tranformer for bass guitar amps to have grain-oriented silicon steel laminations and high inductance (to ensure
high power at low frequencies). Preferably interleaved windings for good frequency response, stability and low leakage
capacitance.

ALL interstage coupling capacitors selected to provide -3db rolloff at 20 Hz

No negative feedback loop from loudspeaker

Grid #1 (Control Grid) supplied from a full-wave rectifier - preferably from a separate transformer

Grid #1 stopper resistors to be as low a value as is practicable - eg 100 k Ohms max per tube

Class AB2 or Class B operation

 

  
  
 

Please let me know if you can add to this body of new knowledge and I will add it to this commentary.

Of course the smart thing to do here is to use tubes that are already triodes - instead of messing about with compromises - but
then none of the triodes are beam tubes and thus do not offer the benefits of  beam tube technology.

Also most of us have a junkbox stock of perfectly good tetrodes, pentodes or beam power tubes just waiting to be used - so it is
a tough call.
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*                *                *

ULTRA-LINEAR OPERATION, also known as DISTRIBUTED LOAD OPERATION, is a term when applied to single-ended or push-
pull vacuum tube audio amplifiers, that describes the particular output stage configuration whereby the Screen Grids (Grid 2) of
Tetrodes, Pentodes or Beam Power Tubes are fed from a tapping in the output transformer (single-ended) or each half of the primary
of the output transformer (push-pull) - typically 43% turns or 18.5% impedance when measured from the centre-tap, instead of from a
DC supply either independent of, or common to, the anodes.

The sonic properties of the ultra-linear output stage configuration - albeit single-ended or push-pull design - are midway between
triode and tetrode/beam power tube "tone".

Some audio-engineers describe the sound of triodes as "smooth, sweet, mellow, natural" and tetrode/beam power tubes as "clean,
bright, sharp, punchy".

Technically speaking, the ultra-linear configuration delivers the same power output as for pentode operation of the same tube
under the same operating conditions and typically about twice the power output of triode operation of the same tube under the
same operating conditions with the same applied DC voltages - but with substantially less harmonic distortion or intermodulation
distortion (see comparative performance graph below).

The ultra-linear configuration also offers improved overload characteristics, resulting in more effective power output - ie what the
listener actually hears at full power levels.

Output impedance is similar to triodes, allowing minimal or zero negative loop feedback to be used.

The ultra-linear amplifier concept is beautifully described by David Hafler and Herbert Keroes in their 1952 US Patent Application
2710312.

The following extract is included for convenience:









 The following illustrations show the conventional Ultra-Linear configuration in three typical arrangements. 
 

The first shows the Ultra-Linear output stage with Cathode Bias having a common bypassed Cathode Resistor. 
Superior results will be achieved by the use of a separate bypassed Cathode Bias Resistor to each tube.

This next illustration shows Fixed Bias Ultra-Linear operation, with each power tube having an individually adjustable bias supply for
improved balance in the output stage - essential for large power tubes:



Because the Screen-Grids are supplied with DC from taps on the output transformer, the ultra-linear configuration therefore avoids the
need for a separate Screen-Grid supply. 
 

The third illustration shows the Acrosound Ultra-Linear design, also by Hafler and Keroes, which features a separate and lesser
voltage supply to the Screen-Grids for improved performance and cooler operation.

The ultra-linear output configuration is also suitable to single-ended output stages, however only push-pull amplification is discussed in



this paper. 
 

How It All Began

One authority, F Langford Smith of Radiotron Designers Handbook fame, attributes the original design concept to a pair of Australia
inventors, R. Lackey and R.R. Chilton of the Australian Radio College, however the documented evidence has been lost. (If any reader
has that information please email it to me)

Consequently, in the absence of proof of the Australian design, the ultra-linear design concept is attributed by documented evidence
to "a British subject" Alan.D.Blumlein in 1936 - see British Patent 496,883 June 5, 1937. (Application No. 15620/37). See also expired
US Patent 449,4776. Also US Patent 2218902 (22 October 1940).

Blumlien's Patent specified an optimum feedback tapping ratio being between 25 and 50% of plate output voltage to the Screen Grid,
however he did not use either of the terms "Ultra-Linear" or "Distributed Load" in his Patent.

The much later detailed work of D. Hafler and H. I.  Keroes of Acro USA (1951) demonstrated the optimum feedback voltage ratio to
the Screen Grid for a range of defined tube types.

To our benefit, they published a paper on the topic in the November 1951 edition of "Audio Engineering" magazine.

Specifically, the 6L6, 807and KT66 families prefer a Screen-grid load of 18.5% Plate load impedance. (43% turns or 43% Plate
Voltage).

Interestingly, they also claim the 6V6 family prefers a Screen-grid load of 5% Plate load impedance. (22.5% turns or 22.5% Plate
Voltage).

This concept is fully described in US Patent 2710312, dated June 7, 1955. History shows Hafler and Keros successfully patented in
the USA a further development of the general concept that had already been patented by Blumlein in the UK, had run most of its full
term, then expired (maybe not quite, because the H and K application was lodged May 20, 1952). Their claims included a level of
impedance loading to the Screen Grids of between 5% and 26% Plate Impedance - a much lower range to that of Blumlien.

This ratio was later verified by other respected designers, including GEC/MOV, GE USA and RCA

See also the thoughts of Norman Crowhurst.

Of particular interest is the Australian work of F Langford-Smith (of Radiotron Designers Handbook fame) in 1955, which investigates
the Ultra-linear concept in detail for a range of tube types.

See AWV Radiotronics Magazine May and July 1955

It is worth noting that the original Blumlein Patent would have remained in force until 1953, so not much would have - or could have -
happened regarding practical implementation of this technology in commercial products by other than Blumlien until after that date.

However, long before Blumlein's patent expired, he was killed in the year of 1942 in an aircraft crash whilst testing a new British radar
design. Thus we can only speculate as to what might have been had he survived. It would be reasonably safe to assume that hi-fi
audio would have been allocated a very low priority during the years of WWII during which Britain was struggling to survive.

Further reading on the life and times of this remarkable man is available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Blumlein

Since the famous "Williamson" amplifier design appeared some years after that date, it is reasonable to assume the "ultra-linear"
concept was either safely locked away, or rejected by the gurus of the time in favour of triode mode. In fact, Williamson not only
rejected the term but openly condemned the concept altogether - see Williamson and Walker - Wireless World 1952.

Thus the term "Ultra-Linear" may be rightfully attributed to Hafler and Keroes - an opinion supported by the "Radiotron Designers
Handbook 4th Edition. This is the term used in their 1955 US Patent 2710312 (Application date 20 May, 1952) and is supported in
that Patent by technical justification for use of the term.

In contrast to the above documented evidence, some researchers claim the Ultra-Linear concept was previously used in Australia as
far back as 1933.

The question is - "How many ways is it possible to configure a 4 electrode device in an electronic circuit?"

Of course the answer is that someone, somewhere, at sometime will figure it out.

The famous Williamson triode-connected beam power tube amplifier was later modified by Hafler and Keroes to incorporate the ultra-
linear design concept. Details are provided in their paper "Ultra-linear operation of the Williamson Amplifier" by Hafler and Keroes,
published in the June 1952 edition of "Audio Engineering" magazine. It seems then that they had the last word, by improving
Williamson's design despite his dismissal of the concept.. Numerous examples of this particular design are now available on the
internet. 

http://www.doramusic.com/patents/496883.htm
http://www.aikenamps.com/UL.pdf
http://next-power.net/next-tube/patents/2710312.zip
http://www.webace.com.au/~electron/tubes/ulo.html
http://www.aikenamps.com/Crowhurst_blocking.pdf
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/1955 Radiotronics.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Blumlein
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/williamson and walker.pdf


 

The Ultra-linear configuration in audio amplifiers is also known as "DISTRIBUTED LOAD" operation.

It appears this term was intoduced by Willamson and Walker of the UK, who objected to the term "ultra-linear".

Of course this term is also technically correct, because the taps on the output transformer primary do in fact present a push-pull
reactive load to the Screen Grids, enabling them to contribute to useable power output. This is explained in detail in the Hafler and
Keroes Patent.

However importantly, Mullard describe the "distributed load" configuration as a system of negative feedback.

The term "distributed load" was adopted by Mullard as corporate policy. Their use of this term was published in the May and June
1955 editions of "Wireless World" in their article "Design for a 20 Watt High Quality Audio Amplifier".

It is interesting to note that this design appeared from Mullard, notwithstanding Williamson's previous condemnation of the concept.

I am unable to verify the specific designer of the 5/20 amplifier but later credits go to Mullard Applications Research Laboratories
Engineers Mssrs R. S. Babbs, D. H. W. Busby, P. F. Dalloso, C. Hardcastle, J. C. Latham and W. A. Ferguson. (No mention of
Williamson and Walker). It is assumed the commercial pragmatists won the argument.

Mullard continued to use this term through until at least the 1960's when their compendium of audio amplifier and pre-amplifier circuits
"Mullard Circuits for Audio Amplifiers" was published as a second edition reprint in 1962.

The following extract from that publication provides an overview of Mullard's design concept.



 



 



For an excellent technical introduction to the ultra-linear design concept see http://www.aikenamps.com/UL.pdf

More technical detail, single-ended ultra-linear circuits and non-power tube ultra-linear applications is also available from Glass Audio
- "Tube CAD Journal"  Vol. 2 No. 1 - January 2000

For further views and technical details see also http://www.vintageradio.me.uk/amplifier/10watt.htm

Important Note: Performance described as "ultra-linear" is available only under very specific operating conditions - and in
the case of popular commonly used audio tubes, usually where the Screen load is 18.5% impedance or 43% turns of the
Plate load impedance - measured from the power supply source (B+) terminal.

More detailed information is provided below.

In other cases, the term "distributed load operation" may be more appropriate. 
 

Tube Operating Conditions:

The attached graphs, courtesy of GE USA, show the marked difference in operating conditions for pentode, triode and ultra-linear
operation of the 6550 Beam Power Tube.

6550 Beam Power Tube Operating Conditions - Pentode Connection

http://www.aikenamps.com/UL.pdf
http://www.vintageradio.me.uk/amplifier/10watt.htm


  
 

6550 Beam Power Tube Operating Conditions - Triode Connection



  
  

6550 Beam Power Tube Operating Conditions - Ultra-Linear/Distributed Load Connection



  
 

Benefits:

The ultra-linear configuration ensures constant stage specific voltage feedback between Plate and Screen grid in the output stage,
thus reducing output impedance and distortion, whilst improving linearity and frequency response under variably reactive loudspeaker
load conditions.

An important advantage is that being single stage-specific, ultra-linear operation avoids the problems of time-delay and phase-shift
commonly associated with cascaded stage amplifiers using negative feedback from the loudspeaker for the purposes of reducing
distortion and increasing loudspeaker damping.

Ultra-linear output stages provide automatic constant ratio stage-circuit specific feedback, free from the adverse effects of conventional
multi-stage feedback systems.

Ultra-linear output stage power output is dependent upon the proportion of Plate load that is applied to the Screen-Grids - typically in
the range 75% to 100% that of tetrode/pentode connection at the same plate voltage - but is still twice triode connection for the same
tube type under the same operating conditions.

Ultra-linear tone or "sound" approximates that of triodes.

Ultra-linear operation is very forgiving of circuit design and generally provides an acceptable quality sound from average quality output
transformers. Note however that the esteemed Norman Crowhurst, in a November 1959 "Audio" Magazine article entitled "Puzzled
About Amplifiers", indicates that a high-quality output transformer is essential for ultra-linear operation, to ensure high-fidelity
performance over the entire audio frequency range.

To this end, Herbert Keroes of Acrosound developed a special transformer for ultra-linear configuration output stages. The main
purpose of this transformer is to enable the use of transmitting tubes, where the Screen-grids must operate at a significantly reduced



DC voltage to that on the Plates. Full specifications are provided in US Patent 2791646 (May 7 1957).

A set of high-fidelity amplifier designs was published in the Acrosound Ultra-Linear Transformer Catalogue, published a little later.

The flagship of the range - the TO350 - offers 100W from a pair of 6146 tubes. This is an exceptional amplifier by any standard. 
 

Design Concept:

A good example of a typical conventional ultra-linear circuit is shown in the GEC KT88 100W Amplifier.

A more highly developed design is shown in the GEC KT88 400W Amplifier.

The conventional ultra-linear configuration is arranged such that the screen grids have maximum DC voltage applied to them (in
practice slightly higher than their corresponding plate/anode voltage because of voltage drop in the primary winding) - thus maximising
power output and efficiency, whilst simultaneously receiving an AC negative feedback signal from the output transformer - thus
minimising output impedance and distortion.

The magnitude of the AC feedback signal is directly proportional to the percentage turns ration of screen tap to full winding.

The screen tap may be positioned anywhere from 0% (pentode connection) to 100% (triode connection), however performance and
tonal qualities change relative to the ratio of the screen tap - see GEC graph below.

In practice, research by the inventors of this method of amplifier configuration suggests that the ideal for most tube types is in the
range 40 to 50% turns of each half primary, measured from the primary centre tap.

Further research by Mullard UK for the EL34/6CA7 and EL84/6BQ5, GEC/MOV Valve Co. for the KT88, GE USA for the 6550, and
RCA for the 6973 (6CZ5 hi-fi), 7027A (6L6GC), 7591, 7868 (6L6 family), also recommends 43% turns (or 43% of plate signal voltage),
or 18.5% impedance.

An example of EL34/6CA7 operation with cathode bias is shown in the following graph - courtesy Amperex Electronic Corporation 
 

http://next-power.net/next-tube/patents/2719646.zip
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/GEC100w.gif
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/GEC400w.gif


  
 

Screen-Grid Operation:

One very important feature of the ultra-linear configuration - different to normal Tetrode/Pentode operation where both Screen-Grids
are at nominal AC earth potential - is that when one Screen-Grid in a push-pull pair is driven positive, the opposite Screen-Grid is
driven negative by the turns ratio of the output transformer acting about the centre-tap of the transformer, which is at nominal AC
earth. This is not a problem because the opposite Plate is also being driven negatively anyway by the action of the push-pull
driver/phase splitter.

The opposite applies when the alternating signal reverses polarity.

In Class B operation, the output transformer operates as an auto-transformer, so the opposite Plate and Screen-Grid are still driven to
opposite polarity (together in a constant ratio to each other), even though they are not conducting. 
 

        *                *                *                *                *                *                *                *                *                *                *

Balanced Amplifier

It should be noted that in the case of a push-pull amplifier, the DC negative bias voltage (even if it is at 0 VDC) applied to the Control
Grid #1 is located at the centreline axis of the balanced input signal. This means the inputs are floating and the centre-axis is
earthed. That is to say, the input Grids are being driven in a push-pull manner about a common centre-point or axis - eg as seen with
a centre-tapped push-pull driver transformer.

Thus in a conventional push-pull Tetrode or Pentode amplifier, any alternations of the balanced input signal to the Control Grids will
proportionately increase or decrease current flow in both tubes of the push-pull pair in response to the input alternating waveform
shape.



Now in each tube of a push-pull pair, the negative terminal (Cathode) of each tube is AC earthed - even in Cathode bias.

The load on each tube is connected between the Plate and the transformer centre-tap, so the negative terminal of the load - which is
at the output transformer centre-tap - is also effectively AC earthed.

But most importantly to ultra-linear operation, in a push-pull amplifier output stage, Screen-Grid behaviour will be similar to that of
Grid #1 - ie the Screen-grids will behave as a balanced amplifier - balanced about the centre-tap of the output transformer which, as
previously noted, is effectively AC earthed - ie variations in Screen-Grid voltage will produce proportionate variations in electron flow
in both output tubes simultaneously.

In conventional Tetrode and Pentode operation, when the DC applied voltage to the Screen-grids is constant, the AC voltage
appearing at the balanced Screen-Grid terminals will the product of the electron flow within each tube and will always be a voltage
determined by the natural AC voltage gradient applied internally across each tube.

Also in a conventional Tetrode/Pentode output stage, the AC signal voltage appearing at the Screen-Grids is diverted to AC earth at
the Screen-Grid terminals via the filter capacitor and is lost as heat. Hence the output voltage appearing at the Screen-Grid terminals
is of no consequence to the sound produced by the amplifier - ie it is not reproduced in the output transformer or loudspeaker.

However, in the case of the Screen-Grids in ultra-linear push-pull amplifier configuration this is not so, because the Screen-Grids are
located at about 43% of the lineal distance between Cathode and Plate. Thus the AC signal voltage appearing at each Screen-Grid as
a result of linear voltage gradient between the Cathode and Plate within each tube will thereby be about 43% of the Cathode to Plate
signal voltage.

The Screen-Grids are connected to the load so they will contribute to the sound produced by the amplifier. 
 

Class A and Class B Ultra-Linear Operation

In some transmitters, it has been the practice to drive or control the output power tube by means of the Screen-Grid, rather than the
Control Grid.

This method offers some benefits to RF situations but is relevant to the explanation of ultra-linear audio amplifiers.

Because the Screen-Grid is located much further into the physical Cathode to Plate distance - ie typically nearly centrally between
them - it follows that a substantially higher AC signal voltage must be applied to the Screen-Grid if that element is to control the
electron flow in the tube.

Operation will be the same as for Grid #1 but at a higher AC voltage.

It follows that if the DC Screen-Grid voltage controls electron flow within the tube and it is varied by means of a superimposed AC
voltage, then the Plate Current will vary in response - as for conventional Grid #1 operation.

But what if the Screen-Grid voltage is applied in 180 degrees directly opposite phase to the electron stream within the tube - as is the
case for ultra-linear operation?

Obviously the electron stream permitted by the AC signal as applied to Grid #1 is offset by the opposing signal voltage applied to Grid
#2 via the tapping on the output transformer - because they are both in the same circuit at the same time.

Consequently behaviour of the tube in response to the controlling signal voltages applied to BOTH Grid #1 and Grid #2
simultaneously, will be different to that of either a Triode or Tetrode.

This is what the above GE graphs demonstrate - ie a change in the operating characteristics of the basic tube, verifying the claim of
Hafler and Keroes that they had produced a "virtual" tube, intermediate between a triode and a tetrode.

The situation is however very different between Class A and Class B operation.

In the case of Class A ultra-linear operation, the Screen-Grid of one tube will be driven AC positive but the Screen-Grid of the
opposite tube will be driven to an equal, but opposite polarity, voltage by the output transformer balanced output about the AC earthed
centre-tap. This will have the effect on the second tube of reducing the effective Screen-Grid control voltage, thereby reducing voltage
gain and therefore power output - regardless of the shape of the input waveform to that tube.

But also note that Grid #1 of both tubes is also controlling current in them.

Hence in Class A ultra-linear operation, it is necessary to consider the effects upon Cathode current in BOTH output tubes by  BOTH
Control Grids and BOTH Screen-Grids.

However in the case of Class B ultra-linear operation, although the second tube will be similarly driven to reduce its gain, there is no
signal in it at that moment in time because its Control Grid #1 is at cutoff bias during the relevant half-cycle of signal input so zero or
near zero current is flowing in that tube.



Thus a Class A ultra-linear amplifier will have completely different behaviour to a Class B ultra-linear amplifier. 
 

Distributed Load Operation

On the other hand, that portion of the output transformer primary winding between the Screen-Grid tapping and the centre-tap is not
subject to cancelling out by out of phase signal in the power circuit.

This portion of the winding - usually 18-19% Plate to Plate load impedance - therefore imposes a load directly onto the Screen-Grids.

Thus a portion of the power output is delivered through this Screen to Screen winding.

However, although the winding and its corresponding load impedance is presented to the Screen-Grids, they are incapable of
delivering much power because the Screen-Grids will be aligned in the electron stream such that the small diameter grid wires are not
directly in the electron stream - so because of space-charge effects cannot attract electrons.

Furthermore, the Screen-Grids are charged to opposite polarity to the electron stream during half of each signal alternation cycle,
which further detracts from their electron collecting capability.

For the record, in their US Patent 2,710,312 Hafler and Keroes state: "It should be noted that power is transferred to the Screen only
over part of the signal cycle, i.e. when the absolute value of Plate potential falls below the absolute value of Screen potential. This
transfer has the effect of linearizing the Plate characteristics." 
 

Power Output

Ultra-linear operation typically (for the popular audio tube types) delivers 100% power output compared with the same tubes in tetrode
or pentode connection at the same plate voltage and bias system (GEC) - but sometimes less for other tube types.

For example, Mullard quote the power output for the  EL34 tube as being the same for pentode and ultra-linear connection with 20%
turns screen-taps, but for minimum distortion the screen-taps increase to 43% turns, which provides a power reduction of 15% (but
distortion is halved).

Note:    Worthy of note is the KT88, which GEC (MO Valve Co./Genalex) claim produces the same power in ultra-linear connection as
in Pentode connection at 43% turns. This may be due to the applied Screen-Grid voltage used in ultra-linear operation being twice the
recommended value as that for Tetrode operation. Importantly, the electrode structure of the original GEC-MOV KT88 is
internally physically identical to the GEC TT21 and TT22 RF transmitting beam power tubes, so the GEC-MOV made KT88 is
therefore capable of operating at its rated 600 VDC maximum Screen-Grid DC operating voltage continuously without
distress.

The TT21 or TT22, which have a top anode cap and intended for professional broadcast use, may be used in lieu of the KT88 as a
direct electrical substitute. Grid to plate capacitance is reduced, which should produce superior audio performance over the KT88.

One of the challenges to the home constructor is that manufacturers' tube manuals and data sheets often quote "typical operation" for
fixed bias pentode connection but cathode-bias for ultra-linear connection. 
 

Ultra-linear Circuit Characteristics:

The following graph, courtesy of GEC and AWV Radiotronics Magazine (May 1959), shows the comparative characteristics of the
KT88 in triode, pentode and ultra-linear connections. These comparative relationships between the different connection configurations
should be typical for most (but not all) tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes.



Note:

the relationship between output impedance and ratio of screen tap turns.
the relationship between output power and ratio of screen taps.
the relationship between THD distortion and ratio of screen taps.
the effect of load impedance upon output power.
the power output for ultra-linear operation is greater than that for pentode or triode operation.

This graph shows that for ultra-linear operation the original GEC/MOV KT88 is unsurpassed!! 
 

WARNING: 6550 V KT88

Although having identical general specifications the 6550 Beam Power Tube - its USA cousin, has substantially lower
electrical ratings for pentode, triode and ultra-linear connections - so be warned!!
Although the 6550 and KT88 are often specified in tube handbooks and amplifier schematics as equivalent substitutes for each
other it may be wise to check the ratings first before making a change from KT88 to 6550.
Physically, some brands of 6550 tubes have a parallel glass envelope smaller in diameter than the KT88 so there may be
inadequate space to instal the KT88 or to provide adequate natural air cooling without major modification. The reverse change
is electrically not a problem.
Although the KT88 is derived from the TT21 and TT22 transmitting tube stable, the origin of the 6550 is not clear.
Some users have reported detailed examination of certain Russian made KT88 and 6550 tubes suggests they are physically
identical but branded for use as either KT88 or 6550 thus it is wise to check the manufacturer's specifications before installation
in any high voltage circuit.

WARNING:

The GEC/MOV KT88 octal socket centre base spiggot is made from a brittle plastic moulding material and tends to break off if
the tube is not inserted and removed very carefully from its socket.  This tube is big and heavy in relation to its octal base so is
unsuited to horizontal or inverted mounting unless retained by a suitable device.
The GEC/MOV KT88 was typically made with one or two base pins omitted (presumably to save on cost) that has the effect of

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/kt88b.jpg


increasing stress on the remaining pins whilst providing a less secure installation.
Do not use the KT88 in inverted mounting without a retaining device.

EL34/6CA7 Ultra-linear Circuit Characteristics:

The following graph by Mullard UK shows performance of the EL34/6CA7 valve.

Note the comparative "linear" performance for power out v distortion over a wide range of loads and similar operating conditions. 
 

Further information is provided by the following table ex Mullard UK, that shows comparative performance between the Mullard EL34



and EL84 valves in various output stage configurations.

 
 

Recent Research

I am indebted to Rudolf  Moers, a distinguished Electrical and Electronics Engineer located in the Netherlands, who has made
available for us his wonderful recent scientific investigation into the design theory and practice of Ultra-linear audio amplification.

These papers are posted with permission from Linear Audio www.linearaudio.net and their author Rudolf  Moers.

Part 1 - Power Point presentation

Part 2 - Power Point presentation

Parts 1 and 2 of above Power Point presentation - combined in pdf format

Paper - The Ultra-Linear Power Amplifier: An adventure between triode and pentode - pdf format 
 

The engineering design methods developed by Mr Moers may be used to determine theoretical plate/screen load ratios for ultra-linear
operation of power tubes. 
 

Application:

In practice, for tube types other than KT88, the real loss of useable output power from the ultra-linear connection is actually
significantly less than any power differential measured with resistive loads might suggest (ie a 1.5 db reduction in loudness produced
by the loudspeaker), because the ultra-linear connection produces a higher coupling efficiency between the amplifier and loudspeaker
than tetrodes or pentodes - ie is more triode like - thus approximating an equivalent "loudness" to pentode connection.

This phenomenom is particularly true of low frequency reproduction, suggesting that ultra-linear connection is superior for double bass
violin, bass guitar and general hi-fidelity reproduction down to about 40 Hz - which is the lowest musical frequency normally
reproduced in popular music.

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/UltraLinear_part_1.pptx
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/UltraLinear_part_2.pptx
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Moers UL_1.pdf
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Moers UL_2.pdf


The 6L6 family of tubes can be used for ultra-linear connection, but only safely and reliably at reduced voltages not exceeding rated
screen-grid voltage. More suitable 6L6 style types include 5881 and 7027A - see manufacturers' data sheets for typical circuit values.

Ultra-linear operation typically delivers about two to three times the power output compared with the same tubes in triode connection
at the same plate voltage.

Most importantly, inter-modulation distortion is substantially lower with ultra-linear connection compared with pentode or triode
connection for the same tubes.

Note: In the case of hi-fi systems, percussive instruments such as the bass drum, tympany, harpsicord, guitar and the piano present
typically short-duration/transient low fundamental frequency signals rich in harmonics. Thus they are less demanding to reproduce than
the electronic organ, pipe organ or bass guitar, which produce an essentially long-duration signal, approximate to a sine wave, in the
lower register.

Triode connection is still the preferred option for seriously loud organ music because of the lower frequencies to be reproduced, the
need for "boom" free bass around the loudspeaker resonant frequency and, most importantly, a need for consistent gain (flat
response) throughout the musical scale to ensure all notes are reproduced with equal loudness when they are recorded that way.
However triodes deliver substantially higher intermodulation distortion than ultra-linear operation so adequate power headroom is
essential to ensure clear mid to upper range reproduction simultaneously with sustained lower register signals.

A major advantage of ultra-linear connection over tetrodes and pentodes is the improvement in tone for recorded music and public
address reproduction. The tone is more triode like, being smooth and mellow (but "clearer" than triodes), compared with the harsh tone
of tetrodes and muddy tone (read "less definition") of pentodes. 
 

Guitar Amplifiers:

Ultra-linear operation is not usually suitable for lead guitar amplifiers because it lacks the "crispness", "harshness" or "bite" in the
sound commonly provided by beam power tetrodes and pentodes, however some jazz and country music guitarists may find it
preferable where a smooth, natural mellow tone is sought.

However, ultra-linear operation is superior to tetrode/pentode connection for bass guitar applications because low frequency power
delivered to the loudspeaker is substantially greater - ie it is "louder" - due to lower output impedance and improved coupling to the
loudspeaker.

It also has a "deeper" tone, suggesting improved sub-harmonic performance. 
 

Summary:

In summary, ultra-linear connection offers:

useable power output approaching that of tetrodes and pentodes but with substantially reduced harmonic and intermodulation
distortion and improved tonal characteristics, thus making it the preferred configuration for high-fidelity applications.
a "warmth" of tone, not evident with the "clinically clean" sound of unity coupling, where the load is distributed between plate
and cathode.
simplicity in circuit design and construction
elimination of need for a separate power supply to the screen-grids
employment of a simple output transformer
constant-voltage negative feedback
high stability operation over a range of reactive and capacitive loads
strong useable low-frequency power output - ie as heard through the loudspeaker
good dynamic range performance and transient response

Ultra-linear operation also enables lower quality loudspeakers to be used for satisfactory results.

Note that in high power applications - ie more than 100W RMS, transmitting TRIODE tubes such as 805, 809, 810, 811, 812, 833,
845, 8000, 8005, etc may be a more economical and practical solution than trying ultra-linear configuration with tetrodes/pentodes
because of simplified wiring, output transformer and power supply requirements. 
 

TUBES FOR ULTRA-LINEAR OPERATION
The "Ultra-linear" configuration avoids the conventional conflict between plate and screen voltages by creating a voltage divider
network through the output transformer primary to AC earth (transformer centre-tap), ensuring the screen voltage tracks and thus
always remains, both below and proportional to the plate signal voltage. By this configuration, the screen is intended to be prevented
from exceeding its power dissipation rating.



This statement is subject to the Screen Grid always being operated within its Rated DC Screen Grid voltage and at a DC
voltage less than that of the Plate.

Applied plate (B+) voltage for ultra-linear connection should never exceed Grid 2 rated voltage, so standard ultra-linear configuration is
only suited to tubes designed for audio applications having a Grid 2 rating approximating either the plate voltage rating (or actual
applied plate voltage if less than rated maximum).

Important:    Reference to tube data sheets will show that few output tubes have ratings remotely matching this requirement.

Important:    The use of poor quality output transformers having a high DC resistance in the primary windings may establish a situation
whereby the actual DC Plate voltage drop across the transformer primary winding is high, causing the DC Screen-Grid voltage to be
higher than the Plate at high signal levels.

Unfortunately, only a small number of tube types are thereby suitable for ultra-linear operation, because in ultra-linear mode the
screen grid is operating at or above the plate voltage - a dangerous operating region for any tube.

Only a few tube types were recommended by their manufacturers as being suitable for ultra-linear connection, the most notable being
EL34/6CA7, EL84/6BQ5, KT88, 6550, 7027 and 8417 - see manufacturers' data sheets for typical circuit values.

In a typical output tube, the Screen Grid is the ANODE, or positive electrode. It is designed to accelerate electron flow from Cathode
to Plate, but is structured in such a way that most electrons pass through it and on to the Plate for collection.

Excessive screen grid voltage attracts excessive electrons to it, thereby resulting in excess grid current, excessive grid power
input/dissipation, overheating and melting. The fused screen grid wires may short-circuit B+ to earth, damaging the output transformer
and/or power supply components.

Unfortunately, most audio tetrodes, pentodes and beam power tubes are designed such that the Screen Grid may be operated only up
to a maximum DC voltage that is well below the Plate voltage - typically 150 to 300 volts.

Plate current is very much controlled by the Screen Grid, thus when the Screen Grid is made ineffective (ie over-active) by application
of excessive voltage, the Plate Current is likely to exceed the tube ratings and also melt the plate.

Another way of saying this is that if the Screen Grid voltage is excessive, the capability of Grid #1 (Control Grid) to control electron
flow in the tube is diminished - or lost altogether.

Operation of typical power tubes (having a screen grid voltage rating substantially lower than the rated plate voltage) in ultra-linear
connection is likely to result in loss of control over electron flow by the screen, resulting in thermal runaway or dynatron action -
resulting in self-destruction of the tube. Fire is a constant risk.

For example, tubes designed for RF power service typically have a plate voltage rating many times higher than their corresponding
screen grid voltage rating.  This class of tube (eg 807, 2E26, 6146, 4CX series) has the screen grid physically positioned close to the
control grid (Grid 1) and tend to self-oscillate or suffer thermal runaway when the screen grid voltage is higher than their rated screen-
grid voltage, which is always the case with conventional ultra-linear service, thus rendering them unsuitable for ultra-linear service.

WARNING: When using tubes fitted with a plate top cap (anode cap) in ultra-linear configuration, consider also the risk of self-
oscillation and/or parasitic oscillations from the combination of  long leads from the plate top caps and screen grids to the output
transformer - particulary significant when using multiple tubes to obtain higher power. Some of this lead length may be avoided by
chassis layout however in the case of top cap style tubes the screen connection is always under the chassis, thus ultimately requiring
connection in some way from top to bottom of the tube through the output transformer. 
 

High Power Ouput:

Where more power is needed it is preferable to use a larger tube that is known to be more suited for ultra-linear circuitry, such as the
KT88, KT90 or 813.

Another useful option is to run multiple pairs of tubes in parallel push-pull, such as the arrangement used in the GEC 400W KT88
Amplifier. It goes without saying that normal precautions against instability and parasitic oscillations are essential in layout, lead dress,
use of grid stopper resistors wired directly to the pins, and keeping inputs away from outputs. The output transformer must be of high
quality with low leakage capacitance and  low leakage inductance between windings. Tubes should be mounted close together to
minimise inter-connecting lead length. Grid #1 circuit resistance must be held within the manufacturer's ratings. A low-impedance
driver, such as a cathode-follower or transformer is recommended.

For high power applications where high plate voltages are needed, success may be achieved by adding a separate winding for each
screen grid to the output transformer, to enable the screens to be AC coupled to the plates thus providing ultra-linear operation, but
separated from the DC plate supply, thus enabling the screens to be supplied within their rated voltage from an independent supply.

The ACROSOUND 100W Ultra-Linear Amplifier using 6146 tubes and the TO-350 Transformer is an example of this excellent and
innovative design configuration.

http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/gec400w.gif
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/gec400w.gif
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/GEC400w.gif
http://www.oestex.com/tubes/Circuits/acro6146.gif


One of the benefits of this configuration is that the Screen-Grid supply can be independent to the Plate supply and therefore better
regulation can be incorporated into the Screen Grid circuit. Noting the Screen-Grid is the ANODE in a Tetrode or Pentode tube, a
regulated supply will deliver improved transient response and a "brilliance" to the reproduction not available with a common B+ power
supply as is the case in conventional Ultra-Linear operation.

Bruce DePalma, one of the few Gurus of modern hi-fi amplifier design, presents an interesting and comprehensive commentary on the
core design philosophies supporting this approach in his excellent Design Paper - "Analog Audio Power Amplifier Design"

Bruce has developed designs that enable both Ultra-Linear and low Screen-Grid voltage technologies to be successfully integrated in
such a way that extremely hi-fi performance results. 
 

BIAS

Grid 1 bias for ultra-linear operation is normally higher than that for tetrode/pentode connection, so output stage sensitivity is reduced.
Higher output voltage from driver stages is therefore needed.

Grid-stopper resistors to Grid #1 and Grid #2 are still required for ultra-linear operation.

Important: The technique of using a silicon rectifier diode on each Screen Grid in series with the Grid-stopper resistor, as described in
my "OPTIMISED ULTRA-LINEAR ©" page, is very helpful in ultra-linear connection. AC signal output voltage from the Screen-Grids
is prevented from conducting through to the output transformer, which means that theultra-linearoutput stage operates as a negative
feedback system only - ie Plate voltage is fed back to the Screen Grids via the transformer taps but not the other way around. This
method ensures all the electron flow goes to the Plates, with all the advantages described previously.

Note:    This configuration has opposite polarity as when zener diodes are installed to reduce screen-grid voltage, so therefore the
benefits described are not relevant to the zener diode technique. 
 

Important - When using a high B+ voltage:

To ensure Plate Dissipation remains within manufacturer's rating at both zero and maximum signal, it may be essential to use Class B
operation - thus introducing further complexity into the circuit design and perhaps offsetting much of the benefit offered from the ultra-
linear configuration. It may be more prudent to use a tube having a higher rating. 
 

RECOMMENDED TUBES

The following tubes are known to be suitable for conventional ultra-linear operation having nominally equal Plate and Screen-grid DC
supply volts:

TUBE TYPE            MAX. ULTRA-LINEAR CONNECTION PLATE TO CATHODE VOLTS

6AQ5A                            285 
6BM8                              300 
6BQ5/EL84                      300 
6BW6                              285 
6CA7                               500 
6CM5/PL36                      250 
6CZ5                                285 
6L6GB                             270 
6L6GC                             400 
6V6GT                             285 
5881                                400 
6146A, B, W etc               250    (Top cap style) 
6550                                450    (Note: GE USA "design maximum" rating. Some brands may not tolerate this voltage) 
6973                                300 
7027A                              450 
7189A                              400 
7581                                450 
7591                                400    (50% turns recommended by RCA) 
7868                                400    (50% turns recommended by RCA) 
807/5B-255M                    300   (Top cap style) 
8417                                500 
EL34                                425 
EL84/6BQ5                       300 
KT66                                400 
8417                                500 
KT88                                 600     (Note: GEC UK "design maximum" rating. Some brands may not tolerate this voltage) 

http://depalma.pair.com/Analog/analog.html


KT90                                 600    ("Absolute Maximum" rating) 
813                                  1100   (This tube is an excellent option for serious audiophiles but has a top cap and requires a centre-
tapped 10 V AC/DC filament supply - 5A per tube. External wiring must be screened to prevent RF induction and parasitic oscillations.
Adequate ventilation is essential) 
 

In my humble opinion, the most suitable candidates for ultra-linear connection are:

6CM5/PL36    (250 VDC) 
6AQ5/6V6GT (275 VDC) 
6CZ5/6973      (285 VDC) 
5881/6L6GC/7027A/7591/7868    (400 VDC) 
KT88/KT90   (600 VDC) (may need to reduce to 450/500 VDC with non GEC manufacture) 
813              (1100 VDC)

All are well proven fine quality beam power tubes - each famous in its own right. 
 

Other options are the EL34 (425 VDC) or 6CA7 (500 VDC) or EL84/6BQ5 (300 VDC) pentodes, however in my opinion sound from
these tubes is not as clean as those above. All of this family of tubes "sounds" similar because of their generally identical electrode
construction.

If you have had successful experiences with other tube types that are useful for ultra-linear connection please email your comments. 
 

For further information regarding Ultral-linear operation of vacuum tubes see my OPTIMISED ULTRA-LINEAR © OPERATION page 
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OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY
in

AUDIO and RF MODULATOR

TETRODE, PENTODE AND BEAM POWER TUBES

Readers, please note this page is presented for your education, information and guidance only - it is not intended to be a
technical/scientific treatise. The concepts and ideas presented herein are just as much subjective as objective.

It attempts to assist those experienced audiophile home constructors who wish to explore further tube amplifier development options
and are prepared "to go beyond the square" - to challenge the paradigm of "the status-quo".

This paper refers only to the characteristics and performance of push-pull tube audio amplifiers without negative feedback.

For reasons detailed elsewhere in my website I have no interest whatsoever in single-ended amplifiers - however the concepts
described herein are as equally applicable to single-ended amplifiers as to push-pull configurations.

For reasons detailed elsewhere in my website I have no interest whatsoever in the use of trans-stage negative feedback thus the
concepts described herein are intended to optimise electron tube performance without the use of negative feedback.

For full ratings and applications of specific tube types in which you are interested please refer to the manufacturer's catalogue.

Copyright in all quoted works remains with their owner, author and publisher, as applicable.

Please note that no warranty is expressed or implied - see footnote notice. 

Excepting where rights in Intellectual Property previously exist, all rights in the applied engineering concepts expressed in
this paper remains exclusively with the author.

The term OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY applies to all part or whole uses of the concept.

The whole or part thereof of this paper and/or the designs and design concepts expressed therein may be reproduced for
personal use only without limitation - but must not under any circumstances be applied or used for commercial gain or
reward without the express written permission of the author, being the intellectual copyright owner.

All rights reserved. 



 

OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY

1.    INTRODUCTION

It is recommended that to best understand the concepts presented here, the reader first carefully study my explanatory papers.

To directly access please click on each of the links below:

SCREEN-GRIDS

ULTRA-LINEAR

OPTIMISED ULTRA-LINEAR © OPERATION

TRIODE OPERATION OF TETRODES AND PENTODES

POWER SUPPLIES

HOW TO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT A HI-FI TUBE AMPLIFIER 
 

It is intended that the set of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY concepts presented below represent - together as a
set, an extension of design thinking to the above linked presentations elsewhere on my website, and a major breakthrough in electron
power tube technology available to the home audio constructor.

Historically we have been restricted by convention to a small set of engineering design principles that have imposed a barrier to further
development, reinforced by commercial manufacturers staying with the tried and true "safe" design configurations.

However the availability of low-cost high-performance transistor amplifiers and pre-amplifiers, together with advances in recording
formats - currently DVD standards - have provided stimulus to tube hi-fi enthusiasts to improve the performance of their existing
equipment.

Many of the old constraints are longer with us - hiss, noise, wow, flutter and rumble etc. do not present on CD or DVD - so enable us
to open the frequency range and dynamic range window a little more.

The OBJECT of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY is to OPTIMISE performance in a high-fidelity audio
amplifier by simultaneously loading ALL the internal elements of a power electron tube with a load directly proportional to
their ACTUAL applied voltages - AC and DC - as distributed between the positive and negative terminals of the tube - ie
anode and cathode - AND in direct proportion to their physical electrode spacing (dielectric strength).

Hence OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY may also be described as OPTIMISED DISTRIBUTED LOAD ©
TECHNOLOGY

OES  © TECHNOLOGY offers superior performance because it is simple and because the tube is always in equilibrium.

The conceptual model is illustrated in the following circuit diagram for Beam Power Tubes, Tetrodes and Pentodes:
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To prepare a foundation for the concepts presented on this page, please read my SCREEN-GRIDS page before reading this paper,
because the function and behaviour of the Screen-grid is fundamental to OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY. 

OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: SCOPE

This paper introduces eight new applied engineering OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY concepts for refining and
optimising the electron flow in a vacuum tube.

Optimised Screen-Grid Voltage and Load in Tetrodes, Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes

Optimised Suppressor Grid Voltage and Load in Pentodes

Silicon Diode Feed in Triodes, Tetrodes, Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes

AC Circuit Bypass Capacitors - Plate Circuit, Screen-grids, Suppressor-grids, Control-grids, Cathode Bypass

RATIO of Screen-grid and Suppressor Grid and Cathode Bypass to Plate Bypass Capacitors

Decoupling of the Power Amplifier from the Power Supply by means of a series connected silicon diode

Decoupling each amplifier stage from the next following by means of a series connected silicon diode

Symmetrical balanced AC signal drive system whereby the central axis of the AC signal OUTPUT from the Driver stage
circuit and the AC signal INPUT of the Driven stage circuit are at the same common reference voltage potential.

Subject to individual circuit design, all or any of the above OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY concepts may be
used individually, or in combination, or all together - each offering a specific benefit to enhancing electron flow within the tube or
circuit.
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2.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
       OPTIMISED SCREEN-GRID VOLTAGE AND LOAD

My OPTIMISED ULTRA LINEAR ©  page describes a design method for optimising the DC supply voltage and load impedance to
the Screen Grids in Tetrodes, Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes for "Ultra-linear", or "Distributed Load" operation.

In order to determine what optimum transformer primary tap ratio to use it is essential to physically determine the actual Screen Grid to
Anode physical (linear distance) space ratio, because for general audio class electron tubes the ratio of screen grid to plate voltage
will be optimally equal to the physical distance ratio of cathode to screen-grid v cathode to plate.

The same principle for optimisation of tube performance may be applied to conventional operation of Tetrodes, Pentodes and Beam
Power Tubes in "Pentode' operation - ie, where the Screen-Grids are supplied from a separate DC source to the Plates.

To optimise the Screen-Grid voltage, first carefully and accurately measure the physical gap spacing between the Cathode, Screen-
Grid and Plate.

In most cases this can be easily done without having to destroy a valuable tube. Just measure the spacing between Cathode and 
Anode and of the grid support pins at the top of the tube. In the case of beam power tubes this may be difficult because there is 
usually a box-like assembly covering the Plate structure. But a bit of ingenuity should solve the problem

If it becomes necessary to destroy a tube to examine its internals safety precautions must be observed:

1.    Wrap the tube in a strong cloth 
2.    Place the tube in a vyce and squeeze the glass bottle slowly until it implodes 
or 
3.    Gently hit the glass with a hammer at a point not directly over the electrode assembly 
4.    Carefully remove the broken glass and dispose of safely 
5.    Carefully cut away the electrodes until the elements can be measured

The "gap" spacing ratio can then be calculated for the particular tube type.

To determine the Optimised Screen-Grid voltage, multiply the Plate voltage by the gap ratio.

It is obvious the Screen-Grid voltage will be substantially less than the Plate voltage - typically in the range 30 to 50 % but usually
40% - so a separate stable supply is essential.

The designer has the option of using:

a voltage divider network from the Plate Supply (not recommended for hi-fi)

a stabilised Screen-Grid DC supply derived from the same AC source (power transformer) as the Plate supply (not
recommended for hi-fi)

a separate Screen-Grid DC supply derived from a separate power transformer and full-wave rectifier to the Plate supply (tube
rectifier not recommended for hi-fi)

a separate regulated Screen-Grid DC supply derived from a separate power transformer and full-wave rectifier to the Plate
supply (tube rectifier not recommended for hi-fi)

What is most important is for the Screen-Grid DC supply voltage to be reasonably constant between no-signal load and full-signal
load conditions (ie well regulated).

This can be effectively achieved by using a separate power transformer of generous rating - ie at least twice the maximum signal DC
Screen-Grid current, a full-wave silicon bridge rectifier and humungous filter capacitors in capacitor input to filter configuration -
preferably with a low DC resistance filter choke installed too.

For the more theoretical designer some thought could be given to the "Virtual Cathode" concept, which suggests that the portion of 
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electron stream devoted to the negative bias applied to Grid #1 creates a more negative "Virtual Cathode" in the region of the physical
Grid element. This concept however is difficult to assess because so long as the tube is conducting some of the electron stream is
continuous between real Cathode and Plate. Maybe only the outer portions of the electron stream are affected by the negative bias
and not the entire thickness of stream.

The perfectionist - or those having the necessary equipment - looking for the ultimate optimisation could determine the optimum
operating voltage for the Screen-Grids by means of a Signal Generator, Distortion Meter and variable voltage power supply to the
Screen-Grids.

The optimised AC load impedance for the Screen-grid will be the ratio of DC Screen-grid volts to Plate volts x Plate load impedance. 
If the Screen-grid load is provided by a fixed resistor the ratio for a Screen-grid - or set of Screen-grids in one side of a push-pull set,
will be the DC voltage ratio x one quarter Plate to Plate load impedance

Note however that if the load is provided by a transformer as in ultra-linear or equivalent mode, the Screen to Screen load impedance
will be directly proportional, but the turns ratio will be the square of the DC voltage ratio.

eg If the DC ratio is 40% then the turns ratio for the Screen-grid tap on the output transformer will be 0.4 x 0.4 = 0.16 or 16%

A technical paper describing benefits of reduced screen-grid voltage is presented at http://www.tubebooks.org/Books/lockhart.pdf 
 

Recent Research

I am indebted to Rudolf  Moers, a distinguished Electrical and Electronics Engineer located in the Netherlands, who has made
available for us his wonderful recent scientific investigation into the design theory and practice of Ultra-linear audio amplification.

These papers are posted with permission from Linear Audio www.linearaudio.net and their author Rudolf  Moers.

Part 1 - Power Point presentation

Part 2 - Power Point presentation

Parts 1 and 2 combined presentation - pdf format

Paper - The Ultra-Linear Power Amplifier: An adventure between triode and pentode - pdf format

The engineering design methods developed by Mr Moers may be used to determine theoretical plate/screen load ratios for ultra-linear
operation of power tubes. 
 

 

3.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
       OPTIMISED SUPPRESSOR-GRID VOLTAGE AND LOAD IN PENTODES 
 

The PENTODE electron tube has an extra grid (Grid #3) installed to suppress the effects of secondary emission, as described in my
SCREEN-GRIDS page.

Although few true Pentodes are available for audio power amplifier output stage applications, this section relates to them because they
are suitable for use in OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY applications.

Manufacturers' tube data sheets generally describe Pentodes as having higher measured distortion than Beam Power Tubes so most
audio amplifier designs have focused on the latter types.

In the case of recycled or salvaged tubes from yesteryear, it is evident that by WWII, RF design engineers preferred Beam Power
Tubes because of their capability to operate at higher RF frequencies, hence the true Pentode enjoyed only a short claim to fame.

One exception to this is the mighty 803 Pentode, which found widespread use in submarine and destroyer RF applications because of
its ruggedness, stability, reliability and long-life. Of interest is that the 803 pentode has aligned grids, each having a ceramic coating to
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limit electron attraction, thereby improving predictability and stability of operation, as well as efficiency.

The 837 Pentode tube is also renown as a very reliable oscillator tube for RF transmitters. The 837 Pentode has a Plate structure
similar to that of the famous TT21 and KT88 Beam Power Tubes.

However Pentodes do offer user benefits over Tetrodes and have a place in high-fidelity audio and RF amplifiers - particularly for
home constructors who might have a box of useful Pentodes just waiting to be used in a suitable design. 
 

It is a well established tube engineering principle that the current in a tube can be regulated using ANY of the grid elements.

For example, in domestic radio receivers, the use of multi-grid tubes such as 6A7, 6A8 and 6L7, each having 5 grids, is a standard
application of radio engineering design.

However for audio engineering purposes, three grids appears to be the practical limit - beyond which no appreciable benefit is to be
realised. In fact. the beam Power Tube utilises only two grids to control current through the tube.

Using the same applied engineering technology as developed for OPTIMISED ULTRA LINEAR © operation, it is possible and
practicable in power tubes fitted with a SUPPRESSOR-GRID having an independent base pin connection, to apply a DC voltage and
AC load impedance to the SUPPRESSOR-GRID having the same ratio to Plate voltage and load respectively, as the internal electrode
physical gap ratio. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE 1: It is the case in many of the popular PENTODES that the SUPPRESSOR-GRID is internally connected during
manufacture to the CATHODE, so it is not possible to externally access the Suppresser Grid. In this class of tube the manufacturer
controls the behaviour of the Suppressor-grid and the user cannot do anything to change that.

IMPORTANT NOTE 2: Tube identification protocols describe and illustrate by base pinout diagrams Beam Power Tubes as
"Pentodes". These tubes are essentially Tetrodes that have a beam forming electrode used to both confine the electron stream to a
pre-determined width within the tube, and to focus the electron flow onto a particular area of the Plate. They usually have aligned
Grids to arrange the electron flow in multiple sheets.

Therefore it is essential to physically examine tubes of interest to determine their actual mechanical construction.

DO NOT RELY ON DESCRIPTIONS OR BASE DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN TUBE MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES, MANUALS
OR DATA SHEETS. 
 

However those tubes having a separate base pin connection for the SUPPRESSOR-GRID offer the designer the option of applying a
suitable DC voltage consistent with the proportional voltage divider effect of the internal electrode gap.

The rules and requirements for an adequately regulated DC power source are the same as described above for the Screen-Grid.

For example, in the Type 803 - 125W dissipation power transmitting pentode tube - the Suppressor Grid is set at nominally 68% of the
Cathode to Anode gap. Therefore the OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © value for the Suppressor Grid DC voltage will be the
applied Plate Voltage x 68% - but only up to a value 158% of that permitted by the manufacturer's rated Screen-Grid Voltage
(because in the case of Tube Type 803, the maximum permissible Screen-Grid voltage is nominally 43% of the applied Plate Voltage).

In other words, the maximum applied DC Screen-Grid Voltage and/or Suppressor Grid Voltage for OPTIMISED ELECTRON
STREAM © operating conditions will be determined by either the maximum rated Screen Grid or Suppressor Grid voltage -
whichever is the lesser. 
  
 

IMPORTANT:

The SUPPRESSOR GRID (GRID #3) regulates the flow of electrons in the tube in the same way as is the case for Control-grid #1
and Screen-Grid #2.

In conventional "Pentode" configuration, the Suppressor-grid is directly connected to the Cathode either internally by the tube
manufacturer or by the user.

Having left the Plate as surplus, randomly travelling electrons, they find their way to the Suppressor-grid, thence diverted to the
Cathode to be absorbed back into the electron stream. This arrangement obviously creates a short-circuit in respect of those electrons
attracted to the Suppressor-grid.

Thus there is an effective internal or external circuit (as applicable) created between the Suppressor-grid and the Cathode, that diverts
some of the electrons back to the Cathode. This current is lost to the output power and therefore reduces efficiency in the output
power stage.
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In the case of the relationship between the Screen-grid and Plate, most experts suggest that the Plate sees the Screen-grid as the
"Cathode", thus if this is so then the DC potential between Plate and Suppressor Grid will be again determined by the linear distance
between them - unless the Suppressor-grid is purposefully connected to the Cathode.

It follows that in an OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © technology amplifier where the Screen-grid DC voltage is around 50% of the
Plate voltage, if the applied DC voltage is increased from 0 volts (Cathode potential) to a positive voltage greater than the Screen-grid
voltage, then the free electrons deflected from the Plate will still be attracted to the Suppressor-grid because it is still negative to the
Plate.

It also follows that because the Suppressor-grid is now positive to the Screen-grid, Plate current will increase - albeit slightly.

Since both Screen-grid and Suppressor grids DC voltages will be fixed, it becomes obvious that to control the electron flow within
permissible limits, the negative bias voltage applied to Grid #1 Control Grid will need to be made MORE NEGATIVE.

It is also obvious that to limit the DC current flow in Grid #3, and to prevent an AC signal short-circuit at the Suppressor-Grids,  it is
essential to load the Suppressor-grids by installing a Grid-stopper resistor of around 75% of equivalent Plate to Plate push-pull load
impedance.

eg for a Plate to Plate load of 8,000 Ohms, the transformer will present a load of 2,000 Ohms to each tube in the push-pull pair. 
2,000 Ohms x 75% is 1500 Ohms. This is still a relatively small value so should not present significant voltage drop or regulation
issues.

This is an important difference between convention and the OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © configuration.

In a conventional pentode circuit with grounded Cathodes, the Suppressor-grid is directly connected to the Cathode so the
Suppressor-grid is fixed at 0 VDC. However in the case of  OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © configuration, the Suppressor-grid
will be fixed at a relatively high DC voltage set to enable the AC voltage to be aligned with the physical gap in the tube. The circuit
design then needs to accommodate this to protect the Suppressor-grid from self-destruction through over-current.

The optimised AC load impedance for the Suppressor-grid will be the ratio of DC Suppressor-grid volts to Plate volts x Plate load
impedance.

If the Suppressor-grid load is provided by a fixed resistor the ratio for a Suppressor-grid - or set of Suppressor-grids in one side of a
push-pull set, will be the DC voltage ratio x one quarter Plate to Plate load impedance 
 

When used in an OPTIMISED ULTRA LINEAR © configuration as shown above, it will also will be loaded by the tapped primary
winding on the output transformer. The AC load impedance will be determined by the ratio of the physical gap between the Cathode
and Suppressor-grid compared to the Cathode to Plate, as applicable - nominally 75% of the Plate to Plate load.

The Suppressor-grid to Suppressor-grid load impedance will be directly proportional, but the turns ratio will be the square of the DC
voltage ratio.

eg If the DC ratio is 75% then the turns ratio for the Suppressor-grid tap on the output transformer will be 0.75 x 0.75 = 0.5625 or
56.25%

Consequently, proportionate audio POWER is drawn off from the Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid by the output transformer. 
  
 

PENTODE tubes suitable for high-fidelity audio power output applications using OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © technology
include:

802 
803 
804 
837

I have not listed the EL34/6CA7, its smaller brother the EL84/6BQ5 and cousin 6M5,  because the construction and effect of the
Suppressor-grid in these tubes is "nominal" and not in the same league as those of the transmitting tubes listed above. Being
manufactured from very fine wire, the Suppressor Grid in these tubes is not be capable of handling significant current or power. For
high-powered audio amplifiers superior options are available as shown above.

However the EL34/6CA7,  EL84/6BQ5 and 6M5 are suitable for effective use in OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © amplifiers where
the Screen-grid is set at 40% of Plate voltage and Suppressor-grid is connected directly to the Cathode in the usual way, and in
OPTIMISED ULTRA LINEAR © amplifier designs. 
 

3.1    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY - SILICON DIODE FEED TO GRID 3
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Consider also OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY - SILICON DIODE FEED (as descibed in Section 4 below) to the
Suppressor Grid.

In this case, a conventional pentode configured amplifier - where the pentode tube has a separate externally connected independent
Grid 3 pin (typically connected to the cathgode or ground) - may be modified by installing a silicon diode between the Suppressor-grid
pin on the tube socket and Cathode or ground - as applicable. The arrow must point towards ground - ie the marked terminal on the
diode to the Suppressor-grid pin.

This configuration allows AC current to flow to ground but blocks DC current into the tube.

If any instability or non-linearity occurs, a 1,000 Ohm resistor may be installed shunting the diode, to create a permanent DC current
path to the tube and anchor the Suppressor Grid to the Cathode or ground.

 

4.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
       SILICON DIODE FEED

Conventional historic tube amp design using tetrode, pentode, or beam power tubes, evolve about a push-pull output stage
configuration typical of the sketch below:

In the example cathode-bias is shown, however the same principles apply for a fixed-bias design.

The notable feature of this design is that everything is symmetrical and so is easy to draw, read and understand.

The configuration of each output tube is considered to be equally distributed about the central axis of the output stage, (being the B+
and centre-tap of the output transformer).

The core electronic design concept assumes (deems) the Plate current in each tube will be identical at all times and therefore any
distortion in the plate circuits is cancelled out via the push-pull effect. For an explanation of this refer to the RCA Tube Manuals.

Screen-grids are not considered to be more than a power output/efficiency enhancing benefit derived from tetrodes v triodes, and as
shown in the example above, are not connected in any manner other than the most basic available - ie connected together and
supplied from the same power source as the Plates.

So in theory, all of the components operate in a synchronous manner such that the output stage is efficient and delivers its power at
low distortion.

Unfortunately things are not always as they appear.

The standard tolerance on components is usually around + or - 10%, however some components, including the tubes themselves, are
assigned much wider tolerances.

Modern resistors are typically + or - 5% however + or - 10% tolerance is still used.



Modern capacitors display tolerances that vary with construction material and style.

Electrolytic capacitors typically display -20% + 100% on nominal capacitance, thereby affecting gain across the frequency range.

Vacuum tubes offer a tolerance of + or - 20% on transconductance when new. Depending upon circuit parameters, performance
usually varies downwards with use. If one power tube draws grid current early on then performance of the pair will suffer.

Transformers vary dramatically. Even if the primary centre-tap is exactly in the centre of the total number of turns - ie the number of
turns either side of the centre-tap is exactly equal - the transformer may still not deliver an equal power transformation between
primary and secondary if the magnetic properties of the two halves of the primary are not identical. Also, if the secondaries are not
equally distributed about the primary the induction into each secondary may vary between halves. Factors such as core design and
winding design will influence the end result.

And what about the symmetry of the driver stage? This too is subject to tolerance variables and may deliver an unsymmetrical signal
drive voltage to the output tubes, resulting in uneven power output from each half.

So what appears to be a perfectly symmetrical design is in fact a widely varying practical configuration.

One obvious variant is Plate-current.

Many of the popular tube types do not deliver a linear response between zero signal conditions and maximum signal conditions. Whilst
most guitar amp users would be familiar with the concept of "re-biasing" after changing an output tube, it is not the norm in hi-fi
equipment. However despite good intent, guitar amp (and hi-fi amp) users are blissfully unaware that their beautifully balanced output
stage at zero signal is nowhere near balanced at maximum signal.

In lower-cost/lower quality transformers it will be found by measurement that the DC resistance of one half of the primary is somewhat
different to that of the other half - resulting in uneven Plate voltage as Plate-current increases.

Imbalance in a push-pull output stage results in loss of power and increased distortion.

This condition is more likely in high-gain tubes like the EL34/6CA7, EL36/6CM5, KT88 and 6550. 
 

SCREEN-GRIDS

Ideally, the output from the Screen-grids is also identical and therefore cancels out at the output transformer centre-tap.

But note from the above design that any voltage appearing at the centre-tap of the output transformer - whether it be derived from a
difference in Plate characteristics, transformer characteristics, untransformed signal, reflected back emf from the loudspeaker, or simply
hum as a ripple voltage - will appear on one or the other Screen-gid as either direct injection or feedback.

Obviously Screen-grid current will normally be a portion of (ideally balanced) Cathode-current, but if different brand tubes - or tubes of
differing design from the same manufacturer - are used in the output stage pair it is likely that the Screen-grids will behave differently
- resulting in not only different tube characteristics across the range but also differences in the Screen-grid performances. Imbalance
becomes apparent as distortion.

It follows then that a useful object of amplifier design would be to eliminate the Screen-grid as a variable from the system.

This proposition is very well explained by Renato D. Tancinco of the Phillipines, in his 1961 US Patent 3153766

In this patent,Tancinco presents his design, which aims to eliminate crossover distortion in tetrodes and pentodes operating in Class B
mode - EL34/6CA7 users take note.

Unfortunately this design only works in Class B mode because it cancels out part or whole of the opposite polarity alternating signal in
the output stage, however it does offer significant advantage as the patent itself explains.

As noted in my Screen-Grids paper linked above, reference to tube handbooks shows that in a typical beam power tube, the Screen
Grid current at maximum signal power is around 20% of Plate current. This ratio of currents appears to be largely independent of Plate
voltage. It would therefore be reasonable to assume that up to 20% of prospective signal power is lost in the Screen Grid circuit in a
conventional amplifier. (Power = volts x amps. Power supply voltage to the screen-grids can be up to 100% of plate voltage)

(Note: Two notable exceptions are the 807 and 814 beam power tubes that incorporate advanced design technologies to increase tube
efficiency and reduce distortion, however in the overall scheme of things this technology appears to have been limited to these two
tube types - if you are aware of others please let me know)

Two conventional options present to overcome this nominal ratio of 20% plate Current:

The first is ultra-linear connection, where all the electrons collected by the Screen Grids are fed into the output transformer, but in the
process modify the output stage characteristics.

The second is to increase the value of the Screen Grid-stopper resistor to a value sufficiently high to resist the flow of electrons to the
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Screen Grid.

However the Grid-stopper resistor must be non-inductive to prevent oscillation. It must also be capable of handling the Screen current
passing through it. One way of doing this is to use parallel carbon composition resistors (not film type - to prevent fire) of sufficient
number to obtain the required heat dissipation rating to do the job without excessive temperature rise in the resistors.

A further problem here is regulation of the Screen Grid supply. Obviously a Grid-stopper resistor of say 5,000 - 10,000 ohms will
present a significant voltage drop when Screen Grid current flows - if it does.

The loss of regulation may be a price we have to pay to obtain a high standard of performance.

Another and previously unpublished option to creating an operating environment where the Screen Grids will be at a DC potential
sufficiently high enough to attract and accelerate electrons towards the Plates but - to maximise power output - not to collect and divert
them to earth through the B+ supply, is the humble silicon diode semi-conductor rectifier.

By inserting a standard half-wave silicon rectifier diode in series with the Grid Stopper resistor, an electronic control circuit is created
whereby the Screen Grid will be able to be energised at DC potential attracting and accelerating electrons towards the Plate - still
electrostatically controlling current flow in the normal way - but blocking the flow of AC current from the Screen Grid back to the DC
source - ie "one way traffic"

This works because the current flow in the tube is always from the Cathode to the Anode (Plate). The diode, being a semi-
conductor, blocks current flow in the reverse direction, thus enabling DC current to feed it in the conventional manner but blocks AC
current from passing back through it to a load.

Thus then there is no circuit formed between the Screen-grid and the load so no current can flow in the usual direction.

This causes the tube to behave very much like a triode, with Plate-current being more or less controlled exclusively by Grid #1.

The diode is connected between the B+ supply (line) and the Screen Grid (load) such that the arrow points towards the Screen Grid.
ie forward current is from the line to the load.

This arrangement offers huge benefits, because it prevents the Screen Grids from collecting electrons - thereby diverting all the signal
output to the Plates, increasing tube efficiency, reducing distortion and increasing frequency response, as well as eliminating the usual
effects on changes in Screen Grid voltage on Plate Current - therefore improving transient response.

One major benefit is that the diode is not in the signal path and therefore does not modify the sound.

A secondary benefit is that there are no bypass or power supply capacitors (eg paper, polyester or electrolytic) in the Screen-
Grid signal path, which is a further major improvement.

A further benefit is that the non-linearity described under Fig. 2 above will be less of a problem for us because the Screen-
Grid component of the signal (ie those electrons normally collected by the Screen-Grid)  is diverted to the Plate.

Thus by inserting the humble silicon semi-conductor diode in the output circuit, we can completely break the bonds of
traditional audio practice and take a great leap forward!!

This is not tube heresy, because the diode is not in the signal path - it merely prevents the signal from being affected by adverse
circuit parameters such as short-circuited Screen-Grids, fluctuations in Screen-Grid voltage and power supply filter capacitors.

The relatively low reverse resistance of the diode appears to adequately satisfy the need for a low impedance return path to AC earth,
so the Screen Grid is not actually isolated from AC earth - but there is sufficient impedance in the circuit to discourage electron flow
through it.

Note: Having regard to the EIMAC articles regarding secondary emission in tetrodes referenced above, it should be the case that the
use of a silicon diode in the Screen-Grid supply will not impede reverse current flow - provided a suitable bleeder resistor is used
between the diode and B+ source - as would be the case without the diode in the circuit.

Some audiophile experimenters have used single or series strings of zener diodes in this kind of circuitry to regulate the DC Screen
Grid voltage derived either directly from the Plate or from the B+ supply, however I have used single conventional 1A 1000 PIV silicon
rectifiers (from B+ supply only) with good results.

Important Note: When Zener Diodes are inserted in series with the Screen-Grid supply to both drop and control Screen-Grid
voltage, they are connected in reverse polarity to the normal rectifier style diode described here, hence their effect on
Screen-Grid behaviour and of "sound" is quite different. A real danger with the series Zener Diode configuration is that if the
diode breaks down and short-circuits then full supply voltage will be applied directly to the Screen-Grid. This may destroy
the tube in the process.

A further (and very effective) enhancement is to use a separate diode for each Screen Grid (or each set in parallel-push-pull) to
ensure there is no cross-modulation in the push-pull activity. This places back to back diodes between the Screen Grids, which
makes each half of the AC push-pull circuit independent to the other. Less signal averaging and less cross-talk occurs between each



half of the push-pull pair, so the sound is cleaner.

In stereophonic amplifiers using a common power supply, this system provides significantly greater channel separation.

Of course, silicon diodes can be retrofitted to an existing amplifier however the negative feedback loop should be re-calibrated to suit
the changed output circuit conditions.

It may be necessary to re-calibrate Grid #1 (Control Grid) bias to ensure Plate Current and Plate Dissipation are optimised
within the tube manufacturer's design centre ratings.

In already set-up hi-fi amplifiers, it should not be necessary to change operating conditions because the Plate current is already
determined by the Screen-grid voltage and not the Plate voltage - but a prudent owner will check in any case to be sure.

If any reader can shed further light on this breakthrough new concept please email your thoughts.

Important: Please note this modification is not suited to Class B guitar amplifier applications (this means most of the "big"
guitar amps) because the sound produced by the silicon diode to Screen-Grids configuration is cleaner and less distorted,  dynamic
range (transient response) is substantially improved and power output is substantially increased - all advantages for hi-fi but not so
good for a guitar amp.

This is because many guitarists, in order to attain or emulate a particular "sound" - and thus for them "normal" usage of their guitar
amplifier - operate the amplifier into the severe distortion range by simply driving to full output or more. Some operate in the sustained
overload range continuously, using reverb, tape echo, electronic echo or acoustic feedback as a musical effect.

In a typical commercial guitar amplifier - particularly those with tube rectifiers - the power supply will collapse and simply run out of
puff when overloaded, resulting in substantially reduced B+ supply voltage, lower power output and increased (severe) distortion as
the output signal goes into square-wave like response. But the use of silicon diodes changes the tube characteristics insofar as the
normal limit on Plate current as controlled by the Screen-Grid is removed, allowing Plate current to increase in proportion with the
signal up to a maximum "saturation" point where more drive in does not produce more power out.

Note also that to maximise output power and minimise distortion in a Class B amplifier, it is vitally essential to balance each half of the
push-pull pair of tubes to ensure DC current in the output transformer is reasonably equal. The more tubes in the output stage the
harder this is to achieve.

Unfortunately, most high-power (100 W RMS +) guitar amplifiers do not provide individual grid-bias adjustments for the output tubes.
Under such conditions, to achieve balanced DC Plate-current it may be necessary to set Grid 1 bias control voltage at maximum signal
- not at quiescent (zero signal) as is popularly expounded, and to mix and match the tubes either side of the output transformer to
attain reasonably equal balance in total Plate-current per side. (This may result in some unbalanced DC hum at zero signal).

In an amplifier having a single bias supply it may be also necessary to modify the circuit to install a means for balancing AC signal
drive voltage into the output tubes because, as well as being dependent upon primary Grid #1 DC bias voltage, the Plate Current will
also be dependent upon AC input volts to Grid #1. Note though that the downside to this is that when a tube is replaced, re-biasing is
essential.

For example, I conducted a test with a Marshall Model 1959 100W super-lead amplifier, with 4 x EL34 tubes running at 520 VDC B+. 
When silicon diodes were fitted to the Screen-Grids instead of the designed 1000 ohm grid-stopper resistor - one to each Screen-
Grid, power output increased from about 90W RMS in OEM configuration to about 160 W RMS with diodes. Screen-grid current was
negligible, suggesting the tubes behave like triodes, however Plate current increased to about 180 mA per tube, which increased net
plate dissipation at full output to about 55 Watts - a certain recipe for very short tube life considering the EL34 has a rated Plate-
dissipation of 25 W.

Plate current then in this situation is primarily controlled by Grid #1 alone.

In this case the amplifier simply gets louder and louder without the usual breakdown signs before clipping, enabling the amplifier to be
overdriven continuously to self-destruction. In this particular amplifier, the power transformer is rated at about 250 VA, and a quick
calculation will show this component will also have a very short life expectancy with silicon-diodes to the Screen-Grids - but the sound
is great!! 
 

GENERIC CONCEPT CIRCUIT

A conceptual circuit using the Type 803 Power pentode Tube in an OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY design as
described above, is illustrated below:



This circuit is generic to all 3 Grid power pentodes.

For Tetrodes and Beam Power Tubes just delete the Grid #3 output transformer transformer tap, and its separate Grid #3 DC supply
- a Tetrode or Beam Power Tube will have only a Grid 2 in the circuit. 
  
 

Note: Westinghouse declared the following in their June 1941 user instruction sheet supplied with each 803 tube:



Note the reference to "Tetrode" connection and its effects.

This design feature offers a range of options to the DIY designer/constructor.

Important Note: In the case of a Beam Power Tube, the beam forming plates in a Beam Power Tube are not normally connected to
an active circuit element - ie are usually internally connected within the tube to its own Cathode by the tube manufacturer. If available
as a separate connection, they should be externally connected to the Cathode in the usual way.

Note: If a voltage measurement is taken either side of the silicon diode in an ultra-linear configuration circuit - ie on the screen-grid
side and on the transformer side - obviously a reading will be evident. The reading on one side will be out of phase with the reading
on the other side. DC current through the diode can be measured by inserting a small resistor (10 ohms) in series with the diode on
the supply side and reading the current through the resistor. 
  
 

 

 4.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
        PLATE, SCREEN-GRID (GRID #2), SUPPRESSOR-GRID (GRID #3) 
        and CATHODE AC CIRCUIT BYPASS CAPACITOR

4.1     OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
          BYPASS CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

4.1.1    Non-polarised Bypass Capacitor

Irrespective of choice of Screen-Grid and Suppressor-Grid DC supply method, to obtain the full benefit from the application of 
OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY in Tetrode, Pentode and Beam Power Tube wide-band amplifiers, it is
absolutely essential to bypass (or wholly replace) the final polarised electrolytic capacitor in ALL of the B+ Plate AND Screen Grid
AND Suppressor Grid supplies, with a suitable non-polarised high quality mica, polyester, polypropylene or oil-filled paper etc.
capacitor, having a suitable value (of say 10 to 100 uF for audio), to provide an efficient and stable AC bypass at all signal
frequencies and under all operating conditions.

The reason for the use of a non-polarised capacitor is simply that polarised electrolytic capacitors offer asymmetrical impedance to the
current flow - depending upon the direction of the current through the capacitor. Most importantly for high-fidelity reproduction,
polarised capacitors offer symmetrical characteristics to forward or reverse AC current. This is evidenced by the widespread use of
polarised capacitors in loudspeaker crossover networks (which are purely AC) - even in the cheapest commercial speaker systems.

The reason for the relatively large value of capacitor suggested is that it is in series with the load on the Plate and Grids, forming an



LC or RC (depending upon the output stage configuration) series network. If the value of C is low then peaks or resonance can occur
in the audio range - particularly in the mid to high frequency band where harmonics are present.

This capacitor serves to effectively AC short-circuit (or bypass) the DC power supply and thus eliminate the power supply and its
components from the AC signal path, and to ensure that any shortcomings in polarised electrolytic capacitor performance are
eliminated - but in such a way that the signal is not significantly aurally affected.

In the case of the Plate circuit of Triode, Tetrode, Pentode, Beam Power Tube and Ultra-linear wide-band amplifiers, the non-
polarised capacitor should be installed at the centre-tap of the output transformer.

In the case of amplifiers having separate Plate, Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid DC power supplies this requirement also
applies to each of the Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid DC circuits as applicable.

To ensure adequate low frequency response each of the separate circuits must have as large a value as is practicable.

A 400 VAC (560 VDCW) Motor Start Capacitor is ideal for this function and they are readily available in non-polarised polypropylene
construction. The voltage rating must be adequate to handle the sum of the B+ DC voltage plus the AC rms signal output voltage.

I would recommend a parallel connected non-polarised capacitor arrangement, to provide 100 to 200 uF total. For higher B+ voltages
the capacitors can be connected in series (800 VAC 1120 VDCW), noting that when seriesed, the effective capacitance is halved.

A further refinement is to apply the "Rule of Hundredth's", which says that instead of using a single capacitor - eg a large electrolytic, a
bank of capacitors is installed. Each capacitor is one hundredth the value of its adjoining capacitor. For example, instead of installing
one single 100 uF electrolytic, instal a 100 uF, 1 uF, 0.01 uF, 0.0001 uF etc. wired in parallel. Lead length of the smaller capacitors
must be kept a short as possible to prevent stray capacitance or inductance. It is also important to ensure all capacitors installed are
capable of coping with the applied voltages without stress.

Of course the bypass capacitor is installed on the line (source) side of the Screen-Grid-stopper resistor and/or diode, as the case may
be.

Note: This method may result in resonances in the audio range, particularly to harmonics, resulting in sibilant accentuation and "hissy"
voice. It is thus not suitable in all amplifiers.

Note 1: Please note that the irrespective of the value of the electrolytic filter caps - even to many thousands of uF - the value of the
non-polarised cap is still critical in relation to tone, or spectral balance, across the audio range. To optimise tone experimentation is
essential. 
Note 2: Modern "fast" capacitors have a different tone to older oil-filled types. It may be necessary to use oil-filled paper caps to
obtain a smoother, less harsh tone. It all depends upon the circuit design and componentry used. There is no definitive answer.
Unfortunately the older oil-filled paper caps are physically larger so need more chassis space. They also do not usually come with
flying leads, which makes wiring more difficult because the terminal lugs are exposed. Ensure voltage rating is adequate. 
 

4.1.2    Electrolytic Bypass Capacitors to B+ Supply

Please note that as explained in my Power Supplies page, notwithstanding the obvious benefits from the use of non-polarised
capacitors as described above, it remains essential to good transient response to instal large values of electrolytic capacitors to store
adequate power to satisfy the demands for transient peak signals.

The question is "how big a value"?

In the case of power requirements, full particulars are provided in my Power Supplies page.

But what about "sound"?

It has been demonstrated by early amplifier designs produced in the 1940's and 1950's that the frequency response - even in the
highest quality equipment, tended to roll-off at both high and low frequencies.

Frequency response usually deteriorated as power output increased. This was an attribute ("power response") not usually presented in
the glossy sales brochures.

Modern digital recording techniques and playback media have dramatically increased both low and high-frequency response for the
typical recording, challenging even the very best of tube audio amplifier designs - particularly when played at high-volume.

But all is not lost!!

Modern capacitors offer improved performance and reliability over their ancestors. They are also available in values unheard of in the
days of tube rectifiers. (eg 32 uF was "large" in the 1950's but now 100,000 uF is "medium.")

The thin film caps of today charge and discharge much faster, enabling larger values to be used in common applications where large
values were previously forbidden - such as interstage coupling caps.
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Modern capacitors offer reduced unwanted side effects, such as inductance, leakage and resonance, so offer improved high-frequency
performance and audio clarity.

One effect of this is a reduction in the level of negative loop feedback needed to offset rolloff in frequency response of an amplifier - a
definite advantage.

In the case of low frequency performance we can retrospectively improve old designs by using higher values of filter bypass
capacitors.

Since the bypass capacitor forms the return AC circuit for each stage in the amplifier, it follows that the impedance of the bypass
(filter) capacitor at any given frequency will be a portion of the total impedance of the circuit being bypassed. Now since the
impedance of a capacitor varies in direct proportion with the value of capacitance at any given frequency, it follows that providing we
reduce the value of the capacitor's impedance to a value that has minimal effect upon the circuit, then we can attain improved
performance from the circuit.

Another way of explaining the concept is that traditional tube electronic design engineering principles assume that the B+ rail is at AZ
zero (or earth) potential - regardless of the applied DC voltage.

This is a practical approach for many applications, but ignores the reality that capacitors - particularly those of the electrolytic variety -
have their own characteristics, which are injected into the circuit and therefore MUST influence the sound we hear.

Since the capacitive reactance of a 25 uF capacitor at 30 Hz is nominally only 212 Ohms, it suggests that the influence of the
capacitor may be negligible. However if the inductance of the capacitor is only 0.1H then the inductive reactance in the capacitor is
3140 Ohms at 5 kHz - and more at higher frequencies.

So we can see that increasing capacitive reactance will decrease low frequency performance and decreasing capacitor induced
inductive reactance will increase high-frequency performance.

Since measured inductance and capacitance values from typical large capacitors - eg above 500 uF - do not appear to display the
characteristics experienced aurally there may be an alternative explanation. It may be that the bypass capacitor forms an RC or LC
series network with the plate resistor and/or output transformer, forming a bass boost circuit. This is easier to see with the output
transformer, where either one end (in the case of a single-ended output stage) or the centre-tap (in a push-pull output stage) forms
the terminal at which the output is taken off. but in the case of driver stage it would seem the series decoupling resistor causes the
formation of the RC network that creates the bass boost effect.

Either way it is desirable to tune the network to the preferred frequency - eg 40 Hz

The question is what is the magic number?? How big to we need to go??

To attain extremely good low-frequency response, from practical experimentation I would suggest the minimum value of the bypass
capacitor for any stage in an amplifier or pre-amplifier, including the output power stage, may be calculated by dividing the constant
15,000,000 (15 million) by the value of the plate load resistor (or cathode-follower cathode load resistor) for that stage.

This approach will produce values of 150 uF for a 100k plate resistor and 2,250 uF for a 6,600 Ohms Plate to Plate output stage.

If those values appear frightening, then try a lesser constant - say 10,000,000

If the B+ supply supplies more than one stage or, in the case of some phase-splitters having more than one plate resistor, then the
value of the resistor should be calculated as the average of all the resistors in the circuit.

If the B+ supply supplies a stereo pair of amplifiers then the value of the plate load resistor used to calculate should be half
of the single channel value - ie each bypass capacitor should be twice the size as for a single channel.

If the output stage uses more than one pair of tubes from a single transformer, then use the transformer actual nominal rated load
impedance - not the effective impedance as seen by each pair.

It will be noticed that these values of capacitance are substantially higher than convention, however this is what I have determined
form extensive critical listening tests.

The general object of this design approach is to introduce a circuit resonance induced tonal characteristic that is pleasing.

Too high a value of capacitor will deliver undefined bass, so some tweaking may be necessary.

It is desirable for all stages to have the same tonal characteristic, so this formula assists to achieve that. In other words, each stage
should ideally have proportionately the same tonal or frequency characteristic.

Note 1:  This "rule of thumb" formula deals only with tonal characteristics - power (energy) requirements for the output stage are not
covered by this. However it is easily seen that the values produced by this design approach will supply adequate power for most
applications.



Note 2: Regardless of the value of electrolytic capacitors used for bypassing and filtering, non-polarised bypass capacitors are still
essential for good high-frequency performance and low intermodulation distortion.

Note 3: In the case of guitar amplifiers the above formula is not applicable because the lowest frequency to be reproduced is about 80
Hz. In this case a constant of say 10,000,000 or less would be appropriate.

Note 4: In the case of bass guitar amplifiers, where the lowest frequency to be reproduced is around 40 Hz, then for outstanding
results the constant needs to be in the region of 20,000,000. This value of capacitance will also deliver adequate power to the output
stage.

Note 4: Large values of capacitor can be lethal, so discharge resistors should be installed as per instructions provided in my Power
Supplies page.

Note 5: In my experience, larger bypass capacitors have the effect of improving circuit stability and improving high-frequency audio
performance. 
 

4.2     OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
  RATIO OF SCREEN-GRID AND SUPPRESSOR-GRID BYPASS TO PLATE BYPASS CAPACITORS

4.2.1     Introduction

Since the advent of Tetrodes and Pentodes, it has been standard practice to instal a small bypass capacitor from the Screen-grid to
ground (Cathode) in Tetrodes and Pentodes used in voltage amplifier stages.

This is shown as C2 in the figure below.

The purpose of the bypass capacitor is to reduce Grid to Plate capacitance, remove undesirable audio and high-frequency signals 
such as RF components from the output before the load, and to improve the decoupling and stability of the stage.

In voltage amplifier (driver) stages the value of this capacitor has historically been in the order of 0.1 to 0.5 uF, the latter value being
considered by Radio Engineers to be adequate for good quality audio purposes. A similar situation exists in RF power amplifier stages.

It should be noted though, that this value of capacitor is usually associated with small tubes in high-impedance circuits, such as the
EF86, 6AU6, 6U8, 7199 etc, where the value of Screen-grid supply resistor may be in the range 100k to 1 Meg Ohms with very low
Screen-grid current, .

An example is shown in the Mullard High-fidelity Pre-amplifier. 
 

4.2.2    Theory

For the theoretically minded, the formula for calculating the value of the bypass capacitor in a voltage amplifier stage is given courtesy
of the Radiotron Designers Handbook, 3 rd Edition (1940). 
 

4.2.3    High-fidelity Audio POWER AMPLIFIER Applications

Notwithstanding the above historic convention, in high-fidelity audio POWER AMPLIFIER output stages a very different situation
applies.
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If we think for a moment, it can be easily seen that there is both a DC and an AC signal path from the negative terminal of the bypass
capacitor up through the capacitor to the Screen-grid external to the tube, thence from the Screen-grid to the Plate inside the tube.
The latter will be the case (even if we do not want it) because the Screen-grid is negative to the Plate.

As explained above, the portion of Screen-grid current in a power tube can be quite high - depending upon output stage configuration
and applied voltages to the Screen-grid and Plate respectively.

Since the internal impedance of the bypass capacitor will be relatively small and the Screen-grid is operating independently of Control
Grid #1, it follows that the magnitude of the current flowing from Screen-grid to Plate will depend more or less entirely upon the actual
applied DC voltage between Screen-grid and Plate and the value of the Plate load - which will be also seen by this secondary circuit.

That is "secondary" to the primary Cathode to Plate circuit.

Obviously, the higher the difference between actual applied DC voltage between Screen-grid and Plate, the more current will flow.

In Tetrode and Pentode and Beam Power Tube applications where the Plate and Screen-grid operate at the same DC voltage,
including Triode and Ultra-linear connections, in the conventional and very common configuration shown above, it is suggested by
most writers that the Plate will function as the primary anode so long as the Plate signal voltage does not drop below the DC Screen-
grid voltage. In this case, tube manuals show that about 10-20% of Cathode current is lost in the Screen-grid circuit.

Since the bypass capacitor C1 is common to both Plate and screen-grid circuits, in terms of frequency response and dynamic
response whatever happens in one will happen in the other.

But when the DC Screen-grid voltage is less than the Plate voltage - as in RF linear amplifiers, transmitter modulator amplifiers,
transmitting tube audio amplifiers, Public Address amplifiers or OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY applications as
shown in the following diagram - then current MUST flow between Screen-grid and Plate.

This is because a secondary DC and AC circuit is established between Screen-grid and Plate, with the Screen-grid forming the
negative terminal/element.

In high-voltage amplifier designs, the voltage between Screen-grid and Plate may be in the order of several kilovolts (kV).

Since the lower leg from Cathode to Screen-grid is through the bypass capacitor, and that is external to the tube, it follows that the
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limiting factors to current flow in this secondary circuit will be the Plate load impedance for AC current (the DC resistance of the output
transformer is negligible) and the value of the Screen-grid resistor if used (either voltage dropping resistor or grid-stopper) for both AC
and DC current.

For explanatory purposes, the internal tube resistance between Screen-grid and Plate may be assumed to be zero.

It follows then that the Cathode to Screen to Plate secondary AC circuit is in parallel with the Cathode to Plate primary AC circuit.

As explained above, the value of Screen-grid current - and therefore its contribution to audio power output, can be significant.

Since the current in both circuits combine together in the negative to positive Screen-grid to Plate section of the circuit inside the tube
(and thence common return to the Cathode via the B+ filter capacitor at the output transformer centre-tap) it follows that any
difference in the audio signal between primary and secondary circuits will be apparent at the output transformer.

For example, if the Screen-grid bypass capacitor is too small, that portion of audio power output contributed to by the Screen-grid
secondary circuit as described herein, will not have the same low-frequency response as the primary Plate circuit and therefore low-
frequency power output will be proportionately reduced.

For example, in the Mullard High-fidelity Pre-amplifier circuit, typical of conventional design, the Screen-grid bypass capacitors C9 is
80 times the value of C8, and C17 is 160 times the value of C12.

The value of the Screen-grid bypass capacitor will also affect the operation of the Plate circuit B+ bypass capacitor, because the B+
Screen bypass cap and B+ Plate bypass cap are in series in the signal circuit.

Hence it may be deduced that:

Where a separate Screen-grid power supply is provided,  it is most important for full-power hi-fi reproduction at very low
frequencies, and for signal balance within the tube, to ensure the value of the final Screen-grid B+ bypass filter cap is not
less than the value of the Plate circuit B+ bypass filter cap.

In the above diagram the Plate bypass capacitor is shown as C1 and the Screen-grid bypass Capacitor as C2. 
 

Note: Even though the installation of a voltage dropping resistor or grid-stopper resistor to the Screen-grid (R3 in the voltage amplifier
circuit diagram above) may reduce AC and DC current, the issue of AC impedance remains - hence the grid resistor may be
disregarded for this aspect of hi-fi design.

It will be readily seen that in a power output stage where the Plate and Screen-grid share a common AC circuit return at the power
supply, and regardless of the use of a grid-stopper or dropping resistor (R3 in the above diagram) or not, the above argument does
not apply because both Plate and Screen-grid will share a common B+ bypass capacitor.

BUT - where the screen-grid is supplied through a filter choke from the centre-tap of the output transformer at C1, and bypassed by
its own electrolytic capacitor C2, the configuration shown above is still is applicable.

However bear in mind that the regulation of Screen-grid voltage is also extremely important so a separate supply should remain an
essential design element.

The above comments also apply to the Suppressor-grid 
 

4.2.4    Cathode Bypass Capacitor

In the case of Tetrode or Pentode amplifier output stages having Cathode Bias, it is usual to instal a Cathode-bypass Capacitor as
shown in the following diagramme:
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It can be readily seen from the way the circuit is drawn that the Cathode-bypass Capacitor is in series with the B+ Plate and Screen-
grid supply.

It follows that if the Cathode-bypass capacitor is too small, that portion of audio frequency response determined by the Cathode circuit
will not have the same low-frequency response as the primary Plate circuit and therefore low-frequency power output will be
proportionately reduced.

From the above explanations it can be demonstrated that the value of C3 must be at least equal to the value of C1.

The more theoretically minded can calculate the actual values needed for equilibrium in the frequency response characteristics for
each part of the circuit.

Where a separate Screen-grid power supply is used, as shown below,

it can be readily seen that the Plate and Screen-grid bypass capacitors C1 and C2 are in AC parallel but the set of both is in series
with the cathode bypass capacitor C3.

Hence it is also essential that the nominal capacitance value of C3 is equal to the SUM of C1 + C2.
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Where separate Cathode-bypass capacitors are used to each Cathode, the above rule still applies for each capacitor.

It is usual for Class A amplifiers to use a single common cathode resistor and no bypass capacitor per push-pull pair of tubes - this is
obviously more AC linear. 
 

4.2.5 Power Factor

The maximum ideal values for C1 and C2 and C3 can be in the region of up to 5,000 uF per push-pull pair of  tubes - see
warning re risk of electrocution.

To maintainOPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY design standards in the output stage circuit, some circuit tuning is
essential to optimise the "POWER FACTOR" in the output stage circuit.

In terms of "sound", this is a very critical issue.

This extra step is needed to tune resonances in the output stage circuit to match the characteristics of the output tubes, output
transformer and loudspeakers to the signal "sound" or "tone" and listening room acoustics. Too low a resonance may result in a "dull"
or "flat" bass sound. Too high a resonance may result in "bass boom" and loss of definition.

To optimise the output stage circuit and deliver maximum power from minimum output impedance with maximum loudspeaker damping
characteristics, changes in power factor produced by the inductive reactance in the output transformer will ideally be cancelled out by
the capacitive reactance in C1.

To optimise the value of C1 some degree of practical "trial and error" experimentation is needed - a frustrating experience but one
worth the effort.

Note C2 and C3 need to be suitably modified as described above and hereunder to maintain the correct ratio to C1 - ie the same
capacitance value.

Note also that to overcome non-linearity in the AC bypass circuit, C1 and C2 may need to be bypassed by a small stabilising capacitor
in the region of 0.5 uF - but since this small capacitor will directly affect the high-frequency response, it too must be chosen with care
regarding both size and material of construction.

IMPORTANT:

All of the Plate Circuit output stage power passes through the AC circuit formed by the output transformer and C1 - and
whatever else shunts C1.

Since L1 is directly connected to the Power Supply, it follows that the Power Supply is in series with L1 and shunts C1.

This is illustrated in the diagram below:



So to minimise the effects of the Power Supply rectification and filter circuitry on "sound", the value of L1 should be as
large as can be practicably sustained - noting that the DC resistance of L1 will directly reduce the available B+ voltage to the
Plates.

The larger L1 is, the more AC current will be forced through C1 and less through L1 and associated circuitry.

Another way of expressing this is to say that whatever AC power is lost into L1 and its associated source bypass
components - all of which shunt C1 - the less linear the output stage will be at low frequencies.

An inductance of about 10 Henries (minimum) is desirable for L1.

This also holds true for simple one stage filter choke systems, because the rectifier/filter is always shunting C1 - thus will
always affect its performance and effect on "sound".

IMPORTANT: To prevent instability in the power supply (which dramatically affects audio sound as heard through the
loudspeaker) it is desirable to ensure C2/L1 and C3/L2 are of equal value. Where only C2/L1 are used then it is desirable that
C1 and C2 are of equal value. It is thus obvious that a three stage filter enables a higher value of C1 than for a two stage
filter.

This point will be expanded in future revisions of this page. 
 

4.2.6    Silicon Diode Feed

When silicon diodes are installed in the Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid circuit when using my OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM ©
TECHNOLOGY design, the above bypass requirements still apply because although the diode will block AC from passing from the
Cathode to the Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid internally, it cannot stop the current flow in the external secondary circuit described
herein. 
 

4.2.7    Voltage Doubler Power Supply

Where the Screen-grid B+ supply is taken from the output of a voltage doubler rectifier, it may be the case that for convenience the
Screen-grid supply is taken from the mid-point of the two series-connected filter capacitors.

However if we analyse the effect of this arrangement having regard to the above, it is easy to see that the external Screen-grid
bypass current is passing from negative to positive through the lower filter capacitor.
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It is also easy to see that return external Screen-grid bypass current is passing from positive to negative through the lower filter
capacitor.

Consequently, it is evident that the two currents will cancel out.

Bad move!!

So in other words, this configuration is not desirable for high-fidelity reproduction, even though it may appear to work satisfactorily in
public address amplifiers.

There is also an issue of the effect of differences in capacitor characteristics in the forward and reverse directions, as well as the
effects of distortion caused by the output transformer.

There is also the issue of excessive ripple in the DC supply.

One solution to both issues may be to instal a 60 mA filter choke in the line (supply) side of the Screen-grid B+, then add a second
filter capacitor to the Screen-grid B+ at the load side, to provide a separate path for forward and reverse currents.

The value of the second (final) bypass capacitor should be equal to or greater than the value of the seriesed pair. 
 

4.2.8    Capacitive Voltage Dividers

Where the Screen-grid B+ supply is taken from the centre-point of a pair of series-connected electrolytic capacitors in the Plate B+
circuit, the same problems arise as explained above. 
 

4.3     OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
          SCREEN-GRID AND SUPPRESSOR-GRID BYPASS CAPACITOR SIZE:

In the case of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY where a separate Screen-grid and Suppressor-grid power
supply is provided, for full-power hi-fi reproduction at very low frequencies it is essential to ensure the value of the final
Screen-grid B+ bypass filter cap (and Suppressor-grid in the case of a Pentode) is NOT LESS THAN the total effective value
of the the sum of all Plate circuit B+ bypass filter capacitors directly connected to the centre-tap of the output transformer -
polarised and/or non-polarised.

Where Cathode-bias is employed, in addition to the above it is also essential to ensure the value of the Cathode-bypass
capacitor(s) is not less than the value of the Plate and screen-grid supply capacitors

Note: Where one or more filter chokes are used in the B+ supply, the value of capacitors before the choke(s) may be ignored for this
requirement. 
 

4.4    NEGATIVE LOOP FEEDBACK

Where negative loop feedback is used from the loudspeaker terminals back to an early voltage amplifying stage, it can be seen from
the above that any defects in performance in the output stage will simply be transferred back to the input, with the result that the
amplifier will always be in a constant state of correcting itself.

Hence any use of negative loop feedback should be deferred until the output stage is optimised according to the requirements of my
OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY 
 

Please refer to my SCREEN-GRIDS page for full particulars of this requirement.

 

5.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
       CONTROL GRID (GRID #1) AC CIRCUIT BYPASS CAPACITOR

In output stages of audio amplifiers it is common to use FIXED BIAS or BACK BIAS to apply and control the Grid #1 - Control Grid
bias voltage in the output tubes.

Designers always consider the requirements for direct current operating conditions but often ignore requirements for alternating current
conditions - ie signal voltage.

The Grid #1 Resistor to each output power tube forms part of the load for the preceding driver stage. Hence for maximum efficiency
and stability, the return path from the output of the driver stage circuit back to its Cathodes should be direct and have very low
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impedance. 
 

5.1    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY Principles

Bias, by definition, requires a voltage potential to be present between the Control Grid and the Cathode.

CATHODE BIAS usually results in the Control Grid being at nominally 0 VDC and the Cathode at the required bias voltage being +
VDC.

FIXED BIAS usually results in the Control Grid being set at the required bias voltage being - VDC and the Cathode at nominally 0
VDC. In the case of FIXED BIAS it is essential to bridge the difference between the central axis of the AC signal input and the power
tube Cathodes, such that the central axis is at the same AC voltage as the power tube Cathodes.

It is essential for stable high fidelity operation to ensure that:

a)    the Grid #1 circuit has a reliable and predictable low-impedance return path for the AC signal voltage from the preceding stage 
b)    the Grid #1 circuit has a reliable and predictable low-resistance return path for the DC bias voltage between Grid #1 and the
Cathode of the same tube. 
c)     in a balanced driver stage for Classes AB, AB1, AB2 and B, where the power tubes are biased towards cut-off and driver stage
output signal voltages are symmetrically balanced about a virtual central axis having a nominal potential of 0 VAC, it is imperative to
ensure the junction of the two Control Grid resistors of the output tubes be AC grounded to 0 VAC.

Thus in an RC (resistor/capacitor) coupled amplifier, it is a fundamental requirement that the Grid #1 Resistor to each power
tube provides a return circuit path to the Cathode of  BOTH the preceding driver tube AND the power tube to which it is
connected.

This is usually, but not always, through the earth or ground terminal of both AC and DC applied circuits.

Fortunately, in most amplifiers using FIXED BIAS or BACK BIAS, the Cathodes of the output tubes are directly earthed (to the
chassis), thereby providing a convenient return circuit at 0 VAC potential. 
 

5.2    Cathode Bias

In most amplifiers using CATHODE BIAS, the Cathodes of the driver tubes are earthed either through a bypassed or unbypassed
Cathode resistor, hence the Cathode terminal is indirectly AC earthed to complete the return circuit for the driver tube(s).

This principle applies particularly to CATHODE BIASING of power tubes, where the Cathode terminals may well be at say +50 VDC
but simultaneously at  0 VAC. . (An exception is where the output stage is in Class A and the common cathode resistor is unbypassed
to develop negative current feedback in the Cathode circuit.)

Typical Ultra-linear output stage configuration with CATHODE BIAS. Note the bypass capacitor on the common Cathode resistor,
thereby providing a low-impedance AC path to ground. 
 



Typical Triode-connected Pentode output stage configuration with adjustable CATHODE BIAS. 
Note the absence of a bypass capacitor on the common Cathode resistor.

This circuit features + or - adjustment of common bias voltage and also fine adjustment of balance between the tubes. 
 

5.3    Fixed Bias Adjustment

It is common practice in FIXED BIAS amplifiers to incorporate an adjustable bias control circuit, incorporating an adjustable resistive
network to enable precision adjustment to the Control Grid voltage and/or Plate Current of the output power tubes.

Typically, this negative polarity DC voltage is sourced from a half-wave or full-wave tube or solid-state rectifier, filtered by a simple
resistor/capacitor network.



Typical Fixed Bias amplifier incorporating adjustable bias to the power tubes.

Note: In this design, the 20 MF (uF) capacitor serves to bypass the AC return circuit from the driver stage to ground, thereby providing
a direct return circuit path to the Cathodes of the driver tube. This capacitor is connected in such a way as to ensure the Control Grids
are equally earthed at all times through their respective Grid Resistors, regardless of applied DC bias voltage. It also ensures the
central axis of the balanced signal input is at the same potential as the Cathodes - an extremely important component. 
 

5.4    Bypass Capacitor Material

In commercial amplifiers with FIXED BIAS, to minimise cost the bypass capacitor is nearly always of the polarised electrolytic variety,
but this means that the AC return circuit is not symmetrical. (Electrolytic capacitors have different characteristics in positive and
negative polarity circuits).

Consequently,to ensure symmetrical AC circuit configuration it is essential to instal a suitable non-polarised bypass capacitor
into the circuit at a point closest to the Grid #1 of the output tubes as is practicable.

Typically this will be at the junction of the two (or more) Grid Resistors.



If a driver transformer is used, and its centre-tapped secondary is not directly connected to the power tube Cathode circuit,
then instal the bypass capacitor between the centre tap of the secondary and earth.

It is therefore absolutely essential to bypass (or wholly replace) the final polarised electrolytic capacitor, with a suitable non-polarised
high quality mica, polyester, polypropylene, paper or oil-filled paper capacitor, having a suitable value (of say 1.0 uF or a 10 uF or
more motor start capacitor as above for audio), to provide an AC bypass at all signal frequencies and under all operating conditions.

This small capacitor serves to effectively short-circuit (shunt or bypass) the DC power supply and thus eliminate the power supply and
its components from the AC signal path of both the driver tube and power output tubes, to ensure that any shortcomings in
polarised electrolytic capacitor performance are compensated - but in such a way that the signal is not significantly aurally affected.

Importantly, it also provides an automatic safeguard against the adverse effects of poorly contacting bias potentiometers and/or
adjustable wire-wound resistors.

Normally, the value of the bias supply capacitor will not exceed 10 uF (to ensure fast charging to full bias voltage before the output
tubes heat up and commence to conduct Cathode Current) so an extra one or two uF will not significantly affect the charging circuit
performance.

If preferred, to achieve the same end result as described above, the final Control-grid power supply filter polarised
electrolytic capacitor (and the first as well if so inclined) can be wholly replaced with a polyester or paper or motor start
capacitor of say 8 uF value and having a suitable DC voltage rating.

Suitable capacitors may also be reclaimed from unwanted fluorescent lamp-holder assemblies.

For the ultra-fastidious, the "Rule of Hundredth's" may also be applied.

Note: There is no practical limit as to the value of the bypass capacitor, provided the bias supply is capable of charging it quickly to
ensure bias voltage is present when the power tubes warm up and commence conducting. I have successfully used values around
100,000 uF, shunted by suitable non-polarised polypropylene caps.

6.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
  DECOUPLING OF THE POWER AMPLIFIER FROM THE POWER SUPPLY 
       BY MEANS OF A SERIES CONNECTED SILICON DIODE 
 

The conventional B+ supply looks something like the following diagram:

It is explained above why Filter Capacitor C1 forms a vital part of the AC circuit in the output stage.

It is also explained why it is desirable to "optimise" the value of C1.

Further, it is explained that the Power Supply is connected in parallel with C1 and therefore also forms part of the AC circuit of the
output stage.
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Consequently, it can be easily demonstrated that the "sound" of the amplifier will be directly affected - maybe adversely - by the
characteristics of the Power Supply.

Since the object of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY is to "optimise" both the performance and sound of the
amplifier, it follows that if the Power Supply can be isolated, or decoupled, from the power stage then a positive benefit might result.

This object may be easily and economically realised by installing a series connected silicon diode rectifier into the B+
supply - having its arrow pointing towards the load - between the Power Supply output terminals and C1 - ie AFTER  the
Power Supply and BEFORE C1.

Note that C1 must always remain part of the Amplifier, because it forms a direct path in the AC output circuit.

So regardless of whether the Power Supply is of the simple centre-tapped full-wave or full-wave bridge rectifier or full-wave voltage
doubler rectifier, or it has a capacitor filter, choke filter or some other combination of filter - or even includes a voltage stabiliser or
regulator - to ensure the OPTIMISED VALUE OF C1 is not altered by shunting the Power Supply circuit, significant improvement to
performance can be made by installing a series silicon rectifier diode as described.

To ensure cool operation and reliability, the current rating of the rectifier should be generous in relation to the power requirements of
the amplifier - eg 3A or 6A. The rectifier can be of the same specification as that used in the Power Supply B+.

Where a separate Screen-grid Power Supply is used, then the same principles apply to C2.
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Where an inductor - such as L1 above - is used in the Power Supply, it is preferable for the diode to be installed after the inductor - to
ensure the Power Supply is completely isolated from the amplifier.

This method makes it easier to adjust the tonal balance or "tone" of the amplifier power stage - because fewer components are now in
the signal path - therefore there are fewer interactive variables to deal with when changing component values.

The same principle apply to L1 and C2.

It will be seen for the above that in the case of simple filters having just one capacitor after the rectifier - and nothing else - the
requirement described is met. Unfortunately that simple configuration results in significant hum and ripple and poor quality direct
current (DC) - so is not recommended for high-fidelity amplifiers. 
 

7.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
  DECOUPLING OF EACH STAGE OF THE VOLTAGE/POWER AMPLIFIER 
       FROM ITS NEXT-FOLLOWING ADJOINING STAGE BY MEANS OF A 
       SERIES CONNECTED SILICON DIODE

Having described how decoupling of the amplifier from its power source facilitates and enhances performance, it follows that the same
principles apply to driver stages.

In a conventional amplifier, the stages are connected in a "cascade" configuration.

That is to say, each stage "cascades" into the next - just as a stream "cascades" over its riffles as it runs down a slope.

Conventional theory says that up to three stages may be connected to the same B+ supply before instability becomes a problem.

However:

For optimum performance each stage should be a self-contained discrete circuit - wholly independent from those before and
those after.

The usual method of decoupling is to instal a series resistor into the B+ supply between stages. But this produces significant voltage
drop when all or any tubes draw current over the steady state condition.

This convention also allows signal from one stage being conducted to an adjoining stage when there is a signal voltage difference
between those stages.

So to produce effective decoupling between stages and to prevent each stage sharing the bypass capacitors and associated circuitry
installed in adjoining stages - before or after - it is essential to decouple effectively and completely.

To understand the OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: SERIES DIODE DECOUPLING concept first we need to
consider the amplifier as a "system"

A "system" is defines as a series of "processes", each having an input and an output. The ideal system is self-adjusting or 
self-correcting, by means of a feedback loop (s).

It follows that in such a system what happens in one part also happens in others.
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In the case of an amplifier, the signal is present on the B+ rail at each individual stage. In some cases the signal is in phase with
other stages, and in other cases the signal is out of phase with other stages.

Therefore the B+ rail is common to all stages. Looking at it another way (ie from the B+ line), the B+ rail is the output from a simple 
parallel mixer system - each stage being an input to the mixer.

Clearly then the number of stages and those in phase and those out of phase will affect the "sound" of the amplifier.

Conventional design principles regard the junction between the plate load resistor and the immediately adjacent filter cap as being at
AC "earth" - because the filter cap is regarded as being a very low (insignificant) impedance path for the AC in the circuit

However practical tests reveal a different story

I submit any given electrolytic cap has different characteristics when comparing its forward and reverse current flow. One way to 
demonstate this is to replace an electrolytic in the B+ rail with a non-polarised motor start cap - the difference in tonal quality is 
huge.

This proves that the junction of plate resistor and filter (signal bypass) cap is not at AC earth at all, but at some point above it - or at
best the AC signal circuit will be affected or influenced by the series connected bypass capacitor's inherent internal characteristics.

Now since we are talking a VOLTAGE amplifier we do not need to consider the CURRENT in the B+ rail but the VOLTAGE

Specifically, the TRANSIENT PEAK VOLTAGE

When a transient signal appears on the B+ rail at any point it will appear across the entire rail - not just at the stage in which it 
originates

So if, for example, the phase-splitter B+ voltage momentarily sags, the signal from the previous stage - which does not suffer as 
much sag because it is a low current stage - will flow to the phase-splitter stage and be mixed with it at the filter cap

Ohm's Law applies, so wherever there is a voltage difference you will see current flow - in whatever direction it chooses

The purpose of the series diode in the B+ rail is to prevent SIGNAL voltage from transferring forwards (positive feedback)  in the 
circuit whenever a voltage difference in the B+ rail appears

It will not of course reduce negative feedback between stages through the B+ rail

Provided a suitable diode is installed to each and every stage in this way, this simple device prevents the AC in any single-stage
circuit from being shared by an adjoining upstream (line-side) stage - thus ensuring all of the signal current is passed through the
stage discrete bypass (usually "electrolytic") filter capacitor.

Thus each stage can be optimised in its own right. 
 

8.    OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY: 
  SYMMETRICAL BALANCED AC SIGNAL DRIVE SYSTEM.

This element of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY describes the design principle wherein the AC signal drive
system circuit comprises a symmetrical balanced AC signal drive system whereby the AC signal OUTPUT from the Driving
stage circuit and the AC signal INPUT of the Driven stage circuit must both be directly connected to a common central axis
at reference voltage potential.

That is to say, in a push-pull amplifier stage, the mid-point central axis of the AC push-pull signal input voltage MUST be directly
connected to the mid-point central axis of the the AC push-pull signal output voltage - ie the INPUT voltage to the driven stage. 
 

Transformer Coupling/Driver System

In a conventional transformer coupled circuit, the supply terminal of the single-ended driving side, or centre-tap of the push-pull
driving side is earthed via the B+ bypass cap.

In this case, the return circuit for the AC signal is through the transformer primary back to the driver cathode via that B+ bypass cap.

Being connected to earth it follows that the driver cathode bias resistor should be also connected to earth. In the diagram below that
would be via a centre-tap on the driver Triode AC filament transformer.

In some Class B designs using zero bias tubes, and in a cathode bias design, the centre-tap is usually connected to ground as
shown. 
  
  



But in a fixed bias design, the centre-tap of the transformer secondary is usually connected to the bias supply.

Thus when the centre tap of the secondary is connected to the bias supply then the primary and secondary centre-taps do not share
a common connection - except through the bias supply earth point, which is at positive polarity in respect to the bias voltage.

This can be seen in the following design, where the single-ended driver is coupled to a push-pull output stage.

Note the cathode bias resistor and bypass capacitor in the driver stage are grounded but the centre-tap of the transformer 
secondary is connected to the negative voltage DC bias supply.

But being a transformer none of that matters, because the primary and secondary are two completely independent and 
isolated circuits. 
 

RC Coupled Driver Stage

However when a tube RC coupled driver circuit is used with either plate or cathode output - then the two circuits must share a
common in and out AC signal axis - or else the sound will be affected.



This is explained below. 
 

Fig 1: Cathode Biased Output Stage

In a cathode biased amplifier the requirement for driving and driven circuits to share a common connection is normal, conventional
design practice. A typical standard configuration is shown in Fig 1.

Notice how the central axis of the driving and driven circuits is common. In this case the central axis is at ground potential.

Since the circuitry in both halves of the push-pull circuit are symmetrical and exactly equal it follows that the AC signal voltages in
both halves of the push-pull circuit are symmetrical and exactly equal.

However this is not the case with fixed bias amplifiers. 
 

Fig 2 and 3: Fixed Biased Output Stage

Fig 2 shows a conventional fixed bias circuit.



Fig 3 shows a conventional fixed bias circuit with the bias supply shown.

Notice how these circuits also appear to be balanced each side of the push-pull central axis.

However these designs are not balanced and are not symmetrical.

Further explanation is provided below. 
 

Fig 4: OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY Fixed Bias Symmetrical Balanced Drive System.



Notice how this circuit appears to be the same as Fig's 2 and 3.

However there is a subtle difference.

Notice how the Cathode circuit of the driving stage is not connected to ground - as is conventional design practice - but to the bias
supply for the driven stage.

This is the profound difference.

Further explanation is provided below. 
 

Fig 6: Conventional Fixed Bias System.

Fig 6 shows the AC signal path in a conventional fixed bias system.



Notice how the AC signal must pass through the bias supply components - particularly the bypass electrolytic filter capacitor (usually of
the electrolytic variety). In this case, the bias supply shown is simple, but in most designs the bias supply is complex and often
comprises chokes and other harmonic producing or refining components - in complex inter-relationships.

Moreover, it is common practice to use half-wave rectification in bias supplies, so the residual ripple voltage will appear as a series of
pulses in series with the grid driving circuit.

Consideration must also be given to the effects of spurious harmonic and transient spike signals injected into the bias circuit from the
bias supply mains transformer.

Since this part of the driving circuit is common to both halves of the push-pull drive, it follows that the signal will ALWAYS
be modified by the bias supply characteristics. 
 

If that was not enough to contend with, it can also be seen that the bias supply negative DC voltage is permanently in the signal
circuit.

Furthermore, the bias voltage is offset negatively to the centre-line axis of the signal voltage, which is nominally at ground potential.
The greater the applied bias voltage the greater the offset.

Since the AC signal alternations in both halves of the push-pull circuit have both positive and negative polarity, it follows that the bias
supply voltage will enhance the signal in the negative alternation and offset the signal in the positive alternation.

This DC voltage and current source will try to support the flow of AC signal sourced energy to the grids when grid current flows in
Classes AB1 and AB2 or B - and also Class A if gas is present in the power tubes . However to get to the grids it must first pass
through the driving tube circuit. Since the interstage coupling capacitor will not pass DC it follows that the DC component of grid drive
power will be dissipated into the plate resistor of the driving tube.

But along the way it can increase the cathode bias voltage of the driving tube (which will attenuate the signal) whilst simultaneously
reducing the plate voltage (which will attenuate the signal and reduce AC output voltage)  - thereby affecting the capability of the
driving stage to respond to the signal input.

Since the plate load resistor of the driving tube provides an alternative return circuit (to ground) for the signal voltage it follows that the
conventional fixed bias configuration which adds DC currents into the signal circuit includes elements guaranteeing circuit instability.
When negative loop feedback is added to such a circuit - eg from the speaker secondary windings of the output transformer back to
the driving stage - then the result must be difficult to predict or control.

Finally, the bias supply final shunt load resistor is in series with the output tube grid resistor and forms an integral part of the grid to
cathode circuit of the output tubes. It is common to see relatively high values of bias supply final shunt load resistor compared with the
output tube grid resistor value - eg 47k to 100k. Sometimes complex bias adjusting networks are also in there. It follows that the
closer the (total) bias supply resistor is to the grid resistor value then the more effect the bias supply characteristics will have upon the
AC signal behaviour. 



 

Fig 5:  OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY

Fig 5 shows the symmetrical balanced AC signal drive system whereby the AC signal OUTPUT from the Driving stage circuit
and the AC signal INPUT of the Driven stage circuit have a common central axis at reference voltage potential.

In this example, the bias is set at -40 VDC.

Notice how using this system as shown in Fig 4, the signal path circuits on both sides of the push-pull circuit are exactly equal and
balanced - in a similar manner to that of Fig 1: Cathode Bias Output Stage.

Moreover, the signal path is direct between both driving and driven stages and is completely independent of and therefore unaffected
by the bias supply.

Consequently neither actual bias voltage nor bias supply characteristics will affect the signal circuit.

Note that the grid to cathode circuits of the power tubes is the same for both Fig 5 and Fig 6 designs.

This system is very stable and provides enhanced frequency response and reduced distortion.

It is entirely suitable for a cathode-follower driver stage - ensure the base of the cathode follower load resistor is connected to the bias
supply as shown in Fig 5.

An added benefit for a cathode-follower driver system is that the cathode load resistor now spans the bias voltage as well as the B+
voltage. Consequently the cathode follower load resistor may be made substantially larger whilst still maintaining the same plate to
cathode voltage in the tube. This can offer increased output voltage to the driven stage. 
 

Load Resistor

Generally speaking, the greater the load resistance/impedance to the driving stage the higher the output capability.

However there are practical limits to this objective since output tube grid circuit resistance must be held within manufacturers'
published specifications.

To maximise the driver stage load whilst minimising driven stage grid circuit resistance the RATIO of driver stage load plate resistor to
driven stage grid circuit load resistor should be held within the range of about 1:1 to 1:2. 
 

Most of us have a junk box stock of perfectly good tetrodes, pentodes or beam power tubes just waiting to be used - so why not
experiment and prove the benefits of OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY to yourself. 



There is no restriction or cost imposition upon the home hobbyist constructor to using these concepts - the only restriction is on
commercial exploitation - so if you do not like it do not do it.

If you want your hi-fi to improve its performance at minimal cost to you then experiment. The concepts presented here do work and
cost very little to implement.

However to those who say that a product is only as good as what you pay for it, then these concepts are of no value to you because
they are free. You would be wiser to spend a hundred grand on a commercial system and feel better. While you are so doing, ask the
manufacturer to justify the circuit design and component choices to you - ie why the design is what it is and not some other alternative
approach. That is "why is it better?"

To those who consider relating these concepts to RF applications - this is an audio focused site - experiment at your own risk. It may
be safer to stay with the tried and true - waste a little power and live with it.

However RCA, in their Transmitting Tube Manual TT4, say at Page 44 -" The only restrictions on tube operating values are those
imposed by the published maximum ratings." The OPTIMISED ELECTRON STREAM © TECHNOLOGY design concepts presented
above should enable designers to withdraw operating conditions back into specification whilst improving performance.

Finally, an OES tube amplifier can only and will always sound like a tube amplifier. The OES concept is limited to and by the vacuum
tubes it relates to.

HAPPY CONSTRUCTING!!

MAY YOUR PROJECT BE A SUCCESS!! 

  
 

 

REMEMBER:

- ALWAYS TAKE CARE WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH-VOLTAGE -

DEATH IS PERMANENT!!
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Telrodes with 5creen feedback 
FURTHER LICHT ON THE SO·CALLED "ULTRA·LlNEAR" CIRCUIT 

A ITER a period do caution, amounting in some 
quaners to undisguised scepticism, the .. ulua
linear" output stage l .'",. is undoubtedly here to 
stay. It was unfortunate, though, that Hatler and 
Kerces in popularizing this circuit for audio ampli
fiers should have chosen a term which, if it means 
anything. suggests that the uansfer characteristic 
has been bent .. beyond the suaight" and is there
fore still curved! 

• Several alternative descriptions have been sug-
gested, the most plausible being .. triode-tetrode .. 
operation. This hardly does justice to the circuit. 
since, although at the extreme limits of the screen 
upping (Fig. 1) the valve is undoubtedly operating 
either as a triode or a tetrode, the intennediate tap
pinl points do not give a progressive transition. so 
far as distonion is concerned, from one set of 
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characteristics to the other. When the screen tap
ping point is property adjusted the uansfer charac
teristic il more nearly linear ~d distortion is less 
than that of either the teuode qr the triode connec
tion. Obviously some factor is at work which is not 
present in either 01 the limiting conditions and 
ce triode-teuode ~ is misleadingly simple. If it is 
called the ee UL" circuit the special nature of its 
performance is underlined, and we do not have (0 

grit our teeth over that .. beyond the linear.1t 

The UL nom~nclature is, incidentally, adopted by 
F. Langford-Smith and A. R. Chesterman who bavl' 
recentlr carried out an exhaustive experimental 
investigation of the push-pull circuit (Fig. 2). The 
results of their measurements with KT66s are given 
in Fig. 3 and it will be DOted that they have taken 
the ttOuble to adjust the load resistance and bias 
for the best performance at each tapping point. This 
ensures that the effects of SCtccn feedback will DOt 
be modified or obscured by unfavourable operating 
condiuoos. 

The curve for manmWD power shows a clear 
minimum for a screeD tapping of about lS%, and 
a similar though leas pronounced minimum occur!! 
at about 20% under minimwn distortion conditions. 
Both these minima are of lower value than the dia
tortion present under optimum triode conditions. 

Any reduction in iDhereal dlstoniou iD the output 
stage reduces the degree of overall feedback 
requircci for a PVCJl amplifier performance and 10 
increases the stability margin, but the improvement 
over triode performance by itself would seldom 
justify the expense of the extra primary taPpinlS. 
The real advantage of UL operaticm is that triode 
performance in the matter of low inherent diltomon 

is achieved with a power 
d6ciency pc:.rformmcc 
approac:biq that of a 
pentode. Por a given 
audio-frequency power 
output and distortion 
level, smaller 0 u t put 
valves and a leu expen
sive power supply unit 
can be used with the UL 
circuit than would be 
necessary with triodes in 
the output stage. 

Fif. 2. Circuit used by loltf(ord-Smith ond 'ltestermon os 0 bosis for meOJurements 
of power ourpur and distorr,on liven in Fir. l. 

For a given anode and 
screen supply voltage the 
available power output 
from a pair of valves in 
the UL circuit is always 
less than that given by 
the same valVCI operated 
as pentodes (retrodes) (sec 
Fig. 3), and the voltaiC 
gain is also Jess. It is 
sometimes argued that, 
provided the amplifier 
has a stability margin 



capabJe of accepting the 
higher overall feedback 
necessary to reduce dis
tonion, the same results 
will be obtained by using 
nonnal pentode opera
lion. Langford - Smith 
points OUt~ that tht volt
.Ige gain characteristic of 
.1 pcntode stage (Fig. 4 (a» 
15 far from linear com
pared with the UL cir
cuit, and that with pen
todes the feed back near 
full power outpUt will be: 
reduced-just where it is 
most wanted. It is also 
stated that since the 
maximum-sisnaJ cathode 
current is less with UL 
than with pentode opera
lion and the cathode 
current efficiencies are 
approximately the same, 
il should be possible to 
increase the anode voltage 
to bring the UL power 
output up to the pcntode 
level. 

Fif. 3. Variation of total harmonic distDrt;on and ma.rimum fxrnr (fMlak InpuE_,r/~ 
biOI) with '''teII topp/n,. Load Gnd biG' odJusted (or optimum perfOlmonce at eodt 
meosur~ polnE us;'" a pair o( 1<166 valves w/rh 300V atJOde and screen .upply_ 

1 no 
I ~F 

., 

If 
': . 6 - JOG -..-. -In the test circuit (Fig. 

2) used by Langford
Smith and Chesterman it 
will be seen that anti
l'.lrasitic measures have 
h.-en liberally applied 
and the authors mention 
a tendency towards in
mbility which is attri
buted to the multiplicity 
of tappings and their 
associated switches. This 
tendency to instability in 
I~e UL circuit must not 
h:: overlooked. It is 
;. iosely related to the 
.k,ign of the output 
: : J nsf 0 r mer and is 
Ji)cusscd in detail else
where in this issue. 
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.. Mechanism" of the 
UL Circuit.-Although 
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the circuit behaves, so far as reduction of gain and 
output impedance arc concerned', according to the 
known laws of feedback circuits and shows a smooth 
:.ansilion from the pentode to the triode condition, 
:he conventional feedback formula: fail to account for 
rhe dip in the distortioD curve at a critical screen 
; .':'ping point (which varies from valve to valve). 

I t has been suggested that non-linearity in the 
",reen/anode characteristic may offset curvature of 
lhe cODtrol grid characteristic, but this cannot be 
:asily checked as the screen characteristics of power 
:lutput valves are not usually included in the makera' 
literature. But is this basically the right explana
tion? If the screen curvature is sufficient to cancel 
the grid curvature at comparatively low levels of 
feedback (5% in the case of the 6V6) why does it 
not predominate and cause more than the observed 
distonion as the screen feedback approaches 100% 
(triode)? 
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An alternative and more plausible hypothesis 
recendy published·, takes into account the non
linearity resulting from multiplicative mixing when 
feedback is applied to an electrode other than the 
input grid. It is known that non-linearity can be 
introduced into an otherwise linear valve charac
teristic by applying feedback to the suppressor grid. 
This fonn of distonion will be present also when 
the saeen characteristic is itself linear. It is shown 
mathematically that feedback can be critically 
adjusted to cancel a particular harmooic (in practice 
the third) and that al all even harmoaics arc already 
amcel1cd by push-pull operation the residue mull 
comilt of higher-order odd harmoaics. The analyaia 
has not been extended to these higber harmonics, 
and althoush individually they are of amplitudes. 
approaching the experimental threshold of measure
ment, it is by no means c:enain that they may DOl 
ha\'e been increased by the same proceaa which 
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reduced the mucb atroDlCf third harmonic. In 
prac:tic:e, ;udgiDg from the aubjec:tive quality frcm 
UL amplifiers we have heard, this effect, if present, 
is negligibly small; but it would repay invcsti,atioa 
(assuming that clistortiOD measurements of sufficient 
precision are fonbcoming) if only to throw more 
light on the fundamental processes of UL operation. 

Ack"O'Wl~dgmrnt. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 arc based on Figs. 
6. 2 and 5 respectively of Radiorronics (Australia). Vol. 
20, No.5, May. 1955. 
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Amplifiers and Superlatives 
An Examination of American Claims for Improving Linearity and Efficiency 

By D. T. N. WILLIAMSON* and P. J. W ALKER§ 

Recent articles, particularly in the United States, have shown that some confusion of 
thought exists about the "goodness " of an amplifier for reproducing sound. This has 
been accompanied by a debasement of the terms used to describe the properties of an 
amplifier; words that have a precise meaning when standing alone become meaningless 
when qualified by superlatives. This article, which starts with a. discussion of what con
stitutes a good amplifier, attempts to clear up some misconceptions and generally to clarify 
the position. 

T
HE most commonly specified parameter of an 
amplifier is its harmonic distortion or inter
modulation content, and this has tended to be 

regarded as the primary standard of "goodness." In 
1944, one of the writers suggested I that a standard of 
0. 1 per cent total harmonic distortion at maximum 
output was a good level of performance to aim at. 
Such a low distortion content is readily achievable 
by modern design methods, and is, in fact, undetect
able by listening tests, however refined. This 
arbitrary figure was chosen, not because it was the 
maximum permissible, but because, being rather 
lower than was absolutely necessary, a good margin 
is left for any deterioration of the equipment when 
in service. 

The requirements for a good amplifier were listed 
in the article already mentioned, but are worth repeat
ing and extending. These are : -

( 1) Negligible non-linearity distortion up  to  the 
maximum rated output. (The term " non-linearity 
distortion " includes the production of undesired 
harmonic frequencies and the intermodulation of 
component frequencies of the sound wave. ) This 
requires that the dynamic output/input characteristic 
be linear within close limits up to the maximum ex
cursion of any waveform, with frequency components 
inside and outside the working range, which is likely 
to be fed to the amplifier. This should hold good 
under conditions of varying load impedance such as 
are likely to be encountered in practice. 

(2) Linear frequency response within the audible 
frequency spectrum of 10-20k c/s 

(3) Negligible phase shift within the audible range. 
Although the phase relationship between the com
ponent frequencies of a complex steady-state sound 
does not appear to affect the audible quality of the 
sound, the same is not true of sounds of a transient 
nature. 

(4) Good transient response. In addition to low 
phase and frequency distortion, other factors which 
are essential for the accurate reproduction of transient 
waveforms are the elimination of changes in effective 
gain due to current and voltage cut-off in any stages, 
the utmost care in the design of iron-cored com-
* Ferranti Research Laboratories. 
§ The Acoustical Manufacturing Company. 
I M.O. Valve Co., Ltd. Internal Report No. Q253, later published as 
"Design for a High-Quality Amplifier," by D. T. N. Williamson, 
Wirefess World, April-May, 1947: 
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ponents, and the reduction of the number of such 
components to a minimum. Changes in effective gain 
during " low-frequency" transients occur in amplifiers 
with output stages of the self-biased Class AB type, 
causing serious distortion which is not revealed by 
steady-state measurements. The transient causes the 
current in the output stage to rise, and this is followed, 
at a rate determined by the time-constant of the 
biasing network, by a rise in bias voltage which alters 
the effective gain of the amplifier. 

(5) Low output resistance. This requirement is 
concerned with the attainment of good frequency and 
transient response from the loudspeaker system by 
ensuring that it has adequate electrical damping. The 
cone movement of a moving-coil loudspeaker is re
stricted by air loading, suspension stiffness and 
resistance, and electromagnetic damping. The effi
ciency of a baffle-loaded speaker is rarely higher than 
5-10 per cent, and the air loading, which determines 
the radiation, is not high. Electromagnetic damping 
is therefore important in controlling the motion of 
the cone. This effect is proportional to the current 
which can be generated in the coil circuit, and is 
therefore proportional to the total resistance of the 
circuit. The output resistance of the amplifier there
fore should, in general, be much lower than the coil 
impedance. 

(6) Adequate power reserve. The realistic repro
duction of orchestral music in an average room 
requires peak power capabilities of the order of 15-20 
watts when the electro-acoustic transducer is a baffle
loaded moving-coil loudspeaker system of normal 
efficiency. The use of horn-loaded or other efficient 
loudspeakers may reduce the power requirement to 
the region of 10 watts. In an amplifier for the best 
possible quality it is, of course, assumed that output 
peaks required in practice will be comfortably below 
the maximum available. Even so, good design should 
ensure that the overload characteristic will not suffer 
temporary paralysis or " blocking " on momentary 
overload. 

(7) The level of hum and noise should be at least 
80dB below maximum output. 

This is a formidable specification, and by no means 
every amplifier styled as " high quality " will meet it. 
However, provided that these requirements are met 
in every respect and that extraneous components 
occurring within the audio range (produced either 
by components inside or outside that range) do not 
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e�ceed a small fraction of 1 per cent, any amplifier 
wIll so�nd as �ood as �my other amplifier and it be
�omes Impossible to "Improve " a power amplifier 
III the sense of producing better sound. 

Efficiency.- On the other hand it is of course 
�bsurd to say that. amplifiers cannot b'e improved' 
III a�y sense. Effic.lency, compactness, and reliability 
are l!11portant and It is with regard to these factors 
tha� Improvemef,1ts are possible and in many cases 
deSirable. The size and purpose of an amplifier will 
determine how much weight should be given to each 
of these factors. 

In small amplifiers with power outputs below 
�wenty watts, power efficiency is not usually of prime 
Importance, and other considerations such as ease 
of c0l!str�ction af,1d certainty o� results may easily 
outweigh It. . With large amplifiers, efficiency be
comes a very Important factor. Sometimes it is not 
pos�ible to produce a high output unless the effiency 
IS high, because of valve dissipation limits. 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Production.- The 
desi�er ' s aim is (or should be) to produce the best 
possible sound for those who will ultimately make use 
o� his efforts. If he designs for construction not under 
hiS control, .h� must, as far as possible, ensure that 
every a�pltfler made will meet his performance 
figures wI�ho.ut undue di�ficulty and with the employ
ment of Itmlted measunng equipment. In such a 
case, the av?idanc� of cir�u!try which is not straight
forward, or III which deViatIOns from specification in 
the values and construction of components is liable 
to produce poor results, is paramount. 

The designer who has control over the production 
of the complete equipment has a different set of pro
?l�ms: Re has much greater freedom of choice, and 
It IS hkely th�t. he wil1 arrive at different circuitry. 

The amplifier which was described in Wireless 
rr:or1d, April�May, 1947, is an example of the first 
kllld ?f clrcUltry. The success it has achieved since 
then, III the hands of people with widely varying de
grees .of skil!, is ind�cative that trouble-free perform
ance IS re<l:dIly o�talllable with only simple adjust
ments. This ampltfier was based upon a triode out
put stage with .a good �)Utput transformer, the per
formance of which was Improved by overall negative 
feedback. 

The only valid criticism which can be made about 
its performance is �n the score of efficiency. The out
put of about 15 W IS produced for an h.t. consumption 
of 56 W, an efficiency of only 27 per cent. By the 
use of tetrodes as output valves this could be raised 
to the order of 35-40 per cent, which means that, for 
!he same power consumption, the output could be 
Illcreased to 22 W, or, alternatively, that the power 
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---+H T consumption could be . . reduced by about 20 W. 
Whether this is worth 

doing or not is problem
atical. In the designer ' s 
opinion, the additional 
risk of trouble in un
skilled hands outweighs 
the advantage of higher 
maximum power out-

Fig. 1. Basic circuit used by 
Hafler and Keroes. 

I a 

0.75. 
0.5 
0.25 

_.-::�""-- o Oscillogram showing 
transition of Ia-Va 
curves from tetrode to 
triode form a s  the 
tapping point in Fig. 1 
is moved from B to A. 

put, as in the vast majority of cases even the present 
l�vel. of output cannot be fully utilized. The reduc
tIOn m power consumption and ht. voltage would not 
greatly affect the cost, although it would give a higher 
factor .of safety for the capacitors in the circuit. 
There IS, however, no evidence that this is at present 
madequate. 

Circuits with Distributed Loads. -Articles 2,3 have 
recently �ee.n published in the United States claiming 
the supenonty of a so-called " ultra-linear" output cir
cuit in which the output valves are used as tetrodes 
with. negative feedback applied non-linearly by con� 
nectmg the screens to a tap on the primary of the 
?utpu� tran.sformer. It is stated that the performance 
IS audibly Improved over that of triodes with similar 
degrees of negative feedback. 

The present writers do not believe this claim. The 
cir�uitry which forms the basis of these American 
?lalms for "ultra-linearity " and higher efficiency has 
m fact, been familiar in this country for several years' 
and t�e technique �as been further developed and' 
us.ed m a comm�rclally produced high-quality am
phfier. 4,5 It consists of the distribution of the load 
imped�nce between the electrodes of each output 
valve In order to obtain the optimum performance 
from that valve. 

In its sim�les� form, and as used by Rafler and 
Keroes, the ClrcUlt arrangement is as shown in Fig 1 
The circuit is normal, except that the screen of 'th� 
te!rode c�n .be tapped on the output transformer 
pn�ary wIndmg, . thus coupling it to the anode in any 
rattO, and rendenng a section of the load impedance 
c0!11mon t<? .both electrodes. If the tap is affixed at 
POlllt A, glVlllg. a co.upling factor of unity, the stage 
behaves as a tnode, ItS performance being determined 
by the dynamic characteristic of the screen and con
trol grid, and if the tap is shifted to point B the 
c�)Upling factor is zero, and the stage behaves' as a 
Simple tetrode. If now the screen is tapped at in
tervals b.etwc:en pO.int B and point A, there will be a 
progressive InclUSIOn of the load impedance in the 
screen circuit and a progressive change from tetrode 
characteristics at B, to triode characteristics at A 

It is c�nvenient. to consider the stage as being a 
tetr�de With negative feedback applied to the screen 
It differs from <l: tetrode . stage with feedback applied 
to the control gnd, first In that the screen introduces 
a non-linear element in the feedback loop, and 
secondly, because as the degree of feedback is in-

2 Hailer and Keroes: "An Ultra-linear Amplif ier  Audio Engineering 
November, 1951, pp. 15- 17. 

3 Hafler and Keroes " Ultra-linear Operation of tile Williamson Amplifier" 
Audio Engineering, June 1952, pp. 26-27. . 

4 First IlltroQuced III 1945; see advertisement of tile Acoustical Manufacturing 
Comp�,

ny in Wirless World, July 1945, P. 10. 
5 MOlf' ReView of Bntlsh Amplifiers," FM TV, October 1951 pp. 30-32. 
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creased, the permissible anode swing is decreased, due 
to anode current cut-off on the negative excursions of 
screen voltage, until finally the Ia-Va curves become 
those of a triode. A more complete account of the 
behaviour of the circuit is given in the Appendix. 

The curves of Fig. 2, which apply to a single valve, 
show the effect of changing the tapping point. The 
output at the point of overload, the relative gain and 
the output resistance decrease as the degree of feed
back is increased, the output resistance decreasing 
very rapidly because it is dependent, not on the gain 
reduction, but on the amplification factor, which 
undergoes a large change. 

The distortion at constant output, which is pre
dominantly second harmonic, rises slowly at first until 
the point of overload is reached. Since the maximum 
power output is progressively reducing, the distortion 
curves for maximum output or a percentage of maxi
mum output will show a progressive reduction from 
tetrode to triode operation. 

In view of the increase in distortion, as shown in 
Fig.2, it would appear that there is little to be gained 
by the use of this circuitry, since a simple tetrode, 
with feedback to the control grid, would give a similar 
reduction of output resistance, and this would be 
accompanied by a progressive reduction in distortion. 
This is indeed true in the case of a single valve. 

When push-pull connection is considered we obtain 
a different state of affairs, because of the cancellation 
of second harmonic components, and we arrive at the 
curves shown in Fig. 3. The general shape of the 
curves is maintained under varying loads. With up 
to 30 per cent of the winding common to screen and 
anode the reduction in distortion is greater than the 
reduction in gain. This " something for nothing " is 
small, however, and can be lost or even reversed if 
there are appreciable departures from precise balance 
at any frequency. 

It is, of course, not essential to have the screen 
tapped directly on the primary winding, and an 
auxiliary winding tightly coupled to the primary 
(ideally in the form of a bifilar winding) may be used. 
This has the advantage that the screen supply voltage 
may differ from that of the anode to give optimum 
operating conditions. 

The" Acoustical" Circuit.-A further development 
of this circuit (" super-ultra-I inear," perhaps?) used 
in the Acoustical " Q.D.A.D." amplifier and its pre
decessor, takes the common portion of the winding 
and inserts it in the cathode, giving the circuit of 
Fig. 4. As far as the anode and screen circuits are 
concerned, this arrangement is identical to that of 
Fig. 1 (neglecting winding resistance and leakage reac
tance). The only difference lies in the grid circuit, 
since that portion of the voltage appearing across the 
common winding is now applied in the grid circuit as 
overall negative feedback. It is, of course, feedback 
of the most desirable kind, since it is the most prac
tical method of applying voltage feedback over a single 
stage without either wastefully throwing away gain 
or increasing the load on the previous valve. 

Since the screen is now connected to a decoupled 
point, it follows that the designer is free to use dif
ferent voltages for screen and anode if required, with
out the necessity of additional windings, with their 
attendant disadvantages Further, the arrangement 
makes it possible to provide the optimum degree of 
smoohing for the anode and screen supplies. The 
grid resistor may be taken to the cathode end of the 
common winding if desired, with the result that the 
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input resistance is increased, thus facilitating the de
sign of the previous stage and reducing the value of 
the coupling capacitance necessary. 

The use of all the electrodes in this way gives addi
tional flexibility in design, so that the parameters of 
the output stage may be varied to suit the penultimate 
stage -a technique giving greater scope in arriving 
at a well-balanced ratio of stage distortions and hence 
an optimum final design. In .the outP.ut stage of the 
Acoustical "Q.D.A.D." amplIfier, usmg two KT66 

valves, the values are so chosen that an output of 12 
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watts is obtained from a 320-V supply with a grid-to
grid input of 72 volts peak, the input resistance being 
1 mehogm. The total harmonic distortion of the out
put stage alone is not more than 0.7 per cent, and the 
output resistance is approximately half the load resist
ance. 

By comparison with the same valves used as triodes 
to obtain-the same output, the following advantages 
are apparent: 

( 1) Distortion is less than half that of triode connec
tion, due to the cathode and screen feedback. 

(2) Efficiency is increased from 27 per cent to 36 
per cent, resulting in the h.t. voltage being lower by 
about 100 V, thus simplifying reliability problems both 
in the amplifier itself and throughout the range of 
pre-amplifiers, tuners, etc. , which may take their 
supply from it. 

(3) Less smoothing is necessary for equivalent hum
levels. 

Additional overall negative feedback can be applied 
to the complete amplifier and with the ratios used 
in the above example, 8 db less feedback is required 
for a given level of distortion than with triodes. This 
assists in maintaining a good margin of stability and 
reduces the effect of overloading due to the presence 
of frequencies in the input which are outside the 
effective feedback range. 

There remains the question of output resistance to 
be considered, about which there appears to be some 
confusion. This is probably due to the general use, 
as a measure of the efficacy of damping, of the load 
resistance/output resistance ratio, sometimes called 
the damping factor, the scale of which becomes vir
tually meaningless at high values. It appears to be 
common practice to aim at as high a value as possible, 
with presumably infinity (zero output resistance) as 
the ideal. An output resistance of zero is, of course, 
only an arbitrary figure, which has ultimately to be 
added to the speech coil resistance. 

Independently of the output-stage circuitry, zero
or any reasonable value positive or negative-can be 
obtained by a mixture of negative voltage and positive 
current feedback. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the optimum value is dependent upon the loud
speaker and particularly the intended performance of 
its enclosure, so that the doctrine " the more damping 
the better," is not always sound. 

Comparison of Output Circuits-To summarise, 
Table I gives a comparison of the relative merits and 
demerits of various output circuits. It will be seen 

of triodes and distributed-load tetrodes (especially the 
cathode-coupled variety), with the exception of effici
ency, in which respect the tetrode circuits are superior 
to the triode. 

In order to avoid misapprehension, it should be 
stated that a similar order of performance is obtain
able from a conventional tetrode circuit, by the appli
cation of the appropriate degree of negative feedback, 
preferably in the form of multiple loops to ease the 
stability problems. The advantage of the distributed
load circuits is that, as a considerable amount of nega
tive feedback is included in the output stage itself, 
the design of the remainder of the amplifier is simpli
fied and the problems of stability and restriction of 
scope in design usually associated with large amounts 
of overall negative feedback are avoided. 

Practical Difficulties.- So far we have only been 
considering the ideal case. In a practical transformer, 
however, the windings are not perfectly coupled, but 
are more loosely coupled by a complex network of 
leakage reactances formed by the distribution of leak
age inductance and self-capacitance throughout the 
windings. This departure from the ideal may mean 
that, at high frequencies, the circuit is not at all as it 
would appear on paper, and the effective sense of the 
coupling may even be reversed, producing oscillation. 
In a less severe case, peaks and troughs in the fre
quency response characteristic may occur, accom
panied by " ringing " and instability when the 
amplifier is excited by a transient. 

These defects are serious, and can only be avoided 
by designing the output transformer carefully and by 
maintaining close control over its production, as even 
with transformers of the same nominal specification, 
wide variations in performance at high frequencies 
may occur due to minor variations in the quality and 
thickness of insulants, and in the positioning of wind
mgs. 

The designer who has complete control over 
production can arrange that the materials and con
struction of the transformer do not depart from 
specification, and even if they should do so he has 
facilities to detect and correct the deviation at an early 
stage. He is therefore able to make use of circuitry 
of the type discussed, without the dangers which 
would attend its use in unskilled hands or where 
measurement facilities are absent. The advantages 
obtained have already been discussed. 

The constructor with limited facilities cannot be 
too strongly advised to keep to proven circuits which 

TABLE 1 

Parameter Triode- Tetrodes Tetrodes with Tetrodes with 
connected (ClassA1) load distributed load distributed 

tetrodes between anode amoung anode, 
(Class AI) and screen screen and cathode 

(optimum value) (Q.U.A.D. arrangement) 

Efficiency (per cent) 27 38 36 36 

Relative power output 1 1.4 1.35 1.35 

Relative distortion just below 
the onset of grid current 1 2 1.5 0.5 

Load resistance 2-4 0.05 -0.1 0.5 -1 2 Output resistance 
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keep to designs requIrIng the mInImum number of 
coupled circuits in the output transformer, since the 
possibility of pitfalls is greatest in this component and 
increases rapidly with the number of windings when 
all these must be closely coupled. 

It will be appreciated from the foregoing that there 
are a large number of solutions to the problem of 
designing a first-class amplifier, and no one of these 
solutions can be called the best solution. Each has 
its advantages and disadvantages, and the individual 
designer must choose that which most nearly meets 
his needs. The "goodness" of an amplifier is not 
shown by its circuit diagram. Circuits have no in
herent magic properties, but are merely the tools with 
which the designer seeks to achieve a certain result, 
and different designers-provided always that they 
have the same high standards in view-may achieve 
the same result by different means. 

APPENDIX 
Let 

Ea R 
E. 

J.L=p:=gm a,m=E 
g g 

• E" J.L 
.. E. =m 

X = fraction of output fcd to 
screen. 

E = output voltage in load 
RL, produced by grid 
voltage e. 

Neglecting the effect of screen 
current in the load, which is 
normally less than 10 per cent, 

Current in load due to e 

=e J.L 
Ra + RL 

Current in load due to xE = _ xE " 
meR. + RL) 

: . Voltage in load = E ={e R J.L R - xE (R J.L }RL a+ L m a + RL) 

:. e J.L:L = E ( 1 + X J.LRL) 
a mRa 

Gain 
= _E_ = __ R---=-a --'+_R=L'---_ 

e 1 + X.£ RL 

When X = 0, 
E 
e 

mRa + RL 
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Output resistance. 
RL 1 Let RI. � 00, then R + R � a I. 

Then gain (x = 0) = J.L 
J.L --- =J.L 

1 +x� 
Gain (x) 

m 

Output resistance (x = 0) = £.... 
gm 

Output resistance = J.L' = J.L 
gm gm(l + X �) 

"Q.U.A.D." case 

Gain is given by 
RL 

Gain with feedback = 
A 

1 + xA 

Gain 

A 

1 + x 

Output resistance 
with feedback 

Output resistance = 

J.L Ra + RL J.L RL 1 + x ID Ra -I- RL 

Output resistance 
without feedback 

1 + XJ.L 

1 +- x J.L 
l+x£ m 
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Determining Screen Grid Dissipation 
In "Ultra-Linear" Amplifiers 

A difficult parameter to measure, screen dissipation yields to this method. Designers should 
know what the dissipation is if amptiers are_ to operate satisfactorily over long periods. 

AN IMPORTA.NT OONSIDEBA.TION in the 
design and adjustment of ampli
fiers using beam power tubes in 

screen-grid (grid No.2) feedback cir
cuits ("Ultra-Linear" amplifiers) is 
srreen grid 1iissipation under maximum
signal conditions. In ampli1lers of this 
type (see Fig. 1), grid No.2 of each 
tube receives a fraction of the a.e. plate 
voltage of the tube, as well as a d.e. 
voltage, and contributes&. portion-of the 
power output. As shown in Fig. 2 the 
screen grid dissipation varies with the 
signal amplitude, and is always less than 
the product of the d.c. screen grid volt
age and current. If this dissipation is 
less than the permissible screen grid in
put for the tube type used, it may be 
possible to obtain higher power output 
from the amplifier by an increase in the 
d.e. supply voltage Ebb' If this dissipa
tion exceeds the permissible screen grid 
input, it will be necessary either to re
duce E"", or to increase the fraction of 
the a.c. plate voltage applied to grid 
No.2 to assure that the permissible in
put is not exceeded. 

Determination of Screen Grid Dissipation 

Although the screen grid dissipation 
in an "Ultra-Linear" ampli1ler circuit 
can be calculated by an involved integra
tion procedure, a much simpler ap-

• Bw"frOfl Tub6 Diviaioft, Badio Corpo
raHOfl of .f1Mrica, HarrisOfl, New Jer'e1l. 

___ .... -+-+-1£. 

c-a-

OUTPUT 
TlANSfORMEI ,.....--.., 

Fig. 1. Simplified circuit of amplifier 
uslna screen grid feedback. 

LEONARD KAPLAN° 

Fig. 2. Typical screen grid voltage, cur
rent and power waveforms in a screen-

grid feedback amplifier. 

proach is to apply a sine-wave signal 
of maximum amplitude to the circuit, 
measure the a.c. and d.e. components 
of the resulting screen grid voltage and 
current, and then determine the dissipa
tion from the relationship 

P=EI -ei (1) 

where P is the grid No. 2 dissipation, 
E and I are the d.c. sereen-grid volt

age and current, and , and i are the rms 
values of the a.c. screen-grid voltage 
and current. 

A method for separatmg the a.c. and 
d.e. components of the saeen grid volt
age and current by-the use of a blocking 

BALANCEO 
SINUSOIDAL 

INPUT 

-4-i1~~~-------+ 

N$ • GilD NO. 2 TUINS } ONE-HALf 
. IlIMAIY 

N, • TOTAL T\JIN$ WINDING 

eapacitor and high-impedance choke 
was suggested by F. Langford-Smith in 
Radiotro"icB for July, 1955. It is much 
simpler, however, to use the arrange
ment shown in Fig. 3. 

In this arrangement, the d.c. screen 
grid voltage is assumed to be equal to 
Ebb, and measured with the d.c. volt
meter M" The d.e. screen grid current I 
is measured with the d.c. milliammeter 
M". and the rms- value of the combined 
a.c. and d.c. screen-grid currents t, is 
measured with the thermocouple milli
ammeter M,. The power-output meter 
is used to measure the maximum-signal 
power output Po delivered by the am
plifier into its rated load. resistance R L-

Procedure 

The circuit is adjusted to provide the 
desired operating conditions, and the 
maximum-signal values of POI Eo", and 
It determined from the indications of 
the corresponding meters. The rms a.c. 
screen-grid voltage 6 may then be detel'
mined from 

e=!..N, ~ 
2Np'J - . 

(2) 

and the rIDS a.c. screen-grid 
from 

current i 

i=yI,' -I' 

MI 

POWl:R 
OUTPUT 
METEl 

(3) 

Fig. 3. Setup used to determine screen grid dissipation. 



The screen grid dissipation P may then 
be determined by substitution of the 
values for E, I, 6, and. in Eq. (1), or 
directly from the following equation: 

N, -- ---P=EI--yRLPo yl,'-I' 
2N, 

It is essential that M, and M, be cali
brated accurately 8fainst. each other (in 
a series circuit) because any di1ferences 
in their indications will be magnified by 
the squaring operation in Eq. (3). 

The method deserlbed can be used to 
determine the screen-grid dissipation of 
any beam power tube or power pentode 
in a screen-grid grid No. 2 feedback 
circuit. JIB 



Ultra-Linear Operation of the 
Williamson Am p lifier 

DAVID HAFLER':: and HERBERT I. KEROES::: 

The Famous "Williamson" can be improved simply by replacing the output transformer and making a 
few minor changes in other components. The results are well worth the effort and expense. 

F 
RO:\I Tllr. TIME an article I appeared 
descrihing the principle of Ultra
Linear operation of power output 

tuhes, considerable interest has been 
evidenced in rhe application of this 
new circuit improvement to the famous 
WiIliamson amplifier. The William
son circuit ha$ hcen publicized in 
several arrangenlents including at least 
one commercial one, and the configur
atiou is undoubtedly the most popular 
high-quality audio circuit ever devel
oped. For Illany people there is little 
necessity to attempt to improve this 
basic amplifier circuit. Its listening 
quality is excellent; it is easy to COil
strtlct; and it provi(les top quality at 
a cost comparahle wirh units which 
cannot measure up to its capahili ties. 

The one category in which the \Vil
liamson amplifier is significantly de
.ficient is with regard to efficiency and 
power-output capabilities. Peak power 
output is less than 15 watts, and it 
takes a 450-voIt supply at approxi
mately 130 ma to achieve this power 
output. It this limitation can he over
come without deterioration of quality, 
a change in the original design is justi
fied. If simultaneonsly it is possible to 
improve the amplifier hoth in measure
able aspects and in listening quality, 
then a change is not only justifiable, it 
is mandatory. 

It is difficnlt to impr"ove on some
thing which is really good. There .re 
some audio enthusiasts who will scoff 
at lhe illea that the \Villiamson circuit. 
can be improved. However, it has heen 
fi,'e years since l\[ r. Williamson pub
lished his circuit; and in the course of 
five years, there is little which can 
maintain supremacy without change or 
renovation. \Vhen a basic circuit im
provement-the Ultra-Linear output 
stage arrangell1ellt-<ame along, it was 
natural to see how it could fit in with 
the basic Williamsoll circuit. 

The Ultra-Linear output stage is 110t 
a triode stage as is used with the 'ViI
liamson circuit-nor is it a tetrode or 
pentode srage. It combines the ad
vantages of both triolle and tetrode hy 
using an arrangement in which the 

* Aero Products Co., 369 S/lIIrs LOIII!, 
Philadelphia 28, PI!ll 110. 

1 Hailer and Keroes, "An ultra-linear 
amplifier," AUDIO ENGINEERING, November 
1951. 
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The �uthors' Ultr�· 
Line" �mplifier com
bined with the power 
supply on a single 

chassis. 

screen grids of tetrodes are energized 
from a tap on the primary of the out
put t ransiormer. This connection, on 
which patents are pending, modifies the 
operating characteristics of t.he tube. 
Proper location of the tap results ill 
optimum input-output linearity simul
taneously with ellicient operation, 
power capahilities approximatdy douhle 
those of a triode connection, alld low
impedance output such as is offered by 
triodes. In short, it �>crmits better per
fonuance than either triode or tetrode 
connection oi the tubes, and this is sub
stantiated in comparative listening 
tests an(1 distortion measurements. 

The unique merits of the Ultra-Linear 
stage are particularly applicahle to the 
Williamson circuit. The mating of the 
two seems to have been ine,·itable. The 
simple suhstitution of an 'output trans
former with primary taps for Ultra
J .inear operation and a few minor 
changes in circuitry, which will be 
discussed he low, combined the basic 
circuits into an amplifier which prac
tically cveryhody agrees is an improved 
version in all respects. Obviously, we 
must gain improvement if we substitute 
a more linear outpnt tuhe and use a 
transformer which exceeds the origin
ator's stipulations for performance. 

The original Ultra-Linear circuit 
utilizes a transformer, the Acrosound 

TO-300, which was designed for use 
with tubes of the 6L6 type. Its 6600 
ohms primary impedance therefore, is 
also correct for 51:\81 's and 807's in the 
Ultra-Linear hook-up. In alhlition, KT-
66's can be Ilsed without deterioration 
of quality as the slight mismatch is in 
a favorahle direction with respect to 
distortion characteristics. Thereiore, 
this transiormer can be used with the 
tube types normally used in \\'illiam
son ampl i fiers w i thou t compromise of 
characteristics. It is of interest to note 
that the change in impedance to 6600 
does not violate �[r. Williamson's de
sign considerations. The modi fied tube 
characteristics of the Ultra-Linear con
nection require this impedance if we 
wish to preserve operating conditions 
similar to those of the original amplifier. 
I n other words, the tuhes are st ill 
matched for minimum distortion rather 
than for maximum power output. The 
transiormer, therefore, can he placed in 
the circuit directly and the screens of 
the output tubes connected to t he ap
propriate taps as shown in Fig. 1. This 
eliminates the two lOO-ohm screen 
stopper resistors of the original circuit. 
The plate and screen leads of the trans
former are color coded to avoid phasing 
di fficttlt:ies. 

Several additional circuit changes 
have hecn found heneficial for optimum 

AUDIO ENGINEERING • JUNE, 1952 
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Fie. 1. Schematic of the Ultra-Lintar Williamson amplifier. The components in dotted circles life those which are changed from the origin,l circuit 
i" making the conversion of an ellisti�1 amplifiir to Ultra-Linear oper.ltion. 

performance. One of these is the 
change in value of the feedback resistor 
to 10,000 ohms in order to maintain 20 
db of feedback. In the Ultra-Linear 
stage the gain of the stage is greater 
than for a triode stage. In addition, the 
change in primary impedance changes 
the proportion of voltage fed back. 
Thus the feedback is increased unless 
the feedback resistor is changed to 
compensate. The readjustment of this 
resistor to the desired value then per
mits the added gain of the Ultra-Linear 
output stage to increase the amplifier 
sensitivity. It can now be driven with 
a little over 1 volt as compared to almost 
2 volts required for the original amp
lifier. 

The feedback is taken from the 16-
ohm tap regardless of the speaker con
nection. This tapped secondary arrange
ment is extremely convenient when 
shifting to speakers of different im
pedance as it does not require a change 
in the value of the feedback resistor. It 
is made possible -by special transformer 
design (on which patents are pending) 
which permits equivalent response on 

::f.'tt -: �'4I' 

all taps of a tapped - secondary winding. 
The amplifier, as converted, now 

surpasses the original with respect to 
response, distortion, and transient char
acteristics. In addition, it was con
sidered desirable to make certain other 
slight changes which primarily increase 
the stability under feedback conditions. 

The low-frequency time constants of 
the original circuit's interstage coupling 
networks were the same for both such 
networks. This is not particularly de
sirable in a feedback amplifier since a 
given frequency loss is accompanied by 
maximum phase shift. Separation of 
the time constants permits less phase 
shift for the_ same frequency loss. In-

creasing one pair of coupling capacitors 
from .05 Ilf to .25 Ilf gives a five-to-one 
ratio of time constants for the two 
pairs of networks and increases the 
low-frequency stability margin at nom
inal increase in cost. 

The insertion of a lO,OOO-ohm para
sitic suppressor- in the input grid and 
a 100-1111£ capacitor across the feedback 
resistor adds to the high-frequency 
stability margin and eliminates a slight
ringing in the vicinity of 200 kc. 

One last optional difference from Mr. 
Williamson's or iginal circuit lies in the 
use of a bypass capacitor across the 
cathodes of the output stage. This has 
been found beneficial in both the Ultra 

Fig. 3. Squue-w�ve 
performance �t 20 
cps lIeft) and at 50 

- -

kc (right!. - -

I 
I 

I 

Linear conversion and in the triode 
Williamson2 at high levels of operation 
as distortion at the overload point is 
diminished. 

/ 
Fig. 2. Curn of in
te""odul.tion distor
tion n. .Htctin 
sine-wave-power out-

There are no changes required in 
the remaining stages nor in the power 
supply. Most of the publicized versions / 

� 
� 

o :so 
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: Kerocs, H. I. "Building the William
son amplifier.l" Radio and T elevisioK News, 
December l �SO. 
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oi the circuit utilize power transformers 
which iurnish �OO volts at 200 ma. 
Since the draio of the circuit does not 
exce�d 130 to I�O ma, the voltage oh
tained out of a capacitor input filter and 
5 V � recti fier is ahout �50 volts. This is 
the correct value for the circuit as cou
,·erted. Lower voltage will limit the 
power output capahil it ies. 

Performance 
Fig"re 2 shows iutennodulation dis

tortion versus power OIIlPIlt. I t can he 
seen that the power out)lut oi the cir
cuit is effectivelv dOllhle,1 over that oi 
the original circ'uit for a gi\'en distor
tion. At low levels, around I watt, the 
1:\1 hit� snch phenolllenal \"alues as 
.06 per cent. It is only 0.3 per cent at 
13 watts. This curve is hased on eClui v
alcnt sine wa ve power in order to make 
it comparahle with all the other pllh
lisht'd and advertised (lata on the Wil
liamson circuit.J The \'allles graphed 
in Fig. 2 can he divided by 1.47 for 
those wllo wish to have direct cOlllpara
hility with the lIIeter readings ohtained 
on the illlermodlllation test eqllipment. 

Fig"re 3 shows oscillograms of 
square-wave traces taken throllgh the 
COml)lete amplifier with repetition ratcs 
of 10 cps :11\(1 50 kc. Traces at mter
mediate irt'qllencies appro.1ch theoreti· 
cal periection. and t'\'en such a rigorolls 
test as the 50-kc wave shows up ex
trelllely well. The waveform has not 
"sined off," ami the extent of ringing- is 
It'ss than that exhihited hv the SO()()· 
cps wave of many good <jnality alllp· 
litiers. These square-wave tests were 
made at a comparatively low level 
which makes the fest even more rig
orolls. At low excitation levels, the in
ductance of an. Olltput transformer de
creases, the phase shift increases and 
the tOps of the square wave tilts. J\ high
level square wave will appear hetter 
than a low-level one at low i reqll('ncies. 
Similarly, high powers at high fre
quencies will clip any sllpersonic peaks 
in the response and improve the ap
pearance of the square wave. The use 
of a high level of power can make a 
relatively poor amplitier appear Ioetter 
on square wave tests. 

The frequency response of the con
verte(l amplifier is flat ± 1 dh from less 
than 5 CI)S to 200 kc. Its phase shiit 
reaches 3 deg. at 20 cps and at 10 kc, 
indicating symmetry of response with 
resl)t'ct to the audio hand. 

The aml,litier puts out 30 watts of 
power o,'er a range greater than the 
audio spectrum. IIo\\'ever, this type of 
power curve, as measllred hy response 
at high power levels, is not too meaning
ful. The important consideration is the 
amolint of Ill/distorted power available 
at variolls freq\lencies. The Ultra Linear 
Williamson arrangement Jluts out close 
to 25 watts at 20 cps and at 30 kc with
out clipping, attenuation, or other visual 
distortion of the waveform as viewed 

3 Sarser and Sprinkle, "Musician's 
amplifier," AUDIO E:'lGINEERl:>G, No\"clllhcr 
19 .. 9. 

on a 'scope. By observing the transfer 
characteristic, it is possible to detect hy 
eye harmonic distortion of less than 2 
per cent. The power curve of the amp
lifier thus de"iates frol1l tlat by less than 
1 dh over the range 20 cps to 30 kc. 

\s intimated above, the circuit has 
excellent listening qualities. This is a 
confirmation of the measurements. The 
additional power available shows up in 
cleaner and better articulated bass. The 
overall effect is of greater smoothness, 
more definition of detail in the soune!. 
and better transient response. Ultra� 
Linear circuits seem to have a wider 
transient bandwidth-all audible benefit 
which is not readily susceptible to 
lIIeasurement. The combined effect of 
the Williamson circuit configuration
a wide-band, low-distortion arrange
ment-plus an output stage of decreased 
distort ion and higher power capability, 
a stage which exceeds the original 
specification and operating parameters, 
lIIust be heard to bc appreciated. 
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Hig/l-/ldelity unit featllres low-distortion 

preamp alld choit.:e of speaker damping 

Designing an Ultra-Linear Amplifier 
Dy EDvVARD S. MILLER* 

S
OME recent trends in high-fidelity 

amplifier design have been in the 
direction of smaller, more compact 
assemblies that can be made into 

attractive, self-cabineted units. This 
type of design can be developed with
out sacrificing performance in any 
way; in fact-with new tube designs 
and advanced circuitry-improved per
formance has often resulted. 

Our own Sherwood S-1000 (see 
photo) is an excellent example. Its 
features had to include 20-watt output 
and single cabinet design. These were 
just the two of the most important 
factors governing its deSign. Others 
were that it must have low heat dis
sipation and be small. 'Within the 
limits of these specifications it was 
possible to include a choice of speaker 
da:nping (including negative damp
ing); low-distortion tone con trois; 
rumble and scratch filters; a low-noise, 
low-distortion phono preamplifier and 
a push button-operated record equalizer 
circuit. 

The ilew·6L6�GB iubes (Fig. 1) were 
used, not only because they are smaller 
than their predecessors the 6L6-G and 
GL6-GA, but because of other construc
tional advantages such as the more re
liable button type base. To economize on 
B plus requirements, only tetrode and 
tapped screen (U1�ra-Linear) opera-

'tion of the output tubes was considered. 
Restricting the B plu§ r!,!quirements to 
conform with the 125-ma IJUlximum 
limitations of the 5Y3-GT not only 
made it 

'
possible to use the smaller 

rectifier, but also saved the 5 watts of 
additional filament drain that would 
have been required for the larger 5U4-
G frequently used in such applications 
as this. 

Output tube operation was based on 
an analysis of the typical plute char
acteristics of the 6L6 tube family. Fig. 
2 shows these characteristics for triode 
and tetrode operation. These are static 
curves, taken with a laboratory power 
supply which varies the plate and 
screen voltages independently. Also 
shown are four intermediate degrees 
of tapped-screen (Ultra-Linear) opera
tion.'·:· • 

In detel·mining tapped-screen plate 
characteristics, the screen voltage used 
in each case is a percentage of the 
difference between the plate voltage 
and the B supply or: 

E", = Eh - % (E. - Er) 

• Gene.'al mAnager and chief en8'incer, Sher
wood Electronics Labo, .. tori ••. 

92 

Fig. I-Some members of the 6L6 family. 

where % is the percentage of turns 
that the screen grid is tapped up from 
the transformer-primary center tap. 

Substituting % = lOO (triode opel'lt
tion), this formula becomes: 

E., = E. - Eh + Er = Ep 
And if % = o (tetrode operation), the 
formula becomes: 

E", = E. 
Values of E., are shown below the 

f;urves (Fig. 2) for each plate voltage 
value. B supply voltage of 320 was 
used in the final Sherwood design. 
However, to simplify calculations, a 
voltage of 300 was used in these tests. 

so 
, 

, 

./ 
./ 

0 
0 50 100 '50 zoo Z50 lOO 

lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO 
Z40 250 Z60 210 zeo. Z90 lOO 
leo ZOc( ZZ.O Z40 Z60 zeo lOO 
IZO ISO leo ZIO Z40 Z70 lOO 
�O 100 '40 leo ZZO Z60 lOO 

0 SO 100 150 ZOO 2S0 lOO 

In calculating a push-pull c1ass-A 
amplifier's maximum power output and 
optimum load line, it is,. necessary to 
know the exact zero grid characteristic. 
Therefore, to eliminate confusion, only 
the general direction of the other grid 
voltage curves are shown. Note that 
the curves for different degrees' C'f 
screen tapping pass through common 
points on the constant Eh coordinate. 

Several interesting featu res of Ultra
Linear operation can be observed from 
the curves in Fig. 2. First, maximum 
push-pull class-A power output was 
calculated using each of the zero grid 

-Ni 

Z!Y -

-¥1i--
-lS:l= 
-¥1i 
l50 400 Ep 

Fig. 2-Plate charader
istics for triode, Ultra
Linear and tetrode oper-

ation. 

lOO lOO TETROOE SCR WlTAGE 
llO 320 20ll UL · -
J20 l40 4OlI' 
llO l60 6OlI' 
.140 leo IIOlI' 
lSO 400 TRIOOE 

R A 0 I 0 - E LEe T R 0 N I c.s 



X-ray yiew of the Z72!'. Shil'ld !!H'ret'n 
around .,Iate minimizell hum llnd noise_ 

characteristics shown. This power is 
approximately: 

P. =- '}. (�,. - E ... ,.) I ..... 
where E •. , .. and I n •• _ des{'ribe a point 
either at the knee of a tet rode type 
curve or at the intel'sedion of a line 
from E. which has the negative slope 
of a triode type curve. These points 
have all been indicated in Fig. 2 and 
have been connected hy a dotted line. 

Two similar lines have heen drawn 
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through those points which are at 95 % 
of the calculated maximum power out
put. Note how much farther apart 
these lines are as they intersect Ultra
Linear or triode E. = 0 curves. The 
plate-to-plate load impedance line also 
passes through the maximum power 
points from the El' = E .. , I" = 0 point. 
The load line for 200/0 Ultra-Linear 
maximum power (6,500 ohms plate to 
plate) has been drawn on the diagram. 
Note how much greater variation 
(swing of the load line on the diagram 
around the point El' = E .. , I. = 0) the 
load values may have without losing 
power or causing distortion in the 
Ultra-Linear and triode cases. 

There are other important factors 
which can be observed by more detailed 
study of these curves. 

1. Ultra-Linear operation always 
results in a considerably lower plate 
resistance than that obtained with 
tetrode operation. Consequently, the 
speaker damping factor is correspond
ingly lower with Ultra-Linear opera
tion. (This point is not as important 
as it was at one time. It has been 
found that low damping factors can be 
had by proper use of current feedback 
from the speaker coil. More on this 
late!".) 

2. The distol·tion at maximum powel' 
output for 20% Ultra-Linear operation 
is approximately one-third that of a 
tetrode connection. 

:t The increase of anode current 
under sustaim'd maximum-power-out
put conditions is higher with tetrode 
connection than with Ultra-Linear or 
triode. Of greater importance, although 
not indicated in Fig. 2, is the slower 
rise in screen current at maximum out

'put with Ultra-Linear connection. With 
the Ultra-Linear circuit, the screen 
will operate at a more conservative 
dissipation than a similar tetrode oper
ation. The useful power output from 
the scn'en in the Ultra-Linear case 
further lowers its actual dissipation 
and further increases the advantage of 
Ultra-Linear operation over tetrode. 
Moreover, the B supply and bias meth
ods have less rigid regulation require
ments with the reduced current varia
tions. 

These considerations seem to sub
stantiate, in general, previous claims 
of superiority fOI' tapped-screen opera
tion. Consequently, this circuit (!<'ig. 3) 
has been used (with 22% taps) in the 
Sherwood model S-1000 amplifier. 

The schematic shows a method of 
applying current feedback, either posi
tive or negative, from the output trans
fOl'mer secondary. In the S-1000 this 
results in a damping factor choice of 
either - 2, + 2 or the + 7 normally 
obtained without current feedback. 

A 12-db-per-octave rumble filter, a 
continuously variable compensated loud
ness control and a modified Baxandall 
tone contl'Ol system' also appeal' in the 
circuit. The feedback type control sys
tem, with its inherent low-distol'tion 
characteristics, is at its best when 
driven by a cathode follower. This 
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same cathode follower (which precedes 
both the tone and loudness controls) 
then becomes an excellent Iow-imped
ance source to meet tape recording 
requirements. The recording jack, how
ever, is interrupted by an open switch 
contact when the selector switch is in 
the tape position. This prevents a feed
back circuit through the recorder. 

The input capability of the high
impedance input circuit is 10 volts for 
less than 1 % IM distortion. This data 
is not usually included in amplifier 
specifications. Poor input capability 
can lead to distortion which is fre
quently difficult to analyze (as in the 
case of an AM tuner prodUCing a 5-volt 
signal while receiving a local broad
cast) . 

Input capability is also important in 
considering phono preamplifier specifica
tions since many high-level magnetic 
cartridges are still used. The model 
S-1000 can handle 150 nw with less 
than 1 % IM distortion. 

Equally important is adequate pre
amplifier sensitivity, which should be 
5 mv or less to meet the requirements 
of the G-E Professional and the Fair
child cartridges. A Z72!)-pentode-
12AX7-triode feedback pair, with a 
mid-frequency gain of 20 db, are used 
in the Sherwood. 

Associated with high sensitivity in 
preamplifier systems are the require
ments for minimum hum, noise and 
microphonics. The British Z729' (see 
photo), together with the use of proper 
circuitry and layout, met these require
ments without resorting to the added 
complication of d.c. heater supplies. 

The most commonly used preamplifier 
circuits al'e based on feedback pairs. 
Two common types are those with the 
first tube self-biased with a large grid 
resistor and a grounded cathode (Fig. 
4) and those with feedback to an un
bypassed cathode resistor (Fig. 5). 
In either case, because both the grid 
and the cathode are not at low imped
ance to 60 cycles, it is difficult to 
eliminate hum using a.c. heater sup
plies. 

A more foolproof circuit (Fig. 6) 
is one with the grid at low impedance 
(determined by the cartridge), with a 
self-biased, bypassed cathode resistor. 
Electrostatic hum pickup by the grid 
and cathode is thus eliminated. Also, 
the high-impedance feedback resistor 
does not tend to load the second plate 
as is the case with the lower-valued 
feedback resistor requi red for cathode 
feedback. 

A 1,000-ohm potentiometer across the 

RI B+ 
R2 

+ 
2.7K 25 

Fig. 4-Input circuit is self-biased. 

heaters and returned to the positive 
\'oltage at the output tube cathode COIl!
pletes the circuit essentials. Careful 
twisting of the heater wires, which are 
dressed away from grids and plates, 
and the excellently shielded internal 
construction of the Z72!l tube, make 
possible an equivalent of 1.5 p.v of hum 
and noise at the input grid. (This is 60 
db below maximum output.) 

With this circuit it was a simple 
matter to add a four-button push type 
switch fol' record equalization, 

��---.... --� 8+ 

Fi:.:-. !i-F(,(·dhacl, prl'amplifi('r circuit 
us('s IIl1bn)ass('d cathocll' rt'sist.or. 

s+ 

Fig. li-Cathod,· resistor is hypassed. 

The four-position equnlization selec
tOl' is a four-section locking'-type circuit
transfel' push-button switch. Each but
ton locks in when depressed and remains 
latched until I'eleased by depI'essing' 
another button. The equalization com
plenlt'nts the RIAA and new AES 
recording curves when the EUI(, LO� 
and LP buttons are out (not depressed) 
so a dummy AES-HIAA button is added 
to simplify operation for thl' uninitiated. 

The LO� button is shown depressed 
on the diagTam. It shunts a 2.2-meg
ohm resi!'tor across the IO-megohm 
resistor and .0012-Jtf capacitor in the 
feedback network and alters the re
sponse on the low end. The LP switch 
does the s,\me thing' and disconnects the 
100,000-ohm shunt resistor so the re
sponse at 10 kc is . - 16 db. The Elm 
position disconnects the grounded 
.0012-Jtf capacitor from the circuit and 
provides mon' highs. The 10-111egohlll 
resistor eliminates the d.c. click as the 
circuit is opened and closed. 

.-\ !il,OOO-ohm resistor and .003!.!-Jtf 
eapacitor can be switched across the 
piek-up cartridge to form a scratch 
filter with attenuation of 12 db pet' 
octave. EI'Il 
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The "goodness" of an amplifier is not shown by its circuit dia-

gram. Circuits have no inherent magic properties, but are 

merely the tools with which the designer seeks to achieve a cer

tain result, and diffe,.ent designers-provided always that they 

have the same high standards in view-may achieve the same re

sults by different means. 
-D. T. N. Williamson (1) 

Hi g h - Q u a lit y C ire u its 
By JOHN K. FRIEBORN 

Observations on Ultra-Linear, 

plus circuit features of three 

high-quality power amplifiers 

SEPTEMBER, 1953 
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Fig. I-Schematic of the Brociner model 
UL-I amplifier, an Ultra-Linear type. 

S
INCE Williamson published the 

first description of his· "High
Quality Audio Amplifier"2, in 
1947, other audio amplifier de

signers have had two apparent choices, 
"beating him or joining him." A popu
lar compromise is to adopt his general 
circuit arrangement, but to replace the 
class-A triode output stage with another 
type giving higher efficiency. The 
Ultra-Linear version of the Williamson 
amplifier is the solution which recently 
has received the largest amount of 
publicity in this country. Amplifiers 
made by two American manufacturers 
utilize a type of output stage which is 
less well-known, but which Williamson 
himself regards as a more substantial 
improvement than the Ultra-Linear. 
Still another American amplifier uses 
a type of output stage which apparent
ly can give results better than some 
of us expect of it . 

Ultra-Linear 
Where the original Williamson cir

cuit uses triode-connected beam tetrodes 
in this output stage, the Ultra-Linear 
version has the screens connected to 
taps on the output transformer pri
mary. A typical example of an Ultra
Linear Williamson is the Brociner 
model UL-1. (Fig.!.) One explanation 
of the low distortion of this output 
circuit is that, since connecting the 
screens to the plate terminals of the 
transformer primary (the triode con
nection) produces a plate characteristic 
which is nonlinear in one direction and 



connecting the screens to the E plus 
terminal of the transformer (the te
trode connection) produces a character
istic which is non linear in the other 
direction, screen connections to points 
sf'mewhere between the center and the 
ends of the primary will produce ap
proximate linearity'. (Sc� Fig. 2) 

Williamson points out' that the 
Ultra-Linear circuit is in effect a 
tetrode circuit with negative feedback 
from plates to screens and that the 
same improvement in linearity can be 
obtained with other circuits which give 
equivalent amounts of negative feed
back. In fact, he remarks that equally 
good results can be obtained with an 
OI'dinary beam-tetrode output circuit by 
using sufficient feedback around the 
entire amplifier. The disadvantage of 
that arrangement is that sufficient over
all feedback to enable a tetrode output 
circuit to better the performance of the 
original triode Williamson may be dif
ficult to obtain without instability. It 
can be done, as one of the amplifiers 
to be discussed in this article demon
strates. Inserting some feedback in the 
output stage makes it possible to re
duce the distortion any specified amount 
with less over-all feedback. 

Coupling from plates to screens is 
only one way in which feedback can be 
produced in the output stage. Feedback 
voltage . can be inserted between the 
grid and cathode and it would be more 
effective than feedback voltage inserted 
between the screen and cathode. Such 
an arrangement has been used in a 
British amplifier, the Acoustical', and 
in the two American amplifiers re
ferred to above, the Bell model 2200 
(Fig. 3) and the Bogen model DB20 
(Fig. 4) . It can be seen from the dia
:-rams that the voltage across the feed
back winding of the transformer ac
tually varies both the cathode-to-grid 
voltage and the cathode-to-screen volt
age (inverse feedback is applied to both 
the grids and the screens) . FigurcJ 
given by Williamson' indicate that this 
arrangement gives less distortion in the 
output stage alone than either the 
triode or the Ultra-Linear tetrode cir
cuit. Specifications published by the 
manufacturers of both the Bell and the 
Bogen amplifiers indicate a harmonic 
distortion of 0.3% for a._ output of 
20 watts. Vari-.tions of distortion in 
the Bogen model DB20 with power and 
with frequency are shown in the curves 
of Figs. 5 and 6, which were furnished 
by the manufacturer. 

Bell model 2200 
The Bell amplifier ha:.; a few notable 

variations on the conventioaal arrange
ment, aside from the output stage. The 
arrangement of two resistors and one 
capacitor in the cathode circuit of the 
first stage serves two purposes. First, 
the cathode resistor is partially by
passed, so that there is less feedback 
within this stage and greater over-all 
gain without feedback. For the same 
amount of over-all gain with feedback, 
the amount of feedback which can be 
used, . and the reduction in over-all 

distortion, is greater. Second, since 
the negative feedhack path is through 
the capacitor, less feedback results at 
low frequencies and the gain is in
creased to compensate for the low-fre
quency loss in the coupling capacitors. 

The phase inverter in this amplifier 
is not direct-coupled, as it is in most 
variations of the Williamson amplifier. 
No 1 % resistors are used in the push
pull stages, but other provisions are 
made to reduce the amount of unbal
ance. The push-pull voltage amplifier 
has an extrd retlistor, RI, common to 
the cathode circuits of both tubes. The 
usual cathode potentiometer for bal
ancing the output stage tubes is used. 

(The tube heater which is connected 
in the cathode circuit of the output 
stage belongs to the preamplifier. Each 
of the amplifiers described in this ar
ticle, except the Brociner, includes a 
four-stage preamplifier, equalizer, and 
tone-eontrol circuit, using two twin 
triodes. Only the main power amplifiers 
will be described in detail.) 

logen model DB20 
The Bogen amplifier has other un

usual features in addition to the output 
stage design. It is particularly notable 
for its many uses of feedback. In ad
dition to inverse current feedback in 
six of its eight stages, due to unby
passed cathode resistors, interstage 
negative feedback is used in the equal-

IN 

izer and in the tone-control circuit (not 
shcwn in Fig. 4). The power-amplifier 
section has not only the output-stage 
cathode feedback previously mentioned 
and over-all negative feedback, but also 
positive feedback between the cathodes 
of the last two stages. 

This ampli!ier has the conventional 
direct-coupled phase inverter (VI-b) . 
The plate voltage of VI-a and the grid 
voltage of VI-b are adjusted with RI 
so that the distortion in the VI-b stage 
will be a minimum. Few critical com
ponents or adjustments are used. The 
phase inverter load resistors, R2 and 
R3, are matched by selection of pairs 
from ordinary production tolerance 
types. Other resistors are unselected. 
Tl.e common cathode resistor in the 
push-pull voltage amplifier stage im
proves the balance in that stage. The 
use of multiple feedback loops in the 
amplifier makes it possible to obtain the 

Fig. 2-Triode, tetrode and ultra-lin
ear circuit plate characteristic curves. 

Fig. 3-The Bell model 2200 amplifier. Note that first stage is a.c. coupled. 

AF IN 

STAGES 

... ·ig. 4-The Bogen DB20 am plifier uses both positive and negative feedback. 
RADIO.ELECTRONICS 
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Fig. 5-A graph 
showing the varia
tion in harmonic 
distortion at vari
ous power output 
levels in the 80gen 
model D820. 
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Fig. 7 (abo\'e)-The Stromberg-Carlson 
AR-425 amplifier in the schematic has 
a sensitivity of 2 volts input for full 
rated output. Fig. 8 (left)-A graph 
of the harmonic distortion variation in 
the AR-425 amplifier at dill'erent fre
quencies as well as power output levels. 

srecified level of distortion without 
critical balancing of the output stage . 

Stromberg-Carlson model AR-425 

The power-amplifier section of Strom
berg-Carlson model AR-425 custom am
plifier is shown in Fig. 7. A direct
coupled phase bverter circuit is used, 
but the push-pull voltage-amplifier stage 
does not have a common cathode re
sistor and close-tolerance resistors are 
not used for balancing . A simple beam 
tetrode power stage is used in this 
amplifier, with no intrastage feedback, 
yet the harmonic distortion at 20 watts 
output is approximately the same as in 
the other amplifiers described in this 
article, according to curves furnished 
by the manufacturer (Fig. 8). Using 
frequencies of 60 cycles and 7 kilo
cycles in a " to 1 voltage ratio, this 
amplifier develops only 0.7% inter
modulation distortion at 15 watts out
put. Using 40 cycles and 7 kc, the inter
modulation distortion is 1.2% at 15 
WRttS. When making power runs to 
determine the percentage of inter
modulation distortion, the 15-watt com
plex waveform measured by the dis
tortion meter is equivalent to 23.5 
watts of sine-wave signal having the 
same peak value as the .resulting signal 
produced by intermodulation within the 
audio amplifier. 

The low distortion is accounted for 
partly by the large amount of over-all 
negative feedback used. To overcome 
the resulting tendency to oscillation at 
high frequencies, the gain of the first 
two stages at high frequencies is re
duced by two separate means.' 

The output of the first stage is 
shunted by a combination of two capaci
tors and one resistor, Cl, C2, and RI, so 
that the effective load impedance at 
high frequencies is reduced. Also, nega
tive feedback at high frequencies is 
provided between the plate of the sec
ond stage and the cathode of the first, 
through C3 and R2. 

All four of the amplifiers discussed 
in this article have damping factors of 
around 15, compared with 30 for clas
sical triode versions of the Williamson. 
That is, the various tetrode versions 
have an output impedance of about one
fifteenth the speaker voice-coil imped
ance, against one-thirtieth for the tri
ode circuit. Williamson points out' 
that the effective damping resistance 
is the sum of the amplifier output re
sistance and the speaker voice-coil re
sistance. The tetrode circuits therefore 
have total damping resistances, not 
twice as great as the triode circuit, but 
only about 3% greater. END 
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Adapting the "Ultra-LJneaf 
.AA .................. MII ... 

to 6550 Operation 

Over-all view of the 
"Ultra·Linear" amplifier that 

has been adapted for Tunq.Sol 6550'8. 

A new high-power output tube, the 6550, will find many 

applications in converting present-day amplifiers and 

in new equipment. Up to 100 watts push-pull can be had. 

S
INCE its introduction many years 

ago, the Williamson amplifier has 
undergone a few design changes to 

further improve its performance. As 
originally described by Williamson, the 
amplifier was a I5-watt unit designed 
for low distortion, uniform output, and 
small phase shift over the entire audio 
range.' Since the original conception 
of the Williamson amplifier, American 
manufacturers have jumped on the 
bandwagon and today one will find 
many variations of the original circuit. 
Performancewise there is wide varia
tion among the different units made in 
this country. One of the circuit im

-provements made by American manu
facturers came with the application of 
"Ultra-Linear" operation to the output 
tubes, a mode of operation which dou
bled output power and further reduced 
distortion.· This amplifier has been 
widely accepted by audiophiles with 
the result that there are about twenty 
commercial amplifiers on the market 
today which incorporate this design 
feature. 

The application of "Ultra-Linear" 
operation to the WiZZiamson-type am
plifier increased the output power to 
30 watts using the same type of output 
tubes operating at the same voltages. 
When this circuit was first introduced 
it was immediately noted that the new 
combination provided better sound, 
even at the low volume levels which 
the original amplifier could handle. 
This phenomenon has resulted in a new 
evaluation of the power requirements 
of an amplifier as a part of an audio 

system and, in general, it has been ob
served that in amplifiers of analogous 
design, the unit of greatest capacity 
will sound best. 

The attainment of high power in 
audio amplifiers has become relatively 
easy and inexpensive due to two fac
tors, the increased efficiency of the 
"Ultra-Linear" output circuit and the 
introduction of new output tubes with 
greater power handling capabilities. 
One recently introduced tube, the 
Tung-Sol 6550, is particularly adapta
ble to output stages of the "Ultra
Linear" type and can be used to ad
vantage in the "Ultra-Linear" William
SOlt circuit to provide an amplifier of 
60-watt capacity having an intermodu
lation content at maximum output of 
6/lOth of one per-cent. This amplifier 
differs only in a small degree in dimen
sions and number of circuit elements 
from its predecessors, and many WiZ
Ziamson-type amplifiers can easily be 
modified to take advantage of the im
proved performance. 

Amplifier Circuit 

An examination of the circuit dia
gram reveals the basic Williamson cir
cuitry of the first three stages. The 
first two, the input voltage amplifier 
and direct-coupled cathodyne phase 
inverter, are familiar and unchanged 
even with regard to tube type, the 
6SN7. The driver stage also remains 
a 6SN7, with but one change. Individ
ual cathode resistors have been added 
to provide a slight amount of local 
feedback in order to improve the loop 

By HERBERT I. KEROES 
Acro Products Company 

feedback phase characteristics and in
crease the stability margin of the am
plifier. 

The output stage is coupled to the 
driver through a resistance capacity 
network which provides conventional 
RO coupling at signal frequencies and 
an attenuated direct coupling at sub
sonic frequencies. This again intro
duces an improved low-frequency phase 
characteristic which adds to the sta
bility margin of the amplifier. The use 
of this combined RO and direct cou
pling is made possible by the choi�e of 
fixed bias operation of the output tubes 
whereby the required negative bias is 
obtained from a separa:te bias supply. 
The fixed bias supply consists of T., a 

6.3 volt, 1 amp. filament transformer; 
a 50 ma, selenium rectifier SR.; resis
tor Rc .. ; and electrolytic capacitors, O� 
and 0.3• 

In order to redu ce hum to a mini
mum in preamplifiers that are to be 
powered from the main amplifier, a 

positive bias has been applied to the 
heater line through resistors R", R .. , 
and capacitor, OH. If a separately pow
ered preamplifier is to be used, this 
network can be eliminated, together 
with the hum balancing potentiometer 
R"", and the centertap of the 6.3 volt 
winding on the power transformer T. 
can be grounded. "B plus" voltage for 
operation of the preamplifier can be 
taken either from point X or Y depend
ing on the preamp to be used. 

"Ultra-Linear" Output Stage 

The "Ultra-Linear" type of output 
stage is characterized by output tubes 
of the tetrode type with the screens of 
the tubes connected to taps equally 
positioned about the centertap of the 
output transformer. The operation of 
the stage can most readily be under
stood by the following considerations: 
first, if the screen of an output tube is 
connected to the plate, the tube func
tions as a triode, and the plate char
acteristic curves are concave upward. 
Secondly, if the screen is connected to 
"B plus," the tube operates as a tet
rode, and the plate ch a r a c t eris tic 
curves are concave downward. If, how
ever, the screen is connected to a tap 
on the primary of the output trans
former, a type of operation is obtained 
midway between triode and tetrode. 
Depending upon th(l type of output 
tube used, the tap can be chosen to 
result in an almost linear set of plate 



Power Output SO watts @ 1000 Cps: within ±.5 db of 1 kc. level 
@ SO watts oYer range 20 cps to 30 kc. 

Frequency Response ± 1 db @ 1 watt. 2 cps to 220 kc. 
IntermodulaUon DlstorUon (SO and 

3000 cps mixed 4:1. equlv. sine· 
wave power) 

10 watts-.07'}'o: 20 watts-.lO%: 30 watts
.IS,},o: 40 watts-.25%: SO watts-.40%: SO 
walts-.SO% 

Square.Wave Response Rise time on 20 kc.-2 microseconds: overshoot on 
20 kc.-none observed: ripple on 20 kc.-approx. 
1%: droop on 20 cps-5% 

Hum and Noise 80 db below rated output 
20 db 
10 db 
15 

Nominal Feedback 
Feedback Stability Margin 
Damping Factor 
Sensitivity 1.3 volts r .m ... for full output 

Table 1. Perlormance characteristics 01 the converted "Ultra·Linear" ampllBer. 

characteristic curves, and this mode of 
operation has been termed "Ultra
Linear." It has been determined ex
perimentally that the best operating 
point for the 6550 is with the tap lo
cated at 40 Cl" of the primary turns. 

"Ultra-Linear" operation of an out
put stage has sometimes been described 
as the application of negative feedback 
to the screen grids of the output tubes. 
If this concept is used to explain the 

operation, it should be noted that the 
feedback is of the power type rather 
than the more usual voltage or current 
feedback, and power is supplied to the 
screen grids over the operating cycle. 
It can be demonstrated mathematically 
that when power feedback is applied 
to the screen grid of a tube, the linear
ity of the plate characteristic curves 
can be improved over and above the 
amount normally to be expected by a 

Complete achemaUc diagram of the SO·walt version of "Ultra·Llnear" WllUalDllon. 
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consideration of voltage feedback only.' 
The output transformer is an Acro

sound TO-330. This transformer is 
ideally suited for the 6550 tubes, pro
viding the correct impedance match for 
maximum power and lowest distortion, 
and primary taps located at 40% of 
the total winding. The frequency re
sponse of the TO-330 is fiat ± 1 db 
from 10 cps to over 100 kc., thereby 
providing the necessary low phase shift 
over the audio range for best feedback 
stability and faithful t r a n s i e n t  re
sponse. The halves of the primary 
winding are tightly coupled to make 
available a full 60 watts of output over 
the entire audio range 20 cps to 20 kc. 
Although the nominal rating of the 
transformer is 50 watts at 20 cps, no 
difficulty was experienced in obtaining 
full undistorted output at the low fre
quency extreme. Too much emphasis 
cannot be placed on the fact that an 
amplifier cannot be better than its out
put transformer irrespective of the cir
cuit used. This component serves many 
functions in a feedback amplifier as 
well as providing an impedance match 
between the output stage and the 
speaker. However, all of the necessary 
conditions can be met by a propitious 
choice of design and this unit can, in 
fact, be improved in certain perform
ance categories, for example, band
width over :md above the circuit with 
which it is associated. 

Feedback Stability 
In a feedback amplifier it is always 

desirable to m a i n t a i n  a m a x i m u m  
amount o f  feedback stability in order 
to assure complete stability under all 
conditions of output power level and 
output load. The degree of stability of 
a feedback amplifier is generally rated 
in terms of stability margin, meaning 
the amount of additional feedback in 
db that can be added before the ampli
fier becomes unstable and oscillates. 
This design figure is usually taken 
under conditions of rated resistive out
put load. However, loudspeakers are 
not constant resistance devices, but 
present to the amplifier an impedance 
containing a large reactive component 
over a good portion of their operating 
range. Moreover, in the band outside 

of the range of the speaker, the im
pedance may be almost completely re
active. It is desirable, therefore, to 
have a stability margin of 6 db or more 
to assure complete stability. 

The stability characteristics of a 
feedback amplifier are associated with 
the bandwidth and phase shift charac
teristics of the amplifier circuit and 
output transformer, and there are sev
eral choices available to the designer 
to increase the stability of a given 
amplifier. First, bandwidth may be 
traded for stability. In this procedure 
loss networks are added to shape the 
amplifier response curve so that the 
response of the amplifier falls off by 
the amount of feedback plus the sta
bility margin before the phase of the 
feedback voltage becomes regenerative. 
Secondly, gain within the useful band 
may be traded for stability. In this 



procedure local feedback may be added 
to stages within the amplifier in order 
to reduce their contribution to the 
phase shift. Thirdly, the bandwidth of 
the stages may be extended by the use 
of certain design techniques, and the 
phase shift correspondingly reduced. 

The first method is subject to the 
criticism that it restricts the amplifier 
band reducing the rise time with re
gard to square wave response and, in 
this m a n n  e r ,  affects the fidelity of 
transient reproduction. The first and 
third methods may be combined; the 
bandwidth increased and then loss net
works added. 

An appreciable increase in the band
width of the amplifier described has 
been achieved by the use of the TO-330 
transformer. The response of the am
plifier, with feedback, is flat to over 
200 kc. An adequate stability margin 
of 10 db has been maintained by the 
use of methods two and three. A small 
amount of degeneration has been added 
to the driver stage by the inclusion of 
individual cathode resistors. The sub
sonic bandwidth has been extended and 
shaped by the addition of the 470,000 
ohm coupling resistors RI' and Rts• With 
these added resistors the bias devel
oped on the grids of the output tubes 
is partially dependent on the voltage 
developed at the plates of the driver 
tubes, and a plate current balancing 
control has been added to the output 
stage. The procedure of balancing plate 
current has been facilitated by indi
vidually fusing the output tube cath
odes. To check plate current the fuse 
is removed. The fuse clip serves as a 
convenient tie point for the connection 
of a milliammeter. 

Construction of the Amplifier 
The amplifier can be constructed on 

a chassis 8" x 12" x 3". A careful ar
rangement of parts p e r m i t s  d i r e c t  
point-to-point wiring of the stages and 
a short, direct feedback connection be
tween the output transformer and the 
first stage. The axiom for wiring am
plifier stages is to have leads as short 
and direct as possible. It is desirable 
to twist filament leads; also leads to 
the power switch and preamp power 
connector. A neater job will usually 
result if filament, switch, and power 
supply circuits are wired first, then 
"B plus" circuits, then signal circuits 
less the coupling capacitors. The cou
pling capacitors are added last, and 
since these are generally large, they 
may be looped over the space from 
stage-to-stage. The coupling capacitors 
to the output stage can terminate on 
pin No. 6 of the 6550 sockets, since this 
pin is not a tube connection and can be 
used as a tie point. 

Care should be taken when wiring 
the output transformer to see that the 
proper color coding is observed for the 
primary leads. Make certain that the 
traccr leads are connected to the out
put tube that is energized from the 
cathode of the phase inverter. If these 
leads are incorrectly connected the 
amplificr will m o t o r b o a t  when it is 

turned on. Correct phasing can be re
stored by either reversing the trans
former leads or by reversing the con
nections of the coupling capacitors at 
the phase inverter section of the first 
tube. 

The tota:l cathode current per output 
tube will run about 75 ma. with a plate 
supply voltage of 425 volts and a grid 
bias voltage of minus 48 volts. If the 
cathode current differs considerably 
from this figure, it may be advisable 
to change the value of R", until normal 
bias and plate current is obtained. 

Conversion of Existing Amplifiers 
It will occur to many that their WiZ

liamsons may be converted to take ad
vantage of the increased power output 
offered by the 6550 tube by simply 
adding a few extra components and 
changing the output transformer. One 
precaution should be taken, however, 
against overloading the power trans
former. The plate cUl-rent drain of the 
output stage has been increased from 
the 100 ma. drain of the usual KT-66 
tubes to 150 ma., and a power trans
former that is operating close to 
maximum rating will not be able to 
supply the additional drain. Many power 
transformers will, however, be able to 
take it, and one should not rush to 
replace the transformer if it feels hot 
in service. A safe operating tempera
ture for this component is 140 degrees 
F. which is an uncomfortable tempera
ature to the hand. However, If the 
power transformer ran a t an uncom
fortable temperature before conversion, 
it should be replaced. 

Performance 
The measured performance figures 

of the amplifier are given in Table 1. 
The frequency response at low outp�t 
levels is flat from 2 cps to 220 kc. MaXI
mum power of 60 watts is delivered at 
all frequencies between 20 cps and 30 
kc. The square wave response at 20 
cps shows 5% droop, and at 20 kc. the 
square wave is clean with no overshoot 

and a rise time of 2 micl'oseconds. The 
intermodulation figures are particular
ly good, being only 0.15% at 30 watts 
and 0.6% at 60 watts, for a combina
tion frequency of 60 and 3000 cps, 
mixed 4:1. 

Much has been written about am
plifier testing and on the interpreta
tion of test results. However, the 
deeper one goes into the field of am
plifier design, the more apparent it be
comes that the best test instrument is 
the human ear with music supplying 
the signal source� Unfortunately, the 
ear cannot supply a numerical rating 
of merit, but only a comparison of 
"better" or "not as good," The ampli
fier described in this article has been 
subjected to comparative listening 
tests with both the older "Ultra-Linear" 
Williamson using KT-66's and with 
other good amplifiers. Listeners were 
generally agreed that this amplifier had 
many points of superiority. 

The relative importance of the power 
amplifier in a high-fidelity system has 
always been a controversial subject. 
There are those who maintain that a 
low power amplifier of 5 watts or so 
is adequate for good reproduction and 
qualify this by the indisputable state
ment that the average sound power re
quired for good room volume is no 
greater than this figure. Others state 
that a moderately good power ampli
fier is a much more perfect device than 
other elements of the reproducing sys
tem, in particular phono pickups and 
speakers, Both of these schools of 
thought fail to recognize some basic 
facts relating to requirements imposed 
upon the power amplifier. In the first 
case, although average room volume 
may require only a few watts, peak 
powers may exceed the average by 10 
times or more, and it is the fidelity 
with which these peaks are reproduced 
that contribute to the feeling of pres
ence. With regard to the second point, 
it is true that there is still room for 
improvement in pick ups and speakers, 
however, any additional contribution 
to intermodulation distortion in the 

Underchassis "'lew of amplifier. Note the polnt.to·polnt wlrlnq of clrcult. 



power amplifier makes itself felt by the 
generation of new combination tones 
which further change the identity of a 
musical instrument, and produce the 
effect of blurring the sound. This latter 
effect can be easily demonstrated in a 
comparison test by playing a poor re
cording with lots of surface noise. The 
noise will be there in each instance, 
but will be much less objectionable 
with an amplifier of lower distortion. 
Finally, one must recognize that a con
dition of interaction exists between the 

speaker and the power amplifier. A high 
power amplifier of low and constant 
internal impedance exerts better con
trol over the speaker characteristics 
at high peak powers. 
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OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

ACRO PRODUCTS COMPANY 
369 Shurs Lane. Philadelphia 28, Po. 
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The quality of Acrosound transformers 
is accepted throughout the world 
as being unequalled. 

The finest amplifier quality comes 
from the optimum integrat ion 
of the best output transformers 
and the best circuits . 

Ac ro-developed Ultra-Linear circuits 
are likewise accepted as the best, 
and the combination of these factors 
make the finest sounding and finest 
performing amplifiers obtainable. 

Excellence of Acrosound transformers 
and circuits is illustrated 
by specifications of the TO-330 model 
designed for high-power Ultra-Linear 
amplifiers using the new 6550 tubes. 

Frequency response± 1 DB, 10CPS 
to 100 KC 
Power 50 watts 20 CPS-30 KC 
rating- 100 watts 30 CPS-20 KC 
Impedance-3300 ohms plate to 
plate to 4, 8, 16 ohms. Primary 
taps located at 40% of best U.L. 
performance. 
Price: $39.75 at leading distributors 

Catalog available upon request 

Distinctive features protected by 
patent! 

PIUNTED IN U.S.A. 



A 50-Watt Power Amplifier 

By DAVID HAFLER 
Dyna Company 

I 
� THE last decade t rcm('ndous 

sll'iell's havl' be('n made in Ih(' m·t of 
amplifil'l' design. Distortion flgul"t:s 

of .P;} at normal Iist('ning \('\"('Is and 
\('ss than 1% at rated oulput aa'(' now 
rout ine specificat ions in conh'ast to 
I"OITl'sponding figUl"es which ran as 
high as fi\':: times as much t('n V('III'S 
ago. Even Ih(' I('ast eXJX'nsh'e am l)li
:il'l's hav(' response nat OVl'r th(' 20 
'ps to 20 kc. range and the cos I of 
.mllliners with th('S(' exceU('nt spcci

li("ations has declined steadily in I'e
("pnl years. 

Thel'e have be('n times wh('n P<'op\e 
have felt that thl' audio amplifil'I' has 
rI'ached thl' limit of d('sign capahilili('s 

··but every time this complac('ncy has 
allllCared. new amplifi(,I' aITangl'm('nts 
eam(' along which xO/tlllled h('It(,I' and 
-Im·tro a new cycle of d('sign \·III·iants. 
I-:\"('n though distortion has \)('en low

· .. ('d and frequency I'espons(' I'xll'nd('d. 
! h(' .. (' has still been I'oom fo .. impl"II\"e
IIl1'nt in listening quality. The cus
lI.mary specificat ions fOl' amr,lifi(' .. s do 
nul cOlTelate closely wit.h audihh' JX'I'
fOl"nlanc('. Low distortion and lIat r('
"pons(' are ncces5al'Y fOl' good 1>(,1'
fo .. mance. but th('y do not insUl'(, high 
'Iualily. Th(' factol's which indicate 
t!ood Iistenability ha\"e not all hel'n 
id"nl ifiNl. and man�' of I h('m an' not 
, .. hkct to ('valuation hv com'l'nl ional 
'lI .. :tslll·ing tt'chniqul'5. j 10Wl'\"CI·. basic 
.l"il('rin fOI' good sound ar(' Iwing ('s
I a hI ished t1l1'ough ('xl l'nsh'(, conI 1'011 I'd 
lisl ('ning ('xp('!'i('nCl' allll t hes(' cri I ('!'ill 
a .. (' Imsic to the nl'W amJllifi('I' d('sign 
I" h(' d('scl·jJlCd. 

Thl'r(' ar(' 5e\,('I'al impol'lanl f(,HIIII'cS 
in addil ion to disto .. tion lIIul fl'('quency 
which hll\'(' hc:'I'n id<'nt ifi('(1 liS imllOl'
lant in d<,ll' .. mining lIIulilol'Y (II ... lily, 
Th.,s<, warranl som(' discllssion, 

1. T,.,,,,x;,',.' 11('''/''''''''''11'/' is " .. lIh
., hl�' till' ampl i fil't· dla t·at·1 l'I'isl il' whidt 

.· .. nl .. ihuh·s mosl In Iisll'ning qllalily 
'assllmin\.! low (Iislllrl ion amI suil ahll' 
I" 1'1'1 I 1I('nc)o' t'(·sl"lI1s .. l. 11 is Olll' of I hus(! 
ha . . eI-to-(lu:.nl if�' qllalil il's 1)I'('allsl' a 

Il"IInsil'nt. hy (I('finil inn. is 11 non
l'I'IIl'1 il ivc wllv('fol'm whil'h I'all only 
hi' 1tI'III'(lximat('ly "C'I, .. C'sl·nh·t! hy 
slIuaa'e wave's and similll" non-sinusoi
dal signals, 

GO()lt tl'ansil'nt \I(,I'flll'll1l1ne(' ('nhtils 
l'I'il iC1I1 damping of th(' lI'mlllilll'l' so 
I hilI Jlulsl'-tYJI(' si�nllls do nol callSI' 
oscilhtlOl'Y lIlII'g('S which 111'1'1'111' III I hI' 
1111 IJIU I liS sPUt'iOlIl; signllls. 11 IIlslI 1'1'
Iluil'(,s ('xlt'I'nll'ly wid(' hllndllllss so 
Ihat sI ('('I' fl'ont('(1 signllls of the 
sqUIII'('-WII\'(' lyP<' 81'(' not dislll .. I('11. 

June. 1956 

Top chassis ylew 
of the commercial 
yerslon of the 50·wall 
amplifier. Over·aIJ size is 
9" x 9" x 63/'" Includinq Ihe 
perforated shield which has been 
removed in photo 10 show layout. 

A high-power amplifier, providing high-fidelity performance, 

that is well engineered and suitable for home construction. 
Thl' I'l'spons(' oulsidl' 1I11' audio hand 
must be smoolh IInd ('onll'OlIed so that 
Ih('I'(, is no ()\'('I'sholll lint! I'inging ('x
hihit('d on a squHl'('-\\'/I\'(' signal input. 
and pl1lls(' shifl in 1Ill' audio han" must 
be III a minimum. 

TllI'sl' 1'I':luin'nll'nls lIJ'(' all inh'I'
relal('d 10 the slahililv dlaJ'a('I('l'is
lics (If Ihc amplifil'I' u;III('1' fc.·l'dhal·k 
condil ions and wil h IIl1' l'I'gulal ion 
chal'8cII'I'istics of Ih(' III)\n'I' supply, ,\11 
umplilil'I' which is on 1111' ,· .... gc of ill
slahilily uocl(' .. conditions of slwakl'l' 
loading Iwhich m'(' mOI"l' cl'ilical Ihan 
.. ('sisl i\'I' loading I cannot l'xhihil gOIHI 
tl'ansiPnl pI'I·fo .. mam·,' sil1l'1' SiJ,:IHtls 
muy ('xcilc 10w-ft'I'(IIII'n('y SllI'g(·s. high
f"('Ilu .. ncy .. inging. mill IM,ssihl�' pal'
asilk oscillalions IIndl'l' high oUIPlI1 
l'OI111i1 ions. ]n similar fashion. if P"W-
1'1' sUIII'I�' \'olla\.!l's shifl IIncll'l' sigmtl 
('()IlIlilions, tllI'l'I' is a dlHngl' in flpl· . . · 

IIlin\.! cnndilions; alII I 1111' P"l'f"I'lI1anl'I' 
wil h Ilymtmit= I"'ogl'am SOUI'("'S is nol 

Flq. I. IM distortion Yersus power output. 
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tl1I' san1l' as I hc Jll'l'fo .. munce und(·t· 
slNtcly slall.· conditions. 

This is onc ('xplana I ion of I he 1;l('k 
of cOI'l'('lation b('l\\'c('n list('ning qual
il y and m('aslll'('(1 Iw .. fOl'munc(', '1'111' 
lahlll'allll'Y ml'aslII'l'llll'nls 1\1'1' mall(' 
wil h sin(' and sqUaJ'(' WII\,(' soun'C's 
whil'h 110 nol duplkall' Ih(' \'m'ying 
(Iynalll ies IIf Illusiea I SOU"l'('S, ] n IIddi
I i"n. IIl1' lallOl'aIOl'Y Il'sl USI'S a fixl'.1 
load iIllJlC'llanl'l' whil(' 1111' IIntJllilicl' in 
a PI'II1'1 i('al silualion wo .. ks inlo a IlI1ul 
of \"al'iahl.· imIK'c\ancl' like a loud
spC'ak(,I' Iwhil'h mny 1)(' flll'lh('I' ('om
plicall'd hy 1111' associatc'd CI'OSSo\'('" 
nl'l wOI'k I. 1'l'l'fOl'ma n('" w il h Ira nsit'l1l 
wa\·l'fOI'lI1S. IIl1d .... \,al'ying load ('On,li
lions. I'alllwl h"I'\,alllall'c\ wilh slc'lul\" 
slall' l .. sl nWlhncls "n a simplt� I'�,
sisl i'·I· load, Thl' Sllllll ion for I hI' Ih'
slgnl'l' is III IISI' all a\'ailahlt' Ih·si\.!1I 
I·llnsi ... ·,·al ions whil'h will inITI'asl' sla
hility alld 11I'('SI'I'\'I' 011l'1'lIlional dlm'
al'l .. l·isl it's Imell'l' (I�'nllmic signlll inpllls 
wil h 1'I';wl i\'1' loads. Tlwn hl' musl use 
his I·a .. s as 1111' linal Il'sl insl .. ument. 

:!, "fh'l' Imnsi('nl 1,(' .. fOl·mllne('. tl1t' 
IlI'xl implIl'lanl faclOl' in Ihe sound 
qllalily of an umplifil'l' is ""f'tllltll,. 
,"'11"('" ",/mllillf/ (·"'H/{.';I.II,"· Although 
1111' 101111 III)WI'I' 1'('quiJ'('m('nl nec(,lIsar�' 
for go()(1 1'('111'1111111'1 ion is 11 conll'O
H'I'sial issu(·. 1 h(' l'I'Ilui!'l'rl I)()w('t· fOI' 
rt'U/;.�I it' l'l'III'oduct ion is in excl'SS of 
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30 watts unless speakers of very high 
efficiency arc used. This can be dem
onstrated by recording a piano and 
then playing back the tape at the 
same level as the original piano. Scope 
patterns show definite clipping with a 
3D-watt amplifier and medium efficien
cy speaker. 

The reasons why more power is re
quired than most people realize in
volve both psychological and electronic 
factors. For example, a fixed level of 
acoustic power sounds louder when 
issuing from a stereophonic source 
than from a single-channel source. 
Therefore, realism which parallels that 
of stereophonic reproduction requires 
at least twice as much power if the 
eITect is to be simulated from a single
channel system. Electronic factors 
which bring about high power require
ments are based on the wide increase 
in bandpass and dynamic range of 
present-day source material. To han
dle wide dynamics over a wide fre
quency band takes power. If "ID watts 
is enough" was correct 10 years ago, 
then 40 or 50 watts is required now 
since the loudness range of records 
has been increased at least 4 or 5 
times. 

As the frequency band has been ex
tended, the power requirements are 
more severe. At frequency extromes, 
the impedance characteristics of loud
speaker systems change from their 
nominal values. This mismatches the 
amplifier and causes a downrating of 
power capabilities. On some speaker 
systems, a 50-watt amplifier may be 
limited to 5 or 10 watts at 30 cps even 
though it measures full power on a 
resistive load-this is another factor 

in the discrepancy between lab tests 
and listening tests. 

3. Even when excellent transient 
performance and adequate power han
dling are available, a circuit may still 
not give the best sound because it is 
critical as to parts and layout and 
therefore has insufficient reproducibil
itJ/. It is necessary to have tolerance 
lutitude in the design so that any 
builder of the circuit will get the per
formance specified. It is not suitable 
to have an amplifier in which the de
sired performance can be obtained 
only by careful balancing and adjust
ment. In some designs, the movement 
of a lead can affect stability or hum. 
This is undesirable since the user has 
no warranty of continued high-quality 
performance. This problem received 
careful attention in the design of the 
circuit to be described since the am
plifier is available commercially in kit 
form and many users do not have fa
cilities for adjustments and correc
tions in the effort to get peak per
formance. 

These considerations of tran,�ient 
pel'!ormance, adequate power han
dling, and repl'oducibility of charac
teristics were the guiding factors in 
the' design of the amplifier to be de
scribed. The attainment of these de
siderata required an integration of 
components and circuitry of unique 
combination. 

The Output Stage 
The output stage consists of SCA7/ 

EL34's in push-pull, matched at 4300 
ohms plate-to-pla.te with the Dynaco 
A-430 output transformer. With the 
operating conditions selected, this 

stage, without feedback, will put out 
50 clean watts over the entire audio 
band and has frequency response plus 
or minus 2 db from S cps to over lOO 
kc. These characteristics arc further 
impl'Oved by the proper use of nega· 
th'e feedback. 

The 6CA7/EL34 is a linear tube 
which is designed for operation as a 
pentode. It has a suppl'essor gJ"id 
which controls the space charge in the 
tube �nd provides a high order of lin
earity under reactive loading condi
tions. This type of performance is su
perior to that of bcam tetrodes which 
t pnd to show increased distortion un· 
del' speaker loading conditions. If 
screen loading is used with this tull(', 
it will aITect the space charge contl'Ol; 
but if the propOl·tion of screen loading 
is small, the beneficial aspects of the 
pentode design can be maintained. In 
this amplifiel', the screen load is about 
lO'I'r, which preserves the inherent 
linearity of the tubes, The combina
tion of plate and screen impedances 
was empirically determined as that 
which gave optimum performance at 
both high and low levels under a wide' 
range of load conditions. 

The output stage is operated in class 
AB.. Class AB. or class B operation 
would have been more efficient, but 
both of these conditions of operation 
have relatively high distortion at low 
levels. and they have such wide cur
rent swings that operational condi
tions shift with changing signal level. 
In order to maintain optimum tran
sie'nt performance, the essentially Iin· 
car operating conditions should be ad
hered to rigorously thl'Oughout the 
entire signal cycle at all power levels. 
This entails good power supply regu
lation, and also involves the use o f  
fixed bias. The bias i s  obtained from 
a supply of fairly low impedance so 
that it does not change at any signal 
level, and operation remains linear 
under dynamic conditions. If cathode 
bias were to be used, the operating 
point of the tubes would shift at high
er levels and give a form of transient 
distortion. 

The Phase Inverter 
The output stage is driven directly 

from the phase inverter which is of 
the split load type. This drive, without 
an intervening stage, is accomplished 
readily with the tube used, the triode 
section of a SANS. This arrangement 
is an old tried and true one which has 
now been revitalized because of the 
efficacy of the new tube type which 
permits adequate voltage ampliftca-

Fie,. 3. The .quare·wa.e performance 01 the 50·wall power ampllBer at .arlou. frequencle •• a. indicated. 
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tion (to be discussed later) and phase 
inversion in the same envelope. 

The sole disadvantage of the split 
load. or cathodyne. type of inverter is 
that its balance falls at high frequen
cies. The high-frequency response 
from its cathode section is better than 
from its plate section since the cathode 
is at lower impedance than the plate 
and is less influenced by the following 
grid input capacitance. Unbalance at 
high frequencies results in some in
cl'ease in distortion and also limits the 
amount of permissible feedback. This. 
in turn. lessens the margin of stability. 
Fortunately. however. a simple expe
dient can provide accurate correction 
of the unbalance so that the drives to 
the output tubes can be balanced out 
to ultrasonic frequencies. 

The correction can be made by 
adding a small feedback capacitor on 
the side of the circuit energized from 
the cathode of the phase inverter. In 
the circuit used. a 390 ppfd. capacitor 
is connected from the screen of the 
output tube back to an earlier point. 
This capacitor introduces more feed
back at the higher frequencies s.o that 
the circuit has less gain as frequency 
increases. This correction is most ef
fective on the side of the circuit which 
has the most high-frequency response. 
and the net result is to. balance the 
signals f!"Om the two sides of the phase 
inverter. Thus the basic deficiency of 
the split load inverter is rectified. 

The Voltage Amplifier 

The phase inverter is preceded by 
the other half of the 6ANS tube which 
is used as a high-gain pentode voltage 
amplifier. This is direct coupled, (t 11' 
Williamson, to the phase inn'l·ter. and 
the parameters are chosen to give min
imum intermodulation distortion over 
the two stages. A gain of 200 can be 
rC'adily obtained in the voltage ampli
fiel' stage even with the unbypassed 
('athode. 

The use of the pentode tube intro
duces some subtle advantages. The 
input capacitance is very low so that 
there is little shunting capacitance to 
attenuate the high frequencies of in
put signals cven from high source im
pcdanccs. Also, undel' feedback condi
tions , the low Miller elTect in the 
pentode makes the circuit uncrit ical 
as to input source. In triode st.ag('s, 
parasitic oscillations may be encoun
I('rcd whcn the input source has high 
capacitance such as that from a 
shielded input cable. 

The high gain of the pentode tuhe 
eliminates the necessity for an addi
t ional stage. This, of course, simplifies 
the amplifier and makes a substantial 
improvem('nt in stability characteris
tics since it is easier to take feedback 
,wer three stagC's than over four. 

The Feedback lotlp 

Twenty decihels of feedback are in
corpomted in an over-all feedhack loop 
which goes f!"Om output to input of the 
amplifier. The amplifiel' is sufficicnt Iy 
stable that it would take an additional 
20 db of fC'edhack before oscillation 

J ... e, 1956 

CA) Amplifier response to 1.5 volt d.c. pulse from Lottery. Initial portion 
01 trace shows switching in 01 battery; second portion shows switch· 
ing off. Both impulses are damped on first hell cycle, even with this 
high level signal which drives the a�plifier to full output. See text. 

CB) Amplifier performance under changing signal levels is demonstrated 
here by switch from 40 to 6 watt levels. No bounce or surge is visible. 

Flq. 4. The tremaleDt performaDce 01 the 50·watt power amplifier deacrlbed ID .exL 

could be induced. This is a substantial 
margin of safety which makes a very 
important contribution to transient 
performance. The stability margin is 
obtained both through circuit design 
and through characteristics of the out
put transformer. 

The margin of stability which exi:;ts 
at both low and high frequencies can 
be readily demonstrated. Touching the 
input grid of the amplifier sends a 
sharp pulse through the system. If the 
speaker cone is watched, it can be seen 

to move out, then back, and that is all. 
There is no tendency for it to "rock" 
back and forth-a form of hangover 
which blurs the sound of percussive 
signals. The corresponding high-fre
quency effect is revealed with square
wave testing. Many amplifiers exhibit 
a spike (overshoot> on the leading 
edge of the square wave followed by 
ripples (ringing) which are similar to 
low-fre:tuency hangover. These condi
tions are aggravated by capacitive 

(Continued on page 116) 

Complete achematlc of 50·wall amplifier. Part. are atandard except for traD.formen: 
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Impo�ted tllbe. and are 
Identicat. The 6CA7 I. dl.· 

trlbllted by Amperex Elec· 

tronlc Corp. and the n34 
(Milliard) by the Inter· 

... UCH£D national Electronic Corp. 

C,-J90 /Jp/d .• 1000 '. e_p.cilor 
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£,-, .",p. /"Ie 
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V,-6ANS 'ub. 
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loading such as is causecl hy speaker 
cables. Even as little as 500 ""fcl. of 
cllpacitance aCI'oss the speaker leads 
may throw these amplifiers into oscil
lation. 

In this design high- frequency ringing 
is practically eliminated by proper 
choice of capacitor across the feedback 
resistor. On a loudspeaker load, there 
is a minimum I'ing or overshoot on 
squarc waves to 20 kc. Evcn thc new 
clcctl"Ostatic tweetcrs with theil' high 
ca pacitive loading will not cletet'iomte 
high-frequency pel"formance nor will 
long leads to the loudspeaker ·intl"Oduce 
instability. 

At low frequencies the fact that 
there is only one stage with coupling 
capacitors leads to a wide margin of 
stability. In addition, the output tram;
former has about 200 henrys primat·y 
inductance so that its response is nat 
clown to 6 cps. This insures low phase 
shift at low frequencies, which makes 
it practical to maintain low-ft'e
quency response of the amplifier to 
below 10 cps and still have complete 
low-frequency stability. Some designs 
gain stability by restriction of hand
width. That has not been done with 
this circuit. 

It is wOl'th mentioning that the de
sign of an output transformer to be 
used in a screen loaded circuit is quite 
critical since capacitive transfer be
tween windings can produce multi
vibrator or oscillator action in the 
coupling from plates to screens.' This 
is avoided in the present design hy us
ing four primary sections each of 
which has the same proportion of 
screen load impedance. A unique para
coupled winding arrangement gives 
tight coupling between all sections 
without capacitive transfer between 
windings. As a result, low leakage re
actances are ohtained without high 
intet'winding capacitances, and hoth 
bandpass and stability charactel'istics 
are impt·()\"(·(1. 

Und er chassis 
view 01 the com· 
merclal versio n 
01 amplifier. The 
printed circuit 
ass embly. shown 
at lo wer left. 
can be omitted 
in lavor 01 in
dividual parts 
11 the home con
struc tor dupli
cates t h e  cir
cuit usinq his 
own component •• 

The Power Supply 

The power supply is quite simple, 

utilizing cllpacitor innut with resistive 
filtering. Suhstantial decoupling is in
cluded to preserve the low-frequency 
stabil ity characteristics. 

The general configuration and the 
time constants of the power supply 
have been intC'gl'ated to give instanta
neous recovery on ovedoad signals. 
High level signa Is at'e nl'a t Iy and sym
metrically clipped when their peak 
power cXCl'eds 100 watts. IInd concu t·
rent pl"Ogmm material is unaffected. 

In the listening tests which accom
panied the design work, it was ob
served that some amplifiers collapse 
tempomrily on overload, and their 
powet· capabilities are substantially 
less on musical material than on 
steady-state signals-another lack of 
correlation between dynamic a nd 
steady-statc test methods. 

Amplifier Performance 

T h e amplifi er's performance in 
terms of conventional steady-state 
measurements is il l ustrated in Figs. 1 
and 2. The intermodulation distortion 
(40 cps and 7 kc. mixed 4 to 1) shown 

in Fig. 1 is extremely low, due to the 
linearity of the output stage and 
transformer augmented by 20 db of 
feedback. The t'('sponse curve ( Fig . 

2A) is of interest as it shows that 
thcre is no peaking of response outside 
the audio band and also that response 
within the band is tlat at all levels up 
to full output. The curve of Fig. 2B 
shows harmonic distortion at 50 watts 
of output, over the entire audio spec
trum. Most harmonic distortion meas
urements arc shown for 1000 cps 
where distortion is at a minimum. 
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while at frequency extremes distortion 
is higher. In this amplifier, the in
crease in harmonic distortion at 20 cps 
and 20 kc. is very low, and harmonic 
distortion is kept below 1% over the 
entire band even at the 50 watt level. 
This means that response at fuU power 
is essentially distortion free-a condi
tion rarely met in audio .amplifiers 
even when they exhibit flat response 
at fuU power. 

It is difficult to depict the perform
ance specifications which are related 
to good transient performance. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the square-wave per
formance Crom 20 cps to 20 kc. exhibits 
minimum ringing while preserving Cast 
rise time. This does not indicate, how
ever, how the amplifier responds to 
non-recurrent signals. 

Fig. 4 shows two oscillograms which 
evaluate the performance of the circuit 
under dynamic transie.nt conditions. 
Fig. 4A shows a d.c. pulse from a 1.5 
volt battery-a signal which drives the 
amplifier close to overload. The initial 
impulse is the switching in of the bat
tery, and the second trace represents 
r.emoval of the Voltage. Both impulses 
are instantaneously damped on till' 
first half cycle without transient dis
turbances. 

Fig. 4B is an even more rugged tcst 
of transient performance. This shows 
switching from 40 watts of lOOO-cyclc 
signal to 6 watts. This drastic chang(' 
in amplitude has absolutely no eff('ct 
on performance, and there is no surg
ing or bouncing which can be oh
served. 

These tests are flrst approximations 
to what happens under musical listen
ing conditions. They show that till' 
amplifier can handle suddenly chang
ing high level material without violent 
voltage swings, grid blocking, or other 
actions which are involved in poor re
sponse to large transient signals. 

The power output of the amplifier is 
adequate for practicaUy any home in
staUation, even with low efficiency 
speakers. Since power is un�jjstorted 
at frequency extremes and momentary 
overloads have minor effect, the useful 
loudness levels can be pushed up to 
higher intensity than can be obtained 
from some amplifiers of nominally 
higher power rating based on mld
band sine-wave testing. 

It is as difficult to quantify the re
producibility characteristics of a cir
cuit as it is to specify its transient per
formance. This amplifier, as a com
mercial kit, Includes a printed circuit 
panel with all the wiring up to the 
grids of the output stage. This elimi
nates a major source of variability and 
insures reproducibility. However, the 
stability margin of the circuit is such 
that almost any din'ct layout can be 
used without danger of motorboating 
or high frequency oscillation. Within 
the normal 10 r,? tolerance range of 
components, the IM distortion wi\1 not 
exceed 1 % at 50 watts. With parts 
trimmed for minimum distortion, the 
IM can be made as low as ,25% at 50 
watts. 

Thus the circuit, in addition to con-
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Top .,Iew 01 the printed circuit board 
uHd I n  the amplifier showinq the lo
cation 01 ae.,eral Important components. 

ventional distortion and Crequency 
specifications. exhihits outstanding 
transient performance, adequate wide
ha rill IlOwel' capability, and I'eproduci
bility. These arc the criteria sought 
Cor listenability. 

Listening Tests 

The author has always insisted that 
the acid test oC an amplifier is the 
list('ning test. Even the most supel'
lath'e specifications do not guarantee 
that the amplifiCl' will sound well. 
ThereCore, extensive listening tests 
were made on this circuit through 
\'arious stages oC its development and 
after the design was CrOl�en. These 
wc� made on the hasis oC compal'isons 
with other amplifiel's of high quality 
using a vari('ty oC speaker systems 
with AB switching panels. In addition 
the amplifier was put to the test of 
liveability-use in normal home concli
tions of various individuals for pel'iods 
ranging up to six mon t hs. !teact ions 
of listeners confirmcd the design 
pl'emisl's of the amplili(,I' as most test
ers agr(,l'd that the new amplifier 
1I01l1uied brttcr. These listener reac
tions agrl'ed in sev('ral rlircctions: 

"DiI·ty" progl'am matl'l'ial sccmed to 
be c1caned up. The passagcs on rec
ords which had appeared to he slight ly 
overcut no\\' scemcd smoot hcr am! less 
I'aspy. This was intcl'llI'('I ('d as mcan
ing I hal I husl' high Ic\'('1 passagl's I'C
quil'cc! till' r\lhlecl pm\'!'r ancl Iransient 
r('sllOns(' of I h(' 111'\\' a mpl ilil'l·. 

TIl<' mid-hand "g;\I'hll'd" ('rf('cl which 
is fl'('quenlly associa t I'll wil h spcakcl' 
syslcms which h",'c Cl'ossm '(,I' net
works was diminislll'd wil h I hc new 
ch·cuit. This appal'('ntly sl('ms fmm 
thc facl Ihal tilt' ml'thoc! of opcl'alion 
of (lCA 7/F.L.1'1's Iloes not clclcl'iOl'ale 
p<'rfol'manc(' on a compll'x l'I'active 
load to th(' samc ('xll'nl as occurs 
wilh conv('ntional Cil·cuill·Y. 

ll<�a \'y low-fl'cqu('ncy passag('s had 
he 1\ ('I' dc·finition. This can hp a Ill'Ih
ut<,d 10 s('vI'l'al fal'lors: gl'l'all'r power 
cfillahility, low dislort iOIl at 1111' low
fr('clul'ncy (.'!lcl of Ill«' hand. and mm
"Il'l (' low-fJ'C'qu('ney s I a hi Ii I y. )o:\'l'n on 
speakel's oC nominal 10 watt rating, 
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the extra clarity of the bass was ap
parent. 

High frequencies were smoother and 
had less coloral ion. Some of the test 
group were not aware of this until 
alter they had lived with the new 
amplifier, grown accustomed to it, and 
tried to return to their pl'evious units. 
Then the old favorite sounded rough 
and screechy by comparison. This is 
an interest ing psychological phenom
enon which shows up in acoustical' 
testing-change for the better is not 
as appal'ent as change for the worse. 
The irritation factor is more obvious 
in retrogressive change while improve
m('nt does not seem to make as great 
a difference. 

A no t h e r intC'resting phenomenon 
which the listening comparisons re
vealed was that the high stability cir
cuit was generally operated at higher 
and more realistic volume levels than 
comparison equipment. When inten
sities were high. the comment "turn it 
down" was not heard for the new 
circuit though it was often applied for 
the other models. It has been noted 
before that both wider bandwidth and 
higher powers arc accepted only when 
accompanied by lower distortion. non
peaked response. and generally cJcaner 
sound. It seems evident that the spe
cific performance qualities of this 
amplifier produce less listener inita
lion which permits higher level use 
without corresponding listener fatigue. 

All in all, some very reluctant test
ers were converted to the new ar

rangement even though they had ap
proached the listening tests doubting 
the possibility that such a simple 
amplifier could he as good, much less 
better. than the amplifiers which they 
were using. These reactions prompt 
the author to repeat the same thought 
as he expressed in 1951 when descrih
jng Ihe first "Ultra- Linear" amplifier: ' 

"For sheer listening pleasure this 
amplifier represents the hest that can 
be achieved at the present state of the 
art. Others who have had the oppor
tunity to hear and try the circuit 
agree with this; and these beliefs will 
not be shaken until something comes 
along which .'Iomld.'I better. or at leasl 
sounds as good and can be built fOI' 
lower cost. " 

As pointed out. this power amplifil' l '  
can be easily duplicated by the home 
builder. Any of the special compo
nents arc available direct from DJ/Ill! 
Company, 5142 Master St.. Philadel
phia 31. Pa. For those who would 
rather buy the unit in kit form (the 
"Dynakit Mark n"), it is available 
from local parts jobbers or from the 
company direct COl' $69.75. 
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By DAVID HAFLER 

Oynaco Inc. 

Construction of an amplifier with IM as low as .15% at 

full power, but be careful of your speakers with this one. 

T
HE necessity for high pO\�er con
tinues to be onc of the major contl'o
vel'si{'s of the high-fidelity field. 

Much has been written and discussed 
on this subject without final conclusion, 
but with the over-all effect of shift
ing power l'equirements upwards. A 
few years ago many people felt that 
10 watts was adequate while others ar
gued for 25, and a few held out for 50 
watts anrl even more. Now, however, 
the number of those who accept 10 
watts as sufficient is 

'
very small; and 

the minimum acceptable power for 
high-quality reproduction is generally 
considered to be 20 to 30 watts; while 
many people have come to feel that 50 
or more watts arc required in most 
home installations where maximum 
fidelity is desired. 

There are two major reasons why 
there has been this gradual acceptance 
of higher power. First. speakers of 
comparath'ely low etliciency have be
come popular and these require more 
power for the same acoustic output. 
Second, many )"X'opl{' ha,'e disregarderl 
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theil' preconceptions and founrl that 
music sounded bettel' when higher am
plifier power was used. E"en the very 
conscrvative British. who fo r m e r l y  
rarely considered the need for mOI'e 
than 10 watts, have now begun to use 
amplifiers which arc capable of 30 to 
50 watts of middle-frequency power
and they justify this new viewpoint on 
the basis of better sound. 

Many of the reasons why it is de
sirable to have higher power than 
some people have believed necessary 
have been rliscussed previously' and 
it is not the purpose of this article to 
go into these reasons again. Howl',·er. 
onc of the reasons why higher powt'r 
often makes better sound has not been 
widely recognized; and discussion of 
this will readily illustrate the SUbtle 
differences which can be attributed to 
higher power. 

Onc of the functions of the amplifier 
is to provirle t'lectrical damping of the 
loudspeaker cone.' For example, if the 
cone is pushed in and then released. it 
snaps forwarrl; and the motion of the 

"oice coil in the magnetic field creates 
a "oltage across the amplifier output. 
If the amplifier has a low output im
pedance (as is common in high-quality 
amplifiers today I, this voltage is short 
circlliterl, acti!"� liS a brake to the COl1e 
movement. Some loudspeakers with 
large magnet structures and compliant 
cones arc shipped with a shunt across 
the voice coil to prevent movement of 
the cone while in transit (as is also 
rlone with meters l. The ability of the 
ampliCit'r to hold the cone free from 
ul1rlcsirerl excur�ions makes a rlil'ect 
contribution to the clarity of low-Cl'e
qut'ncy passages. 

Thel'e is nothing new thus hll' in this 
discllssion until wc consider what h<lp
pens if there is a heavy speaker cone 
and a puny amplifier. In this extreme 
case, the amplifier cannot hold the 
cone in place. The undesired voltage 
generated by the overshoot of the cone 
is more than the amplifier can control. 
It would take a higher powered ampli
fier to get the desired damping of the 
loudspeaker. Even if the cone is not 
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h .".�. and the amplifi('r is not limited 
I" ; , f('w watts, the damping of the 
sl,,'akel' will be decreased as the am
pIiJi"I' gets near its full capacity-and 
lit Ih(' low frequencies where damp:ng 
is impol'tant. the speaker impedance 
rises above its nominal \'alue and the 
;wlplifi(,I' can no longer deliver its 
rall'l! pow('r, 

:'\alurally, any consideration of how 
Ill1' COIII' mot ion is hdo in check 1IIso 
;11,!>!iI'� 10 the problems of startin� the 
' ''11'' in motion. Transient response, 

"hility of the system to get in mo-
11"11 "I' to stop mO\'in�, is adv('rs('ly 
aIT.,ctl'o hy insufficient powcr. A firm, 
ulll1luocliro bass" rcquires mort· powel' 
than is indicated by m(,Hsurements of 
a\·cragc or peak powers available in 
music. The high-powered ampli fier , 
thcrC'fol'c, has inhcrent quality which 
cannot \)(' obtained in a low-powered 
uni'. This doc� not answ('r the qu('s-
1 inn of how much pow('r is r('quired, 
j. rI".,s inoicatt' that the prohl('m is 
', '. , . ill which the suhjective Iist('ning 
1,'''1 <:an prove more than the convcn
tiunal nwasurement. 

FOI' those who ar(' int('I'ested in 115-

Cl 

L 
AI6 

ing high power , tlH're is a limit<'C1 
choice of circuitry. Onc(' it is desired 
to go above 60 or 70 watts, there arc 
serious problems of high-voltage··
power-supply re g u I a t i o n, expensive 
tube types, and choice of Olltput trans
formers, These problems are mini
mized by the us(' of paralleled output 
tuhes so that cOI1\'('ntional circuitl'Y 
and volta�es can give hi�hel' powers.' 
Th(' use of paralleled output t u\J<'s is 
not thl' most el('gant solution to thC' 
problem of high power, but it giv('s a 
simple and comparatively in('xpensive 
way to do the job without getting in
\'oh'ed with pot('ntially lethal \'oltages 
or monstrous pow('r supplies. 

Th(' decision to use push-pull parallel 
output tub('s leo to experim('ntation 
w ith the DYIlIlh'il "Mark ,Ill" 1IS the 
hasis for the new high-powerl'd oC'
si�n. The "Mark Ill" provioes up to 
60 watts at low distOl'tion ann with 
wid(' fl'C'qupney response,' Whl'n this 
is us('d with push-pull para 111'1 output 
tuh('s, it is capable of providing a full 
] 20 \\'a Us, 

ThC' hasic 60-wall cOllfigurat ion USt·s 
KTR.'l tulX':; in tll(' output stagl' dl'iw·1I 
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I 
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IJy the sIngle ell\'l'IU)Il' t),\,\'b <UI· 
6ANSA I tuhe which functiolls as a 
high-gain voltage amplifier and split
load phase inverter. The rectifier is a 
single GZ34 tube. Fixed hias is sup
plied through a sdenium rectifi('r and 
is adjusted to obtain 70 ma. of current 
through each output tube. Transfor
mation of th is circuit to 120 watts re
quires the use of four output tu\)('s, 
two r('ctifier tub('s, and output and 
pow('r t ransfOl'mC'I'S which can handle 
th(' adrlitionot I·('quirements. In addi
tion. allY change ill transformers gen
erally necessitates some minor circuit 
alt('rations to obtain proper compen
sation of the f('('dhack loop. 

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram oC 
t h(' 120-wa 11 amplifier using !his push
pull parallel output arrangem('nt with 
KTHX's. (The new EL-131 can also be 
us('d as the output tube .• The four out
put t uh('s an' matched with 2200-ohm 
plate-to-plate impedance and the D:tJ
IlItrl) A-450 output trans former c:ln 
d('\i\'('r t hc' full 120 wat ts from 20 to 
20.00Q cps \\'ithout attenuation 01' de
formation of t h(' \\,;)\·('fo r m. Th(' 
5.6-ohm l'C'sistor, R" in th(' common 
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ca t hodes oC the ou t IJU t tu hes It wo 11.2· 
ohm resistors are paralleled in the pho
tograph) has the dual Cunction of 
degeneration oC out-of-balance signal 
components which lowers the distor
tion' and also provides a convenient 
check point Cor bias setting. If the 
voltage across this resistor is 1.56 volts. 
the total output stage current drain is 
280 ma., which corr-esponds to 70 ma. 
per output tube. It is desirable, al
though not essential, that the four 
output tubes be matched so that tht'y 
draw equal currents. However, differ
ences among tubes up to about 10'/� 
will not advt'rsely affect perCormunce. 

The d.c. bias on the KT88's is about 
50 volts. The r.m.s. drive to the output 
stage must be about 35 volts (which 
�ives a peak signal oC 50 volts) for 
('ach grid. This is easily handled by 
the 6ANS driver, which can put out up 
to 60 volts r.m.s. be Core distortion be
comes significant. It may seem un
usual not to have an additional driver 
tube. but there is sufficient sensitivity 
and voltage swing to do the job with
out it and the omission oC an unneces
sary stage eliminates problems which 
are introduced by the phase shiCts 
which each stage contributes. 

The split·load phase inverter con
tributes practically no distortion oC its 
own and does an excellent job oC phase 
inversion. Although more complex in
verters have heen popularized in recent 
years, the split-load type does every
thing requh'ed oC a phase inverter and 
has one important advantage over all 
other types which has not been men
tioned by tnose who promote the n('w
t'r arrangements. Its characteristics 
are dependent only on the accuracy of 
the plate and cathode resistors and are 
independent oC the age or condition of 
the tube used. All other types oC in
verters rely on the gain characteristics 
oC one or more tubes; and unless these 
have means of balancing and rebalanc
ing the a.c. signal output as the tubes 
age, the performance will deteriorate 
as time goes on. This disadvantage 
does not apply to the split-load in
verter. 

Without feedback and with ordinary 
components and construction, the am
plifier will deliver 120 watts at an IM 
distortion level of about 5'fr. This is 

120 

, 

reduced to .5',; hy the adllition of 20 

db oC negative feed hack. The circuit 
shown has several components which 
provide Cor stable operation under 
feedback conditions. These compo
nents are similar to those used in the 
"Mal·k Ill" with the exception of the 
600 I'l'fd., 1000 volt mica capacitor 
which connects from the screen of onc 
output pair to the cathode resistor of 
the fi,·st stage. The similarity of the 
two amplifier circuits makes it prac
tical to use the printed circuit board 
of the "Mark Ill." which is also avail
ahle separately, in the 120-watt ampli
fier with the single change of this one 
mica capacitor. Naturally, the ampli· 
fier can also he built with point·to
point or conventional wiring without 
difTiculty as long�as normal good wi,·
ing practice is followed. The circuit is' 
not critical in any rpspect. The photo
graph shows the amplifier, without 
power supply which goes on a sepal·ate 
chassis. on a standard 10" x 14" x 3" 
chassis. (When lIsing a separate power 
supply, the hl'ater wiring should be at 
least # 14 gauge to avoid drop in tli/e 
heater voltage.) 

The power supply used in the ampli
fier is conventional capacitor input 
with a filtcr choke. The pair of GZ34 
rectifiers is rated for a full 500 ma. and 
the amplifier uses only about 300 ma. 
quiescent and sli�htly over 400 ma. at 
full rated power. Thus the supply op
erates with comfortable margin. At 
full output thC're is a drop of ahout 
107- in the "B+" (from 500 volts to 
460 volts). If the reg:.:lation were such 
that there is no drop. the amplifier 
would handle a Cul\ 150 watts. How
ever, a supply with almost perfect 
regulation would be quite expensive 
and cumbersome. 

Fig. 2 shows the distortion char
acteristics of the amplifier. It operates 
in class AB, without the high bias as
sociated with class B operation. There
fore, the distortion at low levels falls in 
the residual range of the instruments. 
Although it is not ,·ecommended for 
normal use since the output tube life is 
shortened, it is practical to make the 
distortion as low as .15% at 120 watts. 
This can be done by trimming the re
sistors for minimum distortion and in
creasing the cathode current of the 

output tubes. If the KT88's arc op. 
crated at 90 ma. each, they will bc 
slightly over maximum rated dissipa. 
tion, but the distortion will be rec\llc('d 
to truly negligible proportions. For 
\ 'ery critical usage, lik" cutting mastel· 
discs, such an expcdicnt is justified 
Even with norm",,1 bias the distortion 
is only .25',� at 20 cps at 100 watts, 
This quality of performancc at this 
power ll .... cl is unique. 

Frequency response of the amplifier 
is :=.5 db from 5 to OH'r 50,000 cps with 
smooth roll·off at cach cnd. Tht' 
smooth roll·off results in a tlat-tol' 
square wave of good waveform. Th,· 
amplifier has hecn checked on clectro. 
stat ic loudspeakers with no problems 
of stability and with definite ad· 
vantages in hi�h·frcquency clarity on'l' 
designs in which power is limited I" 
the capacitive nature of the lourl. 

-

The listening quality of the unit COil· 
firms the theory that most of the hpnl" 
fits of high power on convent ional dy· 
namic speakers occur ut low f,·equl'n. 
cies. Organ tones and other low fn" 
quencies of prolonged duration exhihit 
more fundamental anrl less harmonic 
sounding as if the,·c is more de('p 10\':' 
frequency response. Low·f requ e ncy 
sounds of short duration, like d,·ulll 

beats. sound sharper. cleare,', nncl mol'" 
widely separated from simultaneousl� 
playing instruments. These differencl'" 
appear on low·efficiency spl'akel·s ; , t 
fairly high (not higher than original, 
!e\·els. However, many listene,·s agree 
that a 120·watt amplifier sounds bet 1<'1' 
than those of less power on any spca k· 
er and at any level. Some of these rlif· 
fercnces arc subtle ones and for muny 
people they do not jOstify thc exp('ns,' 
of a higher powered amplifier-- bllt 
they do exist for those who do nol 
want to limit the quality of their high
fidelity systems. 

One word of caution for those wl:o 
experiment with power of this magni· 
tude--it is possible to blow out a 
speaker by putting a full 120 watts of 
hum or other signal through the sys· 
tem. Under normal musical listening. 
even a 25-watt speaker can be uSl'd 
with the amplifier w i t  h o u  t WOITY, 
However, if an input plug is ·pulled. (11' 
if some other tremendous surge is pili 
through the system. any speaker mighl 
be damaged. This can be prevented hy 
fusing the speaker. A 1 amp. fust' 
with a 16-ohm speaker will permit only 
16 watts of continuous power. How· 
ever, short peaks of higher power will 
not cause any problem. Since then' 
is little likelihood oC exceeding 16 
\ .... atts continuous (if you did the peaks 
would be well o\·el" 100 watts), this 
shoulrl p,·o\'ide acll'quate loudspea kt'l
protection when this high power ampli· 
fier is usec\. 
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"ULTRA-LINEAR" OPERATION OF 6V6 TUBES 

Flq. I. The Gromme. JOOBA power amplifier after con· 
... erslon to "Ultra·Llnear" operation. See diaqram of Fiq. 4. 

EVER since the introduction of "Ul
tra-Linear" circui try,' there has 
I)('cn a steadily growing interest in 

amplifiel's utilizing this type of out
put stage coupling, The basic arrange
ment has become popular in ardent 
auoiophile circles and has also found 
commercial and industrial applications 
where I.'xtremely low distortion is rc
quirl.'d, 

Essentially, the "Ultra-Linear" cir
cuit is iIIustJ'ated in Fig. 2, The screens 
of beam power output tubes are con
nected to taps on the pl'imary of the 
output tl'ansformer; or if it is desil'cd to 
opel'ate the sCl'eens at a diffel'ent a,c, 
potential than the plates, to a tel'l ial'Y 
winding on the output transforml.'l', 
Eithel' alTangement I'equil'cs a trans
former with the COtTect rat io of sCl'cen 
load to plate load if oplimum results 
al'e to he obtained. and a mismatch 
will lead to inefficiency and/ol' in
cl'eased distorl ion, 

The "Ultl'a-Linear" atTangement 
has been mistakenlv referred to as a 
feedback cil'CUit, This is not COITect 
since negath'e feedback would pmduce 
a n'ducl ion in gain which does not 
occur with the "Ultra-Linl.'ar" circuit, 
It would be just as incolTect to I'cfer 
to a triode as a tetmdl' with feedhack 
as it is to analyze the "Ultm-Lineal'" 
dl'cuit as a feed hack circuit. Instead 
it must he considel'ed as a new and 
dilTl' .. ent tYPl' of tube st ruct u .. e which 
is neithe .. tl'iodl' nOl' tetl'Od(', 

The circuit (ll'ovidl's some of the ad
vant ag('s of hot h t I'iodl's a III I tl't mdps. 
and it O\'I'I'comes some of t he disadvan
tages of each of these types, J<'or l'xam
ph', it is more efficient. a III I pl'Ovid('s 
0101'1' IlOW('I' output. than t .. iodt's, Its 
capahilitit·s in this J't·sP(·ct. paralld the 
capahilit i<,s of tet /'(Jcles, 1I0wl'\'('r. it 
has low internal illlp(·t\ance. almost as 
low as t riodes a nd a hou t one-t l'n t h 
that of tl'll'Otles; this IlI'ovides good 
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loudspeaker damping, Lastly. and 
most. important of all. it has Cl more 
lil/!'I/( input-output relat ionship at 
most pOWCl' le\'els than eit her I .. iodes 
or tett'oQes which n1l'ans that ils dis
tOl't ion is lowel' than othel' met hods of 
op<'I'a tion, This a lone just i tics t he use 
of the circuit in those cases whe .. e lo\\' 
disto .. tion is the guiding c .. itel'ion, 

The "Ultra-Lineal'" circuit has 
achie\'ed populal'ity in deluxe ampli
fiel' alTClngl.'menls such as cOI1\'el'sion 
of I he Williamson cil·cui!." It has heen 
widely used with tuhes of the KTI,6, 
H07, and 5R81 type for cil'cuits in the 
20 to 30 watt power hmcket· fOl' cil'
cuits of truly outstanding cha .. aell'l'is
tics suitable fOl' the most critical us
agc, Naturally. 200/' 30 watts is a lot. 
of powel' for li\'ing room use- -just as 
200 hOl'sepower is a lot of powel' for 
a deluxe automobile, Howe\'er, there 
are dcfinite advantages to high pow
(,I'cd amplitiC'rs which arc opC'I'atl'd at a 
f .. action of tht'ir potential output juSI 
as tl1(' .. e an' ddinitt:' ad\'antagl's to 
high [>O\\'('I'pd ea .. s which an' 1'1111 at a 
fl'action of tlwil' capabilitil's, 

Ne\,C' .. thel(·ss, not all of us want, 0 .. 
can a ffol'd, 200 hOl'sC'I)(lWI.''' ca .. s: a ne\ 
not all of us rppl thl' Iwt:'d fo .. , 0 . . wish 
to spend thl' money fOl', itlllplifil'I'S of 
:,10 01' l1lon� wat t s pO\\'('" . . it t ing. :,\lany 
audiophilt's and music Im'el's an' \'l'I'Y 
happy with ampli fiel's in th(' 10 10 15 
wa t t power h . . ackt'I, Tlw popula I'i t Y of 
this I'HngC' is demol1stl'a1<.'d hy thl' sales 
success of Ihousands of \Villiamson
type amplifiel's as well as t ens of t hOll
sands of lowel' cosl ampl ilit'I's using 
6V6 tubes p/'OviclinJ,( 10 to 15 watts of 
powel' output. Undouht<,r1ly, 1111' g .. eat
est number of amplili('I's in honll' ust' 
ut ilize t he type (;Vl; t IIhl' in ont' of 
s('\'('1'1\1 popular cil'cuil a .. .. ang(·nlt'nls. 
all of which ha\'(' ('SSl'nt ially silllilal' 
p" .. rormanc(' chal'act prist ics, 

Thc possihilities of usinJ,( the "UIII'a-

One 01 the best designs in 

recent years covering an audio 

amplifiN using 6V6 tubes. 

The author, in this case, has 

converted a G rommes unit to 

illustrate his design idea. 

Linear" aJTangement with 6V6· tubes 
in medium-powered amplifiel's has 
heen im'estigat.ed cal'efully, It has 
hecn found that. the tube is well suited 
for this mode of opel'ation since its 
dynamic input-output char'acteristic 
can hc lilleadzed hy pl'opel' selection 
of a tapping point fol' screen connec
tion, 

The charactel'ist ics of the 6V6 are 
not. at all similal' to the 6L6 family. 
and the connection alTangement which 
is oPI imum fOl' 6V6's is quite diffel'
ent f/'Om that which can be used with 
the lal'ge tube typcs, As a tetrode. the 
6V6 pennits 10 to 15 waUs of output 
d<'pending on plate supply \'oltage and 
bias, These I'atings arc based on the 
point \\'hcl'(, clipping of a sine wa\'e 
hecomcs \'isible-·-which happens when 
t he grids start to go posil i\'e. and the 
ddving soul'ce cannot fUl'nish POWCI' 
to the tuhes, 

If the same tuhes arc tdode con
nect.ed 1 hy st I'upping I he scrcl.'n t.o the 
plate), [>o\\'er output. using the same 
crit('I'ia. is I'eouced 1021" to 3�!! watts, 
Wlwn thC' "Ultl'a-Lincal'" connection is 
used, t hl' IlO\\'f''' ou t pu t r1l'lx'nds on 
111<' pos i t ion of the s(,I'C('n t a ps, If a 
SO'.; tap is used, P<)W(,I' is I'educed 
10 ahout ollP-half of thc tet .. odC' capa
bility, If it gn'alt'r I han SW'; tap is 
uSf'd, powc .. is 1't'c1ucC'd towa I'd the 
tl'iode limitations. Ai Cl lapping l)(lint 
of about 24'/(. powel' output is within 
!)()(/� of till' tet I'(xlp condit ion, and dis
tO/'tion at all le\'els up to maximum 
is minimized, This point. thcl'cfore, has 
hpcn sclectecl as the optimum opc .. at
ing point fOl' "Ultra-Lincal''' uSP, 

It would be possiblc to take an I.'vl.'n 
lowl'r tapping point. and obtain slight
ly mOI'(, pO\\'CI' ou t pu I t ha n t hc t et rode 
cOI1lH'ction. hut thl.' distortion at low 
le\'pls and the intel'l1al impl'dance hoth 
ht:'gin to increase as thc tap is hl'ought 
clos,,1' to the Z(,I'O [X'r-cent point which 
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FI.,. 2. Ba.le "Ultra· Un ear" arran.,emenL 

Ft.,. 3. Varlou. leedback arran.,ementa 
from yolee coli 01 the output to the cathode 
01 an early .ta.,e. See text lor dlacuulon. 

is coincident with conventional tetrode 
connection. 

Thus the "Ultra-Linear" operating 
point has been set at a compromise 
level in which the factors of maxi· 

mum power output, distort:on at \'al'i
ous levels, and internal impedance 
have all been weighed against each 
other. It must also be mentioned that 
listening tests at various tapping 
points with no feedback around the 
amplifier validate this selection of the 
tapping point. This was done without 
feedback on the assumption that the 
best amplifier without feedback would 
also be the best after the application 
of feedback. In these listening tests, 
the triodes fell behind because they 
could not handle the power (after all. 
3 watts is insufficient for musical 
peaks). the tetrodes were somewhat 
screechy and boomy (too much in· 
ternal impedance for satisCactory 
speaker damping). and the 24% point 
sounded natuml and smooth even 
without connection of the amplifier 
feedback loop. 

Use of the "Ultra-Linear" circuit in
volves utilization of an output trans
former with the correctly placed taps. 
A special transformer. the Acroso1tnd 
TO-310. has been designed specifically 
for this application; and its parameters 
were selected so that it would not limit 
the ultimate capabilities inherent in 
the circuit. For example. its band
width has been set at ± 1 db from 10 
cps to 100 kc. so as to provide the low 
phase shift and good transient per
formance desired in the most critical 
applications. Similarly. its distortion 
characteristics complement those of 
the "Ultra-Linear" circuit and permit 
low distortion at both high and low 
levels from 20 cps to over 20 kc. 

Ft.,. 4. The Gromme. lOOBA power amplifier conyerted to "Ultra·Unear" operation. 
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Circuit Considerations 
There are many 6V6 circuits which 

have become popular. but by far the 
most commonly used is that in which 
a twin triode phase inverter is used 
to drive a pair of 6V6's; and feedback 
is carried from the output winding of 
the output ti'ansformer to the cathode 
of one of the triode sections. This 
basic configuration is simple. practical. 
economical. and adequate. The a.c. 
gl·id·to-grid voltage requirements of 
the 6V6 output stage are not stringent. 
and the phase inverter supplies ample 
(h-ive without the need for an inter
mediate push-pull stage such as is used 
in the WiIliamson-type circuit. Since 
thel'e are only two stages. the prob
lems of utilizing feedback are simpli
fied (as there is less phase shift in 
the circuit). and the designer can use 
less elaborate circuitry and compo
nents while preserving a satisfactory 
mat'gin oC stability. 

Generally the phase inverter tube is 
a high mu triode such as the 6SL7 or 
12AX7 in order to obtain as much gain 
as possible within the two stages. Ac
tually. except for gain considerations. 
the specific type of inverter is of com
pal'8tively little consequence-circuit 
performance is determined almost 
completely by the mode of operation 
of the output tubes with respect to 
bias. supply voltage. and impedance 
match; the quality of the output trans
former; and the proportion of feed
back. The voltage amplifier stage con
tributes relatively little. as compared 
to the contribution of the output stage. 
to the over-aH quality of the amplifier. 

Conversion of these circuits to "Ul
tra-Lineal'" operation can be done by 
substituting an output transformer 
which has properly placed taps for 
connection to the 6V6 screens. Gen
('rally. this substitution will make an 
immediate decrease in distortion . 

If the original amplifier used a 
screen dropping resistance. this is re
moved for "Ultra-Linear" operation; 
and the screens are connected to the 
tapping points on the primary of the 
output transformer. It· is important to 
observe polarity and to connect the 
screen to the I/(f·me primary side of 
the transformer as that from which 
the plate is energized. Otherwise an 
oscillitory condition will be provoked. 
Similarly. polarity must be observed 
between upper and lower output tubes, 
or the feedback from the secondary 
side of the transformer may be in the 
incorrect phase and cause regenera-· 
tion. 

When the screen resistor of the 
original circuit has been removed. the 
screen bypass condenser must also be 
disconnec

·
ted. This can be readily put 

to good use by paralleling it across 
one of the filter condensers of the 
power supply for extra filtering and 
lowered power supply impedance. 

The only other changes which need 
be made involve the feedback resistor 
and feedback compensating condenser 
which shunts this resistor (or in some 
circuits bypasses it to ground). The 
ratio of series resistor to shunt re-
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sistor in the feedback path determines 
both the lotal gain in the circuit and 
the proportion of feedback. For exam
ple, with'a 6SL7 phase inverter and 
feedback ,rom the 16-ohm tap of the 
Acrosoun4 TO-310 transformer, the 
power amplifier will have 17 db of 
feedback and require a maximum in· 
put signal of 3 volts to drive it to full 
output when the ratio of feedback to 
cathode resistance is 5 to 1. If the 
ratio is changed to 7.5 to I, the am· 
plifier will be driven with a 2 volt in· 
put, but the feedback is cut down by 3 
to 4 decibels. Similarly, a 12AX7 has 
about 50% more·gain than a 6SL7. If 
this tube is used with a 7.5 to 1 ratio 
of resistance, the amplifier can be 
driven to full output with 2 ,'olts of 
signal while still maintaining 17 db 
of feedback. In the original construc
tion, it is recommended that the 
12AX7 be used so as to obtain this in
creased sensitivity. However, in con: 
verting an existing amplifier, the con· 
structor can leave the 6SL7 tube in the 
circuit and can adjust for the required 
sensitivity by varying the feedback re
sistor. If necessary, he can sacrifice 
a portion of the feedback in order 
to maintain sufficient gain for the pre
amplifier slages which are being used. 

In many commercial amplifiers, the 
power amplifier section must be suffi
ciently sensitive to be driven by 1 volt 
of input because of the relatively low 
gain of the earlier stages. If this is the 
case, it is necessary to diminish the 
feedback (by increasing the feedback 
resistor). However, the most modern 
preamp designs are intended to supply 
about a two volt input such as is found 
on Williamson-type amplifiers. Any of 
these preamps will handle the converted 
6V6 amplifier and still permit 14 or 
more db of feedback. This is sufficient 
feedback to reduce distortion, hum, 
noise, and internal impedance to low 
values suitable for top quality applica
tions. Thus the more common front
end arrangements will serve with the 
"Ultra-Linear" 6V6 amplifier while 
preserving an adequate proportion of 
feedback. When the 12AX7 is used, the 
designer has an additional 3 or 4 db of 
latitude in his choice of gain t;er�tts 
proportion of feedback. . 

In some amplifiers which are of the 
public-address type rather than the 
high-fidelity type, inadequate feedback 
is used which is limited to 6 db or less. 
Conversion of these amplifiers with 
the increased feedback which results 
from a 5 to 1 resistor propol'tion will 
pl'oduce insufficient gain. In those 
cas('s, there must be either a sacrifice 
of feedback or the addition of more 
gain in the early stages. However, in 
these amplifiers the original quality is 
genera\ly so poor that the substitutioll 
of the "Ultra-Linear" output arrange· 
ment will make a decided improve, 
ment in performance even if bnly 6 db 
of feedback is used. The relative im
provement in a Jow grade amplifier is 
even greater than is achieved by con
verting a fairly good amplifier which 
has a high proportion of feedback. 

When feedback in excess of 12 db 
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Fiq. 5. Bottom view of converted Grommes amplifier showlnq new output tranaformer. 

is used, there is some possibility that 
the amplifier response will peak in the 
ultrasonic region even though the re
sponse without feedback is fiat over a 
very wide range. This peaking can be 
eliminated with a consequent improve
ment in transient response, by adding 
a network to change the phase of the 
feedback voltage in the peaking 
region. One simple arrangement is to 
add a sma\l condenser across the feed
back resistor. A suitable condenser 
value in the type of circuit under dis
cussion is one which makes the prod
uct of the feedback resistor in ohms 
and the condenser in microfarads 
equal to unity. Several typical circuits 
using a 5 to 1 resistor proportion are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. In these arrange
ments, the feedback connection is 
brought to the cathode or pair of cath
odes of the phase inverter stage. All 
of the arrangements have the same 
pl"Oportion of feedback and the iden
tical phase correction. 

Circuit Conversion 
These conversion considerations are 

exemplified in the conversion of the 
G"ommes 100BA amplifier, Fig. 1, the 
circuit of which is shown converted in 
Fig. 4. This amplifier is typical of 
many which come both with and with
out preamps in the $40 to $60 pl'ice 
bracket. Both former values and con
verted ones are indicated on the 
schematic. There are only three elec
tronic parts changes in addition to the 
new output transformer. 

Physica\ly, it takes only two addi
tional holes for mounting the output 
transformer-the remaining holes line 
up without alteration. The trans
former fits rather snugly but inas
much as it contributes no heating, its 
proximity to other parts causes no 
difficulty. 

Any power supply which is satisfac
tory for the original cil'cuit is also 
suitable for the "Ultra-Linear" con· 

version since the "Ultra-Linear" cir
cuit is less critical as to supply regula
tion than the t('trode circuit, In the 
Grommes l00BA no filter choke is 
used, and the converted circuit works 
just as we\l without one although a 
single 100 ohm resistor was added in 
converting in order to reduce the hum 
voltage. 

The converted amplifier has extraor
dinary specifications for its size and 
price, In fact its specs read amazing
ly like those of a com'entional triode 
WilIiamson amplifier. Frequency re
sponse is fiat ± .5 db from 20 cps to 
over lOO kc. at a 1 watt level. (By 
increasing the size of the cathode con
denser of the 6SL 7 the low end re
sponse can be made fiat to below 5 
cps.) At 10 watts, response is fiat ± 1 
db from 20 cps to over 60 kc., and 
clean waveform is preserved from 20 
cps to 30 kc. even at this high a level. 

The transient response as evaluated 
by square waves is shown in Fig. 6. 
Thel'e is a minimum of transient dis
tortion and phase shift at these two 
extremes of the audio band. 

Intermodulation distortion is ex
tremely low. It runs about .1 % at 1 
watt, rises to .4% at 8 watts, and to 
.5 ', k at 10 watts. It is still below 1 '70 
at 11 watts. These tests were made 
with 40 and 7000 cps mixed 4 to 1 and 
are based on equivalent sine-wave out
put. This is the conventional method 
of rating which is used for practically 
al\ commercial amplifier equipment. 

The quality of a low cost 6V6 am
plifier is normally not up to the top 
high-fidelity standards which have 
been set by the WilIiamson-type am
plifiers produced in recent years. How
ever, it is now possible. by using the 
"Ultra-Linear" circuit arrangement 
and a top quality output tJ'ansformer, 
to convert these run-of-the-mill ampli
fiers into ones whose quality is co m
pat'able with the best obtainable in the 

Fig. 6. Square·wave performance (A) at 20 cpa and (B) at 20 kc. See text for detalla. 
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10 to 15 watt power range. For many 
people this power range is ample for 
all home requirements. 

Cal'eful listening tests have borne 
out the justification for the "Ultra
Linear" conversion. Partirularly in the 
low frequency range there is substan
tial improvement. The solidness and 
clarity of the heavy bass passages 
is a revelation when one contrasts old 
and new amplifiers. The silkiness and 
smoothness of the treble range also 
stand out in a side-by-side comparison. 
In short. the improvement in meas
ured characteristics is confirmed and 
substantiated by a corresponding im
provement in listenability. 
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O'nr-all view of the "Xn!ght" 2S-wa\l 
linear ampllfter _ It la offered ID kit form 
lor a •• embly by home audio builder. 

By 
NORMAN KRAMER 

Prolect Engr .. AlUed Radio CorporaUon 

Circuit details on a new li near amplifier kit which uses 

two 5881 beam power tubes and a special output transformer. 

A
UDIO amplifiers in recent years' have reached a practical limit of perfection. The present trend in amplifier design is to reduce the cost of such units while retaining the high standards of frequency response and undistorted output power. The new "Knight" linear-deluxe basic amplifier is one such unit since the cost has been reduced by offering the unit in kit form. The design of this amplifier is centered around the following requirements: (1) Negligible harmonic and frequency distortion as well as negligible IM and phase distortion; (2) Maximum output power rating far in excess of that required to reproduce the transient peaks found in music; (3) No tendencies toward low-frequency instability or ultrasonic oscillations: (4) Negligible incremental output impedance and a method for making this a variable in both the positive and negative directions. In 

other words, variable damping which enables the listener to optimize the source for any loudspeaker; (5) Linear frequency response throughout the entire range from 10 to 20,000 cps; and 
(6) Complete freedom from hum and microphonics_ There are numerous factors and design features which have to be considered in meeting these requirements_ Choice of circuitry influences distortion and output power as well as stability at both the high and low ends of the amplifier bandpass. The output transformer, which is actually the heart of the amplifier, governs the IM and phase distortion as well as fre. quency response and the power handling capacity. Freedom from hum is most dependent on circuitry and component layout. Actually, all of these factors must be considered together since many of them are interdependent. 

. �\ 

� .  ::::��;�;':'�'�':'.:.-;'.� 

The underlying design concept was to keep the distortion in the amplifier as low as possible before the addition of the negative feedback, the thought behind this being that upon the addition of the single loop of negative feedback the inherent distortion would virtually vanish. The input circuitry was made as simple as possible with the signal level kept at a minimum to keep the distortion low. Two 12AU7 dual triodes are used as input, phaseinverter, and driver stages and all of this circuitry is combined on an etched circuit board. This insures that each unit is a photographic reproduction of the engineering prototype and that there is no possibility of additional feedback loops which could degrade the amplifier through undesirable increases or decreases of signal levels in these stages. Furthermore, the printed circuit board makes for ease of wiring and a layout of components critical to hum minimization which cannot readily be achieved by conventional wiring methods. Circuit parameters and operating voltages are carefully adjusted to minimize IM and harmonic distortion. A great deal of care went into the design and selection of the output transformer used in this amplifier. Low distortion and wide bandpass in an output transformer are not enough to insure optimum performance. This bandpass must be free from any resonances, must be smooth, and must have a minimum phase shift over a very wide band. Therefore, such transformer parameters as shunt inductance, leakag� inductance, and capac-
Fig. 1. Method of getting poalUve (A) and negative (B) current feedback. (C) Simplified diagram of the feedback circuit. 
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itance, and even tube types to be used 
become factors to be considered in the 
choice of an output transformer for 
a given amplifier circuit. 

The power output stage consists of 
two 5881 beam tetrodes and the out
put transformer just described. The 
5881 tubes were selected because of 
their special grid construction and their 
excellent characteristics of higher per
missible plate dissipation and rugged
ized construction. These factors make 
for very stable operation. The output 
transformer has taps provided on the 
plate windings to which the screens 
of the 5881 tubes are con

·nected. Thus, 
the screens as well as the plates are 
energized with both a.c. and d.c. and 
their currents are combined in such a 
way as to "linearize" the dynamic 
plate characteristics of the tube. In 
this way the efficiency and power 
sensitivity of the tetrode are pre
served and the low internal imped
ance of the triode is maintained. 

The secondary of the output trans
former not only supplies the single 
loop of 20 db negative voltage feed
back to the input cathode, but is also 
brought to ground through a resistive 
network which includes the variable 
damping control. Amplifier damping 
factor is defined as the ratio of nomi
nal load impedance to actual output 
impedance. It is apparent that ampli
fier damping factor can best be con
t.rolled by changing the actual output 
impedance since the load impedance is 
fixed by the speaker system used. 

The most effective method of chang
ing the output impedance is by a com
bination of voltage and current feed
back. Fig. lA shows a simplified 
diagram of one method of achieving 
positive current feedback. RA is the 
voltage feedback resistor and Rr. is the 
cathode resistance of the stage receiv
ing the feedback. R� is the current 
feedback resistor and is in series with 
the load. Current through R. produces 
a feedback, proportional to a positive 
current, which decreases amplifier out
put impedance. Fig. 1 B shows a some
what different arrangement whereby 
the phase of the feedback through R,·, 
the current feedback resistor, is op
posite and is now proportional to a 
negative current. In this way, ampli
fier output impedance is increased. 
Fig. 1C is a simplified schematic of 
the feedback circuit actually used in 
this amplifier. The two CUlTent feed
back resistors, RN and Rc, are shunted 
by RIO, the damping factor control po
tentiometer, which permits a continu
ous control over both negative and 
positive feedback. Furthermore, there 
is a point where amplifier output im
pedance approaches zero and th:
damping factor approaches infinity. 
This control is capable of adjustinJ:: the 
damping factor between fAirly wide 
limits at the lower frequencies to as
sure optimum damping of virtually any 
speaker and enclosure resonanees. In 
this way, the listener may adjust the 
amplifier damping factor to achieve 
optimum damping for his own system. 
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The damping factor is continuously 
variable from +35 to -4 with a nor
mal damping factor (network shorted 
out of the circuit) of + 16. 

Fig. 2 shows the complete schematic 
diagram of the amplifier. A 5V4G is 
used as a full-wave rectifier with a 
pie-type LC filter to supply the output 
stages. Additional RC filtering and de
coupling are used in each of the pre
vious input stages. All the power 
supply ratings are sufficiently high so 
that power may be taken from the 
amplifier to supply a remote preamp 
if necessary. 

Optimum performance requires that 
the output tubes operate in a bal
anced condition. Therefore, a switch 

and jack arrangement is provided for 
the metering of cathode currents and 
a bias adjustment can be made for 
balance. 

Frequency response is ± % db from 
10 to 120,000 cps. Harmonic distortion 
is .15% at 25 watts output. IM distor
tion (60 and 7000 cps, mixed 1:4) 
measures 1 rl<. at 20 watts and is less 
than .25% below the 18 watt output 
level. Output taps are provided at 4. 
8, and 16 ohms. 

This amplifier is being marketed in 
kit form by Allied Ra.dio Corpol'Utioll. 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago SO, Ill., 
(or $41.50. It comes complete with 
full instructions for assembling th" 
unit. 

Under ch ass!. ylew of a •• embled ampl:fie:. Not. u •• of prlnt.d circuit board (top). 
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M
ANY high fidelity amplifier circuits 

have been made available in the 
low and medium power brackets. 

However, there has been very little 
activity in development and public dis
semination of high powered amplifier 
circuits in the power range over 50 
watts. 

There are many applications in 
which high powered, high fidelity am
plifier capabilities are desirable or 
even mandatory. In addition to non
sound reproducing functions in labora
tory and industrial applications, high 
powered audio units find application 
in recording work, in auditorium and 
amphitheater work, and ,in systems 
where power is divided over many dif
ferent speakers in different rooms or 
areas. There is also a school of 
thought which believes that high 
power is required in home high fidelity 
installations for the ultimate in realis
tic reproduction. 

The necessity for high power in 
home use has been doubted by some 
authorities, but its proponents have 
several valid arguments which must 
be given some weight. They claim 
that high power is required for proper 
reproduction of musical transients 
since transient waveforms require 
more power than the sine waves which 
are used as the basis for conventional 
amplifier ratings. For example, repro
duction of a square wave of given am
plitude requires twice the power of a 
sine wave of the same amplitude. 

Another cogent argument for high 
power is that amplifiers have to work 
into loudspeaker loads of widely vary
ing impedance. At the bass resonant 
frequency a loudspeaker might show an 
impedance of many times the nominal 
value. No amplifier can deliver its 
rated undistorted power into a load 
which represents such a severe mis
match. A wide reserve of power ca
pability is thus required to maintain 
high fidelity operation under normal 
listening conditions. The argument, 
which always is used as a "clincher" 
for high power, claims that like a high 
powered car, a high powered ampli
fier is smoother at all levels because 
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O.,er·all .,lew of Ibe 60·watt "Ultra·LlDear" 
amplifier. AD ACro.GUDd T0-330 !rODS
former la uled 01 Ibe output IlGDdormer unll. 

Construction detaiLs on a commerciaLLy-designed, high-power 

ampLifier for the serious audiophiLe. It uses four KT66's. 

it operates at only a fraction of its 
potentialities and is rarely pushed to 
the limit. 

' 

On the other hand, many experi
ments have been made to demonstrate 
that only a few watts are needed in 
home installations. This is generally 
done by measuring the average power 
used in a specific installation and al
lowing for an estimated ratio of peak 
to average power. This type of test 
indicates the customary listening level 
at a specific audio installation. It does 
not actually indicate how much power 
would be required to simulate the 
l'ealistic auditory loudness of live 
music. Few people are interested in 
reproducing the full acoustic power of 
an orchestra in their living rooms. 
However, many want to have the same 
sound pressure at their ears that they 
would get in the concert hall. Any
body who has listened to a full scale 
symphonic orchestra, or even a large 
dance band, is immediately aware that 
it takes tremendous power to dupli
cate the same sound intensity even in 
a smaller room where power require· 
ments 'are far below those of the con, 
cert hall. 

If the goal of high fidelity is "con
cert hall realism in the home" as many 
people agree, then a lot of power is re
quired. Estimates of requirements run 
extremely high. One published figure 1 

calls for 100 watts of clean power. In 
contrast, estimates, based on average 
usage generally run about 10 watts. 
Superficially, this divergence of opinion' 
looks extreme. However, the range of 
10 to 100 watts is only 10 decibels wide 

-approximately 10 audible steps of dif
ference. The extremes are not as far 
apart as it appears on the surface, and 
it is probable that an intermediate 
rating will serve the needs of the most 
critical home installations. However, 
it is difficult to achieve intermediate 
power levels of 50 watts or more using 
conventional parts and conventional 
circuitry. 

Approaches to
, 

High Power 
There are many designs available for 

powers up to about 25 watts. When 
this point is passed, ol'dinary operat
ing conditions and circuits are not di
rectly applicable. When it is desired 
to exceed 50 watts of clean power and 
still preserve high quality, the prob
lems of design are rather acute. There 
are several possible approaches which 
warrant consideration: 

1. Cl<j,,�s B (overbiased operation) 
provides high efficiency and delivers 
high power at low operating cost. How
ever, overbiased operation causes ex
cessive distortion at lower levels even 
though high level distortion can be 
made relatively low. A Class B ampli
fier with 1 per-cent distortion at 50 
watts may have 1h per-cent at 1 watt
an excessive amount for high fidelity 
standards. Class B amplifiers also 
have inherently poor regulation, and 
careful attent ion must be paid to the 
design of power and bias voltage sup
plies or peaks of operation will shift 
voltages and operating conditions caus
ing transient distortion. 

2. Class AB. op'eration provides high 
power by driving the output stage into 
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the grid current region. The driving 
stage must be able to deliver power at 
low distortion into the output grids. 
These grids present a low impedance 
when they are driven positive, and dis
tortion is created in the driving stage 
unless transformer coupling or other 
involved and expensive circuitry is uti
lized. This mode of operation also has 
poor inherent regulation as the Class 
B stage with consequent problems of 
power supply design. Lastly, it utilizes 
a lowered plate to plate impedance to 
get higher output, and this creates 
high distortion at low levels similar 
to what happens with a Class B stage. 

3. High voltage transmitting tubes 
can be used for high power output. 
However, the associated voltages are 
in the lethal range of 1000 volts or 
over, which is definitely undesirable. 
In addition, the tubes and necessary 
power supply make the amplifier quite 
costly. 

4. There ar.e "hot" tube.� on the 
market such as the RCA 6146 (and 
the Tung-Sol (>55V which will be avail· 
able shortly) which can provide high 
power at reasonable supply voltages. 
Experiments with these tubes for high 
fidelity circuits are being carried out. 
and rcsults will be made available 

eventually _ Present efforts have not 
surmounted all the problems of using 
these tubes in reasonably-priced, effi
cient circuitry. 

5. Parallel operation of tubes is rela
tively inefficient and requires careful 
design to avoid parasitic oscillations. 
However, there can hardly be a better 
way of getting high power than by 
taking a stage of desirable character
istics and paralleling it with another 
stage. Williamson mentions using suf
ficient pairs of output tubes in his 
famous circuit to achieve 70 watts of 
output. The inefficiency of this ar
rangement renders it rather impracti
cal; but if the basic stage is efficient 
and can do better than 25 watts, par
allel operation with two pairs of tubes 
will produce the desired output power 
ahd will still be practical. 

Circuit Considerations 
Consideration of the various alterna

tives for getting high power and high 
fidelity simultaneously points to the 
paralleled stage as being the simplest 
and most foolproof and bug free. It is 
not efficient, but this means merely 
that a slightly higher drain is put on 
the electric meter than would exist 
with Class B or Class AB, operation. 

EffiCiency is of minor importance un
less portable operation Is required 
where power Is costly. 

The choice of type of output stage 
to parallel is restricted. There are no 
triode stages with conventional receiv
ing tubes which provide sufficient out
put. Tetrode stages have excessive low 
level distortion, are very sensitive to 
impedance mismatch and, therefore, 
are subject to nonlinearity using 
speaker loads since these have a re
active component and an impedance 
which varies with frequency. The 
choices left are the Ultra-Linear stage 
or the tetrode with local feedback such 
as is achieved with a cathode winding 
on the output transformer. This latter 
circuit has had a recent revival of pop
ularity after favorable comment by 
Williamson. 

Obviously, the use of local feedback 
will imprpve the characteristics of the 
output stage and seems to be an at
tractive arrangement. However, there 
is a penalty attached to the use of 
feedback. Sensitivity is reduced in 
proportion to the amount of feed
back. This puts a severe limitation on 
the use of feedback over an output 
stage alone. In the circuitry under con
sideration, the driver stage must sup· 
ply about 30 volts r.m.s. to each output 
grid. If 6 db of local feedback is used 
on the output stage, the driving re
quirement is 60 volts r.m.s., or about 
88 volts peak, for each grid. This 
brings the driver stage to the point 
where

· 
its distortion becomes signifi

cant. 
Good design calls for integrated per· 

formance of an amplifier, and the driv
er and output stage must be con
sidered as a unit. On this basis, a 
conventional type of RC coupled driv
er combined with an Ultra-Linear out
put stage will give less distortion than 
the same driver and a tetrode stage 
with cathode feedback. Therefore. 
Ultra-Linear operation has been select
ed for the. paralleled output stage. 
The justification of this choice is 
shown by the extremely low distortion 
characteristics of the push-pull paral
lel amplifier. 

Experience with paralleled output 
tubes has indicated that some parasitic 
oscillation is probable unless "stop
pers" are used for partial isolation of 
paralleled elements. The present de
sign, therefore, uses grid stoppers of 
1000 ohms each and plate stoppers of 
27 ohms each. These eliminate the 
usual· difficulties encountered when 
tubes are paralleled. 

The four tube output stage requires 
the same signal drive at the grids as is 
needed in a two tube circuit. There
fore, a push-pull driver stage similar 
to that of the WilIiamson circuit will 
handle the drive requirements ade
quately and with low distortion. This, 
in turn, can be preceded by any high 
quality phase inverter. Again the WiI
liamson arrangement of voltage ampli
fier directly coupled to the ca thodyne 
inverter is satisfactory. 

The basic tube alignment described 
must be powered by a fairly heavy 



power supply. The use of four output 
tubes doubles the normal current con
sumption of the Ultra-Linear output 
stage, and the B+ requirement Is 
about 250 ma. To exceed 50 watts of 
clean DutPUt, the B+ vDltage should 
be in excess Df 425 vDlts. A 300 ma. 
transfDrmer Df 400 VDlt rating, alDng 
with two 5V4G's paralleled, and ca
pacitDr input can supply the amplifier 
\\·ith the desired requirements. There 
is no. need fDr chDke input Dr Dther 
means Df imprDving power supply reg
ulatiDn because the amplifier has good 
inherent regulatiDn with practically no. 
change in current drain as the DUtPUt 
level is varied. This good regulation is 
a very desirable characteristic Df the 
amplifier as it Dbviates the possibility 
Df transient distDrtiDn caused by mD
mentary changes in tube Dperating 
conditiDns. It makes the use Df cathDde 
hias practical, just as with Class A tri
ode stages, since the cDnstancy Df 
cc:.thDde current in the DUtPUt tubes 
maintains a cDrresponding cDnstancy 
of bias, with a fixed drop acrDSS the 
ca thode resistDr. 

The final element in the design Df 
the amplifier, and a very important 
element, is the feedback circuit. In a 
drcuit of the quality sDught, it is de
sirable to. utilize about 20 db Df nega
tive feedback in Drder to. prDvide the 
\,·ell knDwn advantages Df IDwered dis
tortiDn, reduced hum and nDise, and 
imprDved damping Df the loudspeaker. 
However, feedback must be integrated 
into the design and cannot be added 
haphazardly Dr indiscriminately with 
the expectatiDn of experiencing no dif
ficulty. It is probable that the lInin
formed use of feedback will result in 
the degraded performance Df most 
circuits since the feedback may nDt be 
stable, and regeneration rather than 
degeneration will be experienced_ This 
can cause increased distortion, hang
over, boom, and screechy effects 
caused by high frequency ringing. 
Even if the amplifier is stable under 
quiescent cDnditiDns, it is possible fDr 
instability to occur momentarily under 
SDme operating conditions. This tran
sient instability is one Df the factDrs 
which makes for discrepancy between 
the measured performance of an am
plifier and its listening characteristics. 
They can measure well and not sound 
well. 

Considerations of Feedback Stability 

In any feedback amplifier. regenera
tion will Dccur if the phase shift 
reaches 180 degrees before the ampli
fier gain has dropped by an amount 
equal to. the amount of feedback. For 
example, if it is desired to use 20 db of 
feedback, the 180 degree phase shift 
points at high and low frequencies 
should not be reached until the gain 
of the amplifier without feedback has 
decreased by at least 20 db. In other 
words, phase shift must be kept down 
until the normal roll-off of the stages 
has taken effect. 

A quick appreciatiDn Df the design 
prDblems invDlved can be had by Db
serving the prDblems Df feedback de-
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AMPLIFIEB SPECIF1CAnOIfS 
POWER RAtING . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . .  80 watta at Ilot oftr 1 per<ellt IM dlatortloll 
SENSITIVITY . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •• • • . • 1.3 .01 .. r.m.a. for 10 watt8 output 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE • • • • • • • • • • @ 1 watt piu. or mlIlua 1 db: 2 cpe 10 200 kc. 

@ 20 watla plua or mlIlua 1 db: 10 cpe to 100 kc:. 
@ 80 walla plua or mlIlu 1 db: 20 eps to 20 kc. 

DAMPING FACTOR . . . . . . ..... . _ . 18 

sign at IDW frequencies. If there are 
two. RC stages and the output trans
fDrmer included in the feedback loop 
(as }s true in the WilIiamson type Df 
circuit), there are three SDurces Df IDW 
frequency phase shift_ If each Df these 
has the same time cDnstant, the 180 
degree point is reached when each Df 
these three SDurces cDntributes 60 de
grees of phase shift. In this hypotheti
cal case, the gain has decreased 18 db 
at the critical phase shift point, since 
60 degrees of phase shift correspDnds 
to. 6 db Df gain reductiDn in a single 
stage, and there are three such stages 
invDlved. Thus 18 db is the limit to. the 
permissible feedback if instability Is to. 
be aVDided. 

HDW can 20 db of feedback be run if 
the amplifier gDes unstable with 18 
db? The answer is that the phase shift 
must be reduced_ This can be aCCDm
plished by introducing phase shifting 
networks Dr by staggering the time 
constants Df the variDus stages so that 
a given gain reductiDn is accompanied 
by less phase shift. 

The IDW frequency stability Df the 
original Williamson circuit was de
pendent Dn two. RC netwDrks with 
equal time CDnstants and the Dutput 
transfDrmer time CDnstant. When the 
inductance Df the transfDrmer made its 
time CDnstant equal to. that Df the 
interstage netwDrks, 20 db of feedback 
cDuld nDt be accomplished with the de
sired degree of stability. Since the 
transformer's time constant is variable 
depending on the d.c. balance of the 
output tubes, a.c. excitation level of 
the Dutput stage, variability in core 
material, production quality control, 
etc., there was always the possibility 
of running into instability either con-
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tinuously or during some intervals of 
use. This is certainly an undesirable 
condition which caused many WilIiam
son amplifiers to. have lDW frequency 
instability. 

. 

When the Ultra-Linear version Df 
the WilliamsDn type circuit was de
signed, this problem Df low frequency 
stability was investigated, and steps 
were taken to extend the margin Df 
stability. This was done by 8taggering 
the interstage RC networks by length
ening Dne Df them. The same expe
went has prDven beneficial in the 
push-pull parallel version Df this cir
cuit and has, therefore, been included 
in the design. 

The high frequency stability prDb
iem is not as simple to analyze be
cause of the fact that the performance 
of the output transformer at high fre
quencies is more complex than that of 
a simple RC network. As a general 
rule, the amount of feedback obtain
able at high frequencies for a given 
circuit is directly dependent on the 
quality Df the output transformer 
which must have both low and smooth 
phase characteristics over a very wide 
bandpass. Many criticisms leveled at 
feedback circuits made condemnations 

Undercha •• I. ylew 01 the 60-wall ampUner. Part. layout ellmlnale. hum problem .. 
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which are not the inherent faults of 
the circuits, but are due to the fact 
that the optimum transformer was not 
used. . 

In this push-pull parallel design, cir
cuit considerations and transformer 
design have been integrated to provide 
a circuit ot excellent stability-a cir
cuit in which the feedback could be 
increased by 6 db without encounter
ing instability either on resistive or 
speaker load. 

, However, some combinations of load
I ing can lead to ringing or other tran 

, sient disturbances under conditions of 
high level operation. This can be pre
vented completely by the addition of a 
250 I'l'fd. capacitor across one-half of 
the output transformer primary (from 
blue-white lead to red lead). The need 
for this expedient is the exception 
rather than the rule. 

Special circuit considerations such 
as staggering at the low end and the 
introduction of local current feedback 
by splitting the driver stage cathodes 
in order to increase stability at high 
frequencies have been incorporated in 
this design. In addition, the output 
transformer was designed to have a 
bandpass l1at plus or minus 1 db from 
10 cps to 100 kc. with a smooth phase 
characteristic tailored to the phase 
characteristic of the amplil1er. The 
transformer, the Acrosound TO-330, 
also was designed to provide high pow
er at low distortion over a very wide 
band. The transformer combinations of 
bandwidth, preservation of operating 
characteristics at all power levels, and 
maintenance of push-pull balance over 
a very wide band all combine with the 
basic circuit configuration to give good 
stability and unusually outstanding 
perfonnance characteristics. 

The push-pull parallel circuit pro
vides better results than would be an
ticipated on the basis of doubling the 
output stage capabilities. Since the 
TO-330 transfonner is more efficient 
than the lower powered unit designed 
for a single pair of output tubes, more 
than twice as much power is available 
from the push-pull parallel circuit 
than from the regular push-pull ampli
fier using the same design criteria. 
Thus, it is practical to reach levels in 
excess of 60 watts before the inter
modulation distortion reaches 1 per
cent-if lour normal quality KT66 
tubes are used. With selected tubes, 
the IM can be kept below . 5 per-cent 
at 60 watts. Conventional commercial 
advertising of the power capability oC 
the amplifier would classify it as a 65 
or 70 watt amplifier with a specifica
tion of "peak power in excess of 100 
watts." 

As with all amplifiers, a mismatch 
of output impedance such as putting a 
64 ohm load on the 16 ohm tap to sim
ulate speaker behavior at the bass res
onant frequency results in a decrease 
of power capability. However, this also 
results in a decrease in distortion. For 
example, under matched impedance 
conditions, the IM distortion of one of 

these amplifiers at 24 watts is .14 per
cent (based on a 40 cps and 7 kc. sig
nal mixed 4:1). With the mismatched 
condition, the total power output· is 
reduced to less than 40 watts, but the 
IM at 24 watts is .07 per-cent-a re
duction to one-half. Such low values 
of distortion exceed the capabilities ot 
most measuring equipment. . 

The amplifier passes more than 50 
watts of power without visible distor
tion on the scope at any frequency 
from 20 cps to 30 kc. Frequency re
sponse, of course, is far greater than 
this power curve indicates; and be
cause normal frequency response is 
plus or minus 1 db from 2 cps to 200 
kc., the square wave transmission at 
any frequency from 20 cps to 20 kc. is 
excellent. 

The amplifier requires only 1.3 volts 
to drive to full output. This makes it 
practical for use with any preamplifier, 
as any commercial unit can supply the 
necessary Signal voltage. 

The combination of attributes avail
able in this push-pull parallel design 
is unique. It offers more power, at low
er distortion, over a wider band pass 
than can be obtained by any conven
tional circuits. 

It is realized that measured per
formance does not make an amplifier 
sound good. Of course, poor measure
ments generally indicate poor listening 
quality; but the converse is not true. 
Therefore, since measurements corre
late imperfectly with listening quali
ties, it is necessary to make the listen
ing test the final and most important 
test of merit. The perfonnance of the 
push-pull parallel circuit remains su
perior on listening also. 

Heavy bass passages have better 
definition and sound better damped on 
the push-pull parallel amplifier than 
on others. This is due apparently to 
more than the additional power capa
bility alone. It seems to be also due to 
the high damping factor of 16, the fact 
that varying speaker impedances do 
not pull the power capability down to 
below a satisfactory level, and to the 
fact that distortion is at as low values 
as have ever been achieved outside the 
laboratory. 

In the middle and upper frequency 
regions, the absence of intermodulation 
effects and the undistorted reproduc
tion of transient signals make for a 
smoothness and clarity which is appar
ent in less listener fatig ue." After con

tinued exposure to the quality of the 
push-pull parallel circuit, it is difficult 
to listen to other circuits without be
coming aware of their previously un

noticed shortcomings. 
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the ultr�,f'n'ea�r 

All of the workinq 
controla. Jacks. and pluqs 

are mounted on the front panel 

A new 60-watt power amplifier kit that employs an 

unusual feedback circuit with exceptional stability. 

W
E HAVE TESTED quite a large 
number of high-power amplifiers 

and presented our reports in past is
sues of RADIO & TV NEWS. As a gen
eral rule. we have found most 
amplifiers in this classification quite 
similar as far as performance is con
cerned. specifically regarding harmonic 
and intermodulation distortion. Vari
ations involved mostly appearance, 
special features, and, of course, cost .. 

The results obtained from the "Ul
tra-Linear H," whieh is being mar
keted in kit form by Acro Products 
Company of Philadelphia, are similar 
in many respects to the other ampli
fiers tested, but the design incorpo
rates a novel method of obtaining 
feedback. It is a new method and its 
greatest advantage is that it provides 
an especially good stability factor. The 
manufacturer believes that the ad
vantages are so great that many fu
ture designs from other companies 
may incorporate this technique. 

Almost all recent amplifiers use a 
voltage feedback loop from the sec
ondary of the output transformer back 
to the first stage of the power ampli
fier. In these designs the degree of 
stability is  dependent upon the type of 
load connected to the output. Extreme-

The total time required to 
build the kit I. approxi. 
mately 2 '12 hours. The 
conatrucUon I. extrem.ly 

, slmpl. sine. a printed 
, board of basically Ihe en· 

tlr. circuit I. fumlahed. 
All that la r.ally left 10 
the constructor la Ih. wlr· 
Inq of both the Ircmaform· 

.r. and the controla mount· 
ed on the front panel. 

ly high capacities, usually due to long 
lines or extreme variations of voice
coil impedances with frequency, result 
in phase shifts that may cause oscilla
tion. Although this is a major problem 
in all feedback amplifier designs, it is 
not a serious one. Most amplifiers on 
the market today have a sufficiently 
large stability factor to a point that, 
if they are used under reasonable con· 
ditions, they will present no problems. 
On the other hand, should anyone dc· 
sire to go to the extreme and, (or 
example, use an electrostatic speaker 
which is basically capacitive in load, 
some power amplifiers would encounter 
difficulties. 

The new Acro method, which has 
been called "hybr id" feedback. does 
not employ feedback directly from the 
secondary winding of the output trans· 
former. It does incorporate a sl'parate 
winding which is tightly coupled to 
both primary and secondary windings 
and is connected to the secondary in 
series -a iding. It is this winding that 
supplies all the necessary voltage and 
current feedback. The diagram clear
ly shows how this particular type of 
feedback is used across all three 
stages. It is of considerable interest 
to note that this new design, since it 
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cuit hoard. 

Diaqram of the 60·wall pow.r ampllfi.r. Not. particularly the feedback loop. 

does not tie in directly with the sec
ondary winding of the transformer, 
is not readily affected by variations 
in loads. It also adapts itself very 
nicely to a design incorporating a 
variable damping control. We have 
checked the performance of this unit 
and can certainly say that it is ex
tremely stable. Unfortunately, we have 
not tested other power amplifiers to 
the degree where we could give com
parative figures. The manufacturer 
claims that an electrostatic speakcr 
was tried with this power amplifier 
and performance was excellen t. 

Lab Report 

Sensitivity: 1.3 volts input required 
for maximum 60-walt output. 

Hum and Noi.�e :  Down 56 db from 2 
watts output. open-circuit input. For 
shorted input , the hum and noise is 
down 70 db from 2 watts. 

The -70 db hum and noise figure is 
as good as they come. While the open
circuit value of -56 db is not of the 
best, it is not customary for the user 
to operate the power amplifier under 
open-clrcuit conditions. Improvement 
can be made and for those who already 
have a unit of this type it is not a diffi
cult task to make the changes. 

Remove the red-white and green
black wires from the ground lug to 
which they are connected. Run them 
through the power transformer cable 
clamp and attach to another ground 
lug at the nearest printed circuit board 
mounting screw. A new soldering lug 
should be used a t  this point and it 
should be soldered to the ground bus 
of the printed circuit board . This ground 
bus is a broad band of metallic mate
rial on the border of the printed cir

cuit board nearest the ground lug. The 
manufacturer has recommended this 

change and advises us that all future 
kits will incorporate this modification. 
In addition, a useful suggestion was 
passed on to us. To el iminate any pos
sible squeal in the speaker which may 
occur with input plug disconnected and 
amplifier turned on or off, solder a 

I-megohm resistor from input jack con
tact to its own ground terminal . 

With these changes wc found that the 
hum and noise were now down to 71 db 
from 2 watts output with open-input 
circuit. 

Frequellcy Rc,�polI.�e: Taken at 2 
watts level is ::!:: 1 db from 7 to 52,000 
cps. At maximum 60-watt output, the 
frequency response is flat with in ::!:: 1 
db from 9 to 26,000 cps. 

I M DiMortion: (60 and 6000 cps, 4 
to 1 ratio). For an equivalent sine
wave output of 2 watts, thC' IM distor
tion is . 12 ',:,. . At 60 watts the distor
tion is . 7 1  'fr. This is wel1 within our 
requirement of It;,. permissible dis
to.·tion. In fact, the l�; figure appea.·s 
at an equivalent sine-wave output of 
64.68 watts. 

1I(o'7Iwnic Distortion: At 2 \valts 
output, .09�;' at 20 cps; .08% at 1000 
cps; and . 1 'fr at 20 kc. We believe that 

Printed circuit board 
furnished with the kit 
Is aupplied with all 
compoDe n t a  mounted 
and wired In the circuit. 
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2',;, harmonic distortion is the maxi
mum that should be permitted for 
ideal performance. With this assump
I ion , the ampl ifier output is 63 watts 
at 20 cps and 51 watts at 20,000 cps. 
This latter figure is somewhat lowe!" 
Ihan ra ted output. However, we have 
Ilot as yet found any amplifier which 
Ill('els published specifications for this 
particular condition. Onc point worthy 
of comment .·C'ganlillg the tests is that 
Ihey were taken with an �-ohm output 
load. Were our tests made with 16 
ohms instC'ad. all performance char
acteristics listed he.·C'in would, without 
a douht, show considerable improve
nH'nt. This is not unusual and it applies 
to all power amplifiers with the ex
ception of those designs that have sep
:,.·ate fpedback loops for each of the 
output taps. 

Damping Factor: The damping fac
tor varies from .35 to 7.9 with the 
damping control variC'd from minimum 
10 maximum. The maximum figure, of 
cou.·se, is obtained with the damping 
control in "01T" position. 'fhe manu
lact III"e1"S fi�ul"es on the damping fac
tor, as published and as printed di
rectly on the chassis, show a possible 
\ariation from .5 to 15: These are 
ha sed on the assumption that a 16-
ohll1 speaker load is used. We would 
:.ctually have liked to have seen a 

maximum d.L of 15 with an 8-ohm 
load as well. However, the dilTerence 
11"0111 wh at was obtained is not !"eaHy 
"f too great significance in actual 
pract ice. 
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Over·all view of the 40·watt version 
of hi·fi amplifier built by author. r 

VI 2 SI R20 52 OUTPIJT 

40- or 60-Watt Hi- Amplifier 
ertiary feeilback / Complefe construction details on a stable, high-power 

By THOMAS F. BUR ROUGHS audio amplifier with output-stage cathode feedback. 

Fon y('ars the most poPlllar power 
amplifier circuit d('sign was based on 
t he famous "Williamson." Some of 

the faclors leading to ils populal"ity al'l' 
its low distOI·tion. simplicity. slraight
forward design, and the I'ising inter('st 
in high-fidelity reproclll('t ion. E,'en to
day a "\\'illiamson" amplifier that is 
careflllly ('onstructed and tested with 
the speaker with which it is to be used 
will give top quality results. 

Of late the t rend in amplifiel' design 
has heen to\\ard higher power and. as 
the trend has developed. lIse of the 
"Ultra-I.inear" Olltput stage has grown 
"'ith it. III this ci,'cuit the primary 
winding of the output transformer is 
t.apped at appro:-.imately -10 per-cent of 
the primary tllrns. These taps are COn-

20 CPS. I KC. 

neeted to the screens of the> 011 t Pllt. 
thus p,'o"iding the inhel'ent advantages 
which have been adeqllately covered in 
the literature. 

Some interest has been shOWn in 
tertiary feedhack, which has been 
called "super Ultra-Linear." Up to this 
time, there have been very few cil'euits 
puhlished using this t�pe of feedback. 
hut it is helieved t hat its popularity 
will grow as more tl'ansformers be
come a"ailahle. Some of the ad
vantages of tr.rtial'y feedback are the 
lack of p!"ob!ems in\,ol\'illg instability
which may occllr when ft'edhack is 
taken around three 01' fOllr stages. In 
fact.. an amplifier with tertiary feed
hack seems to he mOrt' tolerant of an 
over·all feedbacl, loop. It is \'ery elTee-

15 KC, 

Fig, I, Sine and square waveforms under various conditions, 
Note that the sine waves were all obtained at the full power 
output of the amplifier. while the square waves were at I watt, 

SPEAKER LOAD 
WITH 25 FT. 

LEADS 

tive in reducing distortion and helps to 
lo\\'el' the internal impedar.ce of the 
amplifier. 

\\'hile the distortion of present·day 
amplifiers is \'ery low when measuring 
a sine wave. it is only of late that at
tention has centel'ed on the stahility 
of the amplifier. In a feedback am
plifier instability will Occur when the 
feedback hecomes regenerative. This 
regeneration takes place when the 
phase shift reaches IRO degrees at some 
point where the gain of the amplifier 
has not dl'opped by an amounl equal 
to the feedhaek. Sometimes instahilily 
will appear when a Iransient signal is 
feci to th(' amplifier. This transient in
st abil it y is one of 'he reasons wh�' an 
amplifier often shows up on test in-

I KC, 15 KC. 



struments a lot better than it actually 
sounds. 

Circuit Used 
The circuit of Fig. 2 is a \'ery stable 

40-wat t amplifier (or a 60-watt ampli
fier \,'ith the higher \'oltage power sup
ply in Fig. 4), using a new transformer 
made by Chicago St<tlldal"d Trull·�fol"m

cr Corp.-the BO-15. This transformcr 
was designed for 6550s, EL34s, or 
KT88's using screen taps plus 11 db of 
tertiary feedback in the output stage, 
Thcre is also 12 db of fcedback taken 
around the \\ hole amplifier. Many con
figurations were tried and discarded for 
one reason or another bcfore the prcs
Cllt design was arri\'ed at . 
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ELECTRONICS WORLD 

Thc first problem which arose was 
the high signal needed to drive the 
6550s when using tertial'y feedback. 
The required signal is 135 volts r.m.s. 
grid-to-grid. The need for this high 
signal arises because thc \'oltage must 
hc increascd by the feedback factor in 
the output stage. This ruled out the 
use of a 6SN7 as a driver. The tube 
found hcst suited for this purposc was 
thc 5687, a dual-triodc used extensi\'ely 
in elcctronic computers. It is capablc 
of exccptional output into the low im
pedancc necessary when using fixed 
bias. When used in the Milliard circuit 
a!' a phase-splitter/drh'cr, as it is hel'l" 
it will deli\'er lRO \"Olts r.m.s. grid-to
grid into a 50,OOO-ohm load. The outputs 
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6.J �. @ 4.' 4mp •. ; 6. J >. @ 1 omp.; , >. 

@ J 4mp •. (CIoic4,O S'4nJ4,J PCR·l00 0' 
,qw; .... ) 

CH2 

fl'om the plates arc almost pel'fectly 
balanced and the impedance looking 
back into the tube is the same. This 
stagc is quite deg('ncrative and vel'Y 
little distortion is introduced by it. 

Thc EFR6 is a low-noise pentode used 
as a \'oltage amplifiel', This is dircct
coupled to the phase-splitter/dri\·cl·. 
thus eliminat ing some phase shift that 
would be introduced by a coupling 
capaCitor. 

Stability of the amplifier is \"l'ry good 
under practically any type of load. as 
can bc seen by the oscillograms of Fig. 
1. Over 20 db morc of o\'er-all feed
back could be added before instability 
in the form of ringing or motorboating 
scts in. If the amplifier is to be used 

+ 

Fi9. 2. Schematic dia9ram 
of ori9inal 40·watt amplifier. 
To conve rt to a 60-watt 

CI5 unit a different power sup
ply (Fi9. 4' must be con
nected to point. A, B, C. 

T,-Owl,,.,, Ird"'. 4JOO ohm. C.I .. .. ilh sCr('(',. 
'4'" (lud cdlhod, 1('('dbdclt .. i"di",: 8. 16 
ohm. '(" C.; 65 .·,,11. (Chic4 ,0 S'4nd"rd BO· 
I' or ('qui •. ) 

CHr-8 lot., 100 m4. fill" cIoolre (CIoic4ICO 
S'.nd"rd RCB100 or Iqu; .... ) 

CHt-l h., .• 100 m ••• 60 ohm. d.c. Or Iru 
pr'n choltl (S","cor C·1Jl' Or ('qui .... ) 

SRr-10 rn" .. I JO "' . • "'('n'um r('Cli,-,cr 
F,-1 IIrn". 114.(' 
F.-11' m4. /WI< 
5,. S..-l,,,,,,,. "w.h.bu"on ... itclt. nOrm"",, 

0""" 
M-I m •. d.c. mllu 
Jr-Phono illclt 
V.-EFB6 ,wbe 
V,-'6.7 ,wb. 
V" V.-6"0 ,wbe 
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Fig. 3. Phale characterilticl of the high.fidelity amplifier al 

menu red between frequenciel of 20 Cpl and 200 .c. by author. 

Under.chanil view of the home.built unit lhowing the Ule of a 

ground bUl, laced wiring, and the terminal board conltruction. � 

SAl 

117Y.A.C. 

Rsa, R.II. RJI, R.,. __ 4i n""._ I ... ,C".� 
R.J�-l'.O()O "I.,,,. 10 ... .  ·i;"'.,. .... d rrl. 

I 

8 " 

RJ�-'6() ohm. I ... rcoI. CH�l It., •• 100 m •• liltl''' chnltr (S,.ncor 
R,,-10.000 ohm ,.",. 
R,,-17.()()() "hm. I ... . r •• 
R.,,,. Rn. R, •• R ,,-6S.o00 oh",. 2 'W. rl •• 
#(;1-600 oltm, 1 w. rr" 
e ,:--.Oi' ",I .. 600 ... c4P.citor 
C,,.-.. O Ill., 1'0 .. , r/t'c. Ctlptlc;tor 
C ,,,...--'0 Ill .• "0 ... ,,·'.·c. Cf,p.c;tor 
C i""--ZO J.l.1., 600 ... "','c. ctlptlci'nr 
Cn. CII, Cu. C,,-SO 1'/ .. HO •. • Irc. c.,.. 

C.1 JZ, or ,"" .. ; •• ) 
SR,. SR�lO "'4., 1)0 ... ,dr,,; .. ," rretifir, 
f,-2 limp. /I"" 
"'1-11' ", •. lu,e-
T.-P" .. r. I ...... 4'0·0·"'0 •. @ 200 m •. : 

6.J •. � ., .... ,. •. : 6.J '. @ .6 .m,..: , •. 
@ 2 .n'"'' ( Chic.,lo SI.",/ •• d PSC 2()' o. 

('quh.) 
V..-GZU ,ubr 

Fig .... Circuit of the capacitor.input power lupply uled to obtain the higher volt. 
age necenary for the 6O.watt verlion of the amplifier. Filter capacitorl are leriel' 
connected and bleeder reliltorl are uled to equalize voltage dropl. Becaule of thil 
arrangement, the negative terminall (ulually the canl l of C" and C;:., mUlt be 
inlulated from the chauil and thele capacitorl mUlt be leparate unih. AI50 for 
lafety they lhould be mounted beneath the chanil. The 47 ·ohm reliltorl acron 
the 6.3.volt heater windingl are required lince the windingl are not cenler.tapped. 

Fig. 5. (AI Total harmonic diltortion of the 6O.walt amplifier al an oulput wilhin 
:!: I db of full output. ( B ) Power.relponle Curve of the 6O.walter. Full·power re· 
lponle of the 4O.walt venion il jult a little Ratter al Ihe frequency extremel. 

Ud I I I fill I IIIIIII1 [11 H ffi: ] 
·fHHflll II1Ifrlll 1111.1tt3 
A 119 list. 1960 
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with a highly capacitiH' load, such as 
an electrostatic speaker and a woofer 
calling for a low damping factor. it 
might be advantageous to omit R" and 
c •. This lea .... cs out the over-all feed
back loop. but there will still he 11 db 
of fcedback in thl' output stage where 
it is most needed. This will give a 
10wcI' damping factor and an amplifier 
that is very sensitive. 

Construction 
ConstJ'uction of thc amplifier is fair

ly standard. being huilt on a single 
Rtf.!" x 15" x 3" chassis. Most of the parts 
an' mounted on a terminal stJ'ip to fa
cilitate tl'sting and easy acces.c;. All 
signal-carrying leads. including the 
f eedhack loop, werl' kept as short as 
possihle. A gl'Ound bus was used and 
connected to the chassis at one point. 

In the top chassis vie\\' of the ampli
fil'r you will notice a meter mounted 
on the side pancl. with push·buttons by 
cach output tuhe for halancing the cur
I'cnt in the output stage. The ml'ter is 
connected so as to read the voltage 
drop across the tertiary winding. A 1-
ma. meter is used and R"" selected so 
that with 100 ma. flowing through the 
tel·tiary winding the mC'tcr will read 
full-scale. In this way the tl'rtiary 
winding acts as the meter shunt. The 
\'alue of R",. will \'ary. depending on the 
d.c. l'C'sistance of the tcrtiary winding 
Hnd the meter used. This was an extra 
"frill" on the original amplifil'r but can 
be \'er)' handy if you have an old meter 
in the junk box that can be utilized. 

The parts list calls for some 4-watt 
caI'hon resistors. The &JOO-ohm unit 
was made up of two 16.000-ohm. 2-watt 
resistors in pm·alll'i. Thl' 25.000-ohm 
unit is 12.000- and 13.000-ohm, 2-watt 
resistors in series whilc the 30.000 ohms 
is' made up of two 15.000-ohl11, 2-watt 
I·csistors. also in sel'ies. 

All of thc parts al'e consel'vnti\'ely 
rated and should gi\'e long, trouble-free 
pCl'fol'nHtnce. The "8+" supply bus 
was fused to pre\'cnt damage to the 
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6550s if anyt hing goes wrong wit h the 
hias supply. An RC \'oltage divider was 
used to ohtain the hias \·oltage. It is a 
simple, yet effecth'e, method of obtain· 
ing the desired \'oltage and one that 
dissipates \'ery little heat. A choke· 
input po\\"er supply was chosen for the 
40·\\'all version hecause of its excellent 
voltage regulation as compared to a 
capacitor input. With a swing in cllr· 
rent from 165 to 220 ma .. the d,c. \·olt· 
age will drop less than 20 \"olts. In the 
case of the 6O.watt \'ersion, capacitor 
input was llsed to get the higher \"olt· 
age needed for the extra 2 db of power 
output. 

The hias adjustment (R,..) should be 
such as to pl'Oduce a cat hode current 
fOl' each output tuhe of about 75 ma. 
for the 40'\\,<ltt amplifier and ahout 55 
ma. for the 6O·watt \·ersion. The bal· 
ancing pot (R,,,l should be adjusted for 
equal cllrJ'ents in hoth output tubes. 

When connect ing the out put t rans· 
former, careful attention should be paid 
to the color coding of the primary leads. 
\\'hen t hp winding is connected proper· 
ly, it will take approximately 70 volts 
r.m.s. on the grids of the 6550s for 60 
watts of output. When the over·all 
feedhack loop is connected, the output 
should drop hy some 12 dh. If motor· 
hoating 01' oscillation occur, you can 
correct the phasing hy re\'ersing the 
tmnsformer leads or tJ'ansposing the 
connect ions of the coupling capacitors 
at the drh·er. 

A word might he said here about how 
the amplifi('r sOlmds, since the final 
word on any amplifier is whether it 
pleases the ear an d sounds good aftel' 
prolonged listening sessions, The highs 
sound clpall and the instruments well 
delineated. The hass is solid and well 
damped. A lal'ge measure of the quali· 
tv ohtained with this circuit should he 
ittributed to the outstanding charac· 
teristics of the out put transformer and 
its ahility to reproduce full output O \'er 
such a wide frequency range. 

D. C, VOLTAG£S 

"'N 
v, 
vJ 
v" v. 

1 2 
110 

240 76 

1 4 5 6 7 . ' 
2.5 82 2.5 

92 92 82 250 

Table I, Voltages measured by autho, in 
40·watt unit. Voltagel in 60·watt ve"ion 
a,e fai,ly limila, except for lomewhat 
highe, "B.pIUl" and bial on tubel V .. V,. 

Table 2. Impo,tant lpeCl of both ve,lionl. 

Output 
Sensitivity 

Respon.e 

F .. dbad 

40 wdtts 60 wdtt. 
.7 volt fo, full I volt fo, full 
output output 
Down .1 db at 00wn.7 db at 20 
20 cps: down .5 cps: down 1.3 
db at 20,000 cps db at 20,000 cps 
,at 40 watts) ,at 60 wattsl 
/2 db ove,·an 12 db ove,·all 
11 db tertia,y 11 db tertiary 

Stability Ma,qin 20 db 
Oampinq 

20 db 

10 Facto, 10 

August. 1960 91 



The first major change in years in amplifier coupling 
circuit principles is discussed, together with details of 

the components employed. 

FRANK H. MdNTOSH* 
and 

GORDON J. GOW* 

New 50 - Watt Amplifier Circuit 

A

UDIO A}I rJ.JFIJ'.JLS-being one of the 
oldest forms of equipment built 
using the three or more element 

tube--are now one of the most difficult 
de\'ices to improve, and perhaps n<> 
other field of electronic endeavor has 
been given more time or has been 
etudied by more People. One of the 
major reasons sound amplifiers are dif
ficult to de3ign is the requirement for 
'l"ery wide frequency range, highest to 
le-west running up to 20,000 to 1 in order 
to meet the e'l"er-increasing demand for 

-

Fig. I. Simplified output circuit of con· 
ventional push-puU amplifier. 

Jnvre faithful reproduction of the audio 
Tall�e of from 18 to 20,000 cps. This 
wide range is probably the most rigid 
nqui�ement for an\" electronie device 
rt:g'ardJess of its u�e. To satisfy the 
de;:ign requirements for an audio am
},Iifier, lOel'eral problems must be over
l"ume. At the low E'nd of the audio band 
the requirement for suffieient core ms
terial of prO)ler magnetic properties 
must be weighed against core loss, 
weight, site, and expense. These quan
tities bear an inverse relationship to 
the total numbR of turns, but the total 
turns bear an inverse relationship to 
the leakage inductance and the effective 
shunt capacitance. At frequencies of 

·Mcbuosh E�,,��ri"6 Labor41ory. Inc .• 

9JO Kin8 SI .. SilllCT Sprin8. Md. 

3,000 cps IInd higher the shunt capaci
tance across the primary circuit of out
put transformers becomes one of the 
major limiting factors, regardlese of the 
mode of operation of the output stage. 
When the output stage is operated 
Class AB or Class Bto improve the 
efficiency, then an additional problem 
growing out of the switching from one 
side of the circuit to the other in the 
output stage and thus producing a 
transient has been a barrier for over 
20 years and has made practically use
less such circuits except in applications 
where the harmonic content was not 
of great importance or where the range 
was limited over. which such circuits 
are operated. This transient appean .a 

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope trace showing 
notches in output wave when operating 

.t;,etween Class A and Class B. 
a notch in the signal wave form and 

. was first descr:bed in 19361 but for 
which no solutioll wa� suggested beyond 
that uf redul"ing the leakage inductance 
of the output transformer or of biasing 
the .amplifier stage back to Class A 
opera tion. 

The basic circuit which lfe are about 
to describe grew out of an attempt to 
meet many considerations and require
ments based upon tests and meaSUre
ments made concerning the ability of 
IA.P. Sah, Quasi.Traniientll in Class B 

Audio Frequency Push·pun Amplifier., 
Proc. IRE, Jliov. 1936. 
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the ear to detect distortion. the r811ge 
and power of sllef'oCh and musicQI in
struments, the .impulse characteristics 
of sound, the load impedance variations 
and effects of loudspellkers and other 
devices. A treatment of these basic re
quirements must be resen·ed for a 
later discussion. 

Output arcult 
Figure 1 illustrates the output cIr

cuit of the conventional pushpull om· 
plifier in simplified form. It "'ill be· 
seen that the plates are connected in 
the conventional way to the primaries 
of the output transformer and the r.· 
sistor forming the load ie shown con
nected to the secondary. The plate-to
plate impedance in thie circuit is 4000 
ohms. This is about right for a pair of 
61,6'e as used in the McIntosh 50\\'-1 
amplifier. Attention is called to the 
1000-ohm impedance wh ich corresponQs 
to the circuit from the plate to the 
center tap of the primary of. this out
put transformer. T h  e s e impedances 
should be born in mind &8 later refer
ence will be made to them al part of 

Fig. 3. Trace showing transfer charac. 
teristic of output tubes with discon-

tinuity due to notch of Fig. 2. 
the de3cription of the new circuit- In 
the discussion to follow it ie assumed 
that each of the tubes in the output 
circuit altemat.dy cenee to draw cur
rent during a portioll of. the audio 
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Fig 4. One method of minimizing le.k. 
age reactance by use of sectionalized 

primary winding. 

~ \ : 

V 
..... ··-;;: : 

;" . .: =----: z ,. ..-' 

I 
t····_--

_ ... 

Fig. 5. Simplified form of new coupling 
Irrangement for amplifier output stage. 

cycle and, therefore. are operated some
where between Class A and Clan B. 

Experience has shown that using the 
circuit of Fig. 1 and operating between 
Class A and Class B will result in a 
deformity, appearing as a "notch" .. 
shown in Fig. 2 for all frequencies above 
approximately 2,000 to 3,000 cpl. This 
waveform distortion' measures 2 to 10 
per cent or more depending upon the 
frequency and the leakage reactance 
existing between the two primary wind
ings. This "notch" occurs because there 
is a residual leakage inductance in the 
plate circuit of each of the output tubes 
which becomes a source of voltage in
dependent of that voltage driving the 
stage at the instance when one tube 
ceasee to draw current and the other 
tube draws more current. This residual 
inductance or leakage reactance acts 
like an inductance through which the 
current has suddenly been cut off, and it 
generatea a back e.m.!. which distorta 
the output wave. The value of this leak
ege reactance must be minutely small 110 
that the distortion of the wave form 
at the highest frequenq will not ex
ceed 1 per cent. Thia effect haa no panll
cea, 10 far aa we know. 

N egati .. feedback, the usual panacea, 

10 

does not impro.c:I the �ituution. 8S might 
be expected, but rather tends to make 
it worse. To cancel the notch in tht
waveform a current flow \t'ould be re
quired through the tube in the reverse 
direction to that which the electron 
flow permits, at the time the tube ceases 
to draw current du'ring the normal cycle 
of operation. Another way to describe 
what happens in the circuit is to con
sider Fig. 3. Here is shown an oscillo
graphic trace of the transfer character
istic of the, output tubes. The presence 
of leakage reactance bet\veen the two 
primary windings causes a discontinuity 
to exist in this characteristic. This is 
the barrier which has been the source 
of frustration of many engineers for 
yt-ars past and is perhaps the major rea
son that high efficiency and low distor
tion could not be made compatible. 

.edueln. Leaka ... eactance 

There are a number of approaches 
aimed at reducing the leakage reactance 
but the penalty has been so great that 
the value of the increased coupling be
tween primary windings has been offset 
sufficiently to make these approaches 
no solution Ilt all, or of little value. 
Figure " shows symbolically the sec
tionalizing of the two primary \vinding,; 
shown in Fig. 1. Here the primary is 
made up of many coils which are con
nected in such a fashion as to tend to 
make all the windings occupy the snmc 
space. This is an effective means of in
creasing the coupling between two coils 
and does increase the frequency at 
which the "notch" first appears. How
ever, this approach has the disadvantage. 
of increasing the shunting capacitance 
effects between the two plates of the 
circuit to such an extent that the high 
frequencies are by-passed. There doesn't 
!!eem to be any practical way to section
alize and interleave these windings to 
eliminate the leakage reactance efft'Ct 

�LOA" 

(A) 

A __ ------------�---�---� 

• ih 

c ...... 

O--------��--�� 

(B) 

[}LOAO 

Fig. 6. Steps in development of coup
ling circuit. 

and at the same time avoid the shunt 
capacitance effects. Another method 
which suggests itself as a result of the 
experience just described is to use a 
much larger core, permitting a reduc
tion in the number of turns required 
in the windings of the primary circuit. 
This approach requires a very large 
core in the order of 125 pounds to effect 
n sufficient reduction in leakage reac
tance. This compares very unfavorably 
with the ll-pound core required in this 
new unity coupled output circuit for 
the same performance. It may be well to 
mention here also that the use of a 
iarge core has se\'eral other disadvan
tages among which is higher distortion, 
particularly at lo\v output levels. This is 

, due to the non-linear characteristics of 
the magnetic material and the relative-' 

FEED 

[jLOAD 

��+----------------���= + 

Fig. 7. Fin.1 basic .rrangement employed to provide d.e:. voltage for screen grid. 
but at the same •. e:. patential as the correspanding cathode. 
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Iy lar,er total 10811 !n the larger core. It 
would be well to point out at this time 
that for 6L6 tubes operated in Claes AB 
or Class B, the ratio of inductive reac
tance of the primary of the output 
transformer to the· leakage reactance 
bet,,!,een the primaries must be 80,000 to 
one or ,reater to permit 1 per cent dis
tortion ot 20 kcs and full output to all 
low os 20 CJlII. 

From the abm'e diacuasion it seems 
impractical to reduce the leaka,e re
actance sufficiently to permit hi,h-effi
ciency operation and the only hope. 
therefore, is to go back to a conven
tional Claas A arrangement where a 
discontinuity in the current drawn by 
each of the tubes does not occur over 
the operating cycle. The solution for 
high efficiency operation requires an 
unconventional circuit which wil1 ef
fectively eliminate the leakage react
ance between the primary windings. 

Figure· 5 il1ustratea the approach 
made to circumvent the problems de
scribed above. The conventional output 
primary circuit is again ahown with the 
primary marked ! in dotted form. For 
simplicity the power supplies are elimi
nated and the midpoint" of this primary 
is shown connected to the a880ciated 
cathodes. The solid position of primary 
f is shown adjacent to primary 1 and 
this i11ustrates the first step in the de
"e1opment of the unity coupled ampli
fier. The3e two primaries are wound 

............. 
. · - • ... ... 
• · - · ... ,. . 
.. · - . ... 
.. · - . ... 

'00 , - • -

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit simplified 
from Fig. 7. 

of 80,000 to 1. We now, thereiore, Lav, 
a .,.Item which appears to have promi .. 
by reason of finding a way to eliminatt. 
the leakage reactance between the pri· 
mary windin,. which in turn remov� 
the barrier which bu blocked for 8CI 

many years the use of high-eflieiency 
circuits in high quality audio amplifiers. 

It is obvious that other variationa of 

approach have been considered which 
tccomplish the desired purpose to 
some ex'tent at least, such as winding 
the two primaries on a common core 
not bifilarly and utilizin, a suitable 
capacitance for couping the ends of 
these windings 80 as to maintain the 
two windings at proper and identical 
a.c.. potentia Is. One advantage of the 
bifilar winding is, of eouree, a reduc
tion of the number of components re
quired. and it sidesteps some of the dif

together in a bifilar manner u if they ficulties which grow out of the use of 
were one winding and, therefore, there alternate approaches. It may also be 
is between them both a capacitance obvious here that since the two primary 
coupling turn by turn, and a magnetic windings are unity coupled there is no 

coupling due to the presence of the com- longer any need for lectionalizing the 
mon core. Since the wires occupy prac- primary as is common in high quality 

tically the same space, the coupling ill transformers today. This result/! in an 
exceedingly h i g h a nd measurem�ts economy in manufacture. 
show that it is practicable to wind coils Orcult Arran.emenl 
with a ratio of primary inductance to • 'To make Fig, 5 a practical circuit, 
leakage reactance much better than the cathodes are connected to one coil 
200,000 to 1. This, therefore, provides and the plates to tlle other coil without 
a way to el iminate the leakage reactance changing their position in the circuit 
which in conventional transformers far from an a,c. 

·standpoint but permitting 
exceeds the minimum ratio requirement 

"- ...( .... I 

�"M"'·IOt.. 10 . .  ... 
.... �, ..... -...., .. ... 
... ""'-IS, ............. , .... . 
.... "MC' _L."'" ,. ....,.. 

I 
I 

010 ... ·0..' .... · 

o ... , TO IIOwE" v',,' 
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the application of the d.c. plate supply . 
between these coils. 

Figure 6 (A) illustrates a further 
step in the development of the final cir
cuit and ahows a cathode-loaded ar
rangement with a required plate IUPP)y 
isolation reactance. Here it will be Men 
that the cathode loading result. from 
the method of drive. For instance. tube. 
1 is driven from the control grid to the 
far side of its load which is, from an 
a.c. standPoint, at the same potential 
as its plate, and similarly tube I i'i 
driven in a like symmetrical manner. In 
order to drive the stage, it is necessary 
to do two things :  to provide an input 
transformer or similar device and to 
provide an ieolation reactor which hu 
sufficient impedance to keep the plate 
supply and the amplifier stage isolated 
from an a.c. standpoint. It will be IeeD 
here that the entire stage is fioating 
with respect to ground. At points A 
and B in Fig. 6(A) it will be noted 
that the full voltage developed acrosa 
the output stage appears to add to the 
difficult problem of designing· a driver 
transiprmer able to handle the large 
voltages needed to drive the output 
stage. These difficulties-as well as the 
requirement for wide frequency range, 
balanced couping, and high impedance 
primary-make this trsnsformer some
what impractical if not impossible. 

Deleting the isolation reactors from 
the circuit of Fig. 6(A) gives the cir
cuit of 6(B) in which the two cathodes 
remain at the signal potential difference 
of the output transformer primary, but 
one cathode has been returned to ground 
while the other is left fioating. Again 
the design of an input transformer is 
highly impractical. 

An attempt, therefore, was made to 
get away from the four-terminal input 
circuit required by Fig. 6(B) and go 
back to the conventional three-terminal 
input if at all possible. This was ac· 
complished by the circuit as illustrated 
in Fig. 7, which is similar to tho£le of 
Fig. 6 except that instead of driving 
the stage fully cathode loaded, the point 
A of Fig. SeA) was connected to the 
mid-point of the cathode winding which, 
of course, euggested that point B be 
connected to that same cathode mid
point. We now, therefore, have our 
three-terminal conventional drive cir
cuit. and furthermore we find that this 
mid-point ean be grounded, \\'hich im
mediately suggests that the plate supply 
can be similarly attached to the mid
point on the plate winding of the out
put transformer, and finally this elimi
plate supply at + upwards through the 
winding and to the plate of the lower 
tube, thence from its cathode through 
its winding to the center point and 

nates the need for the isolation reacton. 
Concentrating first on the 0 u t p ut 

transformer primary and taking for in
stance the Le. current path from the 

one cathode winding on opposite ball-ea 
of theee coils. Considering the Upper 
tube, we find a aimilar situation. It i. 
seen that balf of the output. winding 

GAl N - FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

t::rI I I I 1'·Tl"r:·l�t.ril 
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Fig. 10. Performance characteristics of SOW-I amplifier. 

therefore back to the power supply, we 
have utilized one plate winding and 
is in the cathode circuit and half is in 
the plate circuit for each tube, but since 
the two windings are coupled tightly 
from an a.c. standpoint, they become 
practically identical, and therefore we 
have an output stage which utilizes 
essentially the a&me primary windinp. 
Since thia ia 10, it i. obTious that there 
can be no leakage reactance between 
the output coila for the two tubes. In 
addition to the compatibility now poIIIi
ble between high efficiency and high 
quality, there are several other adTan
tages of this circuit arrangement which 
are described. 

Orcult Advantag •• 
It is con'\'enient with this circuit to 

use either pentodes or triodes. Figure 
., shows the screen grid connected in a 
suitable manner to make use of the in
herent efficiency in power conversion of 
pentodes or beam power tubes. The re
quirement that the screen be kept at 
a constant d.c. potential with reaped 
to the cathode is fully m�t by virtue 
of the fact that the two windings are 
coupled so tightly that no a�c. potential 
can develop between the cathode of 
either tube· a n d  i ta c orre spo ndin� 
screen. It is obvious also that a con
stant d.c. potential equal to the plate 
voltage. in this case, is provided for the 
screen. Figure 8 illu strates a simplified 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 7 that m� 
clarify the use of !he 'take turn' pri
mary idea. 

Referring back to Fig. 7, IOme of the 
additional advantages of these circuits 
will be described. The impedance be-

tween the tubes is now 1000 ohms in
stead of 4000 ohms shown for the con
ventional circuit in Fi{}. 1. The impe
dance between either side and ground 
is only 250 ohms instead of 1000 ohms. 
This 4-to-1 impedance reduction be
tween the tuhes reduces the effects of 
Itl'ay capacitances by a factor of 4, per
mits a wide exten sion of the audio pass 
band, and reduces the phase shift of the 
fundamental and the harmonics. Fur
thermore, since the two primary wind· 
ings now look like one winding to the 
secondary, the effective turns ratio has 
been reduced by a factor of 2 to 1 be
tween primary and secondary. This re
sults in a 4-to-l coupling advantage 
over the circuit shown in Fig. 1. Since 
both the shunting capacitance imped
ance adYantage of 4 and the coupling 
adnntage o f  4 occur simultaneously, 
there is inherently a 16·to-1 ad,\,antage 
in this circuit over the conventional cir
cuit. This adnntage obtains regardless 
of the class of operation ·of the tubes. 
Therefore, not only haS' the barrier been 
crossed to permit the use of high effi
ciency at low distortion. but at the same 
time a substantial impro'\'ement in cir· 
cuit characteristics has been found. 

Figure 7 also shows that some direct
coupled negative voltage feedback is 
uaed. It will be seen that since half of 
the load is in the cathode and half of 
the load is in the plate, as before men
tioned, almost the entire gabl j� dl� 



amplifier that is to be use<i anywhere 
but on a test bench and working into 
a resistance load, that it should be made 
as free as possible of the effects of load 
impedance in order that the design per
fonnance of the amplifier can be real
ized in actual practice. The 50W-1 am
plifier for all practical purposes isolats 
the effect of the load on the effective 
amplification of the output stage be
cause of this low value of generator 
impedance. Furthermore, the tendency 
of the load device to continue motion 
after the initiating signals have ceased 
is effectively damped. This means that 
nny back e.m.f. generated. by the load 
device sees such a low resistance looking 
back to the amplifier that the counter 
e.m.f. resulting from this low resistance 
dynamically brakes the load device and 
quickly damps out any free oscilla
tion. Theoretically there is no minimum 
limit to which this internal generator 
impedance can go to act as a benefit in 
both af the principles above mentioned. 
However, going from the damping fac
tor af ten to zero for the use in audio 
devicee produces only a minute im
provement in damping since the loan 
devices do not approach 100 per ceDt 
efficiency. For some applications the ill
ternal generator impedance hu beea 
made l/l00th of the nominal impe
dance. 

One of the apparently conventional 
features of the amplifier is the driver 
transformer for the output stage. Since 
the direct current drawn from the power 
supply by the Class B stage is propor
tional to the input signal level, and 
since the power supply internal resist
ance can not economically be made 
to approach - zero ohm.. there will be 
a change in plate voltage with a change 
in input level. At best, change in level 
of a single-frequency signal from zero 
to full output, the change in plate volt
age cannot be made less than 25 volts. 
If the driver plate voltage were to be 
derived from this varying source and 
the driver were resistance-capecitance 
coupled to the control grids of the Clau 
B amplifier tubes, the change in plate 
voltage would appear as a change in 
bias adding to the bias for an increu
ing signal and subtracting from it for 
a decreasing signal. A 15- to 30-volt 
increase in bias TOltage would ahift 
both output tubee toward Class C oper
ation and consequent current cutoff 
during both crossover periods for a 
length of time depending on the dura
tion of the change in level and the time 
constant of the resistance-capacitance 
coupling circuit. The increase in bias 
signal level change will appear as traZl&
ient distortion. To avoid this source of 
distortion either separate power supplies 
or transformer coupling is required be-

tween the driver and the output stage. 
The design of a high-impedance push
pull transformer' along conventional 
tins is another impractical problem. 
To keep waveform distortion and cur
rent consumption low in the driver 
stage. the primary impedance of the 
driver transformer must be kept above 
100,000 ohms from 20 cycles to 30,000 
cycles. The response of the transformer 
from primary to secondary should not 
show more than a 0.1 db variation from 
18 cps to 30 kca in order to function 
within a second feedback path in the 
amplifier. All of these requirements 
were met by resorting again to the 
bifilar construction where the input 
windings are wound together, giving 
practically 100 per cent coupling inde
pendent of frequency. 

Figure 9 shows the schematic dia
gram illustrating the 5eW-1 watt am
plifier including the phase in'Verter, 
'Volume control and preamplifier. It will 
be seen from this circuit that the driver 
outpnt stages are similar to those dia
gramed in Fig. 7. The output trans' 
former provides for 4, 8, 16, and 32 
ohms balanced or unbalaneed, as well 
&8 600 ohms balanced. It will be noted 
that the 600-ohm tap is taken off the 
prim ary winding  connected to tI,e 
cathodes of the output stage, and since 
this winding is grounded at its mid
point, neither of these taps (7 and 8) 
can be grounded. If required, a 600-
ohm winding can be supplied 13eparate 
from any of the other windings of this 
transformer. 

The amplifier is designed in a man
ner similar to that described for the 
poWf>r supply, namely, that the driver 
tX)i1 and output coil are potted in the 
box forming- the unit, that the top in
cludes a number of sockets which are 
interwired to pronde the proper cir
cuitry and the other elements plug into 
these sockets to provide the proper am
plifier arrangement. This permits easy 
"substitution method" serncing, fixes 
the relative position of components, 
pronding for better uniformity in man
ufacture and permits unusual arrange
ment features. For instance, the input 
level to the amplifier is approximately 
zero db when connected into the phase 
inverter. The plug-in "preamp" provides 
an additional 34 db gain, and a triple
shielded input transformer provides an 
additional 20 to 30 db depending on 
which input connection is used 30, 150, 
600 ohms or bridging input. A control 
console is a'V8ilable which includes tone 
control, additional preamps and neces
sary switching for microphone, phono
graph, and radio inputs. An equalizer
amplifier which follows the NAB re
cording CUT'Ve and with a gain of 20 
db 8t 1,000 cycle$ may be plugged into 
the unit. 

Figure 10 illustrates the a'Verage per
formance characteristics of the ampli
fier. The gain·frequency characteris
tics may seem abnormally wide, but 
since it was desired to provide a manu
factured product which could be guar
anteed to deliver 50 watts at any fre
quency from 20 to 20,000 cpe with less 
than 1 per cent harmonic or intermodu
lation distortion, this wide band was 
found necessary to keep the phose shift 
reasonably low so that the feedback of 
the higher fundamental frequencies and 
their harmonics would be in proper 
phase relationship to cancel out, and 
therefore improve the lineerity of the 
amplifier. If the phase shift at the per
tinent harmonics is 90 deg. or more, 
no benefit is obtained from feedback, 
and since the feedback varies invene� 
ft-om one at zero deg. phase shift to 
zero at 90 deg. approximately as the 
cosine of that angle, it is seen that quite 
large phase angles are 88!.'ociated even 
with relatively small loales or Taria
tions in the gain-frequency character
istic. For instance, a change in response 
from 0 db to 0.1 db ill inevitably &8110-
ciated with 10 deg. of phalle shift. A 
change from 0 db to 3 db is alwaya as
sociated with a 45 deg. phase shift. It is 
instantly obvious that if these varia
tions occur at the fundamental, they 
are substantially more at the harmonic 
frequencies and, therefore, the effect 
of feedback is reduced in proportion to 
the cosine of these phase shift angles. 
In some cases this may cause instability 
of the amplifier, pari'icularly where 
large amounts of feedback are used. 
Experience has !lhown that the phase 
shift begins to be measureable at nlues 
l/7th to l/lOth of the frequency at 
which the 2 db point shows up on a 
gain-frequency characteristic. There
fore, the designed bandwidth should be 
from 7 to 10 times the highest frequency 
for which it is desired to have distortion 
less than 1 pt-r cent. The figur'! show!' 
that the phase shift through the ampli
fier is substantially zero from 30 to 
30,()i)() cps. 

The circuit here described in part 
appears to open new fields of use or 
improvement in present fields permit
ing operation very near the theoretical 
maximum efficiency and yet provides 
a high degree of linearity with high 
stability for either impulse or steady 
state signals. 
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A New 3().Watt Power Amplifier-
SlDlaY A. CORDERKAlft A!fD FU!fK H. McI!fTOllRt 

M c/1Itos/t Laboratory, BitarJu",IIDfI, New Y or� 

�E McINTOSH 3�w amplifier was introduced to the 
high-fidelity market in February, 1953. Since then it 

has received much interest and attention from high-fidelity 
enthusiasts, the 3-D motion picture industry, and others. 
Before the circuit design is discussed, it is well to consider 
the performance specifications considered necessary for this 
amplifier prior to its development. These were as follows: 

1. Power out�t. The output l.evel was to be 30 w at all 
frequencies within the audio spectrum from 20 to 20,000 cps, 
with usable power output from 10 to 100,000 cps. 

2. Linearity. The amplifier transfer characteristic was 
to be linear for all frequencies within the audio spectrum 
and was to be free from discontinuities or curvature for 
impulse-type signals as well as steady-state signals. The 
degree of linearity of the transfer characteristic can most 
easily be expressed in terms of harmonic distortion. A 
maximum harmonic distortion at full power output of not 
more than 0.5% for any audio frequency from 20 to 20,000 
cps was selected as the design objective. This distortion 
rating was to apply at full power output. (It is of interest 
to note that many amplifiers are not rated this rigorously; 
that is, many are rated at midband frequencies only.) 

3. Frequency response. The frequency response was to 
deviate no more than 0.5 db over the audio spectrum at all 
levels up to a 3�w output. The response was to extend 
smoothly beyond the audio spectrum and at half power 
output to be not more than 0.5 db down at 10 cps and 
100 kc. 

4. Phase shift. The phase shift was to be held at a 
minimum with -+- 10° at the limits of the audio spectrum 
being considered acceptable. 

5. Damping factor. The damping factor was to be 10 or 
greater. Damping factors greater than 10 are not thought 
to be of particular advantage, since the speaker system dc 
resistance and feed-line resistance limit the effectiveness of 
the amplifier damping. 

6. Hu," and Mise. Output hum and noise was to be 80 
db or more below rated output level. 

7. Stability. The amplifier was to be stable when looking 
into all types of loads whether they be resistive or a com
bination of resistance and reactance: This characteristic 
was considered important since (a) many speaker systems 
appear reactive close to their resonance frequencies, (b) 

• Presented at the Fifth Annual Convention or the ,\udio Engineer
ing Society, ="iew York, October 14-17, 1053. 

t Chief Engineer. 
: President. 
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FIO. l. The �Ic I ntosh unity·coupled circuit. 

some turnover networks present reactive loads close to their 
crossover frequencies, and (C) long speaker lines load the 
amplifier capacitively. 

. 8. Mechanical design. Mechanical features considered 
important were (a) the amplifier, which was to be con
structed so as to be readily serviceable, and (b) ease of 
manufacturing, so that efficient production techniques could 
be employed. 

9. Other features. (a) The amplifier must pass an Un
derwriter's Laboratory examination, since this examination 
is for the best interest of the customer. (b) The amplifier 
was to be equipped with both plug and screw terminal con
nections so that installation would be simple and not require 
more than a screwdriver and pliers. (C) The amplifier was 
to be designed as a companion piece to operate with Mc
Intosh preamplifier equalizers, but, on the other. hand, it 
must also be flexible enough to operate with other types of 
input equipment. 

Now let us look at the circuits used to meet these per
formance requirements. The well-known McIntosh unity
coupled circuit I,:! is employed in the output stage. This 
circuit is shown in Fig. I, With this circuit one half of the 
load is placed in the plates of the output tubes and the other 
half of the load is placed in the cathodes of the output tubes. 
The output tubes may be considered as operating partially 
as cathode followers. The unity-coupled circuit has many 
advantages, and, like most good things, it presents a few 
problems too. These problems are easily corrected, however, 
and the end result is a circuit far superior to conventional 

1 F. H. Mclntosh and G. ]. Gow, �ew �Watt Amplifier 
Circuit, Audio E1I(. 33, Q (December, 1949). 

:! F. H. McIntosh, U. S. Pats. 2,477,074, 2,544,788, 2,646,467, 
2,654,058, and othen pending. 
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Flo. 2. The RC·eoupll'd dril"l.'r eirl.'uit. 

output circuits. The principle advantages of the McIntosh 
circuit are: 

1. Low out,.,t impedance. The tube-ta-tube impedance 
is only 1,000 ohms, or either tube to ground has an impedance 
of but 250 ohms. This low output impedance simplifies the 
output transformer design, since the ratio of impedance 
between tubes and load is low. 

2. Low equivalent ge1lerator impedance. The output 
stage without feedback (except for the 12 db of feedback 
introduced by the circuit itself, i.e., the plate-cathode load 
system) has an equivalent generator impedance one-third 
the load resistance, or 333 ohms. Thus the output stage 
itself has a damping factor of 3: 1. These figures are based 
on conditions found in the 30-w amplifier when type 6BG6 
tubes are used. 

3. Low out,.,t stage distortion. The output stage distor
tion when measured alone without feedback but including 
the output transformer is much less than 1%. 

4. No notch-type distortion. The output tubes operate 
class ABt• With this class of service there can be severe 
distortion at high frequencies if the interprimary leakage 
reactance of the output transformer is high. This problem 
is eliminated, however, when the McIntosh unity-coupled 
circuit is used, because with this circuit the plate and cathode 
windings on the output transformer can be bifilarly wound. 
This bifilar technique reduces the interprimary leakage in
ductance to an exceedingly low value. There is no trace of 
notch distortion in the 30-w amplifier even at 20 kc. 

Now let us consider the unity-coupled circuit's problems: 
1. A high drive voltage is required to drive the output 

tubes, since these tubes have their cathodes operating above 
ground. The drive voltage required is about four times the 
voltage required when the output tubes are operated in a 
conventional type of circuit. This problem is dealt with 
efficiently, however, by means of a sPecial driver circuit 
which was developed for this amplifier. This driver circuit 
will be dicussed later. 

2. The dc plate and screen grid voltages for the output 

tubes must be the same when the bifilar output transformer 
is used; or, alternatively, a more complicated output trans
former must be used having an additional winding for the 
screen grids. Type 6BG6 tubes were selected for the output 
stage of the amplifier, since these tubes have a screen grid 
voltage rating of 350 v. With 350 v applied to both plates 
and screens, 30 w of output power can readily be obtained. 
W ith this voltage the screen dissipation is well below the 
3.5-w limit for the tube, even at full power output. 

Additional reasons for selecting the 6BG6 tube for this 
amplifier were its read>: availability, its moderate cost, the 
good uniformity of characteristics between tubes, and its 
dependable, rugged construction. 

The driver circuit uses a type 12BH7 dual triode which 
is resistance-capacitance coupled to the output tubes. This 
circuit differs from conventional coupling circuits of this 
type, however, in that the plate load resistors are returned 
to the plate winding of the output transformer. This con

nection has the effect of increasing the apparent ac load 
resistance presented to the driver tube plates while at the 
same time the dc load resistance remains equal to the plate 
load resistor value. Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the opera
tion of this circuit. Figure 2a shows a RC-coupled circuit 
where the plate load resistor for the driver tube consists of re
sistors RL and R. Resistor R is shunted by a large choke. 
Here the ac load resistance is equal to the sum of RI. and R 

and the dc load resistance is equal .to RL, since, for direct cur
rent, R is in parallel with the low resistance of the choke. Fig
ure 2b shows the RC-coupled circuit used in the 30-w ampli
fier. Here the plate load resistor RL is returned to the pri
mary of the output ·transformer. In this circuit the current 
which ftows in the output transformer primary is in phase 
with the driver tube plate current. The voltage at point A' is 
equal to approximately three-fourths ·the voltage at the plate 
of the driver tube. Now, to return to the circuit of Fig. 2a, if 
resistor R is adjusted to a value which equals three times 

RL, the ac voltage at point A will be three-fourths the voltage 
at the plate of the driver tube. Thus, the voltages at points 
A and A' in the two circuits are equal, and it can be seen 

then that the circuit of Fig. 2a can be replaced by the simpler 

R'N 1000 n 
ROUT 8 n 
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Flo. 3. Output transformer trequeDc!)' relpoDIe. 
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equivalent circuit of Fig. 2b. In addition, the feedback 
introduced into the driver tube plate circuits by the plate 
load resistors modifies the output stage generator impedance. 
The generator impedance rises from one-third the output 
load impedance to one-half the output load impedance, or 
500 ohms. This ratio of generator impedance to output 
impedance is the same ratio that exists in triode output 
stages. 

The driver tubes are fed by the phase inverter, which is 
a conventional cathode-plate loaded phase inverter. The 
load resistances have been made low so that balanced phase 
inverter output is obtained to 20 kc and above. This balance 
is important if hf distortion is to be held low. 

Prea-ding the phase inverter there is an amplifier stage 
which uses a high-mu triode. The coupling network between 
this tube and the phase inverter places the plate voltage for 
the amplifier stage at approximately one-half B+, while 
the grid voltage for the phase inverter is at approximately 
one-third B+. Under this condition, distortion in these 
two stages is lowest. Negative feedback voltage from the 
output transformer is fed into the cathode of the amplifier 
tube. The circuits included within this feedback loop con
stitute the power amplifier section of the 30-w amplifier. 

Ahead of the power amplifier section there is a pream
plifier which has a gain of 5. This preamplifier can be used 
or not at option. It is normally not used when �lcIntosh 
preamplifier equalizer equipment is used with the 30-w 
amplifier. The preamplifier consists of two stages of ampli
fication with an overall negative feedback loop. This feed-

back loop reduces the gain of the two stages to 5 and keeps 
noise and distortion low . 

The amplifier has two separate power -supply systems, 
one for B+ and the other for bias. The plate supply uses 
a 5U4 rectifier tube and a condenser input filter. Inas': 
much as the output stage operates class ABl, the B+ is 
required to have a very low impedance to ground at all audio 
frequencies, particularly 20 cps. A large output filter con
denser is used. to meet this requirement. This same con

denser .helps to reduce the ripple output of the power supply 
and allows a low resistance to be used in the filter circuit. 
By keeping the transformer, tube, and filter resistance low, 
good voltage regulation is obtained. The bias supply uses 
a half-wave selenium rectifier and a simple RC filter circuit. 

Considerable time and study went into the design of the 
output transformer. The characteristics of the resulting 
transformer are shown in Fig. 3. The transformer is flat 
within 0. 1 db from 18 cps to 40 kc. The response does not 
fall to the half power level (-3 db) until 130 kc is reached. 
The lowest resonant frequency of the transformer is at 250 
kc, where the transformer response dips to -13 db. The 
wide frequency response of the transformer enables the 
application of up to 32 db of negative feedback around the 
amplifier without oscillation difficulties. Only 20 db of 
feedback is used, however, which allows 12 db for stability 
margin. 

The transformer uses a 2-in.2 Hipersil core. The ac flux 
density is 10.5 kilogauss at .20 cps 30-w output. This 

�: ofL --:;;:;-;:;;-�IO�-:::::- -::::-::::- :=:;- -:::-:;:- �;�;:-�--�-�- -�-�-�-�;.-�-:---=--::-: --:-:--� 
WATTS OUTPUT 

FIG. 5b. Distortion 1'.'1 power output. 
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FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of thc 30-w amplifier. 

moderate flux density plus the excellent characteristics of 
the grain-oriented Hipersil core has two important advan" 

ta�es_ First, distortion produced by the nonlinear relation 

between flux and magnetizing force in the core material is 

exceedingly small. Second, dc flux produced by unbalanced 

dc currents between the output tubes has negligible effect, 

since core saturation will not occur there until there is 25 ma 

of unbalanced direct current in the transformer primary. 

This 25 ma is ample margin when 6BG6 tubes are used, 

and a means for balancinR tube currents is not required. 

As mentioned earlier, the transformer has its primary 

bifilary wound. The secondary consists of five interleaved 

windings. These windings provide outputs for 4, 8, and 
16 ohms, plus a separate output winding for negative feed
back voltage. Separating the main output winding from the 
feedback winding adds greatly to the stability of the am
plifier. Loads having capacitive reactance will increase phase 
shift within an output transformer at high frequencies. This 
increase in phase shift can cause a negative feedback loop to 
become regenerative if the feedback voltage is taken from 
across the load. This is not the case in the 3D-w amplifier, 
however, because separating the feedback and output wind
ings reduces the transformer phase-shift problem. As a 

result, the amplifier is completely stable, regardless of the 

nature of the output load. The amplifier also has a 600-ohm 

output. This output is provided by means of taps on the 

. cathode primary windinR. 

Now let us compare the design objectives mentioned 

earlier with the amplifier's performance. Some of these 

comparisons are illustrated in Figs. 4a, 5, and 6_ Figure 

4a shows the power output. Thirty watts is obtained at low 

distortion and flat frequency response from below 20 cps to 

50 kc. The response at half power output extends from well 

below 10 cps to 100 kc and is down only 0.5 db at 100 kc. 
Figure 4b shows the plate efficiency for the output tubes 
and the plate and screen grid dissipation of these output 
tubes. The plate efficiency at rated output is 54%_ Plate 
dissipation is 14.5 w, well below the 20-w rating for the 
6BG6. The degree of linearity obtained is illustrated by 
the curves for distortion in Figs. Sa and 5b. Figure Sa 
illustrates the distortion at full 30-w output over the entire 
audio spectrum. The distortion is well below 0.5% . 
Figure 5b shows the relation between the distortion and 
power output. At reduced output levels distortion falls 
well below 0.1 %. Figure 6 indicates the phase-shift charac
teristic. Phase shift ranges between +5° and _8° over 
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the audio spectrum. The damping factor is 12 or better for 
the 4-, 8-, and 16-ohm outputs and is 16 for the 600-ohm 
output. This factor is perhaps not as high as values some
times found in other amplifiers, since the output transformer 
secondary coil resistance is not compensated for by the 
negative feedback loop. The degree of damping obtained is 
thougbt to be quite satisfactory, however, and the additional 
stability which is obtained through the use of the separate 
feedback winding is well worth the reduction in feedback 
factor which could otherwise be obtained if the separate 
feedback winding were not used. Output hum and noise 
together are more than 85 db below the rated output. With 
regard to stability, the amplifier is completely stable regard
less of tbe reactive nature of any load placed on the am
plifier. 

The mechanical design objectives have been met also. 

Subassemblies and parts cards are. used. These units make 
possible a neat appearance and rapid assembly. The bottom 
cover may be easily removed so that all components are 
accessible for inspection and service. 

Underwriter's Laboratory code requirements have been 
considered and met through the use of good engineering 
practi(e and adequately rated components. Special plate 
caps are used on the output tubes to eliminate the shock 
hazard arising from plate cap tubes. Adequate ftexibility 
with regard to terminal connections is provided by using a 
combination of both screw and plug types of terminal. 

In conclusion, it is seen that the amplifier more than fully 
meets the design requirements. The end amplifier is a 
sound, dependable unit having all the advantages and feat
ures considered important for this type of amplifier. Figure 
7 shows the complete schematic of the 30-w amplifier. 
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1 
The present invention relates generally to im

proved audio and video frequency amplifiers, and 
to transformers utilizable therein, and more par
ticularly to improved class B audio and video 
frequency electronic amplifiers which introduce 
extremely slight distortion over a wide band of 
frequencies, by utilizing output transformers of 
novel design, connected in novel relation to the 
electronic tubes of the amplifier. 

The class B amplifier is a push-pull amplifier 
in which the tubes are biased approximately to 
cut-off. One of the tubes, in the normal system, 
amplifies the positive half cycles of the signal 
voltage while the other amplifies the negative half 
cycles, the output transformer combining the 
outputs of the two tubes, to reconstruct a replica 
of the signal voltage. 

The frequency limits of the conventional audio 
or video amplifier depend largely upon the de
sign of the output transformer, loss in amplifica
tion at low frequencies resulting from the low 
incremental inductance of the transformer pri
mary, and falling off at high frequencies result
ing from leakage inductance and the various dis
tributed capacities of the transformer. 

In order to obtain a good low frequency re
sponse the incremental primary inductance of 
the transformer must be high relative to the 
plate resistances of the tubes used. The primary 
winding of the transformer, then, should have 
a large number of turns. At the same time the 
resonant frequency of the leakage inductance and 
secondary capacitance must be beyond the high
est frequency desired to be amplified, so that low 
leakage inductance and shunt capacity is essen
tial, if the frequency response of the transformer 
is to be extended. 

The above requirements are mutually"confiict
ing, in various respects. The size of the core of 
a transformer, i. e., the total iron utilized, is lim
ited by conSiderations of cost, space and weight 
requirements. This in turn fixes the total num
ber of turns allotted to the primary and second
ary windings. Decreasing core size and increas
ing total turns on the primary winding to retain 
high primary incremental inductance increases 
leakage inductance and shunt capaCity, which in 
turn, reduces resonant frequency, and hence the 
high frequency response of the transformer. In 
practice, leakage inductance is decreased by inter
leaving primary and secondary windings, but this 
increases distributed capaCity and so tends to 
neutralize the benefits obtained. 

As a fUrther consideration, high permeablIity 
cores must be used, to increase primary winding 

2 
impedance. Such cores are adversely affected, 
in respect to the incremental inductance, by D. C. 
magnetization. Hence the latter must be avoided. 

The effect of leakage inductance on class B 
5 push-pull amplifiers has been considered in the 

literature, and attention is directed particularly 
to an article by A. Pen-Tung Sah, in Proceedings 
of the I. R. E. for November. 1936. Sah pOints out 
particularly the deleterious effects of leakage in-

10 ductance between primary windings of the output 
transformer of such an amplifier, first, in causing 
a decreased output, as frequency increases, and 
second, in introducing finite time constants into 
the circuit, thus causing transients which dis-

15 tort the output wave as one of the tubes changes 
from a conducting condition to a blocking condi
tion, and vice-versa. The latter effect is the baSis 
of great distortion at the higher audio frequen
cies. 

20 It is a primary object of the present invention 
to provide improved push-pull amplifiers having 
negligible leakage reactance in their output trans
formers, and hence negligible transient effects 
during change-over of each tube of the amplifier 

25 from conducting to non-conducting condition. 
It is an anCillary object of the invention to pro

vide novel push-pull transformers having negli
gible leakage reactance. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro-30 vide a push-pull wide band transformer of rela
tively -Simple and economical construction, which 
eliminates leakage inductance between primary 
windings of

" 
the transformer. 

35 It is another object of the invention to provide 
an improved push-pull transformer comprising 
biftlar primary windings, and futher to provide 
push-pull audio amplifiers capable of employing 
transformer having bifilar primary windings. 

40 It is, further, an object of the invention to 
provide a push-pull transformer, having greater 
coupling between the secondary winding and the 
primary windings than is available in known de
signs, without increasing detrimental capaCity ef-

45 fects, thereby to improve the frequency response 
and to enlarge the band width of such trans
formers when employed in amplifiers. 

It is still another object of the invention to pro
vide a push-pull transformer having radically 

50 reduced effective distributed capacity across the 
primary windings, and to provide a push-pull am
plifier for effectively utilizing a transformer of 
this character. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro
!SG vide a push-pull transformer of reduced distrib-
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uted capacity and leakage inductance between 
primary ard secondary wlndings. 

It is a further object of the present invention 
to provide a push-pull amplifier utilizing an out
put transformer having blfllar primary windings, 5 
the amplifier employing pentode, tetrode or beam 
power electronic tubes, wherein is provided means ' 
for maintaining the screen grid of each of the 
tubes at a fiXed potential-with respect to the as
sociated cathode during operation of the tubes 10 
in the ampllfler. 

It is still another object of the invention to pro
vide a push-pull amplifier arrangement capable 
of effectively uti11zing a transformer having sub

'stantiaJly zero leakage inductance between its 15 
primary windings, and which requires but a sin-

4 
reduction of iron reqUirements, and in a simpli
fied, more economically fabricated core and wind
ing structure. 

In the conventional push-pull output trans
former for class B amplifiers the primary wind
ings of the transformer are connected in series 
between the plates of the electronic tubes of the 
amplifier. Accordingly, the primary windings be
ing closely coupled, the total impedance of the 
primary windings is approximately four times 
the impedance of a single primary winding. In 
accordance with certain embodiments of the pres
ent invention the primary windings of the out
put transformer are not connected in series with 
each other between the amplifier tubes, but are 
connected effectively in parallel. Thereby a re-

gle anode voltage source for all the tubes of the 
amplifier. 

, duction in anode terminal to anode terminal im
, pe dance of (4), 'approximately, may be attained. 

Additionally, each coil, by reason of its bifilar re-It is a further object of the invention to pro
vide novel push-pull transformer arrangements 
which are not blfllarly wound but which have 
many of the properties of bifllarly wound trans
formers, and particularly low or negligible leak
age inductance between primary windings. 

20 lation to another coil, is for the same length of 
wire and length of coil of double the number of 
layers, resulting in a further decrease of shunt 
capacity. Reduction of anode to anode imped-

It is still another object of the invention to pro- 25 
vide a modulator capable of supplying large 
amounts of undistorted power for modulating 
carrier frequency signals. 

ance of the windings, is, therefore, refiected in a 

corresponding decrease in anode to anode dis
tributed capaCity across the windings, and there-
fore in a radical extension upwards of the cut
off frequency of the amplifier. at its high end. 
Alternately, more turns may be employed in the BrieflY described, the various embodiments of 

the present invention hereinafter described in de
tail, and illustrated in the drawings, attain the 
objects of the invention by employing bifilar pri
mary windings in the output transformers to re
duce to a negligible value the leakage inductance 
between these wlndings. The effect of substan
tially eliminating leakage inductance between 
primary windings is radically to reduce transients 
during current cross-over from one to another of 
the tubes of a push-pull amplifier, these tran
sients 'being particularly severe in class B opera
tion. Leakage inductance between the primary 
windings and the secondary likewise contributes 

30 primary windings, and the resultant increase of 
shunt capacity, due to inCrease in the number of 
turns, can be tolerated. 

Audio amplifiers constructed in accordance 
with the present invention, and tested for distor-

35 tion, have shown less than %% distortion over 
the band 20 to 20,000 cycles, the conversion effi
ciency of the amplifier tubes remaining abon 
50% over the band, with an essentially flat re
sponse over the band of 20 to 200,000 cycles. 

40 Nevertheless, transformers constructed in ac
cordance with the present invention inherently 
cost less to bUild than do transformers of the 
highest quality fabricated in accordance with to these transient effects, but in reduced degree. 

Relating the primary windlngs in the manner 
stated inherently enables reduction of leakage in- 45 
ductance between primary windings and the sec
ondary winding. 

By proper arrangement and connection of the 
primary windings in the transformer the equiv
alent shunt capacity across the primary wind- 50 
ings, due to the capacity between windings, which 
together with leakage reactance and the capacity 
of the secondary winding determine falling off 
of response at the higher audio frequencies and 
the high frequency cut-off point of the amplifier, 55 
may be Similarly reduced, and the windings may 

prior art prinCiples, and require less space and 
weigh less than the latter. 

Further, no transformers currently available 
commercially or known to me are capable of at
taining the wide frequency response and low wave 
form distortion attainable by the present system, 
regardless of their cost, weight or space. 

T.he above and still further objects, advantagcs 
and features of the invention will become ap
parent upon consideration of the following de
tailed descriptions of various embodiments of the 
invention, especially when taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of an 
embodiment of the invention wherein is employed 
a pair of bifilarly wound primary coils in an out-

be so related to the electronic tubes of the am
plifier that but a single anode power supply is 
required, and that in certain of the embodiments 
conventional input circuits may be employed. 60 put transformer, one of the coils being connected 

in the cathode circuit of a vacuum tube of a push
pull amplifier, and the remaining coil connEcted 
in the anode circuit of the amplifier; 

The conventional mode of reducing leakage in
ductance consists of sectionalizing primary and 
secondary windings and interleaving or inter
spersing these. This type of construction is ex
pensive, and while it succeeds in reducing leak- 65 
age inductance, results in increased capacities. 
The ,total capacity of the transformer windings 
may be reduced by avoiding the necessity for in
terleaving or pi-winding, in accordance with the 
present invention, in order to reduce leakage 70 
inductance. By avoiding the necessity for pi
winding, or interleaving, furtl}ermore, the trans
former of the present invention may be arranged 
more compactly than previously known trans
formers of the Same performance, resulting in 75 

Figure 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
further embodiment of the invention wherein is 
utilized a transformer having two bifilarly wound 
primary coils, each comprising two windings, each 
bifilarly wound coil having one of its windings 
connected in the cathode circuit and the other in 
the anode circuit of one of the vacuum tubes of 
the amplifier; 

Figure 3 is a schematic circuit diagram illus
trating a modification of the system illustrated 
in Figure 2 of the drawings, wherein the push
pull amplifier utilizes vacuum tubes having screen 



I 
grids, each screen grid being maintained at a con
stant difference of potential with respect to its 
associated cathode during operation of the ampli
fier; 

Figure 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
modification of the system of Figure 2. wherein 
controllable degeneration is provided in the am
plifier; 

8 
ing coonected in the cathode lead of the triode 
I,intermediate the cathode .1 thereof and the 
neeative terminal of the pOtential source I C. 
The cathode 21 of the triode 2 is connected 

I directly to ground and a further primary wind
ing 21 of the output transformer T is connected 
between the· positive terminal of the potential 
source 14 and the anode 22 of the triode 2. 

Figure 5 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
variation of the system of Figure 1 of the draw- 10 
ings, arranged for balanced operation; 

The primary windings 11 and 21 are wound in 
bifllar manner, or equivalently, as indicated in 
the schematic circuit ,diagram, the wires form
ing one of the wIndings being immediately adja
cent the wires forming the other of the windings 
so that substantially zero leakage inductance 

, Figure 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
variation of the embOdiment lllustrated in Fig
ure 2 of the drawing, wherein the output trans
former is an auto-transformer; 

Figure 7 is a view, showing a transformer hav
ing bifilarly wound primary windings for use in. 
push-pull amplifiers arranged in accordance 
with the invention; and, 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 represent variations of the 
unity coupled transformer of Figure 7. 

Referring now more particularly to the draw
ingS and having reference particularly to Figure 
1 thereof, there is i1lustrated a push-pull a.mpl1-
fier constructed in accordance with the principles 
of the present invention and utilizing an output 
transformer arranged in accordance with the in
vention. 

The amplifier of Figure 1 is illustrated as em
ploying a pair of triodes I, 2 as amplifying elec
tronic devices, the triodes , and 2 being provided 
respectively with grid . leaks 3 and 4. which are 
connected between the control electrodes 5 and 
6 of the triodes. I and 2. respectively, the mid
point of the grid leak resistors 3 and C being 
grounded via a bias source 1. Driving po
tential is applied to the control electrodes 5 and 
6 from sources conventionally illustrated as gen
erators 8. 9. which may be presumed to provide 

, potentials of opposite phases with respect to 
ground, and of suitable relative magnitudes, the 
potentials provided by the sources 8, 9 being ap
plied to the control electrodes 5, 6 vIa coupling 
condensers 10 and 11 respectively, the reSistors 
12 and 13 representing the internal resistances 
of sources 8 and 9. respectively. The bias es
tablished by the bias source 1 may be such as to 
cause operation of the triodes I and 2 to be either 
as class A, class AB or class B amplifiers. the 
Significance of 'the classification being well un
derstood in the art, and defined by the Institute 
of Radio Engineers in its official definitions. 
While the circuits and structures of the present 
application have wide utility in amplifiers oper
ating in accordance with any one of the above 
mentioned classifications. the invention has pri
mary application to class B ampUfiers, and wi1l 
be described accordingly as ut1l1zed in amplifiers 
of this class, without intending thereby to limit 
the scope of the invention. For the purpose 
stated. the bias source 1 wi1l be established to 
have a value such as to cut off the plate current 
of the triodes I and 2. in the absence of signal 
voltage applied to the grids thereof. 

115 exists as between the windings 18 and 21. 
If it be assumed that a sine wave of wtential 

is applied to the control electrodes ., I by the 
sources 8, 8, the positive half of the sine wave 
deriving from source 8 effecting current transfer 

20 through the triode I, and the positive half of the 
sine wave deriving from source • effecting cur
rent transfer through the triode 2, it will be ap
parent that while the positive half of the first 
mentioned sine wave is applied to the control 

215 electrode 5 that the triode 2 is cut off and that 
current fiow through the primary winding 18 
takes place in the direction of the arrow 23. On 
the other hand, while the pooitive half of the 
second mentioned sine wave is applied to the 

30 control electrode 6 of the triode 2, the triode I 
is cut off and current fiow through the primary 
winding 2 1  takes place in the direction of the 
dotted arrow 2C Accordingly, with respect to the 
fiux produced in the core 25 of the transformer 

35 T, current fiow in the windlngs 18 and 21 is in 
opposite directions, so that an alternating mag
netic fiux is set up in the core 2:;. and an alter
nating Voltage induced in the secondary wind
ing 26 of the transformer T, for application to 

.., the load circuit conventionally illustrated as a 
resistance n. 

By virtue of the close coupling eXisting between 
the primary windings 18 and 2 1. the close cou
pling being brought about by the manner of wind-

415 ing the primary windlngs 18 and 2 1, substantially 
no leakage reactance Will exist between these pri
mary windings, and, accordingly. as explained 
in the article by Sah, cited hereinbefore, no 
transient effects will exist during change over of 

50 current carrying function from the triode I to 
the triode 2, and vice-versa. At the same time, 
the direction of the voltages E existing across 
both the windings 18 and 2! are always in iden
tical direction. despite the fact that current fiow 

lili in the two windings is in opposite sense because 
of the fact that the windings conduct in alterna
tion and are closely coupled. 

If we assume that the triode 2 is cut off, and 
the triode I conducting. for example. the winding 

60 18 induces in the winding 21 a voltage congruent 
with its own voltage, and in the same sense in 
the two windings, the voltage in winding 2 1. how
ever, being incapable of causing current fiow in 

The input circuits of the triodes I and 2 will, 615 
accordingly, be seen to be completely conven
tional and to form essentially no part of the pres
ent invention. 

triode 2 because the input voltage applied to grid 
6 is now negative in phase and of sufficient am
plitude with respect to the voltage applied to the 
anode 22 of triode 2 by winding 2 1, to prevent 
such current fiow. Precisely the same argument 
may be presented when triode 2 is conducting A source of anode voltage I C is provided, con

ventionally illustrated as a battery to simplify 
the drawings. The negative terminal of source 
I C is grounded via the lead 15, and the positive 

terminal of source I C is connected directly via 
the lead 16 to the anode 11 of the triode I, the 
primary winding 18 of output transforcer T be-

70 and triode I cut off. 
Furthermore, the terminals 28 and 29 of the 

primary windings 18 and 21 are directly connected 
together via the potential source IC. which may 
be assumed to have zero impedance, and the to-

16 tal number of turns contained in the windings 11  
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and 21 and are precisely equal. Accordingly. no vided with the sa�e number of turns. The ter-
A. C. potential difference exists between any two minaJs 31 and 38 .of the windings 33 and 36 are 
adjacent points of the windlngs I Band 21. so connected together over the extremely low im-
that but slight or zero capacitive currents flow pe<iance provided by the potential source 14 and. 
between adjaCent turns of the primary windings a accordingly. may be Msumed to be at the same 
18 and 21. Such currents as do flow tend to main- A. C. potential. The phase of the voltages across 
tain the potentials of adjacent points of the two the windings 3� and 36 are identical. for the rea-
primary windings 18 and 21 identical, and ac- sons provided in the explanation of the system 
cordingly contribute to the proper functioning of of Figure I, so that voltage correspondence ex-
the system. 10 tends along the lengths of the wires forming the 

A condenser C may, if desired, be connected di- windings 3S, 36 to the remote terminals thereof. 
rectly from cathode 19 to anode 22 without al- Due to the fact that voltage correspondence exists 
tering the operation of the system essentially, but between every two adjacent points of the wInd-
to assure the equipotential relation between ad- ings SS and 3S, only slight or zero interwInding 
jacent turns, particularly at the higher frequen- IG current flow takes place by reason of capacities 
des, where some leakage reactance might con- existing between the windings. Such current flow 
ceivably be present due to imperfections of the as does take place due to capacitive coupling is, 
winding spacings. moreover, beneficial rather than detrimental be-

It will be noted, upon close analysis, that, the cause it tends further to eliminate voltage differ-
triode I being cathode loaded and the triode 2 20 ences between adjacent points of the windings a�, 
anode loaded, the former is subject to degenera- SS. 
tion and the latter is not so subject. The gains The argument presented in the previous para-
.)f the triodes ! and 2 are not equal, for that graph may obviously be duplicated in respect to 
reason, ·and the input Signals must be compen- windings aD and 25. 
sated accordingly. This feature of the system of 2;; Further, the windings £(1 and a5 are wound in 
Figure 1 detracts from its utility, in some degree. bifilar or equivalent fashion, as are the windings 

Reference is now made to Figure 2 of the draw- 33 and ::JG, so that substantially no leakage induc-
ings, wherein is disclosed a variation of the spe- tance exists among the winding pairs lJ@, 3� and 
cific embodiment of my invention illustrated in 35, aG. 
Figure 1 of the drawings, employing triode vac- 30 Since substantially no leakage inductance ex-
uum tubes I and 2, and having signal input cir- ists between primary windings, the effect of tran-
cuits duplicating those disclosed in Figure I, and sients due to leakage inductance, which have been 
described in connection with the description of described in the article by Sah, are completely 
the circuit connections and operation of the em- eliminated in amplifiers constructed in accord-
bodiment of my invention there illustrated, ex- 35 ance with the arrangement of Figure 2 of the 
cept that the signal sources !la and !la provide drawings. Likewise because interwinding capac-
signals of identical magnitude. ity currents are radically reduced, as well as be-

Whereas in the embodiment of my invention cause leakage inductance has been substantially 
illustrated in Figure 1 of the drawings a single eliminated, and for other reasons above provided, 
primary winding is connected in the cathode lead 40 the high frequency resonant point of the trans-
of the triode I, and a single primary winding con- formers is raised by a matter of octaves over the 
nected in the anode lead of the triode 2, in the r

'
esonant frequency of transformers capable of 

system of Figure 2 a more completely balanced being constructed at equivalent cost in accord-
arrangement is provided, wherein the primary cir- ance with prior art principles. The radical reduc-
cuit of the transformer T comprises four windings, 45 tion in shunt capacities and leakage inductance, 
one each in the cathode circuits of the triodes ! furthermore, eliminates the normally expected 
and 2, and one each in the anode circuits of the reduction of response at the higher frequencies, 
triodes I and 2. The negative terminal of the so that the amplifier, taken as a whole. provides 
anode supply 14 is again grounded, the positive an extremely flat response over a very wide band 
terminal of one winding 3D being connected via 50 of frequencies. 
the lead 31 to the anode 22 of the triode 2, and a Actual examples of amplifiers comprising the 
second winding 33. in series with winding 3ll, invention illustrated in Figure 3 of the drawings 
being connected via the lead 34 to the anode 11 have been constructed and found to produce a fiat 
of the triode I . Accordingly, the windings 30 and response curve over the band 2G-200,OOO cycles, 
33 are connected in push-pull relation to the tri- 55 having less than one-half percent distortion, over 
odes I and 2, 'and pass currents in alternation if the range of frequencies 20 cycles to 20,000 cycles, 
the triodes I and 2 are biased for class,B opera- inclusive, the conversion efficiency of the ampli-
tion. fier tubes remaining above 50% over this band, 

A further winding, 35, is connected in the cath- and the total amount of copper and iron utilized 
ode lead of the triode I, and a winding 36, in 00 being equal to or less than is employed in high 
series with winding 35, similarly connected in the grade transformers of comparable price presently 

. cathode lead of the triode 2. Accordingly. cur- commercially available, the performance of the 
rent fiow in the winding 35 takes place in phase latter being far inferior. 
with current fiow in the winding 33, these cur- The embodiment of my invention illustrated 
rent fiows being additive in respect to fiux produc- 05 in Figure 3 of the darwings is substantially similar 
tion in the core of transformer T. Likewise cur- to that illustrated in Figure 2 of the drawings, 
rent fiow in the cathode winding 36 is in phase except that the triodes i-2 are replaced by 
with current fiow in the winding 3D, and fiux pentodes afS-� I. the pentodes being connected 
production responsive to the current flow in the in a novel manner to assure high power conver-
windings 30 and 36 is cophasal in the core of the 70 sion efficiency. 
transformer T. Furthermore, the magnitudes of It w1ll be realized that both the amount and 
the currents flowing in the windings 33 and 35 the character of the potential difference between 
are identical and the magnitudes of the currents the cathode and the screen grid of a pentode. or 
flowing In the windings 30 and 36 are Identical. a tetrode. are parameters which determine in 
and all the windings aD, aa. as and 16 are pro- 76 large part the power conVersion efilciency of the 
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tube. Since the cathode potentials of cathode 
loaded pentode or tetrode tubes vary with respect 
to ground, it follows that if the screen potentials 
are fixed with respect to ground the cathode to 
screen potentials will vary, and, in general, the 
power conversion efficiency of the tubes will be 
found to be reduced. 

In order to preserve the power conversion effi
ciency of pentodes and tetrodes when they are 
connected in cathode loaded circuits, it is usual 
to connect a condenser between the cathode and 
the screen grid, and to connect the screen grid 
�Q_J'�itive anode potential through a resistance. 
The objt:ct of circuit arrangements of this char
acter is the maintenance of approximately con
stant potential of suitable value between the 
cathode and the screen grid. The total potential 
difference between the cathode and the screen 
grid apprmdmates the potential difference be
tween the positive and negative terminals of the 
power supply for the tube, less the potential drop 
due to the current fiow in the screen dropping 
resistance and the drop due to D. C. resistance 
of the cathode load impedance. It accordingly 
follows that the size of the screen grid dropping 
resistance varies in inverse proportion to the 
potential difference between the screen grid and 
the cathode, as the resistance is varied. How
ever, the minimum size of the screen grid drop
ping resistance is limited by the amount of load
ing imposed on the output circuit due to this 
resistance, so that an ideal solution cannot be 
realized, and maximum power conversion from 
pentode and tetrode tubes in cathode loaded cir
cuits likewise cannot be obtained. 

The circuit illustrated in Figure 3 of the draw
ing provides a solution to the problem of attain
ing maximum power conversion from pentode and 
tetrode tubes in cathode loaded push-pull ampli
fier circuitS, arranged in accordance with the 
present invention, the solution consisting in con
necting the screen grid 42 of one pentode 40 
directly to the anode U of the other pentode 4 I, 
and the screen grid CC of the other pentode 4 I 
directly to the anode 45 of the first pentode 40. 
The connection of the screen grid 42 to the anode 
43 implies connection of the screen grid 42 to 
the terminal 46 of the output transformer wind
ing 3D, which, as has been explained, in connec
tion with the embodiment of my invention illus
trated in Figure 2 of the drawings, is maintained 
at the same A. C. potential as is the point 31 of 
the winding 35. Since the terminal 31 is always 
at the cathode potential of the pentode 40, like
wise the terminal 46 of the winding 30 is, main
tained at the same A. C. potential as is the cath
ode of the pentode 40, the D. C. potential exist-

. ing between the two points being, however, that 
provided by the potential source 14. Accordingly, 
as the cathode of the pentode 40 varies in poten
tial, due to the presence in the cathode circuit 
of the current carrying winding 36, the potential 
of the screen grid 42 varies in precisely similar 
manner. The difference in potential is thus main
tained constant, thereby maintaining maximum 
power conversion from the pentode. 

A precisely similar explanation may be pro
Vided in connection with the pentode 41, this 
explanation, however, being suffiCiently obvious. 

It will be further realized that while I have dis
c'ozed tubes 40 and 41 as pentodes, that precisely 
the same principles and mode of operation and 
circuit connections may be employed in conjunc
tion with the use of tetrodes, including beam 
power tubes, in the circuit of Figure 3. 

10 
Reference is now made to Figure 4 of the draw

ings, which illustrates basically a system of the 
same character as that illustrated in Figure 2 of 
the 'drawings, there being added to the latter, 

[) however, controllable degenerative feed-back. 
still further to reduce the distortion of the am
plifier, or in the alternative to necessitate re
duced driving signal, as compared with the em
bodiments of Figures 2 and 3. In the system of 

10 Figure 4 of the' drawings, controllable degenera
tive feed-back is derived by connecting across the 
primary windings 35 and 36, which are connected 
in the cathode leads of the triodes I and 2, a re
sistor 50, the latter then having developed across 

15 itself a voltage which Is a replica of the output 
voltage available at the output of the trans
former T. A pair of variable taps 5 i and 52 are 
provided, taps 51 and 52 being locs.ted generally 
at points equidistantly located with respect to 

20 cathodes 20 and 19, respectively. Accordingly, 
by varying the positions of the taps 51 and 52 
the total feed-back voltage to each of triodes I 
and 2 may be varied. The voltage deriving from 
the tap 51 is applied to contrOl electrode 6, via 

25 a coupling condenser 53, which is connected to 
one terminal of the secondary winding 56 of an 
input transformer S, which is supplied with ex
citing voltage via a primary' winding 51 excited 
from the source of signal voltage A in conven-

30 tional fashion. The remaining terminal of sec
ondary winding 56 is connected to the control 
electrode 6 of the triode 2. While the control 
electrode 6 is being raised in potential and the 
tube 2 is conducting, the potential of the tap 51 

35 decreases in potential due to current flow in 
resistor 50 in the direction of the arrow I, the 
cathode 20 of the trio de 2 being then at higher 
potential than is the cathode 19 of the triode I. 
In a similar manner, the tap 52 introduces a de-

40 generative voltage into the grid of the triode I 
via a coupling condenser 53a which is connected 
in series with one terminal of the secondary wind
ing 58 of the transformer S, the other terminal 
of winding 58 being connected to the control elec-

45 trode 5 of the triode I. Grid leaks for triodes I 
and 2 are provided by resistors 59 and 54, respec
tively connected in series with bias source 55. 

It will be clear, then, that, by moving tap 5 i 
to cathode 19, and tap 52 to cathode 20, zero de-

50 generation will be introduced into the system, and 
that degenerative voltages having values as great 
as twice those normally available in the system 
of Figure 2 may be made available by establish
ing tap 51 at cathode 19, and tap 52 at cath-

55 ode 20. 
Reference is now made to Figure 5 of the draw

ings wherein is illustrated a variation of the sys
tem of Figure 1 of the drawings. SpeCifically, in 
the system of Figure 1, a primary winding I B of 

60 a transformer T is connected in series with a 
cathode circuit of a first triode I and a further 
primary winding 21, which is wound �n bifilar re
lation to the primarY winding 18, IS connected 
in series with the anode circuit of a further triode 

65 2, so that effectively the triode I is/cathode load..; 
ed, while the triode 2 is plate loaded: 

In the system of Figure 5 of the drawings the 
tube I is cathode loaded by means of the primary 
winding 18 of transformer T. Input signal from 

70 the secondary 60 of an input transformer S is 
applied between the control electrode 5 of the 
tube I and the terminal 61 of winding 18 via leads 
65 and 66. However, the tube 2 is driven in a 
different manner in Figure 5 than is the triode 

711 2 in Figure I, the tube 2 being effectively cathode 
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loaded in the system of Figure 5. To this end 
the primary winding 2. is connected in the anode 
circuit of the tube 2, in a similar manner to the 
tOnneClons previously described in conjunction 
With Figure 1 of the drawings. A further signal 
1s applied in opposite phase to the first mentioned 
input signal via a winding 62 connected be
tween the anode 22 of the tube 2 and the con
trole electrode 6 of the tube � via the usual block
lng condenser C. 

Accordingly, the input circuit of tube I sees 
two alternative voltages, one originating in the 
primary winding 133 and which is inductively 
transferred to the secondary winding GO, the sec
ond constituting a degenerative feed-back volt
age deriving from the primary winding is of the 
output transformer T by virtue of the connection 
of the terminal 64 Of the secondary winding 60 
via the lead 65, 66 to the negative terminal 61 
of the primary winding ,a. 

The input circuit of tube 2 sees two alternating 
voltages, one originating in the primary winding 
53, which is inductively transferred to the sec
ondary winding 62, the second constituting a de
generative feed-back voltage, deriving from the 
primary winding 2. of output transformer T, and 
degenerative by virtue of. the fact that winding 21 
is effectively in the cathode circuit of tube 2, 
varying the potential of cathode 20 with respect 
to that of anode 22, in one phase, while the po
tential of control electrode 6 is being varied in the 
same phase with respect to anode 22 by the volt
age in secondary 62. Looked at in another way, 
the input voltage for tube 2 consists of the volt
ages of windings 2. and 62 in series. So, when 
the positive half cycle of voltage in winding 62 is 
in the direction of the arrow E, the potential of 
the control electrode 6 with respect to cathode 20, 
assuming the latter fixed, increases positively. 
This results in an increase of plate current, 
which increases the voltage across coil' 2', re
sulting in a voltage rise across winding 2. in the 
direction of arrow E'. It will be obvious that, 
as seen from the grid-cathode circuit of tube �, 
voltages E and E' are oppositely directed and 
hence that voltage E' is degenerative. 

Additionally, if a screen grid 61 is provided in 
tube I, this may be connected directly to anode 
22 of tube 2, and will be maintained at a constant 
potential with respect to cathode '9 of tube I 
equal to the voltage of source '., because the 
same A.-C. voltages exist at all times on anode 
22 and on cathode '9. If desired a capacitor, C, 
may be connected from cathode .9 to anode 22. 

Similarly, a screen grid 68; provided in tube 2, 
may be connected directly to the positive terminal 
of source 14, and will be maintained at an A.-C. 
voltage diiference from the potential of cathode 
20 equal to the voltage of source '., since no im
pedance exists between screen grid 68 and cath-
ode 20. 

. 

It will be realized that the tubes S. and 2 in 
Figure 5 of the drawings may then be triodes, 
tetrodes, pentodes, beam power tubes, or the like, 
as desired, and further that in the various em
bodiments and examples of my invention, illus
trated and described herein, the specific char
acter of the electronic amplifier tubes employed 
may be selected at will from among the various 
types available, 1. e., triodes, tetrodes, pentrodes, 
beam power tubes and the like. 

The system of Figure 6 represents a simple 
variation of the system of Figure 2, demon
strating that, if desired, the bifilar primary wind-

1l� 
ingS �5, as may be coupled directly to a load, the 
transformer T acting as an auto-transformer. 

! have disclosed a variety of push-pull ampli

fier systems, employing each a. bifilarly wound 
5 transformer, and ,have illustrated in the 

schematic cjrcuit diagrams, Figures 1-6, conven
tionally, bifilarly wound transformers. I have, 
however, recited that transformer primary wind
ings equivalent to biillar windings may be em-

10 ployed. 
Reference is accordingly made to Figures 7-10 

inclusive, of the drawings, wherein is illustrated 
a plurality of different transformer winding con
structions which may be employed in the circuits 

15 of Figures 1-6, inclusive, Figure 7 illustrating a 
transformer having four primary windings, bi
filarly wound, and associated with a common sec
ondary winding, Figure 8 illustrating a, possible 
substitute for the system of Figure 7, employing 

20 superposed coils in place of bifilarly wound coils" 
ths transformer of Figure 8 being in some re
spects equivalent to the transformer of Figure 7, 
when the windings are properly connected 'm a 
push-pull amplifier arranged in accordance with 

25 the invention. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate vari
ants of the transformer of Figure 7 wherein sep
arate layers of a single coil are incorporated by 
suitable interlayer connections in diiferent pri
mary windings of a push-pull transformer, pro-

30 viding a true approximate equivalent for a bi
filarly wound transformer. 

Referring now more speCifically to Figure 7 
of the drawings, there is illustrated a core BOO 
of conventional structure having wound thereon 

35 a coil i 0 I formed of a pluraJity of bifilarly wound 
layers !02, the winding commencing at point 103 
and terminating at point '04. Leads BiUi, UJ6 
are brought out from the commencement point 
QO� of the bifilar winding, to which may be con-

i!0 nected B+ and B- terminals of a voltage supply, 
when the transformer is connected in an ampli
fier circuit. Similarly from the end of the Wind
ing, at point 104, are brought out two terminals 
'DJ, soa, intended for connection, respectively, to 

,,� the plate or anode PI of one amplifier tube of a 
push-pull amplifier, and the cathode C2 of the 
remaining tube. 

' 

A duplicate coil I' 0 is wound on the same 
core beside the coil ! 01, having terminals Q f. and 

50 a 12 for connection respectively to B+ and B
terminals of the voltage supply. and terminals 
's aa, n 14 for connection respectively to the 
cathode Cf of the one tube and the anode P2 of 
the remaining tube; 

55 It will be noted that the respective windings 
are wound in opposIte winding senses with re
spect to the core lOO, for reasons explained here
inabove, and briefiy because the coils iD I and f I 0 
are intended to produce fiux in push-pull, or al-

60 ternately in opposite directions in the core 11l·0. 
Secondary windings [d 5, a B 6 are superposed 

on the primary coils a!.l O' and 8 a 0, respectively, 
and are shown connected in series by a lead f n, 
it being understood that parallel connectIon Is 

6S equally feasible. 
In the broadly or approximately equivalent sys

tem of Figure 8, bifilar windings are dispensed 
with, and four primary windings are provided, 
numbered 120, 121,822 and B23. The superposed 

70 windings 120 and au are wound in mutually 
identical sense, and the superposed windings f22 
and '23 in identical sense, the latter two oppo
sitely to the first mentioned two windings, and 
the winding pairs are arranged adjacently on the 

75 core. The initial point 024 of winding 820 
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may be connected to terminal B- and the ter
minating point 125 of winding 121' to terminal 
B+. of a plate voltage supply source, by ap
propriate terminals provided, and the terminal 
points 124 and 125 being thus joined by a path 

14 
pedance provided by the voltage source B +  and 
B-, that the potentials of adjacent turns of 
each pair of layers is ideally at identical A.-C. 
potential. To compensate for any departures 

5 from ideal conditions, brought about by wind
ing irregularities and the like, I may intercon
nect the ends of the windings by means of a 
large condenser K, which establishes the ends of 

of negligible A.-C. impedance remain at iden
tical A.-C. potential. The terminal point 126 of 
winding 120 and the initial point 121 of wind
ing 121 are arranged to be in close juxtaposition, 
and are joined by a condenser K!, which serves 10 
to maintain the points 126 and 121 at identical 
A.-C. potentials. 

the windings at identical A.-C. potential. 
F'igure 10 illulstrates a winding sequence which 

approaches that of the sequence provided in the 
embodiment of Figure 9 of the drawings, the 
winding being laid in successive layers, 170 which 
are left.mutually unconnected when the coil is 

The terminal point 126 may be connected to 
cathode. C2 and the terminal in to anode PI. 

The coil 122 may be similarly arranged, ter
minal 129 being connected to B-, terminal 129 
of coil 123 to B+, and terminals l3C and 1 3! 
joined by a condenser K2, so that the terminals 
of pair 123, 12!ii and the terminals of pair 1 30, 
13 i are at identical A.-C. potentials. Terminal 
13D may be connected to cathode Cl and termi
nal 131' to anode P2, of the tubes of the ampli
fier employing the transformer. The secondary 
winding 132 may be arranged as in the embodi
ment of Figure 7 of the drawings. 

It will be realized that leakage inductance, in 
the case of the embodiment of my invention illus
trated in Figure 8, will be greater than in the 
case of the embodiment of Figure 7. However, 
the transformer of Figure 8 may conceivably 
be more economically constructed than the trans
former of Figure 7, and may prove desirable for 
that reason, despite its relatively poorer per
formance. 

In Figure 9 of the drawings is illustrated a 
further modification of the system of Figure 7, 
wherein the effect of a bifilar coil is attained by 
winding the respective primary windings which 
are desired to be unity coupled, in successive 
layers, and joining the layers thereafter by 
means of suitable leads. Having particular ref
erence to a transformer suitable for use in the 
amplifier system of Figure 2, for example, the 
winding 29 may comprise the winding layers 141, 
142, 143, 144, 145, 146, etc., and the winding 30 
the alternate layers I n, 14B, 149, 150, 151 . . . 
The terminal point of layer 141 may be connected 
to B- and its other end point joined by lead 150 
to an adjacent end point of layer 142, the layers 
141 and 142 being wound in the same direction 
and current in each turn of both layers 141 and 
142 fiowing in the same sense, to produce mutu
ally additive fiux in the core. The process of 
layer interconnection is continued to the end of 
the winding, the winding layers 141. 142, 14 3 . .. 
being thus connected in series. The alternate 
layers, 141, 148, 149 . . .  are likewise connected 
in mutual series relation by leads 161, and a 
secondary winding 16 3 may be superposed on the 
primary windings, in conventional fashion. The 
terminal points of the outermost pair of adjacent 
winding layers may then be brought out to anode 
PI and cathode C2, respectively. 

A similar pair of primary windings, 164 and 
165 may be provided on the core, adjacent to the 
primary windings 29 and 3D, for connection to 
the anode P2 and the cathode C I, and with the 
windings 29 and 30 associated a further second
ary winding 164, connected in series with sec
ondary winding 16 3, it being understood that 
parallel connection is equally feasible. 

It will be realized, since the windings are ad
jacent in alternate layers, and since the starting 
points of initial layers 141 and 141 are adja
cent and interconnected by a path. of low im-

I:J wound. The first, fourth, fifth, eighth, ninth, 
twelfth . . . layers are connected in series by 
leads 161 to provide one winding; the second, 
third, sixth, seventh, tenth. eleventh ... layer.:; 
are connected in series by leads 162 to provide 

20 the other winding. The initial points of the first 
and second layer may be connected respectively 
to the B+ and B- terminals of a voltage sup
ply, and the two outermost windings (the eleventh 
and twelfth layers of a twelve layer winding, for 

23 example), connected to the cathode. C2, of one 
vacuum tube and the anode, Pi, of a further 
vacuum tube of a push-pull amplifier arranged 
in accordance with the invention. The latter two 
terminals may be connected across a condenser 

30 K to assure that the same A.-C. potential exists 
at these terminals, as in the transformer arrange
ments of Figures 8 and 9, inclusive. The upper 
windings may be duplicated to provide two pairs 
of bifllarly wound equivalents. . i 

35 It will further be realized, while the trans
formers illustrated in Figures 7, 9 and 10 ap
proach relatively closely to the ideal, or bifilarly 
wound transformer, that the embodiment of 
Figure 8 is at best a very rough approximation, 

40 and, while operative, operates but imperfectly in 
circuits arranged in accordance with the inven
tion, and is not recommended except in cases 
where other considerations than excellance of 
performance are primary: 

45 It will further be realized that further variants 
of the transformer:; illustrated in Figures 7, 9 
and 10 may be resorted to without departing 

. from the true scope and spirit of the invention, 
which requires the provision of unity coupled 

fiO transformers, for best performance, and which 
may employ any type of unity coupled transform
ers having the requisite windings, and which are 
known or which may become known to the art. 

. 

Consideration of the system of Figures 2, 3, 4 
55 and 6 of the drawings will render evident that 

each of the tubes of the amplifiers or modulators 
disclOSed is operated with negative feedback, since' 
in each case a primary winding of an output 
transformer is connected in a cathode lead of a 

60 tube and the grid-cathode or input circuit is 
connected across the winding. Each of the 
tubes is. however, also plate loaded,);o·that part 
of the output of each tube derives from its plate 
circuit, and part from the cathbde circuit. 

65 Thereby, I provide a push-pull amplifier which 
possesses the advantages of both a plate loaded 
and a' cathode loaded system, simultaneously, in 
addition to the other advantages previously dis
closed. a feature which has not previously been 

70 attainable in push-pull amplifiers useful for wide 
band amplification of audio or Video signals, or 
the like, to my knowledge. 

While I have described various modifications 
of amplifiers, or modulators, arranged to employ 

715 to advantage output transformers having bifllarly 
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wound primary windings, further modifications 
may be devised, and re-arrangements and modi
fications of the modifications illustrated and de
wribed, resorted to, without departing from the 
true spirit and scope of the inventions, as defined 
in the appended claims. 

In particular it will be realized that the vari
ous embodiments of my invention herein dis
closed have particular application, though not 
exclusive application, to class AB and class B 
power amplifiers, �md their variants, and hence 
to utllization as modulators in various systems of 
modulation, and particularly to class B plate 
modulators. 

What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 
patent of the United states is: 

1.  A push-pull wide band audio frequency am
plifier, comprising, a first electronic amplifier tube 
having a first anode, cathode and control elec
trode, a second electronic amplifier tube havlI'g 
a second anode, cathode and control electrode, a 
source of anode voltage having a positive and a 
negative terminal, a magnetic core, first and sec
ond primary output transformer windings of sub
stantially equal inductance and having each a 
high impedance at said audio frequencies, ar
ranged in bifilar relation about said core, means 
for connecting said first winding between said 
negative terminal and said first cathode, means 
for connecting said second winding between said 
lOositive terminal and said second anode, third 
and fourth primary output windings of substan
tially equal inductance and having each a high 
impedance at said audio frequencies arranged in 
biftlar relation about said core, means connecting 
said third winding between said negative termi
nal and said second cat�ode, means for connect
ing said fourth winding between said positive ter
minal and said first anode, a secQndary winding 
coupled substantially equally to said first, second, 
third and fourth windlngs, and a push-pull input 
circuit for said first and second electronic ampli
fier tubes, responsive to a wide band audio source 
for driving said control electrodes with opposltely 
phased wide band audio voltages. 

2. The combination in accordance with claim 1 
which includes means for biasing said amplifier 
tubes for class B operation. 

3. The combination in accordance with claim 
1 wherein said first amplifier tube comprises a 
first screen grid, and wherein said second ampli
fier tube comprises a second screen grid, means 
for connecting said first screen grid directly to 
said second anode and means for connecting said 
second screen grid directly to said first anode. 

4. A push-pull wide band audio frequency am
plifier, comprising, a first electronic amplifier 
tube having a first anode, cathode and control 
'electrode, a second electronic amplifier tube hav
ing a second anode, cathode and control electrode, 
a source of anode potential having a negative and 
a positive terminal, an output transformer having 
a magnetic core, multiturn primary windings of 
substantially equal inductance and having high 
impedance at audio frequencies linking said core 
and coupled to said first and second tubes, said 
primary windings comprising at least two closely 
coupled windings wound' in identical winding 
sense, means for connecting one of said windings 
between said negative terminal and said first 
cathode, means for connecting the other of said 
windings between said positive terminal and said 
second anode, said primary windings compris
ing at least two further closely coupled multi
turn windings of substantially equal inductance 

:a� 
and having high impedance at audio frequencies 
linking said core and wound in identical winding 
sense, opposite to said first mentioned winding 
sense, means for connecting one of said further 

5 windings between said positive terminal and said 
first anode, means for connecting the other of said 
further windings between said negative terminal 
and said second cathode, and a push-pull wide 
band input circuit for applying a wide band of ' 

10 audio frequencies to said control electrodes in 
push-pull relation, and means for biasing said 
electronic amplifier tubes for anode current flow 
in at least one of said tubes at all times in re
sponse to said signals. 

1 5 5. The combination in accordance with claim 
4 wherein said first and second electronic ampli
fier tubes have a first and a second screen grid, 
respectively, and wherein is provided means for 
maintaining constant potential between said first 

20 screen grid and said first cathode and between 
said second screen grid and said second cathode, 
during operation of said amplifier. 

6. The combination in accordance with claim 
4 wherein said means for maintaining constant 

25 potential between said first screen grid and said 
first cathode comprises a direct current connec
tion between said first screen grid and said second 
anode, and wherein said me�ns for maintaining 
constant potential between said second screen grid 

30 and said second cathode comprises a direct cur
rent connection between said second screen grid 
and said first anode. 

7. A wide band amplifier, comprising, a first 
amplifier tube having a first cathode circuit and 

35 a first anode circuit, a second amplifier tube hav
ing a second cathode circuit and a second anode 
circuit, an output transformer having a magnetic 
core, a :first pair of unity coupled primary wind
ings and a second pair of unity coupled primary 

40 windings, both linking said core, means for con
necting one of said first pair of windings in said 
first anode circuit and the other of said first pair 
of windings In said second cathode circuit, means 
for connecting one of said second pair of primary 

45 windings in said second anode (circuit and the 
other of said second pair of primary windings in 
said first cathode circuit, a load circuit coupled 
substantially equally to all said primary wind
ings, means for biasing said amplifier tubes to 60 provide current fiow in at least one of said tubes 
in response to any finite Signal, and a wide band 
input circuit connected in push-pUll relation to 
said control electrodes for applying said wide 
band of signals thereto. 55 8. An amplifier for amplifying a wide band of 
signals with essentially fiat response, comprising, 
a first electronic amplifier tube having a first 
anode, cathode and control electrode, a second 
electronic amplifier tube having a second anode, 

60 cathode and control electrode, a source of anode 
voltage having a positive and a negative termi
md, a. magnetic core, first and second primary 
output windings arranged in unity coupled rela
tion about said core, each of said windings hav-

65 ing an impedance at the low end of said band_ 
which is of the same order of magnitude as the 
internal resistance of one of said tubes, means 
for connecting said first winding between said 
negative terminal and said first cathode, means 

70 for connecting said second winding between said 
positive terminal and said second anode, third 
and fourth primary output windings arranged in 
unity coupled relation about said core, said third 
and fourth primary output windings each sub-

'lIS stantialIy duplicating an impedance one of said 
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1lrst and second p rimary  wlndlngs, means con
necting said third winding between said negative 
terminal and said second cathode, means for con
necting sa.l.d fourth winding between said posi
tive terminal and said 1lrst anode, an untuned 6 
load circuit coupled to said 1lrst, second, third 
and fourth wlndlngs equally, an Input circuit 
coupled in push-pull relation to said 1lrst and 
second control electrodes for applying to said 
control electrodes in push-PUll relation sa.l.d wide 10 
band of signals, and means for biasing said am
plifier tubes for operation with anode current 
flowing In at least one of said ampl11ler tubes at 
aJl times in response to sa.l.d signals. 

18 
means for connecting said further control elec
trode of said 1lrst ampU1ler tube to said second 
anode over a path of negUglble impedance, means 
for connecting said further control electrode of 
said second ampl11ler tube to said 1lrst anode over 
a path of negligible impedance. 
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1 
This application was filed concurrently with 

my application Serial #66,741, now Patent 
#2,477,074, issued July 26, 1949, and enti�led 
"Wide Barid Amplifier Coupling Circuits," and 

2 
impedance. Such cores are adversely affected, 
in respect to the incremental inductance, by D. C. 
magnetization. Hence the latter must be 
avoided. 

contains the same disclosure as the latter. !I The effect of leakage inductance on class B 
The present invention relates generally to wide 

band transformers for push-pull amplifiers, espe
cially of the bi-filar type. 

The class B amplifier is a push-pull amplifier 
in which the tubes are biased approximately to 
cut-off. One of the tubes, in the normal system, 
amplifies the positive half cycles of the signal 
voltage while the other amplifies the negative 
half cycles, the output transformer combining 
the outputs of the two tubes, to reconstruct a 
replica of the signal voltage. 

The frequency limits of the conventional audio 
or video amplifier depend largely upon the design 
of the output transformer, loss in amplification 
at low frequencies resulting from the low incre
mental inductance of the transformer primary 
at low frequencies, and falling off at high fre
quencies resulting from leakage inductance and 
the various distributed capaCities of the trans
former. 

In order to obtain a good low frequency re
sponse the incremental primary inductance of 
the transformer must be high relative to the 
plate resistances of the tubes used. The primary 
winding of the transformer, then, should have 
a large number of turns. At the same time the 
resonant frequency of the transformer leakage 
inductance and secondary capacitance must be 
beyond the highest frequency desired to be 
amplified, so that low leakage inductance and 
shunt capacity is essential, if the frequency re
sponse of the transformer is to be extended. 

The above requirements are mutually conflict
ing, in various respects. The size of the core of 
a transformer, i. e., the total iron utilized, is 
limited by considerations of cost, space and 
weight requirements. This in turn fixes the total 
number of turns allotted to the primary and sec
ondary windings. Decreasing core size increas
ing total turns on the primary winding to retain 
high primary incremental inductance increases 
leakage inductance and shunt capacity, which in 
turn, reduces resonant frequency, and hence the 
high frequency response of the transformer. In 
practice, leakage inductance is decreased by in
ter-leaving primary and secondary windings, but 
this increases distributed capacity and so tends 
to neutralize the benefits obtained. 

As a further consideration, high permeability 
cores must be used, to increase primary winding 

push-pull amplifiers has been considered in the 
literature, and attention is directed particularly 
to an article by A. Pen-Tung Sah, in Proceed
ings of the 1. R. E. for November 1936. Sah 

1O points out particularly the deleterious effects of 
leakage inductance between primary windings of 
the output transformer of such an amplifier, 
first, in causing a decreased output, as frequency 
increases, and second, in introducing finite time 

l;} constants into the circuit, thus causing transients 
which distort the output wave as one of the tubes 
changes from a conducting condition to a block
ing condition, and vice-versa. The latter effect 
is the basis of great distortion at the higher audio 

20 frequencies. 
It is an object of the invention to provide novel 

push-pull transformers having negligible leak
age reactance. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide 
25 a push-pull wide band transformer of relatively 

simple and economical construction, which elim
inates leakage inductance between primary wind
ings of the transformer. 

It is another object of the invention to provide 
30 an improved push-pull transformer comprising 

bi-filar primary windings, and further to provide 
push-pull audio amplifiers capable of employing 
transformers having bi-filar primary windings. 

It is, further, an object of the invention to 
35 provide a push-pull transformer, having greater 

coupling between the secondary winding and the 
primary windings than is available in known 
designs, thereby to improve the frequency re
sponse and to enlarge the band width of such 

40 transformers when employed in amplifiers. 
It is still another object of the invention to 

provide a push-pull transformer having radically 
reduced effective distributed capaCity across the 
primary windings, and to provide a push-pull 

45 amplifier for effectively utilizing a transformer 
of this character. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro
vide a push-pull transformer of reduced dis
tributed capacity and leakage inductance between 

50 primary and secondary windings. 
Briefiy described, the various embodiments of 

the present invention hereinafter described in 
detail, and illustrated in the drawings, attain 
the objects of the invention by employing bi-filar 

55 primary windings in the output transformers to 
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reduce to a negligible value the leakage induct- the band 20 to 20,000 cycles, the conversion em-
ance between these windings. The effect of sub- ciency of the amplifier tubes remaining above 
stantially eliminating leakage inductance be- 50% over the band, with an essentially fiat re-
tween primary windings is radically to reduce sponse over the band of 20 to 200,000 cycle,. 
transients during cross-over from one to another 5 Nevertheless, transformers constructed in accord-
of the tubes of a push-pull amplifier, these tran- ance with the present invention inherently cost 
sients being particularly severe in class B opera- less to build than do transformers of the highest 
tion. Leakage inductance between the primary quality fabricated in accordance with prior art 
windings and the secondary likewise contributes principles, and require less space and weigh less 
to these transient effects, but in reduced degree. J l; than the latter. 
Relating the primary windings in the manner Further, no transformers currently available 
stated inherently enables reduction of leakage commercially or known to me are capable of at-
inductance between primary windings and the taining the wide frequency response and low 
secondary winding. wave fororn distortion attainable by the present 

By proper arrangement and connection of the l�. system, regardless of their cost, weight or space. 
primary windings in the transformer the .equiva- The above and still further objects, advantages 
lent shunt capacity across the primary windings, and features of the invention will become ap-
due to the capacity between windings, which to- parent upon consideration of the following de-
gether with leakage reactance and the .capacity tailed .descriptions of various embodiments of 
of the secondary winding determine falling off 2U the invention, especially when taken in conjunc-
of response .at the higher audio frequencies and tion with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
the high frequency cut-off point of the amplifier, Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of an 

may be similarly reduced, and the windin�s may embodiment of the invention wherein is employed 
be so related to the electronic tubes of the ,ampli- a pair of bi-filarly wound primary windings in 
fier that but a single anode power supply is re- :":::i an output transformer having one of its coils con-
quired, and that in certain .of the embodiments nected in the cathode circuit of a vacuum tube of 
.conventional input circuits may be employed. a push-pull amplifier, and the remaining coil 

The conventional mode of reducing leakage in- connected in the anode circuit of the amplifier; 
ductance consists of secticmalizing primary and Figure 2 is a schematic circuit diagram ilIus-
secondary windings and inter-leaving or inter- .;<, b'ating a modification of the system illustrated in 
spersing these. This type of construction is ex- Figure 1 of the drawings, wherein the push-pull 
pensive, and while it succeeds in reducing leakage amplifier utilizes vacuum tubes having screen 

inductance, results in increased capacities. The grids, each screen grid being maintained at a 

total capaCity of the transformer windings may constant difference of potential with respect to 
he reduced by avoiding the necessity for inter- 3:.; its associated cathode during operation of the 
leaving 0.1' pi-winding, in accordance with the amplifier; 

present invention, in order .to reduce leakage in- Figure 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
ductance. By avoiding the necessity for pi-wind- modification of the system of Figure 2, wherein 
ing, or inter-leaving, furthermore, the transform- controllable degeneration is provided in the am
er may be arranged more compactly, resulting in 40 plifier; 
reductio.n of iron requirements, and in a simpli- Figure 4 is a view, showing a transformer hav-
:fled, more economically fabricated core and ing bi-filarly wound primary windings for use in 
winding structure. push-pull amplifiers arranged in accordance with 

In the conventional push-pull output trans- the invention; and, 
former for class B amplifiers the primary wind- 4.-) Figures 5, 6 and 7 represent variations of the 
ingS of the transformer are connected in series .bi-filarly wound transformer of Figure 4. 
between the plates of the electronic tubes of the Referring now more particularly to the draw-
amplifier. Accordingly, the primary windings ings and having reference particularly to Figure 
being closely coupled, the total impedance of the 1 thereof, there is illustrated a push-pull ampli-
primary windings is approximately four times the [;0 fier constructed in accordance with the princi-

.impedance pf a single primary winding. In ac- pIes of the present invention and utilizing an out-
cordanc.e with certain embodiments of the pres,. put transformer arranged in accordance with the 
ent invention the primary windings of the out- invention. 
put transformer are not connected in series with The amplifier of Figure 1 is illustrated as em-
.each other between the amplifier tubes, but are 55 ploying a pair of triodes J, 2 as amplifying elec-
.connected effectively in parallel. Thereby a re- tronic devices, the trio des J and 2 being proviqed 
duction in anode terminal to anode terminal im- respectively with grid leaks 3 and 4, which are 
pedance by a factor of four, approximately, may connected between the control electrodes 5 and 
be attained. Additionally, each COil, by reason 6 of the triodes I and 2, respectively, the mid-
of its bi-filar relation to another coil, is for the 50 point of the grid leak resistors 3 and 4 being 
same length of wire and length of coil of double grounded via a bias source 1. Driving potential 

the number of layers, resulting in a further de- is applied to the control electrodes 5 and 6 from 
crease of shunt capacity. Reduction of anode to sources conventionally illustrated as generators 
anode impedance of the windings, is, therefore, 8, 9, which may be presumed to provide potentials 

'.refiected in a corresponding decrease in anode to 55 of opposite phases with respect to ground, and of 

anode distributed capaCity across the windings, suitable relative magnitudes, the potentia Is pro-
and therefore in a radical extension upwards of vided by the sources 8, 9 being applied to the 

the cut-off frequency of the amplifier, at its high control electrodes 5, 6 via coupling condensers 
end. Alternately, more turns maybe employed J 0 and J I respectively, the resistors J 2 and J 3 
in the primary windings, and the resultant in- 70 representing the internal resistances of sources 
crease of shunt capaCity, due to increase in the 8 and 9, respectively. The bias established by 

number of turns, can be tolerated. the bias source 1 may be such as to cause opera-
Audio amplifiers constructed in accordance tion of the triodes I and 2 to be either as class 

with the present invention, and tested for distor- .A, class AB or class B amplifiers, the significance 
tion, have shown less than 112 % distortion over 15 of the classification being well understood in the 
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art, and defined by the Institute of Radio En
gineers in its official definitions. While the cir
cuits and structures of the present .application 
have wide utility in amplifiers operating in ac
cordance with any one of the above mentioned 5 
classitlcations, the invention has primary appli
cation to class B amplifiers, and wiU be described 
accordingly as utilized in amplifiers of this class, 
without intending thereby to limit the scope of 
the invention. For the purpose stated, the bias 10 
source 7 will be established to have a value such 
as to cut off the plate current of the triodes I 
and 2, in the absence of signal voltage applied 
to the grids thereof. 

The input circuits of the triodes I and 2 will, 15 
accordingly, be seen to be completely conven
tional and to form essentially no part of the 
present invention. 

A source of anode voltage 14 is provided, con
ventionally illustrated as a battery to simplify 20 
the drawings. The negative terminal of source 
14 is grounded via the lead 15, and the posi
tive tenrunal of source 14 is connected directly 
via the lead 16 to the anode 17 of the triode I ,  
the primary winding 18 of output transformer T 25 
being connected in the cathode lead of the triode 
I, intermediate the cathode 19 thereof and the 
negative terminal of the potential source 14. 
The cathode 20 of the triode 2 is connected di
rectly to ground and a further primary winding 30 
21 of the output transformer T is connected be
tween the positive terminal of the potential source 
14 and the anode 22 of the triode 2. 

The primary windings 18 and 21 are wound 
in bi-fllar manner, or equivalently, as indicated 35 
in the schematic circuit diagram, the wires form
ing one of the windings being immediately adja
cent the wires forming the other of the windings 

6 
to the triode 2, and vice-versa. At the same time, 
the direction of the voltages E existing across 
both the windings 18 and 21 are always in iden-
tical direction, despite the fact that current flow 
in the two windings is in opposite sense because 
of the fact that the windings conduct in alterna-
tion and are closely coupled. 

If we assume that the triode 2 is cut off, and the 
triode I conducting, for example, the winding 18 
induces in the winding 21 a voltage congruent 
with its own voltage, and in the same sense in 
the two windings, the voltage in winding 21, how
ever, being incapable of causing current tlow in 
triode 2 because the input voltage applied to grid 
6 is now negative in phase and of sufficient ampli
tude with respect to the voltage applied to the 
anode 22 of triode 2 by winding 21, to prevent 
such current flow. Precisely the same argument 
may be presented when triode 2 is conducting and 
triode I cut off. 

Furthermore, the terminals 28 and 29 of the 
primary windings 18 and 21 are directly con
nected together via the potential source 14, which 
may be assumed to have zero impedance, and the 
total number of turns contained in the windings 
18 and 21 and are precisely equal. Accordingly, 
no A.-C. potential difference exists between any 
two adjacent points of the windings 18 and 21, 
so that but slight or zero capacitive currents now 
between adjacent turns of the primary windings 
18 and 21. Such currents as do tlow tend to 
maintain the potentials of adjacent points of the 
two primary windings 18 and 21 identical, and 
accordingly contribute to the proper functioning 
of the system. 

A condenser C may, if desired, be connected di

rectly from cathode '9 to anode 22 without al

tering the operation of the system essentially, but 

to assure the equi-potential relation between ad-so that substantially zero leakage inductance 
exists as between the windings 18 and 21. 

If it be assumed that a sine wave of potential 
40 jacent turns, particularly at the higher fre

quencies, where some leakage reactance might 

conceivably be present due to imperfections of 

the winding spacings. 

is applied to the control electrodes 5, 6 by the 
sources 8, 9, the positive half of the sine wa ve de
riving from source 8 effecting current transfer 
through the trio de I, and the positive half of the 45 
sine wave deriving from source 9 effecting cur
rent transfer through the triode 2, it will be ap
parent that while the positive half of the first 
mentioned sine wave is applied to the control 
electrode 5 that the trio de 2 is cut off and that 50 
current tlow through the primary winding 18 
takes place in the direction of the arrow 23. On 
the other hand, while the positive half of the 
second mentioned sine wave is applied to the 
control electrode 6 of the triode 2, the triode I 55 
is cut off and current flow through the primary 
winding 21 takes place in the direction of the 
dotted arrow 24. Accordingly, with respect to 
the flux produced in the core 25 of the trans
former T, current tlow in the windings 18 and 60 
21 is in opposite directions, so that an alternating 
magnetic flux is set up in the core 25, and an 
alternating voltage induced in the secondary 
winding 2& of the transformer T, for applica
tion to the load circuit conventionally illustrated 65 
as a resistance 27. 

By virtue of the close coupling existing between 
the primary windings 18 and 21, the close cou
pling being brought about by the manner of 
winding the primary windings 18 and 21, sub- 70 
stantially no leakage reactance will exist between 
these primary windings, and, accordingly, as ex
plained in the article by Sah, cited herein before, 
no transient effects will exist during change over 
Of current carrying function from the triode I 7a 

It will be noted, upon close analysis, that, the 

triode I being cathode loaded and the triode 2 

anode loaded, the former is subject to degenera

tion and the latter is not so subject. The gains 

of the triodes I and 2 are not equal, for that rea

son and the input signals must be compensated 

acc�rdinglY. This feature of the system of Fig

ure 1 detracts from its utility, in some degree. 

Tbe circuit illustrated in Figure 2 of the draw-

ings provides a solution to the problem of at

taining maximum power conversion from pen

tode and tetrode tubes in cathode loaded push

pull amplifier circuits, arranged in accordance 

with the present invention, the solution con

sisting in connecting the screen grid 42 of one 

pentode 40 directly to the anode 43 of the other 

pentode 41, and the screen grid 44 of the other 
pentode 41 directly to the anode 45 of the first 
pentode 40. The connection of the screen grid 
42 to the anode 43 implies connection of the 
screen grid 42 to the terminal 46 of the output 
transformer winding 3D, which is maintained at 
the same A. C.  potential as is the point 37 of the 
winding 35. Since the terminal 37 is always at 
the cathode potential of the pentode 40,likewise 
the terminal 46 of the winding 30 is maintained 
at the same A. C. potential as is the cathode of 
the pentode 40, the D. C. potential existing be-
tween the two points being, however, that pro
vided by the potential source 14. Accordingly, as 

the cathode of the pentode 40 varies in potential, 
due to the presence in the cathode circuit of the 
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current :carrYing winding 36, tlle pdtenti!Ll of the ondar-ywinding, Figlire5 ?illustrating a variant 
'screen :grid 42 varies :iilpreCisely Similar man- of the 'system of Figllre 4 :employing supeliposed 
·ner. The diffel'ence ·in potential 'is thus maill- 'coils in :place oJbi-filal;ly ,wound coils, the 'trails;. 
1ailled constant, tlhereby maintaining maximum former'{jf Figure 5 :being'ih many respects'equiv-
!power ' conversion from the pentode. .j alent to the tranSformer of Figure 4, when the 

lA ,precisely similar 'explanation may be !pro- windingsare 'properly connected in a 'push-'Pull 
vided in connection with the pentode 4·1, this e'X- :a:rilplifier arranged in 'accordance With the fn:ven-
,Planation, however, beingsu'fficiently obVioUS. tiOll. Figures 6 an:d 7 illustrate variants 'ofthe 

ItWHI 'befurther realized that \vhile I :have tfralisformer cif Figilre 4 wherein separatelayel's 
'disclosed .tubes 40 and 41 as !pentodes, thait pre- 'l oof ;asingle coil are incorporated by suitable in-
'cisely the same ,principles and m(ide 'cif 'operation itei"1ayer connections :in diiIe'r'ent primarywiild-
and (circuit :connections may be employed in con� ·ings 'of:a pushoipull tiiiilsfotriler, :providihg a fur-
junction with the use of tE:trodes, including beam thei' approximate eqliivaleht for a bi-'filarly 
:power tubes, ,in the 'circuit of Figure 2. wound transformer. 

,Reference is now made to Figure 30f the I ;) Referriilg now mote specifically 'to FigUre 4 
'drawings, which 'illUstrates 'baSically 'a syStem :of 'ofthe drawings, there is :illustrated a cor-elOOof 
,the same chal'acter as that illustrated :in Figure:2 'conventional structure having woundthereoil a 
'of the drawings, there being added to the .Jatte'r, coil 101 formed of a plurality ofbHilarly wound 
:however, 'controllable degenel;ative ,feed':back, 'layers I 02,the winding commencing at poiiit '103 
still further to reduce the distortion of theam� '2lland terminating at point 104. Leads I 05,106 are 
,pHfier, 01' inthe altemative 'to necessitate 'reduced brought olit from the commencement point l03 
dr-ivingsignal, as compared with the 'embodi- 'of thebi-filar winding, to which 'may be con-
-mel'lts of ,Figure 2. In the system of FigUl'e3 'of nected B+ and B- terminals of a voltage supply, 
the dl'awings, controllable degenerative feed- when the transformer is connected in anampli-
'back ,is ·derived by 'connecting across the ,primary �;j fier circuit. Similarly from the end of the wind
windings35 and 36, which are connected ,in the ing, at 'pointlC4, are brought out two tel;minals 
cathode ,leads of the trio des I and 2, a,resistol' I ill, fOil, intended for connection, respectively, to 
50, the latter then IrIaving developed across itself the plate or anode P lof one amplifier tube of a 
,a voltage which isa replica of the output voltage push-pull amplifier, and the cathode '02 of the 
,available ·at the 'output of the tl1ansformer T. A ,;;1) remaining tube . 
. pail'of variable taps '51 and ,52 are provided, taps A 'duplicate coil 1'1 0  is wound on the same ,core 
.s,1 and ,�being -located ,generally at points'equi- beside the coil lOT, having terminals I 11 and I n 
,distantly located with respect to cathodes 20 and for connection respectively to B+ and B- ter-
IS, l·espeC'tively. AccordiIlglY, by varying the miilals of the voltage supplY,and termina1s 113, 

positions of the taps 51 and 52 the total feed- ':;;j n 4 for 'connection respectively to the cathode 
back voltage to each of triodesl and ,2 may be Cl of 'the one tube and the anode ;P20f �the re
varied. The voltage deriving from the tap Sli:; maining tube. 
applied to contol electl'ode6, '\'ia a coupling con- It will be noted that the respective windings 
denser 53, which is ,connected to onererminalof are wound in oPposIte winding senses with re
the secondary \\inding 56 of an input transformer ,�" spect to the 'core 1'00, for reasons explained here-
S, which ,is supplied with 'exciting voltage vian. 'in above , and briefty because the collsl 0'1 and :110 
,primary winding ·51 excited from the source of are intended to 'produce flux in push-pull, or aJ-
signal voltage A in conventional fashion. The 'terriately in 'opposite directioils in the core 100. 
,remaining terminal of secondary winding 56 is Secondary i,vindingsl15,116are superposed on 
'connected ·to the control electl'ode '6 of :the triode ,j:, the 'primary coils (01 and 1:10, respectively, and 
2. While the control eleotrode 6 is being raised 'in 'are shown connected in series by a lead lll,it 

.potential and the tube -2 is conducting, the po- beiHg understood that parallel connection is 
tential of the tap 51 decreases in poterttialdue to -equal1y feasible. 
CW'l'ent ,flow in resistor 5Din the direction of the In :the bl'oadly 'or apPi'oximately equivalent 
arrow I, the cathode ,20 of the triode 2 being then ,.�OSystemof Figure 5, bi-filar windings are dIs;, 
at higher ,potential than is the cathode 19 of the Pensed With,and four primary windings are pro"-
triode L 'In 'a similar manner, the tap 52 iritro- Vided, numbered 1'20, 1'21, 122 and 1'23. The 
duces a degenerative voltage into the grid 'of the :superposed windmgs ftO and 121 are wound in 
trio de 1 via a coupling condenser 53a which is mutually ,identtcal sense, and the superposed 
connected in series with one terminal 'of the seC- 5.i windings ":22 and :,2,3 in identical sense, the 'latter 
ondary winding 58 of the transformerS, the other 'two 'oppositely 'to the first mentioned two wind
terminal o.f winding 58 being connected to the ings. an'd the \vinding pairs are arranged adja-
control electrode 5 of the trio de I. Grid leaks fOl' (lentlyon :the core. The 'initial point :124 'of 
triode:; I and 2 are provided by resistors 54 and Wiliding 120 may be conneCted to terminal 13-
59, respectively connected in series with bias(JO and the 'terminating point 125 of winding -121 to 
source 55. 'terminal B+, 'Ofii plate voltage supply source, 

It will be clear, then, that, by movihg tap 51 by appropriate tel'rilinals provided,and the ter-
to cathode 19, and tap 52 to cathode 2tl, zero de- 'mina1 points 124 'and '125 being thus joined :Jjy a 
,generation will be introduced into the system, and ·path of negligible A.-C. impedance remain at 
that degenerative voltages having vall1es as greait65 'identical A;-(�. :potential. The terminal point 126 
as tw'ice those,normally available in the system of of winding 120 and the initial point ,121'Of v,rind-
,Figure 2 may be made available by establishing ing 1'21 aTe arl'anged to be in close juxtaposition, 
tap 51 .at cathode 19, and tap ,52 at 'cathode 2 O. ,and al'e,joinea by a:tdndenser K;I,which serves 'to 

ReIerence is accordingly made to Figures 4 to main,tain the points I Z6 and '127 at identical AA:. 
7 inclusive, of the drawings, wherein is HIus- 70 potentials. 
trated a plurality of different transformer wind- The 'terminal point 126 may be connected to 
ing constructions which may be employed �n the cathodeC2 and the tetminal T2T to anode 'P I .  
circuits of Figures 2,  3. Figure 4 illustrating a The 'coB f2� may 'besimilal'iY ananged, termi-
transformet having four primaTY windings, bi'- 'l'la! US :being connected to B-, terminal -(29 of 
ftlal'ly wou'nd, and associated with a common sec-75 :coil '123 to BT,and tel'lninals 130 and ,13:' joined 
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by a condenser K2, so that the terminals of pair 
128, 129 and the terminals of pair 130, 131 are 
at identical A.-C. potentials. Terminal 130 may 
be connected to cathode C I and terminal 131 to 
anode P2, of the tubes of the amplifier employing IS 
the transformer. The secondary winding 132 
may be arranged as in the embodiment of Figure 
4 of the drawings. 

It will be realized tha.t leakage inductance, in 
the case of the embodiment of my invention il- 10 
lustl'ated in Figure 5 will be greater than in the 
case of the embodiment of Figure 4. However, 
the transformer of Figure 5 may conceivably be 
more economically constructed than the trans
former of Figure 4, and may prove desirable for J.6 
that reason. 

In Figure 6 of the drawings is illustrated a 
further modification of the system of Figure 4, 
wherein the effect of a bi-filar coil is attained 
by winding the respecLive primary winding!> 20 
which are desired to be unity coupled, in suc
cessive layers, and joining the layers thereafter 
by means of suitable leads. Having particular 
reference to a transformer suitable for use in 
the amplifier system of Figure 2, for example, the 2.; 
winding 29 may comprise the winding layers 141, 
142, 143, 144, 145, 146, etc., and the winding 30 
the alternate layers 141, 148, 149, 150, 151 .. . . 
The terminal point of layer 41 may be connected 
to B- and its other end point joined by lead 150 :w 
to an adjacent end point of layer 142, the layers 
141 and 142 being wound in the same direction 
and current in each turn of both layers 141 and 
142 flowing in the same sense, to produce mutu
ally additive flux in the core. The process of 35 
layer interconnection is continued to the end of 
the winding, the winding layers 141, 142, 143 ... 
being thus connected in series. The alternate 
layers, 141, 148, 149 ... are likewise connected 

10 
are connected in series by leads 162 to provide 
the other winding. The initial points of the first 
and second layers may be connected respectively 
to the B+ and B- terminals of a voltage supply, 
and the two outermost windings (the eleventh 
and twelfth layers of a twelve layer winding, for 
example), connected to the cathode, C2, of one 
vacuum tube and the anode, PI, of a further vac
uum tube of a push-pull amplifier arranged in 
accordance with the invention. The latter two 
terminals may be connected across a conden!>er 
K to assure that the same A.-C. potential exist!> 
at these terminals, as in the transformer arrange
ments of Figures 5 and 6, inclusive. The uppp.r 
windings may be duplicated to provide two pairs 
of bi-filady wound equivalents. 

Tt will further be realized, while the transform-
ers illustrated in Figures 4, 6 and 7 approach 
relativel�r closely to the ideal, or bi-filarly wound 
transformer, that the embodiment of Figure 5 
is at best a very rough approximation, and, while 
operative, operates but imperfectly in circuits ar
ranged in accordance with the invention, and i!> 
not recommended except in cases where other 
considerations than excellence of performance 
a.re primary. 

It will further be realized that further variants 
of the transformers illustrated in Figures 4, 6 
and 7 may be resorted to without departing from 
the true scope and spirit of the invention, which 
requires the provision of unity coupled trans-
formers, for best performance, and which may 
employ any type of unity coupled transformers 
having the requisite windings, and which are 
known or which may become known to the art. 

While I have described various modifications 
of output transformers having bi-filarly wound 
primary windings, further modifications may be 
devised, and re-arrangements and modifications 
of the systems illustrated and described, resortE'd 
to, wit·hout departing from the true spirit and 
scope of the inventions, as defined in the ap
pended claims. 

in mutual series relation by leads 161, and a sec- (0 
ondary winding 163 may be superposed on the 
primary windings, in conventional fashion. The 
terminal points of the outermost pair of adjacent 
winding layers may then be brought out to anode What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 

,!:i Patent of the United states is: PI and cathode C2, respectively. 
A similar pair of primary windings 164 and 

165 may be provided on the core, adjacent to the 
primary windings 29 and 30, for connection to 
the anode P2 and the cathode Cl, and with the 
windings 29 and 30 associated a further second- ::,) 
ary winding 164, connected in series with sec
ondary winding IS3, it being understood that par
allel connection is equally feasible. 

It will be realized, since the windings are ad
jacent in alternate layers, and since the starting :,'j 
points of initial layers 141 and 141 are adja
cent and inter-connected by a path of low im
pedance provided by the voltage source B+ and 
B-, that the potentials of adjacent turns of 
each paIr of layers is ideally at identical A.-C. f:[l 
potential. To compensate for any departure!> 
from ideal conditions, brought about by winding 
irregularities and the like, I may inter-connect 
the ends of the windings by means of a large 
condenser K, which establishes the ends of the e:; 
windings at identical A.-C. potential. 

Figure 7 illustrates a winding sequence which 
approaches that of the sequence provided in the 
embodiment of Figure 6 of the drawings, the 
winding being laid in successive layers, Ill! which 70 
are left mutually unconnected when the coil is 
wound. The first, fourth, fifth, eighth, ninth, 
twelfth ... layers are connected in series by 
leads 161 to provide one winding; the second, 
third, sixth, seventh, tenth, eleventh ... layers 75 

1. A wide band aUdio transformer, comPl'is
ing, a first primary winding, a second primary 
winding, a third primary winding, a fourth pri
mary winding, a core of magnetic material, said 
first primary winding comprising a first strand 
of electrically conductive material wound on said 
core in a first winding sense, said second pri
mary winding comprising a strand of electrically 
conductive material wound on said core in said 
first winding sense and in continuous juxtaposi
tion to said first strand, said third primary wind
ing comprising a third strand of electrically con
ductive material wound on said core in a sense 
OPPOSite to said first winding sense, said fourth 
primary winding comprising a fourth strand of 
electrically conductive material wound on said 
core in continuous juxtaposition to said third 
strand, and at least one secondary winding 
wound on said core of magnetic material. 

2. An audio transformer for transferring a 
band of signals over the spectrum 20-20,000 
cycles with less than 1 % distortion, comprising, 
a core of magnetic material, a first pair of bi
filarly wound windings linking with said core 
about one portion thereof, and wound in one 
winding sense, a second pair of bi-filarly wound 
windings linking with said core about a further 
portion thereof, and wound in an opposite sense 
and a secondary winding linking said core. 

3. A wide band audio or video transformer, 
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camp'rising, a: magnetic core; a first center taPl?ed. mater.ial:. wound, on said. core. in'. a sense: opposite: 
Prima'l'y' windinghavinR oppositely wound· halves, to., said: first: winding sense; said. fourth. prlmar-v, 
BisecQnd·. center tapped, primary winding having, winding' comprising a� fOlrr..th. strand of eleetri,. 
oPPositely: wound halves and bi,..filarly related! to ca-lly' cond.uotiy.e matercial.. w.ound on said.. cor.e. in, 
said: first Winding, and. a, secondary winding 5 continuous juxtaposition, to· said third, strand,. 
cnupled simultaneously to all. said primary wind- saad third: and fom:th. strands· mutually insulated; 
ings. over,. their entire. lengths, and. wound. in. an. e.ven. 

4',. At.. wide. band' audio. or video transformer, plurality of superposed helices, and, at .. least. one. 
comprising" a first primary' coil having two series· secondary winding. w.ound, on, said. c.ore of: mag-
conne.cted fu�st primary windings, each· continu- 10 netiomaterial. 
QUsIy- wound in a. different winding sem;e, a sec- 6: '1lhe: combination. in· acoor.danoe with. claim; 
Qlld; primary coil: having' two. series connea.ted- 5· wherein the terminations. of. said. firstoand' sec:-
se.conct primarY windings each bi-filarly related omi: strands,. respectively, and. said third. and; 
00-. one of said; first primary windings, means for fourth: strands, r.espactively". tra:vel. paths.of. iden..-
CP.rulecting, a source· of D;-C. voltage between the 15 ticaLdiameter in each, of said plurality. of. helices-. 
junction of said first: primary windings and the 
junction of said· second primary windings. FRANK H. McINTQSH. 

5.'. A. wide band: audio· transformer, compris:
iOg;. a; first pr.imary winding, a second primary· 
winding,. a third primary winding; a fo.urth: gri:- 20 
mary· winding, a core of magnetic material, said 
first. primary winding· comprising a first strand 

RefeJ:enc.es Cited in the file. of. this. patent 
UNITED S�ATES, P.ATENTS: 

of elec.tlically conductive material wound, on: said 
c.ore: in, a first. winding sense, said second· pri
mar�t'winding c.omprising: a. strand of electricallY 25 
conductive material wound on said core· in said 
first. winding' sense: and in continuous juxtaposi
tion. to, said first strand; said juxtapositioned first 
and·. second strands mutually insulated over their 

Number 
1,561,204 
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entire: lengths-, and wound in an· even plurality' 30· Ntlmber' 
of. superposed, helices, said; third winding com- 171,836 
p�ising: a: third· strand of electrically· conductive 
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1 
The present invention relates generally to im

proved wide band amplifiers, particularly for use 
in the audio and video frequency bands, and more 
particularly to improved audio and video elec
tronic amplifiers which introduce extremely slight G 
distortion over a wide band of frequencies, by 
utilizing unity coupled output devices, connected 
in novel relation to the electronic tubes of the 
amplifier. 

The amplifier of the present invention will 10 
probably find maximum application in class B 
operation, that is, the operation· in which the 
tubes of the amplifier are operated push-pull 
and biased approximately to cut-off. It is to be 
understood, however, that the invention is not 15 
limited to class B operation of push-pull ampli
fiers, but may apply equally to class A or class 
AB operation, or, in fact, to any mode of oper
ation wherein plate current fiows, in at least one 
of two push-pull tubes, at all times in response 20 
to input signal. 

The frequency limits of the conventional audio 

2 
leaving prim'ary and secondary windings, but this 
increases distributed capacity and so tends to neu
tralize the benefits obtained. 

As a further consideration, high permeability 
cores must be used, to increase primary winding 
inductance. Such cores are adversely affected, 
in respect to the. incremental inductance, by 
D.-C. magnetization. Hence, the latter must be 
avoided. 

The effect of leakage inductance on class B 
push-pull amplifiers, has been considered in the 
literature, and attention is directed particularly 
to an article by Sah in Proceedings in the Insti
tute of Radio Engineers for November 1936. Sah 
points out particularly the deleterious effects of 
leakage inductance between primary windings of 
the output transformer of such an amplifier, first, 
in causing a decreased output, as frequency in
creases, and second, in introducing time constants 
into the circuit, thus causing transients which 
distort the output wave 'as one of the tubes 
changes from a conducting condition to a block
ing condition, and vice-versa. The latter effect is 
the basis of greatest distortion at the higher audio 
frequencies, and the distortion which it is the 
primary object of the present invention to avoid. 

or video frequency amplifier, or other wide band 
amplifier, depend largely upon the design of the 
output transformer, loss in amplification at low 25 
frequencies resulting from the low incremental 
inductance of the transformer primary, and 
falling off of response at high frequencies re
sulting from leakage inductance and the v'ari
ous distributed capacities of the transformer. 

In order to obtain a good low frequency re
sponse the incremental primary inductance of 
the transformer must be high relative to the 
plate resistance of the tubes used. The primary 
winding of the transformer, then, should have 3;"> 
a large number of turns. At the same time the 
resonant frequency of the leakage inductance 
and secondary capacitance must be beyond the 
highest frequency desired to be amplified, so 
that low leakage inductance and shunt capacity ,10 
is essential, if the frequency response of the 
transformer is to be extended. 

It is a primary object of the present invention 
to provide improved push-pull amplifiers having 
negligible leakage reactance in their output trans-

30 formers, and hence, negligible transient effects 
during change over of each tube of the amplifier 
from conducting to non-conducting condition. 

The above requirements are mutually conflict
ing, in various respects. The size of the core of 
the transformer, i. e., the total iron utilized, is '1;) 
limited by consideration of cost, space and weight 
requirements. This in turn fixes the total num
ber of turns allotted to the primary and second
ary windings. Decreasing core size and increas
ing total turns on the primary winding to retain 50 
high primary incremental inductance increases 
leakage inductance and shunt capacity, which in 
turn, reduces resonant frequency, and hence the 
high frequency response of the transformer. In 
practice leakage inductance is decreased by inter- 55 

It is another object of the invention to pro
vide novel push-pull audio, video, or other wide 
band amplifiers, capable of employing transform
ers having bi-filarly wound primary windings. 

It is another object of the present invention to 
provide a push-pull amplifier utilizing an output 
transformer having tri-filarly wound primary 
windings, or unity coupled primary windings, the 
amplifier employing pentode, tetrode, or beam 
power electronic tubes, wherein is provided means 
for maintaining the screen grid of each of the 
tubes at a fixed but adjustable potential with 
respect to the 'associated cathode during oper
ation of the tubes in the amplifier. 

It is still another object of the invention to 
provide a push-pull amplifier arrangement capa
ble of effectively utilizing a transformer having 
substantially zero leakage inductance between 
its primary windings, and which requires but a 
single anode voltage source for all the tubes of the 
amplifier, and wherein the screen grids of the 
amplifier tubes may be maintained at a fixed po
tential with respect to the associated cathode dur-
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ing operation of the tubes in the amplifier, this 
fixed potential being different from the anode po
tential. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide 
a novel push-pull amplifier arrangement where- [l 
in the anode of each of the tubes is coupled re
spectively to the cathode of the other of the tubes, 
in unity coupled relation. 

It is still another object of the invention to pro
vide a novel push-pull amplifier for wide band 10 
distortionless operation, which utilizes cathode 
coupled and anode coupled resistances simultane
ously associated with each of the push-pull con
nected tubes, and wherein the cathode of one of 
the tubes is unity coupled to the anode of the 15 
other of the tubes, and the anode of the other of 
the tubes unity coupled to the cathode of the first 
mentioned tube. 

It is still another object of the present inven
tion to provide a novel push-pull wide band dis- 20 
tortionless amplifier, utilizing cathode loaded and 
anode loaded tubes, the loading being accom
plished by means of impedances of similar char
acter and similar value, and wherein the anode 
of each of the tubes is unity coupled to the cath- :25 
ode of the other of the tubes. 

. 

Briefly described, the various embodiments of 
.. the present invention hereinafter described in de

tail, and illustrated in the accompanying. draw
ings, attain the objects of the invention by em- 3D 
ploying unity coupled impedances in push-pun 

. amplifiers, which reduces to a negligible value the 
leakage impedance between the coupling imped
ances. The effect of substantially eliminating 
these leakage impedanceS is radically to reduce 3::; 
transients during current cross-over from one to 
another of the tubes of the push-pull amplifier, 
these transients being particularly severe in class 
B operation. In accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention, a center tapped choke 40 
coil is connected with its centertap to the 
negative terminal of the anode voltage supply 
source and with its remaining terminals to the 

.. cathodes of a pair of push-pull driven ampli
fier tubes . .  SimilarlY, a center tapped choke -!:i 
is connected with its center tap to· the posi

·tive terminal of the source of anode supply 
voltage and with its remaining terminals to 
the anodes of the tubes. The

· 
anode of the first 

of the tubes is then coupled via a low impedance 50 
or by-pass condenser to the cathode of the sec
ondof the tubes and the anode of the second of 
the tubes· is connected via a similar condenser to 

. the cathode of the first of thetubes� The circuit 
described isaccordinglY,similar to that employed 55 
in my prior· application, Serial No. 66,741, for 
Amplifiers, filed December 22, 1948, now Patent 
No. 2,477,074 issued July 26, 1949, except in that, 
in certain embodiments of the present invention 
bifilar windings are not employed, nor are in- 60 
hereritly unity coupled windingsemployed, but 
on the contrary separate inductances are em
ployed, which are effectively unity coupled by 
means of condensers. The ·present invention ac
cordingly involves a modification of the system 65 
described in my prior application identified supra, 
which leads to certain economies of construction, 
by virtue of the fact that special transfOrmers are 
not employed. 

. 

As a further feature of the embodiment of my 70 
invention described immediately above, a further 
center tapped choke is provided which has its 
centertap connected to the positive terminal of a 
source of screen grid voltage, the remaining ter
minal of the source of screen grid voltage being 75 

4 
connected to the negative terminal of the source 
of anode voltage. The remaining terminals of 
the choke coil are then connected to the screen 
grids of the tubes of the amplifier, and coupled 
by means of low impedance condensers to the 
cathodes of the same amplifier tubes. Thereby, 
the screen grid voltage of each of the tubes may 
be maintained at a constant difference of poten
tiaJ from the cathode of the tube while the tube 
is being driven, and this voltage need not be the 
same voltage as is applied to the anodes of the 
tubes. Maintenance of the described voltage rela
tions results in greatly increased efficiency of op
eration of the tubes, and the connections de
scribed, which enable any suitable voltage to be 
applied and maintained at the screen grids, en
ables the optimum voltage to be so applied. This 
is in distinction to the structure employed in my 
prior application identified supra, wherein the 
screen grids were necessarily.maintained at the 
same voltage as the anodes of the tubes, a con
dition which, in general, is not optimum. 

A modification of the embodiment of my inven
tion above described may be resorted to, wherein, 
instead of employing center tapped chokes, sepa
rate chokes may be connected in the cathode and 
anode circuit and in the screen grid circuit of each 
of the triodes, the inter-connection of the chokes 
being otherwise identical, and the operation of 
the two embodiments being substantially in
distinguishable . 

As a further modification of the present in
vention, I may substitlite, for the chokes utilized 
in the second described embodiment, resistances 
to provide the necessary coupling impedance. 
While the use of resistances results in a consider
able drop in output power available from the am
plifier, in response to the same signals and ap
plied voltages, and further in a drop in efficien
cy, the use of resistances enables construction of 
a particularly economical and cheap amplifier, 
which on a price basis, is capable of competing 
with any amplifiers presently· on the market, 
while retaining that low or negligible distortion 
over a wide band of frequencies, which is char
acteristic of amplifiers connected in accordance 
with the inventions herein described and the in
ventions described in my prior application, Serial 
No. 66,741. 

In accordance with still another embodiment 
of the invention, I employ tri-filarly wound 
transformers in a manner precisely similar to 
that disclosed in connection with the embodi
ment illustrated in Figure 3 of my application, 
Serial No. 66,741, with the exception that in this 
embodiment Of my invention, I employ a tri-filar
ly wound transformer having three separate 
windings, each of which is center tapped. The 
additional winding, not provided in Figure 3 of 
my application, Serial No. 66,741, is employed in 
conjunction with a source of screen grid voltage 
which can be separate from the source of anode 
voltage employed for establishing the value of 
screen grid voltage with respect to the cathode 
in each of the tubes, and enables utilization of 
optimum screen grid voltages which are not 
limited to a value equal to the anode voltage, 
while maintaining all the other advantages of 
the system described in my prior application, and 
illustrated in Figure 3 thereof. 

Reference is now made to the accompanying 
drawings, which illustrate five embodiments of 
my invention which are described in detail here
inafter, and wherein: 

Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of a 
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first embodiment of' my invention employing m1nallT, is : coupled via a·low· impedance'con'" 
three center tapped chokes; denser 22 to the cathode 13:; otherwise 'stated, 

Figure 2 is a modification of the system of Fig- the terminals 10·and '16.are· connected via' the· 
ure 1 wherein six separate chokes are employed; condenser·20,and the terminals 11 and 11 'via the' 

Figure 3 is a' circuit diagram of 'a modification Ci capacitance 22. 
of my invention which parallels that illustrated By' virtue' of the couplings established 'by the 
in Figure 2 except that resistances are substi- condensers 20aIid'22·the'anode,191s'maintained': 
tuted for the chokes employed' in the system at all times at the same A:-C. potential as the 
of Figure 2; cathode 12 and the anode 21 . is maintained at ·all : 

Figure 4 is still another' embodiment of my 10 times' at the same A':C. potential as the cathode 
invention. wherein unity coupled" windings are 13.> There is then substantially . no leakage · ini-' 
employed having three bi-filar windiogs, and, pedance as between thewindings 8 and 14/ and 
wherein the screen grid voltages of the ampli- the,conditions'.for distortionless operation'of.·the 
fier tubes may be maintained at any desired volt- amplifier system are' thereby established" dis- . 
age, independently of the 'anode voltage applied 15 tortIon· being' especially eliminated duririg' the 
to the tubes; and cross"'over'of operation from 'one 'of the tetrodes' 

Figure '5 is a modification of the system of to 'the other. 
Figure 1 which employs a single core. The system as so fat . described is suitable for 

The amplifier of Figure lis illustrated as em- operation with triodes. Nevertheless, in conven;., 
ploying a pair of tetrodes I , 2, as amplifying elec- 0 tional amplifier practice, it is usual to utilize 
tronic devices, it being understood, however, that tetrodes or pentodes' for highest efficiency. In 
the invention as disclosed in Figure 1 may be operating the system either with tetrode 'or pen";" 
applied to pentodes, or . beam 'power tubes, and" tode tubes, if 'the voltage of the screen grid :of·· 
by suitable modification, to triodes. the modifica- any one of the tubes is not maintained at a'con-
tion involved being the omission of the circuits stant :value with respect to the cathode of that· 
and voltage supplies necessary for supplying. tube, a considerable loss of efficiency occurs, as' 
screen grid voltages and couplings. The control well as distortion of the output signal. In my' 
electrodes 3 and 4 of the tetrodes I and 2 are application Serial No. 66,741, filed December'22, . 

biased by means of a bias source conventionally 1948,' and entitled "Amplifiers,'" maintenance:of· 
illustrated as a battery 5, and driven in push- :10 the necessary voltage relationship' between screen· 
pull relation by a source of wide band voltage grids and cathodes was accomplished and main-' 
illustrated as 6. The' bias source 5 may have tained by tying the screen grid of, each of the 
a magnitude such as to cause operation of the tubes to the anode of the other of. the tubes, 
tetrodes I and 2, class B, class A, class AB, or Thereby, however, the screen grids were main-
in any intermediate mode, so long as the opera- 35 tained at the D. -C. potential of the anodes. This 
tion is such that at least one of the tetrodes value of screen grid potential may not be an opti': 
I, 2 supplies anode current in response to any mum value, and in general, is not an optimum' 
applied signal. The significance of the classifi- value with some commercial tubes. In accord-' 
cation of the modes of operation of the ampli- ance with the present invention the necessary 
fiers are well understood in the art, and are de- 40 D.-C. and A.-C. voltages are applied to the screen 
fined by the Institute of Radio Engineers in its grids of the tetrodes I and 2 by means of a fur-
official definitions. ther center tapped inductance 24 having a cen-

While the circuits and structures of the pres- ter tap 25 and terminals 26 and 21. The center 
ent application have wide utility in amplifiers tap 25 may be connected to the positive terminal 
operating in accordance with any one of the 4,;) of. a source of screen grid voltage 28, the negative 
above-mentioned classifications, or in the. general terminal of which is connected to the terminal 
mode above described, the invention has.primary .. 9. The terminal 26 may then be connected to 
application to class B amplifiers and will be de- the screen grid electrode 29 of the tetrode I and 
scribed accordingly as utilized in amplifiers of the terminal 21 directly to the screen grid elec-
this class, without intending thereby to limit the 50 trode 30 of the tetrode 2. The D.-C. value of the 
scope of the invention. screen grid voltages is then established by the 

A source of anode voltage 1 is provided, con- voltage of the source 28. In order to maintain 
ventionally illustrated as a battery to simplify constant A.-C. potential between the screen grid 
the drawings. A center tapped inductance 8 hav- 29 and the cathode 12 of the tetrode I , the ter-
iog a center tap 9 and terminals 10 and 11 is 55 minal 26 is connected via a low impedance ca-
connected with its center tap 9 to the negative pacitance 31 to the terminal 16, or in the alter-
terminal of the anode voltage source 1, with its native directly to the cathode 12. Similarly the 
terminal 10 to the cathode 12 of the tetrode I terminal 21 may be coupled to the cathode 13 via 
and with its terminal 11 to the cathode 13 of the a condenser 32 having low impedance, one ter-
tetrode 2. The tetrodes I and 2, accordingly, 60minal of which may be connected to the terminal 
will be seen to be cathode loaded by the center 21 and the other terminal of which may be con-
tapped inductance B. A further center· tapped in- nected either to the terminal 11 or directly to 
ductance 14 is provided having a center tap 15 the cathode 13. There will, accordingly, be de'-
and terminals 16 and 11. The center tap 15 is veloped across the inductance 24 A.-C. voltages 
connected to the positive terminal·of the anode 6S:corresponding' precisely with those developed 
voltage supply 1, the terminal 16 is connected across the inductance B, which will be super-
directly by means of a lead 18 to the anode 19 imposed on the D.-C. voltage supplied by the 
of the tetrode 2, and the terminal 11 is con- source 28, maintaining the necessary voltage re-
nected directly by means of a lead 18' to the lations. 
anode 21 of the tetrode I .  70 ' In the embodiment of my invention illustrated 

In accordance with the present invention, the in Figure 2 almost precisely the same circuit as 
anode 19, or the terminal 16, which is at the same · that illustrated in Figure 1 is utilized with the one 
potential, is connected via a low impedance con- exception that the inductance 8 of Figure 1 is 
denser .20 to the .cathode 12" and.the anode 21, constructed as two separate inductances 8a and 
which is always; at ,the same:potentia1.at.the.ter."-75'�8b;:in that theiIiductancel4 of Figure 1 is' con;., 
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structed as two separate inductances 14a.· and· pedance coupling condensers. A full explana-
14b, and in that the single inductance �4 of tion of the operation and: mode of connection 

Figure 1 of the drawings is constructed�.s. two of the system of Figure 4 appears, accordingly, 
separate inductances 24a and 24b. The mode of to be unnecessary to a full understanding of the 
operation, the results obtainable,. and the gen- :J invention, it beipg understood that in place of 
eral theory of operation, remain the same in the the windings Ba, 8b , I t1a, I lib, 24a, 24b of Figure 
cases of Figures 1 and 2. Accordingly, no fur- 2 of the drawings, the terminals of which are 
ther explanation or description of the system ·of suitably inter-coupled by means of low imped-
Figure 2 appears to be required ance coupling condensers, I provide in the modi-

Reference is now made particularly to. Figure.]o fication of my invention illustrated in Figure 4 
3 of the drawings wherein is illustni.ted a system of the drawings windings 81, 811, 141, 1411,241,2411, 
paralleling that illustrated in Figure 2 with the all of which are tri-filarly wound with respect to 
exception that resistances ai:e substituted for one another on the same core 33. E.xcept in 
inductances. Specifically, for the inductance 8a, respects specified, the operation and mode of 
is substituted a resistance 8', and for the induct- 15 connection of the circuit illustrated in FIgure 4 
ance 8b a resistance 8", for the inductance 14a parallels closely that of the circuits illustrated 
a resistance 14', for the inductance 14b a re- in Figures 1, 2 and 3, and, accordingly, further 
sistance 14", for the inductance 24a, a resistance description of the inter-connecticn of the ele-

24' and for the inductance 24b a resistance 24". ments and mode of operation of the system of 
It will be realized that the system of Figure 3 20 Figure 4 is deemed unnecessary and redundant, 
operates precisely as does the system of Figures 1 and accordingly, is dispensed with. It should 
and 2 except in those respects which are oc- be realized, moreover, that other types of unity 
casioned by the substitution of resistances for coupled transformers are disclosed in my prior 
inductances. As is well known, the use of re- application, supra, and may be substituted for 
sistances causes D.-C. voltage drops, which are 2:; the tri-filarly wound tra�1SforrI1er of Figure 4 
minimized in amplifier circuits utilizing induct- of the accompanying drawings. It will further 
ances as load circuits for the tubes of the am- be clear that the windings of Figure 1 may be 
plifier. There is a consequent drop in available wound on a single core, instead of on separate 
output .A.-C. voltage, and further a drop in ef- cores, if desired, as illustrated in Figure 5 of the 
ficiency due to losses occurring in the coupling 3fl accompanying drawings. 
or output resistances. At the same time, where It should further be clear that windine;s Ilh, 
expense is a primary consideration, the u.se of 1411, may be provided with a greater number 
resistance coupled amplifiers may be resorted to, of turns than v.'indings 81, 811, respectively, if 
because resistances cost very much less than do dc�ired. 
chokes or inductances of the same impedance, :;:; It will fm:ther be clear that in each embodi-
and for some purposes economy is a primary con- n,errt of the invention illustrated the arran!5e-
sideration and total available output or efficiency ment and connections of the coupling condensers 
of operation, a secondary consideration. may be varied without departing from the es-

Reference is now made to Pigure 4 of the ac- sential concept of the invention, i. e., that of 
companying drawings, which pL'ovides an im- 4.0 capacitively coupling over a path of low imped-
provement on the system. illustrated in Figure ance, certain elements of the tubes utilized in 
3 of my application, Serial No. 66,741, filed De- the system. 
cember 22, 1948. In that application, and par- While I have described and illustrated various 
ticularly in Figure 3 of the drawings, thereof, specific embodiments of my invention, it will 
use is made of bi-filarly wound primary wind- 4;) be realized that variations and modifications of 
ings in output transformers for the amplifier the specific circuits illustrated and described may 
comprising the invention. The circuit of Figure be resorted to. without departing from the true 
3 employs pentode tubes for purposes of ampli- spirit and scope of my invention. 
fication of applied signals, and the screen grids What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 
of tliese pentode tubes are connected to appro- 50 Patent of the United States is: 
priate anodes of the tubes in order to maintain 1. A push-pull wide band amplifiel', compris-
constant the voltage between the screen grid ing, a first electronic amplifier tube having a 
and the cathode of each of the tubes, which in first anode, cathode and control electrode, a 
turn is required in order to maintain high con- second electronic amplifier tube having a sec-
version efficiency in the tubes. Nevertheless, 55 ond anode, cathode and control electrode, a neg-
the system disclosed requires that the D.-C. ative voltage terminal, a positive anode voltage 
voltages be equal to the anode D.-C. voltages in terminal, a first impedance directly connected 
each of the tubes. This choice of voltage, being between said negative terminal and said first 
imposed upon the circuit, may. nevertheless. not cathode, a second impedance directly connected 
prove to be an optimum value of screen grid 60 between said negative voltage terminal and said 
voltage. second cathode, said first and second imped-

Accordingly, I have devised a system which is ances being the sole elements between said 
illustrated in schematic diagram in FigUl'e 4 of negative voltage terminal and said cathodes, 
the accompanying drawings. wherein tri-filal' a third impedance directly connected between 
windings are provided, which are combined with 65 said positive anode terminal and said second 
a separate source of screen grid voltage, which anode, a fourth impedance directly connected is independent of anode voltage in the system, between said positive anode terminal and said 
and which may, accordingly, be selected to pro- first anode, a condenser of substantially zero 
vide optimum operating conditions for the am- impedance at the lowest frequency for which 
plifier. The system is. accordingly. similar to 70 said amplifier is designed directly coupling said 
that disclosed in Figures 1 and 2 of the accom- first cathode to said second anode, and a con-
panying drawings, with the exception that unity denser of substantially zero impedance at the 
coupling is accomplished by tri-filarly winding lowest frequency for which said amplifier is de-
the inductances involved, rather than by cou- signed directly coupling said first anode to said 
pling these inductances by means of low im- 715 second cathode,. means for applying input sig-
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nals in push-pull relation to said control elec
trodes, and means for biasing said control elec
trodes to provide anode current fiow in at least 
one of said tubes in response to any finite signal, 
said first, second, third and fourth impedances 
being equal to each other for all frequencies of 
said wide band. 

2. The combination in accordance with claim 
1 wherein said impedances are inductances. 

3. The combination in accordance with claim 
1 wherein said impedances are resistances. 

4. The combination in accordance with claim 
1 wherein said first and second impedances are 
inductances wound on a common core, and where
in said third and fourth impedances are in
ductances wound on a common core. 

5. A push-pull wide band amplifier, compris
ing, a first electronic amplifier tube having a 
first anode, cathode, control electrode and screen 
electrode, a second electronic amplifier tube ha .... -
ing a second anode, cathode, control electrode 
and screen electrode, a negative terminal, sepa
rate positive anode and screen grid terminals, 

10 
nal and said first cathode, a second impedance· 
connected between said negative terminal and 
said second cathode, a third impedance connected 
between said positive anode terminal and said 

5 second anode, a fourth impedance connected be
tween said positive anode terminal and said first 
anode, a fifth impedance connected between said 
positive screen terminal and said first screen elec
trode, a sixth impedance connected between said 

10 positive screen terminal and said second screen 
electrode, means for maintaining substantially 
identical voltage excursions at said first cathode, 
second anode and first screen electrode and 
means for maintaining substantially identical 

15 voltage excursions at said second cathod�, first 
anode, and second screen electrode, in response 
to said input signal. 

10. The combination in accordance with claim 
9 wherein said first, second and third impedances 

20 are unity coupled and wherein said fourth, fifth 
and sixth impedances are unity coupled. 

11. The combination in accordance with claim 
9 wherein said first, second and third impedances 
are tri-filarly related and wherein said fourth, 

25 fifth and sixth impedances are tri-filarly related 
inductances. 

12. The combination in accordance with claim 
9 wherein said impedances are resistances. 

13. The combination in accordance with claim 
30 9 wherein said impedances are inductances. 

14. The combination in accordance with claim 
9 wherein said means for maintaining substan
tially identical voltage excursions consist of ca
pacitive couplings among said first cathode, said 

35 second anode and said first screen electrode, and 
further capacitive couplings among said second 
cathode, first anode and second screen electrode. 

15. The combination in accordance with claim 
5 wherein all said impedances are inductances, 

40 and wherein all said inductances are wound on a 
common core. 

16. The combination in accordance with claim 
9 wherein said impedances are inductances and 
wherein said inductances are all wound on a com
mon core. 

a first impedance connected between said nega
tive terminal and said first cathode, a second 
impedance connected between said negative ter
minal and said second cathode, a third impedance 
connected between said positive anode terminal 
and said second anode, a fourth impedance con
nected between said positive anode terminal and 
said first anode, a fifth impedance connected be
tween said positive screen grid terminal and said 
first screen grid, a sixth impedance connected 
between said positive screen grid terminal and 
said second screen grid, capacitive means for cou
pling said first anode and said second cathode, 
capacitive means for coupling said second anode 
and said first cathode, capacitive means for cou
pling said first screen grid and said first cathode, 
capacitive means for coupling said second screen 
grid and said second cathode, means for applying 
input signals in push-pull relation to said con
trol electrodes. and means for biasing said con
trol electrodes to provide anode current fiow in at 
least one of said tubes in response to any finite 
signal. 45 17. The combination in accordance with claim 

9 wherein said impedances are inductances and 
wherein said inductances are all wound on a 
common core, and wherein said means for main
taining substantially identical voltage excursions 
are coupling condensers. 

6. The combination in accordance with claim 
1 wherein said impedances are inductances. 

7. The combination in accordance with claim 
6 wherein said impedances are resistances. 

8. The combination in accordance with claim GO 
5 wherein said 1st and 2nd impedances are in
ductances wound on a common core, wherein 
said 3rd and 4th impedances are inductances 
wound on a common core, wherein said 5th and 
6th impedances are inductances wound on a com- 55 
mon core. 

FRANK H. McINTOSH. 
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23 Claims. (CI.179 ...... 171) 

This application is a continuation-in-part of my 
United States Patent No. 2, 477,074, entitled "Wide Band 
Amplifier Coupling Circuits," issued July 26, 1949 , and 
of my application for a Uni�ed States patent, Serial' No. 
66,744, filed .December 22, 19 48 , and entitled "Wide 
Band Transformers," now U. S. Patent Number 2,654, -
058. 

The present invention relates generally to improved 
audio and video frequency amplifiers, and more par
ticularly to improved class B audio· and .video. frequency 
amplifiers, which introduce extremely slight distortion 
in ampIifying a wide band of Jrequencies, by utilizing 
output transformers of novel design, connected in novel 
relations of the electronic tubes of the amplifiers, the 
output circuit .of the amplifier being of. the single ended 
type: . 

The class B amplifier is a push-pull amplifier in which 
the tubes are biased approximately to cut-off. One of 
the tubes, in vhe normaL system, amplifies the positive 
half cycles of the signal voltage, while the other amplifies 
the negative half cycles, the. output transformer combin
ing the outputs of the two tubes, to reconstruct a replica 
of the signal voltage. 

1)le frequency limits of .the conventional class B audio 
or video amplifier depend largely upon the design of the 
output tnmsformer, loss in amplification at low fre
quencies resulting from the low' incremental inductance 
of the transformer primary, and falling off at high fre
quencies resulting from ' leakage inductance and the 
various distributed capacities of the transformer. 

In order to obtain a good low frequency. response the 
incremental primary inductance of the transformer must 

2 
Such cores are adversely affected, in respect to their 
incremental inductance, by D. C. magnetization. Hence 
the latter must be avoided. 

The effect of leakage inductance on class B push-pull 
5 amplifiers has been considered in the literature, and at

tention is directed particularly to an article. by A. Pen
Tung Sah in proceedings of the 1. R. E.for November, 
1936. Sah points out particularly frequently overlooked 
deleterious effects of leakage inductance betw�en pri-

10 mary windings of the output. transformer of sucham� 
plifiers, first in causing a decreased output,as frequency 
increases, and second, in introducing transients which 
distort the output wave as one of the tubes . .;hanges 
from a conducting position to a blocking condition, and 

15 Nice-versa. The latter effect is the basis of great distor
tion at the higher audio frequencies. 
. I have provided, in the patent and patent applications 
herein above referred, to, disclosures of inventions which 
overcome the difficulties of the prior art, above briefly 

20 explained, and which provide class B push-pull ampli
fier circuits capable of wide-band operation with ex
tremely slight distortion. At the same time the circuit� 
are so arranged that they are primarily utilizable for 
balanced output circuits, and not especially adapted for 

25 single ended output circuits. In addition, the 'circuits 
illustrated in my U .. S. patent herein above referred to, 
utilize arrangements which are half plate loaded and half 
cathode loaded, in Figures 2,3, 4, and 6 in particular, 
and which accordingly, introduce considera.ble degenera-

30 ,tion, which may be more or less than is desirable. 
It is frequently desirable to have a push-pull audio 

amplifier capa.ble of delivering output to a single ended 
circuit, i. e., to a circuit one end of which is grounded. 
This may be accomplished by the circuits of Figures 2, 

35 3,4, 6 0f my patent above referred to by utilizing a 
separate'secondary winding, one end of which is ground
ed, but in such case the capacity reflected into' the bal
anced primary winding will not be uniform over the 
winding, so that the primary windings will becomt! un-

'10 balanced. 
If the push-pull circuits of my prior application and 

patent, above referred to, are arranged to operate with 
. one cathode grounded, and without secondary winding, 

it then becomes possible to tap one of the windings to 
'13 provide single ended output, in a' very simple and eco

nomical fashion, since the necessity for a secondary 
'winding is completely eliminated. It is, however, then 
:necessary to develop ways of' driving the tubes of the 

be high relative to the plate resistances of the tubes. used. 
The primary winding of the transformer, then, should 
have a large number of turns .. At the same time the 
resonant frequency of the. leakage inductance and sec- 50 
ondary capacitance must be beyond the highest fre
quency desired to be amplified,so that low leakage in
ductance and shunt capacity is essential, if the high fre
quency response of the transformer is to be extended. 

circuits in balanced relation. 
It is, accordingly, a primary object of the present in-

vention to provide an improved push-pull class B audio 
and video amplifier circuit, of the general' character of 
.that disclosed in the above identified U. S; patent and 
application, the amplifier, however, having a single ended 55 output. The above requirements are .mutually confiicting, in 

various respects .. The size .of the core of a transformer, 
i. e. the total iron. utilized, is limited by considerations 

It is a further object of the· invention to provide a 
novel push-pull wide band amplifier circuit, having negli
gible leakage reactance in its output transformer, and 
having a single ended output circuit. 60 It is still another object of the invention to provide 
a novel push-pull amplifier circuit which is .fully anode 
loaded, or non-degenerative, the output transformer of 
which possesses negligible leakage. reactance. 

A further object. of the. invention resides in the pro-

of cost, space and· weight requirements. This in turn 
fixes the total .number of turns allotted to the primary 
and secondary windings. Decreasing core size and in
creasing totaLturns of the primary winding to retain high 
primary incremental il1ductance increases leakage induct
ance and shunt capacity, which in turn,reduces resonant 
frequency, . and hence the high frequency response of 
the transformer. In fact, leakage inductance is de
creased, in accordance with the prior art,' by interle'avirig 
primary and secondary windings, but this expedient in
creases distributed capacity and so tends to neutralize 
the benefits obtained. 70 

As a further consideration, high permeability cores 

65 vision of a novel .push-pull amplifier which is half-cathode 
and half-anode loaded, or 50% degenerative, which 
POSSesses a single ended output, deriving from an out
put transformer having negligible leakage reactance, and 
110 secondary winding. 

Another object of the invention resides in' the pro
vision of a push-pull amplifier of the cathode . .foIlower must be used, to increase primary wil1dil1g impeQance� 
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type, having a singie ended output deriving from an trated and described, one of which is fully anode 
output transformer having negligible leakage reactance. loaded and utilizes a cathode follower driver, one is fully 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel cathode loaded, and one ,half-anode and half-cathode 
mode of driving a push-pull amplifier having a single loaded, the latter two employing plate loaded drivers. 
enEledor unbalanced output. 

. 5 The difference between these embodiments resides pri-
:Still another object o£ the ,invention resides in �the marily in the mode of driving the tubes, to accomplish 

provision of a push-pull electl'onic alI1plifier 'oirouit 'oper- no degeneration, full degeneration, or partial degenera-
atingClass B, 'or ;Class A class AB, AB2 etc. in ,which tion, as will become evicl�ntas .the description proceeds. 

the aifode ofe'atlh :of the push-pull tubes :of the circuit An additional modification emplqys a plate loaded or 
is maintained always :atthesame A. ;C.'potenth!l 'a§ 10 non-degenerative power'stag'e, and cathode follower 
the cathode of ,the other of:thetLibes, which 'proviaes drivers. 
a single ended'oiltput circuit, the amplifier being 'fully Reference is now made to the accompanying draw-
anode loaded, fully cathode loaded, or ,partially anode ings, wherein: 

, .  . ' 

loaded and ,partially :cathode ,loaded,i. e.being totally Figure 1 illustrates.schematicallya fully anode loaded 
non-degenerative, partially ,non-degenerative, :or :fully :de- 15 or non-degenerative push-puI1 amplifier arrangement, 

,generative. driven by a push-pull cathode follower driver stage, in 
By !proviQing�diffefenn:legfees ·of cathode 'and anode accordance with the invention; 

loading,:i. :e� 'by 'ptoviding different amounts of degener- Figure 2 illustrates schematic ally a push:-pull class B 
,atiOIdn the Circuits, a widetange of operating require- amplifier havinga ,single 'ended 'output, and 'which is 

ments may readily be-rnet,and ,-it· is found that the ad- 20 operated as a: cathode follower or fully degenerative cir-
varitages'of the circuits of:my patent and patent applica- cuit,driven'from 'a 'plate loaded ,driver stage; 

tion above refened {o are :retained despite reductionof ,Pigure3 :illustratesschematically a 'push-pull class B 
degeneration to zero. operated amplitier!having single ended-output, and which 

It will .further be realized: that eachcifthe' circuits· illus- is' driven so as :to <be 'half, cathode' and half plate loaded, 
,trated,:jn this .. application may be operated with separate 25 or to be partially degenerative, the driving stage being 

balanced or ;unbalanced secondary winding, .if desired, plate-Ioaded; and 
in which .. case the circuits ·of :the present invention pro- Figure 4 illustrates schematically a pui;h�pull class B 

videfurther'moditications of the circuits of the above operated ;amplifier"having single ,ended output which is 
referred to application and patent. fully ,plate noaded, ,Qf,non"degenerative,and in which a 

Briefly.described, the present invention comprises a 30 driver, circtiitis provided which ,operates cathode loaded, 
pair of 'push�pull amplifier tubes, # land #2, having a the cathodes of.the driver stage l being connected directly 

cathode -winding, in series between the cathodes ,of the to the 'control electrodes ,of the·power stage. 

tubes,and.an'aIiode.winding connected between the an- Referring now more ,'particularly ·to Figurel of the 
odes of the'tubes,'the two windings being bifilarlyrelated, accompanying drawings, the reference numeral 1 iden-
and adjacent ends of the bifilar ,windings being con- 35 tifies a tetrode vacuumtube,:reference'number 2,a second 
nected to the, cathode' of one of the tubes and the anode tetrode vacuum tube, the : tubes ,connected in a push-pull 
of the other of:the tubes. By reason ofthe biillar reJa- class lB . amplifier :arrangement. 'The amplifier tube 1 
tion of 'the wirtdings,which results in extremely close may be provided with ,an ,anode '3" a screen grid 4, a 
coupljng, the. cathode cif each of the tubes is maintained contro/, grid5"and .. a cathode ,:(i,;the :latter being heated 
always at the:same A. C. potential as the anode of the 40 in 'a 'mode :not illustrated. 'Similarly,the ,vacuum tube 
other of the tubes. 2 may comprise an anode 7, a screen :grid'.8,a control 

:The close coupling provided by the bifilarly related grid ,.,9, . and 'a ,cathode :10, heated.In some ,manner, con-
windings results in substantially zero leakage retctam:e, ventionaLper se in. the '.art. 
while the relation between the anodes and cathodes of Connected between, the, cathode '6 of-the, tube 1 and: the 
the tubes, in respect '. to A.C. :signals, eliminates the 45 cathode 10 of the tube ,2, is ,a winding, 11. Connected 
transient effects 'which ,occur in conventional amplifiers between the anode '30£; the. tube iLand : the anode 7 of 
at times ·or 'cross-over oi,current conduction from one the tube 2 'isa 'further winding :12. The windings 11 
of the tubes to the other. These, and the other advan- and 12 are bifilarly.related,: that is they are wound on 

Jages, specifi,cally pointed out in my prior application a core, together and in parallel,as if the'strand com-
and patent, above referred to, are accordingly retained 50 prising the. winding 11 and· the 'strand comprising the 
in the circuits ef the present invention, and wide band winding' 12 were a single strand 'of .wire: . The cathode 
response with substantially zero distortion becomes 10 of the.tube2 is, grounded, ',at '13. The anode 3, of 
attainable . the tube lis connected via a lead 14"directly to a terminal 
• In. Figur�s 2, 3, 4and.6 of my prior patent a. source 15, to which.is connected the: B+ dead ':16. of a' suitable 

of anode voItage is connected between the center point 55 power sl,Jpp.!y. ,The :.terminal ,17 "of '-the winding 12 is 
of the. cathode coils and the center'point of the anode connected,.directly'via 'a, lead 18'.to' the anode'7c)ithe 
coils. In accordance·withthe present:invention,a source tube·2. The terminaLof theiwinding:l1'which is direct-
of anode voItage connected with 'its ,positive terminal ly connected to the cathode::6:ofthe:tube ,1 may be' identi
to the anode of one of the tubes, say tube # 1, and: the tied, by the reference; numeral � 19 .while.' the 'terminal of 
negative terminal, of· the source, which maybe grounded, 60 the winding 11' which is: .connecteddirectly to' the cath-
is connected to the cathode of the, other of the tubes. ode 10 of the tube 2 may.:be ideritified:bythe reference 

An output tap may then be taken from the cathode wind- numeral 20. 
. 

ing, at a point providing,the desired output impedance, By'reason of the befilar'relation:between:the windings 
with respect to ground" amI a single ended output re- 11 and 12 the.A.·C . potentiaLat:the'terminal '19 and 

suIts. It will be noted that an analogous ,arrangement 65 the:A. C .• potential at "the:.terminal J17,are. at all times 
is employed in Figures 1 and 5 of my patent above. re- identical, dnresponse tocurrenLflow .at signal frequen-
fefred to. ciesin,either·ofthe windings,ll, .12 .. ' ' Similarly, the 

The problem remains'however of-symmetrically driv- terminals 15 and,20 remain always at the:sameA. C. 
ing'the tubesftom a pu'sh-pull driver stage, without un- potential in response to· current flow in·:either of the 

balancing the circUit, consideration being given to .the 70 windings )1, ,12. 
factthatone 'of the tubes has a grounded cathode, while It follows that, the, anode ,3 ,is.at the, same A. ,C. ,po-
the other tube dcies not,but rather, has a cathode float- tentiaL as is: the cathode 10,,,and •. thaLthe cathode 6 of 

iug with irespectto ground 'in accordance with input the tube 1 is at the same A. C. potentiaLas the .anode 7 
signal. 

. 
of the,tube,:�, while,the arnplitier,:is.being.driven, iure-

Three' embodimentsof'the'present invention areilIus- 75 sponseto currentJlow:.in ,: t, he tubes . ; S!nc�' lhe terminal 
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20 is grounded at 13, a tap, as 21; may be taken from the 
winding 11 at a point where the impedance is suitable for 
an intended use, and voltag(; may be derived between 
ground and the tap 21. Accordingly, the output of the 
device is single ended. 5 

. Clearly, if desired, a low impedance secondary wind-
ing may be coupled to the windings 12 and 13, in any 
desired fashion, and the secondary winding, which may 
be identified by t�e reference numeral 24, maybe con
neCted to a load conventionally illustrated as an imped- 10 
ance 25. However, the· secondary winding is not essen-
tial to the circuit, but represents a possible modification 
thereof, and it is a particular feature· of the preferred 
embodiment of the invention that the output may be 
taken from the tap 21.on the winding 11, the ouput 15 
then being single ended;· Itis desirable that the screen 
grid of each of the tubes 1 and2 be maintained at a fixed 
potential with respect to· the respective cathodes of the 
tubes 1 and 2, while the tubes are being driven. Since 
during driving of the tubes the cathode of tube 2 remains. 20 
fixed with respect to ground while the cathode of the 
tube 6 floats, a suitable arrangement for maintaining the 
desired voltage relation between the screen grids · and 

6 
grounded . and hence:connecteci to the cathoae to di� 
reetly. 

. 

It will be noted that the tubes 1 and 2 are operated 
plate loaded, that is with no degeneration, since the sig
nal voltage developed across the windings ·11, 12,· or any 
portion thereof, is not fed back to either of the control 
grids 5, 9. 

We may say then that the purpose of the winding 43 is 
to compens(l.te for the variations of potential of the 
cathode 6 with respect to ground, caused by ]low of sig
nal current, i. e. to introduce identical variations of the 
voltage applied to the control grid 5, superposed on the 
signal voltages supplied from the resistance 39, as ap
pears across the load due to tube current flow. 

Referring to· Figure 2 of the accompanying drawings, 
the circuit illustrated is that of a: push-pull classB ampli
fier having single ended output, as in the circuit of figure 
1, but in which complete degeneration occurs; so . that 
the amplifier may be termed a cathode follower ampli
fier. Interconnection of the cathodes and anodes of 
tubes 1 and 2, in the embodiment of iny invention.i llus-
trated in Figure 20f the accompanying drawings, as well 
as the mode of deriving signal therefrorri and .of applying 
B+ voltage thereto, is identical with that illustrated in the cathodes is required, which may be realized as fol

lows. 
The screen grid 4 of the tube 1" may be connected to 

the terminal 17, which has always the same A. C. po
tential as the cathode terminal 19. The screen grid 8 

25 Figure 1, and above fully explained. Accordingly; fur
ther description then;of is· dispensed with in the interest 

of the tube 2 may be connected to the terminalIS, which 
has always the same A. C. potential as the cathode 10 30 
of the tube 2� At the same time, the terminal IS and 
the terminal 17 are connected to the B+ lead 16 so 
that the screen grids 4 and 8 are maintained at suiiable 

of conciseness. 
. 

The driver stage in Figure 2 consists of the plate loaded 
push-pull amplifier comprising· triodes 50, 51, having a 
center tapped primary winding 52, interconnecting the 
anodes of the tubes, and having a source of lB+ voltage 
53, connected to the center·tap 54 of thewindillg 52. The 
tubes 50, 51 may be driven in push-pull relation, and may 
constitute, for example, a class A voltage amplifier stage, D . .  C. potentials, these being superposed on the A. C. 

voltage variations of the cathodes of the tube. 
In.order to drive the tubes 1 and 2 there is provided a 

driver stage, generally indicated by the . reference .nu
meral 30 arid comprising a trio de 31 and a triode 32. 
The triode 31 has an anode 33, a control grid 34, and 

35 if desired.· Associated with the· primary winding 52 is a 
secondary winding 53, one terminal 55 of which is con
nected directly with the control grid 5 of the tube 1, 
while the other terminal 56 is connected through the grid 

a cathode 35. The triode 32. similarly has ananode 36, 40 
a control grid 37, and a cathode 38. The triodes 31 
and 32 .. are operated as cathode followers, being provided 
respectively with load resistances 39 and 40 between 
the cathodes 35 and 38 and a balanced ground point 41. 
The control electrodes 34 and 37 are then driven push- 45 
pull by mea·ns ofa push-pull signal source 42. There 
are accordingly developed across the cathode resistors 
39, 40 equal push-pull voJtages, cathodes 35 and 38 be
ing always in opposite polarity except when they are 
at zero potential. The cathode 38 is connected direct- 50 
Iy with the control grid 9 of the. tube 2 while the cath
ode 350Lthe tube 31 is connected to the control grid 5 
of the tube 1 through a series winding 43, which is 
bifilarly wound with respect to the windings 11 and 12. 
It will be realized that the wire size of the coil 43 may 5J) 
be quite small since this.coil need not carry any appre
ciable current, but only enough to satisfy the grid re
quirements of the tubes 1 and 2. The bifilar relation 
between the coil 43 and the coir11, in particular, means 
that the terminal 44 of the coil 43 is maintained at the 60 
same potential as the terminal 19 of the coil 11 in re
sponse to current flow in the winding 11. Similarly the 
terminal 45 of the winding 43 is maintained at the same 
potential as the terminals 20, due to such current flow. 
Superposed on this zero difference of potential between 65 
the points 19, 44, due to current flow in the tube 1; is 
the voltage generated across the resistance 39, which 
is in series with the grid-cathode circuit of the tube 1. 
It. follows that the difference of potential between the 
control grid S and the cathode 6 will be only the voltage 70 
appearing across the resistance 39. Similarly, the volt
age. appearing between the control grid 9 and the cathode 
1� will be that appearing across the resistance 40, since 
grid 9 is connected to one terminal of the resistance 40 
and since the oth!'!J terminal of the resistance 40 is 75 

winding 43 to the control grid 9 of the tube 2. The cen
ter point of the secondary winding 53 is connected to 
ground via a low impedance coupling condenser 57, and 
may be assumed accordingly to remain at ground poten
tial for A. C. signals. It follows that the input poten
tial applied between the control grid 5 and the cathode 
6 of the tube 1 is equal to the total voltage appearing 
across the winding 53. If we assume that the terminal 
55 is driven positive, so that the tube 1 conducts and 
the tube 2 remains non-conducting, current flows in the 
winding 11 and the potential of the cathode ,6 rises with 
respect to. ground. This rise 'in potential is transferred 
to the winding 43, the potential of the point 44 of the 
winding 43 remaining the same as the potential of the 
cathode 6, for A. C. signals. Between tLe point 44 
and the control gridS is connected the winding 53, to 
which is applied the positive signal. Accordingly, the 
difference in potential between the cathoCle6 arid the 
control grid 5 is that of the .winding 53. However, the 
lower terminal 20 of the winding 11 is effectively con� 
nected with the center point of the winding 53, so that a 
series circuit exists from the cathode 6 to the terminal 
20 through the condenser 57 and to the grid 5, in which 
the voltage component supplied by the winding 11 is 
present. Accordingly, the full voltage appearing across 
the winding 11 is applied back in degenerative phase, to 
control electrode 5, and for that reason· the arrangement 
is spoken of as a cathode loaded or degenerative system. 
In similar manner when the tube 1 is cutoff and posi
tive signal applied to the terminal 56, so· that the tube 2 
conducts, the terminal 17 of the winding 12 is reduced 
in voltage due to current flow through the winding 12 
in series with the anode 7 of the· tube 2, so that there is 
applied back to the control grid 9 the full voltage ap
pearing across the winding 12. Otherwise stated, the 
point 44 of the grid winding 42 is always subject to the 
same potential as the point 17 of the winding 12 in se-
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ri�s with the anode of the tuhe 2, .and' superposed or. 
this feed-back voltage is the signal voltage deriving from 
the winding 53. , 

In consequence, cur.rentfiow in either tuhe 1 or tube 
2, whichever may .be conducting, is reduced in response 
t9 the total voltage appearing across either winding 11 
or winding 12, whichever may be carrying current.. 

In the system of· Figure 3 are employed two driver 
tubes 50, 51,having connected b�tween their anodes a 
primary winding winding 52, center tapped at 54, and 
connected at the center tap with a source of B+ poten
tiaL Secondary winding 53 is magnetically coupled with 
primary winding 52; and is provided with a center tap 
connected to ground via ,a .capacity57. One terminal 55 
of the winding 53 is conne.cted in series with a winding 
60 to the control electrode . 50£ the tube 1, and the 
other terminal 56 of the winding 53 is connected in 
series with a winding 61 to the control grid 9 of the tube 
2. The tubes 1 and 2 are provided with windings 11 and 
12, and supplied with anode voltage precisely as are the 
systems of Figures:l and 2,the cathode 10 of the tube 2 
being grounded. Accordingly, the power stage compris
ing the tubes 1 and.2 operates as in the systems illustrated 
in Figure 2 of the accompanying drawings, the sole dif
ference between Figure 3 and Figure 2 residing in the 
mode of driving the tubes 1 and 2. 

In the system of Figure 3, the windings 60 and 61 are 
each wound bifilarly with relation to the windings 11 

. and 12. However, half the number of turns is utilized 
in each of windings 60 and 61, so that the total voltage 
fed back to the control electrodes 5 and 9 of the tubes 
1 and 2, respectively, via the windings 60 and 61, is simi
larly halved. The winding 60 has induced therein a 
feed-back voltage while the tube 1 is conducting current 
and the winding 11 accordingly is active. Similarly, the 
winding 61 feeds back voltage to the control electrode 
9 of the tube 2 while the tube 2 is passing current, and 
accordingly while current flow exists in the winding 12. 
Since the total feed-back voltage is half of that which 
exists in the system of Figure 2, the system is denomi
nated a half-cathode, half-plate loaded system. The 
output circuit of the system of Figure 3 is, however, 
identical with that of Figures 1 and 2, i. e. is single ended 
and derived from the cathode winding 11. 

In the system of Figure 4 the power tubes 1 and 2 are 
supplied with voltage, and connected with the windings 
11 and 12, precisely as in the system of Figures 1-3, in
clusive, and a single ended output circuit is associated 
with windings 11 and 12 in the same way. The system of 
Figure 4 is driven by means of a cathode loaded or fully 
degenerative driver stage, but the power stage is fully 
plate loaded, or non-degenerative. 

It will be noted that a push-pull source 70 is provided, 
having its center point grounded, and thereby connected 
to the cathode 10 of tube 2. The cathode 35 of tube 31 
is connected directly to the ,control grid 5 of tube'l, and 
the cathode 38 of tube 32 is connected directly with the 
control grid 9 of tube 2. The control grids 34 and 37 
of driver tubes 31 and 32 are driven from the push-pull 
source 70, in push-pull relation with respect to ground, 
the winding 43 being connected in series between the 
source 70 and the grid 34. The impedance of the wind
ing 43 is so small relative to the input impedance of tube 
31 as to be insignificant. The anodes 33 and 36 of 
driver tubes 31 and 32 are connected to a B+ source, 
which may be common to the two tubes. 

The input circuit of tube 31 then proceeds from grid 34 
to cathode 35, to grid 5 of tube 1, to cathode 6 of tube 
1, through cathode load 11 to ground, and back to grid 
34 via one side of source 70 and grid winding 43. The 
winding 43 serves to maintain correspondence of voltage 
between the cathode 6 of tube l' and the control grid 34 
of tube 31, except for the voltage provided by source 70. 
The input impedance of tube 1 is then the major portion 
of the :cathodeloadof. tube 31, and effectively the entire 

8 
cathode load input. Tube 1 is operat�d without .de
generation, but tube 31 is operated as a cathode follower. 

Similarly, the tube 32 supplies input signal from source 
70 to grid 37,catho.de38; grid 9, cathode 10, to ground. 

5 The input circuit for 'tube 32 therefore includes the in
put .circuit oftub� 2, .as does also the load circuit of 
tube 32, and tube 32 i� operated as a cathode follower. 

While I have. described a,nd illustrated specific embodi
ments of the present invention, as required by the perti-

10 nent statutes., it will .b�clear that variations in detail and 
general arrangement may be resorted to without depart
ing from the true spirit and ,c;cope .of the invention as de" 
fioedin .the appended claims. 

What .I claim :aod desire to secure by Letters Patent of 
15 the United States is: 

1 . . In a class B push-pUil amplifier,a first vacuum tube 
having a first plate, control grid and cathode, a second. 
vacuum tube having a ,!'econd plate, control grid and 
cathode, a first. winding CQnnected between said first 

20 cathode.and said .second cathode, means connecting one 
of said.cathodes.directly to ground, a s�cond winding con
nected betwe.en said firstanode and said second anode, said 
windings bifilarly wound with respect to one another, and 
physically immediately adjacent terminals of said wind-

25 ings connected one to the 'cathode of one of said tubes 
and the .other to the anode of the other of said tubes, a 
pair of output terminals for said amplifier extending from 
said second cathode and from a point of said first wind
ing' separated from said second .cathode by a predeter-

30 mined finite impedance, an input circuit for said class B 
push-pull amplifier comprising a push-pull amp:ifier 
driver stage having a push-pull.output circuit, means main
taining ·said push-pull outpllt circuit balanced with re
spect to the instantaneous potentials of said second ·cath-

35 ode, and . means for connecting .said output circuit in 
balanced' relation to the control electrodes of said class B 
push-pull amplifier. 

2� The combination in accordance with claim 1 wher� 
in said last means ·comprises a first connection from one 

40 side of said push-pull output circuit to one of said grids, 
and a further connection from the other side of said push
pull output circuit to the other of said grids, said further 
connection comprising a winding in series with said first 
connection and bifilarly related to each of said first and 

45 second windings. 
3. The combination in accordance with claim 2 where

in said first connection from one side of said push-pull 
output circuit to one of said grids includes a winding in 
series with said one of said grids and bifilarly related to 

50 each of said first and second windings. 
4. The combination in accordance with claim 2 where

in said winding in series with· said first connection in
cludes the same number of winding turns as each of said 
first and second windings. 

55 5. The combination in accordance with claim 1 where-
in said amplifier driver stage comprises first and second 
vacuum tube drivers having respectively at least a cath
ode, anode and control electrode,and wherein said output 
circuit of said amplifier driver stage consists of balanced 

60 impedances connected between the cathodes of said first 
and second vacuum tube drivers and having a center point 
connected to said first mentioned second cathode. 

6. In a system of push-pull amplification, first and 
second amplifier tubes. having each an anode, a cathode 

65 and a control electrode; means for grounding one of said 
cathodes, a Winding . connected in series between said 
cathodes, and balanced means for relatively driving said 
cathodes and control electrodes comprising a push-pull 
input circuit interconnecting said control electrodes and 

70 balanced with respect to ground, and means for compen
sating for variations of voltage with respect to ground 
of the other of said cathodes comprising a winding bifilar
ly wound with respect to the first mentioned winding and 
connected in series in the grid circuit of the amplifier tube 

75 containing. the other of- said cathodes. 
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',7.:In combination, a push-pull amplifier comprising a 

first power vacuum tube having at least a first anode, 
cathode and' control grid, a second power vacuum tube 
having at least a second anode, cathode and control grid, 
a cathoOe winding connected between said cathodes, an 
anode winding' having th e same number of turns as said 
cathode winding an.d connected between said anodes, said 
cathode. and' anode windings bifilarly related to one 
another, said wlndings interconnecting said anodes' and 
cathodes so. as to maintain identkaLalternating potentia Is 
at said first anode . and second cathode, and identical 
alternating potentials atsaid second anode and first cath
ode, means - grounding said s'econd cathode, means for 
connecting a source 6fB+ voltage directly to said first 
anode; a signal output lead connected to one of said wind
ings . at a point having a predetermined impedance with 
respect- to ground,and means for driving said tubes in 
balanced push-pull relation. : 

8. The combination in accordance with claim 7 where
in said last means comprises a push-pull signal source 
balanced _with' respect to ground and. connected in push
pull relation to said first and second control grids, and 
means fo( introducing in series wit� said first control grid 
a varying- voltage -having at all times a magnitude and 
phase adequate for balancing out at said first control grid 
potential variations of said first cathode with respect to 
groiind." _ • 

9.' In a. class B push-pull amplifier, a first vacuum tube 
having, a first_anode, control grid and cathode,a second 
vacuum tube having - a second anode, control grid and 
cathode, a first winding connected between said first 
cathode and said second cathode, a second. winding con
nected between said first anode and said second anode, 
said windings bifilarly wound with respect to one another, 
and physically immediately adjacent terminals of said 
winctings connected respectively to the _cathode -of one of 
said tubes and to the anode of the other of said tubes, a 
pair of output terminals for said amplifier extending from 
said second cathode and from a point of said first wind
ing separated from said second cathode by a predeter
mined finite impedance, an input circuit for said class B 
push-pull amplifier comprising a push-pUll amplifier 
driver stage having a push-pull output circuit, said push
pull output circuit balanced with respect to said second 
cathode, and means· for connecting said output circuit in 
balanced relation to the control electrodes of said class 
B push-pUll amplifier, said last means comprising a first 
connection from one side of said push-pull output circuit 
to one of said grids, and a further connection from the 
other side of said push-pull output circuit to the other of 
said grids, said further connection comprising a winding 
in series with said connection and bifilarly related to each 
of said first and second windings. 

10. The combination in accordance with claim 9, where
in said first connection from one side of said push-pull 
output circuit to one of said grids includes a winding in 
series with said one of said grids and bifilarly related to 
each of said first and second windings. 

11. The combination in accordance with claim 9, 
wherein said winding in series with said first connection 
includes the same number of winding turns as each of 
said first and second windings. 

10 
and cathode, means connecting said second cathode di
rectly "to 'ground, a first output winding connected direct
ly between said first and second-cathodes, a second output 
winding-connected directly between said first and second 

5' anodes, said windings substantially unity coupled and 
havihg two pairs of terminals, the terminals of either pair 
being at substantially the same A. C. potential due to the 
substantially unity coup!ing, means for connecting .the 

" terminals oione of said pairs to said, first anode and 
10 second c,athode respectively, means for connecting the 

terminals of the other of said_ pairs to said second anode 
and first cathode respectively, an input circuit for driving 
saidfir�t and, second control electrodes of said amplifier, 
said iIlput circuit including a driver network balanced 

15 with respeCt to ground; means responsive to said driver 
network for driving said first and second control electrode 
to cathode circuits equally and in balanced relation with 
respect to ground. 

14.' The combination in accordance _ with claim · 13, 
20' 

wherein is iIlcluded means'Jor adding in series with said 
secondcOntrbl electrode to cathode circuit a voltage sub
sta'ntially equal and"cophasal with the voltage across said 
first output winding. ' ' 

15. The cOmbination in accordance with claim 13, 
25 wherein is included means for introducing in series with 

,atleast :one of said� control electrode to cathode circuits a 
voltage counter-balancing at least a portion of the volt
age 'developed across said first output winding. 

30 ;:I6.iAn-ari1plifier, comprising a first amp]ifier device 
haVing- a- first control electrode, a first output electrode 
and aflrsfcommon electrode, a second amplifier device 
having a 'second control electrode; a second output elec
trode and a second common electrode, a first output trans-

35 ' fornier 'primary winding connected between said com
mori -electrodes, a second _ output transformer primary 
wIhding: connected between said output electrodes, said 
first and . second· primary windings· being- closely coupled 
and relatively wound to maintain said first output elec-

40 trode and said second common electrode at substantially 
the same A. C. potential, and to maintain said second 
output electrode and said first common electrode at sub
stantially the same A. C. potential, a source of B + volt
age connected directIy to only the first said output elec-

45 trode, and circuits for driving said control electrodes in 
push-pull balanced' relation relative to the instantaneous 
potentials of said common electrodes. 

17. The combination according to claim 16, wherein is 
provided means for maintaining only the second of said 

50 common electrodes at fixed reference potential. 
18. The combination according to claim 17, wherein 

said last-mentioned circuits comprise a source of push
pull drive voltage balanced with respect to said fixed 
reference potential, a first connection between one side 

55 of said source of push-pull drive voltage and said second 
control electrode, a further connection between the other 
side of said source of push-pull drive voltage and said 
first control electrode, said further connection including a 
further winding in series therewith, said further winding 

60 being substantially unity coupled to said output primary 
windings and arranged to reduce A. C. voltage variations 
between said first control electrode and said first com
mon electrode. 

12. The combination in accordance with claim 9, 
wherein said amplifier driver stage comprises first and 65 
second vacuum tube drivers having respectively at least 

19. The combination according to claim 18, wherein 
said further winding includes substantially the same num
ber of turns as said first winding. 

a cathode, anode and control electrode, and wherein said 
output circuit of said amplifier driver stage consists of 
balanced impedances connected between the cathodes of 
said first and second vacuum tube drivers and having a 70 
center point connected to said first mentioned second 
cathode. 

13. In a push-pull amplifier, a first vacuum tube having 
a first anode, control electrode and cathode, a second 
vacuum tube having a second anode, control electrode 75 

20. The combination according to claim 17, wherein 
said last-mentioned circuits -comprise a source of push
pull drive voltage balanced with respect to said reference 
potential, a first connection between one side of said 
source of push-pUll drive voltage' and said first control 
electrode, a second connection between the other side 
of said source of push-pull drive voltage and said second 
control electrode, and a winding in at least one of said 
connections, said winding being closely coupled to said 



1 1  
first winding and poled to reduce voltage variations be� 
tweerr said first control electrode and said first , common-
electrode. , _ ' . ,  

2 1 .  The combination according to claim 20, wherein 
is included a winding in each of said - connections;, each 5 
of said windings being, closely coupled to said first wind
ing, and poled to reduce A. Co voltage va:r:iations between 
saici first control electrode and said first comm�)II. elec� 
trode, and between said second control electrode and , 
said second common electrode. 10 

22. In an amplifier, a push"puil stage of amplification, 
said push-pull stage of amplification induding a first am
plifjring device· and a second amplifying device, each hav
ing at least a signal output electrode, "a signal input elec
trode, , and a common electrode, a, first transformer pri- " 15 
mary winding connected directly between said common 
electrodes,. whereby said commo!} " electrodes: are subject 
to relative A. C. voltage variations following said signal, 
a pUSh-pull drive source for driving said: input electrodes 
in "push-puU relation, and means for reducing said 1\. G. 20 
voltage variations as seen between control electrode and 
common electrode of each of said amplifying devices to 
substantiaily zero, wherein is further provided , a second 
transformer primary winding connected ' directly between 
said output electrodes and so coupled to and poled: with 25 
respect to said first primary winding as; to maintain sub
stantial equality of A. C. voltage between the common 
electrode of said first amplifying device and the output , 
electrode of said, second amplifying device and between 30 
the common electrode of said second amplifying device ' 
and the Cl1tPUt electrode of said first amplifying device • .  

one only of said common electrodes being connected, to 
a point at reference potential. 

23. In an amplifier, a push-pull stage of amplifiCation, 35 
said push-pull stage of amplification including a p.rst am� 
plifying device and a second amplifying device,· each, 
having at least a signal output electrode, a s"ignal input 

12 
electrode, , and a '  common electrode, a 'first transformer 
primarY winding . connected din;ctly between said com
mOn electrodes. wherebY said , common electrodes arc, 
sjlbject to rf,llative A. C. voltage variations following said 
signal; a :push-pull drive source for driving said input 
electrodes in push-Pull relation, and mearts for reducing 
sa(cl A, C. yoltage variations as seen between cotJ.tro}-elec
tr<XIe and comrnon electrode of each of said amplifying " 
devices to ' s)Jbstantially zero, wherein is further provided 
a second tmnsformer primary winding connected directly 
between said output electrodes and so coupled to· and 
poled with respect to said first primary winding as to 
maintain substantial equality of A. C. voltage between the , 
comm:C>il' electrO<ie of said first amplifying device and the 
output electrode ' 'of , said second amplifying , device and 
between the common electrode of said second amplifying 
device !md the OlltpUt electrode of said first amplifying "' 
device, and one only of said output electrodes beiilg- coik 
nected to' a point at fixed D. C. voltage. 
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1 2 
a portion of the envelope being broken away to 
show the interiOr .construction; 

This invention relates to electron discharge 
devices and methods of making the same. More 
particularly, it relates to products adapted for 
assembly line production with a minimum of 
hand operations. 

Figure 2 is an exploded view showing the inte
rior' parts of the tube of Figure 1 prior to their 

5 assembly; 
In the manufacture of electron discharge tubes 

of the prior art, it has been customary to make 
up individual units of the tubes, such as the cath
ode with heater, the grid and the other elements, 
and then to assemble them on a base to which 10 
an envelope was subsequently applied, sealed off, 
and evacuated. As the art has developed, the 
size of the tubes for ordinary amplification and 
detection has steadily decreased until, at the 
present time, some of the tubes are so small that 15 
hand assembly is highly impractical. Where the 
spacing of electrodes is critical, and it becomes 
more so in these very small tubes, hand methods 
of assembly are not only expensive, but very 
wasteful and rejections sometimes run as high 20 
as ninety per cent. The whole tendency of de
velopment has, therefore, been to accentuate the 
production difficulties and expenses so character
istic of hand assembly. 

The present invention co�ists primarily in 25 
producing a structure in which the elements are 
all suitably arranged to permit automatic ma
chine or jig assembly. The electrodes may be 
made of sheet or wire stock and passed through 
the machine to be cut off after being placed in 30 
position. In this way, nothing except possibly 
the heaters for the cathodes will require indi
vidual assembly. It, therefore, becomes possible 
to make up tubes by machine on an assembly line 
basis, with their characteristics substantially 35 
fixed and unvarying. 'l:'he number of rejects will 
be enormously reduced, and the replacement of 
damaged parts very readily provided for. Among 
the objects of this invention may be mentioned 
the production of an electron discharge tube 40 
capable of machine assembly, possessing precis
ion fixed spacing of the elements, mechanical 
stability, long life, SUbstantial freedom from mi
crophonic noise, and ready adaptation to particu- 45 
lar specialized problems. An important feature 
of the process is that it permits changes and var
iatisms in the product by simple machine ad
justment, without change in the basic process 

Figure 3 is a modification in which the spacing 
elements of the tubes are arranged to provide an 
unobstructed path for the . electron emission; 

Figure 4 is a modification in which means is 
provided for increasing the leakage path between 
electrodes in the assembled tube; 

Figure 5 is' a view .showing a modified scheme 
for clamping the insulating and control elements 
together; 

, 

Figure 6 is a view showing another method of 
increasing the leakage path between tube ele
ments, and a method of effectively placing the 
control grid close to the cathode; 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the interior 
structure of an electron discharge tube of modi
fied form, the envelope and base being removed; 

Figure 8 is a horizontal sectional view substan
tially on the line 8-8 of Figure 7; 

Figure 9 is a diagrammatic view of one form 
of apparatus suitable for carrying out methods 
embodying the present invention; 

Figure 10 is a detailed view of the mechanism 
for varying the spacing of the grid wires as they 
are fed to the machine of Figure 9; 

Figure 11 is a detail view of a base to which 
are attached both terminals and prongs, this base 
being suitable for hopper feeding in the appara
tus of Figure 9; and 

Figure 12 is a perspective view showing the 
structure of Figure 1 with' certain of the grid 
wires laid parallel to the axis of the cathode to 
minimize tube capacity. 

Referring first to Figure 1 of the drawings, ref
erence character 15 designates an envelope of 
conventional type, capa,ble of construction by any 
improved practice found in the art. 16 desig-
nates a base, to which the envelope 15 is sealed, 
the -base being of any suitable insulating mate
rial. Mounted within the envelope is an assembly 
composed of a plurality of frame elements 11, 
which may be of any suitable insulating mate-
rial, these elements being assembled as indicated, 
with electrodes and terminal leads placed be
tween them and secured in place by clamps lB. 

or mechanism for performing it. 
Other advantages will appear from the follow

ing description when read in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, in which-

50 This manner of clamping insures permanent and 
effective electrical contacts, and maintains the 
electrodes under sufficient tension to discourage 
sagging and other changes which might alter the 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an electron 
discharge tube embodying the present invention, 55 

characteristics of the tube. 
The relation of the parts in the assembly of 
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3 
FigUre 1 will be clearly undel'Stood from reference 
to F'!gure 2, in which the exploded view indicates 
tne position of the various parts prior to their 
assembly in the unit. As here indicated, the 
frame elements 11 are square in cross section, I 
but it is obvious that in practice they may assume 
various forms. For example, they may be cir
cular in form. The unit may be embodied in any 
suitable type of structure without regard to the 
number of elements used. For example, it may 10 
be a triode. However, since the problem of clear
ances becomes increasingly acute as the number 

4 
that each of the frame elements 11 has the same 
cross sectional area. Inasmuch as the electron 
beam from the cathode tends to diverge as it trav-
els away from the cathode, FigUre 3 indicates a 
scheme whereby the effect of this divergence may 
be ut1l1zed to increase the emclency of the tube. 
In Figure 3, reference character 11 indicates a 
frame element similar to the frame element shown 
in Figures 1 and 2, the two first frame elements 
holding a cathode 21 with an emitting surface 
32. Interposed between a second frame element 
11 and a larger successive frame element 33 is 

the control grid 23, corresponding to that of Fig
ure 2. Here, the next frame element is desig-

of control elements is increased, and since the 
problem appears in an accentuated form in the 
pentode, a pentode has been here illustrated, 15 nated 34 and it cooperates with the frame ele

ment 33 in holding the screen grid 25. The next 
frame element 35, which is of still greater diame
ter than the element 34 cooperates with the frame 

In Figure 2, reference character 19 indicates 
the usual plate, which is disposed at the most 
remote position from the cathode 2 1  with its 
heater 22. Reference character 23 designates 
the control grid having a terminal connection 24. 20 
25 is the high voltage or screen. grid, having a 
terminal plate 26, and 21 is the cathode or sup
pressor grid having a terminal plate 28. As indi
cated, these parts shown in FigUre 2 are assem
bled in abutting relation and secured together by 25 
the clamps 18 (Fig. 1), thus holding the parts in 
properly spaced relation for emcient operation, 
the spacing being predetermined by the thickness 
of the various frame elements 11 .  When securely 
clamped together, these frame elements hold the 30 
parts in fixed position, with all of the electrodes 
under tension. This not only insures good elec
trical contact, but maintenance of proper con
tact and of proper tension in the various ele
ments throughout the life of the tube. Another 36 
advantage of this structure is that if· any of the 
elements should fail: if, for example, the heater 
22 should be burned out, it would be possible to 
dismantle the assembly, replace the burned-out 
heater element and reassemble the parts, with- 40 
out altering the characteristics of the tube and 
without wasting any of the parts which make up 
the assembly. It would be necessary merely to 
replace the. envelope, seal it and evacuate the 
tube in the case of a tube of the vacuum type. 45 
If the structure should be a tube of the gas-filled 
type, reassembly WOUld, of course, require a new 
filling of gas in order to make the structure oper
ative. 

After the clamps 18 are secured in position and 50 
the assembled unit placed on the base 16. the en
velope 15 may be placed, evacuated or filled with 
gas, and then sealed Off. 

In FigUre I, the various terminals carried by 
the base 16 are indicated generally by the refer- 55 
ence character 29. Each of these terminals is 
secured in the base 16 and has a lead 3' contacted 
with its respective connector place. and is held 
in position without soldering or welding, by the 
clamping together of the assembled unit made up 60 
of the various frame elements, together with the 
electrodes. Obviously welded or soldered con
tacts may be used if desired. Control electrodes 
fabricated in this manner are characterized by 
having a single point electrical contact between 65 
each wire and the terminal plate. Hence, the 
electrode wires are never short circuited and no 
paths are afforded for the fiow of circulating or 
eddy currents. It is possible in a structure of 
this type to utilize the plate 19 as an end closure 70 
for the unit. When so used this plate could func
tion readily to radiate heat and thus cool the 
tube. 

It is indicated in Figures 1 and 2 that the cross 
section of the tube is rectangular or square and 16 

element 34 to hold the plate 21. In this figUre. 
the structure illustrated is a screen grid triode. 
and the frame elements are held together in a 
manner similar to that indicated in Figure 1. It 
will be seen that the divergence of the electron 
flow path is such that the major portion of the 
electrons emitted from the emitting surface 32 
will strike the plate 21, whereas. if the frame ele-
ments 33, 34 and 35 were of the same diameter 
as the element n. substantial numbers of these 
electrons would strike the frame elements and 
be deflected or absorbed instead of striking the 
plate directly as in the case of the structure of 
Figure 3. This arrangement has the additional 
advantage of providing a convenient means for 
tying the electrodes together in a double tube 
structure when a complete set of electrodes is 
disposed on each side of the cathode. 

Figure 4 illustrates a further modified struc-
ture, in which the frame element 11 has the same 
structure as that indicated in Figures 1 and 2, 
but means is provided in the form of a n  insulated 
element 28a interposed between the plate 21 and 
the two frame elements Ila and llb, to increase 
the leakage path between the plate 21 and the 
screen grid 25. By the use of an insulating mem
ber of this character. which would necessarily 
assume a configUration similar to that of a frame 
element 11, it becomes possible to decrease the 
spacing between the various electrodes without 
decreasing the leakage path between them. Fig
ure 4 not only shows the element 28a, but it indi
cates how the various frame elements may be 
grooved as indicated at 39 to assist in holding the 
electrodes under tension when the frame elements 
are assembled and clamped together. Here the 
terminals 40 are round as indicated. 

Figure 5 is a partial sectional view similar to 
that of Figure 4. but showing a modified struc
ture whereby the clamping action between the 
variol1l3 frame elements is increased. Here the 
frame elements designated 4 1  have curved faces 
42 adjacent their points of contact with the vari-
ous electrodes. This arrangement may be advan
tageous when the electrode material is cut off by 
machine shears as in FigUre 9. 

Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure 5 of a still 
further modified construction which makes it 
posGible to space the electrodes closely, and par
ticularly the control grid with respect to the elec
tron emitting surface, without decreasing the 
leakage path between electrodes. Here, this re
sult is accomplished by substituting for one of 
the frame elements 11 a special frame element 
43, carrying a rib 44, which contacts with the 
electrode, in this instance the control grid 23. 

It is indicated above that the grid electrodes 
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are all of tensioned wire. This may be true also Referring now to Figure 7, the reference char-
of the plate. The fact that the wires are assem- acters 5 I and 52 designate insulating plates which 
bled under tension and supported at both ends may be of mica or other similar material held 
makes it unnecessary to rely upon the stiffness in spaced relation by insulating or metal posts 
of the material for support. Consequently a wire 5 53, 54, 55 and 56. Since this figure represents 
of smaller gauge and, hence, of greater efficiency a double structure, the two mica sheets 5 I and 52 
may be used. While wire is the preferred mate- are secured together by eight pairs of these in-
rial it is obviou.sly practicable to use woven mesh, sulating posts, each terminating in the mica 
photo-etched or perforated sheet stock as elec- sheets 51 and 52. The two plates 19 are sup-
trode material, and such use is contemplated 10 ported by the posts 53. These posts when made 
when it is expedient. Where wires are used in of ceramic material, such as glass, may have the 
building up the grids, the wire spacing may be plates 'Secured together by a slight fusion of the 
varied as desired to produce tubes having vari- glass to form overhanging gripping lips. Simi-
able mu characteristics. The wire grid struc- larly, the suppresser or space charge grids 21 are 
ture also has a marked advantage over prior 15 supported by the posts 54. Posts 55 support the 

. art structures in that the wires are not short two high voltage or screen grids 25, and posts 
circuited, and hence do not cause circulating or 56 support externally the two control grids 23, 
eddy currents to flow. Where grid wires are and internally the cathode 2 I, with the en-
wound about conducting posts and welded at each closed heater 22. The cathode must be mounted 
point of contact, as in the usual practice, numer- 20 in an insulating sheet to insulate it from the posts 
OllS paths for the flow of undesirable eddy cur- 56 and thus prevent short circuit of the control 
rents are formed. grids. The relation of these parts is indicated 

In Figure 2 it is indicated that the electrode more clearly in the horizontal section of Figure 
wires in adjacent electrodel;> are parallel, but 8, and it will be seen that each of the emitting 
alternate lSets may be made parallel to the axis 25 surfaces of the cathode 2 I is directed against one 
of the cathode in order to cut down the tube of the two 'Sets of grids and plates. In such a 
capacity, especially at high frequencies. For ex- structure the two grids 23 will be electrically con-
ample, and as indicated in Figm'e 12, the wires nected. Similarly, the two grids 25 will be elec-
of grid 25 might extend parallel to the indicated trically connected and similarly for grids 21, 21 
position of contact strip 25. In this way no 30 and plates 19, 19. This arrangement then is con-
wires would contact an insulating frame directly nected as a single pentode. 
in line with similar wires of the next electrode When the posts 53, 54, 55 and 56 are of metal 
contacting their frame. The position of the the electrode wires may be welded to them. 
contact strip 26 would, of course, have to be ap- Welding surfaces can be inserted between the 
proximately changed to make it cross the wires. 35 paraliel electrodes and pressure applied dUring 
This structure is produced by placing the wires the welding. The wires and posts may then be 
alternately vertically and horizontally, observing cut off. The bottom plate 5 I may be attached to 
the relation of the wires of grid 25 to other con- a· conventional tube base and connections made 
ductors as indicated above. substantially as in Figure 1. This welded as-

The structure so far described involves a radi- 10 sembly may be made in a process similar to that 
cal departure from the usual practice in mak- shortly to be described. 
ing vacuum tubes. While the basic underlying The two mica spacer plates 5 I and 52 may be 
idea is that of making each of the electrodes uni- enclosed in the usual glass envelope having a 
planar and in placing all of the electrodes in the base carrying prongs which arc connected by 

assembled structm.:: under tenGion and in paral- 45 leads from the various electrodes and control 

lel spaced relation so as to permit continuous or elements of the tube structure. It is also pos-
jig assembly, this arrangement involves the use sible, by making the sheets 5 I and 52 of glass to 
of specially-constructed parts such as the frame complete the envelope by welding a glass strip 

elements. It ifS possible however, to make use of around the periphery of the assembly shown. 

stock materials of types which are available ac- 50 The structure may be readily shielded by the ad-
cording to present practice, and to assemble them dition of shielding plates as indicated at 50, or 
by machine, so as to accomplish many of the these may be omitted. 

advantages of the present invention and to elim- It will be seen that structurally the arrange-

inate the disadvantages of prior art structures. ment of Figure 7 is quite similar to that of Fig-

A completed tube unit, assembled in this way is 55. ures 1 and 2, in that an of the elements are uni-

indicated in perspective in Figure 7, Figure 8 planar, all of the planes are parallel in the fin-
being a horizontal section to indicate more clearly ished tube, and all grid wires are under tension 
how the various elements are placed. In the and supported at both ends. This eliminates all 

structures of Figures 1 and 2, it has been indi- grid wire winding operations and insures uni-

cated that the tube employs a single set of elec- 60 form spacing of the parts while making it pos-
trodes in combination with the cathode. It is, sible to adapt the arrangement to continuous as-
however, possible to duplicate the structure and sembly line construction or for assembly on a 

embody the functions of two tubes in one, suitable jig. Figures 7 and 8 show a structure 
using a single cathode having two emitting sur- in which raw sheet and wire stock may be uti-

faces on opposite faces. In other words, it is 65 lized and adapted to the scheme indicated in 
possible to duplicate in Figure 2, to the left of Figures 1 and 2. 
the cathode 2 I, a set of grids as indicated on the While devices of the present invention are 

right: and a plate, so that the tube will embody capable of fabrication in numerous ways, the 

a single cathode, six grids and two plates. Fig- particular advantage of these structures lies in 

ures 7 and 8 indicate how this double structure 70 the fact that they are suitable for assembly line 

can be carried out without radical departure from construction, especially where the control ele-

present Pia.;:;��:;e, h1 .• t "c'�-,;e;rjng substantial bene- ments of the tubes, such as the plates and the 

fits which are chara-:.:eristic of the improved various grids, are made up of continuous bar 

practice contemplated according to the present or strip material. It is possible to make up the 

invention. 75 cathodes from continuous strip material which 
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is punched at intervals to receive a heating ele
ment, and the heaters may be assembled In the 
strip so that the strip as a whole, carrying the 
heater elements, may be fed to the machine. This 
will be more clearly understood from a reference 5 
to Figure 9 of th\! drawings, in which reference 
character 61. designates a machine bed forming 

carry the leads already connected to the prongs 
as indicated in Figure 11. With the assembly 
thus completed as a. unit, a rotating cutting or 
shear, device indicated at 83 swings downwardly 
between units to sever the grid, plate and cath
ode strips, thus releasing a completed unit as in-
dicated. This assembly takes place continuous
ly so long as the hoppers are kept filled with ma
terial, and so long as ship material and bar stock 
is fed into the raceway. While the terminal 
members 18 are indicated as being fed in fin-

a race way between two sets of feeding belts, one 

ished form from the hopper 11, it will be· under
stood that they may be fed from continuous bar 
stock and cut off as soon as the assembly passes 

of them, designated 62, being driven from one of 
the pulleys 63. A similar belt is disposed at the ]0 
back of the machine, so that the two of them 
form a converging throat, terminating between 
two spaced parallel guide members U, secured to 
the base of the machine as indicated in the draw
ings. 15 the hopper 11. It is also to be understood that 

suitable mechanism will be utilized for actuating 
the parts disclosed, but since actuating mecha
nism of this type is . well known in the art, it is 
not illustrated in the drawings. When the units 

Mounted at the incoming end of the raceway 
are a plurality of combs 66, pivoted about hori
zontal pivots 61, on the machine base. The de
tails of this comb arrangement are shown in Fig
ure 10. where it is indicated that the perfora
tions 68. through which the grid wires pass, pro
vide for maximum spacing of these wires by ad
justing the position of these combs. A$ indi
catedin dotted lines in Figure 10, the spacing can 
be varied to suit requirements; that is, the spac
ing decreases as the comb approaches a horizon
tal position. Suitable clamping means with cali
brated spacing indicators may be provided to hold 
these combs in any adjusted position. For sim
plicity, these clamping means are omitted from 
the illustration . 

. This apparatus produces a double pentode 
structure of the type shown in Figures 1 and 2 

·.Jf the drawing S. except that the parts are dupli
cated as in Figures 7 and 8. Passing into the 
throat from suitable reels is a strip of cathode 
material 11 containing the heater elements as 
indicated more clearly in Figure 2 of the draw
ings. The line of separation between the indi
vidual cathodes is indicated, but the severance is 
not complete. Passing outwardly from this cen
tral cathode are sets of parallel moving grid 
wires 12 of the control grid, 13 of the screen grid, 
and 14 of the suppresser or space charge grid. 
The plate material appears at 15. 

The continuous strip material be it wire or 
sheet stock, may be de-gassed by heating in an 

inert atmosphere in accordance with known prac
tice before it enters the machine. 

20 are completed, they may be placed in an enve
lope ready for sealing off, and will then appear 
as in Figure 1. While the process has been de
scribed in connection with a double pentode hav
ing an internal structure corresponding to that 

25 shown in Figures 1 and 2, it will be obvious that 
it may be adapted to the manufacutre and as
sembly of various arrangEments indicated in the 
drawings including the form shown in Figures'"1 
and 8. The addition of the envelopes and the :;eal-

30 ing off may otlviously comprise steps in the proc
ess of Figure 9. 

It will be clear from the foregoing description, 
that the present invention offers numerous ad� 
vantages over prior art schemes. It makes it 

35 possible for the first time to assemble electron 
discharge devices by a continuous process which 
insures uniformity of product. espeCially as re
gards spacing of the elements with respect to 
each other. This is important, particularly in 

40 tubes of small sizes and 'those having five elec
trodes where the clearances are critical and 
highly important. It will also be understood that 
while the invention has been described as being 
carried out by a continuous method of assembly, 

45 it will be possible to assemble the elements by 
means of jigs, upon which the various operating 
parts are set up. Here, again, the advantage of 
using raw stock will be· apparent. The invention, 
therefore, not only offers the advantage of high 

50 speed production with improved efficiency and 
material reduction in labor costs, but it will also 
result in a material saving in the number of re
jects and, consequently, in a marked decrease in 

Disposed above the throat of the machine is a 
hopper 16, through which are fed sets of frame 
elements 11 sufficient in each layer to produce a 
double pentode as indicated. When a set of in
sulating elements is fed downwardly between the 
spaced strips of element material, the assembly 55 
passes forward continuously until it is disposed 
under a second hopper 11, from which are fed 
the sets of lead wires which are adapted to b\.. 
clamped into the assembly so as to insure good 
electrical contact between the leads and the con
trol elements of the units. After the assembly 
passes the hopper 11, the mechanism causes the 
side rail 64 to be swung inwardly sufficiently to 
compact the frame elements and to bring them 

the cost of production for both reasons. 
The invention has been described in the form 

of two embodiments of the electron discharge 
device and a single method of assembly. but it 
will be understood that the invention is not so 
limited, and it is intended that the following 

60 claims shall be construed broad enough to cover 
all equivalent structures so long a� they are clear 
of the prior art. It ·is to be understood that the 
concept of manufacturing tubes having their 
electrodes under tension is a broad concept which 

in close contact with the leads 18, whereupon 
clamping material 81 is fed across the guideway 
by any suitable means. The forming members 
19 operate by swinging upwardly to engage and 
bend the clamps about the frame elements, as in
dicated at 81. Similar forming members (not 
shown) will be used· above the frames to bend the 
top clamps down. At this time, bases 16, which 
may have the contact prongs already applied to 
them, are fed downwardly from a hopper 82 and 
dropped into position. Those bases may also 

65 when coupled with the machine assembly herein 
shown and described is not limited to the precise 
tube configuration disclosed. Consequently, the 
present disclosure is intended to be generic and to 
cover variations in the design when this tension 

70 arrangement Is present. 
What I claim is: 
1. The method of assemblying electron dis

charge tubes, which comprises passing a plurality 
of insulating elements in parallel spaced relation 

76 along a guideway. placing electrode elements be-
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tween adjacent insulating elements during tht'!ir 
travel through said guideway, placing contact ele
ments between each electrode and one of t�le ad
jacent insulating elements, clamping the insulat
ing elements together to place said electrodes un- (; 
der tension between them, and then cutting off 
the protruding portions of the electrode and con
tact elements, and sealing the assembly in an 
envelope. 

2. The method of continuously assembling 10 
electron discharge tubes which comprises pass
ing insulating elements along a passageway in 
spaced relation to one another and juxtaposed 
for subsequent assembly, feeding strip material 
along said passageway between said insulating 15 
elements, feeding contact material between each 
electrode and one of the adjacent insulating ele
ments, clamping the insulating elements and 
electrodes into closely engaging relation to bring 
the electrodes under permanent tension, cutting 20 
off the electrode material adjacent the face of 
the insulating elements, placing a base on the 
projecting contacts and cutting off the contacts, 
and then sealing the assembly in an envelope. 

3. The method of manufacturing electron dis- 25 
charge tubes which comprises feeding insulating 
spacing elements and electrodes in parallel rela
tion through a passageway, clamping said as
sembled elements together, cutting off the ex
cess material and then sealing the assembly in 30 
an envelope. 

4. The method of continuous assembly of elec
tron discharge tubes, which comprises feeding 
strip material for electrodes through a passage
way with interspersed ring-like insulating ele- 35 
ments, cutting off the electrode materials where 
they extend beyond the area subtended by the 
insulating elements, feeding terminal etements 
between each electrode and one of the insulating 
elements, clamping the insulating elements to- 40 
gether to place the electrodes in contact with 
their terminals and placing the electrodes under 
tension, cutting off the terminals, attaching a 
base to said terminals, and then sealing the as
sembly in an envelope. 41S 

5. The method of continuously assembling an 
electron discharge tube, which comprises, feed
ing into a passageway parallel, spaced, frame
like Insulating elements with interposed electrode 
material in continuous strips, clamping the ISO 
stacked assembly of electrodes and insulating 
elements together, and then cutting off the 
projecting ends of the electrode material. 

6. A method of continuous machine assembly 

10 
discharge tube electrode unit including a plural
ity of electron tube. control electrodes which com
prises continuously feeding a plurality of par-
allel groups of parallel spaced wires from a. con
tinuous source, feeding spaCing elements between 
adjacent groups of wires and caUSing them to 
advance with the wire groups, securing all of the 
wires of each group with interposed spacing ele
ments together at two longitudinally spaced 
points while said wires are maintained under 
tension, and then cutting off the wires so secured 
to sever them from the source and thus free a 
completed unit. 

8. 'l'he method of manufacturing an electron 
discharge tube electrode unit including a plural
ity of electron tube control electrodes simUl
taneously whiCh comprises feeding a plurality of 
groups of wires in parallel spaced relation from 
a continuous source, feeding spacing means be-
tween adjacent wire groups for maintaining each 
group in laterally spaced relation to each other 
group, advancing the spacing means with the 
wire groups, securing all of the wires of each 
group in the parallel spaced relation in which 
they are fed and at two longitudinally spaced 
pOints, and simultaneously securing all of the 
groups and spacing means together, and then 
severing the wires from the source to form a 
complete assembled unit. 

9. The method of manufacturing an electron 
discharge tube unit including a plurality of elec
tron tube control electrodes simultaneously which 
comprises feeding a plurality of groups of wires 
in parallel spaced relation from a continuous 
source, feeding spacing elements of insulation 
between adjacent wire groups for maintaining 
each wire group in laterally spaced relation to 
each other group, advancing the spaCing ele
ments with the wire groups, feeding conducting 
elements between the wire groups to form elec
trical connections between the wires of each 
group, clamping the wire groups, condUcting ele
ments and spacing elements together to form a 
unit, and then severing the wires from the source. 

FRANK H. McINTOSH. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

A dome loudspeaker including a yoke assembly con
sisting of a flat plate having an opening and a U
shaped member having its arm ends secured to the flat 
plate, a cylindrical magnet being secured to the cross 
arm of the U-shaped member adhesively, the cavity 
formed by the U-shaped member being packed with 
tiberglass pads and sealed by end plates, a flexible 
dome being secured adhesively to a voice coil wound 
on an aluminum form and these being secured to a 
mounting plate, which is arranged to be precisely spa
tially related to the yoke assembly, with intervening 
padding of tiber-glass to provide damping, the dome 
being covered with a perforated cover separated from 
the dome by a tiber-glass pad. 

9 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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DOME LOUDSPEAKER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTIO
'N 

2 
radiator 13,and a voice' coil J4, secured to the dome 
radiator 13. Located between the magnet assembly 10 
and the concave side of radiator 13 are two pads of 
fiber-glass 15 and 16. The mounting ring assembly has 

Dome loudspeakers are well known in the art. A 5 three small openings 17, which fit over nipples 18 on 
typical such speaker is that disclosed in the U.S. Pat. to the magnet assembly which serve jointly to precisely 
Hecht, No. 3,328,537, issued June 27, 1967,That pa- locate the mounting ring Ilwith respect to the magnet 
tent employs a spider Qf rubber.Jike material, which is assembly 10. A perforated cover plate 20, having a 
highly compressible and lies 011 top of a pole piece, and concave configuration is secured over the radi,ator 13, 
has legs extending downwardly along the pole piece. 10 and is separated from the radiator 13. by a fiber-glass 
The spider is embraced by a voice coil, which is at- pad 21, having a central aperture 2Ia, The magnet 
tached to a dome radiator, and the spider permits ex- assembly 10 has .dimensions of 3 inches . . X 4 inches, 
cursioris of the voice coil. The structure is esseritially overall. The radiator 13 is fabricated of resilient paper 
undamped and, therefore, has resonances, and because of appropriate stiffness or resilience, as is usual in the 
of the spider structure, the voice coil and dome are 15 art of loudspeakers generally. 
capable of only slight excursions. Further, in Hecht, a The mounting ring. 11 includes a tab. extension 22, 
voice coil is secured to a flange extending from the (FIGS. I, 6 and 7), to which are secured a pair of termi-
dome radiator, by cementing a few'turns of the voice nal pins 23. 
coil to the flange, but the voice coil is otherwise un- The dome radiator 13 and its voice coil 14 are iIIus-
mounted. The voice coil is therefore readily deform- 20 trated. in, detail in FIG. 5 of the accompanying draw-
able or detachable from its mounting flange, in re- ings. The radiator 13 includes an ann,Jlar skirt 24, to 
sponse to'large pulses. 

. 
which is connected a light nonmagnetic metallic cylin-

. 
In accordance with the present inventi6n; the coil is drical coil support 25. The voice coil 14 is wound on 

wound on a-metallic non-magnetic form which is ce- the support 25, well spaced from, the -skirt l4, and is 
mented over a large area joint directly to the dome, and 25 cemented. to the skirt. From the skirt 24 extends an 
no separate spider is employed. The voice coil itself is 
well spaced from the dome, and is, therefore, located in 
a maximum area of uniform magnetic flux, and greater 
excursions of the dome are achievable, with complete 
safety, than is possible in the case of the Hecht device. 
Further, the dome itself is fabricated of paper, having 
no interstices. The dome is damped both exteriorly and 
interiorly by fiber-glass packing, to avoid reasonances. 

annular corrugation 26 and a flat annular extension 27, 
the dome radiatorl3 and the corrugation 26 and exten
sion 27 being integral or of one piece design. Leads 28 
extend from the voice coil 14 to the terminal pins 23 

30 (FIGS. I and 7), the cover plate 20 being provided with 
a rise 29 ,(FIGS. I and 3) to accommodate the tops of 
the pins 23 and the tab 22. The apertured pad 21 then 
assures that sound will be radiated entirely via the per
forations 32 in the cover plate 20, and the configura-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 35 tion of the cover plate assures that it will be correctly 
A dome loudspeaker having an enclosure formed by covered with respect to the mounting ring 11. 

a magnet and yoke assembly which is packed with The magnet assembly 10 is illustrated in detail in 
fiber-glass, and having a dome formed of paper and FIGS. 2 and 4 of the accompanying drawings, and in-
having a corrugated annular extension secured to a cludes a pole plate 35, to which is secured a keeper 36, 
solid mounting, to enable extensive motion of the dome 40 the plate 35 including a circular opening 37, through 
with respect to the yoke assembly, the voice coil of the which extends a cylindrical slug magnet 38 leaving 
speaker being wound on a metallic cylinder which in clearance for voice coil 14, and on the free end of slug 
turn is directly adhered to the dome, both the interior magnet 38 is secured a pole cap 39. As best shown in 
and the exterior of the dome being packed with fiber- FIG. 4, the innermost end of slug magnet 38 engages 
glass. 45 and is secured to the inner face of keeper 36, and the 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

FIG. I is an exploded view in side elevation of the 
several components which are assembled to form a 
loudspeaker according to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is an exploded view in perspective of a yoke 
and magnet assembly, used in the system of FIG. I; 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of a cover plate, included in 
FIG. I; 

FIG. 4 is a view in transverse section taken on the line 
4-4 of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a view in section of a dome radiator and coil 
assembly employed in the speaker of FIGS. 1-3; 

FIG. 6 is a disassembled view in side elevation of a 
dome and of its mounting plate, employed in the 
speaker of FIG. I; and 

FIG. 7 is a plan view of the structure of FIG. 6. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. I of the accompanying drawings, 
10 is a magnet assembly for a dome loudspeaker. Se

cured to the magnet assembly 10 is a mounting ring ll, 
having a central opening 12, in which is secured a dome 

pole cap 39 secured to the other end of magnet 38 is 
positioned within opening 37 in spaced coaxial relation 
to said opening 37 to provide an annular clearance for 
reception of voice coil 14, with the free surface of pole 

50 cap 39 extending parallel to the faces of pole plate 35. 
The keeper 36 is U-shaped and its arms are welded to 
pole plate 35. Through the open sides 40 of the keeper 
36 are inserted fiber-glass pads 41, which surround the 

slug 38. The open sides 40 are then sealed by end plates 
55 42, so that the entire cavity containing the slug 38 is 

sealed and heavily damped acoustically, removing cav
ity resonances. 

What I claim is: 
1. A dome loudspeaker, including a permanent mag-

60 net, a pole plate, a U-shaped keeper having arms 
welded to said pole plate and open sides formed by said 
arms, closure plates for said open sides, a dome, a voice 
coil secured to said dome, said voice coil extending 
between said permanent magnet and said pole plate, 

65 and means securing said dome at its edges to said pole 
plate. 

2. The structure of claim I including acoustic damp
ing material disposed about said permanent magnet 
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within the enclosure formed by said keeper, said pole 
plate, and said closure plates. 

3. The structure of claim 2 wherein said permanent 
magnet is of substantially cylindrical configuration, one 
end of said cylindrical magnet engaging said keeper 5 
and the other end of said cylindrical magnet being 
disposed closely adjacent said pole plate in spaced 
relation thereto. 

4. The structure of claim 1 wherein said voice coil 
extends around the peripheral edge of said dome. 10 

4 
U-shaped keeper having arms secured to said pole plate 
and open sides formed by said arms, said pole plate 
including a central circular opening, a cylindrical slug 
magnet coaxial with said opening, one end of said mag
net being in engagement with said V-shaped keeper, a 
pole cap secured to the other end of said slug magnet, 
said pole cap being disposed in coaxial spaced relation
ship with said opening and having a free surface paral
lel to said pole plate, end plates secured to the open 
sides of said keeper to form an enclosure for said slug 
magnet, acoustic damping material located within said 
enclosure around said slug magnet, a mounting ring on 
said pole plate, a pair of terminal pins on said mounting 

5. The structure of claim 4 wherein said voice coil is 
wound about a cylindrical coil support, said coil sup
port having substantially the same diameter as said 
dome and being secured to the peripheral edge of said 
dome. 

6. The structure of claim 1 wherein said means for 
securing said dome to said pole plate includes means 
for accurately locating said dome relative to said pole 
plate. 

15 ring, a dome radiator, said dome radiator having inte
gral therewith an annular flange, a coil support secured 
to said annular flange, a voiCe coil wound on said coil 
support and having leads extending to said pair of ter
minal pins, the periphery of said dome radiator further 

7. The structure of claim 6 whrein said securing 20 

means includes a ring-shaped mounting plate for at
taching said dome to said pole plate, said locating 
means comprising a plurality of spaced projections 
outstanding from one of said plates and a plurality of 
complementarily shaped and positioned apertures in 25 
the other of said plates. 

8. The structure of claim 1 including fiber-glass 
packed into both the interior of, and about the exterior 
of, said dome. 

including an integral annular corrugation and a flat 
annulus located outwardly of said annular corrugation, 
said flat annulus being secured to said mounting ring, 
said voice coil extending between said pole cap and 
said pole plate coaxially with said opening in said pole 
plate, a perforated cover plate for said dome radiator, 
acoustic damping material located interiorly of said 
dome radiator between said dome radiator and said 
pole cap, and acoustic damping material located exteri
orly of said dome radiator between said dome radiator 

9. A dome loudspeaker comprising a magnet assem
bly, said magnet assembly including a pole plate, a 

30 and said perforated cover plate. 
* * * * * 
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Realistic Audio Engineering 
Philosophy 

NORMAN H. 'CROWHURST* 

The author presents the why's and wherefore's of the Unity-Coupled circuit which is the basic differ
ence between Mclntosh and other amplifiers, and according to the author it exemplifies the progres-
sive approach to amplifier design. ' . 

T

HERE SEEll TO BE two basic appl'oa�'hE'S 
to the design of an amplifier, In one 

• 

a price is decided upon, according to 
the intt'nded

'
market, and then diiferent 

circuits � in,estigated, with ('3reful 
cost comparisons, to find out how go.:>J 
the anlpliJier can be made within the 
price alrudy fixed upon. This approa�h 
may lead to extremely competiti,e pri�
ing of awplitiers but it is not conducive 
to progre:;si\'e design. Instead design is 
tied to old-established readily-obtair.able 
component.;;, and research iuto new <'Olll
ponents is to be avoided, 

Progrt';;:"i,-e design can[!ot be re,trideJ 
by "what has always been done," The 
original unity-coupling patent broke 
away frow accepted circuitry, and re
quired on� special component to do it
the bifilar-wound output transformer. 
Pentodes (or tetrodes ) had become estab
lished as the- most efficient way to achie,e 
output powt'r. Operated in Class B. the 
efficiency is e:ttremely attractivE', But 
certain distortions were previou,ly "in
herent" to this kind of circuit, Lnitv 
coupling resulted bt'eau5e its in,,,nto

-
r 

did not 3.�pt their inherent naturl'. but 
found nn eotfecti\'e way to eliminate them. 

This aTride does not aim to tell you 
that the lldntosh line of nmplirlers is 
the best. The often-asked question :lbout 
which is the- "best" ampliul'r is incapable 
of an ·CI,�"ali.fied answer. The )IrIntosh 
approneh is one ,'ery good way to !!lake 
amplifiers whose perfor!l;ance rates high, 
and it ex.mplifil's the 1'ealistic en;IDet'r
ing philosophy. But before gettir.g into 
the real '�t," one minor. but co=on, 
source of ronfusion needs clarifying: 
the word$ "'unity coupling" are applied 
to more than one circuit. Beside the 
circuit disea.ssed here, a ,ariety of single
ended pwds-pull also has this name. 

The so-ailled single-ended push-pull 
method o.f operation uses two tubl'S in 
the output, connected in series ht'tween 
B+ and B-_ (Fig. 1). In the quil'Scent 
condition, with no signal passing. half 
of the total B-supply ,oltage is across 
the upper tube and half across the lower 
tube. Driring the grid of one tuht' posi-

·'16-18 4I)t" .dt'e., Bay$ide 61, Y.Y. 

,---+-,p.. 1. 

v.�. SUPPl.Y+-,,4- v. 
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Fig. 1. Signal and supply current rela
tionships in the so-called single-ended 
push-pull circuit. This also has been 
called "unity coupled," but is not to be 
c:)Mfvsed with the circuit so named in 

this article, 

ti\'e and the other negative causes the 
�oltage distribution to change. Inter
posing a load ht'tween this center tap 

.- point and ground reference, which is at 
the ;.ame a.c. potential as either B + or 
B -, �auses a variation in current through 
the two tubl'S as well as a variation of 
voltage across them. In this way, by 
suitable matching, each tube works with 
a load line very similar to operation in 
llonnal push-pull. 

One major problem arises with this 
circuit because the reference point for 
the upper-tube grid is not ground while 
that for the lower one is. This means that 
the drive excursion provided for the 
lower tube has to be just thl! necessary 
grid drive, while that for the upper tube 
has to be the grid drive in addition to 
the audio output voltage. Thus an 1171-
balanced phase splitter is needed. This 
produces a circuit much more suscepti
ble to distortion than is the true push
pull arrangement, even when the correct 
load resistance is applied to the output. 
Practical operating conditions, of course, 
ne,er apply the true load resistor for 

which the amplifier is designed, but a 
loudspeaker, in which the load imped
ance de�iates with frequency and in
cludes reactive components. With this 
kind of a load, one tube producl'S all the 
output, while the other produces all the 
distortion. 

Some \'ariations of the single-ended 
push-pull circuit use a feedback com
pensating arrangement that readjusts 
the grid drive to the two tubes to balance 
out for this variation. Howe,er, even 
with such arrangements, the basic circuit 
introduces more distortion than the con
ventional push-pull arrangment. 

The redeeming feature in the claims 
made by the designers of the single
ended push-pull circuit is the large 
amount of feedback that can be applied, 
due to avoidance of the hitherto neces
sary output transformer. This design 
permits as much as 40 db of over-all 
feedback to be applied. Thus, even with 
distortion figurl.'s in the region of 40 per 
cent, it is possible to end up with a re
sultant distortion in the region of 0.4 
per cent, which looks quite an acceptable 
figure. But this figure o,erlooks two im
portant facts: (1) the nominal figure of 
0.4 per cent distortion is only obtainable 
1J.'orkirtg into a resistive load, such a 
circuit must inherently produce much 
more distortion when practical loads are 
applied; and (2) even the 0.4 per cent 
is relatively high distortion. 

The idea that avoidance of the output 
transformer has automatically freed us 
of many of the distortion problems that 
have come to be regarded as coincident 
with this component- is mere wishful 
thinking. Unity coupling, however, is 
built around a rather special kind of 
output transformer. 

Cia.... Operation 
For some time now it has ht'en realized 

that the most efficient output tube' to use 
is a pentode or ht'am tetrode, and fur
ther, the most efficient way of using a 
pair of output tubes is to work them in 
c:lasa B, or as near to this condition as 
possible, so that the quiescent current is 



Fig. 2. Effect of overbias of c1ass-B out
put tubes on waveform, showing cross

over distortion. 

a bigger output more effiriently than 
their earlier prederessors. The one fly in 
the ointment about using bt-alll t.ubes or 
pentodes in elass-B operation proves to 
Ix: the so-called '·notrh" di.,;tortion. Thill 
has ht't'n confused with crossover distor
tion hut it is not the saIDe thing. To 50me 
extent it is due to .• imilar rauses. Both 
distortions occur with tubes biased to 
operate in class-B. 

While notch distortion proves alm<>:!t 
impossible to avoid with pentode or beam 
tetrode output tubes, using normal trans
former construction methods, it is not 
limited to these tube types. The lower 

quite low and large plate current excur- plate resistance of the acti'l"e tube in a 
sions are only drawn when there is a push-pull triode circuit ran contributl' 
large audio signal. to the daUlping of the notch oscillation, 

One of the probll'llS of c1ass-B oper- which will not happen in the pentode 
ation is that incorrect bias can produce circuit. The notch is excited by the sud
a form of distortion known as crossover den transfer of plate current from one 
distortion: This is due to the fact that half of the primary winding to the other, 
transition from operation with one tube which triggers the resonance of the in
in one half cycle to the other tube during active winding, between its self-capaci
the other half eyele is not a smooth one. tance and the leakage inductance to other 
Crossover distortion shows up when the circuits. the secondary with its load. and 
tubes are o'l"er-biased so there is a short the other half primary· with its tube 
period during which neither tube con- plate resistance. 
ducts current. This produces the wave- The leakage inductance resonating 
form shown at Fig. 2. with primary capacitance is damped 

In the early days of class-B operation only hy the load resistance on the second
much was said about this form of dis- ary (usually in between the two pri
tortion, although it pro\·ed to be fairly maries) and by the plate resistance of 
easy to eliminate it by careful attention the tubes in shunt with the effecth·e 
to bias arrangment. Some of the early resonant circuit. (Fig. 3). Plate resist
elass-B amplifiers, using transmitting ance in a class-B circuit has a widely 
type triodes with higher-than-normal fluctuating value and in effect becomes 
plate-supply voltage, and extra high almost open circuit at the crossO'l"er 
grid bias to match, were extremely ef- point. which stimulates the resonant 
ficient amplifiers in the higher wattage circuit at the point where it is shock 
ratings. Howe'l"er, these amplifiers re- excited, especially when the exciting fre-. 
quil"ed e:ttremely carefully designed quency becomes higher so as to appr08('h 
dri'l"e as well as output transformers and more closely the resonant frequency. 
a 'l"ery well regulated plate supply . .And For this reason, with e'l"en a moder
the use of at least two transformers in ately well-designed output transformer 
the amplifier rendered them difficult for an amplifier employing pentodes or beam 
application of any degree of feedback, _ tetrodes in class-B push-pull would pro
although the distortion of well-designed duce notch distortion at frequencies from 
units was not more than that of well- 3000 cycles and up. It might be thought 
designed class-A amplifiers of the period. that o.er-all negative feedback would 

Impro,ed tube techniques led to the successfully eliminate the notch. But this 
use of pentodes and beam tetrodes more does not occur, because the resonant fre
extensi'l"ely as output tubes and ('ircuits quency of the notch itself is also at a 
employing these could certainly deliver point where the feedback stability char-

MAY lE ONE 01 T'NO NOTCHES AC
CORDING TO RELATIVE MAGNITUDE 

OF LEAKAGE COMI'ONENTS AND CA
'ACITANCE EFFECTS. 

LOAD 

RESISTANCE 
~ 

fig. 3_ Equivalent circuit of the quantities that cau.e "notch" distortion. 

[ 
Fig. ... How the l:iifilar.wound, unity
coupled circuit avoids the leakage flux 
transfer impul$e that causes notch dis
tortion. As plate current is equal to 
cathode current minus screen current, 
the effective current in both half-wind
ings (regarding the b ifi lar pair a. 0 

unit) is always equal. 

act er is tic approaches its marginal eondi
tion. This means that, at best, the feed
back will not impro\·e the notch distor
tion and, at worst, it may· considerably 
exaggerate it. 

Eliminating Notch Distortion 

How then can notch distortion be 
eliminated frow this kind of output 
('ircuit' Two ;teps can be taken towards 
this end: (a) to bring the resonant cir
cuit causing notch distortion nearer to 
critical damping; (b) to eliminate the 
excitation of the notch, due to the eiYec
ti'l"e transfer of current suddenly from 
one winding to another. 

l"sing straight pentode class-B oper
ation, it might be possible to reduce pri
mary capacitance by careful winding 
procedure. But this would merely push 
the notch fre:juency (i.e. its sharpness) 
out further. by raising the resonant fre
quency and correspondingly raising the 
point of marginal stability, where feed
back ceases to help. 

Reducing the leakage inductance, on 
the other hand. will increase the damp
ing provided by the load. While this 
might concei'l"ably eliminate notch dis
tortion into 11 resistance loaa, it might 
reappear when a reacti'l"e speaker load 
is used. 

Excitation of the notch occurs due to 
leakage indudance betu·een halves of 
the primary, so that transfer of current 
from one half to the other induces a 
'-oltage kick in this inductance. Part of 
the solution, then, rests in eliminating or 
minimizing the leakage inductance be
tween hal.es of the primary winding. 
Adequate �ults could probably be ob
tained by reducing the referred leakage 
inductance between primary halves tll a 
small fraction-in the region of 1/10-
of the leakage inductance between the 
primary and secondary. This method is 
necessary for a transformer intended for 
ultra-linear operation, if the ultra-linear 
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ing all output stage in itself rather than 
by oVl'r-all ft't'dback_ l'se of a tightly 
coupled arrangemt'nt, such as thi;;, mnkes 
the d('grt'e of linenri7.ation pra�tically 
ill(]ept'ntient of output loading. With 
normnl pl'ntodl' IIp .. ration, ('hanging the 
output loading ('811 change the feedback 
from its nOlllinal :!O ,Ih or so, up to o\"l�r 
40 dh-without taking into account pos
sible phn,;e (·ffeds. L"tilizing this method 
gets the dalllPing fat·tor above unity 
without any risk, and stabilizes the over· 
all fet'dbat·k to within a db or so (and 
phase to a few degrees). 

Fig. 5. How the bootstrap circuit works, by making the screen swing help produce 
the required gri? drive. Dashed portions of the small waveforms indicate the part 

during which the output tube shown is inactive and the other one takes over. 

The other advantage is that use of 
o;'-er-all feedback to linearize a distor· 
tion ba::;jrally produced hy the output 
stage deliberately distorta the �aveform 
handled by the relatirely linear part of 
the amplifier (hy as much as 40 per cent 
ill the example quoted earlier). By line
arizing the output stage as an entity, 

eounterpart of nott"h distortion (an even 
worse animal) is to be avoided. 

However, the approa�h adopted by 
Mclntosh is more oi the "brute force" 
type, by reducing the leakage inductance 
between primary hal\'es to vanishing 
point with the u..� of hifilar windings. 
At the same time the use of unity cou
pling makes a double step to pre,-ent 
any kind of load irom allowing e\"en a 
suspicion of notch distortion to return. 
(See Fig. 4). 

In the first place the significance of 
the term "primary half" is .. hanged. The 
primary winding is di,ided, not in two 
parts as in the normal push-pull, but 
into four parts. Tb. whole of the wind
ing connected in the cathode circuit is 
wound bifilar with tbe whole of the wind
ing connected in the plate and screen 
circuits. In this way an equal number of 
primary turns is interposed between 
cathode and ground as that between 
plate or screen and B plus. The cathode 
and screen of each tube are connected to
the same end of the bifilar pair while 
the plate is conneded to the opposite 
end. As the two windings are wonnd in 
such close proximity as to be virtually 
only one winding, this means that each 
of the tubes is eIfectively connected 
across the whole of the primary winding. 
When, during one peak of an audio 
signal, only one of the tubes is conduct
ing, the whole of the primary winding, 
in effect, is carrying the current of this 
tube, one half of one of the bifilar wind
ings carrying the plate current, while 
the other half of the other bifilar wind
ings is carrying the .. athode current (see 
Fig. 4). 
i This means the eJlective leakage in
ductance between the circuit that con
ducts during alternate half cycles, when 
transition takes pla� from one tube to 
the other, is so small as to be negligible. 
Leakage inductance between primary 
and secondary, of eourse, forms one of 
the parameters for the design of the 

o�er-all feedback network, but this does which is achieved by the use of a circuit 
not introduce any form of notch distor- such as. unity coupling, this problem does 
hon, becall.;e it is not interposed between not arise. Then the o,er-all feedback can 
these two) out.put tubes themselves. - - .. be used to reduce the residual low-order 

SO Per C.nt F.edback 

The �el'ond ad,antage of the unity 
coupling arrangmt'Dt is that it pro\-ides 
what lIlay be called 50 per I.'ent feedback. 
This means that the tJ of the plate circuit 
of the combined tubes is effedi,ely 0.5, 
and hl\lf the output voltage is developed 
betwl't'n cathode and ground and half 
bt'hvt't'o plate and B +. This reduct's 
fift!cti�e plate resistance "seen" by the 
c\�lllbint'd primary of the transformer to 
a point that constitutes more-than-criti
('al damping of the resonance primary 
capacitance and leakage inductance at all 
points on the waveform, and into all 
kinds of output load. 

As with other circuits of this type, a 
It'ry large grid swing is required to pro
-.ide the necessary grid-to-cathode dri�e 
,oltagt'. in addition to the cathode-to
ground half of the output voltage. This 
cathode degeneration also pro-.ides from 
12 to 15 db under nominal load, accord
ing to tube type and operating condi
tions chosen, of linearization. This re
sults in a damping factor between 4 and 
5 befort' any over-all feedback is applied 
(this will be slightly modified as we shall 
see latt'r, by the dri\'e arrangement). 

An intt'resting point to note here
not exclusive to this circuit-is that the 
damping factor of a pentode output 
stage, calculated on the usual basis of 
on-load gain, is approximately indepen
dent of the plate rt'Sistance of the tubes. 
..! gain reduction, onload, of 4: 1 (12 db) 
yields a damping factor of 4. The gain 
reduction of the c�uit without the load 
�ould be at least 20 db greater than the 
cl\lculated figure, �ause the gain of the 
tubes with open-circuit plate loading 
rises this much. 

There are two advantages to lineariz-

diStortion- present in the output circuit 
to an even lower percentage and to get 
an even higher damping factor. 

Grid-Drive Problems 

The next problem �ith this circuit is 
the high grid-drive ,oltage required be
cause of the cathode degeneration. The 
drive swing required is much more than 
that normally available at the plate of a 
preceding push-pull dri,er stage. The 
simplest way to overcome this problem 
(and by far the best) is to use the so
called boot-strap circuit. By coupling 
the top end of the dri,er plate resistors 
to the end of the primary winding of the 
transformer that SWill� positi,e when 
the grid dri"e requires to be positive, a 
form of positive feedback is achie,·ed. 
(Fig. 5). 

Assume the grid dri�e required, from 
grid to cathode, to be 30 ,oits and' the 
output voltage per tube 90 volts from 
cathode to ground and 90 volts from B + 
to plate or screen. This means the grid 
requires a total swing of 30 + 90 or 120 
volts. But by returning the plate-cou
pling resistor to the 90 ,olts ::;wing point, 
there is still only a 30-volt s�ing de
veloped across it. This means the effec
tive value of the resistor, from the view
point of the driver plate, is four times 
its actual value, because the audio cur
l'�nt flowing through the actual resistor 
is accompanied by an audio voltage at 
the plate four times the audio voltage 
developed across the resistor itself. 

From the d.c. point of view, the drop 
in the resistor is just that due to .  its 
actual value, because the d.c. voltage at 
each end of the plate and screen winding 
of the output transformer is sensibly the 
same as B +. Consequently this positive 
feedback effect enables a dynamic load 
line to be employed on the dri\"e tube of 
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Fig. 6. Operating 
conditions actually 
used in the 12BH7 
for the MC-30 am
plifier, showing 
how the boalstrap 
increases the avail
able swing the 
tube can handle, 
by a factor much 
more than it in-

creases its gain; 

need to have close tolerance to maintain 
uniform operating point.'!. 

�i J 
t-f---- MAXIMUM SWING . ___ --' .. i-l�l�� 

WITH 48 K DYNAMIC 

It has often been noted that r1ass-B 
output circuits often do not �u'" to gh·e 
so much output as circuits using nearer 
to class-A operation. using automatic or 
cl!thode-bias circuit.s. The reasvn for this 
is traced to what happens when overload 
hegins to occur. The automatic·bias cir
cuit self-corn pensates for o,erload by 
producing cathode degeneration of the 
overload component of the signal. With 
fixed-bias circuits, which have to be used 
for class-B operation, the cathode t?ircuit 
returns to ground. If the grids make any 
excursion positi,e at all, this will pro
duce a negative charge momentarily on 
the coupling capacitor from the driver 
plate. This will in,ariably overbias the 

tubes for a period of more than the 
average audio cycle and thU3 produce 
quite noticeable distortion ,ery quickly. four times the d.c. value, in this partic

ular example. In other cases it mav be 
more or less according to the dege�era
tion produced in the cathode circuit of 
the output stage. 

This impro,es the a,ailable swing in 
two steps. First it increases the operat
ing plate voltage and current by allow
ing a lower actual ':llue of resistor to be 
used. Then it increa;;es the a':lilable 
audio swing by raising the effectit·e nlue 
of thill coupling resist�r. This is illus
trated by means of dynamic load lines in 
Fig: 6. 

Another way of viewing this is that in 
a sense now the dri,er stage only has to 
pronde the grid-to-cathode swing in its 
plate circnit, instead of the complete 
grid swing. This being the case one 
would imagine at first sight that the 
positi,e feedback would undo some of 
the benefit?ial results of the negati,e feed
back. The reason this does not happen 
i� that the positi,e feedback is not effec
ti,ely 50 great as the negati,e feedback, 
al�hough at first sight it might appear 
thlS way, because of the change of the 
e�ecti,e value of resistance in the plat� 
C�CUlt of the dri,er tube . .Also the po�i
ti,e feedback is not materially dependent 
on output loading, as is the negati ve 
feedback. 

In this particular case the plate resist
ance of the dri,e tube is in the region 

Fig. 7. Kind of distortion often produced 
in a fixed-bias amplifier, due to grid 

current b iasing back . 

of 7.jOO to 8000 ohms and the plate cou
pling resistor is 12,000 ohms. This means 
the realizable gain of the tube without . . ' 
poslh,e feedback, would be approxi-
mately 3/5 of its amplification factor. 
So increasing the effectit·e resistance of 
the plate coupling resistor hy positive 
feedback ('an only increase the ""ain of 

• • 
0 

the dnve stage by a ma;t1mum of 5/3 
(assuming the effecth·e value is in
creased to infinity). 

Bootstrap Circuit 

While this bootstrap circuit only in
creases the a,ailable gain of the dri,e 

'" .... 
0.2.5 

820 K 
-42 V 

alAS ON 12AX7 
GlID-S-

Usually the grid resistor has to be of 
fairly high value ro pren-nt loading 
down the drive stage. This is still true 
with unity coupling. Although a 12,000-
ohm resistor produCE'S an effecti\'e ,alue 
of 48,000-ohms due to the positi,e feed
back, the grid resistor has to be re
turned virtually to ground (actually to 
fixed bias negati\·e) �nd con:;equently its 
effective \-alue is the same as its adual 
value. If a large value resistor, in the 
region of 330k, which is usuall, recom
mended for this position, is �-ed, the 
biasing-back effect will last for at least 

aOOTSTlAP 

r.f---" 

�ECONDAlY 
� WlNDINGS 

Fig. B. Interposing a cathode follower (the 12AX7) between the bootSlrap drive 
(12BH7) and the oulput tube (1614) grids completely prevents the kind of distortion 

shown in Fig. 7. 

stage by approximately 50 per cent it a cycle of the audio wa\-efonll, conse
increases its availab le slcing to consider- quently the next excursion through cross
ably more than double, because it virtu- o\er will show eross()\"er disrortion, as 
ally extends the region of linear opera- illustrated at Fig. 7. 
tion by allowing a greater grid input 
swing to be effecti,e. The steeper slope 

This ('an be avoided by using a �apaci-

of the 12,000-ohm load line runs into 
tor ,alue such that the discharge time is 

cutoff much sooner than the shallower shorter than one period of the audio 

slope of the 48,000-ohm load line. waveform but this would mean ail ex-

The plate resistors for the bootstrap cessive low-frequency loss due to the 

drive circuit need to be of adequate combination of coupling-capa('itor and 

power rating, because the increased grid-resistor values. This may be offset 
efficiency of the circuit raises the avail- to sollle extent by the over-all negative 
able plate-circuit dissipation. They also fet'dback, but it increa�s the demand on 
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Fig. 9. Addition of another cathode follower (6BX7) to feed the screen of the output 
tube (os well os the bootstrap) enables unity coupling to be applied to tubes using 

pentode operation with different quiescent plate and screen voltages. 

the driver stage at the low-frequ�ncy 
end to an impossible degree. 

The only positive w-ay to eliminate 
this effect is to ha\"e the output tube 
direct coupl�d to the tube that imm�di
ately drives it. This is possible by using 
a cathode·follower stage interpo;:ed b�
tween the boot"trap drive stage and the 
output tube grid. The driver ;:tage ean 
then be resistance/capacitance conplt'd 
to the grid of the cathode followt'r ;:tage 
and e\-erything works quite happily. 

The cathode-follower stage is boot
strapped as well, which enables a low
current high-mu tube, such as a 12.lX 7, 
to be used to good advantage (Fig. S). 
Although the actual resistance, from 
cathode to the negative return point 
necessary to pro\"ide the correct opt'rat
ing condition for the tube, is of \"alue 
220k, the t'.tIecti,e a.c. resistance at this 
point is in the region of 600 to 1000 
ohms-the effective cathode n-;;istance 
of this tube operating as a cathode fol
lower. 

Direct bias for the output tube is con
trolled bv the !!rid bias of the cathone
follower 

·
stage. 

-
To achie\'e this the nt'ga· 

ti.e .oltage pro\'ided for the cathode 
return of the cathode follower is potted 
down bv two re5istors so that the ne�a· 
ti.e point for the grid circuit is j�st 
right for the output tubes. 

Just one more refinement to be neces· 
san-. Before the tube starts to ,'onduct, 
du;ing warm·up. the cathode of the 
12AX7 and the grids of the output tubes 
are at the maximum negati,e potential 
of this return point, because there is no 
current flowing through the cathode re
sistor of the 12.lX7. This mt'ans the 
cathodt'jheater potential of the 12AX 7 
can be excessive. To avoid this pos;;ibility 
a further resistor of 220 ohm is connectcd 
betwet'n cathode of the cathode fol· 
lower and cathode of the ontput tube, 
thus forming a .oltage divider to limit 

voltage during warm-up. In operation 
. this will onlv ha.e small audio .oltage 
al'ross it, a�d consequently represents 
nt'gligible audio loading. 

One more circuit has been developed 
for use with the unity-coupled output 
�tage to enable it to be applied to tubes 
th�lt can gi\'e considerably more output 
b. operating the plates at much higher 
p:,tential than the s(·reens. To achieve 
thi�. a further cathode follower tube is 
inserted in the screen feed to the output 
tuhE's. The grid for this cathode follower 
deri\'es its audio \"olt:lge from the 
cathode of the tube it feeds, while the 
d.c. potential is supplied through a 
separate control tube, half of a 12AX7, 
whio:h co m bines a safety function, mak
ing the screen ,oltage drop almost to 
ZE'ro in the event the grid-bias voltage 
should disappear for any reason. This 
action is illustrated in the partial s�he· 
matic of Fig. 9, 

The feedba ck arrangement of the 
unity.coupled amplifiers is pretty much 
in conformity with general feedback 
practice, utilizing a resi�tor with ph!l�e
correcting capacitor from the secondary 
of the output transformer back to the 
pre-phase.splitter catho<ie. 

The Output Transformer 

In some of the mOre modem unity-

Fig. 10. Different 
ways of picking 
off 600·ohm or 70· 
volt outputs, ac· 
cording to power 
and impedance of 
the output circuit. 
In some profes
sional types, these 
toppings or. sep· 
arated by trifilar 

winding. 

coupled amplint'rs, the output trans
fonner has �n elaborated somewhat 
from the simple bifilar arrangment origi
nally used for providing just loud
speaker impedanre tappings. For some 
appli('ati,llls a ,O-\'olt or 600�hm tap· 
ping is n'tluired.. One method of achiev. 
ing this was take tappings from the 
primary sidl', ntilizing the section con· 
nected to ground in the cathode circuit. 
A 70-vo lt output could be achieved by 
using the ground point and a suitable 
tapping. while the 600·ohm output re
quires two tappings, or in some instances 
a connection to the tube cathodes. (Fig. 
10) . 

A di;;ad\':llltag-e of this method fllr 
some s,;.tt'ms is that the 600·ohm or the 
7G.7-vdlt "irruit, as the case Ulay be, is 
perUlant-ntly att3ched to the amplifier 
ground. because it uses the actual cath. 
ode winding. To overcome this disad
vantage. ';0 lhat ground isolation can be 
achieved whE'n \le�'e,;sary. either for hum 
reductilln in the :>ystem or to conform 
with system rf'gulations, the output 
transformer is �tepped np from bifilar 
windings to ··tririlar" windings, In this 
way a sE'(·tion of the transformer, wound 
at the 5allle time as the I?MUlary. is used 
for the high.,olwge outputs. ,0 volts 
and 600 olun.s. while a �eparate winding, 
wound biillar with the secondary, is used 
for the fee<ibaek. This enables the sec· 
ondarv aL"O to be isolated. In some in· 
stance's parts of the secondary are also 
wound triftlar to enable other combina· 
tions of impedsn�e to be achie\'ed, not 
so readily po;;sible with just a single 
winding, 

There is one more important feature 
impro.ement in the unity-coupled cir. 
cuit from the original arrangment. This 
is a denre to improve the transient·han
dling cap!lc:ity of the amplifier. Because 
the amplirler uSt'S resistance smoothing, 
the imp3ct of a transient altt'rs the snp
ply \"oltages. Th...se voltage .:hanges can 
put an asyTUmetM�al transient throngh 
the system. be('au,;e theY.get referred to 
the single.ende<i part of the amplifier. 

To o\'errome this elIect. a "long.tailed" 
splitter is u5E'<l in which. the grid return 
for the �E'<'(Ind half of the inverter is not 
coupled directly to ground, but through 
a time·('onstant l'ireuit that produces an 
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identical effect with that present in the 
first half. ( Fig. 11 ) .  In th is way the 
.allYll1metri�al effect of the long-term 
time.,eonatant ehan� iD the B'Dpply 
cirewit are neutralized out so that no 
Cllaponent of this appean bt'Jond the 
phue iIIverier. This l?sults in .an am pli. 
fier that does !!Ot gf't shock excited into 
bounee effect when sudden transientJS hit 
it.  

There is one more nriation of the 
unity-eoupled circuit that this company 
hu produced, using triodes in cla.-B 
iutead of pentodes. In this eaae two 
transmitting type triodes, 8005'., are 
utilized for the output. The boot-strap 
n,ethod is uaed for the 4lri.e .tare in 
just the Ame way 1!Ii for the pentode 
circuit. But in this ease tetrodes are ueed 
for the drive function. ( Fig. 12) . This is 
l leeaUH � yhole proportions of the 
o.tput eireuit are changed . 

With pentode operation the cathode 
ciqeneration is responsible for reducing 
the effective plate-rirC1lit nsistanef or 
Bouree J"eIIista nee f (1f' the output stace 
from its original very high value to .a 
fraction of the toad resis1a.nee. Bence a 
relatively loy-ftSistallce triode is neeel
aary for � drive stage, in conjunction 
with the regeneration of the boot-strap 
cirC1lit, to prevBt �omplete loss of this 
improved oatput iBlpt-daMe Mid linear
ization. Uaing triode output tubes, the 
picture • practieally re\'ersec L 

The pI .... resistance of the tubes is not 
larger 'thaD' t1le 10aa resilllanee to begiD 
with. ID • elaSl-B circuit it il approxi
mately of the aame order. The athode 
degeneration due to unity coupting re
duces this to a lower figure and the re
generatioD of the boot-atra� ciftuit can 
be �Ued to bring it back approxi
mately to ita original region. What is 
DlO1'e DeeeeAry -with a triade �tput 
cireu.it ia • biger p"ing for tar output
tube pi" bf.eaUH of the 1� grid 
hue of ttae.e tabes _ eomparflli with 
eorrespoDCling pentodes. For thiI J"HlOn 
a pentode, operated -with a .... -nlue 
plate resi8tor and using regenlfttion to 
multiply the e1feetive value of the re-

i 
:J r-----t 

�------�----__ ----------------_+-- .· L .. 
( SIAJICT TO fLUCTUATION) 

Fig. 1 1 . The modified "Iong.ta iled pair" pha .... pl it Inverter, de.igned to compen

sate for 6+ l ine ftucNation. (due to tran.ient change. in .ignel level l  that other
wi.e con cou.e erratic ampl ifier behavior. 

;istor, �nah\es the mlleh bigger needed 
:wing to be obtained. 

Again, �thode followers are used to 
lrive the triode grid directly and avoid 
be e1f� previously mentioned and also 
o �nable the tubes to be driven into the 
>ositive grid region to get power dri\'e. 

A part from th.se slight di1fer�nces, 
he cirruitry of the 200-w.tt unity eau
,led amplifier, using two 8005 triodes 
'or the output, is T�ry limilar to the 

TO OTHfII 6AVS 
CIlTHOor-

alAS ADJUST '01 
OUTPUT T\afS 

other circuits we have already discussed. 
It will be noticed that the circuitry we 

hue discussed in this article is different 
from that employed by many amplliiers 
,in . that it has been engineered to serve 
the purpose intended, not just taken 
from current practice and reduced to a 
minimum for �conomie purposes. Hav
ing engineered a working circuit the 
MeIntosh people  have th�n worked on 
their production technique to obtain a 
satisfartory price. . 1£ 

Ig. 1 2. An "lnve,.ionH of the unity-c:oupled circuit u.e. a tran.m lHlng trlode In 
,. output, with a pentode bootltrap drive. With power d rive of the 8005'., thl_ 

circuit del ive,. 200 waH,. 
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By NORMAN H. CROWHURST 
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S 
I NeE I have written so many 

articles showing why different 
amplifiers cause different kinds of 
distortion and getting straight the 

way in which different circuits func
tion. I have received a number of calls 
asking why don't I design a really 
good amplifier circuit using the best 
principles discussed. The I'eason is 
obvious-I have been too busy inves
tigating and writing'. However, it is 
time for the best principles to be put 
together into one amplifier, And-in 
response to popular demand-here it is, 

Based on some of the popular mis
conceptions I have been bUcking, some 
things this amplifier does will be de
cried by those who have been doing 
other things, So right here it will be 
well to explain just why the circuit 
is a rra nged the way it is: 

Investigating different ways of cou
pling output tubes shows that using 
push-pull triodes gives the best chance 
of getting high quality with low distor
tion. But the output is rather inefficient, 
unless we go to transmitting triodes 
and get an output in the region of 100 
to 200 watts by working in class B; 
in which case it is possible to achieve 
an efficiency comparable to, if not 
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V3 
PRIMARY 

LEADS FACE EACH 
OTHER 

In this new circuit rep1'oduction 
is ill/proved by using two output 
transformers-u'ithout pushing 
up th-e price 

Twin-cOUI)led 
high-fidelity 
amplifier deliv
ers 15 watts. 

higher than, that obtained at lower 
powers with pentodes, 

Using simple push-pull pentode oper
ation, the circuit is extremely critical 
of correct matching, which no practical 
loudspeaker achieves. The circuit. is 
much more efficient in that the tubes 
give a much bigger output for lower 
cost, but the stability tolerances of an 
overall feedback arrangement can be
come very critical, especially of prac
tical (speaker) loads. Many low-cost 
"high-fidelity" amplifiers do use push
pull pentodes with some degree of feed
back in the output. But they cause their 
designers numerous headaches in get
ting distortion down to a satisfactory 
figure (working into a resistance load) , 
juggling the circuit so it remains stable 
(if in fact it does) into the va riety of 
possible practical loudspeaker loads and 
also adjusting the circuit so it sounds 
reasonably good. 

The third alternative is Ultra-Linear. 
This splits the d ifference between 
triode and pentode operation and, in 
most tubes, also splits the difference in 
efficiency. As far as the tubes are 
concerned, it is often the best method 
of operation as regards linearity, but 
this is not the end of the story. You 

need a very good output transformer 
designed specifically for this purpose 
or othel' kinds of distol-tion will soow 
up that the patent specification didn't 
tell you about. 

Unity-coupled 
While Ultra-Linear operation makes 

pentode tubes much more tolerant of 
different loading, there is another fact 
about practical operat ion that allows us 
to use pentode operation, provided we 
do it the right way. This is the relation
ship between a speaker's impedance 
charactel'istic and power demand. 

At the low-frequency end, where 
resonance causes a speaker's impedance 
characteristic to rise, reso!lance im
proves its electromechanical efficiency. 
What is needed is virtually constant 
voltage drive, rather than constant 
l)owel' drive. Less power is required if 
the speaker is matched to the ampli:ler 
in the region where its impedance is 
substantially resistive (see Fig. 1-a). 
This means that, althoug'h pentodes 
normally produce more distortion wOO'k
ing into a higher load, we can utilize 
this impedance dl'ive to reduee dis
tortion by a greater ratio than the rise 
in impedance. The reduction in power 
demand from the output then results 
in a satisfactory distortion figure. 

Reactive components in a speaker's 
impedance characteristic at the high
frequency end have a similar factor 
to help them. A speaker works best 
when fed by a constant voltage or high
damping-factor amplifier and, in most 
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program material, there is very little 
power at the extreme high frequencies. 
An amplifier using pentode output and 
a feedback arrangement that readjusts 
the tube operation to compensate for 
this (Fig. I-b) and that delivers full 
power into a nominal resistance load 
over the entire audio-frequency range, 
will perform at least as well as the 
Ultra-Linear. It will be more efficient 
because pentode operation is still more 
efficient than Ultra-Linear, especially 
with class-B operation. 

This is the philosophy behind two 
popular circuits, the unity-coupled by 
McIntosh and the Circlotron by Electro
Voice. The unity-coupled circuit uses 
a special output transformer, a vital 
feature of which is the bifilar winding 
of the primary. None of the trans
former manufacturers produces a trans
former for unity coupling, with a bifilar
wound primary. If they did, its cost 
would put unity coupling' off the map 
for most amplifier builders. McIntosh 
can produce a competitive amplifier 
w ith this circuit only because they make 
their own transformers on a production 
line, integral with the manufacture of 
the amplifier itself. 

The Circlotron is a circuit that is 
also specially adapted to production by 
a manufacturer who specializes in this 
type. The output transformer is not 
unusual (beyond having an unusual 
ratio) , but the power transformer has 
to be because the circuit requires two 
separate high-voltage supplies. 

Twin-coupled circuit 
In the circuit I use, which I propose 

to call the twin-coupled circuit, instead 
of using two separate high-voltage 
supplies, or a very special bifilar-wound 
output transformer, I use a conven
tional power supply with two conven
tionally wound output transformers of 
moderate cost. The cost of these out
put transformers is such that two of 
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Fig. I-a (above)-Speaker impedance varies 
with frequency. Fig. I-b (Ieft)-Properly all
plied "oItage feedback can improve perform
ance of pentodes into a speaker load wit hOllt 
losing advantage of better efficiency. 

them can be obtained fOI' less than the 
one found in more conventional high
quality amplifiers. 

This is made possible by the use of 
a circuit which does not require output 
transformers to respond to frequencies 
far beyond the actual audible frequency 
range required, mel'ely 10 Mlt-ist!1/ sfa/lil

ity criteria of the feedback circuit. It 
hilS always seemed to be a waste to 
require an output transformer that 
maintains response flat to somewhere 
between 100 kc and 1 mc to amplify 
satisfactorily frequencies that go up 
to only 20 kc. 

The next question is how big are we 
going to make this amplifier?' For the 
first model we decided to use a couple 
of EL84's to deliver a maximum output 
of 10-15 watts. This amplifier will 
deliver about 10 watts rl1ls continuous 
sine wave. In practical audio program 
material it delivers the equivalent of 
15 watt rms un distorted and 30 watts 
peak with slightly less than 1 volt in
put. This is because, when a continuous 
maximum output is passed, the B-plus 
voltage drops off a little and reduces 
the available power. So for performance 
comparison purposes this can be called 
a IS-watt amplifier. 

The reason so small an output proves 
satisfactory is that it does not run into 
sudden kinds of distortion when the 
output is exceeded on momentary peaks. 
Careful observation and tests with 
various amplifiers of different power 
ratings have shown some interesting 
facts. Many circuits designed to de
liver 50 watts or more probably deliver 
their rated output with very low distor
tion. But try to get 51 watts from a 
50-watt amplifier and you will suddenly 
find you are getting only about 35 
watts of distorted output. 

This explains a fact that many have 
already noticed: that some lower power
output rated amplifiers give apparently 
cleaner and better output than those 

with a bigger rating according to 
specification. Suppose we have an audio 
program run at an average level of. 
say, S watts, with peaks extending up 
to what should require 60 watts. 

Using' a IS-watt amplifiei' of good 
design, the average level will be pure 
and undistorted at 5 watts. The 60-
watt peak will be slightly distorted, 
but clipped down to about 20 watts 
instead of 60. The overall result does 
not sound too bad. 

Now the same apparent level from 
the 50-watt amplifier will sound con
siderably WOl·se. The average 5-watt 
output, by itself, would sound the same 
as from the IS-watt amplifier. But the 
60-watt peak drives the 50-watt ampli
fier into very severe distortion, so as 
to g'ive only about 35 watts extremely 
distorted output. Not only this, but the 
distortion hangs over into the 5-watt 
level that immediately follows the 60-
watt peak. Consequently even the aver
age 5-watt level is much more distortecl 
than it sounds in the well designed 
IS-watt amplifier. 

To make the 50-watt amplifier sound 
as clean as the IS-watt amplifier we 
have to turn the gain control down so 
the peaks stay well below 50 watts. 
which means we shall no longer have 
the averag'e operating level of 5 watts. 
Consequently the output will not sound 
as loud as it does from the IS-watt 
amplifier. 

Based on this experience, the twin
coupled amplifier eliminates the causes 
of sudden-overload distortion and, sur
prisingly enough, gives performance 
that compares with many 50-watt 
amplifiers very favorably, although it is 
capable of delivering only 30 watts 
pt'ak undistorted and 10 watts rms. 

Circuit details 
My circuit uses cathode bias. This is 

not an essential feature of the twin
coupled circuit but is thought best for 
this particular tube combination be
cause the EL84 is rated to give 17 
watts from a pair, either in class AB, 
with cathode bias or in class B with 
fixed grid bias. Use of the class-B 
arrang'ement would improve power 
supply economy and possibly allow a 
bigger reserve power against maximum 
measured power-if this is an advan
tage. The disadvantage is that c1ass-B 
operation with fixed bias runs us into 
that sudden-overload trouble. 

There are ways of overcoming this 
problem by using extra tubes in the 
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J2AX7 
PHASE INV 

R4 ISOK-S" 

R2 

RI-pot, 100,000 ohms, audio taper, with spst switch 
R2, 3-1,SOO ohms, 5% 
R4, 5-150,000 ohms, 5% 
R6-2,700 ohms, 5% 
R7, S-loo,OOO ohm. 
R'-220,000 ohms 
R I t>-6S,000 ohm. 
RII-I,SOO ohms 
R12, 14-47,000 ohms 
R13, 26-270,000 ohms 
R15, 16-39,000 ohms, 2 watts 
R 17, 18-330,000 ohms 
RI9-120 ohms, 2 watts 
R2t>-33,000 ohms, 2 watt. 

circuit, but, for the purpose of this 
amplifier, as class-AB operation gives 
the same output as class B, the simpler 
method (and the cheaper one) is to 
switch to cathode bias and use class 
AB. Fig. 2 is the amplifier schematic, 

The next point involves the choice of 
phase inversion. One idea considered 
was to use the 12AX7 with one half 
operating as a split-load phase inverter. 
This would enable single-ended feed
back to be used, which was one reason 
for abandoning it. As we shall see, 
ther'e are advantages to the use of 
entirely push-pull feedback in this cir
cuit. The other reason is that the split
load phase inverter comes immediately 
before the 12A U7 driver (V2), which 
has boot-strap coupling in the plate 
circuit to get enough swing to drive 
the output tubes. This means that the 
input grid swing to the 12A U7 on each 
half is just about the maximum possible 
by the time you reach maximum output 
from the EL84's. Under this condition 
a split-load phase inverter introduces 
a rather curious distortion and one 
which overall feedback tends to exag
gerate rather than minimize. 

When the gTid of the 12AU7 coupled 
to the cathode of the split-load phase 
inverter begins to conduct, as it will if 
peak output is even slightly exceeded, 
it clips the waveform, the same as with 
any other grid current in an R-C
coupled circuit. But, as well as clipping 
the waveform of the drive stage coupled 
to the cathode, it produces a very sharp 
peak in the waveform fed to the other 
half of the 12AU7. This is because the 
cathode half of the split load is virtual
ly bypassed by zero impedance as soon 
as grid current begins to flow in the 
tube it d rives. This means that the tube 
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VOLIIIGES IN PARENliIESES ARE he WITH IV INPUT SIGNAL 
·WITH NO SIGNAL INPUT 

R21-1,000 ohms, 10 watts, wirewound 
R22-pot, 50,000 ohms, linear tapes 
R23-47,000 ohm. 
R24, 25-100,000 ohm' All resistors 'I> woft, 10% unle .. noted CI-.001111 
C2, 3-0.5 Ill, 200 volts, paper tubular 
C4, 5-.05 Ill, 600 volts 
C6 7-0.5 Ill, 600 volts, paper tubular 
Ci-..40-SG-20 111, 450 volts, electrOlytic, can type 
F-Fuse, 3 amp 
JI, 2-phono jack, 
S-.pst .witch on RI 
II, 2-output translormers, 71/, watts, 4,000 ohms, 

plate to plate d: S-, 16·, 32-ohm secondary 
(Chicago Standard A-S�4, Ihordarson Meissner 
22S21, Merit A-2997, Iriad S-34X 

T3-power transformer: primary, 117 volts; secondary. 
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4�S 4nS 

HTRS 

Parts Li.t include. components for' alternate cir
cuits in Figs, 5 and 6. 

600 volts, ct, "75 ma; 5 volts, 2 amp; 6.3 
.
volh, 3 

amp. (Triad R'A, Chicago PV70A or eqUIvalent) 
VI-12AX7 
V2-12AU7 
V3, 4--Ampere. ELS4 
V5-5V4 
Chassi" , x 7 x 2 inche, 
Sockets, ,-pin shielded (2) 
Sockets, '-pin un,hielded (2) 
Socket, octal 
Fuse extractor post . 
Barrier strip, Cinch-Jone, 4.-141 or equ,valent 
Grommets, ¥a inch (4) 
Grommet, if .. inch 
Tie strip, Cinch Jone, 52A 
Tie strip, Cinch Jone, 53C (one mounting lug 

removed) 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Fig. 2-Circuit of the twin-coupled amplifier. 

beg'ins to operate into the plate half of 
the load as a full amplifier, instead of 
a splitcload inverter. Consequently a 
sudden, very sharp pointed peak, in a 
negative direction, appears in the plate 
circuit (Fig. 3). 

All of this begins to happen at about 
the same time other circuits reach over
load points. The effect of feedback is to 
exag'gerate this sharp peak. It takes a 
variety of forms at different fre
quencies. Some places appearing as a 

notch, at other places it begins to look 
like a damped parasitic oscillation on 
the waveform. This is shown by Fig_ 4. 

This defect can be avoided by using 
push-pull operation throughout, which 
is the circuit I finally adopted. A fur
ther advantage of using push-pull 
operation throughout is that it allows 
entirely push-pull feedback. This means 
the output transformers can be remoyed 
from the feedback loop. Some will 
immediately object that this means the 

'Underehassis view shows the relatively uncluttered wiring. 
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Fig. 3-Wneform distortion d-ue to 
split-load and other in\·erters. \\"hen op
erated to maximum s\\"ing of follo\\"ing 

stage. 
feedback does not cancel distortion 
"produced by" the output transformer. 
This is not true, as I ha\'e shown in 
previous articles. 

Output transformers cause distor
tion in two ways: by the direct effect 
of the magnetizing cUl'I'ent at low fre
quencies or due to their internal react
ance at very high frequencies. 

Usually the latter effect is produced, 
only due to the method of operating 
the tube or due to overall feedback. 
Consequently, removing the transform
ers from the overall feedback loop, 
rather than allowing them to pro
duce distortion at the high-frequency 
end, fn'es them from thc liability of 
doing so and also makcs it possible to 
use a transfOl'mer that does not have 
to respond up to 100 kc or higher to 
produce satisfactory performance up to 
20 kc. 

At the low-frequency end, feedback 
from the primary is as effcctive in 
rcducing distortion due to transformer 
magnetizing current as feedback from 
the secondary. So, by using overall 
feedback from the output tubes back to 
the input 12AX7, we avoid the need 
for tlllllecessa rilll high-quality output 
transformers and produce an amplifier 
which is inherently more stable than 
any kind of cir'('uit with output trans
formers in the feedback loop. 

In this circuit it is important to 
have close tolerance values for feed
back resistors R2 and R3 in thc cath
odes of the 12AX7 and R4 and R5 fr'om 
the cathodes of the EL84's. These 
resistol's should be 5% tolerance or 
better. 

The phase-inversion circuit is some· 
what new, although it looks like a 
straight paraphase. It is different be
cause the overall feedback operation is 
included in phllse inversion. If the 
inversion provided by resistors R!I and 
RIO is not exact, overall feedback will 
correct for this. 

The use of a paraphase inversion is 
still liable to produce an effect similar 
to that described with the split-load 
phase inverter. The presence of overall 
feedback in push-pull minimizes the 
effect, but it still can increase the dis
tortion a little before the clipping point 
is reached, due to the fact that 12A U7's 
do not start to conduct grid current 
suddenly. 
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The remedy for this is to insert 
resistors Rl2 and RI4 in series with the 
12A U7's grids. This prevents the slight 
grid current commencement at pin 7 
of the l2A Uj' from being reflected into 
the I2AX7 grid at pin 2 and producing 
an asymmetrical signal through the 
amplifier. Instead the signal fed to pin 
2 of the lZAX7 is a true inversion of 
that at the input, pin 7. The slight 
droop at Illaximulll signal, due to the 
very smltll commencement of grid cur
rent through Rl2 and Rl4, is symmet
rical and readily compensated for by 
the feedback al'l'ang'ement, until clip
ping occurs on the .output tubes. 

Checks with the indicated values for 
R9 and RIO, used for phase inversion, 
show that close tolerance is not critical. 
The closely controlled push-pull feed
back takes care of slig'ht fluctuations 
at this point. Serious deviation from 
the correct values, such as using -17,000 
or 100,000 ohms in place of 68,000 
ohms, will result in unbalance in the 
drive to the IZA U7 and consequent un-

Fig . .. -Two waveforms resulting from 
the eft'ed of Fig. 3 w orking in a feed

haek aml)lifier . . 

B+ -:-

1.8K 

RI4 
47K 

270 K 

Fig. a-Cireuit shows how to add a bal-
anee eontrol. 

balance in the drive to the EL8-1's. This 
will be approximately equalized in the 
output due to the tr'ansformer and 
cross-coupling action, so the fed-back 
signal gets almost equalized by the time 
it reaches the cathodes of the 12AX7. 
The degree of unbalance in the drive 
to the lZAU7 and EL84's will be less 
than the dt'g'l'ce of erTor in the phase
inver·ter values. Due to feedback action, 
the fed-back signal at Vl's cathode will 
be unequal to compensate for the in
equality the phase inversion tends to 
produce. 

But to produce maximum output and 
avoid a form of notch distortion, which 
may show up above 3,000 cycles, it is 
best to use the indicated values for R!l 
and RIO, as well as close-tolerance feed
back resistors. If you want to incor
porate a refinement to be sure of 
obtaining absolutely the best 'perform
ance from this amplifier (and some 
people always like to have a BALANCE 

control in a push-pull amplifiel') use a 
50,000-ohm potentiometer in conjunc
tion with a 47.000-ohm resistor in t.he 
phase-inverter circuit. This drcuit is 
shown in Fig. 5. Adjust the BALANCE 
control for equal voltages on the gTids 
of the 12AU7. at a 1,000-crele input 
signal. 

Another comparatively minol' a(h-an
tage of this amplifier circuit is that it 
readily lends itself to modification to 
push-pull input. This has some advan
tages if you wish to operate the ampli
ficl' with a compressor, expander' or
coded controls, using variable-g'ain 
stages ahead of it. These circuits work 
with much less distortion if the vari· 
able-gain tubes are used in push-pull 
so as to give a push-pull output. In 
using this amplifier, it is then possible 
to use push-pull coupling throughout. 
All that is necessary to make the change 
is to remove the phase-inversion compo
nents, put another 270,000-ohm unit in 
the grid circuit to pin 2 of the 12AX7 
and bring out another input lead. This 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

How it works 
Now come the points that e\'eryone 

wants to know-how this amplifier 
really works. It uses two output trans
formers, the primary of one being in 
the cathode circuit while the primary of 
the other is in the plate and screen cir
cuits, with these cross-coupled, The 
secondaries are connected in parallel, 
not only at the ends but at each tap. 
This means that whichcver secondary 
tap is used, half the output current will 
be delivered by each transformer. 

On the primary the same resultant 
current flows through both transformer 
windings beeause they are virtually in 
scl'ies. The high voltage goes in at the 
center tap of one, through the tubes and 
out through the center tap of the other 
from the cathodes. So half the audio 
voltage is developed on each output 
transformer's primary. 

For the extremely low fl'equencies, 
magnetic coupling from one primar'y 
to the other by the parallel-connected 
secondaries is sufficient to insure that 
screen voltage is always in phase with 
cathode voltage and that plate voltage 
is equal but in opposite phase on each 
tube. To take care of tht· middle and 
higher frequencies, where the leakage 
inductance of the transformer would 
loosen off this coupling, the simple 
expedient of placing a 0.5-J.lf capacitor 
between screen and cathode of each tube 
is used. This means that good coupling 

J I 

O·.� RI4 4n 
R8 lOOK 

FE BACK 
Fig. 6-Circuit modification provides 

push-pull input. 
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in the tube is maintained out to a fre
quency far beyond that possible ·in an 
output circuit of this type where the 
·correct maintenance of voltag'e between 
screen and cathode depends on trans
former coupling. 

Here many wiII ask, "Why, if you 
al'e llsing a low-cost transformer of 
conventional construction, do you have 
to get one specially made?" This was 
something I hoped to avoid. But every
thing I could find listed had to be 
rejected for one of two l·easons. 

WATTS OUll'lIT (AVERAGE> 
100 .�� I 2.25 4 6.2� 9 12.25 16 

I 
e 

CONTINUOUS�9INGLE TONe � 
I 

�6 i 
SHOR,I+ . c 

�4 
i��� 

� , 
2 

. 10 WA+�J 1/ 

f-- .u .-
i J.-- L 0 I� 0 

RMS VOl TS
I�UTPUT 

Fig. 7 -Distortion charaC'teristic: for 
(·ontinuous tone and short-term power 
demand. Harmonic C'onl!'nt below t he 
sharp upward turn is 1I1moo;;r entirely 
second, negligible third and higher order. 

Single-ratio transformers in this 
power rating (7.5 watts per trans
former, since each delivers half the 
total) do. not have. the right imped
ances. As we have explained, the pri
mary of each transfO l 'mer presents half 
the normal plate-to-plate load for these 
tubes. Also the nominal secondary 
impedance needs to be twice that of the 
speaker system to which the two are 
connected, as they supply the total 
power in parallel,. between them. 

. 

Some of the so-called "universal-out
put" transformers might include the 
correct impedance ratios. But these 
types are invariably intended for even 
poorel' frequency y:ange t.han we can 
tolerate. While complicated design, to 
get an unnecessary high end response, 
can be avoided, we still need iron to 
get the low end. Most of the universal 
type list a weight of less than 1 pound, 
which means they could never give 
power below 60 cycles-if they go that 
far. 

For this reason, I designed a suitable 
transformer for the job (although two 
transformers are used, they are iden
tical) ancl had them made up. Having 
proved that the amplifier works up to 
expectations, a number of well-known 
transformer manufacturers h�ve agreed 
to cooperate with readey·s of this maga
zine by making this type available and 
the suitable new type numbers are 
listed in the parts list. 

If you should have a couple of old 
transformers lying around that you 
would like to try in this circuit, remem
ber that the plate-to-plate load must 
be half the nOI'mal value for the tubes, 
and the secondary rating for imped
ance mllst be double the speaker imped
ance with which you will use it. 
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As feedback 'is taken directly from 
the cathode, which is only at a low 
voltage above ground, it is unnecessary 
to use blocking- capacitors in series 
with feedback resistors R4 and R5. 
This eliminates a potential cause of 
low-frequency instability. 

Cathode degeneration, due to half 
the power being taken from the cathode 
circuits of the EL84's, reduces the 
effective voltage gain of these tubes as 
output tubes by about 12 db, operating 
into cOlTectly matched load. (Operating 
open circuit, this would be a r.eduction 
of about 35 db.) This means damp
ing factor, before any overall feedback 
is appl ied at all, is equal to approxi
mately 3 01' 4. 

The boot-strap circuit has the effect 
of increasing the dynamic load line for 
V2 by a corresponding factor of 4 
times due to the 12-db deg'eneration in 
the output stage. This more than 
doubles the available swing from the 
12A U7, but it does not have the effect 
of degenerating the distortion-reducing 
effects of negative feedback by the 
same factor. . 

This is because V:?'s gain. is not 
boosted by the same amount as its 
available swing. \Vorking with the 39,
OOO-ohm plate resistor, V2's gain, with 
a plate resistance of about 7,000 ohms, 
comes out to 39/46 times the amplifica
tion factor of the tube. which is 17. 
This fig'mes to about 14.4. Using the 
dynamic load of 4 times 39,000 ohms, or 
approximately 160,000 ohms, the gain 
of the tube rises to 160/167 times the 
amplification factor of 17, or about 16.3. 
So the change in gain, due to the boot
strap effect, is from 14.4 to 16.3, which 
is little more than 1 (lb. 

Another comment on this circuit may 
refer to .the absence of cathode-bypass 
capacitors, on either the 12A U7 or 
EL84 bias resistors. In both instances, 
the use of a cathode-bypass capacitor 
not only increases the distortion pro
duced by the pair of tubes, but also 
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reduces the available swing as COlI1-
pared with the un bypassed condition. 
Thus leaving- out the bypass capacitors 
is not a matter of economy, it produces 
better performance. 

With the 12A U7 boot-strap drive cir
cuit, the damping factor of this ampli
fier is still in the reg'ion between 3 and 
4 (a little nearer to 3 than to 4) . The 
overall feedback provided by the 150,-
000- and 1,800-ohm resistors is around 
14 db, which boosts the basic damping 
factor of the amplifier by 5 times, Ito 
about 15. Winding losses in the output 
transformers reduce this, at the output 
terminals, to between 8 and 10, accord-. 
ing to the tap used. As the windip.g 
losses in the transformer are still only 
a small fraction of the speaker's voice 
coil resistance, this cannot be reg:arded 
as a serious deterioration in dampillg. 

From the feedback viewpoint, ine 
o�erall feedback loop contains three 
rolloffs at the low-frequency end of tine 
response. The reactances contributing 
to. this roll off are C2, C3, C4, C5 and 
the primary inductance. of the output 
transformers,_ the latter being the limit
ing factor. The - other values <1re optun
ized to minimize possible bounce effeCts 
with any practical load reactance possi
bilities. This produces level response 
down lo 20 cycles. 

At the high-frequency end, cath�de 
degeneration of the EL84's prevents 
either plate or cathode circuits from 
introducing any effective folloff up to a 
much higher limit than that produted 
in the other circuits. The effective 1',)11-
offs are due to the V2 grids as a capac
itance loadipg on the plate circuitslof 
VI with the .47,OOOcohm resistors' in 
series, and due to the EL84 grids -as 
a capacitance loading on the plate cir
cuit of the 12AU7. Without any com
pensation, the overall response of the 
amplifier is level up to well above 10 
kc, although there is a loss of about 
1 db between 15 and 20 kc. 
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Fig. 8-Frequency response at different le\'els: measured with continuous t.ne. 
Taken with R6-Cl connected. Operation into dynamic speaker or combination with 
dynamic tweeter comes out nearer to flat. than either high-end cuneo For electro
static tweeter (without internal compensation of any kind) and R6-Cl remo1'ed, 
reSllonse is about ± 2 db at 20,000 cycles, accordin� to tweeter referred capacitaace. 
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· Use of resistor R6 and capacitor Cl 
between VI's cathodes levels off the 
response to 20 kc, working into a 
resistance load 01' open circuit. 

The circuit as shown will work well 
into any dynamic speaker combination. 
But for a system with an electrostatic 
tweeter it will produce from 6-S-db 
boost at about 20 kc. This can be re
ducE:d to about 2 db, which will sound 
quite smooth, by omitting R5 and Cl. 
Distortion characteristic and frequency 
response are shown in Figs. 7 and S. 
The 2 db can be eliminated by insert
ing a resistance about half the value 
of the nominal impedance (8 ohms on 
the I6-ohm output) in series with the 
tweeter feed. This will affect only the 
20-kc response. 

Construction kinks 
C6 and C7 should be arranged to get 

as direct a coupling as possible between 
cathode and screen. This is achieved 
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by spacing the tube sockets so the 
capacitors may be wired directly and 
snugly into this position. The output 
transformers are then oriented to keep. 
all primary leads short. These are the 
only precautions necessal'y in chassis 
layout to insure sUlbility. 

In this amplifier circuit, ground re
turns fire no problem at all as regards 
stability. But careless ground returns 
can result in slight hum induction. This 
conforms with the geneul pattern of 
precautions for power .amplifier wir
ing. C8 may have its case directly 
grounded to the chassis, in which case 
the input ground should be isolated 
from chassis and a return taken to the 
point where the supply goes to

· 
ground 

at the electrolytic capacitor. Alterna
tively the electrolytic capacitor may be 
isolated from ground by using the 
bakelite wafer that comes with it, in 
which case the input socket can be 
solidly grounded and a return taken 

froin the supply ground b!lck to the in
put. All other amplifier grounds should 
then be taken to the supply ground 
rather than the input ground, to avoid 
internal ripple coupling back to the 
input. These precautions are necessary 
only if you are aiming to get a hum 
level in the region of 90 db or even 
better. 

This is the first constructor am p lifiel' 
utilizing the new twin-coupled output 
circuit. The circuit is not, of course, 
restricted ·to application to EL84 tubes. 
For bigger outputs clllss-B operation 
could be utilized with suitable trans
formers for the purpose and a method 
of coupling between the drive and the 
output stage. that obviates the sudden 
overload characteristic of class-B unity
coupled operation. If interest in· a 
higher-output twin-coupled amplifier 
waITants it, we will pursue the matter 
and publish later a design for a further 
cil'cuit with bigger output. END 
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COVER 

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST 

M
ANY readers have asked, 

"How can we design a twin
coupled amplifiel' around the 
output tubes we like using?" 

This article answers that question by 
showing a high-power twin-coupled cir
cuit you can build and how to design 
one to suit your own tubes, ideas or 
requirements. 

The original twin-coupled circuit was 
designed to give high fidelity at low 
cost.· It used EL84's in its output, and 
inexpensive output transformers wound 
in the simplest possible manner to get 
adequate performance. This, unfortu
nately, resulted in unequal resistance 
for the primary halves. While the in· 
equality is not important in the plate
screen·coupled transfonner, it does re
sult in slightly different bias on each of 

• "High Fidelity .t Low Coot With Twln
Coul,Jed Amvlitier," November. lY57. "Uvtilltlng' 
the H-io; Twin-Coupled Amplifier," .June. 1�60. 

Fl •. I-A variation that equallze8 cath
ode circuit re�i8tance In the output 

tube�. 

34 

Design a twin-coupled amplifier for tubes you 
like to use or build this 35-watt unit using El34's 

8+1 

Fill. 2-0.sic circuit of II fIlore powerfultwin-coupled amplifier. 

the output tubes-because of the differ
ent dc drop across the cathode-con
nected primary. 

Some readers have rectified this 
difference and increased output 1 or 2 
watts, by inserting a 30·ohm equalizing 
resistance in series with the half pri· 
mary that measures only 70 ohms, to 
make its total resistance equal to the 
other half (Fig. 1). 

Tu design your own circuit, use the 
same cllnfiguraticn as the original, or 
the variation shown in Fig. 2. As far 
a:; possible, the same component num· 
bering is lIsed on both to avoid confu
sion. But don't look for R9 or RIO in 
Fig. 2, hecause they aren't there. W�ich
ever cil'cuit you use, keep the arrange
ment and wi ring of V2, V3, V 4, RI5, 
RI6, C4, C5, R17, RIS, C6 anc\ C7 
physically compact. They carry high 
audio voltages that sh:>uld be kept away 
from the input circuits. 

To go about the design, first dedde 
what output tubes (V3, V4) you want 
to use and the operating conditiuns. 

If you want to go to more than 20 watts, 
you should use the larger transformer 
-Chicago Standal'd A-S09S. It ha, 
balanced primary halves, more handling 
capacity and better mixing for hig-h· 
frequency response. Its primary imped
ance is 2,000 ohms center-tapped, 
intended for use with tubes having a 
normal plate-to-plate load requi I'ement 
of 4,000 ohms. 

With slight variations, almost allY 
output tubes can be used, with th., 
suitable output transfot'lnel'. To sho\\' 
how to figut'e circuit values, we will 
take EL34's as an example. The Mul· 
lard tube manual lists a cundition 
using 375 volts B-plus with cathode 
bias, to give 35 watts output. The plate· 
to-plate load is given as 3,;:'00 ohms for 
this condition. With a 4,OOO-ohm plate
to-plate load (using two A-S098 output 
transformers), these tubes should give 
better than 30 watts, assuming we get 
the same voltage swing with the higher 
loac\ value. 

To deduce the available output volt· 
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fi�. 3-Conllruetion mowinl operallon ola 12AU7 a. a driver. Fil. 4-12BH7·A Ih'el plenty of .winl ••• driver. 
S,,'in. dOe. not haye •• meienl mar,in. 

age swing in the plate circuit, from 
wltich we work out all the other swings, 
use the condition indicated in the Mul· 
lard tube manual tables: 85 watts out· 
put with a 8.500-ohm plate-to-plate 
load. This works out to 350 volts nns, 

using the fonnula V = V WR. We are 
interested in swing. Peak voltage ..... iII 
10.. 500, and peak·to-peak, which is 
swing, will be 1,000. Of this, 500 volts 
will appear across each primary, and 
2 .• 0 volts across each half primary. 

Don't forget, while we figure out 
operation in tenns of swing or peak· 
to-peak, a meter measures nns (on a 
�ine·wave test signal). So when you 
('heck operation, divide the swing value 
by 2.83 to get the reading you should 
expect on an audio voltmeter. 

To get the output swing we have just 
fi�ured, the tube manual says the grids 
I,ped an input of 40 volts nns, grid to 
grid. This ..... iIl be 20 volts nns per grid, 
01' 56 volts swing per grid. But this 
;·,Ii.volt swing is required from grid to 
cathode, and the cathode swings 250 
\'olts because of the output voltage. 
So each driver stage has to delivel' 
2;;0 + 56 = 306 volts swing to its out· 
put tube grid. 

The driver stage 
No ..... we look for a driver stage. First 

h·t's try a 12A U7. The only way is hy 
drawing the load line on the curves. 
Fil'�t �e put in the maximum voltage 
and dissipation (Fig. 8). 

If ..... e use 10,OOO-i>hm resistors in 
the plates (R15 and R16) and about 
12 volts bias, the operating point is 
about 290 volts, 8.5 rna (from the 375-

volt supply). 'For a 56-volt swing, 
measured gdd to cathode of the output 
-stage, the grid swings 306 volts. So 
this 10,OOO-i>hm resistor, has only 56 
volts (audio) acrols it, although the 
"late is delivering 806 volts audio. This 
means the effective value of the 10,000-
ohm resistor for plate coupling, in the 

306 
dynamic sense, is multiplied by 56- or 
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about 5.5, which makes it look like 
55,000 ohms. 

The grid resistors (R17, RI8), which 
should not be higher than 470,000 ohms 
to satisfy operating requirements of 
the output tubes, do not get multiplied 
in this way because they have to be 
returned to ground. So the effective ac 
plate load is 55,000 ohms in parallel 
with 470,000 ohms, or about 49,000 
ohms. 

Laying a 49,000-i>hm load line 
through the operating point and esti
mating a 24-volt swing (twice the bias 
voltage), plate swing is from 100 to 
440, or 340 volts. To use this dynamic 
operating point, one tube passes 12 rna 
(at 100 volts) while the other passes 
Ii rna (at 440 volts). The total current 
is 17 rna on dynamic swing, or 18 rna 
in quiescent condition, and we requi I'e 
12 volts bias. So the cathode resistor 
(unbypassed) must be 680 ohms. 

This is just enough, but it allows too 
little margin for comfort. To be sure 
of getting enough swing, let 's try a 
12BH7-A (Fig. 4). Again using a 
10,000·ohm plate resistor (R15, R16), 
this time with 15 volts dynamic bias, 
we get an operating point of 300 volts, 
7.5 rna, which is within the rating of 
the tube . 

With the same 49,OOO-i>hm dynamic 
plate load, the swing is now from 55 
volts, 12.5 ma to 495 volts, 3.5 rna. The 
voltage swing is much more adequate: 
495 - 55 == 440 volts. The cathode 
resistor (Rll) needs to give 15 volts 
bia'l with a total current of 12.5 + 
3.5 = 16 rna. Probably 1,000 ohms is 
close enough, in view of the reserve. 

This will give close to the same quies. 
cent operating point, because each tube 
passes 7.5 rna with 15 volts bias. 

For the EL34 bias, the Mullard tube 
manual lists 260 ohms per tube. Each 
half primary of the A-8098 trans· 
former measures 55 ohms, so an addi
tional 205 ohms per tube is needed. 
For two tubes, this value is halved. A 
100-i>hm resistor (R19) is close enough. 
Total maximum signal plate and screen 
current is 227 rna (2 x 94 + 2 x 
19.5) , which will give a 22.7-volt drop 
and dissipate 22.7 x 0.227 = 5.15 watts. 
A 10·watt resistor should be used. 

The driver plate resistors (R15 and 
R16) drop 75 volts with 7.5 rna, a 
dissipation of a little more than % 
watt, so at least l-watt resistors should 
be used here. A %.watt resistor is 
plenty for the driver bias (Rll) and 
other resistors in these stages. 

Phase splitter and voltage amplifier 
The driver stage will need 30 volts 

swing on each grid (twice the bias 
voltage). This a 12AX7 will do easily 
with either circuit (Fig. 5). Using the 
arrangement of Fig. 2, with 100,000 
ohms in both cathode and plate of the 
phase·splitter section (R4, R5), the 
load line is 200,000 ohms. Supplying 
300 volts B·plus to this point, the min· 
imum tube drop is about 60 volts. With 
the dynamic load line, due to paralleling 
the following·stage grid resistol'8 (R7, 

,R13), the minimum tube drop is some· 
what greater, so allow 75 volts. This 
will be the minimum bottom swing 
from the operating point, with 15 volts 
in each load. plate and cathode. So the 
tube operating voltage should be 105. 

'1INTED CIICUIT AYAILAILI 
RADIO·ELECTRONICS is pleased to ennOllnee thet the printed.eirellit boerd IIsed 

in the Twin,Colipled Amplifier un be pllrehased by the eonstrllC+or. By speeiel Ir· 
rengement, you een get e Twin.Coupled Amplifier circuit boerd for $2, postpeid. 
from RADIO.ELECTRONICS, 154 W. 14 St., New York II, N.Y., or EleC+ro.Technik 
Co., 19456 Meyers Rd., Detroit 35, Mich. Both sides of the bO.trd you will receive 
ere .hown in Fig. 9 of this ertiele. In future iuues. printed.circuit boerds for other 
construction projeeh will elso be mede e"eileble. 
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Fic. S-Findlnc valu� ror elreult In Fic. 2 ulinc a 12AX7 01" 
ECC83 voltace amplifier and pha.e inverter. 

Flc. 7-Charaeterlltlea or an EF86 abowlnc operation al 
a boot'trapped driver with a cain or about 500. 

Make it 110 volts to give a slight 
margin. This leaves a 190-volt drop to 
the dc load resistor, 96 volts in the 
cathode and 95 in the plate. 

Now the other halt of the tube has 
to provide a direct-coupled grid volt
age of 95 positive (strictly this should 
be less the bias of the second stage, 
which would make it 94.3 volts). Using 
a 220,OOO-ohm plate resistor (R3), this 
needs a bias of 0.6 volt with 0.9-ma 
plate current. So the input stage bias 
resistor (R2) must be about 680 ohms. 
This is also the bottom leg of the feed
back network. 

The phase splitter and voltage ampli
fier operate from a 300-volt source 
(B + 1) so a series resistor is needed 
to reduce the available voltage (B+ 2) 
to this level. A 39,OOO-ohm � -watt 
resistor passing 1.85 ma will develop 
the required 75-volt drop. 

The stage has a gain of about 70, so 
the 30-volt output swing needed for 
the phase-inverter input (the phase
inverter gain is very nearly unity from 
Input to each output) is obtained with 
about 0.43 volt input. If we use 14 db 
of feedback, the input has to be about 

5 times this, or 2.15 volts swing, which 
is 0.76 volt rms. To get this feedback, 
the voltage across R2 has to be about 
4 x 0.43, or 1.72 volts swing. The swing 
on V 4's cathode, from which this is 
derived, is 250 volts. So resistor R8 

250 
must be 680 x 1 .72 = 100,000. 

Coupling capacitor values follow the 
original circuit. Also R12, R14 and R13 
(with R7 made the same-270,OOO 

ohms). If a 400-0-400-volt power trans
former is used, total current is 227 rna 
for output tubes, 15 ma for the driver 
stage and almost 2 ma for the input 
stages: a total of 244 rna. A 5 U 4 with 
capacitor input filter will take care of 
power requirements. Using a 10-!'f in
put capacitor, the output voltage is 
about 470. So the smoothing resistor 
must drop about 95 volts at 244 ma, 
requiring 370 ohms at 23 watts. A 350-
ohm 25-watt resistor will serve. C8 
must be rated at 500 volts. 

Those are the calculations. But after 
building the amplifier, check the operat
ing voltages, both quiescent and with 
power. The plate voltage of the 12BH7 
should be 300 (assuming the B-supply 

EF86/6267(2) EL34/6CA7(2) 

R5 lOOK 

rffltgg�L '611 
c:>lIllp.=""''---o811 

r���I���---o4n 

B+(3�V IN EXAMPLE 
CALCUlATED) 

Fi •. &-Circuit usin. bootstrapped pentooe8 (or driver8. 

ends of R15 and R16 get 375 volts). 
The cathode and plate of the second 
half of the l2AX7 should be 95 and 
205 volts, respectively (again assuming 
the supply point is 300 volts). If not, 
the bias resistors (Rll or R2) need 
changing to get the voltages right. 
Don't forget, if you change R2, R8 
needs changing in the same ratio to 
maintain correct feedback. 

Network Cl-R6, from V-la's cathode 
to ground, levels off the response to 
around 20 kc when working into an 
open circuit or a resistive load. If the 
speaker system includes an electro
static tweeter, this R-C network pro
duces a 6- to 8-db boost at around 20 
kc. This boost can be minimized by 

- eliminating Cl and R6 when using an 
electrostatic tweeter. 

If you use the original first-stage 
circuit (See RADIO-ELECTRONICS, June, 
1960, for full schematic, or November, 
1957, for original article), adjust R9 
and RIO with signal passing and feed
back connected, until signal voltage on 
both driver grids is equal. This is more 
easily done ex perimentally than by 
calculation. 

Transformer input 
Another variation requested was a 

surprise to me-a circuit to use trans
former input. To do this effectively, 
much more gain is needed from the 
driver stage, so two stages (drive and 
output) are sufficient. This is done by 
using a pentode driver and taking the 
bootstrap feedback a little furthel', to 
include the output stage grid resistors. 
Fig. 6 shows the circuit. 

The output stage is the same as the 
one we have just worked through and 
requires a 306-volt swing per grid, of 
which 250 volts appears at the cathode. 
The driver uses two pentodes, which can 
be EF86's. Using a 100,OOO-ohm plate 
resistor (R15, R16), coupled to a 470,
OOO-ohm following grid resistor (R17, 
R18), and 3.3 volts bias, the gain is 
approximately 500 (using a dynamic 
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12AX7 OR ECC83 .S/ZOOY 
A .... L/PHAS£ SI'LITTER czl RIZ 

OUTI'IIT 

ADJ SLIDER FOR 375 V AT SUPPLY END Of RIS a RI6 
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Fic. 8--Schematic of the complete 35·watt twin-coupled. 
B.plu8 voltace i8 adjusted by varyinc R2l's .lider. 
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load line of 5.5 x 80,000, or 440,000 
ohms (Fig. 7). 

This means the grid input swing for 

306 
the EF86's must be about 

500 
= 0.6 

volt. Inserting 2.4 volts (4 x 0.6) in 
the return of the input transformer's 
grid windings gives 14·db feedback. 
The input swing per grid winding must 
be 3 volts, or about 1.06 volts rms. 
One of the stock line/plate to push
pull grid transformers, with a stepup 
ratio of 2.5 or 3 overall, will permit 
driving this amplifier from a cathode 
follower output delivering 1 volt rms. 

R5), to provide the 100·to-1 reduction 
from 250 volts to 2.4 (approximate). 
The only remaining details are the 
bias and screen voltage arrangements 
and the output-stage grid decoupling, 
to permit bootstrapping the grid resis
tors. 

The feedback resistors can be 1,000 
ohms ( Rl, R2) and 100,000 ohms (R4, 

The EF86's need 3.3 volts bias with 
a total plate current of 2 rna, plus 
about one-sixth of this as screen cur
rent. A 1,500-ohm resistor should be 
right for this. Screen voltage must be 
140, to use the operating point the 
curves were based on. Estimating screen 
current (two tubes) as 0.3 rna (one
sixth plate cUlTent) and swamping it 
five times with the potentiometer feed, 
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• 7. 11-270.000 ohm. 
at. lO-not u.ed. _'t.d 
."-'.000 ohm • 
• '2. 14-47,000 ohm • 
• '5. I�IO,OOO ohm •. 2.att • 
• '7. 1f.-.-470.ooo ohm. 
ftl9-ICO ohm •. 10 .atts 
fl2a-nO ohm •• 20 .atts 
.21-75 ohm., 10 .att •. adju.tabl. 
ft72-n,OOO onm. 
All ro.llfors ';'·.otf 111'1. IInlou noted 
CI-,OOI pf. 600 vol". papar tubular 
C2. J-O.5 I'f. 200 volh. papa' tubul.r 
C4. �,OIi I'f. 600 volt •. p.p., tubul.r 
<:4. 7�,5 I'f. 600 volh. papar tubul.r 
C�)o. 10 I'f . •  I..:+rolylic. 500 volt. minimum 
C�. 40 Itf . •  I.ctrolytic, 500 vol" minimum 
F-fu ... J .mp. 
J-r>hono jack 
SOCI-.:onn.clor. f.m.I •• , prOll9 •• cabl. type 
SOC2-.:onn..:ior. fema' •• , pr0ll9'. ch ... i. type 
I"-.:onnector. ",.1., , ProtMJ'. �"' .. Ia typa 
I'2-':OIInKlor, m.'., , PfOII9', �b'. type 
S-apst 
T I. :!-output tr.nsf ....... ": ... text 
T).-po •• r tr.nsform.r: prima.., 117 vol"; 

_ondarl •• 100 vol". ct. 250 ma; , volt •. 4 .mp; 
',J vol". 5 a",p (Stancor I'Ct41l or oqui .. lont) 

VI-llAX7 or ECOO 
Y2-I2IH7·A 
YJ, 4-EU4/6CA7 
Y5-SU4-GTI 
Cha .. ii-l.o tod 
Sod.". (2) ,.pin .hiolded top.mountin9 typo for 

print.d circuih 
Socko". (2) top.mountin\l octal typo for 

printecl circuit. 
. 

Fu .. ortractor post 
I.r,i.r strip 4 termin.'. 
Ti. strip. ui. IU9'typa; J tormina" 
.rommeh. mile.lI.neous h.rdw.r. 

the top part (R6) has to drop 375 -
140 = 235 volts with 1.8 rna, requiring 
a resistance of 130,000 ohms, The 
bottom part ( R7) needs to drop 140 
volts with 1.5 rna, requiring 93,000 
ohms. PI'eferred values of 120,000 and 
either 91,000 or 82,000 ohms should 
serve. 

A large capacitor (Cl) is needed to 
decouple the screen because of the high 
stage gain, which means the screen will 
be susceptible to the amplification of 
any hum voltage fed to it. Try a 100·pf 
150-volt electrolytic. 

The output-stage grid decoupling reo 
quires full cathode swing voltage to 
be coupled to the bottom end of the 

grid resistors. There is a dc voltage 
across the capacitors used for this (C4, 
C5) equal to the bias of the output stage 
(22.7 volts). Sp a 50-volt electl'olytic 
can be used, say 100 pf. T,he resistors 

Fl •. 9-Top and bottom view. of the printed .. dreuit board. Drawln. and photo are almaet exaedy hall .Ize. B� u� 
meuure. 7 � x 5 � inche.. If you make your own, add aboat � Ineh alo ... eaeb .Ide to .lmpUfy mountin •• DrlU an 

additional mountin. hole in the eenter of eaeh Ion •• Ide to redaee f1exi .... 
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(RS, R!/) absorb a small portion of the 
output Ilowel' (as do feedback resistors 
R4 and R5, which at each cathode 
" see" a 1,000-ohm load resistance (one
fourth the total plate to plate), Making 
them 100,000 ohms means that only 
1 % of the pl'oportion of power coupled 
by the cathodes will be fed to these 
resistol's. The total grid-ci rcuit resist
ance is now about 600,000 ohms (470,-
000 + 100,000), 

In setting this c i l' cuit up, :J,S with 
the othel's, check all dc voltages and 
then see that the sig-nal voltages are 
also what they should be, 

A practical circuit 
Followin/!: the design procedures out

lined in this article, the statf of RADIO
ELECTRONICS developed the 35-watt 
twin-coupled amplifier show n  in Fig. S 

must be oriented carefully before mount
ing, Mount sockets for V3 and V 4 so 
the arrows on the mounting fall be
tween pins 1 and S. Mount VI and V2 
sockets so the al'l'OWS point to the space 
hetween pins 1 and 9, The al'l'OWS on the 
VI and V2 mounting locations point to 
extra holes used for ground leads for 
the tube shields, 

The prototYlle audio section of the 
amplifier was built on a 7 x 11 x 2-inch 
chassis, But, since B-plus voltage ap
peal'S on some points on the top of the 
pl'inted-cil'cuit boanl, we recommend 
that you build this section on an ampli
fier foundation kit (a chassis with a 
matching' \'entilated co\'er) such as the 
Bud CA-1751 or ICA 3966, 

The power supply, eonnected to the 
audio chassis thl'ough a five-wil'e cable, 
fits nicely 011 a 5 x 7 x 2-illch chassis. 

Top of Ihe lwin,coul.led aml.lifie,·, Prilllt:d-cil'cuit hoal'd makc; all 
pal'ls "cadily ac(·essiblc. 

and the photographs , The amplifier was 
constl'ucted as a two-chassis unit with 
pl'inted-cin:uit wiring in the audio sec
t ion, 

The sockets for VI, V2, V3 and V4 

Input filtel' ,'esistol' R21 has its adjust
able slider connected to the positive 
end of CS-a, The slider is adjusted fo,' 
375 \'o lts at the B-plus ends of R15 and 
RIG (blue and brown leads of T2), E:\,D 

Under·chassis view of tIlt' 35·wall twin.coupled amplifit·r. 
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AUDIO-HIGH FIDELITY 

updating the 

R-E twin-coupled 
Variatiolls of original twin-coupled ampli

fier eliminate instability, motorboating and 

give more gain and add tone controls 
amplifier 

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST 

S
INCE the twin-coupled circuit was 

first published in November, 1957, 
in RADIO-ELECTRONICS, scores of 
people have built it and added 

various adjustments or improvements 
to suit their own particular needs. A 
few had to make changes to overcome 
difficulties. Everyone reports that it 
works well in comparison with every
thing against which it is compared. 
Quite a few asked for a larger version 
-particularly to drive currently popu
lar inefficient loudspeakers with a 
hU'ger reserve. So here are some of the 
que"tions that have come up, with the 
answers: 

A very few asked for constructional 
details, such as those you might receive 
with a kit. But many more have written 
to comment how easy it was to follow 
the schematic (reproduced in Fig. 1), 
with the aid of the photos (also repro
duced with this article, for the benefit 
of readers who missed the original 
story). Several commented that this 
was the first pie.ce of equipment they 
had ever built, and they found it quite 
easy. I mention this as encouragement 
to any who feel they need more con
structional details. 

As I mentioned in the original article, 
the important th ing' is to keep the out
put tube wiring (from the transformers 
and the 0.5-ltf capacitors between 
cathodes and screens) compact, follow
ing the layout illustrated. This is be
cause this wiring carries a high audio 
voltag'e which must not be allowed to 
get neal' the earlier stages, 01' insta
bility will result. 

Apart from this, layout is simple. 
Just put the components on the chassis 
and mark where you want holes drilled 
and bigger holes made with a knockout 
punch, and the rest is easy. Alter
natively, if you don't want to buy 
Greenlee punches just for this job, drill 
holes inside a scribed circle (using com
passes), break out the middle part with 
wire cutters and file to a smooth round 
hole. It's harder work, but can make 
quite a presentable job. 

Trouble with motorboating 
Quite a few !'an into this trouble 

30 

C8---!��I. 

VS 

V2 

-_:111-- T3 

RI,S 

V3 
SECONDARY 

LEADS FACE EACH 
OTHER 

Top view of I5-walt amplifici' shows large-parts layout. 

when they coupled on a preamplifier, 
but usually only when the bass boost 
was turned well up. Sometimes just 
connecting the preamplifier to the main 
amplifier started it, regardless of any 
setting of controls. These differences 
depended on the type of preamplifier 
circuit used. 

The motorboating is due to insuffi
cient decoupling in the B-plus supply 
to the preamplifier. As a result, there 
is enough feedback from the power out
put stage to the preamplifier stages to 
cause low-frequency oscillation. Fig. 1 
shows the original circuit. The take off 
point for the preamplifier's B-plus 
(marked 240 v) has proved quite suc

cessful in many instances. But where 
instability has occurred, it has always 
been cured by adding a separate feed 
point for the preamplifier, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Using a separate feed permits 

better filtering, without causing loss of 
voltage to the first stage of the twin 
coupled amplifier. 

Use a resistance that will drop be
tween 50 and 100 volts. (Use Ohm's law 
to calculate the drop from the pre
amplifier tube currents.) Use enough 
electrolytic capacitance to get adequate 
decoupling (stop instability) or elimi
nate hum from the preamplifier stages. 

Loss of bass 
Two or three have found the twin

coupled produces a bass loss, in com
parison with some other amplifiers, 
although otherwise its performance is 
completely satisfactory. 

This is invariably due to poor match
ing, In two instances the reader was 
using the twin-coupled with a ceramic 
or crystal piekup, without any pream
plifiel', This will work, but the input 
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resistance of the amplifier as originally 
built is too low-causing this bass loss 
-as well as some loss of sensitivity. 

The remedy is simple. Just change 
the input control from 100,000 ohms to 
1 megohm or hig·her. 

Another case where the preamplifier 
had the tone controls in its output cir
cuit showed the same trouble. Here the 
bass boost works effectively only if the 
input to the main amplifier is at least 1 
megohm and preferably higher, Making 
the same change remedied matters here 
too. 

More gain needed 
Thi,; complaint also came from those 

who used ceramic pickups without a 
preamplifier. It is not too difficult to 
I·emedy. The gain can be increased by 
reducing the feedback. Besides increas
ing the value of the feedback resistors, 
the balance of the voltage fed to the 
second half of the 12AX7 needs read
justing. The table gives approximate 
alternative values. If you wish, you can 
use a potentiometer to make fine ad
justment, as shown in Fig. 3, the same 
as for the original circuit. 

A few found insufficient gain because 
the preamplifier they are using gives 
less than a volt output. Surprisingly, 
there are preamplifiers that give less 
than a volt output even when given 
more than a volt input. This is because 
the gain does not equal the losse� intro
duced by the tone control circuits. 

Tone controls 
Several people asked how treble and 

12AX1 
PHASE INV 

R4 I50K'5" 

C2 

bass controls can be added to the twin
coupled amplifier. It is feasible to do 
this only by adding another stage. Also, 
where full output is required for less 
than a volt input, an extra stage is the 
better way of remedying matters be
cause it avoids sacrificing feedback. 
Fig. 4 shows circuits using one half of 
a 12A U7. Other tubes with similar 
specifica tio ns can also be used. 

When an extra stage is added for USE 

with another preamplifier that has in
sufficient output, extra care is needed 
in decoupling the B-plus feed for the 
preamplifier. Fig. 2 shows the combined 
feed arrangement. Values will have to 
be determined by experiment. First see 
how much you can drop the B-plus 
voltage in resistor R without restrict
ing the preamplifier output or making 
it distort. The value of R will depend 
on the voltage drop you can stand anc 
the total current drain of the pream
plifier. Having found a suitable value 
of R by experiment, make the value of 
C large enough to prevent instability 
at all settings of the preamplifier tone 
controls, or to eliminate hUIll induced 
in these stages. 

Voice-coil feedback 
That voice-coil feedback experiment 

of mine, described in RADIO-ELEC
TRONICS in October, 1956, inspired some 
to want to combine it with the twin
coupled circuit. As described in that 
alticle, the feedback must be worked 
out individually according to speaker 
and amplifier characteristics. But Fig. 
5 is a good starting point, using the 

12AU1 
DRIVER 

RI5 39K/2W 

EL84/6BQS(2) 
PWR AMPL 

R1 lOOK .5/200Y RI2 R2 lOOK 
R I r---'V'rv---+---, 

R9 

RIO 

C3 .5 

OSEE TEXT 
DEPENDS ON 
TWEETER USED 

RI-pot, 100,000 ohms, audio taper, with spst switch 
R2, 3-1,800 ohms, 5% 
R4, 5-150,000 ohms, 5,),. 
R6-2,700 ohms, 5% 
R7, 8-100,000 ohms 
R9-220,000 ohms 
R10-6B,000 ohms 
RII-I.BOO ohms 
R12, 14--47,000 ohms 
R13, 26-270,000 ohms 
R15, 16-39,000 ohms, 2 watt. 
R 17, IB-330,OOO ohms 
R19-120 ohms, 2 watts 
R20-33,000 ohms, 2 watts 
R21-I,OOO ohms, 10 watls, wirewound 
R22-pot, 50,000 ohms, linear taper 
R23-47,000 ohms 

200V 

220K 

RII 

68K 

-IOV 

VOlTAGES IN PARENTHESES ARE At WITH IV INPUT SIGNAL 

... WITH NO SIGNAL INPUT 

R24, 25-100.000 ohms 
All resistori fl2 watt, 10% unless noted 
CI-.OOI I.d 
C2, 3---{).5 p.f, 200 volts, paper tubular 
C4, 5-.05 /If, 600 volts 
C6, 7---{).5 pf, 600 volts. paper tubular 
CB-40-B0-20 /If, 450 volls, eleelrolylic, can type 
F-Fuse, 1 amp 
JI, 2-Dhono jacks 
S-spsl swilch on R I 
TI, 2-oulput transformers, 7'/' walls, 4,000 ohms, 

plate to plale cl: B., 16-, 32-ohm secondary 
(Stanco< A-B094, Thordarson Meissner 22521, 
Merit A-2997, Triad S-l4X) 

TJ-power transformer: primary, 117 volts; secondary, 
600 volls, ct, 75 ma; 5 volls, 2 amp; 6.3 volls, 3 
amp. (Triad R9A, Chicago PV70A or equivalen!) 
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r---;=�B�+�T�O�OUTPUT STAGE 

I 

5V4-G 

Fig. 2-Power takeoff point A for 
additional stage. Additional decoupling 

provides power takeoff fOI' preamp. 

12AX7 
PHASE INV 

B+ 

R7-IOOK 

C2 

B+ 

1_6K 

RI4 

Fig. 3-Balancc control fOi' pha�e 
inYcrter. 

Revision of Values to Get More Gain 
Approx. R4, R9 R I O R23 

feedback R5 (Fig. 3) (KiI- (Fig. 3) 
(db) (Kil- (KiI- ohms) (Kil-

ohms) ohms) ohms) 
14 (original) 150 220 68 47 
12 220 220 51 33 
8 470 270 33 10 

... ,,,U I"""", ""'U'""II""""""""'HI,,,,,,,,'II,'U"""'''' "'"'III1'",UI"""""',,,,,,umUIl,,,,,,,,UI,.mm,mm,U"'lllcunm.,' 

VI-12AX7 
V2-12AU7 
V3. 4--EL84 
V5-5V4-G 
Ch.assis, 9 x 7 x 2 inches 
Sockels, 9-pin shielded (2) 
Sockels, 9-pin unshielded (2) 
Sockel, oelal 
Fu;�e extractor post 
Barrier striP. Cinch-Jones 4-141 or equivalent 
Grommels, % inch (4) 
Grommet, '/. inch 
Tie strip, Cinch-Jones 52A 
Tie slrip, Cinch-Jones 53C (one mounting lug 

removed) 
Mi'5cellaneous hardware 

Fig. I-Circuit of the basic twin-coupled amplifier. 
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original twin-coupled as a basis. 
Change R2, R3 to 2,700 ohms, 5 ,/,. The 
0.1-1'£ capacitor in Fig. 5 bypasses 
voice-coil feedback above 1,000 cycles. 
The .003-1'£ capacitors limit electrical 
feedback to frequencies above this 
point. R6 and C1 level off the high-fre
quency response of the amplifier. Their 
values may be varied for smoothest re
sponse when using voice-coil feedback. 
They are not necessary when using an 
electrostatic tweeter. 

It may be hard to get very much 
feedback this way, because there is not 
too much gain available. On the other 
hand, remember that feedback obtained 
this way is far more effective in reduc
ing ovc1'all distortion than amplifiel' 
feedback alone. 

I would not recommend tackling this 
project unless you have an audio oscil
lator so you can check frequency re
sponse and make the necessary circuit 
adjustments to get balanced perform
ance. 

A preamplifier 
This is something I still hope to get 

made up in due course, for publication 
in this magazine. Many readers have 
requested it. The problem is that 
scarcely any two readers want the same 

preamplifier. Some want the bare essen
tials: equalization but no tone controls, 
loudness compensation or filtering of 
any kind (rumble, scratch, etc.) ; others 
want "the works". Yet others would 
like this feature but not that, in various 
combinations. Finally stereo has thrown 
in a Whole lot of other ideas, including 
how to arrange for balance and com
bined control facilities. 

What I hope to do when time permits 
is develop a basic design with a number 
of circuit elements that can be com
bined in custom fashion to suit every
one's individual need. If you want the 
bare essential and think tone controls 
are superfluous to high fidelity, then 
build it that way. If you want any par
ticular feature, add it as required, in 
the appropriate circuit position. But 
this approach needs careful planning 
and circuit workout to make sure every
one really gets what he wants. 

More power 
A large percentage of readers have 

been asking for more power. Some have 
even built two amplifiel's and paralleled 
them. I am told this works quite well. 
But I am not in favor of it, for if 
either amplifier deteriorates, it will 
load down the other. This will give you 
even less power than one amplifier by 
itself. To me this doubles the oppor
tunity for failure. 

Several amplifier manufacturers use 
parallel operation (with the same 
theoretical disadvantage) and say they 
get no adverse complaints. This seems 
to mean equipment is so much more 
reliable these clays that even doubling 
the chance of failure does not make the 
total liability big enough to matter! 

Probably the main objection to 
parallel operation is that it doubles the 
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work and cost. Some have gotten more 
power from the circuit merely by chang
ing tubes and making some correspond
ing cha:1ges in the power supply and 
circuit ..... alues. To a certain extent this 
works. How much more power you can 
get depends to some extent on whether 
you are prepared to sacrifice some 
maximum power at the extreme low 
end-20 to 30 cycles. 

Some manufacturers are using the 
circuit and have larger transformers 
made specifically for them. But this will 
not help readers, because such trans
formers are available only on quantity 
order. However, transformer manufac
turers have now made a larger-version 

V3, V4 
CATHODES 

->t-----J\w�I/IN'_'�V\r--J J-
IK 

twin-coupled output transformer avail
able as a catalog item, so that problem 
is now solved. 

In a later issue we will show how to 
go about setting up a larger version, 
tailored to your own requirements or 
choice of tubes. You may use either the 
original transformer or the new larger 
version. Another thing we propose to 
include is how to use a transformer 
input circuit. This has been asked for 
two or three times. It seems the one
time prejudice against audio transform
ers is fading. There are stock trans
formers that will serve for this use 
without the manufacturers having to 
invent a new catalog number! END 
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A HIGH EFFICIENCY - HIGH QUALITY AUDIO FHEQUENCY POV.ER AMPLlFIER* 

Alexander B. Bereskin 
The Baldwin Co. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

The deve l opment of the p ower amp lifier discussed 
in this paper was undertaken with the obj ective of provid
ing a large am ount of good quality audio power in a smal l 
pack age at re l ative ly l ow cost.  The size of an amplifier 
package and its cost are depen dent large l y  on the effici
ency of operati on and the powe r  sensitivity of the output  
stage . Beam p ower t ubes satisfy these  two requireme n ts 
more readi ly  than tri ode s .  The qual ity of the aud io powe r 

. is improved- by the use of push-pul l  operati on an d large 
. amoun ts of fe e dback. The us e of a s uitabl e amount and 
type of feedba ck with beam power tube s e liminates th e 
advantage of inheren t l ow output impedance obtain ed 
with triodes. 

In Cl ass A or C la�s AB operation the dynami c  
charac teristics o f  the two tubes may b e  mat che d to obtain 
a reaso nabl y linear characteristic, and while feedback is 
desirable its use may s ometime s be avoided. In Class  B 
operati on it is not pos sible to matc h dynamic character
istics to ge t l inear operation, and therefore a l arge 
amo un t of feedback' mus t  always be ,use d. The proble ms 
encou ntered in C lass B operation are c onsiderabl y more 
severe than those occurrin g  in C l as s  A and Cl ass AB 
operation, and the question nat ural l y  arises as to whether 
this typ e  of operation is worth  the extra e ffort required.  
This que stion can be resolved r

'
ather conc lusivel y  by the 

fol l owing examp l e: 
Two 6L6 tubes operating C l as s  Al push-pul l with 

30% e ff iciency, and having an al lowable total  pl ate 
dissipation of 40 watts, would  be capable  of developin g  

30 
an output powe r of 

70 
x 40 =,17.1 watts .  

Th e s am e  two 6L6 tubes op erating C l ass B" pus h
pu l l  wi th  60% efficiency wou l d  be c apable of de ve lop ing 
60 40 x 40 = 60 watts .  The pos s i bility of gett ing 60 watts of 

output powe r  in Cl ass B operation for the same inves t
me nt in p owe r tubes  which produced on l y  17.1 watts in  
Class A operati on provides a real  incentive to solve the 
severe problems encountered in Class B operation. The 
advan tag e  of h igh eHicie n c y  operat ion also refl e c ts 
advantageous l y  on th e size of the powe r s u p p l y  ne ces
sary to operate the powe r amp lifier.  

Th e bas i c  power amplifier circuit sh own in Fig. 1 
is c apable  of empl oying l arge amounts of fe edback wit h  
good stability . •  .Th is circuit h as been operated with 36 db 
of fe e dback with out showing any trac e of ins tability . 
Howe ver, sinc e the dr iving vol tage required under these  

-Manuscript received February 2 ,  1954. Paper delivered at 
Cincinnali IRE S ection, November 17, 1953. 
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Fig. 1 - Basic Beresldn power amplirier circuit. 

conditions is too gre at, the c ircuit  is norma l l y  used  with 
only  24 db of fee dbac k.  In th i s  circuit the 1 2AX7 tube is 
use d  as a phase inverter - amp lifier - driver stage . It is 
dire ct-c oupled to the beam powe r output tubes and the 
operation is esse ntial ly Class B 1 since the  high impe
dance driver stage is  in capable  of driving the power tube 
grids p ositive.  An added advantage of the dire ct-coupled 
driver is  that  it  e liminat es th e pos s ibi lity of  bl ocking due 
to excessive input signal. The two output-tube cathodes 
are returne d to groun d and therefore any combination of 
s creen and plate s upply  voltage may be use d. The values 
sho wn on the  diagram wil l kee p both the screen an d plate  
dissipation below t he rated values for ful l  signa l  Class 
Bl operation with  either the 1614 or th e 807 tube s .  The 
bias for the out put tubes is supplie d  by the dire ct
coupled  ph ase inverter - ampl ifier - driver an d is norma l
ly adjusted to produce a zero signal plate c urrent of 
about 15 ma per tube . The high val ue of cathode resist
an ce e m p l oyed makes the drive r c ircuit fundamental ly  
stable .  A test wi th 6 different 1614 tubes and 12 different  
1 2AX7 tubes,  of  differen t manufacturers and

" 
cho�en at 

random, produc ed a zero-signal plate current variation 
ranging from 10 to 25 ma per tube . Th e ful l signal  opera
tion was s ubstantia l l y  in dependent of the c h oice of 12AX7 
and beam powe r outp ut tubes .  The feedback winding used 
is e le c trostatic al ly  shielded from the secondary but very 
c l os e l y  coupled to it. The e l iminat i on of the el ectro
st atic s h ie l d  great ly redu ces the amount of feedbac k that 
can be used succe ssful l y .  
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One of the major problems associated with Class B 

operation is due to the energy stored in the leakage reo. 
actance between the two primary windings. A. P. Sah '  
showed how this stored energy gave rise to a conduction 
transEer notch which must be eliminated before Class B 
operation can be used successEully. Several diUerent 
winding schemes will reduce the leakage reactance below 
the critical value but the most successful one is that oE 
using a bifilar winding Eor the two primary sections. 

The use oE bililar windings introduces new prob
lems which were not previously important. One oE these . 
problems is that appreciable voltage may exist between 
the adjacent wires of a bifilar winding and suHicient in
sulation must be provided to withstand this voltage. 
Adequately insulated wires are now available commerci
ally so this problem is seldom a serious one. A second 
and more significant problem is that appreciable capaci
tance exists between the adjacent wires in a bililar 
winding and that charging current must be supplied to 
this capacitance beEore any voltage can be developed 
between the wires. This charging current must usually be 
supplied through th e output stage tubes and is on e of 
the major Eactors limiting the high Erequency power
delivering capacity of an amplilier. 

T his problem can be understood more readily by 
e xamining the circuit of Fig. 2A. In this circuit the bi
filar primary has been separated into.two sections and the 

OU'fVT 

-I 

fig. 2 - Primary interwinding voltage relations. 

secondary has been sandwiched between them to keep th e 
leaka�e reactan ce between the primaries and secondary 
at et !ow value. The four primary sections have been 
symn tt:lrically interconnected and there is negl igible de 
voltage between these windings . If a peak signal voltage 
of 250 v is assumed on each of the primary sections , as 

1 A. Pcn-Tung Sah. "Qua"i-transients in Class R audio-fre
quency push-pull amplifiers." Proc. I.R.E., vol. 24, no. 11, 
pp. 1522-1541; November. 1936. 

shown by the vertica l arrows, it is observed that this 
will give r ise to a peak s ignal voltage of 500 v between 
all adj acent points on the bifilar windi ng as show n by 
the horizonta l arrows. The undesirable feature here is 
that before this voltage CHn appear between the two 
primary windings the interwinding capacitance must be 
suitably chargell. and the charging current must flow 
through one of the two tubes. An experimental trans_ 
former of this type, wound with adjacent-wire layer bifilar 
wind ing , using :\(). 2R lIeavy Formvar wire, was found to 
have a capacitanl:e of 0.045 microfarads between the two 
primary windings. :\ peak charging current of 1.5 amperes 
is requ ired to charge this capacitance at 10KC with a 
sine wave voltage of 500 volts peak across the pri maries. 
An ordinary tube used in a circuit of this type would 
normally supply only about 0.30 amperes peak so that at 
2 Lkc the peak cUfrent capacity of the tube would be 
requ ired to furnish the chargi ng current for the inter. 
winding capacitance. The amplifier 's power-delivering 
capacity to a resistance load would therefore be down 
3 db at 2 Lkc. 

A natural step at th is point is to consider the 
possibility of using a diHerent interconnection of die 
primary sections to reduce the interwinding voltages, 
thereby reduc ing the charging current required for the 
interwinding capacitance. Fi g. 2B shows a different 
connection of the primary sections . The voltage between 
the lower section s of the bifilar winding has been re
duced to 250 v, but the voltage between the upper sec· 
tions has been correspondingly increased to 750 v. The 
total interwinding charging current is the same as before 
but the insulati on burden on the upper section is greater 
than it was before. As a matter of fact, further section
alization and reconnection of the primary does not 
reduce the charging current problem and will, in most 
cases, increase the burden on the insulat ion. 

A diHerent type of interconnection is shown in 
Fig. 3. ID this case half of the sectionalized bifilar 

Fig. 3 - Rasic McInlosh power amplifier. 
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One of the major problems associated with Class B 
operation is due to the energy stored in the leakage reo. 
actance between the two primary windings. A. P. Sah' 
showed how this stored energy gave rise to a conduction 
transfer notch which must be eliminated before Class B 
operation can be used successfully. Several different 
winding schemes will reduce the leakage reactance below 
the critical value but the most successful one is that of 
using a bifilar winding for the two primar y  sections. 

The use of biCilar windings introduces new prob
lems wh ich were not previously important. One of these. 
problems is that appreciable voltage may exist between 
the adjacent wires of a bifilar winding and sufficient in
sulation must be provided to withstand this voltage. 
Adequately insulated wires are now available commerci
ally so this problem is seldom a serious Ohe. A second 
and more significant problem is that appreciable capaci
tance exists between the adjacent wires in a biEilar 
winding and that charging current must be supplied to 
this capacitance before any voltage can be developed 
between the wires. This charging current must usually be 
supplied through the output stage tubes and is on e of 
the major factors limiting the high frequency power
delivering capacity of an amplifier. 

This problem can be understood more readily by 
examining the circuit of Fig. 2A. In this circuit the bi
filar primary has been separated into.two sections and the 
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secondary has been sandwiched between them to keep the 
leakage reactance between the primaries and secondary 

shown by the vertical arrows, it is observed that thie 
will give rise to a peak signal voltage of 500 v between 
all adjacent points on the LiCilar winding as show n b) 
the horizontal arrows. The undesirable feature here i! 
that before th is voltage can appear between the tW( 
primary windings the interwinding capacitance must be 
suitably charged, and the charging current must Clo\\ 
through one of the two tubes. An experimental trans
former of this type, wound with adjacent-wire layer bifilar 
wind ing, using No. 2H lIeavy Formvar wire, was found to 
have a capacitanl:e of 0.045 microfarads between the two 
primary winrlings. r\ pe ak charging current of 1.5 amperes 
is required to charge this capacitance at lOKC with a 
sine wave voltage of 500 volts peak across the primaries. 
An ordinary tube used in a circuit of this type would 
normally supply only about 0.30 amperes peak so that at 
2 Lkc the peak current capacity of the tube would be 
required to furnish the char ging current for the inte .... 
winding capacitance. The amplifier's power-delivering 
capacity to a resistance load would therefore be down 
3 db at 2 Lkc. 

A natural step at this point is to consider the 
possibility of using a diC£erent interconnection of the 
primary sect ion s to reduce the interwinding voltages, 
thereby reducing the charging current required for the 
interwinding capacitance. Fig. 2B shows a different 
connection oE the primary sections. The voltage between 
the lower sections oE the biEilar winding has been re
duced to 250 v, but the voltage between the upper sec
tions has been correspondingly increased to 750 v. The 
total interwinding charging current is the same as before 
but the insulation burden on the upper· section is greater 
than it was before. As a matter of fact, further section
al ization and recoimection of the primary does not 
reduce the charging current problem and will, in most 
cases, increase the burden on the insulation. 

A diC£erent type of interconnection is shown in 
Fig. 3. In this case half of the sectionalized bifilar' 

1\ v 

. at a low value. The four primary sections have been /\ 
symmetrically interconnected and there is negligible dc -..,..V .......... _
voltage between these windings. If a peak signal voltage 
of 250 v is assumed on each of the primary sections, as 

I A. Pen-Tung Sah. "Quasi-transients in Class R audio-fre
quency push-pull amplifiers." Proc. I.R.E •• vol. 24. no. 11, 
pp. 1522-154 1; November. 1936. 
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Fig. 3 - Basic Mclntosh power amplifier. 
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primary winding is connected in the plate circuit, as 
before, and the other half, with proper consideration for 
the signal polarities, is connected in the cathode circuit. 
Now points b, c, f, and g are all at zero ac signal po
tential. F or signal c onditions the same as those con
sidered before, when a is instantaneously positive by 
250 v with respect to b, e is positive by the same amoun t 
with respect to l. This means there will be zero ac 
signal voltage bet ween points e and a. The same is seen 
to be true for points h and d and f or all other adjacent 
points on the two bililar windings. We now require zero 
charging current f or the primary interwinding capacitance 
regardless of the val ue of this capacitance. Since point h 
is at the same ac signal potential as d, bu t at a much 
higher dc potential, it could be connected to the screen 
of the upper tube to supply a constant screen-cathode 
voltage f or this tube. In a like manner point e could be 
connected to the screen of the lo wer tube. The screen and 
plate supply v oltages in this circuit will be equal unless 
special circuitry is pr ovided to make them diHerent. This 
circuit also requires a grid drive voltage greater than 50% 
of the output transformer primary voltage. When this circuit 
is combined with a suitable driving circui t and feedback 
net w orks it bec omes t he Mclotosh P ower Amplifier' and is 
capable of delivering 50 w of high quality po wer over an 

exceptionally large frequency range. 
A different s oluti on to the pr oblem is provided by 

the basic Sinclair-Peterson' circuit shown in Fig. 4A and 
its transformer c oupled equivalent, using beam po wer 
tubes, in Fig. 4B. In the transformer coupled case both 

I 

Fig. 4 - Basic Si ,ncl air - Peterson power amplifier. 

p'
rimary sections of the transformer work at all times so 

they need not be bifilar wound. These circuits present an 
appreciable burden to the phase inverter-driver for, if a 
peak Primary or load voltage of 450 volts is assumed, it 
is seen that the phase inverte .... driver plate supply voltage 
fluctuates bet ween 1100 volts and 200 volts during the 

IF. H. Mclntosh & G. J. Gow , "Description af,d analysis of a 
new 50 wall amplifier circuit," Audio Ent.. , voJ. 33, no. 12, 
pp. 9-1 1 , 35-40; December, 1949. 

• A. Peterson and D. R. Sinclair, "A single ended push-pul l 
audio amplifier," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 40, no. I, pp . 7-)), 
January, 1952, 

c ourse of one cycle. Suitable p oints are �vaila ble in 
'
Fig. 

4B for supplying the screen v oltages of the beam p o wer 
tubes. A disadvantage of this c onnecti on is that t he plate 
and screen supply voltages are forced to be equal unless 
special additional circuitry is used. The basic Sinclair
Peterson circuit has been incorporated in tw o c omplete 
po wer amplifier circuits which have been described in 
the literature4 ••• In these circuits the screens are fed 
through suitable voltage dropping VR tubes to insure that 
the screen voltage will be less than the average plate 
supply voltage. The published data on these amplifiers 
indicate that their performance is substantially the same 
as that of the Mclntosh amplifier mentioned previously. 
Neither the Mclntosh nor the Sinclair-Peterson circuits 
use feedback around the output transf ormer. 

The design of the transf ormer used in the circuit of 
Fig. 1 represents another solution to the problem intro
duced by the primary inter windin g capacitance. In the 
general case of t wo isolated parallel circular wires an 
increase of the spacing between the surfaces from 10% to 
20% of the diameter of the wire will reduce the capaci
tance bet ween these wires by approximately 30%. An 
increase of this spacing from 10% to 100% o f  the diameter 
of the wire will reduce the capacitance by approximately 
70%. 

In the trans former winding even though we are not 
dealing with two isolated parallel wires but with many 
wires in a small space, the same general principles apply. 
Each wire will have capacitance to the two wires on each 
side of it in the same layer an d also to the wires in the 
layers above and belo w it. The capacitance bet ween 
wires in the same layer can be cut in hal f by transposing 
the t wo wires o f  the bifilar wire at every turn. The ca
pacitance bet ween wires in adjacent layers will not be 
modified by this process. In the non-transposed winding, 
assuming the same spacing between layer centers that 
exists between adjacent wire centers in a layer, and 
uniform dielectric material, the capacitance bet ween the 
wires in the layers accounts for approximately two thirds 
of the total capacitance, while the capacitance bet ween 
wires in adjacent layers accou nts for one third of the 
total capacitance. Since transposition o f  the wires can 
be expected to cut in hal f the capacitance between wires 
in a layer without disturbing the capacitance bet ween 
wires in adjacent layers, it should reduce the total 
capacitance to two thirds o f  its original value. The use 
o f  insulating materials such as cotton, varnish, and wax, 
and the accumulation o f  moisture will all tend to in
crease the capacitance. A mechanism has been devel
oped which automatically transposes the bifilar winding 
at every turn so that this type o f  winding is no more 

4A. P. Peterson, "A new push-pull amplifier circuit," 
The General Radio Experimenter," voJ. 26, no. 5, pp. 1-7; 
October, 1951. 

S H. W. Lameon, .. A hi�h power toroidal output transformer," 
The General Radio Experimenter, voJ. 26, no. 6, pp. 5-8; 
November, 1951. 
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difficult to make than any ordinary bifilar winding. 

An alternative to the transposed bifilar winding is 
a random wound biEilar winding. The random winding is 
not as consistent as the transposed winding but appears 
on an average to produce an increase in the capacitance 
oE approximately 15%. Other than this the two windings 
are equivalent. 

The intr�duction oE space between the adjacent 
primary wires will tend to increase the leakage reactance 
between the two primary sections. The saEety Eactor 
provided by the biEilar type oE winding has so Ear been 
sufEiciently large to avoid the appearance oE the con
duction transfer notch. 
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Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram oE the output trans

former used to make the tests discussed in the remainder 
oE this paper, and Fig. 6 shows the coil buildup that was 
used. Fig. 6 is drawn in proper vertical scale but the 
horizontal scale has been modified to show the relative 
positions oE the windin� without showing the true coil 
width. This transEormer winding was designed to be used 
with two grain-oriented lIipersil C Cores (Moloney ME-31 
lIipercores or equivalent). The nominal impedance 
levels were intended to be 4, 8, and 16 ohms but the opti
mum levels obtained with this transEormer were 4.63, Fig. 5 - Output transformer winding arrangement. 

COIL FO''''. TO FIT 2 MOLONEY ME-SI HI PE"COIUS (0" EQUIVALENT) (2 ", . X I.NO TO 

P"OVIOE INSULATI ON FOR 1000 VOLTS IIETWEEN COIL AND CORE 

�1�'---------------------------------------------- 2 1�18· ----------------------------------------------�.1 
PROPE" PROPORTIONS ON 

VERTICAL SCALE ONLY 

Fig. 6 - Output transformer coil buildup for Bereskin 50 watt 
1614 tube power amplifier. 
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9.25, and 18.5 ohms. An optimum value resistor was 
used on the 9.25 ohm tap in all of the succeeding tests. 

The transformer of Fig. 6 had a primary inter
winding capacitance of 0.010 microfarads when it was 
vacuum impregnated with GE Type 9700 clear baking 
varnish and baked for the prescribed amount of time. This 
transformer was potted and has maintained the same 
value of capacitanc<e since that time. Another trans
former winding differing from this one only in the fact it 
had an ordinary layer bifiler winding had a primary inter
winding capacitance of 0.015 mE. A third transformer 
winding in which No. 28 quadruple Formvar wire was used 
with the same spacing between wire centers and an 
ordinary layer bifilar winding had a primary interwinding 
capacitance of 0.012 microfarads. Additional paper was 
used between layers in this case to achieve the same 
spacing between wire centers in adjacent layers. This 
last winding has been found to have less tendenc y to 
pick up moisture from the atmosphere than the other 
two windings although potting eliminates this trouble in 
all cases. 

In order to obtain the sam e low frequency power 
delivering capacity with an ordinary non grain-oriented 
core it is necessary to increase both the core cross 
section and the number of turns by about 25%. The 
combined effect of these increases is that the primary 
interwinding capacitance increases by approxi mate Iy 
50%. 

The circu it or
" 

Fig. 1 was used with the transformer 
of Fig. 6 with, transformer coupled input. The input 
transformer had an electrostatic shield and this shield 
was connected to ground. All filaments were operated 
from a common filament supply, one end of which was 
connected to ground. \'ith well regulated screen and plate 
supply voltages, the residual hum in the output was 96 
db below 50 w. For this particular amplifier, without any 
special attempt to obtain good balance, a ripple voltage 
of 42 volts inserted in series with the plate supply, or 9 
v inserted in series with the screen supply, was neces
sary to bring the residual' hum leve I in the output to 
80 db below 50 w. 

The powe r delivering capacity of this amplifier was 
tested by setting the input' at the value necessary to 
produce 2% distortion in the output. Fig.' 7 shows the 
results of this test. In the range below 30 cs the output 
was limited hy the inability of the 1614 tubes to supply 
adequate magnetizing current to the transformer. Between 
30 and 3000 cs the output was limited by peak clipping 
due to the inability of the 12AX7 tubes to drive the 1614 
tube grids positive. Above 3000 cs the output was limited 
hy the inaLility of the 1614 tubes to supply ,the charging 
current required by the primary interwinding capacitance. 
At the low end the ampl ifier has a drop-off rate of 9db/ 
octave while at the high end it approaches a drop-off 
rate of 6 db/octave. 

Most of the power in speech, �ong, 8n,1 musIc is con
taine,1 in the fundamental tones with frequencies Lelow 

3000 cs. The power levels of the higher frequency funda
mental tones and of the harmoni cs of the lower frequency 
fundamentals drop off at A greater rate than the power
delivering capacity of this amplifier. It will be shown 
in the appendix that the power-delivering capacity of this 
amplifier is fully adequate for all audio frequency signals. 
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Fig. 7 - Two per cent distortion - pov,:er relations. 

The amplifier develops its full power output of 60 watts 
over most of the middle .frequency range with total plate 
circuit losses, including transformer losses, considerably 
lower than the rated CCS values. The screen dissipation 
excecds the rated CCS val uc by about 7%, but this is 
only hecausc the amplifier is being over driven to obtain 
the rC'juired 2% distortion. A reduction of 3 w in the out
,put power, over most of the range, brings the harmonic 
distortion below 1% and the' screen dissipation safely 
below the rated CCS value. The maximum plate circuit 
efficienl:Y o(;Curred in the SOO-1000 cs. range and was 
65.2%. This value includes the output transformer losses, 
and is ramarkahly close to the ideal value of 78.5% for 
Class B operation, which does not include the trans
former losses. 

Since transformer coupled input is not usually 
available for amplifiers of this type a circuit including a 
preamplifier and power supply was developed and is 
shown in Fig. 8. This circuit was designed to deliver 50 w 
of high quality power over most of the middle frequency 
range. Since the output stage is very insensitive to ripple 
in the screen and plate supply circuits, very simple power 
supply filter circuits were adequate. Filter chokes were 
not necessary in either the plate or screen supply cir
cuits. A single 5U4-G rectifier tube, operating within 
the manufacturer's ratings, was adequate to supply the 
power required by the plate circuits of the 1614 tuLes. 
Onp. 6X4. tube is used to supply the power required by the 
preamplifier and the screens of the 1614 tubes, while 
another 6X4 tube is used to supply the negative volta�e 
required by the 12AX7 tube. The two 6X4 tubes could be 
replaced b/a single rectifier tube with separate cathodes 
and plates, used as two single phase half-wave rectifiers, 
but the tubes availabl e cost more than the two 6X'1 tubes 
put together and, in adcfition, (ull-wave rectification in 
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Fig. 8 - Bereskin 50 watt 1614 tube power amplifier. 

the screen supply permits the use of a lower value of 
£ilter capacitance. The voltages indicated at various 
locations on the diagram are the measured no-load and 
full-load val ue s. 

The preamplifier consists of a two stage resist
ance-capacitance coupled Jmplifier with feedback be
tween the second plate and the first cathode. This feed
back provides good wave shape and low output impedance 
on the preamplifier. The preamplifier is co upled to the 
12AX7 grid with a 1. 25 J.1. f capacitor and a modified 
Thordarson T 20C51 choke. The modification consists in 
interleaving the laminations of this choke. A low dc 
resistance is necessary in this circuit because the 
12AX7 has appreciable grid current when the grid voltage 
becomes more positive than -1 volt and this grid_ current 
must not be allowed to change the bias re'rations o f the 
phase inverter. This co upling circuit has a low Q reso
nance between 10 and 15 cs. 

Feeclback fro'm the secondary of the transformer is 
incorporatecl in a manner similar to that used before, but 
additional overall feeclback has b een incorporated from 
the 4.63 o hm tap to the first c athode in the preampliEier. 
It was found trlat a complex nridged T n etwork produced 

th � best hig h freq uency square wave response but that 
the square wave response was perfectly adequate wh en e 
simple 15 J.1.J.1.f capacitor was substituted in the overall 
feedback circuit. This capacitor has no eHect OD the low 
frequency response but reduces the tendency of the 
amplifier to ring slightly with sharp rise time 'square 
wave inputs. The photographs of Fig. 9 show the manner 

5KC Square Wave 
Driving 10W into 80hms 

Cfb = OuuF 
Cfb = 10uuF 
Cfb=15uuF 

Fig. 9 - Leading ed� analysis of 5 KC 10 wall square _ve. 
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40W into n r 8 0hmsJ U 
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80hms J U 

500cps 50cps 

- -

- -

- -

- -
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Fig. lOA - Amplifier square wave response. 

in which the ringing, f oll o wing the leading edge of a 
10 w - 5 kc square wave, .is modified by varying the value 
o f  this capacitor. The rise time of the leading edge is 
approximately 7.5 J.L8 between the 10% and 90% p oints 
and the ringing frequency is appr oximately 100 kc. The 
complete square wave resp onse at SO, 500, and 5000 cs. 
and p o wer levels of 10 and 40 w is sh o wn on Fig. lOA 
together with the output of the square wave generator 
c onnected directly t o  the CRD. A greatly expanded view 
of  the 40 w - SOoo cs case is sh o wn on Fig. lOB. The 
gain c ontr ol setti

.
ngs were n ot changed during these 

tests. 
The results of tests made to determine the best 

balance bet ween the vari ous types of feedback are sh o wn 
in Fig. 11. In this figure curves 1 and 2 have inadequate 
feedback turns t o  correct for Class B operati on at l o w  
p o wer levels. The Bridged T overall feedback net w ork 
produced 6 db feedback at operating frequencies so that 
curve 1 is l ower than curve 2 at high p o wer levels. Curve 
3 has much less l o w  level dist orti on than curve 2 because 
of the additi onal feedback turns but it requires more 
drive from the preamplifier and therefore has higher 
dist orti on than curve 2 at high po wer levels. Curve 4 
uses approximately 6 db additi onal feedback in the pre
amplifier and its distorti on is quite satisfactory at both 
l ow and high p o wer levels. The 15 iJp.c overall feedback 
has n o  effect at these frequencies. The values of feed
back turns and preamplifier feedback resistance used here 
represent a practical c ompr omise bet ween l o w  input 
signal and l ow output dist orti on. Additi onal reducti on in 
dist orti on c ould be obtained by increasing the number of 
turns on

' 
the feedback winding and reducing the value of 

the feedback resistor in the preampliCier. Both of these 
changes would increase the input v oltage required to 
pr oduce full output p o wer. The c onditi ons specified f or 
curve 4 are the ones sh own in the circuit diagram of 
Fig. 8 and are the ones used in all succeeding tests. 
Fig. 12 sh o ws the curves of plate circuit l osses (in-

5KC Input from Oscillator 

40W, 80hm Output from Amplifier 

Fig. 10R - Enlarged view of amplifier response 
to a 40 watt 5 ltc square wave. 
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cluding transformer losses) and s creen dissipation as 
the output power is varied. The plate circuit losses are 
less than the ra ted CCS va lue s for all operat ing condi
tions. The screen dissipation becomes eq ual to the rated 
C C S  value at t he highest power lev els shown but is less 
than the rated value at lower levels . 

It can be s een from Fig. 11 that once the ampTifier 
starts over-loading , the dis tortion incr eas es very rapidly. 
For compariso n purposes a 2% distortion level was 
considered a s atis fact ory s tandard value for determining 
the power deliv ering capacity of the amplifier. 1% dis tor
tion would have been adequat e at 400 cs, where the 
oscillator dis tortion was only 0. 2%, but not at 20 and 
20,000 cs where the oscillator distort ion was 0.8% and 
0.6% 'res pect ively. Fig. 13 shows ty pical 2% distortion 

, wave shapes at 20, 500, and 10,000 cs, for this amplifier. 

2% Total Harmonic 
Distortion 

Fig. 13 - Two per cent distortion wave shapes. 

The 2r, dis tortion power handling capacity together 
with the corres pond ing plate circuit loss es and screen 
dissipation are shown in Fig. 14. The highest plate 

<0 ." , - wc. . � ror> � 
���H4--�+-�--�4-rH-�1 
��+-�--+-�++r-�-r�+/� .... , � 

1\ 
'\ 

Fig. 14 - Two per cent distortion - power relations. 

circuit efficicnc y, includinl! transformer losses', occurred 
at 1000 cs and was 69'0. The plate circuit l oss es are 
below the rat ed CCS value for the tubes alone and the 
screen diss ipation is equal to the rated CCS va lue over 
most of the range. It should be emphas ized that this 

curve represents the power delivering capacity of the 
amplifier and not the linearity of response with frequency 
variations. The frequency response characteristics, 
together with the power delivering capacity curve, plotted 
to a db scale, are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen from 
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Fig. 15 - Frequency response characteristics. 

this diagram that _as long as the operating level is be low 
the 2% distortion curve the response is perfectly flat 
between 100 and 20,000 cs. Below 100 cs the response 
rises slightly due to the series resonance in the impe
dance coupled circuit. The amount of this rise can be 
controlled by modifying the values of the coupling 
capacitor and choke. At low levels the response a�ov e 
20,000 cs depends on the amount of feedback capacitance 
used. The curve for C Ib ., 0 is seen to rise to a maximum 
at about 85 kc, and then to drop off very rapidly. The 
curve for C Ib-

= 15 micromicrofarads is seen to be almos t  
perfectly Elat to 95 kc, after which i t  also drops off very 
rapidly. A curve for -Caussian response with a -3 db point 
at 75 kc has also been shown for comparison purposes. 
Gaussian response would produce minimum rise time 
consistent with zero overshoot. It is seen that the ringing 
frequency of approximately 100 kc corresponds closely 
to the region of maximum deviation of the actual response 
characteristic from the Gaussian response. This also 
shows why the use of CIf, = 15 micromicrofarads reduced 
the ringing amplitude obtained with a square wave input 
signal. 

Fig. 16 shows the results of an intermodulation 
distortion test using a 4: 1 combination of 60 and 1500 cs. 
As is customary, the resulting distortion is plotted as a 
per cent of the smaller of the two signals. The distortion 
values shown here should be divided by 5 if they are to 
be compared with the harmonic distortion values dis
cussed previously. The values shown are acceptable up 
to at least 112% peak-ta-peak equivalent input. An inter
modulation distortion test was also performed for a 4: 1 
combination of 60 and 15,000 cs. and the results are 

.� 
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sh own in Fig. 17.  The p urpose of this test  was to  fin d  
out i f  the h i gh freque n c y  rol l off of the power handlin g 
capacity had an y  appre ciabl e e ffe ct  on the intermodu la-
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F i g .  1 6  - Intermodu lation distortion character istics . 

t ion di stortion .  The val u e s  obtained in th is test were 
sl i ghtl y high er  than those  sh own in Fi g. 22 but the per
formanc e is a c c ep tabl e up to at l east 105% peak-ta-peak 
equival e nt input.  

Good tran sient response of  a loudspeak er requ ires 
a l ow o u tput impedanc e sourc e .  The manner in wh ich the 
ou tp u t  impedanc e o f  thi s ampl ifi er varies with  frequency 
i s  sh own i n  Fi g. 1 8. The output impedance remain s 
rel ati vel y c on stant w i th fre qu ency and is about 10% of the 
n om i nal  impe dance  of the tap . This output impedance 
w a s  re l ativel y independent  of the current used to  mak e 
th e t e s t. 

A short cir cuited s e c ondary test was performe d on 
th e amp l i fier to  de term i n e  its  s u s ceptibility to a c c i de n tal 
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F i g. 17 - I nter mod u l a t ion d is t ort ion  chara cter ist i cs .  

damage .  The res u l ts o f  th i s  test  are sh own i n  Fig. 19. 
The s creen dis s i pat ion of the tu be rea ch e s  4.5 w at 
re lat ive l y  low si gn al l eye l s  bu t remains bel ow 5 w eve n 
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F i g. 1 8  - O u tput i mpedance character is t ic . 

w i t h  1 20% of n ormal  fu l l  load  signa l .  With th e same signal  
the p late circuit input approa c h e s  120 w .  Th i s  is  con
s i derabl y greater than the rated val ue but the plate s truc
ture is quite ru gge d an d capabl e of  handlin g  th e s e  powers 
for sh ort periods of  t ime.  The s creen gri d of th e tube is 
quite fra gi l e  compared to th e pl ate s tructure so it is . 
fortun ate in this s i tuat ion that it only has to handl e 
about 7 0% of i ts  rated d i s s i pat ion . Th i s  ampl ifier was 
operate d for 10  m i nu tes at th e hi ghest sign a l  con d i tion 
shown on the graph .  At the end of the ten min u te perio d 
t h e  s h ort circuit was removed and the amp l i fi er operated 
normal l y .  No damage coul d  be detec ted i n  a n y  part of  
th e ampl i fi er or i ts  tube  comp l e m en t. 

Th e ampl ifi er can al so operate wi th full  s i gnal 
appl i e d  under open s e condary condit ions.  Th e only 
n oti ceabl e change is that the output vol tage rises by 
a bou t ten per c e n t  wh en �he  load is  d isconn ected.  Th i s  
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c ontrol  is  due to · the c l o se coupl i ng us e d  be tween the 
s e c o n dary and the fee dback win di n g. 

Th e res i dual h um i n  the c ompl ete amp l i fi er is  
s l i ghtly  gre ater than that measured in the basi c amp l ifier 
w i th transformer coupled input.  For the complete ampl i fi er 
t h e  residual 1 20  cyc le  h um is abou t 80 db be low 50 w. 
Th e residual 60 cycle  h u m  is about 66 db be low 50 w.  
Due to i ts lower frequency , the 60 cycle  hum i s  no more 
s er i ous than the 1 20 c y c le · hum and both have been fou nd 
to be completely  n e gl i gible  i n  most  cases . Th e 60 cycle  
h u m  i s  p i cked up inductive l y  by  the unsh i e l de d  modi fied 
T20C5 1 choke fro m  the pow er trans former. If  furth er re
du ction of the 60 cy c l e  hum is  desi rabl e and the ampl ifi er 
i s  operated remotely from other equ ipme nt ,  th is  ch oke 
can b e. oriented for mi nimum 60 cyc l e  p i ckup . Approxi
mately 20 db reduc tion has been obtai ne d by th is  mean s  
but a c lumsy mount ing  posi tion was required for the 
choke.  If the e qu ipment  is operated in  pro x i m i ty to oth e r  
e qu i pmen t wh os e r e l ati ve posi ti on m a y  chan ge from time 
to  time, a be tter sol ution would be to use a ful ly sh i e lded 
c h oke. It s hould  be emp h as i zed, however, that in  mo st 
c a s e s  furth e r  hum reduction is not  n e c essary . · 

Fi g. 22 i s  a photograph of a deve lopmen tal model 
o f  th e Be re s k i n  50 watt - 16 1 4  Tube Power Amp l ifier.  
Th e o u tp u t  tra n s former is  sh own mounted on the chassis 
i n  its n ormal posit ion but not  potted. 

APPEN DIX 

O n  the b as i s  of  th e characteristi cs s h own in  Fig. 
1 5 ,  the 2% d i s torti on power-de l i ver ing capa c i ty of th i s  
am p l i f i er is  down approxi mately  6 db at  20, 000 cycles 
wh i l e  th e l ow leve l response 'is  f lat  to  approximately 
1 00, 000 cyc l es . Th e oretical and experimental  i n v esti ga
tions on both a qual i tative and quan titative b as i s  were 
made to de termi n e  the adequacy of th i s  power-del i verin g  
capac i ty .  I t  is  th e purpose of th e appendix to disc uss 
th ese investigation s .  

, 
Sivian,  Oun n ,  and Wh i te' and others have shown 

that m os t  of  the p owe r in  s peech,  song,  and m u s i c  i s  
contai n ed i n  th e fundame ntal tones w i th fre qu e n c i e s  
b e low 3000 cs .  T h e  power l e ve l s  of  t h e  h i gh er fre quency 
fun damen tal ton e s  and of th e h armo n i cs o f  t h e  lower 
frequen c y  fundamental s  decrease rapidly as th e frequen
c i es become greater than 3000 cs.  Curve 0 i n  F i g. 20 is 
an adaptation of  data presented by Sivian,  Oun n ,  an d 
Wh i te w i th regards to a 75 pi e ce orch e s tra p layi ng 4 
d i ((eren t types of musical  sel ect ions . In the original data 
the audio frequ e n c i es were divided into s u i tabl e but not 
e qua l bands, and for each of these  ban ds the i nstan tane
ous peak power was recorded� Th i s  was done for e a c h  of 
the four m us i cal sele ctions and for many other source s 
of sou n d .  The adaptation of th i s  data cons i s te d  in tak ing 

' S ivi an, Dunn, and W hite, "Abs olute amp l i tud es and s pectra of 
certai n m us i cal instruments and orchestras, " Jour. A cous. Soc. 
A mer. , vo!. 1 1 ,  n o. 3,  pp. 330-37 1 ;  January, 1 9 3 1 . 

the peak i n s tantaneous powe r requi red in each of th e  
four musi cal s e l e ct ion s  an d ca l l ing  th i s  val ue 0 d b. Al l  
four mus i c al s e l e ct ions produced 0 db i n  the  250 - 500 c s  

band. The val ue plotted in any of the oth e r  ban ds was 

chose n from the musical s e l e ction in wh i c h  this band had 
the min imum devi ation from its ow n 0 db l eve l .  Th is  
curve i s  bel ieved to b e  a c l ose  appro x i mation t o  t h e  most 
s evere re qu ireme nts for an audio frequency powe r  sys tem 
and has there fore been c a l l e d  the " MA X IMUM S EVElUTY " 
c ompos i te .  Curve E h as been obtai ned by convert i n g  the  
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data represented by curve 0 to a cyc l e  l � ve l .  Sound i s  in  
general an integrated comp os i te of many fre que n c i e s  a n d  
these two c ur ve s  show t h e  relative c o n tr i but ions  to be 
expe � ted, under very severe condit ion s .  from variou s 
frequency ban ds and ran � s .  

The 5 0  Watt - 1 6 1 4  Tu be Power Ampl ifier l e n d s 
i tself  readi ly to the con trol of i ts power-del iver ing 
capa c i ty  w i thout appre c i ably a((e ctin g i ts l ow l e vel 
frequency response or i ts  m i ddle frequen c y  dis tortion 
characteristi c .  Curve At i n  F i g. 20 is th e 2% distort i on 
p ower-del ivering capac i ty o f  the amp l ifier. Curves Bt and  
Ct are experimen tal 2% distortion power-de l i ver ing  
capacity curves for this same amp l i fier when it  was 
l oaded with . 005 microfarad an d .01 5  m i c rofarad capa c i 
tors respe ctivel y between each o f  th e 1 6 1 4  tube p l a tes 
artd B+ . For curve A the total pri mary i n te rwi ndi n g  
capaci tan c e  i s  .010 mi crofarads.  for C urve B i t  i s  . 020 
m i crofarads, an d for C urve C it is  . 040 m i crofarads.  
C urves Aa . Ba > and Ca are th e correspondin g l ow leve l  
frequenc y  response charac ter istics  obta in ed wi th a 
c onstant input vol tage.  The 400 cs harmon i c  dis t orti on 
for al l three cases was i dent i cal ly the same as tha t of 
Curve 4 in  F i g. n. Th e l oading  capa c i tors were conn ect
e d  with a ro tary swi tch wh i ch made it pos s i bl e  to s w i t c h  
from any one condit ion t o  any other c ond it ion wi th ou t 
goin g throu gh  the rema i n i n g  condition.  

Several ful l  orchestra passa ges were re corded from 
LP records to tape wi th a Ma gnecord Tape Re corder 
operatin g at 1 5  inche s/second. The tapes were cut in to 
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four foot l e n gths wh i ch we r e  s p l i ce d  i n to ri n gs  so that 
th ey c ou l d  be p l a ye d  ove r a n d  over wi th a one se cond 
dead i n terval in be tween to perm i t  s w i t ch i n g of the 
amp l i f i er c apa c i tan c e  l oa d .  Th e �la gn e co rd o u tput  was 
used a s  a n  i np u t  to th e p o w e r  a mp l i f i e r  a n d wa s al so 
conne c te d  to the h or i zon tal  d e fl e c ti on syste m  of a 
cath od e -ray osc i l l os cop e .  Th e v e rt i c a l  de fl e c t i on sys te m  
o f  the c ro w a s  c o n n e c te d  to th e  power ampl i fi er output 
and th e  various  gai n c o n tro l s  we re adj us te d  for a 45 9 
trace on the fa c e  o f  th e c ro. D i s tort i o n l ess operat ion 
was c h ara c ter i z e d  by a s tra i gh t  d i a gonal  tra ce wi th 
s l i gh t t e n de n c y  towards an e l l i p s e  du e to th e h i gh e r  
aud i o fre qu e n c i e s . � l i d dl e fre q u e n c y  d i s tort ion  was 
character i z ed b y h or i z o n tal e x tens i on s at the t i ps of th e  
di agonal  l i n e s .  H i gh fre qu e n c y d i s torti on was c harac ter
i zed by smal l l o op s ,  s i m i l a r  to m u s i cal  h a l f  n o te marks , 
at the t ips  o f  th e d i a go n a l  l i n es .  

For ea c h  s e c t i on o f  tap e  the i n p u t  l e vel t o  th e 
power ampl i f ier  w as adj u s te d so tha t  th e  amp l i fi e r j us t  
fai l e d  to  c l ip pe aks a t  th e h i gh es t l e ve l  p a s s a ge o f th i s  
sec t i on wh en th e c on d i ti on o f  Curve A was use d .  Swi tch
i n g  th e ampl i f i e r  to th e co n d i t i on s o f  C u rves  D and C 
prod u ce d corre s p o n di n g l y  l ar ger i n d i c a t i on s  of h i gh 
frequ e n c y  d i s torti on . n e d u c t i o n s i n  i n p u t  l eve l  ran gin g  
betwee n  � an d 1 db were n e c e s s ary t o  e l i m i n a te  th e 
d istort ion for th e  c o n d i ti on of Curve B. n e du c t ion l!l in 
inpu t l e ve l  ran gi n g  be tw e e n  2 and 3 db were ne cessary to 

2. 5 KC S q uare Wave 

D i rect 

Fi g. 21 - E ffect of capa c i tance l oa d i ng on sq uare 
wave res ponse of a mp l i f ier .  

e l i m i na te th e d i s tort i o n  for th e c o n d i ti on o f  C u rve C .  In 
a l l  c a se s th e di s tort i on s h o w n  by th e cond i t ion  of Curve 
A was o f  the m i d d l e fre q u e n c y  peak c l i pp i n g  vari e ty .  
Listen i n g  tests m a de at  f u l l l e vel  for th e s e  con d i tion s 
s h owed i n  ge n eral  th a t a s l i gh t  di fferen c e  c ou l d  b e  
de te c t ed be tw e e n  th e c o n d i t i o n s  o f  Cu rve s A and C b u t  
there w a s  n o  c on c l u s i ve a gre eme n t  as t o  wh i c h repre
s en ted  the b e t t e r  o p e ra t i n g  c o nd i ti on . In th e re gi o n  of 
2500 c y c l es /s e c o n d  C u rve 1 I  is seen to he ap prox im ately 
1 d b bel ow C urv e  A a n d  f: urve C i s seen to be approxi -

mate l y  3 db bel ow C urve A. Th is same regi on i s  s e e n  to 
correspond to humps in both Curves D and E .  Th ese 
h umps are  probabl y exaggera te d by  the  man n er i n  wh i ch 
the " Maximum Seve ri ty" data was adapted from th e 
ori ginal  data bu t th e re i s  amp l e  evi dence  that  th e 2000 to 
2800 c y c le/second ban d mak es an appr e c i abl e con tri bu
tion to th e power con te n t  of  the compos i te s i gnal . Deyond 
th i s  ban d Curve s AI and DI safe l y  override th e  band l evel  
" Max i mum Seve ri ty "  composi te cu rves . Al l three of th e 
C urves AI O DI , and C l  are s ee n  to drop off  at a l owe r rate 
than the cy c l e  level  " Maximum Se veri ty "  composi te in 
the h i gh  frequen c y  ran ge. 

Fig.  2 2  

Th i s  ampl if ier  was used i n  l i stening tests with 
l!Ieveral combi nations o f  ful l  fre qu en c y  range e qu ipment  
and LP re c ords cont ai n i ng fu l l  orch e stra passages.  In  
l!Iome of these  tests the input l evel was adj usted  to  j ust  
fai l to  p rodu c e  p e ak cl i p p ing  d ur i n g  t h e  mos t  severe ful l  
orch e stra  p ass ages wi th t h e  co n di t ion of  Cu rve A .  In th e 
rem a i n d e r  of the tests  a h i gh l eve l  was mai ntai n ed but 
thi s l e ve l  was bel ow th e p e ak cl i p p ing regi o n .  The 
tran s i ti o n  betwe e n  condi tions A, B, and C was n o i s e l e s s  
ad in no c a s e  was t h e  au d i e n c e  a b l e  t o  d e t e c t  any 
differen c e  between the three condi t ions .  

Th e s p e ctrum of a 2500 cs square wave, h av i n g  a 
total power of 0 db, i s  shown up to th e 1 1 th h armo n i c  by 
tbe arrows mark e d  F i n  Fig. 20. Th e compone nts abov e  
27. 5  k c  h ave been  l e ft out t o  avo i d  confu s ion i n  th e 
diagram but  the ir e ffe ct  c an  be und erstood by recogn i z i n g  
that o n l y  odd h armo n i c s  ar e  present  and that t h e  s p e c trum 
l evel of a s qu ar e  wave drop s  off at a 6 db/octave rate .  
Several of the harmon i cs of th i s  wave  are in th e au d i b l e  
frequ e n c y  range and t h e  drop-off rate of th e h armon i cs 
does not  d i ffer too much from the  band l evel an d c y c l e  
l evel  "Maxi mum Sever i ty" c omposi te c h aracter i s t i c s .  
The beh aviour o f  th e  amp l i fier con d i t i ons to . a fu l l  l evel  
s qu are wave input  s i gn al cou l d  be used for c o m p ar i son 
purposes to i nterpret the h i gh fre qu en c y powe r d e l i ve ri ng 
c apaci ty o f  other power  amp l i fi e rs. 

Th e os ci l l ograms i n  Fig.  21 we re  obtai n ed by th e 
ap p l i cat ion  of a 2 . 5 k c  s qu ar e wave to th e  amp l i fi e rs 
c orres p on di ng to Curves A, D, an d C i n  Fig.  20. Th e 
input s i gn al  used i n  th e u p p e r  4 wave s was e qu al to th at  
r e qu i red to produ c e  50 w outp u t  at  250 cs. Th e pow er 
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p re sen t in the  outp ut w as sl igh t l y  l ess than 50 w b e c a u s e  
o f  th e s l o p i n g  s ides of  the  output  wave s.  The i n p u t  s i gnal 
u s e d  for the lowest wave w as 6 db be l o w  that u s e d  for 
the  other  c urves . Th e top curve i s  u s e d  for refere n c e  
a n d  repre sents  t h e  ap p l i c at i o n  o f  t h e  output  of  t h e  s quare 
wave ge ne rator di re c t l y  to  t h e  c ro wi t h  th e s ame ga i n  
c o n trol s e tti ngs that were u s e d  i n  al l o f  th e o t h e r  t e s t s. 

Th e r i s e  t imes be t we e n  the 10% and 90% points  
are  tabu l ated be low:  

S i gnal  R i s e  Ti me ( 10% to 90%) 
Cp _ p  L e vel ( mi cro s e c o n d s) .( % of p eriod)  

( m i c ro far ads)  
.0 l D  o d b  2 2  5. 5  
. 0 20 o db 44 1 1 . 0  
. 040 o db 92 23. 0 
. 040 -{j db 36 9 .0 

(d ire c t  fr om sq. wv. 
gen. to C RO) o db 2. 5 . 63 

Th e wave Cor c o n d i t i o n  (C p _ p  = .040 mfd) shows a 
rel at ive l y  l arge amo u n t  of r ise  ti me for ful l  s i gn al o p e ra
t ion  but t h i s  ri s e  t ime i s  redu c ed to l es s  than h a l f  i ts  
o r i gi n al  v al u e  wh e n  th e s i gn al l evel  is  redu ced by 6 db. 
All o f  the waves are c h aracteri z e d  by an e x trem e l y  sm al l  
amoun t of r i n g i n g  wh i c h  i s  an  i n di c at ion  o f  good l o w  
l evel  fre qu e n c y  res p o n se.  

I t  ap p e ars from the  tests di scussed previ ous l y  that  
the c o n d i t i on of  Curves D (C p _p = . 020 m fd) rep resen ts  

a transit i on r an ge wh ere  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e to d e t e c t  i n c i p i e n t 
l oss of h i gh fre qu e n c y  p ro gram mat eri al wi th i nstrumen t s 
b u t  the l os s  i nvol v e d  i s  sti l l  i n s u ffi c i e nt to be detected 
from l isten i ng tests.  Al though further i nvest igati on s  w i l l 
be made, i t  ap p e ars r e as o n ab l e  at th i s  p oi nt to as sum e 
that  an amp l i fi er wi l l  h ave ade qu ate h i gh fre qu e n c y  
p ower- de l i ver ing  c ap ac i ty i f  it  can reprodu c e  a 2. 5 k c  
s quare wave at fu l l  s i gn al l e vel  wi th  a r i s e  t i m e  o f  l e ss 
than 40 mi crose conds betwe e n  th e 10% and 90% p o ints  of  
the wave.  To avoid  t h e  p o s s i b i l i ty of  audi ble  i n t erm odul a
t ion  components due to th e c omb i nation of r ingi n g  and 
h i gh audio fre qu e n c i e s ,  the r i n gi ng amp l itude shou l d  b e 
rel at ive ly  sm al l an d  the r ingi ng fre qu en c y  s h o u l d  be  
rel ati vely h i gh .  

It  has been  sh own th at t h e  amp l i fi er d i s c u s s e d  i n  
t h i s  p aper has adequate h i gh fre que n c y  p o we r- de l i v er in g  
c ap ac i ty for a l l  normal l y  en c ountered audi o fre qu e n c y  
s i gn al s. Th e m i ddl e and l o w  fre qu e n cy p o we r-de l i veri n g  
c ap ac i ty and t h e  tran s i ent  response are a l l  exc el l e n t . 
The harmo n i c  an d i n termodu l at i on d i s t or t ion  are u n i
formly low an d  co u l d  be further redu c e d  at the exp e n s e  
o f  requiri ng ad d i t ional  i n p u t  s ignal.  Al l o f  t h e s e  p e r form
an c e  fe atures have b e e n  a c h i eved with  a stru c t ure  wh i c h  
i s  compact an d  re l at i ve l y  i n e xp e ns i v e  an d  c ap ab l e  o f  
w i ths tandi n g  u n u s u al ab normal c o n d i t i o n s ,  su ch as fu l l  
s i gn al  inp ut w i th sh ort c i rcu i ted l o ad,  without  damage to 
t h e  amp l i fi er i tsel f. 
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The first major change in years in amplifier coupling 
circuit principles is discussed, together with details of 

the components employed. 

FRANK H. MdNTOSH* 
and 

GORDON J. GOW* 

New 50 - Watt Amplifier Circuit 

A

UDIO A}I rJ.JFIJ'.JLS-being one of the 
oldest forms of equipment built 
using the three or more element 

tube--are now one of the most difficult 
de\'ices to improve, and perhaps n<> 
other field of electronic endeavor has 
been given more time or has been 
etudied by more People. One of the 
major reasons sound amplifiers are dif
ficult to de3ign is the requirement for 
'l"ery wide frequency range, highest to 
le-west running up to 20,000 to 1 in order 
to meet the e'l"er-increasing demand for 

-

Fig. I. Simplified output circuit of con· 
ventional push-puU amplifier. 

Jnvre faithful reproduction of the audio 
Tall�e of from 18 to 20,000 cps. This 
wide range is probably the most rigid 
nqui�ement for an\" electronie device 
rt:g'ardJess of its u�e. To satisfy the 
de;:ign requirements for an audio am
},Iifier, lOel'eral problems must be over
l"ume. At the low E'nd of the audio band 
the requirement for suffieient core ms
terial of prO)ler magnetic properties 
must be weighed against core loss, 
weight, site, and expense. These quan
tities bear an inverse relationship to 
the total numbR of turns, but the total 
turns bear an inverse relationship to 
the leakage inductance and the effective 
shunt capacitance. At frequencies of 

·Mcbuosh E�,,��ri"6 Labor41ory. Inc .• 

9JO Kin8 SI .. SilllCT Sprin8. Md. 

3,000 cps IInd higher the shunt capaci
tance across the primary circuit of out
put transformers becomes one of the 
major limiting factors, regardlese of the 
mode of operation of the output stage. 
When the output stage is operated 
Class AB or Class Bto improve the 
efficiency, then an additional problem 
growing out of the switching from one 
side of the circuit to the other in the 
output stage and thus producing a 
transient has been a barrier for over 
20 years and has made practically use
less such circuits except in applications 
where the harmonic content was not 
of great importance or where the range 
was limited over. which such circuits 
are operated. This transient appean .a 

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope trace showing 
notches in output wave when operating 

.t;,etween Class A and Class B. 
a notch in the signal wave form and 

. was first descr:bed in 19361 but for 
which no solutioll wa� suggested beyond 
that uf redul"ing the leakage inductance 
of the output transformer or of biasing 
the .amplifier stage back to Class A 
opera tion. 

The basic circuit which lfe are about 
to describe grew out of an attempt to 
meet many considerations and require
ments based upon tests and meaSUre
ments made concerning the ability of 
IA.P. Sah, Quasi.Traniientll in Class B 

Audio Frequency Push·pun Amplifier., 
Proc. IRE, Jliov. 1936. 
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the ear to detect distortion. the r811ge 
and power of sllef'oCh and musicQI in
struments, the .impulse characteristics 
of sound, the load impedance variations 
and effects of loudspellkers and other 
devices. A treatment of these basic re
quirements must be resen·ed for a 
later discussion. 

Output arcult 
Figure 1 illustrates the output cIr

cuit of the conventional pushpull om· 
plifier in simplified form. It "'ill be· 
seen that the plates are connected in 
the conventional way to the primaries 
of the output transformer and the r.· 
sistor forming the load ie shown con
nected to the secondary. The plate-to
plate impedance in thie circuit is 4000 
ohms. This is about right for a pair of 
61,6'e as used in the McIntosh 50\\'-1 
amplifier. Attention is called to the 
1000-ohm impedance wh ich corresponQs 
to the circuit from the plate to the 
center tap of the primary of. this out
put transformer. T h  e s e impedances 
should be born in mind &8 later refer
ence will be made to them al part of 

Fig. 3. Trace showing transfer charac. 
teristic of output tubes with discon-

tinuity due to notch of Fig. 2. 
the de3cription of the new circuit- In 
the discussion to follow it ie assumed 
that each of the tubes in the output 
circuit altemat.dy cenee to draw cur
rent during a portioll of. the audio 

9 



Fig 4. One method of minimizing le.k. 
age reactance by use of sectionalized 

primary winding. 
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Fig. 5. Simplified form of new coupling 
Irrangement for amplifier output stage. 

cycle and, therefore. are operated some
where between Class A and Clan B. 

Experience has shown that using the 
circuit of Fig. 1 and operating between 
Class A and Class B will result in a 
deformity, appearing as a "notch" .. 
shown in Fig. 2 for all frequencies above 
approximately 2,000 to 3,000 cpl. This 
waveform distortion' measures 2 to 10 
per cent or more depending upon the 
frequency and the leakage reactance 
existing between the two primary wind
ings. This "notch" occurs because there 
is a residual leakage inductance in the 
plate circuit of each of the output tubes 
which becomes a source of voltage in
dependent of that voltage driving the 
stage at the instance when one tube 
ceasee to draw current and the other 
tube draws more current. This residual 
inductance or leakage reactance acts 
like an inductance through which the 
current has suddenly been cut off, and it 
generatea a back e.m.!. which distorta 
the output wave. The value of this leak
ege reactance must be minutely small 110 
that the distortion of the wave form 
at the highest frequenq will not ex
ceed 1 per cent. Thia effect haa no panll
cea, 10 far aa we know. 

N egati .. feedback, the usual panacea, 

10 

does not impro.c:I the �ituution. 8S might 
be expected, but rather tends to make 
it worse. To cancel the notch in tht
waveform a current flow \t'ould be re
quired through the tube in the reverse 
direction to that which the electron 
flow permits, at the time the tube ceases 
to draw current du'ring the normal cycle 
of operation. Another way to describe 
what happens in the circuit is to con
sider Fig. 3. Here is shown an oscillo
graphic trace of the transfer character
istic of the, output tubes. The presence 
of leakage reactance bet\veen the two 
primary windings causes a discontinuity 
to exist in this characteristic. This is 
the barrier which has been the source 
of frustration of many engineers for 
yt-ars past and is perhaps the major rea
son that high efficiency and low distor
tion could not be made compatible. 

.edueln. Leaka ... eactance 

There are a number of approaches 
aimed at reducing the leakage reactance 
but the penalty has been so great that 
the value of the increased coupling be
tween primary windings has been offset 
sufficiently to make these approaches 
no solution Ilt all, or of little value. 
Figure " shows symbolically the sec
tionalizing of the two primary \vinding,; 
shown in Fig. 1. Here the primary is 
made up of many coils which are con
nected in such a fashion as to tend to 
make all the windings occupy the snmc 
space. This is an effective means of in
creasing the coupling between two coils 
and does increase the frequency at 
which the "notch" first appears. How
ever, this approach has the disadvantage. 
of increasing the shunting capacitance 
effects between the two plates of the 
circuit to such an extent that the high 
frequencies are by-passed. There doesn't 
!!eem to be any practical way to section
alize and interleave these windings to 
eliminate the leakage reactance efft'Ct 
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Fig. 6. Steps in development of coup
ling circuit. 

and at the same time avoid the shunt 
capacitance effects. Another method 
which suggests itself as a result of the 
experience just described is to use a 
much larger core, permitting a reduc
tion in the number of turns required 
in the windings of the primary circuit. 
This approach requires a very large 
core in the order of 125 pounds to effect 
n sufficient reduction in leakage reac
tance. This compares very unfavorably 
with the ll-pound core required in this 
new unity coupled output circuit for 
the same performance. It may be well to 
mention here also that the use of a 
iarge core has se\'eral other disadvan
tages among which is higher distortion, 
particularly at lo\v output levels. This is 

, due to the non-linear characteristics of 
the magnetic material and the relative-' 

FEED 

[jLOAD 

��+----------------���= + 

Fig. 7. Fin.1 basic .rrangement employed to provide d.e:. voltage for screen grid. 
but at the same •. e:. patential as the correspanding cathode. 
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Iy lar,er total 10811 !n the larger core. It 
would be well to point out at this time 
that for 6L6 tubes operated in Claes AB 
or Class B, the ratio of inductive reac
tance of the primary of the output 
transformer to the· leakage reactance 
bet,,!,een the primaries must be 80,000 to 
one or ,reater to permit 1 per cent dis
tortion ot 20 kcs and full output to all 
low os 20 CJlII. 

From the abm'e diacuasion it seems 
impractical to reduce the leaka,e re
actance sufficiently to permit hi,h-effi
ciency operation and the only hope. 
therefore, is to go back to a conven
tional Claas A arrangement where a 
discontinuity in the current drawn by 
each of the tubes does not occur over 
the operating cycle. The solution for 
high efficiency operation requires an 
unconventional circuit which wil1 ef
fectively eliminate the leakage react
ance between the primary windings. 

Figure· 5 il1ustratea the approach 
made to circumvent the problems de
scribed above. The conventional output 
primary circuit is again ahown with the 
primary marked ! in dotted form. For 
simplicity the power supplies are elimi
nated and the midpoint" of this primary 
is shown connected to the a880ciated 
cathodes. The solid position of primary 
f is shown adjacent to primary 1 and 
this i11ustrates the first step in the de
"e1opment of the unity coupled ampli
fier. The3e two primaries are wound 

............. 
. · - • ... ... 
• · - · ... ,. . 
.. · - . ... 
.. · - . ... 

'00 , - • -

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit simplified 
from Fig. 7. 

of 80,000 to 1. We now, thereiore, Lav, 
a .,.Item which appears to have promi .. 
by reason of finding a way to eliminatt. 
the leakage reactance between the pri· 
mary windin,. which in turn remov� 
the barrier which bu blocked for 8CI 

many years the use of high-eflieiency 
circuits in high quality audio amplifiers. 

It is obvious that other variationa of 

approach have been considered which 
tccomplish the desired purpose to 
some ex'tent at least, such as winding 
the two primaries on a common core 
not bifilarly and utilizin, a suitable 
capacitance for couping the ends of 
these windings 80 as to maintain the 
two windings at proper and identical 
a.c.. potentia Is. One advantage of the 
bifilar winding is, of eouree, a reduc
tion of the number of components re
quired. and it sidesteps some of the dif

together in a bifilar manner u if they ficulties which grow out of the use of 
were one winding and, therefore, there alternate approaches. It may also be 
is between them both a capacitance obvious here that since the two primary 
coupling turn by turn, and a magnetic windings are unity coupled there is no 

coupling due to the presence of the com- longer any need for lectionalizing the 
mon core. Since the wires occupy prac- primary as is common in high quality 

tically the same space, the coupling ill transformers today. This result/! in an 
exceedingly h i g h a nd measurem�ts economy in manufacture. 
show that it is practicable to wind coils Orcult Arran.emenl 
with a ratio of primary inductance to • 'To make Fig, 5 a practical circuit, 
leakage reactance much better than the cathodes are connected to one coil 
200,000 to 1. This, therefore, provides and the plates to tlle other coil without 
a way to el iminate the leakage reactance changing their position in the circuit 
which in conventional transformers far from an a,c. 

·standpoint but permitting 
exceeds the minimum ratio requirement 
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the application of the d.c. plate supply . 
between these coils. 

Figure 6 (A) illustrates a further 
step in the development of the final cir
cuit and ahows a cathode-loaded ar
rangement with a required plate IUPP)y 
isolation reactance. Here it will be Men 
that the cathode loading result. from 
the method of drive. For instance. tube. 
1 is driven from the control grid to the 
far side of its load which is, from an 
a.c. standPoint, at the same potential 
as its plate, and similarly tube I i'i 
driven in a like symmetrical manner. In 
order to drive the stage, it is necessary 
to do two things :  to provide an input 
transformer or similar device and to 
provide an ieolation reactor which hu 
sufficient impedance to keep the plate 
supply and the amplifier stage isolated 
from an a.c. standpoint. It will be IeeD 
here that the entire stage is fioating 
with respect to ground. At points A 
and B in Fig. 6(A) it will be noted 
that the full voltage developed acrosa 
the output stage appears to add to the 
difficult problem of designing· a driver 
transiprmer able to handle the large 
voltages needed to drive the output 
stage. These difficulties-as well as the 
requirement for wide frequency range, 
balanced couping, and high impedance 
primary-make this trsnsformer some
what impractical if not impossible. 

Deleting the isolation reactors from 
the circuit of Fig. 6(A) gives the cir
cuit of 6(B) in which the two cathodes 
remain at the signal potential difference 
of the output transformer primary, but 
one cathode has been returned to ground 
while the other is left fioating. Again 
the design of an input transformer is 
highly impractical. 

An attempt, therefore, was made to 
get away from the four-terminal input 
circuit required by Fig. 6(B) and go 
back to the conventional three-terminal 
input if at all possible. This was ac· 
complished by the circuit as illustrated 
in Fig. 7, which is similar to tho£le of 
Fig. 6 except that instead of driving 
the stage fully cathode loaded, the point 
A of Fig. SeA) was connected to the 
mid-point of the cathode winding which, 
of course, euggested that point B be 
connected to that same cathode mid
point. We now, therefore, have our 
three-terminal conventional drive cir
cuit. and furthermore we find that this 
mid-point ean be grounded, \\'hich im
mediately suggests that the plate supply 
can be similarly attached to the mid
point on the plate winding of the out
put transformer, and finally this elimi
plate supply at + upwards through the 
winding and to the plate of the lower 
tube, thence from its cathode through 
its winding to the center point and 

nates the need for the isolation reacton. 
Concentrating first on the 0 u t p ut 

transformer primary and taking for in
stance the Le. current path from the 

one cathode winding on opposite ball-ea 
of theee coils. Considering the Upper 
tube, we find a aimilar situation. It i. 
seen that balf of the output. winding 
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Fig. 10. Performance characteristics of SOW-I amplifier. 

therefore back to the power supply, we 
have utilized one plate winding and 
is in the cathode circuit and half is in 
the plate circuit for each tube, but since 
the two windings are coupled tightly 
from an a.c. standpoint, they become 
practically identical, and therefore we 
have an output stage which utilizes 
essentially the a&me primary windinp. 
Since thia ia 10, it i. obTious that there 
can be no leakage reactance between 
the output coila for the two tubes. In 
addition to the compatibility now poIIIi
ble between high efficiency and high 
quality, there are several other adTan
tages of this circuit arrangement which 
are described. 

Orcult Advantag •• 
It is con'\'enient with this circuit to 

use either pentodes or triodes. Figure 
., shows the screen grid connected in a 
suitable manner to make use of the in
herent efficiency in power conversion of 
pentodes or beam power tubes. The re
quirement that the screen be kept at 
a constant d.c. potential with reaped 
to the cathode is fully m�t by virtue 
of the fact that the two windings are 
coupled so tightly that no a�c. potential 
can develop between the cathode of 
either tube· a n d  i ta c orre spo ndin� 
screen. It is obvious also that a con
stant d.c. potential equal to the plate 
voltage. in this case, is provided for the 
screen. Figure 8 illu strates a simplified 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 7 that m� 
clarify the use of !he 'take turn' pri
mary idea. 

Referring back to Fig. 7, IOme of the 
additional advantages of these circuits 
will be described. The impedance be-

tween the tubes is now 1000 ohms in
stead of 4000 ohms shown for the con
ventional circuit in Fi{}. 1. The impe
dance between either side and ground 
is only 250 ohms instead of 1000 ohms. 
This 4-to-1 impedance reduction be
tween the tuhes reduces the effects of 
Itl'ay capacitances by a factor of 4, per
mits a wide exten sion of the audio pass 
band, and reduces the phase shift of the 
fundamental and the harmonics. Fur
thermore, since the two primary wind· 
ings now look like one winding to the 
secondary, the effective turns ratio has 
been reduced by a factor of 2 to 1 be
tween primary and secondary. This re
sults in a 4-to-l coupling advantage 
over the circuit shown in Fig. 1. Since 
both the shunting capacitance imped
ance adYantage of 4 and the coupling 
adnntage o f  4 occur simultaneously, 
there is inherently a 16·to-1 ad,\,antage 
in this circuit over the conventional cir
cuit. This adnntage obtains regardless 
of the class of operation ·of the tubes. 
Therefore, not only haS' the barrier been 
crossed to permit the use of high effi
ciency at low distortion. but at the same 
time a substantial impro'\'ement in cir· 
cuit characteristics has been found. 

Figure 7 also shows that some direct
coupled negative voltage feedback is 
uaed. It will be seen that since half of 
the load is in the cathode and half of 
the load is in the plate, as before men
tioned, almost the entire gabl j� dl� 



amplifier that is to be use<i anywhere 
but on a test bench and working into 
a resistance load, that it should be made 
as free as possible of the effects of load 
impedance in order that the design per
fonnance of the amplifier can be real
ized in actual practice. The 50W-1 am
plifier for all practical purposes isolats 
the effect of the load on the effective 
amplification of the output stage be
cause of this low value of generator 
impedance. Furthermore, the tendency 
of the load device to continue motion 
after the initiating signals have ceased 
is effectively damped. This means that 
nny back e.m.f. generated. by the load 
device sees such a low resistance looking 
back to the amplifier that the counter 
e.m.f. resulting from this low resistance 
dynamically brakes the load device and 
quickly damps out any free oscilla
tion. Theoretically there is no minimum 
limit to which this internal generator 
impedance can go to act as a benefit in 
both af the principles above mentioned. 
However, going from the damping fac
tor af ten to zero for the use in audio 
devicee produces only a minute im
provement in damping since the loan 
devices do not approach 100 per ceDt 
efficiency. For some applications the ill
ternal generator impedance hu beea 
made l/l00th of the nominal impe
dance. 

One of the apparently conventional 
features of the amplifier is the driver 
transformer for the output stage. Since 
the direct current drawn from the power 
supply by the Class B stage is propor
tional to the input signal level, and 
since the power supply internal resist
ance can not economically be made 
to approach - zero ohm.. there will be 
a change in plate voltage with a change 
in input level. At best, change in level 
of a single-frequency signal from zero 
to full output, the change in plate volt
age cannot be made less than 25 volts. 
If the driver plate voltage were to be 
derived from this varying source and 
the driver were resistance-capecitance 
coupled to the control grids of the Clau 
B amplifier tubes, the change in plate 
voltage would appear as a change in 
bias adding to the bias for an increu
ing signal and subtracting from it for 
a decreasing signal. A 15- to 30-volt 
increase in bias TOltage would ahift 
both output tubee toward Class C oper
ation and consequent current cutoff 
during both crossover periods for a 
length of time depending on the dura
tion of the change in level and the time 
constant of the resistance-capacitance 
coupling circuit. The increase in bias 
signal level change will appear as traZl&
ient distortion. To avoid this source of 
distortion either separate power supplies 
or transformer coupling is required be-

tween the driver and the output stage. 
The design of a high-impedance push
pull transformer' along conventional 
tins is another impractical problem. 
To keep waveform distortion and cur
rent consumption low in the driver 
stage. the primary impedance of the 
driver transformer must be kept above 
100,000 ohms from 20 cycles to 30,000 
cycles. The response of the transformer 
from primary to secondary should not 
show more than a 0.1 db variation from 
18 cps to 30 kca in order to function 
within a second feedback path in the 
amplifier. All of these requirements 
were met by resorting again to the 
bifilar construction where the input 
windings are wound together, giving 
practically 100 per cent coupling inde
pendent of frequency. 

Figure 9 shows the schematic dia
gram illustrating the 5eW-1 watt am
plifier including the phase in'Verter, 
'Volume control and preamplifier. It will 
be seen from this circuit that the driver 
outpnt stages are similar to those dia
gramed in Fig. 7. The output trans' 
former provides for 4, 8, 16, and 32 
ohms balanced or unbalaneed, as well 
&8 600 ohms balanced. It will be noted 
that the 600-ohm tap is taken off the 
prim ary winding  connected to tI,e 
cathodes of the output stage, and since 
this winding is grounded at its mid
point, neither of these taps (7 and 8) 
can be grounded. If required, a 600-
ohm winding can be supplied 13eparate 
from any of the other windings of this 
transformer. 

The amplifier is designed in a man
ner similar to that described for the 
poWf>r supply, namely, that the driver 
tX)i1 and output coil are potted in the 
box forming- the unit, that the top in
cludes a number of sockets which are 
interwired to pronde the proper cir
cuitry and the other elements plug into 
these sockets to provide the proper am
plifier arrangement. This permits easy 
"substitution method" serncing, fixes 
the relative position of components, 
pronding for better uniformity in man
ufacture and permits unusual arrange
ment features. For instance, the input 
level to the amplifier is approximately 
zero db when connected into the phase 
inverter. The plug-in "preamp" provides 
an additional 34 db gain, and a triple
shielded input transformer provides an 
additional 20 to 30 db depending on 
which input connection is used 30, 150, 
600 ohms or bridging input. A control 
console is a'V8ilable which includes tone 
control, additional preamps and neces
sary switching for microphone, phono
graph, and radio inputs. An equalizer
amplifier which follows the NAB re
cording CUT'Ve and with a gain of 20 
db 8t 1,000 cycle$ may be plugged into 
the unit. 

Figure 10 illustrates the a'Verage per
formance characteristics of the ampli
fier. The gain·frequency characteris
tics may seem abnormally wide, but 
since it was desired to provide a manu
factured product which could be guar
anteed to deliver 50 watts at any fre
quency from 20 to 20,000 cpe with less 
than 1 per cent harmonic or intermodu
lation distortion, this wide band was 
found necessary to keep the phose shift 
reasonably low so that the feedback of 
the higher fundamental frequencies and 
their harmonics would be in proper 
phase relationship to cancel out, and 
therefore improve the lineerity of the 
amplifier. If the phase shift at the per
tinent harmonics is 90 deg. or more, 
no benefit is obtained from feedback, 
and since the feedback varies invene� 
ft-om one at zero deg. phase shift to 
zero at 90 deg. approximately as the 
cosine of that angle, it is seen that quite 
large phase angles are 88!.'ociated even 
with relatively small loales or Taria
tions in the gain-frequency character
istic. For instance, a change in response 
from 0 db to 0.1 db ill inevitably &8110-
ciated with 10 deg. of phalle shift. A 
change from 0 db to 3 db is alwaya as
sociated with a 45 deg. phase shift. It is 
instantly obvious that if these varia
tions occur at the fundamental, they 
are substantially more at the harmonic 
frequencies and, therefore, the effect 
of feedback is reduced in proportion to 
the cosine of these phase shift angles. 
In some cases this may cause instability 
of the amplifier, pari'icularly where 
large amounts of feedback are used. 
Experience has !lhown that the phase 
shift begins to be measureable at nlues 
l/7th to l/lOth of the frequency at 
which the 2 db point shows up on a 
gain-frequency characteristic. There
fore, the designed bandwidth should be 
from 7 to 10 times the highest frequency 
for which it is desired to have distortion 
less than 1 pt-r cent. The figur'! show!' 
that the phase shift through the ampli
fier is substantially zero from 30 to 
30,()i)() cps. 

The circuit here described in part 
appears to open new fields of use or 
improvement in present fields permit
ing operation very near the theoretical 
maximum efficiency and yet provides 
a high degree of linearity with high 
stability for either impulse or steady 
state signals. 
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A Single-Ended Push-Pull Audio Amplifier· 
ARNOLD PETERSONt, SENIOR MEMBER, IRE AND DONALD B. SIN CLAIR t, FELLOW, IRE 

This paper was procured, and is here presented , through the co-operation of the IRE Profes

sional Group on Audio-The Editor 

SummarJr-An amplifier circuit for push-pull operation of two 
output tubes that provides a direct output to a grounded load is de
scribed. This circuit avoids any necessity for close magnetic couplinc 
between halves of a split primary of an output transformer; it does 
not use any interstage coupling transformerj and its simplifies the 
application of feedbadl: from the output stage to preceding single
t:nded stages. Methods for using this circuit with triode and beam
power output tubes are given, and the ultimate possibility of elim
inating the output transformer for driving a loudspeaker is discussed. 

• Decimal classification: R363.222. Original manuscript received 
by the Institute, July 30, 1951. A cond<.:Jlst·d version of this paper 
was_presen ted at the 1951 IRE �ationa l Convention, New York. 
N. Y., 1.larch 22, 1951, and was published and distributed to its 
members by the IRE Professional Group on Audio. 

t General Radio Co., Cambrid;;c, ;\la"; 

INTRODUCTION 

A MONG THE VARIOUS GOALS set out for the 
� communications engineer, surely one of the most 

eagerly sought since the discovery of electronic 
amplification has been faithful reproduction, after the 
amplification process, of the input signal. Electronic de
vices are notoriously non linear, and nonlinearity has 
been the constant enemy of faithful reproduction. The 
t\\'O most potent weapons so far developed to combat 
nonlinearity in po\\'�r amplifiers have been push-pull 
operation and negative feedback.l Push-pull operation, 

I H. S. Black, "Stabilized f�dback amplifiers,· Bdl Sys. Tech. 
Jour., vol. 13, pp. 1-18; January, 1<J34. 
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by making the input-output relation symmetrical about 
the operating point, eliminates harmonics and combina
tion frequencies produced by even-order distortion. 
Feedbac1.< improves faithfulness of reproduction by 
feeding a portion of the output wave back to the in
put in such a manner as to reduce the-effects of nonlin
earity. 

A combination of the two systems has been found, 
generally, to produce an amplifier of the highest per
formance. Various difficulties, however, have plagued 
designers, and over the years continuous development 
has been carried on to overcome them. One of the most 
serious problems has been the tendency of even the best 
amplifiers to develop increasing distortion at the highest 
frequencies. This increase in distortion has been caused, 
in many cases, by phase shift which reduces the ef
fectiveness of the negative feedback. General improve
ments in frequency characteristic and in pha.se-shift 
compensation have been found effective in reducing 
trouble from this source to manageable proportions. 

Another serious source of trouble in high-efficiency 
amplifiers has been emphasized recently. This trouble 
arises from imperfections of the output transformer nec
essary to couple the high-impedance balanced output of 
a push-pull amplifier to a low-impedance single-ended 
load. The most important imperfection has been found 
to be insufficient coupling between the two halves of 
the primary in the plate circuit of the push-pull tubes. 
At the higher audio frequencies, leakage reactance aris
ing from lack of complete coupling between these wind
ings introduces distortion' that may be thought of as 
switching transients, particularly in c1ass-B operation.' 
In order to eliminate these transients, considerable ef
fort has gone into methods of improving the coupling 
coefficient between the primary halves. 

An ingenious solution has been worked out by Mc
Intosh and Gow.· They use a bifilarIy wound primary 
and a circuit that overcomes the problem of capacitance 
between windings by combined excitation of the pri
mary halves from cathode and plate feed. Through the 
use of this specialized transformer, one can obtain ex
tremely high coupling coefficients .and concomitant low 
distortion at high frequencies. 

Another solution, outlined in this paper, consists of 
entirely eliminating primary-to-primary leakage react
ance by using the same primary for both tubes, there
by obtaining the equivalent of unity coupling. Other 
advantages accrue from the circuit to be described, not 
the least of which is the fact that no special components 
are required, the output transformer becoming basically 
a device for impedance matching and requiring no spe
cial characteristics other than adequate frequency char
acteristic and power handling capacity. 

• A. Pen-Tung Sah, "Quasi transients in class-B audio-frequency 
push-pull amplifiers," PROC. I.R.E., vo!. 24, pp. 1522-1541; Novem
ber,1936. 

I F. H. McIntosh and G. J. Gow, "Description and analysis of 
a new SO-watt amplifier circuit," Audio En,., vol. 33, pp. 9-11; De
cember,I949. 

THE OUTPUT SYSTEM 

The basic plan of the output system is shown in Fig. 1, 

where two triode-amplifier stages arc shown. The lower 

one is a simple amplifier supplying a resistance load 
in the plate circuit, and the upper one is similar except 

INP� 

Fig. I-Circuit to illustrate principle of operation of the push-pull 
output system. The lJ:rids are driven out of phase, and the ac 
load currents add \fhtle the dc load currents subtract. 

that the load and the de plate supply have been inter
changed. It is important- to notice that this amplifier is 

• not a cathode follower, since the ac grid voltage is ap. 
plied between the grid and cathode. If the two tubes are 
identical in characteristics and the supply voltages and 
loads are the same, the dc plate currents in the two 
loads will be identical. Then, if the connections shown 
by the dotted lines are made, the two currents will can
cel because they are in opposite directions. When equal 
ac signals are applied to the two circuits, the ac com
ponents in the loads are equal. These two components 
would also cancel, when the connections are made, if 
the grid driving voltages were in phase. But, with op
positely phased voltages on the grids, the ac plate cur
rents add in the load so that the tubes are in series for 
the de plate supply and in parallel for ac signals.· How
ever, this first circuit has the serious disadvantage of 
requiring a driving transformer with its associated ex
pense and difficulties in maintaining proper balance at 
high frequencies. 

PHASE-INvERTER DRIvER 

In order to avoid a driving transformer, it is necessary 
to devise a phase-inverter stage that wil! supply the 
voltages in the correct phase and at the proper elec
trodes. One such phase inverter is shown in Fig. 2: 
This driver stage receives its plate-supply voltage from 
the midpoint of the t\vo series-connected output stages. 
It has equal resistors in the plate and the cathode. Then 
a change in its plate current, produced by a signal on 
the grid, will result in equal voltages being develop'� 
across these resistors. The voltage in the cathode cir
cuit is developed between the cathode and grid of the 
lower tube, and an equal and oppositely phased voltage 
is developed between the cathode and grid of the upper 

• In connection with this circuit, we should like to note that when 
this paper was in preparat ion , our attention was called to the work o( 
R. E. Rawlins, presented before the Los Angeles section o( the IRE on 
December 19, 1944. 
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tube. It is important to notice that this upper grid is 
not driven with respect to ground. If it were, the upper 
tube would act as a cathode follower, and the balance 
of the two tubes would be destroyed. 

INPUT 

_-IN'JER'TOI I ouWuT $TOG( ORIYEA 
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I 
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Fig. 2-Method of driving output stage by a/hase inverter. Each 
of the output tubes is driven from gri to cathode. 

This driver is shown direct-coupled to the ouput 
stages. This direct coupling is frequently desirable, even 
though it is not essential except for a dc amplifier. The 
dc voltage drop across the resistor in the driver plate 
develops a negative bias for the upper output tube. The 
voltage drop in the lower resistor is in the wrong direc
tion for supplying negative bias. In the circuit shown, 
the proper bias is obtained by the voltage drop in the 
cathode resistor of the lower output tube, which sup
plies a voltage equal to twice the bias required for a 
single tube. 

DRIVING VOICE COIL DIRECTLY 

The amplifier circuit shown here uses no transformers 
at the output or between stages for class-A or class
AB operation of push-pull triodes. By using some of the 
newer low-impedance tubes. the optimum output load 
resistance can be made quite low because the tubes 
drive the load in paralleL As an extreme example, the 
use of the two halves of a single type 6AS7-G would 
lead to an optimum load impedance of about 280 ohms. 
While this value is still far from the usual 8- Or 16-ohm 
impedance of a loudspeaker voice coil. voice coils can 
be built with appreciably higher impedances so that 
they can be driven directly without a matching trans
former. To a first approximation. the voice-coil imped
ance can be increased without affecting the loudspeaker 
efficiency. As a practical matter, the limit of increase is 
determined by the smallest aluminum or copper wire 
that can be handled in a production set up and the 
maximum allowable mass for the voice coil. 

For example, one particular standard 12-inch dynamic 
loudspeaker uses number 33 wire for its 3.2-ohm voice 
coil. One of these has been rewound for 100 ohms with 
number 40 wire, and its efficiency is within 1/2 db of the 
standard one. Another of these has been rewound for 
500 ohms with number 44 wire.' While this latter wire 
is too small in diameter to be readily handled in produc
tion, the number 40 wire is entirely reasonable. 

I We arc ind(·lJtd lo Dr. Harry F. O��':m of the RCA L:.l:Clra10r:rs, 
Princeton, New jersey, lor the information on this standard, 12-
inch loudspeaker and the higher impedance veraions. 

The loudspeaker cited does not have an unusually 
heavy voice coil, and therefore it Sf'ems reasonable that' 
the voice coils of moderate-size to large loudspeakers 
can be wound to the level required in order to dispense 
with a matching transformer. Furthermore. it is entirely 
possible that a suitable ring-armature drivel for small 
speakers can be developed. Then there should be no 
difficulty in winding this type for an impedance of al
most any desired level. 

In' order to determine to what extent one should go 
to eliminate coupling transformers, it is useful to re
view some of their characteristics. Audio power trans
formers are generally expensive, heavy, and bulky. They 
usually limit the low-frequency capabilities of an ampli
fier by increasing the distortion and reducing the output 
at low frequencies. Furthermore, because the output 
transformers are only moderately efficient, they absorb 
an appreciable fraction of the available power. These 
disadvantages are sufficiently important that consider
able effort toward �liminating coupling transformers is 
justified. 

CIRCUIT LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

Two characteristics of the circuit of Fig. 2 limit its 
range of operation. One is the inherent negative feed
back, and the other is the effect of capacitance from the 
plate of the driver stage to ground. Since the plate volt
age of the driver tube is taken from the Otltput, the out
put voltage is fed back to this stage. This feedback is 
negative, and it can be considered useful for reducing 
distortion. However, when it is desired to avoid the 
associated loss in gain, the feedback can be minimized 
by using a pentode driver. 

The impedance level at the plate of the driver stage 
is, in effect, multiplied by the gain of the output stage. 
That is, the frequency characteristic of the drive for the 
upper tube is determined by the RC combination of the 
total capacitance from the plate to ground and the 
plate resistor multiplied in i .. alue by one more than the 
gain of the output stage. For the audio·frequency range, 
the resulting drop in output can be kept very small. Bu�, 
if an attempt is made to use an amplifier of this type 
over the video range, this effect will be serious. 

The load is shown in Fig. 2 connected in a balanced 
fashion to the output stages to make it easier to see the 
principle of operation. Actually, it is usually more use
ful to have one end of the load grounded to the negative 
side of the plate supply and to feed the other end from 
the midpoint through a series blocking capacitor. 

\Vhen the output tubes are to be operated over the 
wide ranges required for full output in class-ABlopera
tion, these circuits must be designed, just as any other, 
to meet the requirements of that operation. For exam
ple, the circuit should be arranged to provide constant 
bias for the output tubes even with large plate-current 
swings. Another recluirement is that adequate driving 
yolta;:e Ilill�t bc �,\'ajiaLIe from the phase im·cr:er. �n 

• E. E. Mott and R. C. Miner MThe ring annature telephone re
ceiver: BeJJ S,s. Tech. Jour., vol. 30, pp. 110-140; january, 1951. 
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the simple connection of Fig. 2, the plate voltage for the 
driver is only one-half the total plate voltage, and the 
resulting output from the phase inverter is usually in
adequate for c1ass-ABl operation. By using a resistance
capac itance coupling for the driver and by taking 
advantage of the bias supply as added plate voltage 
for the driver, this output can be increased. A pentode 
driver stage is also a suitable alternative in some cases. 
When an output matching transformer is used, the 
available plate swing from the driver can also be in
creased by a connection of a form shown later in Fig. 3. 

PHASE-INVERTER OUTPUT 
DRivER STAGE 

r---------��--�------��--� .+ 

D� 
INPUT 

8-
c+ 

c-

Fig. 3-Method of supplying proper screen voltages for beam· power 
tubes. The dc screen currents flow through the two windings in 
the opposite sense so that there is no net dc flux from the screen 
currents. 

There additional current is supplied to the phase-in
verter stage by the resistor connected from the one 
transformer primary to the plate of the phase inverter. 

One objection that might be raised to the basic series 
circuit is that the required plate voltage for the output 
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Fig 4-Method of using the load matching transformer to put the . 
output tubes in parallel for the dc supply. 

stage is twice normal. The developmen t of the high
voltage selenium rectifier, with voltage-doubler circuits, 
has made this point less objectionable at the present 
time. Another factor is the development of the low
impedance or high-perveance tubes for television use. 

Their use in this circuit permits the production of rela
tively high powers with moderate total plate voltage . 

If a transformer is to be used in the output as a match
ing device, it is possible to set up the single-ended out
put circuit with normal plate voltage in several ways. 
One method is shown in Fig . 4.. Here the plate currents 
of the two tubes flow through the two halves of the 
primary winding, and the two halves are connected in 
parallel for signal currents by the by-pass capacitors. It 
is important to notice here that the driving voltages for 
the two output tubes are again developed between cath-

ode and grid in each case. The capacitor in the cathode
to-plate connection must be large enough to avoid a 
degenerative effect in the cathode circuit. 

AMPLIFIERS USING BEAM-POWER TUBES 

These amplifiers show triodes in the output stages. 
But many designers of audio amplifiers are interested in 
using beam-power tubes with their possibilities of high 
gain and high efficiency. It is obvious that the proper 
connections for the screen voltages can readily be made 
in the circuit of Fig. 4, but the connections for the basic 
series circuit are not so simple. 

The main problem in using these beam tubes is in 
the method of supplying the proper voltage for the 
screen of the upper tube. The dc voltage of the screen is 
normally near that of the plate, and the screen should 
be at cathode potential for the signal voltage. If the 
screen of the upper tube is supplied through a dropping 
resistor from the plate supply, then the by-pass to the 
cathode puts the dropping resistor in parallel with the 
load, and some signal power is lost. In some cases this 
loss in power can be made small. In other applications, 
the voltage for the upper screen can be fed through the 
load so that no signal power is lost. 

Since loudspeakers with high-impedance voice. coils 
are not available at present, an output transformer is 
still needed for driving a speaker. How this transformer 
can be used for supplying the screen voltages is shown 
in Fig. 3. The primary is in two sections. One section is 
connected from the plate supply to the upper screen, 
which is by-passed to its cathode at the midpoint where 
the plate and cathode of the two output tubes are cOn
nected together. The other section is connected from 
the screen of the lower tube, \vhich is by-passed to 
ground, to the midpoint. The dc screen currents flow 
through the windings in the opposite sense, so that 
there is no net dc flux from the screen currents in the 
windings. 

By following the transformer connections, it can be 
seen that the two sections of the primary are connected 
in parallel, for signal voltages, by the by-pass capacitors. 
Because of this parallel connection, the two halves of a 
standard push-pull transformer can be used to obtain 
the required impedance level for this single-ended cir
cuit. Furthermore, . because these windings are con
nected in parallel by capacitors, the circuit does not 
depend on close magnetic coupling between the two 
sections of the primary. This point is important, since in 
class-AB operation the usual push-pull connection does 
have serious switching transients unless the coupling 
between the two halves of the primary is very good. 
In order to verify this point experi:nentally, the circuit 
shown was set up, using a type 6AK6 pentode to drive 
a pair of type 6L6 beam-power tubes. The operation 
was with fixed bias as shown, class AB1, and with no 
feedback. An output of 50 watts was obtained with a 
plate efficiency of 59 per cent. The output waveform was 
independent of the magnetic coupling between the 
halves of the primary . To illustrate this independence, 
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Fig. 5 shows a photograph of some pertinent waveforms. 
For this case, two separate chokes were used in place of 
the transformer so that the magnetic coupling was es
sentially zero. The operating frequency shown here is 20 
kc, and the power level is 50 watts. The upper trace is 
the output voltage and the lower trace is the cathode 
current in the lower tube. It is clear that current is 
flowing in each tube for only slightly longer than Qne
half cycle, and there is no sign of a switching transient. 
Thus the general behavior of the circuit is verified. 

This output of 50 watts was obtained within the plate 
dissipation ratings of the Type 6L6 of 38 watts for two 
tubes. But the screen ratings were exceeded to obtain 
this output with class-AB! operation. Howev�r, this 
output can be obtained within the ICAS ratings of the 
type 1614, the transmitting version of the. type 6L6. 
Using two type 1614's with two cascaded stages of 
type 6AK6's in this circuit and with negative feedback, 
we have obtained at 1 kc less than 0.1 per cent har
monic distortion for all output levels up to 50 watts. To 
obtain this low level of distortion, careful adjustment of 
operating conditions and feedback of 25 to 30 db are 
necessary, and the method of obtaining stable operation 
with this feedback will now be discussed. 

A r. 
; , 
I 

J J V 

I 

V 

Fig. S-Upper trace is the wave form of the output voltage for the 
circuit of Fig. 4, and the lower trace is the cathode current in the 
lower tube. Both traces were obtained at a 50'watt power level 
and at 20 kc. 

USE OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 

One method for applying negative feedback to an 
amplifier of this type is shown in Fig. 6. Since the out
put is single ended, the feedback can be made directly 
(rom the midpoint of the output stage to a preceding 
single-ended stage. In the three-stage amplifier shown ,  

the fe< ;back is applied to the cathode of the first stage. 
Because of the direct coupling of the phase-inverter 

driver, there is little danger of low-frequency motor
boating with feedback. Furthermore, since the feedback 
does not have to be taken from the secondary of the 
output transformer, there is less danger than usual of 

WIlT 

FIItST 
STAG[ 

"HAS[ -IIW£"T£A 
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OUTPUT 
STaG( I. 
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Fig. 6-Circuit to illustrate one method of applying feedback. The 
feedback is taken from the junction of the two output tubes to 
the cathode of the first stage. 

high-frequency oscjllations. Or, expressed differently, 
greater amounts of negative feedback can be used, when 
applied as shown, with stable operation, than can be 
used with feedback from the secondary of the usual 
output transformer. . 

The usual feedback from the secondary tends to cor
rect for the drop in response at the high-frequency end 
by the feedback system. This feedback forces the out
put system to operate at higher levels than normal at 
high frequencies to produce the uniform output desired. 
Unless the transformer is very good, with feedback from 
the secondary, the result may be high distortion at high 
frequencies. This distortion is usually exhibited as inter
modulation of high-frequency signals, and serious dis
tortion of this type is more easily avoided with feedback 
from the primary as shown here. 

The feedback shown in this circuit puts the secondary 
of the transformer outside the feedback loop. Then cor
rective networks can be used, if necessary, at the 
secondary without introducing seriolls phase shift in 
the feedback loop. 

CONCLUSION 

The circuits shown here should be useful in many ap
plications. The series circuit using the phase-inverter 
driver has the advantage of requiring no coupling trans
formers for obtaining push-pull operation. The circuits 
have other advantages, principally for amplifiers that 
must ha've very low distortion. In addition, the develop
ments described should serve to show possible new lines 
of approach for improving audio reproduction. These 
further developments might include high-impedance 
loudspeakers, loudspeakers of different fundamental de
sign, low-impedance twin output tubes with 117-volt 
heaters, and the elimination or simplification of output 
transformers. 
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A NEW PUSH .. PULL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
• AS ONE RESULT of a continuing development program on audio
frequency instruments, a new audio power-amplifier drcuit'· 31 that 
pl'omises to be widely useful has been devised. In addition to being suit
able for regula.r audio power amplifiers, this new circuit is particularly 
well adapted to amplifiers for constant-voltage audio distribution 
systems, to high-power modulators, to amplifiers for electronic musical 
instruments, and to audio a.mplifiers for industrial uses. 

This new circuit permits one to obtain the high efficiency of Class 
AB. operation without swit.ching transients, and this feature is ob
t.ained without, the use of special components. Thl� circuit also has 
important advantages for direct-coupled power amplifiers a.nd for 
amplifiers operated Class A when very low distortion is required. 

Because of the widespread interest already shown in this develop
ment., t.hree practical high-power amplifiers using this new cireuit with 
low-cost tubes will be described and component values will be given to 
aid t.he experimenter in making an initial setup. Before discussing these, 
however, the basic prindple of the new circuit will be outlined briefly. 

The basic circuit is shown in Figure 1. The output stage consists oC 
two tubes connected in series across the d-c plate supply, and the load 
connects from the midpoint. of this series connection to the plat.e supply. 
The output. tubes are driven in 
opposite phase by a phase-in
verter stage. The important 
feat.ure of this phase-inverter 
1 Arnold Petc:ninn n Dd Donuld B. Rint.:lair ••• A 
8illlCk .. Ended J'IJIlh-Pull Audiu Amplifier," 
1951 LR.E. N'ar.inunl COb\·f'ntiulI. New Ycrk. 
N. Y .• Mnroh :12. 19;jl. publitlbcd iD Ne"" 
fAlttor or I.R.E. ProreBltionnl Group on Audio. 
Sputcllt apl.Jied lor. 

Rgure 1. The basic single-ended puth-pull 
amplifier circuit, showing the ,erle. coMected 
output tubes supplying a common load and 
driven by a cathode-follower phase Inverter. 

,.. 
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::;tagc is that it drives each tube fl'om its 
own grit! to its own cathode, so that t.he 
tubes llre driven in a balanced fashion. 
In order t.u achieve this type of drive, it 
is fll't'essury to feed the plate impedance 
of the phase-inverter driver from t.he 
midpoint of the series-connected out.put 
t.ubes. If the plate load of thit� driver 
were ronne('teu directly to the pla.te 
supply, the upper t.ube would be driven 
wit h T("Sped t.o ground as a l"athode 
f ulluwer. and the bulance of the two 
tuhe!' would be destroyed. While the 
voltage driving the upper t.ube could 
he correspontlingly incn-.ased to achieve 
n O('l balance of current swing in the 
1.\\'0 tu hes , the operating condit.ioru; as 

r af ns di8tOl'tion is concerned would he 
markedly difTerent, and t.he push-pull 
(�ancdl:Lt.iun of distortion would not 
I·(>stilt. Thl" circuit shown maintains thp 
balance in th(' lwo tubes and preserves 
the clistortion-('ance1ling feature of push
pull operat.ion. 

In the usual push-pull circuit. the two 
output tubes are in parallel for t.he d-c 
plate supply and operate effectively in 
�erie8 for supplying the a-c load. In a 

limited sense this new circuit can be con-
8idered t.he dual of the usual cil'cuit since 
the out.put tubes are in series for the d-e 

2 

plate supply, and they supply t.he a-c 

load in parallel. Thus the normal opt.i
mum load impedance for the new circuit 
is one-fourth the normal plate-to-plate 
load impedance (or the URUa) push-pull 
connection. 

This simple relationship means that 
Rome standard push-pull transformers 
can be readily used for the new circuit.. 
If the two halves of the primary are 

separate, they can be connected in 
parallel, instead of in the series connec

tion ordinarily used, to obtain this four
to-one ratio_ 

Because of this parallel or single
ended connection of the primary I both 
tubes work into the same load, and there 
is no deleterious effect from leakage re

actance between halves of the primary_ 
In contrast, in the conventional push
pull circuit, each tube works individu
ally into half the primary, and leakage 
reactance between the windings can 
cause serious s\\;tching transients· when 
the tubes are opel'ated Class AB, These 
switching transients, which cannot be 
eradir,ated by negative feedback, are 0. 

prime cause of high-frequency distor
tion, notably intennodulution, in push-
lA. P�.n-TWlII Sah, "QIIU�T",lIiIiftnu iD CIflS8 B Audi .... 
FrequeDC!Y Push-Pull AmpU&f!.r.!t" p'1H:. I.R.E .. V'lt 2 .. . 
N. 11, November. 1936, pp. 1;);1",,-IMI. 

Figure 2. The dl'alit dlogram for 0 50-watt om�. wNch Includes f •• dback to on earlier amplifier Itoo-. 
�-------------------------r----------�------��---1._ . 

tOO.. 1.11' 
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pull amplifiers. They are often respon
sible for the objectionable harshness in 
so-caned high-fidelity systems. 

When Iw..am-powel' tubes are used in 
the out.put, the two halves of l.he pri
mary of the usual push-pull transformer 
pan serve a useful pw'pose in this single
(>nded l'ireuit by simplifying the problem 
of supplying the d-c screen-grid volt-ages 
to the two output tubes. How these can 

be used is shown in Figure 2. The output 
tubes are shown eonnected in series, as 

bef Ol'e, for the d-c supply. The screen-grid 
vultage fof' t.he upper tube is supplied 
through one primary winding from the 
plate supply_ This upper screen-grid is 
by-passed to its cathode at the midpoint 
where t.he plate and output tubes are 

ronnected together. The other screen
grid is supplied through the other pri
ma.ry winding from the midpoint, and 
t.his lower screen-grid is by-passed to 
ground. The d-c screen-grid current.s 
flow t.hrough the windings in the oppo
site sense, so that t.here is no net d-c 
flux from the s('.reen-grid currents in the 
",;ndings. 

The transfOlmel' conne('.t.ions show 
that the two primary windings are con
nect.ed in parallel for signal vol tages. 
The screen-grid by-pass capacitors and 
f.he plate supply output capacitor make 
t.his parallel connection. These capaci
tt'tl'8 must provide a low-impedance path 
at. tho lowest signal frequency. 

The ('ircuit of Figure 2 also includes a 

feedback connection from the output 
stage to the first stage. Since the output 
is single-ended, feedback to a single
ended earlier stage is relatively simple. 
In the circuit shown, a fraction of the 
output volta.ge is applied dire('.tly to the 
l�at.hode of the first stage as a voltage 
feedback. 

The circuit. of Figure 2 is arranged to 
operate t.he final stage Class AB,'. Be-

OCTOBER, 1951 

Cause t.his type of operation requires 
large driving voltages from the phase
inverter stage, the met.hod of connection 
of this stage is different from that of 
Figure 1 in certain details. The d-t' bias 
voltage for the upper out-put tube is ob
tained fl'om only part. of t.he phu.'m-in
verter plate loaci. The full signal voltage 
across the plate load, however. is ap
plied to the upper tube t.hrough the 
coupling capn.C'itol' between the plate 
of the phase invel't('l' and the grid of 
the upper tube. 

The a-c plato voltage from plate to 
cathode of the phase inverter stage of 
Figure 1 is t.he sum of the a-c output. 
voltage and the two a-c grid \roltages 
produced across its load resistnnces. For 
a 50-watt amplifier using Type 1614 
tubes. this a-c volt.age is of the order of 
500 volts peak. The d-c plate volt.age 
required across this tube.. then, must be 
greater than 500 volts in order to avoid 
serious non-linearity in the driver stage. 
If the experimenter has available a tube 
t.hat can rt'.adily handle these volt,ages, 
the basic cathode-follower phase inverter 
of Figure 1 is recommended. In the par
t.icular circuit of Figul'P 2, a standard 
recei ving type has been used wi thin i t.s 
rating of 500 volts by the circuit dodges 
shown. The resistance in the ('athode is 
lower than necessary for full drive of the 
lower st.age, so t.hat. the required voltage 
must be obtained from the prevlous 
amplifier stage. This lower resistance 
reduces the a-(' voltage appearing from 
plate to cathode and makes possible the 
use of a Type 684 Triode wit.hin its 
500-volt rating. 

The amplifier circuit of Figure 2 can 

be used with two Type 1614's in the out
put stage to yield 50 watts output. At 
tills level the distortion can readily be 
held to less t.han 1% (total harmonic) 
for frequencies in t.he middle auciio 
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range. By careful adjustment of balancC' 
and operating cunditions.. this dis1.or
l.ion can be reduced even further. 

The intermodulatjon results bv the 
CCIF test' shown in Figure 3 d�mon
strate that the ampJifier is operating 
correctly, with low distortion over t.he 
audio range. Measurements of inter
modulation by the SMPTE method also 
showed satisfactorily low distortion. 
Tests at an equivalent 50-watt power 
level, using a low-frequency tone of 40 
eps of four times the intensity of the 
high-frequency tone of 7000 cps. gave a 

total intermodulation of 1.6%. which is 
well below the 5% frequently used for 
rating high-quality systemfl. 

Beyond the 5O-watt limit. the output 
t"hes are dri\'en to the level where they 
lIraw grid current, which changes the 
operat.ing conditions for t.he tubes. This 
change \\;1I give the results shown in the 
graphs, which were measured under 
steady state conditions. For dynamic 
(�ollditions, such as Ol�cur with speech 

I 
I 
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figure 3. The uppe, curve dtows as a function of fr., 
q..-cy the r.la"". output at the secondary of the 
output transform.r. terminated In 0 reslttanc. lood, 
far constant Input YOItage to the amplifier of Fivure 2. 
The lower curves show "'te,modulation distortion ClI a 
function of frequ.ncy. Two tonea of equal amplitude 
dlff.rinV In frequency by .400 cyd .. 'Nere used. The 
peak.to·peak IwInO, at th. lood connected to the 
secondary, was equol to that obtained at a 50-watt 
slngle.frequency output le.,eI, and the distortion it 
ptatted as a funcHon of the frequency of the Iowe,. 

f,.q..-cy tone. 

and music signals, the distortion levels 
above 50 watts will he somewhat higher. 

This power level is obtained within 
the leAS ratings of the Type UH4 and 
is the power available at the primary of 
the transformer. Because of the losses 
in the transformer, the power availahle 
at the secondary is reduced sornewhnt. 
When the General Radio TypE 942-A 
Outpu� Transformer' is used as specified, 
the reduct·ion in available power is rela
tively smaD. The output t.ransformer 
also limits the maximum low-frequency 
power obtainable from the amplifier. 
The TYPE 942-A Output Transformer' 
has been designed to hancUe a particu
larly high level of power, for its size, at 

low frequencies. The curve of Figure .:I 
shows its perlormance with the amplifier 
of Figure 2. 

The element values given in Figure 2 
have been determined to be suitable for 
an amplifier using four Type 1614's in 

�c 
! 
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Flgur • .4. HarmoNe dlstorHon G. Q func· 
tlon of pow.r denvered 10 the load far 
the circuit of figure 2. All .... curves ••• 
cept the dashed ones were tak ... with a 
1500-ohm load CICI'OI$ ttt. primary. 
SInce th.,. WOI no -.dfal dlfferenc. 
In ,..,... at 1, 5. and '5 Ire. OIIIy one 
an. la shown b these line frequen
del. for fNquendes obov. 50 cpa. the 
ret4tl1I were aho practkolly Identical 
with the '·kc curv •• Th. da ...... curves 
Ihow the ,esuIts 'Nith the load an the �/� V Jjlkc. 

----
5kc. 

--- --- � 15kc. 
secondary of the transformer. 
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figure 5. Harmonic dl.fortlon at 1 kc os a function of 
the power delivered to the load for the cJrcuft of 
Agure 2, but with two Type 161� ha", Power Tub .. 
In paraDel for the upper output tube and two In parol. 
1.1 for "'e lower tube. Tb. salid curv. wos obtained 
with an aOO·ohm load on the prl",ary. The val_ 
,lven by the triangles were obtained on the .econd· 
ary, using a load of about one-half the rat.d I",· 
pedance of .... transformer, and .... values given by 
the drd .. , using a load of about twke the rat.d Im· 
p.dance. In each caM the equivalent primary load 
was about 800 ohms. Tb... 10Her relUltI show the 
dlfferenc. In copper efficiency obtainable with the 
dl...,.". connections available on the Typ. 9�2·A 

/ �. j) 
Transformer.' 

the output stage. Two tubes are used in 
parollel where the upper tube is shown, 
and two are in parallel for the lower 
tube. This output combination will 
supply 100 watts of power at the pri
mary of the output transformer (see 
Figure 5), and the TYPE 942-A Output 
TransformerS is suitable for use at this 
power level over the audio range ahove 
40 cps. 

The previous circuit has the disadvan
tage of requiring a plate supply that 
operates at. twice nonnsl voltage. Of 
course the current taken by the output 
stage is correspondingly one-half that 
taken by the usual push-pull stage 80 

that the total input power is normal. The 

-
� -, • .,j �-- -

o 20 40 60 80 100 
POWER OJTPUT IN �TS 

high plate voltage is no longer 80 serious 
a disadvantage as it was some years ago, 
because of the recent development of the 
high-voltage selenium rectifiers. The 
circuit, however, is best adapted to 
moderate t.otal plate voltages if the 
newer, low-impedance tubes such as the 
Type 6CD6-G or Type 6BQ6-GT are 

used in the output stages. 
If it is desired to operate with normal 

plate voltages, the circuit can be modi
fied as shown in Figure 6. Here both 
plate currents flow through the trans
fonner primary windings so that there 
is more of 8 burden on the transformer, 
because of the d-c copper loss in the 
windings. More careful balancing of the 

Figvre 6. th. drcvft dlolra", for a ,so·waH omptlfter, u ..... parallel hed for the plate YOlto,eI of the two 
output tub .. . 

120 
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L..-__ ...... _________________________ ....... -QtJ· ,.w. 
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<.I-c plate currents is necessary here in 
order to avoid an unbalanced flux in the 
transformer. 

Beca.use of the way the sl'reen-grid 
'"oh.ages must be supplied, the voltage 
drop in the two primary halves appenrs 
in the SIIPI>ly for the screen-grid of the 
upper out-put tube. There is no com
pensating drop in voltage for the screeIl

grid of the lower tube. In the circuit. of 
Figure 6, the major part of this differ
eo,'.e i� taken care of by the use of differ
ent voltng(·-rt>gUlator tubes io the two 
S<.'reen-grid supplies. Othenvise. t.his cir
cuit is eMeotially the same as tbat of 
Figur(> 2, and the performance is com
parable as shown by Figure 7. 

The cir,'.uit can be appreciahly simpli
fied if t.he full 5()..watt power level is not 
required. A suitable circuit for an out
put power of 25 wa.tts is shown in 
Figure 8. 

Thp. feedback used in these circuits is 
about 14 dh. This amount is adequate 
to give 8 source impedance of about one

fifth the optimum load impedance, which 
is satisfactory for most applicat.ions. 
This source impedance can be reduced 
furtber hy increa.c;ing the feedback. With 
the type of feedback used here. how
ever. an inc�rease in feedback usualJy 
results in a small decrease in available 
power, t,e�ause of the power absorbed in 
the feedbark circuit.. 

If the distortion from this amplifier is 
to be kept low, good quality resistor::! 
must. bp. usoo in the feedback circuit. III 

J 
I 

J 
Ikc 

j 
� ...-
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particular, it is recommended tbat t.he 
resistor from the primary of the trans
former to the cathode of the first tube 
and the resistor to ground from the 
cathode of the first tube be wire-wound. 
Some composition resistors have an 

appreriable voJtagp coefficient, and, if 
t.hey are used for the feedback circuit, 
t.hey can contribute appreciable amounts 
of distortion. 

For best operation at high audio fre
quencies, it is important to keep stray 
circuit capacitances as small as possible. 
Particular attention should be paid to 
the capacitance to ground of the circuit 
from the plate of the driver stage to the 
grid of the upper output tube. This 
capacitance, which shunts the phase
inverter plate-load impedance, is effec
t.ively multiplied by the gain of the out
put stage. For the present circuit this 
factor is about ten. 

The circuits should be adjusted by 
observat.ions using a high-resistance d-c 
voltmeter. a sinusoidal signal source, 

and a cathode-ray oscillograph. The 
bias adjustments should be made first to 
givt' about t.he values shown in the fig
ures. Then a J -kc signal should be ap
plied and t.he signal balance adjustme.nt 
should be made. Proper adjUBtment of 
this balance can be observed on the c-r-o 

at levels above 50 wa.tts by noting the 
condit.ion for equal clipping of the upper 
and lower peaks. 

For best operation at low frequencies. 
the d-c currents in the two halves of the 
primary of the output transformer 
should be carefully balanced. This bal
ance can usually be obtained byadjust-
ing the grid biases. Occasionally some 
tube selection is desirable. 

Figure 7. HarmonIc dlatortion at , lie as a fvnction of . 
tM power deUv.red to a 1500-0hm load OCTOIS ttt. 
primary for eh. do( parall.I conMCtlon of output tubes 

as ,hown In Flgur. 6 • 
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If the [lmplifier is to bp used r or 

speech llnd music signals, it is recom
mended that the adjustmentsbetrimmcd 
to fu\'or very low dist.ortion at low 
level�. This trimming can hest be done 
by using a vel"y low distortion source llnd 
a wave analyzer or distortioIl meter. 

The output tubes of these circuits 
operate in the Class AB region, and the 
plate current for the la..'tt stage varies 
with operating level. The main power 
supply should, therefore� have good 
regulation t.o maintain proper operating 
conditions \\;th varying levels. The biM 
sUI>ply, 011 the otber hand, can be very 
simple, since only a few milliampCl'eS Bre 

needed and the load is constant. 
The basic dl'cuit can, of course, be 

used with other output tubes. If lower 
plate voltagcs are also used, the driver 
voltage problems are simplified, and the 
straightforward cathode-follower phase 
in verter can be used. In some cases the 
load can be matched directly to the out
put t.ubes 80 that the impedance-match
ing effect of the tra.nsf'ormer is not 
Decded, and the efficiency is correspond
ingly increased. 

oeTOUR, 1.�1 

The circuits shown here are intended 
only as a guide- for tht' eXIX?rienced px

perimenter. Numerous measurements 
and adjustments are llsually necessary 
in an initial set.up to mnke cprtain that. 
t.he circuit is operating properly. In 
making those tests, the experiment.er 
should remember that the voltages used 
here are dangerous, and, because of the 
unusual output circuit, particular caJ'e 

is necessary to avoid being misled by 
experience \Vi th standard ou tpu t systems. 

Tbe power levels quoted in this article 
are not conservative but actual values 
measured on an e.xperimental setup, so 

that the experiment.er should not exped 
to find any reserve ma.rgin of power be
yond the levels quoted. I t is important 
also to notice that the vacuum tubes :\fe 

not being used according to conservative 
instrument pract.ice, hut rather in the 
fashion of commercial equipment where 
high stability and long tube life are not 
important. Conservuth'c instrument 
practice would dictate lower voltages 
than used here, and the available powpr 
would be correspondingly reduced. 

- A. P. G, Pto:'rEltSOX 

Floure 8. The circuit diagram for a 25,watt pawe, amplifier, which USM lower supply voila; .. than the higher 
pawe, venJans and which dCHtl not operate 10 far Into the Clou AI. ,eglon. 
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A SOO-VOLT MEGOHMMETER FOR 

INSULATION TESTING 

Also 

IN THIS ISSUE 

A High-power Torodial 
Output Transformer 
Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 

• THE NEW General Radio Mcgohm

meter, T .... PE 1862-A, has been specifically 
designed for the rapid measurement of in
sulation resistance, as well us general re

sistance testing such as the measurement. 
of high-valued l'esistors. Consequently, it 
has a considerably wider field of applica
tion .. han its predecessor, the TYPE 18tH-A. 

Since insulating materials usually exhibit 
no marked voltage coefficient of resistance, it is ne(!essa.ry for purposes 
of standardization that measurement be made at one of the accepted 
standard voltage levels, and the level most commonly agreed upon by 
profcHsional and indus

trial groups is 500 volts.' 

The new megohmmeter 

applies a constant 500 
volts to the resistance 
under test and is well 

suit ed to testing the in
sulat.ion of rotating elec

tdcal machinery, trans

formers! rapncitors, ca

bles, and household ap
pliance� in pl"Oduction, in 

t.he repair shop, and in 
the field. 

I A.KT.:'>l. Stllll<hml" 011 Elcetrical 
Inslllllting Mutcrbl .. , D2;ii-49T. 

Figure 1. View of the megohmmeter wIth cover ,emoved 
to show ponel. 
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A HIGH·POWER 

TOROIDAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

The advantages of the toroidal core 
t.ransformer' over one using a shell-type 
core are becoming more generally recog

nized. Chief among these are the high 
degl'ee of astaticism and the e�l,remely 
tight {'oupling which can be attained 
het ween windings extending around the 
complete circumference of the toroid. 
An impedance-matching toroidal trans
former, TYPE 941-A, was announced a 

year ago.s This article deserihes a high
power model, the TYPE 942-A Output 
Transfonner, designed primarily for 
coupling push-pull output tubes to a 
"oiee coil or other low-impedance load. 

Thjs transformer comhim:a,s excellent 
frequency response, low distort,ion, high 
power-handling capacity, and flexibility 
of impedance ratios in a. convenient, 
compact unit.. Leakage reactance be
tween primary sect.ions is very small, to 
give minimum distortion from switching 
tJ'ansients in conventional push-pull 
amplifier circuits, and connections to 
individual primalies are provided for 
use in the single-ended push-pull am
plifier descrihed in tbe October Experi-

a menter. 
The TYPE 94�A is wound on the same 

higb-quality toroidal core that. is used 
for the TYPE V-5 Variacs and is capable 
of handling peak powers up to 100 watts 
with a minimum of harmonic distortion. 
The core carries eight indi vidual wind
ings, four identical duplex (semi-circum
ferent.ial), banked, primary windings, 
and two pairs of duplex, single-layer, 
secondary windings. These \Vindings 
, Hr)/'1\lif) W l..otnMn, "Some Ad\'UDtngt'& 0' tbl' Tnroidal 

"'ruo:;rorrr.�·r in ComnlUlliMtion Enginl'l'riull:' Tt!.
TtcA. Ma),. 11)00, Reprintllllvnilnbl(' on rP.IIQllHt. 

2 HOl'lltio W. i.ftl1lJl()D, . . ... h(. TYPE DU-:\ Turoidal Trallli
fl)rmer," G('nerAllUuJio Er"...i".'fll,.,.. &-ptcmbc:r, IU;.,o . 

• A. P. G. Peter"un. "A N,'w PU!'h-PIIII Amplifier Cir
rwt," General Radio Erni",rnlt<r. Ol'lohl'r. Hlii\' 

terminate in four sets-of-4 terminals on 

the upper face of the housing. Each pair 
of duplex windings is precisely balanced 
to eliminate eirculating current losses 
when they are connected in parallel. The 
terminals are arranged to facilitate par
allel or series connections. 

Impedance Ratios 
The nominal impedance values speci

fied in the connection diagrams printed 
on the case of the transf orrner are based 
on a generator impedance of 6600 ohms 
for all four primary windings in series. 
This is the recommended value for a 

pair of 6L6's operat.ing push-pull class 
AB. If these primary windings are con

nected in series-parallel, or all in parallel, 

the con'esponding generator impedances 
should be 1650 and -1 13 ohms respec
tively. 

SerieB and parallel corn bination� of 
secondary windings can be connected 
for matching loads of 4, 8, 16, 23. 32. 
47, 59, and 93 ohms. 

Matching generator and load impt'd
ances arf' not limited to the values speei
fied above, provided that thf'Y have t.he 

Flgur. 1. View of the Type 942-A Output Transform.r. 
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NOO'ML IMPEDANCE. 
figure 3. Showing I % and 2 % 30·,ycle dIstortion 
limits as oulpllt load is variecl. Talcen wIth lOurce 

impeclonce 0.38 X nominal primary impeclonce. 

mutely, the v()ltl�e rllting of tbe insulation. In 
speech or music higb levels ocew· intermittently 
So t.hat tbe beating effect is usually not im
portant, and the rating is determined cbiefly by 
the distortion introduced hy the non-linear 
ml!f.uetic characteristics of the core. 

1 he level at which serious distortic)1\ (lCcurs 
depend� both upon the core material used and 
the peak flux density, which varies inversely 
with t.he rrequency. At a specific frequency, au 
nrbitrary vaJue of permissihle distort.ion may 
be r.hosen to specify the rated level. 

Since transformer distortion rises abruptly 
ahove 8 c(>rtain voltnge level, only a smnll 
(�haflge in ruting C1CCUr9 for a collsidernble rlUlge 
of permi�ble vLLlues of distortion. Likewise, the 
ianpedSlloo of the source driviDg the transformer 
does not change tbe rating aJlpreci:.l.bly. Reduc
Ing the source impe-dance reduces the distort.ion 
values but makes little chlU'lge in t.he l(lve1 at. 
which the abrupt rise in distortion occurs. 

NOVEMBER, 1951 

The tiut.n lor Figur� 2 and 3, illustrating a 

typiclIl :\I)plication of the TYPE 042-A, were 
taken ut! t.he amplifier described lut montb.1 
A!J uJlticipl,ted, th(' low-frttlU61l.Cfl power rating 
vurieli. to a first approximation, inversely wit.h 
the resistlUlf'.e load applied to the secondary. At 
the nominal impedance, the transformer can be 
expected. as tlhown in Figure 2, to handle over 
40 watts at 20 (�PB \\;tb a distortion less than 
I %. This level illcrease8 88 the square of the 
frequency to 160 watts at 40 cps. When sup:
plying :.I. load wbi(lh is one-h:ill the nominru 
imped1l.nce, the transformer can handle 80 watts 
at 20 cps. Howover, the efficiency a.t higber 
audio frequencies is reduced by UBing less thAn 
the rnted load. 

At I&igMr /requenciu, above 50 cps, the power 
limit for contilluous operation is set by ropper 
loss, since eddy current losses in this tra.ns
former are generally negligible, and reduced 
flux density mmimizl"s hysteresis losses. 

The mn.ximum allowa.ble temperature is 
G5°C., which permits 8 watt@ internal dissi£u
tion with an nmbient temperature of 35 C. 
Since the over-all copper efficiency is of the 
mder of 92%. the continuous rating is specified 
08 90 watts at this smbiElnt. The rating will 
thell be proportional to the difference between 
65°C. nnd the actunl wnbient. When an appre
�iuble direct �urrent is in the windings, the d·t 
power diHsipated must Biso he included in de
termining the continuous rating (or n given 
applica.tion. 

A check of this transformer by the sttLudu.rd 
RTMA test· (ur speaker-matching tr!l.naformers 
indicnted n ratillg a.ppreciably in excess of 100 
watt:s. 

Adequate secondary windings have been pro
vided to make this output transformer suitable 
for supplying consta.nt.-voltoge audio distribu
tion sygtem.�.5 For pXBDlple, the standard 70-volt. 
opera.til\Jt level may be obtained from the 93-
ohm se(�olldary for 50 wa.tt@ or from the 47-ohm 
secondary for 100 watts. 

The lower voltuge systems or highP.r power 
le\'el'i, or hoth, W'e provided for by the lower 
impe(hLnI�e windings. 
a Loc:. l:.it. 
• RTl't'l.O\ StllI"l"nl SE-lOO. Souud fur:itell� • •  lull'V. 111019. 

Eurinoorln.; DeJlllrtllUlDt. Rsdio-T�leviAi(jb !\ lWufll('o 
t.w't'rr. AMQclation. Section V. 

I RTMA StllntilU'd SE·IOt. AmpJifil'n. Dc�bt!r. 1947. 
EJ\i:inePriolt Department. Rn.lio-Tcleviaion !\illoufllc.� 
turers A8IIO(!i6tion. Section In. Alat>. RT!\fA Stllb.lard 
8E-100. Sound Systems. July. 1949. F.ngineerinl( IX-
pllrtment. Radi�Tcleviaion Ml&ooIacturel'll .<\saoc!il&tioll. 
8Pction IL 

figure 4. Hlgh·frequency charocterlstics of the Type 
942·A Ovtpu. Transformer. 

Figure 5. Over·all frequllflcy cflaracteristfcs of 
the transformer. ... 
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Frequency Characteristic 
Tbe frequeucy chlU'tlCteristic uf an Iludio 

trllntd'ormer depends, in part, upon tbe source 
IWd load impedances tUld the turns ratio. The 
leaknge rel�ctlUlce between primary Md second
a.ry, and the winding capacitances, determines 
tbe high frequency cut..-off, while the low fre
quency characteristic is determined by the 
primary reactance which, in turll, h!I 11. function 
of both frequency and operating level. 

Tfllical high frequency characteristics for 
the TYPE 942·A, using matching turns ratios 
I.Uld tight,.-.(!oupled prima.ries, Ilre shown in 
Figure 4. A comparison of Curves A and B 
shows the effec-t of changing thl' nominal 00· 
pedanc� level of a transformer wbit!h is coupling 

• 

a given �ource and load, while 11 compll.risoll of 
curves B and C demofll!t.rl\� the effect uf 
chll.llging the impedances of both SQurce and 
load which Me coupled by 8. given trlLUsformer. 

Figure 5 gives the over-all frequeIH:Y chnrllc
tcrist.ic with a 1650-0hm lSOurOO and n 93-ohm 
load. The effect of the lower capacitullce of the 
LC pl'imaries 011 tbe upper ra.nge is indioated. 
and the low-frequency range iR depressed, due 
to B reduction in operating level and the carre
tlponding drop in effective primary iuduct.H.nce. 

A typicnl npplicl1tion of this trlLlU!former was 
discussed in the article entitled "A New Pusb
Pull Amplifier Circuit." a.ppearing ill thE' Odo
her, 1951, issue of the Experi�nter. 

-HOItATlO W. LAMWN 

SPECIFICATIONS 
hnpe4ance Raflos: See page 5. 
Frequ.ncy Ran •• : See Figures 4 and 5. 
DlatorHon: I % at nominal impedance and con

tinuous power rltting lLoove 30 cydes. See 
Figure 3. 
Pow� Rating: 00 wa.tts continuous for an am
hiE-llt (If 35DC., with no de in windings. With 
de in windings rating must be reduced ISO IL8 

1I0t to exceed Wlowable power loss. 
Allowablo Powe, Loss: 8 watts for 3ODC. rise over 
mnhient. 
Maxlmu", Tranlformer Tomp.rotv,.: 65°C. 

Ty� 
942-A I Output Tranlformer . 

Wlndln. Re,lltanc •• : 8t'e page 0. 
Leaka •• Inductllnc •• : See Table t. 
Primary Inductoncoz Primaries in seri('s, npprnx
imateiy 24 henries at initial permenhility. 
Inlulatlon: Tbe transformer is itumlated for 2000 
volts between individual windings and hetween 
(>t1.ch winding and the CIl8e. 
Dlmen,lons: (Height) 3% x (diameter) 5 !.� 
inches, oveNlll. 
Mounting: Above or below shelf, with siJlgle 
center bolt supplied. 
Net Wolght: 7 pounds. 

Code Word Priu 
. I TR .. \!liTOliDOU $55.DD 

T
HE General Radio E.Y.PERIMENTER is mailed witllOut. charge each 
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Triode Operation of KT88s 
ROBERT M. VOSS AND ROBERT ELLIS';' 

In response to many requests, and after a great depl of effort, the authors 
present a higher-powered version of their ten-whtt all-triode amplifier. 

T

HE BRITISH KT88 power pentotle. hig 
brother of the much respected KT6t3, 
quickly became popular after its ill

troduetion ill this country not too long 
ago. Audiofaus no longer had to couple 
four tubes in push-pull parallel in order 
to get enough powel' to t:lrin' a low effi
ciency spl'ake�·. 

In addition to its tapped-screen IIdapt
ability, the KT88 11<lS previously ullex
plored possihilities in lower power alll
plifiers when nsed as it triode. A card to 
British ludustries Corp. brought bllck 
complete dllta on the tube, including the 
followillg inforllllltiou 011 tr'iod(' opel'll
tion: 

Eb 
10 
I"wz Big 

485 v 
170 ma 
180 11111 
560 oh illS (pel' tube) 

Ein (g_g) 70 v 
R,(A-A.) 4000 ohm 
POlit 27 '" 
D 1-3% 

First to clttch our eye were the zero 
lind maximum sigll:!1 currents; the total 

• 697 West End Au., New YorK 25, N.Y, Fi9. 2. B::ttom view of the amplifier. Note 'twisted filament leads and ground buss. 

30 

Fig. 1. Top view of 
completed ampli

fier. 

\'arilltion is less than 6 pel' cent, mean
illg that Olll' power supply requirements 
w('I'e grelltly simplified. So fal' so good. 
The load impedance of 4000 ohms is, 
howeyer, a problem. \Ve know of 110 pre
viously dcsigned tubes mellnt to work 
into sHch a load except in ultralincar 
operlltion, and transforlllers with screen 
taps lire expensi\'e. vVe settled for a 
Triad S-42A which is wound for 4500 
Oh:IIS, :Iud, by jnggling the operating 
pal'llilleters a bit, ,vere still able to ob
tllin 25 watts.1 The S-42A is rated lit 50 
\\'atts, which mellns that power at fre
quency extrcmes will not drop off be
cause of poor output transformer powel' 
hllndling capability. The amplifier deli\'
ers the full 25 watts lit 18 cps, (the lower 
limit of our generator) and only slightly 
less at 20,000 cps. 

The Power Supply 
As we mentioned beforc, the low cur

rent fluctuation of the output stage sinl-

1 Au ud"autage of triodes is that using 
too high a load impedance will not increase 
distortion although it will decrease power. 

AUDIO • MARCH, 1961 



plifies the power supply. A single GZ34 
l'ectifier feeds what is essentially a ca
pacitor input filter. After an LC net
work to the output stage supply, B+ goes 
through resistance-capacitance filters to 
the earlier stages. The preamp power 
take-of I sockt't will supply sufficient 
power to most un powered control units. 
The 10-ohm resistor is a device recom
mended hy t.he Dyna Co. to avoid 
ground loops. If you 're 110t powering a 
preamp, make up a shorting plug with 
ju mpers fl'om pins 6 to / (to turn 011 the 
amplifier), and pins 4 to 8 (to place bias 
on the heaters). 

The Audio Circuit 
To drive the output stage, we used the 

cathode-coupled phase splitter , with 
which we and other d('sigllers have had 
excellent results. Driving the inverter, 
and determining its operating point, is 
n conventional voltage amplifier. The 
phase splitter, which is capable of de
livering almost 200 volts of audio, has 
a balance control in its plate circuit, 
ahout which \I'e shall speak later. 

There nre two methods of achieving 
low frequency stability within a feed
back loop. One is to use small coupling 
cnpaeitors and hope for a sharp cutoff 
without a siguificant hump at the knee. 
The other \I'ay involves the use of high-

(300v) 
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Fig. 4. '!Frequency response. 

value capacitors, using them to e�tend men(ls s('pn rate cathode resistors for the 
the low-frequency response below' that output tuhes, we used Il com1110n res is

of the output transformer. We choJe the tor, mainly hecause we are using a 

second alternative, because the firs� pre- matched pllir of tubes. TI�e control grid 

sents phase-shift problems which �nke nn<l screen dllmplllg resistors arc the 

it somewhat unpredictable. If you Iwllnt vnlues recommended hy Gl'n('lex. 

to reduce bass response, perhaps t1 pro- Construction 
tect a delicate speaker, put a caPfitor Use a very large chassis for the am
before the input grid resistor. B no plifier; the coupling capacitors and elec
means tamper with the values insidJl the trolytics take up a great delll of room 
feedback loop, or the amplifier mElY go under the chllssis, and Genelex recoru
wild in the subsonic region. I mends a mini1l1um of four inches between 

Although Genelex quite clearly recoJU- the KTS8's. 
Standard construction practice (iso

lated ground, twisted filament leads, 
etc.) will help in nchieving the potentinl 
of the circuit. There are however, [I cou
ple of things worth remelllbel'ing. First, 
a word of caution in n,fel'ence to the 
filament win<l ings. When we first turned 
on the aJllplit1er, it illlmediately blew the 
fuse. After a bit of head scratching, we 
tried reversing the leads of one of the 
windings. This clll'ed the trouble; they 
had been bucking. Color coding won't 
help you here; trial and errol' is the only 
way to insure COl'l'ect phasing. Secondly, 
several electrolytics are tu hnlnrs instead 
of the common chassis'lllounted cans. 
Therefore, if you're unfamili[ll' with this 
type of work, it pays to take a little 
extra time looking for hidden shorts 
under the chassis. Finally, before C011-
necting the feedback loop permanently, 
check hy soldering only one side a 11(1, 
with a signal going through the ampli
fier, touch the other side quickly. If the 
sound goes down in volume, well and 
good; if it makes a loud buzzing sound, 
reverse the lends from the output trans
former to the KT88s. Then attach n load 
to the amplifier and use a signal gen
erat.or to feed into the amplifier a 1000 
cps signal which is loud enough to be 
heard. Then adjust the balllnce control 
for equal sigllllls at the plates of the 
KT88's.2 \Yith this taken care of, solder 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of 25-watt amplifier. 

2 Better yet; if you have the equipment, 
connect the feedback loop and adjust the 
balance control for lowest Dr at about 2 
watts. 
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thc ft'edlJal'k l'('s istor and capacitor in 
position, shake the hits of wire and sol
der out of thc chassis and you're through. 

Performance 
'fhl' SIJeI'itications look nice pnoug'h, 

but it is thc sound of this amplifier that 
you'll like the best. The extreme stabil
ity (we used 20 db of feedback, leaving 
a stahility margin of more than 15 db) 
of the ulllplifiel' is demonstrated by the 
fact that it recovers immediately from 
d.c. Jlulses of considerable magnitude 
applil'd at the input, with no ringing or 
hangover. We trit'd several records whil'h 
we had considered to be substandard as 
far as over-all clarity is concerned. Thl' 
n('w II.llIplifier reversed our thillking
thl' dl't'1' bass had been there all the time, 
and the l"I'I'ol'd �cl'lltl'h wns not IIrn!'ly as 
prominent as II I('ss smooth amplifier had 
led us to h!'li!'YI'. 

This U1uplifil'!' ('o:;t close to a $100 to 
build," whi ('h yon lIIn�' ('onsi(II'I' ('xtnl":1-
gant ill vil'w of the fact that one can 
buy 50-wnlt aJllplifit'l's for that priet'. 
HOWI'WI', the sound frolll it is so e\ean 
at norlllal allll \\'l'll ahove 1101'IIIal listt'lI
ing levels, that we feel it is well worth 
the eost. JE 

• The stereo version would cost about 
$150. It could use as a power transfornler 
a Triad R·!!5A, and a C-20A for the choke. 
For tho input stage, eaeh channel could use 
half of a 12AX7 to eliminate the filament 
drain of the 6A V6. 

PAIn'S LIST 

R, 470,000 ohms, % watt 
R., Rm R", RZJ 10,000 ohms, % watt 
H. 1000 ohms, % watt, 5% 
R, 30,000 ohms, % watt, 5tfr. 
R, 180,000 ohms, 1 watt, 5'70 
R, 1 megohm, % watt 
R" R,. 18,000 ohms, 2 watts, 5'70 
H., R, ::!:?OOO ohms, 1 watt, 5% 
H,. 25,000 ohm, potentiometer 
Hili RI1 220,000 ohms, % watt 
H,,, H" 2iO ohms, % watt 
HlI 3900 ohms, 2 watts 
H,. 150,000 ollms, % watt 
H,. 10 ohms, % watt 
H2O 280 ohms, 20 watts 

H" 
C, 
C, 
C"C, 
C, 
C, 
C, 
COl C, 

C,o 
T, 
T, 
Cll, 
V, 
V, 
V" TT, 
V, 
FJ 

(selected 250 or 300 ohm) 
200 ohms, 20 watts 
47 !l!lf, 5% 
.:?5 !tt, 600 \' 
1 !If, 600 v 
300 !If, 150 v, electrolytic 
16 !Jf, 'j00 v, electrolytic 
20 !If, 600 v, electrolytic, 
40/40 !If, 500 v, electrolytic (can) 
12 !tf, 500 \', electrolytic 
Triad R-71A 
Triml S-42A 
Triad C-15A 
6AV6 
6SN7GTB 
KT88 
GZ34 
3AG, 3 amp 
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3,153,766 
MODE OF OPERATION OF THE PENTODE OR. 

TETRODE TUBE IN THE OUTPUT STAGE OF 
AN AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

Renato E. Tancinco, Meycauayan, Bulacan, Philippines 
Filed Sept. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 136,817 

Claims priority, application Philippines Sept. 12, 1%0 
5 Claims. (Cl. 330-1'22) 

This invention relates to a new concept in the mode 
of operation of a pentode or tetrode power tube in the 
output stage of an audio frequency amplifier. Up to 
the present stage of the art, the output tubes in an audio 
frequency amplifier operate only under one set of char
acteristics which is determined by the mode of opera
tion assigned to them. The following are the modes of 
operations under which a pentode or tetrode power tube 
may be made to operate : 

(1) Triode connected pentode or tetrode output stage. 
(2) Distributed load pentode or tetrode output stage or 

the so called "Uutra Linear Amplifiers." 
(3) Straight pentode or tetrode output stage. 
(4) Unity coupled output stage. 
(5) "Extended Class A Amplifier" using a pair of triode 

connected push pull pentode or tetrode in parallel 
with another pair of the same type of tubes con
nected as straight pentode or tetrode. 

The sixth mode of operation is offered by the under
signed and is the subject of this patent application. In 
this new modc of operation, the output pentode or 
tetrode tube alternately operates between the two sets 
of characteristics assigned to them. These two sets of 
characteristics are determined by the position of the two 
taps on the plate winding of the output transformer to 
which the anodes of the back to back connected diodes, 
feeding the screen grid of the said power tube, are con
nected. The particular set of characteristics under which 
the output tube operates is determined by the polarity 
of the grid signal voltage relative to the quiescent poten
tial of the control grid, otherwise known as the grid bias. 
Some of the objectives of this invention are as follows: 

(1) To obtain high quality reproduction of sound with-

out the necessity of using expensive special output 
transformers or resorting to complex circuitry. 

(2) To be able to obtain the most power output avail
able for a given power output tube and a given B
supply voltage, commensurate with high plate circuit 
efficiency, low distortion, and low power consump
tion during the absence of signal or during idling. 

(3) To attain the above objectives without the neces

sity of using more than one pair of power output tubes 
or more than one power supply or B-SuppJy. 

(4) To reduce the output impedance of the power out
put stage before the application of any inverse feed
back. 

(5) To be able to attain the above objectives without 
the need for very high signal grid drive voltage to the 
power output tubes. 

(6) To give the amplifier designer a free hand in the 
design of the whole amplifier. The said freedom is 
achieved by virute of the following: 

(a) Absence of inherent inverse feedback in the 
output stage. The manner of application of the 
inverse feedback is left entirely to the amplifier 
designer. 

(b) The designer is free to choose any type of 
pentode or tetrode power tube for the power 
amplifier stage. 

(c) The choice of the position of the taps on the 
plate winding of the output transformer is the 

5 

2 

privilege of the amplifier designer. The positions 
chosen will determine the two different sets of 
characteristics between which the power output 
tube will alternately operate. 

The New Circuit 
A good amplifier must not only be good in perform

ance but it must meet the requirements of the manu
facturer, the amplifier designer, and above all satisfy the 

10 
ultimate user, i.e., the owner. 

It is a fact that in the reproduction of music, the 
high power peaks are relatively few and of very short 
durations, that, most of the time the amplifier may be 
considered as idling. Low consumption of power dur-

15 ing idling is therefore of paramount importance. An 
amplifier is usually rated at the maximum power that it 

can deliver during these peaks, with a minimum of dis

tortion and good stability. The maximum power that 
a pair of power tubes can deliver is usually limited by 

20 the maximum plate dissipation rating of the said power 
tube. To get therefore the most out of a pair of power 
tubes, the plate circuit efficiency of output stage should 
be high. It is also very desirable to obtain high power 
outputs without the necessity of using very high signal 

25 grid drive voltages. In other words, the power sensi
tivity of the output stage must be high. It is therefore 
clear that Class B operated pentode or tetrode power 
tubes appear to be ideal for the output stage. The re
quirement of low distortion in output stages using the 

30 conventional Class B pentode or tetrode power tubes is, 
however, not easily met. The cause is the presence of 
a form of distortion, called the notch distortion, which 
occurs as a notch or fuzziness in the output signal wave-

35 form. In reality, this fuzziness in the output signal 
waveform is a form of shock excited self oscillation at 
some ultra-sonic frequency in the plate winding of the 
output transformer. The leakage inductance between 
the plate windings of the output transformer forms an 

40 oscillatory circuit in combination with the winding 
capacitance and other stray capacitances. This oscil
latory circuit is shock excited into self-oscillation every 
time the plate current of the power tube is driven to 
cut off. Unfortunately the frequency of this fuzziness 

45 or notch distortion is so high that it is beyond the effec
tive control of the inverse feedback loop that may be 
applied in the amplifier. Furthermore, the plate cur
rent of the power tube which is the most logical part 
�f the amplifier that can prevent the said distortion, has 

50 been driven to cut off. The said power tube, being then 
inactive, is therefore not in a position to prevent the 
occurrence of the said notch distortion. So far there 
are two successful solutions to the problem of prevent
ing the occurrence of the notch distortion. They are 

55 exemplified in the Unity Coupled Amplifiers and the 
Extended Class A amplifiers. A third solution is offered 
by this invention, which is believed to be an entirely 
new concept in the mode of operation of pentode or 
tetrode power tubes in the output stage of an audio power 

60 amplifier. 
The foregoing objectives will become more apparent 

from the following detailed description of various em
bodiments of the invention and from the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 

65 FIG. 1 is an electrical schematic diagram illustrating 
a push-pull tetrode power amplifier incorporating the 
switching diodes in circuit between the screen grids and 
output transformer. 

FIGS. 2-4 are views similar to FIG. 1 but illustrating 
70 various modifications for connecting in the switching 

diodes; and 
FIG. 5 is a detail of one of the switching diodes in-
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dicating the convention observed in designating its cath
ode and anode components. 

Referring to FIG. 1 of the annexed drawing which 
forms a part of this patent application, there is shown a 
push pull tetrode power amplifier, which is operated as 5 
a conventional Class B output stage except for the man
ner in which the screen grids of the power tetrodes 
V -a and V -b are fed. In a conventional output stage 
using Class B pentodes or tetrodes, the screen grids of 
the tubes are fed by the B-Supply for the plates or, if 10 
a different voltage is required for the screen grids, by a 
separate screen grid power supply, It will be noticed 
that the screen grids of the power tetrode tubes V-a 
and V -b are connected to the common cathodes of t wo 
pairs of back to back connected diodes, V-I, V-2, V-3 15 
and V-4. The anodes of the diodes V-1 and V-2 are 
connected respectively to taps No. 1 and No. 2 on the 
corresponding plate winding of the output transformer 
T-1 and similarly the diodes V-3 and V-4. When the 
tetrode V-a grid is driven to the positiVe direction by 20 
the signal, the plate swings to the negative direction 
relative to the B-Plus terminal of the B-Supply . Such 
a situation makes tap No. 2 on the plate winding more 
positive than the tap No. 1, causing diode V-1 to cut 
off while diode V-2 remains conducting. Diode V-2 25 
therefore, effectively ties the screen grid to tap No. 2 
on the plate winding. Tube V-a will therefore behave 
in the same manner as when its screen grid is per
manently connected to tap No. 2 of the plate winding of 
the output transformer. On the negative half of the 30 
signal wave, the grid of the power tetrode V -a is driven 
to the negative direction. The plate of the tube V-a 
then swings to the positive direction relative to the B
Plus terminal of the B-Supply. Tap No. 1 therefore 
of the plate winding of the output transformer then 35 

becomes more positive than tap No. 2, thus causing 
diode V-2 to cut off and diode V-1 to conduct instead. 
The conduction of diode V-I effectively ties the screen 
grid of tube V-a totap No. 1 in plate winding of the out
put transformer T-1. Tube V-a then, will therefore be- 40 
have as if its screen grid is permanently connected to 
tap No. 1 of the plate winding of the output transformer. 
In the absence of a signal, the two diodes V -1 and V-2 
are both conducting and are sharing the screen grid cur
rent drain of the tube V-a. It can be seen therefore 45 
that the characteristics of the power tetrode V-a during 
the p ositive half of the grid signal voltage is entirely 
different from those, during the negative half of the grid 
signal voltage. The tube V-a therefore automatically 
operates alternately between two different sets of char- 50 
acteristics, with the aid of diodes V-I and V-2. The 
polarity of the grid signal voltage determines under 
which set of characteristics the power tetrode V -a will 
operate . It must be noted however that the positions of 
taps No. 1 and No. 2 on the plate winding of V-a are 55 
identical respectively to those of the taps No. 4 and No. 
3 on the plate winding of V-b. The proper positions 
of the taps on the plate windings are left to the discretion 
of the amplifier designer. They can be anywhere from 
the B-Plus terminal to the plate terminal of the plate 60 
windings. The limiting positions of the taps is shown 
in FIG. 2 of this drawing. Here, tap No. 1 is at the 
plate terminal ''Of the plate winding of the output trans
former while the tap No. 2 is at the B-Plus terminal of 
the B-Supply. In FIG. 2 of the drawing, power tetrode 65 
V-a operates as a straight tetrode on the positive halves 
of the grid signal voltage, while during the negative 
halves, it operates as a triode . On the positive half of 
the grid signal voltage, the screen grid of tube V-a is 70 
tied to the B-Plus terminal of the B-Supply while on the 
negative half of grid signal voltage, the screen grid is 
connected to its plate. Automatic switching is ac
complished by the back to back connected diodes V-I 
and V-2. In this. mode of operation, the output trans- 75 

4 
former T-2 can be any standard output transformer 
ordinarily available. Even though tube V-a is biased 
to the projected plate current cut off value like in con
ventional Class B amplifiers, its plate current can never 
reach cut off. The action of the control grid in forcing 
a plate current cut off during the negative halves of 
the grid signal voltage, is effectively counteracted by the 
rise in the potential of the screen grid which is then 
tied to the plate due to the conduction of diode V-1. 
The low plate impedance of the then trio de connected 
V-a effectively damps the plate winding connected to 
it, thus preventing the winding from ever being shock 
excited into self-oscillation. The possibility therefore, 
of the occurrence of notch distortion, can entirely be 
precluded. The fact, that the tube V-a is connected 
as a tetrode during the positive halves of the grid 
signal voltage, makes it possible to obtain a relatively 
large power output at high plate circuit efficiency and 
at very low power consumption during idling, like in 
the conventional Class B tetrode power amplifiers. We 
therefore have now an amplifier that performs very 
much like a conventional Class B tetrode amplifier with 
all its advantages but without its disadvantages, i.e., the 
notch distortion. It should be noted however, that the 
grid drive voltage requirements are low and are the same 
as when the output tubes are connected as in a conven
tional Class B tetrode power amplifier. 

In the prototype amplifier that was tried by the under
signed a pair of 807's were used for V-a and V-b and 
one pair of 6 x 4's were used in place of the diodes 
V-I, V-2, V-3 and V-4. The common cathodes of the 
6 x 4's feed the screen grids of the 807's. The output 
transformer used was a "Merit" 55 watt P.A. output 
transformer with a plate to plate rated load of 3,300 
ohms. The circuit used is shown on FIG. 2 of the draw
ing. Although the output stage operates as a Class B 
tetrode power amplifier, the output impedance, without 
any inverse feed back is low and the same as that of a 
triode amplifier. This low output impedance is the re
sult of the alternate Tetrode-Triode operation of the 
output tubes. 

FIG. 3 of the drawing shows a mode of operation in 
which the power output tubes operates as a distributed 
load tetrodes or "Ultra Linear" amplifier during the 
positive halves of the grid signal voltage and as triodes 
during the negative halves of the grid signal voltage. As 
in FIG. 2, the possibility of the occurrence of notch dis
tortion in this case is non-existent. 

The circuit in FIG. 4 is the same as in FIG. 2 except 
that the anode of the diode V-1 is connected to the 
tap No. 1 on the plate winding of the output transformer 
T-4. In this case the positive voltage applied to the 
screen grid of the tube V-a thru diode V-1 during 
the negative half of the grid signal voltage is just enough 
to prevent the plate current of the tetrode V-a from 
reaching the cut off point during the maximum power 
output of the amplifier. 

In the foregoing discussions, the principles involved 
in the operation of this new amplifier can be fully un
derstood. In regards to the diodes V-1, V-2, V-3 and 
V-4, semi-conductor diodes may be used in lieu of 
thermionic diodes, provided however, that the peak in
verse voltage of the diodes are not exceeded during the 
delivery of maximum power to the load or when the 
amplifier is unloaded while in operation. 

Advantages of This Invention 

The advantages that
. 

may be derived from the appli
cation of this invention in the manufacture of high qual
ity audio frequency power amplifiers may be summed up 
as follows: 

(1) The application of this invention may be con
sidered the most practical approach to the design and 
manufacture. of high quality reliable audio power am
plifiers that are capable of relatively high power output 
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with low distortion, high plate circuit efficiency, low power 
consumption during idling, and at a reasonably low cost. 

(2) The amplifier does not require specially designed 
output transformers. In fact, standard output trans
formers commonly available can be successfully used. 5 
There is no need for sectionalized and intermeshed plate 
windings that are required for the successful operation 
of the conventional distributed load or "Ultra Linear" 
amplifiers, nor is it necessary to use a special, bi-filar 
wound output transformer as in the case of the unity 10 
coupled Mclntosh and Gow amplifier. The' presence of 
the full B-Supply voltage between the turns of this bi
filar windings greatly affects the reliability of the whole 
amplifier. 

(3) The amplifier requires only on e  power supply 15 
and this power supply is operated at signal ground po
tential. The "Extended Class" A-2 amplifier requires an 
additional well regulated screen grid power supply for 
its successful operation. The "Circlotron Amplifier" of 
Electro Voice, Inc. requires two separate and identical 20 
power supplies, one for each power output tube, and 
furthermore, these power supplies are operated above 
signal ground potential. The additional cost of the ex-
tra power supply is worth considering, and moreover, 
operating the power supplies above signal ground poten- 25 
tial can affect the frequency characteristics and the sta
bility of the whole amplifier. 

(4) Only one pair of power output tubes are required 
for the successful operation of this amplifier. To equal 

6 
the power output tubes, less power consumption and saV
ings in money for both the manufacturer and the end user. 

(11) The choice of the mode of operation of the power 
output tubes is entirely left to the discretion of the ampli
fier. The desired two different sets of characteristics 
under which the power output tubes will alternately op-
erate may be obtained by the amplifier designer with the 
proper choice of the points in the plate windings of the 
output transformer to which the anodes of the back to 
back connected diodes are to be connected. The ampli
fier designer is therefore completely free to choose the 
two different sets of characteristics under which the power 
output tubes will alternately operate to obtain his desired 
results. 

(12) The circuitry of this amplifier is very simple. 
The simplicity of the circuitry makes it easy for the man
ufacturer to duplicate the performance of the original 
model during the production run. Simplicity of the cir
cuit contributes to the stability and reliability of the whole 
amplifier. 

In class B power amplifiers, the push pull output tubes 
alternate in the delivery of power to the load. The 
power output tubes deliver power to the load, only dur
ing the positive half of the grid signal voltage. During 
the negative half of grid signal voltage, the plate current 
of the power tube is cut off. The power output tube is 
then inactive and therefore serving no useful purpose. 
The essence of this invention is to make the said inactive 
tube do some useful work, i.e" act as an effective damp
ing element to the then inactive plate winding of the 
output transformer. During the negative halves of the 
grid signal voltage, the output tube is operated as a tri
ode or near triode to prevent its plate current from ever 
reaching the cutoff point and to act as a low impedance 

the power output of a conventional amplifier using one 30 
pair of power output tubes, the "Extended Class A Am
plifier" requires two pairs of power output tubes. Con
sidering the present cost of good audio power output 
tubes, the additional cost of the extra pair of power 
tubes is certainly worth savings. 

(5) The output impedance of this amplifier before 
the application of any inverse feed back is low and the 
same as that of a triode power amplifier. The alternate 
operation of the power output tubes as a triode or near 
triode during the negative halves of the grid signal volt- 40 
age accounts for the low output impedance of this am
plifier. 

35 shunt across the inactive plate winding of the output 
transformer. The action of this, otherwise inactive tube 
during the negative halves of the grid signal voltage, effec
tively prevents the occurrence of the notch distortion. 

(6) Elimination of the notch distortion is accomplished 
in this amplifier without resorting to Unity Coupling or 
Extended Class A operation with their attendant disad- 45 
vantages. 

(7) Compared to Unity Coupled amplifiers, the sig-
nal grid drive voltage requirement of this amplifier is 
very low. It is not necessary to design a special driver 
stage to deliver the high signal voltages at low distortion 50 
as is called for in the Unity Coupled amplifiers. It is 
very possible for the driver stage to contribute most of 
the distortion in the output of an otherwise distortion 
free Unity Coupled amplifier. Specially designed driver 
stages can increase the cost of an amplifier and add to 55 
the complexity of the circuit. 

(8) This amplifier is not very particular as to the type 

I claim: 
1. As an output stage for a push-pull audio amplifier 

the combination comprising first and second tubes con
nected for push-pull anode loaded operation, each said 
tube including a cathode, anode, signal grid and a screen 
grid, a push-pull output transformer, said output trans-
former including first and second primary portions respec
tively connected to and loading the anodes of said first and 
second tubes, first and second pairs of common-cathode 
back-to-back arranged diodes connected in shunt respec
tively with said first and second primary portions of said 
output transformer, and circuit means respectiVely con
necting the common cathodes of said first and second 
pairs of diodes to the respective screen grids of said first 
and second tubes for effecting automatic switching of each 
said screen grid alternately between the terminals of the 
corresponding primary portions of said output trans
former. 

2. A push-pUll audio amplifier output stage as defined 
in claim 1 wherein said first and second portions of the 
primary of said output transformer are provided respec-

of the power output tube. The manufacturer or the am
plifier designer is free to choose any power pentode or 
tetrode for the output stage of this amplifier. 

(9) The absence of inherent inverse feedback in the 
output stage of this amplifier is a distinct advantage. The 
amplifier designer has therefore a free hand in the choice 

60 tively with first and second pairs of taps, and said first 
and second pairs of diodes are connected respectively to 
said pairs of taps for shunting the same to thereby effect 
said automatic switching of each said screen grid alter-

of the manner in which the inverse feedback may be 
applied. Inherent inverse feedback in the output stage 65 
is inevitable in Unity Coupled amplifiers. This inherent 
feedback accounts for the very high grid drive signal 
voltage requirements of Unity Coupled amplifiers. 

(10) The fact that the notch distortion is non-existent 
in the amplifier, makes it advantageous to set the grid 70 
bias of the power output tubes to the projected cut off 
value of the plate current. The amplifier is therefore 
capable of relatively high power output at high plate cir
cuit efficiency, attendant to low power consumption dur-
ing idling. This will mean a very much longer life for 75 

nately between said taps. 
3. A push-pull audio amplifier output stage as dermed 

in claim 1 wherein said first and second pairs of diodes 
are connected respectively in shunt between the apper
taining anode terminals and the positive terminal of the 
power supply connected between the cathodes and a point 
on said transformer primary intermediate the first and 
second portions thereof to thereby effect said automatic 
switching of each said screen grid alternately between 
the apertaining anode terminal and said power supply 
terminal. 

4. A push-pull audio amplifier output stage as defined 
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in claim 1 wherein said first and second portions of the 
primary of said output transformer are each provided 
with a tap and said first and second pairs of diodes are 
connected respectively in shunt between the appertaining 
tap and the anode terminal of the appertaining tube to 5 
thereby effect said automatic switching of each said screen 
grid alternately between the corresponding tap and the 
anode terminal. 

. 

5. A push-pull audio amplifier output stage as defined 
in claim 1 wherein said first and second portions of the 10 
primary of said output transformer are each provided 
with a tap, and said first and second pairs of diodes are 

8 
connected respectively in shunt between the appertaining 
tap and the positive terminal of the power supply con
nected between the cathodes and a pOint on said trans
former primary intermediate the first and second portions 
thereof to thereby effect said automatic switching of each 
said screen grid alternately between the corresponding 
tap and said power supply terminal. 
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Three-quarter view of high-fidelity amplifier chassis. 

W ALTER T. SELSTEO* 
and 

ROSS H. SNYDER** 

High-Power 

T riode AmpliFier 

The authors describe a high-quality audio unit for-exacting applications. 

A
.\ ,\t'!lI,' ,\)II'L"'JJ::R of higb gain. 
high II\,Wt'r. high stllbility, wide 
frr"'luenc�' r.mge, 100v distortion 

"",Il,,\\" lwi;:e (·ontent was required at 
11 ... ,,1lI;.et of 11 ;:eries of measurements 
.. t" 1,11111:111 I)t':lring, loudspeaker per
... . rlll:IIH'e, :lIId ret'Ording fi(lelity. Be
":III�l' thi!! unit wai! to be a link common 
, ,, :Ill tlU' lllen�lIre11lents, its character· 
i�J i.'" hnel to exceed !;uhstantially the 
I.·", "Xl'e,\·t:ltion� of the electro-mechnn
i"nl '�llIiplIlent im'oh'ecl. 

C ':d"l1Jnticl)) inili" nted thnt with loud
-I"·:lk,·r� (If :I"t'rage ('fficienc;\' pe.lk 
I",m·r· .. I' 11'; much ns 2:, ,,,,,tts might he 
""1·.',·.1 to ntwin th(' desire.l 80111JtI 
1,·\. I. .\ frt>OlueJl(,�' rllJJgc of 30 to 
:''',1'' i.' ,'y •. J(.,. wit hin ��. ileeihel would 

. U,io-i Enj:in",·r. K:-'FH. Sin Frlncieco. 
·'.\II.lio Ena:inl',·r. KJUS,F:\I. Sin FranciK'O. 

Fig. I. Schematic of audio amplifier. 

I: I :11(1.1)1"1 .. hlll-, 1 � wall, carLon. 
1,)I.I,OOO,,,hm "irt',wounol 1'01t'nlionwlt'r. 

I; J 1-1000 ... 11111;, 10 lI'all�. wirp·wolln.1. 
J:��. 1:1�, IlB--:;n,OOO ohl1l", 10 wall., 

I··• ' . 

I:::. 
I::,. 

wir·�.\H.untl. 
1:1, - I �er Jpxl I, 
I;;, 1:')-1;;0,01)(1 "hl11 •. I � W:l11. ,·arloon. 
I: 111··-:;0.000 olum. 1 � wall. carhnn, 
J: 1·1. 1:1;;--3(10,0·:1) ohm�, ! � wall. rarl,on, 
I: 1(,- 11100 olm!>, :;0 wall�. FIi£ler ad.iu;oJ,'d 

10 670 ohm�. 
1:J7-:iO,ohm +,,·all poJPnliomelf.'r. wir� 

wuull.L 
J: 11\-,�5,OOO ohlll'. 1l) wall�. wire,wound, 
1:19-100.000 ohm�. 200 walls. wilh slidpr. 

wire,"·ound. 
1.1- lOO ""f. mira. 
(2. r3�.5 "f. 600 \"olt�, oil·filled, 
C�. C5-0.1 "f. (,()() \'olt�, oil·filled, 
(.6. Ci -20,0 "f. 600 \'oh�. oil · filled, 
f.s. C9-17,5"f. 1500 \·oh�, oil·fill<,,j, 
TI LT.I.. rnl·3 
T2 l.T.C. �3 
n LT.C. S�5� 
n LV:. !'.(,::, 
11 I'.V·. �,31 

exceed the requirements of measure
ment, but good "oltllge regulntion of 
the output would hn\"e to n('(,oU1pnn�' 
the respon!'t'. Becllu� thE' nmplifier 
would be U,.ed at Iow 08 well as high 
output le\'el&, internnl noise would h:l\'C' 
to be kept below ouilibilit�· eOlllpnr('(1 
to the zer(l 'Vu 1('\'('1. It WitS olltici · 

pated that the lllt>ailUft>1n('ntll {or wll i , ,1 . 

thil' equipm('ut \\,11" t' 0 11 '" t r ue t (. d 
would take ;;ome w('Ck", Of montllll 
to complete. nnil !'int'e the ,lata nc
cumulated ,,'ould be eorrelnt('(l, cxtra
ordinary stnbi1it� ",oul,l be It refJ llir .. ' 
llIt'nt in the :lmpliner. Finolb'. (!\'('r�· 
ren80nabl(' ]lre<.'aution hnd to he tokell 
8goinllt intrt)()ucin� cii;;tortion pro<!ud,. 
in tlie amplifiE'r. of whRte'Ver oh""lIn' 

origin, whid) woulcl offenil th(' mo�t 

IK'n>lith'e lit-teller. 

11. 117 
" .. tOOK 

Tut' 

11. 
t�OK 

Tt 
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"'ith tht'�l' rClluirt'JIlClltl! ill "il'w, 
t h(' I(,ng !,!lIooth cur\'(':< of t h(' Inrg<'r 
triode 11\1\\'.:-r tube;: !tMlkt>d IIttrlwti\'\�. 
All Oppt1rtl:nit;\, h1 e\'ulul1h' tll<' r(!ilult,. 
tt, lIE' hlltl :'r .. m the high COllt,. u,;unll�' 
n"sucillte,1 with triocl(· .ll·lIi Jot 11,. tllll" 
"f(�nH-d it-elf nl�.:,. 

Low Cost Components 
FUlld" too\' t h(' l·xIM·rimcllt.. w�rc Ui. 

mort> )l1t'lItiiul thllll u!lulIl. 1'0 ttlC )(1,;. 
tliloilit�· . . , u"iuJr 1,\w-.· . . "t wnr-,.urplus 
tul)('" \\";1,. ,··xplorl·.l TIll' l'ntl ... r formi:I, 
nhl,' :!11 L,· for r. lOll;: whi le, \x"{'n in 
'·"I'inu,. "�:l'I,b' ut I'fi('I'" C'tllllllllrnhll' 
tll t hn ... · .. :' rl.'l·C'iw·r t�'I"'" P"w"r IlIlJlJlb' 
r''tlllire·lJIt.!:tS>. 1l1w:I�'" "",·,'re- ill tl'iMP 
.It·,.i�II�. ,,: :ir�t lI':I.I.· it I1PJll'nf nil UlI' 
(It'lInom),' (·:1.1i,·C'. 10111 n r";I""III1J,Jc ,.nlll' 
ti"lI \\,:1" f"III1'l. The' wi(l(' .J(.man,1 
nlllfl1lg rll,I: .. III1lIlTt'uril t'.\r IN,wI'r «'fllliJl-

Cl C7 

tO� to'l 

tUOY 

T'e 
$ 

9 



Fig. 2. Frequency response �e of audio amplifier at 30 watts output� 
Note th.t it Is flat within leSl than one .db from 30 to 20,000 cycles. 

ment in tbi� nlllgt' ha. lW\Ilted in hil.l'h-potl'ntinl end of the IIJ5 l'hlt(· rl" 
quantity r�l\k'tron ()f the requircci siators the.oe tubea, oper"ting lit IWllrl.\· 
tranaformer. At tolerable COil. Hf,h- full rnte.:1 clillllillntion in Jlu,.h-pull. 
\"oltaare ron,\elll!er1l were 11l"llilnble "'ouM tlri\"(· the :Bb hl8t "t·�·"IIC\ tIll! 
throUl'i, wllr ,urpl"". .\n,1 11 hridge I't'oluirement". 
n. ... ·titier "'",. fell"ibll� with tht' 10"'- The nat'tli"m'lIlu clrh'('r tri",).·" .Ii.·, 
Jlrif't'd ;;R4ff Y f('(·titil·r t\l�. with it.- tllt('<1 tlat' UM' of ullotht'r IItU/-tI' lOt' ,· .. It· 
c'Omfortllhle 250 mft c"r�nt l'Ilting. ugo gaill, which e .. uM t'OII\'t'lIil·lItl.,· 

nOli 2100 in\'t'r,oc llCllk "olhl� ,'I\rllbiH· u� th(' !llIlOe tube tytte. l' h 11 .... • ill' 
ty. The "rohlt>t11 Il"pt'nr<'d :mrmountuhle ,·er.i"lI \\"d!4 remo",P.d to tho illput "tnlCe 
if t·u.tly itltt'l'lItll"'''' trun,.former" t'Ould 10 that cll'Q'eneration in the tlrh·erl 
II(' n\·oidccl. 

' 
. ('othode l't'Iistor would tel"} tu rt'100\",1 

�, tht� 211 "'IIS tt'lItttth'('ly �1('Ctoo. nny 1,IDbnllllwe in n.f. grid-tll-/o!r .. un,1 
,,1 .. 1 in thE' intt'rt>!lt t)f rt'<lul'iu/f (Iri",o "'Oltll� relJlllillingufter fln·er,.i,ln, Thd 
I"t'Iluimnlf'lIH. ill�uring "tfibmt�· of 6 dedhels o( guin IIlidecl b�' lIl"killll the 
operation. IIno:l ('limilllltillg tht.> necell-' iUI1ut n Il\I�h-.. ull lIt"llt' W"S 1l1"., dl·"ir· 
lIit�' of ft tixt.>J-J.iu:o! �uppl�', purl' l'lns. nblt-. The ut'('fl for hi/-th "t"bilit�, with 
• \ t.'Ulllle<'tioll WII" Ilrnpof('(1. high gllin <ll'llIlUllll"l n tuhe illwrt('r 

The lI\'1lil,,"i1ir�' o( ''''t'ty hillh 1)llItL" of 1II1usUIll characteristiCll. The <.'lItbode· 
"ullI'I�' "Clltll;:l'� lIug,. ... ·,.tt. ... l tht· (k)lJIJible ItllI' 1",,1 iun-rter WII" rt'jectt'll. tlc"pite 
1I!<c (If flnlinur�· r('f·,·h·�r tri .. ,I(':< in loon- . it. �tabilit�·, becausc of the p<",,.ibilit,,, 
"<'IIti"",,I n ... i"'IIIIt.'C.··Co)uJlh ... 1 dreuitll. of t'lItluxie-filmllt'nt hUlll, 11 l'ou$i,ler-
1'11<, ('Ulculoti .. I", n·,'cIIIt.'<i thnt thili ahle hll7.ard whererel"th'ely high gaiu 
w(lulcl be till' IIIn,.t critil'nl sel.'tion of follows iu\"ersion. Gllin requirt'mellh 
the IlRlplifier. but with '1I)(l \"olts Ilt the ruled agniust

, 
the cathode iu\"erter to<'. 

As shown. the amplifier is built on a standard rack chassis. 

dilllillatt. ... t . b�' it,. ncce",.it�· for CI.ou. 

"tllllt rendjuetllwlH with tulte ol.l'it,,:. 
Tht' stability al,,1 gain of the OOn, 

'·(,lItiOIl,,1 . ftooting'rarnphllH' in\'ert� 
were Ilttractive. but itl! UL'\"l'r-quit ". 
IIt'rfl1C,t hal"nc!o WI\3 a di$4d\"autnll". 
rill he ('ud n mOlliticRtion llf tho Illttl"r 
t.\·'It� I'ro\'l"I "nti"fnctor�': thl� lon,l on 

till' input tll� "'"s "arial hy llhuntinl[ 
Iti with HR. CIf \'ur.\'iIlJe "nl1l1'" ollU\'" II 
mf'/-tohm, IIntil :I drtulIlI�' Il('r('<" 
hnlnnl'e Ilf n.f. to the ,Irin'r ;:rill" \\'11., 

"htu iut. ... !. The tlo" ting-purl'l'ha:'C lIetil.lIi 
1I111intnilll'e.l the h"lamt'e o,'er 1""!lIIt'rill,l, 
IIf lI"l', 

The titl" I retinement ill tht' "ircuir 
wo. the addition llf Il .. hurt time ron· 
shmt tilter ill the illput. l·lI1,·ul"t ..... I tu 
� .. unter:ld the hillh·f�'lllt·'\I'�' 10,.,..', 
within the omplifier duo t., .1i:5tributeol 
"h 11 lit �·lIpIlCitllnCC,.. l[jllh·fr('flUenl!�· 
In .. ",.,. ,ltl(, tn 11 m('r I·ff,'!·t, '.,ftt'n ex ... ·· 

ri'·lIl·l'C.\ in high,ill1l'l!<lunee triudtl gri,1 

Fig. 3. Intermodulatlon distortion vs. 
power output • 

ei rl'll its, were held to 11 minimum h.\· 
the 100,000 ohm "nlu� o .. �igned the 
input pt.ltt>ntiometer. Thi.. \"I11ue like' 
wi,.e rooucetl the chllnt'f'i of frequency 
di�('riminlltion from RC etfect�. prom· 
inent in nllmy higher-impedance input 
designs. 

Agoin in the interest of Itl\\' Doi$C 
le\'el IInd high stllbility. \\"irt.'·\\"o\m,1 
re� i"tur� were Ul!('< I in all Il.l·.,�·tlrryinlf 
(�iI·cllit". ,,,,,1 oil-filled clljlllt'itllH \\"Cri' 

1I;;et1 thrllughnut. If 11 suit" bll' quality 
IIf oil ellulllmscr is u;;ccl illr l'Oupling. 
d.e. le'l kllA"�" will rl'lllllin t"'cn ofter 
10llg tI� lit "Illut!" lllwer than thOle 
fOIlIl,1 in n�w llllper cOIIJ,·n,;t·r". kl'OlJinj: 
the grids e�Bentiall�' lit j:rolllltl llOtt'n' 
tio!' with ottemlant lung-time ('ireuit 
stlll,ilit�·, In the pre.<t'n,'C of h(,II\'�' n.c. 
field" th,· shielding IItfornl"t1 b.\' the eRll 
f:on�h'llctillll is probably 11 c.'u"i,lE'rubl,· 
"""ontage too. 

Tlw photogrllllh" show how th .. , entire 
unit \\":lS 1l10UlIt<'d ou n sinlllt' ,;.tllndord 
rnck ch:uI;:iii. The controls i1IlI�trated 
on the frout pnnel lire for gllin and 
IlIeteri nA" 1(',"cl. 

It sholll,( he noted thllt l,(ltentillll.y 
lethal \"oltagt'8 exist on the underside 
of the ehll8sis. No high-\'oltage con· 
tacts lire brought to the top. The equip
ment is mounted 'eo that no aCCftl can 
he had to the undenide 'without first 
11i1J(�onn('eting the power. 

10 AUDIO ENGINEERING • FEBRUARY. 1949 



The intermodulation I!ur,'e of Fig. ;; 
was taken with the Pidcering nnalyzer. 
using input frequencie:i of 100 an.! 
';'000 oycles at 10 decibels difference in 
lel"el. Tot.al harmonic dL4tortion analy· 
sis gln'e reading of i/a to 11 � the numer' 
lcal ",ruues of the DID figures, at C.'l· 

responding powers. 
The frequency-response curve oi 

Fig. 2 is a power line, based on 30 watt ... 

and is therefore of significance at much 
more than usual operating lel"e1a� Thr 
10\l"-frequency drop is attributed to out· 
put·transformer core-saturation. 

Xoise level was measured with 11 

!lhielded 100,000 ohm resistor across thl' 
input terminals, with the gain control 
wide open. Further amplification of tht' 
output was required to distingUish it; 
character audibly. It was the usual ran· 
dom hiu superimposed upon a tower 
level of hum, The absolute level oi 
noise at the output under these condi· 
tions was -52 dbm. or nearly 96 deci· 
bels below the nominal 30-watt output 
level. 

Effective internal impedance . at the 
15-ohm tap is 8 ohms. 

Thirty watt. of output was reached 
with about 0.1 Tolt drive, giving • 

nominal 85 db maximum gain. 
Although all the testa indicated that 

the amplifier was �tabte fo� �ta pur-

I}(r.;es, the rinal j llol�,.'llIl·lI( would /a'I\',. 
to be th:lt of prolongecl li.tcnill:': ,,�. 
critical �ll'le, The natllr(' ,',i the tlis· 
tortions which offend a "!roMen ear" 
:ttiU defi� :'naly�i�. hilt whatc\""er their 
causes t.h�e <,ffI'IlSeS hllll to he el:dutll'tl 
from the pre5ent amplitier if it were 
to be useful. The operation W:IS ap
parently :1 SUCC�8, for the equipment 
11'8' later u,;eU with IabMator�··prt)ducctI 
tl'llnsducer,; L';lJluble of a,:cllrate re

production (of sounds ill rh" :!O,lJf�1 
cyde aren without pain to tht' l't�rhaJl� 
h,.ypercritil'al listening of the �1)4>uhr
eTe4tors. Prolonlfed use has ('Ollnrlllc.\ 
the original ')pinion that t.he amplitil'r 
is contribmiilg no unpleasantlle�s, It� 
low intern.,l impedance is autlibly :111 

etJectil"e d.unp on oscillll tOQ' ,·xcursion
of bass s:p(';,kers emlllo,\'('t\ with it. 

For all l't the eX('{'lIl'nt eh;lractc'r
iatics obt;,illt',1 here, no fill'! i� meullt 
to be addt't\ to the fire uf acadellli,' 
argument ,wt>r tTiotles and be.llll tullt's. 
The high-frt-quency equiPllleut men
tioned abol"e has been used witll beam 
amplifiers employing ample feedbnek 
with no decrease in listening 5.ltisfa.·-

_.HoD. It is belie"ed that the requirt·· 
ments met by the present amplifier 
could hal"e been reached t.>qua1\�· \\"('11. 
and at lower cost, with beam tetrodf" 
using gen('rous feedback. 
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PENTODES & TETRODES OPERATING AS TRIODES 

S 
INeE commercial radio receiver 
designers have nece!'s.lI·ily to 
and public address equipment 

provide a maximum audio power 
output for a mllumum D.C. power 
input (to reduce cost of H.T. supply 
equipment) and .1 minimum audio 
input swing (to reduce cost of early 
stages), the pentode and its successor 
,he beam tetrode has been almost 
universally chosen for the output 
stage. 

The result of this concentration on 
power efficiency has very naturally 
cau&ed the valve designers to neglect 
triodes and to devote their skill to 
the still further improvement of the 
pentodes and tetrodes. This can be 
very readily seen by looking through 
current catalogues and finding that 
the old original PX4, PP3/:ZSo, 
PX:zS, PPS/400, etc., are still the 
" ultimate" in triodes much as they 
were over ten yea'rs ago. 

Now among a large number of 
quality-conscious enthusiasts triodes 
are still used extensively because, 
\\<thout wishing to go into the details 
of the age-old controversy, there are 
advantages if etnciency is not of 
paramount importance. This large 
body of discriminating people are, 
teo, realising that the triode has not 
progressed to any marked extent for 
years and they have had to resort to 
methods not altogether orthodox to 
produn� lor tht'mseh'es more efficie·nt 
triod:·s. Thi:- they have done by 
linking electrodes in the pentode and 
tctrode class and thus evolving for 
themselves "new" valves having 
higher mutual conductances (and 
sometime:; anode dissipations) than 
i� po:;sible by using the somewhat 
restricted range of true triodes. 

How far thl!" succeed will be shown 
later, but bet-ore doing .so, another 
point will be touched upon that is 
causing the growing interest in the 
U!iC of pentodes and tetrodes as 
triodes. 

The cc cathode-follower ., as applied 
to the output stage, where the lot:d 
speaker transformer appears in the 
cathode circuit, is beginning to find 

----_ . . --_.-

• R8Cl1o Dhision. The i::4i1Oll Swan Electric Co. 

by C. C. McCallum 

INPUT 

TETROOE 

INPUT 

H.T. + 

OOTPUT lOAD 

H.T.-

HI+ 

OUTPUT lo\O . 

HI-

favour because of the damping im
posed on the speaker. The impor
tant thing about this circuit (from 
the point of view of this article) is 
that, whether one employs a triode 
beam tetrode� or pentode, all function 
effectivelv as triodes as will be seen 
by the d

"
iagram. Thus it becomes 

important to know the triodf' 
characteristics of tetrodes and 
pt�ntodes if one i!' to asses!' the 
desirability of adopting "cathode
follower" circuits. 

rnfortun:ttcly, tht· mak('f's cata
logue!> do not give, c'xcept in rare 
cases, the details wanted and the user 
will have to "work it out" for 
himself. 

This can be done fairly easily by 
reference to the catalogues. Taking 
for example the Mazda A.C.4/Pen 
valve, the details given in the 
maker's list are:-

Anode Current (,.$ m/a at V. z50' 
Screen " 13 m/a at F.250. 

From this it mav be seen that the 

screen current 15 one-fifth of the 
anode current. Thi!'< relation�hip can 
be assumed to remain suhstantially 
constant throughout the ranges of 
potc'ntial in which we ale intere!>tt'd 
and (�nable� the "triode" anode 
currt'nt to be derived by addition of 
screcn and anode current. 'Vhere 
the manufacturer gi\·cs a family of 
anode currt'nt-control grid vult age 
curves for identical anode and �crt'en 
volt ages, th� procedure of conversion 
to anode current-anode voltage curves 
is simplified. When' the anode 
currcnt-control grid voltage cun·cs 
are given for varying anode voltages 
and fixed screen voltages, interpola
tion methods will have to be adopted. 
In the ca�e of a true pentode, as dis· 
tinct from a beam tetrode, the screen, 
supprcssor grid and anode must all 
be linked together in making an 
artificial triode. 

The adjoining chart ha;; been pre
pared to indicate' the power OlltPUt to 
be expected from a representati\'e 
range of British and American 
triodes, pentodes and beam tetrode�, 
the two latter types connected a� 

triodes. T,.> give the chart greater 
value the input swing nece!'�ary to 
achieve the power output stated can 
also be lead off from a scale. The 
figure!' are in general given with due 
regard tll the maker's maximum dis
sipation requirements, restriction of 
secolld harmonic distortion to a 
maximum of 5 per cent. of the funda
nlt'ntal, and utilisatiflll fit optimum 
load re�i�tance. 

The table may be ut value to tl\<l-e 
who arc unable to obtain a particu
larly old type triodc by indicating a 

pentode which, connected as a triode, 
will give approximately the !lame 
powcr output. 

1 n addition, the -ensitivit\" of a 0\' 
individual ,·al \"t. Clppearing

' 
on th� 

chart may b«- simply obtained by 
didding tht' ptlWl'r output hy the 
input vohage swinJ.:", thu" deri\·ing an 
expression of milliwatts per \'oh 
input., British pentodes and beam 
tetrode!' connected as triodes will be 
found to be cons;derablv ahead of aO\· 
other types from thE' p�int of "iew o

'
f 

sensitivity. 
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Constant·Current Operation of Power Amplifiers 
HUWAWD T. STERLlS(;,· Wtlvr!orms, Inc., Sew l"ork , '\'rw York 

AND 

ALAN SOBF.L,t Frcrd Rndio Corporation, .\"r1(' }'ork, .Vru' York 

A new technique of class A amplifier operation is described wherein change of plate current with 
signal is negligible. Performance is not impaired by poor power·supply regulation or use of 
cathode bias. A new amplifier is discussed. featuring operation into the grid-current region (class 
A,) and pro\'i�ion ior automatic self-halancing of power tubes. 

TN ANY discussion of the relative merits. of amplifiers , or 
.1 amplifier designs , it is necessary to decide on the charac
teristics of importance and to establish standards of com

parison. In the past, undue emphasis has been placed on 

certain electrical characteristics which are really of relatively 

little importance to overall performance of the amplifier. 
A popular example is the question of efficiency of the out

put stage. This is usually considered without regard either 
to the increased cost of a "high-efficiency" ·system 's output 

stage components and power supply or to the generally 

shorter life of the tubes used in such output stages. On a 

power vs cost basis, it makes little difference whether a 60-w 

amplif1er consumes 175 w of line power or 135 w. The cost 

of power over a year's operation is still trivial. 
There are many other details which distinguish one design 

from another. In the last analysis, though, these features 

should be considered only in their relation to the overall 

• President. 
t Project Electronic Engineer. 

operation of the amplifier as a whole, and in relation to the 
job it has to do. �Iere efficiency, or trick circuitry , is not 

important, unless it contributes to the amplifier 's utility. 
Although there are a number of specific characteristics 

on which comparison may be based, they may be grouped 
into three principal categories: 

1. Performance. 
2. Applicability or flexibility , 

3. Long-term reliability. 

The first of these categories, performance, includes the' 
host of electrical characteristics so dear to the purist and 
the advertising copywriter: distortion, both harmonic and 
intermodulation, not to mention difference tone; damping 
factor; frequency response; transient response; power capa
bility as a function of frequency ; and so on. 

The second category, applicability or nexibility, involves 
the mechanical and electrical suitability of the design for. 
a given problem, and its adaptability to other similar prob-; 
lerns. This includes such factors as size, weight, mountirigi 
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facilities, �t,-.UXiliaty, apparatus' required, 'and general 
converuence; 

The third catqory, reliabUity' aver, a period 'of time, is 
really an aspect ofapplicabilit}t/:;It {,:important enough to 
be discussed separately, 'despite the "fact that it is not specif
ically considered in most amplifier, designs. It embraces 
such questions as: How often 'is inspeCtion required? How 
frequently do tubes have to beteste4 or rebalanced? How 
long can the amplifier be expected 'to perform satisfactorily 
without skiUedfuaintenance?:,(ObviouSly these factors are 
of substantial.'lmportance in 'any application. 

1\Iost engineers will agree that in the present state of the 
art all good amplifiers sound 'alike. In fact, that statement 

might well be taken as a definition of the performance of a 
"i!ood" amplifier-an amplifier is '(good" when it contributes 
no audible distortion to the reproduction, Once this point 
has been reached-and this implies, of course, that the 
d istortion is so low that it is undetectible either as distortion 
or as "listener fatigue"�further improvement will not result 

in more pleasing sound, however impressive the engineering 
accomplishment may be, 

In attempting to design a better amplifier today, then, 
there seems to be little point in striving for frequency re
sponse flat up into the broadcast band, distortions less than 
one-tenth of one per cent, or damping factors of several 
hundred, although these are not unduly difficult to achieve. 

It seems much more to the point to concentrate on the three 
main categories outlined above: performance fully abreast 

of the present stage of the art, but combined with applica
bility, convenience , and, especially important, long-term 
performance and reliability! 

,\ny additional features which do not contribute to the 
jUllct ional performance of the amplifier are superfluous and 
u�dess, except, perhaps, as sales material. 

Amplifier operation is usually critically dependent upon 
tube characteristics. The performance of an otherwise excel
lent amplifier can be ruined by an un balance in output tubes, 
or by a tube which is gassy. This, of course, is unsatis

factory in terms of rel iabili ty. 

One of the purposes of this paper is to discuss a new 

amplifier design which is substantially independent of varia
tions in tube characteristics which would render most ampli

fiers inoperative. Among the interrelated features of this 
design are constant-current operation, which in turn makes 
possible automatic bias control for self-balance and mini
mizes the problems of plate-supply regulation; direct-coupled 
cathode-follower drivers which effectively eliminate grid
current problems and make possible operation well into the 
pos i tive-gr id region ; balanced feedback, to eliminate the 
differential phase shifts that usually occur when the phase 
inverter is included in the loop; and a separate feedback 

phase inverter independent of the basic amplifier circuit . 

OPTIMUM AND CONSTANT·CURRENT OPERATION 
It is not geJlerally recognized tbat there are two funda

mental types of amplifier operation. For lack of better 
tenninoiogy, we shall refer to them as optimum and CONstaNt 
c""em. 

Opti",.", operation is defined as the classic, or textbook, 
form of class A operation , where the plate-to-plate load obeys 

the familiar relationship RL = 4r, ( for triodes ) . Optimum 

operation will provide the greatest output that can be ob
tained with given tubes and operating conditions, provided 

that these operating conditions do Mt change with signal. 
In practice, there is usually a sharp increase in dc plate 

current at maximum signal, SO that extremely good power
supply regulation is required in order to maintain operating 
voltages truly constant. Since this is generally not practi
cal, the conditions for optimum operation are rarely fully 

realized. 

On the other hand, constant-current operation, as the 
name implies , js characterized by little or no change in dc 
plate current as the signal goes from zero to maximum . This 
condition may be obtained by proper proportioning of load 
resistance and supply voltage. With constant-current opera

t ion the variation in power-supply loading wiJI be negligible, 

and the operating point will remain substantially constant 
no matter how poor the regulation of the supply may be. 

Another aspect of class A operation which is frequently 

overlooked is the fact that it is entirely permissible to drive 
the grids of the output tubes positive if the driver stage 

is capable of supplying the requisite power. Class A: opera
tion is as truly class A as is class AI: the plate current does 
not go to zero at any point in the cycle. Such tetrodes as the 
807, the 5881, and the KT -66 are particularly well-suited to 
triode-connected class A2 operation, since they maintain 
their linear characteristics well up into the positive-grid 
region. This additional power capability is completely 

wasted in an amplifier of the Wi11iamson type, though, be
cause of clipping due to grid conduction ; the driver imped

ance is far too high to permit this type of operation. 
Figure I shows typical operating conditions for triode

connected 807's. Load lines are shown for both optimum 
(2,500 ohms) and constant-current (12,000 ohms) condi
tions. The solid line indicates class Al operation in each 
case , i .e ., signal swing up to the grid-current point. Class 

A2 operation is indicated by the continuation of the load 
lines up to the + 1 5 -v grid line. This additional swing repre
sents"an increase of about 3 db--a factor of 2 in power. 

The basic difference between constant-current and opti
mum operation can be readily seen from these curves. The 
quiescent operating point is shown, as well as the peak plate

current point for each type of operation. For optimum 
operation the peak current is some five times the quiescent 

current, and the dc plate current at maximum signal will 
be almost twice that for no signa\. For constant-current 
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FIG. 1. Typical characteristic., for tri{)de-connroted 807's. Load lint's are shown 

for optimum and COfl.Sta�t-current operation, both Ai and At. 

operation the peak current is much less, and the total change 

in plate current can be held to well under 10%. 
It should be noted that constant-current operation is not 

usually feasible for pentodes or tetrodes. Of course, it is, 
by definition, impossible for class B or class AB operation. 

The power output and the plate effidencies for the operat
ing conditions shown in Fig. 1 are tabulated in Table 1. 
From these figures it can be seen that there is a loss in power 

of about 40% when going from optimum to constant-cur
rent operation. It should be noted, however, that the figures 
for optimum operation can be fully realized only in a system 

incorporating fixed bias and an electronically regulated 

plate supply •. - The conventional choke-input power supply 
may have an effective internal resistance of several hundred 

ohms� With the increase of plate current with signal which 
, is typiCal of,optimu", operation, the resulting drop in supply 

TABLJI: I 

Power output, Effideney, 
watts % 

Optimum, 2,!S()O ohms, Ai 14.5 39 
pop A3 30 M 

Constant current,. Ai 8.� 30 
12,000 ohm., pop A:z 18 62 

voltage would cut these output power figures by 20ro � 
that the actual difference is not too significant. It is 01 
particular interest to note that for A2 operation the efficiency 

figures are not only relatively high but remarkably simibr 
for the two types of operation. 

Most amplifier operation falls somewhere between the 
extremes of optimum and constant-current and SO suffers 
the disadvantages of both. The difficulty. of course, lies ia 
the change of operating point with signal� 

The "typical operating conditions" listed in the tube 
manuals generally represent an attempt to make a reasonable 
compromise. The figures for fixed-bias· operation usually 
indicate a higher than optimum plate-to-plate load in the 
interests of reducing the plate-current rue· and making it 
practical to use conventional power supplies.: 

The· figures for cathode bias represent a compromise 
between output power and shift of operating point. The 
problem here lies partly in the reduction of plate voltage 
with increase of current but results principally from the 
shift in bias as the voltage drop in the cathode re5istor 
changes. It is with the purpose of reducing the effect of 
plate-current change that the data given for cathode-biased 
operation usually calls for higher values of plate-to-plate 
load resistance,' 
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By carrying this trend to its obvious conclusion, i.e. accept

ing the loss in power output and increasing the load until the 

change in plate current in negligible, the operating point will 

remain effectively unchanged and we will have constant

current operation. This condition has been arrived at 

empirically in a number of the so-called Williamson designs; 

the operation indicated here for class Al constant-current 
operation may be seen to be typical. For some reason however, 

the principle of constant-current operation, per se, does not 

appear to have been previously discussed. 

AMPUflBR DESIGN FEA nJRES 

One 'of�the.niost serious and most neglected problems in 
conventiona1.tl�'plifier, designs is that of grid ct.inent. The're 
are three �principal, types of grid· current which must be con
sidered in a power amplifier: 

1. Emission current, either directly from the grid because 
of high grid temperature, or as secondary emission due to 
bombardment by electrons from the cathode. 

2. Gas current, resulting from positive ions in the tube. 
3. Grid conduction, occurring when the signal is large 

enough to drive the grid positive with respect to the cathode, 
so that electrons actually are collected by the grid. ' 

Gas current and emission current may result from im
proper operation , tube defects, or tube aging. These cur
rents are of such a nature as to develop a positive voltage 
across any resistance appearing in the grid circuit. Such 
a voltage will reduce the effective bias �m the tube , causing 
higher plate current, which in turn causes higher grid current. 

PHASE INVERTER AMPLIFIER 

12 AX7 6AK6'S 12 AX7 6AK 6'S 

The viclouscircle thus established �n generally bring .the 
(:areer of :the tube to an abrupt and untimely end. 

The ob�ous cUre,' or' �t l�i palliatiVe, for this trouble 
is to keep the dc resistance in the grid circuit at an absolute 
minimum. 

The third form, grid conduction, is thoroughly familiar 
and can be very serious in its effects. When a conventional 
amplifier is overdriven and the grid goes positive, the grid
to-cathode conductance effectively shorts the driving circuit, 
causing clipping of the signal peaks. ' In addition, the cou

pling condensers will charge through, the grid conductance, 
and the resulting temporary increase in bias may be suffi
cient to cause blocking of the power amplifier and possible 
motorboating, depending upon the common plate-supply 
impedance. 

Since we wish to operate well into the grid-current region 
in the amplifier under discussion, the source of driving 
voltage must offer very low resistance. Cathode followers, 
with careful choice of operating conditions, fulfill this re
quirement very nicely. 

Figure 2 shows the basic circuit of the amplifier. Push
pull parallel 5881s are used, with the screens connected 
for ultra-linear operation. The toroidal output transformer 
provides a suitable winding configuration for the required 
impedance relationships. 

The cathode-follower drivers are conventional, except in 
the choice of high-perveance tubes and low operating volt
ages. These drivers are called upon to deliver a peak 
current of the order of 40 ma. (As an example, in Fig. 1 

DRIVER 

1284'S 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

5881'5 

FIG. 2. Baaic circuit ot amplifier described in the text. 
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the grid-current characteristic' for constant-current opera

tion of 807's is shown. The peak grid current of 20 ma 
at + 15 v represents an equivalent shunt resistance of about 
750 ohms.) Under these conditions the path of plate

current flow is through the driver tube from the + 150-v 

point, and then through the grid -cathode path of the power 
tubes to ground. This calls for fairly good regulation of 

the + 150-v line. 

The cathode impedance of the drivers must 'be low, par

ticularly in the region where the 588 15 draw curren t. Ordin

ary triodes, operated with normal plate voltages, will be 

working at a point near cutoff where the transconductance 

is relatively low. 12B4s may be operating at reasonable 

quiescent current in such a way tha t the transconductance 

rises sharply at the point where it is needed. The peak 
current capability of the 12B4s is about 100 ma, more 
than twice the 40 ma required. The driver impedance is 

lowered still further, and distortion in the voltage amplifiers 

minimized, by feedback taken to the 12AX7 cathodes. 

Another serious problem encountered when considering 
long-term operation is that of plate-current balance. Reason

able balance of the tubes in a push-pull amplifier must be 

maintained in order to prevent saturation of the output 
transformer. The usual solution is to provide balancing 

controls, on the assumption that the plate current of the 

power tubes will be checked and adjusted periodically, or 

when replacements are made. 
All too often, however, an amplifier is installed and then 

expected to operate for mon ths or. years unattended, and 
when tube replacements are made it is by the nontechnical 
owner. Under such conditions, bias controls may actually 
do more harm than good. 

In this amplifier design it was felt that some foolproof 
automatic bias control must be used which would obviate 

the manual bias adjustment and eliminate the need for 

periodic checking . The method used is as simple as it is 

effective. By introducing individually bypassed LOOO-ohm 

resistors in the cathode circuit of each power tube, a degree 

of dc degeneration is achieved that effectively minimizes any 
un balance and maintain� proper operating current through

out the life of the tube. 
The nature of this degeneration is such as to reduce any 

departure from normal current by about 80%. For example, 

with a tube. in which the plate current would otherwise be 
high or low by 20 ma, this form of automatic bias control 

. will reduce the error to 4 ma, or a total unbalance of about 
�%. For tubes more nearly normal this error will be re
duced still further. 

It should be noted that this technique of bias control can 
be used only with constant-current operation. The variation 
of plate current with signal which is typical of conventional 

. operation, and particularly of high-efficiency Rystems, would 
result in such a shift in operating conditions as to seriously 

limit performance. Actually, the fact that it makes posiMt 
this method of automatic bias control is one of the st� 
arguments for constant-current operation . 

The last voltage ampliner stage (preceding the � 
cathode followers) uses 6AK6s triode-connected. n.. 
little-used tubes are excellent for many audio applicate-. 
Hum, noise, and microphonics are ex.tremely low, and _ 
are surprisingly linear, both as triodes and as pentodes . •  
this application they are used as low-mu triodes; they;ar 
more linear than any of the miniature dual triodes and <tm
only half the heater current (150 ma per tube). 

The input stage for the basic amplifier is a 12AX7. iM
anced feedback is taken from the voice coil through tlie 
cathode bias resistors to the cathodes, and feedback is: .. 

brought from the driver cathodes. Although not shown .. 
the circuit, additional feedback may be brought from � 
plates of the output tubes in order to reduce the ampli_ 

impedance as seen by the transformer and further re� 
the If distortion. Although some phasing (also not shoW3l) 
is used in these feedback paths, use of feedback over a � 
anced system eliminates the problem of differential ptta. 

shifts encountered when the phase inverter is included wieiia 
the feedback loop. 

About 30 db of feedback is used over the power amplifi«" 
in addition to some 10 db from the drivers. This provides;a 
damping factor of over 100. 

The input voltage required to drive the basic amplifier _ 
50 w will be of the order of .30 v grid-to-grid. This is easily 

supplied by a phase inverter using cascaded long-tailed 
pairs , with feedback from the output plates to the inflllll 

cathodes. The net gain of this arrangement is such as ID 
give a sensitivity of about 1 v at the amplifier input , altho� 
this can be adjusted by changing the feedback in the ph� 

inverter. The off grid is shown grounded for signal, but it 
may be used if balanced operation is ever required. __ 
octal socket is provided in the input circuit so that IiIis 
may be done without necessitating wiring changes in .� 
amplifier. Alternatively, a plug-in preamplifier. an inpat 

transformer, or some other network may be plugged into the 
socket, or a jumper plug may be used to tie the input COD
nector directly to the first stage, as shown in Fig. Z . . 

This type of phase inverter represents a definite improve
ment in reliabili ty over the direct-coupled cathodyne ar
rangement in general use today. In the direct-coupled COD
figuration the operating points are interdependent, and with 
tube aging the phase invertet: grid may be carried positive, 
resulting in serious dis tortion . With the balanced system 
shown here, wide variations in individual tube characteristics 
will have little or no effect on distortion or balance. 

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the completed amplifier. 
The toroidal output transformer is at t� center � of the 
chassis to the rear. The tube lineupreads from ' rl8ht'bfJeft; 
tube shields are painted black t(} improVe heatradiati�1t�aI 
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FIG. S. Photograph of amplifier. 

the miniature tubes. The two tubes toward the rear in the 
photograph are a 12B4 used as a cathode follower, for de

coupling in the plate supply, and an Amperite time-delay 
relay. A simple cond�nser-input filter is used, since regula
tion is not a problem, and this relay keeps high voltage off 
the input condenser until the tubes are drawing current. 

Physically, the amplifier is relatively small considering 
its performance. It will mount on a 7-in. rack panel, with 
an overall depth of II in. All tubes are readily accessible 
from the rear. and all electrolytic condensers are plug-in for 
ready replacement . should this prove necessary. 

To summarize , then, this design incorporates features 
which, in recent years, have been shown to be desirable , as 
wen as a number of refinements which are new. The circuit 
is in general similar to the popular "'iIIiamson, with improve-

ments in the phase inverter and the addition of cathode
follower drivers for class A2 operation. The ultra-linear 
configuration satisfactorily combines the advantages of 
triodes and tetrodes, and with A2 operation provides more 
than adequate power output. Constant-current operation 
permits the use of automatic bias control for self-balancing. 

All in all, this amplifier was designed not only for highest 
quality performance but specifically to maintain that per
formance in spite of tube variations and without requiring 
periodic adjustment. 
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Constant-Current 

Audio Power Amplifiers 

Design procedure and complete circuit of new audio amplifier in which constant-cqrrent 

operation permits use of a form of automatic bias control to counteract effects of tube aging 

or tube replacment, giving reliability along with high fidelity 

T
HE TRIODE class-A push-pull 
amplifier is still one of the 

fundamental types of1ow-frequency 
power amplifiers, despite the fact 
that many other types of power 
amplifiers are available to the de
signer. 

Getting the most from this ampli
fier involves more than the simple 
consideration of power output per 
dollar of tube cost. In addition to 
power capability and efficiency, dis
tortion, noise, reliability and main
tenance problems should all be 
taken into account, since all these 
are vital aspects of the performance 
of the completed amplifier. This 
paper discusses two types of class-A 
triode power amplifiers and ana
lyzes their performance with regard 
to all these factors. 

Optimum and Constant-Current 
Amplifiers 

There are two fundamental types 
of class-A triode push-pull opera
tion, one employing high peak cur
rents and low load impedances for 
optimum operation, and the other 
employing lower peak currents and 
much higher load impedances. This 
distinction does not seem to have 
been made previously; for lack of 
better terminology, the two modes 
of operation are here called opti
mum operation and constant-cur
rent operation. 

In optimum operation the plate

to-plate load obeys the familiar re

lationship RL = 4 r,. Optimum oper

ation will provide the greatest 

output that can be obtained with 

122 

FIG. I-Typical characteristics 01 triode
connected 807'., with load line. for 
both type. 01 operation shown for com-

parison 

given tubes and supply voltages, 
provided the operating conditions 
do not change with signal. In prac
tice, there is usually a sharp increase 
in d-c plate current at maximum 
signal, so that extremely good 
power-supply regulation is required 
to maintain operating voltages 
truly constant. Since power-supply 
regulation is not usually this good, 
the conditions for optimum opera
tion are seldom fully realized. 

On the other hand, constant-cur
rent operation is characterized by 
little or no change in d-c plate cur
rent as the signal goes from zero 

to maximum. This condition may be 
obtained by proper proportioning of 
load resistance and supply voltage. 

With constant-current operation the 
variation in power-supply loading 
will be negligible, and the operatil'lg 

point will remain substantially con
stant no matter how poor the regu

lation of the supply may be. 

Figure 1 shows the plate charac

teristics for triode-connected 807 s, 

to illustrate these points. Load lines 
are shown for both optimum 
(2,500 ohms) and constant-current 
(12,000 ohms) conditions. The solid 

line indicates class-A1 operation, 
with signal swing up to the grid
current point in each case. Class-A. 
operation is indicated by the con
tinuation of the load lines up to the 
+ I5-volt grid line. This additional 
swing represents an .increase of 
3 db-a factor of two in power. 

For optimum operation the peak 
current is some five times the 
quiescent current and the d-c plate 
current at maximum signal will be 
almost twice that for no signal. 
(The quiescent point is designated 
by Q and the peak plate current 
points by I for class A. in Fig. 1.) 
For constant-current operation the 
peak current is much less, and the 
total change in d-c plate current can 
be held to well under 10 percent. 

Comparison of Output 

The power output and plate 
efficiencies for the operating condi
tions of Fig. 1 are shown in Table 1. 
There is a loss in power of about 

40 percent when going from opti
mum to constant-current operation. 
The figures for optimum operation 
can only be fully realized in a sys
tem incorporating fixed bias and an 

electronically-regulated plate sup

ply. 
The conventional choke-input 

pow .. supply may have an effective 

internal resistance of several 

hundred ohms. With the increase 

of plate current with signal which 
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Example 01 audio amplifier using con· 

.tant-current operation 01 output stage 

is typical of optimum operation, the 

resulting drop in supply voltage 

would cut these output power fig

ures by 20 percent hence the differ

ence between optimum and con

stant-current efficiencies is only 

about 25 percent in practice. 

For class-A. operation the effi

ciency figures for the two modes of 

operation are not only relativel�' 

high (about 63 percent), but re

markably similar. 

The principal disadvantages of 

constant-current operation, as op

posed to optimum, are the lower 

output available from ginn tube!' 

and, for class-A, operation, the 

lower efficiency. One of the princi

pal advantages is the fact that 

power-supply regulation becomes 

much less of a problem, since the 

change in plate current' from no

signal to full-signal conditions can 

be well under 10 percent. A higher

impedance, less-expensive power 

suppl�' can thus be used. 

Table I-Comparative Output 
and Efficiency Values 

I'c'""r 
OlltPllt Percent 

Condit.i·1r\s and III Efli-
Load H esist.an('c' Watf$ cien('y 

Optirnum-2.!'iOO A, 11. !'i 39 
ohms. push-pull 

A, 30 6" 

Const.llnt-cllrrent- Al 8.5 30 
)2.0�O ohms 
push-pull A" 18 62 

ELECTRON ICS - Match, 7953 

Since the d-c plate current 

changes so little, it is possible to 

introduce d-c degeneration into the 

system to minimize variations in 

tube operating conditions. Cathode 

bias is unfeasible for true optimum 

operation; tube-handbook operating 

conditions for cathode bias usually 

show higher plate-to-plate load im
pedances 80 as to limit the peak 

plate current and hence the change 

in d-c plate current with signal. 

These figures usually do not go as 

far as constant-current operation . 
If cathode bias is to be used, it is 

most effective if individual cathode 

resistors are used for each tube. If 

this is not done, the operating con

ditions of one tube are affected by 

the operating conditions of the 

other. 

Automatic Balancing 

With individually bypassed cath

ode resistors, bias of each tube is 

a function of its plate current alone, 

and is not affected by the other out

put tubes. By making the amount 

of this d-c inverse feedback great 

enough, the effect of a change in 

perveance or transconductance is 

significantly reduced. The larger 

the proportion of the total plate

circuit resistance in the cathode, 

the more degeneration, and hence 

the smaller the changes in operat

ing conditions with change in tube 

characteristics. 

The result of this is to make the 

provision of special plate-current 

balancing arrangements and peri

odic checks of plate current qu ite 

unnecessary. As an example, in the 

amplifier described here, using 

1,000-ohm cathode resistors for 

each power tube, a departure from 

normal current is reduced by about 

80 percent. In a tube where plate 

current would otherwise be high or 

low by 20 ma, this form of auto

matic bias control will reduce the 

error to 4 ma, or a total unbalance 

of about 4 percent . For tu bes more 

nearly normal this error will be 

reduced still further. 

Efficiency and Reliability 

Class-A operation is the least 

efficient of all power-amplifier types, 

and constant-current operation is 

somewhat less efficient than opti

mum operation. However, plate-cir
cuit efficiency is, for almost all 

applications, one of the least im

portant factors in determining an 

amplifier's utility. 
In a typical audio amplifier, the 

output power represents from one

fifth to one-half of the power drawn 

from the line. The rest of the input 

power goes to heat filaments and 

supply power to the driver and pre

amplifier stages which are part of 

any audio amplifier system. Unless 

line power is very expensive, it can 

make little difference whether a 50-

watt amplifier requires 175 watts or 

135 watts of line power. Further

more, where line power is ex

pensive, amplifier reliability is also 

usually at a premium, and the 

greater reliability of constant-cur

rent class-A operation, due to the 

lower plate-current demand, may 
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more than outweigh the greater 
efficiency of a class-B output stage. 

Most engineers will agree that in 
the -present state of the art all good 
amplifiers sound alike. In fact, 
amplifier design has progressed to 
the point where preseace, the much
desired feeling of realism in the 
performance of a music reproduc
tion system, is mostly a function of 
the transducers employed. The con
tribution of the amplifier to the 
overall distortion of the system can 
be made essentially negligible. 

In effect, absence-the lack of 
'audible indication of the presence 
of the amplifier-may well be taken 
as the definition of a good amplifier. 
The amplifier contribution to sys
tem noise and distortion should be 
so much less than that of any other 
component that it can be ignored. 
Once this point has been reached, 
further improvement will not result 
in more pleasin� sound, however 
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impressive it may be as an engi
neering achievement. 

Another aspect of absence is re
liability. Performance of the sort 
we require should ·be achievable 
with a minimum of maintenance
a criterion which is desirable for 
laboratory work but mandatory for 
field use. Absence, then, should im
ply not only the elimination of arti
ficiality or audible distortion in the 
reproduced program, but absence of 
maintenance worries as well. 

Specific Amplifier' Design 

The amplifier circuit presented 
here was designed with the fore
going criteria firmly in mind. 
Performance is fully abreast of the 
present state of the art, but no com
promise has been made with long
term reliability. In addition, suffi
cient fiexibility has been built in to 
accommodate most types of pro
gram sources and it will perform 

well under a reasonable variety of 
load impedances. . 

Figure 2 shows the basic circuit 
of the amplifier. Push-pull parallel 
5881's are used, with the screens 
connected for ultra-linear opera
tion. The General Radio type 
942-A toroidal output transformer 
provides a suitable winding con
figuration for the required imped
ance relationships. Operation is 
substantially constant-current, with 
individual 1,OOO-ohm resistors in 
each cathode for d-e degeneration. 

Since the output stage is to oper
ate well into the grid-current re
gion, the source of driving voltage 
must offer a very low resistance. 
In addition, the usual grid-current 
problems must be considered. 

G,id-C uttent Considerations 

There aN three principal types of 
grid current which must be consid
ered in a power amplifier, The first 
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is conduction current, which occurs 
when the grid is driven positive 
with respect to the cathode. The 
second is emission current, either 
directly from the grid because of 
high grid temperature, or as sec
ondary emission due to bombard
ment by electrons from the cathode 
(and promoted by the deposit of 
cathode material on the grid as the 
tube ages). The third is gas cur
rent, resulting from positive ions in 

the tube. 
Gas current and emission current 

may result from improper opera
tion, t!lbe defects or tube aging. 
These currents are of such a nature 
as to develop a positive volt.age 
across any resistance appearing in 
the grid circuit. Such a voltage will 
reduce the effective bias on the 
tube, causing higher plate current 
which in turn causes higher grid 
current. The vicious circle thus 
established will generally bring the 
career of the tube to an abrupt and 
untimely end. The obvious cure, or 
at least palliative, for this trouble 
is to keep the d-c resistance in the 
grid circuit at an absolute mini
mum. 

Cathode followers as drivers, di
rect-coupled to the output-tube 
grids, fill this requirement, and at 
ihe same time provide a low-imped
Jlnce source of the current required 
io drive the output grids positive 
without peak clipping. The d-c re
sistance in the grid circuit is very 
low, being essentially the reciprocal 
of the cathode-follower transcon
ductance. Further, there is no 
series coupling capacitor to charge 
up during peaks and then block the 
output stage while 

'
it discharges 

through a large grid-return re
sistor. 

Design of the cathode followers 
is conventional, except in the choice 
of high-perveance tubes and low 
operating yoltages. These drivers 
are called upon to deliver a peak 
current of the order of 40 ma. (As 
an example, in Fig. 1 the grid
current characteristics for con
stant-current operation of 807's are 
shown. The peak grid current of 
20 ma at + 15 volts represents an 
equivalent shunt resistanc_e of..Abuut 
750 ohms. ) When the output-tube 
grid goes positive, the path of 
driver plate-current flow is from the 
+ 150-volt line through the cathode 
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follower, and thence through the 
grid-cathode path of the power tube 
to ground. The high peak value of 
this current flow calls for fairly 
good regulation of the + 150-volt 
line. 

The cathode impedance of the 
drivers must be low, particularly 
when the 5881s draw grid current. 
The 12B4s used in this amplifier 
may be operated at reasonable qui
escent current in such a way that 
the transconductance rises sharply 
at the point where it is needed. 

The peak current capability of 
the 12B4 is about 100 rna, more 
than twice the 40 ma required. The 
driver impedance is lowered still 
further and distortion in the volt
age amplifiers minimized by feed
back taken to the 12AX7 cathodes. 

Voltage Amplifiers 

The remainder of the amplifier is 
more conventional. The last volt
age amplifier stage, uses 6AKS's, 
triode-connected. T h e  s e tubes, 
which have recently been added to 
the Armed Services Preferred List, 
are excellent for many audio appli
cations. Hum, noise and micro
phonics are low, and they are linear 
both as triodes and as pentodes. In 
this application they are used as 
low-mu triodes; they are more lin
ear than any of the miniature dual 
triodes, and draw only half the 
heater current (150 ma per tube) 
of the others. 

The input stage for the basic 
amplifier is a 12AX7. Balanced 
feedback is taken from the voice 
coil through the cathode-bias re
sistors to the cathodes, and feed
back is also brought from the driver 
cathodes .. Additional feedback is 
brought from the plates of the out
put tubes to reduce the amplifier 
impedance seen by the transformer, 
and further to reduce the low-fre
quency distortion. While some 
phasing is used in these feedback 
paths, use of feedback over a bal
anced system eliminates the prob
lems of differential phase shifts en
countered when the phase inverter 
is included in the feedback loop. 

About 30 db of feedback is used 
uxer the power amplifier, in addi
tion to some 10 db from the drivers. 
This provides a damping factor of 
over 100. The amplifier is stable 
with feec:'ack for any load imped-

ance, resistive, reactive or open
circuit. 

An amplifier which is stable with 
considerable feedback when con
nected to a resistive load may oscil
late uncontrollably when the load is 
open-circuited, since under open
circuit conditions the transformer 
stray reactances may play a rather 
surpnsmg role. Similarly, the 
phase shifts which occur when the 
amplifier is connected to an induc
tive load, like a loudspeaker, may be 
such as to produce oscillation. It is 
therefore a wise precaution to check 
a completed amplifier by operating 
it into an open circuit. 

The input voltage required to 
drive the basic amplifier to 50 watts 
will be of the order of 30 volts grid
to-grid. This is easily supplied by 
a phase inverter using cascaded 
long-tailed pairs, with feedback 
from the output plates to the input 
cathodes. The net gain of this ar
rangement is such as to give a 
sensitivity of about one volt at the 
amplifier input, although this· can 
be adjusted by changing the feed
back in the phase inverter. Either 
grid may be grounded if the input 
signal is unbalanced, or both may 
be used if balanced operation is 
required. An octal socket is pro
vided in the input circuit so that 
this may be done without the neces
sity of wiring chang-es in the 

amplifier. Alternatively, a plug-in 
preamplifier, an input transformer 
or some other network may be 
plugged into this socket. 

This type of phase inverter rep
resents a definite improvement in 
reliability over the direct-coupled 
cathodyne arrangement in general 
use today. In the direct-coupled 

configuration the operating points 
. are interdependent, and with tube 

aging the phase inverter grid may 
be carried positive, resulting in 
serious distortion. With the bal
anced system shown here, wide 
variations in individual tube char
acteristics will actually have very 
little effect. 
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Tube Applications In 

Fl.,.Jl. Three of the tubes 
discussed hl the text. 
Top, 6BL7GT: rlqht eenter. 
8AR6: far riqht. 3C33. 

AMPLIFIER DESIGN 

Ay nO.·AIlD T. �'ftftl.mf. ·Chlef Enq .. The Electronic Workshop. Inc. 

!§illlplified ",.,.pla;' ... , Iwlutio.u I",. Iw."e t..bell .,erv in 

t..e a.udlo field, aDd N.,,,,e nerv ("ir.!.dt. de"e'o"."eatll. 

I
T IS the purpose of this pnper to 

bring to light several new tubes 
heretofore relatively unknown to 

aU,dio, notably the 3C33, the 6AR6, and 
the 6BL7, as well as to discuss the 
choice of optimum operatiug' conditions 
for both these and more familiar types. 

A simplified method of graphical solu
tion will be described, and a number of 
interesting circuit developments, in
cluding Extended Class A operation, 
will be discussed. 

In all the years that audio amplillel' 
designs have appeal'ed in the literature, 
there has been little that is basically 
new. The contiuued emphasis has been 
on more and more careful design utiliz
ing already established principles. 

Refinements have certainly been in
troduced-inverse feedback, resistance 
coupled amplifiers, various types of 
phase inverters and, more recently, 
such power amplifier developments as 
Extended Class A operation and the 
Mclntosh output circuit. Fundamental
ly, however, amplifier design is depend
·ent upon an ever more meticulous ap
plication of the principles and tech
niques with which we are already 
familiar. 

An outstanding example can be found 
in the so-called Williamson amplifier. 
There is nothing new or novel in this 
design; its immediate popularity was 
justified by the extreme care with which 
feedback was employed 'over an ex
tremely wide range. 

Up to now, most designers of audio 

equiPlllent have been content to follow 
the recommendations of the tube manu
facturers, both as to choice of tube and 
operating' conditiolls. Admittedly, it is 
easier to run a tube according to the 
"typical operation" figures in the tube 
manual than it is to sweat out a graph
ical solution for each job. Unfortunate
ly, audio design is reaching the point 
where it is just that little extra that 
makes the difference. 

In almost every case, for a given 
tube, better results can be achieved by 
choosing operating conditions for the 
specific application. This need not be 
"" difficult as it sounds. A highly sim
plified method will be described where
by almost all the necessary information 
can be obtained from the tube curves 
in a couple of minutes. 

There are a number of tubes, how-

Ftq.2. Trlode curves for the 6AR6. 
A pair will deliver 20 watts. 
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ever, fol' which no audio data is avail
able, and where the curves provided 
may even be inadequate for a ready 
evaluation of audio performance. The 
6AS7, whose use for audio was sug
gested by the author some years ago, 
and which has since become popular, 
is a case in point. It was rated in the 
tube manuals for booster scanning serv
ice, and any graphical solution within 
the limitations of its published charac
terisdcs will snow a severely limited 
power capability. GAS7 operation as 
desoribed so far ill the literature indi
cates a power capability of around ten 
watts. Proper choice of operating COII
ditions make it possible for the 6AS7 
to deliver 22 watts! Since the 6AS7 is 
convenient for the purpose, it will be 
used to demonstrate the simplified meth
od of graphical analYJIis. 

GrAphical Solution 

Normally, with this method, it should 
be necessary to draw only one line. In 
the case of the 6AS7, however, it is 
necessary to extend the zero grid line, 
as shown in Fig 3. From this point on, 
the solution may proceed as follows: 

1. Decide upon the plate voltage. 
This is the voltage appearing between 
the plate and cathode of the tube 
(where cathode bias is employed, the 
plate voltage will be less than the sup
ply voltage by the amount of the bias). 
The plate voltage multiplied by the 
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plate current will give the plate dissi
pation; this should not exceed the lllax
imum rating for a given tube. In the 
case of the 6AS7 solution the voltage 
was chosen as 200 volts. This, with a 
bias of 93 volts will give a plate CUl'relit 
of 65 mils with a resulting dissi}.lation 
of 13 watts. 

2. Draw a load line frolll the plate 
voltage point on the zero current axis, 
so that it intersects the r.ero grid line. 
These two lines should fOl'm essentially 
an isosceles triangle, i .• ·., the slope of 
the load line should be the same as that 
of the bias line, but negative. This load 
line is shown as the dashed line in 
l<'ig. 3. 

3. Output power may uow be com-
11lIted. This will be equal to the r.m.s. 
\'alue of the signal current times the 
r.m.s. value of the signal voltage. The 
peak current swing may be read from 
the curve sheet. For ne 6AS7 the cur
rent swing is frolll zero to 457 ma. The 
r.m.s. value will then be 457/v'"2 ma. 
The peak }.Ilate voltage swing is not 
quite as easy; the swing is from 200 
volts down to 104 volts, or 96 volts. Its 
r.m.s. value will be 96/-/2. These mul
ti}.llied together will give approximately 
4·1/2 watts or 22 watts. 

4. The plate-to-plate load resistance 
should be four times the plate resist
ance at the zero bias point, or four times 
the resistance represented graphical
ly by the loadline we have drawn. This 
resistance will equal the plate voltage 
swing divided by the current swing. In 
this case it will be 96/457 or 215 ohms. 
This times four gives a 'plate-to-plate 
load of 860 ohms, llIuch lower than any 
previously published figures for the 
HAS7, 

A tabulation of the 6AS7 data is 
given in Table 1. 

Full power will be realized only if the 
d.c, plate voltage is not permitted to 
vary with signal. 

aC33 

Although. the 3C33 was anl,ounced 
about five years ago, it has never been 
lIsed in audio applications. This is due 
in part to the fact that it· appears only 
in the transmitting tube manual, and is 
rated for "control alllplifier" service. 
The curves for the 3C33, like those for 
the 6AS7, do not extend into the high 
current region. 

The 3C33 is a dual triode, ilJdirectiy 
heated. Its appearance, as may be seen 
frol/\ Figs. 1 and 4, is ullusual for 
low frequency applications. It will de
liver 40 watts with 500 volts on the 
plates, This is the tube for the purist 
Who wants high output with low idling 
ClIlTent. 

If we subject the 3C33 to the same 
analYsis as we did the 6AS7, we come 
up with some extremely interesting re-
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Flq. 3. SlmplUled qral'hlcal aolutlons for power amplUiers applied 
10 Ihe SAS? (lefl) and 3C33 (rlqhl). Procedure la outlined In texl. 

suits. Fig. 3 shows the graphical solu
tion for operation at 400 and 500 volts. 
The optimum plate-to-plate load for 

·each case is 2800 ohms; the usual 3000 
ohm winding would be quite satisfac
tory. The poiuts Q. and Q2 represent 
the no-signal operating points, or 
"quiescent points" for either side. Typi
cal operating conditions are given ill 
Table 2. 

For most applications the 25 watt 
o}.leration indicated would be adequate, 
and no special precautions need be 
taken, other than those dictated by 
good desigu practice. Where maximum 
power is desired, and the tube is to be 
operated at 500 volts, it should be used 

Plate Voltage 
Grid Bias 
Peak Signal Volt

age (per grid) 
Zero Signal Plate 

Current 
Maximum Signal 

Plate Current 
Effective Load 

Resistalice 
(plate to plate) 

Power Output . 

200 v. 
-93 v. 

93 v. 

130 ma. 

294 ma. 

�60 ohllls 
22 W. 

Table 1. A tabulation of data for bolh 
sections of the type SAS?·G tube. 

Fiq.4. Deluxe amplUler ualnq the 3C33. Driver tubes are SPS· •• 
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Plate Voltage 400 500 volts 
Grid Bias -33.5 -45 volts 
Peak Signal Voltage (per grid) 33.5 ·15 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current 75 56 ma. 
Maximum Signal Plate Current 172 198 ma. 
Effective Load Resistance (plate to plate) 2800 2800 ohms 
Power Output 25 40.5 watts 

Table 2. Typical operatln� ILlOndltlons for both sections 01 the 3C33. 

5881 (and 6L6) 807 (and 1614) 

Plate Voltage 400 400 volts 
Grid Bias -38 -39 volts 
Peak Signal Volta�e (per grid) 38 39 volts 
Zero Signal Plate Current 95 100 ma. 
Maximum Signal Plate Current 124 148 ma. 
Effective Load Resistance (plate to plate) 4500 3300 ohms 
Power Output 13.3 15.8 watts 

Table 3. Typical operatinq conditions lor the 5881 and 807 • two tubes. 

Plate Voltage 
Grid Bias 
Peak Signal Volt

age (per grid) 
Zero Signal Plate 

Current 
Maximum Signal 

Plate Current 
Effective Load 

Resistance 
(plate to plate) 

Power Output 

400 v. 
-55 v. 

55 v. 

100 ma. 

175 ma. 

2500 ohms 
20 w. 

Table 4. Typlc:al operatinq con· 
dltlons lor the SARS • two tubes. 

only where plate current is metered, 
and the bias on the two halves readily 
adjustable. This is because the plate 
dissipation is only 15 watts per side, 
and at 500 volts the plate eurrent is 
limited to 30 ma. Idling currents higher 
than this will endanger the tube j lower 

idling currents will move the operation 
down into the nonlinear region with a 
cOllsequent increase in distortion. 

This means, in effect, that 500 volt 
operation of the 3C33 is ideal for the 
experimenter or the technically minded, 
but is less suitable for installations 
where maintenance is sporadic. 400 volt 
operation is much less critical, and 
where 25 watts is sufficient it should be 
entirely satisfactory. 

GAft6 
The 6AR6 was developed during the 

war for radar applications, and for 
some reason was never adopted for 
audio. It was introduced by the author 
at the Audio Fair last fall, and is 
rapidly on the way to popularity. It is 
a beam power amplifier, roughly simi
lar to the 6L6, but with considerably 
higher current handling capacity. It 
was the first commercial tube to use 

Fiq.5. Elec:tronic Workshop's model A·18 amplifier ullnq SARS trlode •. 

the stubby envelope which has recently 
become familiar with the 5881. 

A pair of 6AR6's, triode connected, 
with 400 volts on the plates, will deliver 
20 watts Class A. This is roughly twice 
the class A power usually obtained 
from 807's in Williamson-type ampli
tiers and three times the Class A 
power normally obtained from 2A3's. 

A graphical solution is shown for 
the 6AR6 in Fig. 2. In this case no 
extension of published characteristics 
was necessary. The dashed line repre
sents a plate-to-plate load of 2500 ohms. 
The dotted line indicates the path of 
operation for a single tube. It may be 
noted that plate current flows even at 
the most negative point of the grid 
swing, thereby fulfilling the require
ment of Class A operation. 

Table 4 gives the operating conditions 
which are recommended for the 6AR6. 

5881 • - - 807 

Triode operation of such tetrodes as 
the 616, 807, 16 14 and 5881 has become 
quite popular since the introduction of 
the various "\Villiamson" circuits. For 
purpose of discussion these four types 
can be reduced effectively to two. The 
5881 is electrically identical to the 
6L6, and the 1614, within its maximum 
ratings, is the same as the 807. The 
5881 (or 6L6), however, differs slight
ly from the 807. The 807 has somewhat 
greater current capability, with a re
sulting increase in power output. 

In choosing between these types, it 
should be remembered that the 588 1 is 
a specialized tube intended specifically 
for audio work, whereas the 807 (or 
1614) is designed for Class·C r.f. ampli
fier applications. This would suggest 
that 5881 charactel'istics are likely to 
be somewhat more consistent in the 
operating range used for audio. 

Comparative Class A operating cvn' 
ditions are shown in Table 3. 

Tyl,e of Bias 

A number of points will have become 
apparent in the course of this discus
sion. The values given for plate-to· 
plate load are consistently lower, and 
class A power output higher, than would 
be expected from the results obtained 
in current practice, and described in 
current literature. This will have been 
particularly noticeable in the discussion 
of the 6AS7, and of the 5881 and 807. 

The explanation is very simple. Cur
rent practice is to operate these tubes 
with cathode bias. With cathode bias 
operation, the increase in plate current 
with signal causes a rise in the voltage 
across the bias resistor. This has the 
double effect of increasing the bias and 
reducing the effective plate voltage, with 
a consequent reduction in the peak plate 
current which can be obtained. 
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By using higher values of load re
sistance, the plate current rise with 
signal will be much less, and a com
promise can be reached which will re
sult in best performanct. The power 
to be expected under these compromise 
conditions, however, may be as little as 
one half that to be expected from normal 
fixed-bias operation. 

All of the operating conditions de
scribed above assume the USE: of fixed 
bias, or at least of some method of bias 
that does not permit the operating 
point to change with signal. 

One serious error which is often 
made in using cathode bias is the omis
sion of adequate bypassing of the com
mon bias resistor. This bypassing would 
be unnecessary if operation were truly 
linear, but in actual practice the up
ward swing in plate' current in one 
tube is greater than the downward 
swing in the other. This produces a 
wave across the cathode l'esistor' at 
twice the frequency of the applied 
signal, with resulting distortion in the 
output. When the cathode resistor is 
heavily bypassed, this of course does 
not occur. 

The use of a coml .• on cathode bias 
resistor introduces another pl'oblem 
which is often overlooked. Any varia
tion in the plate current of one tube 
will produce a corresponding variation 
in the opposite direction in the other. 
The result of this interaction is effec
tively to double any unbalance between 
the tubes. This can be a serious dis
advantage in modern Iow distortion 
circuits. 

Automatic BlcA8 Cun.rub 
Ideally, there aI'e two types of auto

matic bias controls. The first type is 
lIsed to adjust the operating point of 
the amplifier in accordance with signal 
level applied. At Iow levels the bias 
would be adjusted to provide class A 
operation, and at high levels it would 
change so that operation would be class 
AB or B, with its higher output and 
better efficiency. Such a system has been 
used in at least one commercial ampli
fier for some years. It incorporates a 
two stage d.c. amplifier, with its result
ing unreliability. 

The second type of automatic bias 
control would serve the pUrpose of 
maintaining balance between the halves 
of the push-pull stage. So far, no prac
tical circuit for this purpose has been 
introduced. 

A new tYPE of automatic bias co'ntrol 
circuit which fulfills both these func
tions has been introduced in the Elec
t'/'oni/: lVo1'ksholJ's new 'lmplifier model 
A-18. (Fig. 5) This system is complete
ly reliable j no d.c. amplifiers or vacuum 
tube circuits of any kind are employed. 
The output stage of the A- 18 is shown 
ill Fig. 6. By careful proportioning of 

+40011. + 440Y. 

Fiq. 6. Automatic bias control used In model A·IB. Circuit provides for bal· 
ance of push·pull tubes and for chanqe In operatinq point at hlqh levels. 

fixed bias and cathode bias, the opel'at
ing point shifts with increasing signal 
from class A at aroulld 10 watts to 
class AB, at 18 watts, with a conse
quent improvement in low level distor
tion and high level efficiency. 

Plate voltage 
Grid Bias 
Peak Signal Volt-

age (per grid) 
Zero Signal Plate 

Current 
Maximum Signal 

Plate CUl'l'ent 
Effective Load 

Resistance 

450 
-45 
45 

110 

256 

v. 
v. 

v. 

ma. 

ma. 

At the same time, the resistance 
presel.t in the individual cathode cir
cuits provides a degree of d.c. degen
eration that will greatly reduce the 
effect of any plate current unbalance. 
An unbalal.ce between output tubes 
which with nOl'mal cathode bias sys
tems would bc· 50'1r will be reduced by 
this n.ethod to well under 10'10, which 
is quite acceptable. 

(plate to plate) 2500 ohms 
Power Output 47.5 w. 

Table 5. Suqqested operatinq condl· 
tlons for B07's In extended Clallll A 
operation. Values are for four tubes. 

Most commercial amplifiers, regard
less of price I'ange, have no provision 
fOI' plate eUl'rent balancing. Better 
quality amplifiers are usually shipped 
with selected tubes, but as these tubes 
age, and as unmatched replacements 
are made, the performance suffers. 

system the user is assured of optimum 
performance at all times, even with 
tubes chosen at random. 

Extended (;la88 A Operatlou 

With this new automatic bias control 
For many years, it has been neces

sary to make the choice between high 

Flq. 7. Graphical solution for Class A2 lor IIUTIIIO aellver over;su wails. 
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fidelity operation of Class A triodes, 
with their familiar limitations as to 
efficiency and output power, and the 
use of beam tetrodes with their high 
peak power capability and relatively 
high distortion. The "triode vs. pentode" 
argument has raged for years. The 
dilemma has finally been resolved by 
the introduction of a new mode of op
eration, known .. as "ExtelLded Class 
A".' By operating triodes and tetrodes 
together in the push-pull parallel ar
rangement shown in Fig. 9, the full 
advantages of both types of operation 
may be realized. 

Since the same bias is applied to 
both triodes and tetrodes, the tetrodes 
will normally be cut off. For small 
signal voltages the circuit behaves as a 
normal triode amplifier. As the signal 
approaches maximum, however, the 
tetrodes conduct and supply the large 
peak currents required for high power 

.oo�--+-��--+---��-t---+---I 

�O�--�--+-��--+---+---+---I 

200��+-��--��-+---+---+---i 

100 300 500 
PLATE VOLTAGE 

Fiq. 8. Composite characteristics for 
Extended Class A operation of 807's. 
Other tetrodes may be used. 

Flq. 9. Extended Class A ckcult. 
Triode-coDnected tetrodes are usual· 
ly used for the left·hand pair. 

700 

output. Fig. 8 shows the typical com
posite characteristics for this type of 
operation. These particular curves al·e 
plotted for 807's, but variolls types of 
tubes may be used. 6AR6's are partic
ularly sliitaple. 

The dashed lines in this drawing 
are the composite grid lines. The most 
important point of interest is the path 
of operation for one side (Line cod in 
the figure) . Even when maximum grid 
swing operation is class A, the path 
of operation is still nowhere near the 
zero axis. The plate-to-plate loadline 
is drawn for 2500 ohms. Suggested 
operating conditions for 807's are given 
in Table 5. 

Screen Voltage Supply 

With the Extended Class A circuit, 
as with any operation of tetrodes where 
the screen is to be operated at a lower 
voltage than the plate, we have the 
problem of screen supply regulation. 
This is a serious problem, because poor 
regulation of the screen voltage will 
seriously limit peak power capability. 

A novel and extremely simple solu
tion to this problem is shown in Fig. 10. 
A VR tube of appropriate voltage rat
ing is used as a screen dropping re
sistor from the high voltage supply. 
If normal screen current is inadequate 
to keep the VR tube properly lit, a 
resistance may be used to draw an 
additional 5 ma. or so. With this sys
tem the screen regulation will be as 
good as the high-voltage-supply regula
tion, for all practical purposes. 

This simple screen voltage. al·range
ment may be used with the Extended 
Class A circuit of Fig. 9 (with a VR-
105) , or it may be applied to any 
tetrode amplifier system. 

(;lass 42 Dperatlon 

There is still another way to get high 
peak power capability from trio des. By 
operating up into the grid current 
region, provided the driver system is 
linear, it is possible to realize as much 
as twice the normal Class A power. 

It is by means of this that some 

Flq. 10. SCfeen supply circuit for 
use with Extended Class A or 
with normal pentode amplifiers. 

Plate Voltage 400 ". 
Grid Bias 35 v. 
Peak Signal Volt-

age (per grid) 50 v. 
Maximum Instan-

taneous Grid 
Current 20 ma. 

Zero Signal Plate 
Current 140 ma. 

Maximum Signal 
Plate Current 

Effective Load 
Resistance 215 ma. 
(plate to plate) 3000 Ohms 

Power Output 32.5 w. 

Table 6. Typical operatinq condi· 
tions for Class A2 807's, two tubes. 

commercial amplifiers are able to get 
peak power of the order of thirty watts 
from 2A3's. Unfortunately, by virtue 
of the 15 watt dissipation rating of the 
2A3, operation at this level is neces
sarily in the AB2 region, with the tubes 
driven to cut-oif during the negative 
cycle. 

By careful choice of tubes and oper
ating conditions, however, entirely sat
isfactory A. operation is possible. It is 
necessary to select an operating point 
such that the dissipation rating of the 
tube will not be exceeded, and which 
will at the same time permit the full 
negative grid swing without cutting 
the tube ofl'. 

Such a solution is shown in Fig. 7 
for the 807. The 30 watt dissipation 
rating permits operation at 75 ma. per 
plate. By driving the grids to 15 volts, 
a power· output of 30 watts Class A 
oan be obtained. 

Typical operating conditions are give 
en in Table 6. 

The published curves do not extend 
into the region of maximum negative 
grid swing, but experimental work has 
shown this operation to be within the 
limitations of Class A. 

This type of A. operation may also be 
used with the Extended Class A sys
tem, with corresponding improvement. 
in power eapability. 

The design of drivers for A. opera
tion represents a number of problems 
which must be taken up separately. 
Suffice it to say that tubes such as the 
6SN7, or the new 6BL7, when used in 
any one of a number of cathode fol· 
lower configurations, serve the purpose 
admirably. 

Older Tuhe Types 

For a number of reasons, the older 
and more familiar output triodes have 

been omitted from this discussion. The 
different versions of the 2A3, the 6A3, 

6B4G, 6A5G, etc. are all extremely 

familiar. Other tubes, like the 300D 
and the 845 are less familiar, but are 
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for a number of reasons of less interest 
than the types which have beeR dis
cussed. 

One major disadvantage of these 
older types lies in the fact that they 
are directly heated (the 6A5G has a 
direct connection from cathode to heat
er) . This results in the necessity for 
elaborate precautions against hum, and 
frequently makes biasing less conveni
ent. The higher-power types also have 
power supply requh-ements which al'e 
not as conveniently met as in the more 
modm:n types which have been d<,
scribed. Let's face it; high quality 
audio is an up-and-coming business, 
and it is essential to get the ve}"7 most 
out of any tube that's used. The time 
is long past for the conventional "old 
standby" designs which are still clut
tering the audio literature. 

REFERENCE 
1. SterUno, H. T., HA New Power Amplifie7 

Circuit ['.corporatino 'E:l:tended Class A' 01" 
eration .. " Electronica, in. pTe ••. 
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Constant-Current 
Design reduces power-supply requirements because amplifier does not present varying 
load as do conventional circuit�. Costs are cut by using only one high-voltage winding, 

one rectifier tube and minimum of filtering components in power supply 

O
NLY a simple, light power sup

ply is required for the direct
e.rrent amplifier to be described. 
It does not present a variable load 
to the B supply, therefore the sup
ply needs regulation only for line 
variations. . Since line variations 
require a much smaller percentage 
of regulation control, a resulting 
overall system simplification is 
achieved. 

. 

The circuit of the newly devel
oped amplifier shown in Fig. 1 
differs from conventional d-c ampli
tier circuits only in the final push
pull stage. One-half of this stage 
serves as the output stage deliver
in� power to the load. The other 
half delivers out-of-phase current 
to ground through an equivalent 
load, neutrafizing both the fiow of 
load current to ground and the ac
companying drain on the B power 
supply. 

The double-ended output stage 
acts like a single-ended output with
out the usual load current change in 
B-Bupply current. Consequently, 
the supply shown in Fig. 1 for the 

�25K 
500K 

GAIN 
35K 

750 750 

16 16 

amplifier is considerably simpler 
than a conventional one for a d-c 
amplifier. 

In particular, the simplified sup
ply of Fig. 1 requires only one high
voltage winding and one rectifier 
tube instead of the two high-voltage 
windings and two rectifier tubes of 
the conventional supply. Because 
the load current does not change, 
neither voltage amplifier nor power 

. amplifier tubes are required for 
voltage regulation and a resistor 
may be used in the place of a choke 
for filtering. 

The divider formed by the 
two regulator tubes provides a 
satisfactory ground return be
cause no load current flows to the 
mid-point of this divider. 

Although the quiescent current 
from the B' supply of Fig. 1 is twice 
the quiescent current of a conven
tional supply the maximum capacity 
of a conventional supply must be 
the same as that of Fig. 1 because 
at full load it delivers just as much 
current as does the supply shown 
in Fig.!. 

p 

Bt 

B-

Drift of the amplifier of Fig. 1 is 
comparable to that of conventional, 
stable d-c amplifiers and averages 
one mv referred to the input grid. 
Over its rated operating range this 
amplifier is linear to ±j percent. 
Although no choke is used in the B
supply filter, the 60-cycle hum ap
p�aring across the output terminals 
is less than one mv referred to the 
input grid. Response of the ampli
fier is flat from zero to 20 kc for 
gains from 1 to 15. 

The operating range of the out
put for which the amplifier of Fig. 1 
retain� its linearity of ± l percent 
is ± 10 ma into a load of 50 to 1,000 
ohms. By changing the cathode 
resistor in the output stage, the 
amplifier can be made to develop 
±50 volts into loads greater than· 
50,000 ohms with a linearity of ±l 
percent. 

Adjustment 

There are only three points of 
adjustment; R., R .. and R .. in the 
amplifier of Fig. land two of these 
are used infrequently. Potentiom-

r-++-p 

750 1,500 

16 '6 

nG. I-SehemaUe diaqram of the d-e amplUier. Double-ended 
output ataqe acta like alnCJle .. nded output without the usual 

load current chanqe 

Modifled �erslon of the amplifier and power supply shown in 
Flq. 1. Thla clrcult la deslqned for drl�lnq both photoqraphic: 

recorders and dlrect-wrltlnq recorders 
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D-C Amplifier 
By DONALD McDONA �D 

Chief Ellgilleer 
Cook Research Laboratorie. 

Chicago, rUino,", 

eter R. is a zero adjustment used 
to bring the output to ground. 

Potentiometer R. is adjusted infre

quently and is used to bring the 
cathode of the left-hand half of the 
output stage to ground. Potentiom

eter R� is touched only when the 

output load of the amplifier is 

changed and it is then adjusted for 

neutralization of the load current 

flowing to ground. Proper adjust

ment of R� is accomplished by in
serting a milliammeter at point P 

and adjusting R� until the meter 
reading is less than 0.5 ma for full

scale output. Fortunately, this ad

justment of R� is not very critical. 

These new d-c amplifiers were 
deyeloped by the author for driving 

galyanometer ·elements of photo

graphic oscillograph recorders used 

ne. 2-Schemalic diaqram of power 
lupply for drivlnq ten or more ampli. 
flers with outputl of about :±:50 ma 

each 

in the playback of multiple-channel 
magnetic recording systems. In the 

playback of these systems, perma
nent yisible records were made vf 

a� many as 12 channels at one "time. 

Thi� required 12 d-c amplifiers to 
drj\'(' the 12 galvanometer elements. 

When the d-c amplifiers use out 

put tubes capable of delivering 

about :±:50 ma and ten or more such 

amplifiers are powered from one 

B !'upply, the load current flowing 

ELECTRON ICS - July, 1952 

Bank of 12 driver amplifiers capable of dellvermq :±:50 ma mlo 100 ohml uled 
for drivlnq 12 qalvCznometer elementl 

to ground may cause distortion un

less considerable care is taken in 

adjusting R.. If it is difficult to 

adjust R. satisfactorily then a B 

supply of the type shown in Fig. 2 
will supply these amplifiers without 
accompanying distortion. 

The supply of Fig. 2 also uses a 

voltage divider to provide a ground 

return. This voltage divider is 

composed of a resistor R, and a VR 
tube. A regulator circuit is em

ployed, but, as will be noted, the 
regulating tube is shunted by a re

sistor which carries the majority 
of the supply current, because the 

regulator tube must correct for only 

small variations in load current. 
If excessive unneutralized load 

current flows to the center of the 

voltage divider, the voltage across 

the VR tube may increase. This in

crease is sensed by the regulating 

circuit, and the total supply voltage 

correspondingly increases so that 

the mid-point or ground return of 
the divider still remains at the same 

relative position between B- and 

B+. Because of the balanced stages 
used throughout the amplifier, such 

an increase in the overall supply 

voltage does not produce appreci

able drift or distortion when the 
ground point remains at the same 

relative position between B+ and 
B-. 

A modified version of the ampli

fier and B supply of Fig. 1 makes 

the fullest use of the power capacity 

of the 6BL7 output tube. In this 

circuit, the second stage was rede

signed to increase the drive of the 
output stage. The B supply has 

been increased to permit a larger 

swing of the output stage. This 
amplifier can deliver :±:20 ma into a 

load of 50 to 1,500 ohms, with a 

linearity of :±:, percent. 
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The series resistance and inductance of the primary 
winding with the secondary winding opcn-circuitcd, 
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volts applied. The room temperature was l<'°C. 
The results are given in Table 1. 

The series resistance and inductance ofthe primary 
winding with the secondary winding short-circuited, 
and of half the primary winding with the oilier half 
short-circuited were measured at 1,000 cycles per 
second. About 10 volts were applied. The results 
are given in Table IL 

TABLE I 
Primary Resistance and 

at 50 c/s 

Voltage 

5 2. 
Resistance (0.) 

4700 
7900 

Inductance 

Inductance (H) 
95 
142 

TABLE 11 
Resistance and Inductance at 1,000 c/s 

Connections Resistance (0.) Inductance (lnH) 1'Ii':�;r�h,,!:�'<In'I' 495 5.3 
K�1I !'rin ... ",_ K�U 
J'ri,,,,,,y .homed. 222 5.5 

Date .. 2nd JUlIt, 1951. Reference .. E.475.100. 

This Laboratory Model Transformer Series 11 easily permits 
6 db more feedback with complete stability than the maximum 
of our Series 1 which Mr. D. T. N. Williamson described. 

PRICES 

Series Il Output Transformers as above ... 

Series I Output Transformers 

Mains Transformers ... 

CHOKES 1O.12H, 150 mA ... 

CHOKES 30/H, 2e mA 

£7. 7.0 
£6. 6.0 
£4. 4.0 
£1. ll. 6 
£2. 0. 6 

Please write for Catalogue WAj5 

VORTEXION IJ T I) . 
257·263, THEBROADWIIY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.l9 
Tllepbones: LIBut, 2814 and 6242-3 TdelJ'aml: "VORTEXION. WIlIIIBLE. LONDON' 
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Introduction 

Introduced by Wireless World in '947 as merely onc of a series of 

amplifier designs, the .. Williamson .. has for several years been widely 

accepted as the standard of design and performance wherever amplifier s  

and sound reproduction arc discussed. Descriptions of it have been 

published in all the principal countries of the world, and so there are 

reasonable grounds for assuming that its widespread reputation is based 

solely on its qualities. 

This hooklet includes all the articles written by D. T. N. Williamson 

on the amplifier. Both the 1947 and 1949 versions are reprinted. as the 

alternative output transformer ratios cover a wide range of require

ments. Modifications and additions include pee-amplifier circuits and 

an d. unit. with recently published information 011 adaptation to bigb

impedance pickups and correction for 331 r.p.m. records. 

We would stress the importance, if the full potentialities of Hle 

amplifier are to be realized, of following the author's recommendations 

in detail. Even in the U .S.A., where several modified versions have 

been described, many users adhere to the designer's exact specification 

with the original valve types. It is not the circuit alone, but the 

properties of the valves and such components as the output tnlnsfonner, 

together with the welding of theory and practice into a rational layout, 

which produce the results. 

Editor, Wireless World. 

, .' 
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The Williamson Amplifier 

Basic Design Requirements: 

Alternative Specifications 

RECENT improvements in the 
field of commercial sound 
recording ha vc made prac

ticable the reproduction of a 
wider range of frequencies than 
hitherto. The useful range of 
shellac pressings has been ex
tended from the limited 50-8,000 
c/s which, with certain notable 
exceptions, has been standard 
from 1930 until the present, to a 
range of some 20-15,000 c/s. This 
increase in the frequency range 
has been accompanied by an 
overall reduction in distortion and 
the absence of peaks, and by the 
recording of a larger volume range, 
which combine to make possible a 
standard of reproduction not pre

viously attainable from disc re
cordings. Further improvements, 
notably the substitution of low
noise plastic material for the 
present shellac composition, are 
Likely to provide still further 
enhanced performance. 

The resumption of the tclcvision 
service with its first-class sound 
quality. and the JX>S.<;ible extension 
of u.h.£. high-quality trans
missions, increase the available 
sources of high-quality sound. 

Full utilization of these record· 
inss and transmissions demands 
reproducing equipment with a 
standard of performance higher 
than that whieh has served in the 
past. Extension of the frequency 
range, involving the prcs<:nce of 
large-amplitude low-frequency sig
nals, gives greater likelihood of 
intermodulation distortion in the 
reproducing system, whilst the 
enhanced treble response makes 
this type o( di�1.ortion more 
readily detectable and undesirable. 

Reproduction of sound by elec. 
trical means involves the ampli
fication of an electrical waveform 
which should be an exact counter
part of the air pressure waveform 
which constitutes the sound. The 
purpose of the amplifler is to 
produce an exact replica of the 
electrical input voltage waveform 
at a power level suitable for the 

operation of the loudspeaker. 
This in turn reconverts the elec· 
trical waveform into a corres
ponding sound pressure waveform, 
which in an ideal system would 
be a replica of the original. 

The performance of an amplifier 
intended to reproduce a given 
waveform is usually stated in 
terms of its ability to reproduce 
accurately the frequency com
ponents of a mythical Foutier 
analysis of the waveform. While 
this method is convenient and 
indeed corresponds to the manner 
in which the mechanism of the 
car analyses sound pressure wave
forms into component frequencies 
and thcreby transmits intelligence 
to the brain, the (act that the 
function of the s),stem is to repro
duce a waveform and not a band 
of frequencies should not be 
neglected. Sounds of a transient 
nature having identical frequency 
contents may yet he very different 
in character, the discrepancy being 
in the phase relationship of the 
component frequencies. 

The requirements of such an 
amplifier may be listed as :-

(1) Negligible non-linear dig· 
tortion up to the maximum rated 
output. (The term " non-linear 
distortion" includes the produc
tion of undesired harmonic fre· 
quencies and the intermodulation 
of component frcquencies of the 
sound wavc.) This requir� that 
the dynamic output/input char
acteristic be line.."l.r within close 
limits up to maximum output at all 
frequencies within the audible 
range. 

(2) (a) Linear frequency re· 
sponse within the audible fre· 
quency spectrum of 10-20,000 C/S. 

(b) Constant power handling 
capacity for negligible non-linear 
distortion at any frequency within 
the audible frequency spectrum. 

This requirement is less strin
gent at the high-frequcncy end of 
the spectrum, but should the 
maximum power output/frequency 
response at cither end of the 
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spectrum (but especially, at the 
low-frequency end) be substan
tially less than that at medium 
frequencies, filters must be 
arranged to reduce the level of 
these frequcncies be/ore they reach 
the amplifier as otherwise severe 
intermodulation will occur. This 
is especially noticeable during the 
reproduction of an organ on 
incorrectly designed equipment 
where pelial notes of the order of 
16-20 c / s cause bad distortion, 
even though they may be in
audible in the sound output. 

(3) Negligible phase shift with
in the audible range. Although 
the phase relationship bctweell 
the componcnt frcquencies of a 
complex steady-state sound ooes 
not appear to affect the audible 
quality of the sound, the same is 
not true of sounds of a transien t 
nature, the quality of which may 
be profoundly altered by disturb
ance oC the phase rel at ionsh ip 
between component frequencies. 

(4) Good transient response. In 
addition to low phase and fre· 
quency distortion, other factors 
which arc essential for the accu
rate reproduction of transient 
wave-forms arc the elimination of 
changes in effective gain due to 
current and voltage cut-off in any 
stages, the utmost care in the 
design of iron-cored components. 
and the re duction of the number 
of such components to a minimum. 

Changes in effective gain during 
" low· fr equency " transients occur 
in amplifiers with output stages 
of the self·biased CIa.'iS AB type, 
causing serious distortion which 
is not revealed by steady-state 
measurements. The transient 
causes the current in the output 
stage to rise. and this is followed, 
at a rate detennined by the time 
constant of the biasing network, 
by a rise in bias voltage which 
alters the effective gain of the 
amplifier. 

(5) Low output resistance. 
This requirement is concerned 
with the attainmcnt of good 
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IMPUT 

The salient fea
tures of these 
methods are of 
interest. 

Push-pulltriodc 
valves without 
the refinement of 
negative feed
back form the 
mainstay of pre-
sent-day high-

(a) (b) fidelity equip-
ment. A stage of 
this type has a 
number of dis

Fig. I. Output/input characteristics (a) without 
f�dback (b) with negative feedback. 

frequency and transient response 
from the loudspeaker system by 
ensuring that it has adequate 
electrical damping. The cone 
movement of a moving-coil loud
speaker is restricted by air loading, 
suspension stiffness and resistance, 
and electro-magnetic damping. In 
the case of a baffle-loaded loud
tiipeaker, the efficiency is rarely 
higher than 5-10 per cent, and the 
air loading, which determines the 
radiation, is not high. In order 
to avoid a high bass-resonance 
frequency, the suspension stiffness 
in a high-grade loudspeaker is 
kept low, and obviously the power 
10tifI in such a suspension cannot 
be large. Electra-magnetic damp
ing is therefore important in 
controlling the motion of the cone. 
This effect is proportional to the 
current which can be generated 
in the coil circuit, and is therefore 
proportional to the total resistance 
of the circuit. Maximum damp
ing will be achieved when the coil 
is effectively short-circuited, hence 
the output resistance of the 
amplifier should be much lower 
than the coil impedance. 

(6) Adequate JX1wer reserve. 
The realistic reproduction of 
orchestral music in an average 
room requires peak power capa
bilities of the order of 15-20 
watts when the electro-acoustic 
transducer is a baffle-loaded 
moving-coil loudspeaker system 
of normal efficiency. The use 
of horn-loaded loudspeakers may 
reduce the power requirement to 
the region of 10 watts. 

The Output Stage 
An output of the order of 15-20 

watts may be obtained in onc of 
three ways, namely, push-pull 
triodes, push-pull triodes with 
negative feedback, or push-pull 
tetrodC5 with negative feedback. 

advantages.
. 

With reasonable 
efficiency III the power stage 
such an arrangement cannot be 
made to introduce non-linearity to 
an extent less than that represen
ted by about 2-3 per cent 
harmonic distortion. The output/ 
input characteristic of such a stage 
is a gradual curve as in Fig. 
1 (a). With this type of characteris
tic distortion will be introduced at 
all signal levels and intermodula
tion of the component signal 
frequencies will occur at all levels. 
The intennodulation with such a 
characteristic is very considerable 
and is responsible for the harsh
ness and "mushiness" which 
characterizes amplifiers of this 
type. In addition, further non
linearity and considerable inter
mcxiulation will be introduced by 
the output transformer core. 

If the load impedance is chosen 
to give maximum output the 
load impedance/output resistance 
ratio of the amplifier will be about 
2, which is insufficient for good 
loudspeaker damping. 

It is difficult to produce an 
adequate frequency response char
acteristic in a multi-stage ampli
fier of this type as the effect of 
multiple valve capacitances and 
the output transformer primary 
and leakage inductances becomes 
serious at the ends of the a.f. 
spectrum. 

The application of negative feed
back to push-pull triodes results 
in the more or less complete sol
ution of the disadvantages out
lined above. Feedback should 
be applied over the whole am
plifier, from the output transform
er secondary to the initial stage as 
this method corrects distortion 
introduced by the output tran!'>
fonner and makes no additional 
demands upon the output capabili
ties of any stage of the amplifier. 

S 

The functions of negative feed
back are:-

(a) To improve the linearity 
of the amplifier, and output 
transformer. (b) To improve the frequency 
response of the amplifier and 
output transformer. 

(cl To reduce the phase shift 
in the amplifier and output trans
former within the audible fre
quency range. 

(d) To improve the low-fre
quency characteristics of the out
put transformer, particularly 
defects due to the non-linear 
relation between flux and magne
tizing force. 

(e) To reduce the output 
resistance of the amplifier. 

(/) To reduce the effect of 
random changes of the para
meters of the amplifier and supply 
voltage changes, and of any 
spurious defects. 

A stage of this type is capable 
of fulfilling the highest fidelity 
requirements in a sound repro
ducing system. The output/input 
characteristic is of the type shown 
in Fig. 1 (b), and is virtually 
straight up to maximum output, 
when it curves sharply with the 
onset of grid current in the out
put stage. Non-linear distortion 
can be reduced to a degree repre
sented by less than o. I per cent 
harmonic distortion, with no 
audible intermodulation. The 
frequency respon� of the whole 
amplifier from input to output 
transformer secondary can be 
made linear, and the power 
handling capacity constant over 
a range considerably wider than 
that required for sound reproduc
tion. 

The output resistance, upon 
which the loudspeaker usually 
depends for most of the damping 
required, can be reduced to a 
small fraction of the speech coil 
impedance. A ratio of load im
pedance/output resistance (some
times known as "damping fac
tor ") of 20-30 is easily obtained. 

" Kinkless" or "beam" out
put tetrodes used with negative 
feedback can, with care, be made 
to give a perfonnance midway 
between that of triodes with and 
without feedback. The advantages 
to be gained from the use of 
tetrodes are increased power effi
ciency and lower dri ve voltage 
requirements. 



It must be emphasized that the 
characteristics of the stage are 
dependent solely upon the char
acter and amount of the negative 
feedback used. The feedback 
must remain effective at all 
frequencies within the a.f. 
spectrum under all operating con
ditions, if the quality is not to 
degenerate to the level usually 
associated with tetrodes without 
feedback. Great care must be 
taken with the design and opera
tion of the amplifier to achieve 
this, and troubles such as parru,itic 
oscillation and instability arc 
liable to be encountered. 

When equipment has to be 
operated from low-voltage power 
supplies a tetrode stage with 
negative feedback is the only 
choice, hut where power supplies 
are not restricted, triooes arc 
preferable because of case of 
operation and certainty of results. 

It appears then that the design 
of an amplifier for sound reprO
duction to give the highest possible 
fidelity should centre round a 
push-pull triode output stage and 
should incorporate negative feed
back. 

The most suitable types of valve 
for this service are the PX25 
and the KT66. Of these the KT66 
is to be preferred since it is a 
more modern indirectly+heated 
type with a 6.3-volt heater, and 
will simplify the heater supply 
problem. Triode-connected it has 
characteristics almost identical 
with those of the PX25. 

Using a supply voltage of some 
440 volts a power output of 15 
watts per pair may be expected. 

The Output Transformer 
The output transformer is prob

ably the most critical component 
in a high-fidelity amplifier. An 
incorrectly designed component 
is capable of producing distortion 
which is oftcn mistakenly attribu
ted to the electronic part of the 
amplifier. Distortion prodllciblc 
directly or indirectly by the 
output transformer may be listed 
as follows :-

(a) Frequency distortion due 
to low winding inductance, high 
leakage reactance and resonance 
phenomena. 

(b) Distortion due to the phase 
shift produced when negative 
feedback is applied across the 
transformer. This usually takes 
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the form of parasitic oscillation 
due to phase shift produced in the 
high frcquency region by a high 
leakage reactance. 

(cl Intermodulation and har
monic distortion i n  the output 
stage caused by overloading at low 
frequencies when the primary 
inductance is insufficient. This is 
primarily due to a reduction in 
the effective load impedance below 
the safe limit, resulting in a very 
reactive load at low frequencies. 
This may cause the valves to be 
driven beyond cut-off since the 
load ellipse will tend to become 
circular. 

(d) Harmonic and intermodula
tion distortion produced by the 
non-linear relation between flux 
and magnetizing force in the core 
material. TillS distortion is always 
present but will be greatly aggra
vated if the flux density in the 
core exceeds the safe limit. 

(el Harmonic distortion intro
duced by excessive resistance in 
the primary winding. 

The design of a practical trans· 
former has to be a compromise 
betwccn these conflicting require
ments. 

At a low frequency Ib' such that 
the reactance of the output trans
former primary is equal to the 
resistance formed by the load 
resistance and valve a.c. resist
ances in parallcl, the output 
voltage will be 3db below that at 
medium frequencies. At a fre
quency 3/b the response will be 
well maintained, the transformer 
reactance producing only 200phase 
angle. Similarly at the high 
freq llency end of the spectrum the 
response will be 3db down at a 
frequency It such that the leakage 
reactance is equal to the sum of 
the load and valve a.c. resistances. 
Again at a frequency It/3 the 

c 
B 

A 

ALTERNATlNC EXCITATION VOLTAGE 
Fig. 2. Variation of iron-cored 
inductan«; with a,c. excitation. 
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response will be well maintained. 
If then the required frequency 

range in the amplifier is from 
10-20,000 eIs, fb may be taken as 
3.3 cls and It as 60 ke/s. A tram;· 
former which is only 3db down at 
frequencies as widely spaced as 
these would be difficult to design 
for some conditions of operation. 
and where this is so the upper 
limit may be reduced, Uti the 
energy content of sound at thes:! 
frequencies is not usually high
The limiting factor will be the 
necessity of achieving stability 
when feedback is applied across 
the transformer, i.e., that the loop 
gain should be less than unity at 
frequencies where the phase shift 
reaches 1800. 

To illustrate the procedure, 
consider the specification of an 
output transformcr coupling two 
push-pull KT66 type valves to a 
15-ohm loudspeaker load_ 
Primary load impcdance= IO,OOOD: 

T t
" JIO,OOO 8 urns ra 10= ___ = 25. :1 

'5 
Effective a.c. resistance o f  valves 

= 25000 
Low-frequency Response 

Parallel load and valve resist-

ance = 
2500 X 10,000 

= 2oo0D: 
12,500 

Ib = 3·3 c/S(wb�21) response 
should be 3db down. 

Primary incremetllal inductance 
2000 L � -- =95 H, 

" 
fligh-frequency Response 
Sum of load and a.c. resistance:; 

= 10,000 + 2500 
= 125°0 n 

At I, = 60 kc/s (Wj = 376,000.) 
response should be 3db down. 

12,500 
Leakage reactance = � 

= 33 mHo 

A 20-watt transformer having 10 
primary and 8 secondary sections 
and using onc of the bettec grades 
of core material can be made to 
comply with these requirements. 
Winding data will be given in an 
appendix (see page 11). 

Some confusion may arise when 
specifying an output transformer 
as the appa.rent inductance of 
the windings will vary greatly 
with the method of measurement. 
The inductance of an iroll-cored 
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Fig. 3. Block diagrams of circuit arrangements discussed in the text. 

component is a. function of the 
excitation, the varia.tion being 
of the form shown in Fig. 2. The 
exact shape of the curve is 
dependent on the magnetization 
characteristic for the core material . 

The maximum in(lucbnce, 
corresponding to point C o:.;curs 
when the core material is nearing 
saturation and is commonly 4-6 
times the "low excitation" or 
"incremental' value at A, which 
corresponds to operation near the 
origin of the magnetization curve. 
]n a correc1.ly designed oUlput 
transformer the primary induct
ance corresponding to the vol tage 
swing at maximum output at 
50 cls will lie in the region of B 
in Fig. 2. 

III spccifying the component, 
the important value is the incre
mental illducta!ICe corresponding 
to point A, since this value deter· 
mines the frequency response at 
low outputs. 

phase Shift 
The reduction of phase shift in 

amplifiers which arc to operate 
with negative ffcdback is of 
prime importance. as instahility 

will reau It, should a phase shift 
of 1800 occur at a frequency where 
t.he vector gain of the amplifier 
and feedback network is greater 
than unity. The introduction of 
more than one t.ransfonner into 
the feedback path is likely to 
give risc to troublc from insta
bility. As it i� desirable to apply 
feedbaek over the output tran!l
former the rest of the amplifier 
should be R-C coupled. 

Alternative Circuits 
Although the amplifier may 

contain push-pull stages it is 
desirable that t.he input and output 
should be "single ended" and 
have a common earth terminal. 
Three circuit arrangements suggest 
themselves. 

The block diagram of Fig. 3 (a) 
shows the simplest circuit arrange
ment. The output valves are 
preceded by a phase splitter 
which is driven by the first stage. 
The feedback is taken from the 
output transformer secondary to 
the cathode of the first stage. 
This arrangement is advantageous 
in that the phase shift in the 
amplifier can easily be reduced 

>0 

to a low value as it contains the 
minimum numhcr of stages. The 
arrangement, however, has a 
number of disadvantages which 
render it unsuitable. The input 
voltage required by the phase 
splitter is rather more than can 
be obtained frolll the first stage 
for a reasonable distortion with 
the available h.t. voltage, and in 
addition the phase splitter is 
operating at an unduly high level. 
The gain of the circuit is low even 
if a pentode is used in t.he first 
stage, and where it low�impedance 
loudspeaker system is used. in· 
sufficient feedback voltage will 
be available. 

The addition of a push-pull 
driver stage to the previous 
arrangement, as in Fig 3 (b). 
provides a solution to most of thc 
difficulties. Eaeh stage then works 
well within its capabilities. The 
increa&.d phase shift due: to the 
extra stage has not been found 
unduly troublesome provided that 
suitable precautions are taken. 

The functions of phase splitter 
and push-pull driver stage may 
be combined in a self-balancing 
" paraplJase" circuit giving tl:c 
arrangement of Fig. 3 (c). The 
grid of one drive valve is fed 
directly from the first stage, the 
other being fed from a resistance 
network between the anodes of 
the driver valves as shown in 
Fig. 4. This arrangement forms 
a good alternative to the preceding 
onc where it is desirable to use the 
minimum number of valves, 

I---�HI-OUTPUT �WV--r'ww+--l'1-
c 

R 

Fig. 4. " Paraphase" circuit 
combining the functions of 
phase splitter and push-pull 

driver stages. 
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Details of Chosen Circuit 

and Its Performance 

THE consider ations under
lying the design of a high 
quality amplifier were dis

cussed in the first part of th is 
article. A circuit of the complete 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 5. This 
follows the basic arrangement of 
Fig. 3(b). The design of the indi
vidual stages will not be treated 
in detail, but a review of the 
s<tlient features may be of value. 
As a measure of standardization 
an valves except those of the out
put stage ar e type L63, triodes of 
about 8,ooo ohms a.c. resistance. 

Initial Stages.-In order to 

keep the ph ase shift in the ampli
fier at low frequencies as small as 
possible the first stage has been 
directly coupled to the phase 
splitter, elimin ating one R·C 
coup ling . The first two stages are 
thus designed as a single entity. 
The phase-splitfer section, which 
consists of a triorle with equal 
loads in anode and cathode cir
cuits, operates partly as a cathode 
follower, its grid being some 100 V 
positive with respect to chassis. 
The anode of the first triode is also 
arrang ed to be about 100 V posi

tive and is coupled to the phase-

split ter grid. Due to the cathode
follower action of V, the operating 
conditions arc not critical and no 
trouble is likely to be encountered 
from normal changes in valve 
parameters. The calhode bias 
resistor of V" t o which feedback 
is applied from the outpllt trans

forIller secondary, is .kept a.s small 
us p racticable to avoid gain reduc
tiOll ill the first l>tage, due to series 
feedback. 

Driver Stage_-The ontput from 
the phase-splitter is taken to the 
push-pull driver stage. Provision 
is ma.de for varying the load rc-

Fis.5. Circuit diagram of complete amplifier. Voltages umrerlin!d are peak signal vcltages at IS watts output. 

R) I MO t watt ± 20 per cent R2 aa,ooo n I watt ± 20 " 
U" 47,000 n I watt ± 20 
H,,,, 470nlwatt:l:10 .. 
n5• RG• R7 22,000 n 1 watt ± 10 .. Ra, Rg 0.47 MO: i Wi\tt ± 20 
ItJ{) 390 n i watt ± 10 " 
Rn. R13 39,000 0: 2 watt ± 10 .. 
R12 25,000 0 1 watt wire-

wound variabltl. 
Ra, RIll 0.1 MO i watt ± 20 .. 

CIRCUIT VALUES 
1.000 n iwatt ± 20 por ('cnt 
Joo n I watt ± 20 
100 n 2 watt wirc-

wound v-ariable. 
1[;0 n 3 WlItt ± 20 " 
100 n i watt ± 20 .. 

1,200v'spcecil coil impedance, 
! wntt. 

S "V 450 \', wkg. 
0.05 p.l' 350 V, wkg. 
9.2;) pJo' ;w> V. wkg_ 

" 

c, 
C, 

CH, 
CH, 
" 

8 !.F 550 V, wkg. 
Sill' 600 V, wkg. 
:lO H at 20 lOA (min.) 
IQ II at 100 mA (min.) 
Power tran�formcr. 

Seeondarv <!25·0-<!25 V. 
l;)() mA (min.) 5 V. 3A,G.a 
V. 4A, c.t. 

Lo3 
KTOO. 
1152 
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Fig. 6. Input-output characteristic and harmonic 
distortion curves, with and without feedback. 

(Right)-
Oscillograms of input-output characteristic ; left-hand 
column, without feedback; right-hand column, with 
feedback. (I) At 300 c/s with slight overload (2) At 300 
eIs, output voltage 15% below maximum, (3) and (4) 
Conditions as in (1) and (2) respectively, but at 30 e/s. 

sistors of this stage which, in COll
junction with a common unby
passed cathode bias resistor. 
allows a considerable range of 
adjustment to be made in the 
drive voltagcs to the output valves 
to compensate for any inequality 
in gain. 

Output Stage.-The balance of 
quiescent anode current in the 
output stage is a matter of some 
importance, as it alTects the per
formance of the output trans
former to a marked degree. In 
this amplifier, provision is made, 
by means of a network in the 
cathode circuits of the KT66 
valves, for altering the grid bias 
of each valve, giving complete 
control of the static conditions of 
the stage. A feature of this 
arrangement is that the valves 
operate with a common unby
passed cathode bias resistor, 
which assists in preserving the 
balance of the stage under 
dynamic conditions. 

Output Transfonner. - The 
turns ratio of the output trans
former will be determined by the 
impedance of the loudspeaker 
load. It is convenient to make 
each secondary section of such an 

impedance that by series-parallel 
arrangement a number of suitable 
load impedances may be provided 
utilizing all the sections of the 
transformer. A suitable value of 
impedance is 1.7 ohms per sec
tion, giving alternatives of 1.7, 
6.8, 15.3, 27 ohms, etc. 

Winding data for a suitable 
transformer are gi ven in the 
Appendix. 

Negative Feedback Network._ 
The design of this amplifier is such 
that no difficulty should be experi
enced in U1e application of nega
tive feedback up to a maximum 
of some 30 db. Provided that the 
threshold of instability is not 
reached, the benefits of negative 
feedback increase as the amount 
of feedback is increased, at the 
sole expense of loss of gain, but 
there will be little if any audible 
improvement to be gained with 
this amplifier by increasing the 
amount of feedback beyond 20db. 

The feedback network is a 
purely resistive potential divider, 
the bottom limb of which is the 
cathode bias resistor f)f the first 
stage. 

With component values as 

<2 

specified no trouble should be ex
perienced from instability due to 
the effects of unintentional posi
tive feedback. Should instability 
arise it will probably appear as 
oscillation at a supersonic fre
quency. This may be transient, 
occurring only at some part of the 
cycle when the amplifier is oper
ated near maximum output. Its 
c.."tuSC may bc bad layout or an 
output transformer with a higher 
leakage reactance than specified, 
or it may be due to resonance in 
the output transformer. 

A remedy, which should only 
be used as a temporary measure, 
is to reduce the high-frequency 
response of one of the amplifier 
stages, so reducing the loop gain 
at the frequency of oscillation to 
a value below unity. This may 
conveniently be done by connect
ing a small capacitor (s.."\y 200 pF) 
in series with a 5,000 n resistor 
from the anode of V I to chassis. 

Performance 
Linearity.-Thc linearity of the 

ampli.fier is well illustrated by the 
series of oscillograms. These show 
that, up to maximum output, the 
linearity is of a high order, and 



that the overload characteristic is 
of the desirable type shown in 
Fig. I(b) in the previous Issue. 
The improvement due to the 
application of negative feedback, 
especially at low frequencies. is 
clearly demonstrated by the 
oscillograms. 

Equipment for measuring inter
modulation products was not 
available, but measurement of the 
total harmonic distortion was 
made with an input frequency of 400 c I s. The result is shown in 
Fig. 6, from which it will be seen 
that the harmonic distortion at 
maximum rated output (15 watts) 
is less than 0.1 per cent. Inter
modulation. with this degree of 
linearity. is not present to an 
audible degree. 

Frequency Response.-Thc fre
quency response of the amplifier 
is greatly dependent upon the 
characteristics of the output trans
fonner. In the amplifier tested, 
the output transformer had a 
resonance at about 60 kc/ s  which 
caused a sharp dip of 2.6db 
around this frequency. The char
acteristic within the audible range 
from 10-20,ooo c/s is linear with
in o.2 db. 

Phase Shift_-The excellence of 
the frequency response charaeter-

+ I 
db " 

I 
0 8 
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i8tic indicates that little phase 
shift is present. Phase shift is only 
apparent at the extremes of the 
a.£. spectrum and never exceeds a 
few degrees. 

Output Resistance.-The out
put resistance of the amplifier is 
0.5 ohms measured at the Is-ohm 
output terminals. 

Noise Level.-In the amplifier 
tested, the measured noise level 
was 85 db below maximum output. 
The noise in this amplifier was, 
however, almost entirely soc/s 
hum, caused by coupling between 
the mains and output trans
formers. By more careful ar
rangement of these components it 
appeared that the noise level 
could be reduced to better than 
lOodb below maximum output. 

If desired, the power output of 
the amplifier may be increased 
beyond IS watts by the use of 
several pairs of output valves in 
parallel push-pull. The output 
transformer, power su pply and 
bias arrangements, and the feed
back resistor R .. will require to 
he modified. Amplifiers of this 
design with power outputs up to 
70 watts have been produced. 

Listening tests carried out in 
conjunction with a wide-range 
loudspeaker system ha vc fully 

0 0 

fREQUENCY IN CYClES HR SECOND 
Fig. 7. Frequency response (without feedback) of 20 watt output trans
former described in appendix. Generator resistance 2,5000 load 
resistance 1.7n. Measured with SV r.m.S. on primary. At higher 

excitations the bass response improves progressively up to saturation. 

(a) Input waveform, 300 c/s. (b) Output wavefonn with feedback and 
slight overload. (c) Output waveform with feedback but output voltage 

15% below maximum. 
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supported th� ml::'<1sured pt'rform
ance. No distortion can be de
tected. even when the amplifier is 
reproducing organ music includ
ing pedal notes of the 20 (,,/ S  order. 
which reach the threshold of 
maximum output. Transient8 are 
reproduced with extreme fidelity; 
tests using a dircct microphone 
circuit with noises such as jingling 
keys reveal extraordinary realism. 

The amplifier can be de!;Cribed 
as virtually perfect for sound
reproducing channels of the high
est fidelity. It provides an ideal 
amplifier for sound-recording pur
poses, where " distortion less .. 
amplification and low lIoise level 
art: of prime importance. 

APPENDIX. 
Output Transrormer. 

Specification. 
Primary load impedance 

= 10,000 ohms c.t. 
Secondary load impedance 

= 1.7 ohms per sec-
tion. 

Turns ratio = 76 : I. 
Primary inductance= 100 H (min.) 
Leakage inductance= 30 mH (max.) 

Winding. Data. 
COre: �lin 5tack of Pattern No. 

�8A .. Super Silcor " laminations 
(.\'lagnetic and EIt:ctrical Alloys, 
Burnbank, J lamilton, Lanarks). 

The winding consists of two 
identical interlcaved coih. each Ilin 
wide. wound Oil liin x I lin pax01in 
formcf';. On each former i!; wound: 
5 primary sections each c()n!;i�tin� 
of 5 layer.; (8B turns per layer) 
of 30 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire 
interleaved with 2 Illil . paper, alter
nating with 4 secondary sections. 
each cOllsi�ting of 2 layers (29 turns 
per layer) of 19 s.w.g. enum. copper 
wire, interleaved with :l mil. p;ll�r. 

Each section is insulated Jrom it� 
llI�ighbour5 by ;.I layers of 5 mil. 
Empire tape. All connections are 
brought out on one side of the wind
ing. but the primary section!; may lJe 
connected in series when winding. 
only two prilllury connec;tioll!; per 
coil being brought out.'" 

Measured Performance. 
Primary inductance = 100 H. 

(measured at 50 ers with .'i-V r.m.s. 
on primary, equivalent to �.5 mW) 

Leakage inductance = 2� mHo 
(measured at 1,000 cts) 

Primary resistance = �50 ohms. 

.. Secondary cQ1mectio"s for different 
ratios tue given in the Table OH p.17. 
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The New Version 
Design Data : Modifications: Further Notes 

S

INCE the publication in the 
April and May, 1947. issues 
of Wireless World of an am

plifier design suitable for high
quality reproduction of sound. 
correspondence bas revealed that 
a morc complete explanation of 
some of the features of the design, 
with the addition of some informa
tion about construction, would be 
of interest. The correspondence 
also shows that considerable de
mand cxlsts for a pre-amplifier 
unit to enable the amplifier to be 
used in conjunction with gramo
phone pickups and microphones 01 
low output. In the present article 
it is proposed to deal witb the 

amplifier, and in subsequent 
articles to present the design of 
auxiliary equipment to form a 
domestic sound-reproducing in
stallation. 

Circuit Diagram. The list of 
component values are printed 
again. These differ in minor detail 
from the originals. In tile circuit 
previollsly printed a potentio
meter, RIl• was provided in the 
penultimate stage to enable the 
signal to be balanced. Due to the 
use of common unbypassed 
cathode resistors for the push-pull 
stages, the amplifier is largely 
self-balancing to signal, and it is 
permissible to dispense with this 

adjustment. Accordingly, revised 
values and tolerances are shown 
for resistors Rs' RI' RIL and RIJ " 

A transiti onal phase-Shift net
work consisting of R •• and Cu
which was previollsly recom
mended as a temporary measure, 
has been added as a permanent 
feature to increase the margin of 
stability at high frequencies . This 
will be discussed later when the 
stability of the ampli fier is con
sidered. 

Finally, an indirectly - heated 
rectifier has been substituted as 
this p!"cvenls a damaging voltag£' 
surge when the amplifier is 
switched all. No suitable type was 

'.0 

Fig. 1_ Circuit diacram of complete amplifier. Voltages underlin� are peak s:gnal voltages at IS watts output. 
R, IMO J watt ± 20% H.u, RII,O.BHl J watt ± 10% Cs, C1 0.2SI'F 350V wkg. 

", 33,OOOn I watt ± 20% Rn, R2(J 1.0000 i watt ± 20,% C, 81'F 600V wkg. 

". 47,OOOn 1 watt ± 20% I{.I&, Rl8 1000 1 watt. ± 20% c" 200pr' a.=;OV wkg. 
R, 4-iOn t watt ± 10% RI?' R2IlOOO 2 watt. wirewound CH, 30H at 20mA 
R" R7 22,0000 1 watt ± 5% variable CIll! lOll at 150mA 

(or ma.teI H .. od) R" 1500 3 watt ± 20% T Power transformer 
R. 22,0000 I wlllt ± 20% 

R�3. Ru lOOn t watt ± 20% Secondary 4.25_0_42.'lY 150 Ill."-. aY. 3A, 
R •• R. 0.47Mn ;I watt ± 20,% R26 1,200 V lpee<:b coil impedanOt 6.3V 4.-\., oollt.re-tappod 

-i wa.tt (see tabla) 
R" 3!lOO i watt ± 10% R" 4,700n t watt ± 20% 

VI> V2 2 x L63 or 6J5, GSN7 or BM 
Ru,Ru47,OOOn 2 watt ± 5% Cl' O2, C6• Cs S/,l<' 500V wkg. V3, V. do. do. 

(ur matchro) C3• C. 0.05/,F 350V wkg. '-a, Ve KT66 "7 Coasor 53K U, 5V4 

'4 
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Fig. 2. Loop gain and phase-shift characteristics of the amplifier. 

available when the circuit was 
originally published. A list of 
alternative valve types is also 
shown. 

Amplitude and Phase I fre-
quency Response. A curve show
ing the transmission and loop 
gain of the amplifier at frequencies 
between I c l  s and I Mc I s is shown 
in Fig. 2 .  Although only the sec· 
tion between lO e / s  and 20,ooo c / 5  
is useful for sound reproduction, 
the curves outside this range are 
included as they may be of in
terest to those who may wish to 
use the amplifier for other pur
poses. They may also serve to 
emphasize that. in a feedback 
a.mpl:ifier, the response must be 
carefully controlled at frequencies 
very remote from the uselul ra.nge 
if stability is to be achieved. 

General Constructional Data. 
The layout of the amplifier is not 
critical, provided that a few 
simple precautions are observed. 
Many different arrangements have 
been used S<1.tisfactorily to suit 
differing circumstances. An ex
cellent plan is to construct the 
power supply and the amplifier on 
separate chassis, as this gives 
greater flexibility in accommo
dating the equipment in a cabinet. 

The f 0 1 1  0 w i n  g precautions 
should be observed : -

1 .  The output transformer core 
should be positioned at right 
angles to the cores of the mains 
transformer and the main smooth
ing choke. 

2. The output transformer and 
loudspeaker leads should be kept 
at a reasonable distance from the 
input leads, which should be 
screened. As the response curve 

Fig. 3. Suggested 
layout of principal 
components of com
bined amplifier and 

power pack. 

shows, the amplifier has consider
able gain at low radio frequencies, 
and care is necessary to a void 
oscillation. 

3. Signal wires, especially grid 
leads. should be kept as short as 
possible, and the stopper resistors 
associated with the output stage 
must be mounted on the valve
holder tags, and not on grOl;p 
panels. 

-4. A bus-bar earth return 
formed by a piece of 12 or 14 
s.w.g. tinned copper wire, con
nected to the chassis at the input 
end. is greatly to be preferred to 
the use of the chassis as an earth 
return. 

5. Electrolytic a n d  p a. p e r  
capacitors should be kept away 
from sources of heat, such as the 
output and rectifier valves. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the positions 
of the major components in two 
alternative layouts which have 
been used successfully. 

Initial Adjustments. Before 
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the amplifier is pUl into service 
there arc a few adjustments which 
require to be made. These COIl
cern the balancing of the standing 
currents in the output stage, and 
(with the original circuit.) balanc
ing of the signal currents in the 
push·pull stages. 

Accurate balance of the stand
ing currents in the output stage 
is essential, as the low-frequency 
cha.racteristics of the output trans
former deteriorate rapid.ly with 
d_e. magnetizatioll . The proc�
dure to be adopted for static and 
signal balancing is as follows : -

Slatic BalaJ1( illg. 
(a) Connect a suitable milli

ammeter in the lead to the 
centre tap of the output tram,
former primary. 

(b) Set the total current to 
125 mA by means of H. , . 

(c) Connect a moving-coil 
voltmeter (O-IO V approx. ) 
across the whole of the output 
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Fig. 4. Layout when using separate power pack. 

transformer primary and adjust 
R" until the reading is zero, in
dicating balance. R a n d o m  
fluctuations of this instrument 
may be noticed. These are due 
to mains and valve fluctuations 
a.nd should be disregarded. 

Signal Baltmc;'lg. 
(a) Connect the low-im-

pedance winding of a small out
put transformer in the lead to 
the centre tap of the output 
transformer. Connect a detector 
(beadphonl::s or a cathode-ray 
oscillograph if available) to the 
other winding, earthing one 
side for safety. 

(b) Connect a resistive load 
in place of the loudspeaker. 

(c) Apply a signal at a fre
quency of about 4oo e/s to the 
amplifier input to give an out
put voltage about hall maxi
mum. 

(d) Adjust RI. for minimum 
output in the detector. 

The Output Transfonner. As 
stated previously, the output 
transformer is tht: most critical 
component in the a.mplifu::r and 
satisfactory performance will not 
be obtained with a. component 
differing substantially from the 
specification. The effect of de
creasing the primary inductance 
will be to produce instability at 
low frequencies. which can be 
cured only by altering the time 
constants or the other coupling 
circuits. or by dt:Creasing the 
amount of feedback. At high fre
quencies the situation is more 
complex, as there are more 
variables. The leakage induc
tance. the self-capacita.nce of the 
windings, the ca.pacitance between 
windings and the distribution of 
these parameters determine the 

transmission of the c.omponent a.t 
high frequencies, and great varia
tions arc possible. 

I n  the output transformer �peci
fied, the only parameter which is 
likely to vary appreciably is the 
inductance of the primary at low 
signal levels. due to the use of 
core material with a low initial 
permeability. or to careless 
assembly of the core. The high
frequency characteristics are not 
dependent on the core material to 
a substantial degree. They arc 
dependent only on the geometry of 
construction. and to some extent 
upon the dielectric properties of 
the insulants used, and are there
fore reproducible with a high 
degree of accuracy. 

Comments are frequently ex
pressed about the size of the out
put transformer. It is true tha.t 
it is considerably larger than the 
transformers which are usually 
fitted to 15-watt amplifiers. The 
fact that the peak flux density of 
7,250 gauss for maximum output 
at 20C/S lies on the upper safe 
limit for low distortion is sufficient 
comment on current practice. 

Some confusion arose regarding 
the method of connection of the 
transformer secondary windings to 
match loads of various im
pedances. whilst utilizing all the 
secondary sectioDs. The correct 
p r  i m a r y load impedance is 
10,0000 and as the turns ratio in 
the original design is 76: I the im
pedance of each secondary section 
is lo,ooo nl 76� or 1 . 7 0 .  When 
secondary sections arc connected 
in parallel, the turns ratio, and 
hence the impedance ratio, re
mains unchanged. If now two 
secondary sections, or sets oC 
paralleled sections, are connected 
in series the turns ratio is halved. 
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and the secondary impedance. 
being proportional to the square 
of the turns ratio, becomes 
I.7 l!( 2'=6.80. Similarly if three 
sections are connected in series the 
impedance becomes I -7 x 3� "'" 
15.30. Thus the a v a i l a b l e  
secondary impedances. keeping a 
10,000 !l primary load impedance, 
are 1.7, 6.8, 15·3, 27, 42.5, 61, 
83 and I()()!l. The connections to 
obtain these values are shown in 
the table. 

Should it be nectlssary, in an 
emergency, to match loads of 
other impedances to the ampli
fier, it is permissible to reduce the 
primary load impedance to 6,000 n 
giving another series of secondary 
impedances, namely I, 4. g, 16, 
25, 36, 49 and 64 n. Under these 
conditions the power output wj]] 
be increased slightly and the dis
tortion will be doubled. The 
value of the feedback resistor Ru 
must remain unaltered, as the 
turns ratio is unchanged. The 
values of R.� are given in the 
table. 

Winding data for an output 
transformer to match loads in the 
region of 3.5!1 are givcn in the 
Appendix and the connections 
and other data are included in the 
lower section of the table. 

The two outer layers of the 
output transformer primary should 
normally be connected together to 
form the centre tap, the inner sec
tions of the winding being taken 
to the valve anodes. This gives 
tile mmunum external electric 
field. 

Stability with Negative Feed
back.-Much has been written 
about the stability of amplifiers 
under conditions of negative feed
back, and the criteria for stability 
arc now widely appreciated. The 
article by . .  Cathode Ray " in the 
May, 1949, issue, states the 
matter simply and with character
istic clarity. 

Continuous oscillation will occur 
in a feedback amplifier if the loop 
gain-that is the transmission of 
the amplifier and the feedback 
network-is greater than unity at 
any point where the phase shift 
of the amplifier has reached 180°. 
It is also possible for an amplifier 
to be unstable in the absence of 
continuous oscillation if these con_ 
ditions should occur in a transient 
manner at a critical signal level. 
This latter condition is particu
Jarly likely to occur in badly de-



signed amplifiers with iron-cored 
components, where the inductance 
and, therefore, the time constant 
controlling the phase and ampli
tude chamcteristics of one OT more 
stages may increase by as much as 
a factor of five between zero and 
maximum signal levels. If this 
variable time constant is shorter 
than those of the fixed coupling circuits, an increase in its value 
due to a high signal level may be sufficient to render the system un
stable. In order to avoid this 
condition the fixed time constants 
must be made much longer than 
that of the variable stage. This 
condition would lead to undesir
ably large interstage couplings if 
good low-frequency response were 
required. Alternatively, the var
iable time constant must be 
chosen in relation to the fixed 
time constants, such that its mini
mum value is sufficiently longer 
than the fixed values to produce 
stability. An increase in its value 
then serves only to increase the 
stability margin. This method is 
used

. 
in the amplifier under dis

CUSSlOn. 
To ensure a wide margin of stability, whilst at the same time 

preserving the high loop gain 
necessary to reduce the effect of 
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transformer distortion at fre
quencies of the order of IG-20 C/S, 
would require a transformer with 
a very large initial primary induc
tance. This would necessarily be 
expensive, and a compromise 
must be drawn between the three 
factors. Because of this, the 
margin of stability must be kept 
to the lowest practicable value. 

When the amplifier is repro
duced, the " spread " in tolerance 
of components will normally be 
such that changes in character
istics due to departure from the 
nominal value of one component 
will be balanced by opposite 
changes produced by departure in 
another component, and the 
amplifier as a whole is likely to 
have characteristics close to the 
average. Individual amplifiers 
may. however, have charac
teristics wbich differ substan
tially from the average, due 
to an upward or downward 
trend in the changes produced by 
component deviations. If the 
trend is in a direction such that 
the loop gain is reduced, no in
stability will result, the only efiect 
being a slight degrading of the 
performance. If, on the other 
hand, the loop gain is increased 
by an amount greater than the 

margin of stability, oscillation will 
occur. It should be emphasized 
that this will happen only very 
rarely, and when it does the 
remedy is obviously to reduce the 
loop gain to its corrcct value. 

To assist the unfortunate few 
who experience instability, the 
following procedure is recom
mended. If oscillation should 
occur at a low frequency (about 2 C/S) the first step should be to 
disconnect the feedback resistor 
R.J• If the oscillation continues 
the decoupling circuits should be 
checked and any faulty compon
ents replaced. The amplifier 
should also he examined to ensure 
that it is operating correctly 
balanced in push-pull, and not in 
an unbalanced manner due to the 
failure of some component. 

Primary Inductance 
Assuming that the amplifier is, 

or has been rendered, stable with 
the feedba.ck disconnected, the 
next step should be to check the 
phase and amplitude character
istics at low frequencies. It is not 
practicable to make direct mea
surements of these characteristics 
without very special equipment, 
as inspection of Fig. 2 will show 
that the interesting region lies 

OUTPUT TRA.NSFORMERS. TA.BLE OF CONNECTIONS. 
No. of seeondary 
groups of sections 

in series I 2 • • • • 7 8 --. 

J r  J� U- � � � ::-,,- :--:-� � Connections .J1 J� � � � � I -11 -1� -" -::::: 
--. 

Correct seoondary 1 
impeda.m.'e (ohms) L7 6.S 15.3 27 42.5 61 83 109 

Original 
Output Minimum second. 

Transformer "Y impedance 
permissible (ohms I , 9 I. 25 3. 49 64 

10,000/1.70 Foodback resistor 
R2r. (ohms) 1,500 3,300 4,700 6,800 8,200 10,000 11,000 12,000 

Turns ratio 76 38 25.4 19 15.2 12.6 10.8 '.5 

Altcroative Correct secondary 
Output 

Trnmformer 
impedance (ohms) 3.6 l4A 32.5 57.5 90 130 17. 230 

(800 Appendix) Foodba.ck TCsistor 
10,000/3.60 Ru (ohms) 2,200 4,700 6,800 9,000 11,I'iOO 13,500 16,000 18,000 

Turns ratio I 52.5 26.25 17.5 13 I 10.5 8.15 7.5 �, 

" 



below 10 c/s.  Tt is therefore 
necessary to arrive at the desired 
re::>ult by indirect means, namely 
by measurement of the component 
parameters which determine the 
characteristics. The parameter 
which is most likely to show a. 
large deviation from specification 
is the initial primary inductance 
of the output transformer, since 
the quality of the COre material is 
not easy to control accurately, and 
careless assembly of the core may 
cause considerable varia.tions in its 
permeability. 

The initial primary inductance 
should be checked by connecting 
the primary winding across the 
5-V, 50-C / S  rectifier heater wind
ing of the mains transformer and 
measuring the current in it. The 
secondary willdings should be on 
open circuit. The current, which 
can just be read on the 10 mA 
8..c. range of a Model 7 Avometer, 
should be Ijo p.A or lower. The 
component should be rejected if 
the current exceeds 200 p.A. 

If the output transformer is 
satisfactory the values of the other 
components should be checked, 
particular attention being paid to 
the coupling components. Should 
the time constants of the coup
lings, that is their RC product, be 
higher than the nominal values by 
more than 20 per cent, the resis
tors should be adjusted to give 
the correct value. 

The trouble will probably have 
revealed itself by this time, but, 
if upon reconnectillg R'5 the oscil
lation is still present, it is very 
likely to be due to the use of 
valves with mutual conductances 
higher than average, and it is 
legitimate to increase the value of 
R,s to reduce the loop gain. If 
instruments are available, the 
loop gain may be measured by 
disconnecting RH from the 
cathode of V I and reconnecting it 
via a 470!l± 10 per cent resistor to 
chassis. The voltage gain, mea.
sured from the input grid to the 
junction of RH and the 4700 re
sistor, should be 10 at frequencies 
between 30c/s and IOkc/s.  
Care must be taken not to over
load the amplifier when this mea
surement is being made. 

The adjustment of the loop gain 
to its correct value at medium 
freq uencies should render the 
amplifier stable at high fre
quencies. It is unlikely that the 
phase characteristic at high fre-
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quencies of individual amplifiers 
will deviate appreciably from nor
mal unless the layout is very poor 
or the transformer is not to speci
fication. 

Capacitive Loads 
The amplifier is absolutely 

stable at high frequencies with a 
resistive or inductive load, but it 
is possible for oscillation to occur 
when the load impedance is capa
citive at very high frequencies, 
for example, when a long cable is 
used to connect the amplifier and 
loudspeaker. To avoid this pos
sibility, and to give an increased 
margin of stability, a transitional 
phase-shift network consisting of 
R •• and C,o in conjunction with 
the output resistance of V" has 
been included in the circuit. This 
has the effect of reducing the loop 
gain at frequencies from 20kc/s 
upwards without affecting the 
phase shift in the critical region . 

The use of a phase advance net
work consisting of a capacitor 
shunting R.� has been advocated 
as a means of stabilizing this 
amplifier. The effect of such a 
network is to increase the loop 
gain at high frequencies, at the 
same time reducing the amount of 
phase lag. It is sometimes pos
sible by this means to steer the 
phase curve away from the 180Q 
point as the loop gain is passing 
through unity, thus increasing the 
margin of stability. 

The connection of a capacitor 
across Ra' however, will not 
stabilize this amplifier if it bas 
been consfructed to specification, 
although it may produce improvc
menl if oscillation is due la some 
brge departure from specifIcation, 
such as the u�e of an output trans
former with completely different 
high - frequency characteristics. 
The writer has no information 
about this. 

The use of separate RC bias 
impedances for the output valves 
has also been suggested. This 
procedure is not endorsed by the 
writer, as there are numerous <1is
advant..--tges in its use and no re
deeming features whatsoever. If 
the time constant of the bias net
work is made sufficiently long to 
ensure that the low-frequency per
formance of the amplifier is un
impaired, the phase shift of the 
bias network will have its maxi
mum at or near the lower critical 
frequcncy and may provoke 
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oscillation. If, on the other hand, 
it is made sufficiently short to 
avoid this, the ability of the 
amplifier to handle low fre
quencies will be impaired. The 
use of separate bias impedances 
destroys the self-balancing pro
perties of the amplifier, and if two 
dissimilar valves are used in the 
output stage " motor boating" is 
likely, due to the presence of sig
nal in the h.t. line. The perlorm
ance of the output transfonncr 
may be seriously affected by the 
out-of-balance current caused by 
valves whose anode currents lie 
within the manufacturer's toler
ance limits. Finally, there can be 
little justification of this modifica
tion on economic grounds, as the 
costs are roughly similar. Indeed, 
if the question of replacement due 
to failure is considered, the com
mon bias arrangement shows a 
definite saving. 

It is to be hoped that these re
marks on stability will not have 
the effect of frightening those who 
already possess amplifiers of this 
type or are contemplating acquir
ing them. Their purpose is to 
help the occasional " outer limit " 
case where instability is experi
enced, but if they serve to impress 
upon the reader that negative feed
back amplifiCrs are designed as 
an integral unit, and that any 
modifications, however insignifi
cant they may appear, may seri
ously affect the performa.nce or 
stability, a useful purpose will 
have heen accomplished. Such 
modifications should be attempted 
only by those who are confident 
that they know what they are do
ing, and who have access to mea· 
suring equipment to verify results. 

Output 

APPENDIX 
Trun.;Jonner with 3.6-ohm 

Secondaries 

Winding Dala 

Core : l1in. stack of 28A Super 
Si1cor laminations. (Magnetic and 
Electrical Alloys, Burnbauk, Ham
ilton, Lanarks.). The winding con
sists of two identical interleaved 
coils eaeh I �in. wide on paxolin 
formers liin. X Ijin. inside dimen
sions. On each former is wound 
5 primary ficctions, each con_ 
sisting of 440 turns (5 layers, 88 
turns per layer) of 30 s.w.g. 
enamelled copper wire interleaved 
with 2 mil. paper, alternating with 
4 secondary sections, each con· 



sisting of 84 turns (2 layers. 42 
turns per layer) of 22 s.w.g. 
enamelled copper wire interleaved 
with :1 roil. paper. 

Each section is insulated from its 
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neighbours by 3 layers of .5 roil. 
Empire tape. All connections are 
brought out on onc side of the wind· 
ing. but the primary sections may be 
connected in series when winding. 

two primary connections ollly prr 
holobin being brought out. \Villdings 
to he assembled on core with the 
bobhin reversed. and with iusulating 
cheeks and centre spacer. 

'Vhy the 
lVILLlA1USON 
A1UPLlFIER 
should eDlploy 
PARTRIDGE 
TraosforDlers 

THE widest possible audio range-the lowest possible distor
tion and an output of 20 watts . . . these critical demands of the designer of 
this now famous Amplifier implied the finest that technical skill and craftsmanship 
could provide for every component. Little wonder that from the inception of the 
Williamson Amplifier in 1947 Partridge have specialised in the transformers and 
chokes. The all important output transformer was the special care of Partridge and 
this H Williamson specification " component is now available for a varied range of 
impedance. (A model is also available for American 807 tubes, see the modified 
circuit in " Audio Engineering," November 1949.) All secondary windings are brought 
out as eight separate sections of equal impedance. Stock types comprise 0.95 ohm. 
1.7 ohm, 3.6 ohm and 7.5 ohm sections ; this latter giving a 500 ohm secondary 
for American requirements. The Partridge H Williamson " Output Transformer 
is acknowledged the most efficient 0/ its type. 

Available 
UN'DTTED (Style VDN/436B) 
or 
'DTTED (Style VDN/436B) 

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY can be made. 

and these components are ready for shipment 

to all parts of the world. 

ROEBUCK ROAD : KINGSTON BY·PASS 

Technical data sheets wuh fullest details 
(complete with alternatIVe mounrmgs) are 
available on rt4uesl. Also available, complete 
catalogue of the Partridge range including the 
mains components for this and orher amplifiers. 

PARfiPOGE 
TRANSFORMERS LTD 

TOLWORTH : SURREY : Elmbridge 6737f8 
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Design of Tone Controls and 

A uxiliary Gramophone Circuits 

MOST power amplifiers in
tended for sound repro
duction are designed to 

have a uniform response to fre
quencies within the audible range, 
and it is the aim of designers of 
pickups, microphones and loud
speakers to give similar character
istics to their products. This re
presents an attempt to fulfil one 
of the conditions for the creation 
of a perfect replica of the original 
sound and provides a common 
basis for the design of individual 
units, which, when connected to
gether. will provide a complete 
channel with a uniform gain / 
frequency characteristic. 

Considerations of an engineer
ing nature sometimes make it de
sirable, and even essential, to 
depart from this ideal of a uni
form response in certain soctions 
of equipment, and quite fre
quently the use of inferior equip
ment or long and unsuitable trans
mission lines leads te an undesir
able departure from uniformity. 
(n cases like this, other " equal
izer " units have to be inserted in 
the channel to provide character
istics which are the inverse of 
those of the offending section, so 
remedying the defect. 

When listening conditions de
part from the ideal-and this, un
fortunately, happens frequently 
since most rooms are unsuitable 
auditoria for the reproduction of 
orchestral music at realistic in
tensities-it is sometimes bene
ficial to modify the frequency re
sponse characteristic of the equip
ment in an attempt to compensate 
for the more obvious defects in the 
room acoustics. The word 
" attempt " is used advisedly. 
since only very complex equaliza
tion could ever hope to provide 
accurate compensation for room 
acoustics. This question of the 
frequency compensation which is 
desirable when conditions depart 
from the ideal is a very thorny 
and subjective one. It provokes 
much heated, dogmatic, and 
usually very unscientific discus
sion, and is beyond the scope of 

the present article. It must suffice 
to say that the matter is one in 
which the individual must enr· 
cise his own judgment and act 
accordingly. 

In order that he may have 
scope to do this, a pre-amplifier 
designed to be used in conjunction 
with gramophone recordings and 
radio transmissions should there
fore be capable of providing vari
able compensation for such de
fects as are likely to occur in the 

.. , IHPUT C" 

source, and are capable of being 
ameliorated. In addition , fixed 
compensation must be provided 
(or deviations from a uniform re
sponse which are deliberately in
troduced in gramophone records. 

The degree of complication 
which is worthwhile in such a 
unit must be considered. In 
theory, it is possible to compen
sate precisely for deficiencies in 
the amplitude/ frequency and 
phase / frequency response cbanc-
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teristics, but the equipment to do 
this is complicated and expensive. 
When a considerable portion of 
the channel is outside the control 
of the listener, as is the ca..<;e 
when reproducing records or 
broadcast transmissions, he has 
no means, apart from the sensi
tivity and training of his cars, of 
determining the defects which 
have occurred in that portion. 
Since it is impossible to determine 
the nature and amount of phase 
distortion by listening to a trans
mission, and since it is not usual 
for much attention to be paid to 
this form of distortion at the re
cording or transmitting end, there 
would seem to be little justifica
tion for the inclusion of phase 
correcting networks in domestic 
equipment. In the case of a 
sound reproducing system which 
is completely under the control of 
the user, particularly if ::.iereo
phonic, phase distortion should 
not be allowed to occur if the 
finest possible quality is to be ob
tained. This is especially true at 
low frequencies, where consider
able time delays are involved. 
Low phase distortion is best 
achieved by designing a system 
with a bandwidth considerably 
greater than the audible range, 
but where this is not possible com_ 
pensation may be provided. 

Consideration of the causes of 
frequency distortion leads to the 
conclusion that it is normal for the 
levels at the ends of the spt."Ctrum 
to be accentuated or attenuated 
progressively with respect to the 
level at middle frequencies and a 
form of compensation to correct 
this fulfils most requirements. It 
is not possible to lay down hard 
and fast rules about the amount 
of compensation necessary, hut 
rates of attenuation or accentua
tion greater than 6db/ octave are 
not usually required. 

As it is often desirable to change 
the amount of compensation dur
ing a programme without calling 
attention to the fact, methods 
which give continuous control 
over the response are to be pre
ferred to switched systems, unless 
the latter are graded in very fine 
steps. 

The use of inductors to provide 
gain/frequency compensation is 
to be deprecated as, apart from 
possible troubles due to resonance 
eflects and non-linearity, they are 
very liable to pick up hum from 
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Fig. 7. Basic filter circuit. 

stray alternating magnetic fields, 
especially if they are air-cored , 
Metal- or dust-cored toroids are 
less troublesome in this respoct, 
but are expensive and not readily 
obtainable. 

Frequency Compensation.-Fig. 
5 shows a simple compensation 
circuit which will accomplish bass 
and treble accentuation and 
attenuation without the use of in
ductors. The controls consist of 
two potentiometers, each asso
ciated with a changeover switch. 
Consider the low frequency con
trols R •• and 52' When RH is 
fully anticlockwise (minimum re
sistance) the response to fre
quencies below I,OOOC / S is uni
form. If the switch S. is set to 
" rise," as R •• is rotated clock
wise, the amplitude/frequency 
characteristic will rise at low fre
quencies to the maximum shown 
at A in Fig. 6. If 53 is set to 
" fall .. and Rn rotated clockwise 
from the minimum position, pro
gressive low-frequency attenua
tion will be introduced, up to the 
maximum shown at B. In a simi
lar manner, by the use of R .. and 
S. the high-frequency response is 
continuously variable from a level 
response to the extremes shown at 
C and D with the values given. 
The curves may be shifted bodily 
along the horizontal axis by 
modifying the capacitance values 
as shDwn by the arrows in Fig. 6, 
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of circuit 
of Fig. 7. 

The attenuation introduced by 
the Iletwork when controls are at 
the level position is 24 db, and the 
network must, of COllrse, be 
introduced into the system at a 
signal level sllch that the valve 
feeding is not overloaded. 

Low-Pass Filter,-The majority 
of medium-wave broadcast trans
missions, when reproduced with 
wide-range equipment. exhibit a 
most objectionable fonn of non
linear distortion. This takes the 
form of a mttle or buzz often 
accompanying transient sounds 
such as pianoforte music . This 
type of distortion is commonly 
caused by minor discontinuities in 
the transfer characteristic and is 
frequently associated with Class 
" B "  amplifiers. 

Recording and processing de
fects, record wear and imperfect 
tracing by the pickup produce a 
similar type of distortion from 
gramophone records. 

The most offensive frequency 
components of the rattJe or 
buzz are generally present at 
the extreme upper end of the 
audible spectrum, and spread 
downwards as the severity of the 
effect increases. Fortunately, the 
concentration of this type of dis
tortion into the extreme upper end 
of the spcctrum makes it possible 
to effect considerable improve
IDent by removing or reducing the 
energy in the signal at these fre
quencies. A low-pass filter with 
a cut-oil frequency variable be
tween the limits of 5 and r3kc/s 
and a fairly high rate of attenua
tion above the cut-off frequency 
is a great asset in securing the best 
possible aural result from indiffer_ 
ent transmissions or recordings. 

Although it is practicable to 
provide a. filter with a continu-
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Fig. 9. Modification of basic 
filter characteristic produced by 

additional phase shift. 

ously variable cut-off frequency, 
the expense and complication are 
not normally justified and a 
switched selection of frequencies is 
satisfactory. To attain the high 
attenuation rates necessary to se
cure satisfactory results a norma} 
resonant-section type of filter 
could be used, but this carries 
with it the disadvantages asso
ciated with the use of inductors. 

An alternative type of filter 
using only resistive and capacitive 
elements based on the parallel-T 
network' is capable of giving very 
satisfactory results. Briefly. the 
principle of this filter is as fol
lows. In Fig. 7 is shown an ampli
fier feeding a parallel-T null net
work. the output from the net
work being fed back to the input 
of the amplifier. Such a system 
has amplitude and phase charac
teristics of the general shape 
shown in Fig. 8 .  By altering the 
loop gain of the amplifier, it is 
possible to produce a resonance 
characteristic of any desired de
gree of sharpness. 

If now a lagging phase shift is 
introduced into the amplifier. for 
example. by connecting the capa
citor C from grid to earth. it will 
be seen that the total phase shift 
due to network and amplifier just 
below resonance will be greater 
than 90" and the feedback volt
age will have a positive compon
ent, whilst above resonance a 
greater negative component will 
exist. The effect of this is to un
balance the amplitude character
istic as shown in Fig. 9. A rise 
in response occurs just before the 
resonance frequency due to the 
positive component of feedback, 
and above the resonant frequency 

' Thie.sen. G. J. . R·e filter Circuits."' Jo.m.�l 0/ the Aoou.lioal Sotiety of Am",;o". Vo1. 16. No. 4. pp. 275-279 April. 19-15 
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the response rises to a fraction of 
its value below resonance and then 
falls off due to the attenua
tion produced by the capacitor C. 

The addition of a further R-C 
attenuating network external to 
the circuit will produce a Ire
quency response characteristic as 

FREQUENCY 
Fig. 10. Final low-pass charac
teristic resulting from addition of 

external R-C attenuator. 
shown in Fig. 10. The similarity 
of this curve to the response of a 
resonant element L-C filter will 
readily be appreciated. There is 
a practical limit to th e rate of 
atlenuation which can be achieved 
with a single stage, since the 
attenuation rate and the level to 
which the response rises above the 
frequency of maximum attenua
tion are interrelated. Thus a high 
rate of attenuation is achieved 
with simplicity only at the expense 
of a low ratio of response below 
cut-off to peak response above 
cut-off. However. a rate of 
attenuation of 40 db / octave can 
be obtained from one stage with 
a minimum attenuation above 
cut-off of nearly 30 db, which is 
quite satisfactory. By cascading 
a number of these filter stages any 
desired attenuation characteristics 
may be achieved. and high-pass 
filters may be similarly formed by 
the addition of leading phase shift 
to the amplifier. 

A filter designed on these lines, 
with five switched positions giv
ing nominal cut-off frequencies of 
5· 7, 10 and 13 kc/s and a 
" linear " position is incorporated 
in the final circuit. The perform
ance is shown in Fig. 1 1 .  

Gramophone Pee.amplifier. 
The arrangements just described 
are generally all that is necessary 
to compensate for defects in radio 
transmissions. For record repro
duction. however. additional fixed 
compensation is required . The 
nature of this compensation will 
depend on the recording charae-
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teristic and the type of pickup 
used. 

For reasons now too well known 
to require repetition. lateral disc 
recordings are usually cut with a 
groove amplitude which i!l propor+ 
tional to signal below some arbi
trarily selected frequency in the 
300-4oo C / s  region and with a 
lateral groove velocity which is 
proportional to signal above this 
frequency. To improve signal / 
noise ratio it is now common prac_ 
ttee to increase the level recorded 
at high frequencies. This is par
ticularly effective, since the noise 
energy per cycle increases with 
frequency due to tbe structure of 
the record material . In Fig. 12 is 
shown the recording characteristic 
used by Decca. The E.M.I. char
acteristic does not differ substan
tially at low frequencies but the 
rise above 3,OOO C/S  is absent. It 
is proposed to use the Decca cbar+ 
acteristic as a basis for design. 
When playing KM.1. recordings, 
onc fixed capacitor in the pre
amplifiers to be described later may 
be switched out of circuit, giving a 
level response. Alternatively the 
gramophone prc-amplifier may be 
left unchanged and correction pro
vided by means of the variable 
treble control in the tone compen
sation unit. This. when C�. is set 
to 100 pF and R .. (Fig. 5) ad
vanced by one quarter of maxi
mum rotation, gives almost per
fect correction. 

The majority of pickups. with 
the exception of piezoelectric 
types, give an electrical output 
which is proportional to the lateral 
velocity of the stylus. The out
put of such a pickup when play
ing a Decca recording will be of 
the form shown in Fig. 12, with 
ordinates of voltage instead of 
velocity. A pre-amplifier suitable 
for such a pickup should have a 
frequency characteristic which is 
the inverse of this. 

Some desirable properties of a 
pickup pre-amplifier are : -

I. Low noise level. 
2. Low distortion at signal 

levels likely to be encountered 
with pickups in common use. 3. Sharp attenuation below 
20 C / S  to suppress turntable 
rumble. etc. 

4. Provision for varyi ng the 
gain electrically. 

Noise Level.-The attainment 
of a low noise level in high-quality 
sound systems is of such vital im-



partance that a few remarks of 
a general nature will not be out 
of place at this juncture. 

It is an unfortunate fact that 
improvements in microphones and 
pickups in the direction of wider 
frequency range a.nd absence of 
other fonns of distortion are 
almost invariably achieved at the 
expense of the electrical output. 
This does not necessarily mean 
that the efficiency of the trans· 
ducer is reduced by the other im
provements, but merely that it re
moves less energy from the 
acoustical field or from the record 
groove which actuates it, causing 
less disturbance of this field, or 
less wear of the record groove. 

There is, however, a. limit to 
this tendency set by the noise 
generated by thermal agitation in 
the transducer and its auxiliaries 
and by the noise produced in the 
first valve of the amplifier. It is 
desirable in a wide-range, high
quality sound system to attempt 
to maintain a peak signalJ noise 
ratio of at least 70 db. This 
figure represents the best that can 
be achieved with Cl direct cellulose 
disc recording when everything is 
" just right," and it is to be ex
pected that the standards of com
mercial disc recordings will ap
proach this level whel; improved 
techniques are combined with new 
disc materials. A well-designed 
magnetic tape recorder will give 
a signal /noise ratio of 70-80 db, 
and the increasing use of this type 
of equipment will doubtless give 
impetus to the research necessary 
for the achievement of similar 
standards in other forms of re
cording. With a signal /noise 
ratio of 70 db, a sound reproduc
ing system with a frequency re-
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sponse fiat to 20,OOO C / S  operat
ing at a realistic volume level pro· 
duces, in the absence oC a signal, 
noise which is just audible as a 
very gentle rustle and is com
pletely inoffensive. 

Most modern microphones and 
pickups are electromagnetic, 
although there is a tcndency for 
microphone design to gravitate 
towards carrier-operated capacitor 
types. These have problems of 
their own and will not be treated 
here. Electromagnetic micro
phones and pickups are manufac
tured with impedances ranging 
from a few milliohms to several 
thousand ohms, but are normally 
used in conjunction with a trans-
former which raises the impedance 
to a suitably high value to match 
the input impedance of a valve, 

For obvious reasons it is desir
able to make this secondary im
pedance as large as possible-say 

----

several megohms-since the volt· 
age output from the transducer 
will increase simultaneously. re
ducing the gain required from the 
electronic equipment and the 
amount of noise contributed by it. 

lt is not practicable, however, 
to increase the secondary imped
ance much beyond 0.1 MO if a 
flat frequency response is required 
from the transformer over the 
audible range. 

The noise generated by thermal 
agitation in a 0.1 MO resistor at 
room temperature is about 6/AV 
for a bandwidth of 20.000 C/S. To 
this must be added the noise pro
duced in the first valve of the 
amplifier. By careful design and 
construction, and by the use of a 
suitable valve, the noise from all 
causes, including mains hum, can 
be reduced to a value equivalent 
to about 3 P.V at the grid, but 
under normal conditions a figure 
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Measured overall response of low_pass filter, in conjunction 
with pre_amplifier circuit (Fig, IS, page 26). 

of 5 /AV is fairly representative. 
The total noise may be taken as 
the square root of the sum of the 
squares of these values. or about 
B I'V. To obtain a signal/noise 
ratio of 70 db, then, the peak sig
nal must be 70db above this level. 
say 25 mV Lm.s. The pre-ampli
fier should have sufficient gain to 
enable the main amplifier to be 
fully loaded by a signal at this 
leveL 

fREQUENcY (c�) 

The choice of a valve type for 
the first stage must be made care
fully. In theory, for equal gain 
the noise level in a triade stage is 
lower than that produced by a 
pentode, since the pentode has an 
additional noise component due to Fig. 12. Decca recording characteristic. 
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electron parlItLOu between screen 
and anode. In fact, however, 
there are no h1gh-gai.n triodes 
commercially available with the 
requisite characteristics and elec
trode structures for Jaw-noise 
operation. A valve designed for 
such conditions should have a 
rigidly braced electrode structure 
to reduce microphony and a 
balanced " double helical " heater 
construction to minimize the alter_ 
nating field surrounding the 
cathode. The Mullard EF37 has 
this construction and, connected 
as a pentode, the noise levels men
tioned earlier are obtainable. Be
fore commencing work, the reader 
who is not familiar with the te<:h
nique of high-gain amplifier con
struction should consult an article 
on this subje<:t.2. I Considerable 
reduction of residual hum may 
usually be obtained by demagnet
izing the valve.' In order to 
obtain the best signal /noise ratio, 
the principle which should be fol
lowed, when valve noise is the 
limiting factor in high-gain ampli
fiers, is to put the whole of the 
available signal into the valve 
grid, and to provide any fre
quency compensation which may 
be ne<:essary after the signal has 
been amplified. By this method 
valve noise is included in any 
attenuating operations which may 
be performed and the overall sig
nal noise ratio is improved. 

Low Distortion. - Numerous 
methods of providing a. response 
which varies with frequency are 
possible and, of course, each 
method has advantages and dis
advantages. Where the response 
has to be continuously variable 
the method which gives greatest 
simplicity of control usually 
triumphs. Other things being 
equal. however. methods which 
employ selective negative feed
back are to be preferred. as cir
cuits of this nature generally have 
a high signal-handling capacity 
and non-linear distortion is kept 
to a mlnLmum. In a pickup pre
amplifier this may be of import
ance where pickups with widely 
varying output levels are to be 
used. 
• Buandall. P. J ..

.
. Hum in lIi.h Gain Am· 

plilien." lI'iu/eJJ II'Drld. VDI. 53. No. 2. pp. 57·61, Februa�. 1947. . ,. • Dickenon A. F., Hum Reduction. EI'clro�iu. Vol. 21, No. 12, p. 112. De
cember. lM8. 

• Correspondence_ Eledro�ic Efttiut";ftl. Vo1. 20, No. 245, p. 235. July. 1948: No. 
248, I'. 339. October, 1948; No. 250. p. 
.06. Dccembtr, 1948. 
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High _ Pass Characteristic. 
Gramophone motors tend to pro
duce vibrations which can cause 
unpleasant rumbling noises in a 
wide-range system. Although the 
energy contained in the " rumble " 
components may be relatively 
low, the frequency is also very 
low, and consequently loud
speaker cone movements of high 
amplitude may be caused. If the 
driving coil should move out of 
the region of uniform flux-density, 
the whole spectrum being repro
duced will be distorted in a par
ticularly unpleasant manner. Dis
tortion in the output transformer 
is also possible. 

This situation can be improved 
materially by the insertion of a 
high-pass filter with a cut·off fre
quency of about 'lo c / s  and a 
fairly rapid attenuation below cut
off. At these low frequencies. 
such filters are conveniently com
posed of resistance-capacitance 
networks and may be incorpor
ated in the bass-compensation pre
amplifier. 

Electrical Fading Control. 
When the pickup is placed on, or 
removed from. the disc the gain 
must be reduced to avoid un
pleasant noises. While this may 
be done by a mechanical poten
tiometer the method is clumsy 
and does not facilitate rapid re
cord changing. It has been found 
convenient to employ an electrical 
method in which the gain of one 
of the stages is reduced to zero at 
the flick of a switch by a bias volt· 
age applied and removed by 
means of a network with a suit
able time constant. 

Pra-Amplifiers 
Although all the refinements 

outlined so far are desirable. in
dividual requirements will vary 
considerably and will detennine 
how much complication should be 
attempted. Two gramophone 
pre-amplifier circuits will there
fore be described. which should 
COver most requirements. 

Fig. 13 shows a simple circuit 
which gives good compensation 
for the Decca recording charac
teristic. The circuit constants 
have been adjusted to give as 
high a degree of attenuation 
below 'l0 C / s as is consistent with 
simplicity. This involves a slight 
sacrifice of the response at 20 e/s. 

The method of operation is as 
follows : Negative feedback is 
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applied to the valve by the 
potential divider formed by Ru 
and the impedance of CH ' en 
and nU' At medium frequencies 
the reactance of CL� is small, and 
that of Cu large compared with 
the resistance of Ru and Ru' and 
the gain of the stage is determined 
by the values of these resistors. 
As the frequency is lowered the 
impedance of the top limb in
creases, giving a progressive rc
duction of feedback. This pro
duces a gain/ frequency charac
teristic which rises to a maximum, 
determined by the circuit con
stants, and then decreases due to 
the coupling components C LI ' Rn 
and Ru' With increasing fre
quency the impedance of Cu de
creases, increasing the negative 
feedback and producing a falling 
gain/ frequency characteristic. 

The capacitance between the 
input transformer s(:condary wind
ing and earth may. if large, affect 
the response at the extreme upper 
end of the audible spectrum. This 
effect is negligible with a well
designed component, but long 
leads should be avoided. The 
transformer should be mounted 
on the pre-amplifler chassis, 
which in turn may conveniently 
be fixed beneath the motor board. 

The overall cbaracteristic with 
an input from a p e r f e c t  
. .  velocity " pickup on a. Dccca 
disc is shown in Fig. 14. 

A more complex circuit, which 
gives nearly perfect compensation 
and a very rapid attenuation 
(30db/ octave) below 'loc/s,  is 
shown in Fig. 15. This pre
amplifier has a higher gain than 
the previous onc. and is particu
larly suitable for use in equip
ment where the pickup is located 
at some distance from the rest of 
the amplifier as the circuit ter
minates in a cathode follower. 

The construction oL this circuit 
is not recommended for those 
without access to facilities for 
checking the response of the 
finished unit, as the performance 
may be seriously affected by an 
error in component values. 

The frequency characteristic of 
this amplifier is produced by the 
combination of two curves shown 
at A and B in Fig. 16. These, 
when added, give the curve C. 
Curve A is produced by the cir
cuit associated with V,.. which is 
similar in principle to that of 
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List or Components for Fig. 13. 
Typo Rating 

Rn Value to suit High·stability 
transformer carbon 

It" 0.1 ]'0[0 do. !W 
Ru 0.68 MO do. IW R" 0.22 MO do. jW 't" 47 kO do. IW 
Rn 4.7 kO do. 
n" 0.22 MO Compoaition 
RM 22 kO do. 
Ru 2.2 MO do. 

gramophone pre- "'V lerance amplifier designed 
for the Decca re- R". cording character-
istic. When playing 
E.M.I. records CH 
may be switched out 
of circuit. Alter_ fR. .c" natively, compensa"l R n' �:. 10% tion can be effected 

10% in the tone-control 
circuits. 

To I Fig_ Simple 

All resistors may 00 i W rating tolerance 20% 
otherwise specified. 

unless 

����(:R" 
� 

c .. : 
• 
w I c,!.- w" z· 

Type 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
ElectrvJylic 
Silvered mica 
Silvered mica. 
Paper 

Fig. 13. The attenuation at low 
frequencies is due to the combined 
effect of the intervalve couplings. 
Curve B is produced by feedback 
over V 14 through a parallel-T net
work tuned to 20 c I s. 

The overall frequency response 
curve. taken under the same con
ditions as that of Fig. 14. is shown 
in Fig. 17. 

Fading Control.�The circuits 
of Figs. 13 and 15 have no pro
vision for electrical fading. Fig. 18 
shows a network which. when 
connected to the cathode of V. in 
Fig. 13 or V 11 in Fig. 15. enables 
the gain to be reduced to zero in 
about a second when the switch 
S5 is closed. On opening 55 the 
gain is restored to its normal value 
in a similar period. 

Complete Variable Compensa. 
tion Unit.-It is now necessary to 
connect together the circuits just 
dcscribed to fonn a flexible tone 
compensation unit. This must be 
done in such a manner that each 
works well within its signal
handling capacity and does not 
influence the others adversely. 
Fig. 19 on pages 28 and 29 shows 
the final arrangement. 

Power Supplies.� The High 
Quality Amplifier has a frequency 
response which is useful down to 
2 e/s. This necessitates a few 
precautions when auxiliaries are 
connected to the input. At these 
very low frequencies. the balance 
of the push-pull stages may not 
be good. and there may be con
siderable signal in the supply line. 

Ra.ting 
(V d.e. 

working) To 
2f)ij 

12 
450 
350 
250 
500 

lerance 

10% 
10% 

� 
L-I"--r- r 

R .. �" C,; 

mu: 

�:;; R", OZ h : R" "£ 
"" o� 
'z 

- "w 5� 0 

: R" :R,. " 

t-f--f--!;----; 
FRf:QUEHC.Y (t/l) 

Fig. 14. Response curve of circuit of Fig. 13 with ideal " velocity " 
pickup. 

A very carefully designed and 
necessarily expensive decoupling 
system is required if a high-gain 
pre-amplifier is to operate satis
factorily from the amplifier power 
supply. The cost of such de
coupling is higher than that of a 
separate power supply unit pro
ducing. say. 350 V at 20 mA. and 
therefore the use of a unit of this 
type is strongly recommended. 

Performance.�F,.equency Re
sponse.�Reference to Figs. 6, H, 
I4 and 17 will enable the fre
quency response of any combina
tion of units and control settings 
to be detennined. The effect of 
intermediate control settings may 
be arrived at by interpolation. 

Gain.�The figures underlined 
in Fig. 19 are the peak signal 
voltages necessary to give maxi
mum output at I.ooo c / s when the 
pre-amplifier is used in conjunc
tion with the High Quality 
Amplifier. 

The simple pick up pre-amplifier 
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(Fig. 13) has a gain of H at 1.000 
c/s. Thus. when this unit is used. 
full output may be obtained with 
a pickup which produces 18 mV 
peak. Should it be required to 
use the system with an insensitive 
microphone. disconnection of C .. 
in Fig. 13 will raise the gain of 
the stage to about 150. with a 
sensibly linear frequency re
sponse. Full output will then be 
obtained with an input of 1.3mV 
peak. The more complex pickup 
pre-amplifier (Fig. IS) has a gain 
of approximately 250. 

Noise Letlel.�With careful 
construction and by adjllstment 
of R51 to give minimum hum. the 
noise level may be reduccd to an 
equivalent input signal of 3-5 IAV 
at the pickup pre-amplifier grid. 
excluding the noise due to the 
pickup t r a n s f o r m e r  and 
auxiliaries. 

Distortion.�The total har
monic distortion produced by the 
units when used up to the signal 



'fYre 
R" Value to suit High.�tability 

trllnsformer cnrbon 
R" 0.1 '1\10 do. 
Reo 0.68 MO do. 
R" 0.22 1\10 do. 
R" 4.7 k Q  do. 
Rn 0.22 1\[0 Composition 
R. 20 kO· do. 
R6/j 22 kO High·stability 

carbon 
R .. 0.22 l\lO Composition 
H" 0.20 MD· do. 
R .. 4.7 i\Hl do. 
R .. 1.0 1\1 Q do. 
R,o 0.22 MO do. 

2.2 kQ do. 

The Williamson Amplifier 

Fig. IS. Pre-amplifier with high-pass filter. 

Component Values ror Circuit of Fig. 15. 
Rating Tolornnce 

R,. 0.22 MO 
Hao IO kO 

Type 
Composition 

do. 
�W 20% • lIIay require adjustment. 

IlY 20% All resistors may be !W rating, 
IlY 20% wise stated. 

20"/0 
10% 

Type 
!lY 20% 060 0.5 1'F Puper 

C" 50 1'1<' E:1ectro1ytic 
10% C" 16 ,..F Electrolytic 

C� 0.02 1'P Paper 
5% C" 4000 pF Sih'ered mica. 

lIV 20% Coo 100 pF Sih-ered mica 
�W 20% C. 0.5 /LF Paper 

20% C" f,Q /,F Electrolytic 

Hating Tolerance 
20% 

IlY 20% 

except where other. 

Hating 
(V d.G. 

working) Tolerance 
250 20% 12 
450 
:I;}() 10% 
3W 10% 
350 10% 
250 20% 

12 R" 
R" 2.0 :\1 fl: Jligh.stability carlx)JJ I "' C .. 0.01 I'F Silt'ered mica 350 1% " 

or matched 
Ro3 2.0 MD: do. 

It,, 1.0 MD: do. 

R" 10 1\J 0: Composition 
HoG 47 kO: do. 
Rn I kQ do. 
R" 4i kn do. 

levels indicated is considerably 
less than 0.1  per cent. 

Form of the Equipmcnt.-The 
outward form which a complete 
domestic sound equipment takes 
is very much a matter of personal 
taste. The suggestions which 
follow have been found in prac· 
tice to provide ease of operation 
combined with absence of trouble
some feedback effects, 

The equipment is best con· 
structed in two units, one con
taining the loudspeaker and the 

or matched 
1% C .. 0.25 1'.1<' 

or matched Coo f>OOO pF 
1% 

OT mutch(ld CO' 5000 pF 
5% 

10% C" 7000 pF 
20% C� 0.5 /LF 

IlY 20% CM 16 1'1' 

other the turntable, This pre
vents mechanical and acoustical 
feedback. 

The control unit fiay be a con
sole of armchair height (overall 
dimensions about 18in x l4in x 
20in high) easily movable on 
castors. This may contain the 
pickup and turntable, the pre
amplifier uDit and, if desired, a 
radio receiver, complete with its 
power supply. The output from 
the pre-amplifier may be con
nected via a cathode follower to 
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Papcr 500 20% 
t::iitvercd mica :IJO 1% 

or matched 
Sih-ered mica. 3;:;0 1% 

or matched 
Silvered mica 3.'>0 10% 
Papcr 500 20% 
EleetrviyLic 450 

a multicore-screened cable. which 
connects the console with the 
amplifier and loudspeaker unit, 
and carries the mains and aerial 
connections. 

The amplifier and loudspeaker 
unit may be a triangular corner 
cabinet, with the amplifier built 
into the lower portion, and the 
loudspeaker occupying the upper 
section, arranged at a. convenient 
level for listening. 

This arrangement gives great 
ea.se of manipulation, avoiding 
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the necessity of rising from one's 
comfortable seat to attend to the 
controls or change a record. The 
main amplifier may be included 
in the console, but this tends to 
make it heavy and bulky, and 
gives rise to problems of heat dis
sipation which afe not easily 
solved. 

--, " \ , I ' ..... -, 1  1- .. ..  ,�:v 1 I ,-I I I l "-I.,, " r.� c. I , 

R" 

350V 

C" R .. Rn 

I OFF I R" .:h, �ON 

r'" C'T AcknowIedgment.-The writer 
is greatly indebted to Ferranti, 
Ltd., for pennission to publish 
the results of work undertaken 
on their behalI, and wishc!l to 
thank his colleagues for help 
freely gIven. 

I I 1 I 
Fig. 18. Circuit of fading control. 

List ot Components for Fig. 18. 

.� 
� B;/I', ....... 
� ol--�/- - "" 

Ru 0.22 Mn 
RS2 0.22 Mn 
Ra;s 47 kn 
RBI lOOn 

fl.ating 
IW 
IW 

" 
� 
w 

All resistors may 00 iW rating. 
tolerance 20,% uules8 otherwise 
specified. 

- -'-L--J __ 

Rating 
(Vd.c. 

working) 
250 
350 
:150 

fREQUENCY 
Fig. 16. Derivation of high_pass 

(;baracteristi(;. 

0 
� • '" 

• - 10 .. " 
w > � • -lO � 
w -

-300 

/ / 
8 -

fREOUENCY (�Is) 
Fig. 17. Response curve of cirwit of Fig. 15· 

OTHER " WIRELESS WORLD " REPRINTS 
Receiver Alignment Equipment : I. Simple Cathode-Ray o�c;nos�..,pc 
(March 1950). 2. De.ign for � Wobbu1atQr (October 1950). By M. G. ScrQggie} 
!I.se., M.l.f.f. ... • . •  ... . . .  ... 9d. ""'. By POSI 10!<I. 

Communications Receiving Equipment : 1. Ex-RA.F. Communi
cations Receiver (July 1946). 2. Band-Pas� ConverleJl; (October 195;:1). 3. More 
�bout Ihnd_Pas. (Anverters (February 1950. 4. 21 m'co Band Pa.s Cnnverrer 
(July 1952). Is. n� •. BY Plm Is. I!d. 

Radio Feeder Unit : High Quality PrC-lUncd R�ccivcr Wilh Gramophone 
Pee-amplifier. By J. F. O. Vaughan (Dtt"mb"r 1951). 9<1. nU. By (>QJI 10!d. 

Television Osdlloscope : Simple llesign Wilh Fi\'c-Ineh Calhode Ray 
Tub.,. fir W. TU'ling (June and July 1952). 9:/. nU. By pOll !O!d. 

Midget Three-Valve A.C. Mains Receiver : Longand Medium Wave 
T.RE set. By S. W. Amo., H.SC. (Ilo:o;s.) (February (950). M. n�l. B)I [H>fl 7!d. 

Sensitive T.R.F. Receiver : Embodying Automatic Gain Control. By s. 
W. Amo., H.SC. (110)<15.) and G. G. Johnston., B.se. (HONS.) (October and NGvemhcr 
1951). ... Lt. nU. By pcm It. Bd. 

Obtaillable direct from: ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, ST AM,FORD ST., LONDON., S.E.1. 
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WILLlAMSON'S 
O.p. 

TRANSFORMER 
To A uthor's 

Specification 
£4-1 3-6 

CHOKES FOR WILLlAMSON'S 
AMPLIFIER 

JOH at 20 m/a. 
10H at 1 50 m/a. 
50H at 20 m/a. 

· . 

· . 

· . 

18/6 
35/6 
22/-

M A I N S  TRANSFORMERS 
FS4J. Input 200/250v. 
Output 425/0/425v. at 
200 m/a. 6.3v. 4 amps. 
CT. 6.3v. 4 amps. CT. 
5v. 3 amps. 
Fully Shrouded 5 1 /� 

W. I .  Inpuc 200/250v. 
Output 325/0/32Sv. at 
20 m/a. 6.3v. 0.6 amps. 
6.3v. 1 .5 amps. Chassis 
mounting . . . . . . . . 23/-

H. ASHWORTH 
676, GREAT HORTON 

ROAD 
B R A D F O R D  

Y O R  K S .  
'Phone : BRADFORD 71916 
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INPIIT fROM 
PICI(UP OR 

PilE-AMPLIfiER 

RH 

R" 

S, t JR"��V' 
11.1.010 -1'�r;;;"'LJ 'NPIIT � 

C" R" 

c" 

, I1IN. 11.1. I BASS I 
�ll� 

RISE 

�S[ 
S,.� 

FALL 

C" R� 
I1IN . 

CU 

Cu 

R "l 
.. , . 

R
" 
Cu 

et:: v" I"=� 
I� � 

R" 

R" 

R" Cu 
R .. c" 

R" 

Fig. 19· Complete tone compensation and filter unit. The input and output voItages underlined are peak values 
for full output from the main amplifier. 

R" 0.25 �I n log. 
R .. 47 kO 
1<" 47 kO 
R .. 3.31.0 
R .. 0.25 MO log. 
R" 100 kn 
Ru 6.8 kO 
Rn 10 kO 
R .. 0.1 MO linear 
R" 100 kO 
R .. 2.2 kO 
R" 0.1 MO 
R .. OA7 Mn 
R .. 0,47 MO 
R., 33 kn 
R .. 100 kO 
R62 3.3 kO 
R� 1 1'.1 0 
Rw 0.1 1\10 } High. 
R" 0.1 MO stability RM 50 kn caroon 
R" lOO n 

All resistors may be 1 \V rating, 
otherwi${: sptlcified. 

Type 
C" 50 /AF Electrolytic 
C .. 8 pF Electrolytic 
C" 0.25 �· Pa.per 
Cro 150 pF ma.x. Proset 
0" 0.01 f'F Paper 
Ctt 0.05 f'F do. 
C� 1000 pF Silvorod mica 
Cu 50 pF Electrolytic 
C" 0.05 f!F Paper 

List of Components for Fig. 19. 
L�ati!lg Tolerance 

IW 
IW 

IW 
10% 
10% 
10% IW 

IW 

" C% 
matched 1% 

1% 

tolerance 20% unless 

Rating 
(V d.c. 

working) Tolerance 
12 

450 
500 20% 

250 20% 
250 20% 

20% 
12 

500 20% 

,8 

Choke. 

Typ<> 
Silvered mica 

do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Electrolytic 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
Silvered mica 

do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Electrolytic 
do. 

Rating 
(V d.c. 

working) Tolerance 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

12 20% r.oo 
'50 

1% 
or 1% 

11% 

matched 1% 

'''' 
r.oo 

1% 
1% 
1% 

eHa SOH a.t 20 mA. Resistam:e about 1,500 O. 

Mains Transformer. 
Primary : 10·0-200-220·240 V, 50 cls. 
Secondaries : 1. 325-0·325 V, 20 mA d.e. 

2. 6.3 V, 0.6 A. 
3. 6.3 V, 1.5 A. 

Switche�. 
S,. Singlc pole double throw. 
S. U{lublo pole double throw. 
8,. Single pole double throw. 
S,. 5 bank, 5 po�ition selector switch. 
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Radio Feeder Unit (.!u puge 30 jor 9trlerlll detail.!) 

ADDITIONAL COIL DATA 
The radio feeder unit described 

on succeeding pages was desigoed 
originally to provide high-quality 
reception from medium-wave !ita
lions and coil-winding data covered 
a range of frequencies from 500 kc/s 
to r.6Mc/s. 

Since then there have been many 
requests for guidance in the con· 

struction of coils for the reception 
of the Droitwich transmitter on 
:wo kc/s, and the author has !Sup
plied the following additional data 
for those who get a higher signal 
strength for the RRC. Light Pro
gramme from the long-wave trans
mitter. 

COIL-WINDING DATA FOR THE LONG-WAVE RANGE 

Inductance Coefficient 
Transformer Wlndlng No. of turns ( .... H) of coupl� 

Primary 
Aerial 

Secondary 

Coupling 
Primary 

Secondary 

Coils are wound with 40-42 s.w.g., 
d.s.c. copper wire. 

To give the correct coefficient of 
coupling the spacing between the 
windings of the aerial transformer 
should be increased to 0.25ill. The 
disposition of the coupling trans· 
former windings is unaltered. 

When continuous tuning is to be 

(apprOL) 

180 700 
0.3 

330 2,000 
260 1,500 0.6 
330 2,000 

------

used, the minimum capacitance of the 
ganged capacitor should be increased 
by tbe addition of a JoopF silvered_ 
mica capacitor across each secondary 
winding of the transformers, giving a 
coverage of approximately 150-300 
kc/so 

For fixed tuning, the capacitors 
should be 300 pF. 
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THE WILLlAMSON 
AMPLIFIER DESERVES 

JOINTS SOLDERED WITH 

One imperrectly Jomt may 
endanger th� successful assembly of the 
Willillmson Amplificr. Solder with 
Multicore and run no risks. Multicorc 
contains 3 cores of extra-.lctive, non
corrosive Ersin Flux ensuring speedy 
and rdiable soldering without waste or 
trouhle and guardnteeing that there are 
no lengths of solder without flux. Correct 
proportions of both flux and solder are 
automatically applied. Fast-acting, fast
holding Muhicore is used exclusively 
hy leading manufacturers of radio, T!V 
and electronic equipment. Make certain 
of a good job-with Mult;core. 

'"I SllE 1 CARTON (shoWI! abol·e) has 
beell (Iesiglled specifically for easy 
Ilse. Simply pull out the length you 
require. CI6018 specijirotiQn (60/40 
al/oy) is particularly recommended for 
the Wi/liomSOI! Amplifier 

RADIO 4 TIV SERVICE 

ENGINEER'S 1 1tl. REEL 

For UIoCI whio;h dcmal>d 
raor q ... anll!� of solder. 
Contain. approximately 
167 feel of 18 S. W.G.5O/SO 
Idlo), El'$in Mulliooft 
SOlder. 

US;" MlIlticore Solder can he obloilled 
from radio shops el·ery.,.,·here. Size I 

('orlon 5/- relail. I lb. reel 15/-. 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 
MULTICQRE WORKS, MAYUNDS AVENUE, 

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (IOXMOQR MM) 
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Design for a 
Radio Feeder Unit 

THE preceding articles in this 
series have described ampli
fier, tone compensation and 

gramophone pre-amplifier units 
which are capable of driving a 
loudspeaker Lrom the output of a 
pick up or a radio receiver. The 
design of a radio receiver which 
would be suitable lor use under 
the varied reception conditions 
which exist in the populous parts 
of the country, and which a t  the 
same time could be constructed 
simply and with certainty of re
sults, would be a difficult under
taking. In addition, such a 
receiver would be unnecessarily 
corn plex for the needs of tha t 
section of the community which 
lives within the primary service 
area of high-powered twin-wave 

Circuit dia-
ocal station 
iver. Posi_ 

'" s e l e c t o r  

transmitters, and which desires 
only to receive transmissions from 
these by the simplest possible 
means. 

In order that the units described 
in the series should form a com
plete domestic sound installation. 
it is proposed to outline the design 
of a small two-stage receiver suit
able for the reception of mediurn
wave transmissions within the 
primary service area. The type of 
receiver to be described givessatis
factory results where the spacing 
between the carrier frequencies of 
the principal transmitters is high, 
say 200 k c / s .  Tt is not suitable 
for use in districts where dosely
spaced powerful transmissions 
exist, or where interference is 
severe. The receiver circuit is 

I R .. I 
I 

Fig. 20. 
gram of 1 
radio rece 
t i o n s  o f  
switches 
tuning sh 

for pre-set 
own at X. 

� EF:W oc KTW61 r7 I ..., I . . - --" I - "  

I� I� I 
, �  � I T,c- \s; 

� C,. I t ; R" I R .. Coo I "--r- , 
'----

T 

� RIl I Coo (Ill 
i 

offered as an indication of the 
general lines all which to proceed, 
and is capable of being adapted to 
individual requirements and con
ditions. 

The basic circuit, shown in 
Fig. 20, consists of an r.f. ampli
fier. transformer-coupled to a 
negative-feedback detector. Cir
cuit values for a number of alter
native bIlling arrangements are 
given. Possibly the simplest 
scheme. from the point of view of 
construction, is to use a twin
gallged capacitor to cover the 
range, although by this method it 
is not easy to secure a uniformly 
good performance at each cnd of 
the medium-wave band. Alter
natively the receiver may be pre
tuned, stations being selected by a 

'" + 150V 

C n  

R" R" C" 
.. 

CH R" Cn R" OUTPUT 

COMPONENT VALUES FOR CIRCUIT OF FIG_ 20 

R" 
R" 
R., RM R .. R" 
nJl] R" 
R" 
",. All resistors 
20 per cent 

0.[ 'l\H1 
0.1 Ma 

330 a 
1.5 kil 
0.1 MO 

IQ kO 
47 kQ 

4.7 kO 
22 kfl 
2.� MO 

Rating 
j W  

2 TV  

may be ! W rating, tolerance 
unless otllcrwisc specified. 

See text 
O.lJ.lF 

O.II'F 
O.IJ.lF 

lI.il'lo' 
IOOpF 
lOOpF 

O.I,IJJ .. � 

Type 

Paper 
Pa.per 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
Silvered mica 
Sil�-ered mica 
Paper 

Rating (V d.c. 
working) 

25O 
350 
35. 
450 

500 



push-button or rotary switch. 
Tbe use of variable indudors in 
this arrangement provides a simple 
method of achieving a uniform 
selectivity and sensitivity over the 
range, with the disadvantage that 
two coils or tuned circuits must be 
provided for each st..1.tion to be 
received. In the unlikely event of 
serious thermal drift, correction is 
easily applied by the use of nega
tive temperature coefficient capa
citors. 

R. F. Transformers. - Winding 
data are given to enable Lf. trans
formers to be wound simply on 
standard formers without the llse 
of a wave-winding machine. Tbe 
correct number of turns are pile
wound in a random manner be
tween thin Paxolin or cardboard 
cheeks, which serve to guide and 
support the edges of the winding. 
This gives an approximation to 
the performance of a wave-wound 
coiL 

The table gives winding data for 
transformers to be used with a 
twin-ganged capacitor with a 
capacitance swing of 485 pF with 
t.rimmers, covering a Irequency 
range of approximately 550-1,550 
kc/so 

When separately-switched tuned 
transformers are to be llsed, the 
values of secondary inductance 
and tuning capacitance may be 
read from the curve of Fig. 2 1  
against transmitter frequency. 
This curve has been cOTJJ.puted for 
an L/e ratio of unity (L in ,..H, 
C in pF), which is nearly opti 
mum. The number of turns 
necessary to produce the required 
inductance with the formers and 
dust-cores specified may then be 
obtained from Fig. 22. The 

40'1+ 

200 

100", 

, 
t-

'.000 
fREQUENCY (k�IS) 
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WINDING DATA FOR R F TRANSFORMERS . . 

Coefficient 
Transformer WindIng No. of turns Inductance of coupling 

Prima.ry 
Aeria.l 

Secondary 
Primary 

Coupling 
Secondary 

dimensions of the coil formers and 
windings are shown in Fig. 23. 
\Vhen the capacitance is being 
chosen, allowance should be made 
Ior strays, which will probably be 
about 25 pF. The values used 
should therefore be less than those 
indicated by this amount. In prac
tice llie nearest standard value 
should be chosen and allowance 
made in the value of inductance. 
Movement of the core will enable 
a variation of approximately ± I 8  
per cent to b e  made i n  the induct
ance. 

Construction.-In order to pre
serve stability, precautions must 
be observed when constructing the 
receiver. The most likely cause 

400 

0 

0 

l.-' 
0 V-10 

0 70 

35 
95 
60 
95 

1/ 

(f.lH) (approx.) 

30 
0.35 

lOO 

80 
0.65 

100 
... 

of instability is the presence of 
undue st.ray capacitance between 
the anode and control grid of V,.. 
The valve types used have an 
anode-grid capacitance of less than 
0.003 pF, and a layout should be 
chosen which does not materially 
increase this figure. The design , 
based on this value, has a factor 
of safety of about 4. Although 
the valve is metallized, a screening 
can may be necessary to reduce 
leakage to the valve base. All 
components in the grid circuit 
should be kept above the chassis, 
and all component.<; in the anode 
circuit below the chassis. Where 
components in t.he anode circuit, 
or in the following grid circuit 

/ 

.. 1/ 
U �, �M�:$� 1/ <.,..I::i ,,-'" I/� ," f-f-.,. /;0" .0 ,�' 

.' '" - 1/ V-
I/ , 

, 

i I I " ' " " ' 12' '" 140 
NuMBER Of TURN'> 

Fig. 21. Curve relating tuned circuit parameters 
and resonance frequency. 

Fig. 22. Curve relating inductance and num. 
bee of turns fOf windings discussed in teat. 

3' 
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Call FOFlHE.RS 

SEC. 

PRI. 

! i , , L .. , __ < 

� 
SLOTS CUT WITH 

THIN SAW 

AERIAL TRANSFORMER 

I, ,-:=::�-I" 1° 0'3" 

I_L _ _ .L ---,. , ,. 

MATERIAL; O'OI�
" BAKElIZfO fABRIC 

OR PAXOllN 

COUPLING TRANSfORMER 

SEC. 

PR I. 

OATA FOR FIXED TUNING 

PRIMARY WINDIN(;. (OIR£O URI.U 
CONNECTION) 

'f I NUMBER Of SECONDARY TURNS 

PRIMARY WINDING. (lOn fEEDER) 

PRIMARY WINDING. 

lh NUMBER or SECONDARY 'UA�S 

srCONDARY WINDING. SEE TEXT 

must be brought ablJve the chassis. 
as is the case when tuning is by 
means of a. ganged capacitor. they 
must be screened carefully from 
the aerial circuits. Figs. 24 and 
25 show suggested layouts for con
tinuously variable and switched 
tuning arrangements. 

The Detector.-To give low 
distortion, the detector I'equires 
to work at a fairly high signal 
level-say 5V r.m.S. output. As 
the receiver is intended to feed the 
tone compensation unit, which 
requires an input of only 200 mV 
peak, the output is taken from a 
tapping on the detector load resis
tance. This greatly reduces the 
a.c. loading on the detector and 
enables it to handle high modula
tion levels without distortion. 

Alignment Procedure.-(l) Set 
ganged capacitor at a position 
about five degrees from the mini
mum capacitance cnd, and adjust 
trimmers for maximum output 
from the high-frequency Third 
Programme. 

(2) Set capacitor about twenty 
degrees from maximum capaci
tance position and adjust dust

cores for maximum out
put from the low-fre
quency Third Pro-

'hv Nur'I8ER OF SECONOARY TURNS 

SECONDARY WIMOIN(;. SE[ TEXT 
le--' ---- I'I,.----- � 

"'"" "" IIl0C� 
gramme. 

(3) Repeat this pro
cess until both stations 
are accurately tuned. 

4' 

Fig. 23. Formers are standard 
moulded type, fitted with a-mm 
threaded iron-dust cores_ All coils 
are wound with Litz wire consisting 
of 7-9 strands of 45-48 s.w.g. 

enamelled copper wire. 

s'f;------->j 

. G llUMltllUM OR COPPH 5tR£{H 
EXTENOING BELOW CH,t.,SSIS >, Cn AND llf: ABO�E CHASSIS 'oIITH ��:::::��q._C_'_'_O_-I::ll::ji�3l:ll/CUTDUT fOil GANGrD CAPACIT()� 

. 0 C .. O . � ""'" ,'I; "" 

L. l��:::::::�===n�----j�J ��g. 24· T
,
his di�ram

f ,...ows a p an V1ew 0 
top of chassis_ 

3' 

P o w e r  Supplies.
The receiver is intended 

Fig. 25. Plan 
view of top 
o f  chassis. 
S w i  t c h e d  

model. 

to bc Sll pplied from the 
pre-amplifier p o w e r  
supply. The decoupling 
is not adequate to 

enable it to be fed from the main 
amplifier supply. 

Acknowledgment. - The writer 
is indebted to Mr. A. T. Shepherd 
of Fcrranti, Ltd" for his assis
tance in the compilation of data 
for these notes . 



the 3C67A 
High quality 

output 
TRANSFORMER 

It gives us great pleasure to announce OUT latest OU1Fu, 
transformer for the " Williamson" amplifier. • he 
result of some painstaking research, this instrument 
represents quite a considerable advance on our 2836R. 
Typical technical details are as follows : 

Pritnary 
D.e. Resistance 900 ·f 900. 
Incremental inductance taken at ') v. 50 1'.'5" 100 hys. 
minimum. 
Nominal impedance 10,0000 centre tapped. 
Leakage reaClance tested at I v. 800 ds. : 

Whole Pdmarr to the secondary connected for JOn 
and short-cm�uited, 16 m 'Hys. Insertion loss 
0.5 d.h. (6i per cent.). 

Half primary to the 300 secondary, 8 m'liys. 
!-Ialf primary to the other half short-circuited, 

17 m,lHys. 

Secondary 
Considerable thought has been given to the question 
of secondary impedances, and we havc decidcd that, 
for Loudspeaker matching, the most useful range is 
givcn by a basic imrcdancc of 0.450. 
The arrangcmcnt 0 secondary sections is, so far as 

.. 

we know, unique and permits of seven different 
secondary impedances with virtually no change in 
leakage reactane<: as against thc normal four obtained 
with CUSlOmary arrangements of eight sections. 10 the 3C67A these impedances are 0.450, 1.8n, 
40, 70, 110, 16n and 300. Onc additional impcd
ance-220----can be obtained if required with an 
increase in leakage reactance of about 10 per cent. 

Frequency Response 
With no feedhack and assuming a generator impedance 
of 2,5000 the frequency response, even at incremental 
levels, is virtually fiat (0.25 d.b.) from 12� c.'s. to 
25 kc s. There is a smooth high Irequency " roll 
off" with no objectionable resonances. 

Power handling capacity 
At 15 watts at 121 e{s., the core material is being 
worked at 10,000 gauss aod the distortion intmduced 
by the iron at this frcquency and power level w;lho1/t an)' feedback should not exceed 2.5 per cent. 
At 25 � the transformer will handle 60 watts with 
half this distortion, and in either case quite a modest 
amount of feedback will reduce the distortion to 
negligible. proportions. 

U outstanding results " " . . .  As Mr. Williamson himself observes in one 
of his Wireless World artieles, the output trans
former is probably the most critical component 
in a high-fidelity amplifier. Your transformer 
performs this exacting duty with full honours, 
and I shall always recommend its use to anyone 
undertaking construction of a " Williamson." 
With many thanks for a first-class job." 

E. L. J., Swindon. 

N U R S T E E D  R O A D  D E V I Z E S  W I L T S  
T e l e p h o n e  D e v i z e s  5 3 6  
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Replies to Queries 

THE series of articles recently published on the 
High-Quality Amplifier has aroused consider
able interest and given rise to correspondence. 

It is hoped that these notes, whieh deal with 
matters of general interest ansing from the corres
pondence, may he of assistance to readers who have 
similar difficulties. 

Valvcs.-There is no exact equivalent for the 
Osram type KT66, and its use is recommended where 
possible. When the equipment is to be used over
seas, the KT66 may be difficult to obtain, and 6L6 
glass and metal types may be regarded as direct 
replacements, with the proviso that the total anode 
and screen dissipation should be reduced from 25 W 
to 21.5 \V by reducing the total current from 125 mA 
to llamA by adjustment of R". The use of these 
valves with reduced rating entails Cl. slight reduction 
of the maximum output. The 807 may be used at 
the full rating of 25 W, with modifications to the 
valve connections. 

Since the articles were written, a modification of 
the EF37 has appeared under the nUIi1bcr EF37A. 
This has improved heater construction giving greater 
freedom from hum, and its use may be advantageous 
for VI and V,., 

No other changes in valve types can be recom
mended, as their use would involve radical redesign. 

Output Transfonner.-Vvhen assembling the core 
of the transformer, care should be taken to ensure 
that the edges of the T and U laminations butt to
gether. The magnetic properties of the core are de
pendent upon careful assembly and tight clamping. 

Static Balancing.-The method of balancing the 
standing currents in the output valves, which was 
suggested in the article in the August, 1949, issue, is 
dependent for its success on close matching of the 
d.c, resistances of the halves of the output trans
former primary. Nominally the sections are identi
cal, and when carefully machine-wound from the 
same reel of wire, the I"esistances should not differ 
materially. It is possible, howeve1, due to varia
tions in wire diameter and insulation thickness, for 
the resistances to differ by up to S per cent and even, 
in extreme cases, 10 per cent, Should this occur, a 
compensating resistor should be added in series with 
the low-resistance side in order to equalize the resist
ances, and the meter connected across the equalized 
sections. 

Other more direct methods may, of course, be used 

Raised by Constructors 
to adjust the anode currents to equality, but unless 
the .transf0n:ter has a split primary winding they 
are Inconvement, and great care should be taken to 
ensure that the insertion of instruments does not 
�ause oscillation which could give misleading read
mgs. 

Construction.-There is little to add to the con
structional data on the main amplifier given in the 
August, 1949, issue, except perhaps to explain that 
the purpose of the sub-chassis screen, shown in Fig 3 
(see page IS), is to prevent feedback from the anode 
connections of the output valves to the input of the 
amplifier, It should extend downwards to the full 
depth of the chassis. 

The method of construction of the preamplifier 
and tone-compensation units will usuaUy be adapted 
to individual circumstances. Onc suggested method ?f construction for the preamplifier circuit of Fig. IS 
IS to use a shallow chassis about 9in x 3in x lino The 
valves and electrolytic capacitors are mounted in a 
group along the centre of this chassis, and the other 
components mounted vertically above the chassis on 
tag strips arranged on each side of the central group. 
The connections to the valveholde!'s are taken 
through slots cut in the top of the chassis. The 
input transformer should be mounted on the top of �he chassis at one end. With the sizes given, there 
IS ample room for a screened component of dimen
sions up to 3in x 3in x 'Zin. The whole unit should 
be fitted with screening covers, and mounted on the 
underside of the motorboard as close as possible to 
the pickup. 

The tone compensation unit of Fig. 19 may be 
constructed on orthodox lines, the only essential being 
to provide sufficient frontal area to accommodate 
seven controls. Grid leads should be kept short to 
avoid hum pick-up. The blank valveholder tenninals 
(pin 6) should not be used as anchors for the leads 
to the top-cap grids. The power supply components 
can, with advantage, be assembled on a separate 
chassis, 

Conc1usion.-The circuits published i n  the series 
have been evolved over a. considerable period of time 
and are capable of giving a. very high standard of 
performance . Requests have been received for data 
on modifications, but as it is rarely possible to 
determine the full effect of these without carrying 
out tests, in general, no such data ean be supplied 
by the writer,-

• Or. fn' that matl�r. by Wirel.n lVaT/d.-Er>. 

RADIO VALVE 
DATA 

3rd Edition. Compiled by the staff of WIRELESS WORLD. Gives the 
main characteristics and base connections of over 2,000 types of British 
and American radio valves, and over ISO cathode-ray tubes. These arc 
further classified into obsolete, replacement or current types as recom
mended by the makers. 80 pp. 3s. 6d. net. By post 3s. IOd. 

Characteristics of 2,000 Receiving 

Valves and C.R. Tubes 
Obtaillable from all booksellers or direct from : 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.t, 
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Modifications 

Pick ups 

for High-impedance 

Long -playing Records and 

THE introduction of long-playing records in Great 
Britain, after the public..1.tion in November, 
1949. of gramophone pre-amplifier circuits for 

the " High Quality Amplifier " which were suitable 
only for the 78-r.p.m. standards. has made it nece s
sary to revi5e these designs. 

The principle of recording with a rising frequency 
characteristic at high frequencies and reproducing 
with a correspondingly falling characteristic. in order 
to effect a reduction in the level of surface-noise from 
the material, is a well-established and useful one. In 
the case of long-playing records it results, in conjunc
tion with the use of a homogeneous plastic for the 
record material, in an almost silent background. 

There arc. however. dangers attendant upon its 
use. The scheme is based on the hypothesis that the 
energy level of music decreases with increase of fre
quency above about 500 c J s. Thus it should be pos
sible steadily to increase the gain of the recording 
channel above this frequency. This appears particu
larly attractive at first sight. since with the normally 
used constant-velocity characteristic the recorded am
plitude for a constant recording level i s  inversely 
proportional to frequency and is therefore very small 
at high frequencies. 

Initially. a rising frequency response characteri stic 
producing practically constant amplitude at constant 
level was used, the energy level distribution being 
relied upon to restrict the amplitude at high frequen. 
cies. The effect of this was, in practice, to cancel the 
improvement in tracing, which the small-groove 
system offered, by producing, at high frequencies and 
high orchestral levels. recorded waveforms with radii 
of curvature too small to be traced accurately. The 
resulting distortion manifested itself as a tearing 
sollnd superimposed on the full orchestra. 

There is additional evidence to suggest that the 
original hypothesis required revision, since it is 
demon strable that it break s down when such per
cussion instruments as cymbals and castanets are COII
sidered, particularly when the frequency range is 
wide. Indeed, the peak power level required to re
produce cymbals exceeds that normally required at 
medium frequencies. 

This early experience has led to "'2 
the adoption of a characteristic � 
which is a better compromise - + I 
between these conflicting factors t: 
and gives much more satisfactory g 
results in practice. Fig. 26 shows � 
the provisional recording charac- :;l 
teristic now in use by the Decca � -I 
Record Company for L.P. � 
records. The amount of treble 
boost is lower than the theoreti
cal optimum, but the use of even 
this amount of compensation 
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means that the first stages of the pre-amplifier must 
be capable of handling occasional hig�-frequel�cy 

peaks which arc greater than those expenenced With 
standard records. unless the pick-up is a constant 
amplitude one, or its output at high frequencies is 
attenuated before reaching the pre·amplifier. 

The original designs of pre-amplifler employed 
negative-feedback methods of compensation, and 
hence are particularly suitable for a wide range of 
inputs. However, pick ups are available 

.
wilh s�ch .a 

wide variety of output levels that no Single ClrcUlt 
will cope adequately with them, and external attenu
atars may have to he used. 

Modifications.-Dealing first with the single-valve 
pre-amplifier (original circuit, Fig. 13. p. 25), the 
revised circuit of Fig. 27 shows the modifications 
necessary to provide alternative standard and long
playing characteristics. To simplify the switching, 
by using a single-pole challgeover switch, the capa
citor C .  i s  left permanently in circuit, giving a 
Decca. 7

1
8_Lp.m. characteri stic in the " 78 " position. 

Alternatively, Cl_, may be removed to give the KM.I. 
characteristic. In either case, correction for the 
other 78-Lp.m. characteristic may be made by means 
o[ the treble control on the tone compensation unit. 

The advantage of this simplified switching i s  that 
it becomes practicabl e  to gang the switch to the 
motor spccd·change control to give automatic com
pensation. H this arrangement is not desired, a two
pole multi-position switch may be used, to give three 
or more combinations. as in Fig. 28. 

It should be noted that the position of Cl6 has been 
altered. so that the whole of the feedback netwcrk is 
at earth potential. This avoids switching transients 
which would otherwise occur, due to charging and 
discharging of capacitors as the switch is operated. 

A small capacitor, C,;, has been connected across 
the input tra.nsformer secondary. This is to prevent 
any tendency to instability or peaking at high fre-

Fig. 26. Recording characteristic used for current Decca 
long-playing records. 
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ADVANCED THEORY OF WAVEGUIDES By 
L. Lewin. Sets out the various methods that have 
been found successful in treating the types of 
problems arising in waveguide work. 

30s. nee. By post 30s. 7d. 

RADIO DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition. 
Editor : F. Langford�Smith, B.se., B.E., Senior 
Member I.R.E. CU.S.A.), A.M.I.E. (AUST.). A com
prehensive reference book, the wurk of 10 authors 
and 23 collaborating engineers. Intended especially 
for those interested in the design and application of 
radio receivers or audio amplifiers; contains a vast 
amount of dara in a readily accessible form. 

11/ preparatioll. 42s. lIft. By post 435. 6d. 

FOUN DATIONS OF WIR ELESS 5th Edition. 
By M. G. Scraggie, R.se., M.r.E.E. Covers the whole 
basic theory of radio, the reader requiring no 
previous technical knowledge. 

12s. 6d. lIet. By post 13s. 

G U I D E  TO BROADCASTING STATIONS 6th 
Edition. Compiled by " Wireless World." Tabu
lates, both geographically and in order of frequency, 
all European long-wave and medium-wave stations 
and 1,400 short-wave transmitt<:rs throughout the 
world. 2s. /la. By post 25. 2d. 

HIGH-QUALITY AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
Popular circuits reprinted from « Wireless World." 
Includes " Wireless World A.C./D.C. Quality 
Amplifier," « High-Quality Amplifier Design " and 
« Economical 50-watt Amplifier." 

25. 6d. lIet. By post 15. &1. 
MICROPHONES By the Staff of the Engineer
ing Training Dept .• B.RC. Originally written as a 
textbook for B.B.C. engineers. Discusses the 
theory of the subject and describes the vanous 
microphones used in B.B.c. srudios. 

155. nee. By post 155. 5d. 

RADIO CIRCUITS : STEP - B V - STEP SURVEY OF 
SUPERHET RECEIVERS. 3rd Edition. By W. E. Miller, 
M ..... (CANTAB), M.BRIT.I.R.E. A simple explanation 
of the modern superheterodyne receiver. 

55. net. By post Ss. 4d. 
RADIO DATA C H ARTS 5th Edition. By 
R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E., D.se. Revised by J. McG. 
Sowcrby, B.A •• M.I.E.E. A series of Abacs providing 
graphical aid to most of the calculations required in 
receiver design. 7s. &1. net. By post 7s. lid. 

RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK 5th 
Edition. By M. G. Scroggie, B.SC., M.U:.E. 
Describes methods of carrying out tests and measure
ments, using either commercial instruments or 
improvised equipment. 

155. net. By post 15s. 5d. 

* * * 

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION : AS 
AI'PLIED TO RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEPTION. 2nd 
Edition. By G. L Stephens, A.M.I.E.E. Explains 
the principles of suppression technique as applied to 
both radio and television reception and gives many 
examples of practical applications. 

lOs. 6d. lItt. By post IOs. lid. 

S H O R T - W A V E  R A D I O  A N D  T H E  
IONOSPHERE 2nd Edition. ByT. W. Bennington. 
Shows how existing ionospheric data can be applied 
to everyday problems ofshon-wave transmission and 
reception. IOs. 6d. net. By post 105. l Od. 

SOUND RECORDING AND REPROD UCTION 
By the Staff of the Engineering Training Dept.. 
B.B C. Covers the theory and practice of disc, 
magnetic and film r(':cording, with special refercnce 
to B.B.C. equipment. 30s. net. By post 30s. Bd. 

TELEVISION ENGINEERING : PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICE. Volume 1 : Fundamentals. Camera Tubes. 
Television Optics, Electron Optics. A B.B.C. En
gineering Training Manual, by S. W. Amos, B.SC., 
A.M.I.E.E., and D. C. Birkinshaw, M.B.E., M.A., M.I.F..E., 
in eo!1aboration with 1. L. Bliss, A.M.I.E.E. The first 
volume of a comprehensive work on the funda
mentals of television theory and practice. 

In preparation. 

TELEVISION EXPLAINED 4th Edition. By 
w. E. Mi!1er. M.A. (CANTAB), M.BRIT.I.R.E. A non
mathematical, step-by-step description of television 
reception circuits, aerials and aerial systems, receiver 
installation and operation. Ss. net. By post 5s. 4d. 
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 3,d 
Edition. By W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E. A compre
hensive explanation of the television receiver. in
cluding practical details, design data, special circuits 
and faults and servicing. 

18s. ner. By post 18s. 8d. 

LEARNING MORSE 12th Edition. A guide to 
mastering the international signal code. Also gives 
details of an easily constructed morse practice set. 

ls. lit!. By post Is. 2d. 

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING 4th 
(Revised) Edition. By R. Keen, B.BNG. (HONS.), 
A.M.I.E.E. Treats the subject historically, descrip
tively and with a wide range of bibliographical 
references. Includes much detail on the latest 
developmcnts. 45s. net. By post 46s. Id. 

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL 8th 
Edition. By W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E. A reliable 
guide for both amateur and professional. Describes 
testing methods and apparatus and the proces s  of 
deducing and remedying defects. 

12s. 6d. net. By post 12s. l Id. 

Obtainable from all booksellers or direct by post from the 
address below. Complete list of titles sent on application. 

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.I 
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quencies, caused by the presence in the feedback loop 
of the stray secondary reactances of the transformer. 
The necessity for this capacitor and its minimum 
value will vary with the individual transformers. Its 
value sbould be kept ali lilllall as possible, consistent 
with stability. 

Modifications to the three-stage high-pass prealll
plifier (original circuit Fig. 15, p. 26) are on the samc 
lines, and Fig. 29 shows the revised circuit. 

With these pre-amplifier circuits, the wiring to the 
selector switch must be kept short. and the switch 
should. if possible. be mounted on the pre-amplifier. 
Should the position of the pre-amplifier render suc:h 

R" 

R,,: 
R" FC�., .. 

r �, 

a switch inaccessibLe, consideration should be gi\'cn 
to the usc of a relay in place of the selector switch. 
rather than the use of extension Leads. This has the 
additional advantage that it could easily be operated 
from the speed-change lever by means of a mino· 
switch or from the additional switched pin which is 
a feature of some pickups with interchangeable heads. 

Pickups without Transformers_-A number of pkk· 
tipS are available which do not normally require a 
"transformer. It is possible to use the majority of 
these with the prc-amplifier circuits. by interp:Hing a 
suitable 1 :  1 transformer. In other cases. when thc 
connecting leads an: short. it may be practicable to 

connect the pickup directly in place of 

)I'V 

t"'- C" Cn 

the transformer seeondary. The limit· 
ing factor will be the capacitance 
between the leads and their screening. 
which will be shunted across R or 
Ru' and which, if sufficiently l�ge. 
would upset the treble compensatiotl. 
The value of this stray capacitance 
shoul� not be allowed. to exceed 50 pF. 
and If e'l or CU IS switched out. 
should be compensatod by a capacit
ance of one tenth of its value in 
�arallel with Rn or R", t o  give a 
hnear frequency-response character
istic at high frequencies . I 'm:,':" � 5, � "�i jl[ �R" Coo: [C" R" R " 

I- r L..-
Rn ,C" 

C,; �R" R,. 

List of Components for Fig. 27 

Type Rating Tolerance 
R" Value to suit High-stability 

transrormer carbon 
R" O.IMn do. IW 
R" 0.68MCl do. jW 
R" 0.22Mn do. IW 
R" 47kn do. IW 
R32 4.7kn do. 
R" 0.22Mn Composition 1 0 %  
R�4 22kO do. 1 0 %  
R" 2.2Mn do. 

All resistors may � jW rating, tolerance 20% unless 

C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
Coo 
C" 
Coo 
S, 

OIherwise specified. 

Type 
0.5f'F Paper 
5Of'F Electrolytic 
16f'F do. 

1000F Silvered mica 
O.05f'F Paper 

1�5OpF Silvered mica 
2500pF do. 
1500pF do. 

300pF do. 
Single-pole changeover switch 

Rating 
CV d_c. 

working) Tolerance 
250 

12 
450 
250 1 0 %  
500 
250 
250 1 0 %  
250 1 0 %  
250 1 0 %  

'7 

-
. " .' o. -o· - " 
- -
o· . -- '  o ·  o� 

-

Resistors R" and R�. must he 

Left : .Fie. �7. Simple two.position twitch
Ine In smtle-volve pre-omplifier (or 
playin, Decca l8-r.p.m. standord and 
Ht-r.p.m. L.P. records. Comf't;nsatian 
(or !he E..M.I. 7B-r.p_m. stondard choroc
terlsric should be opplied seporotely by the 
treble tone control. 

Below : FI.e. 28. Alternoti'le circuit (applic
able to F'es. 27, 29 ona 30) with three
poSition switch eMng compensation (or 
Decco 33!. Decca 7B ond E..M./. 78-r.p.m. 
recording characteristi". 

C"OR Cu 
-f 

'·00 IS/--I-F 
l·sMn : Q-004.uF 
DE':�/_ 78?, :n ' ) 14 [.H.J. 

"11 IOOpF 100PF 
Rn " R" 
R,. " R,. 



HANNEY OF BATH 
W l l L l A M S O N  A M P L I F I E R  COMPON ENTS 

1 2  1 %  .ilye. mira condensers for 
fir. 1'.1 

7 5% ,ilver mica condensers for fi , . 19 .. ... .. . . . . . . . . .  . 
25 Resistors lnd pOts for William . 

• on main amplif,er 
9 Rui.torl lor fig. I] 

15 • Small quantiti". of WODEN main. tran.· 
fo.mer., cholc .. , and ouput tran,form .. ro 
are available from time to time, as de
tailed in our current list lupplement. 

T.C.C. .25 mfd. metal packs 

PARTRIDGE type WWFB/O/1.7 
output tran.formers unpotted. 
includi", packin, 

Acos GP 20 pick"p', ... ndard or 
LP .............. . .......  . 

Hnds only, sc�ndard Or LP ....... . 

B.S.R. type GU-4 ,ram_motors .. 

117 0 
, " 

" . 
£9 19 • 

23 R".istors for fir. 15 ___________ ... 
22 Resi.tor. and potslor fig. 19 . .  
6 Condens"., for "I. 13 .. 
1 5  Condensers for f" . 15 ....... . 

7 • 
" . • • " . " . 15 • 
" . .. . 

(co�plin, conden.ers for n,. I )  
ndt T.C.C. .05 mId. metalmitu 

(couplOn, cond"Mer. for n,. I )  
each KT 66 valv�., motchcd p�ir, in-

' "  

, 
" , 

B.S.R. type M U I 4 ] speed motors £1 J -4 
B.S.R. type MUIO 2 .peed moto .. U I� 4 
COLLARO type ]RC521 luto_ 

33 Condenser. for fi,. 19 .. 
10 Resistors for fi,. 20 . . .  

7 Conden.er< for fir. 20 (le . .  C68 
• nden) 

Match�d p.i.oH7 K lwut rcsinars 
Matched pair of 21K It Wltt 

re.istor. 
5 Sank 6 position .... itch .. S.P.D.T. ,,,nuin,, OAK .witche .... 
n.p.D.T. Icnuin. OAK Iwitch • •  _ _  

Relian"," 100 ohm potf!ntiometers 

• • 

" . 
, . 
, . • • , . • • , . 

clud,n, tax . . . . .. .  p" r 
EF37A valve. (EF37 now ob.olete) 

(includins tUt) . .. .........  each 
Ma,ns <ranslormer <0 Jpecincnion 
10 "cnry 150 mA choke to .p"ci

ncuion 
30 "enry 20 mA choke to .peci-

lieu ion . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .  
William.on OUtput tran,former. 

by ELSTONE (3.6 o"m .. ,con_ 
dary) . ............ . 

'" 
" . 
" . 
" . 

.. . 

chan,er., 3 opeed unmixed, with 
2 Hi_Fi cry .... l he.d,.... £18 1� 8 

COLLARO type 3RC511 auto-
chan,erl. as .bove but play • 
10 and 11 inch record. MIXED £11 " J 

CHANCERY LP utuhment, (on
vert. 78 r.p.m. motor to LP in a 
maner of ucond. n 6 

GOODMANSAXIOM 150 'peakers £10 S 6 
GOODMANS AUDIOM 600pnkers £8 11 • 

ROLA G l l  .pnkerl .. ...... . £8 5 0 
Tile obove i. only 0 .e/ection of our lor,e nod., •• nd 6<1. stomp now for our currenl ,i.1 ond ."pp/em .. nt, 

end .aye you"e/f time end trouble, 

L. F. II A N N E Y  7 7  L O W E R  B R I S T O L  R O A D ,  B A T H  
T e l e p h o n e : 3 8 1 1  

RADIO DE SIG N E R'S HANDBOOK 
A compreh�nsivc:: 
10 amhors and 23 

rdc::rc::ncc::, the 
colbborating 

work of 
cnglllcers 

Previous editions of Radio Designer's Handbook 
have achieved exceptional success, many 

thousands of copies of this standard reference 
work having been sold In all parts of the 

world. The book deals with general theory, 

components, testing and design. The new 

edition is more than four times as large as 

the previous ,·olume, and contains work 

hitherto unpublished. It is the work of ten 
authors 

gmeers, 

Smith. 

and twenty-three collaborating en

under the editorship of F. Langford

The work is intended for those 

Publication May, 1953. 

especially interested in the design and appli
cation of radio receivers or audio amplifiers ;  

it contains an enormous amount of data 

which has been made readily accessible by 

means of a fully-detailed list of contents 

and a comprehensive index, 

The main subjects ar'"' valves and valve 

testing, general theory and COmponents, audio 
frequencies, radio frequencies, power supplies, 

design of complete A-M and F-M receivers, 
and reference data. 

42s. net. By post 43s. 6d. 
Obtainable from all booksellers or direct by post from the address below. 

J L l F F E  & S O N S  L T D . ,  D O R S E T  H O U S E ,  S T A J\·f F O R D  S T . ,  L O N D O N  S . E . l  
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retained to provide a conducting path to the valve 
grid when the pickup heads are being interchanged . 

There may be cases, where one side of the input 
must be earthed, in which it is impracticable to utilize 
the pre-amplifiers in this way. In tbis event the 
circuit may be modified as shown in Fig. 30. This 
ci«:uit applies to both prc-amplifiers. In it. the trans
formcr had been replaced by a resistive network R"", 
Ra,' mixing the input and feedback voltages. 

The input resistace of this circuit is approximately 
0.1 MD, alld its voltage gain at I.OOO C / S is 9. The 
frequency-response curve is almost identical with that 

Below ; fig. 29. Revised three-stage pre-ampli(ier circuit with 
high-pass (ilter, fO play Decca 33t- and lB-r.p.m. records. 
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of Fig. 14, p. 25. Thi5 circuit is suitable for most 
moving-iron va.riable-reluctance pick ups. and can be 
used w ith piezoelectric pickups which havc been 
loaded to give an output proportional to recorded 
velocity. 

Danger of Overloading.-The input to the prc
amplifiers 5hould be restricted to :.IoomV in the case 
of the single-stage circuits and 50 mV for the three
stage circuit, and if necessary a potential divider 
should be used. 

Piczoelec::tric Pickups.-Lightweight piezoeleclric 
pickups have recently become popular, particularly 
for L.P. recordings. Since these give a relatively high 
output, no pre-amplifier is necessary and any correc
tion required may be achieved by means of simple 
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Component Va)ues for Circuit of Fig. 29 

Type Rating Tolerance Rating 
R" Value to suit High-stability (V d.c. 

Transfonner ""'oon Type working) Tolerance 
R .. O.IMO do. !W 20% C," O.5p.F Paper 250 200;., 
R" O.68MO do. jW 20 % C" 50p.F Electrolytic 12 
Rn O.22MO do. !W 2 0 %  Cb2 16p.F do. 450 
R" 4.7kO do. 2 0 %  C�3 O.02p.F Paper 350 1 O '}(, 
R" O.22MO Composition 1 0 %  CM, lOOpF Silvered mica 350 1 0 %  
R .. 20kO* do. Coo O.5" F Paper 250 20 % 
R" 22kO High-stability IW 20 % C" 50pF ElccU"olytic 12 

carbon Cos O.01,..F Silvered mica 350 1 %  
R .. O.22MO: Composition 1 0 %  oc matched 
R" O.20M!l* do. Coo O.2Sp.F Paper 500 20 % 
R" 4.7M!l do. 5 " COO 5000pF Silvered 350 1 % '" 
R .. 1.0MO do. jW 20 % oc matched 
R" O.22Mn do. ,W 20% C" SOOOpF do. 350 do. 
R" 2.2kO do, 20% C62 7000pF do. 350 10 �� 
R" 2.oMO High-stability 1 %  C" O.5p.F Papcr 500 20 �� 

carbon or matched CH 16,..F Electrolytic 450 
Rn 2.0Mn do. do. C" 10-SOpF Silvered mica 250 
R,. l.OMD do. do. C" O.lp.F Paper 500 
R" lOMQ Composition 5 %  C" 2500pF Silvered mica 250 10 % 
R" 47kO do. 1 0 %  C" 1500pF do. 250 1 0 %  
R" lkn do. 20 % Coo 300pF do. 250 1 0 %  
R" 47kfl. do. IW 20% S, Single-pole changeover SWilCh. 
R" 0.22Mn do. 20% 
R" lOkO do, IW 20 % 
R .. 2.2MQ do. 20 % 

• May require adjusuncnt . All resistors may be l W  rating, except where otherwise stated. 
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The WiJliamson Amplifier 
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cuit for use without tran ,. 
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former when ° "' 
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must be earthed. 

I I r 

C·OOSfLF (DISCONNECT FOA EM.l CHARACTEFIISTIC) 

INPUT 
(COIo"iTANT VOLTA(",[) 

I 
::;--

TAP AT RESISTANCE EQUAL TO 
IMPEOAtlC< OF PICKUP IF /0'<101 THAN 1·110.0 

OUTPUT TO 
PRE -AMPLIfiER 

Fig. 3/. Simulator for Deaa and E.M.I. 78-r.p.m. recording 
characteristics. 

RC networks, details of which have alre3.dy been 
published. ' 

Checking the Pre·amplifiers.-When a pre·a.mpli· 
[Jer has been constructed, it is advisable to measure 
its response curve over the audible frequency range 
and beyond, in ordcr to ensure that nothing is amiss. 
This is particularly so in the case of the three·stage 
pre-amplifier. 

To facilitate this measurement the networks of Figs. 
JI and 32 have been devised. These circuits, when 
fed with constant-voltage variable· frequency input, 

o"OO6fLf I O·03,uF 

I mn I 
INPUT 

(CONSUNT VOLTAGE) 

101t0 1 
""n 

TAP AT RESISTANCE EOUAL TO 
IMPEDANCE Of PICKUP IF ;WER THAN llOn 

t/ OUTPUT TO 
PRE-AMPLlFIER 

Fig. 32. Simulator for Decco 33t r.p.m. L.P. characterisric. 

produce outputs which are, respectively, replicas of 
the standard and L.P. characteristics. 

To test a. pre-a.mplifier, the appropriate network 
should be connected between an oscillator and the 
pre-amplifler input. The output from the pre-ampli
fier for a. constant voltage to the network should then 
follow the response curve already published for the 
appropriate circuit (Figs. 14 and n ,  pp. 25 and :;q).  

Acknowledgment.-The writer is indebted to Decca 
for information a.bout their recording characteristic. 

, Wen and Kelly, " PicJmp Input Ciceuiu," WiT .. l .... War/d, November. 1950. pp. 386-391. 

1'",lIed in Englalld by ('"uTI""all I'TC$$ Lld., Pa,i. Ga"fell. Lum/VII, 5.f..1. Ll00t-nR!,;l�l� KS 



GOODSELL 
--..... 

WILLI A M S O N  HIGH - FI D E LITY AMPLIFIERS 

* The Goodsell version of the World famous WHliamson Amplifier is to full specification, 
laboratory bullt and tested. 

All components are adequately rated to ensure long life and trouble free operation. 

� 

I 
t * 

* 
* 

Fully troplcalrzed version. Type GWr8/C is available for use overseas. 

All models have separate power supply incorporated on the same chassis for 
multi-stage pre-ampllfiers, tape pre-ampllfiers and tuner units. 

use with : 

A laboratory report of i WHUamson Amplifier, our 
type GWr9/C, which w;as submitted to Intermod". 
lation tesu. The results using an Altee lanCing 
Intermodulation DiUortion Meter and Boonto" Seat 
Frequency Oscill ... tor ... re given. 
The report on the Goodsell pre· ... mplifier showed it 
to be ... compar.able unit With s(mUar figures. 
Type GWIB (standard model) Pr(ce Ul ; 5 :  0 
Type GWrB;C (as IUu.tr ... ted) Price £J6 : 0 : 0 

I.H. Distortion 

2% 
O.l� 
0.900 
0.2% 

I 

Power Output I Frequeney 
Ratio I : " 

1 5  watts 10 & 2,000 c/ •. 

10 wattS 10 & 2,000 eis, 
1 5  Wiltts .00 & 2,000 els. 
1 0  watts 100 & 2,000 e's. 

P R E - A M P L I F I E R  T O N E  C O N T R O L  U N I TS 
Multi.$tage, low noise tone eontrol units with radio input and gramophone pre·ampHfiBr. Equalization for micro
groove and stand ... rd recording eharacterinics, 5 �sition .teep cut low.pu. filter and cathode follower out.put. 
feedback over every suge ensures negti,ible distortion. 

Type PFA with equalization for British and American recording characteristics and 5 mv sen,ltivlty on 
LP and 7B. Price m :  10 : 0 

Type FUTC with LP ... nd 78 equalization ... nd 1 5  mv sensitivity. Price ll2 : 12: 0 
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GOODSELL LTD., 40, GARD N E R  
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V A L V E S  

for the  

W I L L I A M S O N  

A M P I F I E R  

The following Osram 

L.63. *8.65. 

valves are specified : 

KT.66. U.52. 

Use of KT.66 is essential to obtain optimum 
perfonnance of this equipment. 

The characteristics of KT.66 and 6L6G are 
not identica1. 

Circuit information on a Quality Amplifier 
for DC/AC operation may be obtained from 
the Osram Valves & Electronic Dept., Magnet 
House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

* B.G:j dOl/ble triade as altemarive 
for any two LJjJ type. 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO .• LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, 

L.63 

KT.66 

8.65 

U.52 

K!NG5WAY, W.C.2 



MODERNIZE '10"" 'W� II� 

T
HE Williamson amplifier circuit was 

hrst publicized in Enlland in 1947, 
.10.1 in Ihis counny in 1949. It has 
.u:hievc. .. 1 wiJe acceptance and popularity, 
.111.1 lI.n 1",,,11 the basis for K'veral modi· 
hl'ations of the: ori,inal desian. The: 
mnS( bill sic change was the: ulrra-lincar 
version of operation, which I developed 
anJ subsequc:ntly Jc:scribcd • . This ar
rangement corrected 2 of the: basic de
he ic:ncic:s in the: original desiln - it 
increased the: powc:r caS-bility of the: 
amplifier to n or 30 wattS, and it irn
proVN the: marlin of feedback stability. 

Now, as always happens. Pro,I'CSS in 
amplifier Jesi,n has continued: it is 
pussible to make furthe:r improvements 
in 'the Williamson Jcsigrf' (both triode 
and ultra·linear venions). These im
povements again correa for limitations 
with respect to power OUtput and 
stability. 

Increasing Power Output 
Present thinking 00 requirements for 
.IuJio P�W" js vastly dilfercnt from that 
nf a few yean ago. Then, most people 
, .. id, · .... l"n waus is enoush for me." 
Now, however, modern program ma
terial has bcc:n increased in dynamic 
range many times over that of former 
�l:ars. This fact alone: has increased the: 
power requirements substantially for 
realistic, undistoncd teproduCtion. In 
addition, source material frequency re
sponse has been cxtended, and this also 
introduces the: need for a te-cvaluation 
lIf amplifier power requirements. In
crcascJ frequency response means that 
the amplifier has to handle power at 
greater ntrcmes of frequcncy. At these: 
extremes, the impedance characteristics 
of the loudspeaker change from the: 
nominal values. This means that the 
amplific:r is mismlllcheJ at frequency ex· 
tremes, and a mismatch dccrc:ascs the 
maximum.powc:r cap.bilities of any 
;amplific:r. 

To Jc:liver clean power into a loud
'Ilt·,.lel·r IlIa<I, an amplifier must be: cap
.• ble of at least ,,,,ic, the: power rcquir<. ... 
for a resistor load such as is used in 
Ill<::uuring and ratin" amplificn. Thus 
the extension of both dynamic range and 
frequency range in modern rccordinll. 
I'M sourCl"s. and tape means that 2� 
w.IttS are ;about a 1fIilfi1flllm if top-grade 

'Hatler. D .• and Kef_ H. I,. "Improyin& the 
W,Uiem ... Ampliller". HaoUe .. T� N ..... 
... bn .. .,)' 1953. 

di 

performance is required. Even this mini· 
mum will probably be: inctcaScd in the 
ycan to come unless the c:fficiency of 
loudspeaker sYStems can he increascd. 

Por theM: Itnd relatN reasons. c:lfuru 
have bcc:n devoted to increasinl, the: 
power OUtput of audio amplifien . . · The 
advent of some new tube: t}·pes ha', made 
this praCtical within the W:lliamson 
configuration without the n�cd for com· 
pletcly tebuilding the amplifier. Changes 
required arc replacemc:ne of the output 
tubes, substitution of an output trans· 
former which will handle the: increased 
power and provide suitable impedance 
matchin& and addition of fixed bias. 

, New Output Tubes 
The: new tube: selected for modernization 
of the: Williamson is che Amperex 
('CA 7, which is also imponed anJ dis
tributed as che: Mullard EL· H. This is 
a compact tube: with power capabilities 
up to 100 wans, depending on the sup· 
ply voltagcs available. Ir can be: plulled 
ditcCdy into che sockm formerly uscd 
for �RRI',. KT(,(,'s, 161<'1·s. ;an.! mher 
tubes of this type, with the single: aJJi· 
tional requitement that the No. I pins 
muse be: grounded. 

The: 6CA 7 JEL. 34 is a pentode tube: 

" 

of extreme linearity. hs prefl:rrN oper· 
ating conJition is as a pentO\lc: ;although 
the: manufacturer furnishes trio .. le r;acin�s 

for che tube. rri,,..le UI'l'r;alion r�'sults in 
higher .JislOrriulI an,1 rl",h • .:e .. 1 powl"r vut· 

put. The convencional ultra· linear con
ncecion cannot provide opcimum rc:sults 
wich dICse tubes either, since there is no 
type of operation more linear than che 
pentode conneccion for which chey were 
designed. As will be: discussed later, 
however. a compromise form of opera· 
tion fits the necJs of che Williamson 
modernization very nicely. 

To dc:rive the: potential be:nefits avail· 
able in these: tubcs, proper impedance 
macching muse be: obtainc."! in Ihe out· 
put transformer, The Ornaco A-430 
transformer has bc:c:n dc:signed specifi· 
cally for chis purpose. This is a �O-watt 
unit. che performance of which excI:cds 
Mr. WiIliamson's sIX-cificarions wich re· 
spect to frequency response. permissible 
feedback. power handling ability. ;and so 
on. At presenc this is the only commc:r· 
cial transformer of corrt'Ct impl-Jance. 
hut it is anticipate.1 thOlt orhl"rs may he: 
available soon. 

The Dynaco A·4.30 has primary taps 
which can be: used to furnish aboue 10% 
screen loading. This does noe cause de· 
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:rioration of the extreme line:uity of 
the tubes, and it does have the advantage 
of lowering the internal impedance (for 
bener damping). further, it improves 
the inherent regul.uion of the output 
stage to the point where no changes need 
be made in the B+ supply of the basic 
Williamson in order to use the new 
tubes. 

This transformer can he interchan,lted 
.Iir��rly with ullits fnrmerly u5<.·,1 in this 
circuit. If the uri}o;in;11 output ruhes were 
triade connected, the 100·ohm screen 
suppressors connected from pin 3 to pin 
4 should be removed. and the trans

former leads connectt:d as indicated in 
the schematic ,!iagram (Fig. I ). The 
constructor should note that the circuit 
must be traced from the: phase inverter 
to the output grids in order to ,Ietermine 
which of the output tu�S is the "top" 
one in the circuit. Transformer leads 
must be properly conn(:Clcd to the out
put rubes, or the fL"C\lb",k phasing will 
be incorrect. I f there is a loud buzz 
after connecting the transformer, the 
plate and screcn Icad from onc output 
rube should he transferred to the other, 
and vice versa. 

figs. 2 and 3 show the A··1 \0 
Tloun!ed on a cnnven,",I Hc-.lIhkit 
W. �M. (Sce Appendix for s��ific con 
vt:ninn in�tna:tiClll\ fC):"r.Jinj( this am-

i 

·i 
, 
i 

J 
plifier) . It fits the space, despite its lar.fl:e 
size, because it hu no flanges. Insr.alla· 
tion of the transformer requires no me
chanical alterations in the chassis except, . 
possibly, reaming the mounting holes to 
accommodate mounting sruds. 

Biasing the Output Tubes 
The 6CA 7 JEL-34 requires a lower value 
of Ilias than rubes generally used in 
Williamson amplifiers. Value of the 
catho.le resistor should he reduced to 
ahout 200 ohms from the conventional 
2�0 to 300 ohms. When this hu been 
done, after substituting rubes and out
put transformer, the resulting amplifier 
can put out 3� to 40 exceptional ly clean 
warts. However, the capabilities of the 
new rubes and transformer are not fully 
exploited unless the constructor is will· 
ing to incorporate a fixc<l-bias supply to 
replace the origina l sclf·biasing arrange· 
ment. 

Addition of a negati\"e DC supply for 
fixed biu is quite simple. A. capacitor 
of .O� p.fcJ is taken from one side of the 
high· voltage secondary of the power 
transformer and connected in series with 
a 27,OOO-ohm, I-watt resistor to �roun.t. 
Th�'sc form a dividin� network which 
cuts the AC voltage from the power 
transformer to less than �/I its full value. 
Two snull �Icnium r�"Ctifiers (20 ma or 

hi8hct ratil1�) arc \V1f�-J III serieS i fom 

this junction, with the negative rl"Ctilier 
'l'rminal� tow;lr,1 rhl." ""trut �i,'(·. Th .. 
rl·s:.rhinH negative OC is filtl."rl-J by a 

IO.OOO-ohm potcmiomercr and a 47,· 
OOO-ohm fixed resistor, and the arm of 
the pot is bypassed by • 40-p.fd (or 
greater ) , I �O·volt Cllpacitor. This is 
shown in the diagram. Fig. 1. The po
tc:ntiomerer can be placl-J conveniently 
in the hole that formerly hcld the bias· 
balancing pot. A bias-balance adjust . 
ment is no lonlter required, since the 
OUtput transformer is of • design in 
which performance is noc deteriorat�-d 
by moderate current unbalance, Ind the 
rubes used do not have much vari;!tio:l 
in plate current drain. 

The new potentiometer controls the 
bias voltage, which is fed to the bottom 
ends of the two IOO,OOO·ohm outpUt. 
tube grid resistors. These, of course, are 
no longer connected to the components 
formerly used in bias balancing. 

The combination of chan,ltes descriheti 
above has inc:rC';lSc:d the !'uwer ut the 
amplifier to about twice iu ultra· lincar 
rating and about 4 times iu trioJe 
rating. This dunge alone makes In im· 
po"ant improvement, but an equally 
important improvement can also be 
made by extending the stability margin 
of the amplifier. 

Stabilizing the Amplifier 
Criteria for good amplifier design have 
changed in recent years, and the stress 
is now being placed more and more on 
am plifier stability. Many amplifiers, 
while performing well under steady-state 
conditions, have exhibited muddy and 
harsh qualities when reproducing music. 
One reason for this is the fact th;!t 
their transient performance is inferior 
to that under steady·state conditions. 
A.nother reason is that amplifier per· 
formance on loudspeaker loads is often 
not as good as it is with resistor loa.J�. 
This point was touched on briefly he· 
fore: its ramifications with respect to 
feedback instabiliry are far· reaching. 
Many designers have come to the con
elusion that stability, has more effect on 
listening qU:llity than disto"ion does' 
ConK-quently. increases in the m:lr,ICin of 
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, �bilit�· arc important Jcsi,!;n prublc:ms. 
Br rhe51: sranJar,ls, rhen, original 

WiII,;m�n amplifiers hav� ina.lequar� 
. srabilir�' ;lr b oth l'xrreme IlIw anJ hi/-th 

frnlll"1Il i .. �. Thi, UII 1><: ,1C:1ll01l5Ira" ... 1 
fnr the.' IlIw ('11,1 hy IlIuchin" the: inllUr 
grid momentarily with the: finge"ip and 
watching the spt.-:aker con�. The heavy 
low-frequency transient which is gen
crated tri.ltgcrs the ilml'lilier, and ther� 
ar� usually sevcral sur�c:s befor�/ th� 
dfl'Ct is Jamrc:J out. The: speaker '  con� 
can be ob5l:rved to mov� back ar.d fo"h 
5I:veral timl's hdllre comin,IC t ... rc:st. This 
means that �hnrt siltnal impulses will 
also cause: sl'urious cone movcmcnrs 
which tend to hlur the sound. 

At high fn:quencies, the correspond
ing effect can he viewClI on an oscillo
scope with a square-wave signal input. 
A ripp lc...J square wave is indicative of 
hasic instahility, and in,licates rhat 
rhere is a transient distllrrion of high
frequency signals. 

Insrabilitr is due to rhe facc rhac 
the phase: characteristics of th� amplifier 
C:1U� some IIf rhe fl'Cllt-ack ro he al'l'l i, ... 1 
pnrilil·..J, illsrc:hl of Ht'X.,I;,·d, at the: 
fn:quenc)' exrrc:mes. The n:me.�y is 
superficially simple - to shift the: phase 
in the right direction at the critical f�
quenci�s. le is not always simple to do 
rhis. Forrunarcl�·. the phase characteris
tics of the A-430 transformer and the 
\,(/iIliamson circuit arrangement permit 
complete corn:ction of the low-frequ�ncy 

-p1r.UeChar,u:tcristic', and apr>reciabl� -cor
rection of the high-frequency characc�r
iscic. These corrections a� made with a 

few inexpensiv� componenrs. 
The low-frequency correction is 

achieved by shunring the 0.2�-,.tfd 
coupling capacitors which go co the out
put grids with I megohm resistors_ 
High-frequency correction is obtained 
with a 100-p-p-fd capacitor which is COD
nected from the lower driver plat� to 
rhe cathode of the firsr stage. Without 
,ltoing inro the theory underlying these: 
<.t'rr,·cti,,"!, il is wurth IIICllliollill1( Ih:lt 
they have a trem�ndous effect on per
formance. ( It is assumed that the 
10,OOO-ohm resistor in the input grid, 
change of the .0�-p-fJ capacitors to 0.25, 
and the use: of. a small capacitor across 
the feedback resistor as indicated in the 
schematic are already included in the 
amplifier. If not, these should also be 
added in accor,lanc� with previous 
recommendations·. ) 

This completcs the modernization of 
the Williamson. If the power supply purs 
out a full 150 volts with �nable regu
lation, the output pow�r will be about 
50 wattS at 1% IM distortion. If the 
power supply provides lower voltage, the 
output power will be rcducl-d somewhat. 
Below full output, the distonion Jrops 

°H.ner. D .• "A 60 Wen Uhre·Li"" ... AmpIiIia", 
H",/i. .. r.I ... -;., .. N._. FebnIM,. IIISS. 

raplJly IOwarJ il yanishi,,� point. The: 
frequency rl'Sponse of the amplifier will 
be approximately the same as that of the 
original version el[cept that peaks in the 
rc:spUllllC (a",)(iaft.� with instllhility) 
a� eliminated. The rransient responle 
- thar unmeasurable intangible - will 
be audibly better. It will be particularly 
�vident in mo� solid, better· defined 
bass and smoother, cleaner rreble. 

Appendix 
The following specific hints will be 
hc:lpful ro those who arc intereste.-d in 
modernizing the Heathkit W-3M Wit
liamson: 

The bias voltage divider an.d rectifier 
can go in the power supply chassis. Out
put of th� selenium rectifier is connected 
to pin 5 of the pow�r socket and carried 
rh rough the spare wi� in the connecting 
cable to one side of the 10,OOO-ohm 
bias·setting pot. 

The 2�O ·ohm and twO I OO·ohm resis
tors are discardc:d, as is the lOO-ohm pot. 
The bias pot �places the lOO-ohm bal

ance :l,fjustment, and the hlank tie 
puints to which the WO-ohm resistors 

. "'e� fastened can then be usc...J ro con 
nl'Ct lead. which a� pan of the ground 
circuit. 

In the intercsu of econom)" the 
20'p-CJ capacitor which formerly by-

passed the cathodes can be used for 
filtering the bias supply. The schematic 
calls for 40 p-fd, but the difference in 
hum level is only 2 db. 

Jacks formerly used for metering plate 
current can still be used to check equal
ity nf the output tubes. The former con
",:ction to the 2 '0-ohm bias resistor 
must now be: grounded in ord�r co com
plete the circuit path for the cath-xle cur

rent. 'At the same time the No. 1 pins 
( suppressor grids of the output cubes) 
should be connected at the socket to 
the No. 8 (Cilthode ) pins. 

In order to inse" the 10,OOO-ohm 
parasitic suppressor resistor directly at 
the input grid, the 2.2 -megohm resistor 
should be reconnected directly from the 
input socket to ground. The 10.000-
uhm n:sistor can then be inserted from 
the input connector to pin 1 of the 
first ('SN7 tube. This replaccs the .05-
p.fJ capacitor which is used as part of 
Ihe bias supply iD the power chassis. 
Make sure that the pre:amplifier used has 
an output coupling capacitor since the 
amplifier now has none in the input. 

Practically all preamplifil.'cs are so 

t:�UlppCJ; jf n(ll, onc: .houlJ i>c .lJ,kJ. 
The .05-p-fd couplin,!; capacitors bc:

tWttn the two 6SN7's should be in· 

crl'ascd to O.2� p-f,1. Car� sholll,1 he 
cxcn:isc.-..l in ord�·c to get thc:lIC 10 hI 
the SI'l\lCt'. If di/liculry is enCllunrecl.'d. ic 
is slJ.&:,I:esred that miniatu� capacitors be 
used. such as Aemlitc.'S made by Aerovox. 

The l·megohm phasc-corCl't:tins rc:· 

sistors across the coupli_ng capa.citocs pt.·c· 
m it som� positive DC to appear on rhe 
grids if the negative bias supply is in· 
orc:rative. The existence of nt·,r.::llive 
voltage at the: grid should be chl'l.kc:·,1 
with the rccrifier removed bc:fore �r· 
mitting the B+ voltage to he applied. 
Then the rectifi�r should be inse "l·d and 
the bias set to 3' volts from �rid to 
ground .. /In the cubes have had timc to 
warm up. Do not remov� the secon,1 
6SN7 while the amplifier is on, because 
this will cause additional positive volla,r.:e 
to be applied to the grids of the out

put stage, upsetting the bias and possihly 
harming the cubes. 

AUDIOCRAFT Test Results 
The amplifier shown in Fip. 2 and I, 
which was the basic Williamson con · 

verted in accordance with this a"icl�·. 
produced 0.6% IM disto"ion at �o 
watts output. 0.2% at 36 watrs, and 
0.1 % at U watts. Below I � watts dis
to"ion was in the residual range of the 
meter and could reasonably be called 
negligible if not unmeasurable. Test 
frequencies we� 60 and 7,000 Cp5. 
mixed in a 4-ro-l ratio. 

These: readings could have been im· 
proved slightly by using pans matched 
mo� precise:ly, or by adding to the 
power supply filtering. It is doubtful 
that such small improvement would he 
apparent audibly. On the orh�r hand. if 
the phase inve"er balance w�re off, Ot 

certain other �Iements had drifted in 
value, the disto"ion figures might be 
doubled - still exceptionally good per· 
formance. 

frequency rnpnn� was perfl'Criy 1Ii11 
within the range of our test equipment. 
Calculated response, without the 100-
p-p-fd f�baclr: capacitor at the driver 
stage plat�, is ± I db from 2 to 200.000 
cps; with this added, response: above 
80,000 cps slopes off smoothly. This 
capacitor causes a very slight increase: in 
distortion at 20,000 cps, which is quite 
insignificant compared to th� 12 db in· 

crease: in the high-frequ�ncy stability 
margin. Stability at the low end, deter· 

mined by recovery characteristics f corn 

a sharp overload pluse, was apparentl}' 
perfect. 

. 

Squa�-wave response: at low frequcn. 
cies was excellent, and �xceptionalh' 
good at high fCl'quencil.'s. Power re· 
sponse: was completely flat from 20 III 

20,000 cps at '0 watts. Toral COSt for 
all parts required to make Ihe complt·te 
conversion: less than $·10.00. 
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IMPROVING 

the WILLIAMSON 

AMPLIFIER 
By T ALBOT M. WRIGHT 

Changing a few resistors in the driver section results 
in reduced distortion in this hi-fi amplifier design. 

T

HE Williamson amplifier, whether it 
be of the classic triode type or the 
"Ultra-Linear" vel-sion, has to some 

extent fallen into disfavor with audio
philes since it is now possible to build an 
amplit\er at lower cost and still equal or 
better the Williamson's performance. 

Many Williamson owners have dis
carded their trusty old amplifiers in 
favor of 50 or 60 watts in the never
ending chase after unmeasurable dis
tortion. Many Williamsons have been 
converted to higher powel's by the use 
of newer tubes and heftier output trans
formers. In some cases the proud owner 
has realized an audible increase in defi
nition and an accompanying drop in 
distortion. 

Frequently such an experimenter will 
add a high-power output stage to his 
Williamson drive system-in most cases 
paying for 50 watts in order to get a 
clean 20 watts. Even then he doesn't 
always get the improvement he expects. 
The fault lies not in the power stage but 
in the drive system. The two main faults 
of the Williamson are distortion at me-

clium to high levels and instability. We'll 
discuss instability later-but first to the 
distortion. 

IM Distortion 

If you run an intermodulation distor
tion test on an avemge Williamson am
plifier using the classic drive system you 
will find that the 1M exceeds 2'ir at only 
slightly over half the rated power. By 
the time you reach rated power you 
find the distortion is well past the toler
able level. The result of this testing 
usually leads to a substitution of all the 
tubes in a wistful search for lower dis
tortion. Sometimes this helps a little. 

Basically {ne voltage amplifiers are 
producing much greater amounts of dis
tortion than they should. "But," you say 
to yourself, "I followed the design 
scrupulously; even the voltages are 
what they should he." The point over
looked. however, is that the American 
6SN7, 6CG7, or 12AU7 will not work 
well with the circuit values specified by 
Mr. Williamson in his original paper on 
the subject. 

Fig. 1. aeductlon In Intermodulatlon distortion of the amplifier shown in Fig. 2. 
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A careful inspection of any U.S. tube 
manual will disclose the fact that the 
6SN7 or 6CG7, as used in the William
son amplifier circuit, is badly under
biased. 

Take the push-pull drivel' stage fO/' 
instance. Usually the plate loads arc 
47,000 ohms and the cathode resistor is 
around 560 ohms. This produces a bias 
of around 51,2 volts with about 175 volts 
on the plates, assuming a supply of 
around 440 volts. The tube manuals. in
dicate that the 6SN7 should be operated 
with 250 volts on the plate and an 81J.a
volt bias. 

All you have to do is change that 
cathode bias resistor from its present 
value to 1000 ohms. A resistor of 1200 
ohms works well, too. With a lOOO-ohm 
bias resistor, there .will be about 250 
volts at the driver plates and the bias 
will rise to approximately 9 volts. Not 
only does this cut distortion but it 
means you can produce more drive volt
age. Naturally, too, you can now put 
more signal voltage into the 6SN7 driver 
before it starts to draw grid current. 
The driver will stay class A, in fact long 
after the output stage has finally given 
up. 

rhis change alone, of course. will not 
eliminate the distortion fed into the out
put stage. The first two stages are still 
underbiased and they hang together be
cause of the d.c. coupling between them. 

Let's start with the first stage. The 
bias resistor usually found there is 470 
ohms. This should be increased to twice 
its value-simply add another 470-ohm 
resistor in series with the fil'st. This 
raises the bias to around 3 volts, but 
incl'easing this bias causes the plate 
voltage of this stage to go up, thereby 
decreasing the grid-cathode bias aCI'oss 
the' phase-inverter-the next stage. 

There al'e now two things to be done: 
lower the supply voltage to the first 
stage and increase the supply voltage 
to the phase-inverter. If each of these is 
changed in the right proportion, both 
stages will be biased correctly . 

The average WiIliamson circuit uses a 
33,OOO-ohm resistor from the 450-volt 
supply point to decouple the first stage; 
this must be increased to about 47,000 
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ohlll�. This will cut the current through 
the stage somewhat, producing a cath
nde uias of around 21, .. volts, and it will 
also lower the plate voltage. The de
coupling resistor to the phase-inverter 
is usually 22,000 ohms from the 450-volt 
point. This resistor should be l'ec1uced to 
3900 ohms, pulling more current 
through the phase-invertel' and raising 
the cathode uias, 

\\'hen these last two chan ges have 
b(,l'1l made t here should be about a 5 %
to i-volt bias from grid to cathode of 
t Il!' phase-in\'el'ter. Of couI·se. if t he ini
tial supply voltag\? is much below 450 
you will not get exact Iy the right bias, 
but it will be close enough to allow the 
/irst two stages to bias each othel' cor
rectly. Typical volt ages for this circuit 
are found in Fig, 2. 

The net result of all these changes is 
to almost double the drive voltage avail
able to the grids of the output tubes. 

With a 450-volt supply you can get well 
over 100 volts to each gdd. With a 400-
volt supply that drops to something near 
350 volts due to lack of regulation in the 
power supply, you should still be able to 
get 80 volts of drive per grid. 

There is one thing more which must 
be done before you have the amplifier 
operating correctly. The output trans
formers used in Williamson amplifi ers 
will not usually hane-lIe more than about 
20 db of feedback, but increasing t.he I'e
sistor to the cathode of the first stage 
has already increased the feedhack. 
Since the value of the cathode resistor 
has been doubled, it is necessary to 
double the value of the feedback l'esistor 
to put the feedback at its previous value. 

With the changes outlined, any "UI
tra-Linear"-type Williamson should not 
produce 1 ';', distortion until it reaches 
overload. If the drive volt ages to the 
grids of the output tubes are balanced, 

the distortion should be well below 0.5";' . 
Performance of the amplifier of Fig, 2 

is illustrated in the curve of Fig. 1. For 
all IM tests, the generator supplied fre
quencies of 60 and 6000 cps at a ratio of 
4 to 1. Readers should not be too con
cemed about the absolute values of 
power indicated nor a comparison of the 
power in one amplifier we have worked 
on with another. The important thing 
heing shown here is the definite im
provement in performance that occurred 
with the changes incorporated. 

Amplifier No. 2 (see Fig. 3) uses four 
5881's in a push-pull parallt'1 triode out
put stage. In this one only the biasing 
modifications have been made, The 
tubes were chosen at random and no at
tempt was made to balance the drives 
beyond the tolerances provided by the 
5-year-old 5"/� resistors already in the 
circuit, A 450-volt capacitor-input 
power supply was used in this circuit. 

Fig, 2. Circuit of one of the amplifier, modified by the author. The value, of five re,i.tors have been changed, 
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FI,. 3. Improvement in performance of am
plifier ulin, four 5"1·, in triode connection. 

Amplifiel' No. 3 (sce Fi�. 41 uses two 
EL34/SCA7"s connected ns pentodes 
with a 250-ohm self-hias resistor and 
5000-ohm plate-tn-plate load. A�nin. no 
special elTOI't WllS made to hlllnnce the 
drives. A 450-volt choke-input filter wns 
used hel·e. 

Transient Response 

All of the fm'egoing will cut distortion 
dramat ically, hut. we have yet nnot her 
pl'oblem to face: tl'Hnsient I·esponse . Im
provement in an amplifier's lI'ansient 
response is usuully more striking than 
impmvement in distortion. Now, the 
high-frequency I·esponse of many \vil
Iinmson amplifiel's is ragged at hest and 
it is nearly impossihle to give n set of 
values to smooth the high end of all 
these units. However, the values given 
in Fig. 2 will be about right for an "UI
tra-Linear"-type \Villiamson using 
either Stmu:or or D.I",a(:o lI'ansformel·s. 
The RC values bypassing the plate load 
of the first stage aren't too critical. The 
small capacitivc fccdback loop fmm thc 
plate of thc lower drivel' to the cathode 
of the first stal!c is also non-critical. 
However, the value of the capacitor 
should not exceed 100 JIIlf. Thc only 
value that must be jugglcd with ex
treme care is the capacitor acmss thc 
feedback resistor. About 50 N'f. to 150 
p,p,f. is usual in this position. The only 

way to opUmize the high-frequency re· 
sponse of the amplifier is to use an oscil
loscope when making adjustments. In 
practically all cases, bowever, thel'e will 
be no audihle dilTel'ence between results 
derived from u!!ing the given values and 
those elerived fmm inclividual trimming. 

The low-frequency transient response 
of thc Williamson is less critical and 
e8!lier to !!traighten out. Many ampli· 
fiel'!!. tend to get "hloflpy'� when .hit hy 
tiTgh--intensiiy. Iow-frequency sounds, 
clue mainly to inadequate dceoupling of 
the "8 + ." It is recommended that all of 
the stages he dccouplccl hy at least 40 
,.f., although in these amplificrs one of 
the (sul'pl'isingly) critical points is the 
phase invel·tel' which should he mOl'e 
heavily decoupled. The now 3900-ohm 
l'csistOl' decoupling t he phase splittel· 
should he hypasscd with an elcctmlytic 
whose value is in the neighborhoocl of RO 
to 100 ,.f. Thesc chan�es will pl'o{luce a 
stahle amplifier if you have uscd a go{){l 
out pu t t ransfonnel'. 

:-Jow that the nmplifiel' has heen sta
hilized, let's try to furt hel· impl'fI\·e t hc 
low-frequency t nlOsient I·cspnnsc. Thc 
capacitol' bypassing the cathodc resistor 
of the output stnge is usually sOl11e
whcre hetwecn 20 ,.f. and 250 ."f. Use of 
the 2;)()-,.f. (�apacitOl' hypasses the staJ:e 
to at·ound 6 cycles, that is, the stagc is 
fiat to about 10 cycles. Low-pitched mu
sical waveshapcs contain nC1\l'-d.c. com
ponents and in orelel· to hnnelle these 
ndequately you must have the output 
stage bypassed to approximately 1/10th 
of the lowest r.·equency you wish to re
produce. If you want to have go{){l t ran
sicnt response helow 60 cycles, you have 
to bypass the output stage more heavily 
than 250 /.f. Capacity of 500-600 /.f. 
(mnrle up of a couple of 300-,.f. elec
trolytics in pamllell will hypass the 
out put. stage to ahout 3 cycles nnel will 
give good transient response to nrounel 
30 cycles. It is n l'at·C speaker system 
thnt can proeluce 30 cycles and it is n 
rare I'oom that will sustain that low n 
note even if t he speaker is capahle of 

Fig. 4. Performance of another amplifier modifi.d by author. This one utiliz.d a 
pair of El34/6CA7', with cathode bias and a choke-input filter in the power supply. 
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prodUCing that note In the ftrat place, 
One word of caution: the use of vt'1') 

large bypassing values, 1000 flf, (m' ('X, 
ample, may again lead to instability. 

Other Improvements 

A Williamson amplifiel' incorpcmll inl: 
the modifications already ou t1incc I Idll 
sounrlgood indeed but thel·c i!l one alllJi, 
tional thing you may do if you want to 
be "elegant." Any "Ultm-Linear"-t�·Pe 
Williamsoil- -even onc with a choke-in
put. powel' supply -will display It dl'Op 
in "n +" dUI'inJ: extremely loucl pns.-
sages. Thill hns a limiting elTeet on the 
powel' output amI the amplifiel' may not 
recovel' fl'om ovcrloads ,'Ill quickl,\- ;15 
you'd like. The remccly ill to dccoupl(' 1 he 
output stn�e 11100'e heavily. It hns 11C'�n 
found that foUl' 9O-"f. elcetl'lllytics '·on
nceted across the center-tap of the out· 
put. h'anil fOl'mel' will pmvide supel'b 
transient I'csponse. These capacitors 
hold enough of a chat'ge to supply the 
output tubes with plenty of current ,lur
i ng short·eluration, high-intensity 
sounds and prevent n dmp in "B ·i-." The 
amplifier shown in Fig. 2 does nnt ,lis· 
play the slightest change in "8 -I·" until 
it is opcmting almost continuously in 
overload, Thc elTeet of this is most no
ticeable on low-fl'equency transi('nls. 
Also, it will give the amplifier practi
cally instantaneous overload l'cellvel·Y. 

Changing the bypassing of the out put
stage cath{){le and incl'easing the out· 
put-stage decoupling will likely pl1Kluce 
no audible changes unless you have n 
really finc.spenkel' lIystem. \Vith such a 
system, the impl'Ovement is readily ap
parent. 

Of course, neither of the last 111"0 
m{){lificntions_ is o( much value if :hc 
phono preamp doe� not equalize ,·or
rectly at the very low frequencies. t 'n
fortunately, many preamps don't. The 
boost applied below 100 cycles in the 
RIAA curve is a help, but many record 
companiell do not always apply the pre
sumecl low-fl'equency pre-emphnsis. A 
dillcussion of equalization nnel tonc-<:nn
tl'lll is heyond the scope of this at 'tielC'. �n 
we will assume that you can get thc 
lows into yOUl' amplifier. 

The modifications outlineel can Ioc 
made for around $10 anel, in view of I he 
improvement in pel'fOl'mance, an� 11 ,," 
worth the money, It is not the aiitholi··� 
intent ion to disparage the OI'iginaV"'i1-
Iiamson nmplifier elesign-it has much 
to recommend it, It is easy to build anll 
by I·e-biasing the voltage-amplifiel� it 
becomell non-critical of tube selcet inn. 
Furthel'mOl'e, the "Ultra-Linenr" \·C'i'· 
sion is cnpahle of elelivering all the c1C';In 
powel' nceded to drive any speakel' sy:<
tern except fOl' some of the less effid('1I1 
---although excellent-bookshelf tYIII':<_ 

The use of a chokc-input power supply 
combined with the adrlitionnl hypassing 
and dec()upling will permit the "Ultl'l\
Linear"-type Williamson to cleliver 
several watts mOl'C than ordinal'y cir
cuih'y permits. The distortion won't cx
ceed 1�; until you l'each overload and 
will sound as though you have doublc<1 
the power output when what you havc 
clone is improvc the overload pel'Corm· 
ance. 
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The "Williamson Type" Amplifier 
Brought Up to Date 

M. V. KIEBERToOI 

Attention to detail in the construction of the Williamson-type am
plifier, as well as in the choice of components and tube types, re
sults in an amplifier with low noise level and a minimum of "bugs." 

W
HILE BUILDING a new "super" am
plifier, it became necessary to pro
vide an interim power amplifier 

for use with the pr.e-amplifier-equalizer 
unit to be described by the author next 
month. 

The unit was to be rack mounted on 
a standard 19-inch assembly with a 
chassis 17 by 10Yz inches. The power 
supply was to be integral with the am
plifier with the provision for self-con
tained output-stage metering and plate
current balancing. 

ElectricaHy, it was required that the 
unit have a l6-ohm output; a calibrated 
input attenuator, a 6OO-ohm input or 
an unbalanced high impedance input of 
100,000 ohms; a power output level of 
approximately 15 watts with negligible 
intermodulation distortion; a relatively 
flat power-frequency characteristic, a 

• Eclipse-Pioneer Division, Bendi; Avia
tion Corp., Teterboro, N. I. 
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high output damping factor; a gain of 
60 to 80 db, and a noise and hum level 
held to at least 80 db below a one-half 
watt nominal output level. Combined 
with these specifications was the re
quirement that the unit have excellent 
transient response not only when work
ing into a resistive load but also under 
the condition of driving a speaker load. 
To cross-check the latter requirement, 
square-wave tests were to be made un
der both conditions of operation-re
sistive load and speaker-and these 
measurements were to be compared 
with the speaker output as sampled by a 
calibrated microphone. 
Preliminary Desig" 

A number of circuits were investi
gated and checked. The basic William
son design looked like a good starting 
place, and accordingly a rather compre
hensive investigation was made of the 

R29 5p:yJ (SEE TEXT! 

I WATT 
NON·INDucnvt: 
WIII£· WOUND 

various circuit literature published on 
this general type of circuit. 

Initial tests soon indicated that four 
major sources of noise, distortion, and 
poor transient performance limited the 
optimum capabilities of the generaHy 
used circuit. The difficulties were found 
to be as foHows: 

1. The input stage was too noisy, had 
hum. and required careful selection of 
plate and coupling resistances in order 
to provide a balanced, "clean" output 
from the second half of the tube. 
2. The driving power to the 807'5 was 
marginal at peak levels. 
3. Typical coupling capacitor tolerances 
and variation of distributed capacitances 
tended to cause circuit unbalance at both 
high and low frequencies with attendant 
transient difficulties. 
4. Composition resistors as normatly 
used in the feedback circuit gave distor
tion from the frequently overlooked volt
age co-efficient characteristics of the 

-

Fig. 1. Over-ill schemitic of the iuthor's up-to-dite venion of the Williamson amplifier. Note use of tube types which differ from those 
origi nilll' chosen for IIse in the Musician's Amplifier-the most populu American version to date. 
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Fig. 2 (left). Frequency-response curves with and without feedback. Fig. 3 (right). Power output curves for 1 per cent distortion. with and without 

units generally specified for use in this 
position. 
It was also believed to be desirable to 

have a time delay provision so that 
plate voltage would not be applied to 
the sy'stem until after cathodes had 
reached a satisfactory operating temper
ature. Either an Edison or Amperite 
thermal relay tube would do the job in 
a satisfactory manner. 

Initial tests also disclosed that the 
use of 10- or 20-"f decoupling capacitors 
were inadequate at low frequencies if 
good transient characteristics were to 
be maintained down to 5 or 10 cps when 
a considerable amount' of feedback was 
used. Accordingly, 40-"f units were 
used in this position, which then pro
vided fairly good frequency and phase 
characteristics well down into the lower 
audio frequencies. 

Study of the complete schematic, Fig. 
1, will show the differences in detail 
from the standard design. In order to 
avoid the four major difficulties ob
served in basic Williamson circuits, all 
stages were carefully checked and tested 
as individual elements and the optimum 
configuration found prior to inclusion in 
the final assembly_ Likewise, the entire 
amplifier was carefully tested and re
checked prior to inclusion of any feed
back loops-that is, care was taken to 
assure a good triode design and per
formance even before feedback was in
corporated in the final circuit. Tests in
dicated that this was a sound design 
procedure any way you listened to it
or looked at it on an oscilloscope. 

First Stage Improyements 
In order to circumvent the first listed 

difficulty-hum due to cathode-heater 
leakage, and noise arising in the first 
stage-it was necessary to take two cor
rective measures. First, a I2A Y7 tube 
which was specifically designed for low
noise-level audio service, was used to 
replace the conventionally employed 
6SN7 and care was taken to follow 
carefully the manufacturers' recommen
dation as to input grid resistance, heater 
connections, and voltage. By-passed and 
isolated heater bias was then employed 
with circuit parameters selected to pro-

feedback. 
vide minimum hum when an unbypassed relatively low resistance of these units, 
first-stage cathode resistor was utilized 20,000 ohms, minimizes the problems of 
as required when feedback is connected high-frequency roll-off and asymmetri
in at this point. Second, it was found cal phase charactt:ristics sometimes 
that the 47,OOO-ohm plate-load resistor found in. this type of inver�er �ircuit. 
did, as would be expected, cause in- The splttload, c!'-thodyne clrcul! w.as 
creased noise unless wire-wound or low found to be supenor to all other circuits 
noise level units were used. t�sted for possible use in this applica-

With respect to noise level in the first- tlOn . . . 
stage load resistor, a number of resistive The dnver stage was next considered 
elements were checked in order to secure and a number of tube types were evalu
a relative evaluation of each type and ated and tested for use . in this position. 
value. The following were tested: Tubes tested and considered were the 

I . .

• 

6SN7, 6N7, 6K6s and 6V6s operated 
1) � watt composltton resistor both as triodes and as pentodes 6AG7s 
2) 1 watt compos!t!on res!stor 2C21, 6J6, 12AU7, and the 5687. It wa� 
3) 2 watt comP?SltlOn resls�or soon evident that the 5687 was consider-
4) 1 watt deposited. film reslst.or ably superior to other driver configura-
5) 1 wa�t S.S. White 10w-nOlse-type tions although pentode connected 6K6's 

resistor . . , were also 'excellent except for the fact 
6) 1 wa�t non-mductlve, wire-wound that the considerable variation in tube 

resistor characteristics between tubes required a 
The use of a I-watt composition resis- �areful balancing of tubes and a re-.ad

tor in lieu of a �-watt unit improved Justment of the screen vo!tage each hme 
the noise level by approximately 3 db a tube . was changed. ThiS w�s not the 
with a like improvement occurring when case W.lth the .5687 (a dual tTlode) and 
a 2-watt unit was substituted for the accordmgly thiS tube was selected as the 
I-watt unit. The I-watt 5.5. White unit driver. It is also obvious that the use 
was about 6 db better than the 2-watt of a single tube considerably simplifies 
composition resistor. The I-watt de- the circuit layout and saves on both 
posited film resistor was slightly inferior components . and space. 
to the 5.5. White unit while the I-watt After gomg through the preceding 
non-inductive wire-wound resistor was studies, a preliminary circuit was set up 
about 6 db better than the 2-watt com- on an experimental chassis, and fre
position unit. Substitution of the I-watt quency and phase characteristics were 
non-inductive wire-wound resistor for run with the feedback loop left open. It 
the generally specified � watt carbon was soon noted that rather peculiar / 
unit thus provided about 12 db improve- things were happening at low frequen
ment in noise level, while the I2A Y7 cies.:!: 20-per cent coupling capacitors 
with a biased and properly by-passed �ad been used (without actually check
heater circuit also cleans up the hum m� to see. what .they were) while the 
level by about 12 db .and accordingly gnd coupltng resistors had been held to 
helps to meet the original design re- :!: 10 per cent. The coupling capacitors 
quirement. were then tested and found to have a 

Phase Splitter Improvements 
Following the clean-up of the first 

stage, the inverter was investigated. Re
sistors matched to :!: 0. 25 per cent were 
utilized. Both S. S. White units and l
and 2-watt carbon units were checked as 
regards to noise level. As might be ex
pected, however, the noise level was fixed 
by the first stage and no significant im
provement was found when changing 
from one type of resistor to another. The 

wide capacitance spread. As soon as 
matched units were employed, the sides 
of the push-pull circuits maintained bal
ance and the frequency and phase char
acteristics smoothed out the way theory 
said they should. 

The use of cross-neutralization or 
phase correction in the output stage ma
teria1iy helped to extend and smooth out 
the hig�-frequency end of the spectrum 
but agam, watch out for balanced capa-
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citors and a symmetrical circuit layout· 
which is most important in this part of 
the circuit because this is one of the lim
iting points in the high-frequency end 
of the spectrum. 

At this point, the amplifier, even with
out feedback, "listened" good and would 
appear to satisfy even the most discrimi
nating user. In order to find out what 
was available, a series of characteristics 
were measured. The frequency response, 
gain, noise level, mid-range output im
pedance and power characteristics were 
measured. 

'With something already good to work 
with and an available 20 db of gain to 
utilize, the feedback loop was closed. 
Initial steady-state measurements were 
made and it looked as though the arith
metic were right. It being early in the 
morning and we being anxious to test 
the listening quality of this new unit, the 
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Fig. 4. Intermoduliltion distortion curves, with 
ilnd without feedback, tilken with three sets 

of tubes in each condition. 

system was set up and a test tape of 
known exceIJence fed into the system. 
And was it terrible! 

Additional tests were now made. The 
feedback loop was opened, and a square
wave generator was fed into the ampli
fier. The transient performance looked 
good under this condition of operation. 
The feedback loop was closed, the circuit 
again checked and curves and bumps 
appeared where and when they shouldn't. 
The input cathode resistor was a �-watt 
carbon ,unit as was the feedback resistor 
-so remembering a bit about voltage 
coefficients of composition resistors, 2-
watt carbon units were substituted for 
the �-watt units and an immediate im
provement was noted. The transient per
formance, however, did not completely 
clean up until these two resistors were 
replaced by non-inductive I-watt wire
wound units. The performance of the 
amplifier was now remeasured and is 
compared-with and without feedback

-in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 

'\'ith the final version of the improved 
and up-to-uate \Villiamson unit con
nected into the complete system, it ap
pears as though this new amplifier may 
become more than the "interim" ampli
fier that it started out to be. 

At this point attention is invited to 
Fig, 4 which presents the IM tests on 
the circuits both before and after closing 
of the feedback loop. In each case a fam
ily of curves has been presented. These 
families of curves represent, measure
ments made with eight 807's, four of 
which were new, two of which had over 
1000 hours of operation, and two of 
which had over 3000 hours of operation 
in a voltage regulator. The best curves 
in each case resulted from optimum tube 
selection, the poorest curves-were made 
with the poorest combination of tubes. 

Tests with various combinations of 
I2A Y7s and 5687s indicated that the 
IM was negligibly influenced by these 
stages but rather was almost entirely 
determined by the characteristics of the 
particular type 807 tubes used in the 
output stage, 

Past experience has indicated that all 
too often the proud parent of a circuit 
presents the brain child in Sunday-go-to
meeting clothes rather than in the day
to-day attire and environment of run-of
the-mill tubes which are generally the 
only ones normally available to the aver
age experimenter or the unsuspecting 
public. In this instance it is believed that 
a representative and fair evaluation of 
the circuit has been made. 

Construction 
Care was taken in construction to 

avoid circulating ground currents and 
accordingly, an electrical connection is 
made to the chassis at only the one point 
next to the input. Twisted and capaci
tively shieldecl filament leads and as 
balanced and symmetrical physical and 
electrical layout as possible with this cir
cuit further simplifies wiring and assem
bly while keeping capacitances as they 
should be. 

C" C, 

C., C, 

C.,C. 
C7 
C. 
C" CII, CIl 
Cu, CII 
L, 
M, 
R, 
R. 

R. 

R"R. 

R., R7 

R. 

R., R" 

RII, R" 

RII 

RII, RII, RI/, R .. 
R",R" 

R" 

R",R". 

RII, RII, R" 

R .. 

RIO 

T, 

T. 

TD, 
V, 
V. 
V" V, 
V. 

PARTS LIST 
.05 "i, 6OO-v. paper, 

matched ± l4 % 
025 "f. 6OO-v. paper, 

matched ± l4% 
4O-4O/4SO-v. electrolytic 
8 "i, 6OO-v. oil filled 
1.0 "f, 4OO-v. paper 
0.1 "i, 6OO-v. paper 
5.1 ""f, 6OO-v. mica 
12-H, 120-ma filter choke 
I-ma meter, lOO-ohm re-

sistance 
0.1 meg audio taper pot 
330 ohms, I watt, wire

wound, non-inductive 
47,000 ohms, I watt, wire

wound, non-inductive 
20,000 ohms, I-watt. wire

wound, non-inductive. 
matched ± l4 % 

0.47 meg, �-watt. 
matched ± l4 % 

1200 ohms, I-watt, com-
position 

50,000 ohms, 10-watt. 
wirewound, matched 
±l4% 
0.1 meg, �-watt, compo

sition, matched 1% 
lOO ohms, 2-watt pot. 

wirewound, linear 
lOO ohms, I-watt, compo

sition 
1000 ohms, JI,-watt, com

position 
250 ohms. 10-watt, wire

wound 
1.05 ohms, wirewound 

shunt for meter 
0.1 meg, I-watt, composi

tion 
22,000 ohms, I-watt, com

position 
430 ohms, I-watt, compo

sition 
18,000 ohms, �-watt . 

composition 
5000 ohms, I-watt. wire

wound, non-inductive 
Output transformer, 10,-

000 ohms plate-to-plate/ 
4-8-16 ohm secondary 
Peerless S-2650 (Simi
lar transformers of 
other makes are: 1\cro 
-TO-290; T r i a d
HSM-89 or S-481\; 
UTC-LS-6Ll. Suit
able results should be 
obtained, although au
thor has not made 
measurements w i t  h 
these types.) 

Power transformer�OO-
0-400 v. at 200 ma ; 5 v. 
at 3 a.; 6.3 v. at 6 a, 

1\mperite thermal time-
delay switch 

I 21\Y7 
5687 (Tung-Sol) 
807 
5U4G (or 5V4G) 
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